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"Patriotism is most impor:
tant and what is said here is

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Richard W.
English teacher

WI

Calisch, an
at Prospect

not a criticism of your defense
of the flag. Obviously there

High School who stepped on
an American flag to illustrate
that "symbols are teal," was

ing," the Judge said.

dismissed yesterday from Niles
Court by Judge Herbert R.

Ryan Jr. said after the statements that he was satisfied with

Stoffels.

the court's disposition of the

The state dropped charges

case.

"I only wanted him to admit

before the case was brought to
trial. Calisch, Judge Stoffels
and Asst. State's Atty. Art
Zimmerman made statements.

it

was in poor taste and to
apologize," he said.

After Talks

t1
Saniga7y Bis&riet

The board of education of
Dist. 26 voted

to spend al-

most $10,000 on new equipTHE JUDGE read section' ment for the 1966-67 school
56-1/4 of the Illinois Statute year last night.

"I'm not unpatriotic," Calisch said, "I'm very dedicated
to the flag and what it stands
for and it was with this in mind

under
which
charged.
"There are

that I did what I'm here for.

"Also, I'm dedicated very
sincerely and permanently to
young people who will support
the flag, and it's to the young
people I'm trying to teach last-

Calisch

Members

was

also

agreed

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

News Editor
After a meeting yesterday with Chicago Sanitary District
officials, Mayor Daniel Congreve ordered Village Manager

to

oppose a zoning change that

very few who would allow the construction
know this statute but it is one of an apartment building in
of the state's most important the district.
laws," Judge Stoffels said.
Meeting in a special session
"This court will enforce it to hear progress reports on

John Mongan to begin issuing building and occupancy permits

vigorously."

tributing to flooding problems
in DiMucci's Elk Ridge Villa.

to all builders except Salvatore DiMucci Jr.

Mayor Congreve said engineering experts agreed that
other builders were not con-

new programs and a review of
Turning to Calisch he said, programs under consideration

ing values.

"To those who were offended
by what I did I apopogizc.

"What you did was not done to

"I think people need to pay
more attention to the flag," he

laid. "In fact,

y41 r Lifts 18 n

Dist. 26
To Op se
Apartments

has been much misunderstand.

I attended the
I

Memorial Day parade and
noted 14 violations."

SEAN RYAN Jr., a student
at Prospect High School, appeared on behalf of his father
who had signed the complaint
against Calisch.
Ryan is not a member of
Calisch's class.

as

well

summer

as

Last

sahool

munity as people are now aware
of their responsibilities."

and Busse on Cottonwood.

would take in
zoning change.

opposing

Elk

the

HARWOOD told the hoard
HE SAID Calisch had a
good background and a good that the Cook County Zoning
reputation ps a teacher.. In Board will hold a hearing at
view of this, he asked the judge
to dismiss the charge.

"The violation will not be
repeated," Zimmerman said.

p.m.

Friday, June

By United Press International

at Busse sur-charges, or backs

up," Congreve said. "Permits
issued by the sanitary district
for

be.

the

hearing,

that

he

said,

and

he

It was lifted into space this morning atop an Atlas rocket wished Dist. 26 to co-operate

sur-charging

The initial orbit appeared to range from about 183 miles

Flowing at full speed after three weeks of repair work Is Mount Prospect Well No. 6.
Workmen standby during testing yesterday of completely renovated well. The well is pumping 1,550 feet of water into the system from a depth of about 1,400 feet. Work on the well
was completed by J. P. Miller Artesian Well Co. From the left are Chuck Elliot, Clay
Hannah and John Meschi, all of Artesian and Jerry Mcintosh of the village of Mount Prospect.

He mentioned that there

is

zoning hearing before the
The orbit is almost exactly what officials wanted, accord- county usually makes its
ing to preliminary telemetry data.
decision.
a

Inside the Gemini capsule atop a Titan rocket, astronauts

In the meantime, he suggested,

the board

should be

thinking about the acquisition
of about six or seven acres
for a school site.
"If the county's decision
allows this. apartment build-

ing, then we'll need a school
site for sure," he said.

(Continued on Page 3)

An

election

to

determine

whether residents of Country
Gardens in Prospect Heights
want a sanitary district for
their area wilt be conducted

I

they asked their teacher.
The result of their labors
is a storage cabinet about

.12 feet long and 7 feet tall that
.is used by the woodworking

polling

place

He told police an unknown
is

the

The

election

the subdivision.
Absentee

ballots are avail -

ora, Milton Steinbraker and
Robert Werner.

If

residents vote to form
sanitary district the Cook
County circuit court will appoint three district trustees
to investigate costs and engineering designs.
a

All of the territory annexto the village of Mount
Prospect since 1957 in the
Weller Creek Drainage Dis-

I

trict has been detached from
the drainage district.

No objections to the detachment

.the idea are Bill Fox and Ross

petition

IL

with their
Elberton in

school.

store

and

baum a $125 check from a
nearby gas station.

against

building

-

THE MAN told Barnbaum
he would buy a Polaroid camera, film and flash equipment

if he could try one out first.
He said he would return to
the store within an hour.
When he failed to return,
Barnbaum reported the theft,
by deception to police, who
discovered
the manager of
the gas station is missing

two checks from the station's
bank book.

CONGREVE

said

he

was

convinced that the lift station
is the answer and so was Con-

soer and Townsend. He said
that while the sanitary district
would give a building permit
for the lift station, it would
prohibit

solution
discussed was the possibility of
emptying the interceptor line

into Weller Creek to

relieve

its overflow.
Engineers said Tuesday that

this would not alleviate the Elk
Ridge Villa situation because of
the insufficient hydraulic gradient of the interceptor to clear
itself in the creek.

The lift station would allow
the sewage to be pumped into
the interceptor when it is overloaded. Now, the reverse takes
place and the sewage is forced
back into Utility's 15 -inch lines
front the 36 -inch interceptor.
When it fills the I5 -inch line,

the only place left for it to go

Construction
Firm Accused
By Labor Dept.

at yesterday's sanitary district

Labor Sec.
W.
Willhrd
Wirtz has asked the U.S. Dis-

meeting. Fletcher said the solution was making the houses
water -tight so that sewage cannot back up into them.

Codigan said that while this
would

alleviate flooding in
basements, it would also cause
sewer water to rise into the
streets, creating an even worse
situation.

REPRESENTING the village at the meeting were Con -

employees

proper

overtime

wages.

trict Court in Chicago for an
order permanently enjoining
Mohawk Construction Co., 1575
Rohlwing Rd., Rolling Mea-

dows, from future violations of

the overtime pay and record
keeping provisions of the Pair,

Labor Standards Act - the
federal wage and hour law.

The company employs about
159 construction and 'maintenance workers.

Meefing to Explain
Aldermanic System
A meeting to explain

the

Representative Government Assn'. for Wednesday,
the

re- Wednesday's meeting is the
mainten- first to which the general
ance of drains; levees and public has been invited.
drainage
revert
structures
CrOoks said that a second
to the village. So do all pro- village trustee, Harry Bruhl,
perty
easements
formerly has joined the association and
held by the drainage dis- is expected to be at the Jane t
trict.
8 meeting.

all

1

ANOTHER

A Rolling Meadows firm has
been enjoined for failing to pay

Previously,

Trustee

Parker

a ldermanic city government.

for

short-range problem.

storm water from
downspouts or drain tile.
Consulting Engineer Edgar
Fletcher represented DiMucci

Thadcus Adesko.

Under the court order,

by the mayor as acknhwledgemcnt that it will naive: thtl.,

is into basements or out man-

Ekren announced his support

sponsibility

front of cabinet they made for

the

after asking questions about
several cameras showed Barn-

Colonial Heights remain in June 8, 'at the Mount Prospect
the Weller Creek Drainage VFW.
District, but may be detachKendal Crooks, who is ored by similar court action. ganizing the RGA, said that

,of the chest at more than $600.
Cost of the material was
$250.

teacher. Richard

entered

entered

orders

at a hearing May 27 in the merits of city government by
Two recent annexations in

Etherton estimates the value

(left) and Russ

were

man

Cook County Court of Judge district' has been scheduled by

of Mount

:Prospect.

pose

arc

ed

The two seniors who had

Fox
Hoogerhyde

judges

garage of Henry G. Zedd at Elmer Anderson, Joseph Gu20 Stonegate Drive West in enther, Mrs. Robert Pasdi-

,

to store tools, sandpaper and electrical equip:
meat.

Bill

era Saturday.

Village Takes
Territory from
Drainage Dist.

class

"I will recommend that the

engineering
recommendations
of Consoer and Townsend.
The sanitary district's willingness to grant a permit

hole covers into the street.

in Troop 36.

issue would then be slated.

7.

Mucci.

station will be built."

from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. SatThe

heavy

Water Co. places $35,000 in
escrow guaranteeing the lift

Gerald
Barnbaum,
pharmacist at Endler's Pharma-

A second election on a bond

Richard

had e different idea. "How about doing
something for the school?"

John Chandler at

Investigate
Camera
Theft

urday.

at

bies.

Hoogerhyde, both

able from
537-5306.

during

and occupancy permits in Di Mucci Home Builders' Mount
Shire be released," Congreve
said, "when Utility Sewer and

Notices of the election in
Country Gardens will be pass- cy, 1770 W. Algonquin Rd.,
ed out Thursday by Boy Scouts reported the theft of a cam-

Boys Put Heart Into Wooden Chest
.Prospect High School usually
,make things useful for their
homes or for household hob-

sewer

necting to the sanitary district
interceptor belong to Utility
Sewer and Water Co., a company owned by Salvatore Di stop

Country Gardens
Vote Slated

a 60 to 90 day spread after

Thomas Stafford and Eugene Cernan awaited blastoff.

the

rains."
In this case, the sewers con-

,r

fired from Cape Kennedy.
with the village.
Officially, the target vehicle is known as the augmented
"Dist. 76 has good, educatarget docking adapter. It is nicknamed the Glob.
tional arguments against the
"All events occurred as programmed," officials said.
zoning change," Harwood said.

The Glob target satellite actually is a substitute for the
-Agena vehicle which landed in the ocean on the first Gemini Nine attempt May 17th. At that time, officials decided to call
off the Gemini mission because there was no target satellite
for the rendizvous. This time, scientists decided Gemini Nine would go even if the target satellite failed to achieve
orbit.

connection to

struct applicants to expect the

Mount Prospect might opCAPE KENNEDY -- The target satellite for Gemini -Nine pose the zoning change at the

to 185 miles above Earth -- almost perfect.

for the lift station was viewed

"It is no secret that the sanitary district interceptor sever

He said he had been unable
to determine how many apartrecommended

He said the decision to withhold the building and occupan-

sewer at Busse.

warn of the situation and in-

He

the village and Di Mucci Home Builders.

between

cy permits was based on the

Harwood said.

ment "units" this would

is going to maintain a handsoff stand in the controversy

Consoer and Townsend,
Prospect's consulting
engineering firm, would provide a I5 -inch line into the
sanitary district's interceptor

Mount

608

officials in Mount Prospect.

is ia orbit.

as

station,
if
recommended

for

10

board refrain from acting um.
til he could contact village

Target in Almost Perfect Orbit

problem is

by William Codigan, engineer

"apartments" would be constructed,
change

flood

LIFT

constructed

in
Arlington Heights village hall
on a request to change the
zoning for the MacDonald
Driving Range froth R-4 to
R-5.
The 38 -acre range is lo3

zoning

of

Ridge

a lift station between Redwood

west of Wolf Rd. Under the

Two students
:Elberton's class

halting

district
officials,
engineers
agreed that the answer to the

cated north of Euclid Rd. and

students

order

permits was never tested by
the builders. The only pending
applications are from DiMucci.
At the meeting with sanitary

THE

After learning that the Ryans
came from Ireland, Judge Stoffels said: "You had courage for
showing interest and attention
to our country.

Woodworking

week's

cast contempt on the flag bat plans, the board even approved
to show students the value of the "skinning" of a baseball
patriotism.
diamond by the River Trails
"It was an unwise and ab- Park District.
solutely improper way to get
On the recommendation of
a point across," the Judge said. Dist. Supt. Winston Harwood
Zimmerman said "the event the board deferred until its
is beneficial to the entire com- next meeting the course it

grove,
Codigan,
Mongan,
Bernard
Hemmeter,
village
engineer and Robert Moore,
village attorney.
On hand for the sanitary
district were Forrest Neal,
assistant chief engineer for
design;
Raymond
Leland,
sewer design
engineer, and
Frank Dalton, acting chief
engineer.
said
Congreve
afterwards
he felt the sanitary district

When such petitions,
signed
and
certified,

are
and

for a change from village to presented to the village board,
uled

election must
within 60 days.
an

The June 8 meeting, sched-

be

called

to begin at 8:30 p.m.,

will include presentation of
material explaining the aldermanic system as it would
relate to Mount Prospect.

Under the proposals, Mount
Prospect would be divided into
seven districts and two aldermen would be elected from

In order to change the sys- each of the seven districts. A
tem of government, it would mayor would be elected at be necessary to ho'id an elec._ large.
tion. Petitions seeking the
Currently, under the village

election

are

expected

to

be

circulated by RGA representatives soon.

system, a
village president
and six trustees are elected

from the entire village.
4!
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St. Emily Students
Win Science Awards

Wednesday, June I, 1966

Proposed Ordinance

Explain

Thomas Peterson, a student at St. Emily's School
in Mount Prospect, won a
first place award for his
science projCct at the Illinois
Junior
Academy
of
Science
state exposition
at
Urbana.

New Swim
Pe 01 t':ule
A municipal ordinance proposed
last week
Board of Health will apply to only a few private pools.

by

Peterson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Peterson of
Des
Plainei, won his first
place for "Do We Write on
Trees?"
A first place award in the
state
competition
is
considered
a
tribute to the
parochial
school's
science
program
since
there
are
more
than
1,000
entrants
from
public
and
private

the

Public pools in Mount Prospect are operated and regulated
by the park district. The new ordinance will cover "all swimming pools other than those operated for use by three families
or less "

For

all

practical

purposes

this means the approximately a life pole and a separate
throwing line.
12 pools constructed as part
of apartment buildings. OutDIVING equipment when used
door pools must be inspected
before they arc opened and at must have a lifeguard in atleast twice a month there- tendance. Those pools without
after,

according
posed ordinance.

to

EDITORS OF the "Frost Six" begin assembling their school paper reporting the
highlights of the year's activities at Robert Frost School
in Prospect Heights.
Britt Magneson (seated, right) pointed out a correction to Terry Haeger and Karen
Janczic (both
seated). Other
editors are (standing, from left) Gail Herrmann,
Douglas Broxham and Lisa Berg.
Standing right is Tom Wagner who designed the
paper's cover. Students in Mrs. Alice P. Boyland's sixth grade class provided the
power to edit articles submitted on special room projects. stories, Jokes and poems.
The latter allowed younger children to participate in contributing to the paper.

lage standards and for any pool

ACCORDING to some of the operator to appeal the closing
of his pool.

no

requirements,

Emily
students
to
win
recognition
were
Richard Gering and
Lawrence Quinnett, both of
Mount Prospect. Both were

diving board must have a
parent or a responsible adult

The health board, sitting in' accompanying any child under
a Joint meeting with the Pub- 14 years old, and "no person
lic Health and Safety Com- shall be alone in the pool at
mittee, approved the new or- 'anytime," according to the
dinance. Committee members ordinance.
The village attorney will
said they would recommend the
ordinance to the village board clarify procedures for closing
a pool that does not meet vilof trustees
sanitation

OTHER ST.

a

pro-

the

schools throughout Illinois.

one with "excessive sunburn"
or bandages or having condi-

or

tions appearing to be infectious
will be admitted to the pool.
Another requirement prohibits "food, drink, gum or
tobacco" in the pool area.

Charter
New Scout

members debated how best to
keep young boys with long

Neighborhood

hair from using the pool.

those

their

wearing

males

hair in the modern long fashion "to wear caps while in the
pool"

1'

Gilbert W. Bowen, pas-

bathhouse area, the pool and
equipment for water treatment.
ordinance

tor of the Community
Presbyterian Church of

4

,ca

Mount
church

eteta at ezeo

also estab-

levels for various kinds
of chemicals in the pool water.
In terms of safety, the board

stimulated through this
program of recognizing students for their book selec-

tions from the school library.
ANOTHER
innovation
in
Mrs
Spence's class is an
adaptation of "Show and Tell."
This program, for her lanincorporates
written reports with the tra-

ditional show and tell program.
Each student writes a short
report on the item he brought
to school for show and tell
and then reads the written
Spence said this co -

prising to the layman that ap-

proximately 90% of the prescriptions filled todaycould not
be filled 3 decades ago for the
simple reason that one or more

of the prescribed drugs was
then unknown.
The era of the wonder drugs

of Mr. and Mrs.H. C. Huebner, 606 Cedar Ln., Mount Prospect.

beginning in 1936 ushered In
a startling and welcome in-

MEMBERS of the layout staff are Debbie Anderson, daugh-

crease to mankind's rather tenuous hold on life. Although

Pam Reiss, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. Reiss, 1402 Barberry
Ln, both of Mount Prospect and Danita Loveless, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Loveless, 3409 N. Betty, Arlington Heights.

report to the class.

with

By Alan Maslow, ft.Ph.

Other members include Judy Curran, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. N. W. Curran, Wheeling, and Karen Huebner, daughter

Assisting the photography editor will be Janet Lewis, daugh-

his written language
his oral report to the

World's finest Prime Rib

class

Barn Dance

Sweeney, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Sweeney and
Emma Visee, daughter of Mr.

The WGN Barn dance will
be featured June 12 as part
of the Elk Grove Village Ten-

and Mrs. H. Visee.

cennial
The barn

Previously
named editors
Linda Crain, editor in
chief; Walt Kriel-, managing

dance will hold
two performances at 2 p.m.

are

and 8 p m in the Forest View

editor; Sue Right, copy editor;
Judy LeFerge, layout editor;
Dick Kerr, photography editor;
Linda Voltz, classes editor;

High School Gym.

Although not televised, each

hour and a half performance
will feature the regular cast
of this popular Chicago show.
For 'tickets and informa-

and Tim Sroka, sports editor.

tion, call Elk Grove Village
Hall, 439-3900

' 444:
INT-4LE

Last Days:

rr-rtim

"Never Too Late"

,N )0, pH, 011r1011413 COUNTRY Cl.10

(.,10 0 ..I Y,. rrinport

.

(Nightly Except Monday'
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)

I Dining available ... Reservations: CL 9.6400

-

.14

to begin burning at
3 p.m. Camp Fire Girls from

expected

formal business meeting. throughout the area are urged
On Sunday, June 5, the "Fifth to make early plans to attend.
Wheelers" will hold their regno

ular business meeting at the
Trinity Lutheran Church. A
program has been planned.

Lumber Taken
Two men were arrested Sunday for stealing lumber.

ANOTHER Sunday activity
Ronald Emil DiCianni, 31,,
will be the annual Mount Pros- of 505 Cordial Dr., and Ronpect Arts and Crafts Fair at ald Joseph Frazzetto, 26, of
the village garage. This event 495 Cordial Dr., both of Des
will open to the public at Plaines, were released on

noon and run throughout the $200 bond.
day.
On exhibit 'will be many
items of handiwork and art
made by local residents.

They arc due in
Prospect court June 22.

Mount

They were charged with the
theft of 21 2x4's from a new

There will be a council of home at 500 S. Debora Dr.
Camp Firc Girls at Prospect They had the lumber in the
High School on Sunday.
trunk of an auto when arrestThe Grand Council Fire is ed. li

i:m-

LaVEiz SPEC44Ls
t;

lb.

80

t.

ROLLED RUM ROAST

King

Big Roll 310

26 oz.110

15 oz.3ft

CHERRIOS

CARNATION INSTANT
MINUTE RICE

N

BRESLERS'

lb.

89t

Meat

Prices

Effective
June 1-4
Only

Tender

994

CUBE STEAK

lb.

PORK CUTLETS

lb. 59$

PORK STEAKS

lb.

PORK BUTTS

lb. 454

PAIL PAK

the term "Wonder Drugs" is
sometimes considered an ex-

ICE CREAM

travagant copy writers creation, there is no discountingthe
fact that the life expectancy to-

1/2 Gal. Carton
With $5.00 Purchase Plus Coupon
VALID JUNE 1st TO 7t

day is a full decade greater
than in 1936. Much of this
astounding increase is directly
attributable to the so-called
wonder drugs and to the fin proved surgical techniques they
helped to bring about.

too ct.990

-

490

FRESH bAILY

4 SA1

proved drugs is not the entire

scriptions are a must for the
well being of the entire family.
You are assured of the finest
prescription service possible at
8:

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid, Arlington Heights
'Luncheon
Dinner
Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

THE CONLEY8'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

ENDLER'8 PHARMACY
1170 W. Algonquin Rd.
Phone 439-5255
Free Delivery

This Weeks Helpful Hint
A small towel wrung out in
cold water, folded and frozen

in the refrigerator, will serve

PHONE CL 9-3400

as an ice bag in a pinch.

OUR MAN -

Meister-Brau

SCHLICKMAN!

P&T Club Deluxe

GIN

COMING

"PAPA
IS ALL"

On the program is an evening of bowling. There will be

Reg. Size go

Wednesday June 8
Club11ef AIR(

bird Bowl at 8:30 p.m.

-13"Oz. Ur -494'

for REPUBLICAN COMMITTIIMAN

Country

organization for widowed and divorced pc'ople, at the Thunder-

BONELESS

answer, however, accurate pre-

CLASSES staff will consist
of Wheeling residents Freda
Burton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Burton; Kathy

A weekend of activity in Mount Prospect June 4 and 5 will be

highlited by the regular meeting of the "Fifth Wheelers" an

to

Reliance on new and im-

objects that he displays to the

A Busy Weekend

V?

MILNOT

Wheeling, all of Prospect Heights.

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen D. Lewis, 1134 Juniper Ln. and

'Fifth Wheelers' Plan

TIDE

It may be somewhat sur-

ham, 110 Garden Ln., Prospect Heights.

ter M. Tarcisia, CSFN.

1

PUFFS 2002Ply TISSUE
SCOTT TOWELS
MORTON SALT

ter of Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Anderson, 1105 Hemlock Ln. and
Linda Reihl, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Reihl, 1721 E.
Euclid, Mount Prospect; Kathy Barnard, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William B. Barnard, 903 E. Valley Ln., Arlington Heights
and Cindy Stringham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. String -

class,

CAMPBELLS TOMATO SOUP
stst:e1409:
HUNTS TOMATO' SAUCE
REALEMON
PURINA DOG CHOW
5 Lbs.690
VETS DOG FOOD
Lb. Cane0

Joseph Wellman, currently teaching at Joliet East High
School, will serve at '67 "Lair" advisor. He is a member of
the executive council of the Northern Illinois School Press
Assn. and will teach in the social science department next

Mrs. R. J. Quinn, 23 Mandel Ln.; Barb Frey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Frey, 218 Mandel Ln. and Barbara
Scherpelz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scherpelz 7 N.

been

oc

HI C FRUIT DRINKS

yearbook.

year.

Mrs Spence reports that
much interest in reading has

is principal of St. Emily's
Science
moderator
is
Sis-

I

LIPTON TEA BAGS
JOY LIQUID

Staff members include Marilyn Quinn, daughter of Mr. and

papers
session of the exhibition this
year.

Hares Only A Few

SEGO

A new faculty adviser and probationary staff members have

affixed to the line.

state

0

T

HEINZ SIR, BABY FOOD
JELLO GELATINE

been named for next year's "Lair" Wheeling High School's

cast into a selection of library
books and the title of the book
the student selects to read is

the

'AR

MIRACLE WHIP

Staff Members
For Wheeling 'Lair'

out -of -class
reading is
underway in
Mrs.
Shirley
Spence's
second
grade
at
Gregory School in Mount
Prospect
Children are portrayed on
the class bulletin board as
fishermen
Their lines are

to

SKIPPY PEANUT BUTTER.. 10 Oz. Jar550

ame Advitkyii,

age

Mrs

Boy

formed Explorer Post.

A new program to encour-

relates

sponsors

dition to the newly

Program
Encourages
Reading

guage

The

Scout Troop 153 in ad-

and committee agreed that
these apartment pools must
have specific safety equip
merit, including' a' ring -buoy;,,
IWO

Prospect.

and

their

project,
vas one of only six to be
selected to be read.
They
on

Sister M. Valentine CFSN

the only eighth graders

invited

THAT ZAVRE 'NOD E6Ll'klf

Scout Charter to Rev.

OTHERsanitation provisions
refer to lighting, ventilation,
cleaning and disinfetiing the
The
lished

Boy

S c o u t Commissioner
Edward Marz Sr. (left),
406 N. Schoenbeck Rd.,
Prospect Heights, presents a new Explorer

They tentatively settled on
requinng women and girls and

A PAPER by Gering
Quinnett

WO

Troop

Both board and committee
.'

awarded third place awards.
Their
co -project,
"The
Re -action of Marine Life to
Electromagnetic Waves and
Negative
Ions,"
was
the
third
place entry
in
the
exhibition.

were

Full Quart

$ 3-.59.

Fifth

$ 3.98

House Of Stuart

SCOTCH'
George Harris

OURS TO01

Eugene F.

Schllckrnan'

Tom Rickman

Budd Matt

Eugene Perry

Norval Stephens

Andy Kranz

John Walsh

Tony Tomas°
John Fedor
Shirley Mlhalek

Endorsed by
WHEELING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
(Paid Political AdvortisomotatL

You it

;aye MORE AT ZAYRE taut:

1300 E. northwest Highway, Palatial

Hears 10-10 Daily, 10-6 Saaday
-T

Teen Talent

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, June I, 1966'

Rums e

Combas& at

cospeercI iaza
First audition 'winner§

in

BY BILL PETERSON
The non-military war in South

Viet Nam is on the skids, reports ' Rep. Donald Runisfeld
(R -Ill.) who recently returned

the district Talented Teens..zoii-

test will appear at Mount Prospect Plaza tonight at 7 p.m.

Included arc several acts from Prospect, Wheeling, Arlington and Forest View high schools. Prizes include a three-week
European tour and schtlarships.
The contest, sponsored by
the Mount Prospect Plaza
Merchants Assn., will select
the best combo, variety act

4 and 6 p.m. tonight at
plaza.
Each

finals at

Cormick Place in Chicago in

Winner of the grand prize

nation on a' tour of

European countrics for a

series

of good -will

concerts.

This is the fourth year that

a $100

scholar-

Activities

Teens Founds the tour.

The Prospect High Boosters
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m.

ACTS at tonight's contest
incluck the Legends of Time
Combo, St.. Viator's High

Also on Thursday, directors

the

Talented

ma has sponsored

School, Chosen Few Combo,
Forest View High School;
Renegrades
Combo,
from

Prospect, Wheeling and Forest
View high schools.

Mary Carol Wernstrom, vocalist from Forest Vicw; Ronny
and Darlene Weege, musicians
from Prospect; Corky Higgins,

it can't take a place like South
Viet Nam -- despite our genius,
money and the courage of our
fighting men and make it into

teen-ager selected to

Entry blanks arc available
at stores in Mount Prospect
Plaza.

will join winners from throughsiv

netka home. He said:

"The United States has found

will receive
ship.

July
out the

the

compete in the Chicago finals

Mc-

tour of the

10 -day

Runisfeld met with reporters
Saturday in his parents' Win-

ere will be conducted between

and a teen 'queen to compete
in the grand

from a
country.

Thursday in the high school
cafeteria.

of the Mount Prospect Lions
Club will meet in the village
hall at 8 p.m.

There will be a square dance
at the community center sponsored by the Twirling Teens
to 9:30 p.m.

from 7:30

on

Thursday.

"

'

-

a

hearings.

commodity,

' The paistres go into the
Vietnamese treasury.
The United States spent
$380,000,000 on the program
last
year and
has slated
$420,000,000 for it this year.

manufacture for the goods out.

The goods are sent to Viet
Nam where the importer pays

was the target of many of the

Cats may be beautiful and
they may be shampooed in salons but it takes a lawyer to

E. Northwest' Hwy., Arlington

way.

like

That's what Robert Moore,

Thursday

Heights. The Rev. Robert E.

Chestnut,

Elk Grove Village,

4194. Pvoopoto,

Alf1INTION

Under discussion was a pro-

of items between the bids"
of the Brodhead Garrett Co

of Arlington Heights, and John

STARING MONDAY MAI: 23vc1

W. Jr. who is in Europe; one

MU AUGUST en

Calif., and a sister Margaret

brother

Funeral services arc scheduled for 2:30 Friday at the
Haire Funeral- Home, Rev.

551.0

We Need 8 Couples For Oar
Wed. Nile Mixed Summer League

Samuel Keys officiating. Visitation will be after

CALL CL. 3.8171

1966 II GH SCE®

Orange,

of

Shortall of Chicago'.

OPEN BOLING QC PER LODE OR

DEL 3 GAMS 11[10

Harold

2

p.m.

Thursday at the funeral home.

The role

of school board

members and their responsibil-

Dr. Ralph Belnap of Northern

Illinois

University

told

to the community was the board members and administopic of dicussions at the Ar- trators gathered at the Old
ity

lington Arca School
Assn. meeting last night.

Board

Orchard Country Club that
school boards have broad powers
to operate the schools.
"The federal government

a

should function as a committee

of the whole all the time and
objected to the operation

Want cha lenging work? Want to develop new skills?
Want to advance in earnings and responsibility as fast as you're able?
Consider a job with United Air Lines, world's largest!

ates.

There are more jobs at United far
talented people than ever before...
more room to grow and develop your

skills and potential...more opportunities to advance quickly In salary and
responsibility.

of

school boards by separate committees.

"Boards quite often do not
have a clear cut direction on
what is their job and what is
someone

ties with good salary. Few companies
offer a similar opportunity to develop
your skills-plus so many fringe benefits.
Benefits: You receive four free flight
passes afteryour firstyear with United
(passes increase with seniority)-plus

and

"A good school board mem-

else's.

The

board

reduced rates on international air-

members arc the policy mak-

lines; two -weeks paid vacation; free
life insurance and a group accident
policy for you and your family (if mar-

ing members.

ried); seven paid holidays a year; cost-

The

free home -study courses; stock purchase plan; and many other benefits.
Consider these benefits and opportunities-then, come out and see us.
You'll be taking the first step in a rewarding career...with United!

"Get a strong administrator
and help him to get a good staff.

administration, board and

faculty must work as a team
for a good school system. The

board tnember,if you.ask tome

Typists

APPLY AT

SALARY STARTS AT $930.00 PER MO.-

START AT $2.60 PER HOUR...
WORK UP TO $3.05

Must be able to type neatly and accurately
on manual or electric equipment. Spelling

UNITED AIR LINES
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Rotating team assignments include driving
passenger loading ramps (JETWAYS) and

ground service vehicles, processing bag.
gage for connecting flights, air freight han-

dling and Installation of flight kitchen units
In aircraft Shift work with rotating days off.

ADVANCE UP TO $500.00 PER MONTH

Stenographers and Secretaries
STENOGRAPHERS BEGIN AT

has been patched together over
the last 116 years. It is not
true that the referendum will

session too often,"

of a state income tax."
Stating that the passage of the'
revenue article is of urgent

BELNAP TOLD the group importance to the state, Regthat in Dallas the school board ner said, "Our state's present
meetings are broadcast on radio tax system is not equitable.

but he added, It fails to meet clearly many

"1 don't suppose you could get of today's problems. It allows
people to watch a meeting even the authority to levy taxes that
if it was on all the television could be discriminatory and
stations. How many of you undesirable and leaves doubts
watch Channel I I?
in many other areas."
"1 am a very strong advoOpposing Regner in the June
cate of having lay members 14 primary election arc Rep.
on a school board. 1 don't think Eugene Schlickman, Arlington

the teachers should be board Heights; Robert Hesse, Palamembers. You need other con- tine, William Means, Buffalo

trol. You should have sensible,

Grove and William
Arlington Heights.

honest, tolerant, civic-mindcd
people serve on the board.

"You have a big job to do

that everybody should exper-

$350.00 PER MO.;
SECRETARIES AT $410.00 PER MO.;
ADVANCE TO $515.00 PER MONTH

Accounting Clerks,

General Clerical

Mail Clerks,
Food Service Clerks
SALARIES START AT $345.00 PER MONTH,
WORK TO $560.00 PER MONTH

Key Punch Operators
SALARY STARTS AT $365.00 PER MO.;
WORK TO $515.00 PER MONTH

Some training or education In accounting
or bookkeeping Is desirable. Ability to op-

erate office machines helpful. Good oppor-

our data processing department. You'll

Teletype Equipment Operators
SALARY LEVELS -START AT

Apprentice
Mechanics
START AT $2.12 PER HOUR AND
ADVANCE TO JOURNEYMAN LEVEL
OF $3,20 PER HOUR

$365.00 PER MONTH, AND YOU CAN
ADVANCE UP TO $515.00 PER MONTH

Fouryearapprentiteship program Includes

Immediate positions are open for clerk typists to work on teletype equipment. On -the lob tralningavaliable. Advancementresults

as en inspector or supervisor. Draft deferrment possible due to critical skills.
United needs Apprentice Mechanics in
the Airframe & Power plant end Radio and
Electrical Classifications.

from you qualifying on our equipment.

ren's librarian at the Mount
Prospect Public Library, reports that trained volunteers

(USE AIRPORT ENTRANCE
AT HIGGINS AND MOUNT PROSPECT
ROADS)

will

be

used in

the summer

reading program.

A meeting will

be held at
library on Wednesday,
June 8, to begin volunteer
training.

the

PERSONAL INTERVIEW
HOURS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Volunteers may contact Mrs.
Rune, CL 3-0729 or Mrs. John
Perz, CL 3-3879.

8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

college levet instruction and enables you to

advance up to $3.70 per hour and beyond

FICAMoKe. CO NTESSA

June Graduates
Saturday, June 4, 1966
9 a.m. to 12 noon

Automatic Water Conditioner
Fully automatic and service freean elegant yet economical appliance. An exclusive "5 -cycle'
process gives an abundance of
conditioned Rqynewater. Three
models from which to choose and
o 10 -year written warranty.

heat

UNITED

The Rommel.

$19500
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

J

tiCA WATER GCNOITioNING
t.)

PH. 299-

The auditory equipment
called

a

"Walk

Away"

is

as

pupils wear head gear which
allows them
teacher even

to

hear

their

as

they

walk

around the classroom.

A console and microphone
arc also part of the transistorequipment,
purchased
without bids as the Warren
ized

company is the only one producing it, Harwood said.

THE CLASS will be in the
district's new Parkview School
on the northeast corner of
Lee and Foundry Rds.
He emphasized that while
there can be no re-imburse-

ment under the National Defense Education Act for the

equipment, the district can
amortize it on a long-term
basis.

trict

the

303 N. Wille over the Memorial Day weekend while he was
'

is
is

Roland E. Wright told police
Monday his Ducati motorbike

on vacation in Canada.
Police said his motor bike
had been found, dismantled,

and he could pick up the pieces
at the Des Plaines police

River Trails Park Disto "skin" a baseball

diamond and use it this sum-

mer for its softball leagues
now being formed.

He explained that to "skin"

a diamond was to cut the sod

off and provide for proper
drainage. "The $500 cost,"
he said, "will improve the
diamond,"
which
has
a
backstop.

ehool Menus
The fo lowing school menu
will be served Thursday.
HIGH SCHOOL DIST. 214
(subject to change

without notice)

400 - meets 1/3 daily
nutritional requirements
Main Dish: (one choice)
Applesauce
Hamburger in Bun
Wiener in Bun
Vegetable: (one choice)
Whipped Potatoes
Harvard Beets

TheJoin

Salad: (one'choice)
Fruit Juice
Tossed Salad
Cole Slaw
Cherry fruit cocktail mold
Lemon, grapefruit spiced
apple mold

Rolled Wheat Muffin & Butter
-

- 11/3 qt. Milk

Available Desserts:
Apricot Halves - 100
Chocolate Pudding - 100
Raisin Pie - 100
Caramel Cake - 100
Chocolate Chip Cookies -050

Recommended by tha
Netter Government Ass,n,

Novotny
Team

We Joined:
Dr. lack Heinz

Karl Maerker

rot.i

sterz..Airtlit

minimum of, eight,, §tudents

expected. The. equips ent
designed for nine.

Speaking of an "immediate
improvement" for the district,
he suggested the board allow

Turkey Noodle Casserole

Special Interviews for

tion.

Bike Found
Part by Part

Mrs. Gladys Ackley, child- station.

International Airport

tunities for advancement and promotion.

We have many newly -created positions in
work in modern, surroundings at our Executive Offices In Suburban Mount Prospect.

Moore,

was taken from his garage at

Library Plans

Dist. 26 classes for deaf
children taught in co-operation
with the Northwest Suburban
Special Education Organizain

le the chaotic tax system that

for it. Serving on a school
board is a liberal' education

O'Hare

The equipment will be used

Republicans seeking two nomsaid, "The revision
will provide a means to untang-

and you won't get much thanks

skill Is important.

training equipment".

think some boards arc being give voters a chance to express
very indiscreet by going into their approval or disapproval

Volunteers
Will Assist

The board also voted to buy
L. Warren Co
$3,210 worth of "auditory

a

inations,

ience," Belnap said.

Ground Services

implements,

This will be the district's
first such class, which Miss
ing Illinois revenue article.
Regner, the, >only Mount, ;petty , Lucillg,cpwfurd,,, was
Prospect candidate among five hired at $5,800 to teach. A

not be a rubber
stamp. You arc being a good

and television,

Equipment to be purchased

mendment in November updat-

ber should

executive
he said.

to this condition.

from the J.

the 3d house district, has statcd that he will work for passage of the constitutional a-

them out," Belnap said.

satisfy everybody and I don't
think you have to hide anything
"The school board may del- that goes on in a meeting. I

HE SAID that the board

of the country's fastest growing Industries. These are not summertime
jobs, but full-time career opportuni-

policies

the school administrators carry

school board," Dr. Belnap

time," he said.

Challenging Work: You'll work in one

the

the two companies had agreed

equipment.

David J. Regner, candidate
for state representative from

said.

Many school boaids try to delegate both and have a difficult

opportunity: our business Is growing
so fast that it has created the need for
ambitious, capable high school gradu-

sets

By taking the lower bids on

hand and power tools, benches
and cabinets and heavy power

Article

questions and be sure you arc
gave the role of education to satisfied with the answers,"
the state and each of you is a he said.
state officer when you serve on
"I don't think you have to

egate authority but it should
not delegate its responsibility.

United Air Lines offers you an unusual

board

the

individual pieces of equip-,
ment, Harwood commented,
the district could save $100
When asked he replied that

includes drafting

Supports
Revenue

chooI I:ponzid YIemberes
Tear Vih J©b ffo All A DOTI-

TES:

GR

the village on a no -fee basis.

suggested

and Barret Hardware Co.

would require a license from

intendent, Dist. 23, and guest speaker Dr. Ralph Betnap from Northern Illinois University,
discuss the role of school board members before their dinner -meeting, at the Old Orchard
Country Club last night.

He is survived by his wife
Marie E.; two sons Jerald J.

tnSEE[25

Arlington Area Schaal Coard Assn. maulers (from left) Richard Elachbaber, heard mem-

FOR THE next school year
the board voted to spend
$6,200 -- and not more than
$6,500 -- for new industrial
arts equipment and its in-

board "accept the lower cost

that only the state can
charge a fee for licensing
them," Moore said.
The
proposed
ordinance

ber, Dist. 214; Mrs. Marian Maicomson, board member, Dist. 23; Louis Panslao, super-

(Continued Frohz Page 1)

last

Committee

municipal
ordinance
establishing
sanitation
requirements for beauty shops.

929 S.

Heights,

Dist. 26
To Opp se
Ap rtments

and Safety
week.

in

died yesterday while at work
at the Allen Aircraft Corp. in

03

En. 12

Arlington

Rumsfeld

stallation.
Harwood

"Beauty shops are like cats

[t.nRIEZ

dollars,"

Health and the Public Health

posed

Locke will officiate. Burial will.
be in Memory Gardens.

John Shortall
John W. Shortall,

ouL1RIELD.DZ

Suburban location, Executive Offices.

are

village attorney, told a joint
meeting of the Board of

Arlington Heights.

Timothy J. Ryan, 216 N.
Elm, told police two reflectors were taken from his drive-

salons

cats.

Palatine and Theodore V. of

Stoien

beauty

say

Palatine and three brothers
Carl E. and George A. of

Nancy Diveris, Prospect High
School vocalist, and Dean

"1 think this is a. very cavalier way of handling the taxpayers
said,

Cam Meow

He is survived by his mother Mrs. Elizabeth Hessler of

at 11 a.m. in the Lauterburg
es Oehler Funeral 'Home, 2000

Viet Cong.

Shops Like

Albert L. Hessler, 57, of
Thurston Dr., Palatine,
died Tuesday in Northwest
Community Hospital.

be

government. For all we know
some of them may be with the

eatery

1303

will

"The importers are not
checked for their loyalty to the

the pro-

has gone up by 50 per cent

011/11.TUAIIIRES
Albert loonier

Services

said.

flation in the country and
help balance the Vietnamese
budget.
Instead he said, inflation

The United States pays the

program. He said the
Commercial Import Program

reaches the people," Rumsfeld

gram is suppose to depress in-

ey down.

aid

the hands of the Viet Cong.
"There is no way to check
if the supplies or the money

perhaps
RIJIMSFEED said

profiteering

He said that from 5 to 30
per cent of the goods involved
in the program have either ended up on the blackmarket or in

dise.

tractors, from U.S. manufacturers without putting any mon-

congressional

ineptness and carelessness on

amounts to aboUt one -sixth of
the actual cost of the merchan-

certain

6 to May 16 in Viet Nam as a
of

Since the South Vietnaniese
government can't afford to support the war, to say nothing of
non-military developments going on in the country, the U.S.

and waste arid
have resulted.

tres -- local currency -- and

The Vietnamese government

RUMSFELD'spent from May

government.

His payment is made in pais-

issues a license to an importer which allows him to order a

payers 5380,000 a year.

Vietnamese

complicated exercise in
international economics.

steps in through the CIP.

men to direct a nny-military
aid program that cost.U.S.tax-

member

the

Rumsfeld described the C1P
as a

man said the United States has
more than 250,000 men fighting
in the military end of the war,
but until recently, had only two

subcommittee investigating the

Refieettoro

r

our part. Mismanagement at
times has resulted. in U.S. supplies being used,. to .build Viet
Cong beakers, he
The 13th disttict congress-

a stable country."
Rumsfeld said a large part
of our non-military failures
arc due to mismanagement,

Maine \Vest High School
dancer, Kristecn Kloss, Dundee
High
School dancer;

Stanley, pianist, Prospect.
Auditions for other perform -

let

SS

DotO Bledsoe

?..-A41a:Ifrl

1

Thomas W. Novotny
For

REPUBLICAN
COMMITTEEMAN

I

Some Day
"Have you purchased your
ticket to the policemen's benefit?" asked Uncle John Bli-

evernicht, winner of the

1966

"The Chamber of

in Gary and Hammond send up
in the prevailing winds."

John.

"And I might add it has beet*

"Not to mention City Hall in

two weeks since a squad car t

Chicago,"

has been wrecked in a road

John.

block.

bigger trouble than that.

In just two weeks, we will

WE WILL know, in just two
short weeks, whether the Republican party is indeed strong

Schlickman, endorsed

In just two weeks from
today we will have the results
of the 1966 primary election.
We will know whether Gene

and

flourishing

in

untried organization, was able

to defeat a driving challenge

pitching.

by Tom Novotny for Wheeling

We will know whether half
of the registered voters in our
area consider the primary e-

Township Committeeman.

We will know whether Tom
Novotny is the political organizer he claims to be.

We will know whether Jack
Graham managed to beat off a
determined effort by Schaum-

burg's Bob Atcher. We will
know whether Bill Davies has
the support he claims and is a
serious challenge in the third
district senate race.

We will know whether Gene
Schlickman is going back to
Springfield. And we will know

who his partner in the Illinois

if he wins a

We already know that

the

candidates on the
Republican ticket arc waging
a tough battle for the two nomfive house

inations.

lection important
cast their ballots.

enough

cards from the forged ones
and the burned draft cards

from the fictitious drivers li-

a

censes and the ..."

"Say no more," interrupted
"Give me two bene-

worth of gold fish would do the
trick.

It is

last two weeks of an election

Zerais.

fit tickets."

not

by Jack Vandermyn

receiving attention as

a

EUGENIA'S

campaign that borders on hys- race. It is between Rep. Euteria. The air is loaded as the genia Chapman and Rep. Bercandidates battle down to the nard Peskin.
wire, fighting for every vote.
We will know in just two weeks - Both are incumbent legiswho wins and who loses. We lators. Both arc well thought
will know the winners and the of in the ranks of. the Democratic Party.
Both will adalso rans.

Wheeling

Township as Eugene Schlickman claims ... or if it is sick
and ineffective as Novotny is

by an

- "And the Palatine police
will have to tell the good ID

.

know.

house will be,
second term.

was

"But Palatine is in for'

Point

Vant

a professor tcrthe moon first.

every year.
There
time when 75 cents

tougher

Uncle

returned

will probably delay the commuter trains and you have got
to stand in the shower for two'
or three days or maybe rocket

"College kids arc a proud
lot nowadays. They will have
to make their campus famous
and the competition is getting

full considering what the boys

"No, they have all their cy-

not enough. You have got to
have
demonstrations
which

college kids."
"Right," said Uncle John.

County and that is saying a lung

Booster Club.

Uncle

vote Saturday to spend more
than $7,000,000 to make sure
Palatine gets a first class junior collike."
"I see," said Zerais. "The
police are going to inherit the

Commerce there can brag about the cleanest air in Cook

president of the Den Heineman

replied

become a disaster program all

Zerais.
have

wrecked another motorcycle,"
replied his friend Zerais Fish,

cles,"

about to inherit a college.
"The people are going to

"I always had the idea Palatine was a good town," said

by Frank E. Von Arx
"Now .even panty raids arc

"This benefit is for the Palatine police who are about to
by themselves."

designers trophy for his yellow
line etching on Northwest Hwy.
traffic lanes.
"Don't tell me they

. . .

vance

ON THE

Democratic

side

to

the

general

race shapes up now, Eugenia
is the front runner.
In addi-

tion to having the backing of
many influential educators on
sides of the political
fence, she is from the popula-

both

elec-

tion after the June 14 primary.

That is where their similjust how well oiled Jimmy
If they do, the turnout will Stavros has kept his organiza- arity ends. One will lose in
be close to 25,000 in Wheel- tion. We will see by the Dem- November because the odds of
ing Township and the profes- ocratic 'turnout, because there electing two Democrats from
sional politicians will be a- are no primary contests, an this Republican district are inmazed.
Predictions arc that organization in action looking surmountable.
if 10,000 Republicans cast bal- toward November.
That's why they arc in a priStavros has a great opportu- mary fight. The candidate who
lots in Wheeling Township on
Tuesday, June 14 it will be a. nity to run a shakedown cruise receives the most votes at the
in two weeks ... to evaluate his primary will be first on the
"spectacular" turnout.
We will know if our own pre- precinct organization and get ballot in November.
diction, 11,500 voters on the ready for November when ha.
will be called on to deliver
GOP side, is accurate.
We
This billot location is conhope that it will be. A good crucial votes for the Demd- sidered crucial by the politurnout, regardless of the out- cratic state and county ticket ticians.
In areas where pacome of the various races, will to offset traditionally heavy per ballots are used, first
insure interest in the Novem- GOP pluralities in suburbia.
place is said to be worth 10
ber elections when the stakes
per cent of the vote. On maTHERE IS one race in the chines, first place is a valuare for real.
There is something about the Democratic primary that is able asset.

and

As this

for their favorites.

tion center of the district.

of the ledger, we will know

to

friends

Bernie's friends are out plugging for a large primary vote

"You're getting so CRITICAL about everything, you're
becoming a regular RALPH NADER!"

Peskin, author of the state's
highly respected juvenile court
bill, finds himself in the position of having been

gerry-

mandered out of his district.
He is a veteran legislator and
if he loses in November, many
important
committee
posts

ipTesect Pap

will be lost to the Democrats.

In two weeks, it will be all

over as far as the 1966 primary is concerned. As in all
elections, we will learn many
political lessons.
And col-

umnists will have to find an-

other

subject, at least until
the November elections roll
around.

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Lutheran Church of the Cross

William J. Kiednisch

Lutheran Church of the

What is the purpose of a two-year junior college?
Yesterday, we discussed the need for
such a facility.
We pointed out that the
voters of the four -township area served
by William Rainey Harper College
approved the concept of junior college by a
wide margin at the polls last year.
Today, we continue our. discussion of
Harper College by looking into the actual purpose -- the educational and cultural foundation
of the institution and
its effect on the community.
On Saturday, voters will be asked to
approve a $7,375,000 bond issue to pay
the district's one quarter share of a future 5,29,500,000 campus that will house
8,000 students.
What will this buy in the way of education?
There are those who are critical of the
junior college concept because they la-

Goebert
Heights,

asks a question of this community:

"Why
meeting

don't
place

our town?

have

a

youth

in
su-

we

for

We need a

pervised

spot
where
our
people may go instead
of meeting at McDonalds
or
the
Burger
King.
Sure --" he continued with an energetic shake
of his head.
"I'd be will-

young

-

ing tb wofk with any in our
even head a group who feel this need should be
area -

'

filled as much as I do."
This Pastor feels staffing
such
a
community youth
building might be L. problem, but hopes he might interest
other ministers and
concerned parents nf teenagers to make such a venture a success.

bel such institutions, "play schools."
Opponents point to the lack of meat
in
some
junior
college
curriculums.
They
criticize
courses
that ignore
the
"Three
R's" of basic education, dis-

b.*

cipline and sciences.
Those who have worked hard and long
for the formation of Harper College, along with the college administration and
board of education, have been emphatic
that "advanced basket weaving" will not

"THE CHURCH today
has

most
to
offer
declared. "Now
starting
an
enlarge-

the

youth,"
we're

he

ment of this church and we
plan such a recreation hall
here -- but I feel a building for youth has to be a
work project of the community, something p o s should

be

of their Lutheran Church Women's

chairman of
ciety,

their problems.
"Our modern youth want
someone
to
help
thtm
struggle
with
their
problems.
They don't want a
flat 'no' but want guidance,"
he
removed
dark
rimmed
glasses
from
his
nose, swinging
them easily
by the bows.

to

the

Dorcas So-

swiftly given to

a

so-

ciety member and help is on
the way.

"I'm really

not

interested

in how large a church is or the
presidents of their organizations," the Pastor said.
"I
want to know how that church
is

helping in our community,

that's the important thing."

AND THIS church is successfully reaching out to the
community with its Evangel-

"By organizing a youth center -- installing ping-pong and

billard tables -- giving youth a
supervised place to meet and
establishing an attractive pro-

Committee headed by
Richard VandeVegte. A welcome letter is sent to all new
ism

The Rer. Cartford
.

arc built - and I'm sure there
will be more all around us -we'll. do our best to make this

church an important part of
their lives."

"You know," he comment"it's too bad but it is
true that when people suffer
ed,

the church prospers; but when
people prosper the, church suffers."

IF YOUR children are enrolled in the Church School
of the Lutheran Church of the
Cross they will receive a
sound religious education from
materials and thoughts that
are carefully selected for 20th
century living.
Pastor Cartford personally
instructs the teachers and

1/4 of the staff are men. Men
in .the 7th

are the teachers
grade and up.

earth and serve the commu- people and approximately fifty
"We try to involve children
Its thoughts and pro- families receive a personal in daily living," he said.
work with and understand to- nity.
day's young people in a place grams are all formulated to visit from a committee mem- "We're attempting to get the
ber every month.
that would be their own," he this end.
church out of the stereotyped
For instance -- are you new
"We
finished enthusiastically.
consider
ourselves role and give our youth a founHERE IS a vigoidus pas- in town and just plain lonely here as suburban specialists," dation which will stand any
tor of a living church vitally and in need of someone to Pastor Cartford said. "We challenge they may face later
Is there an emer- arc in the midst of many a- in life."
interested in carrying out the talk to?
"In the fall we plan to start
true meaning of the Cross. gency which suddenly takes a partments," he waved a hand
The modern, progressive Lu- mother to the hospital leaving toward a study window. "Be- a nursery school for the chiltheran Church of the Cross. children uncared' for?
Pos- lieve me apartments are hard dren 3 to 5 years old - that
formed barely five years ago sibly a new neighbor does not to get into, But these people is the impressionistic age and
almost in the 12p of Forest have a car and needs to be need the church, many apart- they should have' spiritual
View High School, stands firm- driven to 'a special appoint- ment dwellers are lonely and influence. It will be on Wedly in its belief that the church ment. This church has an ac- we're attempting to reach nesday from 9:30 to 11:30 ha& to be what Christ was on tive Dorcas Society -- a part them.
As more apartments cost a dollar a time and open
the

-

that

help a neighbor.
A call to Pastor Cartford
is
immediately relayed
to
Mrs. Robert Tesmer,
the

conPastor

gram, we adults would have

Organization,

stands ready at any hour

about."
Cartford has great empathy
for
people
which
shows
when he discusses teens and
cerned

opportunity to know, to

find itself
riculum.

The Lutheran Church of the Cross

sibly our village Youth
Council

News Editor

arpe-o C

The young,, dynamic Larry , D. , Cartford, pastor of
the

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

An Aware ess of Suburban Problems
Cross at 2025 S.
Rd.
in Arlington

K. S. Johnson, Generalilfanager

to all children in the coml
munity," he finished with a
friendly smile.
ANY BOY or girl interested
aided

in singing will have an
inducement for joining

the choirs at the Church of the
Each Saturday while

Cross.

part of Harper College's cur-

a

One of the main features of the Harper College curriculum will be a transferable
freshman -sophomore
course
of
study which will enable the student to
earn
credits toward a four-year degree.
This means simply that the student who
is serious about a degree can take his
first two years at Harper, then matriculate to a four year college for his final

one choir practices the other two years of degree work.
young people will

be taught
arts and crafts.
Local artists will help with this new
program.

This

take

Pastor Cartford came here dous
from

Tenafly,

Nevi

Jersey

and was born not too many
years ago on a farm at Moose
Lake, Minn. He met his wife
Diane at Gustavus Adolphus
College in Minnesota and they
have two " little girls, Sally 3
and Jane 1.
Energetic,

vitally

theological

a

interest-

breadth.

purpose.

Those

We must be con-

The

news

wires carried

a

flash

the

other day that must have caught the eye

-- the migrant worker, the social drinker and our youth to
name a few, Yes," he con-

of almost every unmarried girl.

emphatically

"all this

aliveness everyday

There are more men than women in
Canada in
under 65!

if we get a man!

only reached out to help others."

business.

The board has engaged
Dr. Herbert
Pankratz
as
dean
of instructional affairs.
Dr. Pankratz has a background in four
major
'disciplines;
music,
mathematics,
history and social studies.
It will be
his
responsibility
to
develop
Harper's
curriculum.
In addition, Dr. 'Robert Lahti, the college's
president,
has
assured
the
board
on many occasions that his goals are academic and professional excellent -1.
While Harper College will be

oriented

toward academic subjects, educators recognize

that many students will not follow through for
degree work. For these students, the board of
education has pledged a one and two year plan-

ned curriculum program in technologies vitally
needed in the district.
These
programs
in

the

will

health -science

include
courses
technologies,
e-

lectronics, etc.

Individual

college
level
courses,
aimtoward that part of the student body'
continuing
their education
on
a
parttime basis, fully accredited, will be an
ed

important part of the curriculum.

Culturally, Harper
rallying
point for
plans
ater.
area.

College can be
communities

the
in

a

it

Included
the
preliminary
auditorium and- little theBoth facilities are lacking in the

Serves.

are

Adult

an

education,

allowing
those
who
to improve their
another program that
four -township
college

are beyond college
basic education, is
will
benefit
the

age

district.

The state of Illinois has written a junior college act that means public junior
college education will be provided for all
of its citizens,. just as the City of Chicago
has provided such a program for
many years.

It will be up to the electorate of Wheel-

ing,

Elk

Grove,

Schaumburg

tine Townships to decide
junior college program

the

and
scale

Pala-

of this

locally.
They
take the first step toward making that
decision at the polls on Saturday.

What will it

cost?

That will be the sub-

ject matter in this space tomorrow.

practically

all

coated Mounties are tracking down, of
course.
so far

age

But it's the same difference
as heart, skill and determination

are concerned.

groups

talk about God being dead -Northwest Mounties, look out. You're
God is not dead -'- he is very
much alive and we'd all find going to get a lesson in how to REALLY
his

educational
background
that
will
stand them in good stead in the world of

said,

cerned with suburban problems

tinued

solid

Hunting In Canada

specialist.

"here to
help people learn in length and
he

dual

per
$250 a year).
And those students who find out in
their first or second year that they arc
not prepared to continue toward a degree
will have received the benefits of some

"I feel I'm, the guy behind the
scenes,"

a

their first two years at a tremenfinancial savings (tuitions at Harare estimated at between $200 and

ed in people; Pastor Cartford
is

serves

students who would not be able to afford
a
full four years of senior college can

Teric

The red-blooded gals will be looking
for a different type of 1nan than the red -

Fret men of Canada, be warned. No
matter what kind of guy you are someone is looking for you!

Go get 'em, girls -- and good hunting.
And you pay attention, Mounties. Even
an expert can learn.

Wheeling
Calendar
Girls

Looking Back
On a Holiday

4

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

We start the month with a rocket to the moon, seen by
relatives from the press box at Cape Kennedy.

Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Voss Sr., now residing in Clearwater,
Fla., are aunt and uncle to Mr. Robert Haugh. They arc due to
arrive in Mount Prospect, not by rocket, for a visit soon. Their
son Kim Voss Jr. a newspaper man its Florida, covers threse

-

interesting events at the Cape.

New Wheeling High
School Calendar Girls

ABOARD THE

fire

engine

was another neighbor, "Chuck"

Forton while his wife, Harriet
and daughter, Patricia, marched with their Campfire group.
Later, with assorted friends
of Steve, the "parade ob-

GEtTING into uniforms and server son" and two neighbor
MR. AND MRS. Otto Scherr
of Mount Prospect have ar- eagerly anticipating the begin- girls, they fished the waters
rived home from a month's ning of the parade were Mrs. of Lake Zurich.

Barbara Frey,
Hasz, Kathleen Doczi, Debra Cicinclude

Virginia

tour of

Joseph

Europe. They were

King,

Cub

Scout

A DISAPPOINTED parader
Leader of Pack 153 of which
son Joseph is a member. Her was Eileen, daughter of Mr.
Patricia
is
a and Mrs. Jack Quint. She is a
experiences with us after daughter,
new Brownie and was looking
they have settled down. The Brownie in Troop 214.
Other activities in the King forward to the parade with
trip, according to Gretchen,
was so filled with experiences houtehold include a move in much enthusiasm.
She was recuperating from
she didn't have time to "write the near future to a new home
the measles, however, so did
in Downer's Grove.
them down" day by.day.
The Kings have been resi- not get to march. Her brother
MEMORIAL DAY found the dents of Mount Prospect for Brian held his own impromptu
neighbors doing various things. six ycsrs and both were ac- parade bearing a small American Flag. The on -lookers apThey were putting up flags. and tive in teaching.

exuberant about the trip and
intend to share some of their

cione, Kathleen HaeffKatherine Kells,
Koeppen, Regina
Naples, Kayleen Korf
and Nancy Vallee.
As calendar
girls
they
will
represent
each month of the
school year, 1966 to
1967. The calendars
list the school events
ner,

Jill

King, who
received
his plause dispersed his parade
master's degree at Florida abruptly amid the parader's
State
University,
is
now bashful laughter.
working on his doctorate, at
A TRIP to a memory holdNorthern Illinois University.
Formerly
with
Fechanville ing place was taken by former

almost every house on Edward
Street had their flags flying,
proud and mighty, in honor

and the dates on which

of the day.
Ronald Martin

they are to be held.

and observed by his

was aided
4 year

Elementary School, he is now residents, Mr. and Mrs. Armin

old son Paul and Corlyn, age

teaching in Western Springs.
Carolyn
attends
Central
Junior High School while,
Patricia, "Joey" and Paul

5.

Meanwhile,

newest

the

member of the family, John,
who is 10 days old, was being

Bemberg.

They visited Shannon, Ireland, and to help celebrate the

birthday of a lifetime friend,

Elementary Mrs. Otto Maurer.
They will arrive in Mount
School.
On Memorial Day, the King Prospect in time to celebrate
family entertained Mr. and Mrs. Bemberg's birthday and
Mrs. Donald Eckman. The their 8th anniversary.
Eckman's daughter, Kathy,
IN PROSPECT Heights,
is graduating from Carthage

attend -

tended by mother Greta.

Cook of the Day

Busse

many a happy face appeared
week. Mrs. Eckman is one of at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the "Gift Box Beauties" and George Reiss.
Their son, Michael and his
is
extremely busy because
Mrs. Henry Herout is in Eur- friend Charles Thomas, who
are attending West Point Acaope.
Mrs. Eckman and Mrs. Hcr- demy, were home for the holiout are called the "Gift Shop day.
College, Kenosha, Wisc. next

A Cuban Adventure in Eating
by BETTY BI EG

Castanets, guitars and dancing arc perfect settings for the
reccipes of Mrs. Avelino Abepon
Three years

2 cups flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
1 egg
1/2 teaspoon salt

rolled dough and seal the edges

3/4 cup water

squares and serve hot.

ago Mr. and

Blend the above ingredients

Mrs Avelino Abejion left their

into a soft dough and allow to
grocery store in
ayacnaCobq,The,y arfivAct,w ti Irplise in a, yialr!!3lue
Havana
wiili
count
"
014 IThour.
544
Place the dough on'i a flat
mount of clothing and some of
surface and roll to 1/2 inch
their favorite recipes.
home

and

In their charming home on
Mandel
Heights,

Prospect
Lane in
Abejion helped his

wife and I translate the recipes into English. You will enjoy
an adventure in eating if you

thick. Add flour as needed to
keep the dough from sticking
to the rolling pin.

Put half the dough in a shallow pan leaving enough for a
top to the pie. Saute, in olive

try these Cuban dishes.

oil, pieces of chicken (boned),

Empanados is a recipe given
to them by Mr. Abejion's moth-

beef, pork, "Chorizo" (Spanish

It is served like a meat

er

degrees for 2 to 2 1/2 hours

arc soft add remaining ingre-

Beauties"

for many times
SO THE holiday came to an
they send get well cards to
customers they know. They end. Many friends and neigh-

dients and cook until the green
pepper and onions are soft.
This may be served over white

exemplify the community where bors are grateful to be home
safe. The safety committee
friendship is a way of life.
stationed at the junction of

rice.

Mix and simmer on top of
the stove until rice is tender.
Serve on top of sweet red pep-

CAMARONES ENCHILADOS
(SHRIMP)

Place 2 pounds of shrimp in
a

pers.

frying pan with 2' cans of

tomatoe sauce,

I

BLACK BEANS
1 pound black beans
1 green pepper chopped
1/2 cup olive oll
1 teaspoon oregano
1/2 cup vinegar
1 large onion chopped
1 teaspoon salt

ped, 2 teaspoons olive
teaspoon black pepper and 1/2
cup vinegar. Mix and cook at
a low heat for about I to I 1/2
I

hours. Serve hot with soda
crackers.

hot sausage) and one onion
chopped. Salt to taste.

pan. Cover with' the remaining

MR. AND MRS. Vincent Rand Road and Route 83 prorefreshments,
Nunamacher spent the holiday vided coffee,
fishing at Lac Du Flambeau, and-. -a.' relaxing rest area for
Wisc. Mrs. Nunamacher, who travel weary drivers.

BREAD PUDDING
1 pound old bread

4 eggs

onion chopoil,

on the dough in the shallow

EMPANADAS
1 cup shortening

1

until the meat is tender. Cut in

Place cooked pieces of meat

pie

Place ingredients in a frying pan and brown in olive oil.
Add 2 cups white rice, bottle
of beer, I teaspoon paprika
and I small can of green peas.

to keep in juices. Bake at 350

1 cup milk
1/2 cup almonds

Melt

and

1 section of garlic chopped
1 can tornatoe sauce

Salt to taste

soak over

night.

Drain

1

remaining

ingre-

beans. Add enough water to
cover and cook slowly until

dients in a separate bowl. Put

beans are soft. If the beans
dry out during cooking add
more water. When the beans

brown sugar in the cake pan
and bake uncovered until the
pudding is firm - about I hour.

WA.

the

bread

mixture over the

flags

were

streets

for a tour of Europe.
Thomas Nunamacher will
graduate from Northwestern

Linda Mueller,
`Dream Girl'

throughout

the

com-

Girl of Thea Xi".

Linda is attending the Uniat Champaign on a 4 year state teachversity of Illinois

of Police of Mount Prospect,
was getting ready to march in ers scholarship. She is a'
the parade. You can see member of Delta Delta Delta.
George, and Irma busily work- sorority.
ing in their garden, baby sitThe Muellers have resided
ting with their grandchildren in Mount Prospect since 1949.
and, in general, taking advan- Linda graduated from Prospect
tage of the time to its fullest High School and will spend the
which bespeaks a case of happy summer working for General

Page 5

retirement but not lack of in- Telephone
terest in community affairs.

..

I

the

formerly a surgical nurse at

GEORGE Whittenberg, also
of Edward Street, former Chief

Oetp AT HOME
Wednesday, June 1, 1966

Carefully

University, on June II; MichLinda Mueller, daughter of
eal is attending Wright Junior Mr. and Mrs. Clement MuelCollege and Sue is a Fresh- ler of Mount Prospect, was
man at Prospect High School.
recently chosen "1966 Dream

"WM.:

720Ldiavziri=1,-

at

Holy Family Hospital and now munities.
Mrs. Peter Hart, told them the
news prior to their departure

cup brown sugar in

and

of Nurses

that she is soon to be a grand- true meaning of Memorial
mother. Her daughter, Anne, Day by those so active but on

the bottom of a cake pan to
make a thick syrup. Mix the
bread

Supervisor

St. Francis Hospital announced folded with thoughts of the

1 teaspoon vanilla '
1 teaspoon dry cooking wine

Cover the beans with water

CHICKEN PAPRIKA RICE
1 chicken cut in pieces
1 onion chopped
1 green pepper chopped

is

3/4 cup sugar

Directory
pany, Des Plaines.

Com-

Try Pickle. Sauce for Spare Ribs
Pickles are like pennies' and matches - they can be
found in the most unexpected places.
You might not expect to find sweet pickles in a
sparerib recipe, but they're delicious with this main
dish.

The ribs are tender after baking an hour under a foil crimping and another half to three-quarters of an hour brushed with

Tabel of Winners (left

to

right) are Donald MacKenzie, Mrs. Glen Rider, Mrs. Donald

MacKenzie and Glenn Rider.

Round Robin Playoff
The Lions Park School Round Robin Bridge Playoff was held
at the Carousel Restaurant..

Among the couples attending the event were Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Stock, Mr. and Mrs. Donald McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Rider, and Mr. and Mrs. William Kuivinen, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Merkle and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert lmkoff.

The afternoon ladies Round Robin Bridge, held at Lions
Park Teacher's Lounge was hosted by Mrs. James Pollard,
Mrs A. Gewartowski, Mrs. Michael Schwartz and Mrs. R.
Markus.

The women of Grace Luther-

participate

The two circles plus friends
and all women of the church
are invited to attend the annual
luncheon to be held at the

Milk Pail restaurant in Dun-

St. Raymond's Catholic
Church of Mount Prospect will
hold its Spring Luncheon at

noon on June 8 at Nordic Hills
Country Club.

New officers who will be installed are Mrs. William Bowen, president; Mrs. Johri Kuhn,

Mrs, Leo

president;
Phillip Leone, recording secretary; Mrs. Donald
Larson,
corresponding secretary; Mrs. Wayne Haydel,
treasurer, and :Mr. H. J.
DeSchmidt, Chaplain,
CHAIRMEN include Mrs.
William McCarthy, publicity
and Mrs. John O'Shea and
Mrs.

Saturday at noon. For
reservations call Mrs. Richard Kehr at CI 9-0915 or
dee

Mrs. Robert Eklund at

The Catholic Women's Club
of

1st vice president;
Boyle, 2nd
vice

Grace Lutheran Women
Plant Flowers, Plan Lunch
an Church, Prospect Heights,
will plant flowers around the
church today Both the Bethany and Martha Circles' are to

St. Raymond
Spring
Luncheon

259-

4530.

Tonight at 7 p.m. a cookout
will be held honoring Sunday Mrs. Walter Skowron, mem-

Church School teachers

bership and hospitality.
staff and helpers sponsored
Mrs. P. Gordon, program
by the Board of Christian chairman, may be contacted
Education of Grace.
for 'reservations at C13-8382.

ftlfttateri

sweet-sour sauce.

THE SAUCE IS a pleasing combination of the syrup from a
jar of sweet mixed pickles and a can of pineapple chunks mixed with sugar and preserved ginger.

Brush the spareribs with the sauce as they bake, then add
pickles, pineapple chunks and a thinly sliced tomato to the
sauce.
Pour the whole concoction over the ribs at serving
time, and you're ready to treat your family to a deliciously

-k

different entree.

SWEET-SOUR SPARERIBS
4 pounds spareribs
1 teaspoon salt
1 Jar (12 ounce) sweet mixed pickles
1 can (13-1/2 ounce) pineapple chunks

1/4 asp sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
2 tablespoons chopped preserved ginger
1 medium tomato, cut Into thin wedges

A

r

Cut spareks into 3- to 4 -rib portions. Arrange in 'shallow
roasting pan. Cover with foil, crimping it securely to edges'
of pan. Bake in moderate (375 -degrees) oven 1 hour. Uncover; drain off drippings. Sprinkle with salt.

While ribs arc baking, prepare sauce. Drain pickles and
pineapple chunks; save syrups. Combine syrups, sugar, cornstarch and ginger; blend, Cook, stirring constantly, until, thick
and clear. Brush ribs with sauce. Return to oven and cook
until ribs are tender, 30 to 45 minutes.

Brush with sauce several times using 1/2 of the sauce. Add
picklei and pineapple chunks to' remaining sauce; heat. Just
before serving, fold in tomato pieces and heat. Serve over
ribs. Garnish with whole pineapple slices, if desired. Yield:
6 servings.

Bits
ribs,

of mixed

pickles

and

pineapple

add

a

piquant,

4:1

',
SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

.11-15 KING

kGEJ INSISTS

7.1'1111.1

CLEAN OUT
1l4 CUN,S,E014.

rAP
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OUT OUR WAY
WE THOUGHT WED HAVE A
BOX I kr MATCH OUT COMP
O.LJE PAIR OF
GLOVES--' SO WE PLIPPEP
A COIN TO SEE WHO

OKILY

WOULD WEAR 'EM,

it

AN' I WON!

SEEN COLLECTING
USE. 5OUVERIES FOP. sii31,12.G.

46V -9-i4
1)\'/t,-1
0

514 t

6-1

ISA. j..11.1. IT. VS TO Oil

TM I.

15.1.11,

"Perhaps I should take our new lovelorn editor to
dinner tonight and get her mind off business:"

-,

U

"I haven't heard a juicy bit of gossip Iiito that for
months:"
_11

WHO...?

%,,eos,'iip-,-...,:-..-:-

\4

4.
.4,..

BEN CASEY
N STUART'S HOTEL ROOM. i JUST
HAD TO SEE HIM...RUT HE'S NOT HERE!
SOMETHINGSHAPPENED ptcAsa COME!

LATER...

--

MR.GAYNOR
SAILED OUT OF HERE
A WHILE AGO, SIR...

,

_.-7-,:-

rtift411

1

,,;,'.'

,

it',';;:,;,. z"
J?

="- -.-

- ....-

,I;

6-I

THE WORR`i WART

1.1, 1111. I., TM l., US tat CM.

,

1117.1

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
EGAD, YOU'VE MADE A 11_

tk

`!ES,MAZOR,OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE

f

WIRED ME THAT '(ODD STUMBLED OHIO
A REVOLUTIONARY NEW IDEA FOR A
LOOK Al
THIS...

BUGS BUNNY'

FISHING LURE! AS ONE OP THE
NATION'S LEADING TACKLE FIRMS,
WE'D BE INTERESTED IN TESTING
IT! WE PAY TOP RATES -- -- FOR
'SUCCESSFUL IDEAS!

SHREWD DECISIOWYOU'LL
'SEE
FISH GO WILD!

HAK-K AFF! BUT OP
COURSE I DIDN'T, AS YOU
POT II, 57Tum13LE ONTO ThE

IDEA - I'VE STUDIED

C A70 L 0 GY FOR `IEARS./.,)
`c

PEDDLE
THE PETALS
TO SOMEBODY
ELSE:

t

ONLY A OUAIZTER

A

UNCH:-

I'LL BUY SOME
IP 'IOU CAN

CATCH USYAK

RIORTY MEEKLE

Your

oroscope

REALLY ?
DID YOLJ INOW
71-IATMAGTAWSH

IS A
ZYGOOACTYLq.

Thursday, June 2

HI 71-1612B;
Z (GOY 1

VE421 FUNNY!
YOLI OUGHT
TO CALL. HIM

Challenges

--

met

I'M 'STRONGLY
7EMPTEDTO LISE

50V0 OF 7H05E

wa2o6 I

YO0 HOO,

`ZIGGY'i

Z100Y

GEMINI -- May 21 to June
.2O

CASJALL-1

HEY, ZIOGY!

LEARNED FROAA
71-IAT5A1LOR.
IN HONO KONG

with

-C verve and optimism are turn-

ed into

gains.

EEK & MEEK
4q,

Tit.
1.

AN 'TIS
THE 'FAIR

Let good will

reign.

LEO -- July 23 to Aug. 22

confident. Press forward with vigor and desires
can be fulfilled. Be alert to
alyour chance.
A

spiritual

6-1
1946 Sy

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS

1- of Arc

advisor

5 Leonardo da
Vinci painting

(2 words)
13 Baking

Get going early with
schedule.

That

chamber

14 Runs
15 Withered
16 Ex -soldiers

heavy

day could prove to be a big
one.

171 shall be

SCORPIO -- Oct. 23 to
Nov. 21 -- Don't be discouraged by a minor obstacle.

You have the ability to work
around it.
to

Dec.

catching

CAPTAIN EASY
OUI. TUE05! AM J.R McKEED SON-EENLAW. YOU MUST HEAR WHAT OUR RADIO

SAGITTARIUS
21

--

--

Nov.

22

TELESCOPE FINALLY PEEK yr FROM
JUPITER MONDAY niaHri

Fine day for

A SERIES OP

THES5
MY HOMY EE5 CRYPTOLOGY.FOR
EES NO
TIM DAYS I TRY TO PC -CODE ZE
TIME FOR ME55NMEEFANY, Mx AMAZING
LEVITY. '
RESULTS'

SHORT WAVE

SIGNALS! THE
SAME SEQUENCE
OVER AND OVER!

TUBES!

I RECORDED ZEM

with correspon-

up

FOR STUDY!

dence. Try to organize your
time.

CAPRICORN -- Dec. 22 to

PROB'Ef A

19 - Be aware of your
limitations. In this way you'll

Jan.

apply
ly.

MESSAGE FROM

JUPITER TO tWOs
REPORTED NEAR

talents more vigorous-

HERE THAT
NIGHT1

-

Expansion and
freedom are necessary now.
Don't let yourself be tied
down.
18

PISCES

--

Feb.

19

to

March 20 -- It may 'be wise
to change your pace. Be perceptive to wishes of higherup.

ARIES -- March 2 t to April 19 -- Differences between
...lose friends and you can be
overcome today. Be considerate of others,

TAURUS -- April 20 to May
20 -- It's your turn to be the
peacemaker. Others look to
you for guidance. Don't disappoint them.

(Latin)
18 Noun suffix
19 Otherwise
20 Pungent
condiment

22 - Vegas,

O VER !

30 Superlative
suffix
31 Sheepfold

WELL,GENTLEMEN,
BOARDS MET AN' OUR

CLUB IS ALL SET
TO OPERATE!

I

'

L(i
'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

EVADED

SEN TE

DOWN

1 Napoleon's first

wife
2 Too anxious
3 Respiratory
apparatus (med.)
4 Compass point
5 One who
transfers
0 Unclosed
7 Vexes
8 Exist
9 Roman

CA
H

0

EN1- I
RE

A

S
E L

ROHEAD
ARMADARA El N T E
DEPLOY
e S. a &r' EER i E

BEATS

25 Unable to hear 411tallan feminine
household gods 26 Town n ancient title
10 Italic (ab.)
Palestine
42 - Eyre
11 Oriental coins 27 Erasures
43 Wickedness
12 South African

28 Prophetesseg

44 Gala

3

(Scot.)

15

(Rib.)

'17

32 Son of Abiel

35 -Zola

ALLEY OOP

1

Nevada
34 Giddiness
46 Garden worker
24 Sunken fences 18fox
Sicilian seaport 36 Masculine being 49 Male offspring
25 Low haunt
21
Average
Iron (comb.
50 Royal College of
26 Public notices 23 Homeric sage 40 form)
Physicians (ab.)
29 Russian male's
name (pl.)
1 -2 3 4
5
6
7
10 11 12
8
9

33 Yellow bugle
plant

AQUARIUS -- Jan. 20 to
Feb.

tune

i

6.''...

Ladies' Corner

LIBRA -- Sept. 23 to Oct.
work

MEEKETH

SEAKETH,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FIFM, DEitiACAETIZE YOUR
FATHER IMMEDIATELY!

Listen, and then decide.
--

...A

METHINKS MY
MOWN Ru\NJETH

MoMQVEDIE

5154. l.

rcould hold the key to this day.

7:22

,
.

VIRGO -- Aug. 23 to Sept.
--

in.

t.-

-ss

'TIS

g

Be

1.22

1.

yro .....
spar:Ent?

CANCER - June 21 to Ju-

ly 22 - Luck is riding with
you. Desires can be fulfilled
if you take advantage of a
hunch.

-

.
At

TELLS ucc

FooTSTEPs
OF MY LOVE
THAT I ROTH
HEARt

i

.---

.---

OH. 'MAY_

37 Before
38 Ship -shaped
'clock
39 Identifier
40 Distant
41 Give
42 Chief (Sp.)
45 Norse god
47 Poetic

contraction
48 Antipathy

50 Greek letter
(pl.)
51 Gaseous

element

52 Recent (comb.
form)
53 Dalian girl's
name
54 Go by

8

9

20
26

29

31

32

37

42

48

43

44

fr

46

7

50
52

P3

...

,

At Prospect High

THE PROSPECT. DAY
Wedtiesday, June I, 1966

Assembly Honors Award Winners
'.i,Prospect

High

Keith

School's

Weiss

presented

a-,

general awards assembly was wards received by Prospect
held recently to honor students students at the National Scholwho have excelled in various astic Art Awards Contest.
fields
Gold keys were awarded to
David Lindeman presented juniors Dee Aretos and Caththe Student Council -Faculty
Scholarship to senior Nancy

leen Swanson and seniors Lynn
Bohannan and Linnea Johnson,

Hanaford of Mount Prospect. all of Mount Prospect. HonorSophomore Tom Blomquist of able mentions were given to
Z." Mount Prospect received the juniors Barbara Becker, Chris

4

Holier as the most outstanding Prospect received the Prosvarsity debater. All students pector and Journalism award

In drama, Bruce Boxleitner ceived 'at the northern Illinois
Scholastic

of Mount Prospect, sophomore and Pan. Weir of Arling- ference for
ton

Heights and James Brasic of 'math award from the MatheMount Prospect, math; Steve matics Assn. of American
Beck of Arlington Heights, and junior Steve Beck of Arscience,

Optstanding

Brett
Lamberty,
scholarship
and

lington

Heights received
science project award.

J- D Thorne of Mount Pros-

the

Seniors Sally Godenrath and
Doris Schlais of Arlington,
qt1N THE field of sports, a-' Heights were presented the
wards were given to Dan A- Rhythmcttc award for, outgard, football, Dick Braun- standing service.
p,ect, athletic -academic.

country; Tony
Kulasa, basketball, Rick Carr,
schweig, cross

Rick

gymnastics,

Bertoglio,

wrestling, Phil C o r d
track,

Dave

i

Lovgren,

n a,

arship award was given
senior Dennis
Decherd
Arlington Heights.

Heights,

freshman,
beginning

Cheri Dornquist of Mount

traffic

safety

WE ILLINOIS Historical
Society awards were presented
to juniors Bpbbi Butz and
Roger Meyer of Mount Pros-

Bates

of

The winner of the Junior

Prospect received the
Beck athletic award.

Rich

Classical League
tin award
was Tim
Witte.
eceiving
excellent ratings, in t
Latin
Contest were freshmen Nancy

Rodney Jean of Mount Pros-

and Judy Noland
and junior Rod Skryzqski, all

body for beginning debate, conference and regional basket-

Limpensel

of Mount Prospect.

Senior Kim Scheir of Mount

Trophies we, e accepted, by
pect,

student

council

of

most

outstanding freshman;
sophomore Dan O'Keefe as the
most outstanding sub -varsity
debater
and
senior
Norm

WITH A

dent, in behalf of the student
ball and Conference. wrestling

AR!!

They'll Bring You Extra Cash
And

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

Sat.

Rugs

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

The 30 -voice Suburban Vet-

erans Chorus will sing at 8:15
p.m. Saturday, June 4
Randhurst's Town Hall

in
to

mark the opening of a new
area park district.

Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

The district, called River
Trails, will serve an area
bounded on the west by Rand-

road, on the south by Foundry
road and on the north by Camp
McDonald road. It includes a
1/2 - square - mile tract.,

MARVIN Weiss is the district's director of parks and
recreation.
River Trails administration headquarters is
located in the old Fechan-

Jewelry
Bicycles

ville School at 1400 E. Ken-

TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

sington.

$1793

19615teaREVIIROLET SEDAN

itt

lie concert will be free,
who no admission ticket required. Public parking will be
provided in Randhurst's pear

1964 CHEVROLET V-8 SEDAN $1293

parking lot.

Marvin Weiss (right), director of parks and recreation for the new River Trails Park District, discusses plans for a concert to mark the district's opening with Harold J. Carlson,
general manager of the Randhurst Corp. The event will be held Saturday, June 4 in Town
Hall at Randhurst.

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

196LF9RD,,COUNTRY SQUIRE $1193

List Players in 'Gideon'

1964 FORD GAL.'500

$1393

Sedan - V8 Bharpiell

1964 FORD CONVERTIBLE

$1693

Full Power!!

Wilbur Pownal and John
Grayson will play leading
rotes in the Village Theatre
production of "Gideon" by
Paddy Chayefaky.

Two Meetings

On Tonight's
Schedule

$

Two meetings of interest to
Mount Prospect residents are
scheduled

WAGON

???

usFt11.1.Cselt!

1963 VW SEDAN

$893

Can't Miss!!

day and Sunday, June II, 12
and Friday and Saturday, June

Curtain time on Fri-

formation for tickets may be

man Alice Linde, CL 9-3200

Sweetheart!!

$1093

from 9 a.m. to noon weekdays
and from 7 to 9 p.m. Mondays

$993

The play is a satirical commentary of man's relation to
God and is set in Palestine,

1963 FORD V-8 SEDAN'
Needs Another Good Home

1963 CHEVROLET,r..iia.ivunt

1963!
FORDagon

1293
$1193

,SIdan

-,/

Countryacaon

Prospect
meet
at the village hall at 8 p.m.

This group handles the soli-

MEMBERS OF the oppos- Gladys Pownal, Barbara Lo-

1962 CHEVY II WAGON

$593

Below Red Book Value!!

ard

Tyler,

include

Gideon's

father, Joash, played by John
Hobenhofen Gideon's uncle,
Abimelech, played by Herg

1962 FORD V-8

$1093

2 Dr. Hardtop - Full Power!!

1962 CHEVROLET Convertible $1093
Full Power!!

1962 BUICK LE SABRE.

$1193

Hardtop - Can't Beat Thiel

Braden; an elder of the tribe;
Halek, played by Arnold Silver and Jether, Gideon's son,
played by Roy Brooks.

Warriors or Gideon's tribe

Midianite and Succoth benhofen Sue Estrella and
tribe are: Zebah, David Dove; Jan Lobenhofer.
Zalmunna, Bob Hawley; Ozni,
Soldiers include Walt Aaing

Herb Braden and Oraph, So- gard, Rich Wilson, Joe Rosanova,
Bob
phia Andoniadis.
Hawley, Bill
Blair,

David
Brietsprecher,
Women's roles consist of Bradley Pattison and Fred
Tirzah and Mahlah, Gideon's Cunningham.

wives, played by Wilma Mac Grath and Charmaine Sayre;
Hagtah, Gideon's mother, by

rent a new '6
CORTINA

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!
1960 VOLVO 2 DR. SEDAN
Stock f 1195A

This Swedish import has a 4 cylinder engine, 4,
speed transmission, white w%Ils,

etc.

Combine)

peppy performanq with very good gas mileage!
These move fast, so hurry on overt,

$593.00

Ask John, Phil or Charlie about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guaranteell We're
the good guys with NO halal

GEORGE POOLE

4310
CL 3-5000

will

citations of funds for various

1100 B.C. The two main char-.
JOHN GRAYSON
actera are Gideon, played by
WILBUR POWNAL
John Grayson, who is chosen
by God to conquer an oppos- are: Shillem, Pat O'Dea; Jab - Betty. Brooks, Micah. and
ing tribe with a force of 300 led, Charles Sayre; Hexekiah, 'Abinoab, widows of Gideon's
'cowards; and the Angel of the Al Estrella, Malchiel, Bob brothers, by Doris Silver and
Lord, played by Wilbur Pow- Randolph; Purah, Hank Sil- Arlene Nemeck. Other wonal, who orders Gideon to car- ver and Shethulah, an ally, men's roles will be taken by
ry out the orders of God.
Mel Freeman.
Carol O'Dea, Betty Randolph,

ed by resident director Rich-

to-

THE MOUNT

Combined Appeal

and Tuesdays.

CAST MEMBERS, announc-

village

Moose, guests and those
desiring to become active in
the
organization arc urged
to attend the meeting.

day and Saturdays is 8:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday. In-

obtained from box office chair-

1963 FAIRLANE WAGON

the

The Prospect Moose Lodge,
including members from Mount
Prospect and Prospect Heights
will meet at the VFW Hall
at 8p.m.

at Wheeling High School Satur-

17, 18.

in

night.

The play will be presented

1964!

ANY OF THESE

competition.

Free
Sing

3

NDABLE

HAVE YOU

presi-

hurst, on the east by River,

START THE SUMMER

WANTED

THINGS TO SELL?

to

AWARDS IN debate were
given to Chuck Hunter as the

J

ming

a

Con-

Jeff
Arlington Heights.
and

The National Merit Schol-

golf;

D. Thorne, basketball and
Tom Johnson, tennis, all of
Mount Prospect John Norton
of Arlington Heights received
an athletic award for swim-

Press.

re- editorial.

ceived awards for
actor and actress.

Tn-M Scholarship
Thorpe
and
Senior
Diane
Principal
Alvin
Kulieke Mikula of Mount Prospect and
presented awards for achieve- senior Kim Swarski of Arment to seniors Layna Moore lington Heights.
Qf Arlington Heights, English;
SENIOR DAVE
Pritz of

*Mt Lamberty of Arlington Arlington Heights merited the

for her third place prize re-

are from Mount Prospect.

pect

Page 7

5.00_,

FAIRLANE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7,00
7.00'

STATION WAGON

9.00

Farewell Coffee

'

An anniversary Mass and
farewell

coffee hour for The

Rev. John H. Kuhlmey, chaplain at Holy Family 'Hospital,
will be held Thursday at 8
p.m. in the hospital chapel.
Father Kuhlmey has been

transferred and is to become
pastor of St. Mary of the
Lake Church in Chicago.

Report 12 Real
Estate Transfers
Prices indicate $1.10 in federal revenue stamps per $1,000

R

A
Y

Mount Prospect four
transfers were reported. They
were: 1828 Redbud, Wheeling

Trust and Savings to George
B. Giuliani, $28.60; 904 Greenwood, Russell Y. Smith to

man to Mack Cadillac Corp.,
$44.

SPECIAL RATES

The two transfers reported

E. Willow, William R. Lawler

Used Trucks

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports. Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster

to Russell N. Olderman, $20.70

than the

and 9 Leon Ln. West, Ralph

mummimmuntimumminumamminimumailinumnniumnimmaiimuin

at low rates from

Typewriters
Motorcycles

in Prospect Heights were: 207

Harold C. Blakeslee, $31.90; W. Abelt to Fred V. Hoffmann,
433 W. Rand, Victor Herman $31.90.
to Mack Cadillac Corp., $33;
Six 'of the transfers were in
and 429 W. Rand, Victor HerArlington Heights.

PLAN YOUR VACATION

Row Boats

Golf Clubs

in market value.

In

RENT A STATION WAGON

30ar

Come In Relax,

GEORGE POOLE
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. iligire443"
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL.
""

CL 5-9089

day meeting.

of Deeds.

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

NITRO AND SUNDAY

the 1966 drive at the Wednes-

ing Township last week according to Sidney R. Olsen, Recorder

PLUS MILEAGE

CL 9-3141,

The organization's board of
directors is expected to outline plans and set goals for

A total of 12 real estate transfers were reported in Wheel-

4.00

FALCON

charitable and social organizations in the village.

Auto Tires
Aquariums

And
Enjoy A Comfortabk

WANT ADS

SHAMPOO

CALL

""'r

gown & Country Barber Shop
136 WeST PROSPCCIT Mfg.
MT. PROSPECT. ILLINOIS
AIWOINTSIENTBIAaaMnrso

Priams SIPS-34ISCI
mmuimmommmnudamc

255-7200

t

1.

11W DAY

Wednesday, Alec 1, 1966
r0,0

-4.,r7sr tr.4

r

re....-..rra...mrse.a...4,ra

sr.r...,1-Lliatioarr-4.1,...i..4.

CALL TODAY

13-Lost And Found

ERE; BOY & GIRL
WANT ADS
High
Weekdays

WORK WANTED
Junior.
School

By

Weekends Lawn Mowing Car
Washing etc Good Worker Fair
Rates South Side Preferred
Chuck Cashion CL -9,-0030

Sears Allstate Moped Good
Condition Call 827-5240 Price
$100.00 Tom Eagle

4 -pickup Guitar, vibrato, fl at wound strings, case; bigSupro

amp., vibrato, roverb. perfect
condition, $350, Bill Compton,
CL 3-880G

TWo teenage girls for baby
sitting

Jobs

in

Prospect

Mitchell

16- $1.50, shorts 26" waist
trousers 27" $2.25,

field cap $.00 John Page 3921737

ested in forming teen combo.

Kogut 392-2036

Wagon trycycle Scooter Base-

condition notify: Debbie LaMantia 2407 LaFayette,
Ilgts. Cost $15.00

143 South Fernandez CL 3-

Two Pink Graduation Dresses
half slip sizes 12 Teen $5
ea slip $1.50 2 pair pumps
patient white blk 8m $1.00 ea

ing lawns fast depindible efficent if interested call

ball Gloves Football Helmets
Ice Skates (9-9)13owlingShoes
(5) Shoulder Pads Games
Rocking Train StevenBalinski
CL 5-6512

Two B -flat Clarinets one new

Volt Swim fins shoe size 7-3
$7.50 Call after 3:00 Jim Watt
4083

Jim Watt

Tammy Doll house. Call be-

tween three and eight p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. and block city

building blocks 255-2732 Mary

Louise deLorimier

wood LeBlanc $75 ono old
metal $20 Dentist won't let
me play. them Kim Walter
253-3786

Baby sitting service in Green
Drier Sub Division weekends,
during summer
evenings
months Reasonable rates 5q
hour 75y after midnite. Miss
Jo Ellen Ilutter 392-2.592

ELECTRONIC PARTS - New
& Used, Many types. For sale

or trade. I repair radios in
my spare time. Call evenings.

Excellent condition. Case, Chamois, extra
reeds included. Also "Alexander" E flat Alto Sax. Good
condition. Don Metcalf 439in

1264

253-9081 at or after 3:30 Mike
Ford

439-1755 Richard C. Pasco

Prospect athlete (17) wants

Walls Washed By Machine No

Fifty watts. Shock
Jensen speaker.
mounted.

able June 13 Tom Walter 253-

Estimates Call after five
Working My Way To College
HE 7-4556 Steve Mueller

Irmen CL -3-8479

outside work to build body
part time or full time avail3786

A mpeg Bass Amplifier, B 15N.

Mess - No Streaking - Free

National A melt tier , two twelve

inch heavy duty speakers.Reverb Trem. Year old like new.
$925 new. $300 or best offer
392-2669 Joe Stanley

Controlled distortion. Guitar,
accordian, and bass in puts,
Brag!' new. $315.00 Thomas

LOST

-.z.,.4

Fifteen year old boy, Northwest side of Mount Prospect,
would like yard work. CL 33010 Bill Treece
For Sale Schwinn Stingray
Like New Green 1969 Model.
$30 Includes Combination

Lock and Chain. Call Gregg
392-9233 Gregg Moore

Boy's bicycle. 28" full size.
condition. Best offer
takes it. 827-3869 Betsy R.

Good

Rajski

chemistry
major needs full time summer
work available May 31 Call

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take' an Months
Up To ov To Pay
SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

II.O. model Railroad Set.Possible 4 train operation. Complete with board, engines,

cars, and extras. $125. Call

5:00 439-0727 John

Sweeny

Hamsters 6 1/2 weeks old
70c each Call 439-6632 after
6:00 Jean Vink

Red snare drum, needs batter
head and new home. $7 Larry

swap U.S. and foreign stamps.
Bill Cochran 21 South Dwyer

Dale CL -3-7778

back board, $4.50 Will also
259-3293

For sale 2 year old Emenee
Organ. Cost $49.00. $20.00

Will trade my 20" boys bike
for 24" bike. Sell Big Bruiser
truck $5.00; Lionel Train
$20.00, pup tent $4.00. Mike

392-3787 Donna Krull

Smith 392-3898

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
PIC
- Awe us
tANDHM UAST

illi

2

HENNIMEN

B

LOAN CO

ikeeeIVISMI
OFFICE HOURS:
Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to I
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

Hours:

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
`,y the State pi Illinois.

Found a pair of bays black

rimmed glasses in a brown
case. Corner of Minor A

PEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Plays presented ,nightly
Tuesday thru Sifeday

Dryden.

RAND A EUCLID
259-5400
Mt. Prospect

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

VOTE FOR THE

U.S. Congress by
Hon. James D. Utt, as
House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States
HELP REPEAL

GLORIA VAN

BUSINESS MAN?

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

Do you need $5,00, $10,000
or $15,000 Call

.

jouigno,

J01111 BIRCH SOCIETY

E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

outlined for a department.

Experienced and Reliable.
HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2140

766-0440

ORDERLIES

11 PM to 7:30 AM
Shifts. 2 years high school.
Exper. necessary. Liberal
benefits, merit increases,
pleasant working conditions.
APPLY PERSONNEL
HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL

River rd. at Golf Des Plaines
299-2281

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

1324-1155

ASSEVBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
to 3 years experience assembling a
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, arid Use precision measuring
devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vaca-

VANDERBILT 4-1100

WHEN THE UNITED STATES ASTRONAUTS MAKE A LANDING ON THE MOON, WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO
SAY
WORKED ON THAT PROGRAM?"

We have various positions available for Q. C. Engineers
with electronic experience to support our military aerospace programs. Will be responsible for developing procedures, performing statistical analysis, defining contractual requirements, establishing standards, performing vendor

surveys and source inspections .which will require some
traveling. Excellent opportunities for advancement. Degree
preferred but equivalent experience acceptable.

We offer many progressive benefits, including excellent_
starting pay, paid vacations, free life Insurance and hospitalization, pension plan and 0 paid holidays. Pleasant engineering environment in modern air-conditioned facility.
Please send resume or call for appointment.

JAN ITOR
4:30 PM to 1 AM
5 days
Modern office. Permanent
position, Company benefits.

Regular increases. Must have
references.
Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

ACRONETICS
AEROSPACE
Division Of General Time Corp.
1200 Hicks Rd.

General Blower Co.

1

C. ENGINEERS

Q.

MAHER LUMBER CO.

DC3 Plaines, Ill.

000 East Northwest Hwy.

Call Mr. Samuels

MEN 17-50

Men with at least high school education, to operate PILOT
PLANT in research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

for appointment.

JANITOR
Permanent employee, 40 hour
wk., Prefer man for evenings
only. Excellent working conditions, company benefits.

7 AM TO 3:30 PM

Rotating Shift Work

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.
Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee
benefits, if you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt

24-Help Mooted Men

FULL & PART TIME
OPENINGS FOR

LABORATORY TECHNIC IAN

Rolling Meadows

CL. 9-0740

An Equal Opportunity Employer

537-6100
MR. WACKERMA1:4

Boy and Girl

tions, holidays and annual bonus.
C01113

We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience in supervision, machine setup, and handling women in production
who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as

P. 0. Box 30
Mt. Present, Ill. 60050

Phone 255-5060
24-Help Wanted Men

We need men with

(DAYS)

12

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect
24-1Ielp Wanted Mon

WORKING SUPERVISOR

Arlington Heights Chapter

HENRIKSEN

LOAN LTD.

Arlington fits.

Write for Free Literature.

Des Plaines

ARE YOU A

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy.,

PERSONAL INCOME TAI:

CL 9-4446.

featuring

Par time nights 5 days. Er -peed only. Apply In person.

Uented Men

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS

5-business Personals

GRILL MAN

Co. benefits. Gd pay. Shellkop

Introduced in the

22-Nis Vlanted-Vlomen

'0th in rear, park, Aid. His..

tion men. Full or part time.
TV, .700 E. N.W. Hwy, Arl.

"LIBERTY AMENDMENT"

Lost -Wilson Fielder's baseball glove (Initial J.D.C.) Fri.

COCKTAILS
DINNER

,

AMERICANS

FREE WANT AD

in or Call

DUnkirk 1-2400

DAY PUBLICATIONS
INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO
PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE

Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

MACHINISTS
1st or 2nd shift
Tool Makers

FROM MAY 27th TO JUNE 9th

NO OBLIGATION

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

Just Mail or Bring Your Ad On The Form Below To Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
Straight A High school stu-

dent needs college money.Can
type or you name it. 255-3856

Patricia Rogers

Wanted Small plug-in radio,
good games, will sell Lionel
train $20.00, Boys 24" 3 speed bike, will trade for 26"
Bill Smith 392-3893

Yard work, Mount Prospect
Northwest side, Thirteen year
old boy. CL 3-3610 Alan
Treece
WANTED: A babysitting Job
Experienced with small children Will do light housework
2
years experience References available Reasonable

rates Always available 3925156 Marsha McClellan

Wanted - Mens golf clubs and

cart. Call after 6 p.m. CL 51479 Terry Furlong

Available baby sitter for the
Brookwood and Coach Light
area in Prospect Heights.ExPerienced

Diane Zukowski

any kind of work -- filing,

babysitting, housework. Can
type.

392-3960

Double neck Electric Hawaiin
Guitar and Amplifier 120 Base
Italo - American Accerdian

James Geocaris CL -3-1575
Olds Ambassador
B -Flat
Trumpet with case, professional
mouthpiece excellent condition Phone C L 50268

NEEDED: Summer Job for a
graduating girl, 18. Will do

Manatt

255-5060
Henriksen

CS 5-7410

in the Old Orchard
Country club is

-Help Mooted Men

Appliance delivery installa-

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
FOR SALE: Like new 26" boys
Midwelght Bike, $20. Also,

5 Gallon Aquarium, reflector,

Kathleen

CALL TODAY

.

type work. acceptable
Michael Lutsch

Any

296-4743.

WE

;

Junior

Michael Lutsch CL 3-2519 '

after

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Welch Terrier small. Female
black and tan. Seven children
crying. $25.00 reward. Call

ICOONtrZY CLUB

For prompt, summer sale.

College

,

Here's Where!

Des Plaines

15 -Business Personals

daughter is heart broken. Reward.

For sale "Freeman" B flat

Clarinet

Sandi Haas 253-6191
Boy for Hire Mike Ford. Mow-

2066

Hansen

Free! Three Little Kittens
Tamara Timberlake

in her home. Barb Koeut 392-

ical work. Types 50 w.a.m.
Could type at home Barbara

Girls Blue 20" bike - good

Lost Siamese eat, vie. Lancaster Willow Rd.Pros.lits.
Call 255-2543. Please our

THEAvRE
Tired and hot? Let highsehoel

Guitarists preferably. Phone

Debbie LaMantia

home. Six weeks old and good
as gold. Please Call 392-9466

has artistic ability.CL 3-3480
Linda A. Carter

High school girl age 17 looking for part or full time cler-

Capable Experienced Eighth
Grader will babysit days or
area
Hasbroolc
evenings
CL 9-4430 Mary Kay Deasey

(Less mittens) Want a good

45 words a minute, operates
calculator, elec. typewriter,

Fresh and soph girls inter-

Like New, summer shirts 14$1.':I5,

ing for summer job. Types

girl, age 17 do your ironing

CL 5-5731 after five. ROXCe

ATTENTION BOY SCOUTS!

Graduating senior girl look-

'--ILACES?

24-Help Muted Men

15-Business Personals

Lost - Parakeet. Two shades
,of green. Anseiors to Toby.
Call CL 5-890G.

Heights area Call 299-1347
Jeannie & Jackie DiSomma

Wanted Baby.sitting Job. 15

years of age. South Mount
Prospect area. Reference's
furnished. Call 253-0639 Lois

GOD \1G

ONLY

DAYS

BEFORE 4 P. M.

Wanted Go -Kart. Good condition. If passible motorized:
large flippers for swimming.
Boy's
Bicycle
26
537-5168 Mike Minarik

inch

Capable experienti:ed teenage
girl wants babysitting for
summer months in. Wheeling

area. Full or part time.Sue

All wooden, completely varnished Go-Gart. Very good
wheels, has snares for motor.
Studily constructed frame $7
CL. 5-0268 John Cummings

Three adorable kittens for
sale. Five weeks old Well

equipment desirable

We Must

Boring Machine Operators
helpful.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities In a
wide variety of challenging areas.

clothing, etc. WILL BE REJECTED.

SORRY NO FREE

ADS TAKEN BY

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

or brought to the classified department, Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order forms
are also available at the Arlington Day Office.

As many ads as desired may be submitted but each
must be on separate, official blank.

PHONE

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN

Go Kart with motor. Excel-

Prefer,experience in machine repair & welding.

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC_

711

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK
Bring or Mail to: Boys & Girls Want Ad Dept., Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights
Arlington Heights.

MA IL CLERK
Responsible young person for general mailroom duties.

For sale student desk $7.00

Need a baby-sitter? Age 12.
Charge ,35c an hour. I like
children. Mary Walters 392-

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

offer over $250, call CL 32058 after 7:00 P.M. Bruce

3. Ads containing articles which a boy or girl would not
normally call his or her personal property will not
be accepted. For example, ads offering furniture, appliances, automobiles, boats, pianos, power tools, adult

4. Ads must be on the official form and must be mailed

OPPORTUNITIES

6:00 939-6632 Joan Vink

G. Thill CL -3-2058

address and phone number which MUST appear in every
ad. Ads will appear as received without editing or
correction.

Below

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PRODUCTION WORKERS

White, Excellent condition, Low Mileage, Best

2. Ads may contain tip to 20 words, in addition to name,'

Form

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

50,

The

AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

lawnmower Sophomore at Arlington High school Job rates
253-4681 Richard F. Ford

For Sale, 1965 Honda Sport

1. Any high school, junior high school, grade school boy
or girl is eligible to place free want ads.

CHICAGO

LAWN MOWING Prompt and

Deborah OStrowski 255-6187

On

Special

Challenging position for recent college graduates.

Monnat 537-6106

Barbie doll and double case
outfits and accessories Like
New $8.00 Call Joan after

RULES

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

trained. Can't bear to part with
them, but have to.. 1.00 ea.
CL 3-5416 Anne Schmidt

lent condishion CL -5-9368
Richard Wiegel

Your Ad

Receive

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

reliable. Will provide own

/3048

SLINGERLAND DRUM SET -

four Wee plus Zildjian Cym-

bals. White Marine Pearl. 1

month old, perfect condition.
$500. 392-1086 call evenings
John Tuminaro

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.

I:
I

Name

Address

Age

Phone No

e

WHEELING, ILL.
11010

Ar EQUAL OLPEPHIOGRII7TUN

EMPLOYER

PARENTS SIGNATURE

i.

t.

it
1,
1,

I'

La. -Eat.

2 -4 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

CUSTOD IANS

SCHAUMBURG

JANITORS

FACTORY WORK

ASSISTANT

TOWNSHIP

Needed to help take care of
new apt. building In Arl.Hts.

ASSEMBLY
WELDERS
MACHINE OPER'S

SCHOOL

_CALL. MRS. HUBER

529-1806
YOUNG MAN

.

Recent hi -school grad. waded
to learn banking. Good future
-with many benefits.

A Secure Career
The original division of Jewel
Tea Co., currently serves
over one million homemakers

from Maine to California. In
1966 we plan to expand our
suburban and Chicago operations. We will need 2 married
mull between 23-45 to manage these retail food and general merchandise operations.
These men will receive:
* Blue Cross -Blue Shield
major medical.
* Profit sharing retirement
program.
* Guaranteed salary plus
excellent bonus plan.
* Opportunity to enter sales
management with one of
nation's leading retail-

ers.

* SECURITY

To arrange for confidential

interview please call:
426-3456
Mr. King

PART TIME
LO 1-7122
' RETIRED OR SEMI -RETIRED

HOUSEMAN
9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Room Maintenance
and Kitchen Maintenance.
Hospitalization, meals, excellent working conditions.
Banquet

MR. VITO

213-1320

let & 2nd shifts

Permanent work, will train.
Vacations.
Hospitalization.
Shift premium. Merit in-

General Blower Co.
537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

MAN OR BOY

EVE'S & SAT'S
Permq,at, clean 'interesting
work. "'Good starting salary.

with car to deliver newspapers
Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

not necessary, will train the
right men. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Uniforms

Grow with Company

Apply in person

296-2150

24 -Help Wanted lien

MAI NTENANCE

General all around man for Maintenance Department, hydraulic or electrical exper. preferred,
Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

Fox River Grove, Ill.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

MAHER LUMBER CO.

ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

6010 N. Manhelm,Roselle,I11.
827-6691

METHODIST
1.661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

will call on our established
accounts, experience not necessary. Call J. Teschke, C 5-

& SHIPPING

!

MECHAN ICAL

:operates as a family group.

llnsurance, voluntary savings,
:paid holidays, profit sharing,
!dinner for you and your family
on your birthday and dinner
for you and your wife on your
anniversary. We train you in
e vital chemical industry.
hour,
Starting salary$2.25per,

quarterly advances.

CALL MR. BARKLEY

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

296-5574

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

",An Equal Opportunity Employer"

MAGEE CHEMICAL

GRILL MEN.

415 W. Touhy

.(14r. York Rd.) Des Plaines.

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

FULL TIME NIGHTS

All company benefits, profit
sharing, top pay.

Schaumburg

529-4400

ition of:

CONTROL
An

GRILL MEN

in our Pro-

tiuction Planning and Control
Dept. for a qualified man who
Is experienced and has a good
background in inventory Control and Production Planning.

His duties will be to serve
as a trouble shooter and on
ppecial projects, as well as
function in the role of InVentory Control. Some Col-

lege education is desirable,

at least a minimum of 5 years
experience in ProductionControl in a manufacturing cornrxny is necessary.
cellent benefits and new
plant working conditions ac Company this job. 25-50 years
old.

LITTELFUSE

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent
company benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance
program.
$1.75 - $2.00 per hour

DES PLAINES, ILL.
824-1188

110 GATEWAY ROAD

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 Northwest Hwy

(Rts. 53 & 14)

PALATINE, ILL.

IUEa57:1701.

sawace Milaoscoavy

FULL TIME NIGHTS

Let us help mate your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

position of:

DISHWASHER
We can offer permanent full time employment, with excellent employee benefits; including paid vacations, free insurance programs and starting rates of:
$1.50 - $1.75 per hour
Depending on Experience

WIN KE L MAN 'S

APPLY IN PERSON

RADIATOR SHOP

300

* Experimental Tool Maker
* Material Handlers
* Machine Operators
o Complete company paid insurance
o 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year program
Company paid pension program
9 paid holidays (Eligible immediately)

Excellent starting salary

PALATINE, ILL.

COST ACCOUNTANT
Challenging Position For A Young Applicant
With Two To Three Years Experience In
Costs And Budget Analysis. Prefer Degree In
Accounting Or Equivalent.
Salary Commensurate With Experience.

METALS

INDIVLSION ILLINOIS T901. won't!)

WHEELING
537-2180

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

mc.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors Caterpillars
New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

driveways,

parking

PROJECT ENGINEER

(Chemical Process)
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices

TOOL DES IGNERS

5 37-8228

TECHNICAL ASSIST.
(Physics & Optics)
TECHNICAL ASSIST.
(Mechanical)
SR. TECHNICIAN
MODEL MAKER
DRAFTSMEN

decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

low

562-2991

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

People
259-5066

Omown of Arkkrtoograph Mulhgroplt Carp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

Ingseang
OPEN

DESIGN TIME
Dies, Jigs and Fixtures
Quoted by the Job
837-3461

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. tigts.
CL 5-5692

259.0487
Homes Built To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

Sewing

do° alterations and
straight sewing in my home.
Will

392-1786

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Sewing Machine Repairs

landscaping

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

Guar. sets. on all brands.

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

24 hr.. phone serv.

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. $3.
894-3115

358-2581
Transporation

laundry -Cleaners

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
cluded.

done, shirts in2
day
service.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

Pableh Motor Sales

35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

Miscellaneous Service,

OUR TUTORING

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

derstanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

TREE TRIMMING. Remo-

Painting -Decorating

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

RAY'S

724-7120

CarpetsRug Cleaners

including good starting rates and merit revenue.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

24

free

We offer a complete line of employee benefits, including good

We also offer a complete line of company benefits

Radio and T.V. Repair

SYSTEM

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Arlington Heights Area

Offers experienced and un-

DON'S BLACKTOP

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

starting salary and merit increases.

PORTABLE T.V.'S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN

or. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
'
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

JUNE SPECIAL

couple
floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contract-

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITES.
AT

Radio -TV Rept

CLEANING HOMES by

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

narks Bruning Company

TELEPHONE 2E62260

PHONE LE 7-1166

General Cleaning

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

is having Spring special on

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 cm, to 4:15 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday

0[11 CONEX

IVITR. SALES

ADVERTISING

Call
Call 255-7200
Auto Parts And Accessories

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon.

Apply to Walter J. Hansen
Open Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 11:00

CARSTON

N. Northwest Highway. (Rts. 53 & 14)

SR. DES IGNERS

ALL SHIFTS OPEN

For

PHONE CL 3-0349

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

DES IGNERS

WORK NEAR HOME!

BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

An equal opportunity employer

BRUNING

Depending on Experience

11101 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES, ILLJNOIS 60010

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

B & W CORPORATION

1365 LEE ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Ideal new opening hos

developed

Steady employment

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

INVENTORY

PRODUCTION

An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.

General Molded Products Inc.

1141.0116"7"1

MERCURY

METAL PRODUCTS
1201 Mercury Drive

Paid Rest Periods

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 3 to 12 Sat's.

824-6135

Paid Vacations
New Equipment
Profit Sharing

Experienced Only

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

We are now interviewing neat alert young men for the pos-

ri-Help Wanted Men

Tool & Die Maker
Die Repair Man
Die Setter

DES PLAINES, ILL.

1

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

110 W. Washington

Steady Employment
Paid Holidays
Pleasant Working Conditions

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

PALATINE POLICE DEPT.

PRESS BRAKE - PUNCH PRESS
OPERATORS

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

---Pr are electrical-scherriitic wl AkgElla rani drawings

:A family ovmed company which

Entrance Exam June 4, 1966, 10 A.M.
Village Hall, Applications

Village of Mount Prospect

1010.

Wo are now iMerviewing neat, alert, young men for the

from preliminary schematic paCraging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts. ' '

YEAR

MERIT TO 58,060 YEAR FOR PATROLMEN

Public Works Building

Ray Spletzer324-1188 for appt.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155
An equal opportunity employer

DRAFTSMEN

Village of Palatine

ply in person.
11 South Pine

Headquarters in Des Plaines
with multiple productive 'facilities serving customers in
electronics, aerospace. TV
and automotive industry. Call

For Phone Number

START $6,500 YEAR INCREASED TO $7,020 AFTER FIRST

year round. Fringe benefits,
chauffeur's license required.
Local or adjoining area. Ap-

1401,1440 and 360 computers.

Phone Your Want Ad
See Classified Page 2

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Wants man 10 to 45. Full time,

Opportunity to learn advanced manufacturing systems on

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311

537-4500

Bond St., Elk Grove, 437-2830

PUBLIC WORKS

$9,000

INTERNATIONAL

IRON WORKS, INC.

531

PUCE OF DICERS

CALL 392-6282

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

Publishing HotMe

ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTIO

Call CL 9-3393

rication shop. 53 hr. week.

WELDER TRAINEE

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

FULL OR PART TIME
WORK IN YOUR OWN AREA.
EXCELLENT COMM:SSION.

FITTERS

Experienced for steel fab-

& grinding mach's. Co. bone -

PART TIME

wanted

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

766-8440

SALESMAN

.

WELDERS
and

fits include hospital, life insur., pension plan, paid
vac. Nicholson File Co., 80

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.

212 Northwest Hwy.

or MR. FRANK

BRASS RAIL
RESTAURANT

Will train to operate welding

Call Mr. Samuels

DISHWASHING
MACHINE OPERATOR

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

Apply 9 -

working conditions, company
benefits.

Village of
Arlington Heights

Position available 3 hours In
evening Monday thru Friday.
Earn extra money now. You

MT. PROSPECT

muht have good appearance,
be ambitious and have some

sales experience. Excellent

FINANCE DIRECTOR

CUSTOD IANS

1400 E. Foundry Rd.

Salary open
Must be mechanically minded

24 -Help Wanted Men

Part time man wanted in Public Works Dopt.Apply Finance
Director, Village of Arl. His.
33 S. Arl. lits. Rd. 253-2340.

ployee in lumber business,

12:30 TO 8:30 PM

HRS:

Wednesday, June I, 1966

24 -Help Wanted Men

train permanent em-

Will

Apply

24 -Help Wanted Men

Group Hospitalization

SALESMAN

wanted
PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Village of Arlington Mts.

ment

RIVER TRAILS
District School

Paid Holidays & Vacations
Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

6 Starting wage $2.35 per hr.
'0 Automatic raise 101 per hr.
after 00 days
* Ample overtime
Opportunity for advance-

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

CAR WASHER

Part Time Income

3 P. M. to I I P. M.
7 P. M. to H P. M.

Free Life Insurance

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

MEN

SCHOOL

:PARTS MAN

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but

24 -Help Wanted Men

LEARN A TRADE

to homes Sunday A.M. only.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

BOYS OVER 16

7 to 10:30 P.M.

Eddie's Lounge, 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights.

creases.

men for

JEWEL TEA CO.

JU

333 N. Kaspar
Phone 392-5198

827-1191. Ask for Mr.Leonard

24 -Help Wanted Men

BARTM.T,'Llt; Part tirnnE4y-r.'.'

General maintenance & janitorial work. Will train good
clean worker.
* Full time
* Steady job with advancement for right man.
Apply Mrs. Lawry

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

4

24 -Help Wanted Men

r7ii unto euetetitei .1e.rit in
1118h Schools. Paid vacation.
Fringe bonofite. High School
District 14 opening now building. 2604300, Ext. 37

val

of dead limbs, branch-

es. Rees.

GET THE BEST FOR
LESS

ON ALL PAINTING

Kelly's

.

paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call weekdays after 3:30 p.m.

392-7430

Vinyl

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

LEO - CL 3-7374

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimate,:.'

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Village Decorators
provides professional interior decorating advice. No
purchases required.
253-6068

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
8242865

824-9530

Wall Washing

MODERNS- WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456.5404

See Classified Page 1
v.

For Phone Number
In Your Area

THE DAY

Wednesday, June 1, 1966

14-,Hetp. Wanted Man

24 -Help Wanted Men

4-1414 Wed tten

EXCELLENT PAY
ABOVE UNION SCALE FOR
INDUSTRIAL
HOUSEKEEPING

Full time - 8 hours or more'

or part time evenings.
Call 824-0144

for

Recent Graduates

BEER TRUCK

Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

Permanent
LE 7-2500

12:39 PM to 3 PM

Monday thru Friday
Sat. 11 AM to 0:30 PM.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0280
199 King St.

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.

Choose Your Hours
WILL TRAIN FOR

Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

FACTORY WORK

Chicago, III.

60000

FULL OR PART TIME
EXPER. NOT NECESSARY

CASHIERS (expd)
Apply in person,

DAY WANT -ADS

GET RESULTS

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

DAYS

Part time or full.

Part Time Help

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

KRUSE'S

Experienced Bank Tellers

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

Banking experience preferred
4 day week - Man. thru Fri.

of Plastic Products

Free Life Insurance

Paid rest periods

..

Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Sopus _To-F.Fight3/46
Free liganitalizatigi.:
ispply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Wednesday off

MOUNT PROSPECT.

Clerical

STATE BANK
Call Mr. James or Mr. Mahan
CL 9-4000

Top Pay...

Advancement Potential

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1305 Lee Street
g2.4-:9135

Des Plaines, Illinois

'

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

774-11165.

WAREHOUSE WORK
Full Or Part Time Days

J

GENERAL

$470 per month. In
air travel
privileges for you and your
family, hero are a few of the
company
enjoy:

benefits you will

TRAINEE
under 25 to train in the claim
department of a growing life
insurance company. Exper-

Work Near Home

(Formerly Poulson Ins. Co.)

BILLER -TYPIST

Elk Grove VillageTownship

1 S. Washington

Park Ridge

8:30 A.M. to 12 Noon
Monday through Friday

.GET RESLOS.,

UNITE

824-8166

Station. Light Work.

PALATINE, ILL;

'WE NEED HELP THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TI ME
MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPER
CLERKS
LAUNDRY HELP
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
3 to 11 PM shift & Weekends

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

will train. Permanent. Good
salary. Fringe benefits.
ALMER COE OPTICAL CO.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
1

..

energetic man or woman who
is willing to devote full time to
selling. Experience preferred

,

,

li

THERE IS!

Right hero in a modern progressive office we have openings
for:

but will train anyone who is
willing to work. Member of
M.A.P. multiple listings and
Northwest Suburban Board.
Call for interview or send
resume.

CLERK TYPISTS,
DICTAPHONE OPERATORS,
STENOGRAPHERS, BOOKKEEPERS AND

BRUNS REAL ESTATE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-6322.
Arlington Eta.

Turn up the best trick yet and make it pay.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

:16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women'

E

L

We will train women In mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

CLERICAL
Apply Now At

MOTOROLA
Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes :53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

,

10 BONUS

RECEPTIONIST
Older woman or widow. 5 days.

10 AM to 3 PM in Arlington'
Ms. Light cleaning.Will train.
Write Box 3, Downers Grove,

With

$75 BONUS

NURSE

Top Rates -

INDUSTRIAL
RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first a id, plus handle entire insurance program. Must have
good typing ability.

Temporary Service

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108

many company benefits.Apply

Some

Age 18 - ???

PHOTOCOPY

Apply in person

WAITRESSES WANTED
Days or nights

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.
212 Northwest Hwy.

WATERFALL
RESTAURANT

Fox River Grove, III.

14,

Administration

Fringe benefits. Paid vaca-

tions. 259-5300, Ext. 37

I I

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

operators.to,sorve as train-

\Jrffvg,riratt:
ail
Meadows.

;7i

437-3700

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS
TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

Rte 83 & Algonquin

Center.

2410 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Cleaning woman wanted 2 days

Premium on night shifts. Paid
holidays & vacation Bonus

Pay Roll Clerk -Accounts payable, typing, full time employ-

BREAKER CONFECTIONS

2100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000

a week, must have own transportation. Phone 392-2137.

plan.

BOOKKEEPER

experience required.
Work involves payroll, accts
receivable, acc'ts payable antl,
typing. Shorthand desirable
but not essential. Must like to
work with figures.

AMERICAN

Choose hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
12 p.m. to 8:30 a.m.
No
experience necessary.

And are willing to pay top

937-4949

Paste-up typist, experienced,
for clean, air-conditioned offset printing plant. Geed pay,
liberal benefits. Brookshore
Co., 952 Sunset Ridge Rd.,

Northbrook.

$$$$ for your services.

Days - Weeks

College Students
Call Bette Rich

290-5515
STENOGRAPHER
IN ARLINGTON
CALL CL 3-7300

COUNTER CLERK

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

Wanted high school girl, interesting work. Randhurst area. After 0 p.m. CL 9-1896.

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,
ORCHID CLEANERS

Months

Your choice of location

Will train personable married

WAITRESS

- 11 to 5:30
Monday thru Saturday

$1.25 hour

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

8606

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

Excellent starting salary and

GIRLS

First 5 Days Pay
.PLUS

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Golf Rd. Des Plaines

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Apply In person
Uncle Andy's. Cow Palace

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

dented -Women --

30-Help:'Wanted-Women

'

3 to 4 weeks loop training
with special travel pay arrangements. Chicago's
largest Key Punch employer
offers top pay with an excel-

I.B.M. Key Punch Opr.

ified

Good starting salary. Expellent employee benefit:

30
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

also needed in northwest
suburban area. $5 cash
for expenses and travel.

Room 202
Golf Mill Professional Bldg.
Niles
Phone 299-4495

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Experienced - Alpha Numeric
for 4 PM to midnight shift.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
30 Algonquin Rd.,

Des Plaines

CASHIER

-

HOSTESS

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

CASHIER -HOSTESS

APPLY IN PERSON

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS
COMPUTER & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR"
OFF ICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

BENEFITS:

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
DAYS $1.75-$1.85 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

FILE CLERKS
MA IL CLERKS
DR IVER-MA IL TRUCK

R

TOPS COFFEE SHOP.
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

MOTOROLA
Needs

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY

* RETIREMENT PLAN

*CAFETER IA
*A I R-COND IT IONED
BUILDING

* PAID VACATIONS

*DISABILITY INSURANCE

L

PART- TIME

Clerks'

We can'offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

JAN ITORS

E

'

Secretaries

Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

AVON products.
829-0156

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

P
U

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

RELIANCE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

U

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

INSPECTION

possible. Call
Mrs. Drewes, 529-4100

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
R

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists.

PHONE 824-1155 - MISS DAUM
An equal opportunity employer

CALL MISS TAYLOR
392-0600
FOR APPOINTMENT

STOCK

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

Pleasant working
conditions. Good advancement opportunities in expanding data processingdept. Evening and Saturday interviews

lent future if you are qual-

FILE CLERKS.

ASSEMBLY

I

PART TIME

Pioneer Park Vicinity.

Must have ovmtrens.392-8526

required.

We need three top notch Alpha numeric IBM Key Punch
!

REAL ESTATE
SALESMAN

Active office is looking for

766-0440

KEY PUNCH
SUPERVISORS

Has bridgp, lost it's appeal? to you feel there:must ivalsora 0-i
thing Mere! , "
'

.

.t:

State & Higgins Rds.,
Elk Grove Village

437-3000

INVESTORS SECURITY
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Rancthurst Center
Mt.' Prospect
392-2959

Call Mr. Samuels

10-Help Wanted-Women

OPTICIAN

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

1

MAITRE D' RESTAURANT

20-Help Wanted-Women

working conditions, company
benefits.

ment, High School, District

time.

"SHEETS"
Arl.Hts.

Eitperienietr, preferred" but.

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT
IF YOU ARE

200 East Daniels Rd.

Excellent opportunity in
pleasant air - conditioned

AND

daily in spare hours showing

young lady for light
typing and General office
work, will train. Excellent -

Starting wage $1.65 per hr.

20 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

MOTOROLA
.

FL 9-1070

WAITRESSES

24 Hr. Ph. 392-6100

.

-OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING!!:j

PALATINE
NATIONAL BANK'

Experienced for dining room
ASSMBLY. FOREMAN day
or night - full or part
$8,000 - $9,000 N. W. SUBS.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

.5'DAYS OR PART TIME AVAILABLE

Call Mr. Flynn

1151

27-Employment Agencies-Men

AIR LINES

Cafeteria work - Steam table, Kitchen, Dish Room, Pot'

ditions. Profit sharing plan.

TEMPORARY

earnings of from $6 to $10

GENERAL OFFICE

Experienced preferred. 5 day
week. Excellent working con-

office near Golf Mill. Musical background desired. Co.
benefits include pd. medical
insur. Karnes Music Co.,
9000 Milwaukee Ave., 027

WANT ADS

WANTED MEN & WOMEN

200 E. GOLF RD.

825-4455

DAY

J & R AUTO SUPPLY

Stouffer's Management Food Service
at PURE OIL CO.

DICTAPHONE TYPIST

tomers. Wonderful earnings.

SELL
advortieed PRODUCTS.
Tho way is paved for you. You
will find a steady demand with

Need

30-Help Wanted-Women

Please apply in person:
United Air Linos
Executive Offices

112 mile west of Route 83

FREE MEALS - UNIFORMS ISSUED.
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS. 8 PAID HOLIDAYS
APPLY

appearance and nice
personality required. To $900
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9363
7205 N. Meade

THE STANDARD
OF AMERICA
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

years of college and a desire
this
field. For appointment contact Mr. Blair.

SHAMPOO GIRL

learn, to talk to travelers, map

ience In the life and health

insurance field helpful but not
necessary. Should have 1-2

urb Shopping Center near
Randhurst. Also want

KEY PUNCH OPER

Neat

Opportunity for a career
minded young man or woman

BLINDCRAFT - P110382-3000
Cleaning lady, 1 day wk.

Full time. Hours 8:30 to
4:45. One year experience

our tours, suggest vacation

JO-Helt Wanted -Women

PtiOne,

Tremendous opportunity for
top stylist in Northwest Sub-

opening three more neighbor-

hood travel centers. You'll

iaysoirvEs -

et home. Call established cus-

MAHER LUMBER CO.

Prominent travel bureau is

to make a career in

1200 Algonquin Road

Des Plaines

wk. to start, raice in 90 day's
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
7205
7744393
Meade

after ono year
* Free life insurance and
group accident -sickness insurance
* Liberal paid sick leave
* Seven paid holidays a year
* Stock purchase plan

PACKERS

363 N. Third Ave.

ness to learn qualify. $90

sites, then type up the ticket.

CLAIM EXAMINER

addition to free

Above average starting rates for,
Paid vacation, liberal discounts, in-'

qualified applicants.
surance.

CALL 537-5968

to

up

ORDER FILLERS
RECORD CLERK
Exper'd or will train.

PartTlme-$35 Week

CLER ICAL

PO -Help Wanted -Women

-LiEAUTY OPERATOR

Suburban doctor

TRAVEL
RESEFtVATIONISTS

Washer & Brusher

)0 -Help Wanted -Women

Call 392-1474

will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willing-

DOGGIE PARLOR NEEDS

...Free Air Travel Privileges

Two weeks paid vacation

General Molded Products Inc.

Northwest

General Clerks

You can start at$365 and work

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working condff's
Paid vacations

and be the official greeter for
this Northwest auburbanflrm.
'
operate. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
779-9393
7205 N. Meade

Mt. Prospect

;26 -Help Wanted Men Or Womeni

SWITCHBOARD

You'll sit in reception area

642 8. MILWAUKEE AVE.,
WHEELING, ILL.

PHONE 203-4834

LECO MFG. CO.
439-3000

-

Board is small one, easy to.

WHEELING NURSERIES,

BARTENDER

organization. Opportunity for
advancement into sales or
management positions. Some
travel in central midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For en appointment call

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

..:LEARN

HELPER

ENGINEERS

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding international

RELAY DRIVER

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

* LIFE INSURANCE

Cafeteria Attendants
AT IT'S PALATINE AND
ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!
Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not.
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria4
I
Job offers many company benefits.

an' am

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL..

APPLY DAILY

MOTOROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

Palatine

LA 9-7700

Plant located just south of Junction #53 & 14

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

THE DAY

TE

UT

E

6

Your Guide To The Finest Selection Of New And Used -Auto
"-30-Help Wanted-Wornq

30 -Pain Wanted -mica

P.M. and/or 7 A.M. to 3:30
P.M., every other weekend.
Plum Grove Nursing Horne.

WHY

358-0311

COLLEGE GIRLS

COUNTER GIRL
Prefer married. Days. $60
per week. Apply in person.
One Hour Cleaners

TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

16 N. Dryden
Arlington Heights

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

ergy, and intelligence, season
generously with fun, stir
vigorously with charm. When
well done servo with

Five Reasons:

INSTANT CASH

Write BoxiI1020 for interview,
Tell us about yourself, family,

perienced typists, stenos,
and business

machine operators.

Soft Water $5.00 a month

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

top firms in the city anew
suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -955
of all qualified applicants

in the past 90 days were

working within 1 week of
coming in.

AVALON TRAVEL TRA1LOrtS

and Avalon and Dreamer Pickup Coaches. Also the finest in
Tent Traitors. Sales and
rentals. Open Sundays 12 to 5.

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 mi.
east of McHenry. Phone 8153854333.

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

3

For your convenience

Sat'day Interviews
9 AM to 1 PM
7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

Rol'g M's,

-

Arl. H.
CL 5-2067
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-0588

Manpower
Brunswick Bldg.

10th Fl.

Washington & Dearborn

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

Anthony's Pin Curl
350-0808

PAID VACATIONS.
PROFIT SHARING.
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
& LIFE INSURANCE.

APPLY 8 to 4:30

,June 3i 1066

,,eeo,"
tr
GA

V.

Clothing, furniture, pictures,
crib, odds and ends.
392-6384

KEEP carpet cleaning problems small - use Blue Lustre wall to wall. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Bowen Hardware Co., 121 E. Davis St.,

ator, like new one 1954 2 1/2
ton 6 yd. International dump
truck, one old Democrat wagon, 1 antique wall wooden
telephone, 4 antique upholstered dining rm. chrs.
Close out 1/2 price -white pine
trees & scotch to 10 ft. $7.50;
Crab, Mat, purple leaf plum

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP
Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.
Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

8:30 to 1:30 Daily

No experience necessary to

attend lunch room in Wheeling.
Must be neat, clean
and like people. Needs own
transportation.
Will train.
Excellent hours and working
conditions. Phone: CL 54115 for interview.

NOTICE
our Help Wanted and Employment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nee,

essary to the normal operof

his

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Stich designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

that any advertiser intends.
or practices any unlawful
limitation,

specification or discrimination in empipyment practices.

WILLIAMS REALTY

2 homes on large lot. North

erator, cooking gee. Country
estates setting.

bilis from RA, and
shopping. L.R. & D.R. carpeted; also draw drapes all
windows, Union custodian on
property. Available 8/1/66.

To inspect see Peter Byer,
502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 2543209 or call Mr,. Carlson 392-

TRUCKS

7 rm. brick ranch, basement,
garage. extras. $26,500,

Econollne Van

For Sale - German Shepherd
female pup 3 months. AKC
good with children $75. 2559175.

Hide -a -bed,
gold
tweed.
Good condition. $50. 392-3478

beige carpeting, mahogany
console table.
CL 5-4499
48 -Household Appliances

PINK Hot Point Refrigerator,
auto/defrost. $60.
CL 5-0649
66 -Business Opportunities

THE
!FRANCHISE BOOM.
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own.
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
ix-CIES-We oppitTitinitles

.tius area.
PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1

.234 N. Northwest Highway.
Palatine
358-7788

Corvan
1965 FORD

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.
439-1127

Sublet 2 bedrm tri -level town-

7 rm., 2 baths, roc. rm., gar-

ing, wall to wall carpeting.
Priv. yard. Avail June 15.
206 N. Brockway. Palatine,

INVERNESS

4 bdrrn., Colonial, basement,
garage. $53,500.
FOREST ESTATES
3000 sq. ft. 10 rm.
$53,000.
New

Graduations, etc.
Don Wheeler

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000

Disneyland project. Now for

less than your present CMcagoland rent you can own one

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes
situated on a beautifully land-

scpd. corner lot In an im-

proved community. Excell.
shops, schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Igo. plate glass
Expensive

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Mulligan, 255-7900, Bank of
Arlington fits.

DOYNO
ORS

over load springs. Call Mr.
103 -Auto Trailers

1964

Apache

Eagle Tent

Camper Trailer. Spare Tire
and wheel. Turn signals, tail
and stop lights. Enc. cond.
$450. 725 E.Eisenhower,Palatilt°. FL. 8-2699

409. N. WOLF ROAD

LEhIgh 7-1166

1-7 LITRE

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

3-GALX 500 H.T.P
1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR.
1-GALX "500" 4 DR.

6 rm, ranch, basement, rec,
rm, garage. $25,500.

Save up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

ROLLING MEADOWS

1/2 car

78 ACRE FARM,

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.

A-1
$1672.277
1965 COUNTRY SEDAN
6 Pass - 352 V-8, Cruisomatic P/S Radio
$2193.39

Yellow & Black.

STORE FOR RENT

1800 sq. ft. 1/2

blk from train depot. $200.

Full Power Factory Air Condit.

1963 GALAXIE 500

$3296.69

Std. V-8 Radio

Store office with shop Lamar,

on US 14 and Chicago Ave.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

center of town,

2

bdrm. apts.

3 flat brick, north of town.
$28,000.
VACANT LOTS
$4200.

$994.49

1962 FORD CONVT.
d

cut. Automatic.

Unexcelled for Prestige...
Catch a fleeting glance of the aerodynamic Avanti II and
you may have to catch your breath a second later. Truly,
here is a breath -taking departure in automotive styling.
From any angle, here is a truly, totally different automobile, yet Its arresting style is based on practical aerodynamics.

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

ARLINGTON MOTORS, Inc.
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.
Ph. CLearbrook 3-2707
Arlington Heights,I11.
Open 8 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Frl. 6 till 9 p.m.
Closed Sundays

BRAND NEW

'66 POLARA
FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
Tills Is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

$276300
INCL FREIGHT

®,Padded Dash
'ea Backup lights

O Side View Mirror
O 4 seat belts
,o Variable washers 0 Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

'65 CORNET "500"

'66 Coronet 440 - 4 door sedan. Whitewalls, wheel cov-

ers, automatic trans. P.S.
Radio, Heater, like brand new.
Was $2495 - Now $2445

1961 FORD RANCHWAGON
Stick V-8.

$1089.91

Red .

$595.95
Ask for the George Olsen Special

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING.
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

$5500.

HOME REALTY
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

fp ROSELLE FORD
ROSELLE ILL

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551

V/8 At Consul an the
Floor P. S. Full Spinner
w/cover. Pad Dash Vinyl Int.
Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby
Red. 34,000 MILES LEFT ON
FACTORY WARRANTY.

Was $2145 Now

$1995

'63 VW
STATION WAGON
9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

Storage Rack. W/W Radio

Light Green, White Top
Just Right for Camping Trips

Radio. White

Palatine. Wilmette and Ver-

,358-4555

5

built by AVANTI MOTOR CORPORATION

1964 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL CONVT.

150 x 300.

Daily 9 - 0 Sat. 9 -

CL 5-6300

EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

1965 MUSTANG
2 dr. H/T. Black. V-8 Stick White Int.

#62 Old bldgs. $160,000.

mont,

Mount Prospect, Ill.

/IVA-V*1' Zr

1 -FALCON 4 DR.

PLEASANT HILLS

lots.

.

t99 -Automobiles For Sale

TOTAL

1 -FALCON WAGON

$16,500,

2

Authorized
Volksvagon Dealer
530 W. N.W. Hwy.

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

1 -CUSTOM -500

garage. $23,500.

Art. Hgts.
takes them.

VWs in stock.

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

3 -T -BIRDS

6 rm. Cape Cod, basement,

10 flat,

Complete selection or'used

"If 'esse,Vieee

3-LTD'S

$21,500.

Palatine.

y authorized dealers. Like

Closed Sun.

EXECUTIVE
CARS LEFT

4 bdrm., Cape Cod, basement.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while It
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,999, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
wart° sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

us.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

517,500.

AMERICAN LEGION MALL

k

WHEELING, ILLINOIS

LAKE ZURICH

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME
REALTY.

picture window.

4000 No. Manneheim Rd.
Franklin Park,111.
Phone 671-0450

3 bdrm, ranch, full basement,

Low summer rates for

CL. 3-2978

TCARSTON-. -

MOTORS, INC.

5 bdrm., brick ranch, 2 1/2
heated car garage. $24,900.

2

But not every used VW gets

1965 Dodge 3/4 ton pickup
truck equipped for Camper
body. 4 speed transmission,

HAS 14

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

garage. $18,500.

Parties

Bucket Seats
Avai4:?Te

TRUCK SALES

$34,000.

3 bdrm., ranch

parts for 7,0 daya,

this Inspection. OnlyVWs sold

ROSELLE FO

HARRIMA N PARK

rm., 2 1/2 baths, 2 1/2
car garage, basement.
8

HALL RENTALS
Weddings

OPT. At Extra Cost

NORTHWEST.
FORD

FL 8-3207.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

*Wire Wheels

choose from

age, patio, $29,900,

house. Central air-condition-

Tachometor

We have several 10 to 12
foot lValkins suitable for
campers. Many more to

3 bdrm., brick ranch, carport,

16 -To Redt Houses

4 Speed Trans.

1964 IHC
1600 18 ft. Van

CINDERELLA PARK

att. garage, $22,500.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

1963 CHEV.

3/4 Ton Pick-up

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
el.79.50 Up

1966 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE MK -2
TR-4 TR I UMPH

1964 FORD

garage. $31,500.

3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 1/2

Private balconies

hat's why wo can guarantee
100e1J the repair or replacement of all major mechanical

South Bend, Indians

GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-up

8 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, rec. rm. 2 1/2 car

1 bedrm, bath, Hy. rm,,,dining
area, fully carpeted, balcony.
occupancy June 15. 439-6088
after 5.
Mt. Prospect

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 20x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

09 -Automobiles For Sale

Performance Inspectton.

102-Truchs, Trailers

V8. A-1 shape. Best offer.
296-8373

We give them the Volks.!
16 -point Safety and

wagon

1965 FORD

7800.

For rent in Shalamar Apts. -

'02 Chev. Cony. SS. 327 engine, 300 hp, 3 spd. Hurst
CL 9-1070
1960 Ford - 4 door wagon.

better used VW's
than VW.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

carport. $24,275,

Pdftl&: '2'

392-3250 after 6

Wheeling

PHONE 537-2543

garage, basement, $22,800.

lounge, putting green,

Clinic& 2 Mims. 1st

101 Wolf Rd.

of Palatine, $22,500.

SWIMMING POOL

253-8421

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

preference,

cher 10 months, black rust.
AKC reg. Call after 5.

3 Pc. shrimp sectional, 12x15

as to sex in

Designations

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

For Sale male doberman pin-

$1,. 75 an Hour

'alien

II' I

Sat. June 9th. 8:30 to 5
635 S. Belmont, Arl. Hgts.
All steel Mastercraft utility

Schwinn Sales Co.

,

SALE
'RAGE

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 0-5251

2101 ARTHUR AVE.,
439-6363
Elk Grove

$18,250.

ment, patio, garage, $26,800.

0576 eve's.

TOP STARTING W4GE.

3 bdrm. Cape Cod, Garage.

Mt, Prospect

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N, Ridge,

Deluxe 3 flat, 2 - 3 bdrm.
and 1 - 2 bdrm. apt. Near
shopping center, schools,
transportation
$43,500

ment. $17,500,

7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439 -7300

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

931 So. Arl. Hts. Rd.

$6.50. Sassie Acres, Prairie
'View, Bush Rd. Phone 439-

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

Models now open: 10:00 to

Easy terms

sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

2 bdrm, brick ranch, base-

6 rm. all brick ranch, base-

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Excellent Following

'60 Ford 6 cyl. std/trans. Gd.
tires,, clean body. Best offer.

RUMMAGE & RESALE

Like new one 2500 watt gener-

To Take Over

HILLSIDE

BUILDERS MODEL

PALATINE

Will sublet partially furnished
apartment for 2 months. Call
392-5544,

For Girl To Learn

HAIR STYLIST

10 -Automobiles Far Sale

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

RUMMAGE SALE

BERG, 439-2500

etc. Only $500 down ... $17,500

Lee's
suits and Sportswear - Now
York and California design-

Excellent Oppor.

aptitude for figures. An equal
oppor. employer. Call JOHN

FL 4-2186

tennis court, range, refrig-

trailer, good tires, dump box,
like new. 937-2256

Purchasing clerk procedures
in our modern ELK GROVE
Village office. Good salary
and benefits for a bright girl
:with light typing skills and

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Reserve Your Apt. Today

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

lots you ever saw. Also lots
HANDY MAN SPECIAL
beautiful lake view. An
3 bdrm. home w/carport on with
pretty spot to build
large lot, includes lake priv- 'aunusually
quality
home. Near excelleleges
$6800. ent Chicago Northwestern

439 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
L8-1800
Open 9 to 9

LOW PRICES
WILLOW NURSERY

AT

437-4317

luminum sided bi-level 1100

ready to plant.

ers. Half price. DI 8-6800

'56 Lincoln Cony. Coral, now
top, P/S & P/B. Good condition $225. CL 3-1095.

New 3 bdrm. brick and A-

7 rte., 1 1/2 bath, tri-level,

CL. 5-4755
samples - Dresses,

Corner lot 50x125, fully im-

The most gorgeous lake front

M UND E LIEN

seats. $1400. 302-2223
'60 Corvair, 4 dr.,A.T.,R.H.,
$400. 'GO Dodge 4 dr., V8,
A. T., P.B., P.S., R.11., $450.
025-4668.

proved. $5,000.

Nobody has

sale. Exc. cond.Auto.tr.Pwr.
S/13 R. H., W.W'a, bucket

'00 -Real Estate -Vacant

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

rec.

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE -I -II nr

775-7277

POOL,
SAUNA
BATH,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Fensible rentals.
Includes

Wheeling area

253-5476

transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced

3 bdrm, brick ranch 2 car.

now for a local appointment

5 W. Canterbury

NORTHWEST

to anyone. Come In and talk
It over with us.

Timber -Lake Village

Northwest Suburban girls call

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

possessed- b§ VA, and offered

to plant. Also shade trees and
birches, tulip, sycamore, Mt.

ash, green ash, maples and
purple leaf plums. Dug and

69 W. Washington

WHEELING

as $100 down. These are re-

$115. a month. 358-1311.

grown bushes. Still plenty time

Eve's CL 3-0297.

Imitable to you for as little

2 rooms, 1 bedroom, heated.
1/2 block to N. W. train.,

HONEYSUCKLES
to 4 feet heavy nursery

$35,000.

132x208.
$27,500. 359-1450,

437-5737
00 -Automobiles For Sale

1963 Pontiac Grand Prix,
black, Ormer must sell whole-

5 bdrm. Colonial. Fireplace, dishwasher, 2 1/2 baths.

er, built-ins. Lot

If you have a good credit.
.rating - VA homes are a-

* INCLUDE SWIMMING

1 BEDROOM
$155

BERKELEY SQUARE:

1965 Honda S 90. Plus extras

$300.

0519.

$30,500. By owner,
Phone for app't 833-8262

Owner, CL 3-4059

ROOM

Call 438-6093

NORDIC PARK
Adj. Medtnah Country Club

firepl., 2 car gar., DishwashAsking

3 bedroom

ment. Many extras.

3 twin size bedrms, family
room, tit -level 1 1/2 bath,

din'g rm., 2 firepl., full bsmt.
Beaut. view of Golf Course.
1/2 block to Club House. Nr.
.all schis. Anleg $44,500.

TURES

FREUND'S CAMPERS.

5. They appreciate their opto increase their
.-; portunity
earnings and skills -by at-

529-9849

offer elegance and convenience. Many apartment
features include:

* RECREATIONAL FEAFor your complete house of

East Campbell CL 3-2111

area.

ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

.1966 Mustang Hardtop, Low
mileage, Radio, Heater,AutoTrans. 459-3078
Must sell '64 Kerman Ghia A
'64 VW with gas htr. - both
w/radio, W.W. & exc. condition. Call_ after 5 PM, 024-

brick ranch, 2 baths, base-

BY OWNER

MT. PROSPECT
COUNTRY SECTION
Roman brim, ranch, 3 lge.bedrms., 2 full baths, formal

... anyvrhere.Colonialdesign,
and modern planning blend to

Country club

PALATINE

DU 1-230,5

The finest new apartments

furniture. Antiques, Gun or

I

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Vacant -Family Home

1/2 ear garage

1

ICRAUSE & ICEHE

gar. $39,500. Owner.

Att.

00 -Real istatv-Houses

Fenced back yard.

level on wooded 3/4 acre.
Recr. rm, porch, 2 firepl.

* PRIVATE PATIOS

$ CASH $

rooms

4 bedrm brim & redwood split-

DES PLAINES

EstOt -!..1813515

walking distance of St. Jnmes
church & school.Separate living and dining rooms, 2 bed-

I./2 baths, lam. rm., pry.

2

14 -To Rent Apartments

Coin Collection.

4. They like the assignments -

.e Roselle area

brick patio, carpeting, att.
garage. Low 30's. 255-4374.
Barrington - P. Countryeade-

* AIR CONDITIONING

3. They like the respect and

LE 7-1546
e Mt. Prospect area 253-1108

desirable areas. 3 bdrms.,

August 27th. 439-7586 after

apt. $120 month. June 18 to

WALK-IN CLOSETS

'

Johnson Water Softener
CL. 5-1100

according to your skills.

',

Sublet one bedroom furnished

LUXURIOUS CARPETING
* SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

2. They like the pay -top rates

CL 5-3535
FOR SALE BY OWNER, one
of Arlington Heights' most
1810 E. N/\'/ Hwy

73 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

uys In The Northwes Suburbs.

$15,800
IMMACULATE RANCH within

M.A.P. Listing Service

e 2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING AREA

and time available.

4G-1 Ili

FOLZ REALTY

CLAYTON
COURT

Take equal parts, time, en-

dictaphono

Gulbransan Organ model Bee
walnut. Cost $1700. w/sell for
$800. Slightly used. 024-7201.

Would You Believe It

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

p3-Etzl Estztt-tinszs

ra--11.mice; Instrtimeats

NURSE' AIDE. 5 P.M. to 10

Wednesday, June I, 1966

'62 FALCON
2 ctoor, radio, rear speaker,
heater, lots of miles per gallon. "Stick Shift". A nice clean

car. A real bargain at

$675

Was $095 Now

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

Low mileage, radio, extra gas
heater:Color light green with
black top and vinyl interior.
One owner.. \
was $1395 Now

'57 CHEVPICK UP
Good Runner

$1375

$295

RDOIM E
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlingais
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Pliews The Sale",

Wk.

Legioh Nine
Gets Set For
New League

ildecits' Cage

Fortunes Rise on
Great ecruiting

a

Six of Illinois' top prep basketball prospects will join
Northwestern's freshman squad next year.
Leading the list is York's
6-8 Larry Saunders, one of
the West Suburban Confer- Kelley will also be coming
ence's stickout scorers and to Northwestern next year,
rebounders, and en all -stater where he will function as a.
on practically every ballot. guard. Kelley came
within
Saunders will vie for the a whisker of breaking the
center spot with another shoo- state tournament scoring rein
all -state
selection,
Jim cord this winter, as he led
Bradhof of Leyden East.
the Streaks to second place in

.1'1

BY DALE HOFMANN
Many of the old characters will be back, but they will play on
a brand new stage when Mt. Prospect opens its American Leg-

4. 1

., ion baseball act this summer.

MANAGER MARK Thorne
sounded a note of optimism,
as

he

his crew's
revised Disscramble.
Four

assessed

in
Nine

the

chances

trict
teams have been added to the
old six - team loop, including
entries from Morton Grove,

Hawks and Glenbrook North's
Spartans arc among the eight
finalists in Illinois High School
Association

tourna-

baseball

ment.

Tryouts for the Mt. Prospect legion team will be held
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the

and

Prospect High School field.

"I think we have the cham-

Driscoll
Gets Low
Net Honor

Glenview,

Evanston,

the

1

Northbrook.
this year,"
club
pionship
Thorne predicted. "We have
seven men back from .last
year's club, and I don't see
any
weaknesses.
Our
real

pitching and hitting should be
strong, and our defense will
be at least adequate," he added.

tied

in

up

golf match last night in the
Mount
Prospect
Twilight

THE 1965 TEAM finished Golf
third in the league with a 7-7 vision. League's Tuesday
mark, and an overall record
of 1614. Leading the list of
is

returnees,

outfielder

Ken

Triberson who paced the club
with

J

N
E

.348

a

batting

average

last year.

Prospect High School stars
J. D. Thorne and Tom Lundstedt will also be back to bolster the
Thorne,
younger

DRISCOLL,

hole round for low gross hon-

LUNDSTEDT'S .357 mark
was second high for the Knights.
He pitched only one game

however, winning that one against Conant. The rangy junior will also handle the lion's
share of the catching this year.

Another Prospect mainstay,
righthander Dave Kingman, will
round out the local legion staff.
Kingman was 3-3 for the

Sox Dump
Cubs On

ors.

stand-off in team play.

a .438 batting average.

(from left) Mike Reeves, Larry Saunders, Jim Bredof,
and Dennis Bresnahan. Assistant Coach Brad Snyder is at
right.

Northwestern's Head Basketball Coach Larry Glais (left)
looks over his four tap freshman prospects, all Illinois
prep standouts. Candidates for the Wildcat yearlings are

net honors. Lauing,
golfing
for Busse-Biermann
Hardware shot a 35-2-33 nine -

hitting this spring. He finished with a 6-4 mound mark and

Lauing fired three birdies
the round, while Driscoll
carded a pair. The two hot

shots led their teams to a 5-5

9 Errors
Seven unearned runs cost the

THUNDERBIRD Bowl added to its league leading total,
whipping

Kersting

Center 8-1/2

Cubs a 7-3 defeat at the hands
of the Sox yesterday in the Mt.
Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony

Garden

1-1/2. Carter
off second place Mount. Prospect Electric 6-4 to give Thunderbird
Music

-

B League.

r

knocked

Ron Smoy and Jerry Busse

allowed only two hits in

Store

nipped

last -place Illinois Range 6-4,
and Kruse's Tavern tripped

Keefer's
3-5/6.

inning

six

an added boost,
Licht's Paint

Pharmacy

6-1/6

to

the
but their

contest,

too limited the Cubs to only

hoff Insurance.

two

Paul

Peterson,

Standings
Team

and

Tom Manderscheid. Manderscheid was one of Wheeling's
High School's standout stickfunctioning

men,

at

second

base for the Wildcats. Thorne
he

Busse-Biermann
Hardware

Ridge, and Northbrook as the
teams to beat this year. Northbrook

will draw most of its

the spring season.

PARK RIDGE squad memwill come
primarily

bers

Set Colt Tryouts
Tryouts will be held for
the Mt. Prospect Colt League
Saturday at 10 a.m. at the
Prospect High School field.

Boys 15 to 16 living in the
Mt. Prospect area are eligible for the tryouts. Mt. Prospect will field two travelling
squads.

Ted Roth of the Cubs in the Mt. Prospect Pony B League takes a swipe at a pitch In
last night's game against the Sox at Lions Park. Sox Catcher is Dave Good and the um-

Kersting Garden
Center

20

pire Is Martin Tater. The Sox woo 7-3.

League games may call in
scores to the Day's Arling-

p.m.
on
Sundays through
Thursdays. The telephone num-

ber is 255-7200.

Forms have been provided
at the league office for reporting
Friday
games.

Arlington Sports
Banquet Slated
High

School's

and

face of the grass.

5POR13DAY
Wednesday, June I, 1966

The game was played at Lions Park.

Downers Is 1st for Meyermen

Arlington Legion Nine Eyes Friday's Opener
state

champs, who posted a 42-6
record last summer en route
to a fifth - place finish in
the National Tournament, will

Northern Illinois University sophomore and a grada

uate of Arlington High School,
and Steve Allen and Bob
Young, both graduating seniors
from Arlington High
School. All are Arlington

MEYER MAY' use a five
man pitching staff, but hopes Heights residents.
CO get by with four hurlers.
Mark Newman, a pitcher BILL KAVENEY, a recent
open their 1966 season at outfielder last summer, has graduate of St.
Viator High
home Friday against Down- been shifted to third base, School, will
probably start
ers Grove South.
and t* coach hopes to use on first bast for Meyer, and
Arlington

nine

will

play at 5:15 p.m. at Recreation Park, and will return to
action at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at
the
same
Fox Lake.
tion games.

diamond against
Both are exhibiA

there exclusively.
The four men

Meyer

John Loughman, a class mate
is

of Kaveinv's, has a lock on

counting on to lead the team the center field job.
to another district crown and
Newman, the leading hitter

a

tourney

berth

are

Jerry

Donahue, a St. Viator High
School

senior,

John

Friedl,

on last year's team with a .350
average, is apparently set at
third base. Last year the,

Wheeling High School senior
played left field.

THAD WOODARD, the right
fielder on

last

year's squad,

has been shifted to shortstop
this year with what Meyer
describes
as
"fantastic re-

sults." Woodard played short
and centerfield for the ArHigh School squad
this spring. He is a graduating high school senior.
lington

Second base is wide open
according
to - Meyer, with
three or four boys still in
the running for the Starting
nod.

5:55 p.m. Football, The Big
Play, ch. 32.
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

estimate

there

pants entered in local meets,
finals.
A list of events follows:

MIDGETS: 50 - yard dash,

BEHIND THE plate will be

.

too. Fie's a top candidate for
and second - base
chores as well.
Other top candidates for

Cardinal diamond forces with a
.292 batting average, making
the all-star unit as an outfielder. He played both catcher

beths on the squad are Doug and outfield for the Big Red

Jim Jorgenson, Brad this spring.
LeStarge scored eight runs
and
Somers,
Paul
Parish,
for Arlington and drove in six,
Jim Bressler.
Further tryouts are slat- getting a homer and two doubed this afternoon at Recrea- les among his 14 hits. Ho drew
six walks and stole four bases,
tion Park.

Fink,

Two Win

Trophies In
Track

eet

Gary Kawell and Geannette
Lass won the boys' and girls'
decathlon trophies at the fourth annual St. Alphonsus School
Track Meet Monday.

A RECORD turnout of 254
students participated in the
meet which
featured seven
events
for
fifth
through
eighth graders. Sixth grader
Richard Luzinaski won the

yard dash, broad jump, bdpit L fgOld!J medal
throw,

220

-

yard

-

yard dash,

yard dash, girls'

100 -

yard dash, boys' 220 - yard
dash, broad jump, baseball
throw, 440 - yard relay.
50
INTERMEDIATES:
yard dash, 100 - yard dash,
220 - yard dash, boys 880 -

yard run, broad jump, boys'
high jump, baseball throw,
440 - yard relay.

forolfirst
runner-opiqin overall competition, while Steven Drake, a
fifth blades', won the silver

medal for boys, and sixth
grader Mike Klehr mobred
the bronze medal.

IN THE, GIRLS' competition
Beth O'Leary and Mary Ellen
Geisler tied for gold medal
honors,
while Dorothy Di
Somma copped
the
silver
medal, and Claudia Drake,
the bronze.
In special ceremonies at

the meet, the school presented

its SAS Award for the outstanding eighth grade boy and
girl. The award is based on
athletics,
and
Pamela Vailely

receipients.

Net Star Set
For Sox Park
Professional

tennis

great

Jack Kramer will give a special pre -game show at White

Sox Stadium tonight when 'the
Yankees invade Chicago for

The decathlon is an
athleticcompetition in
track which lasts two days.

the first time.
Kramer will appear with
former University of Illinois
tennis captain Gene Buwick

It has been an Olympic at 7:30 p.m. The two netters
event since 1912. Contest- will use a ball boy machine
ants are required to run similar to baseball's batting

pete in high jump, shot-put practice machine to show the
and 400 -meter run on the similarities in swing and body
first day. On the second day movements between hitting a

they enter the 110 meter

hurdles, the discus throw,
the pole vault, the Javelin

throw and the 1,500 -meter
run.

tennis ball and a baseball.

The exhibition is one of a
of special sports attractions which began Monday
series

and will run through June 5.

Arlingtons Tom Le Starge
Named to All -League Nine

Tom LeStarge, Arlington
last
starter,
Mark
year's
Frase. He'll be backed by High School's leading hitter,
Bruce Weber, unless Weber has been named to the West
All -Star
League
decides to undergo knee sur- Suburban
gery. Tom LeStarge, Arling- baseball team.
ton High School's leading
a
football
LeSTARGE,
hitter this spring, may be.
available for receiver duties,) standout last fall, led the
outfield

basketball candidates in North western's history. Under a

the 100 -yard dash and com-

Sports on T.V.
WEDNESDAY

Coach Ron Smoy of Mt. Prospect, manager of the Cubs team in the Pony B League,
directs his troops from the side of the team bench during last night's 7-3 loss to the Sox.

THE PROSPECT DAY

this week to the 16 who survive the final cut.

officials

will be some 60,000 partici-

um workers to keep the soil

to be equipped with this device

The

cee

is a system of
wiring which will enable stadi-

4

Two out-of-state cagers arc
also slated for the Purple's
yearling squad. Don Adams of

and Stephen Smith were the

heated in late autumn and extend the growing season of the
grass on the field. The system
consists of 16-1/2 miles of
wiring installed below the sur-

BY BOB CASTERLINE

paid trip to the

ball field.
The blanket

wr

to

Thornton's state champions.

Field Warmer

coaches and receive awards.
Scholarship
athlete
award
winners in basketball, gym-

Coach Lloyd Meyer has whittled his Arlington Heights
American Legion junior baseball team down to 19 members
through early tryouts, and plans to hand out uniforms later

-

national finals' in Granite City

an electric blanket on its foot-

ing will also bc introduced by

year's

scholarship,
school spirit.

stalled a unique process called

nastics, swimming, and wrestl-

last

Academy Tries

Falcon Stadium is the first
athletic facility in the country

defending

an expense

The U. S. Air Force has in-

Principal Bruno Waara.

MEYER'S

Sectional winners will earn

Saturday

spring sports awards banquet
will be held tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in the school's cafeteria.
Athletes from the baseball,
golf, tennis, and track teams
will be introduced by their

Page 12

niors, 12 - 13; and thc intermediates, 14 - 15. Winners in each event will advance to the Wheeling sectional on June 25, to compete with winners from 18
other local meets.

JUNIORS: 50

Prospect Boys' Baseball

in

super -sectionals

new Big Ten rule the Wildcat

league

Winning managers in Mt.

the

THIRTY - SIX track and rookies will be allowed to
field events will be on tap play a limited schedule of
for boys and girls in three exhibitions against other conage groups. Included arc the ference teams.
midgets, age 10 - II; the ju-

bdseball
relay.

ton Heights office until 9:30
25
22

School field.

boas rapped out the Cubs'. lone

Call in Scores

the

Sarno is 6-7.

Saturday at the Prospect High

75..-

the

for

spot

glue

Mt. Prospect
Junior Chamber of Commerce
THIS YEAR'S crop Is the
Sports Jamboree will be held largest group of freshman

75 -

30 1/2
29 1/2
28 2/3

Moeller's Barbers

from Maine South. Both the - Arlington

innings.

opener for both teams.

Kirchhoff Insurance 19 1/4
Illinois Range
14 1/2

material from Glenbrook North
High School, a squad which
tripped Prospect twice during

three

The game was

37

Wilk Lumber
27
Carter Music
25 1/2
Keefer's Pharmacy 25 1/12

would probably use
Manderscheid in the outfield,
though.
Thorne
picked
defending
champion
Arlington,
Park
said

in

in

the

annual

Mike Sneeden and Tom Engisafeties, both singles.

Points

Thunderbird Bowl
Mt. Prospect
Electric
Licht's Paint
Kruse's Tavern

hits

guard

Wildcats. The 5-11 playmaker

prospects. Adams is 6-5, and

and 650 will advance to the

The Sox' Dale Morgan got

FRANK KOENIG of Wheaset his sights on an-

ton will

South Fulton High School in
Georgia and Jim Sarno of
Covert, Mich. are considered
to be two of the nation's top

touched for the other.

with an 8-2 victory over Kirch-

Salads,

Wheaton squad which bowed

on August 4 through 6. Jay-

credit for the victory, as he

COMPLETING the list of
returning veterans is Mike

every Glenbrook South varsity

teammates were guilty of nine
errors. Smoy, who was charged with the loss, allowed one
of the hits, and Busse was

Knights. The towering junior
Moeller's Barber Shop roundalternated with Thorne at first ed out the evening's team play

base, and added a .285 batting
average to the Big Blue's attack.'

was

The

ing low

on

.

for

Wille Lumber and Fuel, shot
a 36-6-30 for the night, tak-

local pitching staff.
manager
Thorne's
brother,
led
the
Knights both in pitching and

other

J. C. Track
Meet Set

Di-

playing

Fenwick.
Reeves
led
the
Central Suburban League in
scoring last year, and broke
record.
Bresnahan
paced
Fenwick's
underdog
Friars to the Chicago Catholic League title.
Galesburg's 5 - II Dale

whiz-bang

a

sociation meet.

scoring

Jim Driscoll and Ed Lauing

Illinois High School As-

JOINING THE Wildcats' forcandidates
will
be
Glenbrook South's Mike Reeves and Dennis Bresnahan of
ward

but the most significant sta- outfielders, pitchers and catchtistic was his getting on base ers.
27 times in 58 at -bats.

GLENBARD WEkf'S West

The Mid -Suburban League
all-star team named last week
included several Dist. 214 ath-

Suburban League champions letes.
landed seven of the all-star
PROSPECT'S NINE was
team's 16 berths to Tun off represented
by
outfielder

with top honors. The top hitter
on the squad, though, was Ray

Maury Gallagher, catcher Tom
Lundstedt, first baseman J.D.
Jablonski of Riverside -Brook- Thorne, and pitcher Dave Kingfield, an infielder.
man,
Dennis Murphy (8-0) and
Forest View placed outfield Barry Framark (5-0) of 'Glen - et Mike Holstrom and infielder
bard West were the leading Kurt Koentopp.
pitchers in the loop,
Wheeling placed outfielder

THE TEAM was

John Hittman, infielder Dan

DeVito, pitcher Mark Newman,
into four categories: infielders, and catcher Bob Krug.
divided

Map Publication% special seise

daybreak
...on real estate and
building.
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Wrought Iron
Romance In
Divider Panels
of wrought iron

Admirers

ME NEW Castillc

panels

and Old Spain will find some- arc the latest addition to Galthing new to cheer about in a way's divider system patterns.
Moorish

-

inspired decorative Other. panel designs introduced

panel and divider system be- earlier include the contemporing shown by Galway, Inc.. ary Teardrop; the Provincial
Chicago, at the 1966 winter Woven Reed; the Traditional
home furnishings markets.

Classique; and the Mediterran-

Authentic Moorish design
motifs.
quatrefoils, scrolls,

ean Seville.

"Whereas the earlier panfaithfully els were 24 inches square,
captured and rendered in sim- the Castille is a 23 x 36 -inch
ulated wrought iron panels so rectangle," explained Mary
realistic that the eye alone Ann Wills, styling consultant
circles --have

It

been

can't tell the difference.
Though Mediterranean

for the company.

In addition, the Castille is
flavor, the new Castille panels the first of Galway's designs
can be used with either classic to include a special 23 x 54 Corinthian or contemporary inch pendant panel with peditapered pressure poles to blend ment which can be combined
appropriately with almost any with the standard Castille panin

11111ims-

set
Even a Spanish grandee
would approve of this Cas-

tille divider panel system,
an authentic reproduction
FOR MAXIMUM flexibility individually so the homemaker of a Moorish design. The
in today's homes, the home- can select exactly the right Castille pendant panel
is
style of interior design.

els in vertical arrangements.
Panels and poles arc sold

maker can arrange the 23x
panel,. vertically with

number of components to make
the divider arrangement she
the poles to make 27 -inch wide desires, Miss Wills noted.
divider sections; horizontally
The deeply -detailed molded
to form 39 -inch wide sections; panels are finished on both
and vertically with a special sides and thick enough to re23 x 54 inch pediment -topped sist warping. They're 'attachpendant panel to create an 80 - ed to the poles with screw -on
clamps which can be adjusted
inch high divider section.
And for added utility, there in any position.
36 -inch

ble and wood tones that mount
on the divider poles with spec-

A choice of three finishes is
available for panels and poles:
antique black, white gold, and

ial brackets.

jade.

are shelves in simulated mar-

Best of all, the divider sys' tem-panels,
ves --can

be

poles,

and shelquickly assembl-

ed in any desired arrangement
with only a screwdriver, and

while the larger Castille pendant

and

ment.

Both

attach to pressure poles with screw.oa

clamps. Corinthian and tapered pressure poles are offered. In addition to the antique black finish shown, white
gold and jade are also available.

The Castille panels sell for

out marring walls or ceilings.
Besides their usefulness

motels,

The rectangular dimensions of the sew Castille divider panel by Galway, Inc., make it simple to create a
wide divider section. The standard panel is 23 x 36 inches; the pendant panel is 23 x 54 inches including pedi-

vailable for higher ceilings.

sembled and rearranged with-

fices,
hotels,
showrooms.

are also available.

The poles adjust from

can just as quickly be disasin

inch simulated white marble
shelf on tapered pressure
pole. Finish shown is white
gold. Antique black and jade

7 feet 8 inches to 8 feet 4 inches, with extension sections a512.95 each suggested retail
(513.50 in Western states),

creating highly decorative partitions in homes and apartments, the panels and poles
can also be used in commercial and institutional establishments, such as stores, of-

shown with a 10 x 27 1/2

panels sell for $16.95
each suggested 'retail (517.50
in Western states).
The
Corinthian
pressure
pole is 55.50 each ($5.95 in
Western states).

Galway divider systems are
sold

at

leading department,
furniture, gift, and accessory
stores.
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Kitchen Dull and Dreary?
It your present kitchen is a
dull, dreary and inconvenient
place in which to work you can
do something about it.
New tile flooring,

built-in
wood or steel cabinets, a builtin range, and sink, and base

cabinets with serviceable counters can bring it up to date

The accompanying pictures,

taken in an apartment project
the remodeling of which was
financed

by

First

Federal

Savings and Loan of Chicago,

indicate how a minimum of
work and expense will make a
big difference in a room

How Many Tre es In A House
NEW YORK (UPI) - One that
logger cutting trees in the
giant forests of the Pacific
Northwest produces enough
lumber during an average
working month to construct
60
single-family
dwellings,
according to Omark Industries, Inc , producer of saw
chain for timer harvesting

working

normal

under

conditions a good logger will
fell

trees

containing

a

total

of 28,000 to 30,000 board feet

1,

of lumber in a working day.

"The

average

house

re-

quires from 9,000 to 10,000
board feet of lumber and so
a logger produces the lumber

for three homes in a day, or

Edward P Skralskis, execu- figuring it on a 20 -day worktive vice president of the ing month, the raw wood for
Portland, Ore., firm, reports 60 dwellings," he said

An ald4mbisosidl link and lock of caustar space mike mak* a dun.

liciotervsk

bro,
>

I NA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA

We specialize in all forms of insurance including
Mortgage protection.

Paul L. Swanson Insurance Agency
518 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - 80058

253-6920

That eld-tatilioned kitchen can be remodeled Into a pleasant, convenient place hi
which to work.

These

Kemmerly Exclusives they're all good buys .
INVERNESS. Lots of land, high and dry. FIVE
BEDROOMS, 2 1/2 full baths, 22 ft. FAMILY!
ROOM, enclosed heated SUN PORCH, 3-carijarage,
FIREPLACE (fain. em. and 11v. rm.), loaded with
extras. A must to see
$59,500

Convenience and friendliness are marks of doing business at Kemmerly Real Estate when you are buying a
home. And if you are selling your house you'll find
we are able to move it fast through our "Exclusives"
advertising - saving you time and trouble. Come in we'd like to meet you/

Palatine

N358-5560

INVERNESS. Centrally air-conditioned, 9 twin bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, FULL BASEMENT,
paneled 27 ft. REC. ROOM, 20 ft. FAMILY ROOM,

overlooks rooting countryside nestled In among
mature treas. Immediate possession

$39,900

Arlington Heights
253-2460

lack I.

emmerb
OPEN 9 to 9

INVERNESS COUNTRYSIDE. FIVE ACRES,
FOUR BEDROOMS, full basement; 2 1/2 ceramic
baths, paneled FAMILY ROOM, 30 R. REC..ROOM,
SkPARATE DINING ROOM, family kitchen, 2 stable

barn and corral. Has to be seen
preciated.

to

be ap-

$59,900

6 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights
728 E, Northwest Hwy. Palatine
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

INVERNESS - 2 acres. FOUR BEDROOMS. 2 1/2
full ceramic baths, SUNKEN LIVING ROOM with

beamed ceiling, kidney shaped patio, 2 1/2 -car

attached garage, all carpeting, complete built.
In kitchen.
Immediate possession by transferred
owner
869,500
ffIllUtgl 1117111 fritill 1,1

4.A

air

PA

paies ref

Clematis Pruning And Planting
pair of strong buds. Each inBY RICHARD DE LANO
Clematis are one of the lat- dividual vine should then be
est of flowering vines to be re- trained for its specific place
discovered in American nur- on the trellis, wall, or other
series and
garden
centers. support. Best time to do this
However, because they've only is before the buds break in
made their come back in the spring.
last ten years, many people
DONT GET too enthusiasare uncertain about growing tic when you are doing the
them. At this time of the year snipping. Remember that the
the most frequent question concerns pruning. There are 4wo

methods of pruning Clematis.
The method depends on the
variety. Nelly Moser and other varieties that bloom in early
summer should be
rather carefully.
Give the mass of

pruned

vines

a

thorough inspection and cut out
any vines that are obviously

more vines than space on the them for the first time you
trellis. A good use for these should remember that they like
extra vines is layering.
It's full sun. Plant the root ball
an easy way to propagate new about an inch deeper than it
plants.
When layering take grew in the nursery, so that

some of the, older vines and additional supportive roots
bury in loops "S" or serpen- will be stimulated. Don't be
tine

fashion

in

the

ground.

Cut a small nick in the vine
where it dips into the ground.

flowers of clematis in this A year later, after roots and

group flower on side shoots of leaves have developed, .the
wood produced the previous stem or vine sections can be
year. Thus save ,as much of severed from the main plant.
this old wood as possible. It This leaves several new cleproduces the flowers. Without matis vines that can be transa doubt this seperate snipping planted to new location.
CLEMATIS varieties that
and selection of each vine is
time consuming and tedious. bloom later in' the summer
However, it produces the max- such as Comtesse de Bouchaud
imum amount of floral display or the purple flowered Jack-

too concerned about having al-kaline soil, this is the natural

condition of Cook County soil.
At any rate recent authorities
say that clematis will thrive in

any good clay loam. Throughout the summer give them

plenty of water and a
shaded root situation.
fertilize

rather

cool
Then

heavily

the

same as you would roses and
they'll thrive.
Finally be imaginative about
where you use them. Consider
training with climbing

roses, over dwarf fruit trees,
or even on there own poles.

manii are pruned somewhat
The remaining stems from each vine.
Cut the entire
should be cut back to the first
You'll probably end up with differently.
mass of vines three foot or
dead.

List Goals
Of Home
Builders Assoc.

BY MICHAEL J. ACR4AFT
President, Young Builders
Council of the Home Builders
Association of Chicagoland
Organizations of people with
the same business, trade, or
professional interests are as
old as ancient Egypt; they

less above the ground.

Make

the cuts just above a strong

OWE air

pair of buds.

This group of clematis

is

Let's face It! When you want top quality In a home, you're
going to pay more than you do for marginal construction.
Completely beautiful. 2 bdrm. brk. and stone ranch with
Crab Orchard fireplace. Sep. din.-rm. Well -planned kitchen
plus brktt area. Mohawk wool carpeting. Custom drapes,

different because they produce
all there bloom on wood made
during the current season.
Sprouts that develop in the next
few weeks are the same ones
that will produce flowers.
sociation
of
Chicagoland
If the plant is just a few
member receives expert as- large multivine cables, cut
sistance in virtually every field back each strand in the vine
related to housing. His up-to- cable to a different length. For

basement & gar.

ucts,

designs,

counter

and techniques

rising

building

ohnson

skills and knowledge, research
foundation
laboraassociations also adtory, and with cooperating
vance the welfare of the pub- manufacturers constructs relic. Technological
advances search houses using new prodthese

proj-

mented craft into a great in- ects and many others is shared
dustry within a generation.

;29,900

8 E. NW HWY.

MT. PROSPECT

DIAL - CL 5-2020
Member

Multiple Listing Service

and

As they increase their mem- land costs. It operates its own

ber's
trade

have transformed home build- ucts and systems.
ing, for example, from a fragInformation on

Occupancy

FRANCEK

date knowledge of new prod-

example cut a few at two and
a half feet, others at three and
is of great value to the home still others at three and a half
buyer.
feet. This will create a wider
flourisheein the Middle Ages.
THE N. A. H. B. devotes distribution of the bloom.
Today they are a powerful
If you are planting additional
much time, money, and effort
force for the improvement of to research, seeking ways to clematis vines or are using
American life.

In lovely country club setting.

June 15th. Asking

7f4eat 94 Wages Seitosout

1936-1968

"Esuns

THE SUPER KING

by members thru a wide range

Much of this transformation of
publications,
numerous
has come about thru the ef- schools and workshops, and
forts of the National Associa- thru N. A. H. B.'s mammoth
tion

of Home Builders, of -annual
convention -exposition.
which the Home Builders As- This shared knowledge of N.
sociation of Chicagoland is the A. H. B. members is helping
local affiliate.
The 46,000 builders here fulfill their
obmembers of N. A. H. B. arc jectives of providing ever builders,
suppliers,

contractors,
architects,
memsub

better homes.

ALL, PLASTIC
CABINET
Ono Pi...

FULLY

AUTOMATIC
Timor Coefrollod

Linear Poly

the home building industry.

from N. A.

H.

B.

and

the

The overriding goals of N. Home Builders Aisociation
A. H. B. and the Home Build- of Chicagoland.
ers Association of Chicago One of the important reland are these: That home
quirements of membership is
ownership can and should be acceptance of a strict, enforcwithin reach of every Ameri- ed code of ethics, which
can family; that homes should pledges the builder to quality
be well designed, well conworkmanship and business instructed, and located in attegrity in all his dealings.
tractive
communities
with
readily accessible educational,
recreational,
and
religious
facilities.

TQ HELP local home builders meet the problems of their
complex industry, N. A. H. B.
maintains

modern headquarWashington, D. C.,
four blocks from the White
ters

in

House. This building, the Na-

Foundation
Grading
Important

COMPACT SMART
DESIGN
Is..,, 50"

FIBERGLAS

SOFTENING
TANK

Flow Seats

NOM Mewl N ov Proof

LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

temple.* lash
Overeater/

lacteal*, taboo

FULL CYCLE

Fee Fire Your.

D own Flow
Revonoretion
Sopenoot Back" amh

rem A tam.rials
From For As Leos

A. You Owe

As the earth around your
house becomes hard and compacted and sinks down it may
depressions,
particu-

cause

tional Housing center, is a larly where there has been a
focal point for both national trench near the house at the
and international holising con- foundation.
ferences.

The

center contains the
world's largest library devot-

ed exclusively to housing, and

on four floors welcomes the
public to displays of the latest
products used in building and
furnishing the American home.
Thru N.A.H.B. staff specialists,
and

and thru his local
state association leader. -

..ship, the.. Home. Builders .As-

Ai Night

!Me

bers, of the financial commuFOR THE buyer, there is
nity, and others allied with still another
benefit derived

BUY OR RE

These places must be kept

filled with dirt so that, water
will not collect in them and
cause dampness in the base-

ment. The ground around the
home must be kept graded so
the earth slopes away from
the swelling.

A newly planted lawn and
recently transplanted shrubs
must be watered frequently
to keep them healthy.

FACTORY DIRECT PRICE

$254.00

INSTALLED

(Complete Installation
Including By -Pass)

BUY WITH
CONFIDENCE

RENTAL S6.00 PER MO.
F.H.A. TERMS

o h.nson

1936-1966
..: WATER SOFTENER CO.
1024 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL
CL 5-1107

30 YEARS IN
MT. PROSPECT

-

DAYBREAK
Pager
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Provincial Charm in Mount Shiie
Mount Shiie, features several attractively designed
vincial style homes.
.

pro-

,1

Mount Shire new models in-

clude the Mark
at 124,990;
Mark II at $27,500 and Mark
III at $26.990. The Mark I is
a three bedroom all face brick
Ranch with
1/2 baths, full
1

1

basement,

o
!%i

:.

.t

car

attached

garage, luxurious 100 percent
nylon. carpetirig. The Mark II
is a three bedroom face brick
Bi-Level with I 1/2 or 2
baths. It also includes a two
car attached garage, concrete

1111107.!.

111
tJ,.

two

.,.11

I

driveway, 100 percent nylon
wall to wall carpeting. The

zaj):

Mark III a four bedroom face

111E MARK I

brick Two Level home includes
1/2 or 2 baths, two car garage, 100 percent nylon wall to
1

1

Building Decline

JOHN E. MILLERREAL

ESTATE

The Market Place of Fine Homes

77 .1

-

.4

MOUNT PROSPECT COUNTRY CWB

Is Just one of the many outstanding feafdres of this 3 bedroom

'brick with a full basement. Dishwasher & disposal in a large
kitchen will keep Mother smiling. Other appointments Include
fireplace, 1 1/2 baths, attached garage. We love showing this
$32,900
home at only

with complacency in govern. ment circles because of the
belief
a deadline in home
building would reduce the pres-

sure on manpower, materials,
and credit in the economy.

"OF COURSE, this raises
the question of why the shelter
industry should be singled out

some months hence," he added.
"To a considerable extent

Nicely landscaped brick patio.

$18,600

668 H. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
Phone 392-8111
Member M.A.P.

Multiple Listing Service

.CL 9.3722
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

SCENICS - MURALS - CANVAS
"Specialists In Cestengsed Work".
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
APARTMENT MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

ROBERT E. PAIGE
Owner

all copper plumbing; grounded

"The actual fact is that in electric outlets and quiet wall
only a limited number of areas

there a surplus of housing

is

units," he said.

"Unless prospects for mortcredit

gage

improve

rather

rapidly we are going to see a
cutback in new building that
will be so severe, that as a
consequence, there will be an

bidding up of

And, all materials and work-

Duncan added.

manship in every Mount Shire
home includes a Factory and

HE NOTED that since the
start of the 1965 gains in savings in all types of financial

Builders Warranty.
Conveniently situated

institutions

have

run

appre-

decorating

Why not give us a call ... we would welcome the opportunity
of estimating on your painting needs.

in

a

lovely area of prestige Mount
Prospect, Mount Shires offers
every
family
convenience.

ciably lower than a year ago.
As a result, the bulk of home 'Educational, facilities
credit available
and

loan

from savings . public and
associations this mar junior

year will be derived from loan
repayments

which

he

said

as

the

year

moves

include
parochial gramhigh and high

schools, Churches of all faiths
are only a few moments away.

Randhurst, Old Orchard and
Golf Mill Shopping Centers are
all within a five minute ride

of Mount Shire, Or, you can
walk to the Market Place, Elk
Ridge Villa Shopping Plaza or
Mount Prospect Shopping Plaza
for additional shopping.

Just seven miles northwest
of Chicago's city limits, Mount
Shire is located at 1443 Busse

along."

Rd., just one block north of

Imagination

Dempster. You can drive to
the Loop via the Kennedy Ex-

is

More imagination than money
required for a successful
remodeling project, says the

pressway or ride the Chicago
and Northwestern railroad to

Tile. Council of America. The
trade association of domestic

the Loop in only 30 minutes.
The United Motor Coach also
runs an excellent daily sched-

ceramic
tile
manufacturers
adds that homeowners have

more than 30,000 building ma-

ule.

Mount Shire model homes
are open seven days a week

terials -from which to choose from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
and that the decorative deci-

NIuny Colors
FREE

all improvements in and paid
for including streets, curbs,
sidewalks, storm and sanitary

prices on existing dwellings,"

almost frantic

one.

ESTIMATES

switches; gutters and downspouts installed and painted;

sewers and street lights; lots
graded and leveled; 100 amp
Electric Service with circuit
breakers; wood removable windows; no special assessments.

sion sis usually more timeconsuming than the monetary

SPRAY OR BRUSH PAINTING

WALL WASHING BY MACHINE
FULL INSURANCE COVERAGE
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

built-in gas or electric range;

would run between 514 billion
mortgage credit shortage and $15 billion in 1966.
is the
result of misunder"Under the present circumstanding and misinformation stances, it is obvious that
among some of the important mortgage lenders everywhere
people in Washington in charge are going to become increasof making important decisions ingly selective in qualifying
concerning the housing in- borrowers and there is also
dustry.
a good possibility that the cost
of mortgage credit will be even

PAINTING & DECORATING
EXTERIOR

kitchen

tile in Master
DUNCAN-said some govern-, -baths; choice of colors; colorment officials believe that the ed plumbing fixtures with sepcountry generally is in an arate shut off handles; 40 gal"over -built" situation and that lon glass lined hot water heat-

higher

PAPER HANGING

lovely

ceramic wall

the

Is the focal point of this cozy 3 bedroom brick ranch with

outside;

cabinets; formica counter tops;

balances.

"As well-informed as the
economic planner and money
managers 'are, some of them
do not understand that the impact of the present retrenchment in loan commitments will
not begin to show up until

INTERIOR

the

Savings and Loan League.

he said.

dining "L".

tree; kitchen

president of the United Savings

to assume the role of scapegoat in the present situation,"

THE FIREPLACE'

lots with a

range hood and fan vented to

a cutback in housing is desir- er; gas furnace adaptable for
able to bring housing markets air conditioning; blown - in
into better demand and supply Rockwool insulation in -ceiling;

Duncan said that the dismal
prospects for the housing industry apparently are viewed
The 1st floor family room overlooking a beautiful rear yard

size

Duncan

A serious decline in home
building and buying late this
year is inevitable unless there
is some improvement in the
supply of mortgage credit, according to C. A. Duncan, Jr.,

:44,4
4

-

All Mount Shire homes include a host of fine features.
Face brick on all sides; maintenance -free siding with prime
and finish coats of paint; estate

Threatens

A

wall carpeting.

Protect Supports
When tiling shower and tub
enclosure walls, you will prar
vide more protection. for ,struc-tural

Quarry tile, a type of cersupports by tiling all the'
amic tile, traditionally has been way to the ceiling. As a water-

of earth -red tones but now proof and moistureproof surcomes

in

several

colors,

facing, real ceramic tile pre-

thanks to the development of vents moisture from reaching
new glazes.

the supporting materials.

.,

wiRaktkiax
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Daisies Favored For Wallpaper
Daisies are telling a home patterns,
fashion story for spring. When Daisies"
comes to daisies in
paper patterns,
there

in undulating horizontal stripes

a

upon the ticking ground.

name

ing and conies in two color
orange,

yel-

low and green, or blue and
green

ANOTHER

wallpaper

pat-

tern, "Daisy Drifts," suggests
tiny bouquets in an over-all
pattern and in three color
combinations
-pink and
silver,
mustard and silver,
blue and gold.

Like daisies, ticking stripes
arc

popular

in

"Fleurs Volantes" also has

Here,

have

kinds and color combinations.
Here's a rundown on part
of the wide variety available.
A
modern
interpretation
of daisies called "Loves Me
Not" has a geometric feel--

comes with an attractively
matched screen printed chintz.

wall-

rarely been so many different

combinations

"Peppermint

and

combines the two.
striped daisies appear

wallpaper

PREFER

back-

checked

a

ground? Look for the "GingDaisy," in white with
black, yellow, pink or blue.
A plain "Gingham" fabric
without the daisies is available in matching colors.
The wallpaper pattern for
"Daisy Quilt" is adapted
from an early copperplate
chintz. Lively colors include
blue and green, pink
and
ham

green, orange
gold and blue.

"HOLIDAY
dainty look,

matching fabric. As the
implies, there is a
"French look" to this soft
floral wallpaper pattern.
Current fashion for flocks
is 'reflected in
a wallpaper
pattern with a tone -on -tone
flocked daisy in geometric
squares. Red, green,
and
white
are
the
choices.

Putting
a
distinctive
freshness Into the home for
all to see is easy with wallpaper, in a hallway. There's rt"
a hint of spring in the geometric pattern of fruits used
here. By Thomas Strahan
Co.

cream

color

and brown or
Daisy"

in

has

yellow,

a

blue

or pink. "Daisy Dell" features
random

daisy

bunches

and

4

000

Classic Homes
- from the Geo. L. Busse Collection

r.'04.4,

PALATINE - WINSTON
Just 6 mos. old, this beautiful baby needs new, folks to enjoy it's 4 bedrooms,
rec. room, 1 1/2 baths. Sundeck, sparkling parquet floors. Only two blocks
to school. All yours for only
$25,900

I

LOCATION = HAPPINESS
Walk to schools, shops, trains and parks for the Children. Large kitchen, 3 bedrooms, finished recreation
room in full basement. Yours for
$26,600

DES PLAINES -1636 Maple
Perfect Condition inside and out But - includes carpeting new range with matching refrigerator, washer, dryer & disposal. Patio with gas BBQ. Fenced Yard.
2 blocks to Bus
$30,900

MT. PROSPECT BEAUTY

Splc and Span 3 bedroom ranch on a well landscaped
lot in a nice neighborhood - JUST LISTED! Attractive
kitchen with good eating space. 12 x 24 patio, attached
garage. Priced at
$23,100

For the best of everything in buying or selling
real estate, contact our staff of friendly experienced
sales people.

Georgelrusse
4co.

Krallong

lomnrasee
12E. Besse Avenue
Mt. Prospect
Next To The Library

.3,9-0200

ROLLING MEADOWS
Nicely landscaped 60 x 187 lot. Carpeted thruout. Walk to everything. Alum lawn storms & screens, washer, dryer. A real doll house with a 2
car garage
$16,900

Pdeeemze

Reaity

B

0

358-1800
9 to 9

"Serving the Northwest Suburbs for over 42 years"

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing
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Luxury and Spaciousness At Dunroven
Those seeking true

lietorm
-

luxury

living space, with quality materials and workmanship and
can inspect five new distin- include over $6,000 worth of
guished model homes at the I. luxury features at no extra
and spaciousness in a home,

Simon & Son, Inc., "Dunroven"
in Arlington Heights.

This is a brand new series
of homes built -by I. Simon and

cost."

THE $6,000 worth of luxury
features referred to arc: cen,
tral air conditioning; attached

a "first" for this veteran buil- 2 car garage, with concrete
der in this popular area. With driveway; automatic garage
other home communities in door, with remote control opWilmette, Northfield,
Lin- erator; complete wall to wall
colnwood, Skokie, Mundekin, carpeting over double floor
Mount Prospect and Prospect construction; triple -track al-

Heights,

Dunroven

represents

the culmination of more than
sixty years of building experience.

Dunroven homes are not only
architecturally distinctive and
beautiful, but provide the owner with every conceivable
time - saving, labor 7 saving

comfort and convenience.

uminum

screens

and

storm

dishwasher and garbage disposer;
Frigidaire
Imperial
double oven -range; Frigidaire

13.2 cubic foot 2 -door refrigerator -freezer;
large
wood
paneled recreation room and
professional landscaping.
Dunroven models include

a choice of 3, 4, or 5 bedroom
2 1/2 bath Colonials, Ranches

other builder we know of could

the countless quality features

such excellent

home

designs, with so much usuable

WINO

1

windows; Frigidaire automatic

"You will see homes in the
$60,000 to $80,000 range that
do not have many of the features included in our Dunroven
homes, priced from 836,000",
said I. Simon, chairman. "No
provide

WNW

MUM

and Split -Levels.

Each is

a

This is perfect "one -floor" living. A spacious 'centrally air conditioned, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, brick ranch. Every bedroom is large and well proportioned. The
kitchen Is bright and roomy, completely equipped with modern Frigidaire appliances.

OTHER features are sealo-matic roof shingles, aluminum gutters and downspouts,
easy to clean removable wood
windows,

finest

Fiberglass

oval
lavatories, decorator - its many convenient facilities.
styled faucets, wood louvred It is just minutes from Dunmedicine cabinets with full roven to the Randhurst Shopplate glass mirrors. All kitch- ping Center and Downtown

ens have wood cabinets and Arlington Heights. Fine public
and parochial schools as well
as churches of all denomina-

custom built design and com- and mineral wool insulation, vinyl tile floors.
pletely decorated to suit the first grade electrical fixtures
buyer's individual taste. Among
are

lower

stories with

face

brick on all sides. Upper floors

and appliances throughout, with
150 Amp electrical service,

EVERY Dunroven home will tion

be on a wide, pleasant street
Kohler plumbing fixtures and situated on a roomy lot 70 to
copper plumbing, glass lined 80 feet or more. All improvehot water heater, complete with ments are in and paid for ina 10 year guarantee and a cluding paved streets, sidecomplete footing tile system.

In addition, all bathrooms
are ceramic tile, with glass
shower doors, vanities with

walks,

street

lights,

curbs,

and gutters, sanitary and storm

are within

easy reach,

while fast transportation is at
one's doorstep by Northwestern commuter trains or expressways.

-Dunroven may be inspected
daily until dark., The models

may be reached by taking

sewers,

water, gas and elec- Edens Highway to Willow

tricity.

Road, then West a few minutes

One of the great appeals of drive, or Rand Road to Palaelegant cultured marble tops, the Arlington Heights area, is. tineRoad, and East, 1/2 mile.

Zr'7,17.7W44.7ir';
5,

a

'

JUST LIVID
3 Bedroom raised ranch - living room, dining L, large 3/4
finished rec. room in basement, 1 1/2 baths, on nicely landscaped lot. Owner will sell oncontract to. qualified buyer who
will assume 5 1/4 V.A. loan
$19,400

An exceptionally large 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath Colonial for the family that seeds

plenty of living space and every convenience. Leurrions appointments include
ceramic tile baths, vanities with cultured marble tops, decorator styled faucets
and glass shower doors.

LOW DOWN PAYMENT
Beautihd 3 bedroom brick ranch - 1 1/2 baths, flying room,
dining room L, large kitchen with good eating area, 14x24
patio, garage, fenced yard, 2 blocks to Public SchooL High
assumable mortgage.
$22,200

Stains Echo Nature
Natural Colors
materials

Want A Fast Closing?

-

Member M.A.P. Multiple listing Service

Ronald M.

-1114111arearaiThe "SHOWItsanshqs Realtors
618 It Northwest Hwy.

Mt. Prospect

in building

outdoor

surroundings are echoed in the
latest exterior wood stains.

List with Us Exclusively
... We Show & Show 't1I SOLD!

Also, the headquarters for all your insurance nests .. Including mortgage protection ...
THE PAUL L. 8WAN8ON INSURANCE AGENCY

and

Stains' are keyed to go with terials in home building,

in-

Martin-Senour's palette of 250 clude brick reds, stone, peb-

Exterior House Paint. Colors ble, slate and sand colors,

called Shelter Tones.

and concrete

and

weathered

The matte finish of the wood tones.
They reflect today's strong
trend to natural ntaterials in stains emphasizes the beauty
Many new moss, fern and
home building and to a subtle and texture of natural wood, olive greens, rich earth and
blending with outdoor sur- adding a welcome touch of col- loam browns, and deep bark
roundings.
or to shingles, shakes; batten and charcoal are among the
"Colors were chosen to re- boards, outdoor furniture, outdoor colors.
peat the hues of wood, stone, rough or smooth siding, and
Colors of the Far West,
brick and concrete," accord- other exterior wood surfaces.
ing to Micheal W. Hurdelbrink,
They can be applied direct- buckskin, adobe, desert sand,
president of the Martin-Sen- ly over new or weathered wood canyon tan, sagebrush, misand over previously stained sion reds and Indian turquoise,
our Paint Company, Chicago.
"And they also have been surfaces.
are available in the stain colselected to blend with all kinds
Each stain dries to a tough, lection.
of natural surroundings...earth low luster finish that is non and clay, pebble and sand, tree blistering, non -cracking, and
Mountain greens are Alpine.
bark and foliage, and pky and non -peeling. The new Exter- pine needle, blue spruce, and
water.
Geographical areas ior Wood Stains are chemical- lichen.
were considered, too, and can- ly protected to resist mildew
The colors of the seashore
yon reds, golds, bleached des- and fungus even in deep south- are represented with sandpipert neutrals, sand and seashell ern coastal areas. er gray, dune and sea green.
colors, wpodland browns, and
Martin - Senour Exterior
mountain greens are includME NEW "native" colors, Woold Stains are sold in Paint,
required because of the in- hardware, building material,
LIILL .49...nmet _ExtstioL.Wood -.creased- -Yee- .of- -natural ma. and department stores.

WFInc40.., Jan 1..,11,944
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More Than a Home in Elsinore
Elsinore, a new community ognized for its excellence, esof 45 custom-built residences tablished churches of every
in the Sherwood section of Arlington Heights, has added two

faith, outstanding shopping and
recreational
facilities,
and

new homes to its list of plans. fine commuter rail and highavailable in the area consider-

ed by many to be one of the

way systems.
The large
homesites of the Sherwood

finest neighborhoods of
northwest suburban village.

houses,

the

The new homes, a two-story
Colonial and a split-level, both
are priced at $37,500 including
a fully improved homesite. Elsinore, with three to six bedroom homes in the $35,000 to
$50,000 price range, has the
largest

in -town

lots

available

area offer space between

affording the privacy
and appearance one expects in
homes of this price range,"
he continued. "All our homes

are built to order from a variety of plans we have available,
plete

giving each buyer comflexibility of selection."

THE NEW

Colonial,

the

along the Northwestern com- Salem, is a four bedroom, two
muter lines, with homesites and a half bath home with a
ranging from 75 feet x 150 panelled family room, two -car
attached

feet to 135 feet by 150 feet\

garage,

basement,

formal dinning room, and a
"Our homebuyers are look- kitchen equipped with oven,
ing for more than just a home. range, dishwasher, and waste
They are concerned a great disposer. The home has a 21
deal with the school system, foot
kitchen with spacious
nearness to transportation fa- breakfast area and a 20x14
cilities, and above all, the family room with insulated
neighborhood," said Art La- glass patio doors.
Vallie,
sales
manager
for
The Warwick, a four bedMor-Well Builders, develop-

room, two and

ers of the Elsinore arca.

"Arlington Heights is an established,

progressive commu-

nity with a school system tee-

split-level,

offers

half bath

a
a

foot

25

pannelled family room, a raised living room with a bay window, a separate breakfast area

Tbe Salem, new Colonhd being offered is Elsinore of Arlington Heights, has 4
bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car garage, basement, fully applicance kitchen, panelled
family room. Over 2400 square feet of living area.
overlooking the family room, 2400 square feet of living space and Friday. Other hours can
basement, a formal dining and sell for 537,500. Ranch, be arranged by appointment.
room, a completely equipped two-story Colonial, split-level,
To reach the models, in Arkitchen, and an attached two - and Cape Cod styles of archi- lington Heights take Route 14
car garage.
tecture are being offered in northwest from State Road
130111 NEW plans have over Elsinore. Three furnished mod- (Arlington Heights Road) exels arc open for inspection actly one
mile to Harvard
Saturday, Sunday, Wednesday, Street. Right on Harvard six
and Thursday from 10 a.m. blocks to Watling, right on
to 7 p.m. and from I p.m. to Watling into Salem to the moda

7 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday

els.

lalratl.7,17PZIAM4g,:-,;1vn,v,*(tvs.

CUSTOM HOMES
rrrr,
rrrr,
rr.
-'
The Warwick, a new split-level being offered in Elsinore of Arlington Heights,
has 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car garage, basement, folly applianced kitchen,

.

THE CAPE COD

at Development Prices!

panelled family room, over 2400 square feet of living area.

Indoor,
Outdoor
Carpet

INTERNATIONAL
THE ENGLISH MANSARD

A new Alcapulco design of
Deltox Vinylized rugs and carpets has been introduced.

Since Deltox was founded in
its floorcovering prod-

EXTERMINATOR COMPANY, INC.

1902,

ucts have kept pace with changes in color, styling, and our
very way of living.

After the turn of the century
Deltox

grass

rugs

were

the

style leader in homes all over
the country.

Beginning after World War I
and continuing through World

War II Deltox fibre rugs were
used

extensively

on

Complete
PEST CONTROL

ALL WORK
FULLY

SINCE 1900

GUARANTEED

Residential

Industrial

ing and Equipment Service you Quickly,
Quietly. Dependably.

,.tree

SAME DAY SERVICE

Inspection

And Estimates

Now, with the magic of Vinyl,

Deltox rugs and carpets have
Vinylizing

another era. Deltox
makes each
rug

Arl. His.

-

weather, soil, and stain resis-

tant...and can be used both indoors
rugs

and outdoors. These
are ideal for use in a

family room, bedroom, extra
room indoors; and equally
suitable for outdoor use around
a. pool or on Itte,paflo.

the rest! Design, site planning, construction, and
financing. If you don't have land, we'll find you
a lot. We'll even sell your present home. Ask
to see some of our custom homes in Farmington,
Riverwoods, Hawthorne Woods and other
prestige areas.

Efficient, Courteous Men with Scientific Train-

of the home.

entered

Tell us what you desire in a home; we will do

Commercial

porches

as well as in many other areas

On Your Land Or Ours.. .
With Your Plan Or Ours!

Barrington-

6 Da. a week
981-2841

Chicago

9 AM to 5 PM.
286-7300
9 AM to 6 PM.

-

!TRADITIONAL, ENGLISH STYLE HOMES

Call
259-0105
9 AM to 9PM,

Also Pioneers In Community Mosquito Control

from S26.000 on your lot
See Our Furnished Models At Rt. 53 at Kirehoff Road

Phones: FL 8-6120 ,=4..4.
NE 1.9393
-

Builder

g43---

DAYBREAK

Wednesday, June I, 1966

Custom or Semi -Custom Dwellings
What home builder Albert
calls an organization
within an organization has been
set up to coordinate his tract
Riley

development

operations

with

his construction of both individual and isolated homes.

This arrangement makes
possible for custom homes and.
"semi -custom,"
houses
the
economics gained by mass construction. By "semi -custom,"

is meant homes that are individualized
from the basic
models which Riley displays

on Illinois highway 53 south of
Palatine.

"Of major consideration,"
Riley says, "is the land location. Many persons have their
own lots on which they plan to

build. For those who do not,
Albert Riley Builders
realty division lists choice lots
the

available thruout

the

metro-

politan area and it helps the
buyer in negotiations for the
kind of lot he wants."

The firm builds houses in the
price range
560,000.

of $26,000

to

The Bonus One Cape Cod has 2 1/2 baths and is available In a number of exterior elevations combining cedar

or hardwood siding with brick or stone. It Is prked at
$26,000 on the buyer's lot.

WE SELL THEM ALL -BIG or SMALL

POPULAR ELK G ROVE VILLAG E MODEL
4 Bedrooms - 2 baths. It's hard to believe all that
this home offers - center traffic - dream kitchen with
dishwasher - excellent location & condition with large
lot.
$26,900

MT. PROSPECT COUNTRY CLUB HOME
For Gracious Living. 4 bedrooms (plus area for
2 additional bedrooms). Look out over the beautiful
view of Mt. Prospect golf course - this home really
offers space - all large rooms - 3 baths - full basement - 1st floor laundry room. See this! Asking
$47,500

CLOSE -IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
For convenience and real family living. Not new,
but nice! Charming 3 -bedroom, 1 1/2 -bath, family
room home in sharp condition -carpeting-new built.

in dishwasher - modern kitchen - a heap of real
living! Only
$25,900
.,

MOTHER'S SHARP DREAM HOME
Centrally air conditioned In hot Arlington Hts. area.
Has everything. 4 large bedrooms - 2 1/2 baths large patio level family room with deluxe fireplace family - size beautiful kitchen -full basement- walk to

schools, parks, shopping - carpeted THROUGHOUT - nothing lacking.
$42,900

PLUM GROVE ESTATES

A prestige home in prestige area. 4 bedrooms, 3
deluxe ceramic baths, 16' x 30' living room. Luxurious in all details. Family Room & Patio with
weather edge stone fireplaces.

Kitchen with all the
extras, central air, carpeting & drapes. 22'x24'

MT. PROSPECT BARGAIN OF THE WEEK
3 bedrooms with large screened porch. Choice location - walking distance to everything - pool and'
park only 3 blocks away- across the street from Fairview School - mature landscaping. Only ... $19,900

heated garage, a home you will be proud to
own

$79,500

OPEN
WEEK DAY
EVENINGS
UNTIL 8

"FLORENCE"

"BLUM"

"KELLER"

123 S4 ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

AL

arowp

150 S. MAIN.
MOUNT PROSPECT
392r7150:

WEATHER

Telephone
2554400

...

Tonight; Partly cloudy and
warmer; Showers likely; Low
in the 50s. Friday; Partly
cloudy and warm; Showers
likely; High In the upper 70s.

Your. Home Newspa er
Volume 1, Number 33
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325 W,- Prospect -Ave..

Open what would

have

the third floor Tally Ho
story drop to the basement.

Mount rtospect,

Newlistand Price 10 Cents

been the living room door . on

Apartment and

there

is a four-

Doorways to Tragedy
Tally Ho

Buildings
A Nuisance
BY GEORGE HAMILTON

In a prairie at Busse Hwy.
and
Algonquin
stands what is

Rd.
there
called an

"attractive nuisance."
It consists of five three-story
apartment buildings in various
stages
of construction, five
foundations partially filled with
water and three water -filled
excavations. It is known as the
Tally Ho Apartment project.

The village of Mount Prospect is taking steps to have
the buildings razed and the
foundations and excavations

grounds by a Day reporter revealed a potential death trap,
even for an adult.

Walk too close to one of the
buildings and there is danger
from broken windows, either
those already on the ground or
the ones ready to be dislodged
by the wind on the upper
stories.
If you escape the glass, some

of the birds may 4ectually attack you, resenting' the intrusion of their nesting place.

THE
BUILDINGS
have
been boarded up, but here and

there a prowler has torn off a
board or a door to get inside.

The "attractive nuisance"
label means that it may attract
Two of the buildings have
curious youngsters to- the un- only interior framework, the
fenced, unguarded area.
other three have walls, trim
"Nothing has happened there and floors.

Chief Newell

Teens Collect
On Their Talents
ships and a chance for a European tour last night in competition in the Talented Teen
Contest. The contest was held
at the Mount Prospect Plaza
Rand and Central Rds.
The winging combo "The

Chosen Few" includes Forest
View High School students Bill

of Mount

Teichert

Prospect

John

Carpenter,

Bob

Klopp and Paul Mahcras of
Elk Grove Village.
The winning jazz

"The

Aristocrats"
High

pect

group
Prosincludes

Oppose Zoning
For Apartments
In Dist. 26
.

Mount Prospect wilt oppose
county zoning changes that allow the construction
partment buildings.

of

hazards is the basis for opposition to apartments.

The Cook County Zoning
Board will hold a public hearFriday, June

ing

at

10,

in Arlington Heights Vil-

3

p.m.

lage Hall on a proposed chango

from R-4 to R-5 multi -family zoning for the MacDonald
Driving Range.
The 38 -acre range,

located

north of Euclid Rd. and west of
Wolf Rd., is outside the village
limits, but is within School
Dist. 26.
Dist.

26 Supt. Winston L.

Harwood proposed the school
board

co

-

door opens to a four-story drop foundations and excavations are
to the basement. It is the stair- obvious, but The Day reporter
well where the front stairs came across two sewers with

and Ed Neiweem of
Mount Prospect and Larry
Bloom of Arlington Heights.
Competition in the variety
category ended in a tie be-

would have been.

Looking

For a
Bargain?

tween singer Ray Herr of Arlington Heights from St. Via tor High School and group
singers "The Campus Crooners" from Lisle.

Even

winner

and the Teen Queen was Nan
Linton of Barrington.

If you don't find

MOUNT Prospect fired=
chick the buildings once a
week.

"We always wonder what we
will find behind every door,"
Chief Edwin Haberkamp said.
On the lower floors, where
most of the windows are board -

what you need you'll enjoy

ordinate

with

Mount Prospect its opposition
to the zoning change, which
would allow the construction
of 608 apartments.

One of two open sewers
vides a potential death trap.

scene

Loan, was placed into receivership two years ago.
Most subcontractors

allow the village to proceed with
condemnation and destruction of
listed the apartments. Attorney Marlin

Want Ads in Today's Day.

mick Place Sunday, July 3, for
Finals will

the
semi-finals.
be held July 10.

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

Sen. Paul A. Douglas (D -III.)
will be the principal speaker
on Sunday, June 12, when the

Mount Prospect Park District
dedicates Marjorie Payne Kopp
Park at 3 p.m.

Dedication of the park at 420

W. Dempster marks completion of the district's first longrange expansion program.

Named

Astronauts to Try Again Friday
CAPE KENNEDY - Astronauts Thomos Stafford and Eugene Cernan undoubtedly hope the success of Surveyor -One
will spark success for their re -cycled Gemini -Nine flight at

Cape Kennedy tomorrow morning. Engineers are confident
they have eliminated the computer problem that kept the luckless Stafford and Cernan on the ground yesterday. The mission goal remains a record spacewalk. for Cernan and a rendezvous with the now -orbiting stand-in target satellite.

5 Die in Pennsylvania Mine

THE VILLAGE of Mount
Prospect

wants

the

eyesore

and danger spot removed. It
covers removed.
has found a law which will
Stumbling into one of those allow the village to tear down
would result in a 25 -foot fall, the apartments and level the
and it would be a long, lonely land. The village would then
wait for help.

have

a

lein against the

land

for

the

deceased

daughter of the president of
the park board, Charles Payne,

the new park

is adjacent to

Dempster Junior High School.
Nanette and Kathy Kopp of
Springfield, Ohio, grand -daugh-

ters of the park district president, will be guests of honor.
They will cut the ribbon and be
first to plunge into the new pool.
The
pastor

Rev.

Edwin

Stevens,

of Community South
Baptist Church, will give the

invocation.

Douglas

Burns,

president of the board of edu-

Since its formation, the park

district has added a

115 -acre

golf course and community
center, a 37 -acre park and various neighborhood parks which

pened

if normal

procedures

were not on the original comprehensive plan but were desirable for the over-all community development.

CHARLES W. Houchings,
one of the co-chairmen of the

available acreage and found
prices ranging from $15,000
to $20,000 an acre.

THE PARK board entered
into negotiation

with School

original park district commit- Dist. 59 and purchased the Kopp
tee and a former park com- Park site for $18,000 or $6,000
missioner, will be master of
an acre.
ceremonies at the dedication.
Dempster Junior High
School band will play.

The

In addition to Sen. Douglas,
invitations have been extended

Everett M. Dirksen;
Gov. Otto Kerner, Rep. Donald Rumsfeld, Mayor Daniel
Congreve, Des Plaines Mayor
Herbert Behrel and other dignitaries from the community.
to Sen.

Adding this cost to acreage
held by the district

already

Prospect Park District. Kopp berg University, one of Mrs.
becomes the third and last of Kopp's professors during her

overcome by the odorless and invisible gas.

the "central" parks.

land available
through
agreements with Commonwealth

Edison Co., the park district
site

At the end' of the school term she will retire.
Last night more than 90 cafeteria employes hon-

ored her at a surprise retirement dinner at the
Plentywood Farm.

Miss Handlin is a bug on old fashion cooking
but with new (angled menus. She insists on dishes
being made from scratch.

'The student palate is her special interest.

She was one of the first cafeteria directors to
start choice menus - the plan which gives students a choice, not just a chance, in what they eat.
The cafeterias which she directs began offering

hamburger and pizza dishes when most schools
were still on vegetable stew diets.

The home baked rolls district high school
cafeterias feature are a studept favorite.

Miss Handlin came to Dist. 214 in 1945 after
teaching at Michigan State University and supervising several high school home economic programs.

She taught home economics until 1949. She
holds a B.S. degree from James Millikin University and a M.S. from Columbia University.

ceeds of a $400,000 bond issue

"A public hearing was held
three months later to comply
with the law, but if it had gone
through the regular procedure,
Marshall Savings would have'
been in receivership before the
Congrcve said a zoning var-

FURTHER

esti-

savings

mated at from $50,000 to $60,000 were realized by constructing dual parking and shower and
locker room facilities with
Dist. 59.

INCLUDED in facilities at
Kopp Park is a 50 by 80 -foot

swimming pool which runs from
2-1/2 to 5 feet deep., A second
The bond issue was sold to pool, 42 by 75 feet, is expected
the public on the basis that it to appeal to serious swimmers
would cost $I.95 a year on and divers. Its depths range
average tax bills. A, s it turned from 3 to 12-1/2 feet.
out, increased assessed valuaTwo baseball diamonds, two
tion of the district enabled the softball diamonds and four
district to actually reduce its fenced tennis courts complete

passed on Aug. 8, 1964.

levy.

urday held a last-minute organizational supper at the Embers last night.

the park.

Calling the meeting to ordei
was Mrs. Charles Toot, chairman of the citizens advisory

committee for the junior col-

will Dr. Ruth Helsel of Witten-

lege referendum,

college days.

teer election workers to make
an all-out effort to sell Sat-

Mrs. Toot called on volunurday's

At
Robert
Harper

the

meeting were Dr.
Lahti, president of
College; John Haas,

president of the board of education, and members of the
Ed

Findlay

of thc archi-

tectural firm of Caudill, Rowlett and Scott, Houston, pre-

pression, she supervised a family canning project

for their employes to grow garden vegetables.

sented
slides
showing
proposed college.

She'spent several summers demonstrating canning

to rural groups in Illinois.
Still spry and lively, Miss Hanlin isn't going to

the

On Saturday, voters will be

put her cookbook aside when she retires.

After ill, 9,500 teen-agers represent a lot of

a

college board.

a member of the Illinois Home Economics Curriculum Committee. At one time during the De-

ern Illinois University this summer.
She hasn't had time to plan further than that.

through

telephone solicitation.

Not all of Miss Handlin's work has been con-

She is scheduled to teach menu planning at
workshops at the University of Illinois and North-

election

program of door-to-door and

fined to the cafeteria. From 1936 to 1938 she was

miStItlis to feed.

at

The construction of the park
facilities came from the pro-

9,500 Teens for Lunch Every Day
schools.

the

same night" in May of 1962.

Volunteers Map Campaign
For College Bond Vote

old abandoned workings where the gas had collected. The
three other men who went oto their rescue also were quickly

training of workers and the food production for
the 9,500 students in the district's four high

ed building permits all in

(More Photos On Page 2)

acquired its 26 -acre
a cost of $60,000.

A citizens land acquisition
committee explored prices of

ing a continuous mining machine that apparently cut into some

Dist. 214, she supervises the planning of facilities,

He said the village "rezoned
and annexed the land and grant-

iation was never requested
either and the five buildings
are actually illegal.

"This never would have hap-

with school districts.

of Mrs. Kopp, will speak as

As director of food services for High School

had been followed when this
development was approved,"
Congreve said.

buildings here put c2-",

and

comes just about II years after
the formation of the Mount

it for 16 years.

pro-

fast as the courts will allow

The park district considers
Kopp Park an important step
in its policy of co-operation

Campaign workers who will
Miss Nancy Dallia, a Prosthe destiny of the Harpect High School teacher and guide
per College referendum Sat high school and college friend

Nine thousand five hundred teen-agers represent a lot of mouths to feed. But for Miss Mary
S. Handlin it isn't such a big job. She's been at

field

weed -covered

Daniel Congreve told The Day
that the village is moving as

The buildings have been in - which would take precedence
completed since the company over others.
A suit is now pending in
that holds the mortgage sto the
land, Marshall Savings and Cook County Circuit Court to

cation of Elk Grove School
Dist. 59, will speak.
Dedication of Kopp Park

DORA, Pennsylvania -- Five soft coal miners were killed
by black damp gas last night deep inside a drift mine near
the community of Dora, in the foothills of the Allegheny
Mountains. State police said two of the victims were operat-

and children arc warned to avoid
the buildings.
Mount
Prospect
Mayor

in

Marjorie Payne Kopp Park
Dedication Program Set

reading the Boy and Girl

a-

Village Manager John Mangan said village policy on population density and traffic

experience.

swamp -like

Broken glaSs
litters the
The fire department is confloors, plus the evidence of cerned about a fire. Hydrants

Winners will go to McCor-

of

School

said,

adis

and Mike Neville, Bill Mang-. was Jan Linton of Barrington
lane,

Esmond

Eric Nilsen, George Ardoni-

The Go -Go dance

ed up, inspection of the dark
rooms can be an unsettling

a

on a sign in front of the build- Smith, handling the case for
ings were never paid, and as a the village, told The Day he is
"but it is a potential trouble birds and cats. The odor could are in place in the fields, but result there arc workmen's trying to get the case moved
spot."
prevent future use of the build- water to the apartments was leins against the project.
up for hearing in late June or
The Icing have prevented a early July.
A tour of the buildings and ing by people.
never turned on.
The rear stairs go up to the
Walking in the fields is just third party from finishing the
The court action may take
third floor. Around a corner a as dangerous. The water -filled buildings.
most of the summer, so parents

yet," Mount Prospect Police

Several
area
teen-agers
were awarded $100 scholar-

Water -filled
excavation
creates
In front of abandoned apartment.

monelimmoao-._
Mrs. Don Mollenkamp (left) of Des Plaines presents
Mrs. John Handlin with a model of the
Dawson Elementary School. Mrs. Handlin, director of
food services
for Township High School Dist. 214, attended
the school
in Dawson.

asked to approve a $7,375,000

bond issue to finance the district's one -quarter share of the
campus

development.

The

State of Illinois is expected to
provide matching funds
timated at $29,500,000.

es-

.r
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Small

_First
ders
On Nature Tour

-

86 -7 --

'Elmer O'Brien
Proinoted By

Conference

rFleet Tool

100

Representative of more than
manufacturing

dustry conference sponsored
by _the Illinois, hirtruttaCinrers
Assn. today in Springfield.

a

based firm.
;: O'Brien, who makes his
theme at 1722 Bonita, was

To be featured on the program are:
E. Russell

Bartley, IMA's
director of industrial relations,
who will discuss how companies can save money on unem.

formerly with Westfield Prod :vets division of Sena Claus
"-Industries

Fleet Tool Co. is a wholly
:owned subsidiary of Pendleton
:Tool Industries, Inc., Los
:Angeles

Illinois

firms will attend a small in-

Elmer A. O'Brien, Mount
Prospect, has been named na*oast, miloOnausger of 7eot:Tool Co., a S ,c hiller Park

ployment compensation
workmen's compensation.

EIMER A. O'fIRIEN

FAMILY VACATION

and

L
E Rocca, -partner in
Ernst and Ernst, Chicago, who
will speak on financial planning
for the smaller manufacturing

company

=3.717977::

.

Melbourne H. Mudd, Lawrence M Baytos, Raymond E.
Cole and Thomas E Wood, all
of Hewitt Associates, Libertyville, who will present a panel
discussion

on

how

smaller

companies can provide incenthrough
profit sharing
tives

In Colorado Rocky Mountains
3 Ranch Style Meals Daily
Trail Rides - Fishing - Golf - Swimming
Complete Dude Ranch Vacation

Icivor.'73

WINDING RIVE

RANCH

Grand Lake Colorado - Or
Bob or Elaine Busse at the

pensions

and

Recommended by the
Join letter
Government Assn:
The
Novotny

Team

We Joined:
Gwen Kelly

Dorothy Slaul
Merle Swanson

Gift Box CL 34218

Douglas Patek gives andy litosenedst a wild flower as they pause to rest during
a walk through River Trails Nature Canter.

Mood

'Dinkel Adrrtisernenti

Thomas W. Novotny

First graders from Fair View school in Mount
Prospect, spent allay viewing wildlife at the River
Trail Nature Center, on Milwaukee Av., south of
Palatine Rd.
During the afternoon, they visited with various

Michelle Meyer and James Bradley Strang observe

animals and birds on display at the center and

the antics of a racoon in a box at the center.

watched daring feeding time.

For

REPUBLICAN
COMMITTEEMAN

C-,

Summer School Enrollment
Is Above Expectations
Enrollment in Dist. 26 summer school has been above ex-

the library for two half-hours
periods and in arts and crafts

pectations, it was reported Tuesday.

Glenn Erickson, principal of Indian Grove School, told the
board of education 320 pupils had registered for summer
school.
Although

there

were

and physical education for four
half hour sessions.

A S5 registration fee will be
some needed work to divided 5.4 for educational
raise them to grade level and materials and SI for arts and
while

390

last year, he explained, many
less were expected because the

others needed

a

chance

in

crafts and physical education.

district had dropped its hour- summer school to kep up to
and -a -half classes in arts and their level.
ERICKSON said "some of
crafts and physical education
There were 99 pupils regis- our better stronger teachers".
this year.
tered for spelling and penman- had been signed for the sumHe said 204 students signed ship and 190 for math im- mer school. In hiring teachers
up for

provenelt, he noted.

readin

led

,

remedial

King:. 1W

Selling your home?
Call our

... and see your local

he ginavtehetodpisptiniao7ntywItoo

'n

THREE
classes oriented orWthernajority, and acce4ttoward enrichment, he said, eel
fe; from outside Dist.
are creative language arts 26. There is one opening, he
(with 75 students), mathema- said.
tics enrichment (48) and criThe board later voted to
tical thinking (22).
hire' all the teachers recom-

said,

Woman of the 1Dap

He said there were about the mended by Erickson at a salsame number of pupils in the ary previously approved.
first -to -third
grade bracket
"With the increased enrollas there were between fourth ment, summer school will be

police forces in action
plus all the many
law enforcement devices

and sixth grade.
Registration

more expensive,"
commented.

of

seventh
because of

graders was low
school program, he

and methods at the

Fairview

explained.
thehigh

Parents
See Puppets

CLASSES will have between

15 and 20 pupils, he said, at
both Feehanville School (209

Parents of fourth grade stu-

pupils) and Indian
Grove
School (I 11) pupils.
Students
will spend two

dents at Fairview School in
Mount Prospect were guests

of their children for a puppet

hours a day in academic classes and one in physical education, arts and crafts or library
according to plans. Each week
the school children will be in

Thurs., Fri., Sat.

SEE

Exciting Displays and Activities
Squad Cars and Police Equipment
Driver and Auto License information
Traffic Safety Tips
Weapons Exhibit
Deinonstrations of Police Techniques
Traffic Safety Services

Erickson

show last week.
Class 4-c presented

the

show, "Palace Under the Sea,"
written by Megan Bueschel.

"Let Us Be Free," written

OUR MAN -

by Mike Wayman, was the play

SCHLICKMAN!

short plays from the reading

presented by 4-b.
Class 4-a presented

four

book, "Ventures."

for REPUBLICAN COMMITTIIMAN

VFW Auxiliary
Meets Tonight
Eugene F.

Vic fielder

8thltdanan

Tom Tomaso

Helen Kilroy

Charles Krause

Marilyn Sheldon
Joyce Navin

Sam Wit
Ethel Kolerus.

A business meeting has been
scheduled by VFW Post 1337
Auxiliary on Friday at the
VFW
Hall at
8 'p.m.

OURS T001
Lois Hood
Mrs. J. (Toni) Stewart
Herb Welt:lb:4er

'

Members of the auxiliary,
formed from wives of VFW
members, take an active part
in the affairs of the Mount

Endorsed by
WHIILINO TOWNSHIP RIPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION

Prospect VFW post.

(Peld Pelnkel Owsrlistment)

For The Finest In Food

CSUININELL'S
SUIIDAY DINNER SPECIALS
GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS

Soup of the Day, Totnato or Orange Juke relish Tray

eCole. 75law

Chel' Saladcktail
Shrimp

Pear and Cottage Cheese
Large
$1.50

Herring in Wine Sauce or Sour Cream

Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly

75$
025

Baked Ham With. Sweet Potato
Roast Young Chicken.and Dressing

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT 8.
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
Chicken Fricaseee With Wild Rica.

Veal Parinigiana En Casserole
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartu Sauce

Chefs Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps:. $$5.987755
$200

Choke of Mashed,

Baked or French Fried Potakes
& Butler

AT.112 i RT. $3
MT, PROMPICT,4
MON; CL 3-8179

Coffee

Tea.

Milk

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS
DAILY FROM $1.40

Di Blasi Soloist
For Park District
Tenor Eugene DiBlasi will
soloist at a free public
musical revue at 8:15 p.m.
be

Saturday, at Randhurst's Town
Hall

The event, sponsored by the
River Trails Park District, will mark the district's
opening The district covers
about 3 1/2 square miles
bounded on the west, by Randnew

i

"

hurst, on the east by River Rd.

on the south by Foundry Rd.
and on the north by Camp McDonald Rd.

Mary
Matuszewski
and Mrs. Rita King of Chicago.
Funeral services will be
Friday at 9:30 a.m. at the

resident, Clark Foster. 43, of
Kansas City, died in his home
May 31,

He is survived by his wife
Gean; two daegfiters Geannine
and Gayle and two step -daughters, all of Kansas City.

Funeral services will be
held in Kansas City Friday.
Burial will be at the Fort

Levanworth Cemetery in Fort
Levanworth, Kans.

Mr. Foster was a salesman
the Carpenter Paper Co.

Friedrichs Funeral Home, 320'
Central Rd., Mount Prospect.
A mass will be offered in St.
Raymond Church at 10 a.m.
Burial will be at Resurrection Cemetery in Justice.

Roy Kim
Graveside services for Roy
S. B. Kim, 25, of Chicago will
be Friday at 10:30 a.m. by the
Rev. Donald Niswander at

for

Memoiy Gardens Cemetery.

and a veteran of World War it.

Veterans Choral. He is board

Helen Czachor

The youth was drowned
while sailing in Lake Michigan April 24. The body w1111'

cer Society unit and past president of the Jaycees as well
as a Chorale vocalist.

He began his musical career

Mrs. Helen C. Czachor, 47,
Prospect.

brothers Roger and Rody, all

She is survived by her hussummer stock in Woodstock in band Edward P.; a son Rob"The Student Prince" and ert; a daughter Ellen; her parperformed four years on the ents Al and Katherine Matuszewski of Chicago and two
WGN weekly safety series.

Class R eunion
A 20th reunion has

been

ation class

of Our Lady of

-

recovered May 29.

died Wednesday in her home at
He is survived by his par602 S. George St., Mount ents Robert and Rose and two

while in college at the University of Illinois, sang in

scheduled for the 1946 gradu-

Page 3

sisters

A former Arlington. Heights

DiBlasi, a park commissioner will sing with tho Suburban
chairman of an American Can-

EUGENE DIBLASI

Tally Ho Bust

OBITUARIES
Clark Foster

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, June 2, 1966

brook Country Club, 8307
North Avenue.
Information

and

of Hoffman Estates.
Visitors

may

call

at

and stairway

entrance

From n balcony, nearby Lake Brianvood
Part of a broken gutter hangs from the roof.

for

can

be

seeks.

THE ODDS AGAINST A TORNADO

west Highway at Vail from 2 to
10 p.m. today.

Two Will Join
Village Police,
Fire Depts.

reserva-

R.I.*

Mount Prospect will add two

men to its police and fire de-

be held June 18 at the Meadow - 3025.

William F. Burtis will join
the police department and Stuart McKillop will become a
member of the fire department.
Two new members of the Po-

CONN.
N.J.

partments Saturday.

Fire

and

lice

Show Opens at Randhurst

front

the

Haire Funeral Home, North-

Grace School, 2435 N. Ridge- tions may be obtained by calway, Chicago. The event will ling Joan Altier Brennan, 392-

3 -Day Law Enforcement

This was to be the
a Tally -Ho apartment.

DEL.

MD.

Commission,

Henry Szala and John Kilroy,
will meet with' Commissioner

24 OR MORE

P. Randolph Bateman at 1,0 a.m.

in the village hall to swear in

10.24-

the two men.

5.9
1-4

School
Menus

* LESS THAN ONE

The following school menus
will be served Friday.

HIGH SCHOOL DIST. 214
(subject to change
without notice)
400 - meets 1/3 daily
nutritional requirements
Main Dish: (one choice)
Oven Fried Fish
Toastie
Wiener in Bun
':itegetable: (one choice)
Whipped Potatoes
Buttered Peas
Salad: (one choice)
Fruit Juice
Tossed Salad
Cole Slaw
Strawberry -peach Mold
Orange
grape
pineapple
Mold

Cornbread & Butter - 1/3 qt.
Milk
Available Desserts:
Red Sweet Cherries - 10e
Cheese Cake - 100
Peach Pie - 100
Chocolate Cake - 100

Rolled Wheat Cookies - 050

Randhurst Shopping Center will be the site of the fifth annual Chicago area Police Show Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Two officers from the Chicago Police
Department demonstrate communications equipment that will be one of more than
20 displays at the show.

fifth

annual Chicago

area Police Show will be held
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
at Randhurst Shopping Center
Participating

the

in

show

will be more than 25 law enforcement agencies The FBI,
Chicago

Police

Department,

also have displays.
Displays will show of the
latest in police equipment,
squad cars, weapons, emergency equipment and traffic

safety devices. More than 20
displays will be erected in the
center's mall.

The show is designed to tell
Tollway Police, Federal Al- the law enforcement story in
chohol and Tobacco Division, the Chicago area and will inand Police departments from volve more than 25 law enState Highway Police, Illinois

Mount

Prospect,

Deerfield,

Niles, Elk Grove Village, Hoffman Estates and Rolling Mea-

tele°

"It's Not

(k.-0111yers..

Soft Soap

Just Hard

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)

& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE CL 9-3400

dows The Marine Corps and ment will show its Exhibit
the Army military police will Cruiser Unit.

To Call - - "
Softy Rental & Sales Co.
420 E Northwest Highway

Arlington Heights_

4.00
5.00

FALCON

MUSTANG
GALA XIE

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

Mt

ECT PLAZA' '

Rand & Central Rdsaissist

co

Eni'-r
CL 9-3141

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

16e Per Lb.)

ties with good salary. Few companies
offer a similar opportunity to develop
your skills-plus so many fringe bene-

more room to grow and develop your

fits.

skills and potential...more opportu-

Benefits: You receive four free flight
passes afteryour firstyear with United
(passes increase with seniority)-plus

nities to advance quickly in salary and
responsibility.

Ground Services
START AT $2.60 PER HOUR...
WORK UP TO $3.05

reduced rates on international air

lines; two -weeks paid vacation; free

life insurance and a group accident
policy for you and your family (if mar
ried); seven paid holidays a year; cost:

free home -study courses; stock pur
chase plan; and many other benefits
Consider these benefits and oppor

tunities-then, come out and see us,

You'll be taking the first step in a re;
warding career...with United!

NITES AND SUNDAY

Ilinfr-A-CLII"

CL 1508619

Typists

APPLY AT

SALARY STARTS AT $330.00 PER MO.-.
ADVANCE UP TO $500.00 PER MONTH

UNITED AIR LINES
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE

Must be able to type neatly and accurately
on manual or electric equipment. Spelling
skill is Important.

Stenographers and Secretaries

In aircraft. Shift work with rotating days off.

STENOGRAPHERS BEGIN AT
$350.00 PER MO.;
SECRETARIES AT $410.00 PER MO.;
ADVANCE TO $515.00 PER MONTH

General Clerical

Accounting Clerks,
Mail Clerks, t
Food Service Clerks

9.00

8 Lbs $2

°

of the country's fastest growing industries. These are not summertime
jobs, but full-time career opportuni-

talented people than ever before...

Key Punch Operators

9/4 SERVICE

WASH

Challenging Work: You'll work in one

opportunity: our business is growing
so fast that it has created the need for
ambitious, capable high school graduates.
There are more jobs at United for

SALARY STARTS AT $365.00 PER MO.;
WORK TO $515.00 PER MONTH

GEORGE POOLE

(Each Additional Lb

Want challenging work? Want to develop new skills?
Want to advance in earnings and responsibility as fast as you're able?
Consider a job with United Air Lines, world's largest!

V

at low rates from

154 Lb.

I

The sky's the limit
with United Air Lines!

We have many newly -created positions In
our data processing department. You'll
work In modern, surroundings at our Executive Offices In Suburban Mount Prospect.

SPECIAL RATES

RUGS

I!

1966 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES:

A

PLAN YOUR VACATION

124 Lb,

I:

1 Ani"..'1"7.`;'-"

,

RENT A STATION WAGON

ci

1::it

'!'!4

R

PLUS MILEAGE

DROP SERVICE

to businesses and homes.

Li

ti

F

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

Laundry

tic:v:4,4

7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

Us Do Your

s

Rotatingteam assignments include driving
passenger loading ramps (JETWAYS) and
ground service vehicles, processing baggage for connecting flights, air freight handling and installation of flight kitchen units

rent a new '66
FAIRLANE

If You Let 's

shown on Newsmap of annual averages throughout the
United States. But the devastating wind cones can range
all over the map, striking unexpectedly almost anywhere

in the country. The cost in death and property damage
is high. In April of 1965 alone, 45 tornadoes raked the
Midwest leaving in their wake 243 dead, some 5,000
injured and well over $200 million in property damage

PH. 255-6010

For Rental Sales - Service

CORTINA
=Mil

DIPIP..:..

11 (Sheets & Pillow Cases Finished)

...

Facts

forcement agencies.

The Chicago Police Depart-

the four -state belt

in

taking in Texas; Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska, as

United Air Lines offers you an unusual

World's finest Prime Rib
The

Tornadoes strike most frequently

Teletype Equipment Operators
SALARY LEVELS START AT
$365.00 PER MONTH, AND YOU CAN
ADVANCE UP TO $515.00 PER MONTH

SALARIES START AT $345.00 PER MONTH,
WORK TO $560.00 PER MONTH

Some training or education in accounting
or bookkeeping Is desirable. Ability to operate office machines helpful. Good opportunities for advancement and promotion.

Apprentice
Mechanics
START AT $2.12 PER HOUR AND
ADVANCE TO JOURNEYMAN LEVEL
OF $3.20 PER HOUR

from you qualifying on our equipment.

Fouryear apprenticeship program Includes
college level instruction and enables you to
advance up to $3.70 per hour and beyond
as an Inspector or supervisor. Draft deferrment possible due to critical skills.
United needs Apprentice Mechanics in
the Airframe & Power plant and Radio and

Suburban location, Executive Offices.

ElectrIctil Classifications.

Immediate positions are open for clerk typIsts to work on teletype equipment. On -the Job training available. Advancement results

O'Hare

International Airport
(USE AIRPORT ENTRANCE
AT HIGGINS AND MOUNT PROSPECT.
ROADS)

PERSONAL INTERVIEW
HOURS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY:

8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Special Interviews for
June Graduates
Saturday, June 4, 1966
9 a.m. to 12 noon

heat
UNITED
swit
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

Some Day

by Frank E. Von Arx

Weekly report to Slichen-.
layer High School students and
' alumni:
"The campaign to preserve
the name of our school is
meeting success at every corner.

.

Board -ticket.

-

sports ed-

the executive

itor of Day Publications has

School great.

Richard Daley

for the
presidency of the Cook County

"There are two Ss for Smith
and Slich,. a T for Thompson;

Success is a-

and G and a C for Griffith

round the next corner.

"That same department had
bumper sticker franchise
for Landon, Wilkie, Dewey and
Nixon. It is the same department that backed Warren and

from the negative into the positive. While we are awaiting

Forest View in regional basketball tournaments. It is the

have

and Cummins, a B for Ruch-

"Our campaign now moves

huber and a double A for Aronson and Arsmtrong. At first

members

reading that comes out

of the Slichenmyer Boosters
determine names for the name

SSTGCBAA.
"Scrambling and unscrambling provides such games as

of Slichenmyer High.

Scabgase,

final

ale.

partment on the opposition is
'tantamount to getting the nod

High

Slichenmyer

makes

department that rained out the
Illinois prep baseball sched;

that the school
not preserve the
name of Slichenmyer High.
"Having that sports deannounced
board will

from

Democratic

the

the

"In one of the darkest corners,

on

action,

board

organized

a

contest

to

Bagcasts,
and Gabstacs.

"A great

Bactsags

"With names like these our

idea is one that
combine the first letter

"It is the department that
purchased a one-way ticket to

will

New York under the name of

school

John Keane.

that of our founder Supt. Slich-

our motto:

enmyer.

enmyer Then What Else?"

"Opposition

like

of the last name of all seven

this is what

board

members

school will qualify
federal aid.

for extra

"End of report.

Remember

plus

If It Is Not Slich-

....,==mmweimmr-zazrammm-,-,-,Immvex=======mTam

Vantage Point
It

is

refreshing

to see

a

pair of candidates on the cam-

paign trail who are not politicians.

One is running for state office, the other for county office.
One is a Republican, the
other a Democrat.

Both arc -highly qualified to
serve' in the posts they seek.

Both are considered underdogs and if either wins, it will
be something of a political up-

... by Jack Vandermyn

compiled quite a record for
himself as a crime fighter.

For the last four years, Joe
Woods has been chief investigator for the Better Government Assn. In this capacity, he
has probably as much insight
as any cop in the state 'about
the Cook County situation --

and how to enforce

the

education is a way of life. His
father was a school teacher in
White County. Prince's mother

here.

WOODS HAS a built in cam-

Prince is a professor of edu-

ald Prince.

Joe Woods is a cop. He
seeks the post of Cook County

speech.

Republican,

is

Joe

sheriff.
Donald

Prince

an

is

edu-

cator. He is running for State
Superintendent of Public Instruction on the Democratic
ticket.

WE HAD an opportunity last
week to meet both Woods and
Prince.

Running for the county's top
law enforcement job, . Woods
has a unique background in law

enforcement. After four years

the U.S. Marine Corps in
World War II, Woods joined
in

the Federal Bureau of Investigation as a special agent.

He spent II years with J.
Hoover's G-men and

Edgar

more
impressive
But speeches don't
catch crooks. Speeches don't
administer a sheriff's department.
make

a

Woods is the first to admit
not

polished, professional politician. "But l' -n
learning," he said.
is

he

a

DONALD M. PRINCE began

his

career

in

education

as a classroom teacher in 1948
after completing his undergraduate work at Murray State

cation and director of the cenfor educational administration at Illinois State University at Normal,
His job...educating school
administrators.
His goal...to become the
ter

state's top educator in the of-

In

the Prince family, public

"Oh yes," Prince points out,
"I have one other qualification.
I
coached basketball for one
year."

weight,

foreign

at the Wheeling Township Regular Republican Organization's
candidates night.

All letters to the
tor must he signed,

Editor:

on request. Letters

We don't see why we
shouldn't

enjoy

the

luxuries

that progress has provided for

us (as you put it, a "red convertible" and "six
million
dollar high schools").
If
you have bought these things
for us, you have also bought

for us a world that is a cauldron of boiling problems and
sobering

responsibilities

the

Blood -Letting

Is Not Sport

statement unchallenged merely because it came from an
adult. As for "Living in the
lap of luxury", I think you
will find a good number of

sible. typewritten,

agree also with Mr. Hof-

that car racing, bull
fighting, human fighting and,
other blood-letting thrills arc
not sport.
mann

Why not just sit at the hospital emergency entrance and
watch the show?

Terry Cassidy
Freshman,

Arlington High

if

pos-

sible. and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity
can he checked.

and now more than ever we

arc the present as well. Our
us giving or about to give our rung on the ladder is higher
able bodies in
service.
Perhaps you

our country's
are

disgusted

with us, Mr. Von Arx, but you
may be forced to make the
best of it. We are the future,

than you might think, for it
will be our minds, bodies, and,
yes, "lack of respect"
for
the established that will run
this nation. We're sorry; Mr.

Von Arx, but you need us.
Bruce Hubbard

A Needless Court Case'
Editor:

On Thursday, May 19th, under

a

Jack

Vandermyn

by-

line, the Day ran a full eight
I feel that religious and pacolumn by six inch front page
triotic symbols should not be story
headlined,
"FLAG
I

but

should be as brief as pos-

pendent enough not to leave a

Editor:

worn lightly or in jest.

edi-

games will be withheld up-

like of which you have never
confronted.

We have eyes and ears as
Arx informs "Kid" that he is well
as mouths, Mr. Von Arx,
fed up with him. Well, Mr. but we arc curious and indeup with your opinion of us.

STOMP WORKS STUDENTS.

Ward became involved. What
should have gone quietly into
the record as one fine lesson
symbolism had now erupted into a needless court
on

case.

On Friday, May 27th, Van-

INTO PATRIOTIC BEAT".

dermyn's

On Friday, May 20th, in Van-

most as an after thought, to
"... the now completely out of

dermyn's colum aptly titled
Vantage Point, he rehashed
and editorialized
the same
story.

Subsequent editions of other
Marshal
newspapers

Field
Enterprise
carried
other

stories and finally, to no one's
surprise, State's Attorney Dan

1,500 a year with every indi-

youngsters who have
passed their driving tests to

cation that it will get worse
before it gets better -- in

operate the family car do not
realize that there Is very little

"We moved out of the city so he wouldn't be exposed
to all that crime, sex and violence!"

aCrye prospect

sufficiently aroused
to do something about it.
This increase in motorcycle
deaths is only part of the story.
Thousands of persons --mostly
thrill -seeking

t

e

e

n-agers--

column

refers,

Prospect
proportion
School flag incident".

al-

High

It seems to me that it took
Jack Vandermyn, the Arlington

Day and Field Enterprise a
lot longer to figure that out
than most of us.
N. P. Leighton

tion of an automobile and a
two wheeled vehicle. It takes
careful instruction and time
to learn to operate a. motorcycle safely.
According to the National
Safety Council, most motor
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

What-Willir-Cogt?

ous business at best.

Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter learned the hard way that
flying through outer space was

On Saturday, voters of Wheeling, Elk
Grove, Schaumburg and Palatine Townwheeler, which is a basically ships will be asked to approve a bond isunstable contraption. A few sue of $7,375,000 to finance the district's
states are making a beginning one -quarter share of campus developsafer

than

operating

a

two -

in furthering motorcycle safety

Editor:
Since establishing our home
here some eight years ago,
my wife and 1 have been pleas-

by requiring driving

of a head injury, he calmed the
boy and kept him quiet, called

A -- As near as I can figure
I sit, you must be
referring to Tietze's syndrome
in which a tender swelling occurs in the chest where the
bony rib joins the rib cartilage.
The cause is unknown.

tests for
vehicle in-

motorcyclists and

ment.

that what they call
out" is not necessary.
Dr.

for the other three-quarters

Lahti,

"university lay-

president

of Har-

per College, and the board of education,
have

Payment

Robert

a

instructed

the

architects

to

de-

sign a functional campus that will meet
the needs of the community for many

of the $29,500,000 total cost of the cam- years.
Once your son has mastered pus will come from matching state funds.
ed with Mount Prospect as an the technique of driving a moBefore going to the polls and casting
They believe, and campus experts
ideal place to raise our chil- torcycle he must not leap to the their ballots, voters will want to know,
back up their opinions, that the land
dren because of the good conclusion that he can safely "what is it going to cost me?"
sought is adequate, not exaggerated.
schools, parks and other com- take on a rider. A large permunity features. Little did we centage of the casualties in
If the bond issue is approved, the cost
Of course, there will be other costs
motorcycle accidents arc pasrealize the many other adto homeowners will be approximately 6.7 to the Harper College program -- costs
vantages to be found in the sengers. Carrying a passenger
cents for each $100 of equalized assesthat will be paid by the taxpayer, by the
thoughtfulness and kindnesses alters the technique of turning,
braking, accelerating and pass- sed valuation of real and personal propstate and by the students.
of our fellow townsmen.
erty.
ing.
Last Friday, our son was
It is estimated that the annual per The booklet, "Two -Wheeled
struck in the forehead and Wisdom," published by the
This means that a typical resident of student cost at Harper, when the camdazed by a rock while playing American Motorcycle Associ- Wheeling Township, where the aver- pus is functioning and classes are op in the vicinity of the McDon- ation should be carefully stud- age home value is $10,000 (assessed crating at a normal pace, will be $1,000.
ald Hamburger Restaurant on ied by all prospective motorvaluation), will pay $6.70 more on his
Rand Road.
cyclists. Adherence to. its pre- tax bill to finance the bond issue.
One-half of this will be contributed
by the state and it is estimated that the
The McDonald manager im- cepts would drastically cut the
accident
rate.
As the assessed valuation of the dis- student, through tuition, will pay one
mediately came to his aid
trict increases through anticipated in- quarter of the cost. The remainder (this
without hesitation, even though
Q --What is the cause of T T
dustrial growth in Schaumburg and Pal- figure depends on the actual per -student
the busy part of his day was at Syndrome and what is the
hand.
atine Townships, this figure is expected cost) will be borne by the real estate tax
treatment?
to be reduced.
payer and raised through the school's
Knowing the possible dangers
the Mount Prospect Fire Department

emergency

ambu-

lance, and attempted to contact us. At that moment, we
were caught in a shopping hour
traffic jam. Fireman George

Cullons and Harold Barra responded to the call for aid.
I
am told these firemen
ities in handling our boy and
assuming his care, transport-.
ing him to the hospital for

medical attention, and remain-

spections.

from where

Hot

applications and aspirin
arc prescribed to relieve the
pain.
Hydrocortisone may be

given to reduce the inflammation

shorten

and

the

course

of the disease. Although the
duration of the disease varies
from a few days to several
months, complete recovery is

ing with him until we arrived. the rule.
May the Lord bless all three
of these men for their aid and
comfort to Joe in his pain.
Fortunately there is not a
serious injury.
However, as
I now think about this incident, I realize that I myself

tric shock when
television
cause it
it?

set.

I

touch my

What

and how can

I

would
avoid

needs such as ours. Most of
these men are no longer serving Mount Prospect, having
left their positions during the
last year.
This letter is to

Please send your questions
and confluents to Wayne G.

firemen

stadt cannot answer individual letters he will answer
letters of general interest in
future columns.

or

taking

up

your

convey my thanks to them, to Brandstadt, M.D.. in care of
the individual Mount Prospect phis paper. While Dr. Brandand

policemen,

and

volved.

Joseph P. Moore

round figures,

the local

taxpayer
eventually

will be paying for what will
develop into a $29,500,000 campus housing 8,000 students, at an extremely low
tax rate increase.

The bonds will be paid off at the rate
of $540,000 a year for 19 years and six
It is anticipated that the intermonths.
est rate will be in the area of four per
cent, depending on the state of the bond
market at the time of the sale.

One question that has puzzled many
people when discussing the junior college
referendum has been the need for such
a large tract of land.
quin and Roselle Rds., where Harper
College will be located, is 171 acres.
Campus
planners
have recommended

the acquisition of an additional 28 acres
to expand the campus to the cast.

rubbers
rugs.

to the McDonald manager in-

In

The Palatine Township site at Algon-

Q --I frequently get an elec-

A --It must be static elecdid not appreciate the buildup
of our fire and police depart- tricity front walking on a carments which was accomplish- pet. You can get the sante
ed several years ago by men shock when you touch anything.
having the foresight of future You can avoid it by wearing

PRESIDENTIAL SUCCESSION RATIFIERS -- The constitutional amendment regulating
presidential succession Is halfway to final approval. Legislatures of the 19 shaded states on
Newsmap have ratified the amendment. To take effect, It must be approved by three -fourths

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

come out of motorcycle accidents alive but badly mangled cycle dealers do not give such
for life. If you drive your auto- instructions and many of them
mobile into a brick wall at a don't even know the rules of
safety. That means that your
'
'son Wilillrobably have to learn
''by trial:and 'error 'a -hazard-.

Thanks
Helpful
Citizens

ap

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intelletual integrity."

other words before the public similarity between the opera-

demonstrated exceptional abil-

of the states, 38.

1966 by N EA, Inc.

O.,

motorcycles with a minimal chance of sur-

becomes

Fed Up 1Vith Opinion
Of Some Day Column

Von Arx, we arc equally as fed

for themselves rather than depend on the candidate's flack.

This is a world wherein speed of 15 m.p.h. and arc
things arc constantly changing wearing a seat belt, -you will be
and often the changes sneak up shaken up and your car will be
on us so gradually that we are a mess but your injuries will
unaware of them. For example, be slight, if any. Try the same
five years ago motorcycle ac- maneuver with a motorcycle
cidents were relatively rare. and you will fly through the air
Then, several cheap, light- with the greatest of case and

:Letters to the ETtai'.
In' his opinion corner in the
DAY of May 23, Frank E. Von

the

covered

have

fice of Superintendent of Public .appeared on the scene and the vival.
Instruction.
annual death toll soared to
Most

In one of the metropolitan
of Crossville in
Southern Illinois, Prince is the newspapers last Friday, there
only downstater on the Demo- was a lengthy report on a
cratic state ticket. His list of speech made by Chuck Percy
educational accomplishments is impressive.

should

M.

Donald

TIS THE SEASON...

and

That's one case where
metros

W. G. BRAN DSTADT, M.D.

CURRENTLY,

College.
A native

degrees

care.

Motorcycle Safety

mission in the U. S. Naval Re-

for Sheriff."
If Woods were a better professional politician, he might

The

con-

DOCTOR SAYS

A veteran of World War II,
Prince still maintains a com-

law

serve.

Woods. The Democrat is Don-

statements

draft. Only one

and wife have been school
teachers. He has a sister, a problem. Percy never made
brother, a sister-in-law and the speech. His remarks were
two brothers-in-law who arc
now or have been teachers.

paign organization. He is the
father of II children, all of
whom arc out promoting "Dad

set.

It was an excellent report confined to a joke about Medion Percy's
cerning the

Criticism has been leveled because of

the size of the site and its

cost.

It

is

estimated that total land acquisition zasts
will be $1,250,000.

Campus planners point out that, when
completed, Harper College will accommodate 8,000 students and will have
parking spaces for some 4,000 automobiles.
Add to this requirements for athletic fields, maintenance and utility build-

educational tax fund levy.

It is difficult at this time to make an
estimate as to how much of a tax rate
will be involved to finance the entire
junior college program, bond issue, educational tax fund rate and all.

There are too many intangibles at this
time to make even an estimate. Off the
cuff recently, Dr. Lahti suggested that
the entire tax rate for Harper College
would not exceed 25 cents for each $100
of equalized assessed valuation.
Presently, the district is

authorized

to expend 15 cents per $100 of assessed
valuation. At present it is spending 11
cents in its early operational and organizational stages.
Dr. Lahti and the college board feel

that the 15 cents will carry the district
through the middle 1970's,

Harper College will not come to the
of the four townships in the

residents

disttict it serves for nothing. Residents,
if they approve the educational concept
of the college and are assured that it is
intelligently and realistically financed,
will have to pay the freight.
They have been paying

the

freight

for many years for education and their

ings and a 12 to 15 acre lake around

rewards have been the best elementary
and high school districts in the state.
Their rewards have been the satisfaction of seeing their children well edu-

which the campus will be built.

cated.

The physical layout of the campus has
also

been

criticized.

Opponents

feel

Junior college will carry this
cational program one step further.

edu-

The Day's Prospects
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What PTA Is and Does
Is All Up to You
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
Among the 30 publicity chairmen who recently attend-

ed the Publicity Workshop conducted by the Randhurst
Council of Parent-Teacher Associations was firs.
Frank Friday. Her 3 year ord daughter "Penny" was at

Left to Right - Mrs. Herbert Anderson, Mrs. Thomas Uragami, Mrs. Charles Green and Mrs.

her side. This mother took the time to attend the in-

Joseph Stecker.

struction period so she would be better informed to ade-

¢:A

quately do a job for her child and yours.

t;Pet.:

It lis easy to assume a position, take the praise and then for-

get to "follow-through" with a job well done. It is equally easy
for those who have a deep sense of responsibility to make time

Oat) AT HOME

Parent's
Club

Page 5 of the teachers for your child,
your personal contact' with
1612aTIZNICLIMVEIEL -241 of
those teachers to assure your
child of a sound education and
through your interest in attend-

AMTEZI7MEEMEZEICS

Hideaway for Dad

Mark End
Of Successful,
Busy Year

The relationship to PTA is a
personal one between a parent
and child in the interest of education. This is where PTA
starts. It grows from concern

Thursday, June 2, 1966

Installs

available for the instruction.

ing meetings.
Your interest

Den Can Also Serve
As Roo for Guests

The Parents Club of Forest -

view Elementary School paid
a recent visit to Old Town in
Chicago, according to Mrs.
Carl Baardsen, past president.

through acts of the council aid-

started

ing your child,

Cultural Arts Pro-

a

OS 4

gram which included clowns,
musicians,

story

teller

THE RANDHURST Council
its annual report
stated its purpose as one "to
instruct, counsel and give ser-

:KC

and

vice to
prising

tri-A ica,`V

folk singing. The children enjoyed the story teller so much

Thomas

month.
lent

gedly

carved "Valencia" Bed n'Sofa by
Englander is covered
with an 18th century
flamestitch pattern.

plus

$800.00 to
purchase of sound equipment for
the school.
A staff luncheon held today

at Forest View was highlighted

by the installation of new officers. They are Mrs. Albert
Morey, president; Mrs. Frank
Lowe, vice president; Mrs.
John Long, secretary, and
Mrs.
Joseph
Andronaco,
treasurer.

LEFT - For Dad's
hideaway, this hounds tooth check sofa from
Englander converts to

Mrs. Baardsen is the moth-

er of four children,
one

being

born
term of office.

the last
during her

Randhurst Council hosted the

10 week, 24 hour, Leadership
Training course

Techniques

held at South Baptist Church,
Mount Prospect, hosted over 250 principals, teachers, PTA
officers chairmen and super intendents of schools in the
district, Mrs. Joseph Stecker
the general arrange-

ments and Mrs. David Schneider was in charge of the lunch con reservations.

Mrs. .Frank Friday and "Penny"

Plans for the School of In struction, which included 15
workshops to acquaint new

her second term as president. chairmanship on the PTA
Also serving for a second board.... it is the lifeline of
term is Mrs. Joseph Stecher, your PTA". This workshop not
1st vice president and program only covered publicity releases
chairman. Other officers are and how to submit them but

members with procedures and
rules as well as coordinating
the relationship of school and
PTA, were started in January
and final approval was given

Mrs.

Herbert Andersen, 2nd also the compiling of newspresident; Mrs. George letters sent to the home by the
Stout,
recording
secretary; school PTA unit.

by the district director in A -

vice

pril, This indicates the amount
of time consumed in preparation of only one phase of PTA

Mrs. Henry Graef, correspondThe PTA stands for Parenting secretary, and kilt's. Earl Teacher Associations but it

Council activity.

Budsall, treasurer.

could stand for 'Patient -Tender

The Publicity Workshop, was -Attentica which applies to all
under the supervision of Mrs. those involved, especially to
H. D. Gulliksen, provided in- the parents, their children and

MRS. CHARLES GREEN
was installed as President of
the Randhurst Council. This is

formation concerning "the best

your child's school.

At College Karen and Cheryl, daughters

11

of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Scherkenbach, have been elected to
offices of the Alverno Student
Association, Alverno College,
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Karen, a sophomore English
major, was treasurer of the
council last year and served
as president "pro -tern" during that time thus qualifying

her for her new office as vice
president.

Cheryl, a freshman, is

sec-

a
60 -inch -wide
bed retary of the ASA, treasurer
with urethane foam of her class and is majoring
in sociology.

Announce
Bridge
Winners

mattress.
Want your home spruced decorative scheme. All kinds
up for summer? Why not of masculine materials from a

start with a room for Dad

houndstooth check
wearing vinyl to

on

long -

a
bright
-- a den of his own?
A private spot just for Dad flamestitch pattern dating back
could be in a guest room or to pioneer days are available.

The Duplicate Bridge Club
sponsored by the Ann Sullivan

School PTA group met every
month during the school year

basement or attic if you lack a
den proper.
The best

and money collected was used
for the school library.
Winners awarded trophies
include Mary Johnson - and
partner Betty Anthony, 1st
place high score; Mr. and
Mrs.
Peter
Rodgers,
2nd

director
these pur-

Sisters
Honored

ABOVE - The rug-

support to Cub Scouts and doscreen
assist in the

37,

which have been added in 1965.

hamburger day was held every
third Thursday of each school

movie

Uragami,

Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships, includes school districts
21, 23, 26, 57 and 59. It is
.comprised of 29 units, three of

play by the Professional
Children's Theatre Gr,oup.
Under the supervision pf
Mrs. Dwight Mendenhall a

a

membership".

poses have fulfilled.
The council, encompassing

a

THE PARENTS Club

its

ICPT District

Other activities included an
Orchestra Concert by Forest view a marionette show, and

nated

the PTA units corn-

Under the direction of Mrs.

they donated over 1,000 books
for the school library:

tober,
February and gay,
which also incorporate the
School of Instruction. The

handled

of PTA in

1.4CiWif..gv,4T,

ALBERT M orey

THE COUNCIL conducts
three general meetings in Oc-

certified 11 persons instructed
by Mrs. Ronald Pinkowski and
Mrs. Arnold Lo Mar.
The School of Instruction

grows through leadership in
your school, and flourishes

and modeled in their fashion
show "Fantasies of Fashions."

and Joyce Kilmer PTA,

Dist. 21.

the PTA council in District 37

The foundation of the PTA
starts with you, as a parent,

Dundee; Frannz Creative Cor-

26,

Dist. 37 Fall Conference at
which 21 women completed
Basic Study Courses conducted
by Mrs. Richard Clawes. A

beneficial to your child.

Pottery,

ner; sponsored demonstrations;
conducted family movie nights,

MRS.

local

ante at State Convention and
thus help to secure legislation

bers have visited many places
Haeger

a

art Frost PTA, Dist. 21; River
Trails Junior High PTA, Dist.

school directly affects the PTA'
leadership. The council is able
to co-ordinate the efforts of
member units effecting a uniform level of accomplishment.
One of the accomplishments of
has been to encourage attend-

During the year club memincluding

in

The new additions include Rob -

basic

for

piece

Dad's hideaway is a sofa or
a Bed n' Sofa, Englander's new
dual-purpose piece that
vides a guest bed as well.

from Mediterranean 'to modern are slanted toward the rugged male, whether
Designs

he wants to relax with his feet

Decorative

accents

and Craig attend Lions School,

Dad can Jed attends Lincoln, while Jeff

choose himself, to reflect his and Chris are at home. Lee
interests and hobbies.
graduated from St. Viator, and

The whole thing need not be
Rough board walls,

expensive.

painted can be just as effective as fine paneling.

is attending the University of
Illinois. -

Both girls attended St. Pat-

rick Academy for Girls, Des
Plaines.

up or entertain a few cronies.

And if Dad gets to use it 95
percent of the time, maybe he

A CAME table,, a f e w
chairs, a rug and some lamps

wouldn't mind if it were used
as a guest room once in a

pro-

FABRIC can determine your

and the hideaway is complete.

The Scherkenbach family
reside in Mount Prospect and
have six other children. Kurt

while.

CHERYL J. SCHERKENBACH

KAREN J. SCHERKENBACH

Next Thursday Is Bosses Night

place, and Mr. and Mrs. Rob-

"Contemporary Baseball" will be the topic of former major leaguer Fred C. Lindstrom when he speaks
at Bosses' Night Thursday, June 9 of the Mount Pros-

ert Hutchinson, 3rd place.
Winners for. high average

for the year include Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Wells, Mr. and
Mrs.' Robert

Hirt, and

and Mrs. Harry Thiessen.

Homemakers
To Discuss
Youth Problems
The Mount Prospect Homemakers will meet June 15 at
10:00 a.m. at the Mount Prospect Community Center.

The speaker will be LeRoy
Timmer. His topic will be
"Gracious Living" and concern crystal, china and sterling silver.

tribute to mothers and "Music
for Mothers" were presented
by the daughters. Musical en-

There were 135 in atten-

Banks violin solo; vocal duct

dance.

The discussion topic for the

' meeting will be presented by

Dinner music was provided

Mrs. Harvey Motzer and Mrs.
Donald St. Clair. It will be

by Cynthia Brown, Wyn Williams and Miriam Rushing.
The program included group

"Helping Youth Face Today's
Problems."

New members are invited
and may contact Mrs. H.
Kolzow, membership chairman at CL 3-0819.

The ladies of the Prospect Heights Baptist Church
308 E. McDonald Road, recently held their Mother
and Daughter banquet.

singing led by Mrs. George
Bever; an original poem in

tertainment
by

Gail

included
Banks

and

Ellen

Debra

Brown; piano solo by. j-inda

Barber, and vocal solo by Gail
Bever.

Mrs. Paul Frederichsen was
the featured speaker. She tpld

of her

served about 7.

Japanese

The

Signed by the New York
Giants in 1922, he spent a-

LINDS1TtOM, currently bout a year at the Giants' farm

postmaster of Evanston, was
a National League player for
travels, ex-

Concentration

World War II.

Frederichsens

now

re-

side in Chicago, however, they
participate in teaching of Bible
classes and

missionary presentation in various suburbs.

Program chairman was Mrs.
Donald Heggeland.

Surprise
Night
Tonight
The Women's Guild of Our
Redeemer Lutheran Church of

Prospect Heights will hold its
"Surprise Night" tonight, in
the church's social hall.

Ladies arc asked to bring
a white elephant for a Chinese
auction which will be conducted
after the dinner at 6:30 p.m.

dor

13 1/2 years and had a lifetime batting average of .311. ninth on

Members will bring bosses,
husbands or guests.

extensive

camp during

IN 1930, he hit .379, the
highest average achieved by
a
right-handed hitter other
than Rogers Hornsby.
The
same year, he was ranked

stairs dining room of the Arlington Carousel. Dinner will be

periences as a missionary in
the Philippines, and the time
she, and her family, spent in
a

18 years old,

pect Business and Professional Women's Club.
-`
The event will begin with cocktails at 6 p.m. in the down-

Daughters Entertain
Mothers

Mr.

For any further information
contact Mrs. Alex Liesik, at

CL 3-2434.

At the time, he was

1.000.

in

Toledo,

returning to

the

parent club in the fall of 1923.
Lindstrom played third base
in
;

'

a list of 20 great
compiled
by John
McGraw, Giants manager.

players

Lindstrom

is

'has three children.

married and

Reservations may be made

the World Series of 1924 by calling Enola Watson, CL

against the Washington Sena- 3-6020, or Helen Macior, CL
tors, 'hitting .333 and fielding 5-0933 (mornings).

Final Dance
The Mount Prospect Dance

Club will hold its final dance
of the season on Saturday at
Chevy Chase Cobntry Club.
Dinner is from 6 to 7 p.m.

The club meets four times a
year and
membership will
soon be open. Anyone interest-

ed may call Mrs. John Roberts, chairman at 392-0196.

Tasty
Fan-tastic rolls can be pre, pared in the morning and refrigerated

until dinner time.
Separate petals of
package
of refrigerated fan tan rolls.
1

Mix together 1/4 cup each of
butter
cheese

and
crumbled blue
and
I
teaspoon of
minced chives. Spread

finely
cheese mixture, between layers
of rolls. RUrigerate until
baking time. Bake as label
direr -to

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

Tbe
Page 6
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OUT -OUR WAY
TO READ, SIMPLE
-170DO LATE, C/OLD1E--HE'S
SWITCHED OFF HIS BRAIN
SIMON,TOREADI
I GOT THEM FROM AND SUMMER STUPIDITY
THE LIBRARY! I
IS ALREADY 5ETT1N'
HOMEWORK WHAT'S DON'T INTEND TO I'LL ADMIT I'M ',JOT MUCH
THE POINT TAKLET MY MIND
BETTERTHAN HE IS, BUT
IN& ALL -THOSE
I DOVTADVER.TISE IT
STA GNAT E TH15
BOOKS HOME?
SUMMER-AND BYASKIKY FOOLISH
YOU SHOULDN'T
QUESTIONS:
EITHER.'
NOW THAT OUR

FINIAL EXAMS
ARE OVER AND
THERES NOMORE

J
64

mommuman,
-

19Eit
isus

To.s 4i Us

t

"As I understand it, it's kind of a rat race between the

bulls and the bears!

le NM

1.1 US Po ON

"For a substitute teacher, that Miss Poskins really
knows her stuff! Did you notice she didn't turn her
back on us once?"

BEN CASEY
I

-

coNpucTING ANAF-*IMPLE f

WESTE4N UNIO
TEAtEGRAM

O

PiAYIN5 HIS OWN

I 'TAKE YOU BACK 10
YOUR Hem OR I BOOK

SYMP, FIONY1

YOU AT THE STAT/ON.

GREAT ORCHIrs WA...

11041.4122

PO In MK WY 20 5190 COT
oSTIPP.Rat,TurhyrmtlOR

.1;

V1.1211017. SIMMS. ILL WI
paPtiet
HIM TO CSMOUCT P001110 Cf TOlft MONS

11111111

J

,;51'11',V;11,,

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

-3C-3

MiMMir

Of0ClUf
7TAMPLETIO.0 MEMO

,

A

NIMM=CMI
EMMINM

MUM

ISM

NUL Me. TM

OF COURSE WE CAN'T BE HAVE NO FEAR!
SURE TILL WE TEST IT -^'WHY, EVEN
AND THAT TAKES TIME SECRECY TODAY NO
EVERYTHING
THIS
ONE KNOWS

MUST SAY, MAZOR, YOU

CMIIM

1.011=11%,

NAVE A CLEVER IDEA!
AND YET I1'5 50 SIMPLE
AND BASIC L WONDER

US. Pet Oft.

WHY NO ONE EVER
THOUGHT OF IT

BUSINESSS0 DON'T SAY

THE EXTENT

A WORD TO ANYONE OR THE

OF MY
RESEARCH

DEAL IS OFF!

BEFORE!

J,

FOR THE
PENTAGON!

BUGS BUNNY

OOPS:

M
CZECNTI-IEREIS
OF HAVING
NONE
STUFF
EMPTY,

SORRY,

[WATDAt /-2cZ

ELMEi2 I

HArAsecatst.

v)

6-2.

THE ANT AND THE CRICKETS

rC-7iru

,u,

iumnum,

Mr"eri
KAU

O/

7400E

/'

'-

pAR.GAyNaR, EITHER

SPILLED

WM Bum

DOC:

ON ME:

I WANT
ANOTHER

TABLE

cus on expansion.

c

YEAH-A HUNDRED t-tr -712Afe4-ITLIP

6AME TODAY,
WINTIARDP?

US. Pe UN

EEK & MEEK

if you fo-

II,

THERES fJOTHING
I tUDIXDATT PO FOR
\____,YCU, MONIQUE!

Make use

of your mind and ability

1, Mb,

AND A 1-10NDPEOs-ri:2AIOHT DOWN.

DO IN THE

GEMINI -- May 21 to June
rises

Ege/se

krHOW'D YOU

Friday, June 3
20 - Prestige

StLi_

MORTY MEEK LE

Your
Horoscope
to

CLIMB THE

HIGHEST MaNTAW...

SWIM THE
MEPEST RIVER...

,,,A

'r**I

solve problems.

y,

CANCER -- June 21 to July
Strive for greater understanding between family members
Encourage cultural pur22 -

4111t

appreciated

VIRGO -- Aug. 23 to Sept.
Various possibilities re7
quire considerable s t u d y.
Think wisely, then act.
-

WW1,

M. MI MARI TOT!

PRE/WIEST!

1r,

SCORPIO -- Oct. 23 to Nov.
- Don't let others waste
your time II they won't come
21

to the point, cancel date.

CAPTAIN EASY
DECODING A MESSAGE FROM OUTER SPACE,
EEN AN UNKNOWN TONGUE, CAM.BE ONLY

I SET,

cation and perseverance.

APPROXDAATE.TUE35. fir GET SUGGEST
. TO ME THREE THOUGHTS!
THAT WAS
A MESSAGE

CAPRICORN -- Dec. 22 to
Jan 19 - Keep your aim on

FROM JUPITER
UF0a SEEN
NEAR HERE
THAT HIGHT

L... RAIN I LIGHTNING
THUNDER. ETC...
2...TO SNATCH OR GRAB..

.3... REVOLVE MS

Times:

FIVE REVOLUTIONS MAY REFER TO 2.E EARTH.
OH. GOSH!
THUS 5 DAYS! SNATCH MAY MEAN TO KIDNAP! T. GOTTA ter
ZG REFERENCE TO RAIN STUMPS ME...BUT
4:W0.10N A
SUGGESTS ZS GOO Of RAW...JUPITER...
FAMILN SECRET!
OR JUPITER PLUVIUS:
LEP. MeKEE'S
fULL NAME. 15
41,1
PLU US

coming to you be self-reliant Others could be wrong.

13

for a skit

14 Ellipsoidal
15 Low haunt
16 Be diffused
18 Religious
recluse

attention and friends.

Start to do it now.

TAURUS -- April 20 to May
20 - Your ability to get things
done will attract more attention then your willingness, to
let others do it

e.R

V A
M
LE
EREIllANI
0
N AME R
R

8 Weapons of
gauchos
9 Russian tsar
10 Born (obs.)
11 Merriment
17 Kidney disease
19 Righteous
23 Indian social
system
24 For fear that
an deity

EFR5 0H 0 R R H 0
VE
IT R0GE
0

A
N

N AT

rr

E

L. EONORA P A NS
NN

20 Hindu queen
29 Weights of India 43 Tyndareus' wife
21 Period
31 Read
(myth.)
22 Frosts, as
33 Arachnids
44 Leave out
a cake
38 Layers
46 American
24 Lion's home
40 Departments
inventor
26 Type of cheese
(ab.
47 Greek love god
27 Feast day
27 M'lepost
41 Fragment
48 Rave
(comb. form)
28 Tropical plant 42 Adult male deer 50 Sinbad's bird
30 Get away
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
9
32 Like (music)
10 11

ALLEY 00P
WEU., SEEN'S HOW TH' MOOVIRN

MEN'S LUNCH CLUB MEETS
IN A ODUPLE OF DAYS,I9
BETTER GO RUSTLE
UP SOME GRUB

...T 1040W ABCUT WHAT

/ CAN GET EM 713 EAT..
BUT DNOU KNOW
YCX.PRE GONNA GET
FOR TFE PROGRAM?

singing couple
41 Footlike part
42 Blackthorn
fruits
45 Braggart

49 Moderate
51 Mouths
.52 Entrance to

a mine

ARIES - March 21 to April 19 - You can attract the
in

12 Hail!

HA5e, .

7 pMoeunichbranous

12

13

15

18

3 Married inen

17

120
22 23

21

24

25

Illi27

26

30

28

29 I

47

48

33

31

5

34
36

37

53 Auditory
40
54.Negative prefix
55 Natural
42 43 44 channels
56 Lawyer's
49
concern
57 East (Fr.)
DOWN
1 Commanded
2 Above

14

L.16
19

40 Showbiz

20 -

best

eye
8 Singer Crosby

merchant
35 Garment. maker
36 Troops (ab.)
37 Met singer
Stevens
39 Golfer's mounds

18 - Opportunity is highlighted today To get what is

course

4 Lawful

ACROSS

1 Comedian Hope 5 Redact
4 Movie camera's 6 Sea nymph

1

AQUARIUS -- Jan. 20 to

that they are not also on the
wrong track
Pick your own

OA
0 VE
ER

34 Army -following

Feb

PISCES -- Fcb. 19 to March
Friends and co-workers
may mean well. Be careful

....

Answer to Previous Puzzle
N
I SA
rj JoM P0 NE R LA TES
E T RAN 6
Fa0 M N
Ett- SE
P P P
LA
H A
N
AOS
NGORS
T RE

It's Showbiz'

me MUST MAKE
IT TO SPEW? IT!

change

Don't swerve from
well thought out plan. Things
will work out

%.1

I.

i..

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

but don't chance for sake of

target

WI

MAns-OA ,s(00 PRoXES or IPPOS1 Rs( ARE 114E

Press forward with conBe ready to adjust,

SAGITTARIUS -- Nov. 22

I

THE BORN LOSER

fidence

to Dec 21 - Rise above those
limitations
You can accomplish much through dedi-

1..

....._

LIBRA -- Sept. 23 to Oct.
22 -

1.

6-2

LEO -- July 23 to Aug. 22

22

Ilk

US
.

- That feeling of being imposed upon will pass. Help others
Do your best. You'll be

I.

VAC

suits

HOW ABOUT
TAKING THE
LONGEST WALK r

62

65
i

-

311

e9

145
50

51

63

54

56

57

/

1

St. Peter Lutheran School

MONEY BALANCE PICTURE
-

.THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, June 2, 1966

ALL FIGURES IN
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS

Sixty -Eight Graduate June 9
Peter Lutheran School will be
held Thursday, June 9 at 8
p.m. in the school auditorium.
Gcst speaker will be Thomas Shirley, principal of Wheel-

years.
The

68

of

members

the

Lester Rush, principal, will
1966.
the class of

Bremer, James Bublitz, Nancy Dabbert, Gary Davis, Gail

present

will 'be distributed
by Val Pautz, chairman of the
Diplomas

Demczyna, Kathy Dolinajcc,
Kristine Ehlers, Glen Engel -

Barbara Mcycr, Russell Miller, Terry Miller, Kenneth

neth Mustain, Mary Nall, Re-

direction of...Donald Hermann,

king, Greg Garrison, Lawrence
Geyer, Mark. Glawe, Allen
Goebbert, David Grandt, Alan

music direcibr for the church

Gronlund.

board of school directors.
Music will be provided by
the chancel choir ander the

in

Arlington

Thomas Heimsoth, ReHenning, Linda Holstc,
Marcia Horn, Linda Kinkel,
William Kirchhoff, Michael

Kranz,

Richard

'

2.7

pect,

has been electdd presi-

dent of the Northwest Industrial Council.
Other officers arc:

Peter

Harper of Pure Oil Co., first
Daniel Sundt
of Littelfuse Inc., second vice
president; Patricia Farrell of
Spotnails Inc., secretary; Rcvice

president;

gian Peters of Pure Oil,

as-

sistant secretary, and Alan
Lange of Protection Mutual
Insurance, treasurer.
DIRECTORS arc: Warren
Rogers of Paddock Publica-

tions, Arlington Heights; Ho-

Universal

Oil

Products,

Lake;

Daniel Sundt of Littelfuse Inc.,
Des Plaines; Donald Lewan of

A

AA

Baker

of

1

Mfg.,

Lake

Zurich;

lowest

against funds coming in from

since

1957,

try --from government spending,
business
purchase
of
foreign goods 'and tourists --

last

the

8" 86.2

NI MEN
75.7

82.8
78.1

77.0

76.4

75.9

79.9.

80.4

LINDA MEYERS

CL 5-7410
Found a pair of boys black

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy.,

Arlington I Its.

SCHOOL

CUSTOD IANS

Seniors Honored

Lost -Wilson Fielder's baseball glove (Initial J.D.C.) Fri.
CL 9-4446.

LOST -Male Siamese cat, 120

10

40

30

60

S0

80

70

The average life expectancy for' all Americans now just
student; Kathleen Gunnufsen,
Elk Grove
Village, home-

making; Kurt Koentopp, Mount
Prospect,
industrial
education; Garth Freeman, Arlington Heights, mathematics,

yn Kozak of Elk Grove, Roger
Schult of Mount Prospect and
Stephen Witt of Rolling Mea-

and Robert Cook, Elk Grove

dows.

sic.

went to Judith Miller of Rolling Meadows and Dorothy
Tomusiak of Des Plaines.

EDITOR OF the "Viewer",
Judith

Richter and editoi of

"Talon", Marsha Beaugrand,
both of Des Plaines, received
awards for their work during
the year.

Other awards went to: Fredrick
Leffer
and
Patricia
Press, Mount Prospect, 'dramatics; Naoki Saito, Mount
Prospect,
foreign
exchange

tops the Biblical three -score -and -ten at 70.2 years. But the

number of years still ahead for any individual can vary
considerably according to age at present and sex. Graph,
based on latest figures by the U.S. Public Health Service,
shows differing age -group life expectancies for men and
women. Figures at bottom are for present ages from birth
through 80 years.

instrumeatal

Craig Brown of Rolling
Meadows and Cathy Hurley of
to

Plaines.

Science

Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R Ill.) has been appointed to the
Republican Policy Committee
to fill a vacancy created by the
appointment of Rep. Bob Griffin (R -Mich.) to the U. S. Sen-

Child's pet. Please return.
Reward. 259-0118.

15 -Business Personals

15 -Business Personals

,

'AMERICANS
VOTE FOR THE
"LIBERTY AMENDMENT"
Introduced in the
U.S. Congress by
Hon. James B. Utt, as

P. 0. Box 30
Mt. Prospect, III. 60056

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

12 -lobs Wanted -Women

social

Rumsfeld
Appointed

GET.RESULTS

Arlington Heights Chapter
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

Gersie and John White. Elizabeth Johnson of Mount
the

year old. Lost vicinity

Wilshire & Kensington.

Write for Free Literature

a-

wards were presented to Rolling Meadows students Michael
Prospect received
science award.

1/2

529-1806
DAY WANT -ADS

House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States
HELP REPEAL
PERSONAL INCOME TAX

School 'spirit awards went
Des

CALL MRS HUBER

20th In recr. park, Arl. Hts.

Linda Meyers of Mount Prospect was named valedictorian
and Barbara Ncininger of Elk Grove Village was named salutatorian for the class of 1966. Miss Meyers also won the vo-

,

TOWNSHIP

Dryden.

at Forest View High School Tuesday afternoon.

Village,

SCHAUMBURG

rimmed glasses in a brown
Corner of Miner &
case.

BARBARA N MINING ER

Harold Dunnigan of Elk
Grove
Village merited the
athletic award for boys and
Suzanne Hodson of Mount
Prospect received the athletic award for girls.
Business education awards

1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
Open 7 Days A Week.

Par time nights 5 days. Ex peed only. Apply in person.

crying. $25.00 reward. Call

Awards in art went to Kar-

)OLDS0J"4)

GRILL MAN

Lost - Parakeet. Two shades

,of green. Answers to Toby.

LOST

Jr. of Mount Prospect.

MARTIN J. KELLY
0J84-) MARTIN

537-6100

Welch Terrier small. Female
black and tan. Seven children

president Edward Van Lauing

Trunk Lid Release 2 -Speed Wiper & Washers.

General Blower Co.

daughter is heart broken. Reward.

'French award.
The activities award was
presented to student council

Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 60 Light Group

Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

MR. WACKERMAN

Lost Siamese cat, vie. Lancaster &WillowRd.Pros.Hts.
Call 255-2543. Please our

cal music and the Russian award. Miss Neininger won the

Hydromatic Drive Back Up Lights * Power Steering
Day/Night TUt Mirror Power Brakes Tinted Wind-

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

Call CL 5-8906.

Senior awards were presented at a special honors assembly

shield White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. & Bk.
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam

left

office. Permanent
position, Company benefits.
Regular increases. Must have
references.

13 -Lost And found

ri WOMEN

71.7

mecum
clei

THE LATEST ON LIFE EXPECTANCY

5 days

Modern

foreign sources.

tion Mutual Insurance, Park
Ridge;
Patricia
Farrell of
Spotnails Inc., Rolling Mea-

LUXURIOUS SEDAN

299 -2281

JANITOR

Palatine; Raymond Mickus of
Moore Business Forms, Park
Ridge; Alan Lange of Protec-

77

APPLY PERSONNEL
HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL

River rd. at Golf Des Plaines

9:30 PM to 1 AM

atories, Mount PrO'Spect; Peter
Harper of Pure Oil, Palatine;
Lewis Gaffney of Motorola,

1966 "98

pleasant working conditions.

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

saucr of Arnar-Stone Labor-

34 9 2" PRICE

11 PM to 7:30 AM
Shifts. 2 years high school.
Exper. necessary. Liberal
benefits, merit increases,

'GLORIA VAN

Zurich; Walter
Lange of Charles Bruning Co.,
Mount Prospect; Lewis Win-

No/ 'LUXURIOUS
OU
SEDAN

MEN 17-50

period. The balance measures
money flowing out of the coun-

Lake

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

OPENINGS FOI,

7 AM TO 3:30 PM

the ups and downs in the
balance during the postwar

Robert

Manufacturing, Rolling
Meadows, and Robert Schopps
of 'Ekco Containers, Wheeling.

ORDERLIES
FULL & PART TIME

featuring

Des

hode

DINNER

or SP. 5-3311

United States closed
its
international
payments
books for 1965 in the best
shape in eight
years. The
chronic deficit in the balance
of payments was still there -51.3 billion --but it was the
The

Hinman of Eclipse Manufacturing,

COCKTAILS

945 '46 '47 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65

Metallic

Chicago

537-4500

In the Old Orchard
Country club is

OPEN AT 3:00 p,m.

to

3..9

Plaines; Tom Fulrath of Ampex Corp., Elk Grove; Frank

BILL KELLY SAYS:

ONLY

III!,

I

surplus year. Newschart shows

ward Hill of Unrco Inc Barrington; Jim Skeen of Oak dows; George Wjight of MeManufacturing, Crystal

21 A

DEFICIT

It

I

ert Streit, Carol Walker, Linda
Walter, Susan Wenzel,
Cherie Westedt.

Krcutzfeld,

A
3.6

Council Elects Lange
Walter Lange of the Char-'
les Bruning Co., Mount Pros-

INTERNATIONAL
IRON WORKS, INC.
531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling

Plays presented mightly
Tuesday thru Snnday
RAND & EUCLID
259-5400
Prospect

1.5
2.1

Ken-

Simmons, William Stark, Rob-

Knaack, Michael Kranz, Mary

Heights,

H4e's Where!

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

teike, Paul Reckwerdt, Jon
Roesler, Robert Schmidt.
Stephen Schuler, Margaret

nee

THE SCHOOL, one of the
oldest

PLACES?.

THEATRE

Prellwitz, Judith Radtke, Donald Ratcike, Donna Ra-

sail,

instructor.

Mueller,

and

Experienced for steel fabrication shop. 53 hr. week.

'..COUNtRY. CLUB

becca

Barbara Haag, Betsy Hall -

and school, and the school orchestra, under the direction of
Bruno Michelotti, instrumental

Larry

Mohr,

WELDERS

FITTERS

Landwehr,
Laurie
Lechelt,
LindJanet Lease. Pamela
holm,,
Charles
Livingston,
William
Randall
Logsdon,
Lumpp.
William Lussman, Michael
Lynk,
Joanne
Maierhofer,
Cathey
Marschman, Joanne
Diane
Meuser,
Mcnsching,

graduating class arc:
Caroline Baarts. Paul Bengtsen,
Debra Bentz, James Bokelmann,
Kathleen
Borgardt,
Richard
Bouchcz,
Charles

ing High School.

GOING.

James Landwehr, Robert

has been in operation for 102

Graduation exercises at St.

Page 7

14 -Help, Wanted Med
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DO YOU

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS
Experienced and Reliable.
HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2148
Des Plaines

"1,7'

11,11,0IiLt ORCtIAIRD

$2000
$3000
$4000

14 -Help Wanted Men

JANITOR
Permanent employee, 40 hour

wk., Prefer man for evenings
only. Excellent working conditions, company benefits.

ate.

Call Mr. Samuels

OR MORE

766-8440

REPUBLICANS! JUNE 14

SELL TOMORROW

FOR ANY

MAHER LUMBER CO.,

with a WANT AD TODAY!

RE - ELECT

REASON?
Take

arl

Months

Up To uu To Pay

ONE OF ILLINOIS

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

LEADING STATE

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

SENATORS

MN
=1.wewe ..rp

SENATOR JOHN A. GRAHAM
3rd District
A VIGOROUS SPOKESMAN
FOR QUALITY GOVERNMENT

EXPERIENCE

protection and curtail organized crime.

FOR - Positive action to reduce juvenile delinquency through his work with the Illinois Youth
Commission.
FOR

Legislation to stop corruption in the

Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District and eliminate Chicago election irregularities.

FOR - Greater efficiency and lower state government costs:

WORKING FOR YOU
Chairman of Elections Committee
Vice Chairman Senate Affairs Committee

11.4141n Ow

..

risnsast

tti

Days

$3.15

Map Publicationo,

Chairman Sub -Committee on Prisons and Paroles

int.

Chairman of Senate Investigating Committee of
Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District
Former Chairman of Legislative Commission Investigating All State Sanitary Districts

Member Municipalities eommittee

Member Industrial Affairs Committee
Member Election Laws Commission

.

Member Education Committee

(Paid Political Adftellnteni)

CALL TODAY

FAMILY
WANT AD?

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

Arlington Day -Prospect Day

Market Day

Why not call

.

me today?

Phone

MONTHLY PAYMENT

YOUR

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Dr. Karl Siedenfrip, M.D. - Vice Chairman

Candidate Recommended by BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSN.

PAY ONLY ONE
MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

still valuable

Member Revenue Committee

CITIZENS FOR GRAHAM

John H. Bickley - Chairman

"1"60

5

tom ow..

4.1S4m

Lines 3

KEEP GRAHAM'S

FOR - Legislation to strengthen your police

-

1^31to
....

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

11F3Wr°
.....

255-1200

ICC I

IS

--ATM

"CT=

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

''i..: 2,

..i

'OFFICE. HOURS:
Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to I
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

Hours:
.

Dial 255-7200

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
`,y the State of Illinois.

Thursday, June 2, 1966"

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

$

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

5

ONLY

DAYS

24 -Help Wanted Men

FREE

OY & GIRL

ANT ADS

MEN

LEARN A TRADE
Starting wage $2.35 per hr.

to

WORK WANTED
Junior.
School

High
Weekdays
By

Weekends Lawn Mowing Car
Washing etc Good Worker Fair

Rates South Side Preferred

4 -pickup Guitar, vibrato, flat -

Graduating senior girl look-

condition, $350, Bill Compton,
CL 3-8806

45 words a minute, operates
calculator, elec. typewriter,
has artistic ability.CL 3-3488
Linda A. Carter

wound strings, case;bigSupro
amp., vibrato, reverb. perfect

Chuck Cashion CL -9-0080

Sears Allstate Moped Good
Condition Call 827-5240 Price
$100.00 Tom Eagle

Two teenage girls for baby
sitting

furnished. Call 253-0039 Lois
Mitchell

ATTENTION BOY SCOUTS!

in

Prospect

girl, age 17 do your ironing

Fresh and soph girls inter-

High school girl ago 17 looking for part or full time cler-

ested in forming teen combo.
Guitarists preferably. Phone
CL 5-5731 after five. Roxee
Hansen

Like New, summer shirts 19-

16 $1.50, shorts 26" waist
$1.75, trousers 27" $2.25,

field cap $.50 John Page 3921737

Capable Experienced Eighth
Grader will babysit days or
area
Hasbrook
evenings
CL 9-4430 Mary Kay Deasey

Free! Three Little Kittens
(Less mittens) Want a good
home. Six weeks old and good
as gold. Please call 392-9466

Tamara Timberlake

Girls Blue 20" bike - good

ea slip $1.50 2 pair pumps
patient white blic 8m $1.00 ea

ing lawns fast depindible efif interested call
ficent

2066

ical work. Types 50 w.a.m.
Could type at home Barbara

Need a baby-sitter? Age 12.

babysitting, housework. Can

8048

any kind of work -- filing,
typo.
392-3960
Manatt

SLINGERLAND DRUM SET -

four pleee plus Zildjian Cym-

Wanted Go -Kart. Good condition. If possible motorized:
large flippers for swimming.
Boy's
Bicycle
26
537-5168 Mike Minarik

Capable experienced teenage
girl wants babysitting for

Wagon trycycle Scooter Base-

Monnat 537-6106

CL -5=6513

Rocking Train Steven Balinslci

Volt Swim fins shoe size 7-8
$7.50 Call after 3:00 Jim Watt
193 South Fernandez CL 34083

Jim Watt

tween three and eight p.m.

Mon. thru Fri. and block city

building blocks 255-2732 Mary

Louise deLorimier

Fifteen year old boy, Northwest side of Mount Prospect,
would like yard work. CL 3-

ELECTRONIC PARTS - New
& Used, Many types. For sale

or trade. I repair radios in
my spare time. Call evenings.

Prospect athlete (17) wants

Walls. Washed By Machine No

wood LeBlanc $75 one old
metal $20 Dentist won't let
me play them Kim Walter

able June 13 Tom Walter 253-

Estimates Call after five
Working My Way To College
HE 7-4506 Steve Mueller

For Sale Schwinn Stingray
Like New Green 1964 Model.

253-3786

$30

Baby sitting service in Green
Brier Sub Division weekends,
evenings
during summer
months Reasonable rates 501
hour 751 after midnite. Miss
Jo Ellen Butter 392-2592

Lock and Chain. Call Gregg

For sale "Freeman" B flat

Excellent condition. Case, Chamois, extra
reeds included. Also "Alexander" E flat Alto Sax. Good
condition. Don Metcalf 439in

Includes

Combination

392-9233 Gregg Moore

For prompt, summer sale.
Boy's bicycle. 26" full size.
condition. Best offer
takes it. 827-3869 Betsy R.

Good

Rajski.

6:00 439-6632 Joan Vink

Mess - No Streaking - Free

National Amplifier,two twelve
inch heavy duty speakers.Reverb Trem. Year old like new.
$925 new. $300 or best 'offer
392-2669 Joe Stanley

For sale student desk $7.00

Wanted - Mens golf clubs and

Deborah Ostrowskl 255-6187

1479 Terry Furlong

College junior chemistry
major needs full time summer

1264

work available May 31 Call
Michael Lutsch CL 3-2549

A mpeg Bass Amplifier, S-

Michael Lutsch

Any type

Fifty watts. Shock
mounted.
Jensen speaker.

cart. Call after 6 p.m. CL 5-

Controlled distortion. Guitar,

accordian, and bass in puts,

Brawl new. $315.00 Thomas
Irmen CL -3-8499

Hamsters 6 1/2 weeks old

Wanted Small plug-in radio,
good games, will sell Lionel
train $20.00, Boys 24" 3 speed bike, will trade for 26"
Bill Smith -302,-31198

6:00 Jean Vink

5 Gallon Aquarium, reflector,

back board, $4.50 Will also

swap U.S. and foreign stamps.
Bill Cochran 21 South Dwyer
259-3293

Available baby sitter for the
Brookwood and Coach Light
area in Prospect Heights.Experieneed Diane Zukowski
296-4743

Double neck Electric Ilawaiin
Guitar and Amplifier 12013ase
Italo - American Accordian

James Geocarls CL -3-1575
Ambassador B -Flat
Trumpet with case, professional
mouthpiece excellent condition Phone CL. 50268

work acceptable

H.O. model Railroad Set. Pos-

sible 4 train operation. Complete with board, engines,

All wooden, completely varnished Go-Gart. Very good
wheels, has an area for motor.
Studily constructed frame $7
CL. 5-0268 John Cummings

cars, and extras. $125. Call
after

5:00

Sweeny

939-0727 John

74 each Call 439-6632 after

For sale 2 year old Emenee
Organ. Cost $49.00. $20.00

Three adorable kittens for
sale. Five weeks old Well

trained. Can't bear to part with
them, but have to. 1.00 ea
CL 3-5416 Anne Schmidt

Go Kart with motor. Excel-

Straight A High school stuPatricia Rogers

lent condishion CL -5-4368
Richard Wlegel

LAWN MOWING Prompt' and

reliable. Will

Yard work, Mount Prospect

Northwest side, Thirteen year

FREE WANT ADS
DAY PUBLICATIONS
INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO
PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE
FROM MAY 27th TO JUNE 9th

only $40. CL 3-2236. Glenn
Rathke

size waist 27, length 29,$27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zajicek, 392-0696

Lawn Valets - mowing - edging - weeding. You name it -

Need gardening done? Were

boy. CL 3-3610 Alan
Treece
old

WANTED: A babysitting lob
Experienced with small children Will do light housework
2
years experience References available Reasonable
rates Always available 3925156 Marsha McClellan

we'll do it! Good work - low
costs - free estimates.Arthur
& Fred Stillman, 358-7887.

the best incorporated business

WANTED: complete drum set

CL 5-4817

ably pearl finish with chrome.
Scott Josif, CL 9-3185

Experienced and dependable
high school Soph.desires baby
sitting Jobs. Days or evenings.

white spring coat, spring jack-

et, dresses. Very reasonable
and excellent condition.Laurie Weber, CL 3-8686.

provide own
lawnmower Sophomore at Arlington High school Job rates
253-4681 Richard F. Ford

Need A Rest? Call 253-0616
for your solution. Sitting done
afternoons and evenings.Have
Chauffeur, Will Travel! Jan
Schrank

Wanted: Will babysit.12 years
old. Reliable. Experienced,
Phone CL 3-9092. PeggyCunAvenue, Arlington

Illinois.

Heights,

2 Electric trains, 6 switches,
$15 Tonlca trucks, tractors,
etc. cheap. 392-2832 after 4

$1.00 an hour. James Manes,
CL 5-0682.

Two bicycles for sale -- one
red Schwinn 26", one blue
Schwinn 26". Very good condition complete with accessories - 3 speed. Joseph

Your Ad
On

1. Any high school, junior high school, grade school boy
or girl is eligible to place free want ads.

The

Special
Form
Below

high school

senior. Sharon

Burger 253-0637

High school boy wanting lawn

2. Ads may contain up to 20 words, in addition to name,
address and phone number which MUST appear in every
ad. Ads will appear as received without editing or
correction.

3. Ads containing articles which a boy or girl would not
normally call his or her personal property will not
be accepted. For example, ads offering furniture, appliances, automobiles, boats, pianos, power tools, adult
clothing, etc. WILL BE REJECTED.

SELL - Model car parts,bodies, Chevies, Vetts, Expert menials, dragsters, etc.Modeling tools. Large assortment
make offer. Call CL 5-G094,
after six. Bill Bannister.

second summer Oedsien.AM

PM. 54 hourly.Weekly,rates
Education, refreshments.
Gieseke &
Jackson, 255-6255.
Ruthie

Ridgely

Simplex factory built Go Cart,

dual drum brakes, small en-

paint, $50.00.
Firm will trade for used Mini
bike. Tim Zasadny CL 3-9010
gine,

needs

SELL -

10

Speed Schwinn

racing bicycle. Varsity, Customized, Continental fittings,
Radiant Blue. Excellent Con-

ADS TAKEN BY

As many ads as desired may be submitted but each
must be on separate, official blank.

PHONE

"Spider" 4 prong reproducer
and 5 cylinder records, original finish. $75. Bill Martin
Above average senior would
like a job with above average
responsibility for three or

four days a week. Marcy Morton, CL 3-7518

Zukowski, 296-4743

Bring or Mall to: Boys & Girls Want Ad Dept., Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights.

Free adorable kittens 7 weeks
old are house broken. Please
call CL 9-4058' two black 2
striped, 1 black and white.
Karen Ericsson

Experienced Babysitter second oldest of six. Morning
hours cornered or late afternoon hours. Make arrangements at CL 5-0850. Joanne
Daugherty

12 Ft. wood and fiberglass
runnabout. Best offer. Jack

Name

Age

Address

Phone No.
PARENTS SIGNATURE

length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

Slingerland Drum Set 5 pc.
bass, cymbol, anare, two torn
toms. 1 1/2 years old Brown
Marble good condition $150.00

24 -Help Wanted Men

Nawrot CL 3-7763

We do odd jobs. Cut hedge
lawns; pull weeds; carwash,
clean garage, basement. Will
give estimate over phone. Call
392-2260 Mark Hoppe.

wanted

FULL OR PART TIME
For music in style the popular Renegades, will play for
graduation, block, and pri-

WORK IN YOUR OWN AREA.
EXCELLENT COMMISSION.

formation call 392-5283. Link

BOYS OVER 16

Call CL 9-3393

vate parties. For more inEcicard

PART TIME

7 to 10:30 P.M.

Microscope large Tinkertoy
set, ten brand name games.
Thirty dollar tape -recorder
cheap. All items excellent
condition, all parts included.
Jerry Thielen, 392-9236.

LO 1-7122

SALESMAN
train permanent employee in lumber business,
must have good appearance,
be ambitious and have some
tales experience. Excellent
working conditions, company
benefits.
Will

Lawn mowing and
lawn work in Ridge Park area, Jeffrey Cress, 922 North
8725

will mow and garden most
any ;lawn with. three yearn of
experience. I will \ alga babysit anytime. Michael McClel-,

766-8440

MAHER LUMBER CO.

Ian 392-5156.

PART TI ME

24 -Help Wanted Men

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

CAR WASHER
wanted
PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.

12:30 TO 8:30 PM

CALL 392-6282

Salary open
Must be mechanically minded

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

Apply

men for

HRS:

FINANCE DIRECTOR

Village of '
Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington Hrs. Rd.

EVE'S & SAT'S
Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

GET RESULTS'

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with 1 to 3 years experience assembling a
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Rotating Shift Work

record player, 3 foot horn,

Will babysit in Coach Light Brookwood area; Experienced, fourteen years old.Debble

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street

LABORATORY TECHNIC IAN

4. Ads must be on the official form and must be mailed

SORRY NO FREE

24 -Help Wanted Men

SALESMAN

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

call TW 9-6602 Dave Bubley

Antique 1898 Edison cylinder

CL 9-1382

or brought to the classified department, Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order forms
are also available at the Arlington Day Office.

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647

BABY SITTER - Do you need

Call Mr. Samuels

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

RULES

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

CL 5-5739 and ask for Carolyn

I

Glenn Rathke

Receive

YOUNG MAN

a reliable baby sitter? Call

Mothers Relax! Enroll 3 - 7
year' olds. Outddor' school's

G. Thill CL -3-2058

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

METHODIST
Publishing House

Recent hi -school grad.wanted
tp learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

Yale, Arlington Heights, CL 5-

Thursday after six. Bill Bannister CL 5-6094.

Sales clerk,office work,babysitting wanted by prospective

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
. positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. David Dieters, CL 9-1653

girls bike 26 inch. needs work
$8. Mary Hoggay CL 3-0495

Poodle

grooming, bathing,
clipping, anal glands cleaned,
nails clipped. $6. CL 3-2236.

ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

Wanted:

Green party dress size 9, $5,

dition, Low Mileage, Best

offer over $250, call CL 32058 after 7:00- P.M. Bruce

ANODIZING CORP.

Fox River Grove, Ill.

CL 5-3657

Bobka CL 3-3175

dition. Call CL 3-6094 Monday

Excellent con-

ALUMINUM COIL

212 Northwest Hwy.

p.m. Dave Lockwood

Just Mall or Bring Your Ad On The Form Below To Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

We Must

For Sale Ho Model railroad.
Most track, elevated, most
scenery completed, 10 hand
painted buildings 20 cars and
engines. $75.00 Tom Cramer

ningham 802 North Harvard

High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing to
painting. Your equip. all types.

ment
* Grow with Company
Apply in person

827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

For Sale, 1965 Honda Sport
White,

Judy Koch, 358-9298

Grass cutting $2.50. your cutter $3.00 mycutter. Small lots
cheaper - Bike repair and odd
Jobs, small appliances repaired. Donald Maschinski, 259-

Girls clothing size -14, winter coat, tweed pile, lined,

* Automatic raise 101 per hr.
after 90 days
* Ample overtime
* Opportunity for advance-

around. Call now, see how
High School Gardeners are
best for you. Tom Scheffel,

bass, tomtoms, snare, hi hat,
crash cymbols. Relatively
now, good condition. Prefer-

NO OBLIGATION

50,

slacks. nearly new, Slacks

accordian. Excellent condition

red spring coat size 10 $5,

392-3787 Donna Krull

dent needs college money.Can
type or you name it. 255-3856

Boy and Girl

L

Smith 392-3898

Olds

IGN.

Barbie doll and double case
outfits and accessories Like
New $8.00 Call Joan after

Will trade my 20" boys bike
for 24" bike. Sell Big Bruiser
truck $5.00; Lionel Train
$20.00, pup tent $4.00. Mike

suit with two

Boys

5862.

Two B -flat Clarinets one new

Clarinet

439-1755 Richard C. Pasco

3786

month old. perfect condition.
$500. 392-1086 call evenings
John Tuminaro

3610 13111 Treece

253-4681 at or after 3:30 Mike
Ford

outside work to build body
part time or full time avail-

bals. White Marine Pearl. 1

brown

For Sale. 120 base 3 switch

inch

summer months in Meeting
area. Full or part time.Sue

lington, Hgts. Cost $15.00
Debbie LaMantia

Charge .351 an hour. I like
children. Mai); Walters 392-

Kathleen

'<omit 392-2066

ball Gloves Football Helmets
Ice Skates (4-9)BowlingShoes
(5) Shoulder Pads Games

Sandi Haas 253-G141

Boy for Hire Mike Ford. Mow-

in her home. Barb Kogut 392-

condition notify: Debbie LaMantia 2407 LaFayette, Ar-

Tammy Doll house. Call be-

Two Ptnk Graduation Dresses
half slip sizes 12 Teen $5

Tired and hot? Let high school

Heights area Call 299-1347
Jeannie & Jackie DiSomma

Wanted Babysitting Job. 15
years of age. South Mount

Prospect area. Reference's

jobs

ing for summer job. Types

NEEDED: Summer job for a
graduating girl, 18. Will do

Men with at least high school1 education, to operate PILOT
PLANT in research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

Coma in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.

Des Plaines

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

824-1155

Q. C. ENGINEERS

MACHINISTS

WHEN THE UNITED STATES ASTRONAUTS MAKE A LAND-

Tool Makers

We have various positions available for Q. C. Engineers
with electronic experience to support our military aerospace programs. Will be responsible for developing procedures, performing statistical analysis, defining contrac-

1st or 2nd shift

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

ING ON THE MOON, WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO
SAY "I WORKED ON THAT PROGRAM?"

tual requirements, establishing standards, performing vendor

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

surveys and source inspections which will require some

Boring Machine Operators

We offer many progressive benefits, including excellent
starting pay, paid vacations, free life insurance and hospitalization, pension plan and 8 paid holidays. Pleasant engineering environment in modern air-conditioned facility.

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

traveling. Excellent opportunities for advancement. Degree
preferred but equivalent experience acceptable. .

Please send resume or call for appointment.

ACRONETICS
AEROSPACE
Division Of General Time Corp.
1200 Hicks Rd.
CL. 0-0740

Rolling Meadows

An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

94-11;do Ilznted filen

EXCEL, ENT PAY

Abovr wpm

24-lieln Wanted Hen

7.4-Itelp tfrtd Mon

::.ALE FOR

INDUSTRIAL
HOUSFAEEPING

I ull time - 0 hours or more
01 part time t venings.
Call 124-0144

RELAY DRIVER
12.30 PM to 3 PM

Monday thru Friday
Sat. 11 API to 6:30 PM.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Lt.
439-0296

Choose Your Hours.
WILL TRAIN FOR

FACTORY WORK
LECO TIFG. CO.
Mt. Pregmcct
439-3100

Eddio's Lem-

ENO
Recent GrAiitliOt
Avoid loop commuting, drive,
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engt-.

nears in tim Interesting field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding interpational
organization. Opportunity for
advancement Into sales or
management positions. Some
travel incentral inidwest. Expensea-excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

Position available 3 hours in
evening Mondry thru Friday.
Cain extra money now. You
will call on our established
accounts, esperionce not necessary. Ca 11 J. Teschke, CI, 51010.

FACTORY WORK
ASSEMBLY
WELDERS
MACHINE OPER'S
1st Ft 2nd shifts

Permanent work, will train.
Hospitalization.
Shift premium.

Vacations.

Merit in-

creases.

General Blower Co.
537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

MAN OR BOY
with car to deliver newspapers

to homes Sunday A.M. only.
Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

BEAUT IC IAN
wanted. run, part time or
eve's or just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-7547
Mt. Prospect

Clerical
Top Pay...
Advancement Potential

...Free Air Travel Privileges

GENERAL

par month. In
air travel
privileges for you and your
family, here are a few of the
to

up

Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.
60201

PHONE 203-4034

$470

addition to free
company
enjoy:

Wants man 18 to '15. Full time,

year round. Fringe benefits,
chauffeur's license required.
Local or adjoining arca. Apply in person.
11 South Pine

Public Works Building

Village of Mount Prospect

benefits you will

DAYS

Part time or full.

operates as a family group.
Insurance, voluntary savings,
paid holidays, profit sharing,
dinner for you and your family

on your birthday and dinner

for you and your wife on your

anniversary. We train you in
vital chemical InduStry,.;,
Starting sala ry $2.25 per hour,
a

quarterly advances.

MiSili :op

right man. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Lite Insurance

Group Hospitalization

AIR LINES

Paid Holidays & Vacations
Free Uniforms

DOYNO MOTORS INC.
Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

TSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting' experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

per month

$350

plus

Beautiful

2

bedroom Apt.

26x14 L. R., 14x17 Bdrm.etc.
Oak hardwood floors

Please Call 439-1127

layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CUSTOD IANS

3 P. M. to
7 P. M. to I

I

I
I

P. M.
P. M.

RIVER TRAILS
District School

1400 E. Foundry Rd.
MT. PROSPECT

296-2150

,CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES'
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

OPPORTUNITIES
Elmo Containers, the world's leading manufacturer, ,of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN
MA INTENANCE MECHAN IC

in our Pro-

duction Planning and Control
Dept. for a qualified man who
is experienced and has a good
background in inventory Control and Production Planning.

His duties will be to serve
as a trouble shooter anti on
special projects, as well as
function in the role of In,-

ventory Control. Some College education is desirable,
at least a minimum of 5 years
experience in Production Con-

trol in a manufacturing company is necessary.
Excellent benefits and new
plant working conditions accompany this job. 25-50 years

insurance field helpful but not
necessary. Should have 1-2

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

DO

Mr. W. Wais
DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1 S. Washington
825-4455

24 -help Honied lien

Entrance Exam June 4, 1966, 10 A.M.
Village Hall, Applications
PALATINE POLICE DEPT.
110

PRODUCTION WORKERS
Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting sa lades, periodic increases,

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

B & W CORPORAT ION

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155
An equal opportunity employer

110 GATEWAY ROAD

BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

COST ACCOUNTAN-

E

(s)))

w

Challenging Position For A Young Applicant

WHEELING, ILL.

WORK NEAR HOME!
ALL SHIFTS OPEN

* Experimental Tool Maker
* Material Handlers
* Machine Operators
o Complete company paid insurance program
o 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year
* Company paid pension program
9 paid holidays (Eligible immediately)
O Excellent starting salary

MA

o:`,7 G-7 W-3

RADIATOR SHOP

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
Excellent opportunity for young man in our Quality Control Department. Must be familiar with Test Equipment
used for testing High -Reliability Electronic Components
used in Manned Space Flight. 1 year previous electronic
test experience required; Electronic Trade School education preferred. Position will allow opportunity for advancement as employee demonstrates ability.

110111111S13

MTR. SALES

PHONE CL 3-0349

Auto Parts And Accessories

General Cleaning

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.

I

Among other benefits, we offer excellent starting salary,
paid vacation, free life insurance and hospitalization and
8 paid holidays. Pleasant engineering environment in air-

ACRONETICS

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

conditioned laboratory.

AEROSPACE

[Haddon Mit
Rolling Meador/5
Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

G
PROJECT ENGINEER

(Chemical Process)

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
areas,

resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call, us and compare prices

TECHNICAL ASSIST.
(Physics & Optics)

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

TECHNICAL ASSIST.
(Mechanical)
SR. TECHNIC IAN

estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

coating.

5 37-8228

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free

low

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

Including good starting rates and merit revenue.

alV11112t7 of Addressagraph Mull:graph Carp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Engineering

OPEN

DESIGN TIME
Dies, Jigs and Fixtures
Quoted by the Job
837-3461

JUNE SPECIAL
PORTABLE T. V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Arca
RAY'S

Radio and "F.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Art. Hats.
CL 5-5692
Sewing

Will

alterations

do

and

straight sewing in my home.
392-1786
Sewing Machine Repairs

landscaping.

Ray's La nds'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or 1)

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands.
Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone scrv.
894-3115

358.2581
Laundry -Cleaners

Transpiration

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Motor Sales

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
cluded.

done, shirts in2
day
service.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880
Miscellaneous Service.

OUR TUTORING
Offers experienced and understanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
Painting -Decorating

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

We also offer a complete line of company benefits

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

724-7120

562-2991

We offer a complete line of employee beneflts,including good

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

24

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS

Homes Built To Order

SYSTEM

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

starting salary and merit increases.

259-0487

or. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
SR. DESIGNERS
TOOL DESIGNERS

MODEL MAKER
DRAFTSMEN

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
-CLEANING

Will do any job 20% cheap-

business

Radio -TV Repair

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

lots.

er than any other contract-

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITES
AT

PHONE LE 7-1166

CLEANING HOMES by

.

Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3.0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator
Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars

An equal opportunity employer

bO'4"'"17(rfAT

CARSTON

Call 255-1200

Charles Bruning Company

An Equal Opportunity Employer

For

WIN KE L MAN ' S

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday

1901 6 WI. PROSPECT 110A0 OES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 00010
TELEPHONE. 29612E6

E(37

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Accounting Or Equivalent.

8 n.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 n.m. to 12 Noon,

Apply to Walter J. Hansen
Open Saturdays, 8 a.m. to 11:00

LC

Let us help malt° your...0AV!

Costs And Budget Analysis. Prefer Degree In

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

Paid Vacations
New Equipment
Profit Sharing

Experienced Only
An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.

Apply 9 -

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company In the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

W. Washington

ESS BRAKE - PUNCH PRESS
OPERATORS

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

MA IL CLERK
Responsible young person for general mailroom duties.

DIVISION ILLINOIS Toot. WORKS orc

824-1188

YEAR

MERIT TO $8,060 YEAR FOR PATROLMEN

Steady Employment
Paid Holidays
Pleasant Working Conditions

'MAN I E NANCE

1200 Hicks Rd. Rolling Meadows
CL 9-0790
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CORTEX
DES. PLAINES, ILL.

START $6,500 YEAR INCREASED TO $7,020 AFTER FIRST

24-holy Planted Men

392-2600

(Formerly Poulsen Ins. Co.)

Village of Palatine

will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing;
neat appearance anti willingness -to learn qualify. $90
\-/k. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83
Rand Rd.

THE STANDARD
OF AMERICA
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

POJCE FliCERS

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Suburban doctor

Northwest

old.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

An equal opportunity employer

20-Employment Agenties-Vlomen

ing.

years of college and a desire
a career in this
field. For appointment contact Mr. Blair.

to make

Division Of General Time Corp.

A n ideal new opening h as

developed

"SHEETS"

Excellent opportunity for an
esporienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager
to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in train-'

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

INVENTORY

CONTROL

824-13135

EARRINGTON

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PRODUCTION

PIANO SALES

career

/r,g/ L72- V CL7

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBE.AM'CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

1365 LEE ST.

24 Hr. Ph. 392-6100
A r1.1Its.

ORGAN tzt

250 N. 12th ST.

Challenging position for recent college graduates.

SCHOOL

General Molded Products Inc.

$0,000 - $9,000 N. W. SUDS.

CALL 537-5968

Steady employment

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 0 to 12 Sat's.

AS SMBLY° FOREMAN

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

DU 1-2400

JANITOR'S HELPER

Part Time-$'35 Week

Paid Rest Periods

Bonus for night work.
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

WHEELING, ILL.

With Two To Three Years Experience In

ELECTRICAL

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

(Nr. York Rd.) Des Plaines.

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Pleasant ,Viorking contrt's

24-11* Planted Lien

296-5574
415 W. Touhy

Brusher

Washer

Intel]

Pun

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

27-Employment Agencies-Men

General all around man for Maintenance Department, hydraulic or electrical exper. preferred.

not necessary, will train the

24 -fl 1p _Vi alai

DOGGIE PARLOR NEEDS

minded young man or woman
under 25 to train in the claim
department of a growing' life
insurance company. Exper-

2.4-help Planted lien

8:30 A.M. to 12 Noon
Monday through Friday

PARTS MAN

address, phone 11. 13m: 1006,
Arlington Day, A rl. Ht,s.

TRA I NEE
a

SALES PERSONNEL

Apply in person,
WHEELING NURSERIES,
602 S.- MILWAUKEE AVE.,

your teaching status, home

CLAIM EXAMINER
for

111E DAY

CASHIERS (expd)

curity, ether benefits-. Give

Thursday, June 2, 1966

20-tiqi Vented Men Cr 4:10003

FULL OR PA 111"CIME,
LEPER. 170T NECEsuARY

Guaranteed Income, social se-

1714 E. Northwest Ilwy.
CL 5-6322.
Arlington fits.

Opportunity

-

teachers living in this area.

but will train anyone who is
willing to work. Member of
M.A.P. multiple listings and
Northwest Suburban Board.
Call for interview or send
resume.

Elk Grove Village Township

CALL MR. BARKLEY

MAGEE CHEMICAL

riwov
Active office is looking for
energetic man or woman who
is willing to devote full Billet°
selling. .Experlence preferred

Park Ridge

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but

& SHIPPING
A family ovmed company which

17(11.1 A El

-

1200 Algonquin Road

1/2 mile west of Route 83

KRUSE'S
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

Teachers
Profitable eumuler -employment available for several

ience in the life and health

Two weeks paid vacation
after one year
Free life insurance and
group accident -sickness insurance
Liberal paid sick leave
Seven paid holidays a year
Stock purchase plan
Please apply in person:
United Air Lines
Executive Offices

BARTENDER

ien Or erae
Vin

2.0-1101p Wanted L

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

PRODUCTION

tinted tlen Or limn
REAL. ESTATE

You can start at $365 and work

PUBLIC WORKS
Part Time Income

253-1320

CLERICAL

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.
Chicago, III.

10 E. North-

aveai Hwy. Arlington Heights.

2G -I

GET THE BEST FOR

RI. 12 &

Lake Zurich

Pablch Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
Chrysler

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

TREE TRIMMING. Removal

of dead limbs, branch-

es. Reas.

LESS

ON ALL PAINTING
paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call weekdays after 3:30 p.m.

Kelly's

392-7430

Vinyl

LEO - CL 3-7374
QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE

Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.
.529-7774

Village Decorators
provides professional interior decorating advice. No
purchases required.
253-6068

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

ROY'S 'FREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.

456-5404

See Classified Page 1
For Phone Number
In Your Area

THE DAY

Jhersday, June 2, 1966

-- NOTICE
Designations as as to sex. in
our Help. Wanted and Employment Agency columns

LOCAL NORTHWEST
POSITIONS

Board is small one, easy to

I007. FREE

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

operate. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

of

convenience to our readers

them know which
positions the advertiser
to

let

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Stich designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or

TRAVEL'

business

his

or enterprise, or (2) as a

practices any unlawful
limitation,

preference,

RESERVATIONISTS.

Tremendous opportunity for
top stylist in Northwest Suburb ,,hopping Center near

$300-$650'
EVERYTHING"

"SHEETS" HAS THEM

Prominent travel bureau is

24 HOUR PHONE
207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

our, tours, suggest vacation
sites, then type up the ticket.

GET RESULTS

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

Age 18 - ???

Choose hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
12 p.m. to 8:30 a.m.
No experience necessary.

FL 9-1070
Cleaning lady, 1 day wk.

Premium on night shifts. Paid
holidays & vacation Bonus
plan.
Apply in person

WA ITRES SES

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

Des Plaines. Illinois

824-6135

An Equal Opportunity Employer

7'14-5155

WAREHOUSE WORK

State & Higgins Rda.,
Elk Grove Village

212 Northwest Hwy.

WAITRESSES WANTED

Fox River Grove, Ill.

Days or nights

WATERFALL

KEY PUNCH OPER
required. Pleasant working
conditions.
Good advancement opportunities in expanding data processingdept. Evening and Saturday interviews
possible. Call
Mrs. Drewes, 529-4100

RESTAURANT
he 83 & Algonquin
437-4949

Phone Your Want Ad

See Classified Page 2

J & R AUTO SUPPLY

For Phone Number
In Your Area

womap for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,
ORCHID CLEANERS

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

8606 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

824-8166
30 -Help Wanted -Women

VARIOUS PHASES OF
PHOTO FINISHING PRODUCTION

Station. Light Work.

5 DAYS OR PART TIME AVAILABLE

HOURS AVAILABLE

FREE MEALS - UNIFORMS ISSUED.
ALL COMPANY BENEFITS. 8 PAID HOLIDAYS
APPLY

200 E. GOLF RD.

good typing ability.

Excellent starting salary and

With First 5 Days Pay
AMERICAN

2100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000

Des Plaines

JoleTra Ming

Temporary Service

eve's or just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon,
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-7547
Mt. Prospect

interview phone 255-7130.
ELECTROLUX CORP.

1310 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

"v

!

'

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
8:30 AM to 5 PM
Liberal Benefits

Miss

Ruth
-

Sanger
766-0716

ASSISTANT
BOOKKEEPER

$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

Permanent position.
Fringe benefits.

sary.

College Students

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

256-5515

WAITRESS

DES PLAINES, ILL.
Loc. on A lgonquinRd.(Rte.62)

11 to 5:30

3

Monday thru Saturday
Apply In person
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
'

blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

(Rte. 83)

DAY

WANT ADS

(Chgo ph. 625-8150)

HOSTESS

-

We can'offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
DAYS $1.75-$1.85 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

0

ASSEMBLY

L

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

INSPECTION
CLERICAL

P
U
R
E

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

824-7111

HAIR STYLIST
To Take Over
Excellent Following
GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

Anthony's Pin Curl
359-0808

GENERAL.
OFFICE
CLERK

2777 Mannheim Road
Des Plaines

TOP STARTING WAGE.
PAID VACATIONS.
PROFIT SHARING.
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
& LIFE INSURANCE.

SALESWOMAN
Permanent full time opening

for busy active depts including

sales of

RECORD
SHEET MUSIC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

Musical background preferred

APPLY 8 to 4:30

Schwinn Sales Co.'
2101 ARTHUR AVE.,
Elk Grove
939-6363

but not necessary. We will

week, Liberal company bene fits. Call for appointment,

392-2600
LYON-HEALY
RANDHURST CENTER

V.

$1.75 an Hour

train qualified person. 5 day

8:30 to 1:30 DailyNo experience necessary Co
attend lunch room in Wheeting.
Must be neat, clean
and like people. Needs ovin
transportation.
Will train.
Excellent hours and working
conditions. Phone: CL 59115 for interview.

MOTOROLA
Needs

Cafeteria Attendants
AT IT'S PALATINE AND
ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!
Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

1-Help Wanted Men Or Women'

MOTOROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

DUPLICAT ING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

FILE CLERKS
MA IL CLERKS
DR IVER-MA IL TRUCK

Palatine

Plant located just south of Junction #53 & 14
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS
COMPUTER & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

JOB OPENINGS AT UARCO
CHEMIST
We need a top caliber man, 3-5 years experience, with
background in photography, adhesives, inks or paper tech..

natant. A man qualified to set raw material standards

and develop quality control proceedures for productioq
control. BS degree required.

JANITORS
DETAILERS-DESIGNERS
Detailers and Designers with medium.machinery background
in printing, paper converting or packaging field preferred, -

BENEF ITS:

PROJECT ENGINEER

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS

* RETIREMENT PLAN

*;CAFETERIA
*A IR-CONDITIONED
BUILDING

*DISABILITY INSURANCE

L

Phone Mr. Schleh

BERG, 439-2500

APPLY DAILY
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

U

STOCK

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

-

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

766-8440

For Girl To Learn
Purchasing clerk. procedures
in our modern ELK GROVE
Village office. Good salary
and benefits for a bright girl
with light typing skills and
aptitude for figures. An equal
oppor. employer. Call JOHN

CASHIER -HOSTESS

GET RESULTS
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

E

working conditions, company
benefits.

Mr. W. Wais
937-3900

30-Help Wanted-Women

CASHIER

Des Plaines

R

work, will train. Excellent

STROMBERG CARLSON
CORP.

Accounts Receivable &billing.
Typing essential, posting machine exp. helpful, not neces-

827-6141

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

Excellent Oppor.'

Need young lady for light
typing and General office

BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

And are willing to pay top

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

.

GENERAL OFFICE

Higgins Mannheim Area

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

and

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT

For Appointment
An equal oppor.employer.

and time available.

day week. Must be reliable,
Good tips. Ph. CL 5-9833
PROSPECT HOUSE

Call
R.N.

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

PHONE 296-6661

INSTANT CASH

STENO -SECRETARY

7 AM to 3 PM

Plaines office at Cumberland
Station. If you are looking fbr
an unusual Job where you can
'use: your initiative we will
train you in personal and telephone claim adjusting. Career opportunity.

Write Box 01020 for interview.
Tell us about yourself, family,

,

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPER
LAUNDRY HELP
CLERKS
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

MOTOROLA

genel'ously with fun, stir
vigorously with charm. When
well done serve with

COUNTER GIRL

NURSING A I DES

I

SWITCHBOARD

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

ergy, and intelligence, season

6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

-

Would You Believe It
Take equal parts, time, en-

MAHER LUMBER CO,

STENOGRAPHER
IN ARLINGTON
CALL CL 3-7300

$1.25 hour

16 N. Dryden
Arlington Heights

PHONE 827-1108
Days 10 a.m, to 4 p.m 5

CLAIMS

358-0311
REPRESENTATIVE
COUNTER GIRL
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Prefer married. Days, $60 Company
has immediate opper week. Apply in person. ening for an
exceptional college
girl,
age
20-30, in Dili
One Hour Cleaners

Call Mr. Samuels

LADIES: FULL -PART TIME

We are now hiring mature
women to demonstrate our
product to housewives. For,

NURSE AIDE. 5 P.M. to 10
P.M. and/or 7 A.M. to 3:30
P.M., every other weekend.,
Plum Grove' Nursing Home.

Call Jane Nelson

We are novOnterviewing neat atfr,iotlievlyclunglidles between
the sues 20 ir..3A,fori the position of:

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CLERK

.

RIGHTGIRL

BEAUT IC IAN
part time or

FULL TIME DAYS OR. NIGHTS

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TI ME

IF YOU ARE .

Paid Vacations

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

MT. PROSPECT

220 Graceland

'WE NEED' HELP

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Top Rates -

wanted. Full,

OPENINQCWNEVV BUILD1N,G

CL 5-2900

$75 BONUS

PHOTOCOPY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

827-6141

3 to 11 PM shift & Weekends

PLUS

BERKEY PHOTO

PALATINE, ILL

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

$10 BONUS

many company benefits.Apply

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

8 AM TO 9:30 PM
6 PM to 2:30 AM
11 AM TO 7:30 PM
LIBERAL BENEFITS

Stouffer's Management Food Service
at PURE OIL CO.

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home
Stenos

surance program. Must have

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Cafeteria work - Steam table, Kitchen, Dish Room, Pot

Typists

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire in-

Call Bette Rich

WANTED MEN & WOMEN

IMMEDIATE WORK

INDUSTRIAL

Will train personable married

Above average starting rates for
qualified applicants. Paid vacation, liberal discounts, in-

surance.

PART TIME

COUNTER CLERK

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

PACKERS

NURSE

Paste-up typist, experienced,
for clean, air-conditioned offset printing plant. Good pay,
liberal benefits. Brookshore
Co., 952 Sunset Ridge Rd.,
Northbrook.

RELIANCE LIFE

ORDER FILLERS

Des Plaines

MAITRE D' RESTAURANT

437-3800

INSURANCE CO.

363 N. Third Ave.

time.

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.

Full Or Part Time Days
RECORD CLERK
Exper'd or will train.

AND

Experienced for dining room

day or night - full or part

Full time.
Hours 8:30 to
4:45. One year experience

General Molded Products Inc.

TEMOORARY

BLINDCRAFT - Ph. 562-3000

Pioneer Park Vicinity.

Must have own trans.392-8528

Starting wage $1.85 'per hr.

Paid rest periods

tomers. Wonderfid earnings.

PALATINE
NATIONAL BANK

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus Tor night work
Free Hospitalization
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

ditions. Profit sharing plan.
call Mr. Flynn

GIRLS

of Plastic Products

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

-

Experienced preferred. 5 day
week. Excellent working con-

'10-HelpWInted-Women

appearance and nice
personality required. To $900

DAY
WANT ADS

DICTAPHONE TYPIST

392-6100

Neat

a month. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

Call 392-1974

30 -Help Wanted -Women

HOUSEWIVES - Phone work
et home. Call establigiele.e.'re-

SHAMPOO GIRL

hood travel centers. You'll
learn to talk to travelers, map

ht -Help Wanted -Woman

Randherst. Also want

"WE HANDLE

opening three more neighbor-

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

BEAUTY OPERATOR,

You'll sit In reception area

and be the official greeter for
this Northwest suburban firm.

essary to the normal oper-

20 -Help Wanted -Women

SWITCHBOARD

In-

are made only (1) to

ation

r

i8 -Employment Agencies -Women

28 Employment Agencies Women

* LIFE INSURANCE

M.E. Graduate for development engineering assignment on
office machines and business forms products. An exceptional opportunity for a young man with ideas and a dealre,
to make them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5
years experience will start you off on a rewarding career with excellent growth potential.

DRIVER-MULTILITH OPERATOR
To drive company station wagon. Pick-up and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident free driving reV

cord, be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilitig
machine in Office Services part time.

Apply Now At

MOTOROLA
200 East Daniels Rd.

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

PURE OIL COMPANY

PART TIME CUSTODIAN
Week -ends only. Experience desirable.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity,
for advancement.

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.

Barrington,

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Thursday, June 2. 1966

THE PAY

OF THE

UT

BEST

Your. Guide To The Finest Selection Of New And Used Auto Buys In The Northwest Suburbs.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

GARAGE SALE

WHY
COLLEGE GIRLS
TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

Sat. June 4th. 8:30 to 5
635 S. Belmont, Arl. Ilgts.
Dunlap 18" reel pm. mower
13/S 4 cycle engine. Needs

'sharpening $8. 392-0402

Water $5.00 a month

Soft

Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1103

Five Reasons:
1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

perienced typists, stenos,
and business
machine operators.

dictaphone

2. They like the pay -top rates

according to your skills.

3. They like the respect and
recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

4. They like the assignments-

Hand knit suit ea. sweater,
Size 10. Ladies luggage. CL

eve's. &

-4216.

wit, ends.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

For Sale male doberman pin-

cher 10 months black. rust.
after

Call

5.

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days were
working within 1 week of
coming in.

Dept. A - 1

For Sale - German Shepherd
female pup 3 months. AKC
good with children $75. =9175.
47-1Iome Furnishings -Furniture

3 pc. shrimp sectional, 12x15

beige carpeting, mahogany
console table.
CL 5-4409
Tappan stove, Casement window air -conditioner, twin sz.,
maple headboard bed. CL 54102.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Brush -up Typing Course".
For your convenience

Sat'day Interviews
69 W. Washington

9 AM to 1 PM
7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

Northwest Suburban girls call

now for a local appointment
LE 7-154G
Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1100
529-9049
Roselle area
Talatine, Rol'g M's,
CL 5-2067
Arl. H.
besPlaines, Ar1.11. 939-8508

Manpower
WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

775-7277
Brunswick Bldg.

PALATINE

2 bdrin, brick ranch, basement, $17,500.
$18,250.

Washington & Dearborn

2 homes on large lot. North
of Palatine, $22,500,

3 bdrm, brick ranch' 2 car.

carport, $24,275,

7 rm, brick ranch, basement,
garage, extras. 526,500.

rm., 9 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, rec. rm. 2 1/2 car
garage. $31,500,

6 rm. all brick ranch, basement, patio, garage. $26,800.

7 rm., 2 baths, rec. rm., garage, patio, 529,900.

4 bdrm., Colonial, basement,
garage, 553,500.

Wanted high school girl, interesting work. Randhurst area. After 6 p.m. CL 9-1896.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

BARRINGTON PARK

For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
'Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093
3

HONEYS UCKLES
to 4 feet heavy nursery

grown bushes .Still plenty time
to plant. Also shade trees and
birches, tulip, sycamore, Mt.

car

garage,

' GARAGE

SALE,

household

4 bdrm., Cape Cod, basement.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

garage. $23,500.

6 rm. ranch, basement, rec,
rm. garage. $25,500.

RUMMAGE SALE

Clothing, furniture, pictures,
crib, odds and ends.
392-6384

,

Like new one 2500 watt gener-

2

1/2 car

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.

blk from train depot.

$200.

Store office with shop in rear,

bdrm. apts,

Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.
104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x19-Din.Rm.13x11
Bcdrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 19:t1e

BATH,
SAUNA
POOL,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY
ROOM

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Reserve Your Apt. Today
7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
$155-$170
1 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up
2 Bdrm Apt.

BY OWNER

Bdrm., 1 1/2 bath, ranch.

3 twin size bedrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,
firepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

'00 N. FOREST

er, built-ins. Lot

MOUNT PROSPECT
ASK'G. $24,900
CL 5-1592

ing, wall to wall carpeting.
Priv. yard. Avail Juno 15.
200 N. Brockway. Palatine,
FL 8-3207.
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS

For rent: 1 bedrm, bath, Ilv.
rm., dining area, fully car-

Graduations, etc.

Weddings

Eve's CL 3-0297.

AMERICANLEGIONHALL
Don Wheeler
CL. 3-2970
99 -Automobiles for Sale

'62 Chev. Cony. SS. 327 en-

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view: An

unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms

FL 4.086

Brakes, Steering. II/11 W/W
Gd. Condl. $000. 392-7631.

103 -Auto Trailers

scpd. corner lot in an im-

elege*

$0000.

Must sell '64 Karman Ghia &

Camper Trailer. Spare Tire

and stop lights. Exc. cond.

New 3 bdrm. brick and A-

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

1901 Pontiac Star Chief P/

10

flat, center of town,

2

3 fiat brick, north of town.

'65 CORNET "500"
V/8 At Consul on the
Floor P. S. Full Spinner
w/cover. Pad Dash Vinyl Int.
Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby

$28,000,

$1995

'64 VW with gas htr. - both

and wheel. Turn signals, tail

BUILDERS MODEL

w/radlo, W.W. & exc. condition. Call after 5 PM, 824-

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

0019.

$450.725 E.Eisenhower,Palatine. FL. 8-2699

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with lge. plate glass

etc. Only $500 down ... $17,500

Expensive

picture window.

1963 Pontiac Grand Prix,
black, Owner must sell whole

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

S/B R. H., W.W's,

$300.

sale. Exc. cond.Auto.tr.Pwr.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which Includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you on your

HILLSIDE

2 - 3 bdrm..
- 2 bdrm. apt. Near

Deluxe 3 flat,
and

1

Many Job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

seats. $1400.

bucket
392-2223

:99 -Automobiles For Sale

2

lots.

$4200.

Palatine. Wilmette and Vermont,.

150 x 300.

$5500,

Main Office
Palatine
358-9555

437-5737
99 -Automobiles For Sale -

$93,500

WILLIAMS REALTY
101 Wolf Rd.

DAY

Wheeling

built by AVANT!. MOTOR CORPORATION

PHONE 537-2543

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

South Bend, Indiana

99 -Automobiles For Sale

1965 FORD

1966 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE MK -2
TR-4 TRIUMPH

GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-up
1963 CHEV.

Corvan
1065 FORD

Unexcelled for Prestige...
Catch a fleeting glance of the aerodynamic Avant! II and
you may have to catch your breath a second later. Truly,
hero is a breath -taking departure in automotive styling.
From any angle, here is a truly, totally different automo-

4 Speed Trans.

3/4 Ton Pick-up
1964 IHC
1600 18 ft. Van

Tachometor

bile, yet its arresting style is based on practical aero-

*Wire Wheels

We have several 10 to 12
foot Watkins suitable for
campers. Many more to

dynamics.

OPT. At Extra Cost
Bucket Seats
Available Now

choose from

TRUCK SALES

CARSTON
MOTORS, INC.

4000 No. Manneheim Rd.

489 N. WOLF ROAD

FORD

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

ARLINGTON MOTORS, Inc.
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Ph. CLearbrook 3-2707

Arlington Ref ghts,111.

Open 8 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Fri. 6 till 9 p.m.
Closed Sundays

WHEELING, ILLINOIS

Franklin Park,I11.'
Phone 671-0450

LEhigh 7-1166

OSELLE FOR
HAS

14

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

CARS LEFT

"WE SAY YES!"

3-LTD'S
3 -T -BIRDS

"WE SAY YES!"

1-7 LITRE

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

1 -CUSTOM -500

3-GALX 500 H.T.P

DEALSDIN JUNE

65 IMPALA

63 IMPALA

CONVERT.

2 DR. H.T.

V-0 Power ..Gild.. Power
Brakes, Power Steering...

1 -FALCON WAGON

1 -FALCON 4 DR.

Storage Rack. W/W Radio

lon..IStickShift".A nice clean
car. A real bargain at

$675

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

Save up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

$1395

$2050
64 MONZA
CONVERT.

62 BEL AIR

Automatte Trans., Radio,

Power

A-1

6 PASS. WAGON

Heater

V-8

Trans.,

Automatic

Steering,

Power

1965 MUSTANG
2 dr. II/T. Black. V-8 Stick Mite Int.

$995

1965 COUNTRY SEDAN

Brakes, Radio, Heater...

$1195

6

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

$1672.277

Pass - 352 V-8, Cruisomatic P/S Radio

$2193.39

1964 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL CONVT.

wall tires.

2 door, radio, rear speaker,
heater, lots of miles per gal-

1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR
1-GALX "500'14 DR.

Power Glide, Radio,
Hostel*, Power Steering w/
wall tires

V-8

Stick on the floor. Radio,' Heater, w/
'62 FALCON

Yellow & Black.

Full Power Factory Air Condit.

1963 GALAXIE 500

$2095

$3296.69

Std. V-8 Radio

50 MORE SELECT USED CAR

$994.49
)s

TO CHOOSE FROM

1962 FORD CONVT.

0 cut. Automatic. Radio. White

$1089.91
1961 FORD liANCHWAGON

Low mileage, radio, extra gas
heater. Color light green with'
black top and vinyl interior.

'57 CHEV PICK UP

CHEVROLET

We make deals!

Good Runner

$1375

$295

ROSELLE
DODGE

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington

25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

Stick V-fi.

Red

$595.95
Ask for the George Olsen Special

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

ROSELLE AUTO LEAS ING

DA ILY-YEARLY LEASE'S

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

HOME REALTY,
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

1965 Honda S 90. Plus extras

schools,

center,
transportation
shopping

wa y to sunshine and happiness.

1966 MUSTANG

VACANT LOTS

Arl, Hgts.
takes them.

Eagle Tent

Apache

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

Red. 34,000 MIL ES LEFT ON
FACTORY WARRANTY.

STATION WAGON

One owner.
Was $1395 Now

1964

situated on a beautifully land-

INCL, FREIGHT

Was $695 Now
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

Mulligan, 255-7900, Bank of
Arlington Hts.

large lot, includes lake Orly-

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

$276300

Light Green, White Top
Just Right for CampIngTrips

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1965 Dodge 3/4 ton pickup
truck equipped for Camper
body. 4 speed transmission,
over load springs. Call Mr.

3 bdrm. home w/carport on

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,
.0 Side View Mirror
o Padded Dash
0 4 seat belts
o Backup lights
o Variable washers 0 Choice of 21 colors

9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

trans. One ormer.$300 or best
offer. CL 5-2885.

EXEC TIVE

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

Was $2195 Now,

'59 Chevy Wagon, G cyc. auto -

MUNDELIEN

DICK WICKSTROM

This is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

Radio, Heater, like brand new.
Was $2495 - Now $2445

296-8373

1962 Pontiac 4 door. Good
condition. 392-8094. 6-10 PM.

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

'66 POLARA

'66 Coronet 440 - 4 door sedan. Whitewalls, wheel cov-

V8. A-i shape. Best offer.

cagoland rent you can ownone

loss than your present Chi-

99 -Automobiles For Sale

=1963 Blue Volkswagen, with
sunroof. Excellent cond't.
Reasonable 439-6449.

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

1960 Ford - 4 door wagon.

NORTHWEST

3rd

TOTAL
PRICE

CL 9-1870

00 -Real Estate -Vacant

Homes as low as $100 dorm.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for Information.

BRAND NEW

-

392-3250 after G

gine, 300 hp, 3 spd. Hurst

253-5476

WHEELING

NORTHWEST

Parties

132x298.
$27,500. 359-1450,

Asking

1964 FORD

Sublet 2 bedrm trl-level townhouse. Central air-condition-

5 W. Canterbury

$35,000.

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

Econoline Van

16 -To Redi Houses

'60 Ford 6 cyl. std/trans. Gd.
tires, clean body. Best offer.

The most gorgeous lake front

PALATINE

BEST LOCATION -BY OWNER

TRUCKS

Low summer rates for

19 -Automobiles for Sale

3

5 bdrm. Colonial. Fireplace,
2 1/2 baths.

dishwasher,

East Campbell CL 3-2111

1

Rec. Rm., Mud R m.,Att.Gar.,

,

19 -Automobiles For Sale

BERKELEY SQUARE:

1/2 ear garall'a

KRAUSE & ICEHE

Owner

MOST FOR LEAST

939-1127

2 bedroom apt. Sublease from
June 10th on. Call after 4 PM,
437-1524.
peted, balcony, occupancy
Juen 15. 439-6088 after 5p.m.

$39,500.

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elnihurst Rd.

'63 VW
STORE FOR RENT
Palatine. 1800 sq. ft. 1/2

Close out 1/2 price -white pine
trees & scotch to 10 ft. $7.50;

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

Att. gar.
DU 1-2365

1

Fenced back yard.

Beer. rm, porch, 2 Strop'.

//62 Old bldgs. $160,000.

on US 14 and Chicago Ave.

Crab, lilac, purple leaf plum
$6.50. Sassle Acres, Prairie
iView, Bush Rd. Phone 1390576 eve's.

INCLUDE SWIMMING

ers, automatic trans. P.S.

REALTY.

ator, like new one 1954 2 1/2
ton 6 yd. International dump
truck, one old Democrat wagon, 1 antique wall wooden
telephone, 4 antique up-

holstered dining rm. chrs.

after 5.
Mt. Prospect

ROLLING MEADOWS

bdrm., ranch
garage, $18,500.
3

78 ACRE FARM,

trailer, good tires, dump box,
like new. 937-2256

502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 2593209 or call Mr. Carlson 392-

5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

PLEASANT HILLS

ington CL. 3-4326

All steel Mastercraft utility

To inspect see Peter Byer,

$16,500.

turn. & appliances, also 1955
Nash, Excellent. 1450 Kens-

'

TURES

LAKE ZURICH

9:00 p.m.

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 volumes, cost $200, sear. $35.
Webster's unabridged dictionary $14,
251-7385

windows. Union custodian on
property. Available 8/1/66.

Private balconies

* FORMAL DINING AREA
LUXURIOUS CARPETING
* SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
WALK-IN CLOSETS
* AIR CONDITIONING

3 bdrm, ranch, full basement.

AT

-

shopping, L.R. & D.R. carpeted: also draw drapes all

occupancy June 15. 439-6088

anywhere.Colonial design,
and modern planning blend to
offer elegance and convenience. Many apartment
features include:

5 bdrm., brick ranch, 2 1/2
heated car garage. $24,900,

3 bdrrn., brick ranch, carport,

5:30

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N. Ridge
Choice 2 bdrms. 1st fir, 11/2
baths. 2 blks from 11,11. and

For rent in Shalamar Apts. 1 bedrm, bath, liv. rm.,dining
area, fully carpeted, balcony,

CLAYTON
COURT

aft, garage, $22,500.

- era. Half price. DI 8-6800

June 3, 1900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

rooms

(a)

6 rm, Cape Cod, basement,

431 So. Arl. Hts. Rd.

Will sublet partially furnished
apartment for 2 months. Call
392-5544.

Barrington - E. Countryside 4 bedrm brit & redwood splitlevel on wooded 3/4 acre.

basement.

CL. 5-4755
Lee's samples - Dresses,

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G .
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

CL 5-3535

1810 E.N/W Hwy

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$21,500.

RUMMAGE & RESALE

:77,71MMING POOL

walking distance of St. James
church & school.Separate living and dining rooms, 2 bed-

3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 1/2

LOW PRICES
WILLOW NURSERY

-

Includes

5,nsible. rentals.

M.A.P. Listing Service

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$34,000,

517,500.

sults and Sportswear - New
-York and California design-

Timber -Lake Village
A few choice 2 bedroom apts.

7800.

DES PLAINES

1 BEDROOM
$155

Mt. Prospect

1/2 baths, 2 1/2

2

ash, green ash, maples and
purple leaf plums. Dug and
ready to plant.

August 27th. 439-7500 after 5
14 -To Rent Apartments

Models now open: 10:00 to

CINDERELLA PARK

FOREST ESTATES
New 3000 sq.' ft. 10 rm.
$53,000.

$ CASH $

apt. $120 month. Juno 10 to

* RECREATIONAL FEA-

7 rib., 1 1/2 bath, tri-level,

rm.,

Sublet one bedroom furnished

PRIVATE PATIOS

garage, basement, $22,800.

8

13 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

* 2 FULL BATHS

INVERNESS

10th Fl.

,234 N. Northwest Highway.
358-7788.
,Palatine

The finest now apartments

3 bdrrn. Cape Cod, Garage.

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by attending Manpower's "Free

PARTAKE

253-8921

top firms in the city and

-

frontier, Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
.this area.

$15,800
IMMACULATE RANCH within

FOLZ REALTY

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

business

new

6 -Real Estate -Houses

06 -Real Estate -Houses

tennis court, range, refrig-

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own.
profitable business? I Franis

74 -To Rent Apartments

rec. lounge, putting green,

66 -Business Opportunities

.chising

AKC reg.

.

.THE
FRANCHISE BOOM:

42 -Clothing Furs

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

48 -Household Appliances

(PINK Hot Point Refrigerator,
'auto/defrost. 560.
CL 5-0649
Kenmore Gas stove with grill.
Good condition. Best offer
392-5748 after 4.

Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
'

Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

FORD
-ROSELLE
ROSELLE, ILL
Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone Lk 9-5551

Michigan State Is Big 10's Sports '66 Cha,mps
For the fourth time in its school

16 years in the Big Ten. Michigan State has won the conference's unofficial all-round
sports championship.
The Spartans topped the
field by winning four team
titleS out of 13 contested,
finishing second in five other
twice,
races, , third
fourth
once lind in a tic for fourth
once.

Spartans" a
,tiverage" of
8.88,
compared' to
second
place Michigan's 8.23.
The quality point average
is obtained by dividing the
number of sports in which a
gave

mance

the

"quality' point

Big

in

and had only one team 'finish
below third. Football ended in
a tic for seventh. The only
other school to win more than
ond in tennis, a fourth in base- one championship was Ohio
performance in the
steady
spring sports, culminated by
a second
straight championship in outdoor track, a sec-

ball and

so on down to one for a last golf.

Earlier

place finish.

Michigan State's 8.88 rating
means that it averaged nearly
a
second place finish (that
would

THIS CONSISTENT perfor-

participates

Ten competition into the total number of points it piles
up in these sports on the basis
of ten for a first, nine for a
second, eight for a third and

be

a

9.0

average)

in

each championship race. State
once again was' the only Big
Ten school to compete in all
13 sports in which conference

a

tic

for fourth

iii

State with victories in
ball and golf.

base-

State, has

never

in

the
1965-66
school year State had won
Big Ten titles in football, inwrestling.
track
and
door
beplace
finishes,
Second
come in
had
sides tennis,
basketball,
country,
cross
gymnastics, and ice hockey.
in
achieved
were
Thirds

fencing and swimming.

Michigan

all-round performance . in Big
Besides
its
Tcn
athletics.
four first place achievements
conference

beginning

all-round

the

ference titles out of the II
sports in which it competed

sports
basis.

on

a

9,

10,

8,

etc.

IT SO HAPPENS that this
year

there

is a perfOct corbetween
two
methods.
The
ten , schools
finished in exactly the sante

relation

once.

order in both systems.
Below is a complete chart
of all -sports performances by

MICHIGAN WON three conclinched
laurels
by

that of comparing simple
point totals achieved in all

competition in 1950-51, State
has been second eight times,
third three time's and fifth

competition was conducted.

THE SPARTANS

A somewhat cruder method
is

finished out of the top five in

since

ratingcomparative
performance in all sports because
it tends to offset any advantage schools with big programs might have.

THE QUALITY point system
is

the

generally considered to be
fairest possible means of

schools, plus point totals and
quality point averages.

BIG TEN ALL -SPORTS STANDINGS (FALL, WINTER,'SPRING, 1965-66)
TOTAL

2

Ken Mays (left) and Ken Preski of Cardinals await their turn at bat in yesterday's 7loss to the Cubs. Preski swatted a homerun with Mays aboard for the Cards' only

runs in a Mt. Prospect Pony League A match.

Serbins'
36 Paces
Rob Rey
Adam Serbins was the big
noise Tuesday in the Rob Roy

Night Golf League,

Tuesday

tying two other golfers for both
the low gross and low net honors.

Seibins fired a nine -hole 36
to share low gross honors with
John Westerberg, and his fourstroke handicap cut that to 32

SCHOOL

FB

Michigan State

10

BB

Minnesota

7 1/2

8

Dane Hartley

_

i. Cards

Cubs

In P

three and one-half points of the
leaders.

Clash

losing to Howard Metal 6-I.
Other scores in the Tuesday
night action were Stone Perforating 5, Gunnell Lanes 2;
Prospect Heights Barber Shop

The Cubs ran their Mt. Prospect Pony A record to 2-0

4-1/2, L -Nor Cleaners 2-1/2;

yesterday by trouncing the Cardinals 7-2.
The league - leading Bruins rapped out seven hits against
two Cardinal pitchers to hand the losers their first setback

Kirchhoff Insurance

Floor and Tile

6,

C. P.

and Joy -Di
4-1/2, Rankin Radio 2-1/2.

Shortstop Mikc Wells was the Cubs' hitting

1;

star, as he drove in five runs on a pair of doubles.

RYAN MALY

Wisconsin

3 1/2

Ohio State

9

Illinois

6

Iowa

1

Northwestern

5

Indiana
Purdue

three

innings
for the win

and

got credit

The Cubs came up with five
runs in the first inning on
three hits Mike Weides got
things started when he trotted to first after being hit by
a pitch
Maly followed with
a sacrifice, and Clyde Smith
loaded the bases by drawing
a
walk
Wells cleared the
bags moments later with a

double to center field

MARSHAL WOOD kept the
moved

up

on

a

Team

THE CUBS picked up two
more insurance tallies in

Tastec Meats
Rodewald Dairy
Girder Processing
Webber Paints
L -Nor Cleaners
Kirchhoff Ins.
Rankin Radio

the

fifth. Jim Dooley led off with
a single, and advanced to second

when

Chris

Barsi

drew

walk. Another pass issued
to Smith loaded the bases,
setting the stage for Wells'
second double.
In Bronco League B coma

Prospect Hgts.
Pharmacy
Joy -Di
'
Prospect Flgts.
Barbers

petition the Dodgers won their
loop opener by walloping the
Sox

15-6. The Bums took

a

Howard Metal

0 lead in the top of the
second, but the Sox came up
3

-

single

by

with two of their own in

the

Ken Morales then to have the Sox close the gap
knocked two more across on to 7 - 5 in their half of the
inning. But the Dodgers busta long single
The Cardinals came back ed things wide open with an
runs

in

the

eight

-

run fourth, while the

19 1/2
18
17

16 1/2
16

15 1/2
15

Sox Plan Judo
Exhibition Here

Because of the Memor-

exhibition at White Sox Park

sports feature, Athlete of
the Week, will not be presented today as customary.

Look for the announce-

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 12

Thursday, June 2, 1966

Hawaian

Jim Brown,Cleveland'

GUNNELL'S
LANES
ATTENTION BOWLERS
STARTING MONDAY MAY 23rd
THRU AUGUST 6th

of. the

was the first player walked intentionally

.

with bases loaded.

A horse named John Burwell
won for the first time as an 18 year -old at a Phoenix, Ariz.,
track on Nov 13, 1924

4

8

9

8

10

6

X

'7

4

7

5

X

9

6

7

5

3

6

3

X

2

7

6

10

2

7 1/2

10

8

X

4

2

1

5

4

6

7 1/2

9

7

X

8

3

3

3

9

10

5 1/2

X

X

X

sf;

5

4

1

5

2

3

1 1/2

X

4

X

3

10

5

6

7 1/2

X

1 1/2

X

X

X

1

1

2

2

.

6

1/2

90 1/2

8.23

82 1/2

6,87

72 1/2

6.04

66

5,50

6

8

3

10

7

2

60 1/2

5.04

1

59 1/2

4.96

5

3

48' 1/2

4.85

3

8

5

50 1/2

4.59

1

1

4

21

2.33

6

..

,

X - Did Not Compete
ea:

Quality points are obtained by dividing the number of points accumulated on the basis of 10 for a first,
second, etc., by the number of sports in which each school entered a team.

9

for a

Key to abbreviations of sports: FR -football; CC -cross country; TR-I-indoor track; FEN -fencing; GYM -gymnastics;
SW -swimming; WR-wrestling; HOC -hockey; BB -basketball; TR-O-outdoor track; GO -golf;
TEN -tennis; BASE -baseball.

zse
fj

10
Joe Janzsen batted Tiffany
Coiffures to a 13-I victory

at P ces Tiffany
out ver T a d C
Tiffany pitchers, got the win,

while Robby Heckman took the
over Town and Country Ser- loss. Matzl fanned four, walked
vice yesterday in the Waycin- three, and allowed no hits in his

Tiffany's league record to 2-I.
Town and Country fell to a 1-2

CRAIG CALAS and Doug

o
PETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FROM

mark.

PARRAKEETS, PUPPIES, TO PHNOM
Singing Canaries $10.95, Kittens Free

SPorts on T.V.

division.

JANZSEN drove in six Gale came up with the only
runs on a pair of bases -loaded other extra base hits in the
doubles in the fourth inning to game. Calas chipped in and
spark an 11 -run rally. The Tif- doubled, and Gale added a
fany nine rapped out 10 hits triple.
against T and C pitching, picking up its other two runs in the
The contest, which was abfirst inning.
breviated to five innings beDave Matzl, one of three cause of darkness, improved

1

Thursday
5:55 p.m. Baseball,
Sox vs. Yankees, ch. 9

White

5:55 p.m. Football, Filmed

highlights of NFL action,

ch.

32

8 p.m. Golf, Snead vs. Bolt,
ch. 32

9 p.m. Pocket Billards,

Under New Management
Conic in for a cup of coffee and browse around.

ch.

32

.AQUARIUM & PET SHOP
E. Northwest Hwy. - Mt. Prospect, Ill
Phone 392-4954

rrigri771777:

le
Eugene F. Schlickman
Re

Representative in GeneralAssembly-3rd District- (lst on the ballot)
Ranked an outstanding freshman legislator.
Sponsor of legislation for tax relief, improved employer employee relations, efficiency in government and election
reform.
Municipalities, Judiciary and Insurance.
A recognized party leader and candidate for Wheeling Township Committeeman.

Suburban attorney, married, and father of four children.
Endorsed by 6 township Republican ,organizations and recommended by Better Government Association.
"Gene Schlickman is intelligent, informed . . the Republican
Party,needs him . ." Senator A. Russell Arrington.
.

Mt. Prospoct, III.

the National Footb-11 League.
legendary Nap Lajoic
Pluladephia Athletics

9

Rt. 12 at 113

Browns fullback, has gained
11,312 yards in nine years in

The

10

'

day, the Day's weekly
_

PORED&

lightweight karate champion,
will give a special pre -game

White Sox until June 5

7

9

8,88

Membpr of Illinois Legislative Council and committees on

Al Gene Caraulia, the world

series of special sports shows
which will be presented by the

8

7

1/2

114

ial Day holiday last Mon-

sports section.

will appear with six other nationally known karate experts.
The exhibition is part of a

9

8

1/2

20

ter

ning pitcher.

25 -year -old

6

20 1/2

ment of the newest Athlete
of the Week in tomorrow's

The

9

10

PTS. **

25

third inning Ken Preskc drove Sox could manage only a sinboth runs home with a tower- gle tally in the fifth.
Tom Jackson was the wining home run to right cen-

at 5 30 p m today

10

13

QUALITY

PTS.

GO

Points

Athlete of Week

THE WINNERS made it 7 3 in the top of the third, only

Koentopp

with their only

7

10

BASE

28 1/2

C.P. Floor & Tile 14 1/2
9 1/2
Stone Peiforating
Gunnell's Lanes
8 1/2

bottom of the frame.

rally going when he walked and

TEN

1111

STANDINGS

Kent

and

Koentopp combined for a two hit mound performance for the
Cubs
Starter Maly hurled

10

dcn Area Little League minor three -inning stint.
THIRD -PLACE Girder Processing also dropped a match,

BY DALE HOFMANN

in two outings

but stayed atop the
league standings.
Second -place Rodewald Dairy
'knocked off Webber Paint
5-1/2 - 1-1/2 to edge within

9

TR-0

SW

5 1/2

a

action,

9

X

X

on the fourth and Rolfs winning

Ken Morales of the Cubs is nipped at first base in a close
play during yesterday's action. Cardinal first baseman is

TR-I

10

3 1/2

with Zanini getting the honors

4-1/2 - 2-1/2 loss to Prospect
Heights Pharmacy in the team

HOC

9

Rolfs
took top honors on the league's
holes,
closest -to -the -pin
two

suffered

GYM

9

Virgil

on the 12th.
Tastee Meats

FEN
8

Michigan

-- good for a knot for low net
honors with Nick Zanini, who
carded a 37-5-32.
ZANINI and

CC

BOWL 3 GAMES AND PAY $1.00

Vote Republican-VOTE SCHLICKMAN
June 14

We Need 8 Couples For Our
Wed. Nile Mixed Summer League

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

OPEN BOWLING 400 PER LINE OR

CALL CL 3-8171

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight;Pirtli Cloudy; Law

.

In

the lower 60s.

2554400 '

Saturday;

Partly doody; Warm sad he mid; Cbasce of glowers tate la
afternoon; High In the 80s:
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Harper College
Referendum
afore Voters

Reforestation
Key to Dutch
Elm Disease
1965, the village of

In

Mount Prospect was forced
to cut down 293 elm trees,

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
Twenty-one polling places

WM&

ease. Another 31 trees were
because

of

an

storm.

1961.

The dramatic increase in
trees cut down in 1965 does

not mean that the disease spared the village the four previous
years.

The ballot will be simple. It

"Shall the board of Junior
College Dist. 512, County of

sampled and tested
and if tests prove positive
tree will be removed immediately. Assisting in check
is
Bob
Winkler,
assistant
forester.
be

for transfer to the Illinois Building Authority in accordance

-

r

-

Voters will be asked to mark
"Yes" or "No."

.4 I

a comprehensive

If the "Yes" vote prevails,

V

sanitation program.

the board of education for Harper College will immediately

ONE OF Mount Prospect's
assets

begin acquisition of a 171 -acre
site in Palatine Township at
Algonquin and Roselle Rds.

is

the 5,000 elm trees that provide

the

streets

tree -lined

that make the village a comfortable,

place

beautiful
which to live.

PLANS

in

Recognizing that the future
character of the village could
be destroyed if the Dutch Elm
disease is allowed to run un-

4\

be vigorously followed to kill
the disease in the roots of the
diseased tree to halt its spread.
Under village ordinances,
diseased trees, whether they

are on private or public property,

arc

immediately removed. Thus far, the village
forester Tom. Demay has been

able to keep up with the sanitation and tree removal program with one assistant, Bob
Winkler.
is

re-forestration.

Trees

that

are cut down must be replaced
if the village is to retain its
character. Re-forestration last
year far exceeded the number of
trees cut down. Creamer reports that about 500 trees were
planted to replace the 293 that
were cut and to bring areas up
to village standards for parkways.

Creamer dots not

tr

Tree suspected of being Infected with Dutch Elm dis-

ease lacks foliage. It will be removed if tests support
suspiclow of foresters. Village will replant a tree In its
place as a part of its reforestation program.

sampling of trees and the imthose

parkway trees be planted at
intervals of no less than 50
feet.

CREAMER said that a proSTRAINS of maple, ash,
gram to inject trees with Bid- oak and beach trees are rerin, a new "miracle Drug" commended for residents who
for preventing the disease, are planting their own trees.
will not be approved by the village board.

According to Demay, Bidrin

not as effective on Moline

is

the type prevalent

in

Creamer said a complete
list of varieties is available
from his

office and may be

secured for the asking.

Creamer also said that the

Mount Prospect, as it has prov-

department

en to be on other strains.
In
Mount Prospect, the
chemical Vapam is used to
sterilize the roots once the
tree is removed. This is a
relatively inexpensive chemi-

should be consulted before any
planting is done on parkways.
He said the department is
willing to work with residents

cal that halts the spread from
tree to tree underground.

Many people fail to realize
that while beetles spread the
disease,
it
also
spreads

of

public

works

to insure the best looking and
strains

Key to

this program,

ac-

cording to Creamer and Forester Demay,

is

the constant

There have been some moves

recently by education associations to side with Van Dyke in
his dispute with Dist. 57 board
of education.

PRECINCT 17: Robert Frost

order to participate in School, 1308 S. Cypress.
In Prospect Heights, voters
school- bond
referendums,
In

voters must be registered. They will cast their ballots at PREsign affidavits of regis- CINCT 4, Ann Sullivan School,

will

tration at the polls.

700 N. Schoenbeck Rd.

College's

A map outlining all of the

The public works director,

The half -mile area around the
Chicago & North Western Railway Station was the chief topic
at Wednesday's Planning Com-

who heads a department of 20
Under consideration now is workers, believes spraying
ethe purchase of spraying
can be an effective measure ' mission meeting.
On schedule was a continued
quipment for the department in the control of the Dutch Elm
review of the Comprehensive
of public works. Creamer said disease.
Plan prepared by Tec-Search

'Sinceres' Get Word:
Hair Too Long to Play

of

Evanston. However,- the
Tec-Search representative did
not attend.

student

Hoffman Estates
council dance tonight.

by

the

school

principal

Rolling Meadows,

By United Press International

Gemini 9 Right on Schedule
CAPE KENNEDY - "We're on the way!" cried a

jubliant Thomas Stafford as he and his ,fellow astronaut, Eugene Cernan, went into orbit 100 miles above
the earth this morning in their Gemini 9 spacecraft.

The blastoff of the Titan 2 rocket carrying the space
capsule went without a hitch at 9:40 a.m. after two
previous failures and one postponement. And the race
After an unofficial discussion
about the depot, the commission through space to overtake the target satellite launched

The '"Sinceres" have come Des Plaines and Arlington adjourned. It prepared for the
within a hair's length of play- Heights.
appearance June 15 of five
ing for the Conant High School
Mooney said the group has representatives from Mount
in

Roundup
For The Day

Rail Depot
Is Hub
Of Talks

invested $7,000 in equipment

Prospect's businessmen.

Car Wash

centers located on the periphery

The student council at the of the village."
The commission is specifiJr. High School
will sponsor a car wash Sat- cally concerned with planning
urday to raise money for the and providing a "land -use different from the present" for
annual class gift.
the area around the railway
Rivertrails

Wednesday was under way.

Whether the spacecraft would be able to complete
for docking with the satellite was in doubt.
When the satellite went into orbit electronic devices
indicated it had not shed a fiber glass shield as programmed. The shield could prevent the actual docking
its plans

with the spacecraft.

Surveyor Sends More Moon Photos
PASADENA, California -- Scientists at Pasadena's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory are poring over the latest

batch of moon surface pictures beamed back from the
Surveyor spacecraft. It is spending a second night transmitting a stream of beautifully clear television pictures
expected to give a boost to U.S. plans to land astronauts

on the moon's arid Sea of Storms sometime in 1969.
The new pictures range from panoramic views of the
The letters were mailed to moon and its horizon to closeups of the spacecraft it-

station.

parkways.

1 Summer School

The most important rule, acCreamer is that

cording to

George

Proves Popular
Enrollment

in

Dist.

57's

summer school continues to
grow.

Anthony John Gatto, director of the summer learning

has set aside $400 for Van
Dyke's defense.
NEW
BOARD
members

will be at Lincoln Junior High
School.

Gatto said, "they may receive

center, reported that there are

refunds by contacting me at

now nearly 450 pupils registered. There was no summer

Westbrook School." Gatto

He said there will be 19 pupils in a prekindergarten class
taught by Mrs. Charles Ziebell

take a stand on the issue during

their meeting Tuesday but no
one raised the Van Dyke ques-

at Fairview School.

Two car pools have been

tion.

formed to transport nine chil-

MPEA president Mrs. Shir-

dren from south of the railroad
tracks
to
Fairview
School. Gatto said this was

done because most of the pre kindergarteners
registered

chairmen. At the board's meet-

come from the north side.

"On the other hand," he said,

SHIRLEY GUNDERSEN

Nobody mentioned
the Van Dyke case.

"there were not enough students in the upper grades from
the north side registering for
classes, so all of these classes

R.

Busse,

president

of the Chamber of Commerce;
James Conroy, president of the
North Central Business Organization; Gerhard Seyring
of the Lions Club; Alvin Kulieke, president of the Rotary
Club, and Terrance Frakes,
president of the Junior Cham-

"If this arrangement is inconvenient for any students," ber of Commerce.
is

principal there.

school last year.

of MPEA were expected to

for their vote.

year using machinery borrowed from Arlington Heights.

Members of the "Sinceres"

The board of education has ley Gunderson said the members
Van Dyke from agreed to operate as a board
principal of Sunset Park School and not to name committee

has taken a stand favoring reimbursement to Van Dyke, for

Dutch Elm under control. A- that his crew can handle the
vil- spraying if they have the elage trees were sprayed last quipthent.

bout 70 per cent of the

are from

rules, encompassed by the village in ordinance form, for replanting of trees on public

ing next Tuesday she said the
MPEA will consider its grievance report. If the report is
approved, she said, ballots will
be sent to MPEA members

the 5,000 elm trees will be lost to Dutch Elm disease.

student council.

re -assigned

to teacher next year. Van Dyke,
after a public hearing before
the board, is challenging the
board's action in court.
The Illinois Education Assn.

forester Tom Demay
describes this elm tree. Experts predict I per cent of

en

New board members of the court costs. The Northwest
Mount Prospect Education Suburban Divisrin of the !EA

ing.

formed" Is the way

without the knowledge of the

Assn. Ignores
Van Dyke Case
Assn. did not raise the question
of supporting Richard M. Van
Dyke at their first board meet-

near

"Well

group, said the action was tak-

reason that in re -planting,
battle against Dutch Elm dis- e the village recommends enease is hopeless. He feels that tirely different strains of
with the right programs of san- trees.
itation, he can hold the lossThere are some simple

population.

Es-

Des Plaines voters who send
temporary their children to Elk Grove
Palatine offices and should be Elementary School Dist. 59
compiled by midnight Saturday. will vote in two precincts. They

first

and has played without inciThe combo was contracted to dent before at Conant High
LETTERS have been sent
Spraying with a DDT solu- play for the dance but mem- School. He said the group of- to the businessmen asking them
tion is also a way to keep bers were notified that they can fered to play without charge to attend a study meeting to
not appear because their hair is if the dance was a benefit.
discuss the "economic change
too long. Bill Mooney of Des
suffered chiefly through the esPlaines, a member of the
tablishment of large shopping
fastest growing
their property.

the

es in the village to around one
per cent of the 5,000 elm tree

out will favor them Saturday.

Harper

ing, Elk Grove, Schaumburg
and Palatine Townships.
A citizen committee has been
active in promoting a "Yes"

mediate removal of
trees that are diseased.

PRECINCT 16: Forest Vicw

four Elementary School, 1901
townships, that a larger turn- tates Drive.
registered voters in the

In Mount Prospect and Pros- precinct boundaries and indifacilities in high schools in the pect Heights, there are seven cating the exact location of the
district.
voting precincts. They are the polling places appears on Page
Harper College serves Wheel- same polling places where 2 of today's edition of The Day.

through the roots. That is one
feel

in light of the 77,000 potential

The junior college expects to

Elms,

THE NEXT important step

PRECINCT 9: Feehanville
hope, School, 1400 E. Kensington.

open in the fall of 1967 in leased

has to be cut down. It has

to be cut down immediately
or it will infect trees around
it.
And, more important, a
sanitation program has to

the

officials

In Arlington Heights, there are:
arc five precincts established.
PRECINCT 18: High Ridge
board by architects. The first They are the same polling Knolls School, 588 S. Darn
phase of the college, with voter places voters chose school James.
approval, will open in 1968, ac- board members for Dist. 512
PRECINCT 19: Devonshire
cording to board sources.
board of education last April. School, 1401 S. Pennsylvania.

ed that there is no known cure
for advanced Dutch Elm disease. When a tree is infected,
it

for

COLLEGE

1211 Wheeling.

Results will be turned in to

phase of the $29,500,000 campus are already on the drawing

checked, or if trees are cut
down indiscriminately, David
Creamer, director of public
works, is taking positive action.
First, it must be recogniz-

a district to 4,254 opposed.

with the provisions contained' .

Illinois."

Central
:

buildings

in Article V of the Public Jun=
for College Act of the State of

6:

At that time, 10,426 voters School, Main and Central.
PRECINCT
from the four townships went
7:
Lincoln
to the polls. The results were School, 700 W. Lincoln
6,138 in favor of establishing
PRECINCT 8: Euclid School,

thereon and to provide funds

the need for removing diseas-

residential

equip suitable

PRECINCT

on March 27, 1965.

pay the cost of a site for junior
college purposes and to build
and

their ballots for

to the voters at a referendum Prospect are:

purpose of bOrroWing money to
I-

voters cast

tee, in many respects, that sold school hoard members in April.
Polling Places in Mount
the concept of the junior college

bonds of said district to the
amount of $7,375,000 for the

with Dutch Elm disease. Tree
will

vote. It is the same commit-

Cook and State of Illinois, issue

Right -- Public Works Director David Creamer inspects a tree that Forester
Tom Demay says is infected

It does mean that the public

biggest

showing polling places is on Page 8.

will read:

works department and its
forestry
division recognized
ed trees in

Why a junior college? Dr. Robert Lahti, president
of Harper College, answers questions about the referendum and need for a college on Page 2. A map

College $7,375,000 building and
site referendum.

ice

This was the worse year
since 1961 as the dread disease, a disaster in a tree lined community such as this,
runs its course through the
NorthweSt suburbs.
By
comparison, only 53
trees were lost in 1964; 52
trees in 1962 and 71 trees in

Map, Answers Inside

will open at 12 noon tomorrow
for the William Rainey Harper

victims of Dutch Elm dislost

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Investigates
Doorbell Ring;
Finds It a Ruse

self showing components in vivid detail.

Moderate Buddhist Leaders Resign
SAIGON - Two moderate Buddhist leaders who negotiated a peace settlement with the govern anent of Premier Ky now have resigned in Saigon in the face of open
rebellion from militant young ildnks and Nuns. The re-

signations were those of Tam Chau as director of the
capital's giant pagoda and his chief lieutenant, Ho Giac.
They leave the leadership of Saigon's powerful Buddhist
masses in the hinds of a council of young Monks violently opposed to the Ky government. Buddhist opposition was
"further dramatized today in Da Nang as a young Buddhist

Nun burned herself to death in protest. Her death was
the sixth suicidal protest against the Ky government

PRIMARY as well as interthis week.
mediate classes will be conRaymond Kozlowski reportducted at both Lincoln Junior ed to police Thursday that
High School
School.

and

Fairview someone tried to break into
his home Wednesday.

He said someone rang his

Theschool will be open from doorbell but when he opened
June 20 to July 21 and classes the door no one was there.
will be from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
Later he heard 'scratching

Gatto has arranged for

a

noises at the window of his

series of workshops to acquaint daughter's bedroom. Kozlowteachers with new materials ski scared the intruder away,

which will be used in summer he said.
school. These include materials
Police discovered a screen
used
in
remedial reading, had been pushed away from its
creative writing and math en- frame in an apparent attempt
richment.

to enter the house.

Chinese Purging Intellectuals
TOKYO - Radio Peking disclosed today that Communist China has fired Peking Mayor Peng Chen. Peng'
is the highest official to be sacked in the current purge,
of intellectuals in Red China. He once was a leading
contender to become chairman of the Chinese Communist Party.

Lost: One Pet, A 5 -Foot Iguana
LARAMIE, Wyoming -- Bill Johnson of Laramie has'
his lost pet -- a five-foot
Iguana. Johnson told officials: "It has gray and black

asked for help in locating

spots. You can't miss it. You'll know it if you sir it."

THE PROSPECT DAY
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s
Voters

in

Wheeling,

Elk

cilities are simply not

ade-

Giove, Palatine and Schaum- quate and prohibitively expenburg Townships will go to the sive to more and More famipolls tomorrow do approve or lies.
QUESTION: How will a
disapprove a $7,375,000 refer-

college that opens in temper
ary headquarters. Within two
years of the completion of a
new campus from 20 per cent

to 30 per cent of the high

ee

or iiinutorCo ege

QUESTION: What is the cility should be an inducement
cost per student and what per to education?
centage does the student pay?
ANSWER: What is elaborANSWER: The more cam- ate to some may not be elaborplea the program, the higher ate to others. In general, how.,
the cost. The traditional aca- ever, community college people
demic program is r far ' less believe that it is important to
costly than the technical pro- have more than the once comgram. Thus, the actual "cost" mon "third floor" institutions

school population can be exeUclum for site acquisition and community college help?
Low
tuition pected to enroll as fulltime
ANSWER:
campus construction of Willto
$250
a
cost (about $200
students at a new community
iam Rainey Harper College.
The following questions about year) and the fact that the stu- college.
dent
will
live
at
home
make
it
QUESTION: What attrition is determined by the mix of
the college, its program and
upcoming
referendum were possible for any qualified stu- can be expected at the end of academic and technical subdent
to
finish
at
least
two
years
asked by The Day editorial
the first and second semester jects. In this area, the cost
stiff. Answers to the questions of college,
and what per cent of the total per student can be expected to
QUESTION: How large an student body can be expected start in the neighborhood of
crime from the college administration, headed by Dr. Rob- enrollment is anticipated?

to transfer?

ANSWER: "Attrition" is a
in 1968, the first year the new word that has very little releANSWER: Initial enrollment

ert Lahti, president.

;QUESTION: How does

a

community college differ froin campus is expected to be open,
will probably be in the neighOunior college?
ANSWER: The community borhood of 1,500 fulltime stucollege is distinguished from dents. This should grow to
the older junior college by the 2,800 by 1970, 5,000 by 1975

fact that it has its own board and 7,000 by 1980.
of education and its own facilities.

QUESTION: How were en-

As the name suggests, rollment projections made?

it- offers a wider variety of
community services than the
older institution.

ANSWER: A number of formulas developed by authorities

vance for a community college.

Many students will leave after
one term, some after two and
many after four. All students
will have been served in accordance with the perception of
their needs. Many of those who
"drop -out" after one term enter
the workforce with either new
skills or the knowledge that

k

If You Let
Us Do. Your

_,

Zi\

Laundry
DROP SERVICE
124 Lb.

tensive

program

inter -mural
athletic
with emphasis on

those sports that will become
of increasing importance as
the area becomes urbanized.

3/4 SERVICE

GUNNELL'S
LANES
Rt. 12 A 83
Mt. Prospect, M.

- ATTENTION BOWLERS
STARTING MONDAY MAY 23rd
THRU AUGUST 6th

RUGS

IR Lb.

.,..

.11/4

OPEN BOWLING 400 PER LINE OR

8 Lbe. $2

WASH

(Each Additional Lb.
15e Per Lb.)
(Sheets & Pillow Cases Finished) MT. PROSPECT PLAZAft
Rand & Central Rds.
,Igli1=1111N=I=4/111=If2=1111=1..4stmet.,lt..,211111111111111hZ:

part-time basis, day or even-

ted to state

es. Other courses and pro identified liy '' dawns'
advisory
committees
and
deemed to be desirable.

universities for

similar programi. -Entry level
competence to such college
transfer programs may be
achieved
through successful

completion of other preparat-

that have been around for some ory courses offered by the colyears. It is the intention of lege.

Public Law 1710, to provide
individual campuses for com- counseling
munity colleges. Under the new

How' is the

in

a

community

college unique?

$1,000 a years about one half law, junior colleges that are a
ANSWER: There is more
of which is contributed by, the part of high school facilities emphasis on counseling than in
state, about $250 by the student have been relegated to second most higher educational instand $250 by the local tax base.
itutions. By means of a very
class status.
QUESTION: What athletic
QUESTION: Cannot any stu- thorough review of past acafacilities are being planned?
dent who is qualified and who demic performance and the
ANSWER: Ultimately, we desires a college education results of tests, the student is
can expect to have a fairly ex- get one on his own?
counseled to an understanding

were used, including those of college at this time is not for
QUESTION: How elaborate
QUESTION: Why does the Professor Raymond J. Young them. In terms of the commu- are facilities planned for Harparea need a community or jun- of the University of Michigan nity, this is much less costly er College?
who worked with the first than having them "drop out"
ior college?
ANSWER: The board has
ANSWER: In 'general, it citizen's committee. Based on of a four-year college. Ex- instructed the architects to
is clear that formal education experience of over 200 com- perience shows that many stress good clean design using
beyond high school will be an munity colleges formed since do in fact return two or three brick construction. Flexibility
important future job require- World War 11, it can be an- years later and some of these and room for expansion of the
ment within a very few years. ticipated that eight per cent will eventually complete de- initialconstructionwas
At the same time, it is also of the high school population gree work. Percentage of trans- stressed. "Lean and clean" is
Clear that existing college fa- will enroll in a' community fers varies with institutions but the term used by Dr. Robert
in general is not considered Lahti, president of Harper Colby community college people lege, and the board to describe
to be a measure of success or the intentions of the board of
failure. Many students should education to the architect.
be encouraged not to attempt
a full four-year college proQUESTION: Does the board
believe that an "elaborate" fa gram.

Yoe cm go...go...go

college transfer program must
have the ability and competence
possessed by students admit-

BOWL 3 GAMES AND PAY $1.00
We Need 8 Couples For Qur
Wed. Nile Mixed Summer League

CALL CL 3-8171

ANSWER: Probably not
now. Certainly, not in the near
future. The state board of edu-

of his abilities and aided in the
selection of an appropriate
course of study. He makes his
own choice, however, and is

ing, without enrolling in a cur-

riculum or program of cours-

QUESTION: How well do
community college students do
at the senior institutions?
ANSWER: Extensive records
on these students show that
there is little difference be-

tween the performance of the
community college product by

BRUCE ANDERBERG

senior year and the student who begins his college
his

Busse School

career in a four-year institution.

QUESTION: What kind of f
campus is planned?
ANSWER: A

nationally

known firm of architects and

campus

planners,

Caudill,

Principal Joins
Publishers

Rowlett and Scott, of Houston,
Bruce A. Anderberg, forcation has projected that the responsible for his own pro- have been selected to design a mer principal at Busse Elefunctional
college
campus.
The
mentary School in Mount
242,700 college enrollments gress. In other words, we atthat were recorded in the state tempt to maximize the chances campus will be built in two or Prospect, will join Science
three
stages.
Research
Associates,
Inc.,
in 1963 will have increased to of a successful academic carQUESTION: How much will publishers of educational mat413,700 by 1971, to 498,600 by eer and minimize the chance
the
state
pay
towards
the
cost
erials, on June 29.
1975. Under these circum- of failure.
of the campus and buildings?
stances, continued education
QUESTION: Where do comAnderberg was appointed
ANSWER:
The
law
provides
will be denied to all but the munity college teachers come
principal in 1961. He holds a
very top students unless other from and what are teacher cer- that the state pay up to 75 per- master's degree from Northcent of the cost of the college
arrangements are made. The tification requbements?
campus. Its share should be ern Illinois University and has
plan adopted by the state
ANSWER: Judging by re- $22,125,000 of the $29,500,000
studied at Stanford, Illinois
board is a system of junior cent experience of newly orState and the University of
colleges when the great maj- ganized community colleges, the total investment. Taxpayers re- Illinois.
ority of high school students faculty will be drawn from oth- ceive $3 from the state for
will begin their college car- er community colleges, four every $1 they spend locally on
He and his wife and two
college campus and site.
eers within a decade.
year colleges and high schools.
children live at 1604 E.
QUESTION:
How
much
will
QUESTION: Who will be There are no legal certificathe campus and buildings cost Hawthorne, Arlington Heights.
eligible to go to the college?
tion requirements but commun- the local taxpayer?
ANSWER: According to ity college teachers will have
ANSWER: The local share
state law, all students qualified a master's degree in their of the total expanded campus
to complete any one of the pro- teaching fields as minimum is $7,375,000, to be financed
grams shall be admitted as credentials. In some of the oc- by bond issue. The local com- Adolph Stupka
long as space for effectiVe in- cupational areas, experience munity must authorize its 25
Adolph Stupka, 59, died in
struction is available. If apace may sometimes by substituted per cent share before the state his home from an apparent
for the master's degree.
is not available for all stuwill approve any money for heart attack June I. A resiQUESTION: What courses the college.
dents applying, the college will
dent of Palatine, he lived at
accept those best qualified, would be offered by Harper
QUESTION: What tax in- 606 S. Williams for 13 years.
using rank in class and achi- College?
crease should local taxpayers He,was a machinist at the DixA N S W E R: Transferable anticipate?
evement tests as guides, and
ie Cup Corp. for 20 years.
giving preference to students freshman and sophomore courANSWER: At an estimated
He is survived by a daugh-

OBITUARIES

ses which can be counted to- interest rate of 3.75 per cent,
wards a two-year associate de- the cost to the home -owner
demic standards maintained gree or towards a bachelor's will drop from .633 cents per
under the open door policies degree at a senior institution. $100 of assessed valuation to
One and two year curriculum about .333 cents per hundred
of community colleges?
ANSWER: By state law, in the technologies needed in as the assessed valuation of
the college counsels and dis- the district, health science the district increases. Curtributes the students among technologies, electronics tech- rently, the assessed valuation
its programs according to nologies, etc. Individual college, of the district is $801,200,000.
their interests and abilities. level courses in all categories It is estimated that this will
Students allowed entry to the for persons who wish to con- climb by 1975 to $1,661,200,000.
tinue their education
who live in the district,

ter Mrs. Rose Marie Metcalf
of Arlington Heights and a
sister Mrs. Anna Novacek of

QUESTION: How are aca-

on

a

Ohio.

Services will be Saturday at

9 a.m. at the Lauterburg &
Oehler Funeral Home, 2000 E.
Northwest Hwy., with the Rev.
Robert S. MacDonald officiating.

Burial will be in Wood-,

lawn Cemetery.

GIVE THE 3RD. DISTRICT A FUTURE IN SPRINGFIELD
NOMINATE

WILLIAM T. DAVIES
REPUBLICAN FOR

STATE SENATOR
On June 14, nominate to send to Springfield a youthful vigorous, active republican an attorney who has been area chairman for congressman Donald Rumsfeld during
both his terms, area chairman for Charles Percy, Organizer and past president Hanover
Township Young Republicans' - Village attorney, Streamwood, Park District Attorney,
Hanover Park and Streamwood, regular Korean Marine veteran, married with 4 diildren.

ATTY. WILLIAM T. DAVIES

A REPUBLICAN WITH A FUTURE
PAID FOR BY WM. T. DAVIES 289-3395

Graduates

THE PROSPECT DAY

'
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Troop 36 Holds
Court of Honor
Ceremonies

Good News
Eleven Mount Prospect and
Prospect Heights students are
among Wheeling High School
seniors

who

received

have

scholarships, grants and loans
from schools all over the
United States.
Melinda Crabbe,

of

Mr.

Mrs.

and

daughter
Leland

1208 Wheeling Rd.,
Mount Prospect, is the rea
$1,000
Art
cipient of
grabbe,

4..

1,

scholarship

Washington

to

University.

Al Gibbon, son of Mr. and
Albert Gibbon, 908
Mount Prospect,
Westgate,
an
was
presented
athletic
grant for $900 by Wisconsin
Mrs.

StlitelJ niversity.

Candy Jackson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jackson,
1008 Ironwood, Mount Prospect, received an Illinois State

p

Scholarship.

A $6,000 Alumni Scholarto the University of
Denver was given to Jeanne
LaBrandt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond LaBrandt,
ship

304 Lancaster, Prospect Hts.
Tom Neuckranz, son of

Stephen L. Caruso, Lincoln Junior High School prin'=,
cipal, parrys a question from a parent during a junior

,

high school orientation. Sponsored by the school's PTA.,
Parent and Family Life Education Department, the or-,
lentation featured Caruso's use of an overhead projector.,
to explain school forms, report cards and the system,

of grading. About 150 parents attended the meeting: Caruso also spoke on such topics as dress, haircuts,_
homework,

lunch

friendships and

passes,

acenriations:

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Neuckranz,
1417
Thayer, Mount
Prospect, is getting a $2,100
scholarship from Princeton.

5.

Mark Newman, son of Mr.
Mrs., A. H. Newman,
1703 Hickory, Prospect Hts.,

and

A First Class award is presented to Gary Cummings
(right), a member of Boy Scout Troop 36, by Jim Kellogg during
the
troop's Court of Honor ceremonies.

been
awarded a
full
baseball scholarship to Southern Illinois University.

has

of

Jeff Powell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Powell,
308 Ridge, Prospect Heights,
was
granted
$4,400
from
Monmouth College.

Mary Alice Ryder, daughter

Right -- Boy Scout Troop
36 in Prospect Heights gain-

Above
bers of

ed ' three

attention

new assistants hi
its Court of Honor ceremonies
in MacArthur Junior High

Scout

School.

master

Four new memFour
stand at
during ceremonies

of Mr. and Mrs.

F.

Ryder, 920 Tamarak, Mount

Bob

An athletic grant was given
to

Traversone,

son

Scherpelz, son The grant is worth $900
Mrs. Walter year for playing football.
Scherpclz, 7 N.
Wheeling
Rd., Prospect
Heights
to
finance his education there.

Bob

helping

of

Mr.

and

Carol Seleski, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seleski,
1124
Meadowbrook, Mount
Prospect, won a $200 National
Secretaries
Assn.
Scholarship to the college of her
choice.

COMING

Wednesday June A

"PAPA
IS ALL"

and Harold Klatt.

Frey.

Last Days:

Howard Kagay

"Never Too Late"
iH Int (no CoRCHAtill COUN

Student
Rated Best
lin German

Ken

Rand l Eve.

Clt/f1

Prot.
seza

(Nightly Except Monday
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)

Dining available ... Reservations: CL 9-5400

s

The

highest
award
for
proficiency in the German
language has been won by
Jim Dempsey, a senior at

Prospect High School.

The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin E. Dempsey, 508 N.
Pine, Mount Prospect, Jim
placed first in the nation in
sixth annual contest examination sponsored by the
American Assn, of Teachers
of German.
the

He has had only two years

of

German in school but
entered
the
contest
for
fourth -year German students.
He studies the language on
his own during the summer

Cherry Hill
People to Meet
Over Brooms
Hill Home

The Cherry
owners Assn.

in

the

Allison

B@LK ll

gives you moregallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim O'Byrne.

is

A picnic will be held at

I

Woods,

north of Euclid Rd. on Mil-

810 E. RAND RD.

waukee Av.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
100 FROZEN

before his junior year.

'

He also won the award for
the best German IV student
in
Northern
Illinois.
The
exam for the national contest consisted of a listening

5'

.5.

comprehension, g r a m m a r,
reading and culture tests. He
will spend six weeks in Germany with all expenses paid

learned

has

time.
In the fall
in

>!-e.

study

several

where

languages

including Arabic and Chinese,

per serving.

Take Pick
Of Wrecks
Five

autos were 'damaged

and looted of more than $325
report.

David Netherland, manager
of Mount Prospect Auto Body
Shop,

E.

113

Prospect, told

by DELIVERING DIRECT TO YOUR HOME. Please allow two days notice on all orders.

Stunning elegance and charm in a graceful New England Colonial reflecting
the ultimate in graceful luxury & comfort. Nine rooms, (deluding it spacious,
living room with Colonial Fireplace, 'formal dining room, private den and lovely
breakfast room. The cozy fam. rm. with fireplace overlooks a 56 x 26 swimming
pool and patio. All rooms have spectacular views of the 3 1/2 acres of century
old oaks and rolling countryside. A 3 retom apartment with its own 2 -car
garage is available for help or can be rented. Call for apt. to see this lovely
dose in island of serenity.

CALL 323-7215

PARTY FOODS, INC.,

$95,000.

ed in a rear lot of his shop
awaiting releases by insurance
companies. They had been in-

452 PARK AVENUE,
CLARENDON. HILLS, ILLINOIS
>444 7o/t Oen, nockate

room ma,. woresto taboos monies

volved in accidents.

at 518 and a transistor radio
worth $39.95 were taken from
a 1960 Oldsmobile.

Arlington Heights of flee
300 E. Northwest Highway,

392-3900

Spare' tires and wheels were
taken from two other cars.

A four

ROBERT L.

NELSON
REALTORS

barrel carburetor
worth $58 was missing from a

Mount Prospect Offlee

1966 model auto and two bucket
seats, worth $175, were removed from a 1965 Mustang.

233-3900

-

6

Northwest Highway

Palatine Office
234 N. Northwest Highway

338-3900

Pinumotd-rewsord

.4;11;11"1"
11

111/1010C11

Our product presently in your FAVORITE CHAIN and INDEPENDENT STORES.

NOW! PARTY FOODS will takeanother TIME CONSUMING step out of your TEDIOUS SHOPPING

"TIMBERIDGE" *ESTATE

police all the cars were park-

Officer Robert Barone said
a spare tire and wheel valued

Give your nerves a rest, enjoy your
Your entertainment worries vanish with the twist of your

variety of MOUTH IVATERING DELICACIESthatwouldtempla. Rajah's appetite and at only pennies

Thieves

in merchandise police

We are the answer to your Prayers.

with our DELECTIBLE HORS D'OEUVRES, PARTY LOAVES, FINGER SAND IVICHES COLD
CUTS AND CHEESE TRAYS AND MEAT TRAYS, also SALADS AND RELISHES or whateder
may be your desire, either in the FRESH or FROZEN state. We are equipped to serve you an endless

he hopes to major in German
and

HORS D'OEUVRES

PATIO or DRAWING ROOM WITH YOUR FRIENDS. Be the most POPULAR AND SUCCESSFUL
HOSTESS in your Circle. Make your PARTY a MEMORABLE OCCASION. Tempt your Guests

-

Dempsey plans
Berkeley

10 VARIETIES

wrist. Serve Fabulous and Never -to -be Forgotten PARTY FARE which we Concoct while you enjoy the
_nit*

to enter the University of California

90 FRESH

COLD CUT & CHEESE

Guests.

the
spare

his

HORS D'OEUVRES

ATTENTION LADIES

Greek, Arabic and Old Engduring

COMBINATION

Allow us to solve your kitchen help problem by lettiiig you relax.

by the German government
as his prize.
The student says he has
a
"basic
knowledge"
of
Russian,
Dutch,
Yiddish,
lish
and
languages

Ala

STATION

BULKO

-

sponsoring
a
"get - acquainted" street
cleaning at 9 a.m. Saturday.
p.m.

SERVICE

JIM'S

'

PRICES RANGING FROM $460 to $1860

TREAT YOUR GUESTS THE ROYAL WAY
WITH OUR' EXQUISITE PARTY TRAYS

Birthdays - Bridge Parties - Church Gatherings - Club Meetings - Conventions Engagement Parties
Cocktail Parties - Graduations - Holiday Affairs - Luncheons - Office Parties - Open House - Picnics
Receptions Showers - Weddings

of:

expenses at Evanston School Mr. and Mrs. James Traver some, 112 Emerson, Mount
of Nursing.
Prospect, for his educational
VALPARAISO University is career at Carroll College:

Troop 36

In which they were sworn into the Tenderfoot rank. From
left are Roger Kuhns, Robert
Cummings, Richard B. Smith

Cook greets (from left) Jim
Dean, Sam Beltran and Bill

J.

Prospect, has a scholarship
and loan to help her pay

s rite

ur,

Great events in the world:

The "Sinceres" will not be
playing at Conant High School
tonight The principal inform-

Anybody who wants our copy

of the map please writ c.

Question: How do they keep

three Forest View High School
students who belong to the

Chase Manhattan Bank thinks
business should be allowed to
compete with the federal government. He cites urban re-

combo get by their own prin
opal'
Sunday

Chicago

the

Feis

will be held for the Irish and
The 40 -page

their friends.
program packed with

adver-

tising has a map showing the
provinces from Kerry to Down
and listing family names from
O'Leoney to O'Nulholland.

of

the

water pollution, etc.,
as projects private enterprise
newt},

might do better than the government if business and in-

dustry will just Mc the initiative.

The idea has merit. Maybe
Sam Giancana and his friends,

could "take care" of the Viet
Cong

as

their

ness.

contribution.

."Reporting for Duty, Sir!"

lirre0N6

Regner is also an auditor of
Elk Grove Township. He points

out that if he is elected to the
house, he will resign his auditorship.

THE MOUNT Prospect Fire
and Police Commission is
again operating with a full

A RECENT series

big

postal

Congreve.

Sideroblastte Anemia
W. G. BR ANDSTADT, MD.
and

it

whaecan he done lor it?
A-- I he nearest
can conic

is

is

in normal blood. The cause
unknown and the disease

fails

and mucous membranes. It
may be caused by tuberculoto respond to any of the sis or any other infection that

that candidate receives three

votes. If they pull for two, the
candidates each

receive

dustry, the potential for advancement is not as great.
There seems to be a tre-

Candidates with support in
heavily populated
be plugging for

areas, will
their sup-

ity.

REMEMBER, it is only in
mendous lack of people in the house races that this "Bullet

to $2.25 an hour pay

$1.75

range. Help wanted ads in area
newspapers

plead

daily

for

people. Unemployment, at least
in Chicago's suburbs, is a thing
of the past, it appears.

dark discoloration of the skin case with vitamin13-12.

Let,-,ercas

Jack

Vandermyn

stated in

that the first thing the professional politician learns when
he is involved in a campaign

is to worry. It is not at all unusual to start a story by being

dawning realization

that

elections arc won by addition,

campaign literature of Eugene
Schlickman,

-

ACCESS"IES

SELMER - CONN - BUNDY
BAND INSTRUMENTS

CONN ORGANS
STORY & CLARK PIANOS
GOOD BUYS IN USED INSTRUMENTS

The Carter Music Shop
AND SCHOOL OF MUSIC
27 W. PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
TELEPHONE CL 3-5592
,t

Republican can-

didate for committeeman: "In
four short years the Repub-

lican Party in Wheeling Township has become one of the
most effective political units

the entire state. For exam-

ple, in

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Vote eyes'

I

411

Jill onro

--contest; 'and surely the"tattn5r.

the "Vantage Point" of May 31

the

K. S. Johnson, Central Manager

Managing Editor

Professional Politician Must
Learn to be Astute

in

USIC- FOLIOS

FridayJune 3, 1966

William J. Kledalsch

To the Editor

record. Under his tutelage,
Wheeling Township has not
exactly gone down the drain.
The following is from the

BATONS
HARMONICAS
TAMBOURINES

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Tom Houser, Chuck Percy's
campaign manager, is indeed
a professional, having learned
well his ABC's as proves his

flicedent
UKELELES

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

for the house

not by subtraction.

itudicat

Tbe Ptcaz ut

of repre- most primary votes will have
sentatives, voters may vote for the top spot on the November
one or two primary candidates. ballot and both Rep. Chapman
If they choose to pull the and Rep. Peskin are working
ever for only one candidate, hard for the distinction.
tem

is

as it

"But daddy, it's no shorter than a tennis dress!"

We will be watching with
interest to sec how many
"bullet ballots" are cast in
Wheeling Township for Eu-

Brick "tend mortar Uhlllil9, factoriC
the
is aware that there is a deptity, 'cities 'arid 'home:s and tescatch facilities program 'And haveeValatal
we ilitiVe endorsed ` the concommitteeman, by the name of and rocket launching pads and hot dog
cept and purpose of the community colDick Cowen, another gentleman stands.
lege movement in Illinois.
who knows well the ABC's of
Brick and mortar also builds schools.
Harper College currently levies 11
politics.
Mr. Vandermyn speaks of It builds classrooms and laboratories cents for each $100 of equalized assesstrying to do his part to show and libraries, and guidance centers and ed valuation. This means that taxpaya
"united republican front" auditoriums.
ers who own homes assessed at $10,000
In suburban Chicago, people have been - a good average for Wheeling Townand yet he maligns, misrepresents and speaks maliciously asked through bond issues to indebt ship - contribute $11 a year to the supof the choice to manage his themselves for countless millions of port of the institution during
its emcampaign of our candidate for dollars worth of brick and mortar.
bryonic stages.
the U. S. Senate. Constructive
Their willingness to invest in the fuThe college has the power, given by
criticism is one thing, but this
ture of their sons and daughters has con- the electorate in March, 1965, to levy 15
article did not sound like promoting unity to me. For the tributed to a great extent to their satis- cents for each $100 of assessed valuation.
sake of both good writing and faction with suburban life.

measures used to. treat other damages the adrenals. Once facetious but psychiatry tells
us that of all humans it is little
forms of anemia.
a fatal disease, it can now be
sideroblastii.
anemia.
This
Q --What are the symptoms controlled by giving adrenal children that worry the most.
type n manilk.sti.d by an ab- of Addison's disease'! Can it hormones tvhile an attack is It is a trait that need not be
"learned," it is a tr-ait that
normal, inur..isr. In bone mar- be cured?
made on the cause.
must be unlearned.
row and signs of imparied
A-Addison's disease is a
Pernicious anemia is someThe fact is of all things the
utilization of the iron (sideros) chronic deficiency of the ad- times referred to as Addiprofessional poliin the blood 71u_ iron is not renals.
With it there is son's disease, or more prop- successful
bound
to tin.
hemoglobin. gradually increasing weakness, erly Addison's anemia. This. tician must learn to be astute.
All
else
will
follow including Chuck Percy let's
(de i..hunik.al that carries loss of weight, nausea and a too can be controlled --in this

oxygen to your tissues)

(0 1966 by NEA, Inc.

balloting" is possible.

genia Chapman. While she will
definitely appear on the ballot
"BULLET Ballots" is a in November, her counterphase being heard around the part, Bernard Peskin, could
camps of primary candidates have enough organizational
for state representative. Under support to pull a lot of votes.
Illinois' cumulative voting sysThe candidate who gets the

1

to :the diseasi. )ou named

one -

and -a -half votes.

and benefits in the post office porters to vote only for them,
arc comparable to those of in- gaining the three vote major-

Ediror7--

DOnD11.7gAieS.'" "" "

anon w' What causes

the

problems, according to
officials, is finding

Village Clerk Dick Monroe
swore in two new members
last night. Joining Ranny Batearc appointments of Mayor Dan

in

qualified help. While pay scales

sioners,

man on the board are Henry
Szala and John Kilroy. Both

you ever

by Jack Vandermyn

Arlington Day pointed out problems in the U. S. Post Office
serving that village. One of the

complement of three commis-

siderochrustic

Question:
Have
seen a nicer letter?

What ever happened

Alit has been the speaker at
two of the last three' meetings.
NEARLY 100 people were
guests of Mount Prospect Mayor Dan Congreve Wednesday
night at a cocktail party honor-

House of Representatives.

is

It was signed "yours truly"
by a boy named William Stanley Graham Jr. and on the bottom it was titled in capital
letters:
"OFFICIAL LETTER OF QUITTING."

. . .

candidates seeking two Republican nominations to the Illinois

.Q --What

else,"

enemy territory in Viet Nam.

ing Dave Regner.
Regner is the only Mount
Prospect resident among five

(iUP-ArEEIZG

the same house as now because

we're moving someplace

counted everyone?
The United States has a
"secret" weapon that devastated eight square miles of

and air their gripes.

He rode some school buses

newspapers on Route 85 bewill not be living in

Question: Arc they sure they

Question,:

"As of May
be delivering

cause I

owe three -fourths of this debt.

We arc looking forward to...
CHUCK ALFT, of the Ar- recently and gave a firsthand
the annual Infant Welfare lington Heights Chamber of account of his experiences to
party at Arlington Park to- Commerce, revealed at a "young twits" at their monthmorrow
luncheon yesterday that some ly luncheon at Beverly Lanes.
This is an organization of
at least one winner to off- of the attorney general's actiset a season of losers at the vities in the recent television young businessmen from the
track
repair investigations, centered Arlington Heights area who are
interested in community afa successful Harper Col- around Arlington Heights.
lege referendum on Saturday.
Alft also commented on the fairs and set aside one after. a record voter turnout in
Bus service situation in High noon a week to lunch together
School District 214.

"Dear Arlington Day," the
letter began.
20 I will not

people have increased at an
average rate of $200,000,000
a day during the past five
years, reports the Northwestern National Life Insurance
Co.
Businesses and individuals

Venal ge Point

Wheeling Township on Tuesday,
June 14

to the fellow who mentioned
defoliation in the Presidential election?

government out of our busiTotal debts of the American

ed

it peaceful?
George Champion

members of the musical
combo that their hair is too
long
Question: How do the

Question: How do we keep the

- 4 Vilit "II

1964 Wheeling Town-

ship carried every republican
candidate by
overwhelming
margins, carried every single
precinct for Chuck Percy and

use,

not

abuse, the Vantage Point. Helen Kilfoy

Protest 2
Parade Entries
Editor.

What is the purpose of a
Memorial Day Parade?

Most residents of that intangible area

called "suburbia" arc content to build
for the future .,. to make a better world

for their young people.

1970's without a tax rate increase.

To provide opIf tomorrow's referendum is successportunities for their children that they ful, an additional levy of approximately
themselves were denied.
Tomorrow, another

request
made for "brick and mortar."

6.5 cents for $100 will be added to real

will

be

This time, it is a fledgling junior col-

lege district approaching the electorate
If you answer this question,
as we do, that the purpose is and asking for support.
This is the same college district that
to honor the memory of our
brother who have given their the voters of Wheeling, Elk G r o v e,
lives in the service of our Schaumburg
and Palatine Townships
country, we question two en- crested on March 27, 1965.
tries in the Arlington Heights
This is the same junior college disMemorial Day Parade.

Projections are that this 15 cent levy
carry the college through the mid -

will

trict that has been before the electorate

estate tax bills.

This means that the total college levy
will be in the area of 20 cents for $100
of valuation.
What it boils down to is this. The
homeowner who has property assessed

at $10,000 will have college facilities available to him that will have an eventual value of $29,500,000 for a tax rate
expenditure of just $20 a year.

This is perhaps the biggest educationon two other occasions, seeking board of al bargain in history. By comparison,
it costs average area taxpayers in Argroups have in such a parade. education members.
On March 27, 1965, only 10,426 vot- lington Heights and Mount Prospect
The groups we question are the
We cannot understand what

place

political

or

radical

Regular Republican Organiza- ers out of a potential of some 80,000, $1.808 per $100 - or $180 a year They favored the to support High School District 214.
tion car complete with Schlick- cast their ballots.
man banner and ballons for all college district with a "yes" vote of
We have talked a lot about the bond
gave Percy the fourth largest the children; the second and 6,138 as opposed to a "no" . vote of 4,- Issue in terms of bricks and mortar
plurality in the entire state perhaps most odious offense 254.
it will buy. Certainly, bricks and morand gave Barry Goldwater his was the "Support Your Local
Tomorrow, this district asks for solid tar do not make an institution of higher
greatest plurality in the Thir- Police" float sponsored by
financial support from the voters in a learning. People do.
teenth Congressional District the John Birch Society, a soThe residents of the four -township
and fourth largest plurality in ciety which seeks to supress $7,375,000 referendum.
The State of Illinois will contribute an- area served by Harper College owe it to
the state.
the very ideals these gallant
"This record of republican men died to defend, a group other $22,125,000 to the college. In 10 themselves to support tomorrow's refaccomplishment did not just which preaches hate for all years, it is estimated that William Rain- erendum. They owe it to themselves, or
happen. It took organization, with which they disagree, in- ey Harper College will have a campus perhaps more important to their childedication and hard work and stead of an America for all accommodating 8,000 students.
dren, to go to. the polls tomorrow and
under Tom Houser's leader- men and freedom to love our
Harper College has been well planned. cast "yes" votes.
ship, Wheeling Township has God and our country in our It will open to its
first students, in leasThey owe it to themselves and to their
become a familiar byword own way.
ed facilities, in September, 1967.
children
to buy the bricks and mortar
throughout the state of Illinois.
It may have beet by admini.
We have enjoyed the privilege strative oversight that these
If tomorrow's bond issue is success- that will enable the district to build what
of being at the top."
displays were allowed to des- ful, construction of the first stage of the we anticipate will be a first class, highly
Mr. Vandermyn advises Tom ecrate the tribute to o u r campus will begin.
The first class respected academic institution.
Houser to "simply" run Chuck honored dead. However, we should be on campus by September, 1968.
We support Harper College in tomorPercy's campaign" suggesting wish to register the strongest
row's bond issue. We urge our readers
We have watched the growth and to do the same. We urge them to go to
that if he "feels his involve- protests possible so that never
ment in Wheeling Township again will the efforts of our development of Harper College with great the polls and to vote "yes."
They will
is indesposible then he should
youngsters, as scouts, Camp interest.
We have observed the board be voting for the educational and culturresign as Percy's campaign Fire girls, Indian Guides, of education and the administration
in al future of the community.
manager."
musicians, etc., our young
The first ABC's profession- men and women as representatif
must learn is not tives of our armed forces, or
to deal in sophism's. It always husbands and fathers in fratershows through. Much of this nal and religious organizations,
particular column is based on be used to promote political
Anything the world can do, the Red
The agency describes it as an upholfalse premise. Tom Houser is and radical beliefs.
Chinese can do better. The Communist stered car with three rows of seats,
not running Gene Schlickman's
God help a country whose New China News Agency claims that with soundproof glass between the
rows
campaign, although most nat- people must exploit the honor China is now producing a new six
and an electric temperature -regulating
-pasurally he would have more of her dead.
senger sedan that meets with "the best device.
than a passing interest in the
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Rieger standards in the world."
Yeah, but has Ralph Nader seen it?

Have Stereo?

The Day's Prospects
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Women's Club
Work Is
Never Done

4

BY DOIARES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Some organizations never stop their good works.

DAWN CORDINA

They know no season for their donated time.
Prospect Heights Woman's Club is continuing with their
their

PATRICIA HAMPTON

philanthrophic works right through the summer months.

re

Mrs. Richard DeMuesy opened her home to members of her

Junior Women
Announce Award
ners
The Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club recently
awarded three scholarship grants to local students.

Miss Patricia Hampton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Hampton, received a MO scholarship for the
third consecutive year. Patricia is attending the University of Illinois.

Miss Dawn Cordina, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Cordina, now at Lutheran General and Deaconess
Hospital School of Nursing was recipient of her second
consecutive scholarship award from the club.

The third recipient was Neil Childress of Elk Grove,

a senior at Forest View High School at the present
time.

The Mount Prospect Junior Woman's Club has received

special recognition

from

the Illinois Federa-

tion of Women's Club for their endeavors in the field of
scholarship this year.

organization recently for the packaging of the "graduation

boxes" to be sent to their two adopted platoons, now in active
service in Viet Nam.

Graduation

boxes?

in the boxes include homemade

Yes,

each time a box is sent it em-

cookies,

phasizes a particular theme.
These icluded items pertain-

dried,

pre-sweetened

drink mixes, paperback books,

hard candies and other items
ing to graduation. A diploma which local merchants donate.
was sent to each man reading
"Congratulations, you have
ONE GROUP of 25 Wheelgraduated from KP".

ing women donated 120 dozen

is

when
ize.

Viet Nam.

their

groups

reorgan-

The napkins, plates and ta- cookies to the project. They
If you, or your organizablecloths also carried out the became so enthusiastic that tion would like to help call
chosen theme.
Standard i- Mrs. Edward Rodriguez im- Mrs. Rodriguez at 537-5983.
tems are wrapped with cor- mediately
started
another
responding fancy paper to add group.
ENDING THE week of Memto the party atmosphere which
Mrs. M. Ronnie, president orial Day in the true spirit of
of

the men eagerly anticipate.

the

AM VET

Auxiliary

wrote to her son, who is with
MRS. DeMUESY said that the 1st Marine Division Medthe boxes arrive in good con- ical Platoon in Viet Nam and
dition and there is a need for project "Cookies for Vict
others to donate individutilly. Nam" is underway.
As organizations, they can
The AMVET Auxiliary will
adopt platoons. Contact her help pay the postage on these
at CL 5-6863 for further in- packages.
They will also
formation.

The

the next box

is

of July".

theme for contribute

time

making

to

the "Fourth cookies,
wrapping,
assembling and mailing the pack-

The standard items placed ages.

FM

The Betsy Ross kindergarten class

Girl Scout troops have also
offered their help in the fall

patriotism,

we

salute

two

teachers, Mrs. Donald Straetz
and Mrs. V. I. Ahmquist, of
the Betsy Ross School in
Prospect Heights, who took
their kindergarten classes on

being done to bolster the crations will know what, why really helped raise morale,
morale of the fighting men in and for whom our freedom and thereby make my job easwas won.

The day ended with reThe purpose was to teach
the children the meaning of freshments for the children
Memorial Day and patriot- and two tired, though happy,
ism. These fine teaches had teachers.
the children, numbering over 100, recite the Pledge of
Allegiance to their flag and
observe the assembly of the
packages. With teachers like

these perhaps the future gen-

THE SOLDIERS have written their thanks.
One letter read:
"I can
tell you that the care packages you are sending have

ier especially as far

as those

GIs who get very little mail
from home are concerned ...

again thanks for the
"reminders" of home".
Can't you give a little of
yourself for these boys who
Once

are doing so much for you?

Get in step with this project.
Get your organizations to help
too.

'

a march to see this women's

club project.
The children, bearing American flags and wearing

caps they made for their 'outing proudly marched to Mrs.
DeMuesy's home to sec what

aro AT HOME
Friday, June 3, 1966
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Summer e l uty Hints
For Expectant Mothers

:77.0

Art League Fair
Is This Sunday

a-

The Mount Prospect Art League will hold its annual fair
The woman who is pregn-

ant during t h e summer
probably looks forward to

sometimes can be purchased'
through your beauty shop.

and quantity increase.

i.,3,,,,GERAIAT, how ypu Mils!

mer, and look her pretticat, with
a few groomirig tricks ,IpCfl

while pregnant depenils on ,how.,.
you feel, so 'don't overdo keep- -

,com-

daily to make life more,

ing up 'with the nonexpectant

111'

Rest or nap during the day but don't pamper yourself too
much unless you do so under

effort in a boosted morale.

If you are a woman who nor-

spends summer swimming, entertaining friends and
family and generally keeping
Extra effort la groombusy, go ahead and do those ing keeps up spirits
of a
things while pregnant if your
doctor says it's all right. But mother -to -be during summally

doctor's orders.

Special Care for Oily Skin

Troop 453
Models For
Fashion Show

The woman with oily skin
worries

mer days. The model uses
a cotton swab to whisk aCadette Girl Scout Troop
going to wear revealing bath- way dust from the hairline. 453 will model dress and sport
clothes at a fashion show to be
not

you must look dowdy and
dumpy Choose bright -colored
beach shifts and maternity

Between settings, back -brush
droopy areas slightly, lift the

crown gently with the end of a
rat -tailed

comb

and

softly

bathing suits and enjoy the sun brush the top layer, of hair

as you always have. The ma- over the area. If you're a girl
ternity styles probably will do who can get by with wearing
more for you than skimpy out- bows, top your hairdo with a
fits do for your plump friends. little bow.
To beat heat and humidity, A GREAT idea for a mother try special cool bath powders to -be who is youthful and has
and bath oils in aerosols to top a square, round or oval face is
off a soothing bath or shower. to have her hair blunt -cut into

held at

Community Center on Saturday
at 2 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door. Refreshments will be

served after the fashion showing sponsored by Spiegler's of
Des Plaines.

When on outings, be pre- will hang long and straight,
pared for quick make-up re- unlike many women's real hair
pairs with little packages of that becomes too curly and

hand cleaners, cotton swabs to hard -to -manage. It also can be
check eye makeup smudges and easily styled in up -sweeps,
treat any bites or scratches. buns and other devices.
Hair always is a problem
during hot summer days, so
.

ALTHOUGH the cost of a
consult your favonte stylist at human
hair wig is prohibitive'
the beauty salon about an easy for many women, a wig made
to -maintain hairdo.
One that is blunt -cut pro- of a synthetic material called
vides more body for easier Dyncl may be matched exactly,
to the woman's hair color. Dy-'
setting after frequent shamwigs look very much like
poos A quick set on rollers nel
human hair, arc easy to manfor your appearance boosts
and can be washed and hung
your morale during the waiting age
on a clothesline to dry.

contemporary

furniture.

This smart sectional boasts extra -thick latex foam
cushions. The armchair is mounted on casters for mobility. Loose pillow backs
in

both sofa and chair are also

in

style. The non -allergenic cushions never need

be plumped up, a special advantage with high profile cushions. Armstrong
furniture fashions photographed at Wana maker's, Philadelphia.
to

Cutting Calories Without
Cheating the Family

4,11i

Members of the MT TOPS of the Mount Prospect Comof Mount Prospect will host munityCenter.
The demonstration to be
a demonstration on Monday,
at 1 p.m. in the Walnut Room given by Ruth J. Williams of

Mount Prospect
Art League
To Install

TIME SAVER: Home-

and cocktail hour.

on their side. The container

New Comb Has Tiny Teeth
To fluff up a tired, flat
hairdo, first brush your hair
thoroughly. Back brush light-

makers who like to make
the most of leftover food
will find a new container

can go from the refrigerator into hot boiling water
to reheat frozen food without cracking. Container of

polyolefin plastic withstands temperatures up to
250 degrees, so don't put it
in a hot oven. Reusable, it

comes in

17

shapes and sizes.

different

ly

about

much

her

the one with dry skin. When

buying cosmetics, lotions or
cleansers, be certain to select

those formulated for oily skin.
A facial mask, used twice a

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
+Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

month, also helps clear large

THE CONLEY!?
Tommy & Mary Kay

pores common to oily skin and

FOR RESERVATIONS

wards off blackheads.

PHONE CL 9-3400

CANDLELIGHT DINNER DANCE
1337 VETERTED
ANS CLUB
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

FEATURING THE INIMITABLE

TED GRAYSON

will be "Cutting
Calories in the Menu Without

COMEDIAN, M.C. AND ACCORDIONIST
ALSO A VOCALIST AND FOUR MUSICIANS

Cheating the Family".
Mrs. Williams has been
actively engaged in this type
of presentation for many years.

Restaurant, Euclid and Wilke cents.
Road, Arlington Heights.
For further information call
After installation of officers Mrs. H. Ewalt at CL 5-5016.
there will be dinner, dancing

as

complexion problems as does

601 N. Main St.

Wilmette,

The annual banquet meeting She will give prizes to those
of the Mount Prospect Art attending.
League will be held at 7:30
All friends and neighbors
p.m., Saturday at the Carousel arc invited. Donation is 25

IF YOU feel a bit draggy for, looks darling; for daytime
during the day, splash your wear on the right kind of face.
face with cold water and relax
For evening and dressy we
for 10 minutes to a half hour casions, if you can afford it,
with herbal pads or cotton balls buy a wig that can be fitted at
saturated with witch hazel over at the near -the -crown , point
your eyes
where the bangs begin. The wig

IT'S FASHIONABLE TO BE PLUMP . . . as far as seat cushions are concerned. Plump seat cushions are the fashion rule in 1966, even in slim -line

the Mount Prospect

During a summer pregnancy, a style with long bangs that
you will find that a little make- begin from a recessed part.
up goes a long way. Select a The sides of this style are
good moistunzing cream for a straight, chopped above the ear
foundation, a light, cheery lip- and cling fairly closely to the
stick and de-emphasize your,
head.
mascara.
This style is simple to care

period.

now on display at the bank at Miss Estelle Feddele. Ribbon
the present time. Many have and cash awards will be made.
been donated by the members.
World's finest Prime Rib
Others were done by outstand-

Jones gals.

It takes a little added effort,
but should be worth twice the

ing suits and sportclothes. That
doesn't mean, however, that

freshments will be available.
Artists wishing to exhibit ing artists who have appeared
may contact Miss Kathleen as
demonstrator -lecturers at
Walthers at the bank. Entry fee the league's
meetings.
is $3.00.
Judges for the exhibiting
artists will include Winslow
THE PICTURES being offered by the Art League are Jones, William Dvorak and

Dynel wigs, go up as quality

her child and a cool autumn.
But she can enjoy the sum-

do things in moderation.
NATURALLY, you're

I

Prices begin at about $7 for

two things - the birth of

fortable

sponsored by the Mount Prospect State Bank on Sunday from
noon until dusk. The exhibit at the Village Garage between Central Rd. and Northwest Highway, is open to the public and re-

in area department stores and'

FROM A NATIONALLY KNOWN ORCHESTRA

SATURDAY JUNE 98,1966
Reservations Only
$17.50 Per Couple Includes Drinks,
Dinner and Entertainment
Limited Reservation will close June 10, 1966

Cocktail Hour 6 to 7 P.M.
Dinner 7 P.M.
Entertainment and Drinks
Till 1 A.M.

Call E. S. Prusinski at CL 3-9880 After 4 P.M.
or CL 3-6569 Before 4 P.M.

the areas where you want

fullness, then spray with a
self -styling hairspray.
Softly
brush hair into place and

A BIG $$ VALUE!

touch up outside layers with
the bikini comb - a new tiny

Attractive brick -stone and frame, 3
bedrooms, 1 1/2 ceramic bath, com-

comb with teeth only 1/4 -inch

fortable living - dining area, handsome kitchen with built-ins. Beauti-

long.

ful

family room for year round

comfort. Fine location

COME AND SEE
OUR SELECTION OF

$23,000

GRADUATION GIFTS

The Dyne! wig may be found

Charm Bracelets

Pen & Pencil Sets
Desk Sets
'Book Ends
hallmark Cards & Party Goods

Arlington Portrait
Studio
PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

......

THE GIFT BOX
107 8. Main St

Phone CL 3 1218

M Prospect, III

in Downtown
Arlington Heights
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

Call CL 3-1800

1'11k11'
-

S

.
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

in Downtown
Mount Prospect
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

Call. CL 5..9111

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT tUBS
I'M FEE' UP WITH

Friday, June 3, 1966
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COMMUNISM!

TIA

I FOUND THIS

I-1

SOUVENIR
PAPER WEIGHT

TANSY,

SHAFT PEOPLE
GPve YOU -I N

YOU!

YOU,

NO WONDER YEH, TH' BULL'S
BEEN TRVIN'TO

TH' GUY IS
STILL DUMPIN'

THANK WASTE BA`;-

-11-1' CRANK-

114' WASTEBASKET!

LETS

NEVER LEARI,

ACCIDENTALLY
EASE THAT MESS
OFF HIS DESK
FER' MONTH 3 --

TO DUMP 'EM! THAT KIND or:
"THANK YOU"

WOULD CURE
ME TH'PIRST

TIME!

110,11 CAN
-n-w1''
YOU

DON'T You -milli,:
PCoPLE SI-ICULD

SHAPE ii-EIrz
BENEFITS E0I/ALLY?

00

MINDj

OH ,5 DON~
SPARING -1 PS CIENEFIT

0 1,141 WA. la. Ins 6.6 liS 161

"Stop crying, Mama! Ho hasn't asked me YET!"

"Oh, that Freddie's a regular guy all right ... regular

hamburgers, regular malts. Nothing double or deluxe!"

BEN CASEY
T M 11.6 US to 011.
(

6 -3 -66

III& 1, N!

STRAIGHTEN UP,

NAW, fcc.6ET HE

MR.GAYNOR !

HE HAS HIS FISH-

WHAT '1 OBJECT TO IS

MISERY!

SHARING ALI. -THIS

artw,LLIA5

THE HARD LOSERS

ING TACKLE OUT

HAVE TO GO SOME
TO TOP HIS LAST CHAPTER

ABANDONED THAT
DUD! I LOOK FOR

ON THE MAGIC F151411\16

AGAIN

LURE! HE CLAIMED
WALL STREET WAS
BEING RIPPED APART

6uPRDse WE'RE
DUE FOR A
RE -RUN ON

IN THE FIGHT TO
INVEST!

HIS GREM" -

INVENTOR

SOMETHING

WITH THE OLD

I-LOOPLE CULTURAL

FLAIR- LIKE. A
MUSICAL

V''"\g(38BER!

SCRIPT!

BUGS BUNNY

THE DOCTOR WILL.
CHECK YOUR. DOG
NOW, MRS.
SCHNOOGLE:

SILENCE

COULD BE
GOLDEN,

5OR

-0

This Is Tho 114GB

That Can Bo Yours

MORTY MEEKLE

Your

You need not race to enjoy the
fruits of racing. The MGB is
a pleasure to drive under any conditions. The 1798 cc engine develops 98 HPat 5400 rpm, cruises

Horoscope

at 100 and has a top speed over
110 mph. Four -speed gear box,
twin carbs, responsive rack and
pinion steering, racing type disc
brakes up front, 10 -inch drums in

Saturday, June 4

20

GEMINI - May 21 to June
-- Individuality should be

emphasized now. Others will
help later It's up to you.

the rear. Cockpit and buc.ket seats
upholstered in English 'leather,
roll -up windows, removable hard

CANCER - June 21 to July
22 -- You gain greater rec-

top and/or easy stowing convertible top, lockable trunk and room
for a couple of kids in

ognition through

bility

personal

bacic. Met° drive
the new MGB? Stop
ItOSKE IMPORT MOTORS the

a-

Take the time to think.

in. There's one at our
358-5750
450 N. Hicks Rd. -Palatine Across From Palatine Shopping Plaza showroom now.

LEO - July 23 to Aug. 22

- Member of

opposite

THE BORN LOSER

sex

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

could be important to your future plans
Be gracious, un-

JAIJI66, lalege

derstanding

Ancient Egypt

WE '101)i

VIRGO - Aug. 23 to Sept.
22 -- Special friend may provide

it

pleasant

surprise.
Don't pass friendship for fun
with strangers
a

10 Musical

LIBRA - Sept. 23 to Oct.
This

is

tt

a

SCORPIO - Oct. 23 to Nov.
21 -- Take an optimistic view
of problems with friends. You

OH 60511, DR.

ZOLA: CAM it
OM A MESSAGE

SAGITTARIUS - Nov. 22
Dec

21

--

FROM Jp.Pj

Realize

ed to your advantage.

15 Coterie
16 Rustic (coll.)
18 Doctrine
21 Ancient city

L51' DS NOPE Hat 113650: ANYWAY, EET TAKE ME TWO DAYS
TO DECOD0.50 110W FES ONLY

TO 115 UK'S..

that
whatever happens can be turnto

THREE DAYS LEFT1

BUT DON' WORRY1 I DO
NOT ADMEET RAT FLYING

THAT HIS INITIALS

PUBLICLY. AT LP..AST1

STAND FOR JUPITER

FLUVIUS. EITHER:
50 KEEP IT UNDER
Y011R NATI

DAYS,

Wait

CAPRICORN - Dec. 22 to
19 - You have the ability to look ahead. Make use
of it at this time. You'll gain.
Jan

AQUARIUS - Jan. 20 to Feb.
-- Bits of information
carefully put together could
provide the answer to your
IS

ALLEY OOP

problems

mcKsE vosawr
ADMIT Pusuelg

SAUCERS EXEEST.MOT

TO SNATCH IR
McKEE IN FIVE

until the time is right.

OH HO, DR. ZOLA..

01111 IDENTICAL

YOU PICKED UP
MORE slimy WAVE

TO VI ONES 3
PI
AGo..wrem

SIGNALS. FROM
JUPTTERTI

ONE EXCEPTION

HOW EET SAY

TWO DAYS.

on Nile
25 Freeze (rare)
29 Bargain event

30 - stone

31 Metal
34 Upper limb
32 Urge on (Scot.) 35 Falsehood
33 Lancelot's son
37 High cards
39 Weirdness
40 Game fish
42 Encountered
43 Shetland hill
pasture
45 Camel's hair
cloth
48 City in Spain
51 Tomb of
Cheops, for one

derivate
56 Flavors
57 Wildcat
58 Consumed

actions and words of others.

DOWN
1 Stag

ARIES - March 21 to April 19 -- News centers around
a change of plan. Make certain it is to your advantage
before you make a move.

PI109111
.0

TAURUS - April 20 to May

I;

20 -- Show a willingness to go
along with others. Your plan

ill

rikAlitiiimiliii

r

gtalittilbiti
10111511

portrait

20 Entangle
22 Immerse in
water
23 Old Testament
prophet ( var.)
24 Dispatches
25 Large
28 Spanish
community
27 Fall flower

AV

DE N

ER E

A

2 Mouthlike part
3 Tear apart
4 One (comb.
form)
5 Ornamental
band
6 Rouses from
sleep
7 Cooking utensil
8 Anger
9 Bishopric

r

EN
0EA
C
U
E ta

M
O OT

ESC
SU
L
-r R S
DU
L. 0 E

1215Tr;1737

0

V

A
N

M
A

M

T

AL

L

L 0

R01
TEMPERATE
ADi T 0 T 1 C

c ATS CASE

36 Insect
38 Statue at Giza
39 England (ab. )
41 Seep

44 Church part

45 Egyptian god

(found in 1799) 28 Alle - ( Ger.) 46 Potato

55 Ammonia

PISCES - Feb. 19 to March
20 -- You'll get the complete
picture if you carefully weigh

may not be thebest after all.

of underworld
14 Hindu queen

CAPTAIN EASY

knob the right methods.

18 Frozen water
19 Pose for

12 Cognizant
13 Egyptian god

0.Paisol

smooth things out.

17 Follower

instrument

MIME

time when
friendships may be put to the
test
You have ability to
--

22

10 World War II
agency ( ab.)
1 Egyptian hawk 11 Letter
hea ed god
6 Egyptian sacred 12 Curved
bull
structure
ACROSS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

BOB

con airier
47 Public notices

48 Coolidge's
nickname

49 Feminine name

50 Noise

52 Affirmative
vote
53 Rodent
54 Peer Gynt's

mother

0.44 pp,. .444

:WfiCiioes

41th.P'

Co .firm 2.25

Presbyterian
One Year Old

St. Emily Roman Catholic
Church of Mount Prospect re-

cently held confirmation for
214 children, II adults and
their 'Sponsors. Bishop Raymond Hillingcr officiated at
the ceremony.
Father John Kuhliney, formerly the Pastor at Holy

'The Jot -in Calvin United Presbyterian Church, currently meeting in the Indian Grove School, 209 N. Lee
Street, Praspect Heights, will celebrate its first anniversary Sunday.
There were 67 charter members. The church now has more

Family Hospital, gave the sermon in which he compared the

of the

taking
cation

and

than 100 members.

Celebrations will begin Sunday with breakfast for the confirmation class to be held under the supervision of Mr. and

christian eduresponsibilitiesby

confirmands with duties of the

I

men of the Green Beret.
He
emphasised
loyalty,

Mrs. Berney Magneson.

Father Kuhlmey is the newly
appointed pastor to, the St.
Mary of the Lake parish.

St. Emily has issued a spefor Holy Family

cial appeal

the

With

ies are needed.

BISHOP Raymond HiMager officiated at confirmation

thilowed by Frank Wislo and Robert Slffernmann.

If you can spend one day a
week on volunteer work in the
hospital at the receptian desk,

position - call the khairmard
or 827.4572.

Rev. John

uhlraty annotating confirmed Mary Rogers. (Photos By Dan

New Assistanuat St.
South
.Church
Picnic
St.

Raymonds Catholic

Paul Academy High School and

Simeon Church

arnond
in

NT .m.
niLA*

Rev. Kalas, born in Chicago,
spent his early childhood in
Our Lady of the Angels Parish.
of He attended Immaculate Heart

Hearthstone's

The

South Baptist C h u r c h, of Mary grammar school, De
Mount Prospect, will hold
their meeting on Sunday,

at 2:30 p.m. at Deer Grove.
,It will be a family picnic

preparatory to their teaching

the first of a two part program
acfirst program,
The

t cording to Mr Ronald C. Gabe bard,... director cf Christian
-Education, will be' from -June
20 through July 1 and is designated as "South Church
Day Camp".
Children from grples ono

through 5 will be taken by bus
to Indian Boundry Forest Preserve Last year 25 children
participated

Gabbard

antici-

pates double that number this
year.

Install
Hi League
Officers
St. Mark Lutheran Church
of Mount Prospect announces
the installation of new Hi
League officers
They are Karen Hansen,
president, Michael Proebstel,

assignment was at

first

St.

School Association Moderator, Rochford
a very difficult
Young Ladies Sodality Chap- task, an/1 I pray that the people
lain, Parish Library Modern- of this. Parish will remember
ator and Ushers Moderator. me constantly in their pray"I am looking forward with ers".

Commencement exercises at Prospect High School

will be held Friday, June 10 at 8:15 p.m. in the field house.
The procession of graduates will be led by next year's senior
Ernie Rogers, president; Bruce Allison, vice
class officers:

Jack Christiansen, Constance

Clifton, Bruce Cole, Paul Colianni, Carol Connery, Sharon

and

Beryl

Weimer, special events chairman.

THE WOMEN'S Guild rum-

used where needed
The Mother's Circle is
seeking
volunteer
Nursery

helpers for the summer services beginning June 12. Call
Carol Williams at 392-4521

if you can help Teen agers
are invited

Board of Education present to

gielski, Linda Buhrke, Robert

Furst, Marsha Garr, Deanne

ert Krysiak, Daniel Kula, An-

distribute

Bunn,

Geerts,

thony

will

be

pect.

Michael

Busse, Craig

Carroll
wright.

Charlotte

Geserick.

to take

the first time.

Rev. Jonas who has served
Pastor Daniel
Jonas will hold Confirmation as Interum Pastor since last
5,

Sunday.

Previously September,
July 3rd.

will

be

confirmed members of various

Seek Teachers
For Catholic
Schools Here
Persons holding a college degree who are interested in teaching at a Catholic school may
apply for positions open in September.

Persons applying immediately are invited to a
special orientation program of observation and
practice teaching.
Application forms and further infotmation may

be obtained by calling the school at 296-3490,
the Convent at 299-5755 or the Catholic School
Board at 527-3200.

Cart-

Carol

Christensen,

Gerald Glasby, Bonnie_ Glascock, Sally Godenrath, Cheryl
Goeppinger, Robert Goffinski,
Thomas Gonda, Nellie Gong,
Kenneth

Gordon,

Kathleen

Goscinski, James Grady, Rob-

ert Grady, Lynn Grad, Claudia

Grafton,

Stephen

Gran,

John Gray, Barbara Greene,
Leslie Griffith, Deborah Grosberg, Fred Groth.
Lawrence
Grundt,
Gary
Guerin, Christine Gunderson,

Brand Gustus, Joan Haak, IIma Hacklin, Terri Hain, Kathleen Hagan, Lynn Hagerup,
The Church of the Master, United Church of Christ, 259 E. Kern Hagg, Linda Hall, RuthCentral Road, Mount Prospect will sponsor a movie for adult' slice Hall, Ellen Hallerstrom,
viewing followed by a discussion period, Saturday at 7:30 p.m, Janine Hamann, Nancy Hamil-

Prospect Heights Community classes are invited

Reunion

William

Movie Discussion
At United Church

Church, the oldest church in communion together as a class
Prospect Heights, held con-. and the newly confirmed class
firmation for 26 children last will receive the Sacrament for

On June

Jr.,

BRUCE Cassel, Carol CedMEMBERS OF the class of
1966 are: Ronda A a ga a r d, erblade, Adelyne Cetwinski,
Daniel Agard, Katherine An- Martin Chakpian, William

Confirm 26 Children

Sunday.

James Herod, Gail Neumann,

-

mage sale held under the di- derson, R on a Id Anderson, Chiesl,
rection of Mrs. June Knutson
and Mrs. Bernice Knoblock,
netted 5558 which will be given to the church council to be

RICHARD Henderson, Char Hengels, Susan Herner,

les

.

diplomas

leaving

St. John's Episcopal Church,

cream will be provided. 200 N. Main St., Mount ProsThe Action Committee also pect will observe Youth Sunday
plans games for members at- on June 5.
Those being recognized are
tending with prizes followed by
baseball, horseshoes, volley- 12 graduating seniors who are
members of the congregation.
ball and other games.
Rev. William King expresses Three of them will take part in
the services. They are Lynn
Hughson,
8
a.m.
service;
James Cramer, 9 a.m. ser-

".

Balms)

,

vice; and Kathy Barnes at II
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a.m. service.

Lynn and James arc graduating

from

Prospect

High

School and Kathy from Wheeling High.

AT BOTH the 9 and 11 a.m.
services a guitar music Folk

Friday, June 3, 1966 1:

k:7MAPPMEIZE.I.MEtri2S=MSERCLEL.,...1.-

Mass will be played by Father
Tench, Curate at St.
John's. The Rev. Richard Lehmann, Rector of the parish will

Jack

A picnic will follow the
church services for the Episcopel Young Churchmen.

Kulasa,

Craig

Kum -

merow, Michele Kutten, Brett
Lamberty, Gary Larson, Su san Lathrop, Sandra Lawrence,
Robert Lee, Paul Levitt, Ron aid Lewandowski, Wayne Urn -

pinsel, Pamela Linton, Robert
Longwell, Richard Lott, DaLovgren, Sharon Lunaburg, James Lutsch, Joan
Lyons, Robert Lyons, John
Lytle,
Karen
MacDonald,
Keith Maclntyre, James Ma linski, Linda Mancini, James
Martin, Linda Massow, Joel
Mattson,
Madeline
Malys,
vid

Barbara Mayes, Sandra McDonald.

Sandra McLean, David Mc Mahon, Cynthia Meseke, Susan

John Nardullii Michael Neitzke, Phyllis Noland, Gail Nelson, William Nendel, Valanne

Nancy Thwreatt, Shirley Sunday at Trinity Methodist
Thwreatt, John Tielsch, Ter- Church, Mount Prospect.
At the 11 n.m. service he
esa Tobin, Thomas Topolski,
1Nitz,, rail
Jullcc; will ryceirel6 rive members,
/01, Trpvtis,
_
Daniel Nixon, Margaret- ifb- Alice Tully
IllJNE; 10 through 12,,;'the
land, Frances Kornellati, MarMethodist Men will hold a reshall `Norcross, John- Norton,- PAULTURNER, Linda Un- treat at Green Lake; WisconKaren

Oehlerking,

William

Raymond

Olsen,

vid

Olson,

Robert Orlowski, Carole Otto, Virginia
Paine, Carl

Owen,

Palm,

Patricia
Frcdrik

Palm, Richard Pauly, Marilyn
Pedersen, Vaughn Pedersen,
Carol Peeler, Jed Peeler,
Roger Peter, Karen Petersen, Robert Petersen.
Carolyn
Peterson,
Craig

Eugene F.
Fktillekman

Jackalyn
Pregent,
David
Pritz, Charlotte Quill, Susan
Reed, Joseph Reedy, David
Render, Thomas Restivo, Deborah Reynolds, Justine Rob;
bins, Williani Robbins, Renc
Robotkay, Neil Rowe, Barbara Rucker, Thomas Rush,
Nicholas Rutigliano, Barbara
Rutkowski.

JOHN RYAN, W. John Ryan, Pamela Sage, Susan Sanders, Joyce

Sardiga, Cheryl

Schroeder.

Cheryl Schwieger,

Ellen Scott, Kathie Scott, Paul
Sells,

Joan

Shaw,

John T. Peters
Z. R. Rogozinski

Jack O'Neil
Jack McHugh
Melvin Kurtz

Endorsed by
WHIRLING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
Mold Pelhkel Ad ...Mammon')

Wiegand, Harold Voss Jr., cal Seminary.
Lorna Nagar, Joseph Wagner, Barrie Walker, Ronald
Walker,
Barbara
Wallace,

Bruce Wallies, William
rich,

Donna

Walsh,

Wall -

Nancy

Nursery
Birthday

Wankel, Mary Warehan, Susan

The women of Grace Luther-

nicki, Patricia Wenzel, Ger- the Nursery Lounge.
ald Werderitch, Frcd WesHOLY Communion will be

ley, Douglas White, Don Whit- held Sunday at the 9:30 and II
ing, Roland Wickiser, Karen a.m. services. Nursery faciliWiener, Cathy Wight, Michael ties arc available at both servWilbourne, Nancy Witkowski, ices. Visitors are always welTimothy Will; Amy Williams, come.
Nancy Wirth, Janice Wojci-

uch, Craig Wolf, Joyce Walters, Kathleen
Zander, Clyde
neth Zellmer.

Zales,
Zaver,

'Cilitisefie()

Paul
Ken-

TO TAKE OUT

Quadrennial

MT. PROSPECT

CHOP SUEY
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

July
at Purdue University
in Lafayette, Ind.

259-3902

1

Patricia

Shields, David Shuart, Bruce
Siebold,' Sandra Sievert, Phillip

Sinkovich,

Chester

Sipi-

Prospect
Heights
Baptist Church
(Mlle

OURS T001

von Langworth, Pamela Von President of Gerrett Theologi-

Saucke, Penelope Scharf, Kim
Nine women from the ChrisSchier, J a n i c e Schimek,
Georgette Schiro, Doris Sch- tian Church of Arlington
Isis, James Schmidt, Dorna Heights will attend the third
Schneider, Heidi Schnyder, Quadrennial of Christian WomJamesScholtens,Craig en's Fellowship June 27 to

initiative and providing general
discomfort. The Bible tells us
that those who reject Christ will
spend everlasting, in Hell-a tor mint far worse than the Mat of
p summer day.
"... whosoever was not found writtonin the book of fife was
cast info the lake of fire." Rev. 20,15

Edgar Ness

Kathleen Urbanus, sin.
Dyke, Darryl
The 8th Anniversary celeVan Kampen. Virginia Ven- bration held last Sunday feaning, Sandra Volk, Deborah tured Dr. Orville McKay,

Peterson, Paul Peterson, Son- Warren, James Watkins, Mar- an Church have been invited to
ja Petkovic, Joseph Pisani ilyn Watkins.
attend the 49th Birthday of the
Jr., Scott Plagge, Jack PolSteven
Weber,
Timothy Augustana Nursery in Chicago
lard, Robert Pompeo Jr., Vir- Webster, Thomas Webster, at 1 p.m. today.
ginia Pompco, Mary Pontoni, Margaret Weider, Bylle WclThe ladies are to assist in

h relentless, sapping energy,

far RIPUILICAN CCIMMITTIINAAN

derwood,

Oelklaus, Barbara Oliver, Da- Nickolas Van

SUMMER'S HEAT

SCHLICKMAN!

Sydow, Dorenc Tessmer, Ste- ates with a book, "Living
ven Thompson, James Thorne, Prayers" at the 9:30 service

Mglej, Cathy Michels, Diane ora.

OUR MAN -

Walter C. Lehmann
Doctor Jeremiah Schoen
Jim Ryan

The Rev. Claude Dotson will

Neuharth.

Donation is $1.00 per person ton, Nancy Hanagerd, Kenneth -Mikula, Leslie Miller, Bar Susan Skinner, Joseph Skryfor tickets, which may be pur- Henkel, Carol Hansen, Carol bare Milnor, Linda Mitchell, sak, Brent Smith, Timothy
Hansen, Carol Hardin, Val- Lawrence Moats, L a y n a S m i t h, Douglas Soderberg,
chased at the door.
erie Harmon, Roy Harnish Jr., Moore, Janet Mopse, Diane
Soderstrom, Stan Soltz,
The money received from Brian Harvey, Robert Haskell, Moritz, Patricia Morrison, Janet
Leslie Spence, Ronald
this event will be used to pur- Gideon Haynes 111, Mary Hed- Barbara Moss, Carol Mout- James Staigle, Bonnie Spry,
Stitt,
chase new drapes for the strom, Raymond Heitzman, ton, Donna Mueller, Joyce
Charles Stocking, Larry StrieChurch School rooms.
James Helm, Susan Hender- Muhly, Kathryn Murphy, Rob - binger, Linda Sunagel, Debra
Refreshments will be served. shot.
ert Mutert, Thomas Nading, Swanberg, Kim Swarski, Diane

Roger Burke

Honor Grads
present 22 high school gradu-

Coopmans, Philip Cordina, Victoria Heurlin, Linda Hines,
Regina Coughlin, John Coy- Ralph Hinkle, Raymond Hinington,
Cowan,- Jerome_ Jdc, Deidre Hirsh, ,Digge
president, : and . Barbara-, Kastniag, secretntw )911 of Mount
Gowan: Leslie ' Cox ,ti James Hachleutner, Russ Hoogerhyde,
Pro,spect, and,Linda Olson, treasurer, of Arlington Heights.
Cramer,
Thomas
Cramer, Janet Hopper, Norman Horler,
Senior
class ' president;
Tom Heeling of Mount Pros- Dennis Arnold, Bonnie Baarts, Linda Culver, Eileen Cuny, Richard Hueckstaedt, Lynn
pect, will introduce seniors Edward Banach Jr., William Linda Danielson, Karen Da- Hughson, D. Scott Hutchins,
Carol Hardin, Christine Gun-- Bannister, Linda Barber, Bar- vies, Duane Davis, Howard Kristine Ihlenfeldt, John Jadersen and Joel Mattson, all bara Bartley, Ruth Batjes, Dawson Jr., William Dax.
cobsen, John Jantac.
Dennis
Decherd, Frances
of Mount Prospect who will George Beard, John Beavers,
Dane Jenning, Diane JoMary Beck, Sharon Becker, Desimone, James Dempsey, hannesen,
Johnson,
Carol
each deliver an address.
Miss Hardin's speech will Stuart Bedford, Donna Beds - Martin DeStefanis, Alan Diet- Dana Johnson, Gary Johnson,
cover the three major fields worth, Richard Bellavia, Su- sche, Linda Doan, Richard Kay Johnson, Linnea Johnson,
a freshman may choose when san Belzer, Steven Benoche, Dodge, Patricia Donahue, Car- Richard Johnson, Thomas
he enters high school: home- Richard Bertoglio, James Be- lene Doran, Cheryl Dorn - Johnson, Eugene Jorgensen,
Eugene Kaczmarek Jr., Wilmaking, preparation for im- ver, Dana Bible, David Bixby, q u as 1 Janice Dornquast,
Bjornseth,
Ronald Rhonda Drilling, Linda Du- liam Kalvog, Kathy Kamrath,
employment
after Richard
mediate
cey, Dennis Edwall, Wiley Ed- Robert Kidd, Bryan Kiehl,
high school or preparation Bogdajewicz, Lynn Bohannan.
Judith Bolit, Steven Boltz, wards, Christine Elman, Char- Bonnie Kijak, Deborah Klein,
for higher education.
Miss Gundersen's speech is Margaret Borg, Walter Borg, les Engelson, William Ens- Raymond Kleinhuizen, Julie
"H on or is Personal" and Nancy Borgardt, William Bos- zer, Diana Evans.
Knoch, Donna Kochan, Karyl
Mattson will speak on "Wak- ton, Dianne Bourassa, RichKoehler,
James
Kolberg,
ard Bracken, James Brasic,
KATHRYN Farleigh, Char- Nance Kolerus, Bette Kolpin,
ing a Mark."
Terry Blackley, music in- Richard Braunschweig, Dennis lotte Farr, Mark Feddersen, Michael Korcek, Kathleen Kostructor, will play "Pomp and Breen, Timothy Breen, Cheryl Kenneth Foerster, Jean Fos- vacs, Rosalyn Kozak.
Holly
Brodski, sler, William Fox, Richard
Circumstance." Other music Brieschke,
will be provided by Prospect's Greg Brooks, Margaret Brown, Freidinger, J o h n French,
WILLIAM Kroll, Cathleen
mixed chorus. Members of the Pamela Budris, Marilyn Bu- Richard Froemling, Richard Krueger, David Kreuger, Rob -

Skibbe, treasurer; Kathy Pin - Thompson both of Mount Prossecretary,

Youth
Sunday

sing the Eucharist.

vice pr es s den t; William Richard Bachuber and T. Earl Carlson, Wiley Carr, Norman Donna Ghera, Vicki Gibfried,
gel,

day.

administered.

List G nclEates at Prospect High

information
further
For
call the church at 253-0501

held their orientation meeting

was said at St. Mary of the
Woods Church, Chicago. His

received and Baptism will be

Ceremonies June 10

and nature outing.

VACATION School Teachers

His First Solemn High Mass

He also extended an invit-

confirmed.

CHURCH
NEWS

Bellwood. a great deal of pleasure to my

Church of Mount Prospect Quigley Preparatory Seminary.
During his seven years at assignment at St. Raymond's,"
has a new assistant Pastor. He was in the first class or- St. Simeon he was CYO Direc- he said. To follow in the footThe Rev. Ronald N. Kalas. dained by the late Albert Car- tor, CFM Chaplain, Home - steps of (a Priestlike Father
dinal Meyer on May 7, 1959.

ers.

ice

in the gift shop or any other ,r)
of Nursing Floors at 824-4648 '-

be

will

AN anniversary picnic will
begin at 1:30 p.m. at the Deer
Grove Woods. Each family is
asked to bring their own food
however beverage, candy and

expansion of Holy Family Hos-'
pital facilities, more pink lad-

earsmaies for 214 children and 11 adults at St. Eally
Rome Catholic Church, Mount Prospect. He h shown

and all Church School teach-

ation to his congregation to
They arc Margo Baffa, Lyn join the Prospect Height's
Esterling, Martha Hink, Gail Woman's Club in their adoption
Kazimicr, of the Vict Nam platoons. Both
David
Livcnick,
Faye Magneson and Jay Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Richard DeNew members also will be Muesy will join the church Sunmembers

bility.

Service.

and Mrs. William Harden, Val uric Johnson, Richard Panagos

At the 10 a.m. service, seven

fighting for. the right of belief
and the true spirit of responsi-

Volunteer

his thanks to the helpers Mr.

with Conservative Baptist Association)

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel
The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids in making the Aneral service time to
be. remembered and cherished ... lasting memorial
to loved ones.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
'

E. of RI. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads

Rev. Robert E. Rushing, pastorParsonage CL 5-1384
Sunday Bible school 9:30 a.m. Classes for all ages. Morning
worship 10:46 a.m. Junior church, ages 8 to 12. Evangelis-:
tic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
Wednesday, '1:30 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by pastor

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR.

Backed by 40 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road .

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

.

. at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800
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Prospect High Rhythmettes

I,

Na e
;

All sophomores

gerin -of Mount Prospect and Sally

er, Jill Schultz, Judy Weigt

and Mary Wendt of Mount Becky Blaine, Holly Hanson,
and juniors on this year's Prospect.
Roberta Novy, Ann Rudder and
corps competed
1966-67 corps.

for

the

New Rhythmette captains
are: Gloria Lucarz, pompom
captain;
Merril=
Benson,
twirling captain and Nancy

Gruber, co -captain.

THE SECOND year Rhythm
ette finalists are:
VIerilee

Benson, Pat Mueller and Linda Phipps of Arlington Heights
and Linda Bauer, Mary Brercton, Barb Brouder, Donna
Gitzke, Cindi Gosch, Sydney

Sophomore
finalists arc:

Godenrath,

1965-66 pompom captain

lis,

Karin Schott of Arlington and Donna Longlield and Ann
Heights.
Wood, former 1965 Rhythm The
sophomore
finalists
arc:
Sharon Anderton and

second
year
Dawn AlLen-

bern, Jan Burmon, Mary Ann
Clevens, Pat Doran, Marilyn
Gattas, Kris Granzin, Nancy Kathy Ryan of Mount ProsGruber, Debbie Heitzman, Sue pect and Kris Schott of ArNewlin and Glenna Wagoner, lington Heights.
all of Mount Prospect and
Bonnie Pomrenke of Arlington
Heights.

THE NEW Rhythmette

1965-66

twirling captain; Doris Scha-

contenders

All

at

casting Corp., operators of
stations in Dallas, St. Louis
and Detroit.

Gehrke,

Randy Clark and Mike Radoll.
Also Richard Hoeck, Jeff
fi Chamberlin, Dan Roth, David

IGronow, Mile Tyre and Mike
Zielinski.

And John Toniolo, Norm
Koziol, Paul

Kanter,

Bobby

Cox, Lee Ackinann and Steve
t

Peters.

-, LIQN BADGES were award,
.,ed t2,,Torn Piehn and Todd Ko-

cr.

. Bear badges were giv-

Also Bonnie Morse, sophomore, daughter of Mr. and

ed a silver arrow.

MRS. JAMES

Scott,

Mrs. B. H. Morse, 200 S.

Maple Ln. and Cathy Nemeth,

mother of the pack, which is
sponsored

by

the

Fairview

New members from Mount and Mrs. John Cochran, 104
I,

"You cannot be serious, Lord! Gideon, the donkey of

the dan, lead an army? Ridiculous!" John Grayson
its the role of Gideon, is amused at the sug-

and assistant denner patches
were presented to six cub
scouts:
They were pave
Dave liarting, Bruce

(right)

gestion of Ed Pownal who plays the Angel of the Lord.
In the Village Theater's forthcoming production of Gid-

Ma e,. ,eons
Jane

18, at Wheeling High School.

Knight
Of the Day

Accident Bureau Makes
Safety Recommendations
hazardous "s"

curve

churches

snd

is

contacting

on Rte. 83 at Lincoln Av. must church officials to evaluate the

get new stripes soon, accord- parking situation during reing to recommendations of the
Accident Prevention Bureau.

ligious services.

"WE WILL probably elimi-

reau is headed by Off. Kenneth

nate some curb parking," he
said, "and initiate some one-

Zschach and Lt. Fred Hedlund, who have submitted four

that the

Formed last week, the bu-

proposals to Police
Newell Esmond.

Chief

way streets."
Hedlund reported

"yield right of way" signs at
Gregory St. on Emerson St.

The recommendation to repaint the median stripe on Rte.
Hedlund

said,

was

hour observation of traffic on
the thoroughfare.

"Almost all the cars either

ANOTHER recommendation

Prospect Day. The son of

Vir. and Mrs. G to r ge

was to replace the
signs with 25- mph

Malmberg, Mark

Lincoln Av. between Wa-Pella

at
304 Maple. A student at
Gregory

School,

12 -year -

in

the sixth

old Mark is

grade. Sandlot baseball

is

20 mph
ones on

tion of the United States grew
1.28 per cent, the smallest
rate in increase since 1945.

"I

like

it,

Busse Rd. School signs
designating a speed limit of
20 mph "when children arc
and

present" arc to be added.
Where
streets bordering

of the signs is to be painted
"one way street ends." These
will be placed near churches.

Doughnut
Day Is

Lt. Hedlund has made seven
drawings of areas around

Tagging locations are being
assigned and hundreds of tag-

Economic

and

are

not to send you back to Spring-

Lipuma, senior, daughter

graham faces two opponents,
Robert Atcher, Schaumburg
and Bill Davies, Streamwood,

field."

and Mrs. Ray Hanson; Mary

of

Middaugh; Ila Morris, senior,
daughter of

Acknowledging Sen. Dirksen's support, Graham said,
"I am exceedingly grateful

Mr. and Mrs.

Fred Morris and Marilyn and
Pauletta
Vivcrito,
seniors,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew L. Vivcrito.

that the most important Re-

publican in the United States
Senate has endoresed me for

Two two-week clinics were

re-election. I have worked
with the senator for many

held for the new color guard.
After the tryout sessions the

years for the good of Illinois.

Dean DePoy and the present

He is familiar with my record and the principles for

color guard.

which I stand."

members

were

selected

by

''4100-4%-:101MINGIASINTW7RIII

bers are:Donna Kivland, sen-

IIII,..

ior,

1

Edward M.
datighter 1419 W. Concord.

/

la. :it

0

PETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Leadley,

FROM

6

PARRAKEETS, PUPPIES, TO PYTHONS
Singing Canaries $10.95, Kittens Free

Visit New School

Under New Management
Conte in for a cup of coffee and Grouse around.

BAMBOO

AQUARIUM & PET SHOP
0 E. Northwest Hwy. - Mt. Prospect, Ill
Phone 392-4964

P1

owl..vitk wick-

vs

,z1

tion for- the first time since
1941.

The

(--

-7

Novotny
Team

We Joined:
Lorraine Karm
An Travis
Mary Mason
Wok! Politico! Advett!tomont)

Thomas W. Novotny'
For

REPUBLICAN
COMMITTEEMAN

GUARANTE
ri?, MORE BE/MEIJI

LA"

Introductory

SPECIAL

PRICES INCLUDE

ALL LABOR AND
ALL MATERIALS:

You Got:

SEEDING
(1 lb. per 1,000 so. it.)
FERTILIZATION

Costs Less Than

05.540 plus 33% US-)

GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT lit
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Pear and Cottage Cheese
Shrimp Cocktail .... 75e
Large
$1.60
Herring In Wine Sauce or Sour Cream
75e
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly.
53.25
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato
$3.00
Roast Young Chicken and Dressing
$2.75
Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
$3.00
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Rica $2.75
Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
$3.00
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
$2.50
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartan Sauce
$2.76
Chef's Special Cut T Bone Steals, Mushroom Caps $5.25

Coffee

Baked or

French Fried Potatoes

Rolls & Butter

Tea

Milk

MT. PROSPECT, LL

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS

- PHONE CIL 3-8179

DAILY FROM $1.40

my so. ft.

.0%.

LAWN CONDITIONING

FALL
SEED (I is. DU
1,000 $0. It.)

SPECIAL

FERTILIZATION
335.5.10 Phis
4% U.F.)
CRUII.PREOFING

ColeSlaw

Choice of Mashed,

It. area. Each add I

POWER ROLLING Ai,\

S4.

SS.)

A

YEAR 'ROUND GUARANTEE with our
"GREENSKEEPER CARE" PROGRAM

Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange Juide relish Tray
Chef' Salad

for up to 4,000 I.

POWER AERATION

"Do-lt-Yourself"

18 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, if
or teleohone Fl 6-1080.

color guard arc: Patti Hanson, senior, daughter of Mr.

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS

RT. 12 & RT. 83

In a letter to Sen. Graham,
Sen. Dirksen said, "With
your splendid record, experience and position it would

Business 'Re-

needed. Volunteers
are urged to visit or write
"Doughnut Day" headquarters,
gers

sophomore,

GUNNELL'S

June 10.
On "Doughnut Day" volun-

is 5340,500.

Mrs. Wesley
Fisher, .402
Schoenbeck, both of Prospeel Heights.
Arlington
Heights mem-

and Mrs. G. J. Kiffel; Leah Mrs.
Jarek,

SPRING
FERTILIZATION
(35.5.10 plus,
31%U.F.)
PRE,DIERCENCE
CRAII GRASS
WCONTROL

EED CONTROL

POWER %*
AERATION

SEED (1 lb. per 1000 SQ. ft.)
FERTIIJIATION

Don't Be A
Lawn Drudge

CALL

third

WHEELING residents who indeed be a waste on the part
were members of this year's of the electorate if they were

ior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
NEW
MEMBERS
from Carl Lindberg, 2828 N. VisWheeling are: Karen Kiffel, to Ln. and Suc Leadley, junsophomore, daughter of M'r. ior, daughter of Mr. and

For The Finest In Faxl

The Salvation Army is to
hold its area -wide "Doughnut Day" in Buffalo Grove

THE TAG day is to be the
concluding appeal in the organization's 1966 fund campaign. TIr total campaign goal

Mrs. Kenneth Hansen,
1301
Ironwood Dr.; Terri
Lovdjieff, sophomore, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nick
Lovdjieff, 1129 Juniper Ln.,
and Betsy Ham, sophomore,

Recommended by the
Better Government Assn;

Join

June 10
teer taggers will sell brown
doughnut -shaped paper tagsthe symbol of the Salvation
Army's help for the needy.

sen, junior, daughter of Mr. senior, daughter of Mr. and
and

the

search. In 1965 the rate fell to
20.4 births per 1,000 popula-

reports "Illinois Business Re- years ago and now estimates
view," a publication of Uni- the nation will have 240 to
versity of Illinois . Bureau of 273 million people by 1985.

his favorite sport. Mark is schools are marked by "one
working on his first news- way" signs, on the reverse

paper route.
fine!" he said.

Han- Wheeling and Carol . Fisher,

had been replaced by stop
Sister M. Charles, princi- demonstration school librarsigns following an auto accipal, and Sister M. Carmelle, ies in the United States. The
dent there last month.
librarian and science teach- five year project will demonMiss Joan M. Brueggemann, er, at St. James Junior High strate the
educational value
24, of 205 N. Ridge, was ser- School, visited Allisonville of a full program of school
iously injured in the accident. School in Indianapolis, Ind. library service.
After more than two weeks on to observe the program demThe sisters visited the lithe critical list in Holy Family onstration center school.
brary and observed pupils
Hospital, Des Plaines, she reThe Knapp Foundation, Inc. using reference material and
gained
consciousness
three has provided funds for eight audio visual equipment.
days ago.

Mark Malmberg is the crossed over the middle line
Principal factor in the slowAs a result, U.S. Bureau
newest Prospect "Knight of or changed lanes dangerously er growth has been a decline of Census has lowered its prothe Day." Mark earned the along the "s" curve," he in the birth rate since 1956, jection of population made two
said.

Cyndey

Barrington,
in
senatorial District.

BIRTH RATE DECLINING

URBANA, Ill. -- From mid made on the basis of a two' 1964 to mid -1965 the populaLt.

83,

Prospect are:

McKinley

his support for the re-election
of State Sen. John A. Graham,

daughter of Mr. and
SiiittrdiY"'sfid:Stinday,' wdaughter,bf Mrpand Mrs. Ed- Mrs. Paul KivIrindrf I 27' Wind Friday'and Sattirday, Jane -17 and wilt Ham, 9Judith Arin DLL: ''ior Dt.; 'LoisL Lindberg, sen-,'

Dan Darragh, Mike Tyre and

The

I

Everett

of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jarek:
Sharron V i n c e n t, junior Lynn Middaugh, senior, daugh- in his quest for re-election.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. ter of Mr. and Mrs.. F. E.

.

PTA, was introduced to all the
parents attending the meeting.
Delmer patches were given
to Ken Rakoski, Lee Ackmann,
Paul Morath and Steve Biggs

Sen.

Dirksen (R-111) has announced

Mr. and Mrs. *Peter Lipuma;

junior, daughter of Mr. and G. Vincent; and Donna Fcich,
daughter of Mrs.
Mrs. Edward F. Nemeth, ju- junior,
Mrs. Edward F. Nemeth, 1105 Ethel Felch.
Members of this , year's
N. Oak, both of Prospect
color guard arc: Jane CochHeights.
ran, senior, daughter of Mr.

den

for

Graham

Champlain, sophomore, both of Arlington Heights.

Douglas Orlando.

lives

-Supports

The 11 new members include: Donna Tessendorf, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tessendorf, 1014 Alexandria, junior
And Sally Ball, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ball, 2407 N.

en to Dave Harting and Paul

distinction by selling 39
new subscriptions to The

Dirksen

torium.

New members have been selected for the Wheeling High

Morath. Webelo patches were
presented to Mike Tyre and
Dan Darragh.

candidates

Arrington will be the featured speaker at a fund raising dinner for Graham June 11 at Flick Reedy Audi-

School band color guard.

New boys joining the pack
Cubmaster Craig Chamber- were James Bethel', Charles
lin awarded 17 Scout -A -Ra- Emig, Tim Jones, Paul Scott
ma patches. They were giv- and David Winterstein.
en to Todd Kocher, Edward
Dougias

Republican

county and state offices run-

Sat. John A. Graham (left) confers with Sen. W. Rus- ning in the June 14 primary.
sell Arrington, president pro tem of the Illinois Senate.

Eleven ricked
For C lor Guard

r,

the

County Board, and most of the

new appointment.

At Wheeling High

to Mrs. Ralph Kocher for her
five years as a den mother,
Tom Piehn received a gold
Mrs. Leo W. Gronow for her arrow and Mike Tyre receiv-

McAuliff,

dignitaries
attend will be
Margucrittc
Stitt
Church,
former U. , S. Congresswoman, Harold Rainville, Sen.
Everett Dirksen's chief administrative assistant, Sheriff
Richard Ogilvie,
candidate
for president of the Cook

erage.

Awarded the Webelo Arrow of Light were Tim Broyles, Paul

Mel

Among
scheduled to

were requir-

ed to have a C scholastic av-

The -station was recently
purchased by Century Broad-

Chisholm, Linda Demien, eral manager for Chicago Ra-

Cotter, Douglas Klaus, Paul Kanter, Glen Amundson, Steve

three years and Mrs.
Buettner for her two years.

tion from the third district.

ty, overall appearance, marching ability and coordination.

Seven Cub Scouts have been graduated from Pack 151.
Peters and Mark Hendershot.
Certificates of thanks were
presented during the meeting

personali-

lie

Cubs
e etc
G
Arro s of Light

John A. Graham of Barrington who is seeking re - elec-

judged on

station manager prior to his

Booth and Margo Kauffold of 1007 W. Wildwood Dr., served the station as sales and
Arlington Heights.

Nancy Enszer, Holly Fischer,

and
majority leader, will
speak at a fund raising dinner June 11 honoring Sen.

NEW JUNIOR Rhythmettc
EdWalter,Prospect
finalists are: Pat Bader, Les- Heights, has been named genSue Hagg and Connie Klinker of dio Station WFMF.
Walters, who resides
Mount Prospect and Linda

fi-

nalists for next year's corps
arc:
freshmen Barb Arnett,

cries.
The girls were
posture, individual

pro tem of the state senate

Ed Walters Promoted

Seevte

'

Sen. W. Russell Arrington
(R -Evanston), president

...MembOk*.

Judging the Rhythmette tryThe Rhythmette Corps of Karl, Elaine Levers, Gloria Mary Johnson, Lauri Martin,
Prospect High School, con- Lucarz, Jan McNeil, Barb Daryl McGee, Mary Skate, outs were Mrs. Ruthann Norsisting of 53 girls, has been Rohan, Jan Rohner, Val Ruth- Pam Toenjes and Nancy Wan- man, head of Rhythmettes;
selected.

Raising
Dinner

I.

AERATION

ROLL

ROLL

(35-5-10 plus, 38% U.FJ
217;.,ACE.

SPOT WEED CONTROL
GRUB -PROOFING
POWER AERATION
POWER ROLLING

LATE SPRING

for up to 4,000 40 ft area.
YOUR

LAW Pr
SCA

"

^ ^LA 0,4),
LID

299-7797

44 HT 19:114r
MC

p

.Irr Fi.

SUMMER

P..0
FERTILIZATION
(354-10 Plus.
311%U.F.)

WEED CWITROL

.

(4,000

$0.11.

FERTILIZATION

Mauls . )

com et

FUNGUS connsoi. '81"1"`""')

WEED a CRAB

POWER

AERATION

CHI NCH O M

LIGHT ROLL

LICHT ROLL

CRASS CONTROL
C LWTROL

LAWN -A -MAT OF CHICAGO, INC.
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oiling Places for College Referendum
Swam-

77-711

GOING

ws-orsres.erra

.

'PLACES?
c .

'

I -4T

Page 9
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1,14::

miummmoorm

[Here's Where!

"
i

r01.1.NTRY CLUB
..THEATRE:

30

In the Old Orchard
Country club la..

.

vJ

5

A

r,

rX.

opEN TO THE PUBLIC
Plays presentedAlghtly

Tuesday thru :fty
RAND & EUCLID

259-5400

Psospoct

L. 1

4

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

..rZi

N

1

10

--

. t-

COCKTAILS
DINNER
featuring

GLORIA VAN
At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdaya_

' 1714i

?

"

.

UAL
,

,1

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
392 - 1670

tYr... '16' 3.
344.44,ON

Vt.

NOTICE

._

j I 0. ____ __Xy...,:i i.:1
EXCEPT SCHANDERG VILLAGE
VOTES AT POLLING PLACE

-- -

Ill

F -IT.::.-IA.....,.'-.

I
11,-__. _..1

j
)

i

The DAY classified

,,,,.., -1-,'-/..,

00. 20.

.....1.-7,.....am.4...1.
--- _,,------ ,

I -------SS.

1'

I

I

,evig

i

i

I

VOTES

44,i '

department

PLACE
OC'P'MI7L'j.:0'°P"L'

A ST

IN NO. 24.

----4.
I

A

.

.---,-------

.___I-I

I

' ,..,_- _

,,,,,, Si.1

is now open

for business.

EXCEPT SCISAUIDURG VILLAGE

VOTES AT POLLING PUCE
III 110. 20.

j

r

255-7200

I

"

r

19 0-r.-iL--.4

24

OFFICE HOURS:

1

EXCEPT MOPF---" ESTATES

8:30 A. M.

VOTES AT POLLING PLACE
10 pa. 25 AID ELK GROVE

r- VILLAGE VOTES AT POLLING
PLACE IN XV. 23.

until 5:00 P.M.

p

-

'5 -Business Personals

_I

I

S

1,4'

CO

.0

I. Whitman School, 133 S.

Miner, Arlington Heights.
1.1.4 (Thomas Junior 'High,

E.

Wilk, Wheeling.

2. pifidon Junior High,1001. 303;
:

CONDOMINIUM
DISCOVERY!

W. Dundee, Wheeling.
3. Alcott School,
Dr., Buffalo Grove.

Bernard

;E,

12. South Junior High, 314

S. Highland, Arlington Heights.
13. Kimball Hill School, 2905
Meadow Dr., Rolling Meadows.
Heights.
14. Salk School, 3705 Plea5. Model Home, 1409 Lillian, sant Dr. Rolling Meadows.
Arlington Heights.
15. Forest View High, 2121
6. Central School, Main and S. Goebbert, Arlington Heights.
Central, Mount Prospect.
16. Forest View Elementary
7. Lincoln School, 700 W.
School,
1901
Estates
Dr.,
Lincoln, Mount Prospect.
Mount Prospect.
8. Euclid School,
2 I
17.
Robert Frost School,
Wheeling, Mount Prospect.
1308 S. Cypress, Mount Pros9. Fechanville School, 1400 pect.
E. Kensington, Mount Prospect
18. High Ridge Knolls School
10. Miner Junior High, 1101 588 S. Dare James, Des
1

Readrile. CO NTESSA

Automatic Water Conditioner
Fully automatic and service free an elegant yet economical appliance. An exclusive "5 -cycle"
process gives an abundance of
conditioned Raynewater. Three
models from which to choose and
ct 10 -year written warranty.
The Flomite.
CONTES SA
$29500

,,

a splendid new life in the suburbs
for the "liberated generation"

WATER CCNDITIONINGI

Finally. Freedom to begin enjoying life ... without
surrendering the luxuries and comforts of a fine,

suburban home. Leisure time for entertaining.
Leisure time for travel. Leisure time for simply
relaxing. All yours, now -in Regent Park, the mag-

nificent new residential setting built around its
own private lakel
For less than you'd expect to pay for a comparable rental unit, you can be an owner of one of

Regent Park's spacious Condominium Apartments .

.

. and enjoy completely care -free living!

A maintenance staff cares for the grounds and
recreational facilities -private swimming pool, tennis courts and lake.

crest

19, Devonshire. School, 1401.

Thomas,. Arlington. ,S. Pennsyjvania. Des Plaines.

Heights.

4. Ann Sullivan School, 700
N. Schoenbeck Rd., Prospect

1

Plaines.

PH. 299-5565

20. Rupley School, 305 E.
Oakton, Elk Grove.
21. Ridge School, 650 Ridge
Av., Elk Grove.
22.

Clearmont School, 280

Clearmont, Elk Grove.
23.

Salt Creek School, 65

Kennedy, Elk Grove.
24.
Schaumburg
School,
Schaumburg Rd., Schaumburg.

25. Twinbrook School, Ash
Rd., Hoffman Estates.
26. Hillcrest School,

--

and

.

30. Sanborn School, 101 N.

Hill -

its seven dens.

vid Gronke.
Herman

Cubmaster Clarence Dunsing

gave Wolf Badges to Michael
Johnston, Billy Fritz a n d
James Carpenter.

A Gold Arrow on Wolf was
awarded to James Carpenter,
Michael Kocik, Mark Theobald
and Tom Schefter.
on

Wolf were presented to James

Walsh and
Thomas Schefter, while three

Silver Arrows on Wolf were

Heinemann

Badges and Randy also picked
up a Gold Arrow on Lion.

BEAR BADGES

went

to

Carpenter,

James

Joseph

Bartosiak and Ronald Erskine
were presented with one year
pins and William Baumann was

transferred from Pack 195 in
Roselle.

FIVE youths were initiated
as Bobcats. Their parents held
candles

while

they

698 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

ton were graduated into Boy

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

them a white neckerchief and

To set Regent Park's model condominiums, take Rand Road (Rt. 12)
or Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83) to Kensington (Foundry Rd.) at Randhuret
Shopping Center, then west Yemile on Kensington. Model apartments

are open from 10 A.M. 'tli dark.

UNITED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Phone 259-4949

Pachorek

3 LINES

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

3

DAYS

ONLY

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

$315

Surprise
Night
Tonight
The Women's Guild of Our
Redeemer Lutheran Church of

Prospect Heights will hold its
"Surprise Night" tonight, in I
Ladies are asked to bring
a white elephant for a Chinese
auction which will be conducted
after the dinner at 6:30 p.m.

For any further information
contact Mrs. Alex Liesik, at

255-5060
Henriksen

Plus One Day

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

In "Market Day"

-mom

welcomed them into Troop 164.

CL 3-2434.

Up To UU To Pay

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS,

gave

the church's social hall.

100 FREE STAMPS IF WE FAIL TO OFFER TO
CHECK YOUR OIL WHEN YOU PURCHASE GAS.
Thank You Again For A Successful Grand Opening
Dick Stickle, Dealer

FOR ANY

repeated

Paul Swanson and Tim Roeber.
Leslie Payne and Mark HusBob

OR MORE

Take an Months

their Bobcat pins.

Scouts.

DO YOU

REASON?

the Bobcat oath and received

feature automatic elevator service to all levels
Including the lower level private garage, 2 and

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BUY

self also won a Gold Arrow
and a Silver Arrow on Bear.

Steven Nerby, Scott Projahn,

24
Mons

$2000
$3000
$4000

Hixson, Terry Hullett
and Joseph Janzen, who him-

They were Edward Schefter,

OPEN

4 P.M.

Steve

Super 100 Service Station

minimum down payment, is 8216.95... and you
enjoy tax deduction benefits.

NEED

and

Randy Kob won their Lion

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS
3 bedrooms, individual air conditioning, carpeting, General Electric appliances, "patio"
balconies. Priced from 826,900. Complete
monthly cost, for 2 -bedroom unit, after low.

BEFORE

TO DAYS
BEST

given to John Elmer, Nick Griseto, Robert Keinpas and Da-

BONUS OFFER - FREE LADIES NYLONS
WITH GAS PLAN - ASK FOR DETAILS

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

ington Ct., Palatine.

School, Des Plaines, and presented awards to members of

Fri., Sat., Sun., June 3-4-5 With 10 Gal. Purchase

255-7200

33. Paddock School, Wash-

Carpenter, Curtis

LADIES NYLON HEAD SCARFS

CALL
TODAY

Oak, Palatine.
31.
Inferness
Ficldhouse.
32. Winston Park School,
900
E.
Palatine,
Palatine.

Cub Scout pack 164 conducted its final meeting this
year at High Ridge Knolls

TWO SILVER Arrows

...

Fremont,

Cub Pack 164
Presents Awards

WEEKEND SPECIAL
FREE

Blvd.

Hoffman,Esiates.
27. Hoffman, Schdol, Glendale
Ln., Hoffman Estates.
28.
Campanelli School,
Springinsguth Rd., Weathers field.
29.
Hanover
Highlands
School, 1451 Cypress, Hanover Park.

Mt. Prospect
CLNTI4

HENRIKSEN

Edition If Your
Ad Appears In
The Regular
Tuesday Pager.

LOAN CO
A

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. b
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated

',y the State of Illinois.

Friday, June 3, 1966,

Tit E DAN'

MR& Mann SZE=

,Tozte'm

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

3

DAYS

ONLY
22 -lobs Wanted -Women

& GIRL W NT ADS

EE B

F

15

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS

Experienced and Reliable.
HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2140

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
WORK WANTED
Junior.
School

High
Weekdays
By

Weekends Lawn Mowing Car
Washing etc Good Worker Fair
Rates South Side Preferred
Chuck Cashion CL -9-0080

Sears Allstate Moped Good
Condition Call 327-5240 Price
$100.00 Tom Eagle

4 -pickup Guitar, vibrato, flat wound strings, case; bigSupro
amp., vibrato, reverb. perfect
condition, $350, Bill Compton,
CL 3-8806

Two teenage girls for baby

furnished. Call 253-0639 Lois
Mitchell

Like New, summer shirts 14-

$1.50, shorts 26" waist

16

Girls Blue 20" bike - good

$1.75. trousers 27" $2.25,

condition notify: Debbie LaMantia 2407 LaFayette, Ar-

field cap $.50 John Page 3921737

lington, Hgts. Cost $15.00
Debbie LaMantia

Capable Experienced Eighth
Grader will babysit days or
area
Hasbrook
evenings
CL 9-4430 Mary Kay Deasey

Free! Three Little Kittens
(Less mittens) Want a good

4083

Jim Watt

as gold. Please call 392-9466
Tamara Timberlalce

Tammy Doll house. Call be-

tween three and eight p.m.

Mon. thru Fri. and block city

building blocks 255-2732 Mary

Louise deLorimier

ing lawns fast depindible efficent if interested call

ELECTRONIC PARTS - New
& Used, Many types. For sale

or trade. I repair radios in

my spare time. Call evenings.

253-4681 at or after 3:30 Mike
Ford

439-1755 Richard C. Pasco

Prospect athlete (17) wants
outside work to build body

Walls Washed B. Machine No

part time or full time available June 13 Tom Walter 2533786

Mess - No Streaking - Free
Estimates Call after five
Working My Way To College
HE 7-4556 Steve Mueller
National A mplifler, twotwelve

Barbie doll and double case
outfits and accessories Like

New $8.00 Call Joan after
6:00 439-6632 Joan VinIc

For sale student desk $7.00
Deborah Ostrowski 255-6187

inch heavy duty speakers.Reverb Trem. Year old like new.
$425 new. $300 or best offer
392-2669 Joe Stanley
Wanted - Mons golf clubs and
cart. Call after .6 p.m. CL 51479 Terry Furlong

392-3960

Wagon trycycle Scooter Baseball Gloves Football Helmets
Ice Skates (4-9)BowlingShoes
(5) Shoulder Pads Games
Rocking Train Steven Balinski

Capable experienced teenage
girl wants babysitting for
summer months in Wheeling
Monnat 537-6106

Fifteen year old boy, Northwest side of Mount Prospect,
would like yard work. CL 33610 Bill Treece

Rajslci

College junior chemistry
major needs full time summer

work available May 31 Call
Michael Lutsch CL 3-2549
Any type work acceptable

For sale "Freeman" B flat

Excellent condition. Case, Chamois, extra
reeds included. Also "Alexander" E flat Alto Sax. Good

Michael Lutsch

H.O. model Railroad Set.Possible 4 train operation. Complete with board, engines,

condition. Don Metcalf 4391264

A mpeg Bass Amplifier, B -

cars, and extras. $125. Call
after 5:00 439-0727 John

15N.

Sweeny

Fifty watts. Shock
mounted.
Jensen speaker.

Controlled distortion.,Guitar,

accordian, and bass in puts,

For sale 2 year old Emence
Organ. Cost $49.00. $20.00

Brand new. $315.00 Thomas
Irmen CL -3-8499

392-3787 Donna Krull

Hamsters 6 1/2 weeks old
74 each Call 439-6632 after
6:00 Jean Vink

5 Gallon Aquarium, reflector,

Straight A High school stu-

dent needs college money.Can
type or you name it. 255-3856

259-3293

Yard work, Mount Prospect

Northwest side, Thirteen year

WANTED: A babysitting job
Experienced with small children Will do light housework
2
years experience References available Reasonable
rates Always available 3925150 Marsha McClellan

For Sale, 1965 Honda Sport
50,

White,

Excellent con-

Low Mileage, Best
offer over $250, call CL 32058 after 7:00 P.M. Bruce

dition,

G. Thill CL -3-2058

NO OBLIGATION
Just MPIA or Bring Your Ad On The Form Below To Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

Sales clerk,office work,babysitting wanted by prospective

senior. Sharon

high school

Burger 253-0637

SELL - Model car parts,bod-

We Must
Receive

ies, Chevies, Vetts, Expertmentals, dragsters, etc.Mod-

Your Ad

RULES

On

1. Any high school, junior high school, grade school boy
or girl is eligible to place free want ads.

Antique 1898 Edison cylinder

The

2. Ads may contain up to 20 words, in addition to name,

"Spider" 4 prong reproducer
and 5 cylinder records, original finish. $75. Bill Martin

eling tools. Large assortment
make offer. Call CL 5-6094,
after six. Bill Bannister.

record player, 3 foot horn,

address and phone number which MUST appear in oven(

ad. Ads will appear as received without editing or
correction.

3. Ads containing articles which a boy or girl would not
normally call his or her personal property will not
be accepted. For example, ads offering furniture, appliances, automobiles, boats, pianos, power tools, adult
clothing, etc. WILL BE REJECTED.

ADS TAKEN BY

Wanted Small plug-in radio,
good games, will sell Lionel
train $20.00, Boys 24" 3 speed bike, will trade for 2G"
Bill Smith.392,41198

296-4743

Double neck Electric Hawatin
Guitar and Amplifier 120 Base

Halo - American Accordion
James Geocaris CL -3-1575
Ambassador B -Flat
Trumpet with case, professional mouthpiece excellent condition Phone CL. 5Olds

0268

All wooden, completely varnished Go-Gart. Very good
wheels, has an area for motor.
Studily constructed frame $7
CL. 5-0268 John Cummings

Three adorable kittens for
sale. Five weeks old Well

trained. Can't bear to part with
them, but have to. 1.00 ea.
CL 3-5416 Anne Schmidt

lent condishion OL-5-4368
Richard Wiegel
LAWN MOWING pFpmpt and

4

.

Nawrot CL 3-7763

We do odd jobs. Cut hedge
lawns; pull weeds, carwash,

clean garage, basement. Will
give estimate over phone.Call
392-2260 Mark Hoppe.
Age

$1.00 an hour. James Manes,
CL 5-0682.

job. Won art scholarship. Can
taphone, calculator. CL 3-

3488. Linda Carter.
V

we'll do it! Good work - low
costs'- free estimates.Arthur
& Fred Stillman, 358-78E17.
WANTED: complete drum set

CL 5-4817.

bass, tomtoms, snare, hi hat,
crash cymbols. Relatively
new, good condition. Preferably pearl finish with chrome.
Scott Josif, CL 9-3185
Grass cutting $2.50. your cutter $3.00 my cutter. Small lots
cheaper - Bike repair and odd
jobs, small appliances repaired. Donald Maschinski, 259-

Poodle

grooming, bathing,
clipping, anal glands cleaned,
nails clipped. $6. CL 3-2236.
Glenn Rathke

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

around. Call now, see how
High School Gardeners are
best for you. Tom Scheffel,

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647

Savage, 692-3462.

Guitar and amp. combination
$60. Separate $35 each. Perfect condition. Call CL 3-8264
ask for Dennis. Dennis Voss.

For Sale: Large size spring

jumping horse. Good condition

CL 5-0036. Patricia Mutert.
Like new guitar amplifier 20
watts, 12" speaker treble,
bass, volume controls. $40.00
Glenn Reschke, 1606 N. Highland, CL 5-1096.

26" Boy's bike sharp white
and gold color $8.00. Glenn
Reschke,' 1606 N. Highland,
CL, 5-1096.

One 24" Girl's bike. Good to
learn to ride on. Basket, lock,
and chain included. 392-2547.
Conscientious an trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or bythe
job. CL 9-1653. David Dieters

Salary open
Must be mechanically minded
Apply

FINANCE DIRECTOR

Village of

Experienced and dependable
high school Soph.desires baby
sitting jobs. Days or evenings.
Judy Koch, 358-9298

Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

JANITOR

Most track, elevated, most

4:30 PM to I AM
5 days
Modern office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.

CL 5-3657

Regular increases. Must have
references.
Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

For Sale Ho Model railroad.

scenery completed, 10 hand
painted buildings 20 cars and
engines. $75.00 Tom Cramer

rie Weber, CL 3-8686.

Wanted: Will babysit.12 years
old. Reliable. Experienced,
Phone CL 3-9092. PeggyCurt-

BABY SITTER - Do you need
a reliable baby sitter? Call
CL 5-5734 and ask for Carolyn

Arlington Heights,

For music in style the popular Renegades, will play for
graduation,, block, and pri-

TOWNSHIP

formation call 392-5283. Linlc
Eckard

CALL MRS. HUBER

et, dresses. Very reasonable
and excellent condition.Lau-

Illinois.

2 Electric trains, 6 switches,
$15 Tonka trucks, tractors,
etc. cheap. 392-2832 after 4

Schwinn 26". Very good condition complete with ac-

cessories - 3 speed. Joseph

Microscope large Tinkertoy
set, ten brand name games.
Thirty dollar tape -recorder
cheap. All items excellent
condition, all parts included.
Jerry Thielen, 392-9236.

Bobka CL 3-3175

girls bike 26 inch. needs work
$8. Mary Hoggay CL 3-0445

Yale, Arlington Heights, CL 5-

Mothers Relax! Enroll 3 year olds. Outdoor' school's
seCond!summer session.017

will mow and garden most
any lawn with three years of
;.experidaeo. I war algrba,br'r.

PM. i501 hourly. Weekly, rates

529-1806
JANITOR'S HELPER
$350 per month
plus
Beautiful 2 bedroom Apt.

26x14 L. R., 14x17 Bdrm.etc.

Oak hardwood floors

Lawn mowing and
lawn work in Ridge Park area, Jeffrey Cress, 922 North
Wanted:

Green party dress size 9, $5,

CUSTOD IANS

vate parties. For more in-

p.m. Dave Lockwood

Two bicycles for sale -- one
red Schwinn 26", ono blue

537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

SCHAUMBURG

ningham 802 North Harvard
Avenue,

General Blower Co.

SCHOOL

8725

Please Call 439-1127

SALESMAN
wanted

FULL OR PART TIME

I

anyti rile: Michael- lvleClel- t

WORK IN YOUR OWN AREA.

EXCELLENT comrsstoN.
Call CL 9-3393

OYSrOVER 16

Education, refreshments,

Ian 392-5156.

7 to 10:30 P.M.

Simplex factory built Go Cart,

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2385.
Debbie Bodin.

needs paint, $50.00.
Firm will trade for used Mini
bike. Tim Zasadny CL 3-4010

Harmony guitar with case,

like new $90.00. One year old.

WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

10 Speed Schwinn
racing bicycle. Varsity, Customized, Continental fittings,
Radiant Blue. Excellent Con-

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

Gieseke & "RldgaV
Jackson, 255-6255.

PART TIME

Ruthie

dual drum brakes, small engine,

SELL -

Thursday after six. Bill Bannister CL 5-6094.

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis.

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 55731. How about typing at 60
words a minute?
Wanted: babysitting job(s) for

summer. Am experienced.

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

Age 13. Charge 501 an hour.
259-2788. Gall Williams.

length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

13 -Lost And Found

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street

Slingerland Drum Set 5 pc.
bass, cymbol, snare, two tom
tom's. 1 1/2 years old Brown
Marble good condition $150.00
call TW 4-6602 Dave "Maley. .

Twenty-six inch Shwinn girls

bike, "Debutante" pink and
white, good condition.Twentyfive dollars. Maureen Mitchell
359-1813.

Lost - Parakeet. Two shades
of green. Answers to Toby.
LOST

Welch Terrier small. Female
black and tan. Seven children
crying. $25.00 reward. Call

2018. Michael Cushing.

Plano lessons given in my
home. Beginners preferred.
1/2 hour lessons offered between 1 and 4 p.m. weekdays.
For information contact Miss
R. Hoigard, 358-2699.
26 -inch bike. Schwinn make.
black and white. good condition. $20.00 CL 5-2710. Bill
St. John.
Beginning

piano students
wanted by high school sopho-

more currently studying at

Northwestern University Preparatory School of Mustc.For
details call: Donna Hutchings,
259-5783.

to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

PART TIME

CALL 392-6282

1/2 year old. Lost vicinity

Child's pet. Please return.
Reward. 259-0118.
15 -Business Personals

AMERICANS

cars. Always available. 255-

YOUNG MAN
Recent hi -school grad. wanted

Wilshire &Kensington.

CL 5-7410

VOTE FOR THE

Brier subdivision. Willing to
babysit, cut lawns or wash

1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

LOST -Male Siamese cat, 1-

jobs in Arlington Heights area.
Prompt and efficient. 2538512. Tom Rodell.
Reliable Sophomore is seeking
summer employment in Green

METHODIST

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

Dependable 15 -year -old boy to

do lawn jobs and household

LO 1-7122
ORDER FILLER

Publishing House

Call CL 5-8906.
High school boy wanting lawn

12:30 TO 8:30 PM

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
worlc. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. David Dieters, CL.9-1653

ter coat, tweed pile, lined,

dition. Call CL 5-6094 Monday

Amy Smith.

Graduating Senior Girl with
artistic ability wants summer
also type 45 words. Use die-

PARENTS SIGNATURE

type yard work from mowing to
painting. Your equip. all types.

For Sale left-handed outfielder's glove. Like new. Fine
quality. $6.00. Bob Mutert.
CL 5-0036.

Daugherty

H115;

the best incorporated business

High school boy will do any

Zukowski, 296-4743

Ft. wood and fiberglass
runnabout. Best offer. Jack

Phone No.

Schrank

and yard work done by Park
Ridge high school boy. Tom

12

Address

Need A Rest? Call 253-0616
for your solution. Sitting done
afternoons and evenings.Have
Chauffeur, Will Travel! Jan

Will babysit in Coach Light Brookwood area; Experienced, fourteen years old.Debbie

Experienced Babysitter second oldest of six. Morning
hours perffered or late afternoon hours. Make arrangements at CL 5-0650. Joanne

Bring or Mall to: Boys & Girls Want Ad Dept., Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights.

Name

lawnmower Sophomore at Arlington High school Job rates
253-4681 Richard F. Ford

Above average senior would
like a job with above average
responsibility for three or
four days a week.Marcy Mor-

Free adorable kittens 7 weeks
old are house broken. Please
call CL 9-4658 two black 2
striped, 1 black and white.
Karen Ericsson

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK

Need gardening done? Were

red spring coat size 10 $5,

For Sale; Arlington H.S.
jacket, medium sized and excellent condition by graduating
senior, $11.00. Also, 5 -gallon
fish tank, $9. CL 5-4267. Ron
Urick.

must be on separate, official blank.

PHONE

Lavm Valets - mowing - edging - weeding. You name it -

white springcoat, spring jack-

Work Wanted: Lawn mowing

As many ads as desired may be4Submitted but each

CAR WASHER
wanted
PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.

Zajicek, 392-0696

Diane

CL 9-1382

ton, CL 3-7518

or brought to the classified department, Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order forms
are also available at the Arlington Day Office.

size waist 27, length 29427.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. ICim

Girls clothing size -14, win-

Zukowski

24-41elp Wanted lien

Rathke

Available baby sitter for the
Brookwood and Coach Light
area in Prospect Heights. Experienced

suit with two

brown

slacks, nearly new, Slacks

5862.

Girls 24 -inch bike. Will sell
for ten dollars. Blue, good
condition. Nancy Koc, 3303
Pheasant. CL 9-0384.

4. Ads must be on the official form and must be mailed

SORRY NO FREE

Smith 392-3898

reliable. ' Will provide own

DAY PUBLICATIONS
INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO
PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE
FROM MAY 27th TO JUNE 9th

Below

Will trade my 20" boys bike
for 24" bike. Sell Big Bruiser
truck $5.00; Lionel Train
$20.00, pup tent $4.00. Mike

Go Kart with motor. Excel-

boy. CL 3-3810 Alan
Treece

FREE WANT ADS

Form

month old. perfect condition.
$500. 392-1086 call evenings
John Turninaro

old

Boy and Girl

Special

bals. White Marine Pearl. 1

Patricia Rogers

back board, $4.50 Will also

swap U.S. and foreign stamps.
Bill Cochran 21 South Dwyer

only $40. CL 3-2230. Glenn

8648

Boys

accordian. Excellent condition

inch

Boy's bicycle. 20" full size.
Good condition. Best offer
takes it. 827-3869 Betsy R.

Baby sitting service in Green
Brier Sub Division weekends,
evenings
during summer
months Reasonable rates 501
hour 7:4 after midnite. Miss
Jo Ellen nutter 392-2592

children. Mary Walters 392-

four piece plus Zildjian Cym-

For prompt, summer sale.

253-378g

For Sale. 120 base 3 switch

Charge 35c an hour. I like
SLLNGERLAND DRUM SET -

Two B -flat Clarinets one now

wood LeBlanc $75 ono old
metal $20 Dentist won't let
me play them Kim Walter

Need a baby-sitter? Age 12.

Kathleen

Manatt

area. Full or part time.Sue

Clarinet in

Sandi Haas 253-6141

'Boy for Hire Mike Ford. Mow-

ical work. Types 50 w.a.m.
Could typo at home Barbara

CL- 5-6512

Volt Swim fins shoe size 7-0
$7.50 Call after 3:00 Jim Watt
143 South Fernandez CL 3-

home. Six weeks old and good

Two Pink Graduation Dresses
half slip sizes 12 Teen $5
ea slip $1.50 2 pair pumps
patient white bik 8m $1.00 ea

in her home. Barb Kogut 392-

Kogiit 392-206G

Hansen

ATTENTION BOY SCOUTS(

type.

Bicycle
26
Boy's
537-5168 Mike Minarik

High school girl age 17 looking for part or full time cler-

ested in forming teen combo.
Guitarists preferably. Phone
CL 5-5731 after five. Roxee

babysitting, housework. Can

2066

Fresh and soph gir1S inter-

in

any kind of work -- filing,

girl, age 17 do your ironing

Tired and hot? Let high school

jobs

NEEDED: Summer Job for a
graduating girl, 18. Will do

Wanted Go -Kart. Good condition. If possible motorized:
large flippers for swimming.

Prospect
Heights area Call 299-1347
Jeannie 11 Jackie DiSomma
sitting

Wanted Babysitting Job. 15
years of age. South Mount

Prospect area. Reference's

Gioduating senior girl looking for summer job. Types
45 words a minute, operates
calculator, elec. typewriter,
has artistic ability.CL 3-3408
Linda A. Carter

Des Plaines

",LIBERTY AMENDMENT"

Introduced in the

U.S. Congress by
Hon. James B. Utt, as
House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States

HELP REPEAL
PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Write for Free Literature

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

EVE'S & SAT'S
Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.
2001' W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Arlington Heights Chapter
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

P. 0. Box 30
Mt. Prospect, Hi. 60056
24 -Help Wanted Men

DAY WANT ADS

GET RESULTS
24 -Help Wanted Men

CHEMIST
Outstanding career for young

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.
Salary Commensurate with Experience

Repair your TV, radio, phonograph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

M. Pt 77 IV METALS

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.

250 N. 12th ST.

259-0513. Donna King.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING
537-2180

t.

My.

CI:311 MAN

253-1,-0

Mode,. n Wet ionwe,cte:Ing

plant 'Iced; arm lot gereral
clean nu both in7.10: evil out Cowl. uly

METHODE

MANUFACTURING

(111 W. e.azdn e' -t

A iite:ica

no.

1700

LEARN'A TRADE
* Carting wage 52.35 par hr.
Automatic raise 101 Pork.
after 00 days
Ample overtime

Opportunity for advance-

STOCKMAN/PORTER

ment

Grow with Company

Full time employment. Good
th,,'
'11,,tt:over 21

Apply Inpernon

c

ALUMINUM COIL

1:7\BRIC MART
Ilardlun :t Cuter

ANODIZING CORP.

212 Northwest Hwy.

Fez River Giro.,

()UAL Y CONTROL

CORP.
Rollin; Lie^do

BEAM IC IAN
, anted. Pull, part time or
eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon

12 W. Northwest Hwy

Mt. Prospect

base immediate opening for a
man to talc complete charge of
inspection re oculdres during
our record shift. Eecellent
chance for advancement in fast
growing electronic company.

Will train man with related
in

background
work.

111.

inspection

!

ABOVE UlbON SCALE FOR
INDUSTRIAL
110USI,;ICEEPING

hours or'rnurc.)
'Full iliac
Ur part time evenings.
Call 824-0144

RELAY DR 11 VER
12:30 PM to 3 PM

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Ph. 259-0141

PARTS MAN

Position open with excellent
opportimity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but
not necessary, %elll train the

right man. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Life Insurance

Group [hospitalization

Part time or full.

CORP.

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

CALL MR. BARKLEY

296-5574
MAGEE CHEM I CAL
415 W. Touhy

(Nr. York Rd.) Des Plaines.

Authorized VW Dealer

1700 Hicks. Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Hospitalization.
Shift premium.

Vacations.

Merit in-

creases.

General Blower Co.
537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

MAN OR BOY
to homes Sunday A.M. only.
Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

Our progressive

"'

expansion

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.
824-1155

Costs And Budget Analysis. Prefer Degree In
Accounting Or Equivalent.
Salary Commensurate With Experience.

WHEELING
537-2100

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

V
". 13 =J

five years experience in elec-.

trD mechanical volume nroduction. Basic machinedesign

experience adventageous.
Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open.Send re-

sume or call personnel de-

partment for interview. Salary

commensurate with individ-

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

EXPERIENCED
MEN WANTED

PRESS BRAKE operating
setup men

PUNCH PRESS operating

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Coma In or Call

& setup men

GENERAL LABORERS

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 IV. Northwest Highway

Barrington

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

experienced in Mig & Arc

Apply

JARKE CORP.
6333 Howard St.

Niles, Ili.

647-9633

DAY
WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

RS

Outstanding career opportunities
for personnel with experience in
prodUction scheduling, expediting
or status control.
These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacation and holidays, sick pay, hospital
and life insurance, shift bonus, and overtime.

,C1a=-

250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2100

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Challenging position for recent college graduates.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC

CUSTODIANS

MA IL CLERK

1400 E. Foundry Rd.
MT. PROSPECT

296-2150

PRODUCTION WORKERS
Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries,periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in thei challenging Held or packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further Information.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
tI

Call 255-7200

1

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

CHICAG
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITES

AT

UN NG
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
SR. DESIGNERS
TOOL DESIGNERS

TECHNICAL ASSIST,
(Physics & Optics)
TECHNICAL ASSIST.
(Mechanical)
SR. TECHNIC IAN
MODEL MAKER
DRAFTSMEN

CLEAR BROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Dlaclitop Work

Rolling Meadows

Blachtop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

Will do any job 20% cheap24 lir. service

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
5 37-8228

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
free

24

Carpets -Bug Cleaners

562.2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. 'Tuesday & Thursday

We also offer a complete line of company benefits

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

including good starting rates and merit revenue.

Charles Bruning Company
Division of Addrossograph Multigraph L'orp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

Arlington Heights Area

Engmeeting

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

OPEN

837-3461

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

Homes Dent To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Virden Builders
Call 392-3617

Sewing

Will

do alterations and
straight sewing in my home.
392-1786
Sewing Machine Repairs

Landscaping

Ray's Le mis'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. sere. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.

24 hr. phone serv.
894.3115

358-2581

laandry-Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
. eluded.

done, shirts in2
day
service.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-68130
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
derstanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
PamtingDecorating

GET THE BEST FOR
LESS

ON ALL PAINTING

Transporatinn

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Nlotor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Pablch Motor Said
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
Chrysler

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carstoa Mfr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service -Lawns Mooed

TREE TRIMMING. Removal

of dead limbs, branch-

es. Rcas.
Kelly's

392-7430

Vinyl

paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call weekdays after 3:30 p.m.

LEO - CL 3-7374
QUAt !TY PAINTING
SERVICE

Free est
Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Village Decorators
provides professional interior decorating advice. No

purchases required.

DESIGN TIME
Dies, Jigs and Fixtures
Quoted by the Job

PORTABLE T.V.'S

Call 373-68130

PHONE 439.1794

cost. free estimate.

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon.

Suburbs.

SYSTEM
Offers, experienced and un-

DON'S BLACKTOP

JUNE SPECIAL

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN

392-1388

RUG & CARPET CLEAN (NO. Expert work, low

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS

flaeloa Itcpt

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All

lots.

er than any other contractor. Call collect e, now save.

We offer a complete line of employee benefits, including good

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

parking

PHONE LE 7-1166

CLEANING HOMES by

SINCE 1930
Flour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights

Boring Machine Operators

CARS TON

MTR . SALES

8011E11E1CM

General Cleaning

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

equipment desirable

starting salary and merit increases.

Responsible young person for general mailroom duties.

Auto Puts And Accessories

Mill Hands

(Chemical Process)

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

RIVER TRAILS '
District School

Vo[r

PHONE CL 3-0349

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

PROJECT ENGINEER

SCHOOL

3 P. M. to I I P. M.
7 P. M. to I I P. M.

WINKELMAN'S

Tool Makers
Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

is holy ma[io

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services. offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

(10% Shift Premium)

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

WELDERS
Full time -days or nites. Profit sharing, overtime and full
benefits.

Lot

An rmill Opportunity Employer

Varied Machining Ability

rpfLEL'GeED7

Z)SE'W2nla

1200 Hicks Rd. Rolling Meadows
CL 9-0740

helpful.

DUnkirk 1-2400

ragiegyzvara

MTP-aEcrin ail[MCV

ACRONc ICS

2ed shift

PRECISION MECHANICAL

EXPE

BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

MACHINISTS

ual.

METHODE

110 GATEWAY ROAD

Among other benefits, WO offer excellent starting salary,
paid vacation, free life insurance and hospitalization and
8 paid holidays. Pleasant engineering environment in airconditioned laboratory.

I

Paid Vacations
New Equipment
Profit Sharing

B & W CORPORAT ION

RADIATOR SHOP

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

manufacturer. Requires B.S.

C TEC MC1AN

Excellent opportunity for young man in our Quality Control Department. Must be familiar with Test Equipment
used for testing High -Reliability Electronic Components
used in Manned Space Flight. 1 year precious electronic
test experience required; Electronic Trade School education preferred. Position will allow opportunity for advancement as employee demonstrates ability.

Division Of General Time Corp.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

A

Experienced Only
An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.

AEROSPACE

M.E. degree and minimum

to grow along with a multi

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC

:I7CTR

PRESS

Paid Holidays
Pleasant Working Conditions

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

division electronic component

for a Manufacturing Engineer

-110 W. Washington

PRESS BRAKE - RUNG
OPERA ORS

An equal opportunity employer

We need men with 1 to 3 years experience assembling a
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.

creates an excellent chance

PALATINE POLICE DEPT.

Nen

Steady -Employment

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Apply 9 - 5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

MANUFACTURING
ENGINEER

GET RESULTS
2/1-11llp

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

Men with at least high school education, to operate PILOT
PLANT in research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

LL:g2=3C27711617

with car todeliver newspapers

Y
MERIT TO 50,060 YEAR
FOR PATROLMEN

Entrance Exam June. 4, 9966, 10 A.M.
Village Hall, Applications

VIA NTITNAKCE

With Two To Three Years Experience In

Permanent work, will train.

START 56,100 YEAR INCREASED TO e7,020 AFTER FIRST

DAY
WANT ADS

General all around man for Maintenanc,.. Department, hy.:
draulic or electrical expo, preferred.

Challenging Position For A Young Applicant

1st Pt 2nd shifts

Village of Palatine

Hard Work

Maximum Opportunity
259:1019

Ar

Uenled Linn

COST ACCOUNTANT

WELDERS
MACHINE OPER'S

Village of Mount Prospect

JCL OFF CERS

6- 0

Commission

Mount Prospect

FACTORY WORK
ASSEMBLY

824-6135

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

Public Works Building

CL 3-1200

530 1.V. N/W Hwy.

LABORATORY TECHNIC IAN
Rotating Shift Work

Des Plaines

33 O. Arlington Me. Rd.

ply in person.
11 South Pine

SUBSIDIARY OF stniBOArt CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155
An equal opportunity employer

165 LEE ST.

VILLAGE OF ARL. !ITS.
253-2210

year round. Fringe benefits,
chauffeur's license required.
Local or adjoining area. Ap-

DAYS

& SHIPPING

General Molded Products Inc.

Celery $1200 year
Apply Finance Director

PUBLIC WORKS

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment
Paid vacations

-

Wants man 10 to 45. Full time,

BARTENDER
KRUSE'S

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND a 3RD SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's.
Bonus for night work.
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

CROSSING GUARD

25'-z.,

1:4auie,1 Clam

,Paid holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. airy. Fri. 9. to 12 Sat';.

Wented

60603

Van

'MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

SCHOOL

PHONE 263-4034

LECO MFG. CO.
439-3000

Mt. Prospect

phone 6. Box 1003,
A rlinelon Day, Arl. Ills.
native:-

Room 1000, 20 II. Wacker Dr.

Mt. Prospect

MANUFACTURING

curity, other betvalts. Give
your te:Ichine status, home

Friday, June 3, 1966

74_Thia i:J2ntn

Guar-!1:lcsd ieuoine,sock.1 se-

C,A,DUNN

Chicago, III.

THE DAY

teachers 11v-,i'z in this area.

Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.

FACTORY WORK

PRODUCT ION

Tenchers
l'reritctuo summer- erinnloy.;"
=it fr:.711eble for coveral

travel in central midmost. Expeesc5-excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment cell

WILL TRAIN FOR

Free Uniforms

Insurance, voluntary savings,
paid holidays, profit sharing,
dinner for you and your family
on your birthday and dinner
for you and your wife on your
anniversary. We train you in
a vital chemical industry.
Starting sa la ry $2.25hour,
per,
quarterly advances.

neers in the Interesting field
of industrial loan prevention
in an expanding international
organization. Opportunity for

Choose Your Hours

Paid Holidays A Vacations

operates as a family group.

Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to Went from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

09-0236

ME-1HODE

A family owned company which

Recent Graduates

mivencoment into sales or
management positions. Sorii,33

Monday thru Friday
Sat. 11 AM to 6:30 PM.
190 King' St.

liclp Vented Men Or Vienna.

1:1\30 1.WT:Pc;

.

Help Wanted

Pours Landscaping

INSPECTOR

An equal °ppm to lity employe'

392-7547

2Iy in person.
tl enlv.
RAPP'S tiLSTAURANT

Al 117 in

fr,

'MFN

fays. En-

JAN I TOR
AGE 0 HOUIZ:.; OPEN

Ads.

?4-tlelp rlanterl Men

24-1!alp Wald Ilcp
tilooD;

PARTI:.111:7P,

253-6068

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

gall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

See Classified Page 1
For Phone Number
In Your Area

,L.

7'41"

ntE

e-

Friday, June 3, 1906

DAV

30 -Help Ilan! ed_vioran

SWITCHBOARD
You'll sit in reception

area
and be the official greeter for
this Northwest suburban firm.

Aetho office is looking for

energetic man or woman who
is wllllnu to devote funnel° te
selling. Experience preferred

Board is smell one, easy to
operate. $05 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
374-9393

but will train anyone who is

willing to wort:. Member of
M,A,P, multiple listinga end
ilorth,,est Suburban Board.
Call for interview or send

TRAVEL
RESERTATIONISTS

Prominent travel bureau is

I ermine.

BR UN S REAL ESTATE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-0322
At lington Ills.

opening three more neighborhood travel centers. You'll

learn to talk totravelers, map
our tours, suggest vacation
sites, then typo up the ticket.

ORGAN Of

r

Apply in person

"WE HANDLE

plan.

24 HOUR PHONE

21 -Employment Agencies -Men

$0,000 - $9,000 N. W. SUDS.

24 Hr. Ph. 392-5100 e,

207

N. Evergreen Arl. Ills.

30 -help Wanted -Women

20 -Employment Agencies -Women

Tremendous opportunity for
top stylist in Northwest Suburb Shopping Center near

Experienced preferred. 5 day
week. Excellent working con-

ditions. Profit sharing plan.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SHAMPOO GIRL

Experienced for dining room

full or part

time.

MAITRE D' RESTAURANT

State & Higgins Rds.,
437-3000 Elk Grove Village

Days or nights

FINISHERS er BUFFERS

Rte 83 & Algonquin

Paid rest periods

437-4949

Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
Free Hospitalization
Apply 9- 5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-

Des Plaines, Illinois
774-5155

024-6135

NOTICE
Designations

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ployment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-,

OPENING. OUR NEW BUILDING

essary to the normal oper-

WE NEED HELP

or enterprise, or (2) as a

ntion

his

business

other because of the work

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPER
CLERKS
LAUNDRY HELP
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

Involved. Stich designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

preference,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

STENO -SECRETARY
Higgins Mannheim Area

Phone Mr. Schleh

2777 Mannheim Road
Des Plaines

And are willing fo pay top
$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

SALESWOMAN
Permanent full time opening
for busy active depts Including

sales of

College Students

RECORD
SHEET MUSIC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

296-5515

Take equal parts, time, en-

ergy, and intelligence, season
generously with fun, stir
vigorously with charm. When
,well done serve with

but not necessary. Wo will

train qualified person. 5 day
week, Liberal company benefits. Call for appointment,

Write Box 01020 for interview.
Tell us about yourself, family,

Mr. W. Wais

.and time available.

392-2600

WAITRESS
-

LYON-HEALY

11 to 5:30

Monday thru Saturday

RANDHURST CENTER

Apply in person
Uncle Andy's,Cow Palace

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

MT. PROSPECT
30 -Help Wanted -Women

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
VARIOUS PHASES OF
PHOTO FINISHING PRODUCTION
HOURS AVAILABLE
8 AM TO 4:30 PM

6 PM to 2:30 AM
11 AM TO 7:30 PM
LIBERAL BENEFITS

limitation,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Musical- background preferred

INSTANT CASH

$1.25 hour

.

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

STACK

SSE

LY

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering. -

INS ECTION

Wo need electrical inspectors In our Pa atine plant to nspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

CLERICAL

We will train good typist in the use of Compu yper machine. We also need good cleric typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

Des Plaines

827-6141

MOTOROLA
200 East Daniels Rd.

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

For Summer' Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

$10 BONUS

Five Reasons:

$75 BON

HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

Top Rates

HAIR STYLIST
To Take Over
Excellent Following

RIG

2. They like the pay-top rates

according to your skint,.

3. They like the respect and

Temporary Service

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 82 7-110 8

309-0303

4. They like the assignments-.

top firms in the city and

Reliable woman for cleaning one day every 3 weeks,
Arlington Ills. Call 392-9714

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

suburbs

TOP STARTING WAGE.
PAID VACATIONS.
PROFIT SHARING.
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
& LIFE INSURANCE.

working within 1 week of
coming in.

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m, to 4 p.m., 5

day week. Must be reliable.
Good tips. Ph. CL 5-4833
PROSPECT HOUSE

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

or Temporary

APPLY 8 to 4:30

2101 ARTHUR AVE.,
Elk Grove V.
439-6363

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at- -

PART -DM

For your convenience

Women from 18 to 50 --work
the days weeks or months you

Sat'day Interviews

prefer in this arca and earn

69 W. Washington

top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal

9 AM to 1 PM
7134 Higgins Av. 9 A M to noon

Northwest Suburban girls call

counseling and help you to

now for a local appointment

brush up on them. STUDENTS

Wheeling area
LE 7-1546
Mt. Prospect area 253-1103
Roselle area
529-9849
Palatine, Rol'g M's,
Arl. II.
CL 5-2067
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-8588

APPLY NOW for work during your summer vacation.

6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

For more information call
Ethel Doebber VA 7-5557.

Excellent Oppor.

PREFERRED

For Girl To Learn
Purchasing clerk procedures
in our modern ELK GROVE
Village office. Good salary
and benefits for n bright girl
with light typing skills and
aptitude for figures. An equal
oppor. employer. Call JOHN

CLERK TYPIST

OFFICE

Excellent opportunity for the
person who likes variety on

Excellent position for mature
person with adult family.
Pleasant personality and good

for a rapidly growing com-

tying skill required:
'
firs: 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM

3 evenings per week
plus every other Saturday

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

Wanted high school girl, interesting work. Randhurst area. After 8 p.m. CL 9-1896.

BERG, 439-3500

ADMITTING

Manpower

Business Service Corp.

the job and wants to work
pany.

Good pay, benefits and

775-7277
Brunswick Bldg.
10th Fl.
Washington & Dearborn
Girl over Ili to serve on
Patio. 11:00 to 7:00. Full time

or part time.
Patio Restaurant
LE 7-5565

congenial surroundings in a
northwest location. For in- -

$1.75 an. Hour

8:30 to 1:30 Daily

formation call JIM CARO be-

tween 0:15 A.M. and 5 P.M.

No experience necessary to

at 763-6700.

attend lunch room in Wheeling.
Must be neat, clean
and like people. Needs own
transportation.
Will train.
Excellent hours and working,
conditions. Phone: CL 54115 for interview.

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

VARO OPTICAL INC.
5577 Northwest Hwy.
Chicago
An equal opportunity employer

a9 -help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

-

HOSTESS

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
.Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093
3

HONEYSUCKLES
feet heavy nursery

to 4

groom bushes. Still plenty time

to plant. Also shade trees and
birches, tulip, sycamore, Mt.

CASHIER -HOSTESS

ash, green ash, maples and
purple leaf plumS. Dug and

We can'offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

ready to plant.

LOW PRICES
WILLOW NURSERY

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
Des Plaines

220 Graceland
827-6141

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Manpower

in the past 90 days were

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

BERKEY PHOTO

use

"White Glove Girls" -955
of all qualified applicants

Office Work

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

8:30 AM to 5 PM
Liberal Benefits

and business
machine operators.

dictaphone

GEL

SWITCHBOARD

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

perienced typists, stenos;

Paid Vacations

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CLERK
and

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting-IMMED- TATE asLignmonts for ex-

First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

CASHIER

DAYS $1.75-$1.85 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

CL. 5-4755
Lee's samples - Dresses, :
sults and Sportswear - Now '
York and California design-

JOB OPENINGS AT UARCO

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

CHEMIST
We need a top caliber man, 3,5 years experience, with

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

.

ers. Half price. _DI 8.611130.
Now tent used 1 season,
14 x 10, 0 ft. High. Phone
CL 5-2588

BLUE Lustre not only rids

carpets of soil but leaves pile

background in photography, adhesives, inks or paper tech-

soft and lofty. Rent electric

and develop quality control proceedures for production

ware Co., 121 E. Davis St.,

DETAI LERS-DESIGNERS

er $8, 2 girl's 26" bikes,

shampooer $1. Bowen Hard-

nology. A man qualified to set raw material standards

Arlington fits.
3 pc,. bedrm set $75, Ironrito
ironer $12, Kantwetbedtrain-

control. BS degree required.

Detallers and Designers with medium machinery background

in printing, paper converting or packaging field preferred.

dbl. HO train set, Hollywd.
twin beds $12. aft 5 p.m.

Needs

CL 5-7090,

PROJECT ENGINEER

M.E. Graduate for development engineering assignment on
office machines and business forms products. An exceptional opportunity for a young man with ideas and a desire
to make them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5
years experience will start you off on a rewarding career
with excellent growth potential.

DRIVER-MULTILITH OPERATOR

Cafeteria Attendants

sages and packages. Must have accident free driving record, be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith

PART TIME CUSTODIAN
Week -ends only. Experience desirable.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.
DUnkirk 1-4030

Barringhin, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 volcost $200, sacr. $35,
Webster's unabridged dicumes,

itionary $14.

ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!
Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be In modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

household

turn. & appliances, also 1955
Nash, Excellent. 1450 Keniington CL. 3-4926

All steel Mastercraft utility

trailer, good tires, 'lump box,
like new. 437-2256
RUMMAGE SALE

Clothing, furniture, pictures,
crib, odds and ends.
992-6384

APPLY DAILY

Like new one 2500 watt gener-

MOTOROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

251-7385

SALE,

GARAGE

AT IT'S PALATINE AND

To drive company station wagon. Pick-up and deliver mesmachine in Office Services part time.

Apply Nov At

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To onie

With

CL 9-1000

BERKEY PHOTO

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

'

TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

APPLY PERSONNEL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

220 Graceland

COLLEGE GIRLS

1M

(i

IMMEDIATE" WORK

000 W. CENTRAL RD.

Job Training

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT
IF YOU ARE. .

PART

Schwinn Sales Co.
STROMBERG CARLSOI\
CORP.

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

(Chgo ph. 625-8150)

STENOGRAPHER
IN ARLINGTON
CALL CL 3-7300

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

3 to 11 PM shift & Weekends

CL 5-2900

of

convenience to our ,readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would he of more
interest to one sex than the

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TIME

437-3900

'AND

Permanent part time position'
available on new switchboard.
Should be able to rotate with
other operators if needed.

ARLINGTON

wHy

LX711117.1All'irt

Typists

Anthony's Pin Curl

blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

711

SW ITCHBOARD
( II PM to 7 AM )

DES PLAINES, ILL.
Loc. on A lgonquin Rd .(Rte. 62)

Would You Believe It

RESTAURANT

Pastetun tveiet. exPerleneed,
for clean, eir-connitionenofi'set printing plant. Good pay,
liberal benefits. Drookshore
'Co., 952 Sunset Ridge Rd.,
Northbreek.

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMIIISSION

(Rte. 03)

interview phone 255-7130.
ELECTROLUX CORP.
1310 V/. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

.

8: Stamping
3

are now hiring mature

Call Bette Rich

WATERFALL

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

General Molded Products Inc.

Perfection Spring

eve's or just Saturday.
Chen James Beauty Salon,
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-7547
Mt. Prospect

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

WAITRESSES WANTED

Free Life Insurance

Permanent position.
Fringe benefits.

sary.

BEAUT IC IAN
wanted. Full, part time or

FL 9-1070

WAITRESSES

26 -Help Wanted Men Or WoMen,

Accounts Receivable &billing.
Typing essential, posting machine exp. helpful, not neces-

2100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

-

Senger
766-0716

ASSISTANT

PALATINE
NATIONAL BANK

day or night

Ruth
-

024-7111

Call 392-1474

WANT ADS
GE T RESULTS.

Miss

Call
R.N.

Call Mr. Flynn

doctor

DAY

7 AM \lo 3 PM

women to demonstrate our
product to housewives. For

DICTAPHONE TYPIST

Randhurst; Also want

will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify. $90
wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9363
7205 N. Meade

NURSING AIDES

.4300KKEEPER

Vie

Fox River Grove, Ill.

BEAUTY OPERATOR

"SHEETS"
Arl.11ts.

BENSENVILLE 110P,IE
NEEDS

LADIES: FULL -PART TIME

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.
212 Northwest Hwy.

392-6100

AS SMBLY. FOREMAN

16 N. Dryden
Arlington Heights

PHOTOCOPY

GIRLS

EVERYTHING"

$300-$650

Mr. W. Wais

AMERICAN

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

1007. FREE

Mt. Prospect, Ill.
3 92-260 0

For Appointment
An equal rapper employer.

"SHEETS" HAS THEM

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first atd,plus handle entire insurance program. Must have,.
good typing ability.
many company benefits.Apply

774-9393

LOCAL NORTIIWEST
POSITIONS

INDUSTR IAL

PHONE 296-6661

Age 18 - 77?
Choose hours 0 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
12 p.m. to 8:30a.m.
No
experience necessary.
Starting wage $1.05 per hr.
Premium on night shifts. Paid
holidays & vacation Bonus

ing.

COUNTER GIRL
Prefer married. Days. $00
per weak. Apply in parson.
One Hour Cleaners

Excellent starting salary and

a month. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

350-0311

NURSE

lege girl, age 20-30, in Des

Plaines office at Cumberland
Station. If you arc looking for
an unusual job where you can
'use your initiative we will
train you in personal and telephone claim adjusting. Career opportunity.

NURSE AIDE. .5 P.M. to 10
P.M.- and/or- 7'11,,M.,10 urn^
P.M., every other weekend.
Plum Grove Nursing HOMO.

-

30 -Help Planted -Women

30-11eig Wantcd-Womon

30:11elp Would -Women

30 -help Wanted -Women

BLINDCRAFT - Ph. 532-5000

Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company has immediate opening for en exceptional col-

appearance and nice
personality required. To $400

PIANO SALES

to m ors . Wonderful earnings.

REPRESENTATIVE

Neat

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and nun*
to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in train-

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

LLIrl I (VV.).

LEARN

REAL ESTATE
SALESMAN

Ilzuted-tlor,ten
110USEWTVES - Phone -Work

'par.

26-lielo Wantcd Men Or View- 20 -Employment Agencies-Vionten

.-

Palatine

Plant located just south of Junction 059 & 14
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ator, like new one 1954 2 1/2
ton 0 yd. International dump
truck, one old Democrat wagon, 1 antique wall wooden
telephone,

4

antique up-

holstered dining rm. chra.

Close out 1/2 price -white pine
trees & scotch to 10 ft. $7.50;

Crab, lilac, purple leaf plum

0.50. Sassie Acres, Prairie
View, Bush Rd. Phone 4390576 eve's.

'

4Y

'PINK llot Point Refrigerator,

GARAG: SALE
it; 3
onne '*to.

S. Belmont, A el. Ilgts.
Dunlap 10" reel pwr. mower
13/9 4 cycle engine. Needs
392-8482

RCA Whirlpool Comb. A-1

Water ";5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1100
V,entinchouse JO" elec.stove,
exc. concl.$75.Twin bed, other

cond. $150 & Maytag wringer

Soft

392-923G

washer $15..

CS -Business Opportunities

THE'
7FRANCHISE BOOM'

misc. hsehld. items. 103 N.

Belmont.

CL 3-0271

'Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Fran-

31 -Boats And flame Supplies

Boat and Johnson 351IP motor
and trailer, 1,450.
Call 439-7110

is

,ehising

new

business.

frontier. Write for Free:list'
of ciclusive opPOrtunities`1q.

42 -Clothing Furs

.this area.

& sweater,

Hand knit suit

Dept. A - 1

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

.234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7783
Palatine

For Sale male doberman pin-

14 -To lent Apartments

cher 10 months black rust.
AIX reg. Call after G.

Timber -Lake Village

For Sale - German Shepherd

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rentals.

female pup 3 months. AKC

good with children $75. 255-

SWIMMING POOL
.

9175.

rec. lounge, putting green,

German Shepherds, A. K. C.
puppies 6 wino. old champion
sired. Exc. disposition. 392-

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

7612.

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

7 wke old female white poodle

AEC. Champion line, miniature, good size for children.
Just darling. 827-0374.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N, Ridge
Choice 2 bdrms. 1st flr. 11/2

Pug puppies, male and female,

8 wks. Shots. Paper trained.
$150.825-5609.

baths. 2 blks from H.R. end
shopping. L,R. & D.R. carpeted; also draw drapes all

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

3 pc. shrimp sectional, 12x15

windows. Union custodian on
property. _Available 8/1/66 ,,

beige carpeting, mahogany
CL 5-4499
console table.

To inspect see Peter Byer,
502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 2593209 or call Mr. Carlson 392-

Tappan stove, Casement win dew air -conditioner, twin sz.,

maple headboard bed. CL 5-

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.

bles, 2 lamps, 4 mahogany
folding chairs, etc.
CL 3-7356
Moving from house to apt Furniture, garden equipment,

26x14-Din.Rm.13x11

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

W. Campbell,
tits. CL 3-5349

714

Arlington

5x9

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
$179.50 Up
2 Bdrm Apt.

household items. Sat. 9 AM to

Conant Ball furniture. D. Rm.
dropleaf table, 3 leaves, 6
chairs, buffet. Bdrm. set,dbl.

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.

bed, 2 stands, dresser, mir-

ror; Desk. Gd. cond.392-0870

a

a

poss erscd by VA, and offered

BEST LOCATION -BY OWNER

UG N. FOREST
MOUNT PROSPECT
ASIVG. $21,000
CL 5-1592
Builders model, 4 bdrm.,

AIR CONDITIONING

PRIVATE PATIOS

many mIras, under $40,000.

TURES

$7500. 437-4030 or 5-2250.

RECREATIONAL FEA-

* INCLUDE SWIMMING

building- lots,

improved

3

S15,800
IMMACULATE RANCH within

walking distance of St. James
church & school.Separate living and dining, rooms, 2 bed-

ROOM

2 BEDROOMS
$190

rooms

1/2 ear garage

1

Fenced back yard.

-KRAUSE & KEHE

1

Models now open: 10:00 to

East Campbell CL 3-2111

7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300

PALATINE

,it over with us.

BY OWNER

3

437-1524.

firepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

For rent: 1 bedrm, bath, liv.
rm., dining area, fully car-

Asking

er, built-ins. Lot
$27,500.

132x290.

359-1450,

Eve's CL 3-0297.

peted, balcony, occupancy
Juan 15. 439-6088 after.5 p.m.

area, fully carpeted, balcony,
occupancy June 15. 439-6018
after 5.
\Vlll sublet partially furnished
apartment for 2 months. Call

MUNDELIEN

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

3 bdrm. home w/carport on
large lot, includes lake mill

392-5544.

5 room apt. in
Arlington Heights
CL 3-6560
$125. per mo.

$6000.

()lege^

For rent -St. John's apts. -

3 & 1/2 1 bedrm. with balcony

overlooking pool and pond,

Industrial. 1/4 mile north of
Rt. 022 on cast side of town.

less than your present Chi-

296-0373

top. P/B, P/S, W/W., radio.

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

condition. 392-8094. 6-10 PM.

TRUCKS

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

Econoline Van

439-1127

16 -To Real Houses

ing, wall to wall carpeting.
Priv. yard. Avail June 15.
20G N. Brockway. Palatine,
FL 8-3207.
01 -To lent Miscellaneous

101 Wolf Rd.

HALL RENTALS

Wheeling

lc7:1-

c:.)

FORD

L

ce iFi

_...._,-

._

-

1

,

,,'

,..51L.,..,

..

'7o IT'S.4YOUNGER-

..-*,`

.

I.V.. s'

IT'S LUXURIOUS--

Ely

.', '
, lie

LET YOURSELF
GO

PLYMOUTH

-

MEL..

'66

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

5 year ,50,000 mile Warranty

$27 3po

'66 Coronet 440 -'9 door seinn. Whitewalls, wheel cov-w/cover. Pad Dash VinylInt.

'65 CORNET "500"
V/8 At Consul on the
Floor P. S. Full Spinner

arseautomatic trans. P.S.
Rado, Heater, like brand new.
Was $2495 -Now $2445

64 MONZA
CONVERT.

Automatic Trans.,

Heater

'Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby

im:

163 VW
STATION WAGON
9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

ti

1965 MUSTANG
2 dr. Ii/T. Black. V-8

Brakes, Radio, Heater....

$995

6

'7?,rim,:414'

'

. ROSELLE, ILL.

J

-®

DODGE

3>pen

P OS E

L

1963 OLDS 88

2 DR. H.T,.
Automatic Trans. Radio Heater w/w power.

25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

$3595.00

'

$1550.00

1962 FORD CONVT.

cur. Automatic. Radio. White

-

$1089.91
SUN ROOF

We make deals!

$895.00

O

DICK WICKSTROM
Dept.
7

-6

A.M.

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

..

PMService

Sales Dept.
Open 8 A.M. - 9
A.M. - 5:30 P.M.

ILLINOIS

only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
.

Blk. Full Power Factory air cond.

Ask for the George Olsen Special

3295

Li E

$2193.39

1964 CADILLAC CONVT.

Good Runner

E

$1672.277

TO CHOOSE FROM

'57 CHEV PICK UP

0 5GE
LIS,

Stick White Int.

Pass - 352 V-8, Crulsomatic P/S Radio

Sedan red

$1375

-

1965 COUNTRY SEDAN

d

$675

Low mileage, radio, extra gas

Was $1395 Now

DAYS 9-9, SAT. 9-6 SUN. 1,4

A-1

V-0
Automatic Trans.,
Power
Steering, Power

1962 V.W.

heater. Color light green with
black top and vinyl Interior.
One owner.

35 IRVING PARK, ROSELLE
PHONE 529-5601

62 BEL AIR
6 PASS WAGON

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS

car. A real bargain at

M.

14M9,0th-VAIJAN1

Save up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

$1395

$2095

Ion. "Stick Shift".A nice clean
Was $695 Now

1
t7

1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR.
1-GALX " 500 " 4 DR.

Power Glide, R adio,

Stick on the floor. Radio, Heater, w/
wall tires.

*

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

'

Radio,

2 door, radio, rear speaker,
heater, lots of miles per gal-

r

SEE THEM ALL at Pabich of Roselle!

-8

Heater, Power Steering w/
wallV tires

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

'62 FALCON

Light Green, White Top
Just Right for Camping Trips

1r)

1 -FALCON WAGON
1 -FALCON 4 DR.

1966 MUSTANG

Storage Rack. W/W Radio

-

1 -CUSTOM -500

3-GALX 500 H.T.P

$1195

Red. 34,000 MILESLEFT ON
FACTORY WARRANTY.
Was $2145 Now. $1995

3 -T-BIRDS
1-7 LITRE

2 DR. H.T.

V-8 Power :Gild . Power
Brakes, Power Seteering.. .

NEvi 1966 RAMBLER

...

3-LTD'S

INCL. FREIGHT

WAITING TO

.......... STEP OUT IN STYLE -WITHOUT HESITATION

S LEFT

63 IMPALA

PRICE$2050

TOTAL
EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

AT PADICH

nil&

R312.121

--r.,...__,
'''

DEALS IN JUNE

CONVERT.

- -

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

,

ALL NEW AND USED CAR

65 IMPALA

1---

HAS-_

"WE SAY YES!"

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,
0 Padded Dash
0 Side View Mirror
© 4 seat belts
a Backup lights
a Variable washers 0 Choice of 21 colors

PLYMOUTH
OR VALIANT
GO YOUR WAY

*--

i .a.=1 FR
INLUil.,I

-

ROSF

"WE SAY YES!"

THERE'S A LIVELY

."

D AUT

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

This is not a stripped down model.
Look( At the equip on this car,

IT'S AT PABICH MOTORS!

47

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.
ID 2-6300

f

FULL S IZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

MOVE UP
TO

'66

r

1020 W. Northwest Iiwy.
Ph. CLearbrook 3-270/
ArlingtonIleights,I11.
Open 0 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Fri. 6 till 9 p.m.
Closed Sundays

1890 FIRST ST.

;

CHRYSLER

Walk

ARLINGTON MOTORS, Inc.

3rd

.

fpsON

---.61. AI

k

BERE \IS
IN HIGHLAND PARK

1.

onv

A

AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

R

6 PO_ARA

'

Mercury Dealer

....

---;

dynamics.

DICK WICKSTROM

CE IN

,,.:,,_,

bile, yet its arresting style is based on practical aero-

Authorized Lincoln

choose from

4000 No. Mannehelm Rd.
Franklin Park,111.
Phone 671-0450

...g
ijii

0)

8,

models.

Wo have several 10 to 12
foot Watkins suitable for
campers. Many more to

N A NE

Catch a fleeting glance of the aerodynamic Avanti II and
you may have to catch your breath a second later. Truly,
here is a breath -taking departure in automotive styling.
From any angle, hero is a truly, totally different automo-

choose from all years &

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

'/AN,D

Unexcelled for Prestige...

Several more Continentals to

1964 RIC
1600 18 ft. Van

Graduations, etc.

'

South Bend, Indiana

covered by Lincoln's exclu-

3/4 Ton Pick-up

TRUCK SALES

Don Wheeler.

built by AVANT' MOTOR CORPORATION

condition. FULL PRICE $795

DAY

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

LEhigh 7-1166

SO -Automobiles For Sale

'60 coupe, full power, factory aid cond. In excellent

Weddings

CL. 3-2978

WHEELING, ILLINOIS

'62 4 dr., full power, factory air cond., all the extras.
$1095

NORTHWEST

Parties

489. N. WOLF ROAD

in and see us. No Junkers.

sive 1 yr./24000 mi. guarantee. Can not be told from
new. FULL PRICE $2795

PHONE 537-2543

Low summer rates for

Clean used cars wanted.Come

'63 cony. full power, factory air cond., this car

10CoorFvoarwn

WILLIAMS REALTY

MOTORS, INC.

°

1964 FORD

2 - 3 bdrm.
and 1 - 2 bdrm. apt. Near
shopping center, schools,
$43,500
transportation

house. Central air-condition-

CARSTON

101 -Automobiles Planted

CONTINENTALS

GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-up

Deluxe 3 flat,

Sublet 2 bedrm tri-level town-

5.

09 -Automobiles For Sale

1965 FORD

HILLSIDE

Bucket Seats
Available Now

253-5197 after 6 P.M.

!la -Automobiles For Sale

New 3 bdrm. brick and A-

OPT. At Extra Cost

392-0334

Pontiac Cony. Powered
equip. $120. CL 3-3552 after

'57 Chevy, 6 cyl. automatic,
radio, heater. Best offer.Cail

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you on your
way'to sunshine and happiness.
Many Job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

Tachometor
Wheels

'56

'59 Chevy Wagon, G cyc.auto,trans. One owner.$300 or best
offer. CL 5-2805.
'94 Volkswagen, radio,heater.
In excellent condition. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-6705.

Expensive

4 Speed Trans.

7935 after 7:30.
'60 Olds Super 08. 2 dr.hard-

1062 Pontiac 4 door. Good

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Igo. plate glass

BUILDERS MODEL

1962 Red Corvair Monza, 11/11,

Va. A-1 shape. Best offer.

churches. Home is complete

1966 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE MK -2
TR-4 TRIUMPH

437-4727

w/W. Exc. Cond't. Ph. CI 3-

etc. Only$600 down ...$17,500

439-2285

-

-

'62 Choy. Cony. SS. 327 engine, 300 hp, 3 spd. Hurst
CL 9-1870
1960 Ford - 4 door wagon.

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,

wAi\r ADS

GET RESULTS

trans. Radio & heater. Good
condition. $395 or best offer.

19 -Automobiles For Sale

sclxi. corner lot in an im-

DAY

seats. $1400. 392-2E23
'59 Chevy Wagon 1/13. Auto -

132 S. Northwest Hwy.
353-4555
Palatine

cagoland rent you can own one

Arlington Heights.

sale. Esc. cond.Auto.tr.Pwr.
S/B II. II., W.W's, bucket

Main Office

FLORIDA
Ono of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

437-5737

Pontiac Grand Prix,
black, Owner must sell whole1963

HOME REALTY

Square - 1320 fact Can" side.
All improvements, lays level
and Well. Some buildings,
$4,500 per acre. Will divide.
II.R. Jacobsen Inc. DU 1-0344

HONDA 1905 300 cc. Very
low mileage. 202 S. Forest,

0619.

Listings Wanted

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

1 bedrm, bath, Hy. r m., dining

SO-tioal Estate Milted

'

4.0 ACRES- LAKE ZURICH

picture window.

WH EE LING

For rent in Shalamar Apts. -

FL 4-218G

Palatine
Opsn 9 to p .
i.1,8-1300

.1961 Pontiac Star, Chief P/

1055 Honda S 90. Plus extras
$300.

Gd. Cond't. $000. 392-7631.
Must sell '64 Kerman Ghia A
'64 VW with gas htr. - both
w/radio, W.W. u exc. condition. Call 'aftei. 5 PM, 82.4--

Easy terms

434 E.. Northwest HwY.

111-MUNTCYClet And Scooters

.

Brakes, Steering. R/11 \V/VT

Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
ent

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

situated on a beautifully land-

twin size bcdrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,

2 bedroom apt. Sublease from
June 10th on. Call after 4PM,

unusually pretty spot to build
'a quality Immo. Near excell-

to anyone. Come in and talk

MOST FOR LEAST
3 Bdrm., 1 1/2. bath, ranch.
Rec. Rm., fludllni.,Att.Gar.,

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An

as $100 dowa. These aro re-

1511 1-2305

2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING AREA
LUXURIOUS CARPETING
SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
WALK-IN CLOSETS

1 BEDROOM
$155

vallablo to you for as little

For Sall.
1963 Blue Vollm-aa,'on, with
sunroof. Excellent cond't.
Reasonable 439-6419.

00-11ulamiti les

The most corgemm lake trout

1963 CHEV.

Mt. Prospect

Moving - 1 color TV $100,
1
Daystrom breakfast set,
sectional davenport, 2 end ta-

anywhere.ColonialdesKal,
anti modern planning blend to
offer elegance and Odavenienco. Many apartment
features include: ,

$150.

7800.

4102.

The finest new apartments

Reserve Your Apt. Today

Mt. Prospect

253-8421

CLAYTON
COURT

NORTHWEST.

Tatirt '- VA. homes are -o-

Friday, June 3,;1966

THE DAY

00 -foal Estate -Vacant

ar _Yell. IMO a coed. credit

CL 5-1535
1810 E.N/W
'Barrington - E. Countryside 4 bedrm brk & raltvoml Splitlevel on wooded 3/4 acre.
Rear, inn, porch, 2 firepi.
Ott. gar. $39,500. Owner

BATH,
SAUNA
POOL,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY

PARTAKE

Size 10. Ladies luggage. CL 8
-4216. eve's. A wk. ends.

5 PM.

FOLZ REALTY

1,1S PLAINES

'

CL 5-0349
Kenmore Gas stove with grill.
Good condition. Hest offer
392-5743 after 4,

631

sharpening

foal Estate -Manses

00 -fiat Estate -II ones

14 -To lent Apartments

40-licuseidt1 Appliances

32-fliscclIaneous Merchandise

Saturday 8
555 E. Irvink Park Roselle, Ill.

D

P.M.

I)

no 0

LA 9-7070

Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.
,

@

4

Irvin g Pk. &
ells Rd.
Roselle, Il .
Phone LA 9-5551
p

'

P

9ROSPECt t-ItGN SCIA00t.fS
tANs BEEN
010. `-iii
NAMED Ti -AE DAY PUSLICATIONS
taiLM.E. 01= THE weet< FOR I -11S
TtlE. ICN 1C-11 ITS
PERFORMANICE
F tNNL. F.:,--.Eat\LL.Vtc.T012.74 OVER
IAI-IEELINIcb.11-1oRNE t-kuvIED -Vi- RF_E
INN1NS'.=3, ai= ScoPELtE-S,z.,.. RELIEF

BALL.X0PRESETWEI A. 9-7 VICTOR -I
AND RUN tAIS TEAM -LEADING rzECORD To 5-S.
ALSO SCORED

Prospect High School pre-

Twice. IN Ti -is coN-res5T

sented 223

spring sports a-

wards to members and managers of its baseball, track,
tennis, and golf teams at the
school's annual spring sports
banquet yesterday.
All -state half - miler Jack
Pollard led a list of 21 varsity track letter winners, as

he was named the Knight thin dads' most valuable player.
Pollard finished fourth in his
specialty in the state meet
last month.

WITA A SPARKLING .438 AVERAGE FoR.

Athlete of the Week

Thorne
ins Weekly Sports onor

Prospect High School's J.D. the plate only four times in
Thorne has been named the Prospect's 18 games. He plans' The number of nominations
Day Publications' Athlete of to attend the University of Wis- for any candidate will not determine our selection however.

the Week for his performance
in the Knights' final baseball

consin next year.

victory over Wheeling.
The tow -headed pitcher hurled

Prospect, and Prospect Heights
athletes are eligible for Athlete

All Arlington Heights, Mt.

Nominations should be made
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. on
Mondays at our Arlington Hts.

three innings of scoreless re- of the Week honors, and The office. They may be made in
lief ball to preserve a 9-7 vic- Day invites nominations from person or by telephone, and

tory and run his own team -lead-

our readers.

ing record to 5-3. Thorne also

they may be made anonymously.

Monday the local squad tra-

The team is sponsored by a
group of Arlington Heights area

Page 14

Alain ton Jaycees
Plan. Jr. Net eel

Bradley Cagers
Plan Orient
Tour For 1967
of 1967.
The Braves,

perennial nacontenders, will face

tional
teams from Hong Kong, Singa-

sponsored by People -to -People

The sponsors are, alphabeti- Incorporated.

Bradley Coach

cally hsted
A. A Rose Construction Co.
Arlington Day

Joe Stowell is also slated to

Arlington Elevator and Ma-

when his charges aren't engaged

ball

DALLAS (UPI) - Quarter-

back Don Meredith of the Dallas Cowboys fumbled 16 times

Arkgton Realty, Inc.
Assurance Agency
Bank of Arlington Heights
Charles Bruning Co.
George C Poole Ford
Haire Funeral Home

during the 1064 season to set
a negative National Football
League record.

In sports, red - shirting is
the practice of holding back

Hama Pharmacy
Krause and Kehe Realtors
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home
Meyer Bros. Dairy
Nelson Realty
Paddock Publications
Schuller Furniture Co.

Friday

an athlete

from

competition

for a year to take advantage'.
of his development.

Bill

Ventresca,

Rolling

Green Country Club's golf pro,

was the guest speaker at last
night's banquet. Ventresca. pro-

vided a change of pace in the
program by giving a golf demonstration.
A list of award winners
follows:

SOPHOMOREAWARD S:
Doug Bach, Dave Baker, Art

Dan Duccy, Dick Fraher, John
Hermann, Steve Holmes, Gary

Klinger, Ray Kraus, Maurice
Loeffel,

Owen

MacBride,

Prospect golf coach Mike Nisen presents a varsity letter to Dave Lovgren
during last night's banquet. A total of 223 awards were presented to Knight
athletes.

Bob McMillan, Bruce Oswald,
Bruce

Schmidt,

Strom, Kevin Wardell, Craig
Dave Weber, Mike
Durgin, Wells.

Bill Skibbe,

tine.

Managers: Hal
Marvin Kiehl.

Wells, Bill Wichmann, Danny
Ray, Harry Gilling.

TENNIS
VARSITY AWARDS: Bruce

GOLF

Burkhardt, Paul Colianni, Forrest

Haney,

Doug

Fred

Fassnacht,
mann, Chuck Hengels, Tom Dave Lovgren, Doug Lytle,
Johnson, Bryan Kiehl, Jeff Bill Oelklaus, Bob Phelan,
Long, Glen Morton, Bruce Joe Rosanova, Neil Rowe, Bill
Sicbold, Neil Wells, Craig Volk, Harry Wallace.
Wolf.

BASEBALL

SOPHOMORE AWARD S:
Brian Baumbach, Neal BloomBurkhardt, Duane Davis, Vince quist, Bob
Bruhl,
Larry
F r a n z o n c, Rick Rrasch, Cartier, Dan Collins, Chuck
Rick Rroemling, Maury Gal- Hughson, Chuck Hunter, Dave
lagher, Jeff Gaskell,
Ken Johnson, Mark Johnson, MarGordon, Brand Gustus, Char- tin Miller, Bill Privratsky,

SOPHOMORE AWARD S:
Jim Cowdrey, Scott Crawford,
Glenn Erickson, Mikc Harris,
Kevin Johnston, Paul Juergen sea, Mark Matthews, Dick
Morris, Les Orrell, Mark
Otto,

Bruce

Recher,

Schiesser,

Carlton

Shaffer, gory

White,

Justin

Yedor,

Paul

Mueller,

Loaded!!

1962 TEMPEST SEDAN
Economy Special!!

$i4 3
$593

and

colleges

professional

schools in 1965, says "Illinois
Review,"

publica-

32

National Industrial Conference

8 p.m. Stock -Car racing from
O'Hare Stadium, ch. 32
9 p m. Wrestling, ch. 26

Board figures.

chair Basketball Championship,

percent and is expected to
reach 3.7 per cent by 1970.

In 1961, 1.8 per cent of Awere

in

college.

9:30 p m. National Wheel- Last year the figure was 2.8

1962 RAMBLER CLASSIC AGE $693

SOPHOMORE A W A RD S:

Quality!!

Allen Glover, Jim Gumz, Mike

Handwerker., Ed Hanson, Ed
Haskell, Marvin Hope, Daniel
Jackson,

Jilek,

Tim

1963 V W SEDAN
Ready To Roll!!

Dick

Klein, Steve Larson, Craig
Leonard, John Musial, Ken

1963 FORD SEDAN
Full Power!!

The tourney will open June 15 Nehrnzow, Doug Olsen, Nick
and will continue through the Pencil', Ron Richardson, Bob
Rammc, Dave Sauter, Mark
19th with singles and doubles Schillinger,
Pat Schwinn, Steve
play in all divisions.
Trophies, provided by the
Jaycees and the Pepsi -Cola

Shawhan,
George
Dave Woodward.

1963 FALCON WAGON
Deluxe - Hurry!!

Timson,

1963 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

Company, will be awarded to
FRESHMAN A W ARD S:
all winners, and the champions Craig Ancrson, Gary Bach,
in the 18- and 16 -under groups

will advance to the state tournament at Waukegan in July.

Coupe - Sharp!!

Joe Baker, Dennis Bakula,
Jim Carroll, Jack Costello,
William Cowan, Chris De -

1964 TEMPEST SEDAN
Nice Car!!

bow, Dan Dittman, Bob DoleEACH ENTRANT will be js, Ron Dolejs, Greg Esty,
required to supply two new Randy Farqhar, John Forsballs

for

first

round

play.

berg,

Bob

Freck,

Grant, Steve Hagg, Dick Han-

day at 1 p.m.

ris,

ford at the high school and which

Pitchford in

care

June 13th.

1964 V W SUNROOF SEDAN
Cheap!!

$893

$893
$ 1 393

$1093
$1 293

$1093

Rae, Mike Moran, Larry MorBruce Naumann, Mike
Needleman,
Dave
Phillips,
Phil Rhodes, Matt Schoen,

of Boxtaele,

the high school no later than

10 Seater!!

sen, Gill Helm, Joe Hines,
Dave Kallman, Tom Kidd,
Ken Krischke, Mark Mac-

Steve Schmidt, Steve Seeger,
will be printed next week in Lee Shale, Tom Sullivan, Jeff
the Day are to be mailed to Suss, Jim Tielsch, Dave Van

Coach

1964 V 17 STATION BUS

Steve

Boys in the 14 and 18 age
groups are to report to the
Arlington High School tennis
courts at 9 a.m. June 15, and
the 16s are to report the same
Application blanks, which arc
available through Coach Pitch-

$893

Johnson, Mark Kitzing, Norm

Dan

Willis,

1964 CHEVROLET BELAIR
Bill

Ventresca, Rolling Acres golf pro, glees a
golf demonstration at last night's Prospect High
School
spring sports banquet. Ventresca was the
event's guest speaker.

Mar-

shall Wood, Mike Wulbecker,
Bob Youle.

BILL KELLY SAYS:

CORTINA

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

FALCON

FAIRLANE

MUSTANG
GALAXIE
STATION WAGON

,

U
FOR

E
R

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE Cc z?rpcip

PRICE

CL 9-3141
NITER AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9089

$1993

$993

$ 493

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1963 FORD WINDOW VAN
Stock 18783A

1966 "98

1'

LUXURIOUS SEDAN
Hydromatic Drive Back Up Lights Power Steering
Day/Night Tilt Mirror *Power Brakes Tinted Windshield White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. & Bk.
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam
Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp * Y 80 Light Group
Trunk Lid Release 2 -Speed Wiper & Washers.

IIMNT-A.Call'

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL -

$1293

$1A 0702 FULL

ONLY J't L

9.00

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Hurry!! Hurry!!

SEDAN

A

SPECIAL RATES

V-8 - Stylish Sparkler!!

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN

D

PLUS MILEAGE

1965 MUSTANG HARDTOP

Coronet Sedan - Wholesale

lir 'LUXURIOUS.

rent a new '66

V-6 Sedan - Priced To Move!!

1965 DODGE V-8

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

RENT A STATION WAGON

mericans

$693

1961 FORD 9 Passenger Sipte

A Hard To Find Beauty!!

Gary Andrews, Mikc Dolan,

URBANA, 111.-There were
5.4 million students enrolled
Business

RIC

1961 THUNDERBIRD Convertible

Steve Thompson, L D.

PLAN YOUR VACATION

in

Art

les Hansen, Ray Hear', Ro- Mike Ryan, Jeff Sauer, Jim Schroeder, Bruce Timko, GreMike

14,

VARSITY AWARDS: Tom

Heitz- Bialczak,

VARSITY LETTERS: Don

5.4 MILLION STUDENTS

5 45 p.m. Baseball, Filmed tion of University of Illinois.
About 3.5 million were in
instruction, ch 32
5:55 p m Football, Filmed public schools and 1.9 in prihighlights of NFL action, ch. vate colleges, according to

ch. I I

Firth, Rich Robertson.

Mark Tajima, Donn Valen- Weber,

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

I

White, Vince Curry, Rowland

ors among Prospect's 10 varsity golfers, and Craig Wolf
was the Knight tennis squad's

a week overseas

Fumbler

Bank
Arlington Oil Co.

Sports on T.V.

clinics

in their 23 -game schedule.

Arhngton Heights National

Leroy

Tcd Passarelli, Dick Paulson,
Larry Sander, Mike Sander,

give an average of three basket-

terial Co

Pollard,

Schwabe, Pete Smith, Bob
Tobin, Alan Travis, Doug

Friday, June 3, 1966

business firms. The sponsors'
names are embroidered on the pore, South Korea, Japan, Forback of the team's new navy mosa, and the Philippines as
and white pin -stripped uni- part of a good -will program
forms

Jack

Ratickc, Kim Schicr, Chuck

Thorne,
Clyde
Whitcomb,
Don Whitlock, Roger Willis.

THE PROSPECT DAY

clash Coach Meyer has slated
40 games for his charges this
season exclusive of tournament
Bradley University's varsity
play, and league action opens basketball forces will tour the
June 13 Last year his squad Orient for five weeks in August
won 42 games, lost six.

McQuilken,

freshmen also received awards.
Dave Lovegren took top hon-

PY,

The Arlington nine, which 214 high school boys in the
won a state championship last 18-, 16-, and 14 -and -under age
year and finished fifth in the group.
U S , opens against Downers
THE TOURNEY will be
Grove South
Coach Lloyd Meycr's crew under the direction of Coach
will be in action at home again Tom Pitchford, head tennis
on Sunday against Fox Lake in coach at Arlington High School.

vels to Dundee for a 6 p.m.

erson,

Peterson. Tom Petrunie, John
Phillips, Don Rced, Bob Robinson, Dave Smith, Pat Tar-

The brand new edition of the
Arlington Heights American
Legion junior baseball team
The Arlington Heights Jaywill roll off the presses at
5 15 p in today at Recreation cees will conduct a junior open
tennis tournament for all Dist.
Park

pm

Bruce

Vaughn Pedersen, Craig Pet-

Green, Tim Hamann, Mike

stedt,

to the plate for a sparkling .438
average. Thorne was shut out at

a double-header starting at 1:30

Jacobsen,

Koza, Rick Lott, Tom Lund- Boy Skrysak, Steve Walden - Gerry Zwolski.

Knights in hitting for the season with 28 safeties in 64 trips

Legion Nine
Will Open
Slate Today

Breen,

ners. Thorne led the team both
in pitching and batting, notching a 6-4 hill mark and a .438
batting average. Twenty - seven
sophomore ballplayers and 52

bert Kidd, Dave Kingman, Joe

scored twice in the contest, and
picked up two hits in five times
at bat.
The talented southpaw led the

Dennis

Phil Cordiaa, Bob Hines, John

Bedsworth,
Jack
Behrens,
Bill Benoche, Art Braband,
Jeff Brauchle, Bruce Bull,
Mike Corteen, Mike Croke,

MVP.

1Prospect's J.

Braunschweig.

Southpaw J. D. Thorne received the M.V.P. honor for
Prospect's junior - laden varsity baseball team, which included 29 major award win-

110.°111

AND PICKED UP TWO 141TS IN
FIVE TIMES AT BAT. THE TALENTED
SOUTHPAW LED 'TOE KNIGHTS IN HITTING

TRACK

VARSITY AWARDS: Roger
Anderson, Jeff Bates, Dick

iktiatike) MARTIN J. KELLY
4. 0401,

OLDS MOBILE, INC.
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Open 1 Days A week

Six cylinder, 3 speed transmission. Perfect for
business or pleasure with windows all around!!

$893
ASk John, Phil or Charlie About Our 24 Month,
50,000 Mile Factory Used CarGuaranteelf We're
The Good Guys ilith NO Hats!!

16.

Pending
construction
guarantee of construction

Consulting

Engineers Con7
Townsend and AssoCi-

soer,

of
the lift station by Utility Sewer
and Water Co., the owners of
the sewers serving Elk Ridge
Villa, the village of Mount
Prospect is withholding build-

ates have backed Village President Dan Congreve's asser-

tion that a lift station in Elk
Ridge Villa is the answer to
sewer flooding problems
have harrassed the area.

or

that

ing

and

occupancy

permits

developers of the area.

EARLIER

orders

Village

Cadigan, in his report, indicates that the problem is com-

Prospect.

in addition to Mount

STILL another problem --

the
the

tems and transports it to the

W EAT E

wood Dr. and Cottonwood Ln.
If an additional line is needed

from the lift station to the interceptor, Cadigan recommends
that it be constructed of 8 -inch

tion with the lift station.

Busse Rd. (interceptor) sewer,"

cast iron pipe.

Cadigan said.

This will be decided by the

sewer.

"Therefore, in order to protect the residences and apartment dwellings in Elk Ridge
Villa subdivision from further
damage and to preclude dis-

lift station be built near Red-

and expense -- confronting Utility Sewer and Water Co.
could be an additional $9,000
investment for construction of
a sewer force main in conjunc-

only feasible solution is that a
lift station be installed to
serve as much of the subdivision as lies below the potential sur-chargc elevation of the

sations with the sanitary district
indicate there is no immediate
possibility of relief on this

Ridge Villa.
TI interceptor sewer, which
collects waste from feeder sys-

grove when it was ascertained

of sewage onto
it appears that

charge
streets,

disposal

CADIGAN said that conver-

in

permits were retracted by Con -

district's

sanitary

tary sewer from Utility's lines

restrict-

ing all building and occupancy

borhood of $28,000.

plant, serves all of Elk Grove

the flooding problem.

pounded because of the heavy
load placed on the 36 -inch interceptor sewer owned by the
Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary
District and collecting sani-

from DiMucci Home Builders,

In a lengthy report signed by
William J. Cadigan of the
Chicago firm, cost of a duplex
(two pump) lift station capable
of discharging 1,000 gallons a
minute will be in the neigh-

that none of the other builders
in the area are contributing to

Until some guarantee that the

amount of drainage that can be

The report will be given to "

lift station will be built is made
to the village, the board is expected to continue withholding

excluded from the current 15 inch title entering into the in-

the village board when it meets
in regular session at the vil-

terceptor at Busse.
Cadigan recommends that the

lage hall Tuesday night.

building and occupancy permits
from DiMucci Home Builders.

5pe

Tonight; Partly cloudy and
cooler; Chance of brief evening

showers, Low near 60. Tuesday; Fair and cooler; High in
the lower 70s.

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Vlolume I, Number 35

325 W. Prospect Ave.
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Girl
In Action

rendumPasses

I
a?

3

7"N,
Eramaravaaamaramametenar,

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
Harper College received
a 3 to I vote of confidence

I

wrsam

There were 6,030 "yes" and
2,038 "no" votes cast in what

in

observers

development
and
site
acquisition, carried in 30 of
the 33 voting precincts.

termed

from the voters of the four light" turnout.
townships served by ComThe
referendum,
.

Go

.

al-

.

Barrington,

win-

ner of the "Go Go"
event at Talented Teen

finance

the

dis-

pus

'Two precincts

opposed

the

issue and in one there was a
tic.

The referendum carried well
in the heavy population areas

of Mount Prospect
lington Heights.

and

Ar-

pic-

the referendum was 271 to 109.

Voters at Lincoln School approved the issue 301 to 96.

HEAVY support for .tht re-

ferendum came from Palatine
precinct 33 where the plurality was 403 to 51. This is the

Mohlman, 16, of
Gibbons, Arlington

area where the 171 acre cam-

pus will be located at Roselle
and Algonquin Rds.
Largest majority

the three parked cars.
Officer George Mucci:mit

for the
college came from' precinct
20, encompassing a part of

issued him tickets for driving
without a license and for reck-

Elk Grove Village and a large

less driving.

Government Assn.
all-out effort in its appeal for a city government.
The

Representative

The

association

print-

is

mg up more than 5,000 fourhandbooks for distribution to commuters at the
Chicago & North Western
Railway station tonight or
tomorrow night.
page

The pamphlet asks Mount
Prospect
residents
to
consitter the merits of an al-

derma= form of government
and the
trig the

possibility of changpresent village gov-

ernment

At its first general meeting
in the Mount Prospect VFW

on Main St., Wednesday the
association will explain why
it

wants to change rather
than to reform the village
government
Kendal Crooks said Saturday the association might
spend
"nearly
$400"
to
appeal to residents to attend
the meeting

Crooks said he hoped
tition forms calling for

pca

making

is

an

AN ALDERMANIC govern -

formed

representative or legislator to

elected at large.
Currently the village presidcnt and six trustees arc
elected from the entire village. The association main tains that Mount Prospect
residents
living
south
of

who cares about the problems
of his immediate neighbors
and in effect to create for each

Rand. Rd. and east of Rt. 83

tives of the present.

arc not represented in village

CREATE a legislative office filled by someone

is
a

ordeclaration
the

of intentions setting forth the
association's aims.

"To achieve better rep resentation and to establish
an individual voice for each

numbers,"

he

emphasized,

"and they're not taking work
away from those who have
done this in the past."
'Previously the village had
granted permission for some

youths to paint house numbers

Spokes Broken
Mrs Kathryn A. Anderson,

204 W Sunset, told police
Friday

someone

had

broken

the spokes of her son Tom's
racing bike parked in the
Lincoln Junior High School
lot

the

The car he was driving struck
an auto owned by Miss Nancy L.
Dallia, 15 S. Albert, Mount
Prospect. Her auto collided
with two others. One belonged
to Donald E. Williams, 282
Bode Rd., Hoffman Estates,

representa-

Kinneman, 2007 Bonita, Mount
Prospect.

one

board from gaining complete auto accident in Mount Prosand

unrestricted control over pect Saturday.
of major significance,
The car she was driving col(these issues arc represented
lided with an auto driven by
by the nearly $3,000,000 anDonald U. Morris 'of Irwin,
nual budget.), and to avoid Pa.,
at the intersection of
(Continued on Page 2)
Busse Rd. and Rt. 58.

- issues

Now, Teichert said, this service will be provided by the village at no charge to individual
home -owners.

Children
Injured
Two children were injured
in an auto accident F-iday.

They were treated and released from Holy Family Hospital, Des Plaines.

The two, Ronald Lorch, 8,
and his sister Linda, 6, were in

the car driven by their father,
Charles

Lorch, 1203 Pendleton. The auto collided with an Paul

Des Plaines, tied with 9 "yes"
and 9 "no" votes.
,

Mrs. Jones was cited by Of-

ficer Harold Smith for failing

MRS. DOROTHY Golm, 33, of Chicago, was taken to Northwest Community

Hospital after her car was hit from the rear as she was walling for a stop light
at Rand and Palatine Rds. Mrs. Cohn and three teenagers involved in the acci-

Catch Three
Shoplifters
shoplifting at Randhurst Shopping Center Friday.

Carol Heuss, 18, of Itasca,
was released on $25 bond for
appearance in Mount Prospect court June 23. She and a

Your
Gripe?
type or 'print

from Carson Pirie Scott &
12 -year -olds

ticketed

Send It

were

To Us

nedy.

Splashdow5, came just 34 minutes alter the Gemini

began the last phase of its flight.

The Astronauts opened their hatches and Stafford
stood up in his seat to wave to frogmen. During the
per

minute and Cernan's 100. Chief Physician Dr. Charles
Berry was pleased. He had expected heart rates to

plaint? Do you want to get it
off your chest and, perhaps,
even get paid for it?
Does

your

mother-in-law

phone you around 11 o'clock
in the morning and apologize

Southwest village residents
in the DiMucci subdivision for getting you up, implying
suffered slight growing pains that you sleep all day?
over the weekend.
Do TV commercials make
When the reservoir west you so mad you want to break
of Busse Rd. and south of up the set?
Golf Rd. was filled with
Well here's your chance tto
water Saturday,
the water ,let off steam. Usc the accompressure in the homes was panying coupon and in 25 words
low.
or less air your pet peeve and.

Our New
Columnist
See Page 3

mail it to Gripe Editor, Arlington Day, 217 Arlington

Heights Rd. If we print it we'll
pay you $2. Even if we don't
you'll have had the satisfaction
of unloading a beef.
So, come on. Gripe!

Name
Addtess

Print my name
(check one).
Initials only please

Cut out coupon, paste on postcard, mail to
Gripe Editor, The Day, 217 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights, 111.

were

referendum, but were disap.
pointed at the small voter
participation.
It is estimated that there
arc 77,000 registered voters

(Continued on Page

16-ycar-old companion were
charged with taking clothing

Youth Officer Joseph Bopp.

covery carrier Wasp in the Atlantic. Stafford and Cernan remained in the capsule until it was hoisted aboard
the carrier. The landing was 350 miles off Cape Ken-

beats

was

officials

the outcome of the

lot's

One teenager and
three
juveniles were arrested for

Two

Thomas Stafford and Eugene Cernan ended with a
perfect ,bullseye landing in the Atlantic at 9 a.m.
(Chicago time) this morning.
Gemini -9 came down within five miles of the re-

soar as high as 130 beats per minute.

COLLEGE
__elated at

Astronauts Down; Landing Perfect Low Water
HOUSTON -- The space flight of Astronauts Pressure

80.

"yes." Pre-

charged with taking a label maker valued at $6.99 from
Montgoinery
Wards.
They
were restricted to their homes
for twe weeks and each must
Everyone is annoyed by
write a 100 word essay on the
property rights of others for something. What's your com-

By United Press International

earthward plunge, his heart rate was

13

cinct 19, Devonshire School in

Co.

Roundup
For The Day

was 53 "no" to

In precinct 15, the vote was

for failure to reduce speed to avoid an accident.

Mrs. Elizabeth Magnus, 801
E.
Central Rd., Arlington

1

25 "no" and

dent were all treated and released from the hospital. One youth

woman
Injured
In Crash

prohibit a group of Heights, is reported in good
to four of the condition in Holy Family Hospresently
constituted village pital, Des Plaines, after
tin

homeowners for $1.

to yield to on -coming traffic.

at -large

"To

on the curbing and then ask

'other driven by Mrs.
Jones, 509 S. I -Oka.

'sympathetic ear'
than the impersonal
a

reaction so often encountered
by

in precinct
48 "yes."

too fast, he applied the brakes.

and the other to Richard R.

"TO

from

government.

FOLLOWING
iginal text of

his constituency.

numbers on street curbs this summer.

"THESE boys are
not
being hired just to paint house

better into better

cinct 16, Forest View Elementary School in Mount
Prospect, that the referen-

dam failed to carry. The vote

he realized the car was going

MGM according to state law
applied to Mount Prospect.
would be composed of 14
representatives elected from
seven districts and a mayor

Robert D Teichcrt, chairman of the judiciary committee,

been authorized by the village

Mohlman said he began to

"To establish a more direct
responsibility of the area

citizen
rather

1

drive the car to the high school
door to pick up Barnes. When

problems.

has clarified the village's policy of hiring youths to paint house

trustees to hire three youths
during the summer.

a

as

It was in precinct 1, the far
corner of Wheeling and in pre-

ible top down.

neighborhood and community

Free House Numbers
He said after the committee's meeting Friday that the
public works department had

citizen

in that

precinct was 75 to 6.

his

was going to put the convert-

person in government.

"To promote

public referendum would be
available
from
the
printer
by Wednesday.

the tollway. The vote

classmate
William Barnes, 633 S. Edward, Mount Prospect and

Set First Public Meet
On Government Change

area south of

unincorporated

Mohlman told Mucciante he
had taken the keys to the car
to

10) approved the issue 657 to 294. At Thomas
Junior High School (precinct
II), the plurality for the re-

At Central School in Mount
Prospect the vote in favor of

Heights, was driving a car in

belonging

(precinct

Voters at South Junior High

the Prospect High School parking lot when it collided with

^.

In Arlington Heights, voters
Miner Junior High School

School (precinct 12) favored the
referendum by 401 to 252.

Thursday.
Joseph
810 N.

at

ferendum was 370 to 100.

A Prospect High School student was involved in a auto
accident in Which the autos of
three teachers were damaged

contest held in Mount
Prospect. ( More
tures on Page 2.)

"very

bonds to

trict's quarter share of cam-

Has 3 Cars in

most gone is Jan Linton,

a

authorizing the issuance of $7,375,000

munity College District 512.
.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

5,000 College

Gtr= Go

Go

Mount Prospect, Illinois'
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-

ON-P8-4,-,......

-

4,1

^,,,

lee
-

RIGHT

1^4Getting

"seat" by aihalc of pope.- ler too -coupe are these
evrii Wong Prospect spectators.

'They

Sharon

are

Jean

(left)

VlaboVerge

Callaghan.

and

Mod-

red* of young people were
ow head for the contest.

-e

Mary

Carol

Weastseas,

One of the big reasons "Chosen Few" did so well
is the vocal performing of Bob Klopp. He puts his all
in song that helped Forest View group win a top award

petition in Mount Prospect. He Will advance to the Chicago finals and has -a chance

Monet Prospect, was one
of vocal acts entered la
the contest. She is a student at Forest View High

and advance to Chicago competition.

to be one of winners of a grand tour to Europe.

School.

St. Vlator's Ray Herr took top honors as a vocalist at the Talented Teen com-

Set First Public Meet
On Government Change
(Continued From Page I)
officious

IS
I

unprofessional and
interferrance with

the various department heads

and personnel of the municipality.

Bob Atcher's
Campaign Button

A
A

is

uneducated

council meetings as well as
committee
meetings,
and
thereby better meeting the

needs of an already big and
ever-growing community.
"To establish better contact and means of communication with the local neighborhood
groups,
such
as

"10 CREATE a larger
city council, which would churches, schools and homemake available a greater pool owners associations.
of talent to voice more broad
and

various

ideas

in

both

"TO PERMIT the residents
of each area to participate in
advisory groups with their
aldermen, if they choose.
"To create more orderliness and efficiency in each

Selling your home?
Call our

Man of the Map

of the municipal departments
and,

JUST A SIMPLE button promoting the candidacy of Robert D. Atcher

tax claim.
"Lastly,

te lutpuig949,State Senator, 3rd District.

for the Repb*
R.!

.)

t tit

s;11 41

ft' began' :with:

thereby,

develop

more

loyalty and efficiency which,
in
turn,
must
necessarily
result in the saving of your

I

701 PI 3'2111

kittikAtoseept- the

use of red, white and blue lte- -, -i-i]
reflect not only his strong feelings of patriotism, but his intense foyilti to

.1'01

'I owl

1:11F: vivrto

7e1

concerned,

more

and

also

to

Ralph Bruns

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6320_

problems of their locale."
the
Among
association's
members are village trustees
Parker
Ekren
and
Harry
Bruhl

A member of Bob Atcher's campaign team picked 'up the boxes of buttons
at 11 p.m. on a busy Friday night recently.
The buttons were in the hands of waiting Atcher supporters first thing
Saturday morning - and pinned almost immediately on shirts, coats, blouses
and dresses everywhere you looked.

And all for what? All so Bob Atcher can win the Republican nomination for
State Senator June 14.
More than enough of a reason for the hundreds on hundreds of Bob Atcher
supporters who devote evenings and weekends to work on his campaign .
from the fellow who picked up the buttons at 11 p.m., to the Atcher children
themselves, who talk up their Dad every chanoe they get.
Just a small, simple, red, white and blue campaign button.:

into.

But important to a lot of concerned Republicans throughout the 3rd'

IvAg..11

Senatorial District.
Won't YOU pin one On?

with a low-cost Vacation Loan
This is your year to get away to the far away places

you've longed to see. You can now go as far as
your Imagination wilt allow with a low-cost Vaca-

1111111101.11111111111,

tion Loan from us. We'll provide the extra cash
you need quickly on terms to suit your budget.

Bob Atcher's Background
Education: University of Kentucky.
Occupation: Board member, bank; owner and g
I manager,
radio statist; singer, writer, master of ceremonies; prima.
dent, Village of Schaumburg.
Activities; Board member; hospital, suburban YMCA, chamber
of ' commerce; member, lions Club, Plans Commission,
broadcast, musical, TV -radio, public relations and actors'

,And whenever you travel, take your money In
AMERICAN. EXPRESS
`TRAVELERS CHEQUES

organizations.

`elldad: Traveled throughout Illinois and. Indiana for Nixon
for President; edits in county, state end national campaigns In behalf of Republicans, including campaign.
for Don Rumsfeld and Mrs. Church as U.S. Congressman
and Congresswoman, respectively, from this. district

You set a prompt refund If they're lost or stolen, and they're
spendable everywhere. Cost only 104 a clonal.

:fakery: World War II, Pacific Theater of OParationi Pilaw
of two bronze battle stars, Philippine liberation ribbon
with bronze bailie Oar, ,.mortietious unit awardi victory -

medal; Asiatic Pacific Theater Mitten.
Avrewdst Distinguished Service awards, Lions, Rotary. KiwanIs
clubs; VA./ citation.

tiaras 2.30 dow to 2 p.m. Daly through paturday: ,
mart Wednesday. Friday evenings from 5:30 to 2.30 p.m.

0410 mum peroorso tors'

Robert O.

laki:di &Valk"

MOUNT' PRO SPICCT
BOB ATCHER FOR STATE SENATOR.' IS E. MINER ST, ARLINGTONt HEIGHTS, ILL
pad Mama Morpheme.*

give

to the various home -owners
associations, which
are, in
themselves,
the
immediate
sounding
boards
for
the

I

It took a button -maker, working at breakneck speed, a couple of weeks
to produce the items.

give

more strength and recognition

the Republican party..El

A talented professional artist finished off the design.

to

stre..itgkanct,r,gcogpjlipn to the
individual citizen, as far_ as
his. voice in, government,, is

lisiso/*ieuAs"veirisso":1 Itrnernsem

wows' essurseesca coemosuvriors
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Grace's Daze

June Excitement

When

dedicates

By Grace Mott
June, the month rivaled only by August in popularity for wedding dates, has arrived and with it the pre -nuptial flurry of

excitement, the right of every bride and groom, which should
and usually does precede the important day.

For one couple that day was
'Friday

Cynthia

when

was given Friday night by Mr.

Anne, and Mrs. Hedke, and follow-

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ros- ing the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
coe W Batts, and Timothy Wrigley hosted a reception
O'Gorman said their vows in and buffet supper at the V.F.
the candle - lighted South W. Hall in Arlington Heights.
Church
The young couple will make
Several Mount Prospect wo- their home in Addison, III.,
men were among those who where Ronald will be teachentertained for Cynthia before ing seventh grade next fall.
TWO AREA families are
June 3 These included Mrs. L.
K Laird and Mrs. Daryl Old- in the throes of two family
aker who hosted a Sunday events which carry more than
brunch and linen shower in the the usual routine responsibilLaird home the middle of May, ity.
They arc Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Ralph Adams and Mrs.
Frank Farleigh who gave a Edward Bangs, Sr., Proskitchen shower and luncheon pect Heights, and the Cyrus
Brunbergs, Mount. Prospect,
in the Farlcigh home for a
dozen women, and Miss Nan- both of whom arc moving to
cy Norbcrg, Dc Pauw Uni- California and both of whom
versity classmate and Pi Beta are seeing their daughters

Meet Our
New Prospect
Columnist

group ' of dediceteci citizens
- whe fermcct Mount Prospect's

Lonnquist

Blvd.

cess, and the rehearsal dinner
Timothy's mother and father,
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth O'Gorman gave Thursday evening.

at the V.F.W. Clubhouse, Mount Prospect.
Parties for Marilyn before
her wedding included those
lowed

Community

men's Republican Club of the
Congressional

District,

and was a founding member
of the Dist. 214 Teacher Parent Councils.

bride

portant was Cynthia's graduation from Dc Pauw University May 29 when she received
her B A degree in sociology.
Here from Florida for the

marriage and subsequent visit
with her daughter and family
Mrs Batts' mother, Mrs.
Walter Behmer.
is

"TTIE GIRL next door" became the bride of Ronald Hahn
in a candlelighted ceremony at
St Paul Church May 28. She
Sharon Hausler, daughter

is

of Mr and Mrs. Albert Meyer whose mother entered Holy
Family Hospital for three days

John's

aunt who entertained in her
Skokie home, and Mrs. Her-

Heights to live in her family's
home, joined by brothers
Mike,

a

school senior

high

in September and Edward Jr.
whose bridal couple.
'CATHLEEN Laurie's

Sat-

in March and returned home

urday marriage to Roger Raymond Gruen climaxed several

weeks later after a serious illness, happily recovered
to put the finishing touches

parties which began with a
personal shower given by
Kathleen's bridesmaids, Miss

on her daughter's wedding.

Gail Shucrbcch and Miss Mary
Wagner in the latter's Mount

six

The Meyers and the Harvey
Hahns have been next door r Prospect home.
Next followed a miscellancneighbors for 13 years.
Both Mrs Meyer and Mrs. ous shower and Sunday afternHahn were included in several noon bullet supper for 50 woparties for Sharon, the first men with Mrs. James Burnett,
of which took place April 14 Mrs. Nicholas Quinnett and
Ronald's Godmother,
Milton Michahl enter-

Mrs.
Larry Quinnett the
hostesses, and a third affair

tained 16 women at a miscell-

honoring Kathleen, daughter of
Mrs. Bernice Laurie, S. Pine
St., was hosted by the groom's

when

Mrs

aneous evening shower.

Next to entertain April 28
was Mrs George Seelenbinder,
also Ronald's Godmother who
gave

miscellaneous shower

a

in her Arlington Heights home
and the round concluded with
a party given by Sharon's

Godmother, Mrs. Harry Hassclberg of Wilmette and the
former Marcia Muster, now
Mrs

Allen

Levin; a miscell-

aneous shower and buffet supper at Carpenters' Hall in
Wheeling

Here the reception for 200
also took place. Wedding attendants included Mrs. Levin
matron, of honor, Sharon Hasselburg a bridesmaid, Richard Hahn his brother's best
man, and Victor Rose the

groomsman, a long time friend
of the bridal couple.
FROM bachelor

bene-

his life He is Ronald Hedke,

of Mr and Mrs. Alvin

Hedke who took Sandra Wrigley for his bride in

the Im-

manuel Lutheran Church in
Palatine Sandra is the daugh-

that town

Events leading to the wedding began May 29, Ronald's
significantly

marked by his graduation from
Concordia Teachers' College

in River Forest. A third generation resident of this town,
Ronald and his bride were
feted by his aunt and her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Paul Lund-

strom and Mrs. Wayne Lundstrony April I when friends
and

relatives

of the groom's

family were invited to an evening

miscellaneous shower; by

Mrs Earl Pahnke who gave a
Sunday buffet supper for 28
women April 27 and by friends
of the bride May

Gruen

Gruen home.
Between the morning mass

at St. Raymond church, and

the dinner reception Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gruen gave that
evening for their son and new
daughter-in-law,

the

Gruens
hosted an afternoon open house

for neighbors and out of town
guests. Among the latter were
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Petersen from Sunland, Calif., who
will stay on in Mount Prospect for a vacation after the
wedding, and grandmothers of
both the young couple; Mrs.
Gruen

Myrtle

from

Chica-

go, and Mrs. Josephine Quin nett currently visiting in Des

14..

A bridal party in their home

hearsal buffet party for her
Merle Schmanke and
Frank Peiler Friday night.

niece

The'

Theatre Guild's
Hit Comedy

PA ISALL*

holiday weekend to entertain.

Among the confirmants was
third generation member of
Linda

Lou, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Bicrmann and the
granddaughter of the Frank

Biermanns who joined 50 other
relatives and friends for a buf-

fet dinner after the two P. M.
service.

Sponsors

for

Linda

were Mrs. John Ribando and
Mrs. Walter Niebulr, Jr.

A number of out-of-towners
were on hand for thc confirmation of Douglas Henry Sanders,
Jr., whose
Prospect
Heights home was the scene

of a dinner

for 18 after the
From
Milwaukee,
Cleveland and Philadelphia they
came.

service.

With regret Douglas and the
senior Sanders learned Mrs.
Sanders' Parents, Rev., and
Mrs. George Kurchle would

In anticipated fun and friend-

liness Grace has gone into a
"Daze" for The Prospect
Day. Hopefully, she expects to
meet a real challenge in a daily
column!

three

by

parties for the

First to entertain April 16
Frank's sister,
Mrs.
James Mitchell of Elmhurst

mit,
and

162

Buffalo Grove
Ann Sullivan School
Prospect Heights
Model Home 1409 Lillian
Arlington Heights
Central School
Mount Prospect

241

42

83

266

99

365

49

13

62

271

109

380

college to open in leased facilities in September, 1967. The
school is expected to open to

301

96

397

its

Saturday night that it would be

High Ridge Knolls School
Des Plaines
Devonshire School
Des Plaines
Rupley School

and

miscellaneous

shower and Sunday afternoon

buffet supper at the home of

Elk Grove Village
Ridge School
Elk Grove Village
Elk Grove Village
Salt Creek School
Elk Grove Village
Schaumburg School
Schaumburg
Twinbrook School

discussed

Country
Country Cloth
INIATRI

IIIFitidwr Fri

(NishUy Except Monday
Cotain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
D1ntng
... Reservations: Cr, 9-6400

24

86

98

29

127

657

294

957

370

100

470

401

253

653

153

14

167

221

31

254

19

5

24

15

25

40

44

20

64

99

43

142

9

9

18

75,

6

81

125

16

its

orial Park were held on Aug. 23, 1962, Meadows Park and
25, 1956 and a fledgling dis- swimming pool were dedicat-

trict boasted a facility that ed.
gave it statewide recognition.
It was back to the decimOn Oct. 17, 1957, Thomas ate on Aug. 8, 1964 to seW. Cooper resigned from the cure $400,000 in bonds for
board of park commission- the purchase of land adjacent
ers and was named superin- to
Dempster Junior High
tendent of parks. lie holds School for Kopp Park.
that post today and will be
This referendum passed and
one of the proudest onlookers on Sunday, June 12 another
when Kopp Park is dedicated milestone of the Park district
on Sunday.
will be achieved.

new

62

13

75

37

14

51

September, 1968.

To Discuss
Training
Dist. 57 board of education will consider the en-

dorsement of Dist. 59's Teacher

1966 FALCON VIAGON

Training

Center tonight.
The center, for which Dist.

59 has asked the federal government to provide $469,164,

would create a "linkage" between

1966 MUSTANG HARDTOP
like new

the elementary school

versities.

Dist. 59 has asked all other
Elementary

school
boards
School Dists. 214
and 211 to pass resolutions
endorsing the cente

1965 PONTIAC SPORT

189

75

265

262

74

336

Hoffman Estates

383

128

517

Campaneli School
Wethersfield
Hanover Highlands School

242

137

381

40

25

65

167

32

200

100

31

132

Hoffman Estates
Hillcrest School
Hoffman Estates

COUPES2295

High

in

1965 MUSTANG V-11

$1995

Hardtop

$1795

STATE UNIT

1965 DODGE CORONET

#(1.,

84

$2295

district and colleges and uni-

Coupe

34

95

$2

4000 mles

1965 CHEVROLET BELAIR

50

$995

V-8, Last Onel

1964 PLYMOUTH FURY

$1195

V-8 2 -door Hardtop.

Hoffman School

1964 V.W. STATION BUS

$1195

1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA

$1595

Coupe

Inverness Fieldhouse
Inverness
Winston Park School
Palatine
Paddock School
Palatine

448

107

555

403

51

454

108 AUTO, LIFE & FIRE ISSURANCE

1964 FORD CTRY. SQUIRE

CARL ENDORF

V -B, Full Power

1409 Hickory Dr.
Mt. Prospect
439-1007.

TOTALS (22 spoils)
6030
2038
8090
The board of education will meet Thursday night to canvass

PITA1011

STATE
FAR
In/urines Com:amiss

1964 CHEVROLET V -B

"drainage and sewage" problems in the area.
Engineer
Bernard
Hem meter and village attorney
Robert Moore attended the
meeting as did the committee's three members, chairman Robert
D.
Teichert,

Frank R. Bergen and Robert
W. Colfer.

$20 Taken

$1295

Sedan, Powerglide

1964 PONTIAC SEDAN

SPECIAL
For Mon. 6/6
Tues. 6/7
Wed. 6/8

1963 V.W. SEDAN

$895

1963 FALCON WAGON

$895

1962 RAMBLER WAGON

$595

With Coupon Only

People's Choice Meat Mailket
105 WEST PROSPECT AVE.

MEAT CUT TREH DAILY

MT. PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
PHONE 397 -9777

BUD BARTHEL.

-

loin Us on the Air!

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

Radio Station WNWC will be conducting a re-

1961 FORD SQUIRE
9 PASS. WAGON

mote broadcast from our bank all day during
banking hours on Tuesday, June 14. Want to

be on the air? Interviews will be conducted

being aired.

Stk # 1324A

Cruise -o -matte, P. Steering,P. Brakes,
Radio, Perfect Family Car.

FULL
PRICE

Pm OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

IT'S JUNE 14th
STOP IN!

PARRAKEETS, PUPPIES, TO PYTHONS.
Singing Canaries $10.95, Kittens Free

$1095

Nice Buy

periodically all day. Watch regular programs

$695.00

Ask Charlie, Phil or john about our 24 month,
50,000 Mile Facto?), Used Car GuaranteellWe 're
the Good Guys with NO'Hatsll

Dundee Road and Milwaukee Avenue
1.1hIgh 7-0020

BAMBOO

MUM* VISUAL VEPOSIT INSUROACICC411.011ATION

AQUARIUM di PET SHOO
6 E. Northwest Hwy. - Mt. Prospect, Ill'
Phone 992-4964
,

$1795

HAM Motu BloomInsion.111Irch

Under New Management.
Come in l@7 a cup of coffee and brouse around.
IN THE OLD OnC11UI, COUNTRY

on

park district,in May, 1956.
acquired through a consent
Dedication ceremonies for degree and legal condemnanewly improved Lions Mem- tion on Dec. I, 1961. On Aug.

INSURANCE

Three Items Discussed, Deferred

itioners.
The committee

class

house at Lions Park and im- became one of the very few
provements to smaller parks.
in the state to own its own
Michael Skuban was chosen golf club.
first superintendent of the
THE COUNTRY Club was

Clearmont School

FROM
..

62

and certify the vote.

tion on three items Friday.
The matter of building a
gas station at Central Rd.

first

.

Merle was the guest of honor when her sister Jane who
was Merle's maid of honor,
and Mrs. Frank Graff gave a
personal

acquired without the necessity of condemnation.
Current plans are for the

June 4, 1955 and by a 4-I IT WAS in October, 1960,
margin, the Mount Prospect that the park district again
Park District was formed.
sought funds, They asked for
Elected commissioners were $1,100,000 to purchase the
in. addition to i,Boddy
and Mount Prospect Country. Club
Houains,' Thoinago W. Coop- and an undesignated area
er,
Frederick
J. Peterson north of Northwest Highway.
and William C. Wendling.
Despite a spirited campaign, this referendum failJUST SIX months later, ed bj a scant 300 votes.
on Dec. 10, .1955 the park
Dn April I, 1961, the disdistrict
passed
its
first trict re -submitted the refer"money" referendum, winning endum,
this
time
asking
authorization from the voters $1,475,000 for purchase of
to -sell $450,000 in bonds to the country club and what is
secure
more acreage
and now Meadows Park.
develop Lions Memorial Park.
The
second
referendum
The
referendum provided passed by a margin of 323
for a swimming pool and field votes and the park district

Palatine Township campus by

invited 50 guests,
12 the vivacious

Ill.,

May

One section of the 171 acre
site has already been placed
under option to the college.
Negotiations are now underway with the owners of the
second half of the site and
officials expressed optimism

37

at some length the 1966 special assessment in the area of
Lincoln, Milburn and Menawho remembered it was also wa Sts. but took no action.
the bride's birthday, and who
A wallet containing S20 was
On the annexation of Dist.
marked the event with an ev- 59 property (the Oliver Wen- taken from the front seat of
ening dessert party.
a
car
in the Rand Rd. Auto
del Holmes School) and units
April 24 Merle was hon- 12 and 13 in Colonial Heights Wash, Mrs. Phyllis Gattuso
ored at a Sunday afternoon the committee deferred ac- of Lake Zurich told police
dinner in a Chicago restaur- tion pending further study of Thursday.
ant to which her Godmother,
lieVerNireemailitionSigiersainiN,aer;:4
Mrs. Irma Juergens 9f Sumwas

acquisition.

123

have to remain in Florida. The
associate pastor at East Ridge Hanover Park
Lutheran Retirment village at Sanborn School
Miami, Rev., Kucchle was kept Palatine
at home by church duties.
T. N. T. (This 'n That)

campus construction and site

Wheeling
Alcott School

Arlington Heights
Forest View Elementary
Mount Prospect
Robert Frost School
Mount Prospect

the

pay the other
share of the

102

Salk School
Rolling Meadows
Forest Vicw High School

casion and took advantage of

The couple's wedding took and Pine St. was deferred on
place June 4 in St. John Luth- the
request
of
Howard
eran Church, and was preced- Kaufman, attorney for the peted

OPENING

\ WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8

ALMOST every family of
the more than 70 young people
confirmed at St. Paul Lutheran Church May 29 used the oc-

MRS. WILLIAM Ewert of
The judiciary
committee
Mount Prospect hosted a re- discussed and deferred ac-

ter of the Walter Wrigleys of bride.

birthday,

Wendy

Miss

and Mrs. Ronald Gruen in the

Plaines.
to

dict on June 4 went a young
man who has lived here all
son

sisters,

Mrs. Graff.

family,

three-quarters
TOTAL

NC

will

53

Mount Prospect
Fechanville School
Mount Prospect
Miner Junior High
Arlington Heights
Thomas Junior High
Arlington Heights
South Junior High
Arlington Heights
Kimball Hill School
Rolling Meadows

The Prospect Day.

Bicrmann

The state

48

Mount Prospect

Mrs. Mott was the author of
'Bird's Eye View" which an:

the

campus valued at $29,500,000.

Euclid School

a college freshman.

a

IT IS estimated that Satreferendum will result in about a 6.5 cents per
$100 of assessed valuation
tax levy increase next year.
When completely developed, perhaps in eight years,
Harper College will have a
urday's

Lincoln School

man Bachelor who gave a peared for 15 years in the PadSunday tea in her Arlington dock publications.
II e r column, "Grace's
Heights home. Mr. and Mrs.
Bangs hosted a rehearsal par- Daze," will appear daily in

ty in their home.
Following a west coast
honeymoon, the young couple will return to Prospect

The results of their investigations went to the voters on

Landon Junior High

Hospital, a member of the Wo13th

YES

Wheeling

charter

tivities and

September,

PRECINCT
Whitman School

member of the Women's AuxiNorthwest

dis-

e

College Vote Results

liary,

W.

trict.

711h, --e

HERE ARE the complete election returns by Precinct:

a

Edward

of forming a park

ies

spark that kindled the park
district
movement. Former
Village
Presideff Theodore

ber of the choir.

Preceding all the wedding fes-

in

A telephone call in January,
said to have been the

1954, is

charter members of The South
Church where Grace is a mem-

Prospect,

asked

Boddy and Charles W. Machias to look into the possibilit-

added.

Northwestern University. She
and her husband are active

The Motts have three sons,
given by Darlene Kastning of James, 26, of Lexington, Ky.;
Mount Prospect who will be a Thomas, 22, and Robert, 19,

none -the -less im-

Lams

years

i1

aga.-

(Continued From Page I)
over 10,000 voters participatProspect.
The Motts have been resi- in the four townships (Wheel- ed.
Dr. Robert Lahti, president
dents of Mount Prospect since ing, Elk Grove, Schaumburg
1937. Grace is a graduate of and Palatine) served by the of Harper College, said he was
happy with the outcome. "I
Lake View High School in Chi- district.
would have liked to have seen
In the establishing refercago and took evening courses
wider voter participation," he
in English and journalism at endum in March, 1965, just

Mount

Marilyn J. Bangs and John
J. Stegmeyer, Jr., of Skokie
were married May 28 in St.
Joseph The Worker Church
in Wheeling. A reception fol-

asses

Day today.
Slie is Mrs. 'William T. Mott
of 15 S. George St., Mount

will come early in July.

her

in

park _distfici just

College e

A new columhist makes
her debut in The Prospect

eon

miscellaneous shower during
Cynthia's Easter college re-

I

12, a milestone of accomplishment will be realized, ey

Sorority sister of Cynthia's who gave a bridal lunch-

home the day of the ceremony.
Other parties for Cynthia
included that given by Mrs. L.
C Peterson, a luncheon and

Douglas
Payne
F,..mday, June

Sen. Paul
M:arjoric

Kopp Park on

Mrs. vlott has held office in
the Mount Prospect Woman's
married before going. Mov- Club, and is currently a member of the Garden Club of
ing date for the, Brunbergs

Phi

fi denet

.breiting

et
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by Frank E Von Arx

George Hamilton almost did

information on a possible new
post office building for Arlington Heights "leaked" out at

not get around to writing his
fourth

installment

on

mail

service, or lack of it, in Ar-

Plan

-a

on

week.

gate section of town.

and said she would stop at the
office personally to retrieve
the forms.
Sen. Paul Douglas (D-111.)
never did answer that letter

County Clerk's office. They
were addressed to Mrs. Jeanne

Commission hearing
office building along

lington Heights that appeared
in The Arlington Day last

an

tained a batch of voter registration cards from the Cook

Novotny, village clerk of Ar-

Northwest Hwy. in the Stone -

lington Heights.

After the first two articles,

The Dax sent him about the proposed new post office. He

Mrs. Novotny was in the news

An insurance group, the Assurance Agency, said it had in
formation on good authority
that its present location at 209
N. Evergreen is being considered as the site for the new
post office. The company wants
to keep one jump ahead of the
government so it is looking

George was spending so much
time on the telephone listening
to complaints on postal service from readers that he

could not get back to his typewriter,

Some senior citizens might
be able to recall when mail
service was one of the main
concerns of the federal government. Now it appears to be

Either that or the senator
real gem of a public
relations man. One of the
has a

legel.

worst

"Do you want the mail
brought over to your home?"

Memorial Day mail that con-

It was amusing to see how

for such

be too busy
minor matters.

registration

voter

some

cards home to sign. The coun-s-ty official who' called at her
office said such action is il-

for another home.
The Post Office surprised
us with an envelope in the

pretty far down the list.

must

not too long ago' because she
took

sins

is

press

a

re-

Mrs. Novotny was asked, "We
could get another story that
way."

lease mimeographed or printed on both sides of the paper.
Of all the political releases
arriving in each mail delivery,

The village clerk
the
special delivery

the senator sends the
ones printed on both sides.

refused
service

only

.,cm,vasros7mni:.

iin

Vantt, ge I

. . .

There seems to be a big issue developing in the
ChiCago police department about whether to allow

It has long been a popular belief that women
mature at 'an earlier age than men. Yet there no
special privileges are given to women because of
their earlier emotional maturity. They must wait

patrolmen who arc 20 years old to carry guns.
Orlando W. Wilson, Chicago's top cop, said
Friday that the 20 -year -old patrolmen would be

purpose of any newspaper to harrass juvenile offenders and pin them with a public record.
But, a newspaper has the responsibility to print

the news, and quite often, the actions of these
juvenile offenders comes under the catagory of

until they are 21 to vote just as do men.

assigned to station duty and would not be allowed
to patrol the streets or carry weapons.
Wilson's decision should be encouraging to 19
and 20 -year -old youngsters who are being drafted,
trained and shipped to Viet Nam to fight.
Maybe the military will take the same position
and decide that these youngsters should not carry
weapons. Of course, they will look a little silly in
Viet Nam without guns. So why send them in the
first place?
We understand that 18 -year -old soldiers arc not

There are many other inconsistencies in treatment of juveniles and emotionally immature peo-

news.

ONE JUDGE, in Montana, believes that printing the names of juvenile offenders is a sure cure
to juvenile delinquency. This jurist, who has appeared in national media on several occasions,
has statistics to back his claim that if more pub-

ple, regardless of their age categories.

In Illinois, it is not lawful for a newspaper to
print records of juvenile offenders under the age
of 17. Sixteen -year -olds are immune from having
their names published for crimes. Seventeen-year
-olds arc fair game.
What is the distinction? At 17, a young person's
life can be ruined just as decisively through news-

licity is given juveniles, the fewer crimes they
will commit.
His theory is a sound one. If juveniles arc aware that they arc going to hit the news columns
if they steal a car, we believe they might think

paper publicity as at 16.

one year makes is a little hard for us to under-

A driver can be licensed at 16, but, it is illegal
for a newspaper to print his name if he becomes
involved in a traffic violation.

stand. If not at 18, then how much better prepared
is the youth of 19 or 20 to fight for his life?

THE QUESTION of age and responsibility has
long been a delicate one. Why is a youth "of age"

ILLINOIS has one of the best juvenile court

21 is the minimum?

Why can a youth of 18 be drafted and yet not

Reporters are allowed to be present at juvenile

as important as the emotional level attained in
individuals. They point to 18-ycar-olds who are
equally as stable as some 25 -year -olds.

tribe Pro59zict

be old enough to drink a beer in Wisconsin, but
not in Illinois.

other states.

be allowed.to cast a ballot'?
Psychologists say that the age of maturity is not

"Yes, dear, you may have a dress with a short skirt like
'mommy-when you grow up!"

twice before taking that joy ride.
It is hard for us to sec the difference between
printing the name of a I7 -year -old and prbtecting
a 16 -year old. It is hard for us to see how Chicago
can refuse to arm a 20 -year -old cop and yet sent
thousands of 19 -year -olds to Viet Nam.
It is hard for us to see how an 18 -year -old can

systems in the United States. The juvenile court
legislation, much of it written by Rep. Bernard
Peskin of the 3rd house district, is a model for

to drink beer in Wisconsin at 18 -- but in Illinois

by Jack Vandermyn

court hearings and the records of the court arc

And it is especially hard for us to understand

open to the press, however, this material is not a
public record to the extent that it can be published.
This is as it should be, we believe. It is not the

how a youth of 18 can be drafted -- and yet denied

ap

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

the right and privilege of a voice in his govern,

Monday, June 6, 1966

ment through the ballot box.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

At Wheeling High

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kledalsch

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

List June 1
The first senior class

at

be graduated Friday, June

Wheeling High School will
10

at

8

will be held in the gymnasium.

Karcn Domas, Iliobect _Domres, Carol Done.

p.m. CeremonieS

'SHARON

The Wheeling choir will sing the class song, "More" and
"Go Make Your Mark on the World," composed for the commencement by choral director Charles Jenks.
Principal Thomas Shirley

will present the class to board

of education

members

who

will distribute the diplomas.

GRADUATES arc (indi.cates membership in the Nat. ional Honor Society: Frank
Abboreno,
Bonnie
Acker,
'Mary Adams, Terrance Adams,
Roohangios
Afshari,
Wallace Aho, Kenneth Allen,
William Allison, Norma Andersen, Judy Anderson, Thoc-

dore Armstrong, Gcorgine Aronson,

Jon

Asbell,

slary

Ashe, *Robert Ashton, Bryan
Bachar,

Paul

Bachman

Jr.,

Steven Bacon, Jan Bailly, Karen

Balbier, Thomas

Balbicr,

Diana Barefoot, 'Irene Bark,
Nicholas

Barkulis,

Kathleen

Barnes.

Margaret Bathgatc, Gerald
Bauer,
Barbara
Beckwith,
Ralph Bcilfuss, Elvera Belpulsi, Cynthia Benson, Jack
Benson, Jill Benson, Audrey
Bernicchi, Ronald Bernstein,
Lee Bertrand, Charles Birk'emo, Thomas Bochniak, William Bockins, Eileen Bodcn,
Robert
Boenig,
Deborah
Boesch, Janice Boczio, Di-

Graduates

anne Bonnett, Thomas Borre,
James Bowker, William Boyd,

Judith

Boyer,

Gary

Bozlin-

ski, 'Nancy Brazelton.
ROBERT
Bromley,
Paul
Brookhouzen, Larry Brooks,
Patricia
Broader,
Patricia

Brown, Terri Brown, William
Brown,
Wilfried
Bruhns,
Richard Bruni, Robert Bryntesen,
Christopher
Burgess
(in absentia), Arthur Burn -

Donlin,
Downar, George Drake,
James Drinkwater (in absentia),
Dianna
Drury,
John
Duros, Curt Duval, Mardellc

LaBandt, Janice Lachowicz,
Deborah
Lamont;
Arthur
Lang, Peter Laskowski, Roy
La u f e r, Bette Laurance,

Mary Ryder, Michael Saar-..,..
STEVEN, Sample, :Reynold
Sanfilip ,Jr.,,
Sauter,

Millicent Leach
Liane Lehmann, Duane Leith

lon,'

Paul

Leach,

Jon Lemcrandc, *John

Dwicl (in absentia), David Ea- Lemke, *Keith Letsche,
ton, Daniel Edgar, 'Linda Louis Lindberg, Janice LindLinda
Lindstrom,
Edwards, Alan Eiscnstein, Pe- mcier,
Linnewch,
'Pamela
tra Elflein (in absentia) *Jean Linda
Ewing, Gerald Fcdyski, Patricia Fennell, John Ferguson,
Paul Ficgcn, Robert Fischer,
Carol Fisher," Michael Flue gel, Gerald Fontecchio, Richard
Fontecchio,
LouAnne
Ford, Michael Fornero,
Kenneth
Foster,
Kenneth

Lipschultz,
Mary
LiPuma,
Livorsi,
*Catherine
Lloyd, John
Locy, Donna

Rose

Lucas.

BONNIE Lundquist, William Lytle, Gary Mackey,

'Frances Maeda, .Donald Ma-

lin, Thomas
Manderscheid,
Marla
Marchman,
David
Michael
Marino,
oppo
Jr.,
James
Calwcll, mary Franklin, Judith Fred- Margraf,
Mathis,
Patricia
Carolyn
Cameron,
Pamela rickson, Frank Freedle, Craig Charles
Cameron, Maria Caraballo, Fry, James Funk, Cristina May, Michael Mayer, KathDavid Carlson, Janet Came, Fuss, Patricia Gaitis, Lin- ryn Mazzenga, Nancy McCarole Carnehl, Francine Car- da Gallo, Catherine Galow, Donald, Lawrence McDowell
oni), Leonard Cassert, Don- Richard Gardner, Linda Gay - Jr., Kathryn McKay, Patricald Castella, Robert Cermak.
do, Bobbie Gehrke, Kristina ia McKay, William McKeeg,
*Wanda Chin, Gayle Chind- Gerger, Albert Gibbon, Susan Donny McKinnon, Kathleen
blom, Roger Christ, *Barry Gille, Douglass Glaser, Ro- McSorley, 'Karl MeisenheiChristensen, *Patricia Cicer- bin Gocke, Ann Gompertz, mer, Lynn Middaugh, Kathchia, Theresa Clancy, Melan- 'Joanne Good, Ronald Gosell, leen Millay, Carol Miller,
ie Clark,
Gregory Closson, Rosemary Grabowicz, Thomas Lynda Miner.
'Linda
Morales,
'Lyn
Carol Clyde, Donald Coats, Gramm.
Morhardt,
Cynthia
Morris,
Jane Cochran, Sharon Combs,
KAREN GRANDT, Edward

and, Linda Busse Luke Caci-

Mary Comerford, Craig Comp-

ton, Laurel Covulsen, 'Melinda Crabbe, Rick Curtis,
Patricia
Davidson,
Frank
DelGiudice, Edward DeMet,
*Joy Diadul, Jeanne Doerr,

France, Dennis Franc], Rose-

*ilia

Morris, Phillip MorKathi Morton, 'Frank
Muccianti,
Mary
Myers,

Graves, Sandra Greven, John ris,
Gribbon,
Christian Grogman,

*Steven Groot, Michael GainFrederick Gustafson, William
Habermaas,
Marilyn
Haeffner, Darlene Hall, Jill

ey,

Bernie

Neiweem,

olloomourei

William

Hernme,
Steven
Hendren, Bruce Hernandez.

Cynthia Herrick, *Jill

Herrmann,

Sonja

Hertzner,

Robert Hetzel, Greggory Holt,
Beth Holthaus, Susan Hovey,
John

Howe,

Scot

Hudson,

O'Brien,
Raymond
O'Brien,
Margaret
O'Donnell.
SUSAN
O'Donnell, William O'Leary, Betty Olson,
Barbara
O'Reilley, Michael
O'Rourke,
Frederic
Pagen-

Sandra Pagliaro, Anna
Charles Humphries, John Hun- kopf,
Pahuchy,
ter,

Donna
Pancamo,
Parrish, Carl
Pat-

Inkley, Mary
Brian Irwin, 'Bruce

Stephen

Shirley
lrmiter,
Irwin, Gayle lasckscn, Wayne rasso, Geoffrey Patton, Kathleen
Pecora, Gary Pezdek,
Iverson,
Candis
Jackson,
Judith Phillips, Janet PirKatherine Joas, Donald Johnson

II,

Patricia

Johnson,

Sharon Johnson, Terry Johnson, 'Janice Kanellis.

DONNA KARLOW, Wayne
Kawell,

Thomas Kaye, EliFrancis Kelsey,
Robert Kerns, Jerry Kerr,
John Keyzer, Charlene Kies ling, 'Sharon Kilkenny, Susan
King, Marlene Kinnee,
Joanne Kiser, 'Donna Kivland,
Terry Klein, Stephsabeth

THEaries o gime ago

CAUTIONS DRIVERS TO BE

EXTRA ALERT FOR CHILDREN
DURING SUMMER MONTI-IS ESPECIALLY
IN RESIDENTIAL AND PLAY AREAS!
.

.

...,-

,

MEMO 7-o PAREAMINSTRUer YOU Oil
TooRouegy INSLIff PEPESliatl AND rtAY

-

Keith;

anie Kline, Lawrence Knaack,
Dennis Kneip, Daniel Knowles
Gerald Kocppcn, *Carole Ko. morowski,
Michael
Kopf,

Carp Krohn,
Shirley Kube.

Robert

Krug,

*Michael Kurman, *Jeanne

aino, Alison Politowicz,
Sherry Poole, George
Ronald Poppenhagen,

Pope,
Steve

Poulos, *Jeffrey Powell, Ronald

Pretto,

Roy

Prince

'David Quirsfeld.
Cynthia
Rabbitt,

Jr.,

James

Rainer, Wayne Rakittke, Lorlei

Rank,

*Janet

Ratcliffe,

Patricia Reblin, William Rech
Linda Reed, Joseph

Reising,

Carol Seleski,
Frederick Ses-

Steven Shadel, Coree
Shannon. Richard Sheppard,
*Kenneth
Sherman,
Sarah
Shields, Kristin Shornden.
Pamela Silber, Jeffrey Simmons,
Robert
Simmons,

Now, the referendum is past history.
However, we are not at all happy that The electorate has shown that it favors
only a little more that 10 per cent of the the concept of junior college as written
electerate cast their ballots.
by the state legislature in Public Law
Out of a potential vote of 77,000, only 1710.

Linda
Schalk,
Karen
Scheffers,
Sche*Douglas
mske,
Robert
Scherpelz,
Lonnie
Schroeder,
Michael
Schuh, Larry Schuler, Hen-

rySchumacherJames

Schumann, Norma Schwinn,
Susan
Janice
sions,

Seeber,

Serio,

Gerlinde Simon, Donald Simpkins, Phillip Simpson, Ann
Sineni, Ellen Sjoquist, Karen
Skopal,
Marsha
Smisko,
Frederick
Smith,
Darlene.

Smolinski, Cheryl Snider, Gloria Sokolis, Susan Spencer.
Charlene Stanbery, Jayne Steffen, Kenneth Steffen,
Mar-

jorie Steffen, Kathryne Stefreason,

Kenneth Stein, Linda
Steinbraker, *Douglas Steinman, Lyn Stephens, *Diane
Stevens.

*ANTHONY Stoik, C y

ing colors at the polls Saturday.

it and have devoted many columns of news
space to explaining it to the electorate.

histerically
We would hope that the state makes
poor vote getters. Only when there is a good on its pledge to provide its share
large measure of opposition, such as the of the campus development costs, estirecent ill-fated swimming pool vote in mated in the case of Harper College at

Dist. 214,
attended.

Timm, 'Christopher Tim-

mcrs, Patricia Timmins,
'Juratc Tiskus, *James Tow-

try,

Kenneth

Travcrsone,

Richard Treat.

*MARIA Triguis, `Terrence

else n,

True, Carla? r

Janine Turley, William Turner,
Eileen
Upton,
Mary
Urban, Gale Utpodel, Craig
Valladares,
Gerilyn
VanGeenen, Philip Ver Plancke,

school

elections

heavily

$22,000,000.

As the last week of election campaigning for seats in the house of Representcent of the tax bill goes to support atives unfolds, it
might be well for the
schools at all levels, it is a little hard to candidates for senate and house seats to
understand this voters apathy.
make known their views on this vitally
At the time of the establishing refer- needed state financing.

Letters to the Editor

,Stungis, Dennis Sullivan, Sus-

ry

are

When we stop to realize that 75 per

n-

Thomson, Scott Thorsen, Jer-

finUnce its operation.

8,000 voters went to the polls.
School .referendums
are

thia Strauss, Jennifer Strcich
Marilyn Stumbaugh, *Elaine

On Television Repair

in

Editor:

lous.

a few thousand years we
will have an enlightened popu-

The expose of television service men is not only an insult
to all hottest service men, but also an insult to the intelligence
of the people of the greater Chicago area. Doesn't anyone remember 12 years ago when another such investigation took
place? At that time it was much ado about nothing, except that
it left a stigma on the integrity of the honest men in the busAt that time an organization called the Television Installation

Service

Assn.

was

forming and many good men
spent their time and money
trying to get something done
about a very bad situation even
then.

have a well-rounded electronics background, good testing
equipment

and

also

a

sixth

sense.

Attorney General Clark's
office could certainly use their
time to better advantage than
to attack a situation, then not

Men in the business have tri- follow through to help rectify
ed many times to get some leg- the situation. It's my bet that's
islation for their business. The just what will happen again.
ner,
One of the duties of the AtEarl
Wagner,
Louise First and primary step would be
licensing.
It would help elimin- torney General's office is to
Wagner,
Kenneth
Wajerski,
ate
some
of
the
men
who
work
right inequalities, but if it be
Judith Walker, Wary Walkout of their homes with little not politically or monetarily
er,
Thaddeus
Walkowicz,
or
no
equipment
and
about
the
advantageous, nothing is done.
Robert Walsh, Patricia Websame amount of knowledge!
This type of policy is so
er, Ellen Wedekind (in abis
not
television
Repairing
sad. But saddest of all is that
sentia).
Gregory
Westinicky,

Weibel,

Gary

Barbara
Wetendorf,

Donna Wheeler, Robert White,

*Kenneth Rideout Jr., George Kerry Wilk, Richard
Willer,
Riess, Richard Ritter, MichChristine Wilson, Char Winael Robb, Ronald Roehn, Patfrey,
Charles
Winterburg,
ricia Roig, Randall Romano,
Danny Wirth, Frederic Wright
Marvin
Young,
Nancy

Young,
Stephen
Zink (in

Nancy Zlotowski.

Mary Jean
Zasadny,
absentia),

To coin and change a phrase

(Mayor Daley's absurd cliche
on politics and government):
"Good journalism is good

news and good news is good
journalism."
Name withheld

iness.

Donald Vincent II, `Marilyn
Viverito, *Paulette Vivetito,
Richard Wade, Gayle Waggo-

Jam es Whittington, 'Gary
Linda Renk, Margaret Rhein Wickboldt, William Widmann,

Thomas Rooney, Holly Rozek (in absenita), Sue Rudolph (in absentia),- 'Donald
Rundrgen,
Kathy
Russell,

On Voter Apath
Harper College came through with fly- endum for the junior college district,
more than 10,000 voters went to the polls.
At least, the small number of voters Curiously, the "Yes" vote at the estabwho thought the spending of $7,375,000 lishing referendum, 6,138, was within
a worthy enough issue for them to go to 100 votes of the "yes" vote for the bond
the polls gave the college a vote of con- issue.
fidence.
It would have been a great inconsisWe are happy with the outcome of the tency for the electerate to authorize the
referendum. We supported and endorsed creation of the district, then refuse to

Robert Savage, 'Penny Scan-

Carol Ne- ' -an Summers, Nancy Swetonic,
kimken,
'Donald
Nelson,
Jeannine Tanner, Sharon Tan*Thomas Neuckranz, Leonard
ner, James Tate III, Leslie
Newlin,
*David
Newman,
Taylor,
Victoria
Tedford,
'Mark Newman, William New- Suzanne Teper, Susan Teski,
man, Denise Newsom, WilElaine
Themer,
Christine

Halley, Sandra Hammer, Carl
Hansen, Patricia Hanson, Susan
Harlin, *Susan
Hart, liam N i e m e y e r, Michael
Thomas Harwood, James HatNoland, Linda Nordlund, Lawfield, Sandra Heitkottcr, Sus- rence
Nowicki, Dwight Nykan Hellquist, Alfred Hembd,
el,
James

News Editor

for the amateur. The average
person may not be aware that
it could take even a qualified
technician with the best of equipment eight or more hours
to find the elusive trouble. Or
that because of manufactur-

it works. The average voter

ing,
the
sometimes

paper chain.

is so unaware it's pathetic.

The Day is doing a marvelous

job

in

bringing

forth

both sides of every question.
Keep it up. This area really
needed a good unbiased news-

Memorial
Day Campaigns
Editor.

I wish to congrawlate the
Arlington Heights Veterans
of Foreign Wars Post on a
truly fine parade. As a veteran,
I

am annually impressed by

this dignified commemoration
of our nation's heroes.

However, I must say that 1
was

particularly

shocked

at

the insistence of Eugene
Schlickman to use this otherwise

properly

run

memorial

as an avenue for distributing
his own election material. This

did not seem to be a proper
observance of Memorial Day.
I have been informed that
other candidates of both parties from Ibis area all agreed

to and did refrain from any

campaign type activities during this memorial parade. It
I haveiny doubts as to how
were not even included in the many people even care or un- is a shame that some people
original manufacturing to make derstand what they read. But if feel that rules apply to others

repairman
add
parts

must

that

the set work properly again.
A bench repairman must

q

you could get through each day but not to themselves,
James Arnold
to one 'more person, maybe
Buffalo Grove

Modern Day Miracles with Children
What impresses the obserdeaf, is being taught to speak.
The methods used on the very er is the gentleness and patyoung, cspecially4the child who ience which is extended to each
gists, a social
modern math educator and a has no contact with the outside child. The purpose of the therapy. is to make a game of the
speech - hearing pathologist. world are moder)i.
This wrfter observed one teaching and rehabilitation. It
They work as a team of evaluating the patient, advising ap- child in her session. She was is one that makes the child
propriate treatment and pro- outgoing but shy of the camera. want to go to see bright posviding the therapy indicated, Later, though smiles for words ters on the wall, write on the
of encouragement could not be blackboard, spell his name
FORMERLY, many people, heard, she understood that the from a ball hanging from the
not just children, accepted the camera as well as its operator ceiling placed in motion by the
fact that they could not see as would not harm her, She peek- doctor. It 'is corrective- fun.
cational therapist,
trists,
registered

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Many parents wonder about the school grades of their
Children. They have passed the requited school physical
examinations; they have even been fitted with glasses,
yet the children have not used their mental capacities to
their greatest extent.
Children who appear to be perfectly normal, according to
standards which our society has set forth, still have problems.
They may be due to poor coordination. This is rationalized as
an "awkward age". They may be from lack of attention. This
too may be "something they will outgrow". They may not be
able to comprehend spoken instructions or written words. This

askaismaseaszennon

Oetp AT HOME

IT IS with the concern for
Page 5

r

.,-",::.rdrfiZMR.

MANY

centers

like

this

are in existancc at distant uniter has been extablished in
Now they do not have to ac- the earphones on her head and versities and in some hospitals,
iVhat can be done?
The parent usually consults Mount Prospect. It deals with cept these misfortunes. There said the word "ball" showing but to have a center so close,
the family physician. This is a aiding the child by providing is a place within the area that her the ball. She immediately yet unknown to most of the
tried to say the word and the community, seems a waste.
most important step in gaining therapy programs in the areas offers assistance to them.
Besides speech and visual
sound "B" was perfect. She
an insight to your child's' of speech and reading, both
ONE OF the phases exe- was rewarded with smiles and aids, staff meetings and parspecific problem. It may be visually and with the aid of
cuted at the clinical center is a tiny piece of chocolate. She ent 7 doctor visits, testing,
physical. Even if your child up to date equipment.
The center is staffed by hearing therapy. One tiny pat- continued to relate sounds to diagnostic evaulation form the
has 20/20 vision he still may
qualified personnel who know ient 2 year old who was born objects shown to her.
basis for theropy in all fields.
not have perfect vision.
If your child is awkward, how to go about overcoming
his coordination is poor. If he the child's' individual handicap.
does not respond quickly to If the handicap is physical or
oral instructions at home and psychological, it , can be deat school it may be that his tected and referred to the staff
member qualified to aid the
hearing is sub -normal.
these children that a new cen-
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psycholoworker, a

a sign of "old age". A stroke ed into the lens.
limited their speech, but they
THE THERAPIST
accepted this.

is merely because they arc "too lazy".

Orercondng handicaps in vision can be tan for the patient

2 optome-

placed

re-training or

child through
teaching.

The staff includes an edu-

Pack 51 Cub
Scouts Get Awards
At a recent meeting held at

Assist

Mount Prospect, Hugh Magill

In School
Production

WEBELOS

graduation

badges were presented
awarded
neckerchief by Cubmaster Ralph Hausfor selling the most lein to Robert Nash, Terry
Scout -O -Rama tickets. Den I Wood, Keith Grosck, and
presented colors and Den 2 Larry Brauchle.
Scoutmaster Steven Daich
won inspection.
and Eagle Scout Raymond
OTHER awards were given Krause of Troop 51 received
were
slides

to David Wall, Bobcat; Paul the boys into their troop and
Snyder, Bear badge and gold presented them with Boy

area girls, Elaine, daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Anton
Mount

A

ceremony was held and graduation certificates and Web-

and Jim Ormerod of Pack 5: elo

Among the members assisting in the production of
"Royal Gembit" were two
Adams,

Mark Lutheran Church,

St.

Scout neckerchiefs.
The group will hold
on badge, gold and silver arrows;
Jim Phillips,
Bear family picnic on June 11.
badge, gold and silver arrows; Hugh Magill,
arrow;

Prospect,

and Kathleen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William
Johnson, Prospect Heights.

Paul Brcsemann,

a

Wolf Graduation

badge and gold arrow; Scott
Davis, gold and 2 silver ar-

The play was presented
the University Theatre
players at Illinois State
University
in
Westhoff
Theatre in the Centennial
Building on the Normal

rows.

by

Darryl Alan Bouffard, son
of Mr. and Mri. A. L. Bouf-

Randy Hauslein,
Robert fard of Rolling Meadows,
Olson, Jim Ormerod receiv- will be graduated June 18
'ed one silver arrow each. from The University of Ilt-

silver arrows.
Wallentin received his
year pin.
won

KATHLEEN JOHNSON

2

Jim Phi Beta Kappa, will enter
first the University of Illinois Medical School in the fall.

reflect your taste, tempo and

a flair, dress up
The Rev. Nilliam E. Macard table. Understated loney of Christ the King Luthsimplicity is the keynote for eran Church in The Loop will

ments with
a

small table. A solid cotton speak at a meeting of Our Savcloth in a bright color is a iour's Lutheran Church Wooccasion is probably the most smart choice. Give matching men Tuesday, June 7.
important step Co be certain' cotton napkins a special
The meeting will begin with
that your table cover says touch by appliqueing a color- a 7 p.m. supper at the church,
flair for entertaining. Select.
ing the right setting for an

a

flower motif on each one. 1234 N. State. Circle I memAnother novel touch might be bers will serve as hostesses.

what you want it to say, sew
It yourself or add a personal

ful

touch to a ready-mnde cover.
To serve
light
refresh -

four fabric hapkin holders
THE REV. Mr. Maloney
permanently sewed to each
place on the table cloth.
will discuss the work of Christ

seling.

The church women also will

Joins. Fraternity
William

Randal

Smith

of

301 N. Williams Dr., Palatine,
ROUND tables are popular the King Church and the King's
has been initiated into Beta
now,
especially

Fire Dept.
Auxiliary
To Meet
The Mount Prospect Fire
Department
Auxiliary
will
meet Tuesday at the South
Station at 7.30 p m.
Each member is asked to

the glass topped
wrought -iron
types.
Equally at home on the terrace or in the dining room,
a round table calls for contour
to
place mats. You

make your own or apply
decorative

applique

to

in which 10 -minute services

dent at the university.

Adkins,

man, Don Medal, Judy Miltzow,

Marcy Morton, Jill Perez, Pat
Strader and Mary Wendt.

mittee arc Mrs.., Gust Hermanson for president; Mrs.
Kenneth Johnson, vice pre
sident, Mrs. Robert Lane,
secretary, and Mrs. Robert
Lundstedt, treasurer.

Arlington Heights residents
initiated are: Doub Bober,
Linda Christian, Pam Evans,
Roger Kelly, Linda Leake,
Terry Pressel, Keeny Neege
and Pam Weir.

day, June 9.

Northwest, Arlington Heights.
A tasting bee and receipe exchange arc scheduled.

day of each month at the funeral home. Interested mothers of
twins may contact Mrs. Robert

The meeting will begin at
8 p.m. in the downstairs meet- Collingnon, telephone 289-3012.
ing room of Lauterberg and
The club will meet again in
Oehler Funeral Home, 200 E. the fall on the second ThursRecommended by the
BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

NOVOTNY
For GOP COMMITTEEMAN
(Phone 392-7624 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

ONE MAN - ONE JOB
(Paid Political Adroctisarnong

AT OUR SALON...

On Television

haircolor
"takes"
in minutes

Linda, daughter of Mr: and
Mrs. Elmer Seils, a Horizon
Club Camp Fire Girl, appeared on Channel 5 Sunday,
June 5, on "Join In."

The program featured

young people active in community organizations.

a Pp

chased mats. A leaf pattern is

The club also will extend
farewell and good luck wishes to Mrs Mary Lop Deakin,
retiring president who will be

project, too, because you can
make use of colorful odds
and ends of material from
other sewing projects.

Toying to Iron Mountain, Mich.

For children's parties make
a gay colored cloth in sturdy

'

el

Sam

Grandmothers of twins will
be guests at this season's final
meeting of the Double Dydce
Mothers of Twins Club Thuri-

pur-

appropriate for this type of
table.
It's an
inexpensive

'& ridalso to Mrs. Pat Hood,
as her husband is leaving the

Corner, located at Jackson and' Gamma Sigma, business fraPlymouth ct. in Chicago. The ternity at Northw'estern Unicorner includes a small chap- versity. Smith is a senior stu-

are:

Linda Bauer, Jim Bever, Dave
Bixby, Sue Courtney, Joy Erd-

can ,54EZIMEZAMMEars2=MMEWICSENIM=SNEISMENSE

used as a prize

bring a white elephant to be

Fire Department

worship, meditation and coun-

to the

National Thespian Society.
Prospect

are held weekdays, a display elect 1966-67 officers. Slatof books for reading or Dur- ed by the nominating comchase, pastor's study, arid a
small lounge where coffee is
served.
The corner is open for

of 20 new members

New members from Mount

Personalize
Lutheran Church Women
Table Settings To Hear Rev. Maloney
Personalize your table -setthis spring. Let them

Grandmothers Guests
Of Double Dydees

Drama Guild
Initiates
New Members

The Drama Guild, of Prospect High Scool held its first
David Dahlquist and Ray Da- ihois with a bachelor of sci- banquet at thc Old Orchard
vis each won one gold and one ence degree in zoology.
Country Club recently. The
silver arrow. Don Gulliksen
Bouffard, a member of program included the initiation

campus.

tings

Teaching a tin.), deaf child to speak is one modern day miracle offered by a lo cal center.

Li-

Father's Day
.S'pecia/

washable cotton.

0

HENLEY COLLAR
SHIRTS

World's finest Prime Rib

Public Lecture
On Friday, at 8:45 p.m. a
public lecture will be held at
Northwest Community Hospital on "Congenital Abnor-

malities, Treatment and Diagnosis"
The program will be conduct-

Northwest,

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
*Luncheon
Dinner
'Private Rooms

ed by the members of the med-

staff The hospital is
rated at 800 W Central Road
ical

in Arlington Heights.

NOW APPEARING

THE CONLEY8'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS
PHO14E CL 9-3400

REMODELING'

FUR STORAGE

4k

He'll Welcome The Change
When He Slips Into These
Cool Leisure Shirts In The
New And Popular Henley Collar.
Choose From a Large Selection of
Solids and Patterns. Worn In or Out.

ACCELOMATIC Speed Processing develops

SPECIAL

haircolor in as little as 1110th the time!

THIS WIIK ONLY

$

Sm. Med. Lg.

No lengthy wait while haircolor "takes" at our salon! We
have the miraculous new Rifling ACCELOMATIC Speed
Machine. Our expert colorists blend and apply your personal color formula. Presto . . . you're a blonde, brunette,
or redhead. Call for a complete haircoloring or touch-up.

99

NOW

CLEANING

SOY'S end NMI WEAR

aiwond
141 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt Prospect, HL

MAE BELLE'S

105 5. Main Ski Mt. Prenpet

Mink Stoles, Mink Boes, Jackets
Phone
CL 3-4394
NE 1-6222

SEAUTV SALON

it=-Xt-X

PHONE.
CL 8-4123

207 8. EMERSON ST..
MT. PROSPECT, ILL..

NOW OWNED
AND OPERATED
BY

BERTHA pCIIMITT

/I"

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

The Oa

ILL SCOUT UP AHEAD AND
SEE WHAT THE NATIVES ARE LIKE.
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OUT %JR WAY

4

HEY/ DO YOU HEAR
ME UP THERE T WHICH
ONE OF YOU WISEN-

'0

WELL--OH--I

ALL.

RIGHT

WAS JI ST TRY -

TO PROVE

YOU

HEIMERS SET

I AIN'T THE

TWO,

UP THIS FLY- WHAT:S
PAPER
HE

JUNGLE

THIS HOUSE
MAKIN' NIGHT
RAID'S ON THE
ICE BOX,

SHOUT -

IN&
ABOUT

DOwt4 HERE?

ANSWER

"NOW I bet you won't say I never take you anywhere!"

ONLY ONE IN

AN'--UH--

'Oh no, Mrs. Jimpson, our Mom won't bo wondering
whore we are! In fact, she's the ono who told us that
you bought this now color TV:"

BEN CASEY
I'M A DEAD MAN WHO
ISN'T LUCKY ENOUGH TO
BE BURIED! JUST WHAT
Do YOU EXPECT ME TO
Do? I'VE NO CHOICE!

CAN'T YOU UNDERSTAND?

mr...coNpUCTING MY OWN
SYMPHONY WITH THE GREAT
TANGLEFIELD ORCHESTRA...

NOW, CASEY, NOW...
WHEN IT'S IMPOSSIBLE?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
COULD BE SUN SPOT SA RIGHT! AND

WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO DO ABOUT

ANYONE CHECKED WITH SWAMI

THIS INVITATION
To CONDUCT YouP
OWN SYMPHONY?

-TO SEE HOW SHE STARS ARE

HtS NIBS WAS TOLD TO

THERE'S A

NOT ALL! MRS. HOOPLE
PHONED BUTCHER SCHULTZ
N TO SEND OVER A ROAST!,.'

/ANI RIGHT INTO

KNOCKED

HIS CARROT PATCH!

THE BALI_
INTOELMER'S
YARD!

.%2.Z. GET IT,
PORKY:

UP; MIND TOSSIN'
OUR BALL BACK

IN PACT, IT'LL
BE A PLEASURE.

STAINS!

LEANDER
SAYS THE
NEW
BOARDER'S
NAME

MRS.

O'LEARY!

FENCE,

OVER

,

PUT ON HIS GOOD
THE ONE WITHOUT THE GRAVY

Tie-

BATCH OF FRESH TOWELS
IN -11-kE SHOWER! AND THAT'S

BUGS BUNNY
HEY: YOU

BUT IT LOOKS MORE 4 HOLD YOUR
LIKE A NEW BOARDER!
HATS!

PUDDSY?

((

P44,. r7c.
41.,
s

.6f

e, 1966 by w ttttt 11,61.

T".

rte. Km U.S. tot. 01/.

DOCTOR SAYS

Cobalt
Treatments

MORTY MEEKLE
O

HNU.

9.61. tw. UL 666

EEK & MEEK

W. G. DRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -- When cobalt treatments

are given do the cobalt rays
destroy only the tumor cells

SCIENCE IS
MAKING SUCH
GREAT STRIPES

or do they also destroy healthy

WHY WE'RE OFGAIWG

IT MEANS THAT
WE'RE MORE IGNORANT

UP WHOLE NEW AREAS
OF LEARNING THAT

WE NEVER KNOW
EXISTED BEFORE!

THESE DAYS I

NOW THAN WE

WHAT DOES IT
ALL MEAN ?

USED TO BE!

cells in the area9

A -- Although the healthy
cells are more resistant to irradiation than most tumor cells,
healthy cells are also damaged

by rays of cobalt -60. That is
why the placement of the needles and the durauon of the treatment must be carefully controlled

Q

-- What

coma? Is

Is

lymphosar-

it related

to leuke-

mia?

A -- This is a type of cancer
that may be found in different

THE BORN LOSER
011, BROTHER, 0'0 BETTER HAVE A
VALID REA509 FOR STOPPIkle µEl I
HAVEN'T VIOLATED ONE CRIVID&
RECO-ATOM' YOU GUYS REAU.Y

me, 'COM THAT! -

GAT t

You'LL MA11UFALTURE A TRWIALWY IF KeP

E3E,10 FLAUNT 'k:012 AUTIIORITI t OKAY/
AMSIER). BULLY YOUR WAY OUT OF THI5
OW! WHAT'S YOUR BEEF? MOT-

VAMP TO TEll,
\:_,111ZE LOOKS A UITLe LOW-

involves the lymph nodes and is

sometimes characterized by a
high white blood cell count.

What are the symptoms
of bone cancer') Can you have
Q

a hard swelling or

the

bone may become eroded and
break with a minimum of
trauma Some cancers start in
a bone and spread to other parts

our, MR.
wieKES...10

GET pollee
PROTECTION
FOR YOU, Z

SNIGGERING 5KEPTIC5: DID
THEY HAVE TO KNOW MY INITIALS

6TAHP FOR JUPITER PLUVIUS1

HAD 1t TE1.1..

EM EVERV.
THING:

20 Slams, at cards 23 Fitted with
21 Blood vessel
WERE BOTH OVERWROUGHT WASH!.
BUT IN MY SANER MOORS / CAN'T
BELIEVE A PLANET 400 MILLION
MILES AWAY MII5HE5 ME HARM:

YOU MUST

WE

CANT
TAKE A
cHANCEI

GO AWAY
ANP pHIPS
VES
PAFpvi

ImP05SIDLEI I CAN'T AFFORD
TO LEAYE TILL ANOTHER EMTTER,

15 SETTLED: A FORTUNE 19

AT STAKES-

THLS tATO-

I. KNOW:

are an offshoot from an initial
cancer in some distant part.

this disease? Is it hereditary?

A -- The cause of osteosar-

t

Q -- Can a girl who has

graduated from

high school

with average grades be classified as an idiot? Her stepfather
insists that she is

A -- Using the term "idiot"
loosely is

a

popular indoor

sport but not one to be taken
seriously -A true idiot has an
IQ of 20 or less and is not able
to dress, feed or bathe herself.

If you called a true. 'did by
that name she couldn't care
less

shoes

22 Pronoun

Country road
23 Popular cant 24
25 Honey drink
25 Prescribed
26 Undervalue
limit
27 Demolish
29 Dutch painter 28 Elbe tributary
30 Cure
31 Scold
32 Number
33 Chair

T

OE
k

M

(var.)

1

2

3

5

12

13

35 Inferred
37 Moslem noble

15

16

lac Tit 14. 1.11. 10

ALLEY OOP

38 Sign of assent
39 Acidity (med.)
40 At full speed
43 Gazed askance
46 Possessing
fitness
49 Large bundle
50 Great Lake
51 Collection of
sayings
52 Tamarisk salt

tree

53 Adjacent
54 Negative vote
55 Lowest tide
DOWN

Z
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H

1E

A B
A N't
S0NS

E

EATEN

6

7

8

9

10

1.

27

28
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19

20

..!1

23

2

L

25
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29

30

31

32

34
36

135
40
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38

39

41

46

1 Pierce, as with
a knife
50
2 Excursion
3 Peerless
53
4 Dulls
5 Color

A
G
E 12
0
M
O© A

47- tan

4

18

H

IS

A w A R' E
AN
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A

30 Pay a tention to 41 Female horse
33 Teacake
42 Continent
34 Of a protozoan 44 Feminine
36 Joiner
appellation
37 High card
45 Profound
39 Appease
40 Solar disk
48 Girl's name

34 Cutting tool
(var.)

his legs What is the cause of

but it is not hereditary.

2G
a

(var.)

Q -- My father died of a sarcoma that affected the bones in

very malignant type of cancer

HAM-WHO
WOULD cALL.
OMV: AFRAID

later but many bone cancers

coma is unknown. This is a

ACROSS

18 Contract - 22 Warmth

this without having cancer in CAPTAIN EASY
and

HORUS
AR I NA
RAP I S

6 Charged atom
7 Masculine name
8 Court
appointees
9 Indigo
12 Musical quality 10 Motion picture
13 Fish eggs
(comb. form)
14 Unicorn fish
11 Casks
15 Subtle
17 Of the iris
emanation
19 Two -wheeled
16 Lasting
cart
'

resembles leukemia in that it

There may be pain in the bone

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Card Games
1_ poker
5 - rummy
8 Black -

parts of the body. Another name
for it is Hodgkin's disease. It

any other part of the body?
A -- The symptoms vary.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

101.) THAT YOUR LEFT gE_Ag

47
,

48

51

52

64

55

THE DAY

Monday, June 6, 1966

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT ADS
ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
Gretsch Amplifier. Reverber-

Need a baby-sitter? Age 12.
Charge 35C an hour. I like
children. Mary Walters 392-

ation, tremolo, two 10 -inch
speakers. Foot switches In-

cluded. Perfect condition.Half
retail price. Paul Zander

8648

CL 5-0678

Boys

brown suit with two

For Sale. 120 base 3 ewitch

slacks, nearly new, Slacks

accordion. Excellent condition

size waist 27,1ength 29,$27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zalicek, 392-0696

Rathke

SLINGERLAND DRUM SET -

Gretsch snare drum, white

condition. $37.00 Joseph Zan- der CL 5-0078

the best incorporated business

we'll do it! Good work - low
costs - free estimates.Arthur
& Fred Stillman, 358-7887.

around. Call now, see how
High School Gardeners are
best for you. Torn Scheffel,
CL 5-4817

Will trade my 20" boys bike
for 24" bike. Sell Big Bruiser
truck $5.00; Lionel Train
$20.00, pup tent $4.00. Mike

Graduating honor student
needs money for college. Age
18, typing, filing, babysitting,
it ening, etc. Experienced. References available 392-0108
Linda Lewis 392-0108

' Lawn Mowing reliable experienced. My equipment Busse
School neighborhood. Fred
Witbrod CL 5-0503
YARD WORK WANTED by

Age 13. Charge 50Q an hour.
259-2700. Gail Williams.

capable fifteen year old boy
in Wheeling area.lf interested

phone LE 7-219G Steven Mager]

"Stingniy" Bicycle. Exc.
Cond. New bearings and new

tires. First $20 takes it. Ro-

High School girl eager to help
house -wife with her ironing.
Call: CL 3-1162 Sydney Karl

bert Bauer 392-1144.

FOR SALE: 027 and HO train
equipment. Will sell anything engines, track, landscape,
table, etc. Call CL 9-0841
today, Greg Everhart

FOR SALE. Slingerland snare

and stand. 1 year $90. Olds
Trumpet good condition $75,
3/4 size violin cheap. Atwater CL 9-9011, Mark Atwater

St. George bass guitar with
case, cord, and strap. Four

, Bb Cornet for sale.Good con-

months old then $100.00 now
$75.00. Call after 6 P.M.392-

dition. Mute Included. $50.
CL 5-2710 Bill St. John

,

5126 Mick Oates

Teenage boy wants work willing to work hard.Car washing,

yard week, around Palatine
area. Ca11358-4100 Don Wick-

ersham

Need a little tutoring in math
this summer? Call Jim Ulrich
Arlington sophomore, 2536959. Can tutor any sophomore or younger.

Long

trained call evenings or all

For Sale: Large size spring

fur. Short tails and legs. Box
day week ends 259-3991 Linda
Romtnski

Guitar and trumpet lessons

for beginners, Individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

Dependable 17 year old girl
desires summer clericalposMori for college expenses,
Can type 45 words'a minute.
Gail Goepfert 392-3463

Baby sitter available Palatine
area weekends and evenings.
Reasonable rates. Da wn Wittig
358-3296
Wanted: Babysitting job. 13

years old boy experienced.
Any time after 3:00 P.M.South
Mount Prospect area 437-0387
Steve Johnson

Organ lessons for children
-and-teenagers at my home in
Palatine.,Marilynn Buchmil,

ler 359-0378

All wood, varnished go-cart.
Excellent condition, a motor
space. Good wheels. $7 CL 50268, John Cummings

Boys' red Schwinn stingray
Excellent condition, has: new
tires, only one year old, $25.
Phone CL 5-02610 John,Cummings.

STONEGATE PET OWNERS

will walk or feed your pet.
Call Kerry Moore 392-3277.
I

Available for any constructive
job such as: stock boy, deliv-

ery boy, gas station att.office
clerk, mail boy, file boy.

Charles J. Herrmann FL 89131

Coins: 20 Indian Head pennies for trade. Forty. Buffalo
nickels, commoner dates, for
trade or sale. Harold J. Voss
Jr. 392-9107

Reliable, experienced girl will

do baby-sitting anytime. 14
yrs. old. Please call Jean
Cowan CL 5-1850

Thumbelina doll and crib $5,
Barbie doll case, clothes $8.
Barbie bed, vanity $3. Girls
white Ice skates size 13 $3.00
Debbie Spicola 358-3844

Boy 12 will mow lawn; wash
cars on South side Arlington.
Terry McLaughlin CL 3-9517

RADIO: Knight Ocean Hopper,

five coils, short-wave and A.
M. reception. Best offer about
twenty dollars. HaroldJ.Voss
Jr., 392-9107

Avenue, Arlington

253-7405, Chris Brand.

2 Electric trains, 6 switches,

$15 Teaks trucks, tractors,
-etc. cheap. 392-2832 after 4
p.m. Dave Lockwood

Schwinn 26". Very good condition complete with ac-

cessories - 3 speed. Joseph

'65 Stingray bike. Like new

Green party dress size 9, $5,

red spring coat size 10 $5,

girls bike 26 inch. needs work
$8. Mary Hoggay CL 3-0445

jumping horse. Good condition

CL 5-0036. Patricia Mutert.

Mothers Relax! Enroll 3 - 7
year olds. Outdoor' school's

Like new guitar amplifier 20

second summer session. AM PM. 54 hourly. Weekly, rates

watts, 12" speaker treble,

Education, refreshments.

bass, volume controls, $40.00
Glenn Reschke, 1606 N. Highland, CL 5-1096.

Ruthle

26" Boy's bike sharp white
and gold color $8.00. Glenn

Simplex factory built Go Cart,

Gieseke &
Jackson, 255-6255.

$25.00, C all Mt.Prospect 2534844, Torn Allen

bike. Tiro Zasadny CL 3-4010

One 24" Girl's bike. Good to
learn to ride on. Basket, lock,

old. Just like new,$35.00 new.
Reasonable. 255-5083 Mike
Skop.

SELL -

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. CL 9-1653. David Dieters

with 18 h.p. Evinrude and accessories, Hubbard Helm 508
West Lonnqulst Parkway, Mt.
Prospect, 392-0235.

Black and white stripe sport
jacket 38L(cost $25.00)$10.00
Light gray suit 39L prep.
(cost $45.00) $15.00; outgrown

perfect. Dwight Nykel 392-

Flute $50.00, Seldom

used. Hate to practice. Call
after 0 P.M. Shelley Schneider 424 Prindle, 253-5240

For Sale train board 9'x5'

with double track 2 engines,
10 cars, 2 powerpacs. $15,00
3 speed single record player
$3.00. Cori Baker 392-2415

For sale - Numerous radio,'
TV and A maeture radio equipment. Also many radio FOR SALE
parts. Must Sell going to college. $25. Terry Wabich, 4391346

To sell 283 engine real cheap
Call HE 9-042b Tony Laurie
HE 9-0426
Olds
with

Ambassador Trumpet
case. Good Condition.

Large Structo

trucks 501 & $1.00 Remco
Carauell radio $2.50; Auto
track board 4x6 track, 1 -car
$3.50..Games 501. Cort Baker 392-2415

For Sale: Girl's blue 26"
Ranger Bicycle,$18.00; Girl's
blue 24" Monarch Bicycle,

$25.00 5 1/2 gallon aquarium
with glass top. $3.00. Bill
Sleeker, HE 7-4734

$12.00. Also, Wonder Horse,
$7.50. Good condition. Can dance Dornquast, CL 5-8423

Boys dark wan suit, size 16

HELP! HELP! Come and buy.

$5.00. Student's dark wool suit
40 long $8.00. Both in excellent condition. Bill Sleeker,
HE 7-4734

old are house broken. Please
call CL 9-4658 two black 2
striped, 1 black and white.
Karen Ericsson
12

Ft. wood and fiberglass

runnabout. Best offer. Jack
Nnwrot CL 3-7763

Repair your TV, radio, phonograph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting Jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.
259-0513. Donna King.

Slingerland Drum Set 5 pc.

painting. Your equip.all types.
$1.00 an hour. James Manos,
CL 5-0682.

bass, symbol, snare, two tom
tom's. 1 1/2 years old Brown
Marble good condition $150.00

Available baby sitter for the
Brookwood and Coach Light
area in Prospect HeIghts.Ex-

We do odd jobs. Cut hedge
lawns; pull weeds, carwash,
clean garage, basement. Will
give estimate over phone.Call
392-2260 Mark Hoppe.

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

5731. How, about typing at 60
words a minute?

For, sale 2 yehr qld Emeneo
Organ. Cost $49.00. $20.00

will mow and garden most
any lawn with three years of
experience. I will also babysit anytime. Michael McClellan 392-5156.

BABY SITTER - Do you need
a reliable baby sitter? Call
CL 5-5734 and ask for Carolyn

For music in style the popular Renegades, will play for

graduation, block, and private parties. For more in-

formation call 392-5283. Link
Eckard

Microscope large Tinkertoy
set, ten brand name games.
Thirty dollar tape -recorder
cheap. All items excellent

condition, all parts included.
Jerry Thielen, 392-923g.

LAWN MOWING Prompt and

Wanted:

sRe June 4, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00
p.m., Willie Moehlenkamp,

lawnmower Sophomore at Arlington High school Job rates
253-4681 Richard F. Ford

Yale, Arlington Heights, C L 5-

reliable. Will provide own

Lawn mowing and
lawn work in Ridge Park area, Jeffrey Cress, 922 North
8725

Prospect area. Reference's

furnished. Call 253-0639 Lois
Mitchell
ATTENTION BOY SCOUTS!

Girls Blue 20" bike - good

condition notify: Debbie LaMantia 2407 LaFayette, Arlington, lists. Cost $15.00

Like New, summer shirts 14-

16' $1.50, shorts 26" waist

$1.75, trouser:, 27" $2.25,

field cap $.50 John Page 3921737

Debbie LaMantia

wood LeBlanc $75 one old
metal $20 Dentist won't let
rne play them Kim Walter

Vote Swim 'fins shoe size 7-8
$7.50 Call after 3:00 Jim Watt
143 South Fernandez CL 3-

Baby sitting service in Green
Brier Sub Division weekends,
evenings
during summer
months Reasonable rates 50C
hour 75C after midnite. Miss
Jo Ellen flutter 392-2592

Jim Watt

253-3786

Capable Experienced Eighth
Grader will babysit days or
evenings

Hasbrook
area
CL 9-4430 Mary Kay Deasey

4003

Free! Three Little Kittens

(Less mittens) Want a good
Tammy Doll house. Call be-

tween three and eight p.m.

Mon. thru Fri. and block city

home. Six weeks old and good

as gold. Please call 392-9466
Tamara Timberlake

building blocks 255-2732 Mary

For sale "Freeman" B flat

Louise deLorimier

Clarinet in Excellent condition. Case, Chamois, extra

Two Pink Graduation Dresses

half slip sues 12 Teen $5

reeds included. Also "Alexander" E flat Alto Sax. Good

ELECTRONIC PARTS - New
& Used, Many types. For sale

Don Metcalf 439-

1264

ea slip $1:50 2 pair pumps

or trade. I repair radios' in

patient white blk fim $1,00 ea
Sandi lia5s 253-6141

439-1755 Richard C. Pasco

Boy for Hire Mike Ford. Mow-

my spare time. Call evenings.

A mpeg Bass Amplifier, B Fifty watts. Shock
mounted.
Jensen speaker.
1.5N.

Walls Washed By Machine No

Mess - No Streaking - Free

accordion, and bass In puts,

ing lawns fast depindible etficent if interested call

253-9681 at or after 3:30 Mike
Ford

Irmen CL -3-8499

Estimates Call after five
Working My Way To College
HE 7-4556 Steve Mueller

For Sale, 1965 Honda Sport

Wanted - Mons golf clubs and

outside work to build body
part time or full time avail-

1479 Terry Furlong

3786

Hamsters 6 1/2 weeks old

Barbie doll and double case
outfits and accessories Like

Brand new. $315.00 Thomas

cart. Call after 6 p.m. CL 5-

50, White, Excellent condition, Low Mileage, Best

offer over $250, call CL 32058 after 7:00 P.M. Bruce
G. Thill CL -3-2058

70C each Call 439-6632 after
6:00 Jean Vink

Sales clerk, office work, babysitting wanted by prospective
high school senior. Sharon
Burger 253-0637

Prospect athlete (17) wants
able June 13 Tom Walter 253-

New $0.00 Call Joan after
6:00 439-6632 Joan VII*

5 Gallon Aquarium, reflector,

back board, $4.50 Will also

swap U.S. and foreign stamps.
Bill Cochran 21 South Dwyer

Experienced Babysitter second oldest of six. Morning
hours perffered or late afternoon hours. Make arrangements at CL 5-0650. Joanne

Graduating Senior Girl with
artistic ability wants summer
job. Won art scholarship. Can
also type 45 words. Use dic-

taphone,. calculator. CL 3-

Daugherty

For sale student desk $7.00
Deborah Ostrowski 255-6187

3488. Linda Carter.

National Amplifier, two twelve

inch heavy duty speakers.Reverb Trem. Year old like new.
$425 new. $300 or best offer
392-2669 Joe Stanley

Boy and Girl

FREE

dent needs college money.Can
type or you name it. 255-3856

boy. CL 3-3610 Alan
Treece
old

WANTED: A babysitting job
Experienced with small children Will do light housework
2
years experience References available Reasonable

rates Always available 392-

T RDS

DAY PUBLICATIONS
INVITES OUR YOUNG READERS TO
PLACE THEIR OWN WANT ADS FREE

Northwest side, Thirteen year

FROM MAY 27th TO JUNE 9th

NO OBLIGATION
Just Mail or Bring Your Ad On The Form Below To Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights.

5156 Marsha McClellan

We Must

For prompt, summer sale.

Boy's bicycle. 26" full size.
Good condition. Best offer
_takes it. 827-3869 Betsy R.

Receive

work available May 31 Call
Michael Lutsch CL 3-2549

On

1. Any high school, Junior high school, grade school boy
or girl is eligible to place free want ads.

The

2. Ads may contain up to 20 words, in addition to name,

Special
Form
Below

SORRY NO FREE

ADS TAKEN BY

Dependable 15 -year -old boy to

do lawn jobs and household

or brought to the classified department, Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd. Arlington Heights. Order forms
are also available at the Arlington Day Office.

As many ads as desired may be submitted but each
must be on separate, official blank.

PHONE

jobs in Arlington Heights area.
Prompt and efficient. 2538512. Tom Rodell.
Reliable Sophomore is seeking
summer employment in Green

Brier subdivision. Willing to
babysit, cut lawns or wash
cars. Always available. 2552018. Michael Cushing.

3. Ads containing articles which a boy or girl would not
normally call his or her personal property will not
be accepted. For example, ads offering furniture, appliances, automobiles, boats, pianos, power tools, adult

4. Ads must be on the official form and must be mailed

bike, "Debutante" pink and
live dollars.Maureen Mitchell

address and phone number which MUST appear in every
ad. Ads will appear as received without editing or
correction.

clothing, etc. WILL BE REJECTED.

Twenty-six inch Shwlnn girls
white, good condition.Twenty-

RULES

Your Ad

College junior chemistry
major needs full time summer

359-1813.

0268

lent condishion CL -5-4368
Richard Wiegel

Wanted Babysitting Job. 15
years of age. South Mount

-

I

Go Kart with motor. Excel-

$100.00 Torn Eagle

Hansen

CL -5-651W

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis. Sweeny

Diane Zukowski

trained. Can't bear to part with
them, but have to. 1.00 ea.
CL 3-5416 Anne Schmidt

ested in forming teen combo,
Guitarists preferably. Phone
CL 5-5731 after five. Roxee

Kant 392-2066

Any type work acceptable
Michael Lutsch
Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica topplay-feeding table $9.00. 392-2385. '11.0. model RailroadSet.PosDebbie Bodin.
sible 4 train operation. Complete with board, engines,
Harmony guitar with case, cars, and extras.
$125. Call
like new $40.00. One year old. after 5:00 439-0727 John

Poodle grooming, bathing,
clipping, anal glands cleaned,
nails clipped. $6. CL 3-2236.

Three adorable kittens for
sale. Five weeks old Well

Frost, and soph girls inter-

ical work. Types 50 w.a.m.
Could type at home Barbara

RaJski

type yard work from mowing to

All wooden, completely varnished Go-Gart. Very good
wheels, has an area for motor.
Studily constructed frame $7
CL. 5-0268 John Cummings

High school girl age 17 looking for part or full time cler-

Sears Allstate Moped Good
Condition Call 827t,5240 Price

259-3293

Patricia Rogers

Help me to go to California
with youth group. Rummage
437-0730

Free adorable kittens 7 weeks

dition. Call CL 5-G094 Monday

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street
length size 12 $5. Monica

Schrank

Ambassador B -Flat
Trumpet with case, professional mouthpiece excellent condition Phone CI,. 5-

in

Jeannie & Jackie DiSomma

2066

Zukowski, 296-4743

Straight A High school stu-

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

Need A Rest? Call 253-0616
for your solution. Sitting done
afternoons and evenings.Have
Chauffeur, Will Travel! Jan

Olds

jobs

Prospect
Heights area Call 209-1347

in her home. Barb Kogut 302-

Yard work, Mount Prospect

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647

James Geocaris CL -3-1575

sitting

girl age 17 do your ironing

condition.

Rates South Side Preferred

Speed Schwinn

Hoggay, CL 3-0445

8746

Roth

10

High school boy wanting lawn

Double neck Electric Hawatin
Guitar and Amplifier 120 Base
Italo - American Accordian

Will babysit in Coach Light Brookwood area; Experienced, fourteen years old.Debbie

racing bicycle. Varsity, Customized, Continental fittings,
Radiant Blue. Excellent ConThursday after six. Bill Bannister CL 5-6094.

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

perienced

Two teenage girls for baby

Tired and hot? Let high school

Controlled distortion. Guitar,

392-3787 Donna Krull

and chain Included. 392-2547.
Amy Smith.

29 6 - 4743

For Sale 10 ft. Hydroplane

Ridgely

dual drum brakes, small engine, .,needs paint, ,$50.00.
Firmwill trade for used Mint

Reschke, 1606 N. Highland,,
CL 5-1096.

Silvertone Amplifier, one big

8" Stong speaker. 1/2 year

Above average senior would
like a job with above average
responsibility for three or
four days a week.Marcy Mor-

Bobka CL 3-3175

call TW 4-6602 Dave Bubley

$35.00. Call Mike after 5P.M.
392-3432, Michael Batten.

"Spider" 4 prong reproducer
and 5 cylinder records, original finish. '$75. Bill Martin

ton, CL 3-7518

Two bicycles for sale -- one
red Schwinn 26", one blue

Glenn Rathke

Spanish Guitar six strings,
like new condition includes
Instruction books, picks, case

Heights,

_

High

Weekdays

Chuck Cashion CL -0-0000

(5) Shoulder Pads Games
Rocking Train Steven Balinski

Antique 1898 Edison cylinder
record player, 3 foot horn,

By

Weekends Lawn Mowing Car
Washing etc Good Worker Fair

condition, $350, Bill Compton,
CL 3-8006

ball Gloves Football helmets
Ice Skates (4-9)BowlingShoes

les, Chevies, Vetts, Expert-

CL 9-1382

High school boy will do any

For Sale new velvet riding
hard hat size 7, $10. Call

et, dresses. Very reasonable
and excellent condition.Laurie Weber, CL 3-8686.

mentals, dragsters, etc. Modeling tools. Large assortment
make offer. Call CL 5-6094,
after six. Bill Bannister.

ningham 802 North Harvard

Work Wanted: Lawn mowing
and yard work done by. Park
Ridge high school boy. Tom
Savage, 692-3462.

Part Persian kittens.

SELL - Model car parts,bod-

Wanted: Will babysit.12 years
old. Reliable. Experienced,
Phone CL 3-9092. PeggyCun-

For Sale: Arlington 11.S.
jacket, medium sized and excellent conditionby graduating
senior, $11.00. Also, 5 -gallon
fish tank, $4. CL 5-4267. Ron
Urick.

Guitar and amp. combination
$60. Seperate $35 each. Perfect condition. Call CL 3-8264
ask for Dennis. Dennis Voss.

50C hourly. Susan Wojtkiewicz
CL 5-8429

Girls clothing size -14, winter coat, tweed pile, lined,
White spring coat, spring jack-

Girls 24 -inch bike. Will sell
for ten dollars. Blue, good
condition. Nancy Koc, 3303
Pheasant. CL 9-0384.

For Sale left-handed outfielder's glove.Like new .Fine
quality. $6.00. Bob Mutert.
CL 5-0036.

wound strings, case;bigSupro
amp., vibrato, reverb.perfect

Wagon trycycle Scooter Base-

Fifteen year old boy, Northwest side of Mount Prospect,
would like yard work. CL 33610 Bill Treece

WORK WANTED
School
Junior.

9 -pickup Guitar, vibrato, flat -

ing for summer job. Types

Two B -flat Clarinets one new

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. David Dieters, CL 9-1653

Girl, 13 years experienced
cradle and upwards. Oldest of
five. Day, night. Own transportation daytimes. Any area.

Monnat 537-6106

5862.

Wanted: babysitting job(s) for

summer. Am experienced.

area. Full or part tirne,Sua

Grass cutting $2.50. your cutter $3.00 mycutter. Small lots
cheaper - Bike repair and odd
jobs, small appliances repaired. Donald Maschinski, 259-

CL 5-3657

inch

Capable experienced teenage
girl wants babysitting for
summer months in Wheeling

ably pearl finish with chrome.
Scott Josif, CL 9-3185

For Sale Ho Model railroad.
Most track, elevated, most
scenery completed, 10 hand
painted buildings 20 cars and
engines. $75.00 Tom Cramer

Bill Snitth 302,-,3893

Kathleen

Boy's
Bicycle
26
537-5168 Mike Minarik

bass, tomtoms, snare, hi hat,
crash symbols. Relatively
new, good condition. Prefer-

Judy Koch, 358-9291

Wanted Small plug-in radio,
good games, will sell Lionel
train $20.00, Boys 24" 3 speed bike, will trade for 26"

392-3960

Wanted Go -Kart. Good condition. If possible motorized:
large flippers for swimming.

WANTED: complete drum set

Experienced and dependable
high school Soph:desires baby
sitting jobs. Days or evenings.

Smith 392-3898

type.

45 words a minute, operates
calculator, elec. typewriter,
has artistic ability.CL 3-3408
Linda A. Carter

Lawn Valets - mowing - edging - weeding. You name it -

Need gardening done? Were

month old. perfect condition.
$500. 392-1086 call evenings
John Tuminaro

pearl finial), chrome fittings,
separate tension, like now

Graduating senior girl look-

Monett

four piece plus Zildjian Cym-

bals. White Marine Pearl. 1

NEEDED: Summer job for a
graduating girl, 16. Wilt do

any Icind of work -- filing,
babysitting, housework. Can

only $40. CL 3-2236. Glenn

OFFICIAL BOYS AND GIRLS FREE WANT AD ORDER BLANK
Bring or, Mail to: Boys & Girls Want Ad Dept., Day Publications, 217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights.

Piano lessons given in my
home. Beginners preferred.
1/2 hour lessons offered between 1 and 4 p.m. weekdays.
For information contact Miss
R. Hoigard, 358-2699.

26 -inch bike. Schwinn make.
black and white. good condi-

lion. $20.00 CL 5-271$ Bill
St. John.

Beginning

piano students
wanted by high school sopho-

Name

more currently studying at

Northwestern UniversityPreparatory School of Music. For
details call: Donna Hutchings,

Address

259-5783.

Age

Phone No
PARENTS SIGNATURE
rt

Monday, June 6, 1966

111E !SAY

CALL TODAY

WAN

255-7200

GOING
PLACES?

DAY
IS
BEST?

ka.t ting
1675 Oak St.
Des Plaines
Phone 8 2 7-2 1 7 7

COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR

In the Old Orchard
Country club is

'

TUESDAY

Plays presented ,nightly
Tuesday thru Sunday

0 WEDNESDAY

yit.

THURSDAY

.

RAND & EUCLID
259-5400
Prospect

COCKTAILS
DINNER
featuring

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

CALL YOUR

Call CL 5-8906.

CLASSIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE

VOTE FOR THE
LIBERTY AMENDMENT';
Introduced in the
U.S. Congress by
Hon. James B. Utt, as
House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States

TODAY

255-7200
C

t5 -Business Personals

HELP REPEAl.
PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Oak hardwood floors

Please Call 439-1127

JAN ITOR
4:30 PM to 1 AM
5 days'.
Modern office. Permanent
position. %Company benefits.

Regular increases. Must have
references.
Apply 9 AM to 5 PM

PART TIME

Monday thru Friday
Sat. 11 AM to 6:30 PM.

1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

LECO MFG. CO.
439-3800

BEAUT IC IAN
wanted, Full, part time or

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

WANT ADS
.GET RESULTS..

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

824-1155

Service Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable.business peop7e in
your community. Call one NOW!

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Apply 9 -. 5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.
Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774.5155

LUDWIG A. HIRZ,

An equal opportunity employer

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Pleasant working concrt's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

DO YOU
NEED

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment
Paid vacations
Paid Holidays

Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 3 to 12 Sat's.

General Molded Products Inc.

$2000
$3000
$4000

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM'CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
1365 LEE ST.
774-5155
824-6135

OR MORE

PRECISION MECHANICAL

An equal opportunity employer

FOR ANY .

We need men with 1 to 3 years experience assembling a
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.

REASON?

Take an Months
Up To tiu To Pay
WE

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Coma in or Call

SPECIALIZE

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS,

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

Barrington

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum toll containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts; Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Challenging position for recent college graduates.

MA INTENANCE MECHANIC

I

avArrogita

Tractors -Caterpillars

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

537-2180

Meadows

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITES

AT

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a,m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated

,y the StateRf Illinois.

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

(Chemical Process)
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
SR. DESIGNERS
TOOL DESIGNERS.
TECHNICAL ASSIST.

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Alton's Quality

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates '

Vinlen Builders
Ca114 392-3617

decide until you call us for

358-2581

free estimate: Open
hours, 7 days a week.

24

PHONE 439-1794

We also offer a complete line of company besetits

including good starting rates and merit revenue.

Charles Bruning Company
Oirman of Addrassgreph Mulgroph Carp

MT. PROSF[CT

-CmpetsRog Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low
cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Uphohtery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

PHONE CL 5-1900

DAY WANT ADS

An equal opportunity employer

GET RESULTS

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2
day
service.

expertly
cluded.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880
Miscellaneous Service,

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding

CL 5-5692
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.
894-3115

Ray's Landeepg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates
No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
laundry -Cleaners

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

8 a.m. to 8 p.m, Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon.

RAY'S

24 hr. phone sere.

landscaping

5 37-8228

.

PORTABLE T.V.'S
FREE PICK UP .AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

DON'S BLACKTOP

We offer a complete line of employee benefits,including good

JUNE SPECIAL

259-0487

Call us and compare prices

MODEL MAKER
DRAFTSMEN

CL 3-7384
Radio -TV Repay

Nimes Built To Moo

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work] Guar. Free Estimates

(Mechanical)
SR. TECHNICIAN

529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wailpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

or. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388

coating.

TECHN I CAL ASSIST.

Screens & storms painted.

er than any other contract-

lots.

old blacktop, repair & seat

(Physics & Optics)

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Radio and T.V. Repair

parking

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 ti.rn; to 4:15 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday.

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a 'dynamic
company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

CLEANING HOMES by

Call 373.6880

Will do any job 20% cheap-

PRODUCTION WORKERS

1 1.±1EZMI

General Cleaning

Painting -Decorating

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

driveways,

starting salary and merit increases.

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases.

Contractor
CL 3-0446

is having Spring special on

BRUNING

-

Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est, 15 yrs.
,Ludwig A. Hirz,

Illacittep Service

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS

LOAN CO

New and Rebuilt Radiatori
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Ftssponsible young person for general mailroom duties.

"

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis Si,

Service on Cars - Trucks -

Mt. Prospect
"W,43*."
HENRIKSEN

ADDITIONS

Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

x.c -m.o.

CarpentryRemodeing

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

MA IL CLERK

CL 3-7384

Ante Parts And Accessories

PROJECT ENGINEER

DUnkirk 1-2400

IN

Outstanding career for young

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.

250 N. 12th ST.

DECORATING

Call 255-7200

Salary Commensurate with Experience

ASSEMBLERS

ADVERTISING

CL 3-0446

CHEMIST

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

RICK'S

'For

CONTRACTOR

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

WHEELING
537-2180

SINTESS

RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.

1

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

M.AV 77 IV AI AE 7'44

DAY

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

24 -Help Wanted Men

KRUSE'S

and life insurance, shift bonus, and overtime.

PART TIME

MAINTENANCE

For Phone Number
In Your Area

DAYS

Part time or full.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacation and holidays, sick pay, hospital

GCneral. all around man for Maintenance Department,hydratilic or electrical exper. preferred. -

See Classified Page 2

BARTENDER

BOYS OVER 16

LO 1-7122

Des Plaines

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
Mount Prospect

Men with at least high school education, to operate PILOT
PLANT in research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Outstanding career opportunities
for personnel with experience in
production scheduling, expediting
or status control.

men for

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

Modern light manufacturing
plant needs man for general
clean up both inside and outside. Company benefits..

EXPEDITORS

Mt. Prospect

7 to 10:30 P.M.

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

JAN ITOR
AGE & HOURS OPEN

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon

METHODIST

253-1320

ply in person.
11 South Pine
Public Works Building
Village of Mount Prospect

FACTORY WORK

Rotating Shift Work

EVE'S & SAT'S

year round. Fringe benefits,
chauffeur's license required.
Local or adjoining area. Ap-

WILL TRAIN FOR

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN "

Phone Your Want Ad

.

12:30 PM to 3 PM

Choose Your Hours

Publishing House

BARTENDER, Part timeDays
Eddie's Lounge, 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights.

Arlington Heights
PUBLIC WORKS

Phone 439-8080
Bto 10 a.m.

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

Village of

Wants man 18 to 45.Fulltime,

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0286
199 King St.

ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERY MAN

Apply

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

RELAY DRIVER

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

Write for Free Literature

24 -Help Wanted Men

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

Electro-Mechadical door operating equipment. Basic electrical knowledge required.
Full benefits. Short training
period. High School graduate.

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

CALL 392-6282

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

CL 9-2693

to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

P. 0. Box 30
Mt. Prospect, Ill. 60056

.

hrs. per week. Good Pay. No
experience needed, we will
train. Pleasant working conditions.

Recent hi -school grad. wanted

General Blower Co.

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

4.

FINANCE DIRECTOR

YOUNG MAN

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

Arlington Heights Chapter

,..

26x14 L. R., 14x17 Bdrm.etc.

HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2148
Des Plaines

15 -Business Personals

AMERICANS

xperienced not required, but

SERVICE MAN

Beautiful 2 bedroom Apt.

Experienced and Reliable.

13 -lost And Found

Lost - Parakeet. Two shades
of green. Answers to Toby.

helpful. Job security, ide-al

Day man wanted for permanent

24 -Help Wanted Men

HRS: 12:30 TO 8;30 PM

MAINTENANCE

plus

12-lohs Wanted -Women

PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.

Salary open
Must be mechanically minded

year round work. 40 to 60

JANITOR'S HELPER

HEIGHTS

wanted

Park Maintenance

$350 per month

in -a -minute!

CAR WASHER

Bond St., Elk Grove,431-21130

TOWNSHIP

529-1806

24 -Help Wanted Men

Ou41701,

SCHAUMBURG

ARLINGTON

PARK DISTRICT

sur., pension plan, paid
vac. Nicholson File Co., 80

businesses, fraternal
groups and clubs who need
copies of lust about anything
of

GLORIA VAN
At The Plano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

WELDER TRAINEE

CUSTOD IANS

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Kelp Wanted Men

Will train to operate welding
& grinding mach's. Co. benefits include hospital, life in-

CALL MRS. HUBER

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

Ej FRIDAY

LINES

24 -Help Wanted Also,

"FAST
PRINTING SERVICE"

It is designed for all types

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

24 -Help Wanted Men

SCHOOL

/N

DRIVE

Here's Where!:

0 MONDAY

ONLYDAY8

BEFORE 4 P. M.
17 -Business Services

WHICH

II

tutoring

pats, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
PamtintBecorating

GET ME BEST FOR

Transperatien

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Pahl& Motor Sala
35 E. Irving Park, Rbselle.
529-5601

Chrysler

-

Ply

-

Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canto. Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service -Lawns Mewed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

'Wall Washing

LESS

ON ALL FAINTING
Vinyl paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call week:
days after 3:30 p.m.

LEO - CL 3-7374

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456.5404

c33-7-7,

l4 -Help Wanted Men

4-tlelp Wanted Men

ENGINEERS

GRILL MAN
Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.
RAPP'S RESTAURANT
.602 W. Northwest Hwy.,

PART TIME

Relay driver 2:30 a.m. 5:30 n.m.

sales or

advancement into

INTERNATIONAL

manaltement poSitions. Some.rave

Monday thru Saturday

t
incentral midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.
Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

Chicago, Ill.

60606

PLASTIC
INJECTION OPRS.
New plant in Elk Grove Village
looking for molding operators.

Call: 439-7810.

HAYDOCK

939-0286

PRODUCTION

Teachers
Profitable summer employment available for several
teachers living in this area.

& SHIPPING
A family owned company which

Insurance, voluntary savings,
paid holidays, profit sharing,
dinner for you and your family
on your birthday and dinner
for you and your wife on your
anniversary. We train you in
a vital chemical industry.
Starting salary $2.25 per hour,
quarterly advances.

.(Nr. York Rd.) Des Plaines..

FABRIC MART

FACTORY WORK
ASSEMBLY

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
:man to take complete charge of

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related

inspection

in

work.

G neral Blower Co.

1700 Hicks Rd.

Management Trainee
$395.

to

-

$450

FREE

Con't start out in any humdrum
job. You should look for the

Paid Holidays & Vacations

.DOYNO MOTORS INC.

MAN OR BOY

;right men. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Life Insurance

Group Hospitalization

Free Uniforms

Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

with car to deliver newspapers

to homes Sunday A.M. only.
'

MANUFACTURING

Good pay for few hours' Work.
Elk,Geoye News Ageripy, .,1 1.
199 King Street

2777 Mannheim Road
Des Plaines

progressive expansion

creates an excellent chance
for a Manufacturing Engineer

to grow along with a multi

division electronic component

PUNCH PRESS operating
& setup men

duction. Basic machine design

GENERAL LABORERS

tro mechanical volume pre-

experience adventageous.

Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open. Send re-

sume or call personnel de-

partment for interview. Salary

WELDERS
experienced in Mig & Arc

Full time -days or nites. Profit sharing, overtime and full
benefits.

259:4099
NEW STUDIOS

ual.

1452 Miner

647-9633

24 -Help, Wanted Men

CORP.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

rience. Many fringe benefits.
Please apply in person.

1714 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-6322
Arlington Hts.

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager
to have above average earn:
,ings. Car necessary. Guar;
anteed salary while in train.

INTERVIEWING

Mon. thru Thur.
'

Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

392-2600

I

I P.M.

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

P. M.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. rwrplIont company
include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

I I

RIVER TRAILS
District School

helpful.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2900

eHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

1400 E. Foundry Rd.
MT. PROSPECT

296-2150

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M &E

PAID VACATIONS
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROFIT SHARING

WE WILL TRAIN - An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.
110 GATEWAY ROAD

BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

MT. PROSPECT

26-Help Wanted Men. Or Women

Join

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

DES PLAINES, ILL.
Loc. onAlgonquinRd.(Rte.62)
3

blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

(Rte. 83)

An Equal Opportunity Einployer
hi &F

437-3900

(Chgo ph. 625-8150)

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

.26-1Ielp Wanted Men Or Women

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

Full Or Part Time Days
ORDER FILLERS
RECORD CLERK
PACKERS
Exper'd or will train. Above average starting rates for
qualified applicants.
surance.

Paid vacation, liberal discounts, In-

INTERVIEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

J & R AUTO SUPPLY
363 N. Third Ave.

Des Plaines

824-816e

FINISHERS &. BUFFERS
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

Free Life Insurance

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Bones tor _night work
Free HoSpitellzatioti
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 0 to 12 Saturdays

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics In the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

General, Molded Products -Inc.,:
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM.C.GRP4-.,,,,....
Des Pit:lees. Illinois
'
1365 Lee..StreM
774-x155
/124=6135
'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPER
LAUNDRY HELP
CLERKS
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
3 to 11 PM shift & Weekends

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

U

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

STOCKROOM SUPERVISOR

R

E

L
P
U

FILE CLERKS
*MAIL CLERKS

JANITORS

Some Inventory planning experience.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

No experience necessary as we will train.

TIMEKEEPER
Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

ELECTRIC IAN
ElectricaT,matntenance of plant and plant equipment.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL

* 7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS

* RETIREMENT PLAN

*,CAFETERIA
*'A IR-COND ITIONED
BUILDING

*DISABILITY INSURANCE

L

JUNIOR PLANNER

ASSEMBLERS'

DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK
STORE ROOM CLERK
*GENERAL CLERKS
COMPUTER & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPA I RMAN

BENEFITS:

E

Schedually and dispatching background.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

*DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

* LIFE INSURANCE

*Early seniority in
new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

Sitat

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200-E. GOLF RD.

B &W CORPORATION

RANDHURST CENTER

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Permanent position.
Fringe benefits.

PURE OIL * PURE OIL *PURE OIL

PRESS BRAKE- PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
STEADY EMPLOYMENT
PAID HOLIDAYS
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

LYON-HEALY

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

sary.

1/2 mile N. 'of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Give Yourself A Raise
Save Traveling Time & Money
Work Near Home

and like people. Needs own
Will train.
transportation.
Excellent hours and working
conditions. Phone: CL 5-

Join A Profit Sharing Company

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

Boring Machine Operators
3 P. M. to
7 P. M. to

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

392-2600

Must be neat, clean

PRODUCTION EXPEDITOR

Some experience on both horizontal and *vertical
equipment desirable

CUSTODIANS

Mon. thru Thur.

1ng.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TIME

Mill Hands

SCHOOL

Mr. W. Wais

attend lunch room in 17heel-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

HOURS: 2 P.M. - 10 P.M.

Varied Machining Ability

No experience necessary to

Supervise all stockroom personnel.

'

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

week, Liberal company benefits. Call for appointment,

WE NEED HELP

Apply in person

24 -Help Wanted Men

INTERVIEWING

8:30 to 1:30 Daily

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

To work in our office. No experience necessary. Full or
part time. Hourly wage plus
bonus. No selling

1452 Miner
Des Plaines
827-7121

not necessary. We will
train qualified person. 5 day

$1.75 an Hour

8 a. m. to 12 Noon

Mr. W. Wais
Telephone Contact

Musicql backgromid preferred

BOOKKEEPER

8 a. m., to 9

ing.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Call 76G-5100

RECORD ,
SHEET MUSIC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

but

of Plastic Products

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

'

Accounts Receivable t,billing.
Typing essential, posting machine exp. helpful, not neces-

ALL SHIFTS

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

for busy active dopts including

sales of

Male & Female

COIL WINDERS

winding.
We will consider
women w i t 11 factory expe-

Permanent full time opening

son.

WAREHOUSE WORK

We have openings for gals
who have experience in coil

SALESWOMAN

Experienced only. Small office with many varied duties.
Must type. Excellent starting salary and many company
benefits. Must have own
transportation.
Located in Bensenville

CL 9-1000

energetic man or woman who
is willing to devote full time to
selling. Experience preferred
but will train anyone who is
willing to work. Member of
M.A.P. multiple listings and
Northwest Suburban Board.
Call for interview or send
resume.

Tool Makers

24 -Help Wanted Men

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ASS'T BOOKKEEPER

Saturday

827-7121

MACHINISTS
2nd shift (10% Shift Premium)

1700 Hicks Rd.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

also .necessary. Many fringe
benefits. Please apply in per-

8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

ASSISTANT

HOSPITAL

Des Plaines

FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS

6333 Howard St.
Niles, 111.

MANUFACTUR ING

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS

JARKE CORP.
METHODE

APPLY PERSONNEL

assembly is desired. The abil-

Fox River Grove, Ill.
Phone 630-3893

'

time. No experience neces-,
sary.
Apply in person:
HOURS: 2 P.M. - 10 P.M.

Apply

commensurate with individ-

Excellent position for mature
person with adult family.
Pleasant personality and good
typing skill required.
firs: 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM
3 evenings per week
plus every other Saturday

WE ARE OPENING

setup men

five years experience in elec-

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.

ADMITTING
OFFICE

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity

PRESS BRAKE operating

, manufacturer. Requires B.S.

M.E. degree and minimum

'

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

EXPERIENCED
MEN WANTED

ENGINEER
Our

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Monday, June 6, 1966
30-Help Wanted-Women,

4115 for interview.

212 Northwest Hwy.

VILLAGE OF ARL. FITS.
253-2340

Active office is looking for

best training available. We
can start you immediately inn
tried and tested management
program. They offer fast pay
increases and promotion. No
experience needed.
PARKER 117 So. Emerson
Mount Prospect 253-6600

.

STROMBERG CARLSON
CORP.

REAL ESTATE
SALESMAN

BOY

8:30 A.M. thru 4:30 P.M.,
Monday thru Friday

824-7111

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director

Merit in-

creases.

Paid lunch breaks
Applications taken

Phone Mr. Schleh

'Dance Teachers. Full or part

Vacations.

Air-conditioned room.
",
P.M. to 12P.M.
12 P.M. to 8 A.M.
Starting Wages
$1.75 per hour - 2nd shift

Higgins Mannheim:* Area

Experience on small parts
ity to handle small tools is

$1.85 .per hour - 3rd shift,,

ers, Supervisors, Receptionists, Telephone Solicitors and

Permanent work, will train.
Hospitalization.
Shift premium.

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but
:not necessary, will train the

STENO -SECRETARY

CROSSING GUARD

537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

PARTS MAN

30-Help Wanted-Women

We need Managers.Interview-

1st & 2nd shifts

METHODE

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

207 N. Evergreen Arl.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

WOMEN WANTED
For lite production work in

SCHOOL

'

WELDERS
MACHINE OPER'S

'

Wanted

415 W. Touhy

Randhuret Center

,chance for advancement in fast

392-6100

,

Full time employment. Good
starting rate. Must be over 21.
Apply in person only.

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

24 HOUR PHONE

ASSEMBLERS

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

"SHEETS" HAS THEM

address, phone O. Box 100G,
Arlington Day, Arl. Hts.

296-5574
MAGEE CHEMICAL

WANTED

NO EXPER. NECESSARY

EVERYTHING"

curity, other benefits. Give
yout teaching status, home

CALL MR. BARKLEY

Elk Grove.

"WE HANDLE

Guaranteed income, social se-

STOCKMAN/PORTER

background

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311
537-4500
Help Wanted
Poul's Landscaping
Ph. 259-0141

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PLASTIC CO.
2424 Greenleaf

Street

operates as a family group.

PHONE 263-9839

All shifts.

ICing

199

$300-$650

IRON WORKS, MO.

531

THE DAY
38fr-Help Wanted-Women

OFFICE GIRL

NORTHWEST POSITIONS

10070 FREE

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

Ar"-i LIE.,
Ur

FITTERS

Experienced for steel fab-,
rication shop. 53 hr. week.

Arlington His.

neers in the Interestirre field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding international
organization. Opportunity for

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

WELDERS

Recent Graduates
Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

1

24 -Help Wanted -Men

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

A
2201 Landmeir Road
.

_

Elk 'Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

Monday, June 6, 1966

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WAITRESSES
Experienced for dining room

day or night - full or part
time.

State & Higgins Rds.,
Elk Groye Village

437-3800

26 -Help Wanted Men.Or Women

Would You Believe It,

$$ LAD IES $$
is ourbusiness.Why
NAltRESSES WANTED BEAUTY
not make it yours?, An excelDays or. nights
lent earning opportunity for
'
WATERFALL
women. Sell a product uncondti''8,13374-1'41911ratluin

INSTANT CASH

Write Box # 1020 for interview.

Tell us about yourself, family,
and time available.

28 -Help Wanted Mtn Or Worn

.

SHAMPOO GIRL

359-0808

Cali 392-1474

APPLY PERSONNEL

.

* GRADUATING' from High school and wish training for full.time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for,
yourself in fields listed below.

Schwinn Sa

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON

DAY

HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

STOCK

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid,,plus handle entire in-

Grove V.

NT ADS

Apply iniperson Uncle Andy's Cow Palace

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

. Excellent starting salary and

Five Reasons:

NOTICE

AMERICAN

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

good typing ability.

many company beneftts.Apply

as to sex in

PHOTOCOPY
2100 Dempster
Efanston
UN 9-9000

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

BEAUTICIAN

essary to the normal operation

of

wanted. Full,

business

his

let them know which
positions the advertiser

to

CHEMIST
We need a top caliber man, 3-5 years experience, with

background in photography,. adhesives, inks or paper tech-

ASSEMBLY

nology. A man qualified to set raw material standards

and develop quality control proceedures for production
control. BS degree required.

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

INSPECTION

PROJECT ENGINEER

CLERICAL

1310 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

limitation,

30 -Help Wanted -Women

VARIOUS PHASES OF
PHOTO FINISHING PRODUCTION

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

DRIVER-MULTILITH OPERATOR

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

To drive company station wagon. Pick-up and deliver mes-

sages and packages. Must have accident free driving re
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith

For your convenience

Sat'day Interviews
9 AM to 1 PM
Northwest Suburban girls call
Wheeling area

Des Plaines

Job Training

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CLERK

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

77-7277

8:30 AM to 5 PM
Liberal Benefits

Brunswick Bldg.
10th Fl.
Washington & Dearborn

West County Line Rd.

Barrington, Ill.
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

30 -Help' Wanted -Women

30`')Ield::Wanted-Nomen,

-

130 -Help Wantert-IVdinor

LE 7-1546

Manpower

SWITCHBOARD

Girl over

BERKEY PHOTO
220 Graceland

Des Plaines
82,1-8141

30 -Help Wanted -Women

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
Roselle area
529-9849
Palatine, Rol'g M's,
Arl. H.
CL 5-2067
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-8588

827-6141

UARCO INCORPORATED

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

10-Selp Wanted -Women

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

and

200 East Daniels Rd.

_

working within 1 week of
coming in.

BERKEY PHOTO

PART TIME CUSTODIAN

MOTOROLA

in the past 90 days were

now for a local appointment

220 Graceland

Week -ends only. Experience desirable.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

LIBERAL BENEFITS

machine in Office Services part time.

Apply Now At

4. They like the assignments-

7134 Higgins Av. 9 A M to noon

6 PM to 2:30 AM
11 AM TO 7:30 PM

with excellent growth potential.

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

69 W. Washington

HOURS AVAILABLE
8 AM TO 4:30 PM

years experience will start you off on a rewarding career

3. They like the respect and

of all qualified applicants

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

M .E. Graduate for development engineering assignment on
office Machines and business forms products. An exceptional opportunity for a young man with ideas and a desire
to make them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5

according to your skills.

women to demonstrate our
product to housewives. For
ELECTROLUX CORP.

in printing, paper 'converting or packaging field preferred.

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

2. They like the pay -top rates

top firms in the city and

interview phone 255-7130.

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
,specification or discrimination in employment practtces.

DETAILERS-DESIGNERS
Detallers and Designers with medium machinery background

and business
machine operators.

LADIES: FULL -PART TIME

We are now hiring mature

involved. Stich designations
shall not be taken to indicate

preference,

part time or

eve's or lust Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon,
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-7547
Mt. Prospect

convenience to our readers

JOB OPENINGS AT UARCO

perienced typists, stenos,'
dictaphone

are made only (1) to in-

or enterprise, or (2) as a

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train In many
phases of stock work.

Choose Manpower

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

gards as 'reasonably nec,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

COLLEGE GI RLS
TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS

surance program. Must have

ployment Agency columns,

GE RESULTS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

INDUSTRIAL

our Help Wanted and Em-

AVE.,

2101 ARTH
439-6363

HOSPITAL

NURSE

11 to 5:30

-

Designations

CO.

WHY

Monday thru Saturday

APPLY 8 to 4:30

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

.

'

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

BLINDCRAFT - Ph.. 662-3000

WAITRESS
$1.25 hour

TOP' STARTING WAGE.
PAID VACATIONS.
PROFIT SHARING.
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
& LIFE INSURANCE.

.

HAS A 40B FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT

BEAUTY OPERATOR

Anthony's Pin Curl

Peimanent part time position'

Should be able to rotate with
other operators if needed.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'HOUSEWIVES - Phone work
,at home. Call established cuetomere. Wonderful earnings.

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

GENERAL
OFFICE
CLERK

available on new switchboard.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Tremendous "opportunity for
top stylist in Northwest Suburb gimping Center near
Randhuflt. Also want

SWITCHBOARD
( II PM to 7 AM )

MOTOROLA
IF YOU ARE .

To Take .Over *
Excellent Following

ergy, and intelligence, season
generously with fun, stir
vigorously with charm. When
,well done serve with.

want .to earn. 824-0156.

26 -Help` Wanted Men Or Women

.HAER-STYLIST

Take equal parts, time, en-

itionally guaranteed and advertised. Yes it's "AVON
CALLING" for women who

RESTAURANT

MAITRE D' RESTAURANT

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30_1fPV.Wanted-Women

18

to

serve on

Patio. 11:00 to 7:00. Full time

or part time.
Patio Restaurant
LE 7-5565

70 -Help Wanted-Won0.31,111

Ip Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
4:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
We need experienced Npha and Numeric

STENOGRAPHERS

FIGURE CLERKS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS

BEGINNERS and EXPERIENCED

CALCULATING OPERS.

BILLING & ORDER TYPIST

with skills in dealing with detail work is

Our payroll, accounting and pricing depart.

Electric, manual, and all cap typewriters.

necessary.

ments are in need of experienced gals.

Must have ability to work with figures.

Figure ability, clear and neat handwriting

We have a variety of positions available.

Operators.

STATISTICAL TYPIST

ADDING MACHINE OPERATORS

TYPISTS
FOR THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS:

SHIPPING

PURCHASING

ENGINEERING

SALES

LABORATORIES

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tuition Refund Plan
Promotions from Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

GENERAL

errib
SYSTEM

ArImi

3-1-711elp Wanted -Women

10 -Help Wanted -Women

NURSE AIDE. 5 P.Mi to 10
_P.M. and/or ,7 A.M. to 3,30.
P.M., every other weekend.
Plum Grove Nursing Home.
358-0311
BENSENVILLE HOME'

IMMEDIATE. WORK

NURSING AIDES
I AM to 3 PM
Miss

Call
R.N.

Join The

Company That

-

Ruth

Senger
768-0716

Stenos

Like flew one 2500 weft getterstor, like new one*11/56 1/0

DES PLAINES

ton 6 yd. International dump
truck, one old Detnoerat wagon, 1 antique wall wooden
telephone,

With First 5 Day's Pay
PLUS

Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1108

Women from 18 to 58 --work
the days weeks or months you

$75 BONUS

CLEARANCE SALE

top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal

Top Rates

For An

Paid Vacations

PHONE 827-1108

PREFERRED

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., S

Business Service Corp. day week. Must be reliable.

Good tips. Ph. CL 5-4833

pany.

Good pay, benefits and

congenial surroundings in a
northwest location. For in-

formation call JIM CARO be-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
.Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093

tween 8:15 A.M. and 5 P.M.
at 763-6700.

3 pc. bedrm set $75, Ironrite
ironer $12, Kantwet bed train-

VARO OPTICAL INC.
5577 Northwest Hwy.
Chicago
An equal opportunity employer

HERE ARE A FEW

CL 5-7090.
Lee's samples

- Dresses,

suits and Sportswear - New
York and California designers. Half price. _DI 8-6800

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

POSITIONS WHICH

er $8, 2 girl's 26" bikes,
dbl. HO train ,Bet, Hollywd.
twin beds $12. aft 5 p m

CASHIER

-

HOSTESS

TURES

INCLUDE SWIMMING

BATH,
SAUNA
POOL,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY
ROOM

1 BEDROOM
$155

Models now open: 10:00 to
7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300

like

new. 259-1325.

SHADE TREES
Sycamore, green ash, tulip,

CASHIER -HOSTESS
We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

Stenographers

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
.

''Cletiffypists

-DEPENDING: ON - EXPERIENCE -

NIGHTS $1.85- - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
-

General Clerks

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Posting Clerks

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

File Clerks

Biller Typists

Modern air cond. offices
A fine insurance program
Tuition Refund Plan

Sales Promotion Departinent for qualified applicants. Excellent company bene-

fits. Hours 8:30 am to 4:15 pm

Hand knit suit & sweater,

Size 10. Ladies luggage. CL 8

-4216. eve's. & wk. ends.
44 -Dogs, Pets Aid lumpiest

Being Drafted. Must rent out
2 bdrm., ground floor, radiant

7612.

heated apt. with stove and refr.

7 wk. old female white poodle
AKC. Champion line, minia-

Company store

Court, Des
Plaines. $150 per month. Call
after 6.439-7360.

Just darling. 827-0374.
Pug puppies, male and female,

8 wks. Shots. Paper trained.

$1 -To Rent Miscellaeeses

$150. 825-5609.

HALL RENTALS

GINN & COMPANY Publishers
439-4500, Mrs. Thompson

Now Is The Time

MOTOROLA

Weddings

Parties
Graduations, etc.

1

Moving from house to apt Furniture, garden equipment,
household items. Sat. 9,AM to

Hts. CL 3-5349
Conant Ball furniture. D. Rm.

To Apply In Person

dropleaf table, 3 leaves, 8
chairs, buffet. Bdrm. set,dbl.
bed, 2 stands, dresser, mir-

.1114661A)

Experibnced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

400 North Wolf Rd.
Northlake, Ill.

APPLY DAILY

MOTOROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

Palatine

Plant located just south of Junction #53 & 14

An equal opportunity employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

age, patio, $29,900.
INVERNESS

4 bdrm., Colonial, basement

ror; Desk. Gd. cond.392-0870

BARRINGTON PARK

8

car

rooms

1

1/2 car garage

Fenced back yard.

cond. $150 & Maytag wringer
392-9236

KRAUSE & KEHE

1

East Campbell CL 3-2111

66 -Business Oppertombes

$34,000.

BY OWNER

firepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

er. built-ins. Lot
Asking

$27,500.

3 lxirm., brick ranch, 1 1/2
att. garage, $22,500.

5 Won., brick cinch, 2 1/2

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

6 rut. Cape Cod, basement,
garage. $23,500.

3 bdrm., brick ranch, carport,
$16,500.

PLEASANT HILLS

6 rm. ranch, basement, rec.

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

PARTAKE

Dept: A - 1
,234 N. Northwest Highway
350-7751_

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

3 bdrm. home w/carport en
large lot, includes lake priv-

Comfortable pleasant room
for employed woman in modern home. CL 3-9132

BUILDERS MODEL

New 3 bdrm. brick and Aluminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range.

73 -To Rent-Furnishel Apart.

Arlington - Furnished 5 room

deluxe 2 bedroom, dining
room. Excellent locution.
Shopping, tramp. Adults only.
References required. $8511. 1
...year lease. 255-5122

-

$8800.

eleges

liscludee
SWIMMING POOL
lounge, l
rat pee%

rec.
tennis court, range. refrigerator. cooking gas. Omar,
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER; APT. 10
1444 So. Busse
PHONE 432-4100

Mt. Prospect
We have the largest and finest
Apartments..
Liv.Rm.26:14-Din.RM.13x11
Betirms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14310

Private WNW.

bucket

seats. $1400. 392-2223
'59 Chevy Wagon V8. Auto trans. Radio & heater. Good
condition. $395 or best offer.
437-4727

top. P/B, P/S, W/W., radio.
392-0334

1962 Pontiac '4' door. Good
conditibb.'392-8084. 640 PM.
'59 Chevy Wagon, 6 cyc.auto, trans. One owner.$300 or best
offer. CL 5-2885.
'64 Volkswagen, radio, heater.
In excellent condition. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-6705.
'57 Chevy, 6 cyl. automatic,
radio, heater. Best offer.Call
253-5897 after 6 P.M.
1964 FORD V8 fully equipped

1962 Red Corvair Monza, 11/11,

78 ACRE FARM,

'57 Chevy Wagon V8, R.H.
body fair, motors fine. $300
or best offer. 392-1033

ml. Excellent cond. 259-1325.

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.
#62 Old bldgs. $160,000.
STORE FOR RENT

W/W. Exc., Cond't. Ph. CL 97935 after 7:30.

'51 Ford $5,000 - would you
believe $50. - looks terrible,
runs fine, new battery and
muffler, 4 good tires, radio,
heater, Cruisamatic. Call
259-6365

Store office with shop in rear,

on US 14 and Chicago Ave
P LATINE
flat,
bdrm. apts.
10

ter of town, 2

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean used cars wanted.Come

in and see us. No Junkers.
Clean Used Cars Wanted

3 flat brick, north of town,

Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine

$28,000.

ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

VACANT LOTS

Arl. Hgti. 2 lots.

$4200.

HONDA 1965 300 cc. Very
low mileage. 202 S. Forest,

Arlington Heights.

HILLSIDE

Palatine. Wilmette and Vermont.
150 x MO. $5500.

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

WILLIAMS REALTY
Wheeling

HOME REALTY,

358-4555
99 -Automobiles For Salo

WO MID
1964 FORD

Corvan
1965 FORD

1966 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE MK -2
TR-4 TRIUMPH

3/4 Ton Pick-up

4 Speed Trans.

1964 MC
1600 18 ft. Van
Ni have several 10 is 111,

*Wire Wheels

;messes..

199-Antomobiles For Sale

CONTINENTALS
'63 cony. full power, fac-

tory air cond., this car
covered by Lincoln's exclusive 1 yr./24000 mi. guarantee. Can not be told from
new. FULL PRICE $2795

TRUCKS
GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-up

824-4261

Palatine

hr Si
Seteetine Van

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2895 Mannheime Des Plaines

Main Office

PHONE 537-2543

1963 CHEV.

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

S/B R. H., W.W's,

takes them.

101 Wolf Rd.
'

Pontiac Grand Prix,
black, Owner must sell whole1963

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME
REALTY.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Sensible rentals.

0619.

etc. Only $500 down ...$17.561/

bdra.
Deluxe 3 flat, 2 and 1 - 2 bdrm. apt. Near
shopping center, schools.
transportation
$43,500

,

& exc. condi-

-40A, Coll after 5 PM, -824-

with power, less than 10,000

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

MUNDELIEN

w/radio,

rm. garage. $25,500.

Palatine. 1800 se. ft. 1/2
blk from train depot. $200.

WHEELING

1963 Blue Volkswagon, with
sunroof. Excellent cond't.
Reasonable 439-6449.

'60 Olds Super 88. 2 dr.hard-

$21,500.

132x298.
359-1450,

Eve's CL 3-0297.

19 -Automobiles For Sale

sale. Exc. cond. A uto.tr.Pwr.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PALATINE
3 twin size bedrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,

Looking for a challenge that;
bwilI get you into your own!
,profitable business? FranAhiqing is new business
frontier. Write for Free'llatt
of occlusive anrretunaileellt.
;this area.

rm., 2 1/2 baths, 2 1/2
garage, basement.

4 bdrnt., Cape Cod, bas'ement.

walking distance of St. James
church & sdhool.Separate living and dining rooms, 2 bed-

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
. Palatine

'64 VW with gas htr. - both

Recr. rm, porch; 2 'firepl.
OwnerU

HOME REALTY

Must sell '64 Korman Ghia &

$53,000.

'$17,500.

gar. $39,500.

Listings Wanted

FOREST ESTATES

Barrington - E. Countryside 4 bedrnibrk,& redwpocl aylil

$15,800
IMMACULATE RANCH within

Kenmore Gas stove with grill.
Good condition. Best offer
392-5748 after 4.

FL 4-2186

New 3000 sq. ft. 10 rm

LAKE ZURICH

$7500. 437-4680 or 5-2250.

48 -Household Appliances

Easy terms

.1961 Pontiac Star Chief P/
Brakes, Steering. R/H W/W
Gd. Cond't. $800. 392-7631.

garage. $53,500.

3 bdrm. ranch, full basement.

Builders model, 4 bdrm..
many extras, under $40,000.
3
improved building lots,

Timber -Lake Village.

AT IT'S PALATINE AND
ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!

CINDERELLA PARK

7 rm., 2 baths. rec. rm., gar-

1-2365

A -few choice 2 hodroom apts.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

garage. $31,500.

91 -Real Estate -Senses

Prospect

Cafeteria Attendants

8 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, rec. rm. 2 1/2 car

heated car garage. $24,900.

Ott.

ent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced

96 -Real Estate Wanted

AMERICANLEGIONHALL
.CL. 3-2978
Don Wheeler

level on- wooded -34 'acre.

714 V. Campbell,

)4 -To Rent Apartments

Needs

Low summer rates for

.

unusually pretty spot to build
'a quality home. Near excell-

7 oh., 1 1/2 bath, tri-level,

Arnold

1068

ture, good size for children.

.10-Rooms-Roard-Noeseketpro8

Social Club activities

A Member of the GTsE Family of Companies

Pleasant Manor Estates.

in

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An

7 rm, brick ranch, basement,

3 & 1/2 1 bedrm. withbalcony
overlooking pool and pond,
439-2285
$150.

Moving - 1 color TV $100,
Dnystrom breakfast set,
sectional davenport, 2 end tables, 2 lamps, 4 mahogany
folding chairs, etc.
CL 3-7356

NORTHWEST

of Palatine, $22,500.

For rent -St. John's apts. -

German Shepherds, A. /C. C.
puppies 6 Wits. old champion
sired. Exc. disposition. 392-

,Palatine

The most gorgeous lake front

garage. extras. $26,3f10.

42 -Clothing furs

;FRANCHISE BOOM:.

Experienced Clerk - Typist required in
beautiful new office building near Golf
(Rt. 58) & Algonquin Rd. (Rte. 62) in
Arlington Heights. Interesting Work in

3 bdrm. ranch $17,500

Studio Apartment, 3 1/2 Rms.
Adults. No pets. 809 N. Wilbur
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Will sublet partially furnished
apartment for 2 months. Call
392-5544.
5 room apt. in
Arlington Heights
CL 3-8560
$125. per mo.

and trailer, $450.
Call 439-7110

THE

OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

carport. $24,275.

Boat and Johnson 35HP motor

RCA Whirlpool Comb. A-

Clerk -Typist

ment. $17,500.

1 Bdrm. Apt. Air-conditioned
Immediate occupancy. $115.

GL 5-4755

washer $15.

PALATINE

2 bdrm. brick ranch, base-

garage, basement, $22,800.

31 -Boats And Marlys Seppites

Arlington

proved community. Excell.
shops, schools, hospital,
Home is complete
Btirms. -2 bathe, family churcheS.
with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., diroom, fireplace, full base- nette with Ige. plate glass
ment. $28,500. Elk Grove. picture window. Expensive
439-1843.
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
40 ACRES -LAKE ZURICH
car. tile bath, formica custom
Industrial. 1/4 mile north of kitchen. Total price while it
Rt. #22 on east side of town. lasts, which includes decoraSquare - 1320 feet each side. tor furniture, $8,995, $350
All improvements, lays level dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
and high. Some buildings, wayto sunshine and happiness.
$4,500 per acre. Will divide. Many job opportunities are aH.R. Jacobsen Inc. DU 1-0344 vailable to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

3 bdrm, brick ranch 2 car.

259-2594

of our buildet models ranch
style masonry brick homes
situated one beautifully land-'
scpd. corner lot in an im-

.,..9Peek 0.1-0P1
_
TRANSFERRED OWNER

peted, balcony, occupancy
Juen 15. 499-6088 after 5p.m.

WILLOW NURSERY

.

015-1500

For rent: 1 bedrm, bath, liv.
rm., dining area, fully car-

maples, one stem and clump
white birch. Evergreens. Everthing going at low cost.

5 TM.

ad E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

2 homes on large lot. North

41 -Home Furniskiogs-Forative

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

PHILIPPE BROS
REALTY

2 bedroom apt. Sublease from
June 10th on. Call after 4PM,
437-1524.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

YOU CAN CONSIDER:

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Reserve Your Apt. Today

Siebert

buggy.

stroller, bassinef, all

Mt. Prospect.

Excellent opportunity for the

RECREATIONAL FEA-

Edison 6 yr. crib complete.

Storkllne

6 E.. Northwest Hwy

person who likes variety on
the Job --and wants to work
for a rapidly growing com-

PRIVATE PATIOS

37 N. Plum Grove Rd.
Palatine

PROSPECT HOUSE

CLERK TYPIST

AIR CONDITIONING

ZONTA THRIFT SHOP

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING AREA
LUXURIOUS CARPETING
SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
WALK-IN CLOSETS

Nothing over 101

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest build-as $100 down. These are re - era offers a new Florida model
'possessed. by VA, and offered; home near the $1,000,000,000
-to anyone. Come in and talk Disneyland project. Now for
less than your present ChiIt over with us.
cagoland rent you can own one

VA homes are e!

kitting

,Vailable to you far as little

... anywhere. Colonial design,
and modern planning blend to
offer elegance and convenience. Many apartment
feeteres.incitioe:

Wed. Fri. 12:30 to 4

86 -Real Estate -Houses

sal Estate -Moose

itt Yew, have 'a good credit'

The finest new apartments

Crab, lilac, purple leaf plum
$6.50. Bessie Acres, Prairie
View, Bush. Rd. Phone 4390576 eve's.
New tent used 1 season,
14 x 10, 6 ft. High. Phone
CL 5-2588
Dunlap 18" reel pwr. mower
B/S 4 cycle engine. Needs
sharpening $8.'92-8482
Soft Water $5.1)0 a month

or Temporary

Ethel Doebber VA 7-5557.

Future

up-

$10 BONUS

ing your summer vacation.
For more information call

Challenging

antique

PART TIME

APPLY NOW for work dur-

And

4

Close out 1/2 price -white pine
trees & scotch to 10 ft. $7.50;

Monday, June 6, 1966

THE DAY

CLAYTON.
COURT

holstered dining rm. chrs.

Office Work

brush up on them. STUDENTS

Interesting

74 -To lilt Apartments

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

counseling and help you to

Opportunity

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

prefer in this area and earn

Has Your

AND

PART TIME

NEEDS

JUNE GRADS

TEMPORARY

32-Miscellmots Mardilit

Tachometor
OPT. At Extra Coat

'82 4 dr., full power, factory air cond., all the extras.
$1895
'60 coupe, full power, factory aid cond. in excellent
condition. FULL PRICE $795

Several more Continentals to
choose from all years &
models.

Authorized Lincoln
-Mercury Dealer

OLYMPIC

TEEM

cmummtwm mamma&
1 Bdrm Apt.
.1111142111

2 Bdrm kpt.

$171130 Vp

722 West Dempster Street
MI. We of Rt. 83 Elmhurstltd.
439-1127
.

T

CARSION

BERENS

TRUCK SALES

MOTORS,. INC.

IN HIGHLAND PARK

4000 No. Mannheim Rd.

489. N. WOLF ROAD
WHEELING,ILLINOIS

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

Franklin Park,Ill.
Phone 671-0450

LEbIgh 7-1114

1890 FIRST ST.
ID 2-6300

.

a ture Ribber

Gil's Takes ist
aycinden
p
ease all

amboree
Thirty-four local student -athletes brought home blue ribbons

Saturday after taking first places in the annual Mt. Prospect
Junior Chamber of Commerce Sports Jamboree at the Prospect
High School field

ALL OF THE Mt

participant, won the 50 -yard
dash and the broad jump, while

Gil's

Jane ran away with the 220 ball throw contest.

OTHER WINNERS in

the

Mt. Prospect's Tom Vaughn
pect winners qualify
division were Rick Gering in the topped the wide-open interJ C sectional meet to be held broad jump, and Chris Kelsey mediate boys' field by winning
at Wheeling High School on in the 75 -yard dash.
the 880 -yard run and the baseHeights'
Ellen ball throw and running second
Arlington
June 25 Sectional winners will
remise an expense -paid trip Jahn won two individual events on the victorious 440 -yard
to Granite City for the state and ran on the victorious 440 - relay team.
yard relay team, as she grabfinals
bed junior girls' honors. Ellen
GARY
Special all-around awards
NICHOLSON was
went to the top scorers in,.cach won the 75 -yard dash and the Vaughn's closest competition.
of six divisions Saturday Mt. broad jump.
Nicholson ran anchor on the
Jan
Hilderbrand was a quarter -mile quartet and won
Prospect's George Busse capdouble
winner,
taking
the
basetured the honor in the midget
the 100 -yard dash. Ken Stain,
boys' competition for boys 10 ball throw and the 50 -yard another relay runner, added a
dash,
while
Margaret
Prosch
to 11
victory in the 50 -yard dash.
Busse won the broad
jump and 75 -yard dash and won the 100 -yard dash. Jackie Gary French was the leadoff
DiSomma,
Mary
Ellen
Geisler,
man on the relay team.
anchored the winning 220 -yard
relay team with Tom Freyman, and Jolain Ross rounded out the
Terry Shakon, Tom AnderProsfor the

Mark McCormick, and John
Rohde Freyman also won the
50 -yard dash, while John Glasgow was first in the baseball
throw

IN MIDGET GIRLS' action,

relay team to grab
honors
Dorothy
DiSomma, Judy Banka, and
220 -yard

(IA

all-around

dash, Elaine Skahan in the 75 yard dash, and Lorne Lang
in the baseball throw
A four-way tie for the all-

around medal highlighted the
junior boys' division for 12 Doug Haney
got a piece of the prize by winand 13 -year -olds

ning the 220 -yard dash and run-

ning on the winning 440 -yard
relay

with

team

Don

Madl,

Scott Szala, and Mike Martin.
Martin won the 50 -yard dash,
and joined Vaughn and 'Szala
tie for the top spot.
Vaughn also captured the baseball throw

in the

precedent
over
any
other
league
activity,
including
games or practices. Managers are asked to have their
teams
assembled
at
their
sponsor's locations prior to

m., Route 62.

8:15 a.m. Route 83 and Dempster Street.
Art's Shell

Service:

8:30

a.m., Route 83 and Route 62.

Tiffany Coiffures:

9:15

THE TWIN

win

errorless ball. Gary Pleickhardt's home run with one
man
aboard accounted for
all of Pctc's Standard's scoring.

Gary Nkholson streaks home first la the l -yard dash In the boys' bterof Saturday's Mt. Prospect Junior Chamber of Cot E2CfCC
Sports Jamboree at the Prospect High School track.
(Norm Quinn Photo)
mediate division

Plan Final Day
of Mt. Prospect
Grid Sign-ups
Football

--/*/

a.

ages 8 to 14 are eligible to play

rd

in the league if they live within the Mt. Prospect Park District. Boys who played last
year will be sent cards which
may be filled out and returned
by mail instead of registering
in person. The signature of a
parent or guardian will be re-

9:45

of Lee.
10:15

a.m., Oakton Street, cast of

qUired for these boys however.

Lcc.

New boys must be accompanied by a parent or guardian, and
must present proof of age at the
registration. Girl cheerleaders

Town and Country Service:
Algonquin

and

Wolf Road.

Allen's Men's Store:

10:45

between the ages of 8 and 13

a.m., Route 62 and Lee Street.
DesPlaines Plymouth: II a.
m.; 748 Pearson Street.

Ellinwood Motors:

11:15

Sports on T.V.

a.

4

5:45
ch. 32

p.m. Junior All -Stars,

5:55 p.m. Sports News, ch. 9

8:00 p.m. WFLD Sports Spe,

John Rohde tries his hand ht the midget boys'
baseball throw Saturday. Rohde bowed In that competition, but he got a blue ribbon anyway by running

Dodgers Trip Indians
In Bronco A Contest
Randy
Anderson
pitched
Dodgers to their second
win without a loss yesterday
in the Mt
Prospect Boys'
Baseball Bronco A League.
ANDERSON whiffed eight
while walking only two, as
Bums rolled over the
the
Indians 7-2 The promising
righthander went the full seven innings, limiting the Indians to only three hits
the

Norm Smith was the Dod-

IN PONY LEAGUE B
tion,

the

Cardinals

also

ac-

re-

Prospect.

The

alternate

is

mained' undefeated by trounc- Debbie Travosek of Arlington
ing the White Sox 11 - 4. Ca- Heights.
sey Rush was the mound hero
for the Cards in their second
straight triumph.
Bill lzzo
and Barry O'Donald contributed triples to the
cause, while
losing

winning
pitcher

Chris Hayes go the Sox' only extra base hit,
The Sox arc now I - I.

a

triple.

hitting star, coming up
In a Bronco A interleague
with a double and a triple.
Mark Bloomquist took the game the National Division
loss for the tribe, which is Lions clubbed the American
in league action. Division Yankees 8 - 3.
now

ger

1

Kasting of Mount Prospect and
sophomores Carol Liss, Marty
Beasley, Linda Mossman and
Bonnie Wurthman, all of Mount

1

OUR MAN -

Eugene F.
SehUckman

K

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Prospect Road.

Junior varsity squad members are freshmen Chris Flagg,
Judie Marshall, Cathy Nichols
and Carol Tenuta, all of Mount
Prospect, and sophomores Sue
Blim,
Pam
Peterson
and

Trudy Smith of Mount Pros
pect.

Elmer E. Anderson
Victor Heisler
Barney Ericlutoo

John Fedor
William Galow
Marvin Metge

Idyl Nipper
Andy Lofqulst

Endorse! by
WHEELING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
(Pood

4

Advertitemonl)

DesPlaines Plymouth.

Pete's Standard

with

Dodge in

DesPlaines

Ron Jacobson pitched Art's
to

triumph

12-7

a

Plaines

in

the
match.

Dodge
Tom Baumstark led Art's
nine -hit attack with a three Des

run triple in the fourth inning.
Art's came up with seven runs
in the
on ice.

frame to put the game

Plymouth

Ellinwood Motors

0

2

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

2

O

2

O

3

Softball Loop
Has Openings
Five

STEVE
CHRISMAR
got
credit for the victory Saturday
when
Art's toppled
Des
Plaines Plymouth
9-3.

River Trails Park
softball program.

for

with room for one more, while
the Junior League has only two

In Junior League action, Rod
Kiolbassa and Duffy McWayne

spots filled in the proposed
six -team loop. Junior League
members must be I 8 -years -

the

was

held

big

blow

Johnson's Sports Shot
to give City Bar-

to one hit
ber Shot

a

5-2 triumph. The

talented
pair pitched three
innings apiece, whiffing 12

and walking only four. Kim

old or younger.

Teams interested in joining
either league should call or

apply in person at the park district office.

GUNNELL'S
LANES
Rt. 12
83
Mt. Prospect, 10.

ATTRITION BOUJILERS
STARTING MONDAY MAY 23rd
THRU AUGUST 6th
OPEN BOWLING 400 PER LINE OR

BOWL 3 GAMES AND PAY $1.00

1620 West

Arlington. Heights

We Need 8 Couples For Our
Wed. Nile Mixed Summer League

Phone 259-3205

CALL CL 3-6171.

Northwest Hwy.

REPUBLICANS! JUNE 14

RE - ELECT
ONE OF ILLINOIS
LEADING STATE
SENATORS

Hi

rent a new '66
CORTINA
FALCON

4.00
5.00

FAIRLANE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

D

STATION WAGON

9.00

Y

400 W..NORTHWEST HWY.

3rd District

A

A VIGOROUS SPOKESMAN
FOR QUALITY GOVERNMENT
FOR - Legislation to strengthen your police
protection and curtail organized crimo.
FOR - Positive action to reduce juvenile delinquency through his work with the Illinois Youth
Commission.

azatirniw"4:4"

ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL --

CL 9-31411
NITES AND SUNDAY

SENATOR JOHN A. GRAHAM

E
R

CL 5-9889

FOR

Legislation to stop corruption in the

Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District and eliminate Chicago election irregularities.

FOR - Greater efficiency and lower state government costs,

KEEP GRAHAM'S
/EXPERIENCE
WORKING FOR YOU
Chairman of Elections Committee
Vice Chairman Senate Affairs Committee
Chairman Sub -Committee on Prisons and Paroles
Chairman of Senate Investigating Committee of
Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District
Former Chairnian of Legislative Commission Investigating All, State Sanitary Districts
Member Revenue Committee
Member Municipalities Committee
Member Industrial Affairs Committee
Member Election Laws Commission
Member Education Committee

CITIZENS FOR GRAHAM

John H. Bickley - Chairman

Candidate Recommended by

Distric

Art's.

AT:

MI

open

run

VISIT OUR

,,....._,,

still

The
River Trails Men't
League has five teams entered

SHOWROOMS

Alikkj

are

Mike Kunzc first -inning home

PLUMBING

'"

berths

for teams wishing to join th

varsity cheerleaders.

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE C,w)
Roland Ley

3

2

Judges in the selection were

teachers Donald Williams and
Rick Farris, cheerleading head
Nancy Dahlia and three senior

RENT A STATION WAGON

Edgar Neas

Mobil

Bravos Oldsmobile

record

vice: 2:45 p.m., Golf and Mt.

PLAN YOUR VACATION

OURS TO01

Team

Gil's Bulko
Kelly Oldsmobile

p.m. World Famous
Hunting and Fishing, ch. 32

PORT50Ar

SPECIAL RATES

Roger Burke

standings

WAYCINDEN
SENIOR LEAGUE

over Dodge in DesPlaines and

KITCHENS

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

for REPUBLICAN COMMITTEEMAN

League

Art's Shell Service

KEY

PLUS MILEAGE

SCHLICKMAN!

Senior

follow:

ch. 9
9:30

on the winning 440 -yard relay team.

Select Prospect Cheerers

nounced.
The varsity squad includes
juniors Charlie Kreusch of
Arlington Heights and Barb

a fielder's choice.
Johnson's two runs were
scored in the third on a
bases loaded single by Jeff
Wegner.

9:30 p.m. Sports Open Line,

wr

1:30 p.m., Route 62 and Ar-

the overall trophy In his division.

fifth on a walk, an error and

cial, ch. 32
9:00 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26

Mt. Prospect.
M. J. Kelly Oldsmobile:
I p.m., Arlington Heights.
Bravos
Oldsmobile:
1:15
p.m., Barrington.
Charles
Klehm
Nursery:

Varsity and junior varsity
cheerleading squads for Prospect High School have been an-

I

Monday

Wille Hardware: 12:45 p.m.

George Dame is on his way to victory in the midget boys' broad jump. Busse also took the 75 -yard
dash and anchored the winning relay team to take

Shop got its final run in the

to
wins

proved its loop
2-1 this weekend

also must register Saturday.

m., 1565 Ellinwood.
SvobodaiS
Mens
Wear:
11:30 a.m., 1440 Minor.
Johnson's Sporting Goods:
11:45 a.m., 794 Lee St.
Cumberland
Plaza:
12:00,
Northwest Highway.
City Barber Shop: 12:15
p.m., Northwest Highway.
Burchard Cleaners:
12:30
p.m.. Oakton near Lee.

lington Heights Road.
Optimist Club: 1:45 p.m.,
See Will Seefeldt.
Home Owners' Association:
2 p.m. See Paul Augustine.
Number One Suburban Heat hag: 2:15 p.m., Phone sponsor.
D. P. Chiropractors: 2:30
p.m. See Dr. Sargent.
Golf Prospect Mobil Ser-

following a walk to.
Gary Hoschette. City Barber:

Des Plaines

All grade school boys from

Oakton Lawn and Garden:
a.m., Oakton Street east

a.m.,

the

eluded

Golf Prospect

ART'S SHELL Service im-

final

registration will be held Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Lions Park Field House and
Dempster Junior High School.

-"1"81811164S,

ue.

Gil's Bulko Service:

Association's

the

single

Motors

relinquished
one -run
leads twice
Friday
before
bowing 5-4
to
Gil's,
Ellinwood
drew
first blood in the fourth inning with a one -run rally, but
Gil's came up with three
tallies in the top of the
fifth. Ellinwood came back
with three in its half of the
frame, but a two -run sixth
for Gil's scaled the verdict.

Barber
in

M
drove in another
run in the second with a long

rapped out 14 hits and played

Ellinwood

City
came

ball
ground
losers' infield.

Pete's
Standard
winners
as
the

over

Saturday,

a.m., Lee and Oakton Aven-

10:30

victories left
slate, while

inning sparked Gil's to a 16-2

Mobil
Service:
a.m., Oakton and Mt.

10

3-0

a

runs

first inning on a hit, a walk
McWayne
and two errors.
a
single and
led off with
scored on an error by the.
Johnson pitcher. Phil Crabbe
was then hit bye pitch, and:
Les Grove dress a walk. Both scored when Tom Parker's

second -place Kelly Oldsmobile
is
2-0 in league play. An
eight -run outburst in the first

Tobin's

9:30
Prospect Road.
Dodge in DesPlaines:

THREE OF
Shop's

Standard

Pete's

The Mount Prospect Midget

Sportsmen
Barber
Shop:
8:45 a.m., Route 62.
Tony's
Finer
Foods:
9
a.m., Route 62.

the photographer's arrival.
A list of times and locations follows:
Pete's
Standard' Service:

and

Gil's with

futures Scheduled

Team pictures will be taken
for the Waycinden Area Boys'
Baseball League Saturday between 8:15 a.m. and 2:45 p.m.
The team pictures will take

son's.

Service.

Waycinden

jump and led off the winning

Kim Lotherey joined her in the
relay effort Other firsts went
to Nancy Reek in the 50 -yard

Motors

Hurd took the loss for John -

broke

Service

v cc Ellinwood

victories o

winning relay team.
son, and Steve Reynolds divided
JEANNINE Di
SOMMA the remainder of the boy's inand Jane Barnes dominated the termediate
prizes.
Shakon
girls' intermediate competi- sprinted away from the 220 tion for girls 14 to 15, as each yard dash field, while Anderson
took two
individual firsts. won the broad jump, and ReyJeannine, a Prospect Heights nolds captured the high jump.

Ellen Koch of Arlington Heights
took first place in the broad

Bulko

on top in the Waycinden Area
Boys' Baseball Senior League
this weekend with a pair of

yard dash ribbon and the base-

Dr. Karl Siedentop, M.D. - Vice Chairman

BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSN.
Gold Pehlke! Advertisement)

WEATHER

Telephone
2554400

Tbe Prt*Apett ;Dap

Tonight;
Partly
cloudy;
9ance of thundershowers; Low
near 60. Wednesday; Mostly
efoudy; Showers likely; High
in the 70s.
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ist. 7 Votes a Tie to Support Neighboring B
BY BRUCE CUTLER
By a tie vote Dist 57 board of education yes-

terday turned down support of a neighboring
school district

The board defeated a motion to adopt a re-

solution endorsing the efforts of nist. 59 to
establish a teacher training program financed
by the federal government

"As I see it," said Board President William
A Krampert, "This resolution is a grand and
glorious opportunity for us to support a neighboring district

"If the resolution passes.," he said, "this would
enhance their project."

already filed for a grant but it would appreciate

it "would help" Dist. 59 win approval from the

"As I understand it," said Page, "the project

a resolution from Dist. 57 as an indication for

Krampert was the last to vote. He voted no,
along with members George R. Branchle and

area participation."
He said the project would include teacher training and in-service programs for student teachers
and for funds allowing a participating district to

federal government.
The project, requesting a $469,164 grant under

has no costs now and none are anticipated. The
resolution leaves the door open for us to participate later without committing ourselves now."
Whether the projects were self-supporting,
Sahlberg pointed out, depends on what program
the federal government approves. Dist. 59 has

Donald B. Carson.

Voting in favor were members John Page,
Roger A. Johnston and James Ruff. Member
Robert W. Russell was not present at the meeting.

DIST. SUPT. Eric A. Sahlberg explained to the
board that "the board of education in Dist. 59 has

title Ill of the 1965 education act, would innovate programs for other schools within Dists.
214 and 211.

hire consultants, for example.
"Passage of the resolution," he said, "does not

ITS GOAL would be to provide a "linkage"

commit the board to participate or to expend

between the local school district and colleges and

funds."
If the resolution were passed, Sahlberg said,

universities, and Dist. 59 would administer the

A ain for

RIGHT -- John Kilroy
(left) and Henry Szala
are sworn In by village
Berk Richard H. Monroe
as Police and Fire ComapRecently
missioners.
pointed by mayor Daniel
Congreve, they held their
first meeting with Commissioner
P.
Randolph
Bateman last week. The
commission's chief topic
was
the preparation of
for
poadvertisements
licemen and firemen before the development of
for
new eligibility lists
the two departments.

A/C

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
Salvatore' DiMucci Jr. has
requested permission to speak
at tonight's meeting of the
Mount Prospect village board
scheduled to meet in the village hall at 8 p.m.

DiMucci, in his request to

be heard, has listed four subjects for discussion with the
trustees. He wants to talk
about a rejected apartment
Dempster
at
development
and Golf Rd., the village's
$200 sidewalk guarantee or-

dinance

in

new

subdivisions,

1/2 inch versus 5/8 inch dry
wall and the withholding of
building

occupancy

and

per-

mits from his Mount Shire development.

DiMucci's

of a

request

is

one

Three new
chairmen of
committees
in
the
Mount
Prospect
Combined
Appeal
have been named.

Donald W. Laflen, chairman
of the

campaign committee,
nominated the new chairmen

at the meeting last week of the
organization's board, which ap-

Alfred Z. Purzycki will
the

residential

be

committee

chairman and Lee P. Barsi will
head the manpower committee.
Paul Dasso will assume the

LEFT -- P. Randolph
Bateman, of the Mount
Prospect Fire and Police
Commission,
swears
in
Fireman, Stuart McKUlop,

center and Policeman Wil-

meeting.

of Motor Fuel Tax Funds for
the period of Jan. I, 1964

Thomas F. Meagher, a representative
of Continental
Air Transport Co., will appear to present the case for

from Mount Prospect
to O'Hare Field for air travelers.

liam F. Bards, newly ap- Country Gardens Sanitary .Dispointed members of the trict.
Mount Prospect fire and
The vote was 173 in favor,
police departments.
or 76 per cent, and 55, or, 24
per cent opposed.

The next move is for the
Circuit Court of Cook County
to appoint three residents to
serve as district trustees.
Henry G. Zedd, who led
the
district's organizational

drive and in whose garage at

Supreme Court
Denies Hearing
On School Land

Roundup
For The Day

The U S

Supreme Court
yesterday denied a petition to
hear a case involving
the
land where Gregory School
is located
The court denied certiorari in the Schroeder land

The board

has

placed the

money on deposit with the Cook
County treasurer
Attorneys for the Schroe-

der property have appealed to
the
Cook County
Circuit
Court,
the ' U S
District

By United Press International

be from Oct. 21 to 31, while
drive will be
from Oct. I to 15.
Later this month Norman
Waters,
chairman
of the
admissions
committee plans
to finalize a list of participating organizations.
business

specific dollars

and - cents

finite plan
district.

for

the

sanitary

"When the plans are decidon for the district's layout and dollars - and - cents
cost, then a referendum will
again be put to the voters and,
ed

attending park facilities.

In other business, the board
will hear a report from Barrington Trucking Co., the
service

Mount
increases

handling

disposal in
Prospect, concerning
in operating costs.

COPIES of the police and

ports:

ing final audit approval.

board and placed on file pend-

A report from
attorney

and

the village
finance director

FINANCE: Recommenda - concerning the bonds of mundons
of scavenger licenses icipal officials will be prefor Barrington Trucking Co. sented.

JUDICIARY: House numto be painted by public

bers

works

A lengthy report from Con-

department. Annexation of new school area, School
Dist. 59, (Oliver
Wendall

soer,

Lonnquist Blvd. Presentation
Colonial Heights Additions 12 and 13 subdivision
plats, second reading of an
ordinance for the northeast
corner of Westgate.

ity

Townsend covering

the

need for a lift station in Elk

Ridge Villa to relieve floodHolmes Junior High School) ing problems caused by Util-

of

PUBLIC HEALTH AND

beauty shop ordinances.
Sidewalks for school
children on Kensington between
and

-

in vicinity of Commonwealth
Edison property for children

audit will be submitted to the

First reading of
swimming
pool
ordinance.
First reading of barber shop

estimates of costs and a de-

Wheeling Rds.
along Busse Rd.

FROM standing committees
will come the following re-

SAFETY:

"Now we have the power to
go to engineering firms to get

Sidewalks

fire department pension fund

and awning regulations.

chairmanship of the Randhurst committee.
The board also tentatively
set the dates for its appeal
this fall, pending permission
from the village board.
According to present plans
the residential campaign will

Wilshire and

Sewer and
sewers in the

Water

area, will

Co.
be

presented to the board.
Townsend,
the
Consoer,
enginvillage's
consulting
eering firm, will also pre-

sent a report on the total cost
of a comprehensive storm
and sanitary sewer survey in
the

village. This

pected to be

in

cost is ex-

the area of

$12,000.

What's
Your
Gripe?
type or print

they can vote whether they
want to support a bond issue."

Candidates'
Views to be

Published
Between now and the June

14 primary elction, The Day
will print statements concernand platforms

ing the views
of candidates.

All candidates

Surveyor Still Sending Moon Photos
PASADENA - America's Surveyor -One is again sendpictures. back from the lunar surface. The sixth

ing

series of photos were being sent across space despite
the extreme 260 degree heat of the lunar high noon.
Scientists at

the Jet

Propulsion

Lab

at

Pasadena

slowed down the picture taking because of the heat.
Nearly 3,000 photos of the moon's surface have been
sent to earth since the
Thursday morning.

Surveyor Idnded early last

Ambush May Speed Rights Bill

WASHINGTON -- The sniper -ambush of James MerCourt and the U S Court of edith has raised the possibility of swifter action on PreAppeals before
asking the sident Johnson's new Civil Rights bill. The shooting
U S Supreme Court for re- incident brought a shocked outcry from many members
lief
of Congress and from the President. Meredith was
These attorneys have indicated they well continue to
appeal their case

through Dec. 31, 1965. This
report is to be placed on file
with the village clerk.

BUILDING: first reading
of an ordinance defining sign

Prospect Heights residents 20 Stonegate Drive West the
voted to form a sanitary dis- election was held, said "at
trict Saturday.
last we have a legal entity."

About 50 per cent of the

Illinois concerning the status

service

Sanitary District
Approved by Voters
voters
registered
approved
a
referendum to create the

Illinois Commerce Com-

mission last week at which
time
Continental
requested
permission to open routes
from Barrington to O'Hare.
The
board
will receive

audit reports from the state of

the

proved his recommendations.

A hearing was held before
the

long list of items confronting trustees at tonight's

Combine Appeal Posts
Awarded 3 Residents

est and court costs

the teacher training project, it would have had to
later vote to participate in any program.

project.

Di Mucci on A erida

Hands Up!
New Faces
Sworn In

case and upheld the opinion of
the U S Court of Appeals
The case originated in 1959
after the board of education
in Dist 57 had condemned the
Schroeder
land for school
property
A jury awarded Schroeder $207,083 33, which totaled
$280,956 10 after adding inter-

proposed six.
Had the board passed the resolution supporting

wounded yesterday as he walked along a lonely Mississippi highway on a march to inspire more Negro
voting.

to

submit
publication.

arc invited
statements
for

Statements will not be edited, but they must conform to

f.
Name

good taste and should deal with
the issues involved.

YOB BOP.

They should be typed, double spaced, and submitted to

Address

itt1111

Print my name

Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

(check one)

Heights.

Initials only please

School Work
The uncompleted work at two
Dist. 26 schools will be the top
item at the board of education's
meeting tonight.
Winston
Harwood,
Dist.
Supt. said the school architect

will be present to disunfinished work , at Riv-

Elecdoa *Age Milton Stelubraker, 1S3 Garden
Lase, accepts a ballot from Mrs. Charles Kies Hag, 9 Glenbrook Rd. In the Country Gardens
Sanitary District referendums. About SO percent of

the registered voters turned out Saturday to approve
the first sanitary district in Prospect Heights by a

er Trails Junior High School

three -to -one margin.. Henry G. Zedd provided
polling place by converting his garage at

and Indian Grove School.

Stonegate Drive West.

cuss

the
20

Cut out coupon, paste on postcard, 'wail

to

Gripe Editor, The Day, 217 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights, IU.

Do you have a complaint you want to get off of your chest?
Here's your chance to let off steam ... and get paid for it.
Use the accompanying coupon and in 25 words or less air your
pet peeve and mail it to the. Gripe Editor, Day Publications,
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. If we print
it, we'll pay you S2. Even if we. don't you'll have the satisfaction of unloading a beef. So, cre on. Gripe.
A
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Dist. 57 Votes to. Join
Special Education Program
An agreement with the North-

west Suburban Special Education. Organization was approved

by Dist. 57 board of education
last hight.

On the advice of its attorney,
Louis Ancel, that the agreement
was "in satisfactory form,"

Michael Price (right), portraying Justice Delancey In a play about John
Peter Zenger, listens judiciously to Justice Philipse, played by Philip Tar
rant. The two actors are in the 21-mlember sixth grade Drama Club of
Euclid School. Directed by Eare Goldsmith, the Zenger play was the dub's
second this year. America's freedom of the press is credited with having
grown from the trial of Zenger for libel half a century before the American
Revolution.

schoo ' district pays for trans- WESCO bills each district for
porting these pupils are re- the number of pupils it sends
imbursed by the state.

SERVICE

STATION

to special education classes.

"At the beginning of each

DIST. 57 has 26 children school year," commented J.C.

in special education classes,
he said, and they are trans-

Busenhardt, business manager,
"all school districts sign an

mously adopted it.

ported at a cost of $46 a pupil agreement

Sahlberg outlined the insurance coverage for transporta-

a

tififtif school children attending

year.
$1,224.

The

yearly cost

to accept each
financial
statements,

others
which they then do without any
-He noted that all the school trouble."
is

gives you more gallons for your dollar.

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times Come in and see Jim O'Byrne.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL_

810 E. RAND RD.

season's

A Safety Patiol party will
held at Busse School on
Wednesday. from 2 to 5 p.m.
for 125 pupils who served on
patrol for the past school year.
The party sponsored by the
Busse School PTA, Mrs. F.
Witbroad, Safety Chairman, is
being supervised by Miss Joan
Seiger, physical ed. teacher in

Loaded

????

1964PONTIAC GRAND PRIX.
Mint

1964-10 PASS. FORD
Cty Squire

Nice

1964 TEMPEST 6 CYL.

$895

Sport Coupe Low Low

????

1963 LINCOLN CONVERTIBLE
Full Power - Air

$1995

500 Tudor

$

1963 VOLKSWAGEN
2 -Door Sed

1 695

FORD FAIRLANE WAGON$1 195
1963Re

.

$995

4 -Dr Auto P. Steer. & Brk.

$995

and Mr. and Mrs, H. Gray
MRS. RONALD

Officer Ralph Timm discovered someone had placed
the garden hose into Kostka's mail box and turned
the water on.

Milburn, Lincoln Paving

for REPUBLICAN COMMITTEEMAN

JOhn Woods

Schlicknnan

,

William C. Larson
John Koeppen, Jr.
Mrs. R. (Beth) Robbins

Endorsed by
WHEELING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
(Paid Paliatal Advertisement)

Gabbard

performance of
Too Late."

"Never

were her
hosts at Old Orchard Country
Club where they saw an eyeing

4 -Dr Wagon. Clean

$695

be

consider-

Li51.

assess-

ment No. 66 were opened at
the last meeting of the board.

referred to the
engineer and finance director
for study and consideration.
Low
bidder was Allied
Asphalt, with a total construction price of 532,042.90.
Allied would start the work
were

this area.

were

Milwaukee will become the

Co $4811,1p;, ,4pck home of the' Samuefscins, and
RgailconstructronCo, it will be off to Switz

$33,744.65 and Arcole Midwest of Evanston, 536,820.60.

PR
PRICE

Ahnquist is director of music

THEY called it a "weekend",
but it was a six day long holiday of fun in Bakersfield,
Calif., where Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Liebenow went by
plane to see a new grandchild, Robin Allison, born

March 9 to Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Coke Smith.
Members of The South
the pair felt

somewhat like they were on a
busman's holiday, as for one

Ind., for Mr: and Mrs. Gabbard and their children early

Baptist Church in Bakersfield
choir director.
For the second time in
several weeks the Liebenows
had a weekend guest from

Longxuyen, So. Viet Nam. She

Lam Thi Nhuong,
"Nina", an: exchange student
just gradnated fron Kokomo,
is

Ind., High school and introducvia long distance to the
Mount Prospect Liebenows by
Gilbert's nephew, a teacher

ed

in August.

Members of the Mount Prospect Board of Local Improve-

THE GRADUATION
from
village Prospect High School of David
McMahon
brought
his
mother
president. They will meet in the and father, the Richard T.
village hall prior to tonight's McMahons back to Mount
regular meeting of the village Prospect last week. Here
they are guests of Richard's
board.
ment are the six
trustees and village

in Viet Nam.

On her way home, Vina was
here

to

be

the

Liebenows'

guest on excursions to several
of Chicago's cultural
including its museums.

"I believe ...
Government can be both effective and economy -

minded ...
Conservative budgeting of governmental expenditures is the best way to reduce taxes and excessive

of all the people in his district. His service to

regulation ...

the community has already been outstanding as

Freedom can be preserved only through a belief

man, president of the Mt. Prospect Jaycees, Mt.

in individual liberty and our free enterprise
system ...

Prospect Park District Finance committee member

Those who are less fortunate must be helped,

and other civic activities.

and create a welfare state."

but not through programs which destroy initiative

Here are just ae few of the issues Dave
Regner feels are of immediate importance:

Dave Regner is no newcomer to the political scene.

Ira The passage of the Revenue Article to be
L:=1 presented to voters in November.

1955. Today he is Deputy Committeeman for the

aAn extension of voting hours to 8 p.m. so

Regular Republican Organization of Elk Grove

that suburban voters will have a true opportunity to cast their ballots.

accountant and tax consultant will enable him to

Require the Governor to present his budget

31-71

- to the General Assembly by February 15. All
representatives should have more time to
study and evaluate the budgetary requests.

a

Codify township statutes to remove archaic

- provisions and simplify them for proper

Dave Regner has already achieved a high degree

usage in our modern society.

of recognition in his 35 years. He was selected

EnConsolidate data processing facilities to
eliminate duplication and waste.

as an outstanding local president and an outstanding state vice president by Illinois Jaycees.

Promote a greater degree of cooperation be
tween the Chicago Sanitary District and the
State Sanitary Water Board for alleviation
of flood conditions.

He Is the holder of numerous JC outstanding
service awards. He is vice president of the Cook
County Township Auditors Association, and was

Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,

selected for the 1965 edition of "Outstanding

50,000 Mile Factory Used Car GuaranteellWe 're
the Good Guys with NO Hats!!

Young Men Of America."

x
CL 3-5000

rehearsal until Septem-

where their son-in-law is the

TIME for excellence

$1395

dessert party following the

Lynch, and Mrs. Kenneth
Samuelson who like Mrs.

phait

State of Illinois.

A Beautiful Red Dreamboat
Looking Far A Home

a

service
they "joined"
the
choir of the Chester Avenue

from Mayer Paying, prieL.Asr.

will

1962 YOLKS CONVERTIBLE.... $895

1961 T BIRD CONVERTIBLE

Wednesday night when Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent Ahnquist gave

Mrs. E. D. Krop, Mrs. Jack

sessments,

to the proposal.
Other bids received

Dave Regner is a man with the time and desire

put a practiced eye on the financial status of this

TODAY'S SPECIAL

MEMBERS of The South
Church Choir ended a year
of singing on a happy note

Church Choir,
These included Mrs. Harvey Theilgaard, Mrs. Arthur
Stevens, Mrs. Walter Ost,

within 20 days and complete Gabbard and her family will
it within 90 days, according soon be moving away from

They

Don Stratton
Herman Haenisch
Boyd Saum

closely with Mrs.
in church activities

Four bids for the continuation of Milburn and Lincoln
Sts. through to Mount Prospect Rd., through special asMbOnt 'PrnSPeet
cal Improvements.
Bids
on
special

Eugene F.

Jack Keefer
OURS TOOT
John Gillen
George Harris
Melvin Kurtz

'.

elaborate egg -scrambler
process, where
step-by-step eggs
were
broken,
salted, peppered, scrambled and finally cooked. Other Rube Goldberg exhibits
by sixth graders Included an Alka-Selzer ' mixer, a tooth paste squeezer and a
skit for eliminating unwanted teachers.

SCHLICKMAN!

a

dinner -theater party June 'I.
Six women who have worked

Lori Ruble cooks a scrambled egg during Westbrook School's Rube Goldberg Day. Gary Sburpek next to her adjusts a' catch-all can and the end of an

OUR MAN -

Gabbard

was the guest of honor at

Township. His business experience as a private

1962 RAMBLER

David is planning to return

for the church.

the
Donald
Kirk Whites,

relatives

Monmouth, Ill.

Strachan.

He has been active in the Republican Party since:

1963 FORD CUSTOM

George

included

from Peoria, Springfield, and

Mr. and Mrs. David Wilson

TIME for experience
VS - Stick

the

Guests

served and awards made for

d

1963 FORD FAIRLANE.

The two week vacation for

final
ber.

liam.

it's lime nor

Nei Work for the election of the entire Repub.
1.111

x

DAVE REHR

ft's time for El
DAVE REGNER
(Paid Naas' Paherthwimil)

owned

the McMahons was highlighted
with a graduation party his

Nick
Rowcs,
Springers, the

4:30 a.m. by the sound of water dripping in the basement
of his house at 112 S. Wil-

formerly

in Mount Prospect.

will

Elk Grove Township auditor, March of Dimes chair-

$895

Basnik,

the Harry Hansons, Mr. and
Mrs. William Limpinsel, Mr.
, and Mrs. Jack Roberts, the

to serve you. He will be a full-time representative

1965 FORD CUSTOM

couple

McMahon's Dry Goods Store

to this area in the fall when
he will enter Loyola University in Chicago.

Busses, the Patrick Donovans,

TIME for service
1965 MUSTANG HARDTOP

the

guests included this time.

Roy Abel, Mr. and Mrs. Gil-

$1895

1964 VOLKSWAGEN SUN ROOF$1095

Prospect

erate an Imperial 400 Motel,'

aunts gave for David June 4.

bert

Sunday he was awakened at

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN $2295

Mount

sisters, Miss Dorothy and
Miss Janc McMahon.
Now residents of Lake.
Charles, La., where they op-

Dance Club affairs Saturday
night. The dinner dance took
place at Chevy Chase Country
Club for the 85 couples with no
Gathering beforehand at the

James G. Kostka told police

$2295

also included a
luncheon,
dinner

Baehrs' were Mr. and Mrs.

Sea Mail

A-1

which

A few close friends were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Baehr before the last of this

years of service.

1966 MUSTANG HARDTOP

Friday night foiind the 10
touring China Town. a part of
the planned convention activi-

day.

Patrol Boys
Have Party

'

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Joern, and the Jack McLeans.

dance Saturday night, and a
brunch and meetings on Sun-

The movie "Dog of Flanders"
be shown, refreshments

our Drivin !!

At least five Mount Prospect coupls spent last weekend at:
tending the Illinois State Lions Club Convention at the Sherman House in Chicago. They are Mr. W. R. Wingfield, soon to
be installed as president of the Mount Prospect Lions Club and
Mrs. Wingfield, the Walter Schroedcrs, the Robert Baileys,

Saturday

charge of patrol.

In

Wonderful Weekend

ties

be

BULK®

By Grace Mott

special education classes and districts participating in the
the limits of liability it im- joint special education classes
posed on the board...
billed NSSEO for the classes
He said that under a new fed- they conducted.
eral I w 80 per cent of what a
In turn, he continued, NOR-

and after Dist. Supt. Eric A.
Sahlberg explained -the transportation insurance of the
agreement, the board pnani-

race's Daze

lican Party slate in November.

x

ifs me for

DAVE REGNER

spots,

The Day's Prospects

Your Child Need Not
'Live With' a Problem
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

As the child grows to 6 or 7
months he needs to exercise
his entire muscular system by

(Second of Iwo parts)

Eye -hand coordination is important in any age level.
Dealing with this problem, the center has developed

not only the ability to persuade the very young to rehabilitate themselves, but older people suffering from
seemingly chronic disabilities, to improve.
When a child is small, at the early age of 16 weeks, he should
be aware of his hands as a means of expression through simple

as

mobiles into

training

he

development. He can be helped
with the aid of therapy and can
to adjust the muscles
by exercises done with assistance
from trained perlearn

view, attracting the child and
aid his co-ordination by placbells or other attractive
noise makers on his shoes.

ing

'

walk well, may be a child who
has not had the proper hand -

needed at the proper time of

hands to hold items and his eyes to move t6 other things.

objects such

THE CHILD who does not

.

visual -muscular

acts of holding blocks, clapping, and viewing the objects he
holds He should be allowed to try feeding himself. As these
simple tasks are accomplished the child may then allow his
At this time the parents
should begin to help in visual
education by bringing moving

crawling, rolling; and exploration of his surroundings.

sonnel and his family at home.

In child training as in anything else supervision

the

is

''' ''''

most important step in the ad-

justment to adult life and the
it brings. The
experiences
eyes in reading may not coordinate properly,,causing sight
to hinder learning. By means
of astute and personal diognostic help the child may
his handicap enovercome

tirely or improve it to within
a normal range.
Visual improvement means
combetter learning, new
prehension and easier learning experience. Myopia, or
nearsightedness, can be helped

if detected and treated early.
Reasearch on this disease is
being conducted by the Govern-

ment as well as being treated
right in the area by up to date
methods.

IN MANY

Since the birth of The Prospe ct Day many other newcomers
have joined the area. They include:

Susan Ellen Milnamow, born

and Mrs. Irma O'Rourke.
April 18 to Mr. and Mrs. John
Vicki Beth Wegerer

view.

grand parents, M. and Mrs.
Henry Heins and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Hildebrandt. Susan also
has a great -great grandmother
living in Cliidigo. "I I mu t 71
Midliele Ann 'LlEilasi "Bbin

Milt' 9c6 Mr aridN'tS:Ribb:
atd' Ublato 'of MAint. Prdspect:
Grandparents arc Mr. and

Mrs Robert LoSassos of Des
Plaines and Mr and Mrs. Maisel Stanley of Chicago.

Darling Ann Daryk born May

5 to Mr and Mrs. C. Derrell
Darling, Mount Prospect. The
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Thomas, Clinton, Ill.,

born

May 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Wegerer of Mount Prospect has 3 sisters, Mary 7,
Julie 2,

and Amy 4,

and

a

brother, Mark 10. Her grandparents are Mrs. Martha Morford of Chicago and Mr. and
Mrs.

Susan Grace Kunz born April

29 to Mr and Mrs. Fred Kunz,
Mount Prospect. Her grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Harold Hildebrandt of Arlington
heights and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred V Kunz of Rolling Meadows Susan has 2 sets of great

Schools in the area require
certain physical and dental
examinations. They conduct

L.

S.

mont, Ill.
Elinor Ann

Wegerer, West-

Bradley, born

May 15 to Mr. and Mrs. Kent
L. Bradley of Mount Prospect

A

tive or preventive treatment.
As stated
in yesterday's

article which explained the advantages offered by this clinical center, each child is treat-

ed as an individual with pat -

Girl Scout Troop
453 will receive 20 new mem,
at 7 p.m., tonight at
Fairview School.
A re -dedication Ceremony

ahue, Jerry
Gibson and

Agimian, Debby
Patricia Clancy.

hers

and Court of Awards also will

THE GIRLS plan a camping
trip for three days at Happy
Hollow, Wis. and a side trip

be held.

to Lake Geneva.

THE TROOP
ended
the
year with a fashion show held

Their May dinner climaxed
long preparation for the Court
of Awards. The three patrols
accepted
the
Challenge of

last Saturday.

The patrols lead by Nancy

the

Mutert, Lizanne Mason and
Linda Ann Gafford have completed the requirements for
and Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Brad- their Grooming Badge. At
ley of Avon, Ind:
the
Mount Prospect ComSusan Leslie Cromer, born
munity Center,
this show
May 18 to Mr. and Mrs. Earle featured fashions from SpiegGr,Cromer Jr. of Mount Pros- lers in Des Plaines.
pece: Grnndjiareris nk LMT, arid"
Mtiderator for the show
MIT 664 .:oriiege;)IiehrliAd,': was Patricia Moore.
All memIll., and Mrs. Earle 9. Cro- beri'of the troop were models.
mer Sr. of Anna Maria, FlOri- Entertainment included Linda
da.
Ellen Terese O'Connor born Gafford, Sharon Elmore and
May 27 to Mr. and Mrs. James Linda Heath playing guitars.
Bamboo stick band included
O'Connor ofProspect Meadows,
Mary Beth Costello, Mary
Mount Prospect. She has three
sisters Karen, age 7, Gail, 4, Beth Wilkenson, Ginny Stevand Kathleen, 6. Grandmother ens, Mary Phillips and Julie
is Mrs. F. O'Connor of Chi- Willging. Serving formal tea
and qnch were Barbara Don cago.

handicapped is

accom-

Muscular coordination and visual training are part of
the program.

Dependability.
The
Social
prerequisites
to
completion

of this challenge take 6 months
to one year to fulfill, incorporating group entertaining,
table setting, correct social
manners and how to be a good
guest.
The
three
patrols
feted one parent and completed
the requirements at the May
dinner which included some 58
participants.
The leaders of the troop

ience and understanding. The
child is the center's first intrest, then the problem and
its solution.

aware of facilities in the area Here is a helping, working unit
of which you may take advan- for those who need it. We hope

tage if the need arises.
IN THE rush of the
in which we live the

by making you aware of this
world clinical center you, your chil-

Again, as stated, this in no
"little
way is an advcrtisment for any things" are important and
one place or staff but rather is should not be written off as
a public service making you
something to bc"iived with".

dren or anyone in need of care
may receive the aid offered.

For further information call
392-8400.
PINT CARTON

FANCY

st f r Tr p 453

Cadette

family's first child.
Grandparents are Dr. George
W. Slagle, Battle Creek, Mich.,
is

speech and sight testing under
direction of the staff, but it

is up to you as the parent to
follow though with the correc-

.Busy Times, Ahead

New Arrivals
P Milnamow of Mount Prospect Her sister Barbara Ann
is 2 Susan is the new granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. William T Anderson, Arlington
Heights and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Wallace Milnamow of Glen-

disabilities in her child. That
is the reason this article is
being printed.
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Aid for perceptively visually
plished by visual therapy.

a

mother is not aware of these

Oetp AT HOME
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instances

nahl

CREAM

VALENCIA

SHERBET

OR

Mrs.

Costello,
Vice
the Northwest
Council of Girl Scouts.
John
President of

St. Raymond
Luncheon
St.

ICE

California

Popular Flavors

oranges

ThriltyPak Brand

CHOICE

Dozen

SPECIALS THRU SAT., JUNE 11th
1/2 -CAL. CTN. 69c

Raymonds

Catholic
Women's Club luncheon will
be held at the Nordic Hills

Country Club Wednesday at
I p.m.

The theme will be "Daisys
Won't Tell".

Mrs. Pat Gordon is luncheon chairman. Mrs. M. DinktIkamp and Mrs. M. Rozdifri
are ticket chairmen.

For further information regarding tickets call CI 5-1482

arc Mrs. Donald Rogers and or CI 3-4881.

and Mrs Edna Darling, Mattoon, Ill
Douglas Gordon Baker born

8 to Mr and Mrs. Henry
Barker, Jr of Mount Pros I Their grandfather is Henry
Barker Sr of Beverly Hills,
Calif
William Leslie O'Rourke
'

born May 8, first son to Mr.
and Mrs Leslie E. O'Rourke

Recommended by the

BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

NOVOTNY
For GOP COMMITTEEMAN

of Mount Prospect. His sisters
are Celia and Sharon. Grand-

parents are Mr. and Mrs. C.
L Harrells of Selma, Ala -

(Phone 392-7624 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

ONE MAN - ONE JOB
(Paid Political Advertisomen, )

I SO
Now you.can have the ultimate in
- ground burial protection for
your family ... at reasonable cost in
above

The New Garden
Mausoleum At Memory Gardens
-

What Is Dying?

The finest memorial property you can buy lea dignified, aboveground crypt in the beautiful, new Garden Mausoleum now being
built at Memory Gardens. Here is the strongest protection possible against nature's forces - the finest granite, steel and reinforced concrete, combined In magnificent buildings designed to
endure through the ages.

I am standing upon the seashore.

as large in mast and hull and

white sails to the morning breeze

and just as able to bear her load

property.

destination. Her diminished size

now being offered In the Chapel Mausoleum, first section to be

A ship at my side spreads her

and starts for the blue ocean.
She is an object of beauty and

strength, and I stand and watch
her until at length she is only a
ribbon of white cloud just where
the sea and sky come to mingle
with each other. Then someone

at my side says: "There she's
gone!" Gone where? Gone from

my sight-that is all. She is just

spar as when she left my side,

of living freight to the place of
is in me-not in her. And just at
the moment when someone at

my side says, "There, she's

gone!" - There are other voices
ready to send up the glad shout:
"There! She has arrived!"-And
that, my friends, is what dying
means.

-Author Unknown

The one purchase every family has to make is memorial

You will provide Immediate and lasting security for
yourself and your family by making this important purchase
now at Memory Garden's Mausoleum. Memorial crypts are
completed.

Buy Now At Special Pre -Completion Prices
At Memory Gardens, you can own a modern mausoleum crypt
for no more than the cost of a comparable cemetery plot and
burial. You may choose from a complete selection of single or
companion crypts at substantial savings while our special pre completion prices are in effect. A Monthly Payment Plan is
offered for your convenience. There is never any extra charge
for perpetual care and maintenance.

We urge you to investigate the advantages and moderate
cost of our above -ground mausoleum crypts today. For a free,
beautifully illustrated brochure describing the new Garden Mausoleum at Memory Gardens, nn out and mall this coupon today.

WITH THIS COUPON

MEMORY GARDENS and mausoleums
2601 E. Euclid Ave..
Arlington Heights, Illinois

XWELL

255-1010

Messers. Don Sakalis and John
Philippe are known authors . . .
authors of the newest and finest
funeral home in N.W. Suburbs.

H lei

MR. WILLIAMJ. PAILEY
Memory Gardens,
2601 E. Euclid Avenue, Arlington flgts., IlL

COFFEE

1717 RAND ROAD DES PLAINES, ILL.

CITY

824-0166
24 Hour Ambulance Service.

Akk,4aittag..

This Offer Good Thru Sat., June 11th, 1966

IkICED

ADDRESS

ZONE

STATE

For Immediate Need Call CL 5-1010

HOUSE

AD -1

Dear Mr. Palley:
Please send me your free illustrated brochure and complete
Information on Memory Garden's new Garden Mausoleum.

NAME

MAXWELL

BEEF LIVER

Arlington Market Plaza
900 Kensington
Arlington Heights

e

ice

YOUNG

"seas

The Grove shopping Center
Art.. Hgts. ltd. and Westerfield
silk

Grove Village

.;: .Wies

cev
Dear Kid:

That was pretty wise of you
to have that fellow Bruce Hubbard write a letter in your
defense.

Out ageors iivirble 69 re-

port

Bruce

feet

six

is

six

inches an* 193 pounds. This
makes him the final authority
on many subjects.

The Arlington High School
senior is a letterman in both
is

basketball,

and

football

he

a "most valuable" and an

"all

and

conference"

win-

ayFmk-E. Von Arx
amazing

The

thing,

is that a smart lad like Bruce

there he will learn the facts

does

of life on the Big Ten field
of muscle building.

Bruce objects to being pia:-

ed on a rung of the

social
below the

ladder somewhere

President of the United States.

He doesn't even admit that

the kids who look no further
down the road tlthn their convertible and their next hand-

kid,

Bruce is going to Northwestern University in fall and

not know his aims in

life are more than a red convertible and a life of luxury.

out.

Bruce may think he is on
the opposite side of rho fence
right now, but after 10 or '20
years of paying the freight and
carrying the ball on a 'working rung of the ladder he may
succumb to the urge of writing a "Dear Kid" letter him-

He should realize that we
adults are smart enough to
$6,000,000
mortgage those

high schools for 20 years so

he can get in on the fun of

rung might be below his teachers.

paying for them.

This is surprising, because
Bruce is a straight "A" stu-

What Bruce is going to discover in 'later life and what us
adults already know is that
we don't really need the kids.
The point Some Day is mak-

self some day..

ing is

that long after we are
gone, Bruce and all the other

as a kid. He's not.

thinkers

What we need are more men,

dent and ranks at the top of

ner of the Knute Rockne A-

his class. Some Day has been

ward. All these credentials
must excuse Bruce for the
Cardinals not beating York,
but you can never tell about
those things.

or twice has a straight "A"

receiving reports on students
for 150 years and only once

report

blessed

the

house-

hold.

The truth

is,

Bruce at

6-6

and a straight "A" has got
to stop thinking of himself

We don't

and workers are
still going to be stuck with

need

the

kids.

like Bruce.

9TA321711.TM",aa`.',:.74%.*1:7:::=Iti:.rtZi:s';;

Vantage Point

. . .

Philip Hauser is the controversial educator
who wrote the caustic "Hauser Report" on the

stating that in order to qualify, the Mississippi
district must comply to a list of federal regula-

Chicago Public School System.
It is the Hauser Report that is as much respon-

tions that amount to control of the school system.
This promise might not be too shocking to staid
and apathetic suburbanites who don't really care

sible as any other factor for the leaving of Dr.
Benjamin C. Willis.
Hauser recently attended a conference in Wash-

about how the federal government controls the

ington at the White House on education and civil
rights. He reported on the conference on ';Night
.,,- Line," WBBM's Sunday night talk show featuring
John Galloway.
Those who fear federal intervention into local

They are comfortable and satisfied that they
have escaped the trials and tribulations of bad

schools in Mississippi.
schools.

Their apathy is demonstrated every time there
is a school referendum.

school systems would do well to consider Dr.
PERHAPS Hauser's second suggestion will jar
them into action. He seriously suggests that the

FIRST, it must be remembered that Dr. Hauser's basic promise is that local school systems
cannot possibly provide the alityof education a-

Chicago and suburban school districts be combined into one, gigantic metropolitan school sys-

cross the board that is requir4l.
Hauser admits that some hoot systems, those
backed by heavy assessed ytaluations and spending

large amounts for each student, can make the
grade. But the majority, he point out, can't.

Hauser's point is that a school system in, for
instance, Arlington Heights is excellent. It has
the financial backing and does the job, educationally. The same size school district in Mississippi, Hauser contends, serving the same socioeconomic strata of students, does not have the

backing financially to provide equal education.

HAUSER believes it is the right and the responsibility of the federal government to step in
and raise the level of the Mississippi district to
that of the one in Arlington Heights.
Perhaps, just perhaps, this is a concept that has

some merit.

However, Hauser goes beyond by

And if the Hauser report is to be given credence, this is indeed a low educational level.

IN JUSTIFYING his grandiese plans for one
sprawling school system serving Chicago and the
suburbs, Hauser points to the Greater Metropolitan Sanitary District.

Hauser says that the sanitary sewer disposal
problem is too big for just the city to solve, thus
a metropolitan sanitary district, pulling together
the resources of the city and the suburbs is nec-

"What scares me is-he wants the new 'Tijuana Brass,'
too!"

essary.

Hauser's latest ideas concerning schools.
n

by Jack Vandermyn

tem with single board control.

This approach, Hauser maintains, will bring
the Chicago inter -city schools up to par with the
suburban districts.
To offset the loss of assessed valuation in the
high price districts, Hauser recommends that the
federal government step in and provide the funds
to raise the sum money behind each student.

HAUSER maintains that such a plan, if set up
under rigid federal controls, will pour hundreds
of millions of federal dollars into Chicago's
schools and allow them to upgrade their education.

Hauser's belief is that such a plan will bring
the Chicago system up to the level of the suburban systems. Our belief is that it will drag the

Then, Hauser asks the emotion -charged question, "Is not education as important as disposing
of sewage?"

HAUSER'S ideas might appear ridiculous, to
many. However, they have just had an airing in
the White House. They have the backing of the

Vro5pert ;)ap

liberal establishment.
And they have something else going for them.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

They have the apathy of suburbanites ... and apathy that is vividly demonstrated every time active participation is sought in school affairs.

We hope that this edge Hauser and his liveral
forces have does not provide the Washington

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

some of these systems down our throats.

If the Hauser movement does pick up support
in Washington, as it appears to be doing, the
answer is for suburbanites to rally together now
. .
to demonstrate their beliefs in local auton.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

suburban districts down to the educational level of

It makes much better sense to show interest
now rather than surprise later when our schools

the inter -city schools.

arc snatched away.

A Church That Heals Through Prayer

William J. Kiedalsch

What About Tally Ho?
In' our news columns last week was a

story by reporter George Hamilton on
the abandoned apartment building project at Algonquin and Busse Rds. that
with the light-hearted name of Tally Ho.

A church which differs from
all other churches' in that it

Today with its boarded windows, sagging gutters and general air of neglect,

relies on prayer for the healing of disease, reformation of

it stands partly completed amid rubbish
-strewn fields a bleak monument to the

character and the solving of all
human problems of discord is
the First Church of Christ
Scientist at 401 South Ever-

financial tragedy that overtook the Mar-

green in Arlington Heights.

This New England Colonial

of red brick with white trim
has graced this corner since
1954.

A wide entrance separates
the main sanctuary from the
Clerks office and Board Room.
Large, white doors open into a
restful, white auditorium which

gold curtains form a backdrop
behind the lectern. Two large
chairs for the Readers occupy
the rest of the raised platform.
Sunlight sparkles through the
many paned, colonial windows

The First Church of Christ Scientist

round tables all sized to fit the
children.
All the tables are
The Christian Science Mon-

bright and cheerful with many itor "designed to injure no
geraniums blooming on the win- man and to bless all mankind"
dow sills.
is known throughout the world
for its truthful reporting and
IN 1879, Mary Baker Eddy outstanding editorials.
It
organized the first Church of remains a family newspaper
Christ Scientist, and in 1892 free from the sordid and sen-

the

textbook,

Science

Sci-

and

Health With Key to the Scrip -

.lures, along with many other
books.

Mrs. Eddy was born near
Concord, New Hampshire and
as a young woman had unusual
interest in religious

subjects.

In 1866 she edited the Christian Science Journal which was
a monthly, soon followed it
with the Christian Science Sen-

tinal -- a weekly, - and finally established the Chris-

tian Science Monitor, a daily
newspaper.

construction

problem

that caused the collapse of the project.
The problem was financial

--

unbelievable fiscal foulup that

an almost
left

in-

vestors and contractors holding an emp-

is

at a

Surely Tally Ho can be salvaged. There
clearing away the debris of mechanics'
liens

and

other

attachments

cumber the project.

that

en-

And surely there

are enough brains and legal talent in
this community to find such a way.

When do you cross the line between
a brush -fire and full-scale war?
In this post -Hiroshima age, it is,

far fewer than those sent to the European

location so the corner lots on presumably, when the major powers beSouth Evergreen were pur- gin unleashing their formidable stores
chased in 1950 and Sunday of nuclear weapons. Anything short of
Services and Sunday School that qualifies as "limited" war.

partment of Defense, some 600,000 tons
of bombs are planned to be dropped on
Viet Nam, North and South, this year.

clustered around a main lec-

ence movement and author of

rather escapes us.)
It was not a

Limited War?

A large Sunday School room
occupies
the entire
lower
floor.
It is fitted with large,

of the Christian

(This

latter action is now a matter for some
recrimination, but why this should be so

has to be a legal and satisfactory way of

in the service.

leader

They were later

premium in the building industry, desThe logical and sensible course for
troying the handiwork of hundreds of the village administration to follow is
man hours strikes us as being irrespon- to stop rehashing the ' mistakes (to
sible, even irrational.
choose the kindest term) that have
At the outset the building plans must brought Tally Ho to its present sorry
have been seasonably sound. They were state and approach the matter of co{
approved by the County Board before the recting them constructively.

nished, open off of the white
platform, and it is here the
Readers and soloist stay until
it is time for them to appear

Mass. She is the founder and

Mount Prospect.

approved by the village board.

But we cannot believe thP.t the Village

At a time when skilled labor

semi -vaulted ceiling.
Three
small rooms, cheerfully fur-

the present
in Boston,

by

ty bag.
It isn't reasonable to believe that the
people who hold liens on the buildings
wouldn't much rather realize a percentage of the money coming to them
than lose it all to the wrecking cranes
and bulldozers.

to us would be wantonly wasteful.

and gold lights hang from a

successor -Mother Church

land on which they stand was annexed

shall Savings & Loan Co.
Not only does it present a dreary,
disheartening aspect to the traffic that
passes the busy intersection, but it represents a real menace to anyone, particularly children, who might happen to
wander among its uncovered manholes
and flooded excavations.

of Mount Prospect seriously intends td
carry out its avowed intention to obtain
a court order permitting it to demolish
the buildings and level the ground. This

seats 254.
Individual seats
are upholstered in blue, and

its

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Managing Editor

started out so bravely several years ago

BY BETTY AINSLIE

and the large room is

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

omy.

First Church of Christ Scientist

tern
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Democrats with enough courage to try and push

songs and readings from Science and Health. The second
half is devoted to testimonial
by various members of the
congregation as to what Chris-

sages read by a Second Reader and

the correlative

pas-

sages from Science and Health

read by a First Reader. This
with a solo, hymns, and praytian Science has done for them. er make up the regular weekly service.

This church has few problems in fund raising. People
A Christian Scientist' may
who are healed through the go to a Practioner devoted to
A READING room, open to study of Christian Science. the healing work for help on
all, is located at 8 East North- are eager to donate their any problems.
This Pracwest Highway in Arlington worldly goods in humble ap- tioner must meet requireHeights. Here in comfortable preciation of their good for- ments of that department under
sational.

chairs those interested
in
Christian Science - possibly

tune.

The majority of the members preferred a South Side

were moved to the Field House
until the new church was completed iii 1954.
To be a Christian Scientist one must not smoke,
drink or take iilrugs. Scientists live constantly with their

religion by the daily reading of
the government of the Board of the textbook Science and Health
Directors in Boston.
With Key to the Scriptures together with the King James
THE ARLINGTON Heights version of the Bible, all corchurch was started in 1927 related by the use of. a Quarwith ten charter members, and terly which outlines a specific,
the first service was held in subject each week.
South School. In 1928 a resiFirst Church of Christ. Scidence at 415 North Dunton was entist was organized to "comremodeled
for use as a memorate the words and work

in finding out more about it -FIRST CHURCH of Christ
may read, contemplate find re- Scientist has a democratic
lax. The atmosphere is quiet form of government. Officers
and promotes prayerful study. are elected by the memberHere can be found four of the ship for a limited time of
well known bible dictionaries service.
and here bibles and the words
There are two sessions of
'of Mrs. Eddy may be purchas- Sunday School in which chiled.
dren are taught the bible and church, Sunday school and
A weekly Wednesday night its practical application to reading room. In 1949 it was
meeting is divided into two half daily living.
decided, because of the growhour periods. The first half
The regular church serv- ing congregation, to build a
hour has a spiritual' reading, ice consists of scriptural pas- new church.

of Our Master which would
reinstate

primitive

Christi-

Yet in at least one category, the scope
of the war in Viet Nam is exceeding that
of the European phase of World War 11,
unbelievable as it may sound.

During that war, which no one

will

dispute was a full-scale effort, the
United States dropped a total of 1.5

Theater.
Nevertheless,

according

to

the

De-

This is 40 per cent of the total expended in Europe during World War
II. It is 91 per cent of all the bombs

dropped in the three years of the Korean
War.

In March alone, U.S. planes unloaded
50,000 tons over Viet Nam, a monthly
total seldom exceeded

in

the European

million tons of bombs on Europe, from

war.

raids to massed obliterating attacks of a thousand bombers.

of rice paddies and plverizing a lot

single -plane

Viet Nam cannot begin to compare with

Germany in terms of bomber targets

-

railroads, industrial complexes, electrical generating plants, cities, highways, canals, etc.- The present war does

not begin to approach World War II in

anity and its lost element of numbers of men involved or in the
healing" (Church Manual pg. extent of national energy it called forth.
17).

Our aircraft engaged in Viet Nam are

The United States is excavating a

lot,

of bamboo. TO what extent the bombing
is winning the war we will perhaps not
know until the war is actually over.
In the meantime, anyway, this massive transference of American iron to'

Vietnamese soil would seem to be laying
the

basis for

an

economically profit-

able industry in peacetime Viet Nam scrap metal salvage.

rospect Mid -Teen Nin,es

To Open Schedule Sunday

art& In

BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt. Prospect's Colt League baseball forces will do battle
under a new banner when they launch their 1966 campaign

renco Tilts

Sunday.

THE COLTS

I

0
0

I

I

1

I

2

0

1

0

2

men
five
contest.
the
against
base
reached
Giant hero, four on walks
and one on a hit batsman.
The Giants managed only
two hits of their own, but
-they were enough to give
them their second win in a
row after a season -opening
loss. Bob Wagner drove in

PONY B STANDINGS
Cardinals
Yankees
Braves
Sox
Cubs

Orioles

1

1

1

1

0

Yankees
Indians
Orioles
Senators
Sox

THE INDIANS' Steve Spielman turned in the other white-

2

BRONCO MAJOR
AMERICAN
I
Tigers

wash job to lead his teammates
to a 2-0 triumph over the Lions
in a battle of the unbeaten. The
deciion left the winners with

0
0

I
O

1

O

I

0

2
2

O

Dodgers
Giants
Cubs
Cardinals
Braves
Lions

J

0
I

0
0

1

I

0

1

1

as

0

I

0

I

Sox

0

2

0

seven -hit

I

I

0

1

niak
only
triple.
The Cubs rapped out 10
hits, but their season's record skidded to 2-1 as a
result of the setback. The

I

0
0

I

0

1

0

1

I

I

I

1

Lions
Giants
Cubs
Cardinals

0

I

I

I

I

!

1

1

I

Schultz and a double by Art

I

I

Hank.

2

0

I

I

1

I

Braves

I

1

Cardinals
Cubs

0

2

0

2

hitting hero with

three

Des Plaines Plymouth's Nell Dorsey slides into
third with his second stolen base in last night's
action. Dorsey's baserunning wasn't enough to save
his team from its third straight loss.

the basic fundamentals.

ing range or the gold course.
for practice, start by taking a
few shots with your irons.

Use your nine iron for some
20-50 yard shots. The nine is a
club you can use to build your
confidence Aim for a target or
a specific spot on the course.

as much as four to eight hours,
a day. While the avcrage golfer doesn't have that much time
to devote to his sport, just a.
little practice
might
help

Vikings Topple Colts
The

with

hitter

for

teammates

the

Vikings.

chimed

in

The big

names

Player,

in

Colts'

the

Mark

Lindstrom.

Scott

Fiegy swatted a home
run to pace the victors' at
the plate.

to play five shots on the
course -- and use that much
time for practice just before
you start to play.

This will get your mind on
the game
completely, and
could cut some strokes off
the first couple of holes.
Putting practice is important, too, as putting is nearly

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
d.

Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
'Private Rooms
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

and Nehmzow for right. Dave TV Sunday.
The show will run throughBaker will battle Nchmzow
out the summer and will infor the opening nod.
clude scores, reports of comSEVEN HOPEFULS will ing golf events and commenscramble for the starting in- tary on
field slots. Bob Urban will ditions.

probably start at first, although

as their understudies.

plete the Sox keystone combi-

Bowlers Elect
New Officers

ton office on Sundays through
Thursdays until
The
Arlington
255-7200.

Righthander Joe Hines will

p.m.
9:30
is
number

We arc unable to take scores
n
the Mt. Prospect office.
and
from
Friday
Scores

fred Cote,
Klabunde.

and

Mrs. Robert

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

p.m. Junior All -Stars,

ch. 32
8:00

Sports

p.m. WFLD
Special, Bowling, ch. 32.

A
V

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

®it Ior rates f

:.

GEORGE POOLE cormem?
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL.

WEDNESDAY
5:45

R

PLUS MILEAGE

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Sports on T.V.

E

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

Gibson finished with the year's

went to Mrs. Nick Rowe, Mrs.
Warren Williams, Mrs. Al-

32.

MUSTANG

award

trophies

telecast live at 8 p.m.
Saturday on WFLD, channel
be

FAIRLANE

with a 230, and Mrs. Gcorgc
high average at 145.
First place team

The finals of the three-day
Open Pocket Billiard.
Championship Tournament will
U.S.

FALCON

Mrs. Robert Baldock treasurgame

Billiard Finals

CORTINA

year-end banquet last
week.
Mrs. Roger Peterson
was elected
vice
president,
while Mrs. Harrison Hanson
was
named
secretary,
and

high

Chicago golfing con-

rent a ne

annual

league's

miere a weekly five - minute
roundup of Chicago area golf
news at 10:10 p.m. on WFLD-

STUMM

CL
CL 5-91309
NITES AND SUNDAY

Re -Elect

Eugene F. Schlickman
Representative in General Assembly -3rd District -(1st on the ballot)
--71

Ranked an outstanding freshman legislator.
employee relations, efficiency in government and election
reform.

Member of Illinois Legislative Council and committees on
Municipalities, Judiciary and Insurance.

--

A recognized party leader and candidate for Wheeling Township Committeeman.

Suburban attorney, married, and father of four children.

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel

Map

' The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids in making the funeral service a time to
be remembered and cherished ... lasting memorial
to loved ones.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

Roland E. Sorgats

CL 543320

Eyers has the inside track
on the left field job, while
Powell is slated for center

Chicago Daily News sports

Sponsor of legislation for tax relief, improved employer -

Call our

BRUNS

columnist Bill Jauss will pre-

team's

Ken

PHONE CL 9-3400

pose.

Palm -

REAL ESTATE

from

The Prospect junior was
mainstay on

a

NOW APPEARING

don't need a green for practice, either. Even your living
room rug can serve the pur-

Selling your home?

Man of the

DON JACKSON will com-

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR.

Backed by 40 Years Experience

320

W. Central Road

Mt, Prospect, III.

.

at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

OMMOM111111111111.11111111.1111111111111111=

Finch.

Golf Series Set

called

Rose

second and short with Scott
Crawford and Ron Richardson

League hitters last year.

cr.

15 hits to hang the defeat on

golf -

Arnold

wield a heavy bat for the Sox,
while starting at first base.
Freck is new to the Colt

he

Cubs'
the
SCHWIN IS
likely starter in Sunday's open-

His
with

START WITH the number
four wood and work to the
driver Always aim for a bush
or a tree or some other tar-

Gary

scores

be
games
may
Saturday
Chargers lead the loop recorded on a form supplied
a
perfect 3-0 record, by the Day to the league ofand the Falcons are third in fices. Forms may be returnthe four -team chase with a ed to the league office by
1-2 slate.
Saturday evening.

The

second

woods

get,
stressing
accuracy
not necessarily distance.

baseball

Prospect Heights should be
called into the Day's Arling-
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The win pulled the Vikings
to an even .500 mark at 2-2,
while the Colts slipped to 1-3.
World's finest Prime Rib

Try hitting some high and 60 per cent of your game. You

low shots with your eight iron
and then move back to your
six, four, and two irons. Hit
about 70 or 80 balls with your
Irons before moving on to the

to

Tiechert, and Bruce
All arc righthanders.

Rick Kreutsfeld played the
hero's role in the six -inning
match, as he hurled a no-

The top touring profession- shave strokes off your score.
A LITTLE TIP to help
als have earned stardom only
through extensive practice and' 'toward that end is to take the
amount of time it takes you
concentration
WHEN YOU GO to the driv-

tions behind the plate.
Bob Freck is expected

when

Nchmzow the
most consistent hitters.

outfielders.

Mrs. Hanson also won the

Waycinden, Mt. Prospect and

THE PROSPECT DAY

thumping the Colts 12-4.

er, Jack Nicklaus -- practice

The key to becoming a good
golfer is practice --.especially

Boys'

PORTS°
Vikings moved into
place in the Prospect
Heights Boys' Baseball Senby
League
yesterday
ior

To Good Golfing
Golf Pro.
Mrdlane Farms C.C.

ing mound staff are righthander
Keith Bauer and southpaw Kim
Fagrelius. Jim Weides will
form the other half of the
starting battery, as he func-

base

Rod Eyers, Dave Powell, and

are

er.

Call 255-7200

-Pedersen's Pointers

Pr tice Is Key

Bravos, Art's Shell Service
and
Golf Prospect Mobil
Service all have 2-I records.
Gil's Service heads the pack

with an unblemished 3-0 card.

runs

a
pair of
batted in
on
Ted
Roth
also
singles.
chipped in two base hits, as
did Tom Engibous.
as
of
League
standings
Sunday night follow:

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN

on

third

the Knights'
sophomore rotation this spring.
Jim Carroll has drawn the
and Rog Spielman.
starting catching assignment.
Urban said he expected his
Rose said it was too early
charges to be strong defensively to assess his crew's chances
in
the
infield.
Hitespecially
in the league chase, but he preting will be the Sox big ques- dicted Waycinden and Rolling
tion mark, Urban said.
Meadows would have strong
entries. Rose also listed hitting
THREE 1965 veterans will as his team's major question
form the nucleus of Coach mark.
Vic Rose's Cubs, and all three

Righthandcr Steve Raymond
the loss. Des Plaines
Mrs. David Wilson leads a
Plymouth's only extra base
hit came from the bat of list of newly elected officers
in the Mt. Prospect NewBrian Holan who tripled.
The victory moved Bravos comers' Club bowling league.
Mrs. Wilson was named the
into a three - way tic for
third place in the senior loop. league's new president at its
suffered

Mike Smoy was the Cubs'

BRONCO B NATIONAL

,

six -inning contest.

Yanks meanwhile advanced to

2

Lions
Giants
Dodgers

ERBACH

what Urban termed a promis-

southpaw struck out five and
allowed only five hits in the

a 2-0 mark.
turned
the
THE CUBS
tide in their Pony B tilt
with the Yankees, tripping
them 7-5. Jim . Busse earned
by
whiffing
13
the
win
Yankees and walking only
five. He yielded four hits
including a triple by Jack

BRONCO B AMERICAN
Indians
Orioles
Sox
Senators
Yankees
Tigers

supported by a
Lesattack. Jay
the
winners'
provided
blow, a
extra base
was

I

BRONCO A NATIONAL
Braves
Dodgers

JOINING

Van Divere chipped in with
another two -bagger.
got
credit
Van
Diverc
for the win. The fireballing

11-9 showdown win. Bob
he

field.

including

Jack Costello will make a run
while Ken Cavitzel contribut- wars, but he was one of Mt. for the honor. Gary Bach and
ed a pair of doubles, and Bill Prospect'sleadingPony Russ Wirth figure to start at

Youle got credit for the win,

BRONCO A AMERICAN
Tigers
Senators
Orioles
Indians
Yankees

Drops 3rd

stop Mark Michaels figures to
be the mainstay of the Sox in-

in the Waycinden Arca Boys'
Baseball Senior League.
Al Mitsos sparked Bravos'
II -hit attack with a two -run
homer in the sixth inning,

from the loop's top spot with
an

west Suburban Baseball

ban's mounds corps, while short

Oldsmobile handed
DcsPlaincs Plymouth its third
straight loss 11-5 yeSterday

The Tribe picked up both
its runs in the second inning.
Spielman also led them at
the plate, collecting two of
their three hits. Mark Bonnucchi got the other safety.
IN PONY A action, the
Cubs
the
Yankees toppled

0

2

candidates

Dan Campbell, Ted Passarelli, Bill French, Tom Anderson, Bob Snyder, Dan Foster,

Plymouth

Bravos

a 2-1 record.

NATIONAL

seven

bach is expected to lead Ur -

-..-4hAta Straight Tilt

a 3-0 mark and the Lions with

BRONCO MAJOR

The

Meadows, Elk Grove, and
Hoffman Estates.
Coach Dick Urban's Sox
to
re -group
will
attempt
around two returning veterans
from last year's Colt
squads. Righthander Ed Er-

Steve Raymond of Des Plaines Plymouth pops one foul In yesterday's
Waycinden Area 'Baseball League clash with Bravos Oldsmobile. Raymond
was the losing pitcher in Plymouth's 11-5 setback.

tallies with a two -run single
in the second inning.

1

outfield

starting

corner.

League with six squads from
the Waycinden area, Rolling

s?'

what proved to be the winning

0

2

Marinelli will handle the hot

16 -year -olds.

Mt. Prospect's
entries, dubbed the Cubs and
Sox, will compete in the North-

Only

WL

which

nation at second base, and Vince

will field. two teams of 15 and spots arc up for grabs among

out 15 men in the five inning

PONY A STANDINGS

been

Association

Baseball

NINE - YEAR - OLD
no-hitters highlighted
the
hurled
rKoktor
Boys' Phil
Prospect
Mt
the
League Giants to a 9-0 triumph over
Baseball Bronco B
-the Senators, as he struck
slate last night
Two

Team
Cubs
Yankees
Orioles
Cardinals
Sox
Braves

have

replaced by a new Mid -Teen

handle

isn't pitching. Hines is one of
a four -man staff which also
Bill
includes
Pat
Schwia,

Endorsed by 6 township Republican organizations and recommended by Better Government Association.
"Gene Schlickman is intelligent, informed . the Republican
Party needs him . ." Senator A. Russell Arrington.
.

.

.

Vote Republican VOTE SCHLICKMAN
June 14
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THE DAY

Tuesday, June 7;1966
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& GIRL ViANT ADS

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
Graduating Senior Girl with
artistic ability wants summer
job. Won art scholarship. Can
also typo 45 words. Use dictaphone, calculator. CL 33488. Linda Carter.
- BRAND NEW 120 BASS Accordian - $85.00 - fsed ,

lessons - very good buy. 50510, Eddie Minarik

Various popular games and
toys. Play gas station, large

truck, and recent beard games
all at drastic reductions. Call
CL 3-3240, Tom Kindler

For Sale '64 Bianchi motor

scooter. Good condition,
$150.00 Cash. Call 290-2445
evenings, Dan Kelsey

Job needed to finance Boy
Scout camp. Yard work of any

sort or babysitting. (Exper-

ienced -second oldest of seven)
CH 9-0903, Greg Wenzel

Wanted by enterprising boy.
Rent garden plot to raise vege-

tables for sale this summer
near Scarsdale area. Phone
CL 9-0841, Doug Everhart
Sophomore boy needs yard
work. Experienced, reliable
and anxious to work hard.
Call CL 3-4441 ,Dougla s Hammond.
NEED A GOOD GROUP. Peo-

ple needing a group to play at
a party should contact - John
Thome

392-1681

Castro 824-7224.

or Terry

Industrious High School boy
to begin work at beginning of
August. Will be 16. Has some
electronic background. Call
CL 3-3240.

Arlington Heights Boy wants

full or part - time Job. Capable and ambitious. 16 years
old. Available June 11th. 2595872. Gary Danhof

Wanted: babysitting Job(s) for

summer. Am experienced.
Age 13. Charge 50 an hour.
259-2788. Gail Williams.

BABY 'SITTER - Do you need
a reliable babe sitter? Call
CL 5-5734 and ask for Carolyn

For music in style the popular Renegades, will play for

graduation, block, and private parties. For more information call 392-5283. Link
Ecicard

Microscope large Tinkertoy
set, ten brand name games.
Thirty dollar tape -recorder
cheap. All items excellent
condition, all parts included.
Jerry Thielen, 392-9236.

Gretsch A mplifier.Roverber-

ation, tremolo, two 10 -inch
speakers. Foot switches in-

cluded. Perfect condition.lialf

rut""

'Antal 7..n.444..

CL 54618

Gretsch snare drum, white

pearl finish, chrome fittings,
separate tension, like new
condition. $37.00 Joseph Zander CL 5-0676

ironing, etc. Experienced.Referencos available 392-0108
Linda Lewis 392-0108

Yale, Arlington Heights,CL 5-

"Stingray" Bicycle. Exc.
Cond. New bearings and new
tires. First $20 takes it. Robert Bauer 392-1144.
FOR SALE: 027 and HO train
equipment. Will sell anything engines, track, landscape,

table, etc. Call CL 9-0841
today, Greg Everhart

St. George bass guitar with
case, cord, and strap. Four

months old then $100.00 now
$75.00. Call after 6 P.M.3025126 Mick Oates

Girl, 13 years experienced
cradle and upwards. Oldest of
five. Day, night. Own transportation daytimes. Any area.
501 hourly. Susan Wojtkiewicz
CL 5-8429

Part Persian kittens. Long
fur. Short tails and legs. Box

trained call evenings or all
day week ends 259-3991 Linda
Rominskl

St. Victor desires work. Mark
Burchill, CL 3-2469
Child Care and Mother's help-

er. Age 14. Three years ex-

' perience, references, reason.,"
able rates, available anytime
after school. Barbara Zaker,
CL 3-1721

All wood, varnished go-cart.
Excellent condition, a motor
space. Good wheels. $7 CL 50268, John Cummings
Boys' red Schwinn stingray
Excellent condition, has. new

tires, only one year old.'$25.
Phone CL 5-0266 John Cummings.

Please call after 7:00 P.M.

Sales clerk, office work, babysitting wanted by prospective
high school

senior. Sharon

Burger 253-0637
piano students
wanted by Prospect soph.Now
studying at Northwestern University. For details call

do lawn jobs and household
jobs in Arlington Heights area.
Prompt and efficient. 253/1512. Tom Rodell.
Reliable Sophomore is seeking
summer employment in Green

Brier subdivision. Willing to
babysit, cut lawns or wash
cars. Always available. 255-

259-5783. Donna Hutchings.

2018. Michael Cushing.

Wanted Boys 20" Bike. Good

Piano lessons given in my
home. Beginners preferred.
1/2 hour lessons offered be-

condition Good Sleeping Bags.
Please call 358;1672. Paul

Weinberger.

tween 1 and 4 p.m. weekdays.
For information contact Miss
R. Hoigard, 360-2699.

ilable for daytime and early
evening jobs, until midnight.

STONEGATE PET OWNERS

I will walk or feed your pet.
Call Kerry Moore 392-3277.

Experienced with young bab-

ies. 50 an hour. Beverly
Mare, 392-1456.

Children 3 to 6 come to play school. 2 mornings a week

$1.00 for first child, 751 for
second. Please call Margaret
McFarlin CL 3-8690

Capable teen-ager available

for baby - sitting on Saturdays, after school and summer. Call 437-1689, Denise

Available for any constructive
Job such as: stock boy, delivery boy, gas station att. office

clerk, mail boy, file boy.
Charles J. Herrfnann FL 89131

ies for trade. Forty Buffalo

nickels, commoner dates, for
trade or sale. Harold J. Voss
Jr. 392-9107

Lamot

RADIO: Knight Ocean Hopper,

VERY Experienced babysitter for Busse Rd. and Dempster area. Can sit week nites
until 11:00 p.m. reverences.
Sue Scheele, 439-1772

Need a baby sitter? Call CL50472 in Mount Prospect area.

five coils, short-wave and A.
M. reception. Best offer about
twenty dollars. Harold J.Voas
Jr., 392-9107

For Sale new velvet riding
hard hat size 7, $10. Call

Baby sitting - North Arlington, afternoons, evening 16
yrs. old. Call Jan 253-061.6.
Jan Schrank

Experienced baby sitter.Many
regular
customers could
handle a few more customers

FOR SALE: Black "Jod" boots
excellent condition. Size 61/2.

$7.00, Mary Schanken, 3925178.

WANTED GOLF CLUBS for

boy 11 yrs. old. Also accesories. Price low please. Richard Lenke 823-5334.

Teenage Girl, oldest of term
children, would like to baby-

sit in Brookwood area of Prospect Heights. 50 an hour.
296-1320 Kathy Loftus.

Wants lawns to mow on the
south side of Mt. Prospect.
Call Mark at CL 5-0472.Mark

Passarelit.

Black and white stripe sport

jacket 38L(cost $25.00)510.00
Light gray suit 34L prep.
(cost $45.00) $15.00; outgrown

perfect. Dwight Nykel 3928746

For Sale train board 4.x5'

with double track 2 engines,
10 cars, 2 powerpacs. $15.00
3 speed single record player
$3.00. Cort Baker 392-2415
FOR SALE

Large Structo
& $1.00 Remco

trucks 501
Carauell radio $2.50; Auto
track board 4x6 track, 1 -car
$3.5Q. Games 50. Cort Baker 392-2415

For Sale: Girl's blue 26"

Ranger Bicycle,$18.00; Girl's

blue 24" Monarch Bicycle,
$12.00. Also, Wonder Horse,
$7.50. Good condition. Can dance Dornquast, CL 5-8423

HELPI HELPI Come and buy.

Help me to go to California
with youth group. Rummage
sale June 4, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00

p.m., Willie Moehlenkamp,
437-0730

& Fred Stillman, 350-7887.

For Sale: Arlington H.S.
jacket, medium sized and excellent conditionby graduating
senior, $11.00. Also, 5 -gallon
fish tank, $4. CL 5-4267. Ron
Urick.

WANTED: complete drum set

bass, tomtoms, snare, hi hat,
elven cymbols. Rotatively
row, good condition. Preferably pearl finish with chrome.
Scott Jostf, CL 9-3185

Work Wanted: Lawn mowing

and yard work done by Park
Ridge high school boy. Tom

Grass cutting $2.50. your cutter $3.00 my cutter.Small lots
cheaper - Bike repair and odd
jobs, small appliances repaired. Donald Maschinski, 259-

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. David Dieters, CL 9-1653

5862.

et, dresses. Very reasonable
and excellent condition.Laurie Weber, CL 3-8686.

Ono 12" tricycle good condition $4.00. Joanne Stecker HE

Jr.

259-5783.

Wanted: Will babysit.12 years
old. Reliable. Experienced,
Phone CL 3-9092. PeggyCun-

Lionel 027 layout with many
operating extras. Board 8x5,

erl

High school girl eager to help
house -wife with her Ironing.
Call: CL 3-1162 Sydney Karl
FOR SALE: Slingerland snare

and stand. 1 year $40. Olds
Trumpet good condition $75.
3/4 size violin cheap. Atwater CL 9-4611, Mark Atwater

velopes,
in colors too.
263-2051. Richard de Robles,

Your name and address in
beautiful

type

special

for

ladies your stationary or my

stock many colors Call for

sample. 253-2051.
de Robles, Jr.

Richard

Bb Cornet for sale -Good condition. Mute Included. $50.
CL 5-2710 Bill St. John

I print business cards special

Teenage boy wants work willing to work hard.Car washing,

Jr.

one week 1000 cards $6.50
black or color art not included
fast service quality work.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

area. Call 358-4100 Don Wick-

Wanted: Summer job in Arl.
- girl 16 - 5 days a
week between 1 - 8 p.m. Cpn

Need a little tutoring in math
this summer? Call Jim Ulrich
Arlington sophomore, 253-

I help you? CL 9-0418 Chris
Ebert.

more or younger.

High school boy wants summer employment. Will consider any type work, day or

6959. Can tutor any sopho-

for beginners, Individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

Dependable 17 year old girl
desires summer clerical posr
Hien for college expensed.
Can typo 45 words a:minutd.:
Gail Goepfort 392-3463

SELL - Model car parts,bod-

Baby sitter available Palatine
area weekends and evenings.
Reasonable rates.Dawn Wittig

night. CI., 3-7898. Mike Krysiak.

Wanted Girl's 25" Bike and
Girls 24" Bike. Good condition. One set training
wheels. Boy's 20" Bike. Good
sleeping hags. 358-1072. Kyle

Weinberger.

YARD WORK WANTED

by'

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196. Steven
Magerl.
Throe kittens

nine

Guitar and amp. combination
$60. Seperate $35 each. Perfect condition. Call CL 3-8264
ask for Dennis. Dennis Voss.

Above average senior would
like a job with above average
responsibility for three or
four days a week. Ma rcy Morton, CL 3-7518

Will babysit in Coach Light Brookwood area; Experienced, fourteen years old.Debble
Zukowski, 296-4743

Nawfot CL 3-7763

We do odd jobs. Cut hedge
lawns; pull weeds, carwash,
clean garage, basement. Will
give estimate over phone.Call
392-2260 Mark Hoppe.

Kathy Wood.

BY RELIABLE HIGH

SCHOOL GIRL LIVINGIN MT.

Reliable, experienced girl will

piano and organ instruction

PROSPECT CL.5-0363.JEAN

Girls

West

Beautiful half-size violin for
sale for half price $65.00
Dave Kluge 434 Alles Ave.,
Des Plaines, Call 824-2706.

Pets or Kids Caretaker. Pioneer Park area. I'm almost

For Sale Barbie house, doll,
clothes and wigs. Low Price.
Terry Fisher. 392-5520.

Kunkel

HE 9-0426

Ambassador Trumpet
with case. Good Condition.
Olds

$25.00 5 1/2 'gallon aquarium
with glass top. $3.00. Bill
Stocker, HE 7-4734

Boys dark wool suit, size 16
$5.00. Student's dark wool suit
40 long $8.00. Both in excellent condition. Bill Recker,
HE 7-4734

Wanted used 65mm or 1110mm
Tense for Marnlyaftex C2 cam-

era. Call CR 2-5526, Norm

Tired of staying home/ No
job too big. Soph boy baby
sitter. Des Plaines and Mt.
Prospect anytime! Rich Virga

10 Speed Schwinn
racing bicycle. Varsity, Customized, Continental fittings,
Radiant Blue. Excellent Condition. Call CL 5-6094 Monday

Jr.

Kris Engelbretsen

253-2051. Richard de Robles,

Debbie Bodin.

259-0513. Donna King.

Arlington High School student

or baby sitting. Days or nights

Beautiful stationary printing
for ladies low prices fast
service colors too. Excellent
work by high school student

until 9:00. Reasonable rates.
CL 5-2688 Pat Engelbretsen

on own press. 253-2051 Rich-

For Sale 26" Girls bike or
will trade for 28" Boys bicycle. Also new right hand

Sell --Child's 78 r.p.m.phonograph $3. One Underwood
Portable Noiseless Type-

Baseball glove.
Kevin Gilbert.

537-0084.

2 Motorcycles - 1954. H. Dav-

idson 165 c.c. $740. 1961

125c.c. $225:00. Left
hand Baseball glove like new.
$4.00, 824-8710. Jim Burson.
Duct!

ard de Robles, Jr.

writer good condition - $20.
Mike GlIfillan 259-2721.

we've outgrown. $25.00
392-2815. Dale & Dean Rolley

TO THE PUBLIC

Plays presented,nightly
Tuesday thru Sunday
RAND & EUCLID
259-5400

eeie....Peeospect

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

COCKTAILS
DINNER
featuring

GLORIA VAN
At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays_

15 -Business Personals

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis.
Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

5731. How about typing at 60
'words a minute?

OR MORE

FOR ANY

will mow and garden most
any lawn with three years of
experience. I will also babysit anytime. Michael McClelI

lan 392-5156.

Rocking Horse spring typo.

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $60.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

Steve Coy.

Large size Excellent condition
$10. 253-4455 Richard An-

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect.

like new $40.00. One year old.

REASON?

Up To tAJ To Pay
WE

High school boy wanting lawn

2037.

Months

Take

SPECIALIZE
and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647
Need A Rest? Call 253-0616
for your solution. Sitting done
afternoons and evenings.Have
Chauffeur, Will Travel! Jan

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.

16" girls 2 wheeler $8.00

Schrank

McKinney 537-2894 at 1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

High school boy will do any

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

$1.00 an hour. James Manos,
CL 5-0682.

CALL TODAY

or trade for 20". Call Kim

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

type yard work from mowing to
painting. Your equip. a II types.

Poodle

grooming, bathing,
clipping, anal glands cleaned,
nails clipped. $6. CL 3-2236.

Glenn Rathke

255-5060
Henriksen

1.4 -Help Wanted Men

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Rapidly expanding midwest distributor of durable goods
located in northern suburb of Chicago has an excellent opportunity for an administrative minded individual strong
in the fundamentals of advertising.
Prefer college graduate with previous newspaper and/or
public contact relations experience.
Person selected must know media and be able to express
hiMself orally and in writing. Some knowledge of accounting
and the ability to manage a large cooperate fund is neces-

sary.
Hard working brothers want
any yard work. Want to sell
like - new set of Childcraft

OEN

Harmony guitar with case,

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595

24 -Help Wanted Men

Available: Very capable 12 yr.

call TW 4-6602 Dave Bubley

length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street

299-7553.

lent condition. $10. CL 6-.2688

in the Old Orchaid.
Country. club is

Marble good condition $150.00

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica topplay-feeding table $9.00. 392-2385.

Norm Quinn.

White fur, plaid wool lining,
hood. Size 12 or 14. Excel-

Slingerland Drum Set 5 pc.
bass, cymbol,nnare, two torn
toms. 1 1/2 years old Brown

'Girls bike needs work 26 Inch

CR 2-5526 after 6:30 P.M.

in colors too. Low price art
work extra fast service.

;COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE

etiridefettliblis and trustwor
Arlington high school studehq
wants lawn jobs or handyma
wOrk. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. CL 9-1653. David Dieters

SELL -

Primary Piano students
wanted by high school student currently studying at

erial on my 5"x8" letter press

;Here's Where!'
1

Amy Smith.

gine, needs . preinte.:15000.:0
Firm will trade for used Mini
bike. Tim Zasadny CL 3-4010

Sell Lionel train set with two
trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-9021. Train number is

I print, any advertising mat-

'PLACES?*

One 24" Girl's bike. Good to
learn to ride on. Basket, lock,
and chain included. 392-2547.

Simplex factory built Go Cart,

drews.

good for beginners. $17. Originally cost
$30. Call

GOING

I

Reschke, 1606 N. Highland,
CL 5-1096.

Ridgely

Quinn

For sale Federal enlarger

old for any type house work
To sell 283 'engine real cheap
Call HE 9-0426 Tony Laurie

13 with lots of experience
and anxious to work. References. CL 9-2107. Kitty

CL 3-5448.

For Sale: One winter coat.

1346

Prospect

McMorrow, CL 3-5448, 500 Northwestern School of Musan hour, age 12, Experienced ic. Will teach in home. Call:
and reliable, afternoons pre- CL 0-1518 Ken Barr
ferred, Fairview School area. '

der 424 Prindle, 253-5240

parts. Murst Sell going to college. $25. Terry Wabiche 439-

Gleseke &
Jackson, 255-6255.

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.

a Baby Sitter? Patty

26" Boy's bike sharp white
and gold color $8.00. Glenn

Education, refreshments.

Ruthie

Hubbard Helm
Lonnquist,
Mt.
392-0235.

condition call Mark
Shields. 392-2088.

Glenn Reschke, 1606 N. Highland, CL 5-1096.

Mothers Relax! Enroll 3 - 7
year olds. Outdoor' school's

will teach beginning piano in
your home or mine. 358-1056

Good

Like now guitar amplifier 20
watts, 12" speaker treble,
bass, volume controls. $40.00

girls bike 26 inch. needs work
$8. Mary Hoggay CL 3-0445

10 ft. Hydroplane Cliff Op car-

Thumbelina doll and crib $5.
Barbie doll case, clothes $8.
Barbie bed, vanity $3. Girls
white ice skates size 13 $3.00

For sale - Numerous radio,
TV and Amaeture radio equipment. Also many radio

red spring coat size 10 $5,

For sale 18 hp Evinrude and
508

CL 5-3657

CL 5-0036. Patricia Mutert.

Green party dress size 9, $5,

Senior girl with nine years of

Bonnie Skoglund.

engines. $75.00 Tom Cramer

For Sale: Large size spring

Repair your TV, radio, phonograph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

rier and life vests included

For Sale Ho Model railroad.
Most track, elevated, most
scenery completed, 10 hand
painted buildings 20 cars and

jumping horse. Good condition

a

Cowan CL 5-1850

Roth Flute $50.00, Seldom
used. Hate to practice'. Call
after 6 P.M. Shelley Schnei-

colter. Debbie LaMantia 2407

Bobka CL 3-3175

26"
bike. Good
conditon.
Phone 392-1017.
Debbie Wyatt.

Need

Girls winter coat like new.
Red, size 10 with raccoon

Schwinn 26". Very good condition complete with ac-

Thursday after six. Bill Bannister CL 5-6094.

babysitter? Call
253-7975 and your problem
is solvedl Experienced and
reliable In seventh grade.

Experienced and dependable

high school Soph. desires baby
sitting jobs. Days or evenings.
Judy Koch, 358-9298

Cost $20.00

KLE1NHAMMER.

ler 359-0378

with 18 h.p. Evinrude and accessories, Hubbard Helm 508
West Lonnquist Parkway, Mt.
Prospect, 392-0235.

2 Electric trains, 6 switches.
$15 Tonkel trucks, tractors,
-etc: cheap. 392-2832 after 4

dual drum brakes, small en-

BABY SITTING JOBS WANT-

For Sale 10 ft. Hydroplane

der, CL 3-0020

second summer session.AM PM. 50 hourly. Weekly, rates

Free adorable kittens 7 weeks
old are house broken. Please
call CL 0-4658 two black 2
striped, 1 black and white.
Karen Ericsson

Any time after 3:00 P.M.South
Mount Prospect area 437-0387
Steve Johnson

$25.00, Call Mt.Prospect 2534844, Tom Allen

Sacrifice for $95. Sam Rud-

Two bicycles for sale -- one
red Schwinn 26", ono blue

Need

Organ lessons for children
and teenagers at my home in
Palatine. Marilynn Buchmil-

sie-

"Spider" 4 prong reproducer
and 5 cylinder records, origins) finish. $75. Bill Martin

Illinois.

record player, 3 foot horn,

Fess.

296-5206 Des Plaines. Debby

transformer,

Lafayette, Arlington Heights

weeks old. Pan trained. Call

Spanish Guitar six strings,
like new condition includes
instruction books, picks, case

190W

switches, value over $250.

p.m. Dave Lockwood

Wanted: Babysitting job. 13

do baby-sitting anytime. 14
yra. old. Please call Jean

Arlington Heights,

Antique 1098 Edison cylinder

12 Ft. wood and Sergitis

358-3296

years old boy experienced.

ningham 802 North Harvard

7-4734

les, Chevies, Vetts, Expertmentals, dragsters, etc.Mod°ling tools. Large assortment
make offer. Call CL 5-6094,
after six. Bill Bannister.

CL 9-1332

can .etrr - you. -Tam' beiieffei,
CL 5-4817

white apring coat, spring jack-

Avenue,

runnabout.1 Best: offee: 'Jack

Free!

Girls clothing size -14, win-

cessories - 3 speed. Joseph

yard work. around Palatine
ersham

more currently studying at

Northwestern University Preparatory School of Music. For
details call: Donna Hutchings,

the best incorportited business

Savage, 692-3462.

piano students
Beginning
wanted by high school sopho-

in Camelot area. Call 3928491, Becky Johnston.

Girls 24 -inch bike. Will sell'
for ten dollars. Blue, good
condition. Nancy Koc, 3303
Pheasant. CL 9-0384.

print on letter press, with
metal type of many sizes,
good composition, letterheads, business cards, en-

For Sale Selmer Trombone

old. Just like new, $35.00 new.
Reasonable. 255-5083 Mike
Skop.

Lawn Valets - mowing - edging - weeding. you name it we'll do itt Good work - low
costs - free estimates.Arthur

I

Boy 12 will mow lawn; wash
cars on South side Arlington.
Terry McLaughlin CL 5-0517

8" Stong speaker. 1/2 year

around. Call now, see how
.High School.Gardeners are

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196 Steven Mag-

capable fifteen year old boy

'65 Stingray bike. Like new

Silvertone Amplifier, one big

Rathke

ter coat, tweed pile, lined,

Debbie Splcola 358-3844

$35.00. Call Mike after 5 P.M.
392-3432, Michael Batten.

Need gardening done? Were

tion. $20.00 CL 5-2710. Bill
St. John.

253-7405, Chris Brand.

Patti Passarelli, CL 5-0472

brown suit with two

size waist 27, length 29,527.00
new. Sell tag ri c e $15.00. Ki m

slacks. nearly new, Slacks

YARD WORK WANTED by

ED

Coins: 20 Indian Head penn-

Boys

accordian. Excellent condition

26 -inch bike. Schwinn make.
black and white. good condi-

capable fifteen year old boy
Babysitting jobs wanted: Ava-

For Sale. 120 base 3 switch
only $40. CL 3-2230. Glenn

J. C. Higgins girls bike good
condition $15.00 after 3:30
call CL 3-4908 Tom Shanley

Guitar and trumpet lessons

15 year old Junior attending

World War Two, and before.

Daugherty

Beginning

Graduating honor student
needs money for college. Age
18, typing, filing, babysitting,

Wanted:

8725

!rteants

WANTED -- HELMETS, and
ORIGINAL POSTERS, from

Dependable 15 -year -old bey to

Lawn Mowing reliable experienced. My equipment Busse
School neighborhood. Fred
Witbrod CL 5-0563

Lawn mowing and
lawn work in Ridge Park area, Jeffrey Cress, 922 North

Experienced Babysitter second oldest of six. Morning
hours perffored or late afternoon hours. Make arrange-

If you fit this description send complete resume including
salary requirements In confidence.
Write Box 1021, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington
Ms. Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill.

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
IV

""*"'"'AIIIMVII
ILANDHMIT

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO.

'VW

et Moo

OFFICE HOURS:
Mourn: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. at. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30' p.M. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

Tuesday, June 7, 1966

THE DAY

CALL I (MY

15

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
l3-tost lid fauna

s-fruip rimmed intit

211-112I1J 11;111E8 11811

Lest - Parakeet. Two shades
of green. Answers to Toby.

SCHOOL

Call CL 5-8906.
LOST - CONTACT LENSES'
IN CASE. Lost downtown Ar
lington Heights , Saturday.Call
after 5, CL 5-6467.
Country Gardens. Family
heartbroken. Reward. 5370321.

SCHAUMBURG

VOTE FOR THE
"LIBERTY AMENDMENT°

Introduced in the

U.S. Congress by

Hon. James 13. Utt, as
House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States
HELP REPEAL
-

Bond St., Elk Grove, 437-2030

TOWNSHIP

MAINTENANCE
Day man wanted for permanent

529-1806

year round work. 40 to 60
hrs. per week. Good Pay. No
experience needed, we will
train. Pleasant working con-

JANITOR'S HELPER

CL 9-2693

CALL MRS. HUBER

t5-BusIness Personals

AMERICANS

Will train to operate welding
& grinding mach's. Co. benefits include hospital, life in our., pension plan, paid
vac. Nicholson Filo Co., 130

CUSTODIANS

Siamese cat (Susie) lost vie.

ditions.

$350 per month

plus
Beautiful 2 bedroom Apt.

26x14 L. it., 14x17 Bdrm. etc.

Oak hardwood floors

Please Call 439-1127

Write for Free.Literature

Electro-Mechanical door operating equipment. Basic electrical knowledge required.
Full benefits. Short training
ported. High School graduate.
Phone 439-8080
8 to 10a.m.

YOUNG MAN

Arlington Heights Chapter

P. O. Box 30
Mt. Prospect, Ili. 60056

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

DRIVE

PART TI ME

IN*

litItatut

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

1675 Oak St.
Des Plaines
Phone 827-2177

JU

METHODIST
Publishing House

1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

CALL 392-6282-

MAINTENANCE
General all around man for Maintenance Department, hy-,

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR

"FAST
PRINTING SERVICE"

It Is designed for all types
of businesses, fraternal
groups and clubs who need

dizitilic or electrical exper. preferred.
Pleasant working conditions

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Apply 9 - 5 Monday thru Friday. 9 - 12 Saturdays

your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3304.

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS
Eirperienced and Reliable.
HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2148
Des Plaines
Experienced teacher will tutor
;: Jr. High or High School student

CF9E

:,24 -Help Wanted Men

1:01

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME
men for

EVE'S & SAT'S
Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.
2001 'W. GREENLEAF AV.,
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ont-A
'1

WHEELING
537-2180

urbs in the past several years and our clients are now
your neighbors. If you would enjoy working closer to home
call us now.

Ch. Ind. Eng. ....$12,500
Asst.Chand.Eng $11,000
Staff L E
$10,000
Time Study Eng $ 8,400
Mfg. Eng.
$12,000
Process Eng.
$ 9,600
Foremen
$ 9,000
Lab Techs.
$ 7,800
$ 8,500

Asst. Controller $12,500

33 S. Arlington Mts. Rd.

The Right Man. Apply in

BEAUTICIAN

Good Starting Salary For
Person

Monday thru Friday
Sat. 11 AM to 6:30 PM.
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0206,
109 King St.

wanted, Full,

NORTHWEST
RAMBLER

12:30 PM to 3 PM

E.

500

Northwest

Hyw.

AGE & HOURS OPEN
Modern light manufacturing
plant needs man for general
clean up both inside and outbenefits.
Company
side.

ASSEMBLY
WELDERS
MACHINE OPER'S
1st & 2nd shifts

Permanent work, will train.

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

Vacations.
Merit in -

Hospitalization.
Shift premium.
Creases;

General Blower Co.

An equal opportunity employer

537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

Paid vacations
, Paid Holidays
Apply 0-5 Mon. thru Fri. D. to 12 Sat's.

Personnel Mgr. $12,000
Prod. Control
Mgr.
$10,500
Pro]. Mech. Eng $11,400

Proj. Elec. Eng $11,500

Mech. Design
Eng.
$ 9,600
Jig & Fixt.Dosign $10,800
Design
Draftsman
$ 8,000

Inv. Control .... $ 9,000
Data Proc.
Open
Sales Trainees ..$ 7,000

CALL 299-7766 OR CL9-3050

DAY

E. A. Hoover

WANT ADS,
-

24 -Help Wanted Men

awe/ ,(111pciat6
Personnel Service

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

EXPEDITORS

- UP. TO $2.65 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

/METALS
Ammommommomr

MAI Afir7r1 IV

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.

INC.
That's when we started
serving the American UOT110-

giving her quality
maker,
products' and dependable
We have grown since then,
fiom a horse and wagon to a
corporation with over $070

ING. In 1966 we will need

o Complete Fringe Benefits
* Excellent Profit Sharing
eo Guaranteed Inc. plus Bonus
INDEPENDENCE OF RUN-

S

Outstanding career opportunities
for personnel with experience in
production scheduling, expediting
or status control.

million in sales last year.
AND, we are STILL GROW-

retail operations.

824-1155

EXPE

scirVice.

four ambitious men to operate
and manage our Home Service
food and general merchandise

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacation and holidays, sick pay, hospital
and life insurance, shift bonus, and overtime.

15163 Se 77' SU 6t 1L 7711ZIL,

, RING YOUR OWN BUSINESS

* SECURITY

If so, maybe you can help
us grow -CALL MR. KING
426-3456 oteni0 0-5220

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

V70,1

esowiles Tilarrace©
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
'Ybut ddiiimiitilfjc,'Calione NOW!

We need men with 1 to 3 years experience assembling a
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
.able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.,
-These ,utuisual. opPertunitlea_provide_Variety_and ohellenge.

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts, much

CONTRACTOR

537-2180

ADVERTISING

CL 3-0446

RICK'S

'

DECORATING

CL 3-7384

Call 255-1200

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Auto Pits And Accessories

Carpentry-Remodeing

Painting -Decorating

'

EXCITING
ENGINEERING
POSITIONS

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP
I

'1

ADDITIONS

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator
.Service on Cars Trucks
Tractors - Caterpillars

and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

New

Continued expansion creates these attractive positions in our
engineering department for those who qualify.
;

Blacktop Work

TOOL DESIGNERS
Minimum of 3 to 5 years experience in sheet
layout light jigs and fixtures.

Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est. 15 yrs.

Ludwig A. Hlrz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446
Gen :id Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All

Suburbs..
Call 373-6880

Meadows

Lel, flat

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

er than any other contract-

DRAFTSMAN
2 to 3 years experience in mechanical drafting' preferred.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Mechanical design experience necessary.
perience in small machines or mechanisms.

design ex;

DESIGNERS

or. Call collect & now save.
392-1388
.24 hr. service
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
parking
lots,
'driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

Mechanical process machinery design. Would)
mately 3 years board experience.

Like

approxi-

I

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

259-0487
Homes

kid To enter

HOME. IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617
landscaping

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358.2581
lataidry-Cleaners

DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways and parking lots,
.All work guaranteed. Don't

decide until you call us for
free estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER -S
3 to 5 years experience In all phases of I..iwork. Prefer

24

PHONE 439-1794

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. TuerILY & ThuradaY
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon,

Charles Droning ;company
Orman of Addrossogroph Mu4oph Corp
MTt PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900(

low

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding

tutoring ,,ex -

pens, for any level in any

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

and College Board Exams.

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
, Full Time Professional
People
.

259-5066
,

done, shirts in2
day
service.

562-2991

1

An equal opportunity emi)Iiimir

expertly
cluded.

OUR TUTORING

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 1-ftURS

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Gadio-TV Repak

JUNE SPECIAL

PORTABLE T.V.'S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on

all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
Transparation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich
Pableh Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

IRONING -- your ironing

Miscellaneous Service,

Clefs -Rug Cleaners

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

894-3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

5 37-8228_

Chemical processing experience necessary; A background
In lay out and design of liquid mining pumpilig and transfer eystems.

1800 WEST CENTRAL, ROAD

WHEELING

-

For

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

'250 NORTH 12th STREET

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

Men with at least high school education, to operate PILOT
PLANT In research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

JEWEL TEA CO.,

An equal opportunity employer

degree but will consider non -degree with geed experience.

1

to homes Sunday A.M. only..

.

PROJECT ENGINEER

INSPECTORS

MAN OR BOY
with car to deliver newspapers

LABORATORY TECHNIC IAN

GROWING

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAMCORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.
FOUNDRY HELPERS

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311
.537-4500
Help Wanted
Poul's Landscaping
Ph, 259-0141

- WE'RE STILL

1099

ARE YOU LOOIGNG FOR:

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS
Pleasant working cond't'a
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

part time or

12 W. Northwest Hwy
Mount Prospect
392-2185

FACTORY WORK

IRON WORKS, INC..

531

T.V. HIFI TECHNICIAN

Experienced - full time, ReCL 5-7519
liable.

Rotating Shift Work

ovp's or just Saturday.
Chet James Beauty Salon

Palatine.

College Grads - various openings - $7,200 up

LO 1-7122

GET RESULTS.

Arlington Heights

Good Working Conditions

Village of

DUnkirk 1-2400

Many prominent manufacturers have moved to the sub-

Cost. Acct..... $ 9,500

7 to 10:30 P.M.

PORTER

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0020

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

Come in or Call

SUBURBAN POSITIONS

Office Mgr.

PART TIME

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Detail Draftsman $ 6,500

BOYS OVER 16

FINANCE DIRECTOR

helpful. Job security, ideal,

,

ItaiE 1 -Ai A. 5

ISTAgEl

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

537-6100
MR. WACKERMAN

Apply

(Experienced. not required, but;

KRUSE'S

INTERNATIONAL

Salary open

DAYS

PRECISION MECHANICAL

I

250 N. 12th ST.

General Blower Co.

Must be mechanically minded.

FITTERS

Experienced for steel fabrication shop. 63 'hr. week.

en-ttetp memo tnon

Let us help mane your...DAY!

: Modern

Regular increases. Must have
references.
Apply 9 AM to' 5 PM

Part time or full.

Li -map 17kentre Meg,WELDERS
and

12:30 TO 8:30 PM

FlflS;

1ST

motunecessary.
int't
-t"' k'
SAlary CoMmenSurate with Experience

91101:: 100,1)

deig':
office. Permanent
position. Company benefits.

Park Maintenance

.824-6135

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience pre-

in readingand grammar.After
5 call 825-2215.

JAN ITOR

BARTENDER

Outstanding career for young

,

4:30 PM to:1'

PARK DISTRICT

1565 LEE ST.

An equal opportunity employer

12 -lobs Wanted -Women

wanted
PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.

253-1320

General Molded Products Inc.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

CAR WASHER

Eddie's Lounge, 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights.

HEIGHTS

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

Beauty Operator

BARTENDER, Part timeDays.

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

'

Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

copies of just about anything
tn-a-minutel
,1,1censed

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

. 11 -Business Services

ARLINGTON '

JANITOR

ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

Recent hi -school grad.wanted
tq learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

-Lr near untrtala Wee' -

Watitre wen

RELAY DRIVER

SERVICE MAN

PERSONAL INCOME TAX

'OHN BIRCH SOCIETY

N -Pre

WELDER TRAINEE

DAYS

ONLY

subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

7244120
Painting-Becoratirg_

GET ME BEST FOR
LESS

ON ALL PAINTING
Vinyl paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call week-

days after 3:30 p.m.

LEO - CL 3-7374

529-5601

Chrysler

-

Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service-lawas Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

'Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

IhirCEIC

GRILL MAN

Recent Graduates
Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

Parttime nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.
RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy.,

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding international
organization. Opportunity for
ad-Afoot:neat

tag.sales

management positions. Some
travel in central midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe bbnefits. For an appointment call

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.
Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

Chicago, III.

60606

PHONE 263-4834

PLASTIC
INJECTION OPRS.
New plant in Elk Grove Village
looking for molding operators.

All shifts.

Call: 439-7810.

HAYDOCK

PLASTIC CO,
2924 Greenleaf

Arlington Hts.

National Rejectors, Int.

678-2254 OR 622-3614

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of
inspection procedures during

our second shift. Excellent

chance for advancement in fast

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

199 King Street
439-0286

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

Management Trainee
$395.

to

FREE

-

$450

Don't start out in any humdrum
job. You should look for the

best training available. We
can start you immediately ins
tried and tested management
program. They offer fast pay
increases and promotion. No
experience needed.
PARKER 117 So. Emerson
Mount Prospect 253-0600

EXPERIENCED
MEN WANTED
setup men

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but
not necessary, will train the
right men. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Life Insurance

Group Hospitalization

Paid Holidays & Vacations
Free Uniforms

DOYNO MOTORS INC.
Authorized VW Dealer
530-W. N/W Hwy.
MOunt Prospect

MANUFACTURING

experienced in Mtg & Arc

Full time -days or nites. Profit sharing, overtime and full
benefits.
Apply

647-9633

Teachers
Profitable summer employment available for several
teachers living in this area.

ists, Telephone Solicitors and
'Dance Teachers. Full or part

time. No experience neces-,
sary.
Apply in person:

1952 Miner
Des Plaines
827-7121
SCHOOL

CROSSING GUARD

Telephone Contact
To work in our office. No experience necessary. Full or
part time. Hourly wage plus
bonus. No selling.

in person

HOURS: 2

FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS

ual.

1452 Miner

21 -Help. Wanted Men

CORP.

253

LIKE

774-9395
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

7205 N. Meade

train you as receptionist to
greet patients, ans. phone,

schedule appointments, etc.
Light typing, neat appearance
and willingness to learn
qualify. $90 wk. to start, raise
in 90 days whentrained. Free.
774-9393

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

Greet applicants applying for
positions, show newcomers
around. Light typing and
friendly personality req'd.$85
wk. Free.
SWITCHBOARD

TRAINEE

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

24 -Help Wanted Men

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators

3 P.M. to I I P.M.
7 P.M, to II P.M.
RIVER TRAILS
District School

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company behefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

1400 E. Foundry Rd.
MT. PROSPECT

296-2150

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Steady employment

PAID VACATIONS
' NEW EQUIPMENT
PROFIT SHARING

WE WILL TRAIN - An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.
BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

824-613_5

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS

Paid Holidays

Free HoSpitalizattgli,

9 to 12 Saturdays

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICALANSPECTOR"'L

-

_Pea Plaines., Illinois

1365 Lee Street

774-o]5,$.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Some experience in performing mechanical inspectionoperaHon.

STOCKROOM SUPERVISOR

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP

Supervise all stockroom personnel.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TIME

PRODUCTION EXPEDITOR
Schedually and dispatching background.

MAIDS
HOUSEKEEPER
LAUNDRY HELP
CLERKS
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
3 to 11 PM shift & Weekends

JUNIOR PLANNER
Some inventory planning experience.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Some experience expiditing.in the electronic field.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

R

tE
0
L

P

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

equipment.

41! FILE CLERKS

MA IL CLERKS
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

ASSEMBLERS'

STORE ROOM CLERK
0 GENERAL CLERKS

TIMEKEEPER

No experience necessary as we will train.

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

*COMPUTER & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFF ICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

JANITORS

ELECTRICIAN
Electrical maintenance of plant and plant equipment.

U
R.

E

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

BENEF ITS:

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY

*DJSAB ILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

* PAID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA
*AIR-CONDITIONED

*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

BUILDING

*Company paid

insurance

A

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

PURE OIL COMPANY
200 E. GOLF RD.

B & W CORPORATION
110 GATEWAY ROAD

824-8168

,General,Molded. Prodlicts. Inc

CL 5-2900

PRESS BRAKE- PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
STEADY EMPLOYMENT
PAID HOLIDAYS
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

INTERV IEWING:

Paid rest periods

Bemis 16r .nightLwor)c
Apply9-5 Mon. thru

* RETIREMENT PLAN

Give Yourself A Raise
Save Traveling Time & Money
Work Near Home

Des Plaines

Free Life Insurance

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

to $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

R&F

nit

A

Paid vacation, liberal discounts, in-

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

26-help Wanted Men Or Women

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

363 N. Third Ave.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

MT. PROSPECT

Join

J & R AUTO SUPPLY

NORTHLAKE, ILL

CL 5-

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM- CORP; -

774-9393

Varied Machining Ability,

CUSTODIANS

qualified applicants.
surance.

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

LYON-HEALY
RANDHURST CENTER

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

PACKERS
RECORD CLERK
Exper'd or will train. Above average starting rates for

8 a., m. to 9 p. m.

Friday
8 a. m, to 4 p. m.

conditions. Phone:
4115 for interview.

.392-2600

M&F

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

SCHOOL

Mon. thru Thur.

Mr. W. Wais

No experience necessary to
attend lunch room in Wheeling.
Must be neat, clean
and like people. Needs own
transportation. Will train.
Excellent hours and working

A 1.48,11te oIIM Gr., fn,,, al Compo.rg

of Plastic Products

INTERVIEWING

week, Liberal company benefits. Call for appointment,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

winding.

ceptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$95-100 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

train qualified person. 5 day

8:30 to 1:30 Daily

(Chgo ph. 625-8150)

We have openings for gals
who have experience in coil

RECORD
SHEET MUSIC
GUITARS
BAND INSTRUMENTS
ACCESSORIES

but not necessary. We will

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

437-3900

FASHION

Tool Makers

24 -Help Wanted Men

blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

(Rte. 83)

sales of

Join A Profit Sharing Company

ORDER FILLERS

rience. Many fringe benefits.
Please apply in person.

Musical background preferred

for busy active depts including

8 a. m. to 12 Noon

ALL SHIFTS

We will consider
women with factory expe-

Call 756-5100

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

DES PLAINES, ILL.
Loc. on Algonquin Rd.(Rte. 62)
3

Permanent full time opening

Male & Female

Full Or Part Time Days

Famous designer in north suburbs will train you as re-

(10% Shift Premium)

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

SWITCHBOARD OPERS.
APPLY NOW AT

MACHINISTS
2nd shift

1700 Hicks Rd.

Permanent position.
Fringe benefits.

sary.

SALESWOMAN

Experienced only. Small office with many varied duties.
Must type. Excellent starting salary and many company
benefits. Must have own
transportation.
Located in Bensenville

Saturday

COIL WINDERS

DISHWASHER

urban medical clinic and page

Des Plaines

BOOKKEEPER
Accounts Receivable &billing.
Typing essential, posting machine exp. helpful, not neces-

HOSPITAL

CASHIER

doctors, greet visitors, etc.

827-7121

MANUFACTURING

DESSERT GIRLS
BUS BOYS

Small, not busy console s/b.
You'll sit in lovely reception
area of modern north sub-

10 P.M.

Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

WAREHOUSE WORK

ATTENDANTS
* SALAD GIRLS

7205 N. Meade

253-2340

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.
Fox River Grove, Ill.
Phone 630-3893

3 evenings per week
plus every other Saturday

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Mon. thru Thur.
8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

ASSISTANT

ASS'T BOOKKEEPER

$1.75 an Hour

8:30 A.M. thru 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

212 Northwest Hwy.

30 -Help, Wanted -_-Women_

son.

CL 9-1000

Miss Paige

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director

Paid lunch breaks
Applications taken

Hrs: 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

North ,,suburban' ,diacter'' win

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

METHODE

WANTED

also,necessary. Many fringe
benefits. Please apply in per-

INTERVIEWING

$1.75 per hour - 2nd shift
$1.85 .per hour - 3rd shift

ADMITTING

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOURS: 2 P.M. - 10 P.M.

FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS

12 P.M. to 8 A.M.
Starting Wages

2777 Mannheim Road
Des Plaines

Excellent position for mature
person with adult family.
Pleasant personality and good
typing skill required.

assembly is desired. The abil-

air-conditioned room.
4 P.M. to 12P.M.

STROMBERG CARLSON
CORP.

OFFICE

Experience on small parts

ity to handle small tools is

WOMEN WANTED
For lite production work In

Higgins Mannheim Area
Phone Mr. Schieh
824-7111

Unique new restaurant with

We need Managers. Interview-

commensurate with individ-

STENO -SECRETARY

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

NEW STUDIOS

partment for interview. Salary

30-Help Wanted-Women

APPLY PERSONNEL

28-Employment Agencies-Women

Apply

392-6100

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

NOW HIRING

WE ARE OPENING

manufacturer. Requires B.S.
M.E. degree and minimum
five years experience inelecIre methanical volume pro-

sume or call personnel de-

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity
259:4049

E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

VILLAGE OF ARL. ITS.

experience adventageous.

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

address, phone 0. Box 1006,
Arlington Day, Arl. Hts.

to grow along with a multi

Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open.Send re-

24 HOUR PHONE

392-2600

BLAZ'R STEAK

for a Manufacturing Engineer

"SHEETS" HAS THEM

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching status, home

progressive expansion

duction. Basic machine design

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

Guaranteed income, social se-

ers Supervisors, Reception-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
SEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

EVERYTHING"

WAITRESSES
BROILER & FRY

6333 Howard St.

creates an excellent chance

"WE HANDLE

* COOKS

JARKE CORP.

ENGINEER

100% FREE

ASSEMBLERS

Quick to learn, adept at simple. arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

ing.

GENERAL LABORERS
WELDERS

- WANTED

NO EXPER. NECESSARY

NORTHWEST POSITIONS

$300-$650

30 -Help, Wanted -Women

OFFICE GIRL-

OFFICE

Tuesday, June 7, 1966

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

anteed salary while in train-

& setup men

Wanted

division electronic component

ings. Car necessary. Guar-

PUNCH PRESS operating

.26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PARTS MAN

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager
to have above average earn-

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Mr. W. Wais

PRESS BRAKE operating

Niles, Ill.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

1719 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-6322.
,Arlington Hts.

BOY

inspection

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Our

7;30 a an,

-

Will train man with related

METHODE

energetic man or woman who
is willing to devote full timeto
selling. Experience preferred

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Relay driver 2:30 a.m. -

growing electronic company.
in

Active office is looking for

Monday thru Saturday

PART TI ME

YOUNG MAN

Call Mr. Romine.

-ESTATE
SALESMAN

but will train anyone who is
willing to work. Member of
M.A.P. multiple listings and
Northwest Suburban Board.
ail for ...:erview or send
resume.

Elk Grove

For service department
opportunity for advancing
into sales.

background
work.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

7.4 -Help Wanted Men

2201 Landmelr Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
-Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

,11/\

1:0.1vvi

111* DAltl,

Tuna* June 7, 1966

h -)Ii Wadi -Worn

Help triotot4losen

LADIES
*041 Parisi titriu
I. Ohrbusine-M0* ;Take
WAITRESSES WANTED BEAUTY
OM. and Intellience,s6110011
not make It yoursfAn exittel-

-iNt!IT,RESSE$

Days

ExPlirilineed her dining room

day. or eight

full- or part

MAITRE D' RESTAURANT

State A. Higgins Rds.,

437-3800 Elk Grove Village
11-11,10._ Wanted Nee Or Woman

'Or nights

WATERFALL.
RESTAURANT,
Rte

women. SW *product telenna-

ttionally guaranteed and ad-

well done serve with

CALLING,' for women who

Write Dox61080forinterview.
Tell us about yourself,

want to earn. 824-0158:

OTOROLA
. .

Excellent Oppor.

with

BERG, 439-3500

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

STOCK

Excellent starting salary and

Palatine, 111.

many company benents.Apply

Five Reasons:

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in
our Help Wanted and Em-

AMERICAN

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

good typing ability.

Apply in pereon

Uncle Andy's. Cow Palace

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin. Rd.

ployment

Phone Your Want Ad
See Classified Page 2
For Phone Number

HOSPITAL

PHOTOCOPY

Agency columns

E100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000
LADIES: FULL -PART TIME

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

gards as 'reasonably nec-

We are now hiring mature
women to demonstrate our
product to housewives. For

essary to the normal oper-

ation

his

of

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

nology. A man qualified to set raw material standards
and develop quality control proceedures for production

useThe

involved. Stich designations
shall not be taken to indicate

WANT
ADS

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

control. BS degree required.

preference,

limitation,
specification or discrimination in employment practices.

DETAILERS-DESIGNERS

INSPECTION

1310 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

background in photography, adhesives, hilts or paper tech-

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

ELECTROLUX CORP.

let them know which
positions the advertiser
to

CHEMIST
We need a top caliber man, 3-5 years experience, with

ASSEMBLY

interview phone 255-7130.

convenience to pur readers

JOB OPENINGS AT UARCO

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We wilt train in many
phases of stock work.

Detailers and Designers with medium machinery background

30 -Help Wanted -Women

in printing, paper converting or packaging field preferred.

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

PROJECT ENGINEER

VARIOUS PHASES OF
PHOTO FINISHING PRODUCTION

M.E. Graduate for development engineering assignment on
office machines and business forms products. Ad exceptional opportunity for a young man with ideas and a desire
to make them work. Good scholastic background and 1-5
years experience will start you off on a rewarding career
with excellent growth potential.

CLERICAL

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for genetal clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

8 AM TO 4:30 PM

6 PM to 2:30 AM

11 AM TO 7:30 PM
LIBERAL BENEFITS

sages and packages. Must have accident free driving record, be reliable and dependable. Will operate multillth

220 Graceland
827-8141

machine in Office Services part time.

Apply Now At

MOTOROLA

Des Plaines

SWITCHBOARD
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CLERK

Week -ends only. Experience desirable.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

4. They like the assignments -

top firms in the city and
suburbs

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

West County Line Rd.

coming in.

tending.Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".
For your convenience

Satiday Interviews

Palatine, Rol'g M's,
Arl. H.
CL 5-2067
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-8688

Manpower
WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

An equal opportunity employer

BERKEY PHOTO
Des Plaines

220 Graceland

'

" 09411p.tuttnt-lionen

`

1

302 -Help 'Wanted -Wain

30 -Help Waated-LIVemen

10th Fl.

Washington & Dearborn

827-6141
130 -Help Ylanted;Woineit '"

775-7277
Brunswick Bldg.

8:30 AM to 5 PM
Liberal Benefits

Barrington, Ill.

DUnkirk 1-4030

Manpower

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

UARCO INCORPORATED

use

"White Glove Girls" -95%
of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days were
working within 1 week of

and

200 East Daniels Rd.

20 -Help Wasted-Womeri,;(1-/J4111 Waptert-Womea-vjri.

according to your skills.

3. They like the respect and

Wheeling area
LE 7-1546
Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
Roselle area
529-9849

Job Training

PART TIME CUSTODIAN

2. They like the pay -top rates

now for a local appointment

BERKEY PHOTO

To drive company station wagon. Pick-up and deliver mes-

and business
machine operators.

69 W. Washington
9 AM to 1 PM
7134 Higgins Av. 9 AMtonoon
Northwest Suburban girls call

HOURS AVAILABLE

DRIVER-MULTILITH OPERATOR

perienced typists, stenos/
dictaphone

are. made only (1) to in-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

TEACHERS
'SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower
For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

light typing skills and

aptitude for figures. An equal

COLLEGE GIRLS

surance program. Must hays

- 11 to 5:30
Monday thru Saturday

$1.26 hour

°Mr. employer. Call JOHN

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish td join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire in-

WAITRESS

For Girl To Learn'

APPLY PERSONNEL

.

INDUSTRIAL.

611.893-1474

,Permanout part time position' Purchasing clerk, procedures
available on new switchboard: in our modern ELK GROVE '
Should be able to rotate with Village office. Good salary
other operators if needed.
'and benefits for a bright girl

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT

IF YOU ARE

SHAMPOO G I RI;

69x0808.:..,,..

SW ITCHBOARD
( H PM to 7 AM Y

NURSE

Sandhurst. Also want.

Anthony's Pin Curl

and time avel!:".(-)141.

26 -Help Wanted Mee r 81-.11olee `I 2i -Help Wasted Pie

BLINDCRApT -'Pb. 5311.3000

Arb %Shopping Center near

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

MENIN-Voin

,IfttonisMiillitotablIsheachw;
:touters. Wonderful earnings.

TreroMudous opportunity for
stylist In Northwest Sub-

ExCellerlt FolloWing

:INSTANT CASH

vertised.. Yes Ws "AVON

83 & Algonquin
437-8948

TO Take Over,

SonerOusly wIthfan. stir
vigorowily, with charm. When'

lent earning, opportunity for

13-11e1p4mded-thata
'mounwnres Phone work

astod-Wousi

11- o1p

HA4R,TY.LIST: ,BEAUTY-OfIRATOR

'N-11t).flutoi-Wessu

,.'0 -Help Wanted -Mum

Girl over 18 to serve on
Patio. 11:00 to 7:00. Full time

or part time.
Patio Restaurant
LE 7-5565
30 -Help Wanted -Women

r

.n1 I,

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
4:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
We need experienced Alpha and Numeric

STENOGRAPHERS

FIGURE CLERKS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS

BEGINNERS and EXPERIENCED

CALCULATING OPERS.

STATISTICAL TYPIST

ADDING MACHINE ,OPERATORS

BILLING & ORDER TYPIST

with skills in dealing with detail work is

Our payroll, accounting and pricing depart-

Electric, manual, and all cap typewriters.

necessary.

ments are in need of experienced gals.

Mustlave ability to work with figures.

Figure ability, clear and neat handwriting

We have a variety of positions available.

Operators.

TYPISTS
FOR THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENT

SHIPPING

PURCHASING

ENGINEERING

SALES

LABORATORIES

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tuition Refund Plan
Promotions from Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program.

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 RM.Saturdays-8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTH LAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (AF)

gEs
SVSY114

Tuesday, June 7, 1966

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CAN YOU.?

.OPERATORS
shift & 9rd shift. Top
wages. No experience necessarr.

Mix: Housewife and Mother
use ,an extra $45 to $65 per
week. Sure you can, and you
will love my business. Thank

2nd

JUNE GRADS

you!

235-4951

INC.
Arlington Ms.

255-5350

Join The.

Company That

NURSE AIDE. 5 P.M. to 10
P.M. and/or 7 A.M. to $:30
P.M., every other weekend.
Plum Grove Nursing Home.
368-0311

FILE CLERK

chines running. High wages,
profit sharing and liberal
company benefits.

office

ROBERTSON

PHOTO-MECHANIX,
INC.
250 W. Wille Rd. Des Plaines
827-7711

OWENS PLASTIC

CLERK TYPIST,.

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

310 W. Colfax, Palatine

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

GEN. OFFICE WORK

PRODUCTS

In modern offices, moderate
typing skill. Paid vacations

38

Liberal

Has Your

$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

Opportunity

Call Bette Rich

Level

296-5515

Saleswomen'

Randhurst

INSURANCE CO.

259-5100

1626 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS.

Mt. Prospect

Exp'd or Beginner

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Return to the BusinessWorld

Full or part time

Choose your own hours

Interesting

Pleasant working conditions
High salary
' Paid vacation
Liberal benefits

PART TIME

NEW OFFICE IN
DESPLAINES

or Temporary

needs one Clerk - Typist.
This is an interesting variety
job. Must be a good typist.

And

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
MR. MAY, 296-7711

Margie Bridal Salon

Challenging

Call Mr. Detman
824-7181 for App't,
INSURANCE COMPANY

GOLF MILL

SHOPPING CENTER

OF NORTH AMERICA
84 Broadway, Des Plaines

brush up on them. STUDENTS

High School Sr. wanted for
dental assisting. Hours 4 to
7 and Saturdays 8 to 5 for
summer and thruout the school
year. Will train. Call CL 3-

ing your summer vacation.
For more information call

8501 for appointment.

wanted. Full,

CASHIER

-

POSITIONS WHICH

YOU CAN CONSIDER:

HOSTESS

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

Sales Promotion Departtnent for qualified applicants. Excellent company bene-

We canoffer permanent employment, with excellent employee

CASHIER -HOSTESS

formation call JIM CARO be-

ment. $17,500.

at 763-6700.

3 bdrm. ranch $17,500

2 homes on large lot. North

VARO OPTICAL INC.

Clerk -Typists

GINN &-COMPANY Publishers

TOPS 'COrFgE SHOP

General Clerks

439-4500, Mrs. Thompson

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

WESTERN ELECTRIC
OPENS

EMPLOYMENT
OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE

TRAINING CENTER
AT

Tuition Refund Plan

Rolling Meadows.

Social Club activities

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

Key-Punth Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists
.

Now Is The Time
To Apply In Person

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.
392-8705.

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

qib:V

400 North Wolf Rd.
Northlake, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

garage. $31,500.

holstered dining rm. chrs.

Close out 1/2 price -white pine
trees & scotch to 10 ft. $7.50;

CINDERELLA PARK

7 rm., 2 baths, rec. rm., gar-

Crab, lilac, purple leaf plum
$6.50. Sassie Acres, Prairie
View, Bush Rd. Phone 4390576 eve's.
New tent used 1 season,
14 x 10, 6 ft. High. Phone
CL 5-2588
Soft Water $5.00 a month

age, patio, $29,900.
INVERNESS

4 hdrm., Colonial, basement,
garage. $53,500.
FOREST ESTATES

New 3000 sq. ft. 10 em.

Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1108

$53,000.

CLEARANCE SALE
Nothing over 101

Wed. Fri. 12:30 to 4

BARRINGTON PARK

rm,,

8

car

2

1/2 baths, 2 1/2

garage,

basement.

$34,000,

ZONTA THRIFT SHOP

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 1/2

Edison 6 yr. crib complete.

att. garage, $22,500.

Siebert
stroller, bassinet, a 11 like
new. 259-1325.

5 bdrrn., brick ranch, 2 1/2
heated car garage. $24,900.

SHADE TREES
Sycamore, green ash, tulip,

3 bdrm, ranch, full basement.

Storkline

buggy.

maples, one stem and clump
white birch. Evergreens. Everthing going at low cost.

WILLOW NURSERY

LAKE ZURICH
$17,500.

4 !Arm., Cape Cod, basement.
$21,500.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

CL 5-4755

6 rm. Cape Cod, basement,

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

" 'Call'43 8-60 93
3 pc. bedrm set $75, Ironrite
ironer $12, Kantwet bed train-

er $8, 2 girl's 26" bikes,

garage. $23,500.

3 bdrm., brick ranch, carport,
$16,500.

rm. garage. 25,500.

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME
REALTY.

CL 5-7090.

Garage sale week of June
6th - Furniture and miscellaneous items. 10 N. Elm

St., Mt. Prospect, CL 5-7663.

78 ACRE FARM,

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.
#62 Old bldgs. $160,000.

Ladles - do you want a new
in dresses, suits and

look

sportswear at half price? DI 86800, Room 502.

2 porch hemp rugs, 2 rattan
bar stools, Stauffer reducing
table, shag area rug, rotisserie grill, ping-pongtable,
vanity mirror, twinquiltedbd.
spreads & matching drapes,

picture lites, pr. crystal

lamps & other lamps, new girl's ice skates sz. 9.Clearbrook 3-2862.

NT HILLS
basement, rec.

6 ira;Fan,

STORE FOR RENT
1800 sq. ft. 1/2

Palatine.

blk from train depot. $200.
Store office with shop in rear,

on US 14 and Chicago Ave.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE
10

flat,

center of town, 2

bdrm. apts.

3 flat brick, north of town,

ANTIQUE DESK

Solid Oak, roll top; pedestal

$28,000.
VACANT LOTS

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP
Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.

Hgts.

2

lots.

$4200.

takes them.
Palatine, Wilmette and Vermont.

150 x 300,

$5500.

HOME REALTY,
Main Office

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine
358-4555

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

MOTOROLA.

Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ... Open Monday

Cafeteria Attendants

*Ma aiaa **a

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

8 rm., 4 bdrrn., 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, rec. rm. 2 1/2 car

Needs

******** a**
To arrange an interview, call
thru Saturday until June 18.

7 rm. brick ranch, basement,
garage, extras. $26,500.

537-8447

4902 Tollview Drive

Company store,

carport. $24,275,

ator, like new ono 1954 2 1/2
ton 6 yd. International dump
truck, ono old Democrat wagon, I antique wall wooden
telephone, 4 antique up-

2

A fine insurance program

7 &IL, 1 1/2 bath, tri-level,

Like new one 2500watt gener-

dbl. HO train set, Hollywd.
twin beds $12. aft 5 p.m.

Modern air cond. offices

garage, basement, $22,800.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

DAYS $1.75-$1.85 PER HOUR
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

Biller Typists

3 bdrm, brick ranch 2 car,

Chicago
An equed opportunity employer

DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

File Clerks

of Palatine, $22,500.

5577 Northwest Hwy.

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00

Posting Clerks

PALATINE

2 bdrm, brick ranch, base-

tween 8:15 A.M. and 5 P.M.

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.

Stenographers

86-Real Estate-Houses

37 N. Plum Grove Rd.
Palatine

Experienced Clerk - Typist required in
beautiful new office building near Golf
(Rt. 58) & Algonquin Rd. (Rte. 62) in
Arlington Heights. Intergsting Work in

fits. Hours 8:30 am to 4:15 pm

and trailer, $450.
Call 439-7110
16' wood runabout. 74 HP
Johnson, gator trailer, ski
equip. Exc. condition, $950
or best offer. 439-6422.

congenial surroundings in a
northwest location. For in-

part time or

eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon,
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
Mt. Prospect

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

HERE ARE A FEW

766-0716

-

pany. Good pay, benefits and

BEAUTICIAN

.Ethel Doebber VA 7-5557.

Business Service Corp.

Clerk -Typist

day week. Must be reliable.
Good tips. Ph. CL 5-4833
PROSPECT HOUSE

prefer in this area and earn

PREFERRED

Future

,

Temporary Service

6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

APPLY NOW for work dur-

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

person who likes variety on
the job and wants to work
for a rapidly growing com-

RIGHTGIRL

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 5

top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal
counseling and help you to

mos. CL. 9-2618.

Senger

Ruth

Paid Vacations

PHONE 827-1108

Women from 18 to 58 --work
the days weeks or months you

4 yr. crib & snowsuit - 18

Excellent opportunity for the

First 5 Days Pay

Call Jane Nelson

CLERK - TYPIST

9 water level & temp. control

CLERK TYPIST

PLUS

Office Work'

Miss

MA YT AG auto-, 2 sp. 3 cycle,

settings $120. Child's truce,

Boat and Johnson 351W motor

Typists

Children grown?

For An

Call
R.N.

IMMEDIATE WORK

Top Rates

S. S. KRESGE
72 Randhurst

PART TIME

7 AM to 9'PM

$75 BONUS

'ALLSTATE

'

NURSING AIDES

With

CL 9-2600

Shopping

AND

benefits

Call Mrs. O'Brien

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

TEMPORARY

week

company

Contact R.E. Wilcox. Upper
Center.

College Students

3/4 hour

Wanted -Women

_BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

$10 BONUS

Insurance claim work
Permanent

358-7660

ELAINE REVELL, Inc. and holidays. Other benefits.
And are willing to pay top

room, some general
experience helpful

Mail

DANA
MAINTENANCE MAN
be experienced in keepMOLDED PRODUCTS, Must
ing injection molding ma6 S. Hickory

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Warded -Women

PLASTIC PRESS

You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.

1967,

when our new Regional Center (right

***mama

AT IT'S PALATINE AND
ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.

Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin
Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

APPLY DAILY

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE, BELL SYSTEM

A Equal Opportunity Employer

MOTOROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

Palatine

Plant located just south of Junction 4'53 & 14
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

-

-v

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

69-Hursery Schools -Child Care

14 -To Rent Apartments

-36-Real Estate-llouses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

German Shepherdn, A. K. C.
puppies 6 wks. old champion
sired. Exc. disposition. 392-

Experienced child care -my
home -licensed. Catering to

Mt, Prospect

-cif

you, have a erg 1:1 credit
:rating - VA homes are a-

3

7612.

7 wk. old female white poodle .
AKC. Champion line, minia-

ture, good size for children.

working Mothers.

Comfortable pleasant room
for employed woman in mod-

Just darling. 827-0374.
Pug puppies, male and female,

$150.825-5609.
FREE kittens, U weeks.
Healthy, playful, hoe trd.Free
to good home. CL 3-1063.

Arlington - Furnished 5 room

Toy, poodles, free jeweled col-

lar. Bred for quality & disposition. ARC 760-4675.

Homo raised with TLC. Call

after 6 P.M.

358-2609.

COLLIE PUPPIES

1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 430-4100

Being Drafted. Must rent out
2 bdrm., ground floor, radiant

year lease. 255-5122

heated apt. with stove and refr.

14 -To Rent Apartments

ON FARM FOR RENT
Call 439-0576 evenings
2 bedroom apt. Sublease from
June 10th on. Call after 4 P11,
437-1524.

For rent: 1 bedrm, bath, liv.
rm., dining area, fully car-

Mor's Compsirator.
537-4794

47 -Rome Furnishings -Furniture

1 Bdrm. Apt. Air-conditioned
Immediate occupancy. $115.

Moving - 1 color TV $100,
1
Daystrom breakfast set,
sectional davenport, 2 end tables, 2 lamps; 4 mahogany
folding chairs, etc.
CL 3-7356
SAVE $$$$

DISPLAY FURNITURE IN 7
MODEL HOMES - WE DE296-7771
LIVER 824-8164

Blue davenport $15. Kitchen
table, misc. chairs & coffee
CL 3-0087
, table.
HOOKER Bdrm. set , never us-

ed. Walnut, cost $250, will
sell for $150. CL 5-7519.

in Pleasant Manor Estates.
Court, Des
1068 Arnold

20" Gas Range, only 2 mos.

old. Auto. Lighting. 259-4156.

RCA Whirlpool Comb. A-1

cond. $150 & Maytag wringer
392-9236

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own,

available.

01 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Weddings

Don Wheeler

5 room apt. in
Arlington Heights
$125. per mo.
CL 3-6560

06 -Real Estate -Houses

3 & 1/2 1 bedrm. with balcony
overlooking pool and pond,
$150.
439-2205
Mt. Prospect

We' have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

5x9

1 Bdrm Apt.
2 Bdrm Apt.

$155-070

$179.50 Up

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.
439-1127

Arlington Sits -3 bedrm brk

ranch, built-ins, carpeting,
drapes, 1 1/2 bath, low taxes.

$21,300 or best offer. 4371960,

WHEELING

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

scpd. corner lot in an im-

New 3 bdrini brick and A-

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,

GET RESULTS

'WILLIAMS REALTY

'GO Olds Super 00. 2 dr.hard-

top. P/B, P/S, W/W., radio.
392-0334

1962 Pontiac 4 door. Good
condition. 392-8094. 6-10 PM.

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Inc. plate glass

1953 CHEV.

Bdrms. 2 baths, family
room, fireplace, full basement. $26,500. Elk Grove.

Corvan

-

4 bdrm.,
many extras, under $40,000.
3
improved building lots
$7500'. 437-4680 or 5-2250.
Builders model,

99 -Automobiles For Sale

4 Speed Trans.

1964 MC
1600 18 ft. Van

Tachometer

*Wire Wheels

Mercury Dealer

F

'66 POLARA
FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
This is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

63 IMPALA

1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR.
1-GALX "500" 4 DR.

CONVERT.
V-8 Power Glide. Power
Brakes, Power Steering...

V-8

$1672.277

CONVERT.

6 PASS. WAGON
Power

Steering,

Trans.,
Power

Brakes, Radio, Heater- ..

$995

$1195

$2193.39

SPECIAL OF THE -WEEK -

$3595.00

Stick on the floor. Radio, Heater, w/
wall tires.

White

$1089.91

oo

INCL FREIGHT
'65 CORNET "500"

EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

V/8

At

on the

Consul

'66 Coronet 440 - 4 door sedan. Whitewalls, wheel coy-

Floor P. S. Full Spinner
w/cover. Pad Dash Vinyl Int.
Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby

Radio, Heater, like brand new.

Red. 34,000 MIL ES LEFT ON
FACTORY WARRANTY.

ers, automatic trans. P.S.
Was $2495 - Now

$2445

Was $2145 Now,

$1995

Ask for the George Olsen Special

'63 VW
STATION WAGON

'62 FALCON

Storage Rack. W/W Radio

2 door, radio, rear speaker,
heater, lots of miles per gal-

9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS

Light Green, White Top
Just Right for Camping Trips

-

$895.00

We make deals!

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M,
Sales Dept.

ROSELLE FORD

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

ROSELLE, ILL

car. A real bargain at
Was $695 Now

Low mileage, radio, extra gas
heater. Color light green with

black top and vinyl interior.

DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

lon. "Stick Shift". A nice clean

$675

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

-

ROSELLE AUTO LEAS ING

Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551

PR ICE

$2095

TO CHOOSE FROM

Sedan red

Irving Pk. &Roselle Rd.

$27

TOTAL

1966 MUSTANG

$1550.00

1962 V.W. SUN ROOF

Automatic

V-8

Radio,

Heater

Automatic Trans. Radio Heater w/w power.

1962 FORD CONVT.

$1395
62 BEL AIR

Blk. Full Power Factory air cond.

INCLUDES:

Power Glide, Radio,
Heater, Power Steering w/
wall tires

64 MONZA

Pass - 352 V-8, Crulsomatic P/S Radio

1963 OLDS 88 2 DR. H.T.

5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

2 DR. H.T.

$2050,

Automatic Trans.,

dr. H/T. Black. V-8 Stick White 'Int.

1964 CADILLAC CONVT.

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,
0 Padded Dash
0 Side View Mirror
et Backup lights
0 4 seat belts
© Variable washers 0 Choice of 21 colors

DEALS IN JUNE

65 IMPALA

1965 COUNTRY SEDAN

DAYS 9-9, SAT, 9-6, SUN. 1-4

Palatine

SELLE

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

1965 MUSTANG

-

MUSTANG MOTORS
644 E. Northwest Hywy.

358-7300

"WE SAY YES!"

A-1

.35 IRVING PARK, ROSELLE
PHONE 529-5601

$595.00

"WE SAY YES!"

Save up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

SEE THEM ALL at Pabich of Roselle!

1961 CADILLAC CONVERT.

PALATINES LARGEST USED CAR LOT

1 -FALCON 4 DR.

Radio.

$895.00

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

1 -FALCON WAGON

cul. Automatic.

1962 OLDS
Super 88 4 Dr. Hdtop Full Power.

(7Air.E.

3-GALX 500 H.T.P

Automatic' Transmission, Power Steering, 318 Cu. In. V8
Engine. Blue Vinyl Trim Inside. Courtesy Lights, White
Wall Tires, Back -Up Lights. Electric Windshield Washers,
Variable Speed Wipers - Electric. Padded Dash & Visors
Foam Cushions - Left Mirror. 4 Belts - Full Wheel Covers.
Door Top Chrome - Full Carpet. Solid White Color ....

$895.00

e

1 -CUSTOM -500

$25500°

1st PAYMENT IN AUG ST

3rd

1-7 LITRE

'66 Plymouth Fury II 4 Dr. Sd.

NO MONEY DOWN

ED L1-0

3 -T -BIRDS

6

392-2263

99 -Automobiles For Sale

DICK WICKSTROM

3-LTD'S

2

mileage. Call after 6 p.m.

ID 2-6300

E

CA S LEFT

SPRING
SPECIAL

Honda. 1965. 300 cc. Very low

1090 FIRST ST.

c

EXECUTIV

Ill

1063.

.

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

LEhigh 7-1166

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

T

.,

024-4261

1965 BSA Lightning Rocket,
650 cc. $995 firm. CL 3-

Authorized Lincoln

WHEELING, ILLINOIS

HAS 1

66 LY

259-5365

2695 Mannheim; Des Plaines

MANY, MANY, MANY MORE

489 N. WOLF ROAD

Phone 671-0450

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

'51 Ford $5,000 - would you
believe $50. - looks terrible,
runs fine, new battery and
muffler, 4 good tires, radio,
heater, Cruisarnatic. Call

Several more Continentals to
choose from all years &
models.

4000 No. Manneheim Rd.

Franklin Park,Ill.

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

Air Conditioned

IN IIIGIILAND PARK

OSELLE FOR

Offers This Brand New

Arlington Heights.

HONDA 1965 300 cc. Very
low mileage. 202 S. Forest,

condition. FULL PRICE $795

Bucket Seats
Available Now

VE

SEL

'57 Chevy Wagon VO, R.1!.
body fair, motors fine. $300
or best offer. 392-1033

'60 coupe, full power, factory aid cond. in excellent

\ALES

OF

ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

.

MOTORS, INC.

Eve's CL 3-0297.

1962 RedCorvair Monza,R/II,
W/W. Exc., Conti' t. Ph. CI, 3 7935 after 7:30.

'62 4 dr., full power, factory air cond., all the ex$1895
tras.

BERENS

$27,500. 359-1450,

Come In And Sco Us

NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

",500" "6" Air Conditioned

CA RSTON

firepl., 2 car gar., DishwaSher, built -Ins. Lot 132x298.

Clean Used Cars Wanted

1964 FORD V8 fully equipped

1963 FORD FAIRLANE

NORTHWEST
'
FORD
TRUCK SALES

twin size bedrms, family
room, tit -level 1 1/2 bath,

101-A1110F,10[IiICS Wanted

CONTINENTALS

OPT. At Extra Cost

choose from

CL 5-9444

$400.

with power, leas than 10,000
mi. Eaccllent cond. 259-1325.

sive 1 yr./24000 mi. guarantee. Can not be told from
new. FULL PRICE $2795

3/4 Ton Pick-up

1959 1/2 ton red panel truck,
low mileage, good condition.

253-5897 after 6 P.M.

covered by Lincoln's exclu-

1966 TRIUMPH
SPITFIRE MK -2
TR-4 TRIUMPH

3478.

'63 cony. full power, factory air cond., this car

We have several 10 to 12
foot Wallcins suitable for
campers. Many more to

3

CH

392-2223

'GO T -Bird, lite blue..P/S.
P/B, W/W, R/11. 111-spd.
$000 or best offer. CL. 3-

'57 Chevy, 6 cyl. automatic,
radio, heater. Best offer.Call

90 -Automobiles For Sale

;99 -Automobiles For Sale

Many job opportunities are available -to you. Fl 0-8252.
Color pictures available.

1965 FORD

439-1843.

'04 Volkswagen, radio, heater.
In excellent condition. Call
after 6 P.M. 302-6705.

437-3590

seats. $1400.

1965 FORD
1964 FORD

trans. :1'i,i/UU mt. One owner.

w/radio, W.W. & exc. condition.. col after. 5 PM, 824

sale. Exc. cond.Auto.tr.Pwr.
S/B R. 11., W.W's, bucket

TRUCKS
GMC 1/2 Ton Pick-up

09-Autemena3 For Sala

'59 Chevy Wagon, 6 cyc.autotrans. One owner.$300 or best
offer. CL 5-2885.

1963 Pontiac Grand Prix,
black, Owner must sell whole-

Wheeling

Econollne Van

99-k!orlobilts For Sale

1955 Buick Special 1 owner.
Gd. cond't. $150 or best offer.

0619.

Expensive

picture window.

Tuesday, June 7, 1966

Must sell '64 Karmen Ghia &

'64 VW with gas htr. - both

churches. Home is complete

90-Autonebiles For Salo

TRANSFERRED OWNER

Asking

09 -Automobiles For Salo

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
ter. tile bath, formica custom
HILLSIDE
Total price while it
Deluxe 3 flat, 2 - 3 bdrm. . kitchen.
lasts, which Includes decoraand 1 - 2 bdrin. apt. Near
tor furniture, $8,995, $350
shopping center, schools,
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
$43,500
transportation
wayto sunshine and happiness.

BY OWNER

1

FL 4-2186

cagoland rent you can own one

$6000.

ment, CL 3-8090.
5

unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

eleges

$33,000. Shown by appoint-

.

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

situated on a beautifully land-

schools.

Near

1

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

sets & lots of storage space,
heat.

NORTHWEST
The most gorgeous lake front

3 bdrm. home vi/carport on
large lot, includes lake priv-

PHONE 537-2543

brick garage with autom
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 clogas

I

MUNDELIEN

room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate root, 2 car

$4,500 per acre. Will divide.
00 -Real Estate -Vacant

less than your present Chi-

PALATINE

WANT ADS

PARTAKE

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

101 Wolf Rd.

Arlington. Ilts-By owner, 8

DAY

this area.

1/2 car gar.

1

etc. Only $500 down ...$17,500

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

392-5544.

-

lir yard,

high. Some buildings,

and

.... ..

Palatine area -4 bedrm, split foyer, 1 1/2 baths,patio, fenced

40 ACRES - LAKE ZURICH

industrial. 1/4 mile north of
Rt. 022 on east side of town.
Square - 1320 feet each side.
All improvements, lays level
10.17. Jacobsen Inc. DU 1-0344

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open 9 to ,2
,I1,8-1800

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

Parties
Graduations, etc.

.

split level with
attached garage In choice location in Mt. Prospect. Walking distance to transportation,
school & churches.

.

BUILDERS MODEL

,

$24, 900

bedroom

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

CL 5-9444

CL. 3-2978

opPoi-funities In

358-7788_

ft

HALL RENTALS

profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list.

234 N. Northwest Highway

or space suitable
for Barber Shop of Office In
new bldg. in Arlington Fits.
Basement storage rooms also
A00 eq

Low summer rates for

For rent -St. John's apts.

to anyone.. Come in and talk
1' over with us.

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

259-2594

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA

66 -Business Opportunities

Plaines. $150 per month. Call
after 6. 439-7360.

Studio Apartment, 3 1/2 Rms.
Adults. No pets. 809 N. Wilke
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Will sublet partially furnished
apartment for 2 months. Call

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

48 -Household Appliances

Palatine

SEE .MANAGE11, Al'?'. 10

2 bedroom, dining

peted, baleen), occupancy
Juen 15. 439-0088 after 5p.m.

Dept. A -

tennis court, range, refrigerator. cooking gas. Comm
relates eating.

room. Excellent location.
Shopping, transp..Adults only.
References required. $255.,1

ARC, champ sired by Cul's

washer $15.

SWIMMING FOOL

MOBILE HOME

Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 19. Males
and Females. Sired By ChamCassenova
pion
ICilmoe's

,as $100 down. These are re-'

mpossoaned- by VA, and offered

rec. lounge, putting green,

73 -To Rent -furnished Apart.

deluxe

vailable to you for as little

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sancti)] e rentals.

10400i11S-682B1-1102Setieepill7,

ern home. CL 3-3132

8 wks. Shots. Paper trained,

,Timber -Lake Village

255-7019

TIM DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

One owner.
Was $1395 Now

'57 CHEV PICK UP
Good Runner

$1375

$295

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555

E. Irving- Park

Roselle, Ill.

Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

LA 9-7070

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of 'Arlington

25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale""
V

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Tuesday, June 7, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
WHAT'S WITH THE

WHEN HE MADE A GRAB FOR. MY
CANDY BAR HE CAUGHT HOLD OF
MY SLEEVE INSTEAD --HE STILL
THINKS THE CAKJDY'S LIP AnY

OFF - BE- AT Tt..I

OF WAR

SLEEVE AND HE'S SO BUSY

0*.)/72(

TRYINI' TO GET AT IT DOWN
THERE HE HASN'T NOTICED
WHAT'S GOIhr ON LIP HERE!

r!

'II

I ji I
tet

/ 7,41
NE

,..11/10111

SEEMS LIKE

A NICE FELLA.

"There, thoro, dear! There'll be plenty of time for you to
worry about being a mother-in-law!"

cc\

"But that's ridiculous, counselor! If -I didn't always
have the last word our disagreements would never
be settled!"

.';

BEN CASEY
'

SO WHAT? THAT WAS
YOU REMEMBER WHEN you
CHALLENGED /AE? You ASKED

BEFORE 71-1E
INVITATION.

_...!".--->,'\,,/
-I.

WHAT I'D DO IF I WERE IN

BUT 1 Jus-r DoNT

PHrfit

NeN.K.

".."

940C..C.1-12A.PJ

-MUST -11-lOSE EANCY 'TALKERS.

0

r

t

ME' BUT

4-7

6-7

MU I, III..T

US FM 00

WOW! I GREASED
AMOS,

WELCOME TO HOOPLE MANOR!
AND
AM fv(AZOR AMOS B. HOOP
OPEN
AND THIS IS MY WIFE MARTHA
THE
OF THE KENTUCKY
DOOR!
RATHBUNG!----HAK-KAFF!
\NE DON'T
WE'VE ENJOYED YOUR
HAVE A
PERFORMANCES ON
57AR HERE
TELEVISION !

7.4.

MEANS TO
CAN'T I
CAN'T

THE WORRY WART

''''--14\

TELEGRAM

3

-,I't4(CZ,la,117-..ts//g

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

CASEY.
DON'T you
KNOW HOW

MUCH THIS
S

'c -11/4--11,,i

s"ulktli",414,11,4:.
"
"" 4 *L2'74"1:1.41-'4'.

(j

. '

YOUR SHOES

.,

BUT I'D AT LEAST TRY/ I'D
MAKE THE SUPREME EFFORT.
I MEAN THAT, STUART.

BUGS BUNNY

STEP

THE WIG MOSTLY
FOR PRACTICE, BUT

(3AcK,

SON!

V4E'VE HtT THE
LET HER
5PiCK POT ! 'THEY SAY MEET
THOSE SHOWGIRLS
THE.

FLIP WHEN THEY LEADING
MEET A REGULAR
MAN !
GUY!

OFTEN!

ma
DON1T LOOK

LIKE THE SHOES
I SAW IN THE

MAYBE IT

OH, DEAR! tQc:')

WOULD BE

WONDER YOU
COULDN'T FIND

SIMPLER IF
YAID JUST POINT

THE SHOES I

'EM OUT, PETUNIA:

WANT!

WINDOW, EITHER:

THEY'RE IN TNE
SHOP NEXT DOOR

BUDGET
BROGANS
°

figaggLE's
SHOE
0,V,WPC,?

17

I

0.01,1

1966 bi We,^9'

ifIZV"

9

4_7

STAR 'STRUCK

- FOR THE-

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCFOR SAYS

MOKENT=

Cysts

EEK & MEEK

W. G. DRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -- Two years ago

I

de

came out and the lump dis

appeared but later it came

WE'RE RAPIDLY
APPROACHING THE DAY

WE'RE MAKING
SUCH TREMENDOUS
ADVANCES IM

veioped a lump on my thigh
After a few months some pus

WHEN welt. BE AME

9114.

malignant growth? What is
the best treatment?
A -- From your descrip-

tion I would suspect that you
have a benign cyst of some
kind These often become indischarge

WHOLE SHCOTW MATCH!

Y

-10111WVILIM

!SWIM
MMIN

13 Most painful
14 Return
15 French "30"
16 Mariner's
direction

be menopausal sympfoms?

A -- Palpitation and nerv-

vate

these

symptoms.

Stiff-

ness of the joints may follow
bursts

of

unaccustomed

ex-

ercise or, like the menopause,
the stiffness may be a natural
consequence of aging. Keeping
yourself physically fit is one
way to minimize
tom

CAPTAIN EASY
IT'S THAT WEIRD,
GosH,..irs NOT JIUMAN
SOUNDS LIKE 40 PORPOISES
HIGH-PITCHED
CHATTERING.LIKB CHEEPIN'TIT WORD *JUPITER'S

ANGRY ZOMBIES,

WASH: HERB.

LISTEN:

this symp-

caused by a thyroid defic
iency or forgetting to close
the window Burning of the

soles of the feet may be due
to being on your feet for longer
periods than you have been
used to, excessive smoking,
obesity or aging

Tingling in the hands may
due to anemia. Coated
tongue is due to not eating
enough food that requires
chewing, such as toast or raw
carrots The menopause certainly gets blamed for just
be

about everythimi these days!

SO FAR, EACH CALL CAMS

WHEN UFOs WERE REPORTED
IN THE AREA: POSSIBLY
A CONCIPENC0...8111--

WABY: A 'DOS, R BP 'OT
PLATTER RAS

'EAPF-D FOR MS CAR,
IT WAS!.
DOPGZADt
ANP LOST CONTROL.'

17 Babylonian
deity
18 Egyptian sun
:
god
19 Number
20 Malady

6 Swamp
7 Exist

V a
iA

8 Fast season
9 Royal Italian
family name
10 Swedish weight

N

fishermen
23 At a distance
24 Ice cream
container

aA
DEDU
iv

AMA 1 N
TA S T F
ER
A
N ES A R

31 Redactors
37 Musteline
mammals
38 Anoints

15
lB

17
21

41 Feminine name 423
44 Toward
45 Musical note
30
46 Removed

53 Patterns of
perfection
54 Adapt food to
taste

33

34

36 I

55 Small

depressions

56 Appears

DOWN

1 Female horse
2 Scottish stream
3 Deep affection
4 Mineral rock
5 Sea nymph

50

AC

La
L

N A

B
A

NAY N

25 Makes lace
23 Performed part 27 edgings
Go by aircraft 40 Ages
on a stage
41 Dry
26 Throws, as from 28 Light brown
42 County in
a saddle
29 irk
Florida
30 Froth
31 Unit of energy
2
4
5
6
32 Incline
33 Against
13

49 Rat -catching
dog
51 Entice

1-4

ON 1M

(p1.)

ALLEY OOP

a Aa 6

N

9H "A

12 Depots (ab.)
13 Extraordinary
20 Resigns
21 Continent
22 Lamprey

38 Got up
39 Cotton fabric

dosage of such hormones re-

pausal symptom but may be

A

1
..,.

-...-411111

BTU0

34 Female hare
35 Sea flyer
36 Divest a second
time

Soreness of the breasts
might well be due to hormones taken
to
alleviate
menopausal symptoms. The

quires
careful
adjustment.
Chilliness is not a meno-

ACROSS

6 Men
11 Idolizes

the hands and a coated tongue

to

OP

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACK
To N E R
U N
AU A% E N
N
BR
E
V a L
S

Mixture
Surplus of
profits (slang)

Q -- Could palpitation, nerv-

usually due

1111

' 431111

i

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ousness, stiff joints, soreness
of the breasts, spells of
chilliness, a burning of the
soles of the feet, tingling of

arc

/

.

4-7

should not give you any
If it becomes a
trouble
nuisance it should be removed.

ousness

A

4

THE BORN LOSER

tents and then fill up again.
If you can protect your cyst
from injury and infection it

emotional causes. If . you arc
overly worned
about the
menopause that could aggra-

,.t

.

cAilAu-4

con-

their

THAT WAS RATHER.
A POOR 0-10:CE OF WORM,

TO UNDERSTAND THE

KNOWLEDGE
THESE 'DAYS!

41,41

back again Could this be a

fected,

6 -7

TM Itr, US. M. oft.

IT ITC&

FizE51:1,9

R
NAG
R

AL

r. L

E.

43 Solar disk
46 English stream
47 preposition
48 Moors
50 Caspian

language
52 New Guinea

port

7

8

9

10

eichert Calls Forum, Series on Village Govern,ment
- How many forms of government are available to a village
the size of Mount Prospect?
This is a question answered by Trustee Robert Teichert,

"Whatever the merits of this particular system, or whatever the purpose of this particular association,. it is the duty
of the board of trustees to sec that the citizens arc properly

who has called for is series of public forums to study the al-

and fully informed in this matter."

ternatives to the current village
system now used.

dopts is, "vital to the future of the community."

president and six trustee

"In light of what I read in the newspapers," Tcichert said

He pointed out that

in

reality 'there are statutory provi-

sions for eight governmental systems;
and five under city specifications.

ment in Mount Prospect."

The village systems arc mayor and six trustees elected at
large, mayor and six trustees elected from districts and

referendum.
Teichert feels, that the village will continue to grow and

three under village

prosper despite the system of government adopted. "In the

end," he said, "we must look to the men we elect for performance, not the form of government in use."

mayor and four commissioners elexted at large.

As a City, Mount Proepect could adopt mayor and four

government or a ward-aldermanic system.

WEATHE

Tirbe

Tonight; Showers and thunderstorms likely; Low in the
60s. Thursday; Showers and
thunderstorms likely;
cooler; High in the 60s.

Teichert said that these various governmental systems can
be further modified by such things at two-year terms instead
of four year terms or fidi-dine manager by ordinance or by

TEICHERT said that the form of government a village a-

following last night's village board meeting, "there is a movement underway directed toward changing the form of govern-

"A group called Representative Government Assn. (RGA)
is urging a referendum for the purpose of adopting a city type

councilmen at large, mayor and seven aldermen by wards;
mayor and 14 aldermen by wards, mayor and 21 aldermen
by wards and mayor and four commissioners at large.

A littler

TO INFORM the public of the various types of government

they can adopt, Teichert called for the mayor or the' board
to establish a series of forums or special meetings whereby the issues could be thoroughly discussed.
Teichert's request for a series of such forums will be

formally presented to the board at their next meeting. They
may be on the special meeting agenda on Friday, June 17 or
may not be on the. agenda until the next regular meeting, Tuesday, June 21.

RGA meets tonight to discuss just the aldermanic system
with 14 aldermen; two elected from seven districts with the

mayor elected at large.
It is believed that petitions requesting this change will be
placed into circulation following tonight's RGA meeting.

Telephone

firo5pect

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
325 W. Prospect Ave.
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Mount Prospect,' Illinois

oard Stands Firm
um Cutoff
Student@

Board Calls
Extra Meeting
To Catch Up

Expec
On the C

Because

Pupils at John Muir School ing vote. She maintained that

Prospect Heights will be several primary grade class"too
are
room
activities
"on the carpet," next fall.
The Dist 23 board of educa- messy" for carpets.

in

tion decided to carpet all class-

rooms but delayed a decision

"We have committed our-

on floor covering for the multi- selves

purpose room. The school

of

devoting

nearly an hour and a half

to

a

team

teaching

system in our schools and we

is

of agenda time to discussing the Elk Ridge Villa
flooding problems with Di -

Mucci Home Builders, the
village board failed to complete its business last

when the rest of the agenda

day night by first eliminating

much of the sound in the classrooms and cleaning equipment
and maintenance for the carpet
would be less expensive than

Federal Funds
For Library

vinyl flooring.

Library materials costing
$2,433.90 have been approv-

vinyl tile from construction
plans.
Representatives of Walston
Construction Co. of Wood Dale,
general contractors, were instructed to notify the sub-

contractor of the decision. The
present contract calls for vinyl
asbestos

tile

in

classrooms,

multipurpose room and other
places in the building.

Board member Mrs. Maureen
Sandstrom cast the only oppos-

will be considered.

-

to recon-

DiMucci claimed that his
project west of Busse had

Other board members said
Would

board take a vote

permits in Mount Shire until
the sewer flooding controversy is solved and turned
down for lack of a motion.

folding doors," she said.

carpeting

Mount
it clear
last night that they are going to stick by their decision that a lift station at Cottonwood is the best
answer to the flooding problems in Elk Ridge Villa.
A plea by Salvatore Di - the Metropolitan Sanitary DisMucci, president of DiMucci
trict was substantiated by
Home
Builders,
that the William
Cadigan, engineer

A special meeting was
called for Friday, June 17,

Board members reached their
decision after a long discussion
during a six -hour meeting Mon-

the

BY JACK A. VANDERVIYN
News Editor
Prospect village trustees made

sider withholding of occupancy

have to contend with noise and
absorb

The board took no action on
floor covering for the multi- ed by Title 11 of the Elemenpurpose room. Terrazzo matary and Secondary Educaterials are under consideration tion Act
for School Dist. 23.
for the 2,220 -square -foot room. Supt. Louis Pansino told
the

library

mater-

He said the problem belonged to Utility Sewer and
Water Co. (owned by DiMucci's father) and that the
village was taking "extralegal activities" against his
company by withholding the

effects

on

interceptor

the Busse
sewer owned

by

Budget Expected Monday

What's
Your
Gripe?

Consoer, Townsend Associates, the villages consulting engineering firm.
for

"How can I have this matter brought to vote?" DiMucci
asked
greve.
with
built

Mayor Daniel Con"We have complied
your codes. We have
our homes under per-

For Dist. 214 Board

bring this matter before the
trustees and be given a vote."
CONGREVE replied
that
neither DiMucci
nor the
mayor could put the matter
before the trustees in the

form of a motion. "You will
have

have

to

of the

one

trustees to make the motion,"
the mayor said.
Trustee
Robert
Teichert
requested that engineers give

an outline of the meeting last
Tuesday

between

village

of-

ficials and engineers and the
sanitary district.

A lengthy report was given
by Cadigan who said that the

Proposed budgets for the ed- building fund budget is S1,766,- answer was a lift station.
ucational, operational and trans- 000 for operation, maintenance Cadigan said that the lift

portation funds may be ready and improvements to existing station would cost in the area
of between
$28,000
Monday for High School Dist.

214 board of education.

In the proposed $7,725,960
budget for the educational fund

type or print

$5,680,700, will be spent in
salaries
for
administrations
teachers and staff. Adminis-

tration costs will take $434,000
and supplies $417,525.

State and federal aid will provide an estimated $742,100 for
various district programs and
facilities.
The tentative

and
$37,000.'
Tcichert
then
said:
"I
The estimated transportation
fund budget is $440,000 which can be pretty unpopular for
includes $319,046 to the Cook this . . . but if the problem
buildings.

County School Bus Co. and
$65,520

to

the

Davidsmeyer

is

in

Elk Ridge Units

and 5, east of

2, 3

Busse Rd.,

Bus Co. Other expenditures in are we justified in withhold the transportation fund include
(Continued on Page 2)
$18,000 for the special education program, $15,000 for the
work orientation program and
$20,000 for 'the athletic pro-

operational gram.

Park Ridge

AlderMan

A Park
will be the

principal speaker

at the Representative Gov-'
ernment Assn.'s meeting at
8:30 p.m. Wednesday.

James Cole, who has been
city alderman
for 11
years, will address a public
meeting in the V.F.W. Hall
on N. Main St.
The association
is cona

Name
Address

.

ducting the meeting to explain
Print my name

its

proposal

to change the
Mount Prospect government.

(check one)

Under its plan village trustees
would

Initials only please

be

replaced

by

city

aldermen.

"Cole will be able to give
to

Gripe Editor, The Day, 217 S. Arlington Heights
Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill.

To some people a cat Is just a cat. Bat to 2 -year -old Jason
Kaufmann, his 6 -year -old sister Cindy and their dog Beau,

the Siamese cat Susie was part of the family. Susie ran away
from the Kaufmann home at 36 N. Wildwood Dr. Prospect
Heights, Saturday, and things haven't been the same since.
Do you have a complaint you want to get off of your chest? "The children are terribly upset," said the children's mother
Here's your chance to let off steam ... and get paid for it. Mrs. Herbert Kaufmann. "Beau is worst of all. He won't even
Use the accompanying coupon and in 25 words or less air your' eat. He and Susie were playmates." The Kaufmann are movpet. peeve and mail it to the Gripe Editor, Day Publications, ing to Minneapolis in July and are offering a reward for the
217 Arlington Heights Rd.,; Arlington Heights, Ill. If we print cream -and -brown colored cat. "It would be like leaving one of
it, we'll pay you $2. Even if we don't you'll have the satisthe family behind if we had to go without her," said Mn.
faction of unloading a beef. So. come on. Gripe.

Kaufmann.
.1;

us an intimate look on how representative government works,"

BY JAN BONE
Next week, five children
will
graduate from
Jack
London junior High School

in Wheeling. They have never
their
teachers,
nor
their classmates, nor their
school. They will never see
their diplomas.
They are totally blind.
seen

Suburban Special Education
Organization), 10 school dis-

art and physical education.
They complete all the art pro-

tricts joined together to pro- jects that their other classvide classrooms and teachers mates are assigned, and are
- not only for blind children, graded competitively with the
but for deaf, partly sighted,
partly -deaf, and perceptually
handicapped.
The Wheeling classrooms
now include four blind high

others."
AFTER graduation, what
next for the blind students? The
five Jack- London children will

continue in High School Dist.

Mrs. Kathryn M. Kaoena, school students with Mrs. Hal- 214's program.
915 S. Maple Dr., Mount Pros- cyon Peters as their resource
And Ceinwen? She'll be marpect, has been in charge of room teacher, seven at the ried in August to a Harvard
the resource room for the blind junior high, II at the elemen-

tary level (with Mrs. Laurel
Denny in charge of the resource

at Jack London since 1959.

She has contributed games
and teaching aids used by the room), and one kindergartner.
"These children are comblind for a special display at
the Mount Prospect Public pletely integrated," said Mrs.
Library.
Kacena. They take all their
Miss Ceinwen Klepper, for- classes with regular students
merly of Prospect Heights, and regular teachers - even
who created several of the ceramic objects

displayed,

was

of this child."

CEINWEN'S parents, and
others, were driving blind children daily to classes in Chicago,

1962,

of NSSEO (Northwest

Bike Rider's
Leg Broken
In Accident
Brian Phillips, 5, of 811
Lancaster, was reported
fair condition in North welt Community Hospital,
S.
in

is graduating 6th in her class
in the women's division. She
majored in Russian and also
studied Chinese, Polish, German, Spanish and Latin.

By United Press International

said Mrs. Kacena.

In 1954,
Wheeling School Dist. 21 began
its first class for the blind.
With the establishment, in

Law graduate doing post -graduate work in Poland, says Mrs.
Kacena. Ceinwen, who won a
full scholarship to Stanford,

Roundup
For The Day

"one of our first graudates,"

said Kendal Crooks, tempor- Tuesday, after he was struck
ary chairman of RGA.

square and round checkers which allow

5 Graduates Won't See
Classmates or Diplomas

In fact, the program for the
blind students became started
partly "because of the needs

alderman

Ridge

the blind to Join others in recreation and games.

Mrs. Kacena recalls.

To Speak

Cut out coupon, padte on postcard, mall

Mrs. G. W. Leabelielame, assistaut Nhearisse, bolds a moodd of an hippopotamus

0114.1* *lute** the blind (a the concept of size. Since touching the animal is
nothing to do with and in no
impoesible, blind persons ire taught, about what they can not see by scale models.
mits
you
granted
us
and
now
way contributed to flooding
In the entrance of the Mount Prospect library Mrs. Roland C. Becker and bead
you
refuse
us
occupancy
problems in the Elk Ridge
librarian Mrs. L. E. Htuchings bare compiled . a display of teaching materials for
permits.
What
can
we
do
to
Villa Units 2, 3 and 5.
the blind. Behind Mrs. Laubenhehner are

The board will ask bidders board of education Monday
permits.
for the carpeting to re -submit night that the federal governDiMucci's contention that
estimates on the basis of the ment had approved the disthe development
west
of
new decision.
trict's request for the funds Busse did not have harmful
to purchase
ials.

t

t

Home Permits Banned
In Flooding Dispute

night.

scheduled to open in the fall.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Jail 15 S.I.U. Students
CARBONDALE, Illinois - Fifteen Southern Illinois

University students were jailed early today following
a disturbance at Carbondale. Hundreds of chanting

students marched on the Carbondale police headquarters
after

authorities used tear gas to break up the dis-

turbance just off the university campus. It apparently
represented student reaction to the school's decision to
take disciplinary action against students involved in a
disturbance Monday.

101st Fighting Hand-to -Hand

by a car

while bike riding.
Doctors said the boy has

SAIGON -- There's fierce fighting in South Viet
a broken leg and possibly a Nam's central highlands. U.S. 101st Airborne troopers
broken hip. He suffered cuts were reported locked in hand-to-hand combat with a
battered North Vietnamese battalion. The Communist
and bruises.
how the Park Ridge governThe boy was riding his bi- unit had already lost 185 men to the Americans before
ment
operated
during *1 cycle at Busse Rd. and Illi- today's fighting began. But there was an tragic note to
period of growth similar to nois 58 when he was struck the three day battle. U.S. artillery accidently shelled
Mount
Crooks by a car operated by George an American position killing five troopers and woundProspect's,
said.
"He has served under four

mayors and on six city
councils," Crooks said. In
his address he will explain

V. Sweeney, 39, of Norridge.

ing five others.

Schtl en beck Closi g Oppos
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Ho

it

Arlington

d IMaiintaiins Stan
that

replied

Cadigan

(Continued I roi,111".ge1)

here

The village board accepted
a report from the public safety committee composed of
Home

' station would not have to be Builders. We are complying
ing permits on houses being very big, "if all of the storm with your codes. If you have
constructed %.est of Busse?"
water were kept out of the any. problems, they are with
Teichert
said
his
main sanitary sewer system."
Utility, not with us. DiMucci
concern

getting

was

the

go along with any solution that

flooding, however,
is
only DiMucci's construction causing the problem?"
the

solves

Cadigan said that the home
flooding situation
cast
of
could

Busse

if

solved

he

installed sump

residents
pumps
But warned that if
this
happened
the
sewage
would then flow out the roan hole covers into the street.
"Would our issuing occu-

pancy permits to houses west
of Busse Rd hurt the present
situation9" Mellen asked.
"I don't think it would,"
Cadigan replied

"WHAT ARE you driving
at?" Trustee
asked Teichert

Robert

Colfer

"The sewer system belongs
to Utility Sewer and Water
Co , not DiMucci Home Builders,"
Thelma
responded.
Oui only relief is to have

Utility

Sewer
and
the
problem.

solve

Water

Our

problem is how to force Utility to take action If Di Mucci
Home

Builders

homes

west

of Busse arc not in fact contributing to the flooding, they
should not be restricted."
"Are you suggesting that
our relief is not against the

builder?" Trustee 'Harry Bruhl
asked Teichert

cr

"We arc not moving against
Mayor Conthe builder,"
greve said "We arc moving
Utility Sewer and
against

Water Co Thcy have sat on
their hands Let them come
up with a plan of action to
solve their problems "

agreed that the
Townsend
report
preliminary one and

Cadigan

water out of the area. "I will .Consoer,
was

a

that more studies
to

before

made

be

large it would have to be.

lift

the

station is actually installed.
Trustee
Joseph
Grittani

if

asked

lift station would

a

a permanent solution to
the problems.
"I believe it would," Cadigan replied.

be

TRUSTEE Colfer made it
clear at this point that the
order halting occupancy per-

mits was aimed toward Utility

Sewer and Water
expanding its facilities.

Co.
He

said there was no intention to
harass DiMucci Home Buildcrs. "You find yourself in
middle,"

the

Colfer

said.

builder's

name

happened

to

be.

Village

Manager

John

Mongan said one commercial
permit

denied Monday
because
the
sewer
plans
called for using, Utility facwas

ilities.
Congrcvc said that if Utility Sewer and Water Co.
comes up with an escrow
agreement
guaranteing
the

lift station would be installed,
the problem with
Di Mucci
Home
Builders
could
be

"worked out."
Colfer said, "to this point,
come

with

up

There la an old saying to the
effect that "an apple a day keeps

the doctor away" Thin was put

to the test by Michigan State
University and it was found
that 1300 students eating
apples daily actually made
fewer sick calls than other students Respiratory and tension induced ailments were significantly fewer

It is quite likely thevitamin C
content of the apples accounted

for a lesser number of normal
illnesses, and some as yet unknown natural tranquilizing
substance lessened every day
tension

completed our obligation as
home builders. You are coercing us by withholding occupancy permits.

"You are
techniques,
legal way

using extra -legal
this is an extrato force compli-

ance. You are being unjust and
this is unprecedented," Di Mucci said.
"Your remedy lies with

Utility, not with this board,"
Trustee Colfer said.

DiMucci asked that Thomas
General manager of

Pranka,

Utility,

heard.
Pranka
requested four to six weeks
comprehensive
to
make a
be

study of solutions and return
to the board.

"I

said,

came

John

placed
July 5.

on

the

for

agenda

DiMucci again asked: "Will
the

board

vote

whether

on

DiMucci Home Builders

can

build
homes
under
their
permits and have occupancy
permits?"
Congrevc said, "Until such
time as Utility takes some
positive action, I would not

be in favor of a vote by the
trustees."

"You prefer to

extraDi Mucci

use

legal
techniques?"
asked.

further

discussion,

the lack of a motion by any
of the six trustees prevented
a vote on the issue.

Walsh

J.

Jr., Thomas

the Countryside Art Gal10 W. Miner, Arlington

The trial of Robert N. Horan, ,
of Streamwood, was
until
16 in Mount Prospect
court. He is charged with
Thursday

June

than what an apple can provide, try

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
Phone 439-5255

Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

children

Barbara
Bartley,
Martin
Chaltoian and Brett Lamberty
have been named valedictorians for the class of 1966 at

Grove

of

member

engineering

tire

High School and
Layna Moore has been chosen
salutatorian.
The valedictorians are selected on the basis of academic
Prospect

department make a personal
visit with Cook County Highway officials to voice the vil-

Leonard G. Garasha, director
of transportation, estimates
the contract may mean a possible saving of $11,000 next
year.
Davidsmeyer

Service

Bus

has been serving Dist. 59 since
fall, 1960. At present, 13 buses, each with a capacity of 78,
arc used. The 43 routes cover
an

buses used for the Elk Grove
High School routes will be
shared, if needed. This plan
will cut per unit costs from
$29.20 to $20 per day.

Children will be on the bus
for shorter periods and can
better supervised, Garasha

be

said.

He estimated that the addaggregate annual mileage ition of two buses by Davids-

of 19,000 miles, at a total cost
of $84,665.20 to Dist. 59.
The district transports the

third highest number of grade
school children in Cook Counhas

Since 1960, Davidsmeyer
not increased rates, nor

requested that they be raised.
The $5 daily increase, Garasha said, allows the company
to be competitive in the labor
market
costs of
surance

and
reflects rising
social security, incompensation,
and

workmen's compensation.

HIGH SCHOOL Dist. 214
will get two additional buses
for the Elk Grove High School
at no additional cost under the
second contract which it will
share with Dist. 59. The elementary board amended the
original motion, making the
contract contingent upon approval by Dist. 214.
At present, all Dist. 59
children in special education
high school districts 214 and
211 and eight "feeder" , elementary districts, the North -

%Cat Subnihan Special Eddcation Organization operates two
small buses, 4 walk-ins or

license.

arate

contract

with

sep-

Davids-

for

meyer

Dist.

214

would

allow that district better service at no additional cost, givapproximate

them
an
ing
$14,400 savings.

Bus drivers would pick up

the Dist. 59 special education
children for intradistrict transportation after the high school
run is completed.

Microphone@

Taken From
Lincoln school
Principal Stephen L. Caruso of Lincoln Junior High
School told police Monday
and
a
four
microphones
radio worth $350 arc Missing from the school.
Mary Patano, a music teacher, reported a cymbal worth

$90 and a sizzler were missing.

Caruso told Detective Rich-

ard Yost three of the microphones were taken from the
school's audio-visual storage
room. Also taken lie said,
was a lapel mike worth $35.
Caruso
has
emphasized
electronic aids- in ,-!caching
and his school has , the, first
closed-circuit television system in Dist. 57.

Tr nsfers
otal 19
total of

A

real

19

Township

last

estate

week

radio under a

tree in the
200 block of S. Busse Rd.
a

the Prospect

department

English

award

and the language and Russian
award this year. He plans to

attend Purdue University and
major in medicine.
Eftle.li Lamberty,

Prospect, has been a member tracts team and participated in
of the Future Homemakers cross country for three years
of America and the Spanish He was a National Mcrit fiClub. In her junior year she nalist and won second prize in
was awarded the Mount Pros- the University of Santa Clare

transfers were listed in Wheeling

ing contest and

son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lam':
berty, 2 N. Evanston, Arlingscholarship and must main- ton Heights, is president of
tain a straight "A" average the German and Math Clubs
throughout high school.
,and vice president of the NaBarbara Bartley, daughter tional Honor Society and the
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bart- Political Outlooks Club.
ley, 717 Dresser Dr., Mount,
He was a member of the

by

Sidney R. Olsen, Cool: County

pect Women's Club scholar-

High School Mathematics Con-,

Recorder of Deeds.
Prices
indicate $1.10
federal revenue stamps
cac'h $1,000 in sales price.

ship for conservation.

test.

This year she won a National
He won the math department
Scholarship letter of award this year and plans to'
commendation and received major in aeronautical engineeran
honorary Illinois State ing at Purdue University.
Scholarship. She also earned

in

Merit

for

Seven transfers recorded in
Arlington Heights were: 2818
BehAire, Chicago Title and
Trust to Gene C. Raasch,
$31.35; 410 S. Lincoln, Sell -

a $4,000 scholarship from the

LAYNA Moore, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd G. Moore,
Insurance Co. Miss Bartley 310 N. Stratford, Arlington.
plans to attend the University Heights, received only one "B"
of Illinois at Urbana in the fall. in high school to challenge a

Royal Neighbors of America

erg= Coast., Co. to Donald
Hughes, $30.80;
Pinetree, Ivy Hill
J.

2115

N.

Inc.

to

near
perfect
record.

straight

"A"

Valley, Ivy Hill Inc. to James

MARTIN Chaltoian, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chakoian,

C. Mills, $48.20; 1109 Francis, La Salle National Bank

300 Dale, Mount Prospect, is
president
of the National

to Mary Prohaska, $55; 1114

H6nor Society and the Russian
Club. He has been active in the

She earned a letter of commendation from the National
Merit Scholarship program
and at Prospect was active in
the Library Club and National

Math Club and participated in

Honor Society.

debate for one year.
Chakoian was a
Merit
Scholarship

She plans to attend Miami
University in Ohio and wants
to do graduate work in library
science at the University of

Thomas Burns, $40.50; 915 E.

W.
Clarendon, P. Gilbert
Peterson to Carl R. .Laub,
$42.90; 1020 Viator Ct., P.

National
finalist
and won the National Council
of Teachers of English writ-

Gilbert Peterson to Frank W.
McLaughlin Jr., $44.
Twelve transfers were recorded in
Mount Prospect.

They were: 512 N. Pine, Edward R. Rokavcc to William
J. Mohn, $27.50; II N. Louis,
Robert Haberkamp to Wayne
to Rosario Vruno, $31.90; 100
N. Eastwood, James J. Hermann Jr. to David S. Crim-

j/7-eZiii LW,/

mins, $29.70; 311 N. Elm,
Paul H. Hoffmann to, Burgess H. Reeves, $18.15; 407
Donald
Wesley
N.
Witte,
Walter
R.
Brincicman
to
Lampe, $24.75; 410
Meadow, William B. Braasch to
Don Kilroy, $24.75; 214 N.

We'd Like To Thank You
Particular People For Making Our
1st Year A Successful One. Our
Staff- Roger, Hank, Carl, & Torn
Will Continue To Give You The

Yates,r Central DL andanCorrspficitdo

Char

$37.40; 132 Wilshire, Howard

H. Wagner to Fred Schlegel,
$25.85; 912 Garden, Orchto,
ard e0..alce , Homes , Inc.
Arthur
Herwynen,
$35.20;1
57
W. Jeffery, Norman F.

Ave., George Kronthalcr
Daniel J. Sweeney, $23.65.

Kentucky.

/* tag

G. Busse, $41.25; 1512 E.
Thayer, Central Land Corp.

est In Bair Styling &Shaping.
9otun' Er Counlry P arter Sbop

Strombert to Thomas L. WaA student found the case of ters, $19.25, and 156 7th

135 WEOT PROOPECT AVE.
MT. PROOPECT, ILLINI310

to
APPO{NTN 611T6

A0010,60

Pttolagr 302.3550

....

FOLLOW PRESIDENT JOHNSONS' ADVICE

cluding oil paintings, watercolors, sculpture, pottery and
silver jewelry.

Regular gallery hours are
and most may be rented.
Further information
be obtained by calling
3005 during gallery hours.

2 Lb Can '$1.39

FOLGERS COFFEE

1

to 4 p.m. daily except Mon-'
day. All works arc for sale

OGE2Pa..7-1 til'agOS

NESTLES CHOCOLATE CHIPS.... 12 Oz. 350

may
253-

ALL VARIETIES

Annexation

8 oz.

A 40 -acre section of School

DOE fied061.flgt7 FM.
q0E1STO _i-L76N7

Lb. 450

NABISCO CREO COOKIES

Arlington Heights Park
District.
The board of education approved the annexation Monday
night for the property on which

79

Lb. Pkg. 390

GOLDEN GLOW MARGARINE

the

ff aa2E69 AT YON

INSTANT PUDDINGS siz.Ea.80

DURKEES BLACK PEPPER

NABISCO FAMILY FAVORITES 4 For $1.00

the Betsy Ross, Anne
Sullivan and MacArthur Junstands

ior High schools.

The area

RSERV1C.gs

ChuckBLADE CUT

had not been in a park district since the Wheeling Park
District disbanded over a year

The board authorized attor-

ney Henry Vallely to negotiate

the

Township

agreement
School

Foes

Ib

ago.

wound dry whenbathing, wrap
it in Saran Wrap

Palatine

on

each bus at a cost of $1 1,700 next year.
will meyer to carry the 65 Dist.
The
other contract
change present arrangements
59 children who attend special
for transporting Dist. 59 child- education classes within their
ren
to
special
education own district.
classes
within the district.
Under the arrangement, five

July 31.

This Weeks Helpful Hint:

To keep the bandage of a

B.uffalo

Rds.

In accepting the report, the
which favors an overpass for village board asked thht a

One contract gives Davidsmeyer a $5 increase a day for

Dis. 23 has been annexed to

Next time your medical needs
require something more definite

about

relates to traffic on Kennicott,

Prospect
Improvement Assn.,

authorized Monday by Elk Grove Elementary School Kist. 59.

Heights from June 10 through

7:30 to 10:30 p.m. The public
is invited.
Works by all 35
of the past season's juried
artists will be exhibited in-

Heights

concern

road is Wheeling and

the
tire

by

DV JAN CONE
Two new bus contracts with Davidsmeyer Bus Service were

running a red light and driv- metros, and 26 carry -ails.
ing without a valid operators
Garasha proposed a

The show will open with a
reception Friday night from

CLOSING of

expressed

lage's opposition.

ride NSSEO vehicles.
Under a joint agreement with

Continued

lery,

the closing of the road as it

Dioto 59 A io Riyoveb
Real Estate
2 Bub' Coral -limas

classes

continued

tee

school
Rd.

H. Hanlon and Frank Pelmet -

ty.

PRANKA'S request to submit an engineering study was

After

Countryside
Artists To
Show Work
at

AN APPLE A DAY...

granted

was

denied, regardless of what the

"Landscape, Seascapes and
Escape," a new showing of
'art works, will be exhibited

Gerald Barnbaum R.Ph.

Builders

building permits and we have

"We arc taking this action to
While the board agreed to
force Utility to comply with this request, they made it
our order."
clear that all of the prelimIt was pointed out that any inaries of such a study arc
permits that would tie in to past business. They said they
Utility Sewer and Water Co. would consider solid engineerlines in the village would be ing reports only.

Utility has
Trustee Parker Ekrcn ask- nothing."
ed if studies have been made
DIMUCCI
on how big an area the lift
station would protect and how

could have

Home

pect Heights has asked Cool:

opposed

Pro$pecAt
Valleo Lc-tali:an@

The village board commit-

County to close Schoenbeck.

and Palatine Rds.

DiMucci

as

School Dist. 23 in Pros-

icr.

the intersection of Schoenbeck

"Well

the

officials

are in favor of traffic signals
and a pedestrian overpass at
0

pule with D

Heights

ROUND BONE OAST

with the
Trustees.

Lb.

690

eAt/

gno

atingsariniman

.\013t*/*..
CLUB "7 GROUND/SHORT

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA
FALCON
FAIRLANE

STEAK
E
R

ice-

Lb.

89t

414110X

goll

BEEF

RIBS

49

Lb. 37

Lb.

*alb

U.S. NO.1 CALIFORNIA

s

r'7

teak

Ri

PLUS MILEAGE
RENT A STATION WAGON

Wait

SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE Ca.:111,_?
WIRT=

%NM PORN .1111.

Lemo4ns

Doz.

FRESH TENDER

lb

sleet corn
zgc
Li For

3 Lb
Can,

_

$239

I
Lb89

C
Lb

69c

ma

a

MORE AT

Dos

49c

FRESH SNAPPY

GreeniO4ans
Lb.

1111111Eft11111111. lin

aBIRDSEYE -FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE.

CL 9031141,

C I-5 -9 BEM

NEW SUGAR SWEET

California Oranges

PLAN YOUR VACATION

NITES AND SUNDAY.

TAT(

9:c

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

M

Tasty, Tangy

\

\`

1TE

RE

SUPER

MART

1300 E. Northwest Highway, Palatine
How 10.10 Daily, 10.6 Sunday -

Dist. 59 Summer School

Grace's Daze

Enr t fitment

Weddings and Visitors
By Grace Mott A

I creases
BY JAN DONE

....

Farewell
To Dr.
Noecker
Dr. F. Patience Noecker 'Tr

THE PROSPECT DAY
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JE

Palatine, was hlanored by tie
medical staff at Northwest
Community Hospital at a

"bon voyage" tea and recep-

Last year, Elk Grove Elementary Dist. 59 had 600 children tion in
Friends in Senn High School,
her honor yesterday.
continued enrolled in summer school.
the
association
Dr. Noecker has been on the
This
year,
2572
children
have
signed
up!
through University of Wisconstaff since 1957.
Same Director -- Alan M. Lawson, principal of Forest
sin college days for the two
A lifelong member of the
View
Elementary
School.
Same
philosophy
-learning
can
be
women. Arriving last Saturday,
Seventh Day Adventist Church
1
fun!
Mrs. CoOk left for the east
she has accepted a five year
The difference? A change to rollment, far larger, than any - mission assignment in a PakTuesday.
Klepper
one
had
expected,
the
summer
a
program
financed
primarily
A high honors student at "camping" in the chalet -type
HOSPITALIZED at Holy by state aid, which cuts costs program will give the district istan hospital. She will leave
area June 16 for an orienProspect High School, Cein- house while they put it in Family; Edwin Weigt, and now
only a $5,757 deficit -- well, the
o
and at the same time home from Lutheran General to $5 for two courses.
tation course for missionaries
wen will receive her degree order,
under
enthe
$8,000
previously
whopping
the
Despite
s
time from their work to Hospital is baby Cynthia Maas.
at Andrews University in Berfrom Stanford University this steal
authorized by the board.
rien Springs, Michigan, bemonth She has majored in visit friends.
Also
on
the
list
of
sick
or
at
Forest
View
and
Dempster
Before moving south, Ruth least inconvenienced, is Mrs. biology and educative adminifore departing for Pakistan.
Russian and has studied ChiJunior
High
in
Mount
Prosnose, Polish, German, Span- Henneberg was an active mem- J. P. Roney.
DR. NOECKER is not sure
stration.
pect
will
be
opened,
as
well
ish and Latin, and while in high ber of the Mount Prospect WoFROM
Barrington where five additional buildings. A of her exact assignment but
school did outstanding work man's Club and of the Home
MANY YEARS of residence William B. Burke and his sons reading program continues one of the hospitals under conChoral and instrumental Bureau. Sunday night the at 120 S. George St., Mount have lived since moving from at Mark Hopkins, and the sideration for her is in a remusic, including her own com- couple were dinner guests of Prospect will end June I I when Mount Prospect, comes word Brentwood Summer Institute, mote section, reachable only
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Cooper. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Martin, of the recent marriage of John
positions
by boat or seaplane. The docJOHN Gottfried, three week Sr., turn over the keys of that and Marcia Neatcrour of with individualized instruction, tor has a private pilot's li,I(mg-Smith graduated from
will
have
an
enrollment
of
Stanford in 1963 and this month old son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron- house to its new owners, Mr. Warsaw, Ill. The ceremony 240.
cense and regularly flies to
will receive his. degree from ald Martin, S. Edward St., was
California to visit her partook place in the Barrington
and
Mrs.
Gary
Sargent.
With
Using the 2,572 enrollment ents.
the university's School of Law. baptized at St. Paul Lutheran United Airlines, Mr. Sargent Methodist Church, and the
The young couple will be mar- Church Junc 5, and the morning and his family arc coming here young couple arc currently liv- figure, Lawson told The Day
"In view of the possible
ried August 29 and include a ceremony was followed by a from Denver, Colo.
ing at his father's Flynn Creek that state aid should bring need to reach or transport
A family prominent in Prospect Heights for many years and
nom, residents of Chicago Heights have announced the engagement of their daughter, brilliant, although completely blind,
Ceinwen Marie Klepper, to Sandford Brewster King -Smith of
California. Her parents arc the Rev., Robert Klepper, former
pastor of the Prospect Heights Community Church. and Mrs.

year of study in Poland and

family dinner which included

Har-

the couple's two other children

MR. AND MRS. Leonard

They are Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Spilde who came from Argyle,
Minn., for the event, and arc
remaining in Mount Prospect

post -graduate work
vard University

at

and John's sponsors.

JOhnson, Jr,, have visitors
from Nuernberg, Germany.
Johnson's
They are Betty
sister and her husband, Mr. for a few days' vacation.
ALSO baptized at St. Paul
Helmuth Birkenand Mrs
Church Sunday was Jonathan
busch
It has been 19 years, since Mark Bleeke, son of the Ralph
the sisters last saw each Mean who gave, a dinner for
other, and the long -anticipated 10 after the service.
Sponsors for the christening
visit was not without a last
minute snarl For the first were Steven Albert f r o m
time in their long years of Springfield, Ill., and Steven
correspondence, a letter from Gallaway and Miss Connie

the district $35,113. The five patients by, air I am hoping
Here for the wedding were dollars materials fee charged to complete the requirements
Jack's brother and his wife, for each child will bring an for a commercial pilot's li-

Dr. address.

A smaller house at 710 N.
Main will then become home to
the Martins whose son, Eugene
Jr., a graduate student at the

University of Missouri is expected home for six days this
before returning for a
summer session of work in
week

Page 3

the former Sue Burke who live
in Columbia, Mo.; and who had
with them their son, born last
September 4, and named William after his grandfather who
is now retired.

additional $12,570.
cense as well as instrument
Bus routes, and schedules and seaplane ratings before
for the free transportation leaving the states," she said.
available to Dist. 59 children
Dr. Noecker also served as

will be distributed before June
20, opening day.

a physician for Hopi and Navajo Indian hospitals in Keams
\

A large Mad for a heIpLag Emed wca

riven

to Dr.

Patience Noecker as she was presented with a
plaque In appreciation of service. Dr. E. J. Jacobs,
president of the medical staff of Northwest Community Hospital, made the presentation.
F.

Canyon,

Ariz., and Crown Department of the Interior
Point, N. M. under the Bureau before joining the staff at

of Indian Affairs of the U.S. Northwest.

0

the Birkenbusches to the John - Gallaway who came from Ft.
sins stating their arrival date Wayne, Ind., along with grand-

4nd time, and written well ahead, went astray and has not
tp date been received.

4 Because of this the travelers

arrived at the airport without

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred

Blecke. Also from Springfield,
III., was Jonathan's grandfather, Rev., George Albers,
executive secretary of Ste-

benefit of greeting, and the
.tohnsons missed the arrival
Air
excitement
Lufthansa
Lines, notified the Johnsons
their guests were here.
' THE THREE week stay

wardship and Missions of the

and David whO celebrated his

named.

Central Illinois District
the Lutheran Church.

of

A DINNER party at Hapsburg Inn followed the recent
christening of Frederic James
will be a busy one for Mr. and Way, one year old son of Mr.
Mrs
Birkenbusch.
Sunday and Mrs. Charles M. Way.
they were part of a party the Here from Cleveland for the
Junior Johnsons gave for son event were the baby's grandtorn, graduating Friday night parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fredis
from Prospect , High School, eric Way for whom he
birthday

15th

of

Highlight

their stay in this country will
lie a. ,trip 4o Buffalo, 4,y4,,
shore the sisters will Aisit
their aunt and unclevMr.and
rrs. Ernst Rottncr.
;
Among those at the party

MRS. WILFORD Frcrk of
Niles was the guest of honor at

Jariy. jii_htqux t S'Loaccto
Hosts were her son,
and "n4 Wife, Mr and Mrs"
Sunday.

Frcrk' who gave the'

''12uurience

party for

10 in

the yard of

Tom, who will enter their N. Emerson St., home.
Culver -Stockton College in Among the guests were Mr.
,September, and David, were and Mrs. Robert Kline of this
!their grandparents, the senior town.
A
PROSPECT
Heights
iJohnsons and their aunt and
for

!uncle and family, the Walter
!

couple are spreading the news

Dicks all from Mount Prospect. of a new grandchild. They arc
On June 18 David will be off Mr. and Mrs. George Sheppard

:to Canada on a 10 day car and
Iplane trip sponsored and chapleroned by high school athletic
..faculty members

BACK IN Mount Prospect
pat least until the end of next
;

Tweek are a pair who moved to
;Leesburg, Fla , several years
;ago

They are Mr. and Mrs.

Henneberg whose S.
'Busse Rd , home is for sale
?and who have come to make
'George

'final arrangements for this.
Henneberg
retired
from
.Illinois Bell company, and
',iRuth, both good sports, are

Selling your home?

Sr., whose son JOhn, and the
former Sheila Kutchera who

grew up in Mount Prospect,
phoned the arrival of Kristine
Renee June 6.

The John Sheppards live in
Davenport, Iowa.

Only minutes after they were
informed, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Kutchera

now

of

Arlington

Heights were on their way to
Davenport where Mrs. Kutchera

will take over with four year
old Jeffrey while his mother

in the hospital and for two
weeks after her return home.
Making plans to visit their
son and his family over the
weekend are the senior Shepis

pards.

Call our

A SPECIAL privilage came
to the Rev., Gilbert Bowen,

Woman of the OaP

pastor of the Community Presbyterian Church, - the end of

FOUR, FABULOUS

BRIDAL FASHION SHOWS
AT TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

May when he was invited to
preform

the

marriage

cere-

mony' in that church of Ruch

write or call your nearest salon for free tickets

Hardison and Paul Larson.

Paul is the son of the late
Rev., Victor Larsen, one time
pastor of the Lakeside Baptist
Church in Muskegon, Mich.,
where 20 years ago Rev.,
Bowen decided to make the
ministry his life.
WEEKEND out of town
guest at the hoMe of Mrs.
James Scott, Sr., has been

Pat Lechelt

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE.

CL 5-6320

a friend of long standing. She
is Mrs. C. G. Cook of Larch-

marcjies

NORTH

mar9ies

NILES

at 1114jE__0x43160 N. Lincoln

Golf Mill
Shopping Center

SUNDAY, JUNE 12

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15

2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

mont,(N. Y., enroute to her
home from a vacation in California.

OUR MAN

commentary by our.oiovn Bridal FashiOn Coordinator . .. Jean McCarthy

SCHLICKMAN!

FREE ADMISSION

for REPUBLICAN COMMITTIIIMAN

Vic Heisler

Eugene F.
Sehltekman

OURS TOCH
Fred Leydig Mrs. Victor (Gloria) Nicholson Charles Mihalek
Edgar Neas Edmond Shanahan
Jim Pfister
Alf Wilson
Mrs. Ted (Delores) Skarr
Jerry Hansen

Endorsed by
WHEELING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION
(Paid Pgiii,.i Admiisoment)

by invitation only

the newest Fall and Winter Bridal Creations from the fabulous

write be: .Call Your nearest salon for free tickets.

Margie Bridal collection. Included in this preview are exciting

NORTH at MAirfIONB
Tom Tomaso

Come to any of Margie's Bridal Fashion Shows featuring all

311)0 NORTHILINCOLN AVENUE

GOLF. MILL SHOPPING CENTER

fashions for bridesmaid% flower girl% mother -of -the -bride and

Gtc., 7-4799:

296 -7711

groom, and special guests. Any one of the three conveniently
located Margie Bridal Salons can serve as your complete "one stop wedding plans"= headquarters.

mar9 i es

it

Mk=

Some Day

.

"The bus people have missed the boat," said Uncle John

ordinary working people who
pay the taxes for the yellow

Blievernicht

buses you see on every block.
"These buses are called

as

pasted

he

Slichenmycr stickers on

1066

diplomas.

co Almon

"Don't tell me the kids are
going to have to walk next

"No, I am not talking about
the

ycliow

buses,"

carriers and people

and they arc upset because

thought he could never do."
"You mean like keeping

somebody else wants to take
people into O'Hare Field for

Uncle John. "They are in no

politics," said Zerais.

immediate trouble as long as
the school boards keep putting

Zerais.

"It

the buildings out in prairies
away from the houses.

is

"The buses I am talking about arc those you see once or

in

Chicago he will

"It would be worth the mon-

out of the

field,"

said Zuni:.

"Yes, but they are still too

r-

late," said Uncle John.

"It is only a matter of time
before one of the airlines grab
this astronaut Tom Stafford.
The way he splashed the Gemini capsule

next to

the air-

craft carrier from a few miles
up he ought to he able to put
an ordinary airline passenger
on the backyard patio without

ental Air Transport said they
will do the job for only $1.50
one way, provided your plane
leaves at one of the six con-

build a

to get

ey

ers for the most money.
"An outfit called Contin-

said

"There is _word that if King
Richard gets'' his bond issues

twice a month that carry the

days, of course."

"Right," Uncle John agreed.

one of those things

that just mushroom,"
Uncle John.

...12110521131561111"=2122agpfalWeeeinftism

for the buses.

This does not include Satur-

"Now the rage is to see who
can get the most buses into
O'Hare with the fewest rid-

to O'Hare Field?" asked

go

venient times

policemen and firemen out of

them."
"Why would anyone want to

replied

by Frank E. Von Arx

bridge across the Des Plaines
River so he can put CTA carriers into the airport. There
is some doubt that even King
Richard can find room to park
a bus at' the airport, but there
are a lot of things people

pay to ride on them when they
can find them. United Motor
Coach is our common carrier

year," protested Zerais Fish,
president' of the Prospect
Heights Sewer Plant Operators Union.

.

spilling a drop of his cocktail.

"When this happens the only

thing we will need the buses
for is to keep the air polluted."

....

e Point
There is an old saw that

goes something like this: "The
mind can absorb' no more than
the seat can endure."
We wonder just how efficient

elected or appointed members
of public boards or commissions can be when their meet -

St®

Graduating

ings run
hour.

past

the

. . .

witching

ication of these board and
commission
members, most
of wom sit without pay, to
serve the people.

with

a-

three hour meeting.

seniors

and juniors,

merit from the Catholic Press
Assn. for journalism went to
John Massey,

John Steinmiller and Gil Cervelli. Staff pins were awarded
to Thomas Pitcllo, Edward
Brown, James Miller, Mark

Angelos, Michael Bickler, David Erbach, Michael StiglianWolfe

and

John

Awards for the officers of
the executive student council

board went to Richard Profita, president; Dennis Wilkinson, treasurer and John Stein-

Their meetings start at 7:30 of the material over for a spep.m. and often are not gaveled
into adjournment until
a.m.
1

the following morning.

cial session.

This makes good sense.

It

makes good sense for the
1.

bettor Aware!Winners

or roll, and departmental honors.
Pins
and certificates of

John
Ronge.

dealing

Most of the members of the board members and it makes
THE BOARD of education high school board put in a hard good sense for the public inof High School District 214 days work in their businesses terest.
We do question their effec- is one of the biggest offenders. prior to the meeting. They
Trustees of Mount Prospect
rush home, catch a fast sup- and Arlington Heights utilize
per and then attend the board highly qualified administrasophomores

and

at St. Viator High School.
Seniors merited awards for journalism student council, hon-

ese,

in

We do not question the dad- normal, in our opinion, two or

freshmen were honored at a recent awards convocation

Peter McCall,

tiveness

gendas that take them past a

by Jack Vandermyn

We wonder just how alert activities.
It is these administrators
Taylor, James Chappcl, Mark they are in dealing with the
Sullivan, Randy Lanclot, Da- millions of dollars of public -- village managers -- who
vid Wegner, Walter Wisniew- funds at their control after a make the board meetings
ski, Thomas Murray and Wil-

16 -hour day of this type of swing.

liam Dwyer.

hectic activity.

of section Freshmen
group winners
al superior achievement, Kim - arc: Michael Bosshart, James
berly Schmidt and Gary Ro- Diguilio, Conrad Rubinkowski,
Liss;

certificates

gowski.

Frank Scislo, Richard Rech,

Other sophomore Latin stu- Edward Hussey, James Drudents who received awards for ding, Kevin Daulcy, Ken Zarzachievement
in
nationwide ynski, John Strutner, Thomas
competitive exams were: sum- Smedinghoff, Stephen Linsner,
ma cum laude silver pins for Richard Ryndak, Michael Mitsuperlative achievement, Paul chell, Philip Hoss, Donald
Liss, Kenneth Sophie, Kim- Cordell, Thomas Rodell, Steberly Schmidt, Patrick Lough - phen Meinkiny, Daniel Schocpman, Kevin Coulter and Rob - ke, and Thomas Anstell.

crt Mogge; maxima cum laude,
Victor Rose, Fred Schmidt,
Peter Karlovitz, Robert Sol ger, Roger Kocolowski, John

tors to administer their village

meeting.

MONDAY

night,

Prospect

Heights Dist. 23 board of education met until
Tuesday morning.

1:30

a.m.

They were

gaveled to order at 7:30 p.m.
This board spent 10 minutes
approving Title II federal aid

districts also

have

at their disposal highly trained, competent and well paid
administrators. It would appear to us that school board
agendas should be equally as
efficient as those presented to

Title II must
in for previous

discussion from the board to

eat

villages.

CERTAINLY, school boards

the amount of $2,- have a lot of work to accomabout three hours plish. Perhaps the answer is
discussing what type of floor to hold more meetings in the
covering to use in John Muir course of a month rather than
School now under construc- to jam all of the business afunds in
433.90 --

JUNIOR student on the "A" tion.
Certainly,
Honor roll was James Dahl.
Juniors on the "B" honor roll have come
Gregory Bielawski,
Cullen, Edward Er-

School

"If only I could have afforded to go to college, I'd of
really had STATUS-particularly with the draft board!"

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4
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cross one meeting.

And another thing, Mr. commissioners....

p

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager'

We have been asked by a
William j. Kiedaisch
Jack A. Vandermyn
meet such swift approval Mon- group of wives of public comManaging Editor
day night. The point here is mission and board members
News Editor
sembly in the student council
not a critical one. But rather to form a new organization.
who received awards were:
is it judicious for boards to We still call it, "The Anti John Lavinge, Emile Bataille, Dale, Gary .Rogowski, Kenneth liam
Thiess,
Christopher' spend so much time on mat- Friday Night Meeting SociMike Kelley, Peter McCall, Balinski, Larry Rohrer, John Tietze, Henry Vandenbergh.
ters dealing with the public in- ety."
Jim Curtis, Phil Cutler, David Allarc, Thomas Yatteau and
Sophomores on the "B" terest?
Harris, John Loughman, Rich- James Zytko.
honor roll were: Michael AlHow long does it take for a
FRIDAY night is a good
ard Merkel, Michael Laird,
MAGNA CUM laude Latin bers, Kenneth Balinsky, Ste - 'board member's sense to be- night for those who belong to
,Iylike _§tigkinese," Qi I ,Cervp11, awards wout~A,stiphontores: ph,e( tIi3ogacr/..s, latnes,,cnap- ftc9Ple. dnilee At.Iyhat ,point
,Some
Publiqr bitdiCs
filv?1,1,,with
ase.ishowingi.displeasurt Rpnntengu.any authentic letter that exLi, Tom lr,ox, .,Bill, Aylward,
Joseph Stanley, Rodney Ay- pal, Michael Cushing, Kenneth does ,/t boata mcinber. agree their families, espOcialli,"yin
Daymfot9 things thatwate I beidg'-gi ritieSseVirtVigpoitittYld-flivithi, whether *6 a,Joseph Herrity, Tony Dahm, ers, Michael North, Michael Dale, William Kushner, Phil - to an issue; "just to get the
summer
when
so.tnany
,meet. said by
our ,readers itr our Letters t6 greemith itor not.
Ken Cherwin, Dennis Hag- Halstead, John Meiryweath- ip Jeuck, Paul. Lisk, Thomas meeting completed?"
ing rooms are not air-condi- the Editor coltimn.
Our only ground rul2s are that the
strom, Tom Pitcllo and Greg er, William Kushner, Patrick Murray, John Niemet, Kim tioned.
Lisching.
And we ask what these people would letters not be in objectionable `taste
THERE ARE some answers
Zeller, Charles Pollich, Mi- berly Schmidt, Paul Steger,
Sound like a plug to free
SENIORS presented award chael Kaminski, Jerry Bien- Robert Taylor, David Wegner, to this problem. When agen- newsmen from Friday night have us do?
Censor the letters? Print and that the writers identify themselves.
medals for service to the com- ke, Michael Cushing, Joseph Thomas Zeinz, Patrick Zel- das confronting the Arlington work? Could be, but the a- only those that are not controversial? ( We don't publish their names if they
munity are: Dan Kirchberg, Tufo, Karl Gerlach, Michael ler.
Heights and Mount Prospect mount of support we have re- Solve the whole problem by printing no ask us not to.)
Mike Neri, John MacDonald, Toledano, Lyle Buchholz, GirFRESHMEN on the "A" hon- village board's get out of hand, ceived from wives is so en- letters at all?
And anyone who doesn't like what is
Bob Obodzinski, Pat Smith, ard Weber, Tim Brown, Rob- or roll were:
John Merges the trustees consider them couraging we arc thinking of
These questions, of course, are pure. said is invited to reply. His views are
John Massey, Jim Curtis and ert Taylor, Mark Pomplun, and Thomas Semdinghoff. for a normal three hour meet- incorporating ...
ly academic. We have no intention of do: welcome too.
Tim Wallace.
The students Lee Howard, Robert Dem- Freshmen on the "B" honor ing then place the remainder
Just send one dollar to ... ing other than we have been doing
Fair?
volunteered their time to help mert, James Ligman, Wil- roll were: Mark Abate, Mian Arlington Heights family liam Reising, Thomas Zeinz, chael Bosshart, James Digwith physical therapy exercis- Stephen Bogacrts, and Nathan- iulio, James Druding, Russell
es for an infant child.
iel Leighton.
Gager, James Gilfillian, James
I
Seniors on the "A" honor
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is pictures for
Cum laude awards for Latin Hillenmayer, Paul Hoppe, Edthis feature. Arroll were: Paul Huening, Ron were presented to sophomores: ward Hussey, Joseph Kotow- the first of the candidate sum- ticles
should
be
around
300
Ortschcid and Daniel Roth. Thomas Traxler, James Keck- ski, Mark Kushner, Stephen maries to appear prior to the
words, double spaced on the
Editor:
tiun. The only candidate with
Seniors on the "B" honor cisen,
Robert,
Holterhoff, Linsner, Robert Luhr, Stephen June 14 primary election. All typewriter. Picture should be
On June 14, Republicans in such qualities in the' current
roll were:
Mark Angelos, James Moran, Michael Bruns- Meinking, Gregg Moore, Rich- candidates are invited to sub- Included.)
Wheeling
Township
will
elect
Craig Chalk, Francis Crib - feld, Thomas McHugh, Frank ard Rech, Donald Reising, mit campaign summaries and
an race is Gene
their Committeeman. This de- Committecm
Schlickman.
ben, John Cullen, James Geo- Bianca,
Michael
Madden, Gregory Repede, Gerald Rouscision
will
set
the
tone
and
Summarizing the campaign, David J. Regner, Republican
The Party needs the BEST
earls, William Kaveney, Jeff Thomas
Lightner,
Michael seau, Gary Rowbottom, Congeneral direction of our Party man. The Party needs a man
Kurtz, John Lavigne, John Mulcahy, Robert Snyder, Dan- rad Rubinkowski, David Rut- candidate for nomination to the Illinois House of Representain
this
township
for
the
next
who can work with people and
Massey, Jim Mueller, Jim iel Roveo, William Even, Ste- kowski, John Strutner, David tives in the June 14 primary, re-emphasized the need for
four years. The importance of build constructively for the
Nawoj, Anthony Pauley, John ven Stowell, Paul Selger, Talaber, Frank Wcislo and strong, competent Republican .leadership in the legislature
this
election
cannot
be
overfrom this district.
future.
That man is Gene
Piotrowski, John Ronge, Tim Thomas
O'Malley,
James Kenneth Zdrzynski.
emphasized.
Schlickman.
"We have one of the most
Wallace, Dennis Wilkinson and Chappel,
In addition to political acDwight
Brennan,
Religion awards were preOver
the
past
years
I have
Marvin Metie
Robert Yeats.
Dennis Palubicki, Daniel sented to juniors James Mor- heavily Republican districts in tivity and service he has ahad the opportunity to know
Seniors who merited awards Klingberg, James Howard, an, first and James Dahl, sec- the entire state, and for us to chieved a high degree of recandworkwithbothGene
in various departments were: Michael Albers, Michael La- ond;
sophomores
William be represented by one Repub- ognition with various civic
Schlickman and his opponent Editor:
Latin, David Erbach, first and Porte, Jeffery Farris, Jo- Kushner, first and Robert O'- lican and two Democrats is groups as well as having a
for Committeeman.
I have
There has been a great deal
Jim Mueller, second; art, seph Smith, Robert Rose, Brien, second and freshmen intolerable to me, and the rest comprehensive career in local
worked with them within the in both of the local papers aDAVID J. REGNER
Greg Lisching, first, and Jim Thomas Mulcahy, Ralph Soper, William Smedinghoff, first and of the Republican voters in the and state-wide Jaycee activParty, township bout the upcoming election for
area, I'm sure.
Hawley, second; physics, Jeff Charles Cashion, David Fried- David Woods, second.
Representa- ities.
He has received nu- hours until 8 p.m. so that sub- Republican
elections, and feel that I know Wheeling Township Republitives
from
any
given
area
acKurtz first and Robert Yeats, richs, Thomas Dempsey, John
merous
Jaycee
service
aurban
voters
will
have
a
real
Latin awards were presenteach of them quite well.
can Committeeman. Those 01
second; religion, Paul Huen- Numinaro,
Jeffrey
Metzel, ed to juniors William Thiess, cept a mandate, when elected, wards, including that of one opportunity to cast their vote,
Throughout this time Gene's us who live in Ridge Park
ing, first and Dennis Wilkin- Michael Dubay, John Mc- first and Thomas Cullen, sec- to gear their legislative work of the outstanding state vice- ,the need for codification of
approach has been refresh- have watched with interest beson, second; math, George Mahon,.
Joseph
Diaferia, ond; sophomores Paul Liss, to the needs and desires of the presidents at the close of his the township statutes to re- iitly positive rather than neg- cause, Republican and Demomajority
of
the
voters
in
the
Herbert, first and Robert Christopher Pancratz, George first
year
in
that
office.
move
archaic
provisions
and
and Kimberley Schmidt, district, and this cannot be
Yeats, second; debate, Daniel Gabrielson, David Zachman second
Regner, who has consistent- simplify them for proper us- ative to politics, people and crat alike, we have come to
and freshmen Michael effectively accomplished
unRoth, Mike Willow and Robert and David Mullan.
ly
emphasized that his busi- age in our modern society, the issues facing our Party. know one of the candidates
Bosshart, first and Conrad
less their ,philosophy and that
Dohn.
ness
arrangements are such a consolidation of data proces- This positive approach is in- too well. He is Gene SchlickFRESHMAN who won hon- Rubinkowski, second.
of the majority of those they that he will be able to devote sing facilities in the state to despensible to the day-to-day man who has promised ell
NEWSPAPER awards of pins ors in the Latin competition
THE AWARDS for science represent is in agreement. the necessary time to being a
handling of the duties of Town- things to all people. We do
and certificates went to under- are:
Michael Bosshart,state Were given to:
chemistry, Republicans must represent full-time, working legislator, eliminate duplication and cost- ship Committeeman.
not think his record bears hiM
classmen James K. Moran, gold pin award for superior Gregory
ly
waste,
the
need
for
promoBielawski, first and
Tom Novotny's campaign out.
will resign his post as Elk tion of a greater degree of
Roy Gorman, Timothy Plesko, achievement and Paul Hoppe John Nigg, second; biology, Republicans," Regner said.
He is the local attorney who
Outlining the basic tenets Grove Township Auditor, if e- cooperation between the Chi- has treated the voters to a
William Even and Terry Ste- and Conrad Ruliinkowski, sec- Kenneth Dale, first and Milarge dose 'of "anti" com- worked against the people pf
vens.
cago Sanitary District and the ments.
tional bronze pin for excel- chael Albers, second; earth of his beliefs, he continued, lected.
His literature seeks Ridge Park during the Wy"I believe that government can
Speaking with the author- State Sanitary Water Board for
Vice President of the exec- lent achievement.
science, Stephen Meinkiny,
to deceive the voters by the nn Kelly zoning variation and
utive board of the student
Summa cum laude silver first and Philip Hoss, sec- be both effective and economy ity of his strong accounting alleviation of flood conditions. commercial device of refer- then lost. We do not see where
minded.
Conservative bud- background and interest in ficouncil, Ray Koss, received pins for superlative achieve- ond.
In closing, Regner, who was
geting . of governmental ex- nancial matters, Regner, who selected to appear in the 1965 ring to quotations and photo- he has done one job well and
an award with members of the ment in the nationwide comWorld
history
awards
went
penditures
is
the best way to operates his own private ac- edition of "Outstanding Young graphs of prominent Repub- marvel at his greed in tryidg
general
assembly:
juniors, petitive exams in Latin were to Conrad Rubinkowski, first
reduce taxes and excessive counting and tax service, has Men of . America", empha- licans who have not author- for both Committeeman add
Larry Snyder, Bob Cooper, awarded to Michael Bosshart
ized the use of their names State Representative at the
and Frank Wcislo, second and regulations. I am in complete laid .particular stress on
Mark Reynis, Frank Loch- and Conrad Rubinkowski and American
the sized again the great need for or pictures in his
history
brochure. same time.
awards
ner, Terry Stevens, Bob Rear- cum laude awards for Latin went to James Dahl, first and agreement that those who are need for clarifications and the unity within the party and While it is no secret that NovWe note that the Better
less fortunate must be helped, weeding out of inequities in pledged again, as he has done
don, Dennis Herrity, Doug Do - went to freshmen Gary RoN- Martin Mijal, second.
but not through programs our state's tax structure. . . throughout -the campaign, that otny has long wanted to be Government Association 0min, Doug Anstett, Bob Ste- bottom, John Merges, Paul
Math one awards were pre- which destroy initiative and "and this can best be acCommitteeman, it is unfort- grecs with us and has indors41
vens,
Tim Plesko; sopho- Hoppe and Gregory Repede.
"I take sincere pride in being
sented to: Michael Bosshart,
a welfare state. Free- complished by passage of the a real Republican, and wheth- unate he has chosen to drag his opponent Tom Novotny.
mores, Ken Sophie, Dan Kling Group awards went to jun- first and Michael Geddes, sec- create
down the accomplishments of (We furthur note that veterir
Amendment,"
he er I am privileged to be on the
berg, Gary Rogowski, Rob- iors: James Dahl, Edward Er- ond; math two, William Kish- dom can be preserved only Revenue
through a belief in individual says. "I feel very strongly ballot in November or not, I the RepubliCan Party locally precinct captains have givqn
ert Rogge, Paui Sieger, Pat bach,
Christopher
Tietze, ner, first and Philip Jeuck, liberty and
our free enter- that the Governor must be re- will work just as hard as pos- rather than to pursue the for- ti{ majority to Tom Novotny. j
Loughman, Joe Smith, Louis Timothy Plesko, Raymond second and math three, Gregpositive
apiMost of us moved here frogs
prise system. To do less is quired to present his budget to sible for the election of the en- ward -looking,
Delgadillo; freshmen, Rich- Koss, John Whoresdale, JcChn ory Bielawski,
proach of Gene Schlickman.
first and Law- to deny man his basic pride as the General Assembly not laand the peopk-11ard Aylward, John Merges, Cullen,
tire Republican Party slate
William
O'Brien. rence Mueller, second.
The argument that Gene amned attitude of the big
a human being."
ter
than
February
15th.
of
the
Kevin Dailey, Mike McCall
from
top
to
bottom."
John Stanley, Gregory Sidor,
The John Jage Memorial
should not serve
y machine, In his story of
Regner, who is no new- biennial session so that all
and Tom Perry.
He has been formally en- Schlickman
James Glay, James Kelly, Scholarship was presented to
both as State Representative
ing all things to ail Oeop.
SEVERAL sophomores and Kevin Sarnwick and ' Kerry Frank Lochner, junior. Sec- comer to the political scene, representatives will have am- dorsed by the Regular Repub- and Committeeman ignores the Sichlickman looks like more 41.
has been active in the Repubtime to study and evaluate lican Organizations of Elk many
freshmen merited awards for
Meissner.
ond place award in the paper lican Party since 1955, rising ple
dedicated Republican
same. -We join the ,Bettdr
the requests."
Grove, Maine and Northfield leaders who hold both
'achievement in the Illinois
SOPHOMORE group winners session of the Illinois Junior through the ranks from block
a party G vernment Association 4i
In summary, Regrier
Townships, The Cook County and a public office.
State Latin Contest. Sopho- are: Kimberley Schmidt, Wil- Academy of Science went to
This ar- in orsting Tom' ;'.1ovotny fclr
captain to his present post as ly outlined several other points Young Republicans and the
mores who earned top ,honors
Kushner, Kenneth Bo - Gregory Bielawski and third
gument is totally without subTovidship.Kepublicto
were: sectional bronze pin for linski, Philip Jeuck, John Nie- place award went to Christo- deputy committeeman in the that he.feels are of immediate mayors of Mount Prospect, stance where only one man has Wheeling
Committeeman.
j
Elk Grove Township organiza- importance, including the need Elk Grove Village and Des
excellent achievement, Paul met, Brian Mooney, Robert pher Tietze.
the
dispositicin
and
capabiliRobert J. Fogarty , '
tion.
for' an extension of voting _plaints.
l
ties best suited for the posi1
Richard J. Liszewski
miller, secretary.
Senior
members of the general as-

were:

Porter, Stephen Kaskie, Rich - Thomas
ard Kowall, Brian Rooney, bach, Raymond Koss, Martin
Ernest Buchanan, Philip Mual, James Moran, George
Jeuck, Larry Rapp, Kenneth Myers, Timothy Plesko, Wil-

'

Anyone May Write

Candidates Have Say

I Letters To the Editor
Support for Schlickman

.

Two for Novotny

'people,hiago

.

The Day's Prospects

...L7-741627:&32ME 3

ut
Of a Ch irman's Book
t

/11.1.1,r, -miaow pnineivg°

Thick, and Tired of It?
Here's
t to Do
'

BY BETTY BIEG

The First step is to rccogthe problem. The next
'step is wanting to do somenize

contained in
vegetables.

all

fruits

and

thing about it.

An overweight person, ac-

THE ETERNAL cry of the

cording to the AMA, surveys
conducted at various Universities and hospitals, is prone

'is of average body weight as
determined by the doctor for

good cook, but Mrs. Robert

She has at her disposal a

from her many
friends and co-workers.
Some of the receipes she
ite reccipes

overstuffed look. It is not only

green

groups

is

Ragout,

all

four

basic

good if caution is taken to
by some people by all
check with a doctor before
eliminating between
THE HOUSEWIFE, unless meal snacks, alcoholic bever- participation. A person with
blessed with an inborn ability ages and all desserts. The heart trouble cannot, if carry, not to gain weight, has the weight taken off slowly tends ing an extra amount of fat, to
"keep up" with slim individ' most difficulty. However, she to stay off.
uals in exercises or games.
is the one who buys the famCrash diets or the no -calThe TOPS program advoily's food. She is the one who oric diets arc dangerous uncates
personal
accomplishis the nutritionist.
less followed under the close
ment through acquisition of
plished
merely

that individual.

How many of you buy and eat

supervision

the basic four foods every day?

Do you know what the are?
They include Group 1, animal
protein from meat, fish, foul,

dairy products and eggs. It
also includes some form of
milk, powdered, skim or whole,

of

a

physician.

THE TOPS hold

3577.
The

Puppets Tell .Story
will happen during
Bible school this summer.

evening

group called The Prospective

They also informed the Sun-

Waistaways a projection of the

1 bouillion cube

ed onion to meat. Cover and

Pinch of nutmeg
1
small onion, sauteed
butter until tender

simmer 15 minutes. Add soup,
mushrooms, lemon juice, pars-

National group supplies rules

For GOP COMMITTEEMAN
(Phone 392-7024 0 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

ONE MAN - ONE JOB
(Paid Rolincol Admilsomerri)

Cook, covered over low heat
until mixture is thick and meat
occasionally. Serve over noodles or in noodle ring. Serves

with

buttered

hands.

FRENCH STYLE
GREEN PEAS

Roll the dough into sticks,
pencil thin. Brush the

sticks

with melted butter or 1 beaten
egg. Place the sticks on a buttered sheet. Sprinkle them with

Three

pounds frozen peas
(with small onions). Shred 5

or 6 outer lettuce leaves into

coarse salt, or poppy seed.
Permit them to rise until
they have doubled in bulk. Bake

saucepan with tight fitting lid.
Gently mix peas with:

2 sprigs chervil or parsley,

them in hot oven, 425 degrees

minced fine.

packed.
1/4 cup melted butter
1 cup flaked coconut
1/2 cup chopped nuts

Mix together. Pat 1/2 mix:ure in bottom of 8 inch square
pan. Spread vanilla ice cream

on this as thick as you want,
then sprinkle remaining mixture on top. Freeze. Serve with
cherry topping. Use cherry pie
mix. Sweeten some, if desired.

Try an

appetizer wine

dirmer wines.

Sherry comes in colors from
light to dark amber. The dark-

er the sweeter. The dry sherries should be served chilled.
The sweeter Sherries arc best
served as dessert wines. Vermouth can be served alone or
as an ingredient in a cocktail.
Sparkling wines such as
Sparkling Burgundy arc ex-

cellent as appetizer wines and
should be served well -chilled.

.....
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ow to Set Auractive,
With summer upon us, the width of the knife as a measur-

This is done by slowly turn-

ride on

the

kee, Wis. Wednesday.
The members and guests

THE PROSPECT

strawberry
available.
Place
' Fill the" tenter with "fresh ""iiiheapPW'Cin Cup Oillyibf.1inm
strawberries, pineapple, or- base:

angc slices and bananas. Add
a few drops of liquid sweeten-

er. Also add lemon juice to
keep the banana from darkening.

Quite a way to start the day
in a low caloried way.

CLEANING

FOLLOW the Cantelope ala
Fruit Salad with sunny scrambled eggs to which chives have
been added. Circle them on a
platter and place tiny pork

STYLING
WIGS $7.00, WIGLETS $3.50.

sausages or crip bacon strips

48 HOUR WIG SERVICE

THIS RECEIPE may be
Serve hot rolls to non -dieused for a luncheon or as a ters. Accompany the rolls with

maws way HUMAN WM

VW

salad with cold cut dinner on hot buttered honey.

Weight watchers may crunch

nough to be used for a brunch.
To highlight your Cantalope

broiled

ala Fruit Salad, choose dark
green dishes, glassed and
linen napkins.
Use bright yellow, orange

scale will be.

seasoned

place.

call 537-5334.

in the center.

the patio. It is attractive e-

A box lunch exchange will take

MR. HENRY'S
IGGE

apple point place the largest

ing guide,

FROM $47.50

Ry-Krisp.

Low -Cost Financing Available

You won't feel cheated but the

Coffee, hot or

CREATIVELY
STYLED BY
MR. HENRY
By App!. ,Only

PHONE 392-7940 - MT. PROSPECT

iced, rounds out the menu, but
not you.

print panels on each side of
the table allowing the warmth

Fox River on

of the wood table

to show
fresh grape
leaves in a basket tray. Fill
with fresh fruit duplicating
those used in the receipe.
Place the bananas at the

through.

Place

Saturday June 11. They will
meet at 8 p.m. in Mueller Hall.
Refreshments will be served base in the basket, three curvon the boat. Reservations are ing the same way at the front
being taken by Mr. and Mrs. of the basket, two towards the
Fred Meeske, Mr. and Mrs. back. Tips of the bananas are
Chet Voss and Mr. and Mrs. under the cantalope with oranges and grapefruit held toKen Wiliest.
gether with toothpicks to form

Set Dates
For Catholic
Graduations

a pyramid.

this is something special,

School will graduate 129 pupils

Pluck

a chair so perfectly contoured
it firmly supports the small of your back
yet gently rests your head in any position
you feel inclined to recline inin your selection of fabrics or plastics,
with a handsome walnut -finished frame
so good looking it will be a contribution to any room
and so well priced that anyone can afford it,until you have tried one of these chairs
you have not known comfort-

Thanksgiving will be held at

YOU MAY use a small
square of Styrofoam or oasis
as the block base and attach
fruit to it. Or, use an inverted
St. Raymond's Catholic cup hiding it with the fruit.
2

fresh

KOPENHAVN...
assembles a

At last a place for kid's stuff I Eight
feet of adjustable shelves provide
space for toys, hobbies, books,

'etc., etc.
P. S.

Grown-ups can

use

these

shelves too.

pineapple top

only two leaves point
enThursday.AMassof so
straight up. Leave a"collar"
of pineapple spears around
The graduation to be held at base. On the top of the pine the school will be at 7:30 p,m.
World's finest Prime Rib
ST. EMILY Catholic School
will hold its graduation of 93
pupils on Sunday at 3 p.m.
There will be a 7:30 a.m. mass
8 a.m.

for graduates; their families
,and firends, after which the 7th
grade mothers will serve a
graduation breakfast.

St. Alphonsus Catholic

School, Prospect Heights, will
graduate 77 students on Sunday
at 3 p.m. The graduation mass

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
*Luncheon
spinner
"Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

THE CONLEYS'
Tommy ,as Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

TRIO groups and your wall becomes a decorator's dream. Now you can display your treasures with'
room for more. The fine furniture finish is rich Walnut Oil.
Two

PHONE CL 9-3400

will be held at 8:30 a.m.

Opening Tenho!
Patterson
INC.

544 w. northwest hwy ar4gton hgtr. cl 5.3100 monday, thursday, friday eves.

Greene's

New Comedy

Country Club
tHf ATHI

!,*2

FOUNDERScABIN CRAFTS
OHNIPZIOMNI HERMANMM9ERRI

STUART THAYER-COGGIN

DANSK A C

_
SELIG IVIOF__
COBB

GLENN'LIFORNIA
LUNNING
RICHARDSON-NEM

Heights

will meet at the Mount Pros pcct Community Center at 9
Members and guests arc
a.m. and bring their own lunch asked to meet at the home of
and beverage for the picnic Mrs. Dudley Foxworth, 905
style outing.
East Wildwood Drive at 9 30
Call Mrs. E. Fick at 259- a.m. For further information
1277.

mg, Ta le

Yet Sli

Prospect will host a two hour

PETERSEN INTERIORS,

to

make an event of your special
dinners. Sherry and Vermouth
are the most common before

Garden Club will hold their
field trip on June 14. They
Park, Hales Corners, .Milwau- will also visit Whitehall Park

Paul Lutheran Church of Mount

choose a handsome textured fabric in olive,
blue, rust -brown or char-brown,'or black vinyl.
Phone orders accepted.

may be done

1/4 cup brown sugar, firmly

The Mount Prospect Garden

The Couple's Club of St.

at $69"

dough for at least 24 hours.
Take it out of the refrigerator
2 hours before baking. Pinch
off small pieces of dough. This

tender, 1/2 to 3/4 hour. Stir

ICE CR1EAM"WHICH"
1 1/2 cups rice cher

Club will tour the Boerner
Botanical Gardens, Whithall

You're Invited
To Go On
A Boat Ride

in stock for
father's day

spread the top lightly with
shortening.
Cover the bowl, chill the

until they are brown and crisp.

Clubs Set' Garden Tour, ates

tion days in all states, and has trhough the middle. If you canan annual convention,
not cut straight, dip a piece of
If you arc "thick and tired string in flour and use it as
of it" look into the possibili- a chalk line. Then use the
ties of group therapy weight
loss. You will be a better person for it and lesser only in
weight.

yeast mixture, and beat well.
Place the dough in a bowl,

ley and 1/4 cup water.

.

national division winner ing the cantalope and cutting
requirements, holds recogni- points instead of straight
for

in

1/2 cup onions, sliced
3 teaspoons cornstarch

day Church School child'ren and Mount Prospect group.
luscious fresh fruits should be
vrtheirwparents °fa the,i :church] win Or, :Al you. I want to 1,start a a ,fiopurlug oh 'your' tahld'
The puppets of Mr. and Ms),(,,,,pienic to ,he held, .at LakeAve,t group of your; own, Mrsii Pedt- I, ,abundance. '
Al Carlson, members of the nue woods froth noon until 5 ke can help. Only seven are
For a particularly low cal,church who arc professional p.m. on June 1I. Bible school needed as the nucleus of a
orie menu start the day with
puppeteers, they told the story will start June 20.
TOPS club. There arc nominal Cantelope ala Fruit Salad. It
national dues.
is sweet, appetite stimulating
Recommended by the
THE GROUPS usually com- and fat "ape -cling".
BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
bine different age levels but
Gut a freshly washed cantasome have age limits. The lope halved into points.
Church last Sunday.

Add 1/4 cup water and cook-

1/4 cup butter

Prospect MT

time TOPS and the

"Mr. Fox" and "Mr. Goat" of what

were the main attractions at
the Prospect Heights Baptist

Mount

TOPS Chapter is an outgrowth
of the Arlington Heights Day-

yeast mixture. Sift the flour
mixture gradually into the

strips in skillet.

BEEF RAGOUT
2 tablespoons flour
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1
pound sirloin or tenderloin steak
1
cut, peeled garlic clove

Our areas have many such
organizations and anyone interested in joining may call
Mrs. Lillian Pedtkc at UP 8-

at least two glasses a day per
adult Vegetables in Group II prizes for weight loss. The
should include one green and mental attitude of group thera- 0012, She can put you in touch
one yellow per day. Potatoes py is one for all and all for with a group near your home.
MOUNT PROSPECT has
do not count as a vegetable. one purpose.
Fruits are included in the
Many times when persons two TOPS groups. One called,
third food group. Adults should visit these meetings they are M.T. TOPS Chapter, meets at
have at least one containing shy, ashamed or embarrassed the Mount Prospect Community
vitamin C plus another per but after a while they are suc- Center every 4on lay at 1 p.M.
day Group 4 includes cereals, cessful. They take off the fat, The leader is Mrs. Harry
bread and starchy vegetables reach the ideal weight set by Ewalt, CL 5-5016. An evening
such as peas, navy beans and their doctor, maintain it for 3 group meets on Tuesday at 8
p.m. at the Community Room,
corn This group may be de- months and become KOPS.
Ridge Avenue entrance of
creased but not eliminated
Some persons relax when
from the diet entirely without they reach this point. KOPS Fredrick's Funeral Homc. The
much effect on the body as means Keep Off Pounds Scnsi- leader is Mrs. L. Rix CL 9-

Remove onion. Brown meat

croutons. Yield: 1 cup.

cation, direct contact, close
supervision and reward of
goals accomplished.

meetings during which time a
weighing in period is conducted. The weight recorder keeps
count of the losses and gains.
The members pay fines for
gains. They receive praise and

1 1/2 cup whole wheat flour
Dissolve yeast in the lukewarm water. Beat Shortening
and sugar until creamy. Stir in

large skillet; lightly cook
onions in butter until yellow.
in

and onion. Cook gently about
20 minutes. Serve with cheese

fits the individual through edu-

1 1/4 teaspoon salt

1

Add bouillion cube to boiling
water. Dissolve. Add nutmeg

better eating habits. It bene-

weekly

1 3/4 cup all purpose flour

short strips 1/2 inches long
by 1/2 inch thick. Melt butter

QUICK ONION SOUP
3/4 cup boiling water

fered by the YMCA, health

1/4 cup batter or shortening
6 tablespoons sugar

of meat with knife or
edge of saucer. Cut meat into

"Which".

A healthy weight loss should clubs and other organizations
be approximately I to 2 pounds too numerous to mention. Arc
a week. This can be accom-

garlic clove.

sides

The desert is a receipe by
Ann Jackson called Ice Cream

food

0

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
STICKS
1/2 yeast cake
1/2 cup lukewarm water

Pound flour mixture into both

Sticks.

the accomplishment was done
the individual, with the aid
groups, but the amount eaten by
of others sharing the same
should be reduced. This is the problem.
basis on which the TOPS (Take
Many health activites are ofOff Pounds Sensibly) work.
include

Style

until tender.

Combine flour, salt and pep-

Peas and Whole Wheat Bread

beauty of the mind knowing that

need not be so. The diet should

French

Sprinkle with a little water,
cover and cook over low heat

per. Trim fat from meat. Rub

both ides with

MRS. ROBERT WROBLE

2 teaspoons salt
1/2 cap butter, softened
2 1/2 teaspoons sugar

juice

1/4 cup water '
1/4 cup minced parsley

hand picked selection of favor-

one way of overcoming that

in

1 cup fresh mushrooms
washed and sliced
2 tablespoons lemon

Wroble feels it's a great asset.

the beauty of the self but the

dieter is, "I'm hungry". This

' to more illness than a thin
person Heart disease, kidney
ailments and the like will
'strike an overweight person,

child or adult, before one who

Book chairman of the Prospect
Heights Woman's Club to be a

contributed to the cook book
are Quick Onion Soup, Beef

REDUCING

1/4 cup water
1
cup condensed, undiluted
clear chicken aoup.(college
Inn broth)

You don't have to be Cook

bly. Sounds easy, doesn't it?
It is not. It is more difficult
than reducing. The creeping
caloria,battle must go on, but
it must not become an obsession. The secret is to adopt a
natural way of eating without
thought - an automotive action. Eat to live rather than
starch or carbrohydrates arc live to eat.

BY Ii1,010RES HAUGH
Women's Editor
Calories produce fat. Fat makes people sick. Sick
people need help.
An international non profit organization simply known by the
initials TOPS helps overweight people. The theory behind this
institution is group therapy with ideas very similar to those of
the AA

:MNISTattiaMirAPEUVI...

SALL

mramm,

((MOUS' Except Monday'

Curtain it 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dinhaspivailable ... Reservations; ci, 9-5400

VVCitD

h CLCYTH

7F-fg- 4.

'1485 Riind Road
HOURS: Moo., Thurs., Fri., 14
Ines., Wed., 1-8; Sat., 10-8

Phone: 296-5266 - FREE PARKING

Des Mime. 'Week
ON RTE. 12, A FEW DOORS
WEST Of RTE. 45

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

Abe map

LAY, `100 -?WO -EYED MONc.1-6911
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A SKATEBOARD?

OH, NO YOU WON'T -AND NEITHER

FLOW I

THROUGH THE ANNUAL
SPRING. BASEBALL LINIMENT
AND HEAT LAMP ROUTINE
WITH YOU TWO --AND I DON'T
INTEND TO SPEND THE SUMMER WATCHING EITHER. OF

MIGHT BE

TELL ME HOW

THINK
I'LLTAKE

MEAN, I'M TOO
OLP FOR IV JUST

A CRACK

"TO OPERATE

AT IT,
TOO/

THAT THING
AND WATCH

ME!

"I'll say ono thing! He's thorough. Ho's the type who'd
take his own ants to a picnic!"

HEY. THAT

WHAT D'YCX.I

WILL HE: I'VE JUST BEEN

YOU MOPEAROUNIDIN1

A PLASTER CAST/

"1 ouppose it had to happen! Says here a husband
protesting the war on his wallet publicly burned his

wife's credit cards!"

BEN CASEY
I
GOLLY 'IWO
ONE -EYED MONSTERS!

a

lit r II
.RAM PAW

YOU CLAIM YOU LOVE
ENID. PROVE rr...NOT BY
BEATING YOUR oHEGT...BUT
BY AN HONEST ACT.

ri) NEVER MAKE

Aw,mY ARM'S HE'S THIS TIME
O.K., MAWR! RIGHT! LEANDER

BOYS, THIS 16 FIREMAN O'LEARY, THE

EVERYONE...ESPECIALLY
ENID !

Tooth
Decay

WHAT-'\

5LIGI-IT
CHANGE

MORTY MEEKLE
A FINE MORNING! A PERFECTMa2N INO 7D FILINT DOWN 71-1E

.

EVIL 6642M . . .

THEPE ONE
NOW!

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

DK7te

TAIZE 'THAT, YOU

FILTHY MIC0OF',/
AND 'THAT:AND

IN THE
LINEUP=

THE EA12.LY5CQUIRT'-OLJNI
CATCHES 71-1E G.EIZAA

THAT;

EEK & MEEK

-7111

YESSIR!
(...........

7 WHY,

SCIEA/CE

Is EVERYTHING
THESE MS!

tooth never detheory that rises

cays" is a
and falls in value almost as

UJM4 THE USE

OF OUR

mEAmhz OF
LIFE?

RAPIDLY GAMIUG, ANSWERS

WALL OUR REALLY
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS!

It has
currently been given a boost
in an article by Dr. Sumter
Arnim of the University of
Texas The idea seems to h.ave

Miller around the turn of
the century
Iie, and later J.
Leon Nilliams, who actually

..........,

.............

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

on

least

more

shelf

space,

one extra faucet

.

ACROSS
1 Moccasin

4 Oxford -1--

YOU MEAN
A MONSTER

18 Allow

BLISTERS AVEN'T TURNED ME 'AIR

FLYI14' SAUCER

CHASED YOU
OFF TW ROAD..,

THEN5140T
5TIZAIGHT UP

WHITE. PREMATURELY -

REPORT IT
AND
BE ISRAIDEP OFF
ME RUDDY ROCKER

YOU MAY USE
MV PHONE TO
REPORT rri

SY sseencsi 110.
INDEED1

50AUFOWA5w

THIS AREA WHEN
THOS

ZOMBIES CALLED

-TOIHOHTS AN' WHEN
DR. IOLA Picot> UP

THAT ooesm
YOU MUST GO

AMY MD
HMG TILL-

cAN'T POSSISLY GO NOW,
WASH: I'M ON THE BRINK
OF HALTING OUR HUED
LOSSES THRUII4PusiRIAL
ESPIONAGE!),

SIGNALS FROM JUPITER

-"li

'MIT...ORDERS TO

OUTA SIGHT E

GET S'OU,PROWLYS

.

Mkt
de-

and

some

V

sideways.

Many dentists say neither is
ideal
For over 50 years dentists have been trying to get
patients to brush teeth "as
,

they grow," i e , down on the
uppers and up on the lowers.
This type of motion lessens
possibility of irritation of the
small triangular pads of gum
tissue
teeth
tissue

that

he

between

the

It's in these pads of

that most gum infections
begin
and
opposing
strokes
)f electric wiggle
brushes
areas

can
irritate
Brushes that

these
move

sideways are probably less ir-

ritating, but actually the ideal
motion

of an

would seem

to

electric brush
be rotative.

01

ALLEY OOP

19 Gesticulation
21 Charles tab.)
23 Wooded
24 Boat
implements
25 Handle
26 Worthless
(slang)

pronoun
6 Western state

AC
A

33 Of a certain

N

114.

cereal
34 Oppressor
35 Continent
38 Insect

39 Departer from
his country

43 Below (naut.)

44 Element of
subtraction

p

4

5

6

18

53 Epoch

54 Soaks, as flax
55 Mother of
Apollo (myth.)
56 Arid
DOWN
1 Dance Step

2 Gone by
3 Wine cabinet
4 Let it stand

40 Small gnat

41 Metal !MKS

42 Conjecture

45 Singing voice

7

8

.

9

10

30

31

11

17

'

19

n

22

24

25

1

27

28

29

12 1

34

r5

..

39 40

41

36

37

42

44

46

s

AR

EE N

16.

21

E A S
E AN
ERN

14

n

structure (ab.)

0

i3

16

26
(math.)
45 Stir
46 Rim
47 Stated
51 Self-esteem (p1.)
52 Science of

A

-r

E N

48 Feline animal
tydrocarbon
49 Go astray
39 Arab ruler (var. 50 Time interval

form)

"

0A M

R

aA
UN
ERG
DO E
(P

37 )ily

31 Wthin (comb.

12

I

32 Meat dish
34 Make lace
edging
3G Topless shoe

30 Custom-made
2

E

El 0 R E
EN

a a0OFF
A A
RATTER ALI-URE
IDMALS
SEASON
ENT
SEEMS

27 Trap
29 Armed fleet

I

D

RE9 -r

21 Taro
22 Sunken fence
23 Elf

28 Deck officers
(neut.)

vices arc electric tooth brushes of which there arc many
brands
Some wiggle up and
down,

EN E

10 Harden
11 Biblical name
16 Tenant
shoe (armor)
17 Issue in a stream 20 Disreputable

MS: L 'OPE TH05E TWEETERNG

and loads of time

Most popular of these

5 Possessive

form)
15 Flexible steel

CAPTAIN EASY

MALES

ME L.ON
AD 0 E S
RE V E RT

8 Footwear for
7 Comes in
deep snow (pl.) 8 Irish clans
12 Lifetime
9 Whip for
flogging
13 Gull -like bird
criminals
14 Nine (comb.

at
.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Footwear.

Many years later, when this
clean tooth theory was at one
of its peaks, two well-known
New York dentists held a public debate on the subject. It
ended in a deadlock; it was
impossible for anyone to give

also need a bigger bathroom

:rd,e.....,CL--.., C.-8

THE BORN LOSER

cause of direct or local chem-

a definition of a clean tooth.
Nevertheless, armament for
cleansing teeth has progressed
from simple twigs used in
ancient times to a whole list
of sophisticated Instruments.
Many of these require electricity, and for aerated hot
water, pressure streams and
some mechanical proficiency
on the part of the user. You

rr?

6-

coined the phrase, believed
that teeth decayed solely be-

parasitic action

HOW CO
You srEu.

CD

.

started with the work of W.
D

YOU MEM LIKE
-WHAT IS THE

PER-SCIENTIFIC1SU

COMPUTERS WE ARE

often as the market.

with

FENCE!

NOTHIN'!

i

YA .00APT-YAKS

DOCTOR SAYS

ical and
teeth

REALLY

OF THE GETS IT!
THOSE
FLAKES IN THE OUTHE SAID
FIELD FIELDERS IT WAS A
COULD
MRS.
COULDN'T
CLIMB A CLEARY/
CATCH

HAPPENS WHEN

KEEP YER LEFT
LS; SYLVESTER:

,

NONE

IT'S 3UST

GREAT RELIEF PITCHER! FIREMAN
16 HAVING A UTILE ARM TROUBLE
AND WILL SE STAYING HERE
UNTIL HE ROUNDS INTO FORM
THANKS TO MY
U MEXPERIENCE IN BOTH MEDICINE
AND BASEBALL, RECOVERY
MAY COME QUICKLY!

BUGS BUNNY

"A clean

011.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

IT,CASEY. I'D HUMILIATE

73/4

T. In. US ter.

mg,

51

F4752

54

55

"383
53

I

"DIE DAY
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GIRL WANT ADS

FREE BOY

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
Graduating Senior Girl with
artistic ability wants summer
job. Won art scholarship. Can
also type 45 words. Use dictaphone, calculator. CL 33488. Linda Carter.
BRAND NEW 120 BASS Accordion - $85.00 - Used 6
lessons - very good buy. 5373168, Eddie Minarik

summer. Am experienced.

Gretsch A mplifier. Revorberation, tremolo, two 10 -inch

259-2788. Gail Williams.

cluded. Perfect Condition.Half

Wanted: babysitting jogs) for

Age 13. Charge 501 an hour.
BABY SISTER - Do you need
a reliable baby sitter? Call
CL 5-5734 and ask for Carolyn

For music in style the popular Renegade's, will play for

graduation, block, and pri,)Parlous popular games and
toys. Play gas station, large

truck, and recent board games
all at drastic reductions. Call
CL 3-3240, Tom Kindler

For Sale '64 Bianchi motor

Good
condition,
scooter.
$150.00 Cash. Call 296-2445

evenings, Dan Kelsey

JOb needed to finance Boy
Scout camp. Yard work of any
sort or babysitting. (Exper-

formation call 392-5203. Link
Eckard

Microscope large Tinkertoy
set, ten brand name games.
Thirty dollar tape -recorder
cheap. All items excellent
condition, all parts included.
Jerry Thielen, 392-9236.
Wanted:

Lawn

mowing and

lawn work in Ridge Park area, Jeffrey Cress, 922 North
Yale, Arlington Heights, CL 58725

Wanted by enterprising boy.

"Stingray" Bicycle. Exc.
Cond. New bearings and now
tires. First $20 takes it. Robert Bauer 392-1144.

tables for sale this summer
near Scarsdale area. Phone
CL 9-0841, Doug Everhart
Sophomore boy needs yard
work. Experienced, reliable
and anxious to work hard.

FOR SALE: 027 and HO train
equipment. Will sell anything engines, track, landscape,

table, etc. Call CL 9-0841
today, Greg Everhart

Call CL 3-4441,Douglas Hammond.

St. George bass guitar with
case, cord, and strap. Four

NEED A GOOD GROUP. Peo-

ple needing a group to play at
a party should contact - John
Thome

392-1681

retail

price.

Paul Zander

CL 5-0678

months old then $100.00 now
$75.00. Call after 6 P.M.392-

Gretsch snare drum, white.

pearl finish, chrome fittings,
oeparate tension, like new
condition. $37.00 Joseph Zander CL 5-0670

Industrious High School boy
to begin work at beginning of
August. Will be 16. Has some
electronic background. Call

Graduating honor student
needs money for college. Ago
18, typing, filing, babysitting,

ironing, etc. Experiencedaleferences available 392-0108
Linda Lewis 392-0100

CL 3-3240.

Arlington Heights Boy wants

full or part - time job. Capable and ambitious. 16 years
old. Available June 11th. 2595872. Gary Danhof

day week ends 259-3991 Linda
Rominski

15 year old Junior attending
St. Viator desires work.Mark

All wood, varnished go-cart.
Excellent condition, a motor
space. Good wheels. $7 CL 5-

Burchlll, CL 3-2469
Child Care and Mother's help-

er. Age 14. Three years experience, references, reasonable rates, available anytime
after school. Barbara Zaker,

Burger 253-0037
students
wanted by Prospect soph.Now
studying at Northwestern University. For details call
piano

259-5783. Donna Hutchings.

Jobs in A rlington Heights area.

Prompt', and efficient. 2538512. Tom Rodell.

Reliable Sophomore is seeking
summer employment in Green

Brier subdivision. Willing to
babysit, cut lawns or wash
cars. Always available. 2552018. Michael Cushing.

Plano lessons given in my
home. Beginners preferred.
1/2 hour lessons offered be-

High school girl eager to help
house -wife with her ironing.
Call: CL 3-1162 Sydney Karl
FOR SALE: Slingerland snare

and stand. 1 year $40. Olds
Trumpet good condition $75.
3/4 size violin cheap. Atwater CL 9-4811, Mark Atwater
Bb Cornet for sale.Good con-

dition. Mute Included. $50.

more currently studying at

heads, business cards, en-

Northwestern University Preparatory School of Music. For
details call: Donna Hutchings,

Jr.

259-5783.

too.
in colors
velopes,
253-2051. Richard do Robles,

area. Call 358-4100 Don Wick-

ersham

'ed a little tutoring in math
this summer? Call Jim Ulrich
Arlington sophomore, 253-

6959. Can tutor any sophomore or younger.

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, Individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-2454 Roger

Dependable 17 year old girl
desires summer clerical position for college expenses.
Can type 45 words a minute.

CL 3-1721

mings.

Babysitting jobs wanted: Ava-

STONEGATE PET OWNERS

Baby sitter available Palatine
area weekends and evenings.

Your name and address in
beautiful

type

special

for

ladies your stationary or my
stock many colors Call for
sample. 253-2051. Richard
de Robles, Jr.

501

an hour. Beverly

Metre, 392-1456.

Children 3 to 6 come to play school. 2 mornings a week

$1.00 for first child, 751 for
second. Please call Margaret
McFarlin CL 3-8690

Capable teen-ager

Available for any constructive
job such as: stock boy, delivery boy, gas station att.office
clerk, mail boy, file boy.

Charles J. Herrmann FL 09131

ies for trade. Forty Buffalo
available

for baby - sitting on Saturdays, after school and summer. Call 437-1689, Denise
La mot

VERY Experienced babysitter for Busse Rd. and Dempster area. Can sit week rifles
until 11:00 p.m. references.
Sue Scheele, 439-1772

Need a baby sitter? Call CL50472 in Mount Prospect area.

nickels, commoner dates, for
trade or sale. Harold J. Voss
Jr. 392-9107
RADIO: Knight Ocean Hopper,

five coils, short-wave and A.
M. reception. Best offer about
twenty dollars. Harold J.VoSs
Jr., 392-9107

For Sale new velvet riding
hard hat size 7, $10. Call

Any time after 3:00 P.M. South
Mount Prospect area 437-0387
Steve Johnson

Organ lessons for children
and teenagers at my home in
Palatine. Marilynn Buchmil-

$35.00. Call Mike atter 5P.M.
392-3432, Michael Batten.

ton, CL 3-7518

Will babysit in Coach Light Brookwood area; Experienced, fourteen years old.Debbie
Zukowski, 296-4743

old are house broken. Please
call CL 9-4658 two black 2
striped, 1 black and white.
Karen Ericsson

Wanted Girl's 26" Bike and
Girls 24" Bike. Good con-

dition. One set training
wheels. Boy's 20" Bike. Good
sleeping bags. 358-1672. Kyle
Weinberger.

YARD WORK WANTED by

12

Ft. wood and fiberglass

runnabout. Best offer. Jack
Nawrot CL 3-7763

FOR SALE: Black "Jod" boots

jacket 38L (cost $25.00)510.00
Light gray suit 34L prep.
(cost $45.09) $15.00; outgrown

For Sale 10 ft. Hydroplane

boy 11 yrs. old. Also accesodes. Price low please. Richard Lenke 823-5334.

. Teenage Girl, oldest of four
children, would like to baby-

',

sit in Brookwood area of Prospect Heights. 501 an hour.
296-1320 Kathy Loftus.

Wants lawns to mow on the
south side of Mt. Prospect.

Call Mark at CL 5-0472.Mark

Passarelli.

will mow and garden most
any lawn with three years of
experience. I will also babygit anytime. Michael McClel-

For Sale train board 4'x5'

with double track 2 engines,
10 cars, 2 powerpacs. $15.00
3 speed single record player
$3.00. Cort Baker 392-2415
Large Structo
trucks 501 & $1.00 Remco
FOR SALE

Carauell radio $2.50; Auto
track board 4x6 track, 1 -car
$3.50. Games 501. Cort Baker 392-2415

For Sale: Girl's blue 26"

blue 24" Monarch Bicycle,

$12.00. Also, Wonder Horse,
$7.50. Good condition. Can dance Dornquast, CL 5-8423

lan 392-5156.

HELP! HELP! Come and buy.

Slingerland Drum Set 5 pc.
bass, cymbol, snare, two torn
toms. 1 1/2 yegra old Brown
Marble good condition $150.00

call TW 4-6602 Dave Bubley

with 18 h.p. Evinrude and accessories, Hubbard Helm 508
West Lonnquist Parkway, Mt.
Prospect, 392-0235.

8746

Ranger Hicycle,$18.00; Girl's
I

clean garage, basement. Will
give estimate over phone.Call

Three kittens nine
weeks old. Pan trained. Call
296-5206 Des Plaines. Debby

Help me to go to California
with youth group. Rummage
sale June 4, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00
p.m., Willie Moehlenkamp,
437-0730

392-2260 Mark Hoppe.

Fess.

BABY SITTING JOBS WANT-

BY RELIABLE HIGH

a
babysitter? Call
253-7975 and your problem
is solved! Experienced and
reliable in seventh grade.

Need

Kathy Wood.

SCHOOL GIRL LIVINGIN MT.

PROSPECT CL.5-0363.JEAN
KLEINHAMMER.

Girls

bike.
Good
conditon.
Phone 392-1017.
Debbie Wyatt.
26"

For sale 18 hp Evinrude and
10 ft:Hydroplane cartel) car-

For Sale Barbie house, doll,
clothes and wigs. Low Price.
Terry Fisher. 392-5520.

Black and white stripe sport

perfect. Dwight Nykel 392-

We do odd jobs. Cut hedge
lawns; pull weeds, carwash,

Steven

Kunkel

8491, Becky Johnston.

WANTED GOLF CLUBS for

Magerl.

LE 7-2106.

Pets or Kids Caretaker. Pioneer Park area. I'm almost

Skop.

5178.

phone

Beautiful half-size violin for
sale for half price $65.00
Dave Klug, 434 Altos Ave.,
Des Plaines, Call 824-2706.

in Camelot area. Cell 302-

eicellent condition.Size 61/2.
$7.00, Mary Schanken, 392-

in Wheeling area .If interested

will teach beginning piano in
your home or mine. 358-1056

Roth

Flute $50.00, Seldom

used. Hate to practice. Call
after 8 P.M. Shelley Schnei-

condition

Shields. 392-2088.

call Mark

Need a Baby Sitter? Patty

McMorrow, CL 3-5448, 501
an hour, age 12, Experienced
and reliable, afternoons preferred, Fairview School area.
CL 3-5448.

Prospect anytime! Rich Virga
299-7553.

parts. Must Sell going to college. $25. Terry Wabich, 4391346

HE 9-0428

Ambassador Trumpet
with case. Good Condition.
Olds

$25.00 5 1/2 gallon aquarium
with glass top. $3.00. Bill
Stecker, HE 7-4734

Boys dark wool suit, size 16

$5.00. Student's dark wool suit
40 long $8.00. Both in excellent condition. Bill Recker,
HE '7-4734

era. Call CR 2-5526. Norm
Quinn

Primary Piano
students
wanted by high school student currently studying at

CR 2-5526 after 6:30 P.M.
Norm Quinn.

For Sale: One winter coat.
lent condition. $10. CL 3-2688

Jr.

White fur, plaid wool lining,
hood. Size 12 or 14. ExcelKris Engelbretsen

Available: Very capable 12 yr.

or baby sitting. Days or nights

until 9:00. Reasonable rates.
CL 5-2688 Pat Engelbretsen

For Sale 26" Girls bike or
will trade for 26" Boys bicycle. Also new right hand
Baseball glove.
Kevin Gilbert.

537-0084.

2 Motorcycles - 1954 H. Dav-

idson 165 c.c. $75.00. 1961
Emelt 125c.c. $225.00. Left

bang Baseball glove like new.
$4.00. 824-8710. Jim Burson.

red spring coat size 10 $5,

girls bike 26 inch. needs work
$8. Mary lloggay CL 3-0445

Mothers Relax! Enroll 3 - 7
year olds. Outdoor' school's
second summer session.AM -

Education, refreshments.
Gieseke &
Jackson, 255-6255.
Ruthie

Ridgely

Simplex factory built Go Cart,
gine, needs paint,

$50.00.

Firm will trade for used Mini
bike. Tim Zasadny CL 3-4010

Need A Rest? Call 253-0616
for your solution. Sitting done
afternoons and evenings.Have
Chauffeur, Will Travel! Jan
Schrank

High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing to
painting. Your equip. ail types.

253-2051. Richard de Robles,

Beautiful stationary printing
for ladies low prices fast
service colors too. Excellent
work by high school student
on own press. 253-2051 Rich-

ard de Robles, Jr.

Sell --Child's 78 r.p.m. phonograph $9. One Underwood
Portable Noiseless Type-

writer good condition - $20.
Mike GlIfIllan 259-2721.

Hard working brothers want
any yard work. Want to sell

like - new set of Childcraft

we've outgrown. $25.00
392-2815. Dale & Dean Rolley

COUNTRY CLUB
.THEATRE
in the Old Orchard
Country club is

flPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Plays presented nightly
Tuesday thru Sunday

der, CL 3-0020

Mt.

.

RAND & EUCLID
259-5400

Prosnert

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

collor. Debbie LaMantia 2407

COCKTAILS
DINNER
featuring

GLORIA VAN
At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

CL 5-0036. Patricia Mutert.

Like new guitar amplifier 20
watts, 12" speaker treble,
bass, volume controls. $40.00
Glenn Reschke, 1606 N. Highland, CL 5-1096.

26" Boy's bike sharp white
and gold color $8.00. Glenn

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
job. CL 9-1653. David Dieters

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street
length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

High school boy wanting lawn

'24 -Help Wanted Men

IS -Business Personals

Amy Smith.

grooming, bathing,
clipping, anal glands Cleaned,
netts clipped. $6. CL 3-2236.
Glenn Rathke

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

One 24" Girl's bike. Good to
learn to ride on. Basket, lock,
and chain included. 392-2547.

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

Poodle

,

Reschlce, 1600 N. Highland,
CL 5-1096.

$1.00 an hour. James Manos,
CL 5-0682.

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647
74 -Help Wanted Men

,_

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU

NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Rapidly expanding midwest distributor of durable goods
located in northern suburb of Chicago has an excellent opportunity for an administrative minded individual strong
in the fundamentals of advertising.
Prefer college graduate with previous newspaper and/or
public contact relations experience.
Person selected must know media and be able to express
himself orally and in writing. Some knowledge of accounting
and the ability to manage a large cooperate fund is necessary.
If you fit this description send complete resume including
salary requirements in confidence.
Write Box 1021, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington
Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill.

OPPORTUNITIES

CL 9-1518 Ken Barr

good for beginners. $17. Originally
cost $30. Call

Here's Where!

jumping horse. Good condition

Green party dress size 9, $5,

Northwestern School of Music. Will teach in home. Call:

print any advertising material on my 5"x8" letter press
in colors too. Low price art
work extra fast service.

old for any type house work
To sell 283 engine real cheap
Call HE 9-0426 Tony Laurie

Wanted used 65mm or 180mm
Tense for MamiyailexC2 cam-

I

der 424 Prindle, 253-5240

For sale - Numerous radio,
TV and Amaeture radio equipment. Also many radio

13 with lots of experience
and anxious to work. References. CL 9-2107. Kitty -

For sale Federal enlarger

Tired of staying home! No
job too big. Soph boy baby
sitter. Des Plaines and Mt.

six

rier and life vests included
Hubbard Helm 508 West
Lonnquist,
Mt. Prospect
392-0235.

GOING
PLACES?

Cost $20.00

dual drum brakes, small en-

Thumbelina doll and crib $5.
Barbie doll case, clothes $8.
Barbie bed, vanity $3. Girls
white ice skates size 13 $3.00

$25.00, Call Mt.P rospect 2534844, Tom Allen

old. Just like new,$35.00 new.
Reasonable. 255-5083 Mike

Illinois.

PM. GOC hourly. Weekly, rates

Free adorable kittens 7 weeks

Bonnie Skoglund.

8" Stong speaker. 1/2 year
Experienced baby sitter. Many
regular customers could
handle a few more customers

Girls winter coat like new.
Red, size 10 with raccoon

transformer,

switches, value over $250.

For Sale: Large size spring

Cowan CL 5-1850

Spanish Guitar six strings,
like new condition Includes
instruction books, picks, case

2 Electric trains, 6 switches,
$15 Tonka trucks, tractors,
etc. cheap. 392-2032 after 4

190W

Bobka CL 3-3175

Above average senior would
like a job with above average
responsibility for three or
four days a week.Marcy Mor-

ink.

For Sale Selmer Trombone
Silvertone Amplifier, one big

Sacrifice for $95. Sam Rud-

cessories - 3 speed. Joseph

High school boy wants summer employment. Will consider any typo work, day or
night. CL 3-7898. Mike Krys-

Good

Arlington Heights,

Schwinn 26". Very good condition complete with ac-

CL 9-1302

Jr.

Senior girl with nine years of

Boy 12 will mow lawn; wash
cars on South side Arlington.
Terry McLaughlin CL 5-9517

Lionel 027 layout with many
operating extras. Board 8x5,

Guitar arid amp. combination
$60. Seperate $35 each. Perfect condition. Call CL 3-8264
ask for Dennis. Dennis Voss.

piano and organ instruction

'65 Stingray bike. Like new

Wanted: Will babysit.12 years
old. Reliable. Experienced,
Phone CL 3-9092. PeggyCunAvenue,

CL 5-3657

7-4734

Two bicycles for sale -- one
red Schwinn 26", one blue

Reliable, experienced girl will

Debbie Spicola 358-3844

One 12" tricycle good condition $4.00. Joanne Stocker HE

"Spider" 4 prong reproducer
and 5 cylinder records, original finish. $75. Bill Martin

black or color art not included
fast service quality work.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

ler 359-0378

do baby-sitting anytime. 14
.yrs. old. Please call Jean

et, dresses. Very reasonable
and excellent condition.Laurie Weber, CL 3-8680.

record player, 3 foot horn,

Free!
Wanted: Babysitting job. 13
years old boy experienced.

white spring coat, spring jack-

For Sale Ho Model railroad.
Most track, elevated, most
scenery completed, 10 hand
painted buildings 20 cars and
engines. $75.00 Tf.rn Cramer

Conscientious andtrustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or by the
Job. David Dieters, CL 9-1653

Lafayette, Arlington Heights

358-3296

253-7405, Chris Brand.

Patti Passarelli, CL 3-0472

Baby sitting - North, Arlington, afternoons, evening 16
yrs. old. Call Jan 253-0616.
Jan Schrank

Reasonable rates .Dawn Wittig

5862.

a Ming Jobs. Days or evenings.
Judy Koch, 358-9298

Savage, 692-3402.

p.m. Dave Lockwood

one week 1000 cards $6.50

ED

Coins: 20 Indian Head penn-

Work Wanted: Lawn mowing

and yard work done by Park
Ridge high school boy. Tom

Antique 1898 Edison cylinder

I print business cards special

Wanted: Summer job in Arl.
Hts. - girl 16 - 5 days a
week between 1 - 8 p.m. Can
I help you? CL 9-0418 Chris
Ebert.

For Sale: Arlington H.S.
jacket, medium sized and excellent condition by graduating
senior, $11.00: Also, 5 -gallon
fish tank, $4. CL 5-4207. Ron
Urick.

ningliam 802 North Harvard

capable fifteen year old boy

ies.

Scott Josif, CL 9-3185

around. Call now, see how
High School Gardeners are
best for you. Tom Scheffel,
CL 5-4817

SELL - Model car parts,bodles, Chevies, Veils, Expert menials, dragsters, etc.Modcling tools. Large assortment
make offer. Call CL 5-6094,
after six. Bill Bannister.

yard work, around Palatine

Boys' red Schwinn stingray

Experienced with young bab-

bass, tomtorns, snare, hi hat,
crash cymbols. Relatively
new, good condition. Preferably pearl finish with chromo.

students
wanted by high school sopho-

Willis.

I will walk or feed your pet.
Call Kerry Moore 392-3277.

WANTED: Complete drum set

print on letter press, with
metal typo of many sizes,
composition, lettergood

Gail Goepfert 392-3463

ilable for daytime and early
evening jobs, until midnight.

& Fred Stillman, 358-7887.

I

eri

the best incorporated business

Girls 24 -inch bike. Will sell'
for ten dollars. Blue, good
condition. Nancy Koc, 3303 'Experienced and dependable
Pheasant. CL 9-0384.
high school Soph.desires baby

in Wheeling area.lf interested
phone LE 7-2196 Steven Mag-

piano

Need gardening done? Were

Learn Valets - mowing - edging - weeding. You name it we'll do it! Good work - low
costs - free eMimates.Arthur

Girls clothing size -14, winter coat, tweed pile, lined,

Beginning

brown '`putt with two

Ratlike

YARD WORK WANTED by

Wanted Boys 20" Bike. Good
condition GoodSleeping Bags.
Please call 358-1672. Paul
Weinberger.

capable fifteen year old boy

0268, John Cummings

Excellent condition, has new
tires, only one year old. $25.
Phone CL 5-0268 John Cum-

senior. Sharon

Boys

slacks. nearly now, Slacks

size waist 27,1ength 29, $27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zajicek, 392-0696

26 -inch bike, Schwinn make.
black and white. good condition. $20.00 CL 5-2710. 13111
St. John.

Teenage boy wants work willing to work hard. Car washing,

trained call evenings or all

high school

do lawn jobs and household

only $40. CL 3-2236. Glenn

J. C. Higgins girls bike good
condition $15.00 after 3:30
call CL 3-4908 Tom Shanley

Girl, 13 years experienced
cradle and upwards. Oldest of
five. Day, night. Own transportation daytimes. Any area.

fur. Short tails and legs. Box

CL 5-4554. Marl: Williams.

accordion. Excellent condition

tween 1 and 4 p.m. weekdays.
For information contact Miss
R. Iloigard, 350-2699.

Lawn Mowing reliable experienced. My equipment Busse
School neighborhood. Fred
Witbrod CL 5-0563

CL 5-2710 Bill St. John

Part Persian kittens. Long

Please call after 7:00 P.M.

For Sale. 120 base 3 switch

Grass cutting $2.50. your cutter $3.00 my cutter. Small lots
cheaper - Bike repair and odd
jobs, small appliances repaired. Donald Maschinski, 259-

5126 Mick Oates

501 hourly. Susan Wojtkiewicz
CL 5-8429

Soles clerk, office work,babysitting wanted by prospective

Beginning

or Terry

Castro 824-7224.

Daugherty

WANTED -- HELMETS, and
ORIGINAL POSTERS, from
World War Two, and before.

Dependable 15 -year -old boy to

vate parties. For more in-

ienced -second oldest of seven)
CL 9-0903, Greg Wenzel.

Rent garden plot to raise vege-

speakers. Foot switches in-

Experienced Babysitter second oldest of six. Morning
hours perffered or late afternoon hours. Make arrange. ments at CL 5-0650. Joanne

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.
'

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Challenging position for recent college graduates.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

TOOL ROOM HELPER
Young man with military service complete, train to be a
machine service engineer.

PRODUCTION WORKERS
Immediate openings on and and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

FOR ANY
REASON?

cn

Take
Months
Up To LA) To Pay
WE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd..
Mt. Prospect

culI
N.

liberal fringe' tienefita; including a fine cafeteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
Company in thti challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

""TETIF"
HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO.

7____:32.WRIII

OFFICE. HOURS:
Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9;30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

Hours:

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Wednesday, June 8, 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

ARLINGTON

SCHOOL

Country Gardens. Family
heartbroken. Reward. 5370321.

HEIGHTS

CUSTODIANS

Found - Childs wrist watch
In vicinity of Willow Rd. Pros -

PARK DISTRICT

SCHAUMBURG

poet Hts. Call 392-3271.
t5-Buslness Personals

Park Maintenance

TOWNSHIP

xperienced not required, but;

helpful. Job security, ideal

AMERICANS
VOTE FOR THE
"LIBERTY AMENDMENT"
Introduced In the

U.S. Congress by
Hon. James B. Utt, as
House Joint Resolution 23
Approved by 7 States
HELP REPEAL
PERSONAL INCOME TAX

Write for Free Literature

Arlington Heights Chapter

CALL MRS. HUBER

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

529-1806

Apply 500 5, Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

__

JANITOR'S HELPER

YOUNG MAN
For service department opportunity for advancing into
sales. Salary $350 a month.
Call Mr. Romine
National Rejectors, Inc.

$350 per month

plus
Beautiful 2 bedroom Apt.
26x14 L. R., 14x17 Bdrm. etc.
Oak hardwood floors

JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

Please Call 939-1127

P. 0. Box 30

678-2254 or 622-3614

Mt. Prospect, 111. 60056

YOUNG MAN

11-Bumness Services
DRIVE

/N*

u

ikatirt

Recent hi -school grad. wanted
tq learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

827-1191 Ask for Mr. Leonard

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

1675 Oak St.
Des Plaines
Phone 827-2177

men for

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR
"FAST

PRINTING SERVICE"

It is designed for all types

businesses, fraternal
groups and clubs who need
copies of just about anything
in-a-minutet
Plano tuning, repairs & regulation. After 5 P.M. call 827of

DRAFTSMAN
Excellent position for experielectro - mechanical

enced

draftsman to work in elec-

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.
Call or apply in person

EVE'S & SAT'S
Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 Busse Rd.

(Rte. 83)

HE 9-2800

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS
Experienced and Reliable.
HOME TIDY, INC.

827-2148
Des Plaines
Experienced teacher will tutor

Jr. High or High School student
in reading and gram mar. After
5 call 825-2215.

Rotating Shift Work
Men with at least high school education, to operate PILOT
PLANT in research organization. Shift bonus paid, excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews available
Mon. thru Sat. Please call for app't.

With car to deliver newspapers

Bond St., Elk Grove,437-2830

to homes, Sunday A.M. only.
Good pay for few hours' work.

vac. Nicholson File Co., 80

MAN OR BOY
Elk Grove Nevis Agency
199 King Street

MAINTENANCE
Day man wanted for permanent

BOYS OVER 16

year round work. 40 to GO
hrs. per week. Good Pay. No
experience needed, we will
train. Pleasant working con-

PART TIME

7 to 10:30 P.M.

ditions.

RESEARCH BLDG. - MR. COX.

Des Plaines

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

824-1155

24-Help Wanted Men

WELDERS
and

FITTERS
Experienced for steel fab-

rication shop. 53 hr. week.
INTERNATIONAL

IRON WORKS, INC.

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311
537-4500

531

BEAUT IC IAN
wanted, Full, part time or
eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon

1899 - WE'RE STILL

Electro-Mechanical door operating equipment. Basic electrical knowledge required.
Full benefits. Short training
period. High School graduate.

Good Working Conditions

GROWING

(Ito l0 a.m.

500

PART TI ME

E.

Northwest

Hyw.

Palatine.

Relay driver 2:30 am 5:30 am
Monday thru Saturday

MAINTENANCE MAN

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

ing

129 King Street
439-0286

Must be experienced in keepinjection molding machines running. High wages,
profit sharing and liberal
company benefits.

BARTENDER

OWENS PLASTIC

DAYS

That's when we started
serving the American Homegiving her quality
maker,
products
and
dependable
service.
We have grown since then,
from a horse and wagon to a
corporation with over $870
million in sales last year.
AND, we are STILL GROW-

310 W. Colfax, Palatine

KRUSE'S

358-7660

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

7.4-Help Wanted Men

'MOLD PRESS OPERATORS
OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 9RD SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work ,
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

four ambitious men to operate
and manage our Home Service
food and general merchandise

retail operations.

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

MAINTENANCE

General all around man for Maintenance Department,__hy-J
draLille or electrical exper. preferred.
Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

METHODIST

If so, maybe you can help
us grow -CALL mR. KING
42_6-3456 or.W0.13-5220

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

DAY

WANT ADS
.GET RESULTS-,

General Molded Products Inc.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

-znr

ASSEMBLERS
variety of close tolerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.
..

Coma in or Call

CL 3-0446

Union Special Machine Co.
RESEARCH

LABORATORY

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

8 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.
437-4677
Evenings and Weekends

Barrington

Office Mgr. .... $ 8,500
Cost. Acct. .... $ 9,500
Asst. Controller $12,500

Design

Draftsman
$ 8,000
Detail Draftsman $ 6,500

Inv. Control .... $ 9,000
Data Proc.
Open
Sales Trainees ..$ 7,000

EXCITING
ENGINEERING
POSITIONS

E. A. Hoover
//11(1
Personnel Service

24-Help Wanted Men

51

Continued expansion creates these attractive positions in our
engineering department for those who qualify.

TOOL DESIGNERS
Minimum of 3 to 5 years experience in sheet metal, flat
layout light jigs and fixtures.

DRAFTSMAN
2 to 3 years experience in mechanical drafting preferred.

DESIGN ENGINEERS

PROJECT ENGINEER

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

EXPEDITORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

OW

49

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
3 to 5 years experience in all phases of I.E. work. Prefer

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS
Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon.

Charles Bruning Company
Division or Addrossogroph Multyph Corp

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180
1

LYON-HEALY

tried and tested management
program. They offer fast pay
increases and promotion. No
experience needed.
PARKER 117 So. Emerson

Rte 83 & Rand Rd. -

Mount Prospect 253-6600

Mr. W. Wais

ice

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

392-2600

L_F.?ectoaer

RICK'S

For

DECORATING

ADVERTISING

Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms
Est. 15 yrs.

500

New and Rebuilt Radiators'
and Heaters

One Year Guarantee
Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service
is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheaper than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388

CLEANING HOMES

by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned,
All

Suburbs..
Call 373-6880

7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900
An equal opportunity employer.

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
24

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low
cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g,
mg. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
ilarho-TV Repai

JUNE SPECIAL
PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND'
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area ,

Alton's Quality

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

259-0487

(Color or Black & White)",
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

Homes Built To Order

Sewing Machine Repairs

Will Finance

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Free Estimates
VInien Builders
Call 392-3617

Guar. serv. on all brands.

landscaping

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581
laundry -Cleaners

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose FrOm
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich.
,

Mich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
cluded.

done, shirts in2
day
service.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373.6880
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM
Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring ..ex pens, for any level in any
subject.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

OUR SPECIALTY

resurfacing

guaranteed.
Free Estimates

bathavail.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.
Exp. Qual. Workmanship

free estimate.
Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

-

General Cleaning

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
parking
lots,
driveways,
areas,

Painting -Decorating

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446

5 37.8228

Chemical processing experience necessary. A background
in lay out and design of liquid mining pumping and transfer systems.

degree but will consider non -degree with good experience.

A AP 77 AI'

In
Radiators
Complete Radiator
Service on Cars
Trucks
Tractors - Caterpillars
Over
Stock

business

DESIGNERS

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

Mechanical process machinery design. Would like approximately 3 year's board experience.

FOUNDRY HELPERS

I

Blacktop Work

Mechanical design experience necessary. Prefer design experience in small machines or mechanisms.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

ing.

best training available. We
can start you immediately inn

ADDITIONS

SPRING SPECIAL

1](7fei

Don't start out In any humdrum
job. You should look for the

Carpentrylemodeing

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

.

College Grads - various openings - $7,200 up

CALL 299-7766 OR CL9-3050

FREE

CL 3-7384

Auto Pats And Accessories
"

Mgr.
$10,500
Proj. Mech. Eng $11,400
Pro). Elec. Eng $11,500
Mech. Design
Eng.
§ 9,600
Jig & Fixt.Design $10,800

$450

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager
to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in train-

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Personnel Mgr. $12,000
Prod. Control

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

Elk Grove

Management Trainee
to

-

Des Plaines

Call 255-1200

DUnkirk 1-2400

Many prominent manufacturers have moved to the sub-

Ch. Ind. Eng. ....$12,500
Asst.Chand.Eng $11,000
Staff L E
$10,000
Time Study Eng $ 8,400
Mfg. Eng.
$12,000
Process Eng.
§ 9,600
Foremen
$ 9,000
Lab Techs.
$ 7,800

.FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS
827-7121

BOY
$395.

in person

,Si

CONTRACTOR

your neighbors. If you would enjoy working closer to home
call us now.

Apply

HOURS: 2 P.M.,,,- 10 P.M.

1452 Miner

HAYDOCK

-

bonus. No selling.

PLASTIC CO.
2424 Greenleaf

Des Plaines

Telephone Contact

looking for moldingoperators.
All shifts. Call: 439-7810.

LUDWIG A. HIRZ,

more than quantity.

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

urbs in the past several years and our clients are now

'

Mt. Prospect Rd.

2300 S.
827-8861

New plant in Elk Grove Village

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

An equal opportunity employer

SUBURBAN POSITIONS

Evimingt-hours

Full or part time

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your c9mmtn-),4.,Gala one Npw

We need men with 1 to 3 years experience assembling a

Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

An equal opportunity employer

,

Let us help make your...DAY!

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Apply 9 -. 5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

Experienced Draftsman to do
Detailing and Design work in
Research Lab of large Chicago
based Co. Good pay. Excellent
fringe benefits. Now aircond.
building. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

B ILLER-TYP 1ST'

)

An equal opportunity. employer

Publishing House
1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge

DRAFTSMAN

26-Help Wanted Men Or Woman

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBffANC CORP.

13.65 LEE ST.
824-6135

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

PLASTIC
INJECTION OFRS.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR:

NING YOUR OWN BUSINESS
SECURITY

60606

PHONE 263-4834

Complete Fringe Benefits

* Excellent Profit Sharing
* Guaranteed Inc. plus Bonus
INDEPENDENCE OF RUN-

PRECISION MECHANICAL

WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

Chicago, Ill.

ING. In 1966 vie will need

PRODUCTS

Part time or full.

Arlington Hrs.

To work in our office. No ex..,
perience necessary. Full Or
part time. Hourly wage plus

PORTER

Phone 439-8080

organization. Opportunity for
advancement into sales or
management positions. Some
travel in central midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

RAPP'S RESTAURANT ._
602 W. Northwest Hwy., _

Room 190D, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

SERVICE MAN

Porson

neers in the interesting field
of industrial lose prevention
in an expanding international

INC.

12 W. Northwest Hwy
Mount Prospect
392-2185

NORTHWEST
RAMBLER

Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

GRILL 'MAN.
Part time nights 5 days. Ex-.
per'd only. Apply in person.

JEWEL TEA CO.,

LO 1-7122

The Right Man. Apply in

cNG I NEERS
Recent Graduates

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.

CL 9-2693

Good Starting Salary For

.24-Help Wanted Men

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

24-Help Wanted Men

ORDER FILLER

Experienced - full time, ReCL 5-7519
liable.

Will train to operate welding
& grinding mach's. Co. benefits include hospital, life Maur., pension plan, paid

ONLY

DAYS

24-Help Wanted Men

T.V. HIFI TECHNICIAN

Paid vacations
. Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9. to 12 Sat's.

LABORATORY TECHNIC IAN

12-lobs Wanted-Women

24-Help Wanted Men

WELDER TRAINEE

Elk Grove Village

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

6282

-

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

13-Lost And Found

, Siamese cat (Susie) lost .vic.

Is

$

Math,

Special help with
Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

Paintinglecoratiq

GET THE BEST. FOR
LESS

ON ALL PAINTING

Vinyl paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call weekdays after 3:30 p.M.

LEO - CL 3-7374

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT Foreign Car Sala - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service -lawns Mewed

ROY'S.TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree. Service

State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

.

824-2865

'Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

26-Help Wanted Men Or Weiner
Teavch'ilie

Ilefitable summer employ eaverzl
Vent available
Hitchers living in this area.
Guaranteed income, social se-

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching status, home

address, phone P. Box 1006,
Arlington Day, Art. Hts.
Wanted

20 -Employment Agencies -Women

LIKE
FASHION

F Meee dee:per in north feel) you as reurbe

ASST BOOKKEEPER

SCHOOL

- CROSSING GUARD
Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director

, VILLAGE OF ARL. HTS:
253-2340

33 S. Arlington His. Rd.
BOY or GIRL
Wanted in our mail dept. and

NEW STUDIOS

We need Managers.Interview-

ers, Supervisors, Receptionists, Telephone Solicitors and
Dance Teachers, Full or part
time. No exper. necessary.
Apply In person:

HOURS: 2 P.M. - 10 P.M.

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

essary.

WANTED

1

Top Rates

general cafeteria workers for

BOOKKEEPER

Grove High School aext Fall.
Additional workers needed for
Arlington, Wheeling, Forest
View high school kitchens.

Arlington His.

3

Exp'd or Beginner

4'

253

Mount Prospect, III.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

Shopping

room, some general
office
experience helpful
Mail

needs one Clerk

"WE HANDLE

BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

OF NORTH AMERICA
89 Broadway, Des Plaines

1,'SHEETS" HAS THEM "mai'7thal k Ruth Seeger'
24 HOUR PHONE
766 -0710 R.N.

392-6100

2 7 N. Evergreen A rl. Hts.
4NOrth suburban doctor will
;trhin you as receptionist to
greet patients, ans. phone,
;schedule appointments, etc.
Light typing, neat appearance
'ad willingness to learn
qualify. $90 wk. to start, raise
in 90 days when trained. Free.

Miss Paige

'7205 N. Meade

779-9393

-Greet applicants applying for
positions, show newcomers
around. Light typing and
friendly personality req'd.$85
wk. Free.

-

"7205 N. Meade

Return to the BusinessWorld

or Temporary

Full or part time

Women from 18 to 58 --work
the days weeks or months you

Choose your own hours

Pleasant working conditions
High salary
Paid vacation
Liberal benefits
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
MR. MAY, 296-7711

prefer in this area and earn

top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal
counseling and help you to

Margie Bridal Salon

'774-9393

PREFERRED

GOLF MILL

Business Service Corp.

SHOPPING CENTER

TRAINEE

Small, not busy console s/b.
You'll sit in lovely reception
area of modern north sub

APPLY NOW for work during your summer vacation
'For more Information call
,Ethel Doebber VA 7-5557.

SWITCHBOARD

774-9393

j'lli

Mill Hands

SCHOOL

A Mornbtr d Ph. CUE

3 P.M. to I I P.M.
7 P.M. to I I P.M.
RIVER TRAILS
District School

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

400.E. Foundry Rd.
MT. PROSPECT

296-2150

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Give Yourself A Raise
Save Traveling Time & Money
Work Near Home
PAID VACATIONS
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROFIT SHARING

WE WILL TRAIN - An Excellent Opportunity
Good Starting Pay with Automatic Increases.

824-8168

Male & Female

p. m.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Join

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M &F
.26-Help Wanted Men Or Women \

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

Paid rest periods

WE .;.NEED HELP
PART & FULL TIME
MAIDS

LAUNDRY HELP

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women)

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
U

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

R

MAIL CLERKS
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspectionoperalion.

STOCKROOM SUPERVISOR
Supervise all stockroom personnel.

PRODUCTION EXPEDITOR
Schedually and dispatching background.

JUNIOR PLANNER
Some inventory planning experience.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MAIL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

equipment.

FILE CLERKS
STATISTICAL CLERK

ASSEMBLERS'

Some College Desired

No experience necessary as We will train.

STATISTICIAN

College Prefered

TIMEKEEPER

COMPUTOR & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

JANITORS

R.

TYPISTS

E

TRAFFIC RATE CLERK
Must

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

HOUSEKEEPER

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

U

ANALYZERS

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

Companns

M&F

P

women in our new plants

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

An Equal Opportunity Employer

L

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, core
respondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.
ea5e.

ELECTR IC IAN

be graduate of traffic school or

have comparable practical experience.

Electrical maintenance of plant and plant equipment.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

BENEFITS:

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY

* RETIREMENT PLAN

* PAID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*A I R-COND IT IONED
BUILDING

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700
BENSENVILLE

PHONE: 766-5100

8 a. m. to

Des Plaines

lees Plaines, Illinois

200'E. GOLF RD.

B & W CORPORATION
110 GATEWAY ROAD

Above average starting rates for'
Paid vacation, liberal discounts, in-

363 N. Third Ave.

Mon. thru Thur.

1365 Lee Street-

I

PRESS BRAKE- PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
STEADY EMPLOYMENT
PAID HOLIDAYS
PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

PACKERS

RECORD CLERK
Exper'd or will train.

J & R AUTO SUPPLY
INTERVIEWING

/12,f:613_5

Ve mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators

ORDER FILLERS

;

qualified applicants.
surance.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

NORTHLAKE, ILL

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

CUSTODIANS

son.

General Molded Products Inc.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

ity to handle small tools is
also .necessary. Many fringe
benefits. Please apply in per-

Paid Holidays
Free 119S-pitalgatigre
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

Tool Makers

24 -Help Wanted Men

Full OrPart Time Days

assembly is desired. The abil-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MACHINISTS
2nd shift
(10% Shift Premium)

to $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

126-Help Wanted Men Or Women

-

Warms _Tc7r-511_g_ht

Friday
8 a. m, to 4 p. m.

E

doctors, greet visitors, etc.

235-4951

WAREHOUSE WORK
Experience on small par ts

Free Life Insurance
Steady employment

Mon. thru Thur.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

urban medical clinic and page
7205 N. Meade

PART TIME

Saleswomen

youl

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

of Plastic Products

brush up on them. STUDENTS

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

Miss Paige

Office Work

Children grown?

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

eve's or just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon,
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2165
Mt. Prospect

ASSEMBLERS

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

INSURANCE COMPANY

NURSING AIDES

EVERYTHING"

?6-Help Wanted Men Or Women

,

827-7711

100°4 FREE

want to earn. 824-0156.

Mrs. Housewife and Mother
use an extra $45 to $05 per
week. Sure you can, and you
will love my business. Thank

part time or

INTERVIEW ING:

- Typist.

Call Mr. Detman
824-7181 for App't.

CALLING" for women who

CAN YOU ?

BEAUTICIAN
wanted. Full,

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

This is an interesting variety
Job. Must be a good typist.

250 W. Mlle Rd. Des Plaines

$300-$650

ALLSTATE
1626 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS.

rience. Many fringe benefits.
Please apply in person.

vertised.Yesit's "AVON

benefits

INSURANCE CO.

We will consider
women with factory expewinding.

NEW OFFICE IN
DESPLAINES

INC.

NORTHWEST POSITIONS

who have experience in coil

itionally guaranteed and ad-

30-Help Wanted-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

lent earning opportunity for
women. Sell a product uncond-

Wednesday. -lune 8,1966

week

company

CL 9-2600
We have openings for gals

INTERVIEWING

FILE CLERK

3/4 hour

Call Mrs. O'Brien

CLERK - TYPIST

259-5100
Mt. Prospect
-72 Randhurst

ROBERTSON
PHOTO-MECHANIX,

°FRC

38

937-3900

S. S. KRESGE

E. Rand Rd.

6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

Liberal

ALL SHIFTS

(Rte. 03)

$$ LAPIES $$

BEAUTY is our business.Whi
net make It yoere7 An excel-

day week. Must be reliable.
Good tips. Ph. CL 5-9833
PROSPECT HOUSE

Insurance claim work
Permanent

COIL WINDERS

blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

In modern offices, moderate
typing ,skill. Paid vacations
and holidays. Other. benefits.
Contact H.E. Wilcox. Upper

BLAZ'R STEAK

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 5

CLERK TYPIST

DES PLAINES, ILL.
Loc. on A lgonquin Rd.(Rte. 62)

(Chgo ph. 625-a150)

APPLY NOW AT

PHONE 827-1108

Permanent position. Call Mrs. Woolsoncroft , CL 3Fringe benefits.
'0200.

sary.

255-5350

Randhurst

the opening of the new Elk

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

MOLDED PRODUCTS,
INC.

Center.

High School District 214 needs

Accounts Receivable &billing.
Typing essential, posting machine exp. helpful, not neces-

DANA

Level

Call Jane Nelson

ASSISTANT

GEN. OFFICE WORK

BUS BOYS

Temporary Service

ATTENTION_
HOUSEWIVES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

*' BROILER & FRY
e ATTENDANTS

DISHWASHER
* CASHIER
* SWITCHBOARD OPENS.

212 Northwest Hwy.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

Fox River Grove, Ill.
Phone 639-3893

HOSPITAL

6 S. Hickory

SALAD GIRLS

PLUS

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.

ev COOKS
O WAITRESSES

*, DESSERT GIRLS

Paid lunch breaks
Applications taken

First '5 Days Pay

With

APPLY PERSONNEL

296-5515.

shift & 3rd shift. Top
wages. No experience nec-

per hour - 2nd shift
$1.05 .per hour - 3rd shift
$1.75

$10 BONUS
$75 BONUS

CL 9-1000

OPERATORS

Typists

8:30 A.M. thru 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

College Students

PLASTIC PRESS

IMMEDIATE WORK

Hrs: 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

Unique new restaurant with

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

OFFICE

PART-TIME

Secretaries
Stenos
.Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks.
WOMEN WANTED
or Monthg You Want
For lite production work in
air-conditioned room.
Work Close To Home
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

'c'4 P.M. to 12P.M.
12 P.M. to 8 A.M.
Starting Wages

3 evenings per week
plus every other Saturday

2nd

NOW HIRING

Des Plaines

ADMITTING

And are willing to pay top

Des Plaines.

827-7121

Mannheim Road

2777

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS
1452 Miner

TROMBERG CARLSON
CORP.

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

Call Bette Rich

,

Excellent position for mature
person with adult family.
Pleasant personality and good
typing skill required.

Call 766-5100

Pencil repair dept. will train,
employment Full time position.

824-7111

AND

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

Phone Mr. Schleh

e

Experienced only. Small office with many varied duties.
Must type. Excellent starting salary and many company
benefits. Must have own
transportation.
Located In Bensenville

;be do light work in pen &
PARKER PEN
SERVICE INC.
19 N. Broadway Des Plaines
824-3589
WE ARE OPENING

WANTED

774-9393

30-Help Wanted-Women

TEMPORARY

NO EXPER. NECESSARY

Higgins Mannheim Area

THE DAY

30-Help Wanted-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OFFICE GIRL

STENO -SECRETARY

ceptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$96-400 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

k6 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

*Profit sharing.
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new.plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discoutits
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Lardmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Hl.

Phone 437;5800*
'Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

Wednesday, June 8, 1966

30-Ha1p Wanted-Wraen

Would You Believe It

I. B. M.

Take equal parte, time, enFood Products Hostess to work
supermarkets on Sat's. WAITRESSES WANTED ergy, and intellikenceisetiit'da
Bays or nights
generously with 'fun; stir
Young, attractive. 392-8803
vigorously with' charm. When,
High School girl wanted to help
WATERFALL
well done serve with
housewife during summer.
INSTANT CASH
RESTAURANT ,e
$1.00 an hour, 5 day week.
Write
Box 01020 for interview.
Rte. 83 & Algonquin
Randhurst area. TransportaTell us about yourself, family,
437-4949
tion provided. CL 9-2292
and time available.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

;

.

CLERK TYPIST

THE
SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Good typing required, 8:36
a.m. to 5 p.m. Good salary,

8501 W. Higgins Rd.

paid vacation this year. Hos.

An equal opportunity employer

pitalization and liflp insurance

.

825-8811
REYNOLDS
METAL CO.

ployment

Agency columns

are made only (I) to In-

325 W. Touhy
Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

dicate bona tide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nec,

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

ASSEMBLY

shall not be taken to indicate

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

specification or discrimination in empipyment practices.

preference,

INSPECTION

30 -Help Wanted -Women

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WILLOW NURSERY

PHOTOCOPY

Garage sale week of June
6th - Furniture and miscellaneous items. 10 N. Elm

business
machine operators.
dictaphone

Earn from $7 an hour as a

spreads & matching drapes,

lection. Car necessary. For

lamps & other lamps, new -:
girl's ice skates sz. 9.Clear-;

picture lltes, pr. crystal:

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

2

inform. 827-0712.

brook 3-2862.

WAITRESS
$1.25 hour

11 to 5:30

-

ANTIQUE DESK

Solid Oak, roll top, pedestal
537-8447

Monday thru Saturday

Apply in person
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP

Excellent Oppor.

Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

89 W. Washington

For Girl To Learn
Purchasing clerk procedures

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

And benefits for a bright girl
with light typing skills and
aptitude for figures. An equal
oppor. employer. Call JOHN

WELL kept carpets show the
results of regular Blue Lustre

Des Plaines

Northwest Suburban girli call
now for a local appointment
LE 7-1548
Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
529-9849
Roselle area
Palatine, Rol'g M's,
Arl. H.
CL 5-2087
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-8588

Manpower

Job Training

SWITCHBOARD

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CLERK
and

BERKEY PHOTO
Des Plaines

220 GraCeletil
82778141
19 -Help Wanted -Women
,

BERG, 439-3500
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$ CASH $
.Coin Collection.

Call

10th Fl.
Brunswick Bldg.
Washington & Dearborn

8:30 AM to 5 PM
Liberal. Benefits

200 East Daniels Rd.

in our , modern ELK GROVE
Village office. Good salary

For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

775-7277

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

I

Want to pay off those old bills?

2 porch hemp rugs, 2 rattan :

bar stools, Stauffer reducing 1,
table, shag area rug, ro-:
tisserie grill, ping-pong table ,I
vanity mirror, twin quilted bd.

9 AM to 1 PM

Apply Now At

!

ELECTROLUX CORP.

1310 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

sportswear at half price? DI 8- .
6800, Room 502.

7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

827-8141

1

product to housewives. For
interview phone 255-7130.

St., Mt. Prospect, CL 5-7863.

Ladies -'do you want a new,
look in dresses, suits and:

8 AM TO 4:30 PM

220 Graceland

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

SHADE TREES
Sycamore, green ash, tulip,

HOURS AVAILABLE

BERKEY PHOTO

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

We are now hiring mature
women to demonstrate our

4. They like the assignments -

For your convenience

LIBERAL BENEFITS

MOTOROLA

Evanston
2100 Dempster
UN 9-9000
LADIES: FULL -PART TIME

Sat'day Interviews

6 PM to 2:30 AM
11 AM TO 7:30 PM

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

and

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

new. 259-1325.

CL 8-4155

periettced typists, stenos;

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

VARIOUS PHASES OF
PHOTO FINISHING PRODUCTION

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

30 -Help . Wanted -Women

AMERICAN

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

CLERICAL

30 -Hell Wanted -Women

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

CL 9-1000

stroller, bassinet, all -like

maples, one stem and clump
white birch. Evergreens. Everthing going at low cost.

coming in.

800 W. CENTRAL RD,

Edison 8 yr. crib complete.
Storkline ,buggy. Siebert I'

many company benefits.Appty

good typing ability.

438-6093

CLEARANCE SALE

Nothing over
High School Sr. wanted for
Wed. Fri. 12:30 to 4
dental assisting. Hours 4 to
7 and Saturdays 8 to 5 for
summer and thruout the school ZONTA THRIFT SHOP
37 N. Plum Grove Rd.
year. Will train. Call CL 3- .

Palatine

8501 for appointment.

30 -Help Wanted -Women
4111.11 5fqq-

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251

spot cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Bowen Hard-

ware Co., 121 E. Davis St.,

Arlington Ms.
Maytag wringer washer, good
condition, best offer.392-8014
Licensed Beauty Operator
your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3389.

1,000 S & H Green Stamps
plus free clothes for having'

a Beeline home fashion show
now. New Fall linel 827-0712.
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

wood runabout. 74 HP
Johnson, gator trailer, ski'
equip. Exc. condition, $950
16'

or best offer. 439-6422.

Wanted-.Wamen,4-:-, 30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women :IV
fl

AUTOMATIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
4:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
We need experienced Npha and Numeric

STENOGRAPHERS

FIGURE CLERKS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS

BEGINNERS and EXPERIENCED

Operators.

CALCULATING OPERS.

1,

STATISTICAL TYPIST

ADDING MACHINE OPERATORS

BILLING & ORDER TYPIST

with skills in dealing with detail work is

Our payroll, accounting and pricing depart.

Electric, manual, and all cap typewriters.

necessary.

ments are in need of experienced gals.

Must have ability to work with figures.

Figure ability, clear and neat handwriting

We have a variety of positions available.

TYPISTS
FOR THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENT&

SHIPPING

PURCHASING

ENGINEERING

SALES

LABORATORIES

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tuition Refund Plan
Promotions from Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

1

mos. CL. 9-2818.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1108

Excellent starting salary and

of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days were
working within I week of

HOSPITAL

limitation,

4 yr. crib & snowsuit - 18

Five Reasons:

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

3 water level & temp. controt:.
settings $120. Child's talker, -

Fer"Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

top firms in the city and

APPLY PERSONNEL

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

INDUSTRIAL

32 -Miscellanies Morchandiss
MAYTAG auto., 2 817. 3 cycle7,-'

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire insurance program. Must have

3. They like the respect and

Permanent part time position'
available on new switchboard.
Should be able to rotate with
other operators if needed.

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Stich designations

NURSE

TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

according to your skills.

( II PM to 7 AM )

or enterprise, or (2) as a

STOCK

t,

2. They like the pay -top rates

SW ITCHBOARD

ossary to the normal operation
of his business

'HOUSEWIVES - Phone work'
,et home. Call established cusAomori. Wonderful earnings.
BLINDCRAFT - P11052-3000.

COLLEGE GIRLS

Staunton; Perscarel Dept.

our Help Wanted and Em-

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

r

paid by company. Call Mr.

693-3021

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT
IF YOU ARE .

waukee Ave., 827-1151

For an appointment

CHICAGO

In

pleasant air - conditioned office near Golf Mill. Musical
background desired.Co.bea,"
fits inolude pd. medical insult.
Karnes Music Co., 9800 Mil-

CALL MRS. BURICH

MOTOROLA

opportunity

90 -Help Wanted -Women

.

WHY.

BILLER - TYPIST
EXcellest

Need experienced key punch
operators for let, and, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

30-Help Wanted -Won

Work Near Home

- 'iCET PUNCH OPERATORS

in

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Wolin

10 -Help inted-Women

30 -Help Wanted-Inmei

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

1

!if -Help Wanted -Women

.0 -Help Wanted -Women

14 -Dots, Pets And Equipment

66 -Business Opportunities

Pug puppies, male and female,

THE-

8 wks. ShOts. Paper trained.

3150. 825-5609.
FREE kittens, 8 weeks.
Healthy, playful, box trd.Free
to good home. CL 3-1063.

JUNE GRADS

:FRANCHISr BOOR
'Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own!
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write forFree

Toy poodles, free jeweled colt

Jar. Bred for quality & disposition. AKC 768-4675.

after 8 P.M.

358-2899.

COLLIE PUPPIES

AKC, champ sired by Cul's
Mor's Compsirator.

Company That

537-4794

Has Your

Opportunity

Al -Home Furnishings -Furniture

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

Garage sale -Household furnishings, garden tools, misc.
items. Sat. & Sun. 10 AM to
4 PM, 404 N. Main, Mt.Prospect.
Deluxe modern 3 yr oldbedrm
turn. -twin bed w/single hdbd,
triple dresser, Igo chest, box

Comfortable pleasant room
for employed woman in mod-

ern home. CL 3-3132

73 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

Arlington - Furnished 5 room
deluxe 2 bedroom, dining
room. Excellent location.
Shopping, transp. Adults only.
References required. $255. 1
year lease. 255-5122

good buy. 827-0712.

Used Bedrm. Chest & Dresser, Blonde, Exc. Cond't. $60
CL 5-7519
SAVE $$$$
DISPLAY FURNITURE IN 7

Available June 14, 4 rooms
completely furnished in Ar-

table, misc. chairs & coffee
CL 3-0087
table.

Mt. Prospect

HOOKER Bdrm.set,never us-

ed. Walnut, cost $250, will
sell for $150. CL 5-7619.

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rentals.

Moving: Plano, Din. Rm. table
6 chairs & buffet; many other
misc. bargains. CL 3-1644
1 double bed complete with
headboard. Practically new

rec. lounge, putting green,
tennis court, range, refrigerator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

MODEL HOMES - WE DE298-7771
LIVER 824-8164
Blue davenport $15. Kitchen

Interesting
And

Challenging

14 -To Rent Apartments

Timber -Lake Village
SWIMMING POOL

.

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

48 -Household Appliances

20" Gas Range, only 2 mos.

old. Auto. Lighting. 259-4156.
Hoover vacuum cleaner, new.

In carton, model 454- $25.
See Dick at 1011 E. McDonald

Prospect Heights.

HERE ARE A FEW
POSITIONS WHICH

CASHIER

-

1 Bdrm. Apt. Air-conditioned
Immediate occupancy. $115.
Studio Apartment, 3 1/2 Rms.
Adults. No pets. 809 N. Wilke
Arlington Heights, Ill.

HOSTESS

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

CASHIER -HOSTESS

Stenpgrmhers...,,,..

,...

Clerk-TypisTs

General Clerks

We can'effer permanent employment, with excellent employee
benefits, ,including palcI, veer ions, free, insurance program.
DA.Yi $1 ig,$1.ark..pra...noua....._
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
NIGHTS' $1:85 - 2200
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLYIN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

File Clerks

MOTOROLA
Cafeteria Attendants

Modern air cond. offices
A fine insurance program
Tuition Refund Plan

AT IT'S PALATINE AND
ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!
Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

Company store

Social Club activities

APPLY DAILY

200 E. Daniels Rd.

Palatine

'Plant located just south of Junction #53 & 14
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(Rt. 58) & Algonquin Rd. (Rte. 62) in
Arlington Heights. Interesting Work in
Sales Promotion DepartInent for qualified applicants. Excellent company bene-

fits. Hours 8:30 am to 4:15 pm

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

of Palatine, $22,500.

3 bdrm. home w/carport on
large lot, includes lake priv-

3 bdrm, brick ranch 2 car.

BUILDERS MODEL

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

$6500.

eleges
Now

7 rd., 1 1/2 bath, tri-level,

8 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace, rec. rm, 2 1/2 car
garage. $31,500.
CINDERELLA PARK

7 rm., 2 baths, rec. rm., garage, patio, $29,900.
INVERNESS

4 bdrm., Colonial, basement,
garage. $53,500.

* 2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING AREA
* LUXURIOUS CARPETING
SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
* WALK-IN CLOSETS
AIR CONDITIONING
* PRIVATE PATIOS

FOREST ESTATES
New53,000. 3000

sq,

ft. -10 I'M.

$

3 bdrm. brick and A-

luminum sided bi-level 1100

sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

rm., 2 1/2 baths, 2 1/2
car garage, basement.

TURES

8

POOL,
SAUNA
BATH,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY

$34,000.

a INCLUDE SWIMMING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ROOM

3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 1/2

3478.

1959 1/2 ton red panel truck,
low mileage, good condition.
CL 5-0444

$400.

Pontiac 4 door. Good.
'condition. 392-8094. 6-10 PM.
'59 Chevy Wagon, 6 cyc.autotrans, One owner. $300 or best
offer. CL 5-2885.
'64 Volkswagen, radio, heater .
In excellent condition. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-6705.
1962

'57 Chevy, 6 cyl. automatic,
radio, heater. Best offer.Call
253-5897 after 6 P.M.
1964 FORD V8 fully equipped

with power, less than 10,000
mi. Excellent cond. 259-1325.

'57 Chevy Wagon V8, R.H.
'body fair, motors fine. $300
or best offer. 392-1033
1955 Buick Special 1 owner.
Gd. cond't. $150 or best offer.
437-3590

Deluxe 3 flat, 2 - 3 bdrm.
2 bdrm. apt. Near
and 1
shopping center, schools,
$43,500
transportation

'65 Chevelle Wagon. std. shift,
6 cyl. $1695. CL 9-3281.

'55 Chevy 2 dr. Hard Top

Rebuilt 265 V-8, Auto. Best

offer. Call 296-7286.

WILLIAMS REALTY

'61 Rambler Classic Wagon,
Gd. cond't. P/S, RIB, Auto.

101 Wolf Rd.

$295.

Wheeling

439-5466

PHONE '537-2 643

1966 Mustang, Emberglo WW 6
on the floor 6,000 Ml. $2150.00
Call 439-6536

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers n new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

'54 Buick, 2 dr. Spec. H/T.

Very clean inside & out. Exc.
running car. 824-5809
'61 Chev. Wagon, 6 cyl. 6 pass.

cagoland rent you can own one

offer. CL 9-4341

less than your present ChiBARRINGTON PARK

* RECREATIONAL FEA-

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes
situated on a beautifully land-

scpd; corner lot in an im-

proved community. Excell.
shops, schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

Panelgllde. Good cond. Best
CHEAP, '53 PLY. $150.4 dr.
45,000 orig. miles - exc. tires
& engine. Some rust. Interior
very clean. 272-1462
101 -Automobiles Wanted

att. garage, $22,500.

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

Clean Used Cars Wanted

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

porthwest Rambler - Palatine

Models now open: 10:00 to

5 bdrm., brick ranch, 2 1/2
heated car garage. $24,900.

7:00 Located on AlgonquinRd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300

LAKE ZURICH

1 BEDROOM
$155

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Reserve Your Apt. Today

3 bdrm, ranch, full basement.

71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

$17,500.

400 sq. ft. or space suitable
for Barber Shop of Office in
new bldg. in Arlington Ills.

4 bdrm., Cape Cod, basement.
$21,500.

Basement storage rooms also
CL 5-9444
available.

Weddings

garage. $23,500.

$16.S00......................

Parties

PLEASANT HILLS

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

CL. 3-2978

Don Wheeler

for college girl for
summer months. Pref. nr.
ROOM

rm: ranch, basement, rec.
rm. garage. $25,500.

5,

358-9544.

Arlington Hts-3 bedrm brk
ranch, built-ins, carpeting,
drapes, 1 1/2 bath, low taxes.
$21,300 or best offer. 4371960.
Arlington

Hts-By owner, 8

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.
TRANSFERRED OWNER

5
Bdrms. 2 baths, family
room, fireplace, full baiement. $28,500. Elk Grove.
439-1843.

ARLINGTON HTS.
Spacious, half - brick ranch.
3 twin - size bedrooms, large
family room and patio, 2 full
392-1553
$23,900
1531 N. KASPAR

$24, 900

3 bedroom split level with
attached garage in choice location in Mt. Prospect. Walking distance to transportation,
school & churches.

78 ACRE FARM,

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.
#62 Old bldgs, $160,000.

1800 sq.

1/2

ft*.

blk from train depot.

$200.

Store office with shop in rear,

on US 14 and Chicago Ave.

flat, center of town,

2

bdrm. apts.
3

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines
824-4261

1965 BSA Lightning Rocket,

650 cc. $995 firm. CL 31063.

NORTHWEST

mileage. Call after 6 p.m.
392-2263

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An
unusually pretty. spot to build
a quality home. --Near excel'
ent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced

DAY WANT ADS

GET RESULTS
102 -Trucks, Trailers

FL 4-2186
96 -Real Estate Wanted

TRUCKS
1965 Ford 3/4 ion Pickup V-8 Heavy Duty
1964 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton Pick2

NO OBLIGATION

-

up

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talk
it over with us. We're here

1965 Econo line van.

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800

Many other new and used
trucks to choose from.

1965 Ford F500 V-8 12 ft.
Van and Lift Gate

NORTHWEST
FORD
TRUCK SALES

98 -Mobile Homes
1963 10x55 ACTIVE mobile
home. 2 bdrms. 439-3089 after

6 PM

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE
10

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

9 to 9. Six active qualified

STORE FOR RENT

Palatine.

No Junkers

Easy terms

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME
REALTY.

Recreation Pk, A.R. Ph. aft.

Come In And See Us

Honda. 1965. 300 cc. Very low

The most gorgeous lake front

3 bdrm., brick ranch, carport,
.

Expensive

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
way to sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

6 rm. Cape Cod, basement,

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

picture window.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

flat brick, north of town.

4000 N. Marmeheim Rd.

Franklin Park,I11.
near O'Hare

DAY WANT -ADS
GET RESULTS....
99 -Automobiles For Sale

671-0450
99 -Automobiles For Sale

$28,000.

CORRECTION

VACANT LOTS

Arl. Hgts.
takes them.

2

lots.

$4200.

Palatine. Wilmette and Vermont,

150 x 300.

$5500.

HOME REALTY,
Main Office

Due to a typographical error in Tuesdays
paper for MUSTANG MOTORS, Palatine
a 1961 Cadillac Convertible was offered
for $595. The correct amount should have

been $1595.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine
358-4555

DAY PUBLICATIONS -

DAY

WANT APS

GET RESULTS__

'63 cony, full power, factory air cond., this car
covered by Lincoln's exclusive 1 yr./24000 mi. guarantee. Can not be told from
new. FULL PRICE $2795

NO MONEY DOWN
1st PAYMENT IN AUGUST
1963 FORD FAIRLANE
"500" "6" Air Conditioned

$895.00
1962 OLDS

'62 4 dr., full power, factory air cond., all the extras.
$1895

Super ea 4 Dr. Hdtop Full Power.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

'60 coupe, full power, factory aid cond. in excellent

1961 CADILLAC CONVERT.

In downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 sq.ft.SeeMrs.Francek
for details.

Several more Continentals to
choose from all years &
models.

17 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

DIAL CL 5-2020
439-4500, Mrs. Thompson

Eve's CL 3-0297.
WHEELING

MUNDELIEN

garage, basement, $22,800.

anywhere.Colonial design,
and modern planning blend to
offer elegance and convenience. Many apartment
'features include:

e*FRANCEK
GINN & COMPANY Publishers

132x298.

359-1450,

2 homes on large lot. North

The finest new apartments

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Experienced Clerk - Typist required in
beautiful new office building near Golf

$27,500.

3 bdrm. ranch $17,500

CONTINENTALS

Northlake, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

Asking

1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535
M.A.R. Listing Service

CLAYTON
COURT

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111

400 North Wolf Rd.

er, built-ins. Lot

FOLZ REALTY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

firepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

HILLSIDE

Clerk -Typist
i'apb:"

shopping. $21,500.

7 rm, brick ranch, basement,
garage, extras. $26,500.

To Apply In Person

A Member of the GUE Family of Companies

garage, close to schools &

twin size bedrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,
3

439-1127
DES PLAINES

baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

MOTOROLA
Now Is The Time

built-ins separatedining"L",

natural woodwork trim, 2 car

etc. Only $500 down ...$17,500

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE

Palatine, By Owner

carport. $24,275,

room home, centrally located.

Needs

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd,

96 -Real Estate -Houses

Biller Typists

ed in yard, 1 1/2 car gar.

3 bedroom ranch,Kitchen with

5x9

82 -Wanted To Rent

Posting Clerks

0

MOUNT PROSPECT

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt...
$179.50 Up

259-2594

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

YOU CAN CONSIDER:

'60 T -Bird, lite blue. ,P/S.
P/B, W/W, R/H. Hi-spd.
trans. s'i,uutl mi. One owner.
$800 or best offer. CL. 3-

ment. $17,500.

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Palatine area -4 bedrrn,splitfoyer, 1 1/2 baths,patio,fenc-

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE 2 bdrm, PALATINE
brick ranch, baseWe have the largest and finest

lington Hts. Adults only. Call
after 5:30 PM, 392-4102.

mattress. $50 - CL 3-6049

Future

86 -Real Estate -Houses

26x14-Din.Rin.13x11

sprg & mattr. Was $1,000 -

For An

Apartments.

,,,234 N. Northwest Highway.
358-7788.,
Palatine

Wednesday, June 8, 1966

park & shopping, railroad.
Car. Basmt. Fireplace. Call
299-3169 days' or CL 3-7183
eve's.

437-1524.

Experienced child care -my
home -licensed. Catering to
working Mothers. 255-7019

PARTAKE

Dept. A - I

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bdrm. Ranch, near schools,

Call 439.0576 evenings
bedroom apt. Sublease from
June 10th on. Call after 4PM,

69 -Nursery Schools -Child Care

.W6 area.

Home raised with TLC. Call

Join .The

MOBILE HOME
_ ON FARM FOR RENT.

5 room apt. in
Arlington Heights
$125. per mo.
CL 3-6560
Being Drafted. Must rent out
2 bdrm., ground floor, radiant
heated apt. with stove and refr.
in Pleasant 'Manor Estates.
1068 Arnold
Court, Des
Plaines. $150 per month. Call
after 6. 43D-7350.
Mt. Prospect

N43.6;PPIftieS:.111

Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 10.Males
and Females. Sired ByChamKilmoe's Cassenova
pion

/4 -To tent Apartments

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

condition. FULL PRICE $795

Authorized Lincoln
Mercury Dealer

BERENS
IN HIGHLAND PARK

1890 FIRST ST.
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

ID 2-6300

$895.00
Air Cbnditloned

$1595.00
MANY, MANY, MANY MORE:'

MUSTANG MOTORS
644 E. Northwest Hywy.

Palatine

PALATINES LARGEST USED CAR.LOT

358-7300

ros ea e
ans us

ion 9
c edule

BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball team will have to
get tough in a hurry if it is to survive the early traffic Jam in
the Northwest Suburban League schedule

The local nine will open its season at 1 30 p m. Sunday at
Prospect High School in non -conference encounter with Hillside. The Hillside tilt will be the first of 11 games scheduled
for the first II days of the season Mt. Prospect will not get an
open date in its schedule until June 23,

VIANAGER MARK Thorne going, and Thorne thinks he

Hartm,ann .Pitches
Shutout For Giants
In Bronco A Tilt

the way. Thorne plans to follow
him with J.D. Thorne after
innings,
while Tom
three
Lundstedt, another Knight, will
probably finish up.
was
Prospect's
Kingniun
leading righthanded flinger this
spring,
and
Thorne
drew

IN PONY LEAGUE play,
Bill Hartmann hurled a six inning no - hitter yesterday the Braves' B team outslugto lead the Giants to an 18 - ged the Sox 12-6. John Tran0 victory over the Senators del was 'the Braves' pitching
in the Mt. Prospict Boys' hero, while Bob Rudd gained
laurels by going
Baseball Bronco A League. offensive
Senators,

mates

second.

Mt._ Prospect's

American

Legion baseball

select their uniform

candidates

ple for the longest hit of the

Jim Gumz, a Prospect High
School

sophomore

standout,

this spring, will battle Thorne
and Kingman for the first base

job Gumz hit a healthy .438
for the Knight sophomores.

PAUL PETERSON appears
to have the inside trade on the
second base job, but John Phillips and Rick Lett will challenge for the position. Clyde

Lundstedt is on the hill.
1966 Mt.
Wheeling High School's Tom
Manderscheid figures start in DAY
center
field.
Manderscheid *Sunday
brings speed and a strong arm Monday
to the task as well as a heavy *Tuesday

If he ;doesn't,
Phillips or one of two outfield
candidates can take over the
spot. Andrews was also a fixture on the Prospect sopho-

Wednesday

June 29 -

Sunday
pect High School hopefuls.
Robinson was the Knights' Wednesday
Friday
regular center fielder, while
*Saturday
Gallagher was an all -conferMonday
ence selection in right.
Wednesday

July 1
July 3
July 6
July 8
July 9
July 11
July 13
July 15

Sunday
LEFT FIELD, is wide open, * Monday
with three candidates still in ',Tuesday
Wednesday
the running. Dave Muszyski

Friday
*Saturday
from Notre Dame High School
Sunday
comes

in

to

the

local

squad

Niles. He will vie for the

Friday

Friday

Sports on T.V.

year's

ch. 32
8:00 p.m. WFLD Sports Spe-

lock

cial, ch. 32

TR1BERSON,
last
leading hitter, has a
on the right field spot.

PLACE
Home

OPPONENT

Hillside
Des Plaines
St. Viator
Morton Grove

TIME
1:15
6:15
8:15
6:15

Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
.Home
Away,
Away
Away

Downers Grove

Palatine
Hillside
Glenview

St. Victor
St. Viator
Park Ridge Blue
Arlington
Berwyn

Park Ridge Red
Evanston
Des Plaines
Morton Grove
Palatine
Northbrook
Park Ridge Blue
Berwyn

Park Ridge Red
Evanston
Arlington

6:15
6:15
1:15

1:15

two

team's

Golf Loop
Moler's Barber Shop earned
a

Orioles to a 9 - 8 triumph
over the Dodgers. Tabor led
the Birds' nine - hit offense
with a home run, while Mark
Keane chipped in another circuit clout, and Bob Hage add-

by holding league leading Thunderbird Bowl to
yesterday
a 5-5 tic.

WHILE THE

in
In

the contest, scoring one
the second, three in the

6:15
1:15
6:15
6:15
1:15
6:15
6:15
6:15

an- Ron Sherer of Illinois Range,
other one - .run thriller 6-5 and Ed Lauing of Busse-Bierover the Yankees. The game mann Hardware, but his 10
went seven
innings
before handicap put him in a class by

third and fourth, and two in honors for the night. Becker
the fifth. But the Dodgers
threatened to pull the game

out in the bottom of the fifth
with an eight - run rally.
The

Braves

fired

a

one -over -par

37

for

nine holes to win the low -net
spot and a piece of the low gross prize.

Becker's 37 was ecpialled by

notched

Jim Brog rapped a triple for himself in the low -gross comthe Braves and scored the petition. Carl Lindquist was

winning run moments later, next in that category, as he
It was Brog's second triple of carded a 49. Lindquist carries
the evening. Chuck Qanstrum a 19 handicap.
was the winning pitcher.

THE PROSPECT DAY

DIRKSEN ENDORSES GRAHAM
.
. With your splendid record, experience and position, it
would indeed be a waste on the part of the electorate if they
were not to send you back to Springfield. However, I know
you will come through with flying colors and I shall hope to
be campaigning with you this fall. With every good wish,

.
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Prospect Ilts.Loop
Bids For Fields
Money and McDonald creek

,e.eloti>A

"But

are

we

Prospect Electirc kept pace
with the leaders by edging
Kersting's
Garden
Supply
5-1/2 - 4-1/2. Busse-Bie-

mann collected the most lopsided triumph of the evening,
7-1/2 - 2-1/2 over Carter Music Shop.
Kruse's

Willie

EVERETT McKINLEY DIRKSEN

HART, representing
the Little League, asked the
board of education to consider

UNITED STATES SENATOR

use of the property on Elm

BOB

Keefer's Pharmacy 6-1/2 3-1/2, and Kirchhoff Insurance,,, OW Illinois Range

674 to round out the se:641e.
LEAGUE STANDINGS
FOLLOW:
Team
Points
Thunderbird Bowl 42

really using

Mt. Prospect
Electric
Kruse's Tavern

Supt. Louis Pansino said
that several persons on Elm

they could offer, he said, would

Busse-13iermann

members to report dumping.
The callers also reported
the license numbers of the
cars driven by the offenders
and Pansino said fines had
been issued to at least three

"IF

Hardware
32 1/2
Keefer's Pharmacy 31 7/12
Willie Lumber
31
Carter's Music
Shop

In behalf of the Cook County Sheriff Police Department and the
Citizens of Cook County I wish to commend you for your outstanding efforts in managing the successful passage in the Illinois Senate
of House Bulletin 455, creating a County Police Department Merit
Board. This was one of the most significant advances in the field of
Administration of Criminal Justice in the past 10 years.

board members are concerned
about the appearance
usefulness of the lot.

Shop

THE COMMUNITY

The board tabled the matter

IN ORDER TO make a pro-

for further study but moved
to negotiate for fencing and
a trenching area for the lot.

baseball diamond, McDonald Creek, which runs
through the lot, would have

In my opinion, your accomplishment in this matter is a high point
in your distinguished service in the Illinois General Assembly.

to be tiled and covered. The
board estimates the cost at
S13,000 for corrougated pipe
to maintain the existing creek

Warmect personal regards,

bed.
"1 don't

see any place in

our budget for money to fill
a creek. I wish we didn't have
the creek there and we could
accept
your
offer,"
said

_..6e,--e-a&-(2.
RICHARD B. OGILVIE

board president
Forge.

SHERIFF OF COOK COUNTY

"OUR

Robert

PRIORITY

Le -

to

is

classrooms for the
said board member David Dresser.

provide

HORCHER DECORATORS
routed
Arlington Structural

Mom's Will Meet
The Prospect Heights Little
Auxiliary will hold
its second meeting tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the MacArthur

GRAHAM

MObil Advances

Junior High School cafeteria.
Refreshments will be served

Senator Graham is a vigorous and effective spokesman for
quality government. The people of Illinois need him in Springfield.
and I want to do everything I can to see that he is returned.

In Waycinden
Baseball League
Golf - Prospect Mobil Ser-

W. RUSSELL ARRINGTON
PRESIDENT PRO TEM
ILLINOIS STATE SENATE

RE-ELECT

A. GRAHAM

vided by
mothers.

the

Falcon

proteam

Plan Dinner For
George Fend

Senior League.

ector of athletics at Morton

George Fend, retiring dir-

East and West high schools,

with a triple and a home run 'will be honored tomorrow night
in three trips to the plate. All at a testimonial dinner
in

told Golf

-

Prospect rapped

out nine hits against three of
the losers'
pitchers. Mike
Buckley also chipped An with
a triple, and Joe Buzze poked
a double.'

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - JUNE 14th

Gary McCombs, earned the
win, as he collaborated with

RECOMMENDED BY THE BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

out seven while walking only

two

other

hurlers

to

two.
Pete's Standard
limited to four hits,

strike
was

20 1/2
18 1/2

Jim Thorpe was first president of the National Football
League.

Spring's Shell Service 9-3,
Bruns Real. Estate tripped

Harris Pharmacy 8-1/2 - 3-1/2,

City Welding and Salts split
with New emerald Cleaners
6-6 and Lauterburg and Oeh-

kr tied Crest Heating and
Air Conditioning with the same
score.

GORDON OTTO took the
by the mothers of the Twins low gross honors forvithe night
with
a one -over -pa 37, and
and
Cardinal teams,
and
Bob Burke and Bob Hudec
entertainment will be

vice collected its third win in
four tries yesterday by clipping Pete's Standard 7-2 in
the Waycinden Boys' Baseball

Dave Ristau led the winners

Illinois Range

25.1/4

National Conveyor and Sup- Steel 10-2, dropping the preply has taken over first, place vious league leaders all the
in the Arlington Heights Twi- way to seventh place.
In the league's other matches,
light Golf League, beating
the Heights Cleanen lost to
Koop's Mustard 8-4.

League

.

Insurance
Kersting's Garden
Supply

National Conveyor Tops
Koop's For First Place

children,"

ARRINGTON RECOMMENDS

27

Kirchhof

LeForge.

and

per

28

Moler's Barber

thinks we need another park,
be labor.
let them go ahead and raise
The property, west of Lions the money. They raised funds
Park, has been used as an un- for a firehouse, maybe they
authorized dumping area and will do it again," suggested

OGILVIE PRAISES GRAHAM

36

34 2/3
Licht's Paint Store 33

St. have called him or board

and McDonald for additional
baseball diamonds. He said if
the property could be leveled
the league would seed the lot persons.

and make the diamonds. All

Tavern
dumped'
Lumber
6-4,
while

Licht's Paint Store bowed to

stand in the way of the Pros- the property if we let it bepect Heights Little League come a dump?" asked Mrs.
using Dist. 23 school property Martha Koelsch.
for two baseball fields.

(Paid Political itdoortluatont)

ninth -place

Moler's squad came up with the
evening's top team effort, Rollie
Becker
captured
individual

The Orioles led all the way

Page 12
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moral victory in the Mt.

Prospect Twilight Golf League

ed a triple.

PORTS Ay

No

.

first inning, but

IN OTHER MATCHES, Mt.
During the 1938 football
season, Penn State permitted
only
10
completed
passes
against it.

-"4*

.

run

-

6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
1:15
1:15
6:15.
6:15

*Denotes non-league game.

5:45 p.m. Junior All Stars,
RICK

DATE

Monday

Wednesday
bat. The swift senior was one *Thursday
of the Cats' top hitters this Friday
spring.
*Saturday

WEDNESDAY

more team.

The Sox went ahead with a

IN BRONCO B action, (Doug
Tabar hit and pitched the

Prospect American Legion Baseball Schedule

June 12
June 13
June 14
June 15
June 16
June 17
June 18
June 19
June 20
Juno 21
June 22
Juno 24
June 25
June 26
June 27

tion at shortstop.

plate.

the

night.

spot with Bobby Robinson and
Maury Gallagcr, both Pros-

at the

also

was

Triberson can also catch when

Whitcomb will form the other
half of the keystone combinaThird base belongs to Gary
Andrews, a slick glove man
who still has to prove himself

safeties.

12

Gets Tie In

High School Sunday in a practice game against Des Plaines.

infield's

ripped

teammates

his

Sox pitching for

Moler's

after a practice last night. The local nine will launch Its schedule at Prospect

impressed with his
progress
thus fi4.

and

A big nine - run third put
the game on ice. Hartmann

Rounding out the staff will
be Mike Salada, a southpaw
who saw action on last year's
been

Trandel gave up five hits,

the Braves took the lead for
they came up with a run i; keeps with four runs in the
the first and six more in the second.

its leading hitters.

especially

Manager Mark Thorne raps oat ground balls dur-

his

hitting
star, as he lashed out a tri-

Manager Thorne has

ing last night's Infield practice. Thorne's crew
will have one more practice before Sunday's opener.

while

supported him with an 11 hit attack. Al Weber took the
loss. The Giants wasted no
time in taking the lead, as

said he thought his ere* would has the staff to handle the job
be ready for the quick start Four hurlers figure to draw they aren't on the hill.
though. "Our defense has shown most of the starting assign.
THE THIRD Prospect High
itself to be surprisingly strong ments, and three of them are
already," Thorne said, "And from the Prospect High School TcTiool pitcher plying his trade
in the American Legion wars
I know we have at least three squad
will be Tom Lundstedt, anothor four real strong hitters
RIGHTHANDER Dave Kingwe can count on.
man will get the starting er righthander. Lundstcdt is
Pitching of course will face nod against DcsPlaines Sun- the team's regular catcher
the sternest test in the early day, although he will not go all and is expected to be one of

squad.

for three at the plate.

two

HARTMANN FANNED 10

most of the Big Blue's southpaw assignments. Both will
see action at first base when

Berwyn.

Fend was' a member of the
1927 Morton East High School
basketball team

TOMORROW'S banquet is
for 6:30 ,p.m. at
Bond's Supper Club, 3243 S.
Harlem Ave., Benvyn, Tickets
scheduled

Ffa eoern dIS.6giftwittho

bel"ceedpresegntedgoingto

shared low net honors with 32s:
Bill Fox carded an eagle and

birdie while double birdied
were scored by Stan Lucsak,
ti

Hudec, and Burke.
Team standings follow.

TEAM
POINTS
National Conveyor 29
Spring's Shell,
New Emerald
Horcher
Decorators
City Welding
Heights Cleaners
Arlington Strad.
Steel

28

26.1/2
26

24 1/2
24

23 1/2

Lauterburg &
Oehler

23

Bruns Real Estate 23
Harris Pharmacy 21 1/2'
Koop's Mustard
20
Crest Heating
19
'

4.41.1411....4

1"

444.r

J.

warark.e.maao,

a Vap Vubticationo special edit's'

daybreak
...on real estate and
June 8, 1966.

The aperimeetal home of Wafter H. Lewis which was

built to illustrate immvatioas I. site Maiming, boom

design, product seketioa and axestractiow methods.

A House Full of New Ideas
PlagiC plumbing . . . suspended luminous ceilings . . .
wall panels of all -climate coated insulating glass . . . a bathtub of fiber glass . . . an en-

vironmental control system .`these

are only a few of the

unique ideas which Associate
Professor

Walter

H.

Lewis,

of the University of Illinois,
incorporated

in

the

exciting

home he designed for his family.

The house
built to illustrate innovations in site
house design, product
selection
and
construction
Mug,

methods - has so many unique
features that Professor Lewis

has been able to charge ADMISSION to the place!
Some of the ideas, according

to Lewis, are his own. Others
are up to 10 years old but have
never been widely used. One of
the main purposes of the house

is to publicize recent housing

-

technology
which Lewis
maintains is doing little to bene-

fit you at the present time because builders are afraid to be
daring..

DAY BREAK

THE LEWIS house is situated on a pie -shaped lot, 50
feet wide at the front and 180
feet at the rear. Wide roof

space, Solarban, according to
engineers at Pittsburgh Plate

overhangs control much of the
sun on the southern side of the
house, which is predominently

measurably reducing
and cooling costs.

all -climate

insulating glass.
The homeowner's constant com-

plaint of hot, glaring afternoon
sun is

eliminated by a west

wall made completely of brick.

The east wall is also windowless, ensuring privacy from
neighbors.
Privacy is provided on the

northern and front side of the
house by a solid white wall
which serves as a backdrop for

paintings and other art pieces
that fill the gallery (an entrance
hall that stretches across 30

feet of the front of the house).
Solarban Twindow, a new all climate insulating glass which
cuts glare while providing adequate light transmission, forms
the outermost wan.

Some of the glass is tinted
-grey and some bronze. Made up,
or two panes of glass separated

by one -quarter inch of dry air

Glass,

substantially

conducted,

reduces

heat loss or gain heating

Other materials which have
been selected by Lewis for
their efficiency include: Plas-

tic piping for water, drainage,
waste and vents; chrome -plated
thermoplastic plumbing fix-

tures; integral bathtub and enclosing walls of fiber glass;
and fiber glass ceiling squares
secured by hidden steel runners.

type of flooring.' His flooring
conforms lirgely to the divisions of the house, and where
different materials join,
contrast is a subtle one.

the

His treatment of closet doors

also a notable detail. The
mahogany doors are framed,
both at top and on the bottom,
with wood of a matching stain
for a .paneled effect. "Instead
of looking like a hole in the
is

wall, the door looks like a whole
wall," explained Lewis. The

effect is increased by the use
of a pop -open door device that

EYE-CATCHING

features

within the house include: Suspended luminous ceilings in the
two main baths; contemporary
rosewood kitchen and bath cabinets with folding doors; a terrazzo kitchen floor, and a floor
of one -inch squares of varicol-

ored red oak in the informal
living room and the play room.

Lewis is especially proud of
the continuity of floor covering
he has employed. He feels that
roost houses have a patchwork

301ip flublicattoms

requires no knobs.

Think you'll ever live in an
experimental lodging like the
Lewis home - with plastic

plumbing and walls of glass?
Who knows? But one thing is
fairly certain; some of the innovations which the house offers, which were accepted by
builders and public alike with
great enthusiasm, will be affecting your living habits in the
next few years - perhaps without your even realizing it.

PHONE: 255-7200

4.4\ :/R111 s,IJ

I .8 ma/ .(atstsateiVi
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Carefree uburban. Livid
Qualityisreflected

Clayton Court, 730 W. Al-

vacy of completely soundproofed

apartments.

and their guests. It boasts
a
recreation and party
room, separate shower and

separate dining areas, ceramic tile in the kitchens
and full bathrooms. Each
apartment is individually

gonquin Rd., Des Plaines.
Bright, airy, fully -carpeted foyers lead to pri-

gant

suburban ' carefree

living.

start at $155 a month and

ground level or a balcony
on the second floor.

ming pool

on

and

tenance staff at your command helps make for ele-

One bedroom apartments

Adjacent to the professionally guarded swim-

patio

churches

parks. A fill time main-

there is the putting green.

has the added feature of a
separate

schools,

suatia rooms. For golfers,

air-conditioned.

Each

offering medical services
as
well, and close to

Club for use of residents

Further enhancing the
colonial architecture arc
fully -equipped gas kitchens,

throughout each building in

the

is

Models are open daily
from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m.

two bedroom at $190.

Court is adjacent to a shopping center
Clayton

the Cabana

a-

The Bat, Nature's
Acrobatic Insect Trap
with today's kids, but parents

out even knowing it, Rabies,
of course, is transmitted to

should hammer home to young-

humans through biting.

Batman may be very big
sters a warning against picking- up and handling bats because of the rabies hazard
they represent.

So said Dr. Ralph E. Heal
of the National Pest Control
pointing out
that bats are becoming an uncarrier
pleasantly
common
Association

in

of rabies.

It's not known exactly how
bats become rabid, Dr. Heal
although

said,

experiments

have suggested that the virus
which causes rabies can be
transmitted through the air.

The fact that humans explor-

warns Dr. Heal, if you can
catch it
sick, so

and pick it

up, it's

your

local

officer. they

health

bats

any

place,

THE PERIL
points out

Dr.

to

children,

Heal, comes

from the fact that in the final
stages of the disease, the
bats

lose

their strength and

ability to fly. They go to the
ground and flutter helplessly. Cats, dogs or younp-rs
may be attracted to them,

pick them up, and be bitten

pro-

any

time,

infecting a house and its inhabitants, they can be more
than a mere nuisance.

ing,

Dr. Heal noted that 21

But the growing threat of
rabies

transmission

through

the bat is the principal curBats
are
acceimplidsed
insect
in 1965 in New Jersey alone, rent worry of the NPCA and radar - like ability to navigate
rabid . bats

animal bites.

and

even when it does not appear Moreover, through the possick, so it is good judgment sibility of the parasites leavto avoid touching or handling ing the fur of their hosts and

As a measure of how common rabid bats are becom-

normally
through

are sheltered

However, a bat can be cap- tected. They can infest housable of trapstbitting rabies es and beCome a nuisance.

tends to suggest air - bourne
although

Bats spend their cfasys-(and

stay away from it. their winters, too) in places
Pick it up with tongs and put like caves, deserted buildit in a jar, seal it, and call ings, attics and lofts where

Dr. Heal warned.

humans are infected

bination of sharp vision and

sound ranging system enables
them to perform extraordinOrdinarily, no bat will ever ary acrobatic feats' in purcome close enough to the hu- suing and catching the insects
man on the ground to be caught which come out with sununless it is sick. Therefore, down.

ing bat caves have become
infected without being bitten

infection,

hunting technique. Their com-

were

identified

as far back as 1961 Dr. Heal warned that youngnational total was only sters should be firmly taught
186. These were rabid bats, to shun bats any time they arc
not human cases, he empha- within reach.

while
the

killers, using
their
by sound reflection to
perform acrobatic feats as they boat in the early dusk.
Bat, warns the National Pest Control Association, bats
can carry rabies aid should rimer be handled.

sized.

THE BAT population is beASIDE FROM this spread- lieved to -contain- one -per- cent
ing health hazard of rabies, rabid individuals in the spring
Dr. Heal noted, bats have and two to three times that
always
friend

been

considered

a

proportion in the fall..

Basics Styled
Redecorate

while

remodel-

ing, urges the Tile Council of
America. The trade association of domestic ceramic tile

of man, primarily beprocess. The needle like -teeth of the tiny animal cause of their prodigious apNot only is there the peril
Their in the disease itself, he point- manufacturers eiplains that
arc so sharp as to bite with- petite for insects.
out causing pain. An excited swooping, darting flight in the ed out, but even in suspect- most basic building materials,
youngster can be bitten with- evening dusk is their bug - ed cases, the victim must including tiles backed by the
in the

Tile Council's quality certiundergo a drawn out and pain- fication program, now come in
ful series of precautionary a wide variety of colors, deinjections.

signs and textures.

INTERNATIONAL

New Roof
Needs Well

Laid Plans
Putting a new roof on your
house requires careful planning.

If you want the Job done
correctly, here are some points

to keep in mind:

I. A good roofing job re-

quires professional know-how.

It is not a do-it-yourself pro-

ject. A contractor who applies
a roof that will give you longlasting, trouble -free service. Is
well worth the cost.

EXTERMINATOR COMPANY, INC
comp hie
PEST CONTROL

ALL WORK

FILLY

2. Take this opportunity to
add color and design to your
house. New heavyweight asphalt shingles come in a wide

SINCE 1900

GUARANTEED

Residential

range of colors to blend or
contrast with the house ex-

Industrial

Commercial
Efficient, Courteous Men with Scientific Train-

ing and Equipment Service you Quickly,
Quietly, Dependably.

grelt

SAME DAY SERVICE

Inspection
And Estimates

HURIM NUMMI

Let's face id When you want top quality in a home, you're
going to pay more than you do for marginal construction.
Completely beautiful. 2 bdrm. brk. and stone ranch with
Crab Orchard fireplace. Sep. clin.-rm. Well -planned kitchen
plus brkft. area. Mohawk wool carpeting. Custom drapes,
basement & gar. In lovely country club setting. Occupancy
329,900
June 15th. Owner wants offer. Asking
,07

ArL Hts.

Call
259-0105
9 AM to 9PM.

Barrington-

6 Da. a week
381-2841

Chicago

9 AM to 5 PM.
286-7300
9 AM to 5 PM.

-

-Also Pioneers In Community Mosquito Control

terior. Deep ahadowllnes formed by the shingles' thick

edges give the roof an attractive textured look.
3. Consider the weather
problems of your geographic
area. If your house is subjected to high winds, self-sealing
shingles with factory -applied
adhesive backing are a good
bet. The adhesive sets in the

heat of the sun to form a

FRANCEK
8

weather -tight roof stir -

4. Ask the roofer if it's poe- ,

slble to apply the new roof

EtrAin CL 5-2b213sna
Member M.A.Q. Muhipk Listing Serves"

over the old one. In most in-

stances, asphalt shingles can
be so installed saving the time
and expense of tearing off old

Wediall."111". 166 -

A Little Red Barn
For
Your Backyard
There can be a
red barn" in your

"little
back

yard! Use it as a cute playhouse for the youngsters or
a handy storage building for
garden tools and supplies.
This cleverly -designed barn,

4

It's sturdily built for rough
use and long life. The exterior is Masonite X -ninety Panelgroove siding, which is dent
resistant

and easy

to

paint.

The roof may be rough sawn
cedar shakes or asphalt shingles.

which can be built by the average home handyman, offers
ample storage for a riding
mower or garden tractor, plus
the usual variety of shovels,

Inside storage is augmented
by lining the walls with heavyduty Peg -Board.
The quarter -inch Tempered Presdwood
floor will give many- years'

rakes, hoes and other lawn
equipment and hand tools,

service.

Screens and storm windows
can be stored in the ample
loft, which is made easily ac-

authenticity, the builder may
install lightning rods, interconnected with lightning con-

cessible by hinging the lower
roof.

ductor cable and grounded at
opposite corners with ground

A DOOR at each end gives
-cady access, whether the "lit -

rods driven
ground.

le

red barn"

is

used

as

a

playhouse or for garden tool

The dutch door in
front gives charm, while the
storage.

double barn -like doors in back
ease movement of equipment

1

FOR AN additional touch of

deep

into

the

For complete details building and decorating this handsome addition to your yard,
send a postcard to the Masonite Home Service Bureau, Box
B, Chicago, III. 60690, requesting

and supplies.

Pap 3

Yo's't

free

plan

AE -109.

As prime Menge Adler-sr a **me Ihr the yeungsters- "MB,

red

barn" can be an attractive, functional asset in a back yard. The one shown here
was built by a home handyman, following a free plan. Sturdy and well -designed,
the building has a hinged roof for easy access to the loft., Peg -Board interior walls,
and Masonite X -niaety siding.

WE SELL THEM ALL -BIG'. or SMALL.

CONTINENTAL CHARM
IN SCENIC SCARSDALE

Brand new huge Walnut Paneled Family Room
with Beamed Ceiling.
$37,900
... 3 Bed rooms - 1 1/2 Bath; - Must be seen to

app

ILK GROVE RANCH PRICED TO MILLI
8 Bedrooms 1 1/2 Baths
$18,900

...

One of our best buys of the week - Company Is
paying selling expenses - Choice area of fine homes.

CHOICE SOUTH SIDE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS AREA
8 Bedroom beaut with full basement .... $24,900
.
Walk to train, all schools, shopping, Pioneer
Par
- k - Custom quality construction.

1a

LARGE FAMILY MT. PROSPECT BEAUTY
Large Family Room now divided Into in-law L.R.,
B.R. & Kitchen
127,500
... 4 Bedrooms, Built-ins, many extras, Professionally
landscaped & Merlon Sodded.

IMMACULATE RANCH
WITH LOVELY FAMILY ROOM

3 Bedrooms - 2 Full Baths

$23,500
... Transferred owner said selL This pica includes
carpeting & drapes, beautiful landscaping plus bunting inatte.hen.

LIKE NEW PROSPECT HEIGHTS El -LEVEL
A real pleasure to shovel
$27,950
... 3 Bedrooms - Family Room - 2 full baths - Carpeting - Drapes & shutters - Built-ins with matching
refrigerator.

OPEN
WEEK DAY
EVENINGS

UNTIL a

123 S; ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
"KELLER"
MMINNIM

"FLORENCE"

"BLUM"

CL 5-8000

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150

Sc

DAYBREAK,.
-

91.
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Designed for Double Du
-A garage and/or stor-

%.,

age shed does not have

to be a backyard eye-

LOC .DICK OCCIDNG

\ sore, as this doubl e- .ecluty design demon`\\) strates. An attractive,

BALCONY

24' le
I

f LuOesCENT LtGIII

inviting sundeck tops a

STCRAGR
CUPBOARDS

ground - level enclosed
area which can be used

ritIOIESCtre LiColt

.

either as a garage or

U

C -m.1 CH

storage space. It's designed by Potlatch Forests,

Inc., to be con-

structed

G.AOF 11...4

inexpensively

of lightweight Idaho

COMBINATION GARAGE SUN DECK

white pine.

Too Much Togetherness

Frost -proof S faces
Patio and ou ide wall materials must b weather-proof

to be usable n most regions

of the country. 1 -hat's why certain domestic ceia is tiles are
said to have "s cial frost proof bodies," says the Tile
Council of America, trade -as-

sociation of the nation's ceramic tile manufacturers.

Tiled Patios
Start with a good base in
making the patio an attractive
summer recreation
ceramic tiled slab

area.

not

A
only

looks attractive but it also cuts
down on the quantity of grass
to be mowed.

Good Deal
As Our Car
Insurance

A State Farm
Homeowners

Tolley, Call
Me Today!
Phone

255-4585
259-3264

MEL DAHL

The Heritage and other models featuring facilities
for individuals in a family atmosphere can be seen

at Airy Trace on State Rd. (Arlington Heights Rd.)
"Perhaps even the magazine
writer who originated
the term, will admit today
that 'togetherness' can be
carried to extremes," said
William A. Alter, President
of Realcoa, developers of
Airy Trace in the village of

Central Rd. & N.V. Hwy.

Arlington Heights.
"Because each family mem-

TATE FARM

ber needs a time to be alone,
today's new mode in building

ML ?respect

mud eassaity Caesmt

provides

Oasts

areas

for individual

family
members
to enjoy
life together and the oppor-

tunity to pursue private interests away from one another.
Such

logically

living
be

areas

called

might

"apart"-

1/2 mile north of Golf (Route 58) say day from
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
THE HERITAGE plans include a master "apart"-ment
which provides a large, gra-

cious bedroom, a combination

bath and dressing room and
a

comfortable

sitting

room

ments.

as well.

"These concepts of family
activity
patterns
were
incorporated in the plans for
the homes in Airy Trace,"
explained Mr. Alter.

three
or
four
bedrooms
close by.
The rooms on the (irk
floor
arc
separated.
An

For the children there are

living room.
A
kitchen.
A
dining
ROOM, not an area, but
over -sized

large
a

private room for intimate

gatherings.
is

The generous family room
equipped with a fireplace

and opens into a mud room

designed for cleaning muddied
shoes and hands, shaking sand
from pockets and new -mown
grass, from clothing, before
the living areas can be soiled.

.5

FOK NEW LOW -VOLTAGE INTERKATIC KALISU

OUTDOOR AUDIT LIGHTS FIRST SURVEY
PROPERTY TO SEE WHERi YOU WANT
SUPPLEMENTAL LIGHTING.

pantos TOE TRANSFORMER VATHIN FIVE
TEM- OF A 110 VOLT OUTLET --NEAR THE
DESIRED LOCATION OF WE UGIITS.

COUNTRY LIVING
This lovely landscaped home on 3/4 acre, two twin -sized
' bedrooms and full basement Screened porch .overlooking
beautiful countryside.

1{21,500

A

Netiptfte

O

Reeittv,
358-1800
9

(0.

434 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine, III. 60067

INSERT MOUNTING STAKES FOR ATTACH MAC TO SAM OF lA r NSW&

EACM uc.ur SY 5011116 HOLE INTO Oa mums 'MUM MEV!
MERIT -OUT THE LOW VOLTAGE WOUND WITH roam sisnwnorr.
Fur come ei SLOr ND MSS
CAELE ALONGTHE AREATO SE
LIGHTED.

PUSH STAKE t14115 GROUND IIKKAND

00 NOT HAMMER STAKE.

(e)

WOO TO MUM& 'KIK".

cut= COM% saw ANDsoutx

EASY TO INSTALL OUTDOOR LIGHTING SYSTEM YOURSELF when you

fallow these steps. Low -voltage system, with 12-r
lights, create exciting outdoor
decor economically. No expensive permanent lastallation is required. Undervoeind
wiring is elimiaated. Safety factor is considered sipiticant, since the power is
same strength utilized for children's toys. Illustration shows homeowner patting
in latennatic Malibu Lights by International Register Co.

5?

1

:Pc,

1

"
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Today's Home

Furniture 'Talks'
In Many Accents

CHICAGO (UPI) - 'It's all Miss Wills points with pride

light for your furniture and to:

agcessories to babble at you in - An Early American banjo
different "accents "
clock incorporating a color il-

Unilingual furnishings a r e lustration of a frigate under

out, says Mary Ann Wills, dec- full sail with a gold eagle poised

orating consultant to Arabes- atop the fruitwood-tone clock
que, Traverse City, Mich . a case.
manufacturer of wall accesso- -A Mediterranean console,
ries

part of the "Barcelona" ensem-

your furnishings can be of different styles to reflect the
character of the resident characters
"Today's rage is the eclectic
approach," she says. "which
means simply that you choose
what you like best, regardless
of period or style and combine
it into a whole."

tone.

Miss Wills says your china ble, which Is a 24 -by -27 -inch
cabinet should speak to you in mirror, correlated sconces and
one tongue-unmatched dishes a console understructure, all
are gauche, verboten - but finished in a deep pecan wood
- Spanish -mood wall acces-

sories, musical instruments
made

of simulated . wrought

iron filigree in antique black
or verdigris jade finish for a
"purely decorative effect," so

don't play around with them.

- Again to Spain with a

Seville mirror with matching

Mindful that some people wall planters and correlated
wouldn't like "organized con- sconces.
fusion," Miss Wills says "Not - "Intense -looking Spanish

everyone Is going to want to conquistadores" brandishing
try the eclectic approach If brass -plated weapons - an axe
you're more comfortable with a
one, a spear for the other
conservative decorating scheme, for
God help the natives. The
there's no lesson to change" and
palookas are 30
She describes the 1966 mar- Castillian
inches
ket of plaques, clocks, mirrors, weapons.tall, not counting the
sconces and consoles as de-A Danish oval mirror ensigned in Spanish, Danish,
Florentine. Roman and Eng- semble with a large wall mirlish (country and city, olde and ror, console table, sconces and
planters, all in walnut tone.
new)

CREATE YOUR OWN TROPICAL PARADISE - Ingredients: One oversized
potted plant; a high-backed wicker chair boldly patterned in mango orange, hot pink
and sunlit gold, and matching draperies. Pat them all together and you've brought
a touch of the Wands right into your home. The fabrics will be easy to care for all
year round, too, because they are protected by a stain repeller which sheds stains
from food and drink spills. Even oily stains "bead up" and won't penetrate the fabric. And if stains should be forced into the weave, most wW spot clean without leaving a ring, thanks to "Scotcbgard" stain repeller treatment.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Excellent home for family Just starting. Lot is 107 x 198.
3 bedrooms, comb, living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,
carpeting In L -D rms This brick & frame ranch is within
walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid con$18,900
dition. Only

Accessories
When remodeling a bathroom

or building a new home, be

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

sure to plan for the necessary
bathroom accessories Many
ceramic
tile
manufacturers

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

make grab bars, soap dishes

253-2111

and towel racks that arc color
co-ordinated with tile Putting

Member M.A.P.
MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

the accessories nght into the
walls rather than adding them
on later gives the room a more
finished appearance

PAINTING & DECO
INTERIOR

TING

CL 9-3722

EXTERIOR

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

PAPER HANGING
SCENICS - MURALS - CANVAS
"SpockdIsts In Customised Work"

BY ADDING NEW APPLIANCES with a built-in look,

you can modernize a kitchen in stages and be we
everything will "fit" when the moderabration program
has been completed. This 30 -inch electric range and
double oven can be pushed flush spina the wall in the
opening between two coasters. It foams two thermo-

statically controlled ovens, one at eye -level and the

other a master area with variable broiler beat control.
In addition to combining the advantages of separate
range and wall oven into one compact unit, It has its
own power vatting system.

RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
APARTMENT MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

ROBERT E. MICE
Owner

SPRAY OR BRUSH PAINTING

WALL WASHING BY MACHINE
FULL INSURANCE COVERAGE
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

FREE

ESTIMATES

decorating

Why not give us a call ... we would welcome the opportunity
of estimating on your painting needs.

DAYBREAK -
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One of Greatesfhiventions
Still Being Greatly Ignored
The wheel may be one of

on the rails of a ladder, abbut
six inches up from the bottom.

mankind's greatest inventions,
but a portion of mankind continues to ignore it while carry-

They'll be out of the way

when the ladder is in place,

ing, dragging, pushing and
pulling loads.

but will meet the ground just
right so that you don't have to
carry the ladder but can just

Objects around the house,
ranging from small containers to heavy pieces of furni-

The wheel has made man's
ture, can be moved about work easier. Use it.
easily and with little strain if
equipped with wheels or carried on a wheeled conveyance,
Most people working in the
garden or yard soon learn that
a wheelbirroW or garden cart
will take the backbreak out of
carrying garden implements,
sacks or fertilizer, plants to 'ngs is for light objects-tea
be transplanted, dirt, leaves- wagons and such. For heavier
items, stick to the double row
just about everything.
Indoors, most of the furni- -they will move and swivel,
ture has been equipped with more easily.
casters by the manufacturer. Hard wheels made of plastic

Those items that have not

should be. Some casters, not
as maneuverable as others,
should be replaced with better
casters.
A caster is a wheel mounted

PATIO BOUNDARY BENCH

drag it around on its own
wheels.

A loaded clothes hamper is
easy to move with casters on

USE 2' STOCK CEDAR
OR REDWOOD

it.

A good Investment for any
homeowner is a set' of dolly

casters, sometimes called

stove casters. A dolly caster
consists of a triangular steel
plate with a wheel mounted at
each corner. They can be slip-

LEGS ARE
BUILT UP

REINFORCE
WITH SHELF
BRACKETS

OF 2s 4%
WITH HALF LAP JOINTS
AT CORNERS

ped under heavy furniture,

stoves, refrigerators, etc., for,

FINISH WITH
easy moving.
CLEAR OR
The so-called two -wheel
COLORED WOOD
truck or dolly used by movers
compounds won't mark and and
PRESERVATIVE
truckers
is
a
valuable
work best on rugs and carpets. item around the home. Stores
Placed on lightweight furni- now carry them made of light- a.
CLI
ture, they can be used on tile, weight aluminum.
linoleum and wooden floors
also.
Composition wheels of rub-

SPACE

APPROX.
6' APART

P AND SAVE....

in a frame that is either rigid ber are used on both light and
or. swivels. The ' Wheel and heavyweight furniture on
frame are mounted with wood, cement, linoleum and
floors.
either a stem or a plate. The' tileUse
your imagination in
stem fits in a metal sleeve equipping
household items
which in turn is mounted in a
furniture leg. The plate has' with casters. Plate casters are
four holes for mounting with easily mounted on children's
screws or bolts to the bottom toy chests, heavy tool boxes,
of a flat surface. Your dealer chests.
can recommend size and type
of caster for the job you have A board with four plate
in mind. Within specific sizes casters makes a handy dolly
and types the caster will vary for a variety orhauling. Carryin price according to whether ing a rubbish container to the

Color Gives
Home Value,
Good Looks
Color not only makes a

house look better, but sell better too.
Builders are color -coordinating house exteriors, and using color to unify a home and
its environment. Homeowners
have discovered that color up-

t.

or not it is a ball -bearing curb is a cinch with one of
caster and with a single or these. Put a rope on it for

grades the appearance - and
the resale value - of a house'.
The emphasis on house
color reflects an awareness

double row of ball bearings. easy hauling.
The single row of ball bear- Mount a couple of casters

that good looks add to the en-

v

rt

joyment of any product. For
years,

automobile and ap-

pliance manufacturers have
used color effectively. A national airline recently put

Ali -Lev

To make homes more attractive to buyers, professional
builders now include kitchen "extras" such as a double -

Pastel planes into service.
On a house, color serves

Kitchen 'Extras'
Become Standard

points. And, in remodeling, it

important functions. It
door refrigerator -freezer as standard equipment. Ex- three
adds dramatic 'visual impact.
ample is this efficient kitchen In a Levitt community. It highlights interesting focal

uty

- tram dm Goo. L. as... Conoolloo

plays down architectural
flaws.

Since the roof is generally

a house's largest expanse,
color application often begins

there. The recent availability

The modern home buyer refrigerator and automatic of color -keyed quality roofing

wants more than a house. Inside, he looks for features like

an up-to-date kitchen. Out-

side, he likes attractive landscaping and some community

clothes washer. By 1963. materials has made this posLevitt was building communi- sible. Heavyweight asphalt
ties with a choice of seven dif- shingles now come in various
ferent house styles, each in- hues, pastels and blends.

cluding at least two baths and Shingle design and the deep

extras, such as a pool and such features as a refriger- shadowlines created by thick
ator -freezer and a modern course edges also give the roof
country club.

Modern,, homebuilders are wall oven.
Another way the company
meeting these requirements in
meets consumer needs is with
a number of ways.
the proFor example, Levitt and "total construction,"
of entire communiSons, Inc., the country's duction
complete with schools,
largest homebuilding organ- ties
ization. makes it a practice to shopping centers and recrea-

MT. PROSPECT
See this attractive 3 -bedroom home with Its comfortable
family room, 1 1/2 baths. Large cheery kitchen with
built-ins and good eating space. Pull concrete drive to
2 1/2 car garage. Large, lot in a wonderful neighborhood. Yours for
929,900

facilities. One of the
include as standard equip- tional
Levitt communities has
ment those home features new
acres - almost 25 percent
which some builders still con- 45
its total area - devoted to
sider optional. Most recent of
facilities, includwas the introduction of mod- recreational
ern, two -door refrigerator - ing boating. swimming and
all-weather
tennis
courts. All
freezers as standard kitchen Levitt homes are landscaped.
equipment in two community
The company's awareness
c6mplexes. This year, the new of what the buyer wants, plus
double- door refrigerator - a system of on -site construcfreezers will be included as
which cuts costa and
standard eettipment in tour tion
keeps sales prices down, reother Levitt communities.
volutionised the' post-war
Such practices are part of building industry and forced
William Levitt's concept that other construction firms to
"a house is not enough." As follow suit. The realization

For Me best of everythiqg in buying or selling
real estate, contact our staff of friendly experienced
sales people.

Gegagefrusse
4C1s.

Strothoes.

Inosurooro

Is E. Busse Avenue
MI. Prospect
Nest To The Library

200

"Serving the Northurat Smhotrbs for over 42 years"
I

enrf.'",/(

0

.

Member of MA.P. Multiple Listing

.

early as 1947, when the first among buyers that they could
Levittown was built on Long expect in Levitt homes those
Island to provide low-cost features and equipment that
housing for returning
were optional with other
the company was providing as builders, helped to make Levitt
standard equipment a range, a household word.
y. ,t

a distinctive textured appearance.
Color treatment of modern
roofing materials has also ha proved. This means that roof

colors are more resistant to
fading, that more "natural"
shades - those which blend
with house materials and the
site - are available, and that
a wide range of colors is on
the market.

While white accounts for
more than half of all asphalt
shingle sales, a trend is grow-

ing toward gray, green, blue
and beige. So-called "earth"
and "forest" colors, which

encompass brown and green
tones. also show an increasing
use.

In exterior decoration,

bright colors are often used as
accents - on doors, windows.

and gables. If the house proportions are good, they can be

emphasized with trim colorIf not, accenting the entrance

or windows can de-emphasize
the flaw.

'

W kl.AC-isi
134)R

,h

Wagseeday, Jane
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Do-It-YoursOf

Patio, Rewarding
And Economical

ki

v,ri.w.tobtaaV ,DAymtEmc

"BON TO BUILD A PATIO"

Building a stone patio is an easy way to add to your
home's usefulness, appearance and resale value. And

the satisfaction of doing the job yourself is extremely

rewarding and it is economical as well.
There are two methods for building a patio-- wet- and dry

construction. Dry uses only a sand base in which to set the
stone and is more suited for the average handyman in that it
requires less technical knowhow and equipment.

DRY CONSIRUCTION

To begin this method, the
size of the patio should be determined and laid out with string and stakes. Then, the earth
should be excavated to a depth
of approximately six inches.
While a stone or wooden edging along the inside perimeter
of your excavation is not essential, it does make it easier
to set the stone as well as re-

tain the sand if the patio
raised

above

the

grass.

is
A

stone edging 1-1/2 inches x 6
inches can be used or a wood
edge, either I inch x 6 inches
or

I

inch x 10 inches - but

in any case make sure that the
edging is level.

Wet and tamp the earth in
the excavated area,

and fill

thinner, pieces. By keeping
joints to a minimum width,
sand and gravel will more
readily remain in place, and

maintenance of the patio

will

be relatively easy.

When choosing the stone for
your patio, you'll be surprised
at the wide variety of colors
and textures which are avail-

able at your local stone yard

flagstone
grout Betting bed
gravel base

construe t ion

dry

"HOW TO BUILD A PATIO"

granite, limestone, marble,
sandstone, bluestone, slate and
in

quartzite.
WET CONSTRUCTION
The basic ingredients of

this type of construction are 4
inch gravel base, a 4 inch reinforced concrete slab, concrete footing to frost line a-

round the perimeter, and the

with sand to approximately one

flagstone set in a I -inch grout

inch from the top. Now, starting in one corner begin to lay
the flagstones on your sand
base tamping each piece with

the patio should be laid out
with string and stakes. Then

setting bed.

First, as in dry construction

a rubber hammer or a block

the earth should be excavated
for a depth of approximately

far into the sand, it must be

8

of wood. If the stone sinks too

stone border
oonorete footing
oonorete slab

inches.

Next,

atone edge
flagstone
sand base

around the

perimeter a trench should be pour the concrete to within 2 an inch thick. Then each stone
ed under it. By placing a str- dug the width of a shovel to inches from the top of the is laid and tamped level with
a rubber faced mallet or block
aight board across the edging, the depth of the frost line in framework.
Spread the concrete with a of wood.
you can determine if each stone your locality. Set up, firm
boards around the perimeter rake pulling the reinforcing
is level.
AFTER a dozen or so
setting the top of the form wire up -with the rake so that
WHEN ALL stones are where the finished patio will it rests in the concrete rather stones are laid, each one is
laid, sand should be placed on be. At this point a pitch of I/4 than on the gravel where it was picked up, one at a time, and
the patio and swept into all the inch for every foot should be placed. Allow 24 hours to a cement "butter" is poured
over the grout and the stone
joints. An alternate way to fill allowed for drainage.
harden.
dropped back in place. The
the joints is to use crushed
Before
setting the stones "butter" --consisting
of ceTHE GRAVEL base should stone or decorative gravel.
a grout setting bed -mix -conThis added touch can enchance be placed in the excavated area sisting of one part cement and ment and water -adheres the
the beauty . of the patio even leaving about 6 inches showing three parts sand mixed with dry stone to fairly dry -grout,
which otherwise would not
all around the form boards.
more.
After the reinforcing mesh water -should be spread over bond very strongly.
the
hardened
concrete about
Do not fill joints until all
One thing to keep in mind wire is placed over the gravel
when choosing stone for your we are ready for concrete.
patio laid in sand, is that lar- Using a mix which consists
ger, thicker pieces will stay of one part cement, two parts
picked up and more sand plac-

level

longer

than

smaller,

sand, and six

parts

stones have been laid and the
entire job has been allowed to
set at least overnight.

For filling joints, a mixture

of one part cement and two
parts sand should be mixed to
a consistency

a

little wetter

than the setting bed. A point-

ing tool should be used to pack
the joints tightly.

Use care not to smear cement over the stone. If cement
does

get

on

the stones, it

should be washed off, using a
sponge and water, as soon as
possible before it hardens permently.

gravel,

WHY let George do it?
... Because he knows his personal
service helps, when buying and
selling your home.
Come in and meet him ...

7-vtgl..4V221

GRORGIC 7012

ZONED B2

Heart of Palatine, Northwest Highway business, area. Suitable for many types
of business. 135 ft. frontage - 2 -road frontage. 969,600 Including business,
all equipment, land and building. Good financing.

SPRAWLING RANCH

3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths. Family room II a 23. Kitchen
with butt -Ins. Patio, separate dinette. I 1/2 blocks to
924,900

CL 5-3535

REALTY

1810 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights

Nilefrise

Re at,

358-1800
9 to 9

434 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine, Ill 60067

.......
a
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You'll Glide Fro

Shop to Shop'
ell

In a few years, the shopping housewife may' travel up

to a quarter of a mile to reach the supermarket after
parking her car.
But that quarter of a mile will be easier, more convenient,
and involve fewer steps than the 400 feet she now has to walk.
Plans are on architects'
drawing boards' for several
bold new shopping designs, ing in the center of a

multi-

according to Donald L. Stcph- _level circular mall.
ens, whose company has
"In all of thesi designs
eloped a variety of moving the
vertical
parking and
sidewalk systems for use in shopping levels not only prostores and shopping centers. vide more store space on a

More cars, more people, and
the high cost of land, he says
are forcing major changes in
shopping center planning.

giyen

area of land but also

compress walking distances,"
explained Stephens. Even though

it does introduce tho need for
a method

of vertical trans -

"ONE PLAN puts parking portation between levels, he
at the edges of the area," Ste- said, this can also be a conphens described. "Although it venience for shoppers.

might be a quarter of a mile
Stephens' firm, Stephens from the parking area to the Adamson Mfg. Co., Aurora,
supermarket, a

mother with

small children would find the
dfstance no problem. Moving
sidewalks would carry mother, baby and stroller, grandmother, boxes, and shopping
cart the entire distance. The
shopper could leave the moving sidewalk

system

at any

store along the way."
With its continuous heavy-

Ill., recently introduced a new
'AiRide' design moving rampway with the same safety and
convenience features of its
moving sidewalks. The Speed ramp unit uses a special tire cord type , belting which is
stiff crossways, but flexible
lengthways.
"This
enables
us to provide level entrance

and exit ways on our moving
duty rubber belting and 'Ai- ramps for complete safety,
Ride' design, the moving side- even
for
small
children,
walk system would provide the elderly, and handicapped."
complete

safety.

Ii

would

operate year around in any
kind of weather. It could be

"In multi - level shopping
centers," he pointed out,
"these moving ramps can
carry shoppers with their
packages, boxes, and shop -

either covered or uncovered,
"This is just one type of
center many developers arc ping carts to and from park considering,"
Stephens
ex- ing levels at the top or botplaincd. "Where land is not tom to various shopping levavailable or high in cost, els.
multi -level centers are callIn addition to their uses in
ed for."
shopping centers and stores,

Stephens - Adamson's SpeedWalk and ' SpeedRamp units
for centers with parking on have been installed in airports,
STEPHENS mentioned plans

several

levels

underground,

ferry

terminals, large

plants

parking levels at the top of a and at the Seattle and New
vertical

structure, and park-

York World's Fairs.

A mother with small children duds it easy and convenient to get from the
parking area to the stores a quarter of a mile away at the other end of this large
shopping area. A modern moving sidewalk system takes her the entire way,
letting her stop at the drag store, restaurant, and other stores along the way.
It carries the baby baggy, children, grandmother, shopping carts, and packages
with complete safety on its tire -cord type, thin -grooved belting.

Investigate

These

Kemmerly Exclusives they're all good buys'.
BARRINGTON, 8 bedrooms, FULL BASEMENT,
large eating areas, 2 1/2 car heated garage, TAXES

$267.50, age old hickory and oak trees, immed.

poss.,

318,500

Convenience and friendliness are masks ofdotng bush
ness at Kemmerly Real Estate when you are buying a
home. And if you are selling your house you?? find
we are able to move it fast through our "Exclusives"
advertising - saving you time and trouble. Come in we'd like to meet you!

Palatine
358-5560

WE

T
D
E

PLUM GROVE ESTATES, basement, attached 21/2

car garage, SEPARATE DINING ROOM, FIREPLACES la L.R. and FAMILY ROOM, chestnut
panelled Rec. Rm., FIVE BEDROOMS, 8 full baths,
immed. poss.,
$61,500

LOW TAXES, 400 ft. lot, 2 twin bedrooms, Greenbrier school is Just 1 block away, seller will consider
contract sale, possession, June 19th,
312,900

Arlington Heights
253-2460

:30 lark IL
Rmi-

emitter
OPEN 9 to 9

. 6 E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights
728 E. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors

INVERNESS - 2 acres. FOUR BEDROOMS, 2 1/2
full ceramic baths, SUNKEN LIVING ROOM with

beamed ceiling, kidney shaped patio, 2 1/2 -car

attached garage, all carpeting, complete builtin kitchen. Immediate possession by transferred
$69.500

owner

ro

....

.. ......

WEATHER
Tonight; Rain ending; Low
the

in

upper

40s.

Friday;

Fair; Not so cool; High near
70.

Your Home Newspaper
Yblume I, Number 38
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325 W. Prospect Ave.

Mount Prospect, Illinois

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Tornado Rips Area

1 Dead, Scores Hurt
Mt. Prospect
Escapes

Property

Full Brunt

Loss Severe,
Utilities Hit

tVe

At least one person was killed and more than 20

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
Mount Prospect escaped the brunt of an early morning storm that raked the Northwest suburbs, causing at
least one death and hundreds of thousands of dollars in

others injured when a tornado swept through here early

property damage.

overturned

At 6:04 a.m. Mrs. Richard
Daigle was trying to calm
her frightened children.
Outside it sounded as if
"several trains were going
right by the house."

*; She looked out the window
just in time to see a funnel

'cloud dip down, uproot a tree
in the parkway in front of her
home and then shoot skyward
again.

'It

was black and green
everything," she said.

"It touched down and swoopthings up like
vacuum cleaner."

huge

a

was listening to the
and,
despite
being

She

radio

"scared almost to death" she
thought reports that there
wasn't a tornado were funny.
The storm cut in half a

huge elm tree in front of the
Daigle

home

Elmhurst

Av.,

at

N.

104

Mount

Pros-

pect, she said.

"It's so hard to believe. I
never saw a tornado before,"
she says.

Her

Mary and
neighbors also saw the cloud.
The Daigles have four children, Mary, Joseph, Kathy
daughter

and Johnny.

2,650 Lose
Telephone

radio

sys-

tern was put into service with
a
mobile unit serving as a
base station.
Several houses

Mount
Prospect were heavily damaged and trees were uprooted.

Early morning traffic throughout the community was stalled
blocked streets
ure of traffic signals.
by

and

fail-

Thursday

ities.

An Illinois Bell spokesman
said about 1,000 telephones
were out of service in Arlington Heights and 1,400 in

Elk Grove Village. Service to
about 250 phones was interrupted in Wheeling and a un-

caused
across

by
trees
knocked
lines.
Illinois Bell
Telephone
crews
went
to

work about 7 a.m. -- as soon
as the most violent part of
the storm had passed -- hoprestore

service

as

quickly as possible. Company
officials said it might be
hours

before

service

can be restored in the hardest areas.

59

streets.

clear
By

9

trees

4-

Jockey Harold Bolin, his wife Patsy and their son
were blown from their trailer into a ditch nearby.
Taken to Northwest Community Hospital with as
yet undetermined injuries were:
Kimberly Mineau, I 1/2, and her sister Arlene,
3
1/2,
daughters of apprentice jockey Prentiss

141

Mineau; Mary Papa, 79, wife of Joseph Papa; John
Chames, 16 months, and Cathy, children of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Chamnes.

The storm hit the area shortly after 6 a.m. One
reported seeing a "black and green and
everything" cloud that ripped down, swooped things
up like a huge vacuum cleaner, and shot back up
eye -witness

again.

a.m.,

John Robert Chattiness, 16 months, was treated for a
head at Northwest Community Hospital
after his trailer home overturned at Arlington Park
race track. The father Robert Chamness, 31, was ex-

Village Manager L. A. Hanson said soldiers from the
45th Artillery Brigade, stationed at the Nike Site, were
called out to help direct traffic. Security guards were

bump on his

ercising a horse on the track when the storm hit. He
rode the horse under the grandstands. With Chamtraffic
ness is his wife Linda.

posted around the race track trailer court.

A tree, bent over a car parked at Arlington Heights
Rd. and Frederick St., blocked traffic when branches
extended

across

the

four -lane

Arlington

Heights

Rd.

was moving normally.
Police said there were no
serious injuries reported.
The main intensity of the
storm lasted about five min-

the

North Western
Continued On

Chicago &

elm

by heavy telephone traffic.

' All switchboards were -manthough
ned, however, even
the telephone offices 'in Ar-

lington Heights and Wheeling
to

:Telephone company officials
had high praise for the em-

ployes, many of whom came
shortly

windows in the shopping center were blown out.

A garage in the 2900 block of St. James was blown
away.

A piece of roof 40 by 100 feet was ripped off the
Goldblatt store in Mount Prospect Plaza. Other stores
reported broken windows and water damage. The furniture section of Goldblatt's was described as a

trees

into the house of
Raymond W. Edwards, 631 S.
Burton, Arlington Heights.
smashed

"mess."

One of Arlington Heights oldest homes, a house at
619 N. Arlington Heights Rd., was damaged when a
tree fell on the front porch. It was built by Ma Dun ton, first resident of the village, and is now occupied

Edwards said he and his
wife awoke when thb storm

hit. He quickly opened windows
in the two story house.

by Mrs. Theresa Reinert.

Woods Misses. Excitement

ANN

ed to be right down Dundee
Rd.," said William Mehans of

Arlington Heights
President John
G.
missed the excitement.

"The Wheeling business dis-

trict has trash scattered all
over and big trees are block-

ing Milwaukee Av. At least

of Elm trees would run into

While winds raced through the hundreds. He Said that
town, the chief executive work crews from surroundwas in Ireland on a business ing areas have been brought
trip for ,Iiiiversal Oil Prod- to Arlington Heights to help

0. Ale"'

ucts.

Assuming responsibility

Roger Elofson,
1176 N.
Wheeling Rd., said his wife

woke him and said there was a
tornado. He told her to go back
to sleep, that it was just a

Village the Nike site directed traffic.
Woods
HANSON said that the loss

the

two planes were damaged at
Sky Harbor Airport."

heavy wind.

At Palwaukee Airport, three hangars were smashed,
planes overturned and tossed about and autos wreck-

In Rolling Meadows, firemen reported that the roof
was blown off of the Rolling Meadows theater and that

Page)

Storm
Briefs
TWO LARGE

have been brought in to help clear the debris.

An eyewitness reported planes "were all over
the field" and one "was up in a tree."
Power lines throughout the area were snapped by
falling trees. Many homes were without electricity.
Arlington Heights police were deluged with calls.
There was only one line open to the police station.

Railway were
Back

Hanson said that the loss_ of elm trees would run
. into the hundreds. Work crews from surrounding areas

ed.

utes. Heavy rains followed the

Buffalo Grove.

to work voluntarily
after 6 a.m.

fering mostly damage to trees.
Twelve trailer homes at Arlington Park Race
Track were tipped over and tossed about. At least
one was completely destroyed.
Six injuries were reported. There are 150 trailers
at the track.

at.

on main village thoroughfares

high winds.
Trains on

The gale -force winds, described by residents as
sounding like many freight trains, unroofed buildings,
smashed windows, uprooted and split trees.
Arlington
Heights,
Prospect
Heights,
Rolling
Meadows, Palatine and Wheeling were hardest hit.

Mount Prospect escaped the brunt of the storm, suf-

from

found their dial tone delayed

switch

of the girl's father.

crating on normal schedules.
Village crews swung into

ably would have lost our roof."
"The path of the storm seem-

to

parents

57,
and at

saw,

estimated

At Lutheran General Hospital, four storm victims
were treated. None required hospitalization.

Dist.

remany
persons
whose telephone service was
not affected by the weather

that

'were forced
diesel power.

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Helfogt,

"It was a good thing I did,"
he said, "otherwise we prob-

' THE COMPANY also

ported

fogt, have been married four years today. The

fogt's trailer at 3128 Schoenbeck Rd. was in back of

least Prospect High School in
Dist. 214 were reported op -

Pal

Most of the damage was

to

Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hel-

SCHOOLS in Mount Pros-

ing public works employes.
Public Works Director Da-

storm

in

winds.

Main St. and Jack's Men's
Store
in
Mount Prospect
Plaza shopping center.
The television antenna at
Zimmerman's television store
was knocked down.

helping

determined number
atine was affected.

nado

lights

vid Creamer manned a

morning's

Darlene Helfogt, 3, was killed when the family's
trailer home was overturned in this morning's tor-

and in outlying shopping centers. Most seriously damaged
was Carlson's Drug Store on

Elk

an

Holy Family hospital treated one other storm vic-

Telephone service was interrupted briefly.
Stores were damaged in both
the central business district

Elementary
Grove Dist.

reached

tim besides the dead girl.

side of town within a
half hour, but the south sec-

pect

that

None of the storm victims treated at Northwest were

north

tion remained without
into mid -morning.

winds

listed in serious condition.

in

greve was on the street minutes after the storm hit, rous-

hit telephone service hardest
in
Arlington Heights, Elk
Grove and Wheeling commun-

some

emergency

the

Family Hospital, treated and released.
Northwest
Community
Hospital
reported
17
people were treated in the emergency service for
storm injuries.
Three patients were admitted for further treatment
and observation.

action and Mayor Dan Con-

Service

ing

police

by

100 miles an hour. Her father Gene was taken to Holy

Power throughout the village was knocked out and the

Power was restored to the

ed

Three -year -old Darlene Helfogt of 3128 Schoenbeck Rd. was killed when the family's trailer home was

Police said that first reports of the storm, estimated to be of "tornadic proportions" were received at
6 a.m.

"Trains Were
Going Right
By the House"

and

Thursday.

for

clear the debris.

According

the mop up was Village Man- manager,
ager L. A. Hanson.

Most devastating storm damage in the Mount Prospect area took place at the Brickman Manor Apartments,, located on Wheeling Rd. between Kensington

and Euclid on the village's outskirts. Roofs were torn
from at least two of the buildings in the complex.

well under

to

-the village
situation was
local control by

the

Hanson said that the Army 10:30 a.m. He said that there
was immediately alerted and were no intentions at this
soldiers from the 45th Artime of declaring the village a
tillery Brigade stationed at disaster area.
4

.r

topet

Front
Page

Telephone.
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Milburn, Lincoln Paving

4 Speakers Assail
Village Government

Accept Bid
To Extend
2 Streets
.

$15 Fine
For Grass
Dumping

is expected to begin in 20 days
and be completed within 60 days.

Allied's bid wiar one of four
received by the Board of Local

Otto Laechelt, 611 N. ForALLIED'S bid was acest, was fined $15 for dump- cepted on recommendation of
Judge Simon S. Porter lectured Laechelt in Mount Prospect

court

that

yesterday

sewers are not for grass clippings.
Laechelt was charged with
violating section 24.801 of
the municipal code by Mrs.

H. Vavra, 502 Prospect Manor, who appeared as

Joseph

a witness.

The theft of $200 worth of
tools has
police.

been

reported

to

Fred R. Brerton, 217 Fairview, told

police Monday

a

hand drill and case and extra
tools was taken
garage over the
Day weekend.

sociates, the village's consulting engineering firm.

Other bids were from Mayer
John A. Reder emerges from a cell in the %fount
Paving Co., $31,618.90; Rock
Road Construction Co., $32,- Prospect police station where he is being held on theft
766.65, and Arcole Midwest of charges. He was to appear before Judge Simon S.

Porter in Nowt Prospect court today.

BOLT member Robert Teichert said that the public benefit -- the part of the improvement paid by the village would be increased about $2,400

$200 in Tools
.Reported Stolen

from his
Memorial

He said he was out of town
over the holiday and the tools
, must have been taken while his
family watched the parade.

on the project because of court
action reducing the assessment
spread for some of the homeowners. Teichert felt that if
the assessments were reduced

for some, they should be reduced for all.

Prospect

High

School

ronics equipment taken from

ment was unanimous.

Shutt Receives

lage board.

ficials say several sophomore freshman

graduation

parties

planned on Saturday are

not

school sponsored.

"These parties are the business of the students and parents involved," Principal Alvin E. Rulieke said. "They

are in no way to be considered or promoted as a school
activity."
Kulieke said that the time
factor made it impossible for
letters to be sent to parents
explaining that these activities were not sponsored.
Jack Martin, assistant to

Supt. H. L. Slichenmyer, said

that while the school has no
objections to groups sponsoring such parties, it should be
made clear to parents of students attending that they are
not school related and arc not
planned with school approval
and supervision.

Congreve cited Shutt for his
nine years of service to the
and

presented

him

with a citation and proclamation.
After his term as chairman of the commission expired in April, Shutt declined to seek re - appointment.

School

Prospect's

sevenyear member of the village
board, and James Cole, . a
'member of the Park Ridge
city council.

oper,
Salvatore
Congreve said.

a

Crooks opened the meeting

by telling the crowd that the
motivating purpose of RGA,
"is nonpartisan and nonpolitCrooks said that events in
the past year convinced a small

group of citizens that the current village system of government was not serving the best
interests of the people.

He said that it was the purstudent for $40. The prospect- pose of RGA to organize and
ive buyer left them on a desk support a change in the form
in the high school's audio- of government. Crooks pledged
that if efforts are successful,
visual office.
Caruso identified the mikes RGA would disband.
as those missing from Lincoln
RCA PROPOSES to colJunior High School.
lect 2,000 signatures on peti-

tried to sell them to another

I

DiMucci," of people with this system of
government."

gun, "just to oust, the Daniel the representation they are now
Congreve administration."

receiving."

Congreve has served as vil-

village

board will take no stand on
who shall provide bus service
from the village to O'Hare
Airport.

yesterday

and

ar-

four microphones and
rested two persons on gama transistor radio were miss- bling
charges.
ing. He alerted other schools
in the village to be on the
Police reported they raid-

lookout for the equipment.
Reder reportedly sold two
of the microphones for $20

to a high school student who

suburban
Field.

service

to

O'Hare

Dbjecting to Continental's
request for certification from
the Illinois Commerce Commission is
United
Motor
This was the position a- Coach Co., currently providdopted by the village board ing transit service over the
Tuesday following a request routes Continental seeks to
from Thomas F. Meagher, vice develop.
president of Continental Air
Continental proposes six
Transport Service, for en- trips a day to O'Hare field,
dorsement of Continental's departing from the Chicago &
petition to initiate northwest North Western Depot.

ed trailer No. 73 at 1330 Rand
Rd.

which

carries the

Post

Office address of Des Plaines.
Officers
arrested
Ralph
Trobiani, 220 Myrtle, Elmhurst, and Catherine Naser,
whose address was given as
trailer No. 73.

CHARGES of gambling were
placed against Trobiani, who
was accused of taking bets
over three telephones in the
trailer.

Catherine Naser was charged with
house.
Police

keeping a gambling

reported

that

bets

continued to come in over the
phones after the arrests were
made.

2 Apartment
Projects Meet
Opposition
Mount Prospect's Village
Attorney Robert Moore has

been instructed by the board
of trustees to file preliminary
protests to two county zoning
projects involving apartment
construction on the village's

ble

fire and police commission for
CROOKS said he was ori- nine years, said that the "med-

deteriorated situa-

time Mount Prospect had such

duce a hearing between him and

torate of the RGA and its

caused

a

World's
Biggest
Houses

He told Roy Gottlieb, of

If zoning changes that Kenroy Realtors of Chicago re-

Kenroy

sent MacDonald Driving Range

Realtors,

that

Dist.

quest are approved, the pre- 26 has a "community school

bers don't like
They're planning

Haney

said

School,

already

CROOKS summed

up the

Will

be adopted - full

time

as the city's
officer."

chief executive

Crooks was asked by a mem-

ber of the audience if he had
considered impeachment or recallof Mayor Congreve in light
of the serious charges he leveled against the chief executive.

"I must admit such a thought
entered my mind," Crooks said.

"But it is almost impossible to
recall or impeach a public official. I am a Congreve hater.
We are being cheated by our
present form of government."

the idea.
to be on

If the apartments are built,
children

would

Board members watched a
slide and

20 - minute color

tape presentation by Gottlieb of existing Multicon
munity developments.
Gottlieb described the apartments as "all rental, no
condominium." He estimat-

ed they would bring in

hand Friday afternoon when either have to cross Euclid $1,600,000 gross revenue and
the Cook County Zoning Board St. or attend Indian Grove that taxes would be between

holds a hearing at 3 p.m. in
the Arlington Heights Village
Hall.
The

elementary

district,

at

capacity.

One possibility board members discussed was for the
builders to donate a site of
"at least six acres" for a
school.

for an apartment and planned which has grown rapidly in
development concept has been the past 10 years, is conscheduled for the Elk Grove cerned over an estimated 200
Gottlieb, who said he had. no
Village hall at 3 p.m. on Mon- children the apartments would authority to commit developDouglas Teterick told police day.
add to school enrollment.
er Jack Kessler, offered to
someone threw eggs on his
Area involved is the south"It's another school build- set up a meeting between
freshly painted house at 1716 west corner of Seegers Rd. ing," said
board president Kessletand the board to disEstates Dr.

Messy Report

and Goebbert Rd.

municipal

School Dist. 26 Objects
To 608 -Apartment Plan

Av, about 1,200 feet west of
area of Cook County.
This hearing is scheduled
for Friday in the Arlington
Heights village hall.
A second hearing calling

a

a system.

north of Mount Prospect will
be the site of 608 apartments.
School Dist. 26 board mem-

Wolf Rd. in an unincorporated

in

mayor or manager -- Crooks
Shutt displayed a badge label- said, "I feel that either system
Crooks re -hashed the recent ed, "Someone Who Cares," will work. It will be up to the
police department controversy and called for citizen partici- aldermen when they are seated
when an executive session of pation in passing out petitions to determine whether there will
the village board failed to pro- and working to inform the elec- be a manager or a paid mayor
tion."

unit

Moore will oppose a 608 apartment development
on the north side of Euclid

voters

ginally a supporter of Mayor dling and interference of one meeting by calling on volunteers
Congreve's. "I am sorry to man has acted to the detriment to pass out petitions and work
for signatures so that they can
say I was wrong," Crooks said. of 31,000 people."
Stressing that RGA was
Shutt called for an end to the be presented to the board and
formed to change the, "glaring "cops and robbers." He said the election called in the near
omissions in the current gov- that since national and state future.
Concerning the system of
ernment," Crooks said "small governments operated under the
town control by one man has representative system, it was aldermanic government that

system." District policy is
to build schools without lunchrooms and to have children
go home for lunch.

outskirts.

Cole pointed with pride to
the fact that Park Ridge turns
out, "fifty per cent of the eligi-

SHU1T who served on the election."

lage president since April, 1965.

2 Face

Plaines

that

O'Hare Bus Service Plan
Fails to Win Support
Mount

I
years." council for some 11 years, outCongreve said that it was lined.the mechanics of the counapparent RGA was running cil system of city-aldermanic
an elaborate, well - financed government as it works in Park
campaign.
Ridge, a suburb of some 41,000.
Pointing out that Park Ridge
"The one person who stands has a manager system of govto benefit from any change in ernment along with its alder our current system of govern - manic -city set up, Cole said,
ment is that south side devel- "you can attract high quality

ling-

.A Tgai-it You

village

village trustee for

the board in defense of two ideals. He read the 10 basic
tions, present those petitions policemen who resigned from tenets of RGA as printed in
to the village board and force the force.
a brochure passed out at the
His accomplice, police said
an election changing the village
The executive board session meeting.
..was a 15 -year -old high schoo
11.1W V.A./ (111,1 III Il I,I 1,, .JIII
-1)rifeiti-df gdvenundnr-withitr-tarlield, burlsr 10104 was tht
junior who is also being hell:IC-GI-60 days.
power of hiring -aridliring for
TRUSTEE Parker '-'1Elifen
Reder is due to appear in
Under the aldetmanic system the village manager rather than said that in effect his particiMount Prospect court Thurs. Charges
proposed
by
RGA,
14
aldermen
a discussion of policemen res- pation was a "self -indictment
day before Judge Simon S.
would be elected from seven ignations.
since I have been and am a
Porter.
State police and the Cook district or wards. A mayor
"When you have no control member of the village board."
Reder was charged in a
County Sheriff's vice squad city treasurer and city clerk over the village government,"
Ekren called for the display
complaint signed by Lincoln
raided a trailer camp in an
Crooks said, "you permit these of a certain amount of idealism
Junior High School Principal unincorporated area between would be elected at large.
Crooks
stressed
that
the
things to happen. Thirty-one on the part of village officials.
Stephen L. Caruso.
Mount Prospect and
Des present movement was not be - thousand people need more than He said, "we must have idealCaruso told police Monday
Lincoln Junior High
over the weekend.

Tuesday's meeting of the vil-

of-

Wednesday.

John A. Reder, 17, of 308
vote to award the bid to Allied S. Waverly, was charged with
Asphalt and reduce the assess- theft by possession of elect-

Daniel
Congreve
a
service cordto
ficate
Jerrold T. Shutt,
former member of the Fire
and Police Commission, at

Graduation
Parties Not
School Affairs

BY BRUCE CUTLER
A Prospect
High School
senior was arrested for theft

Parker Ekren,

ical."

Youth, 17, Held
In School Theft

The board concurred. The

The tools, he said, were in his,. Mayor
garage which was left unlock- presented
ed.

tee

Consoer, Townsend and As-

Evanston, $35,708.10.

fine with this group when C.
Cole, who has been a mem0. Schlaver was mayor and ber of the Park Ridge city

.

William Cadigan, engineer for

istic men to have good govern
ment."

Ekren
declared
himself
solidly behind RGA and its
years he served on the fire idea of having 14 aldermen
and police commission and represent seven village wards.

Following last night's RGA
VFW' last night as the Repre- meeting,
The Day asked vlaysentative Government Assn. or
Daniel Congreve for his
(RGA) put petitions into cir- opinions
of
culation calling for a change in in which histhe proceedings
administration
village government to the cityand personal leadership of the
aldermanic form.
Two former village officials, village was attacked by Kena trustee on the village board doll Crooks.
"I don't know what to say,"
and a Park Ridge alderman
said. "I wasn't inmade a two-hour presentation. Congreve
to the meeting.
The four speakers were Ken- vited
government was
dall Crooks, former prosecut- fine"Village
for Kendall Crooks the
ing attorney; Jerrold Shutt,
years he was working for
former chairman of the fire four
Prospect . . It was
and police commission; Trus- Mount
fine for Jerry Shutt the nine

sessments for community improvement projects.
BOLL is made up of members
of the village board.

hole.

,eeireSSMODUCIanttatraZga

Congreve Replies

About 200 people were on
hand at the Mount Prospect

Improvements, the body responsible for levying special as-

ing grass clippings into a man-

.SletatattanfinMetteentrAVInttille

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

A low bid of $30,842.90 was awarded to Allied Asphalt Co. by the Board of Local Improvements Tuesday
night to extend Milburn and Lincoln Sts. to Mount

Prospect Rd.
To be accomplished by special assessment of residents in
the area, work on the project

Thursday, June 9, 1966

Harold Haney.

cuss the problems.

$285,000 and 5325,000.
The colonial style

apartments would include 16 three bedroom units, about 100
one -bedroom units and nearly 500 two -bedroom units.
"We are not asking for
anything that is not present-

ly granted," Gottlieb told the
board. Under existing zoning,
the developers could put
628 units instead 9(608.

up

Dedicate Payne Kopp Park Sunday
When the Mount Prospect
Park District was formed, just
14 years ago, very few people
thought that the assessed valuation of the district would in-

ation areas, indoors and out- Baseball Conference; Mount
doors, have been made avail- Prospect
Midget
Football
able through the co-operation Assn., Mount Prospect Speed

Change in Time
To accommodate the schedule of Sen. Paul A. Doug-

las,

the dedication of Marjorie Payne Kopp Park has
to
today's level of $155,500,000. been moved up to 1 p.m. Sunday. It was originally
crease

For
Birds

from $24, million

On Sunday, the third unit in

scheduled for 3 p.m.

make the keynote addresi at
ceremonies that will put Mar-

jorie Payne Kopp Park in
operation, its swimming pool
welcoming summer bathers.

When the park district was
established in 1955, the first
operating funds, some 510,000,

was the donation of an area
builder who made a cash con-

Ore of the present teumns of Tally Ho apartments, tribution rather than donate a

an unnamed pigeon.

They have got to be the world's
biggest birdhouses. They are the un-

Why must the buildings remain

strictly for the birds that inhabit

finished Tally Ho Apartments that them? The Day takes a look at the
have been publicized recently as a problem today in another story. See
safely hazard and an eyesore.

Page 9.

land parcel for future park
development.

That money carried the park
district through its first year
of operation and avoided the '
necessity of issuing tax anticipation warrants - something
the district has never done in
its 11 years of growth.

1112Milt

By comparison, today's op crating appropriation is $677,206.70, of which $255,155 is
paid by the district's 48,000
taxpayers.

The number of residents in
has nearly quadrupled. At its founding stage,
the district

there were only 15,000 taxpayers in its area. Today,
there are 50,000.
The original 16 acres of

Lions Memorial Park was a
gift from the Mount Prospect

Lions Club. At today's land
values,

in

sides

50 -meter

Olympic
swimming pool and a community center, the unusual "Folgees Mountain" is believed
to be the only man-made toboga

Skating Club and Mount Prot-

the area encompassed by pect Fencing Club.

the park district.

Through the years, gifts of
districts

considerable value have been

the park board for helping
make a comprehensive recreation program available

the Mount Prospect Lions Club.

THE

the park district's long range
expansion plans will be dedicated. Sen. Paul Douglas ,will

of the three school districts

SCHOOL

which have been credited by given to the park district by
Woman's Club, Garden Club

of Mount Prospect, Jaycees

to the people are high school and many individuals.
Dist. 214 and elementary
ONE OF the reasons that
school districts 57 and 59.
gan hill in the state. A conActivities of the park di- the park district expansion
tractor with "dirt on his strict have included a wide has been possible is that a
hands" gave Mount Prospect range of programs such as "bonanza" of industry has
the highest elevation in the basketball, baseball, softball, located within its boundaries,
surrounding countryside.
volleyball,
supervised
play- enabling the assessed valuOther parks in the district ground, chess, bridge, adult ation to spread the large tax
are the 17 -acre Meadows Park; dancing, ballet, archery, fenc- base needed for the district
37 -acre High Ridge Knolls ing, swimming, ice skating, away from the homeowners:
Park; 115 -acre Country Club etc.
Roughly, park district bound:
Park and Golf Course and the
Work of the park district

this parcel is esti- new 26 -acre Marjorie Payne staff has been augmented by aces include Touhy ay. on tlit
mated to be worth $250 mil- Kopp Park which will be de- the efforts of such organiz- South, Mount Prospect Rd. on
lion.

dicated Sunday.

ations

as

Mount

Prospect the East,

Busse Rd. on the

The district also maintains Baseball for Boys Assn., Way- West and Rand -Kensington Rd.
UONS PARK was the first nine small neighborhood parks' cinden Baseball for Boys on the north. Included withiti
of the big central parks. Be- and additional play and recre- Assn., Northwest Suburban
(Continued on Page 3)

THE PROSPECT DAN
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DPI/irate Payne Kopf) Pork Stinfley

Paget 3
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(Continued From Page 1)
the bounclaries also- is the
Hatlen Heights community.
the
Since its inception,
park district has gone into
bonded indebtedness for $2,Because of sound
325,000.
fiscal, management and conpolicies,
servatbae
spending

that debt has been decreased

golf course and country club open space land -- open space Johanningsmcier, recreation dicommunity center.
rector, and Albert W. Jackson,
future generations.
And that's not all. The park forMembers
of the board, who treasurer. Jackson also has
district includes five football will watch proudly as Kopp served on the board for II
fields, seven ice skating rinks Park is dedicated Sunday, in- years.
and 12 playgrounds.
Others on the staff include
clude Charles W. Payne, park
Mrs. JaneviCalvoL_Afficv; secdistrict.
president;
Edward
W.
DOES THE community site
rounds of golf were played last

to only $1,675,000.

HERE IS what some of that
money has been used to de"velop: number of parks, 15;

Mrs': -"Jane

retary;

president; Robert
park district facilities? Boddy, vice
T. Jackson, secretary; Richard
Statistics show that 40,000 A. WIENert, assistant treasurer
the

Walberg,

bookkeeper; John Judt, maintenance foreman; Hans Philipps, greenskeeper, and Fred
Dasso, golf professional.

and Allan B. Glover, commis-

year; 41,000 persons used the sioner.
community
center;
1,400
Mrs. Kalvog is another emPayne is in his 10th term as
youngsters enrolled in base- park district president. Boddy ploye who has worked for the
ball programs and 150,000 has been on the board for all district since its start.
tickets to the swimming pools of its 11 years.
_

swimming pools, 3; tennis
courts, 12; baseball diamonds, /were sold.
16 softtall diamonds; 10.
Above
all,
commissioner
OTHER commissioners who
And there is the pride and point out, there remains in have served on the park board
joy of the district, an 18 -hole Mount Prospect 281 acres of in the past include Fred J.

MOUNT Prospect's park
district has cost taxpayers a-

bout $28 a year, based on the
village's

average

tax

bill.

Peterson, Thomas W. Cooper, Perhaps its, most impressive
William C. Wendling, Charles accomplishment is the fact that
W. Houchins Sr., Clyde D. out of its annual budget of

Grace's Daze

Dcyo,

Charles

E.

$677,206,

Houghson

$422,025

is

"paid

Jr., James H. Hurley and Mi- as they go by those who benefit most from the parks -- the
chael Skuban.

;Parade of Honors

officers

Appointed

of

citizens of Mount Prospect.
They are all invited to attend Sunday's dedication of
Marjorie Payne Kopp Park.

the

board include Thomas W. Cooper, superintendent; Robert

By Grace Mott

J.

Al.

attorney; Virgil

Downing,

Mount Prospect park board officials who will take
part in ceremonies next Sunday

dedicating Marjorie

Payne Kopp Park and swimming pool are shown when
Charles Payne was named president for the 10th year.
Standing are (from left) Commissioner Edward Boddy,
who has been on the board since its beginning 11 years

ago; Commissioner Alan B. Glover; Park District
Treasurer Albert Jackson; Thomas Cooper, superintendent and a former commissioner, and President
Payne. Seated are, (from left) Commissioners Richard

A. Wulfert and Robert Jackson, presenting the gavel to
Payne.

.

-110,4

Mr. and Mrs. Harley Cannon, their daughters Sharon and
'Susan, and Mrs. Cannon's mother, Mrs. Clara Kolsky, all of
'Mount Prospect; are back in town after a long weekend at The
Citadel, one of the nation's outstanding military academies,

Silver Star

'-'college level. Here the Cannons saw their son, Douglas, graduate with many honors, following the all military honor awards

GIN or VODKA

parade in which he marched.

From the Daughters American, Revolution, Douglas received

cup

silver

a

for the

,highest academic average over

a three year period in American History. Besides being a

,member of the Citadel Honorary Society, Doug was also a
history honor student, and became a distinguished air force

,graduate. He has chosen the
air force for his military service.

A summer rest for Douglas
twill be worked around a four
tveck

military

camp

period,

'!and September will find him
Jentering law school, either at
:De Paul or Loyola University.

.THIS IS June Week at the
'Air Force Academy in Colotrado, and a young woman from
iMount Prospect has been there

Ito enjoy the festivities. She is
-faith Meyer, daughter of the
Richard Meyers, who drove to

Drake University

in Des

'Moines to put their daughter on

a plane for Denver, and bring
home her.r.pallege oefluilUncLIdzuoilJe pal lo

-I ,Jtil

At, the academy, Faithwas

75 and 100 were on hand to
a

meet and greet.

June 5 found Mr. and Mrs.
and seven year old
entertaining 75 at a
cocktail party in their home

Rcgner
David

1

Mayor Jack

included

which

Pahl from Elk Grove Village,
Mayor and MrS. Herbert Bchrcl of Des Plaines and Mayor
and Mrs. Congreve.

1010 S. ELMHURST ROAD

Also among the special guest

t

were Elk Grove precinct captains

and

their

wives,

and

Canada Dry

members of the Board of Directors of the Regular Republican Organization
Grove Township.

of

Elk

GIN or VODKA

THEIR HOME at 502 Busse

Rd., was the scene of a party
Sunday evening for Mr. and
Mrs. Howard 0. Dahl who that
day celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary.
Married in the

Lutheran

Peace Church in Chicago, the
couple

whose

year

15

old

Carol, were surprised only a few days before
the affair to learn they were
daughter

is

allinut,..

.111;)1It.t1

ntY. jig feted h r,

4.11

Ahet guest of Robot Kohni and ,, It , was.
Lorraine Dahi's
.along with several -other young
:women was a guest in the home mother who advised them to
home the evening of June 5.
of the Director of Admissions beArmed
with what

10.11

H.

111011 Mil

:4

....A

141

In

I

un 4,

10 Year Old

takes

it

of the academy.

).1

King James

ANCIENT AGE

a successful evening of
1,; A college sophomore next for
fun and food, 55 relatives of
fall, the vivacious, intelligent
Faith will spend this summer both Howard and Lorraine arrived
Edgebrook, Libworking at The South Church ertyvillefrom
and Chicago.

as a youth counselor.

PLENTYWOOD

ON THE go have been Mr. Bensonville was theFarm in
setting
and Mrs. Russell Smith whose
a luncheon a g r o u p of,
recent relatively short trips for
women from Mount Prospect
have taken them to New Mexi- had today.
All are member of
co, Carmi, Ill., and this week a circle of The
South Church
to St. Paul, Minn.
Women's Guild whose year of

fifth
American

work for church and other
In Las Cruces, N. M., the philanthropic
interests
ter.couple were
1,

guests of their minated until September
daughter Beth and her husband, the affair.

Thomas Wick. Four year old
Lisa

who found

it hard

to

Invited

to

the

be

44.

5 -STAR BRANDY

with,

-"".1111111444%6.

special

guest of the group was Guild

.fathom why her grandparents president
Mrs.
Frederick
could not take their rented car Pfeffer. Circle chairman is
.some with them.
,' Memorial

day

Murriel's

the Smiths
family,

the

Victor Langfords, and in St.
/Paul they will attend the wed ding of Miss Carol Bracewell.
Two of the Smiths' daughters
iare in the east: Laurel, is a

research assistant at the
iberty Mutual Ins., Co., in
"Boston, a job she is combining
....With studies at Beloit College,
and Sue lives and works in
Lnth

New York.

Another daughter, Melissa
her husband, William

and

1Vincier are currently in Oki-'
nawa.

I'. A RECENT trip to the
northwest netted Mr. and Mrs.
David Hanna two conventions
and a brief vacation on the
Oregon coast. Executive vice
president of the Chicago Mid\iiest Credit Men's Assn., Da Lid, and Phyllis attended the
National ' Assn., of Credit
Mgrs., convention, and the

igational Assn., of Credit Men
meetings,

both in

Portland.

Traveling by plane, the couple
Was away 14 days.

THE YOUTH and enthuiiam he is bringing to his
Candidacy for state repreientative is standing David Regrier
pnd Mrs. Regner in good stead
in these pre -election days. Not
only is there the hard work of
campaigning to cope with, but
the fun of meeting friends and
tellow-helpers during hours of
relaxation.

Such

24's

Mrs. Harold Drew whose guest

were in Carmi for a weekend
with

5 Active
Ingredients

0

an evening

Was the one offered the Reg tiers by Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Congreve at a party they gave
in their home June I. Between

at the party was Mrs. William
Ruthrauff from Deltona, Fla.,
and who on June 17 the Drews
will have with them when they
leave for a southern vacation.
.A11111.

ST PAUL Lutheran Church
recently

celebrated

a

special

DRUGS

happy birthday. It was the 30th
anniversary

of

the

histoiic

Mount Prospect Church's Sunday School, born in April 1936.

6 -oz. Size

of the original
Sunday School staff, some still
active, include Martin Hasz,
Sr., Edward Abmer, Carl
Schwerman, Arthdr Mueller,
Members

Henry Hasz,

7 -oz, Size

E

L

Ars. Otto Ma-

L

leske, Mrs. Otto Landeck,
Mrs. Herman Noll, Misses
Evelyn Holste, Dorothy Lan -

I

.1

E

deck, Edna Taege, Ella Gres nick. Helen Seegers,
Israel, Leona Kieper,
Meyn, and Ruth Duwe.

Rush
Elvin

225's-$2.49 Size

A YOUNG woman who grew
up in Mount Prospect has made
it big

in

scholastic achieve-

FE I

ment. She is Sandra Powell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Powell who now live in
Evanston.

1

LE

A 1958 graduate of Arlington

High School, Sandy received
her undergraduate liberal arts
degree at Northwestern Uni-

versity, and is now a candidate

for her Ph.D. in political

1

lit

41, Ills

t

l

'

Caelemer

ence at the same school.

Last year she, taught in the
school of government at the
American University in Washington, D. C., and after a J966
summer in Europe will return
to -that teaching post again. The
past winter found her spending
that quarter in Chile.

IA,LI,Id,l,l.i,61,1,,(,IS,1,1,1,1,61,.1,AAA., '
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Some Day

. . .

People may think they face a
tough time Tuesday when they

ble halls that compare favorably with the executive offices

try to sort out the candidates

of a large corporation.

in the primary.
The problem is nothing com-

The school board threw the
kids a curve when they omit-

pared to the bombshell tossed
,in the laps of the young who
attend Dist. 214 high schools
last week. They were asked to
enter three choices for a name

ted a square to mark the X.

and

freckled -faced

two and three?

Nobody could expect even an
editor to spell Slichenmyer
correctly three times in a

anything that comes close, including Soup for superintend-

a good turn #nd this is the day.

ent and Icy for "Slich" which

The answer to No. 2 is Sammy Spigoes. He used to set

site directions.

you push yourself.

without being sent back to

brains to match the king-sized

wherever high school students

bodies being produced by modern vitamins.

his spare time he worked on'
the back end of his father'S

is

The school board obviously

who

is trying to get even with the
kids for something or other,
if nothing more than the fail-

banana wagon that sold to
housewives in the other kind of
alleys.
The horse was in the
front.

years of trying to deveI o p

come from they have got to
realize the answer to No. I

The answer, of course,
Slichenmyer, the man
rescued them from a

one -

room affair with outside facilities and placed them in mar-

He once caddied 36 holes

Some day the kids deserve

pins double. You know, in two
alleys at once, before they invented automatic setters. In

checked, but if they have gotten this far into the semester

ever.

row.

is the endearing nickname our
leader has acquired during his

apple -

No. 3 choice is not so wellknown. He is Eddie Burns who
was .a left-hander when all the
kids on the block used to play
right field- is out.
Eddie is
famous for another feat, bow -

should allow

board

ness the

All the youngsters may not
be

tickets for the prom train ride
to Rockton. Why else would
there be blanks for choices

Slichenmyer is going to have
to be spelled out. In all fair-

of the new high school.

by Frank E. Von Arx

ure

Sammy
for No. 2.

to provide complimentary

is

a

sure

in -August.

Double.

You

know, that is when you follow
two golfers headed in oppo-

That was in

the days before electric carts,
even before the wheeled carts
4

That was back in the days
when golf bags were made with
real leather. If the kids had
paid attention in history they

would have known Sammy and
Eddie.

winner

Slichenmycr, of course, everybody knows.

4.3,224.0

Vantage Point
One of the biggest points of
contention in the Tom Novotny
- Eugene Schlickman race for
committeeman

in

Wheeling

township is whether a committeeman should also be a state
representative.

Novotny claims, "one man,
one job."
Schlickman counters that
holding party and public of -

. . .

by Jack Vandermyn

lice can be a strength, not a

of the Illinois senate, says a-

weakness.

actually. allow

bout the controversy.
"I see nothing inconsistent
in one man holding a public and
party office. In my experience

spend more time as committeeman. In my opinion it can
also mean a stronger, more

Backing Schlickman's views
are those of several party
leaders in

the GOP, most of

in politics this is often a

whom hold party and public office.

effective

HERE IS what W. Russell

the Cook County Central Com-

-Arrington, the outstanding Republican

president

local

person

to

organization."

ny's support and who is running for state treasurer as an
example.

SCFLICKMAN contends Fulle, Maine Township's

that' Novotny is demonstrating
several

inconsistencies

in

his

mittee, puts it this way, "Be- campaign by supporting Reing a state representative can publicans who hold party and

pro-tem

He points to
Harriw Rowe, who has Novotpublic office.

Schlickman points to Floyd

strength, not a weakness."

Tim Sheehan, chairman of

a

GOP

fective

"We've called some of the '65 models back for safety

ef-

committeeman

ad justments."

and a member of the County
board as another example of
people

holding

successfully

Still another example is Bill Erickson and
there's Ed Kucharski, just to
mention a few prominent Redual posts.

Committeeman Candidates Have Say
Eugene F.

Thomas W.

Schlickman

Novotny

The

Township

Committee-

supervises the precinct captains -- the volunteer men
and
women
who
represent
their party in the neighborhoods and whose activities

sitions gives to the party's
local leadership -- at a time
EUGENE F. SCHLICYMAN
when they arc most needed.
Consider what Tim Shee- than anyone has before, or
han, Chairman of the Cook than my opponent could.
County Central Committee,
A Committeeman is the
had to say at a recent luncheon leader. He must set the tone
of the Suburban Republican and image of the Party. He
Committeewomen:
must establish the objectives
"Being a State Repreand standards for Republican
sentative can actually alactivity locally -- but in colow a person to spend
ordination with the Party in
more time as a Committhe county, state, and nation.
teeman. In my opinion it
By his leadership, the next
more

effective

local

or-

ganization."
For ten years --since grad-

Committeeman must

able
and prepared to draw all Republicans together to join in
be

the common effort and to maxuating from law school -- I imize citizen participation in
have worked in the Republi- the Republi.xin Party. By our

can Party locally. First as a campaign, already we have
block worker, then as a pre- drawn together in a common
cinct captain and area chair- effort Republicans who differed
man, as Township Chairman of previously.
Furthermore, we

the Republican Citizens

have attracted to active parLeague, and as one of 59 Re- ticipation citizens who prepublicans elected to the State viously were contented
to
Legislature in the 1964 at - vote Republican but who now
large election.
I was twice are speaking and working Re-

elected
as
Village
and was Arlington

Young Man of the

Trustee publican.
Heights'
At the beginning, I vowed a
Year in positive and forward approach

1960.

I know Wheeling Township.
its people and its needs, its
potential and its challenges.

Unlike my opponent, my office is in this Township, and I
will not be a "commuter Committeeman".

I

and to do nothing that would

ganization demands.

committeeman owes youi fulln

NW peg _Whet major Re-

time attention
problems.

publican

The
tions,

to the party's

require 20-30 hours per week.
The

representative's
functions now require attendance
at sessions in Springfield at

least 77 days each two years
. . plus the endless hours of
preparation a good legislator
spends.
Both Republican and
leaders

have aannual session,

greed on an
and it may pass.
plus days per year.

That's 77

My opponent has chosen to
seek both offices. If he is elected
fer.

to both, both will

en-

ity.

dealing

with

the

ship

who

believe

that

the

party groups, and citi- Schlickman - Novotny race is
zen groups. My opponent, a- a continuation of the Scott gain, has had no comparable Percy feud in Wheeling Townpress,

ship two years ago.

experience.
In the area, of fund-raising,

I was instrumental in the creation of the

"dollar -a -voter"

AGAIN, we question the benefit of the blanket "endorse-

Committee Chairman ommendation of Tom Novotny,
The same BGA
he had ever seen. My oppon- turned around and endorsed
ent has not had comparable Schlickman for state repre-

Miller as the most ambitious for example.
experience.

suf-

sentative.

Yet these are the functions
of the committeeman!

This would indicate that the
BGA favors one man, one office.
Not so, apparently, because

other

candidates

who

I am seeking the one politWould yol elect a village hold party office and are seekical job of Republican towning public office have been enship committeeman. My sup- trustee to the school board?
Neither job dorsed by the BOA.
porters feel that my experi- Of course not!
And one metropolitan daily
would be well done.

student

self with the group Mr. Von
Arx described, I say to you,
kid, I don't need you.
Every country needs

far gone that the cars in the
lot were newer and
more expensive than those in
the faculty lot, even then.
But if you drive your

red

convertible down my street at
40 miles per hour, then, kid,
I don't need you.

the

challenging idealism of youth.
We need the courage, the daring of the young.

No one begrudges you the
advantages your parents have
worked hard to give you. Enjoy them, by all means. I did.
But if you are sitting around figuring out how to beat
the draft, I don't need you.

ent has had none.

As western townships campaign chairman for Congressman Rumsfeld, as a statewide
for Percy
a township

chairman

ent.

recently

endorsed'

teeman, I have had experience
in depth in campaign man-

agement. My opponent has no
similar experience.

have had significant experience in political public
I

My husbandtvoluntecred four

bills

or

shoulders

bur-

majority of today's
youth are concerned, challenging and progressive. We know
this, and we need this. As for
the few, if the motorcycle boot
The

fits, wear it.

Kathleen Connolly

Editor:

a master's.

my

dens.

need you,

doesn't have time to work on

i I.

race was Graham.

teeman?

us

this

nication.
We have been able to soft -land a gadget
on the moon, controlling it all the way

from stations on Earth. Now that it is
there, we can aim its camera in any direction we please and receive the pictures it takes via television.

tougher and establish
contact between parents and children?
Not that some parents aren't getting
along fine with their youngsters.
We
keep hearing rumors that this sort of
thing is happening again and again.
It's just that in many homes parents
and children are not only on different
wave lengths but are practically living
in different worlds.

want to take this opportunity to express my sincere
I

appreciation

for

the

interest

If you think the world owes and strong support your staff
you something because of its exhibited during our recent
troubled state, kid, I don't campaign for capital monies,
need you. I grew up with the which was successfully combomb too, and no one pays my pleted on June 4.
There is

"I may be some kind of a nut," one

Do you, too, ever wonder -*

If the fiends who fancy -wrap every-

thing we buy can't open the

packages

either?

If the guys who write and put up
highway
car?

directional
all

these

signs

folksy

ever

drive

a

commercials

on ugly pimples, bad breath, body odors,

the drip, drip, drip of stomach acid and
the woes of constipation have to come

Girl's Dream
Come True

munication with your news-.
paper to continue to carry
public information to this

Editor:

Thank you very much for
putting my ad in the paper.

port which we have generated
to date. We have a big job a-

bike.

community in order that we An hour after the paper came
may maintain the same sup- out a man came to buy my,
It was a dream come truel
Since I was so lucky I
head of us in completing this
sizable project, and we hope would like to put another ad
in.
Maybe this one will sell
to enjoy., your support in the
ful planning. u

personal

example

they

set;

try

harder

firm, but reasonable, discipline,
no matter how much courage it takes.
This may sound pretty corny, but it

works pretty well, most of the time, in a
few families we know.

If enough of us gave the formula a real
hard try it might solve a lot of problems.
Juvenile officers trace much of today's
delinquency to the lack of parent -child
communication.
They say such things
as reckless
driving, show-off behavior,
and other attention -getting antics are

Revenge
Why

I want you to know that we
will welcome constant com-

future as we continue our care-

Ono suggestion made is that parents
from their children -- and earn it by the

teen-age boy apologizes, "but I kind of the result of poor relationships at home
like parents."
-- a lack of recognition in the family
On the other side of the fence, a fath- circle and a lack of discipline, respect
er admits forlornly.
"I just can't get and a pattern for living.
through to our boy. He thinks I'm some
Yes, this formula might solve a lot of
kind of a zombie. If I told him two and problems. But we would have to work as

Thanks once again for ev- at mealtime?
the strong influence which you erything that you have done
* If the double -talkers who write the
and your organization exerted for us.
Please feel free to
directions
for
assembling
during this public information call upon me if I can be of any "simple"
that
come
program.
disassembled
are
However, I feel service to your organization.. things
sure
that your newspapers
Robert E. Lahti just showing off or deliberately trying
were a prime factor in proto make us feel stupid?
favor of this program.

Perhaps we need a simple homemade
recipe to relieve the situation.

to understand the kids, even if it means
spending more time with them, and ex-

even

ing
partisan
political
endorsements. This, despite the
fact that village administra-

to estimate

moting a three-tolone ratio in

courses.

And the moon is 238,857 miles away.
Wouldn't it be great if we could do ercise

And it is also interesting to
to note that village presi-

tion is supposed to be "nonpolitical and non-partisan."
Tuesday, it will all be hisThe loswers will cry
The Better Government As- tory.
sociation recommends my e- deal and the winners will
lection. I would like your vote smile as they look ahead to
on June 14. It is a critical November and another "run
for the votes."
vote.

no way for me

JP

age of scientific achievement, tions are getting biggei and better, the
man has made great strides in commu- family circle seems to be flunking both
In

dents in many areas arc makpledge to serve four years

If

,11;1..1,11/./11.;

si

Assn. . endorsements

Then why elect a state
representative to be commit-

I

VIM ,111

011,/111 /1.11

hard to make it work as we do to put oIt seems unfortunate that in an age ver a business deal or to break 80 on the
and the BGA's choice in the when communications and human rela- golf course.
ernment

man for Houser for commit- icated full-time attention.

A Big
Job Ahead

myB.A.andmyhusband

s Communicate

Bob Atcher for state representative over John Graham,
the incumbent. This, in spite
of the fact that the paper usually follows the Better Gov- two make four, I'd get an argument."

If you are going to graduate
school so you do not have to
go to Viet Nam, kid, I don't
I haven't finished

et9

newspaper

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
In regard to Bruce Hub bard's letter, printed June 2:
Bruce, if you classify your-

News Editor

Would you hire a plumber
As current president of the
Regular Republican Club, as to fix your roof? Of course
founder and first president of not! The qualifications for the
the Republican Workshop, I two jobs arc entirely differ-

tion to the needs ,and demands

An Answer
To Kids

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

ence qualifies me for it.

have had township -wide leadership experience. My oppon-

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kledalsch

Take the BGA rec- something

tioonal

for Governor, as
as committeeman and ONLY
coordinator for Goldwater for as committeeman. Our local
president, and as area chair- party is sadly in need of ded-

years of his life in service of
his country. My days at Arlington High School are not so

Thursday, Juno 9, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

ments" that precede every e-

effort described by then Na- lection.

'project

Because of the Republican Party, I ofI work in the Township, I am fer my candidacy for Townhere sixty percent more of the ship Committeeman.
And
time than is the average corn- respectfully solicit the support
muter.
The Committeeman's of ALL Republicans in furposition is not a full-time. job, thering the strength and sucbut I'll spend more time at it cess of the G.O.P.

was

There are those in the townrelations,

.

Democratic

candidate

dorsed by the required major-

THOMAS W. NOVIYINV

committeeman's funcproperly
performed,

Page 4

(and

group.
And
interesting
because
Charles H. "Chuck" Percy
failed to gain the support of
,W4hepiing, Tassvnship club

bring comfort to the other
party. We have succeeded.
As a ten-year worker in
the Party, a record of positive,
constructive
activity,
broad -based interests and a-

will be avail- chievements, and as one who
can give the time and atten-

able to provide the constant
leadership that political or-

were

for endorsement from the YR

lican party's problems at the
local level. Y,oua Republica*

combination of these two po-

Hesse

Schlickman
for committeeman as well)
by the Wheeling Township
Young Republicans.
Interesting because it requires a two-thirds majority

Your township is growing
fast ... and so are the Repub-

strength and effectiveness the

Robert W.

resentatives

problems.

I am running for Committeeman because of the added

"Honor the original dreaM by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

us

endorsed 'for the house of rep-

representatives owe you
full-time attention to your

his bulwark of strength.
As a State Representative,

can also mean a stronger,

and

state

provide to the Committeeman

Zbe Protipert 3Dap

are

to note that Eugene Schlickman

that is the issue in this campaign.
Your third representative
district is growing fast...and
so arc its problems.
Your

party leader. He, in turn, attracts,
selects,
trains
and

who

IT WAS interesting for

ONE MAN - ONE JOB:

man is the only elected local

publican politicians
in the two job class.

in one hour this time too.

Debbie LaMantia

Do you, too,
characters ---

ever

wish

that

these

Had to open packages all day long
without using
bar,

chisel,
language?

Or try

a

saw,

knife,

scissors,

crow-

TNT. or unprintable

to interpret their own traf-

fic signs at night or in rush-hour traffic?
Or try to enjoy dinner with that
stomach acid splash, splash, splashing
all over the place?

Or try to put together something
that "a five -year -old boy can assemble
without tools?" (Your problem is that
they forget to send along the kid.)
Just let those sadists try to do all
that, and see what happens

we hope.

Kin Under the Tin
Owners of Volkswagens-not to mention Ford, GM, Chrysler and American
Motors products-can hold up their heads
again. Auto industry critic Ralph Nader
has now 'let the air out of the tires of
nothing less

than the prestigious

Rolls

Royce.

These S18,000 to '50,000 luxury cars

are not only "overrated and overpriced,"
says Nader, but they have poor door
latches as well.

Sorry to hear that about the Rolls.

Well, not really.

In fact, every time we

slam the door of our own poor man's
buggy, we feel pretty good about the

whole thing.

..teksir

Art Of
Admiration

r1,
'716711111i

Sue Amon, daughter of artist John Amon, admiring first place award winning

Stada Baltran, Barbara !Reg and Hrs. Ruth Baskin Swem

watercolor entitled "Jamacla Wash" at Mount Prospect 6th Annual Art Fair.

Caryn, daughter of Mr.

Eighty Five Exhibit In Prospect Art Fair
Mount Prospect State Bank
was held at the village garage

awarded first blue
ribbon award and 525 to John
Amon. Amon has been a resident of Mount Prospect for
over 18 years. The title of the

Sunday. More than 85 artists

winning

exhibited.

in Jamaica on

The

sixth annual art fair
by the Mount

co -sponsored

Prospect Art League and the

The judged, Estelle Fedelle,
Jones and William

Dvorak,

watercolor,
a

executed
recent trip,

is "Jamaica Wash".

Winslow

THE SECOND place ribbon

and cash winner was Gerald Mitchell of Mount Prospect,
Pond for his oil painting en- for her oil painting "Blue

bers

Prospect Heights.

NEW OFFICERS of the Art
League include Gideon Haynes,
president; Spencer Hallberg,
president; George
vice
Larsson, 2nd vice president;
Mrs, Fred Buhrke, secretary
and Mrs. Spencer Hallberg,
treasurer.
Chairman for the coming

THE UNUSUAL mosaic type

1st

Swern, of Mount Prospect was
made of discarded pills from
a local pharmaceutical firm.
The winners of the door
prizes announced by Mrs. Dale
chairman,
exhibit
Hunter,

non, program; Mrs. D. Hunter
and Mrs. E. Bieg, exhibition;
Mrs. Stanley Anderson, hospitality; Mrs. Daniel Congrevc, membership; and Mrs.

Plaines; Mrs. Steven Ellenberger, H. Boghossain, Mrs.
R. Hall, Mrs. Dyke Firth,
Mrs. W. Hollensteiner, and

E. Todd, publicity.

Meetings are held the first

Mrs. G. Ackley, all of Mount

Women's Editor

1

Graduations are taking place in grades from Kindergarten through High school in the area. The strains of
"Pomp and Circumstance" will mark the commence:
ment of many outstanding women graduates. The valedictorians of three of our area high schools, for they
personify beauty, educational achievement and attain-

Dettman,
Ronald
Prospect;
Heights;
Mrs. P.
Prospect
Slown, Glenview; and Mrs.

Tuesday of the month at the

William Stirling, California.

p.m. and will begin in fall.
Anyone interested in joining
may call Mrs. Congreve at
CL 5-7881.

were

Refreshments

with Mr.

Mount

served

Hallberg of Park Ridge, memKA1111Y FARLEIGH

ment of social success as well,
Jeanne LaBandt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond LaBandt
of Prospect Heights, is the valedictorian of the class of Wheeling High School. Since, this is the first graduating class of the

,"7".77.7",'"

Prospect

Community

Center, Chestnut Room at

Mrs. Spencer

and

...4

year will be Mrs. J. McKin-

were Mrs. R. Westgard, Des

BY DOLORES HAUGH

,

Hapke,

Beverly

exhibit by Mrs. Ruth Baskin

Girls Star
In Graduation
Ceremonies

of the Mount Prospect

gus and Mrs. Edward Bieg of

Third place ribbon and cash Christi Hansen and Ann Heraward went to Mrs. Robert bach.

The Day's Prospects

by

The exhibit chairmen for the
fair were Mrs. Edward Fer-

Those receiving honorable
a member of the Countryside
art League, Arlington Heights, mention included Emmet Corand a member of the Pallet ley, Richard Westgard, Nancy

Hotchkiss,

and fossils exhibited
Robert Layman.

Art League as chairmen.

titled "Old Walton." Pond is Branch".

and Chisel Club of Chicago.

and Mrs. Jack Mills, Mount
Prospect, examines jewelry

8

ji
William Dvorak, John Amon, Winslow Jones and Estelle Fedelle

:17

ELNIFSTWEt7..KErlek..,..TilangrEagrairialard.i.T.

St. Peter Youth
In Play

,

'school it is a double honor for Jeanne.

Among the honors Jeanne received was a $6,000 Alumni
Scholarship to the University of Denver. She is the only straight

class at
, School.

Forest

View

High

Linda received one of the two
scholarship awards from the
Helene

Bristol Awaid, and a

year scholarship to Northwestern University. She also
:won the vocal music and Rus.4

.sian award.

BAR BAR A BARTLEY,
High

dictorian,

is

School

vale-

the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Bart-

ley of Mount Prospect. She received a $4,000, four year schol-

arship awarded by the Royal
Neighbors of America, American Beauty Camp 7443, Chica-

go, and will enter the University of Illinois in the fall.

Her other awards include a
letter of commendation from
the National Mcrit Scholarship. Barbara is a straight

"A" student. She belonged to
the Future Homemakers Club
and Spanish Club.

the cries of delight, at the last
minute score. It is the tears
of defeat, parting of friends
and making new ones. It's losing the position of upperclassman, and taking the new standing Frosh. It is the beginning

JEANNE LA BANDT
--,'"..",1111

day.
the

do with your emotions as your body functions, because science now knows that emotions can strongly affect physiology.
First hint for hot weather
the answer to suffering from
comfort, then, is keep calm.

Prospect,

was
Homecoming
Knighistime Queen last fall,
candidate for Christmas Ball

Avoid
emotional
particularly anger
ry.

Queen in her freshmen year
and a member of the Prom

Board and Ski Club.

BARBARA BARTLEY

col-

Schools. The

i

library will be

chin G. Lewis and David E.

A consoling item for summer
mothers laments was printed in
the Busse Banner Newsletter
to parents. It listed the "Be Attitudes" for Parents as:

Lewis graduated
Schlaver.
cum laude.
college
of business
The
digranted
administration

plomas to John C. Devona and
James L. Starshak.

Lewis, who has been president of the Notre Dame student body the past year, has
received a grant for study at
' Syracuse University.
Schlaver will be working
this summer as an editorial
assistant on Ava Maria, a

weekly magazine published at
the university. He will begin
'studies in theology this fall
' at Holy Cross College in
Washington, D.C.

is

the

mulberry

leaf

becomes

silk.
4.

Be firm - A sense of

security is
sure guide.

engendered by

a

5. Be kind - A kind heart
a foundation of gladness,
making everything in its vici-

take

test weather -- but make sure

activity,

st.ssyr-We,

THERE'S STILL
TIME .

. .

to plant them
Geraniums

1. Be loving -- A sure love
the foundation of stable e-

3. Be patient -- Patience is
power; with time and patience

pickups,

Petunias
Salvias, ate.

LINDA MEYERS
nity freshen into smiles (Washington Irving).

Special Potted Rose 13uShes $1.50 & up

Be understanding - Let
no man judge another until he
has walked two moons in his
6.

uioe!.4-gtoweiq

moccasins.

Be proud -- you are a
co -creator with God, Himself.
8. BE humble -- in your
7.

hands is a soul that will live

for Oernity.(IPT)

latest

success

is

HOUR& Dartng

pludnir

owe', Mon. Usna Frt

8 p.a.;

eat. s am. &SO
gue.; OWL 10
to I t30.

AND GIFTS, INC.
.Elm St & Evergreen Ave., Mt Prospect
Phone 259-2210
block

snot of weir tower

the

The show is a musical writ- Broadway musical, "110 in
ten
for small theaters off the Shade."
Tickets may be purchased
Broadway. It is a spoof on the
standard

boy-meets-girl

sa-

THE CAST
consists
of
Tom Ewert as the Mute; DaWeinrich,

vid

not blessed with an air con-

ditioner, so try to spend the
hour before bedtime with a

cool, sugarless or nearly sugar -free drink.

Wash or rinse your wrists,
hands, feet and neck whenever possible. Take time from
your household routine to pat

from Mrs. Ruth Vogcler, CL
5-6385.

ga.

narrator;

Lin-

da Piepenbrink, the girl; Nick
Kelly, the boy; Al Neukuckatz,
the girl's father; Jim Rati-

St. Alphonsus
Woman's Guild
Installs
St. Alphonsus Womans Guild

eke, the boy's father; John
Laue, the old English actor,

held their

St. Paul's To
Host Services

rant.

St. Paul Lutheran church will

spring luncheon at

the Arlington Carousel Restau-

New officers for the year
were installed. They are Mrs.
P. E. Harkins, president; Mrs.
S. Zalesky, 1st vice president;

your face with a cool astrin-

host

gent lotion at least every hour

for all Lutheran graduates of

in hot weather.

Forest

View, Prospect and
Wheeling High Schools on June

Baldacinni,
recording
secretary;
Mrs. Donald Warner, trea-

10th, 7:30 p.m.

surer; and M

START your day

as

early

Baccalaureate

services

Mrs.

A.
president;

The graduateS of all Luthernoon nap - even for a few an parishes are being invited

Mondus,

Mrs. A.

2nd

vice

P.

RobertPiorek,

as you can, then take an after-

minutes - if possible. People as well as
of hot countries have been and friends.
taking

for

siestas

centuries,

and there's logic in their habit.

make sure you're
not attracting heat with dark,
Finally,

fabrics
for summer wear are pima,
batiste and Madras.
Select
patterns
in
predominately

tight clothing.

Ideal

light colors;, the 'darker ones
absorb more heat.

parents,

World's finest Prime Rib

families

Recital
Miss

Jinnie's School of
Palatine will conduct its first recital at 8 p.m.
Dance

in

Saturday, June 25 in Cutting
Hall of Palatine High School.
Students aged 3 to 13 will
perform tap and ballet dances
to the music of the "Nutcracker Suite."

BRING THE FAMILY TO THE

4.

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid, Arlington Heights
Dinner
Luncheon
Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400
'M/10,1'111l..

3,F rlaAgriritS,asixi,:r

programs

motions.
2. Be cheerful -- Optimism
is contagious.

is

cutting

`,"

b le

conducting reading
and storytime.

quick

cury zips over 90, don't make than a tub bath, require less
yourself do every errand and effort.
IF YOU don't have air conscrub every floor.
Remember that life goes an even if ditioning, cross - ventilate
Placed at
those
corners aren't
spot- rooms with fans.
the floor level, fans can be
less.
BESIDES

d r e n. The

lege

of arts and sciences
were Gerald G. Erbach, Min-

Slow your pace on muggy

cut calories as well.
The they are adequately screened
more calories you consume, and covered to protect young the more heat is generated by stets with exploring hands.
Sleeping in hot weathei al your body.
Obviously, starvation isn't ways is a problem to persons

churches are helping, too, in

planning Vacation B

omit rich desserts and
heavy, starchy dishes. Serve

quite effective even in the hot -

large

of "What can I do?".
The park district has provided an extensive program
I

surprised

tail activities.
sponge baths with water or alSummer
extremes should
cohol.
They take less time
do the same thing. If the mer-

She is and will remain in the

memory of her fellow graduates a true "Queen Kathy".
Her character is expressed

little c hi

be

you

For

with

but you'll

how much better you'll feel if

your family plain meat dishes
without gravies and rich saushould remember how winter ces. Try main dishes of cool
salads and serve ice tea ins t or ms and cold weather
sometimes forced her to cur- stead of hot coffee.

of the Student Council, Class

for

heat,

extremes,
and wor-

days. If that sounds ironic to
the busy young mother, she

court.
She has been a cheerleader,
Rythmette, officer and member

families, now that summer is
here, are anticipating the cry

commencement exercises Sunfrom

I

Kathy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Farleigh of Mount

'

If the first blaze of summer heat caught you unpre-

pared and left you in sticky misery and a hate -the world mood, try a few cooling tips proven valid by
medical studies.
Some of the suggestions given by scientists have as much to

emotions and memories.

MOTHERS

Five students
at
Notre
Dame received their diplomas in the university's 125th

Grailuating

is a composite of many events,

in her comments. When asked
how it felt to ride as a queen
on a float, she replied, "it was
cold".

Five Grads
At Notre
Dame

.

It is the cheering at the games,

eran Church, A r I i ng t on sical arc by Tom Jones; muHeights, will be presented at sic is by Harvey Schmidt.
8:30 p.m. June 17, 18, and 19. Their

Too Hot? Keep Calm,
Slow Down a Bit

of a new career. Graduation

Prospect

. Mis,Mr1

Hate the World?

GRADUATION is the culmination of many hours of
study. It is the rushing to
practice for events at school.

Nawrot, as the man
"The Fantasticks," musi- and
production by the New who dies.Jack
Book and lyrics for the muYoung Ones of St. Peter Luth-

cal

FA371.5...17a rMWZMUSIVNEMMISMORrurvAliallMEEMET

was editor of the school newspaper.

ANOTHER PROUD mother
-is Mrs. Jean Meyers of Mount
Prospect. Her daughter, Linda,
will be the valcditorian for the
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"A" student, participating in many school club and language
activities. She was co -winner of the mathematics award and
,best senior math student. She received a bronze medallion inscribed with her accomplishments including the fact that she

Stft
ar /4(
e

COFFEE CUP

10 N. MAIN ST. - RT. 89 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - PHONE 255-9870

WEEK- LONG SPECIALS
STRIP
Southern Fried
STEAK
CHICKEN
8 oz. tender steak
with salad tries, & rolls

$1.29

1/2 chicken with fries, salad, & rolls.

s1.19

Trig BREADED PERCH Fr ies, RollsCoffee 904

ti

1

"="1.%'it'
WW1Air-

errs For rine ;Meat'

NA !O
etranift'

.

use or your Amoy Beck

it

--

I

Mon

O.

a.

I

he C....,

2$42(1,11E.EN

ft STAMPS
Colorado Brand. Corn -Fed Beef

MEATS, GROCERIES er FRUITS IL VEGETABLES
(IocludIno Clgoroii., Wino, Son, & liquor)
Coupoo Expires

""

Son., Juno Illh

NATIONAL

FOOD STORES

Colorado Brand Corn-Fed

BONELESS

At National we consider no sale of our 'VelueWay"
Meats complete until the ,terns purchased have
rendered complete satisfaction

Beef

5'

lb.

ROUND STEAK

Refund or replacement Retorters courtesy way,

Colorado Brand

you ere not fully satisfied ,nth your purchase In
Our Meat Department

BONELESSToi;
ROUND STEAK

89fe

Colorado Brand

TENDER C°rn.Fed Beef
CUBE STEAK . . .

lb.

991

Tasty

TOP TASTE
WIENERS

....

aste

11!bg: 69?
P

1.5951

WICK

II

B.OLOF:IA
lu5.

SPLIT
BROILERS

lb.

HALIBUT STEAK

PORK LINKS

Ib. 79%

. . .

MIcklborry Cook Out

Nt: 6951

WIENERS

1!.79%

II II

10"

Mick',!berry Bulk

495e

savor ma "1""

-7*

,

Frozen Banana, Lemon, Chocolate,
Neapolitan, Lime or Strawheny

Tropical hvit kink

HAWAIIAN

46 -oz.

14 -oz.

can

box

SCOTT
TISSUE

MANOR HOUSE

MORTON
CREAM PIES

PUNCH

Assorted Bathroom

Regular or Drip

COFFEE

1000-ct.
roll

Chocolate
le OH tag

5

PILLSBURY FLOUR

HERSHEY
SYRUP

i:abi;

Enriched Flour

25 it $2.19

Hawthorn Melody Instant

CHOCOLATE
SHAKE

SALAD

SCOTTIES

DRESSING

FACIAL TISSUE

"Choose Your favorite Mix"
CORN MUFFIN MIX
Buttermilk Pancake Mix

Pkg'

1

Extra Large Pitted

WYANDOTTE
OLIVES

16 -oz.
can

10¢.

iig.x.

BIX MIX
1111

10

61/rox.

FLAPSTAX

'11

"Pkg'w. t.

MIG(Ilitfiktak,

I

BRILLO
SOAP PADS
..11

1111

1

200

quart
jar

ct.
boxes

. .

1,

itgaiWtaaataiiiiM
h. co*
0.

nr

L;04.1

GREEN

42(

STAMPS
Ono ibex

STAMPS

... boy OH

LIQUID DETERGENT
Coupon Expintr

One 2.113. Can ... lboular or Drip

'''

Two No, 303 Corse ... Carden Trish

CUT GREEN BEANS

NATCO COFFEE

Sat, Juno 1 I Os pp

NATIONAL

1

GREEN

NATIONAL

*upon Expires

"`NATIONAL

MAt National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS

Sat., lone IIIS

p

Coupon Septros
1

1

1

1

1

1

Sof., tune II* PD

NATIONAL

)1111199970`

till'

11

I

I,.i,

1

,,,,

1,1

I

41i

I,

I.1I, I

I

I

I

p

1

14 a

sr

GREEN

P'

11.'31-114.

Ft STAMPS
With LILTAIO or Iwo portit
FRUITS IL VEGETABLES
!howl_

mow *Min

1E NAN EsIENEs4
.1rn..1:43

?rr-**11**Ititiriitiffirati

-hog has Ile.

-

°utility

I,

(eitkono Cipirettis, Wine, Per,
Coupon bashes

Mgr

Sat.; Jena
3

,

11,,NATIONAI

0

S.

II

er

inlhook.
Jr

HURRY! E
I

WIN! `T'(' $1000
I -lb.

IN NATIONAL'S

'bag

b. 59

BING CHERRIES .
Fresh

a

LEAF LETTUCE

lb.

BONUS BINGO
GAME #71

Lif

RED RADISHES

29?

Game Ends Saturday Night, June
11, 1966. You have until Thursday
June 16th, to claim prizes.

bum 10{

GREEN ONIONS...

bun.10?
Sliced Pickled

16 -oz.

LIBBY BEETS

jar

25f

Choose Your Favorite Cereal
Post Krinkles
Kellogg Special 'K'6,,yl::z
for

Ralston Rice Chex

TOP
'MEAT

,1111111,

New!
Raspberry, Cherry, Strawberry,
Orange, Lemon or Lime

Rainbow Pack Flavors or

Kraft Salad Dressing

HUNT'S
CATSUP

MIRACLE

WHIP

DIET -RITE

TOP TREAT
GELATIN

COLA

3 -oz.

14 -oz.

quart

btl.

IT

jar

pkg.

16 -oz.

I

Plui
Dep.

btls.
(plus deposit)

I
'I

Wagner's Low CalOrie
Farley

Cook Out Sandwich or Hotdog
Hawthorn Monody Stars IL Stripes

1

BREAKFAST
GARDEN FRESH
ASPARAGUS ORANGE DRINK

ICE CREAM
p.

-

1J

SHOWBOAT TOP TASTE BUNS
PORK & BEANS
P1:14

Family Size

ttm
I

II

I

I

I

11.11 111

391i
11 k1,1,111 1.1,111

1

1

51410.1IT.

Low Priced

No.

32 -oz.

300

bd.

I

can

PURR
CAT FOOD

I

1

One 10-os. Pkg..-Any 1.1..._,_ty

Coupon aping'

Sae, lune 11th

I

SS TASILIWAll
111ORCIATT STA
--A/C{1161VMM PIUCID SOWING SPOON
COLD NW rosic.;& SUTTER MITI
Jun S to June II
Cowan Good

,

PD

-

NATIONAL s )1)1)1M71
1

r"---1
1

:-T-1---: ' : - .:7\''

-:. r,---4 -...---

i

.. --...1,----'L6_,---it_.... -.1.1-,..__'

One 3.1b. or longer Borseku Rolled

IDEAL
DOG FOOD

F

CRACKER BARREL CHEESE STICKS

40 -oz.
can

For Your Dog

I /14
Lloalf 0 C4. M CoAut

eon

,

____IL,......_,

NATIONAL

11111111111

p

11 7.

1

11

I

I

1111

BEEF ROAST
NATIONAL
(I

1

III

STIOORCRAFT STAINLESS TAIIIWARI
SCULPTINIA 4 PIECII PI,ACII sEITINO
lurks 6 to June II

Coupon Coot.

Sat., Juno 11th pp

gilimiguloirpoo Empires

rittictclgtlat(Atdat(4Numwm

Ora 13.ot1. Pkg...

Oscar Mayer,

NATIONAL

Sat., June 11th
I I

III

.`,11111111111111111

11111111111111111111'

Ono Vb. or 5-11s, Mar

SLICED BOLOGNA
Coupon Expire.

If

111111

.

CANNED HAM
Sat Joao UM
1)16141M9TY NATIONAL 11111111111111,7::-

coupe. Expkes
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A DI FER

Helen Coryell
Wins YMCA
tate Award
A

to John T. Boyd, President of Right Girl!

Helen
Coryell,
women's Y MCA in Chicago. In 1950,
and girl'; program co-ordi- she joined the professional
nator at the Northwest Sub- ranks of "Y" workers at the
urban YMCA, has been nam- Lincoln -Belmont Y MCA in
ed
"Illinois Area Physical the city. She was transferred
to the Northwest Suburban
Education Director."

President of
Right Girl Temporary Service is well

In 1955, Miss Coryell was
announced at the Illinois one
of two women from IlliYMCA Health and Physical

Mr. John

7.3136.

HArrison

TEMPORARY
BLVD.

in leadership and for the high duties, Miss Coryell has servquality program offered at the ed as president
of the "Y"
Northwest "Y".
Woman's Club and Girls' Sec-

DAILY newspapers, Arlington Day &

.

She is the first woman to
receive the award since it
was first offered 12 years ago by the congress.

Prospect Day record sales were enPane a
Deo Platroa,
11g
Phone 27.

souiloWS

1

This further points out the important roll that a daily newspaper pro-

,

°CI you.
A

9725 South Western

Chkago, IOWA

Photo St 11-6562

retary
cago.

of the Society of Chi-

At Northwest Suburban

Y MCA Miss Coryell heads all
Miss Coryell became in- of the women's and girls' proterested in YMCA work while grams and is responsible for
a member of the Central the "Y" Wo nen's Auxiliary.

joyed for the first part of 1966.

,'Tit
Noontime
32.0......ow«

CHICAGO,

53 WEST JACKSON

nois area YMCAs to attend
the
world alliance centennial in Paris, chaperoning 100

a month's
education directors.
tour of Europe.
She was cited for excellence
In addition to her present

ified columns of the northwest suburbs

60604

Y MCA in 1960.

physical

result of Right Girls use of the class-

SERVICE,
ILLINOIS

was

boys and girls from Illinois
Heights, Miss Coryell was se- at the international
meeting.
lected from some 300 "Y"
The trip included

columns of Day Publication offer. As ,a

Ib

award

Education Congress held in
Springfield on May 20.
A resident of Arlington

aware of the results that the classified

INC.

Coryell's

Miss

T. Boyd,

vides a businessman as well as all
the people in this great growing area
from Parkridge west to Barrington.

MaY 9 1966

Henry

Mr . Richard
DAY
Road
THE ARLINGTON
Arlington Heights 60005

217 South Heights, Illinois
Arlington
and your staff
thank
you
Dear Mr. Henry:
the past.
want to
Henry,
extended to us in
Girl,
Mr.
We at Right courtesies you have
Service, Inc.
Temporary
for the many
Right Girl
for your area.
of 1966 saw
figures
quarter
because
The first previous sales
in our growth
temporary
exceed all
major
part
recruiting
period in
played a
ads .
DAY obtained in this
The ARLINGTON
through your classified
results we
located
workers
of the fine
Girl officeextends
office
a
the Right Hospital)
and part-time
supervises General
the
many
who
Nelson
Luthern
and discuss
Our Miss Jane
(across fromarea to come inpart-time and temporary
Dempster
in
the
at 3200 to all women
through
welcome opportunities available
summer
intereeting
vaoation and
seeking
work.
who are

,,T

.-

and teachers
College students
welcome.
work are most
incerely yours,

Sheraton -Chicago recently.

rtDdr. moil trp
*t

;

bed

"

9f1

Jon

bin,

-4'.
;(1";

Scholarship for
Don A Mount Prospect girl has been awarded a $500
scholarship through the Chicago Flagship Management

,....--

john

Mr. and Mrs. William Bedsworth look on as Donna
accepts 5500 scholarship check from Charles Downey,
American Airlines controller. The award was made to
the Prospect High School senior at a dinner at the

Club of American Airlines.
The award was presented to Donna Lynn Bedsworth, 17,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Bedsworth, 901 E. Council
Trail.
Presentation of the schol- subsequently stationed in the

:43"

arship was made by American
Airlines
Controller
Charles

oyd ,

den

Downey at a recent dinner at

1

the Sheratone-Chicago Hotel.
Donna's father is a meteorologist for the company,
headquartered at O'Hare In-

Tr B/b1

ternational Airport.

IN ORDER to win the con.t

test and scholarship, Donna
prepared a 500 word essay,
"The Challenge of the FuEducators from the
ture."
area, headed by Gerald E.
Master, assistant principal at

1.

GIL root A IBRIC041

0 CALL

Hinsdale High School judged
Donna's essay best of a large
field of entrys.

The staff, photographer of Day, Publication found it Tattier difficult
to catch the manager of Right Girls Des Plaines office manager, Miss
Jane Nelson when she wasn't busy. fie finally had to settle for 'a picture
of her conducting business as usual. This suburban office of Right
Girl is located across from the Lutheran General Hospital at 3200
Dempster on the east side of Des Plaines.

co npany's offices in Nashville, New York and Texas..
He returned to the Chicago
area three years ago.

Stavros
Seeks Good
Showing
Jimmy Stavros will observe
Tuesday's election from a fine
viewpoint. He is a certain winner...certain to be elected to
his

third term

as

Wheeling;

Township's Democratic Corn-,
mitteeman.

The winner was judged not
A native of Wheeling Town.I
only on the quality of the essay but on scholastic accom- ship, Jimmy has lived in Arlington Heights and Wheeling !
plishments, moral character,
and now makes his home at
and school spirit.
A

senior

graduating

at

1210 Hemlock in Mount .Pros -1

Prospect High School, Donna pact.
Jimmy is a "sure thing"!
was a cheer leader her first Tuesday because he is unopI

two years at school.

A member of Prospect High

posed for re-election.

In fact, the only Democratic /
race in . the area is a coursory
ciety, Donna has been on the one foi November Ballot posihonor roll during all four of lion between Rep. Bernard t
School's National Honor So-

MR. BUSINESSMAN

her years at Prospect,

Now is the time to join the new and exciting world that awaits you when you merch7.
andise' your business in the classified columns of The Arlington Day ... Prospect Day.

Day Publications reach more people ... By Far ... Than does any other media

in the Northwest Suburbs.

30ap Publication5,1itt.

Peskin and Rep. Eugenia Chapl

THIS IS not the first prize man.

Donna has won. Her collecBecause he is unopposed
tion began when she was just cities not mean that Stavros will ,
five -years -old.
The City of take a day off Tuesday. He will
Fort
Wbrth, Tex., Civitan be doing his best to see that,
Club presented her with the Democrats make a good showCivitan art award based on ap- ing in the township, despite the;
titudis she expressed through lack of competition on the ball
her drawings.
lot.
Maintaining her early inConcerning his own political'
terest in art, Donna plans to position, 'Stavros said: "Tell
study industrial arts, textile the people that I'm on the baland fashion design at Stout lot and that I will appreciate
State University in Wisconsin. their support and vote. I have

She will also set her sights no competition, but the good
on a degree in education to Democrats that are running ,

.prepare herself to teach.

in this primary deserve all
Donna currently works part- of our support...now and in

The 2irlington map

Profilfert

filarket 31Dap
Reach More Than 62,962 People

:

time in a local supermarket' November.
as a checker. She expects to
"We have consistently workwork fulltime this summer to ed for the people," Stavros
add to her college fund.

IN ADDITION

said. "We are the party of the

to

Donna, people ' and when people need
the Bedsworth's have a 19 - help in Wheeling Township,
year -old daughter,
Barbara, they turn to the Democratic

a music major at/l'exas Wes- party,"
e y a n University in For)
In a' lifetline as an active
Worth.

Her

14-year-ord politician, Jimmy has had many
and many heart at Pros I / High School and breaks and disappointments.
active in-lbotball, 'track and One of his biggest thrills was

brothir. Arthur is a freshman thrills
Boy Scoats:\'`
Bedtritiorth,-- "filtd American

Air Lines in
orologist its

-

being on the greeting committee to meet President Lyndon

as a mete- B. Johnson on his recent speakand was ing tour of Chicago.

J
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A new door broken by an unknown prowler, hangs

Steel : utility room dimirs unused and, rusdag In one of

from Its frame in a Tally Ho apartment.

the partially completed buildings.

Cartons og new screens storm windows and licinerator chute doors gather dust in basement.

Underground telephone cables and lines to each apart-

ment arc in place, waiting for tenants that never arrived.

Tally Ho: Strictly for the Birds
BY GEORGE HAMILTON

Last week The Day reported on the dangers lurking in

JU

the abandoned Tally Ho apartments at Busse and Al-

gonquin Rds. in Mount Prospect, and the village's plan to
tear
the
down
"attractive
nuisance."
Mount
fear

Prospect

the buildings

officials
will cause

injury or death to, some wandering youngster if Tally Ho
continues in its present state.
Earlier this week, The Day

editorially: "It isn't
reasonable to believe that the
people who hold leins on the
buildings wouldn't much rather realize a percentage of the
money coming ' to them than

uidate the company which
Marholds the - mortgage,
shall Savings & Loan.
One of the attorneys, Ed-

it all to. the wrecking
cranes and bulldozers."

serious

stated

ward Bogucki, told The Day:
"We have made four or five

lose

attempts

but

this,

to

no group can

settle
get

The Day has checked with together on it until they know
the lein holders and their at- where they stand legally."
they
and
learned
Another attorney, John F.
torneys
"We are
cept that kind of a solution,
ready and willing at all times
But they can do nothing un- to talk about, it and find some
would be only too happy to ac-

Atkinson,

said:

til the Cook County Circuit kind of a solution so we can
Court rules on a suit to liq- finish the buildings, but_ our

shall

holder said "If they let this
go another winter, they might

a decision on it.

AND PROWLERS
haven't
helped, either. One door that
was broken open last week was

hands are tied until the Mar- block
remains,
the
subSavings case is set- contractors who put up the
tled."
buildings and were never paid
And they all agree that there will have to wait for the outis no one at Marshall who is come of the liquidation suit.
authorized or willing to make
And the status of that suit is
a mystery apparently to every-

ONE OP the lain holders, one concerned. No one is able

Mount

Prospect
Tsolinas,

architect

Peter
told The
Day:
"If there were someone there who could authorize it, we could work out
a settlement and finish the

buildings."

in addition to any other business that might come before
the board, are several ordinances from the Public Health

on Friday, June 17.

and safety commission.

Scheduled

to

be

Prior to adjourning Tues-

discussed,

day

Miss Mariann Crouch,

14,

of 413 S. Yale,Arlington

Heights, died June 7 in Northwest Community Hospital of a
chronic illness.

ordinance would not,
ho ever, apply to the park
at Northwest Community Hos- district's three pools, now
under jurisdiction and regulpital after a brief illness.
Mr. Eichler is survived by ation of the park board.

his widow Ellen M., sister of
William W. Luchring, former
Wheeling Township road commissioner who died April 9.
She is the only survivor.
Mr. Eichler was an electrician
for, Benjamin Elec-

Heights and Mrs. Reba Crouch
of Indianapolis.
Services will be Friday at

years ago.

11

a.m. in the Laugerburg &

Oehler

Funeral

Home,

E. Northwest Hwy., with

2000
the

Rev. Raymond Kellogg officiating.
Burial will be in
Memory.Gardens.

Arthur L. Eichler, 59, of
Lake Zurich died Wednesday
Selling your home?

He was a

past

commander of Mount Prospect
Post

1337 of the Veterans of

Foreign Wars.

Visitation will be today and
Friday at Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral Home, 2000 E.
Northwest Hwy. Services will
be held from the funeral home
at

2

p.m.

Saturday

with the Rev. Robert S. McDonald of St. John United,
Church of Christ, Arlington'
Heights, officiating.
Burial
will be in Memory Gardens.
'

Call our
Woman of the

tric, Des Plaines, for 30 years
prior to his retirement three

chapel

Arthur Eichler

Mrs. Florence Oas

;Dap

heard

Funeral

services

for

noon
Oehler

Mrs.

were held ibis after];
in the Lau terburg

Funeral

The swimming pool ordin-

Home

cago.

She was a resident of

ArlingtonHeightsforll
years.

She is survived by her husband Harry; a daughter Mrs.
Virginia Selan of Arlington
Heights, and one grandchild.
Contributions in the name

of Mrs. Oas may be made to
the Paxton Home for the Aged,
Paxton, Ill.

emeruidedatioatt
70. dun 1966
Outelaatett
We Have A Fine Selection Of Gift

Items For Your Presentations.

KEEFER'S PHARMACY
10 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

CL 5-3220
"Filling Prescriptions Is Our Business"

governments

on

what will happen to the Tally
Ho apartments, or who may be
able to speed up some kind of

this

stumbling

The case is in limbo somewhere and the longer it takes,
the

chance

the

subcon-

weather,

for

one,

less

ing on the ground.
One of the subcontractors

is

Someone has taken out all the
kitchen cabinets that were in
the buildings."
The Day reporter who went
dows

and

incinerator

chute

taking its toll. Roofs are be- covers piled in the basement.
ginning to leak and one lein Some of the cases had been

restricted to use unless an
attendant is present.
The
ordinance
regulates
health and safety standards

and calls for stringent controls
of cleanliness and sanitation.

Trustee Robert Colfer said
he had many quistions about
the ordinance. He said that it
would require a, lot of discussion among the trustees.
OTHER
ordinances
from
the public health ,and safety

broken
into, obviously by
someone looking for items
they could use or sell.

Village

Savings

and

loan

Rain

receivership.

seeping

through roof has begun to damage walls and ceilings.

told The Day that "it's not only kids who arc going in there.

tractors have of getting back into the building found cases
of screens and storm winany of their investment.
The

The elements are not waiting for settlement of Marshall

A pparentlyadventur-

merits

are

either

completed

ous youngsters have been in- and occupied or torn down in
side, too. On one second -floor self defense by the village of
wall there is scrawled "Ger- Mount Prospect.
Whichever it will be dealdine was here."
pends upon which suit the Cook
THE TWO open sewers in County Circuit Court clears
the nearby fields, reported first, the liquidation of Marlast week are still without shall Savings or the condem-

nation of Tally Ho.

Covers.

The fi-

The dangers of the area will nal answer lies somewhere in

stay until the Tally Ho apart - the County Building.

To Paint
Numbers
Numbers on curbs identify"
ing houses in Mount Prospect
will be painted by members
of the village's public works
department.

'Recommendation that the
committee that will be considsi.
ered include regulatory health village provide this service
controls of barber and beauty was made by the judiciary committee and adopted by the vilshops.
Both ordinances have been lage board by a 4-2 vote
Tuesday night.
THERE are several pools prepared and were scheduled
Disagreeing with the judicinow in operation at apartment to be read Tuesday.
Sidewalks in the area of ary committee's recommenddevelopments and it is anticiation that the village provide
pated that the Holiday inn will Kensington between Wilshire this service were Trustees
have a pool that will he open and Wheeling Rds. and along Harry Bruhl and Parker EkBusse Rd. in the vicinity of
to the general public.
the Commonwealth Edison pro- ren.
Bruhl said that he felt the
Included in the lengihy or- perty are scheduled for disboard was infringing upon free
dinance is a stipulatioh that cussion.
enterprise by halting youngall pools with diving areas be
sters from applying for permits to do the work on a freelance basis. The youths generally request Si from the home-

Board
Annexes
School
Site
reading of an

Garbage
Costs Higher
For Village
Because

driver

and

of

increases
in
helper salaries,

the
ed

village has been increasby Barrington Trucking

Co. from $1.41
month to $1.44
month.

unit a
unit a

per
per

with
"Announcement of the cost
the Rev. Donald D. Pritz ofincrease was made at 'the vilficiating.
Burial was in Irlage board

ving Park Cemetery in Chicago.
vIrs', Oas died June 7
in Loretto Hospital in Chi-

Federal

nailed shut over the weekend,
and on Monday another door
had been torn off and way ly-

ance, according to Bruhl, is
necessary because of the increasing number of private
pools.

the cost of garbage service to

Florence Oas, 64, of 905 W.
Elm,

he

'

She is sruvived bY her parRaymond and Marilou;
two brothers David and Jeffrey, and grandmothers Mrs.
Marion Douglas of Arlington
ents

trustees

Harry Bruhl read 'a new swimming pool ordinance. This
ordinance would regulate and
control swimming pools in the
vii age.

44BiaTAIRS,ct-,
Mariann Crouch

night,

and

a settlement of the problem..

Because

Village Board to Discuss
Swimming Pools on June 17
Several items of consideration on the Tuesday agenda
of the Mount Prospect Village
Board of Trustees .were postponed until a special meeting

to say when the case will come
up, who can speak for the state

as well set a match to it."

meeting Tuesday

night.

Scavenger permits for operation in the village were ap-

owner.

First
ordinance annexing the Oliver Wendall
Holmes Junior
High
School site to Mount Prospect was waived at the vilboard
day night.
lage

meeting

Tues-

mediately so that building
permits can be issued.
Request
for the special
consideration was made by

Elk Grove Elementary School
site.
approved

Annexation was
without opposition.

refuse pick-up service through

Court Hearing

tax levy and from general
funds.
Last year, tax levies raised about $21,000 while the
a

cost to the village was about
$130,000. The remainder was
paid mainly
receipts.

from

sales

tax

Aries

K.

Sweis,

of
Chicago charged with the rob-

bery of three suburban gas
stations April 17, waived a
preliminary hearing in Niles
court Tuesday.

they

allegedly

attempted

to

rob an all-night gas station on

PH.

Softy Rectal & Sales Co.
420 I rio,;17,:..,

for permission to paint house
numbers on curbs.

"In the past, there:have been

the numbers on the curbs.

of

"Also, it is noted that some
the requests for the job

come from youths who are
not residents of Mount Prospect," Teichert said.

Teichert said that if house
numbers serve a useful purbe

Vandals Delay

22,

and Des Plaines police when

2554010
For Rental Sales - Service

arc multiple requests by youths

the village should
able to provide the service.

Sweis and Anthony J. Bru-

11,Ple#1.
For The Softest
Soft WOter
Call The Softy:
Number', ..

Teichert said: "Actually, there

pose,

Sweis Waives

no, 17, of Chicago, were arrested
by
Mount Prospect

"sez"

from the
Robert

complaints from citizens who
feel they' are obliged to pay,
even
though they don't want
Meier Rd., was annexed im-

concern,
holders
of the exclusive franchise to
serve Mount Prospect.
The village provides the
-

Trustee

The school site, located in
Colonial Heights just east of

proved by the board for the Dist. 59, owners of the
Barrington

IN THE report
committee,

School. Work
Sand in the motor of a concrete -mixing

machine

stop-

ped work temporarily on Park
View Elementary
Dist. 26.

Other

School

vandalism

in

Monday

night included a wall knocked
down. Board members voted

the corner of Illinois 83 and

6-I to hire protection for the

Illinois 58.

site.

Recommended by the

BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

NOVOTNY
For GOP COMMITTEEMAN
' (Phone 392-7824 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

ONE MAN - ONE JOB

Prospect High School National Forensic League calendar girls are (bottom row
from left): Dabs Lobenhofer, Polly Brothers, and Debbie Travosek, (top row from
left) Merrilee Benson, Charli Kreusch, Joy Meaux, Sue Hagg, Cindi Gosch, Sue
Courtney, Vlarscha Schoenberger and Sofia Andoniadis.

'67 Calendar Girls
See the Birdie Now
Next year's calendar is in Debbie Travosek, daughter of
the works at Prospect High Mr. and Mrs. Leonard A. TraSchool.

Calendar

girls have

been chosen and pictures are
being taken now.

The theme of the calendar is

vosek, 533 S. Phelps, Arlington
Heights.
November's calendar girl
will be Marsha Schoeneberger,

"School Activities," and each
month will feature a picture
of a girl participating in some
phase of student life. The girls
were nominated by their English teachers, and then voted

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-

on by the students.
. Cover girl will

Courtney, 606 S. Pine; Mount
be

Cindi

March will be

represented

by Charli Kreusch, daughter
of Mt. and Mrs. Frank J.
Kreusch,

906

N.

Wilshire,

,Arlington Heights. Polly Brothers daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

503

Woodrow W. Brothers, 220
N. Elmhurst, Mount Prospect

S. WaPella, Mount Prospect.
December will feature a picture of Sue Courtney, daugh-

will pose for April.
Topping off the -school year
will be Sue Hagg and Joy

ward

G.

Schoeneberger,

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy B.
Prospect.'

Meaux, representing May and
June. They are the daughters

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.

Merrilee Benson,, daughter Hagg, 318 N. Russell, Mount
Gosch, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur E. Gosch,' 101 of Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Ben- Prospect, and Mr. and Mrs.

S. Elm, Mount Prospect. Representing September and October, will be Babs Lobenhofer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John F.

Lobenhofer,

108

S.

Albert, Mount Prospect, and

will start off the new Robert G. Meaux, 107 N.
of 1967. Pictured for Evanston Av., Arlington Hts.
February will be Sofia Andoniadis, daughter of Mr. and
The calendar is sponsored
Mrs. E. Andoniadis, 709 N. by the
National Forensic son,
year

Fairview, Mount Prospect;

etague.

fij

It

Grand Slam
Paces Braves
To 12-3 Win
Waync Meier's first - inning
grand slam home run jarred the
Braves out of a two -game losing streak in the Mt. Prospect

Smith

Association
Baseball
Boys'
Pony A League yesterday.
Meier's big blow sparked

League.

the Braves to

a

over the Sox in

seven

Cardinals

This is a plug.

runs

There are all' kinds of things

in

that go on in the. Iworld of
sport that deserve Plugs, but
none of them has it coming

Bronco A

the

Moran clouted
a
bases -loaded triple, and Smith

More than the Western Golf
Association and its pet project,

unloaded a grand slam home

the Western Open.

run for the winners.
Tom Schreiber got credit
for the win, while KeVin
Shea absorbed the loss.
In Bronco B action the

12-3 triumph
a

ness. The win was the Braves'
first of the season.
George Halos, great - nephew
of the Chicago Bears' boss -

Giants handed the Sox a

THE WESTERN
started

ings to get credit for the vic-

tory. Halos was spelled by Joe close

to

perfection

as

Waldo who gave up one hit hurler can by striking out
in his single inning relief stint. of the 15 batters he faced.
Wagner

Bob

Ludwigsen claimed his

started

If you work in an office all

any

week, you should be there because it's time to get rid of

14

your winter pallor and the
cricks in your legs. Medinah

Dennis Core of the Braves drops a bunt down the third base line in yesterday's Mt. Prospect Pony A tilt. Core beat it out for a single, and his mates

the

offers one of the most pleasant

went on to beat the Sox 12-3.

thumped

It
was the Orioles third setback
of the year.
John Schanken and

POREDAY

Casey

the Cards' nine hit attack with a pair of doubRush paced

THE PROSPECT DAY

John

Sullens

struck

walks around.

Tobin's Mobil Service spoil-

League's

best

yesterday, by edging the Des
Plaines crew

kick-

3

-

2

over

Prospect

Heights

Barber Shop in the Rob Roy
Tuesday Night Golf League.

Division

action. Oakton collected seven hits three Allen's pitchers, as they wrap-

ed the Waycinden Boys Case ball Junior League debut of
Des
Plaines
Chiropractors ped up their first win against

Tommy Watkins of the Defroit Lions was the National

Mike Spindle fired a one under par 35 last night to lead
Gunnell's Restaurant to a 7-0

three losses.

in extra

SPINELLE'S par - shattering
performance combined with a
2 handicap also gave him low
net

honors.

Three Rob Roy

Chicago rookie Gale Sayers
was second with a 31 -point four average. Minnesota rookie Lance Rentzel made the
longest return -- 101 - yards

his

their

second

in

Broderick held the losers
to four hits. His own crew
rapped out five safeties.
Underdog, Oakton Lawn , anc1

for a touchdown against Baltimore,,

mates,

two outings, while Rick Row ling was saddled with the loss.

_

Garden Supisty- handedtAlken's
Mens Shot)" its first,' defeat

after that.

Des Plaines got two more
in the third, another pair in
fourth,

the

and

one

in

the

fifth to win going sway. Keith

was not so fortunate though,
bowing to Kirchhoff Insurance

5:45 pm. Junior All - Stars,

Manion' was the winning pitch-

reltididl lstiter, 'and
Wand tie, gave way, to pick

Special, poit-eh.,32.
9,00 p.m. WFLD Sports
Special, Pocket Billards, ch.

er, 04lcff Slater. took
loss:''

m -G. Moran devised
tie gift of Volleyball in 1895. in four outings 7 - 2 in Minor Oldsmar);

WFLD Sports

p.m.

to

appreciate the color that is

a part of a major national
golf tournament.

And

if

You aren't a golf fin when
you go, you might be one
by the time you 'get home.

If you like to get close to
the Western Open

elebrities,

32.
iS

played

tournament always draws the

Last year 562' students attended

Arnold

Palmers and
Tony
Lemas and Jack Nicklaus's,
and it figures to do it again

28 different colleges and uni-

this year. You know Billy Casper will be there, because he
will be back to defend the title

should top 600.

he won last year.

who finish in the upper fifth bf

yet,

but

AND IF YOU are

golf

a

versities
ships.

Evans

on

Scholar-

Next year the number,

WHAT KIND of kids become
Evans Scholars? They are kids
their graduating

class.

Thei -

fan, we don't have to tell you must have caddied at least two
that you

won't see

better

a

golf show in this area all year.

years at a WGA club, and they
must show a financial need fa,

If you arc a professional golf scholarship help. They must alsV
nut, you're sure to be there show enough initiative, intelligencp, and leadership to con\
anyway.
vince a panel of Western Golf;
But most important, if
Association directors that they
you care about kids there
deserve the help.
isn't a better place anywhere for you to spend
They are kids like Mike
Dixon, Alan EI;enstein,
and Tom Hahn of Arlington Heights. And kids like Tom
Neuckranz from %It. Prospect. These are four of the ),.71

from the
Western Open and the Pro -Am
tournament that precedes it on
June 22 will go into the Western
Golf Association's Evans Scholar Foundation treasury.
yekolul r mthoenepyr.oceeds

area

plied to college tuition and room
and board for deserving caddies
who might not be able to afford
a college education otherwise.
The Association has sent lit -

high

school seniors

who have earned scholar-

And that money will be ap-

*4,

ships for next year.

Dixon and Eisenstein will go
to the University of Illinois this,
fall, while Hahn will go to Marquette, and Ncuckranz will attend Michigan State.

A.GE32. OF -WE. A32.umcoom

night.
Second - place Rodewald Dairy
last

by the same margin.
In other matches,

JUNIOR. BASEBALL TEAM,
VIAS Seem NAMED ATIALETE
OV THE WEED farl TUE DAY
NEWSPAPERS.MEYER BEG 'A
HIS 11TO SEASON AS .1146 LEGION

L -Nor

-TEAMS COACH, LEADING 4115 TEAM TO 'AN

8-0 WIN OVER DOWNERS GROVE::
A
%NON ITS OW
AND WENT

LAST N/EA12.. MS
DISTRICT TITLE
ON TO WIN COUNT
REGIONAL. CRAMP -

battled to a 3 1/2 - 3 1/2 tie,
dule.

ROB ROY STANDINGS
Team
Points
Taste
Rodewald Dairy
L -Nor Cleaners
Girder Processing
Webber Paints

-

13'

27 1/2
25 1/2
24 1/2
23 1/2
22 1/2
19 1/2

Prospect

Heights Pharmacy
Howard Metal

19 1/2
18 1/2

Joy -Di
Prospect Heights
Barber

17

C -P Floor Tile
Stone Perforating
Gunnell's Restaurant

15
15

1/2
1/2
1/2

15

I/2

15

-"--

%AEI GLITS AMERICAN LEGION

Cleaners whomped C -P Floor
Tile 6-I, and Girder Pro- .
cessing nipped P r o s p e c t
Heights Pharmacy 4-3. Webber Paints and Howard Metal'

Kirchhoff 'Insurance
Rankin Radio

-s

t

amateur: grey

since

Chick 'Evans started the four
dation almost 50 years ago.

complete

and Stone Perforating topped
Joy -Di to round out the sche-

ch. 32.
8:00

school

this

isn't

TASTEE MEATS continued
- leading pace by
tripping .Rankin Radio 4 1/22 1/2 in one of seven team

with adjusted scores of 34.
Bob Peterson of Prospect
Heights Pharmacy carded a

THURSDAY

erally thousands of caddies

its league

matches

Sports on T.V.

hive to be a golf fan

league's

two closest -to -pin holes. Rolfs
copped the prize on the fourth
and Clancey Kelly got it on the
twelfth.

linksmen tied for second honors in the low net derby, all

Steve Lukc drew first blood
for the Allen's nine by whalloping a two - run home run 41-7-34, while Novel Funk of
in the first inning. But John Webber Paints brought home
Springer matched that blow a 39-5--34, and Chuck Van
with a two - run circuit clout Boxtaelc of Howard Metal
collected a 37-3--34.
return any for touchdowns but er's overthrow. Mike Bro- of his own in the second, and
he did have a 94 -yard return. derick picked up the win for the winners never trailed

off return specialist last sea- innings.
son.
Official N -F -L statisTobin's pushed across the
tics show Watkins returned 17 winning run in the sixth inkicks for a total of 584 yards ning when Doug Wertpay stole
and an average of 34 -point - third base and raced home
four a kick. Watkins failed to on the Chiropractors' catch-

been after you to take them
somewhere different, this
is the place to go. You don't

Virgil Rolfs captured top
honors for the second week in

a row on one of th'e

can put you within ogling distance of some of the biggest
names in sport. The entry list

!If the wife and kids have

Spin ello Sparkles
In Rob Roy Golf
win

Tobin's Gets 2nd Win
In Waycinden Match

Watkins Is First
In Punt Returns
Football

Thursday, June 9, 1966
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out
three and allowed only three
hits to gain the victory, and
Don Trinen took the loss.
and
Jerry
Dick
Moran
les.

there sometime before it

get

dinals ran their unbeaten streak
11-2.

get

closes three days later.

In a Pony B tilt, thc Carthree when the
winless Orioles

will'

sixty-seventh

three course. There are a
hundred reasons why you should

the Braves.

the

the

Country Club's rugged number

11t-

share of The offensive laurels Giants on the winning track
. by rapping out two triples for with a bases -loaded double.

to

for

time on June 23 at Medinah

0 pasting, as Tom Hermanson
twirled a five
inning nohitter. Hcrmanson came as

man, pitched four hitless inn-

Bill

WITH DALE HOFMANN

between 'them to lead the Tigers to an 11-4 win over 'the

five -inning
abbreviated by dark-

contest

in

drove

Prospecting

FINISIAING FIFTH
AT THE NATIONAL

STATE, AND
1

1421.:GIONI

TOURNEY

1,1

IONSMIPS,
IN -ME U.S.
RDEEN,S.

tIce

vex. -

-r

9

44,

TI -1E TEAM WON 42 GAME -6 AND LOST
ONLY SIX, AND FOR MS EFFORTS IN BEHALF
OF ALL BOYS' BASEBALL, MEIER. WAS
SALUTED 80 TI-IE VILLAGE JAYCEES AS THE
RECIPIENT OF 1135112 ANNUAL DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE AWARD LLOYD GRADUATED
FROM ARLINGTON HIGH AND CASZTI-1AGE

COLLEGE.

Athlete of the Week

Lloyd Meyer Is Athlete of the Week
Lloyd Meyer, manager of
the Arlington Heights AmeriLegion Junior baseball
team, has been selected as
the Day's Athlete of the Week.
can

High School and at
Carthage College.
He also
played semi -pro and service
ball.
lingto)n

IN RECOGNITION of

his

Meyer, 34, started his 11th team's fine showing last year,
season at the Arlington Legion the Arlington Heights Junior
helm last week, leading his Chamber of Commerce preto

team

an

8-0

win

over

Downers Grove in the season
opener. Since Friday's' opener his charges have won two
games, giving them a 3-I record going into today's game
with Western Springs.

LAST YEAR Meyer's squad
won the District championship
and went on to county, state,
and

.43

regional

crowns

in

the

National Legion Tournament.

The Arlington Heights team
placed fifth in the final tournament standinVs, posting a
42-6 season record.

tt

Members of the NPrthwest Suburban Y.M.C.A. state

gymnastics contingent are: (first row) Dave Zonsius,
Mike Alten, Jim Cassidy, Jeff Farris, and Gary Morava. (Second row) Robin Mellis, Ellen Friedman, Sue
Cassidy, Stacy Bednar, Joyce Lehner, Nancy Morava,
Kiss Lothery, Caron Cornell. (Third row) Kurt Steuber, Jon Roback, Do Ina Sigfusson, Julie Thompson,

Karen Men, Cynthia Nesvig, Martha Seitz, JoAnne

A salaried member of the

Luzietti, Sandy Gabler, Paul Strozewski, Alan Glaser.
(Fourth row) Karen Brongiel, Mary Cronin, Jan Jensen, Jan Richards, Elaine Moats, Mrs. Ruth McBride.

Ncw York Mets scouting staff,

(Fifth Row) Kris Nesvig, Kathy McBride, Gail Alton,
Kay Nielsen, (Sixth row) Kathy Noonan, Carol Parsons.
Nancy Wilkins, and Ruth Gabler:

Ten Y.M.C.A. Gymnasts Win State Crowns
Ten' local gymnasts brought mediate division for contesthome state titles for the North- ants, age 15 to 17.
west Suburban Y.M.C.A. last)
Mrs. McBride's crew, winweek in the annual Illinois; ners of the Chicago area

championship meet.

championship
sists

The Northwest squad, coach-

ed by Mrs. Ruth Ann McBride,

took individual honors in six
events in the state prep division

for

11 -and -12

year -olds,

this

year, con-

of. 45 members ranging

from age 8 to 17.
".

Leading the local Prep Division

contingent

was

Robin

Mells of Mt. Prospect. Robin
captured the division's ail around crown. Winners in
boys events were Jeff Far-

in the junior competition for ,oys and girls 13
and 14, and 'one In the inter-i ris, Paul Strozewaki and Dave
three titles

Zonsius. Ellen Friedman of
Highland Park, and Mary
Cronin of Arlington Heights
also won titles in the girls'
competition.

division, while Ruth Ann Gabler

Gail

of Arlington Heights and
Alten

of Mt.

Prospect

a

local

product,

him with its annual
Distinguished Service Award
last winter.
His 1952 team also won a

laurels. Glenview's Sue Holyoke also chipped in with a
state triumph.

Outstanding performers in
the midget division for 10 year -olds
and
under were
Nancy Morav,a of Prospect

Heights, Jim Cassidy of ArNasvig of Pekatine,

a

MEYER IS married and is
the father of four daughters.
He works for the family - own-

ed : Meyer Dairy Co., one of
sponsors of this year's
Arlington. Heights Legion squad.

thc

All
sports,

participants in
male

or

female,

area
are

eligible for Athlete of the Week
recognition by the Day, and
readers arc invited to submit
nominations.

I

Established 1926

ACK egavear

district championship, but was
eliminated from the national
tourney at the county level
by Winnetka's eventual national runners-up.

AT
rr

'CADILLAC CORNER
IN MOUNT PROSPECT
"Famous for Fairness"
MOST FABULOUS
FACILITIES
IN THE UNITED STATES
Save as you have never saved before - on the most wanted
used cars in the world - Cadillac Trade -Ins. Remember ...
you buy the fine/A./used cars where the finest new cars ate

It will not cost you any more money to deal with us
at "CADILLAC CORNER" and It will probably costyou less
in the long run. Welook forward to the opportunity of having
sold.

your business very soon!

OUR MAN -

SCHLICKMAN!
for RIPUILICAN COMMITTNIMAN

Service Dept. Open 7 a.m. to Midnight, Mon. thrti Fri.
ALL MAKES OF CARS ARE WELCOME
Quick Service - All Cars - Night and Day

ovi
.A

by Experts in our Body and Paint Departments.

::114t1t411

FREE ESTIMATES

Now is the opportune time to buy your 1966 Cadlllacl Call
Bob White at 392-7400 for a Personal demonstration at your
home or business.

title by taking the all-around

captured honors for the jun- lington Hekghts, and Cynthia
ior girls.

is

Heights office, 217 S:;:,
single candidate Arlington Heights Rd. They
will not affect the selection, may be made anonymously
which is made by the Day's if preferred, and may be nader: I
sports staff.
in person, in writing, or by
Nominations should be made telephone.
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
The Day's telephone num-n:.
Monday at thc Day's Arling- ben is 255-7200.
41::1

for

sented

Olio' Parsons led the intermediate girls to the team

Prospect

Height's
Gary
Morava won the all-around
championship in the junior

Meyer

having played baseball at Ar-

THE NUMBER of nomina- ton

tions

Vic Sealer

Eugene F.
Bchlickroan

OURS TOOT
Jack Walsh
H. 0. Fichte
'Joe Bennett
Howard Hart
Roger Burke Gaylord Wetland
Endorsed by

'1 John Walsb

Ted Pandak
Connie Heltkotter
Mn.., R. (Alice) Horstman

WHIRRING tOWNSHIP RIPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION

MACK
DAILY
9 to 9:30

PHONE 392-6700

"Famous for Fairness"

OPEN SUN.
11 to 6:30

EST. 1926

333 W. Rand Rd.' (Rt. 12)

Mt. Prospect

,*1

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

be

app
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OUT OUR WAY
I SAW WILLIS SLIPPING OUT
THE DOOR WITH A SNEAKY
LOOK ON HIS FACE,S0 I EASEL:,
UP BEHIND HIM AND GRABBED'
THE END OF HIS SLOPPY5HIRTTAIL BEFORE HE 601 -ALL -THE
WAY OUT! PO YOU WANT HIM
FOR SOMETHING? HE'S

NO --I6101 I WAS LOOKING
FOR HI/0,311T I'VE CHANGED
MY MI/612 NOW THAT YOU'VE

PROVOKED A BATTLE
ROYAL! UNLOCK THAT
POOR AMP TURN HIM

LOOSE-BUT KEEP

HIM OUT&

RIGHT HERE'

W)

44.V 9P-5.4

GOSH, IT MUST HAVE

6-9

BEEN A VERY WINDY PAY,

ay rito.

1.1

1

/.1

Olt.

IPA L, NU, 1., 711,

Z.. LIS Po 011

"Just a bite, Herb! I road the other day that if you oat
off another person's plate it's a sign of affection!"

"No, Junior isn't at home right now, but he will be just
as soon as I got this kitchen ready to be tracked up!"

BEN CASEY
LIT

ITS GOING TO BE THE
ROUGHEST THREE
WEEKS OF MY LIFE...

LAST WEEK I OPERATED ON

AN OLD MAN. I WARNED HIM
OF THE RISKS,AND HE SAID,

III

5esa 'RS NOT 50 MUCH
WHEN MI GO...ITS

NOPE, A COUPLE OF NURSES
FELL OFF THE DRAWBRIDGE.

cc. Gil RAM

T

Bo,

11i

to 01/

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

1VaWSE.TISMAKE

5611

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

rill11111Ulletl
A LOT

OF

salsa

NOW "I REMEMBER

WAS
HIS
FIRST
LID

LEANDER THREW YOU A F<NUCKLER, CLYDE .

THE WAY
I'VE BEEN ACTING

SMIRK COLLuM HUNG IT ON HIM AFTER FIRE- FIREMAN
BELT HIM
MAN GAVE UP FIVE STRAIGHT HOMERS IN A
WITH A POOL

SINCE I LEARNED
OF MY...PROBLEM.

6-9
clam.

IT

READIN' ABOUT
FIREMAN'S NEW HANDLE 15 MRS. O'LEARY! IT! DIDN'T

CONSIDERING

CHICAGO RELIEF APPEARANcE/.6MIRK

BOGS BUNNY
WELL, THAT'S C4

HIT!

CUE THE
NEXT DAY

WROTE THAT O'LEARY NO LONGER COULD
DOUSE- THE FIRES
IN FACT, I -LE STARTED
TI-kE BIGGEST ONE SINCE MRS.
LEARY' COW!

WAY CY PUTTIN1

IT OUT:

6- 9

orr

MORTY 5IEEKLE

Animals in
Research

FLYING IN

MY SLEEP?

W. C. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

/ THIS IS OUR MOST

Once again the so-called
antivivisectionists
are
propOsing
restrictive legislation.
Iliey blandly ignore the fact
that all recent progress in
veterinary, as well as human
medicine has been brought

about by using animals in

HOW MUCH

as PERFECTLY ADAPTED
TO THE PRDELEMS
,1/4........
OF TODAY !

IS TWO PLUS
TWO?

slipped disk is very com-

I

FIVE!

HOW
COME

nvE?

:

:

TAX I

:

i

0.

ltela92.

ggf

m.0

II. 6,1, I.

6002 MORNING, RF-MERI. WHERE ARE YOU 60IkiEq

1

I

THE BORN LOSER

The disease popularly known
as

MODERN COMPUTER,

PALLY)

re-

search.

EEK & MEEK

,(2,...

......_.___

6-1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

mon in dachshunds. A few years

ago the only treatment for this
was so painful and so expen-,
sive it was considered best

From Fruit to Nuts

to put the afflicted animals
to sleep and get a new pet.
Then an orthopedic surgeon
in Illinois got the idea that
an injection into the disk of
the
enzyme,
chymopapain,
might dissolve the material

ACROSS

a filbert nut

11 Decree
13 Cylindrical
14 30 (Fr.)

that was protruding from be-

rabbits.

Whe.n

CAPTAIN EASY

it was found
PADDY
ALWAYS
INSISTED UFOs

er of a dog that was about to

WERE ONLY

LATELY HE WAS JUST WHISTLIIP IN
TH' DARK. CAROLARYIR 10 KID MU'
SELF' HE'S IN NO DAN1IER SINCE

MK &KEE SAYS HE CAN'T LEAVE

THEY DON'T EXISTS

INDUSTRIAL E5PIONA 6E1

ILLUSIONS:
NOW PRIDE

AT THIS TIME: IT MIGHT COST
TN' PLANT MILLIONS, THRU

A SPLENDID TIME TO RE
THESE EXPERTS WHO DOUBT THE
EXISTENCE OF OTHER HUMAN
LIFE IN OUR 50LATC SYSTEM..
MUCH LESS FLYING SAUCERS:

WON'T LET HIM

RUN HIDE
FROM ONE

it had been
shown to be safe and effecthave

human

try it on a
without the
laboratory study?

dared to
patient

preliminary

If

the

frequently

heard

of cruelty to laboratory animals are true, why
charges

hatien't the antivivisectionists
brolught the guilty parties to
trial for violation of already
exi4ting laws? No new laws
are:. needed to prevent such
cruelty.

L

A

21 Fish

ruminant

ll

0

12

37 Genus of geese
14
38 Effulgent
42 Genus of
meadow grasses 16
45 Put to
46 Spinning toy
49 Masculine
24 25 26
appellation
52 Undertake

ALLEY OOP

before

ivei And what doctor would

URE

1

Applied to human beings,
tha operation has relieved
thousands of sufferers. Yet

eration

0

A N
A L Ow
22 Highway (al.).1
15 Satellite of
M
N U EN
0
Uranus (astron.) 23 Occupant
0
0
B
C
L
A
R a
24 Vipers
16 Worm
a
A
A
RA
17 Whack (slang) 25 Chief god
e
L E70 ORY
of Memphis
19 Undivided
20 Sweet -flavored 26 Sharpen, as
a razor
40 lypot ietical
46 Melody
nut
28 Perdition
structural unit 47 Sheaf
24 Plant louse
29
Italian
city
41
First
man
27 Removes
48 Saucy
30 Soothsayer,
42 Fleshy pome
50 Consume
31 Small piece
34 Light brown
fruit
of rock
51 Depot lab.)
36 Father (coll.)
32 Proboscis
43 French streal
53 Body of water
39 Palm fruit
44 Handle
54 Girl's nickname
33 Pat oxysm of
anguish
3
2
4
5'
6
7
9
10
8
34 Sample
35 Wool -bearing

ever.

wh6 among us - antivivisectioaists or otherwise -- would
haVe wanted to have this op-

13 Heavy volume
18 Heart (Egypt)
20 Hand part

aa

T

C
A
O R
E
OA
A N A
G H E.
M
A A -r E S
O
aN
Y R A NT

a

to: be successful these doctors
got the permission of the own-

be, destroyed to use their new
treatment. This pet, which had
been paralyzed for a month
was able to stand up 36 hours
after the injection and within
twts weeks was as frisky as

6HOE

L

12 Feminine
1 Georgia fruit
nickname
6 Also known as

tween the vertebrae.

Working with a veterinarian
he. first tried the method on

10 Smooth

Answer to Previous Puzzle
AC
KIS
A G a -r R N E N N E
LLE R T P U

DNE OF 1)4' TRULY
,;-'0ORNYI
GREAT MEN OF M00,):1--STANO Lie
rl
TH' GRAND VVIZERI
MURvisER AN' LET

eveopy
HAVE A GOOD

LOOK ATCHA!

(legal)
55 Handled

16
.

7

18

42

49

5 Strike
6 New Testament
65
book (ab.)
7 Exist
8 Arithmetical
57
cipher
9 British school

19

20 21
1

28

29

30

46

47

48

32

31

56 Humbler
33
57 Lariat
58 Vigilant
35
DOWN
1 Crimp (dial.)
2 Makes mistakes

3 Fruit drinks
41s able

13

43 44

=kir a
L

54

a

THE DAY

Thursday, June 9, 1966

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT ADS
ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
WANT A PET? Easy to care
for. Loads of fun. Guinea pigs

$1.00 each. Call Tad 392-6032
Tad Hanrahan

Eighteen speed Schwinn bicycle for sale. Excellent condition. Many accessories and
spare parts included. Bargain
at $40. CL 5-3657 Tom Cra-

,

High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing
to painting. Your equip. All
types $1.00 an hour. James
Manes CL 5-0682

Two girls 26" Bikes $8.00

each or best offer Ct, 5-4415
Mary Beth Harry
111

Girls Blue 20" Schwinn bike

cellent for conversion to the
amateur bands. Reasonable.

plus training wheels good con-

392-6523 Bob Gallagher.

dition $95.00 new. Will sell
for $20.00 Barbara Schmidt,
CL 3-2485

DRUMMERS ARISE! Lead
drummer in Wheeling re-

sidential band teaches all
drum
styles. Reasonable
rates! CL 3-2644 Doug Schemske

For Sale 1 girl's 26" bike
$10.00 255-3611 Linda Cartier.
For Sale 1 boy's 24" bike
$12.50 Larry Cartier 2553611

CASH

4

1. You name the item
2. Include the price

your ad here. One

Write

word on each line. It's easy.

It's fun, and it's profitable.

Complete: 10 gal. aquarium
outfit - includes- stand, re:
flector, under-graxel filter;

pump heater, graeel, ass't.
aquaKtum decorations. Chuck
Moeller CL 5-4552.

Lee and Scott experienced
near South Side Arlington lawn
service. Call CL 9-4811 or CL
5-2393. we rake the clippings.
Free estimates. Lee Atwater
CL 9-4811

24" Boys Bike in good running
condition. $12. David Winter stein 253-3057.

inch Sears bike,

good

condition, new brakes,

$15.00 894-3779 William Marquordt

cleaner included. $10.00 Gwen
Stoner, CL 9-1079

fur collar. 'Fawn and Country
all weather style - Size 12.
Call Julie 392-4394 JulieTollefson.

Mauro practice flute for sale.
Complete $35.00 or bast offer. Anita Marshall 392-5194

Baby sitting during vacation
751 an hour. Experienced and
reliable. Children's clothes
sizes 6, 12 and 14 on sale
cheap. Maryanne Dowtarz , CL
3-9198

For sale/. Snare Drum one
year old Sears Roebuck $30.

priced from 10 dollars and

down. 259-2788 Karen Williams.
For Sale - Girl's twenty inch

bike ten dollars. 392-9731,

Rhys Williams.

10

new sale price $15.00 Call
after

4:00 o'clock. Donald
MacBride 255-9518.

that no one ever plays? We
had to leave ours when we
moved here. 392-3048 Vicki
Dellacecca.

I will take good care of your
children. I am 12 years -old.
Experience with four younger
brothers. 392-3848 Vicki Dellacecca.

15

Have recently acquired old
clock, directly received from
Ba n g c oc k, Am unusually
game, to

17

barter for same,

Antiquated records of Bach.
292-2676 Steven

18

babysitting Job.
Northwest Mount Prospect.
Experience 501 per hour. age
13. Love small children. Call

CL 5-3129 Roberta Zambo.

Primary piano students want;
ed.by high school student currently studying
at Northwestern School of Music. Will
teach in home. Call: Ken Barr
CL 9-1518.

Depedable babysitter, not a
T.V. watcher four years experience excellent references. Live near Kensington

20

school Age 15. Call 255-0896
Vicki Janda.

'21

Accordion for sale 120 bass

Fourteen year old girl wants
babysitting in Virginia Ter-

race area. One year experience oldest of six children,

$75.00 or best offer.
8970 Don Koehler

CL3-

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sit

ters charge 54 an hour call
CL 5-4706. I'm 19. Jan Oswald.

Boys Schwinn 20" bike. black

and white, also has training
wheels for beginner. $10.00
CL 5-2820 Andy Scaletta

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorporated business
around. Call now. See how
high school gardeners are best
for you. CL 5-4817TomScheffel.

Drummer needed for boys
combo. Eighth grade boys in

for audition time after 6:00.
CL 3-7739 Chris Schafehen

Count wards and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

Lawn mowing, dog walking,
you name it, I'll do it. In

3240, 630 N. Dunton.

ting or odd jobs reasonable

rates. Tom Kindler CL 3-

Ivy Hill only. Phone CL 50718 Steve Weller

COST

sertion in "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.

Baby sitting service in Ivy

Children 3 to 6 come to play school. 2 mornings a week

$1.00 for first child, 751 for
second. Please call Margaret

Hill area weekends and summer months. 501 hour 751
after midnight. CL 5-0718,
Karen Weller.

McFarlin CL 3-8690

Toys and games for sale.

mer. Call '437-1689, Denise

Enclosed is $
Name

Five to. 50 cents. Call CL 52067 - 2606 Fremont Street,

Capable teen-ager available

for baby - sitting on Saturdays, after school and sum-

City
- State
Phone

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON DAY
217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.

Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200

tables for sale this summer
near Scarsdale area. Phone
CL 9-0841, Doug Everhart

392-1681

Castro 824-7224.

or Terry

Industrious High School boy
to begin work at beginning of
August. Will be 16. Has some
electronic background. Call
CL 3-3240.

Arlington Heights Boy wants

full or part - time job. Capable and ambitious. 16 years
old. Available June 11th. 2595872. Gary Danhof

15 year old Junior attending
St. Viator desires work. Mark
Burchill, CL 3-2469

-

Child Care and Mother's help-

er. Age 14. Three years experience, references, reasonable rates, available anytime
after school. Barbara Zaker,
CL 3-1721

Babysitting jobs wanted: Ava-

ilable for daytime and early
evening jobs, until midnight
Experienced with young bab501

an hour. Beverly

Matre, 392-1456.

"Stingray" Bicycle. Exc.
Cond. New bearings and new
bert Bauer 392-1144.

FOR SALE: 027 and HO train
equipment. Will sell anything engines, track, landscape,

table, etc. Call CL 9-0841
today, Greg Everhart

St. George bass guitar with
case, cord, and strap. Four
$75.00. Call after 6 P.M.3925126 Mick Oates

Girl, 13 years experienced
cradle and upwards. Oldest of
five. Day, night. Own transportation daytimes. Any area.

501 hourly. Susan Wojtkiewlcz
CL 5-8429

Part Persian kittens.

Long

trained call evenings or all

day week ends 259-3091 Linda
Rominskl

condition. $37.00 Joseph Zander CL 5-0678

All wood, varnished go-cart.
Excellent condition, a motor

Graduating

honor

student

needs money for college. Age
18, typing, filing, babysitting,
ironing, etc. Experienced.References available 392-0103
Linda Lewis 392-0108
Lawn Mowing reliable experienced. My equipment Busse
School neighborhood. Fred
Witbrod CL 5-0503
YARD WORK WANTED by

capable fifteen year old boy

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196 Steven Magerl
High school girl eager to help
house -wife with her ironing.
Call: CL 3-1162 Sydney Karl

and stand. 1 year $40. Olds
Trumpet good condition $75.
3/4 size violin cheap. Atwater CL 9-4811, Mark Atwater

dition. Mute Included. $50.

ery boy, gas station att.office
clerk, mail boy, file boy.

Charles J. Herrmann FL 89131

Girl Rythm guitarist looking

Baby sitting - North Arlington, afternoons, evening 10
yrs. old. Call Jan 253-0616.

Jan Schrank

Experienced baby sitter. Many

regular
customers could
handle a few more cuatomars

in Camelot area. Call 3928491, Becky Johnston.

Coins: 20 Indian Head penn-

ies for trade. Forty Buffalo

nickels, commoner dates, for
trade or sale. Harold J. Voss
Jr. 392-9107
RADIO: Knight Ocean Hopper,

five coils, short-wave and A.
M. reception. Best offer about
twenty dollars. HaroldJ.Voss
Jr., 392-9107

Wanted Boys 20" Bike. Good

Cub Scout uniform size 14
$4. Cub Scout Trousers size

358-3299

condition Good Sleeping Bags.
Please call 358-1672. Paul

Hoggay.

Weinberger.

Wanted:

Babysitting job. 13

Any time after 3:06 P.M.South
Mount Prospect area 437-0307
Steve Johnson

$25.00, Call Mt.Prospect 2534844, Tom Allen

For Sale

I

velopes,
in colors too.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.

ft. Hydroplane
with 18 h.p. EvInrude and Piecessories, Hubbard Helm 500
West Lonnquist Parkway, Mt.
Prospect, 392-0235.

heads, business cards, en-

Jr.

Your name and address in
beautiful

Flute $50.00, Seldom

after 6 P.M. Shelley Schneider 424 Prindle, 253-5240

I print business cards special

Roth

used. Hate to practice. Call

For sale - Numerous radio,
TV and A maeture radio equipment. Also many radio
parts. Must Sell going to college. $25. Terry Wablch,4391346

,

To sell 283 engine real cheap
Call HE 9-0420 Tony Laurie

one week 1000 cards $6.50

black or color art not included
fast service quality work.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

Jr.

Wanted: Summer job in Arl.
fits. - girl 16 - 5 days a
week between; 1 - 0 p.m. Can
I help you? CL 9-0418 Chris
Ebert.

HE 9-0925
a babysitter? Call
253-7975 and your problem
is solved! Experienced and
reliable in seventh grade.

Boys dark wool suit, size 16

Girls

Ambassador Trumpet
with case. Good Condition.
$25.00 5 1/2 gallon aquarium
with glass top. $3.00. Bill

$5.00. Student's dark wool suit
40 long $8.00. Both in excellent condition. Bill Stecker,
HE 7-4734

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, Individual or
group, $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

High school boy wants summer employment. Will consider any type work, day or
night. CL 3-7890. Mike KrysLek.

Wanted Girl's 26" Bike and
Girls 24" Bike. Good con-

ler 359-0378

Reliable, experiencetigirl wilt

YARD WORK ,1WANTED by

Cowan CL 5-1050

Thumbelina doll and crib $5.
Barbie doll case, clothes $8.
Barbie bed, vanity $3. Girls
white ice skates size 13 $3.00
Debbie Spicola 350-3844

Boy 12 will mow lawn; wash
cars on South side Arlington.
Terry McLaughlin CL 5-9517
trucks

501

Large Structo
& $1.00 Remco

Carauell radio $2.50; Auto
track board 4x6 track, 1 -car
$3.50. Games 54. Cort Baker 392-2415

capable fifteen' year'eld bby

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196. Steven
Magerl.

Three kittens nine
weeks old. Pan trained. Call
296-5206 Des Plaines. Debby
Fess.
Free!

BABY SITTING JOBS WANTED

BY RELIABLE HIGH

SCHOOL GIRL LIVING IN MT.

KLEINHAMMER.

Senior girl with nine years of

piano and organ instruction

will teach beginning piano in
your home or mine. 358-1056

Beautiful half-size violin for
sale for half price $65.00
Dave Klug, 034 Alles Ave.,
Des Plaines, Call 824-2706.

HELPI HELPI Come and buy.

For Sale Barbie house, doll,
clothes and wigs. Low Price.
Terry Fisher. 392-5520.

sale June 4, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00
p.m., Willie Moehlenkamp,
437-0730

For Sale new velvet riding
hard hat size 7, $10. Call
'65 Stingray bike. Like new

8" Stong speaker. 1/2 year

old. Just like new, $35.00 new.
Reasonare. 255-5083 Mike
Skop.

Black and white stripe sport

jacket 38L(cost $25.00)$10.00
Light gray suit 39L prep.
(cost $45.00) $15.00; outgrown

perfect. Dwight Nykel 392-

For Sale Selmer Trombone
condition call
Shields. 392-2088.
Good

Mark

a Baby Sitter? Patty
McMorrow, CL 3-5498, sac
an hour, age 12, Experienced
and reliable, afternoons preferred, Fairview School area.

'Need

CL 3-5448.

Tired of staying home! No
Job too big. Soph boy baby
sitter. Des Plaines and Mt.
Prospect anytime! Rich Virga
299-7553.

For Sale: One winter coat.

White fur, plaid wool lining,
hood. Size 12 or 14. Excellent condition. $10. CL 5-2688

Kris Engelbretsen

Available: Very capable 12 yr.

WANTED GOLF CLUBS for

boy 11 yrs. old. Also accesories. Price low plea se.Richard Lenke 823-5334.

Teenage Girl, oldest of four
children, would like to baby-

sit in Brookwood area of Prospect Heights. 501 an hour.
296-1320 Kathy Loftus.

envelopes

type

beautiful

colors too. 253-2051 Richard'
de Robles, Jr.
All Arlington Heights newsboys with problems, solve by
having papers delivered for
Keep satisfied cusyou;
tomers:Call Doug Hochstetler
CL 3-7847

26 inch boys bike chrome fen-

ders $12.00 Beginners Accordian
$20.00
Gregory Lanzon

392-2119

Schwinn bicycle 20" Blue and
White. "Debbie" model good
condition. 437-4840 Joy Wel-

Piano lessons for beginning
students, McGinley method.
Lessons at instructor's home.
$1.50 for 30 minute lesson.

Pets or Kids Caretaker. Pioneer Park area. I'm almost

Silver C Flute by Artley,com-

with lots of experience

and anxious to work. References.
CL 9-2107. Kitty
Kunkel

Wanted used 65mm or 180nim
tense for MamiyaflexC2 camQuinn

'''

plete with carrying case and '
cleaning rod, $80. 259-4392
Linda Gausman.

Boy's 26" bike very good

condition. Used Forest View
jacket size Medium, $5.00.
Popular 45 records 101 each.
Call: Tom Hinrichs 253-2542.

"

s

,

,

.

Primary. Piano students
wanted by high school student currently studying at

Northwestern School of Music. Will teach in home. Call:
CL 9-1518 Ken Barr

For sale Federal enlarger

good for beginners. $17. Originally
cost
$30. Call

CR 2-5520 after 6:30 P.M.

Girl's Rollfast bike about

seven years old, blue, 24 inch,

coaster brake, average condition, $10. 259-4392 Laurie
Gausman.

Attention must sell now One

boys 26" J. C. Higgins bi-

cycle. Very good condition.

Hurry must sell now. Best

Norm Quinn.

offer accepted.253-2542.Tom
Hinrichs

Beautiful stationary printing
for ladies low prices fast
service colors too. Excellent
work by high school student

Slingerland Snare Drum with
stand, Practice block, sticks,
brushes, and music book.
$25.00 Call after 5:00 P.M.
Michael Lirnberg 437-4998.

on own press. 253-2051 Rich-

ard de Robles, Jr.

Sell --Child's 78 r.p.m. phonograph $3. One - Underwood
Portable Noiseless Type-

writer good condition

KITTENS FREE all black and
very playful pan trained fluffy
and part Angora six weeks old.

Call CR 2-5526 Pat Quinn.

$20.

Mike Gilfillan 259-2721.

old for any type house work
or baby sitting. Days or nights

until 9:00. Reasonable rates.
CL 5-2088 Pat Engelbrotsen

Hard working brothers want
any yard work. Want to sell
like - new set of Childcraft
we've outgrown. $25.00
392-2815. Dale & Dean Rolley

Guitar and amp. combination
$60. Separate $35 each. Perfect condition. Call CL 3-8264
ask for Dennis. Dennis Voss.

For Sale: Large size spring
Jumping horse. Good condition

CL 5-0036. Patricia Mutert.
Like new guitar amplifier 20
watts, 12" speaker treble,
bass, volume controls. $40.00
Glenn Reschke, 1606 N. Highland, CL 5-1096.

26" Boy's bike sharp white
and gold color $8.00. Glenn
Reschke, 1606 N. Highland,
CL 5-1096.

One 24" Girl's bike. Good to
learn to ride on. Basket, lock,

and chain included. 392-2547.
Amy Smith.

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour orbythe
job. CL 9-1653. David Dieters

Future Northwestern

Mu.Sic

lessons. James Grady 116 S.
Albert St. CL 5-6177.
-

Wanted Yard Work or babysitting. 2nd oldest in family
of ten. 13 years old. 1406
W. Grove, 253-1627 McCall.
Southwestern Arlington.

1966 Electric Guitar Vibrato
triple pickups Sunburst finish
Excellent condition $80.00 or
best
offer must sell.
CL 3-3277 Tim Dolan.
Wanted to boy. Old bike whidh

I can repair for myself. Csn
not spend more than $5.00
825-1405. Rick Mulcahy.

Huffy Mark 10 English racer
bike. 10 spe eds, exc el lent condition $50. Call CL 9-417/
Mike Walden.

Electric guitar. Teisco De1Rey 2 pickup. Hollow body,

$100 new,$60 with case,stral),
and cord. 439-1005 DreW
Plakos.
"PRESSED" FOR TIME? Will

do your ironing in my homel.

For Sale 26" Girls' bike or
will trade for 26" Boys bicycle. Also new right hand
Baseball glove.
Kevin Gilbert.

537-0084.

2 Motorcycles - 1954 H. Dav-

idson 165 c.c. $75.00 1961
Ewell 125c.c. $225.00: Left

hand Baseball glove like new.
$4.00. 824-8710. Jim Burson.

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

Experienced. Bonnie Van RISt
259-3858.
i

Hoggay, CL 3-0445

For Sale: Dart Kart wttn west

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street
length size 12 35. Monica

Navy blue spring coat size

10 $5, small phonograph $2
as is, Misses black winter

coat size 12 $10 CL 3-0445
Monica Hoggay.

,

ker.

Major will give summer piano

8746

For Sale train board 4'x5'
with double track 2 engines,
10 cars, 2 powerpacs. 515.00
3 speed single record player
$3.00. Cort Baker 392-2415

Let me print your letter head
and envelope prompt service
special price 1000 sheets 500

PROSPECT CL.5-0363.JEAN

Ranger Bicycle,$18.00; Girl's
blue 24" Monarch Bicycle,
$12.00. Also, Wonder Horse,
$7.50. Good condition. Can dance Dornquast, CL 5-8423

Help me to go to California
with youth group. Rummage

Printing done for you no fob
too small colors too on smell
letter press many types' to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard do Robles, Jr.

Reference
on
request.
392-5652 John M. Fitzpatrick

Bonnie Skoglund.

For Sale: Girl's blue 26"

can do any printing job 'On

my five by eight inch' real
letter press many types to

Hubbard Helm 508 West
Prospect
Mt.
Lonnquist,
392-0235.

era. Call CR 2-5526. Norm

do baby-sitting anytime. 19
yrs. old. Please call Jean

FOR SALE

For sale 18 hp Evinrude and
10 ft. Hydroplane dartop car-

13

dition. One set training
wheels. Boy's 20" Bike. Good
sleeping bags. 358-1672. Kyle
Weinberger.

Organ lessons for children
and teenagers at my home In
Palatine. Marilynn Buchmil-

bike.
Good
Phone 392-1017.
conditon.
Debbie Wyatt.
26"

rier and life vests included

6959. Can tutor any sophomore or younger.

special for

type

ladies your stationary or my
stock many colors Call for
sample. 253-2051. Richard
de Robles, Jr.

Kathy Wood.

Need a little tutoring in math
this summer? Call Jim Ulrich
Arlington sophomore, 253-

weed, window washing, etc.
CL 5-0268. John Cummings.

print on letter press, with
metal type of many sizes,
good
composition, letter-

10

area. Ca11358-4100 DOn Wick-

ersham

all odd jobs in Ridge
Park area. Will cut lawns,
does

I

Spanish Guitar six strings,
like new condition Includes
instruction books, picks, case

$1.50. CL 3-0445 Mark

Experienced High school bey

Stecker, HE 7-4734

yard work. around Palatine

12

J. C. Higgins girls bike good
condition $15.00 after 3:30
call CL 3-4008 Tom Shanley

Teenage boy wants.work willing to work hard.Car washing,

Silvertone Amplifier, one big

Available for any constructive
Job such as: stock boy, deliv-

Baby sitter available Palatine
area weekends and evenings.
Reasonable rates.DalunWittig

Need

red Schwinn stingray
Excellent condition, has new
tires, only one year old. $25.
Phone CL 5-0268 John Cum-

I will walk or feed your pet.
Call Kerry Moore 392-3277.

Gail Goepfert 392-3463

Olds

$35.00. Call Mike after 5 P.M.
392-3432, Michael Rotten.

mings.

Can type 45 words a, minute.

Free pet mice. How wouldtou
like to have your own pet mice.
For information call Barbara
Meister CL 5-5734.

piano students
wanted by Prospect soph.Now
studying at Northwestern University. For details call
259-5783. Donna Hutchings.
Beginning

CL 5-2710 Bill St. John

space. Good wheels, $7 CL 50268, John Cummings
Boys'

ition for college expenses.

years old boy experienced.

253-7405, Chris Brand.

Patti Passarelli, CL 5-0472

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sisters. Charge 501 an hour.
Please call CL 5-4706 Name
Jan Oswald.

pearl finish, chrome fittings,
separate tension, like new

Bb Cornet for sale.Good con-

STONEGATE PET OWNERS

VERY Experienced babysitarty
ter for Busse Rd. and Dempster area. Can sit week cites
.11:00 p.m. references.
Babysltter available - capable "until
Sue Scheele, 939-1772
and experienced. Low rates.
Will do light housework.Rolling Meadows area. Call CL 5- Need a baby sitter? Call CL52067 Robin Fogarty.
0472 in Mount Prospect area.

for frosh and soph girl guitarist and drummer for combo. Cathy Schafohen CL 37739 - between 5:00 & 8:00

Gretsch snare drum, white

FOR SALE: Slingerland snare

Sophomore boy needs yard
work. Experienced, reliable
and anxious to work hard.

Dependable 17 year old girl
desires summer clerical pos-

CL 5-0678

Lamot

Rolling Meadows, Diane Fog-

Address

Rent garden plot to raise vege-

fur. Short tails and legs. Box
8th Grade Boy wants lawn cut-

This includes one FREE in-

Wanted by enterprising boy.

' months old then $100.00 now

Call 255-3631 Barbara Fugate

$3.15 for 3 days

ienced -second oldest of seven)
CL 9-0903, Greg Wenzel.

tires. First $20 takes it. Ro-

24

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

sort or babysitting. (Exper-

intermediate good condition

group - please call CL 3-7739

22

Scout camp. Yard work of any

ies.

Schafers-

man.

19

Job needed to finance Boy

Gretsch A mplifier.Reverberation, tremolo, two 10 -inch
speakers. Foot switches included. Perfect condition.lialf
retail price. Paul Zander

WANTED:

Do you have an old piano

16

evenings, Dan Kelsey

Interested in. Music? Pierre
Full length winter coat with

SALEI Three used girl's bikes

14

For Sale '64 Bianchi motor
condition,
scooter.
Good
$150.00 Cash. Call 296-2445

Thome

Willis.

pack. H.O. Scale $15.00 CL 93270 Randy Swenson.

13

CL 3-3240, Tom ICindler

ple needing a group to play at
a party should contact - John

piece track 2 cars and power

12

all at drastic reductions. Call

NEED A GOOD GROUP. Peo-

MARX ROAD RACE with 36

9

'truck, and recent board games

Roy Brooks CL 3-8602.

3

7

Various popular games and
toys. Play gas station, large

Please call CL 3-2454 Roger

group. $2.00 per halt hour.

Tollefson.

6

BRAND NEW 120 BASS Accordion - $85.00 - Used 6

Call CL 3-4441,Douglas Hammond.

ter car coat size 12. Julie

5

taphone, calculator. CL 3-

For Sale - little league baseball shoes $2.00. Two round
jigsaw puzzles, cost $4.00
each, will sell for $1.50 each.

dresses Size 12. 5 gal fish
tank. Phone 392-4394. Win-

4

also type 95 words. Use die-

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or

Size 9. Two darling shift
,

job. Won art scholarship. Can

lessons - very good buy. 5375168, Eddie Minarik

Vinyl pool for sale 10' by 2'
metal frame. Pool vacuum

Black patent leather shoes.
2

trim.

7586 Janet Hellenmayer.

3. Include your address or
phone number.

odd jobs in Hickory Meadows
area. Call 392-4056, Ted An-

ey for college. Can type 35
words a minute. Call CL 5Boy's 24

QUICK

Graduating Senior Girl with
artistic ability wants summer

Wanted: Lawn jobs, or other

Wild rocking horse for sale.
Plastic palomino pony with
spring suspension on metal
frame, height to saddle 23"
$5 Ricky Stoner CL 9-1079.

High school Senior needs mon-

FOR,

for sale. Set includes 2 cars,
2 controlers, transformer,
track, brIdge,and railing.Call
CL 5-9507 Walter Jefferson.

3488. Linda Carter.

FOR SALE. Wilcox 396 A-1
commercial transmitter. Ex-

ftier

MOTORIZED RACE Car Set

Bend 820's electric starter,
For Sale: Dart Kart with Welt

Betil 820's electric 'starteri,
Jacket, helmit, new tire*,
parts. Few hours. beautifit)
.condition 827-8464, Dennis
tHeedleman

Thursday, June 9,'I966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

N A

255-7200
BEFORE ,4 P.M.

3

DAYS

LINES

ONLY
13 -Lost And Found

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT ADS

Siamese cat (Susie) lost vic.

Gardens. Family
heartbroken. Reward. 537Country
0321.

ALL ADS APP&AR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
g 1/2 H.P. West -Bend Go-cart
- -motor $40; motor scooter $40

Wanted: babysitting Job(s) for

and parts; .049 control line

Age 13. Charge 501 an hour.
259-2788. Gail Williams.

40 -cart and mini -bike frames

392-4473. Tony

$5.

plane

pretto.

---For sale: Blue and white male
parakeet with cage and stand
both for $6.00. 392-6472. Lee

- Knauf.

Electric solid body, double
--pickup guitar. Volume, tone,
and pickup switches. Case in'''Cluded. $40. John Shanley 392-

,4089, 707 South' Kasper.
4ge 14.1oves chil-

summer. Am experienced.

For sale, one pair used hockey
ice skates. Size 10. Good condition. $7.50. If interested call

Bruce Harmon at 255-6973.

Wanted: Grass cutting jobs

Northwest Arlington area. My
mower only $1.50 Tim Pogalz
392-6795

Repair your TV, radio, phonograph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

Children 3 to 6 Come to Play -

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.

VOX Super Ace, Guitar, 3 -

259-0513. Donna King.

437-4183.

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595

Rocking Horse spring type.
Large size Excellent condition
$10. 253-4455 Richard An-

drews.

dren. Weekdays and weekends.

.

-Must be in North area of Mt.
Prospect. Call CL -9-2737.
'Carol Collins.
awn Mowing and yardwork.
all Steve Collins Northwest

area Mount Prospect only.

--Call CL 9-2737 Age 13.

- -slicks, new brakes, metallic
or best offer.

r,:1892-5808 Mike Allen:

WANTED WEIGHT LIFTING
-_EQUIPMENT. JERRY 253-

3481. Jerry Basel.

sale 6 string flat -top
ui,guitar, like now $20. Sue
4,Pauley 259-4270.
Will sell or trade 1957 Chevy
-.engine. "283" Quad, bat-

anced. Never used Corvette

:" stick set up. $150.00 or car
392-7567

Mike

--Selling Aurora HO Roadrace
,'L'Itet, four
.

Want to sell 2 Girl -Scout and
2

lanes, nine cars,

.:,:'offer. 253-3170: Mike BileohJ
.

Suburban driven Wards Sting
Ray. Very good condition. 3 speed usually equipped. A buy
at $30.00 Call Brad at CL 53591 Brad Baidinger.

do light cleaning. Need a typ329-5870 Linda Miles.

Girls 18" bike. Good con-

-- 2 'Motorola' 15 inch bass
speakers $30. CL -9-00B0
Chuck Cashion.

leotards and tights size 10
$4. CL 3-0445. Michael Hog gay.

Sell Lionel train set with two

trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-9021. Train number is
2037.

16" girls

2

wheeler 18z001

by two high
'school juniors lawns cut, cars
windows washed etc. pref-

24 -Help Wanted Men

girl's bicycle. 26"
lacer with two speed pedal

. 'White

lights and carrier baskets like

new C L- 5-3656 Beverly Glowackl

rates. CL 5-1038 Keith Hig-

One 12" tricycle good condition $4.00. Joanne Stecker HE

Andrew Pancratz

Lionel 027 layout with many
operating extras. Board 8x5,
190W

transformer,. six

switches, value over $250.

Sacrifice for $95. Sam Rud-

chores. Will clean garages. der, CL 3-0020

cards prompt service special
price in quantities of 1000
art work colors too.
253-2051 Richard de Robles,

Girls winter coat like new.
Red, size 10 with raccoon
collor. Debbie LaMantia 2407

Lafayette, Arlington Heights
Cost $20.00

Almost new 33" metal doll

house with furniture and awnings $5. CT, 2=0578 Susan
Busse.

I do printing for small business sales tickets 100 to each

FOR SALE: Black "Jot," boots
excellent condition.Size 61/2.
$7.00, Mary Schanken, 3925178.
'24 -Help Wanted Men

Dependable 15 -year -old boy to

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

jobs in Arlington Heights area.
Prompt and efficient. 253-

Wants lawns to mow on the
south side of Mt. Prospect.

?4 -Help Wanted Men

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS
Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

Paid vacations
, Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9. to 12 Sat's .

General Molded Products Inc.

Summer job desired by high
sophomore girl. Ex- -perienced babysitter and/or
school

mother's helper, good ref-

erences. Call 259-0820 Mary
Allen.

For sale St. Viator freshman

books english,

history, al-

religion, health.
Sophomore biology,
-geortietry, englISti, "religion,
"German. CL -3-0392. Kenneth

-, gebra,

',Wanted

TOOL ROOM HELPER

ENGINEERS

'PLACES?

copies of just about anything

businesses, fraternal
groups and clubs who need
of

:COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE

26 -inch bike. Schwinn make.
black and white. good condition. $20.00 CL 5-2710. Bill
St. John.
Beginning
piano students
wanted by high school sopho-

in -a -minute!

1675 Oak St.Des qlaines

in the Old Orchard.
Country club is

Phone' 827-2177
12 -lobs Wanted -Women
.

.

DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS

Experienced and Reliable.

-HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2148

.Des Plaines

'OPEN .TO THE PUBLIC Experienced teacher will tutor
,

Plays presented tnightly
Tuesday thru Sunday

RAND & EUCLID
Prospect
259-5406

Northwestern University Preparatory School of Muslc.For
details call; Donna Hutchings,

Jr. High or High School student

in reading and grammar.After
5 call 825-2215.

DAY

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

259-5783.

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2385.

COCKTAILS

WANT ADS.

DINNER

,GET RESULT'S-

featuring

Debbie Bodin.

GLORIA VAN

Harmony guitar with case,

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

like new $40.00. One year old.

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis.
Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

5731. How about typing at 60
words a minute?

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

'5 -Business Personals

24 -Help Wanted Men

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Rapidly expanding,. midwest-distributor of durable goods
located in' northern suburb of Chicago has an excellent opportunity for an administrative minded individual strong

Prefer college graduate with previous newspaper and/or
public contact relations experience.
Person selected must know media and be able to express
himself orally and in writing. Some knowledge of accounting
and, the ability to manage a large cooperate fund is neces-

sary.

If you fit this description send complete resume including
salary requirements in confidence.
Write Box 1021, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington
tits. Rd., Arlington fits., Ill.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

EXCITING
ENGINEERING
POSITIONS

$2000
$3000
$4000

Continued expansion creates these attractive positions in our
engineering department for those who qualify.

OR MORE

FOR ANY

LITTELFUSE

liberal fringe benefiti; including a fine cafeteria & large

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

EXPEDITORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

*PROJECT ENGINEER
Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineer -1
ing backgrentd and knowledge of circuit theory. Job
would be project development work in small electro
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requeSted. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drifting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Mechanical design experience necessary. Prefer design experience in small machines or mechanisms.

DESIGNERS

QualifteB -man with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical

parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work
with small component manufacturer as required.

Mechanical process machinery design. Would like approximately 3 years board experience.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Chemical processing experience necessary. A background
in lay out and design of liquid mining pumping and transfer systems.

*JR. TOOL DESIGNER
Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a
machine tool designer. Such a man would work with

'INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
3 to 5 years experience in all phases of I.E. work. Prefer
degree but will consider non -degree .with good experience.

in production needs.

,

AU the above jobs offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fringe benefits in air condition surroundings. Interested applicants please call Dan
Sundt.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Tuesday & Thursday

To Pay

WE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prdipect
'""''' KIK

--"--- MINIM
CINTIR

..

&mon of Aildressagraph Mulbraph. 811)
MT. PROSPECT

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

PHONE CL 5.1900

Des Pilaines

An equal opportunity employer

I

t

LOAN CO.

Vim:

Charles Bruning .Company

.

IIANDHUIIST

8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m, to 12 Noon:

1806 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

537-2180

Months

60

H

7V11 L S
WHEELING

Take

2 to 3 years experience In mechanical drafting preferred.

more qualified designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

layout light jigs and fixtures.

REASON?

DRAFTSMAN

*MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

Minimum of 3 to 5 years experience in sheet metal, flat

Up To

Convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
Company in the. challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR ME_ N
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

It is designed for all types

TOOL DESIGNERS

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

250 NORTH 12th STREET

PRINTING SERVICE"

,GOING

ARE NEEDED AT

PRODUCTION WORKERS

.`.

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR

Here's Where!

tween 1 and 4 p.m. weekdays.
For information contact Miss
R. Hoigard, 358-2699.

THE FOLLOWING

machine service engineer.

;M AI Ft TM

_y jilikatin.q
"FAT

Piano lessons given in my
home. Beginners preferred.
1/2 hour lessons offered be-

An equal opportunity employer

Young man with military service complete, train to be a

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

IN* 1

2018. Michael Cushing.

MA I NTENANCE MECHANIC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

_high school combo. Must have
own equipment Call right now.
.."tCL 5-4223 Dean Deyo.

6282

Passarelli.

Brier subdivision. Willing to
babysit, cut lawns or wash
cars. Always available. 255-

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBAIVICORP.
.1265 LEE ST.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155
82 4 -6 1 3 5

Challenging position for recent college graduates:

Wanted electric bass or Organ
..,player to play in experienced

ation. After 5 P.M. call 827-

Call Mark at CL 5-0472. Mark

Reliable Sophomore is seeking
summer employment in Green

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

-71

Piano tuning, repairs & regul-

in the fundamentals. of advertising.

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

dition. $25. 392-9952 Lynn

17 -Business Services

and garden work. Stephen E.

do lawn jobs and household
8512. Tom Rode11.

in vicinity of Willow Rd.Prospect Hts. Call 392-3271.

High school boy wanting lawn
Latta, CL 3-7647

24 -Help Wanted Men

20" ballerina doll with wardrobe, $4.00. 27" wood doll
bed with mattress. Brand
new. $4.00 CL 9-3695. Cathy
Lentine.

gins.

Ekco Containers, the werld's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

In good working con -

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Jr.

pad any job to fit six by eight
press 253-2051 Richard de
Robles, Jr.

World War Two, and before.

CL 5-4554. Mark Williams.

more currently studying at

7-4734

and responsible. CL 3-0236

Any

ba (*poen d., _Very
limited', schedule; but - low

Conscientious and trustworthy
Arlington high school student
wants lawn jobs or handyman
work. $1.25 per hour or bythe
job. David Dieters, CL 9-1853

vicinity of Rand, Euclid, Dryden, Olive Sts. Strong, efficient

twur. 437-2704 Susan Goble.

:eof ,-137tano

Savage, 692-3462.

Will do any odd jobs in the

Let me print your business

OPPORTUNITIES

CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

:,:

26" Schwinn girls bike blue

Wanted babysitting Job. Will
babysit in Devonshire,Devonshire west area. Experienced

Senior looking for beginner
piano students to further

and yard work done by Park
Ridge high school boy. Tom

Schwinn 3 speed Sting Ray
Bicycle like new with hand
brakes and slik rear tire.
CL 5-0283 Randy Roeing

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

- -reliable workers. 392-5128 or
CL 5-1046 Al Oates & Tom

proffessional mouthpiece and
case. A real bargain!

Work Wanted: Lawn mowing

1 -Help Wanted Men

erably in south Arlington Good

I. Olds AmbaSsador Trumpet.
-.Excellent condition. Has a

$15.00. 392-9648 Scot Farley

Jim Skarzynski CL 9-0807.

chain. Excellent condition.
$50. CL 5-2543. Carl Kreutzfeld.

Please call after 7:00 P.M.

For Sale: Arlington H.S.
jacket, medium sized and excellent conditionby graduating
senior, $11.00. Also, 5 -gallon
fish tank, $4. CL 5-4267. Ron
Urick.

iums with stand, reflector,
filters and some fish $20.00
for all also Stingray bike

303 S. Fernandez.Reasonable.

For sale, purple Schwlnn 10speed. one year old and like
new. With light, lock, and

size waist 27, length 29,$27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zajicek, 392-0696

Girls 24 -inch bike. Will sell'
for ten dollars. Blue. good
condition. Nancy Koc, 3303
Pheasant. CL 9-0384.

For Sale 15 end 3 Gal.Aquar-

p.m.

teaching experience. 9 yrs.

McKinney 537-2894 at '1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

392-7448.

Experienced eighth grade boy
will mow lawns and do garden

.h small children $.50 an

.Boys 28 inch plke $4, Boys
suit size 12-14 $4, girlsblack

8250.00 Brand new. Sell for
$125.00. Bill. Toner. Call

711 North Eastwood Mt.Pros-

dition. $12. Call Bev Miles

pect 392-5870 Call after 4
10 watt guitar amp 3 inputs

or trade for 20". Call Kim

:Work wanted

.

Looking for an experienced
babysitter, age 16? Will also
ist? Can type 50 w.p.m. Call

- many extras, best reasonable

__nor.

3879. Jill Perz.

Brownie uniforms plus a

volume and tone controls $30

iFor

equivalent.
O'Connell.

Baby sitter, 16. Five years
experience with children of
all ages. North side of Mt.
Prospect Day or night. CL -3-

Nortwest Community Hospital
candystriper uniform 2530637. Sharon BurgeF.

Dart Go -Kart frame for sale,
white upholstered seat. new
blue, $75.

Go kart for sale good condition

with motor or trade for mini
bike call 825-5892 also one
extra motor. Warren Collins.

Call Margo CL 3-8960

pickup, Good condition, costs

WANTED -- HELMETS, and
ORIGINAL POSTERS, from

slacks. nearly new, Slacks.

Arlington High Sclui9i student
Steve Coy.

Will care for your little ones
day or evenings. Experienced.
And
have references Elk
Grove area call Denyse

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child, others 75/

Found - Childs wrist watch

brown suit with two

Boys

0 0....
Cetve.h.

OFFICE HOURS:
Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. b
Hours:

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
y the Slate of

THE DAY

Thursday, June 9;1966
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

WELDER TRAINEE

Will train to operate welding
& grinding mach's. Co. benefits include hospital, life incur., pension plan, paid

vac. Nicholson File Co., 80
Bond St., Elk Grove,437-2830

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE

-CUSTOD IANS

Day man wanted for permanent

year round work. 90 to 60
hrs. per week. Good Pay. No
experience needed, we will
train. Pleasant working conditions.

TOWNSHIP

ASSEMBLERS

HEIGHTS

FITTERS
Experienced for steel fab-

to 3 years experience assemblix; a
variety of closenOlerance precision mechanisms. Must be
able to read blue prints, and use precision measuring
devices.
I

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Park Maintenance

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits Including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

529-1806

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

Publishing House
1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

YOUNG MAN
For service department opportunity for advancing into
sales. Salary $350 a month.
Call Mr. Romine
National Rejectors, Inc.
678-2254 br 622-3614

DRAFTSMAN

DRAFTSMAN

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Experienced Draftsman to do
Detailing and Design work in
Research Lab of large Chicago
based Co. Good pay. Excellent
fringe benefits. New aircond.
building. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.

SUBURBAN POSITIONS
Many prominent manufacturers have moved to the suburbs In the past several years and our clients are now

your neighbors. If you would enjoy working closer to home
call us now.
Prod. Control
Ch. Ind. Eng. ....$12,500
' Mgr.
510,500
Asst.Ch.Inci.Eng $11,000
Proj. Mech. Eng. $11,400
Staff L E
810,000
Proj.
Elec.
Eng.
$11,500
Time Study Eng. $ 8,400
Mech. Design
Mfg. Eng.
$12,000
Eng.
$ 9,600
Process Eng.
$ 9,600
Jig & Fixt.Design $10/ 00
Foremen
$ 9,000
Design
Lab Techs.
$ 7,800
Draftsman ..$ 6,000
Office Mgr.
8,500
Detail Draftsman $ 6,500
Cost. Acct. .... $ 9,500
Inv. Control .... $ 9,000
Asst. Controller $12,500

Union Special Machine Co.
RESEARCH

.827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

College Grads - various openings - $7,200 up

/
-

//1Joattie.1

ADVERTISING

Call 255-7200

Elk Grove

Carpentry-Remodeing

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est. 15 yrs.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.

I

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446

WRY TRAVEL

part time or

Arlington Heights
CLEAR BROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

General Cleaning

Service on Cars - Trucks -

CLEANING HOMES by

Tractors - Caterpillars

MACHINISTS
2nd shift (10% Shift Premium)

That's
started
serving the American Homegiving her quality
maker,
products
end dependable
service.
Wehave grown since then,
from a horse and wagon to a
corporation with over $870

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

ING. In 1906 we will need.

Boting Mach ine_Olie ratan.

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

_
:616b;reilee desiredrEgattOlgiiiqiiiitpl
helpful.

-

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

"

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIALW.INDUSTRIES
Northwest Hwy.

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581

5 37.8228

laundry-Cleders

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
eluded.

24

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880
Miscellaneous Service,

OUR TUTORING

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality *work at reasonable
prices.

SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding tutoring ..experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose Front
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

An Equal Opportunity Employer
.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new Plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS
..10-911./1 _servicing of reprding
WOW- ils;iis

tilaii-Of;

II

Stomn.
e

MAIL CLERKS
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

STOCKROOM SUPERVISOR
Supervise all stockroom personnel.

PRODUCTION EXPEDITOR
Schedually and dispatching background.

JUNIOR PLANNER
Some inventory planning experience.

P
U

Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

FILE CLERKS
STATISTICAL CLERK

equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

STATISTICIAN

College Prefered
COMPUTOR & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

TIMEKEEPER
Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines..

JANITORS

R.

TYPISTS

E

TRAFFIC RATE CLERK
Must be graduate --:of

have comparable p

ELECTR IC IAN
raffic school or
al experience,

Electrical maintenance of plant and plant equipment.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

BENEF ITS:

L

Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

up.

Some College Desired

L

-

experience in performing mechanical inspection opera-

MAIL & SUPPLY CLERK

0

if;(, .q

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL.
RETIREMENT PLAN
*DISABILITY INSURANCE
* LIFE INSURANCE

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
* PAID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA
*A I R-COND IT I ONED

BUILDING

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

119 Brookfield

INTERV KEW ING:

BARRINGTON

RAY'S TREE SERVICE

724-7120

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

U
R

529-5601
Chrysler - Ply - Rambler

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR

Pablcb Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten' Mtr. Sala

AMPEX

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL

Lake,Zurich

and College Board Exams.
,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women1

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Complete Tree Service
'State Licensed - Insured

Insured & all work

guaranteed.

done, shirts in2
day
service.

:GET RESULTS

Sewing Machine Repairs

894-3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

,

RAY'S

24 hr. phone serv.

landscaping

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking

Carpetslug Cleaners

DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

550

DAY WANT -ADS

FREE PICK UP AND

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts,
CL 5-5692

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week,
PHONE 439-1794

PORTABLE T.V.'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

coating.

free

JUNE SPECIAL

259-0487

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

old blacktop, repair & seal

3-7384

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
Homes Built To Order

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

C

Alton's Quality

lots.

CALL MR. KING
420-3456 or W0.8-5220

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Radio -TV

Join

Tuesday Si Thursday Evenings III 7:30 pm

INC.
when we

Painting -Decorating

Til-

Join A Profit Sharing Company

- WE'RE STILL

NING YOUR OWN BUSINESS

Rick's Decorating

Male &Female

.

Call for appointment

* SECURITY

Painting, Wallpaper'll,
ing. Free estimate.

-a

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-1200

827-3179, Mr. Reilly

* Complete Fringe Benefits
* Excellent Profit Sharing
* Guaranteed inc. plus Bonus
* INDEPENDENCE OF RUN-

529-7774

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
FRINGE BENEFITS

eve's or just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR:

Screens & storms painted.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Part time or full.

wanted

If so, maybe you can help
us grow -Auto Parts And Accessories

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

GOOD STARTING SALARY

four ainI)Histns piert.to °porde'
and manage ourlfOnieSeriice"
food and general merchandise
retail operations.

CL 3-7384

Arlington Hts.

Paint Store Managers

PLASTIC CO.
2424 Greenleaf

GROWING

DECORATING

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan
also available

666 E. N.W. Hwy.

Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp,
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

JEWEL TEA CO.,

RICK'S

MORTON PONTIAC

DAYS

KRUSE'S

TRAIN.

growing modern service dept.
See Mr. Fermo.

RIGHT IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

million in sales last year.
AND, we are STILL GROW-

For

CL 3-0446

Call: 439-7810.

HAYDOCK

1899

reputable briness- prole in
your community; Dail one INOW!

CONTRACTOR

All shifts.

12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
Mount Prospect

Consult this daily guide of
reliable sery ices offered by

BARTENDER

for a Ford dealership. WILL.

Reliable men apply for permanent positions in a fast

An equal opportunity employer

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

Let us help make your...DAY!

60606

PHONE 263-4834

Mechanically minded

to assist in writing service

New plant in Elk Grove Village
looking for molding operators.

439-0286

LUDWIG A. HIRZ,

"

wanted, Full,

Ser7rice Directory

Chicago, Ill.

JOURNEYMEN
SEMI -SKILLED

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

Relay driver 2:30 am 5:30 am
Monday thru Saturday

INTESS

AUTO MECHANICS

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

BEAUTICIAN

199 King Street

C.A.DUNN
Factbry Mutual
Engineering Corp.

to homes Sunday A.M. only.

Apply 9 -

PLASTIC
INJECTION OPRS.

Good pay for right men.

MAN OR BOY

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

(Rte. 03)

For mobile ice cream Truck
253-1903

Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

FREE

DRIVERS

Arlington tits.

MAINTENANCE

HE 9-2800

PART TI ME

/

(111a
Personnel Service

-

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
502 W. Northwest Hwy.,

General all around man for Maintenance Department, hydraulic or electrical exper. preferred.

Elk Grove Village

Recent hi -school grad.wante
to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

CALL 299-7766 OR CL9-3050

E. A. Hoover

1717 Busse Rd.

LABORATORY

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

$450

CL 5-7519:

WANTED

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

Don't start out In any humdrum
job. You should look for the
best training available. We
can start you immediately in a

SOLA ELECTRIC

8 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri,

Data Proc.
Open
Sales Trainees ..$ 7,000

Personnel Mgr. $12,000

to

liable.

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

Management Trainee
$395.

Experienced - full time, Re:

With car to deliver newspapers

BOY

Mount Prospect 253-6600

Call or apply in person

392-7110

YOUNG MAN

Arlington ligts.

T.V. HIFI TECHNICIAN

Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.

ity. Excellent fringe benefit

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
437-4677
Evenings and Weekends

Apply in Person

24 -Help Wanted Men

GRILL MAN

organization. Opportunity for,
advancement into sales or
management positions. Some
travel in central midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

tried and tested management
program. They offer fast pay
increases and promotion. No
experience needed.
PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Excellent position for experienced electro
mechanical

DUnkirk 1-2400

Barrington

PART TIME

eI

TEXACO

trical -electronics field.
ary commensurate with abil-

W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

537-4500

State & Golf

draftsman to work in elec-

Coma in or Call

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311

531

'24 -Help. Wanted Men

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding international

IRON WORKS, INC.

:Experienced not required, but'

METHODIST

Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

INTERNATIONAL

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

-ENGINEERS Recent Graduates

rication shop. 53 hr. week.

CALL MRS. HUBER'
ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

PRECISION MECHANICAL

550

ARLINGTON

WELDERS
and

helpful. Job security, ideal

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24=Help Wanted Men

PARK DISTRICT

SCHAUMBURG

CL 9-2693

DAY WANT AD
GET RESULTS'

We need men( ,with

24 -Help Wanted Men

SCHOOL

"

PURE OIL COMPANY

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid
insurance

*Early seniority in
new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discouiits
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

Mt. Prospect
Painting -Decorating

GET THE BEST .FOR
LESS

ON ALL PAINTING

paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call weekdays after 3:30 p.m.
Vinyl

LEO - CL 3.7374

824-9530

824-2865

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

2201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

LA 9-7700

Phone 437-:5800

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Thursday, June 9, 1966

THE DAY

'

21,11olt-Waotid-Mot.9r Woos -

211,1111r

.'to sto pit hour in
Call 259.
*Pm time sides. ' interytelN,
1195 erinings

Tearibirs
Profitable. summer employment available for several
teachers Hying in this *row

Man

f

aiut din .air tititll dept:Tnifi
to do it tit work in 'pen it
triin.
pencil repair dept.
tion.

PARKER PEN
SERVICE INC.
19 N. Broadway Des Plaines

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching stable, home
address, 'phone #. Box 1008,
Arlington Day, Arl. Hts.

GET.RESII.Lts.
,21-Help Woad Nee Or Women

NEW iirmios
We need Stanaprs.Intervia.
era, Supervisors, Reception.'

employment Full time psi-

Guaranteed income, social se-

DAY
WANT.AL14,

i1 -Alsip: Waited Malik Woos

211-11e0 IVeetel lee Or Veen

.

.

Des Plaines

Miss Pates

FRED ASTAIR,E
DANCE STUDIOS

CROSSING GUARD'

WANTED

7205 N. Meade

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Directqr

OFFICE

VILLAGE OF ARL. HT S.
253-2340

LOCAL, 1007, FREE

Telephone Contact
To work in our office. No experience necessary. Full or
part time. Hourly wage plus
bonus. No selling.

SALAD GIRLS
DESSERT GIRLS
CASHIER

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train In many
phases of stock work.

LIKE

'

Famous designer in north suburbs will train you as re-

BLAZ'R STEAK

ceptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$95-100wk.Free.
Miss Paige

253 E. Rand Rd.

ASSEMBLY

Mount Prospect, Ill.

7205 N. Meade
?6-Help Wanted Men Or Women

We will train women In mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

485-100
Public Contact
475-90
(Call anytime)

"SHEETS" 392-6100

FASHION

.

'774-9393

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

207 N. Evergreen Arl. fits.
PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

Greet applicants applying for
positions, show newcomers
around. Light typing and
friendly personality req'd . $85
wk. Free.
7205 N. Meade'

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

,TrAfilfr

or n

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays

irk

-Fres. Tlittalizitiott

Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri, 9 to 12 Saturdays

CLERICAL

TRAINEE

Small, not busy console a/b.
You'll sit in lovely reception
area of modern north 'suburban medical clinic and page

doctors, greet visitors, etc.

to $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

General Molded Products Inc.

DANA
MOLDED PROD UC TS.,
6 S. Hickory

GEN. OFFICE WORK
In modern offices, moderate
typing .skill. Paid vacations
and holidays. Other benefits.
Contact H.E. Wilcox. Upper
Level

Center.

774-9393

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

MOTOROLA

MAIDS

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

8:30 A.M. thru 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Would You Believe It

ALUMINUM COIL
ANODIZING CORP.

72 Randhurst

CL 5-2900

Take equal parts, time, en-

,.fit.Ilelviaotee-Womee.,

36-11e1p4aited,-Women,,

Fox River Grove, Ill.
Phone 639-3893

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES

INSTANT CASH

Write Box #1020 for interview.
Tell us about yourself,fa nifty,

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

the opening of the new Elk

Grove High School next Fall.
Additional workers needed for
Arlington, 'Wheeling, Forest
View high school kitchens.
Call Mrs. Woolsonc roft, CL 30200.

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.
And are willing to pay top
$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

College Students
Call Bette Rich

296-5515,

FILE CLERK
Mail

office

room, some general
experience helpful

ROBERTSON

PHOTO-MECHANIX,
INC.
250 W. Mlle Rd. Des Plaines
827-7'711

ADMITTING

APPLY PERSONNEL

12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
Mt. Prospect

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

CAN YOU ?

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

you!

Saleswomen

Children grown?

Full or part time

Choose your own hours

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
MR. MAY, 296-7711

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

235-4951

CL 9-1000

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

iO-Help Wanted-Women

Waded -Melee

Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL

SHOPPING CENTER
10-lielp Wanted-Women

-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
4:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
We need experienced Alpha and Numeric

STENOGRAPHERS

FIGURE CLERKS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS

BEGINNERS and EXPERIENCED

CALCULATING OPERS.

We have a variety of positions available.

Operators.

STATISTICAL TYPIST

ADDING MACHINE OPERATORS

BILLING & ORDER TYPIST

with skills in dealing with detail work is

Our payroll, accounting and pricing depart-

Bectrie, manual, and all cap typewriters.

necessary.

ments are in need of experienced gals.

Must have abilitylo work with figures.

Figure ability, clear and neat handwriting

TYPISTS
FOR THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS:

SHIPPING

PURCHASING

ENGINEERING

SALES

LABORATORIES

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY. FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tuition Refund Plan
Promotions from Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Stow
Insurance Program

INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M._

Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMAT/C EIECTR/C
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKEI ILUNOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

.

High School District 214 needs

general cafeteria workers for

STENO-TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

week. Sure you can, and you
will love my business. Thank

30,110 Wanted-Eaten

212 Northwest Hwy.

ergy, and intelligence, season
generously with fun, stir
vigorously with charm. When.
well done serve with

Mrs. Housewife and Mother
use an extra $45 to $65 per

ARLINGTON HEIGIITS

Mt. Prospect

wanted. Full, part time or
eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon,

BEAUTICIAN

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Paid lunch breaks
Applications taken

Pleasant working conditions
High salary
Paid vacation
Liberal benefits

437-4949

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

$1.85 per hour - 3rd shift

Return to the BuslnessWorld

LAUNDRY HELP

200 East Daniels Rd.

Air-conditioned room.
4 P.M. to 12P.M.
12 P.M. to 8 A.M.
Starting Wages
$1.75 per hour - itnd shift

WATERFALL
Rte 83 & Algonquin

HOUSEKEEPER

WOMN WANTED
For lite production work in .

OFFICE

WE NEED HELP
PART & FULL TIME

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS. AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

Excellent position for mature
person with adult family.
Pleasant personality and good
typing skill required.
Hrs: 4:30 PM - 9:30 PM
3 evenings per week
plus every other Saturday

RESTAURANT

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

Shopping

NO EXPWEAINICDESSARY
Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply In person
only - no phone calls.

Days or nights

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

Apply Now At

bFFf=GfiR.

259-5100

WAITRESSES WANTED

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Randhurst

S. S. KRESGE
'

.

W44-6131

Arlington fits.

255-5350

30-Help Wanted-Women

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
1385 Lee %rent
_
_
DAR Plaines_ Illinois

We will train good typist In the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

774-9393

SWITCHBOARD

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance
Steady em lo meat

2nd shift 81 $rd shift. Top
wages. No experience necessary.

and time available.

Miss Paige

INSPECTION

I

475
485

Key Punch Open

28-Employment Agencies-Womoo

APPLY NOW AT

.4112

Sr. Sectys
.......495-135
1 girl office ...........485-90
Jr. Bookkeeper
490-95
Gen. Office
480
Rezord Keepers
4375
Home Bldrs.Glrl

827-7121

SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

' OPERATORS':

Jr. Sectys ...........480-95

Des Plaines

1452 Miner

DISHWASHER

47480

File Clerks
Cost Clerks

.FRED ASTAIRE
DANCE STUDIOS

ATTENDANTS

.480-90
470-20

Inventory Typist

,T

BROILER & FRY

STOCK

Personnel Asst
Dental Asst
June Grids
Contractors Off
Personnel Int ....

HOURS: 2 P.M..- 10 P.M.

WAITRESSES.

774-9393

911-1161, Witted-Wiese

i-PLASTIORRESS:

--

Apply in person

COOKS

Wasted -Vase

in 90 days whentrabled. Free.

tycHOOL,

BUS BOYS

Wasted -Women

are

Mt. Prospect Rd.

HOURS; 2 P.M. - 10 P.M.

Unique neW restaurant with
unusual decor, easier & more,
pleasant working conditions.

I

GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish td join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

011-Help Wanted-Women

2300 S.
927-5851

et patieppointmennts,
ans.ts phone,
chedule
Light
appearance
and
to learn
quality. $ wk. to start, raise
g

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT'
IF YOU ARE ,

s, etc.

Full or part time

Wanted

NOW HIRING

',-

RECEPTION

Apply in verso's:

1452 Miner
Des Plainei
827-7121

MOTOROLA

Evening hours

North suburbia doctor 'All
train you as receptionist to

?HEBERT MOTOR SERVICE

.$--Help. Waded Mee Or' Womoll'

26-Help Wanted Men Or Mani

tf-impleysed Agencies-liesei

ists, Telephone Solicitors and.
Danes Teachers.- Full or part
time. No exper. necessary.

.

8243589

1:21-11111 Nadel! Mee Or . Weemei

SYSTEM

20 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

BEAUTY :OPLR4,t,OR
To Take Over
Excellent Following
GUARANTEED TOP SALARY

JUNE GRADS

AND COMMISSION

Anthony's Pin Curl:
359-0808"'_

High School girl wanted tohelp
housewife during ,summer.

Join The

$1.00 an hour, 5 day week:
Randhurst area. Transportation provided. CL 9-2292

Exp'd or Beginner

Company That

Has Your

For An

And

COLLEGE GIRLS

NURSE

TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

INDUSTRIAL

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Worit Close To Home

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

$1.0 BONUS

Five Reasons:

With First 5 Days Pay

I. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for experienced typists, stenos;
dictaphone and business
machine operators.

YOU CAN CONSIDER:

PLUS

$75 BONUS

Posting Clerks

File Clerks

Biller Typists

INSURANCE COMPANY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

day week. Must be reliable.
Good tips. Ph. CL 5-4833
PROSPECT HOUSE
6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

ACCOUNTING

Office Work

CLERK

PART TIME

skills in general accounting,.
some college level courses:

in accounting, and a back-'
ground in working in ac-

or Temporary

company. This job also of-,
fers to the right individual
an excellent salary plus fine
employee benefits and up to,

Women from 18 to 58 --work
the days weeks or months you

If you are a young lady who
feels you qualify forthis job,

feel free in contacting our
personnel office.
it 1:I

prefer in this area and earn
top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal
counseling and help you to
brush up on them. STUDENTS

APPLY NOW for work dur-

ing your summer vacation.
For more information call

Ethel Doebber VA 7-55q7.

MIES

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY..

DES PLAINES, ILL.

A fine insurance program
Tuition Refund Plan
Company store

Social Club activities

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

of all qualified applicants
In the past 90 days were
working within 1 week of
coming in.

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

For your convenience

COIL WINDERS

Box 1023

CLERI4Y14STI
Insurance claim work
Permanent
38

Liberal

3/4 hour

week

LE 7-1546
Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
529-9899
Roselle area

Palatine, Rol'g M's,
CL 5-2067
Arl. H.
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 939-8588

Manpower
WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

775-7277
10th Fl.

Brunswick Bldg.

Washington & Dearborn

paid by Company. Chll Mr.

Staunton, Personnel Dept.

8 2 5-881 I

rience. Many fringe benefits.
Please apply in person.

ALLSTATE

are made only (1) to in-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member el IltGla I anuly el Compon4v

325 W. Touhy
Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

SWITCHBOARD
( II PM to 7 AM )
Permanent part time position
available on new switchboard.
Should be able to rotate with
other operators if needed.

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which. an employer regards as reasonably nee,

Friday
8 a. m, to 4 p. m.
Saturday.
8 a. m. to 12 Noon

Agency columns

of

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

business

his

or enterprise, or (2) as a,
convenience to our readers

let them know which
positions the advertiser

to

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000
30 -Help Wanted -Women

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

NORTHLAKE, ILL

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of. Mannheim

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimin- ,
ation in emplpyment prac-'
:ices.

M St F

ASSEMBLERS
Experience on small parts

Immediate openings. Full time

positions. 37 1/2 hours per
week. Hours 8:30 to 4:45.

Modern office. Requires good
aptitude for figure work. Light
typing. Call
MRS. DREWES, 529-4100

MOTOROLA

A

Member of the GT&E Family of Companies "`"rV

(3 PM

11:30 PM)
New expansion brings new
positions. Work with our staff
physicians and patients in
pleasant' surrounding. Mature
women with pleasant personalities desired.
i:o

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000
Nurses
Aides, Trainees,
Kitchen helpers. Work in modern .rest home. We train. Good
wages. Live in. Magnus Farm,
Arlington Hts. 439-0018.

Cafeteria Attendants
AT IT'S PALATINE AND

Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

400 North WolVRd.

NorttilakOIL
An equal opportunity employer

8 a. m. to 12 Noon
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

APPLY DAILY

AmoadmiolthChE

MOT ROLA
200 E. Daniels Rd.

Saturday

Palatine

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

55 -Musical Instruments

Folk guitar, 6 string in hard

case. Used 4 lessons $35.53766 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Frannew business
Write for Free liar

Is

chising

frontier.

of c`xuslve opPiunities in
.this area.
PARTAKE

spreads & matching drapes,
2

picture Ines, pr. crystal

lamps & other lamps, new girl's ice skates sz. 9.Clearbrook 3-2862.

Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.
104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251
Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

4 Used Aquariums, with some
equipment.
Ph. 437-5794
ANTIQUE DESK
Solid Oak, roll top double

537-8447

e desk $20; Gas

er $15; Walnut
tirror $10.

tionary $14.

,234 N. Northwest Highway
Palatine
358-7788
86 -Real Estate -Houses

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP

pedestal

Dept. A - I

251-7385

Maytag wringer washer, good
condition, best of ter. 392-8014
Licerfsed Beauty Operator
your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384.

PALATINE

2 bdrm, brick ranch, basement. $17,500.

3 bdrm. ranch $17,500

,

2 homes on large lot. North
of Palatine, $22,500,

3 bdrm, brick ranch 2 car.
garage, basement, $22,800,

7 rm., 1 1/2 bath, rri-level,
carport. $24,275,

7 rm, brick ranch, basement,
garage, extras. $26,500.

8 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 1/2 bath,
fireplace rec. rm. 2 1/2 car
gar2(5/M*tnN'l
ELLA PARK

CIND

7 rm., 2 baths, rec. rm., garage, patio, $29,900.
INVERNESS

4 bdrm., Colonial, basemeni,
garage. $53,500.
FOREST ESTATES
3000 sq. ft. 10 rm.
$53,000.
New

BARRINL, YON PARK

2 1/2 baths, 2 1/2
car garage, basement.
1,000 S & H Green Stamps $34,000,
plus free clothes for having

a Beeline home fashion show
now. New Fall linel 827-0712.
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

16'

wood runabout. 74 HP

Johnson, gator trailer, ski
equip. Exc. condition, $950
or best offer. 439-6422.
15' fiber glass Crown Line de
luxe runabout. Fully equip't.
35 HP Johnson, elec. starter,
trailer. Used little, Exc.cond.
$700 or best offer. CL 3-3167

rm.,

8

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 1/2
att. garage, $22,500.

5 bdrm., brick ranch, 2 1/2
heated car garage. $24,900.
LAKE ZURICH

3 bdrm, ranch, full basement,
$17,500.

4 bdrm., Cape Cod, basement.
$21,500.

Pug puppies, male and female,

6 rm. Cape Cod, basement.

$150. 825-5609.
FREE kittens, 8 weeks.
Healthy, playful, box trd. Free
to good home. CL 3-1063.

garage. $23,500.

on all shifts for mature in-

dividuals.
No experience
needed. Assist our profes-

sional staff in patient centered activities.
APPLY PERSONNEL

,

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

8 wks. Shots. Paper trained.

Toy poodles, free Jeweled col -t

WAITRESS

THE ABOVE LISTINGS CAN
BE FOUND ONLY AT HOME
REALTY.

Home raised with TLC. Call

358-2699.

COLLIE PUPPIES
537-4794

Smoky, charcoal Persian Kit-

tens, trained, raised w/chil-

Apply in person
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.'

Champ. sired. 11 weeks. Ears
& 1 shot. $110. 832-2998

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
'Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Bunch

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
8501 W. Higgins Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Etnployer An equal opportunity employer
M&F

CHICAGO

255-0239
Min. Schnauzer male pup, A KC

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Garage sale -Household furnishings, garden tools, misc.
items. Sat. & Sun. 10 AM to
4 PM,.404 N. Main, Mt.Prospect.
Deluxe modern 3 yr oldbedrm
turn. -twin bed w/single hdbd,

triple dresser, lge chest, box
sprg & mattr. Was $1,000
good buy. 827-0712.

THE

09343021

78 ACRE FARM,

Corner Palatine Rd. & Rt.
#62 Old bldgs. $160,000.

Mor's Compsirator.

dren. Champ. Sired. Hv. shots.

Palatine, Ill.
B. M.

PLEASANT HILLS

rm. garage. $25,500.

11 to 5:30

-

Monday thru Saturday

'

Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 19. Males
and Females. Sired ByChampion
Kilmoe's Cassenova

AKC, champ sired by Cul's

inform. 827-0712.

$16,500.

position. AKC 766-4675.

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

lection. Car necessary. For

3 bdrm., brick ranch, carport,

6 rm. ranch, basement, rec.

after 6 P.M.

Earn from $7 an hour as a

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

lar. Bred for quality & dis-

Want, to pay off those old bills?

NORTHLAKE, ILL

Plant located just south of Junction #53 & 14

Prospect Heights.

Permanent full time pOsitions

For an appointment

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

See Dick at 1011 E. McDonald

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

CL 9-1000

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

carton, model 454- $25.

In

NURSE AIDES

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Mon. thru Thur.

ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!

table, shag area rug, rotisserie grill,ping-pong table,
vanity mirror, twin quilted bd.

WARD

$1.25 hour

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

2 porch hemp rugs, 2 rattan
bar stools, Stauffer reducing

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 volumes, cost $200, sacr. $35.
Webster's unabridged dic-

SECRETAR IES

old. Auto. Lighting. 259-4156.
Hoover vacuum cleaner, new.

dresses, sults and

your own hours. Write Box
#1023 for immediate private

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

son.

in

per week to family income.Set

interview.

4B -Household Appliances

sportswear at half price? DI 86800. Room 502.

392-6721

ity to handle small tools is

INTERVIEWING

Needs

look

4 aquariums plus accessories
$50;'4 bar stools with backs.
$40.'
CL 5-3312

sant way to add $10 to $50

6628.

St., Mt. Prospect, CL 5-7663.

Are you looking?? For a plea-

assembly is tfesired. The abil30 -Help Wanted -Women

also necessary. Many fringe
benefits. Please apply in per-

To Apply In Person

Calculating Clerk
Accounting Clerk

APPLY PERSONNEL

essary to the normal °pd..

ation

attend lunch room in Wheeling. Must be neat, clean and
like people. Needs own transportation. Will train. Excellent hours and working conditions. Phone: CL 5-4115 for
interview.

cellaneous kitchenware. 392-

1342.

CL 5-4755

.

pitalization and life insurance

REYNOLDS

ployment

No experience necessary to

ritlign;.csirstais
ai v ation Is ar.

METAL CO.

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in
our Help Wanted and Em-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 9-1000

INgRANCE CQ.,
400
km RA, Payne

CL 9-2600

1626 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

RELIANCE LIFE

Call Mrs. O'Brien

INTERVIEWING

HOSPITAL

CLERK TYP 1ST

women with factory expe-

INSURANCE CO.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

$1.75 an Hour

benefits

company

of hours.
APPLY PERSONNEL

8:30 to 1:30 Daily

now for a local appointment

WILLOW NURSERY

Ladies - do you want a new

7134 Higgins Av. 9 A M to noon

Northwest Suburban girls call

maples, one stem and clump
white birch. Evergreens. Everthing going at low cost.

time positions. Your choice

ment. Permanent part and full

69 W. Washington

9 AM to 1 PM

SHADE TREES
Sycamore, green ash, tulip,

housekeeping depart-

needed for

Best offer
Ph. 259-5715

20" Gas Range, only 2 mos.

253-1903

Garage sale week of June
6th - Furniture and miscellaneous items. 10 N. Elm

Sat'day Interviews

Complete fringe benefits
Permanent position

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Now Is The Time

Due to illness must sell.
Will sacrifice for balance

ladies

mattress. ,$50 - CL 3-6049

Twin beds, bedside table, 2
end tables - all ranch Oak.
Family room Daveno, mis-

PHOTOCOPY

Several

Moving: Piano, Din. Rm. table
6 chairs & buffet; many other
misc. bargains. CL 3-1644
double bed complete with
1
headboard. Practically new

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

FREEZER FRESH
ICE CREAM TRUCK

WARD HELPERS

ed. Walnut, cost $250, will
sell for $150. CL 5-7519.

Call 438-6093

8501 for appointment.

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

Business Service Corp.

8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

Modern air cond. offices

top firms in the city and

PREFERRED

GIRL FRIDAY
Varied duties in 1 girl
regent office of nat'l firm

We have openings for gals
who have experience in coil
winding. We will consider

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

HOOKER Bdr tn. set,never lIT-

BABY CRIB, fully equipped.

AMERICAN

4. They like the assignments -

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 5

Mon. thru Thur.
OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE

many company benefits. Apply

PHONE 827-1108

according to your skills.

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

Excellent starting salary and

824-7181 for App't.

Paid Vacations

18

mos. CL. 9-2618.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

t Coin Collection.

High School Sr. wanted for
dental assisting. Hours 4 to
7 and Saturdays 8 to 5 for
summer and thruout the school
year. Will train. Call CL 3-

. tla-Typists

* General Clerks

good typing ability.

Call Mr. Detman

Top Rates

4 yr. crib & snowsuit -

RN with Industrkiii experience

to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire insurance program. Muse have

3. They like the respect and

824-1188

6tenographers

'

settings $120. Child's trike,

CL. 5-1108

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

date modern working conditions.

POSITIONS WHICH

Blue davenport $16. Kitchen'
table, misc. chairs & coffee'
CL 3-0037
table.

RIGHT GIRL

This is an interesting variety
Job. Must be a good typist.

counting for a manufacturing

HERE ARE A FEW

BLINDCRAFT -, Pht,562-3000

PART TIME

for a qualified yount lady with.

Future

47 -Home flirnishints.-futditme

WHY

An excellent job opportunity

Challenging

32-MiscellaneouiMerchandise

AND

Typists

Thursday, June 9,1966

MAYTAG auto., 2 sp. 3 cycle,.
3 water level & temp. control

'foment. Wonderful earnings.

IMMEDIATE WORK

THE DAY

HOUSEWIVES = Phone1;6a.
,attivaMe. Call established cus.

2. They like the pay -top rates

OF NORTH AMERICA
84 Broadway, Des Plaines

Interesting

le -Help Wanted -Women

2100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000
Food Products Hostess to work
in
supermarkets on Sat's.
Young, attractive. 392-8663

needs one Clerk - Typist.

Opportunity

TEMPORARY

CLERK - TYP I ST
NEW OFFICE IN
DESPLAINES

'SO -Help Wanted -Women

Wanted -Women

Used Bedrm. Chest & Dresser, Blonde, Exc. Cond't. $60

CL 5-7519
SAVE $$$$

DISPLAY FURNITURE IN 7
MODEL HOMES - WE DELIVER 824-8164
296-7771

STORE FOR RENT'
1800 sq. ft. 1/2
blk from train depot. $200.

Palatine.

Store office with shop in rear,

on US 14 and Chicago Ave.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE
10

flat, center of town,

2

bdrm. apts.

3 flat brick, north of town,
$28,000.
VACANT LOTS

Arl. Hgts,
takes them.

2

lots.

$4200,

Palatine. Wilmette anti Vermont,

150 x 300.

$5500.

HOME REALTY,
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine
358-4555

09 -nursery Schools -Child Care

hoMe-licensed. Catering to
working Mothers.

255-7019

13 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

Arlington - Furnished 5 room
deluxe 2 bedroom, dining
room. Excellent location.
.Shopping, transp. Adults only.
References required. $255. 1
year lease. 255-5122

Available Juno 14, 4 rooms
completely furnished in Arlington Ills. Adults only. Call
after 5:30 PM, 392-4102.
14 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Prospect

Timber -Lake Village
A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals.
Includes

:rec.

SWIMMING POOL

lounge, putting green,

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G

1444 So. Busse rid.

14 -To Rent Apartments
1:',Z6.77eE HOME

ON FARM FOR RENT
Call 468-0576 evenings
5 room apt. In
Arlington Heights
CL 3-0560
$125. per mo.
Being Drafted. Must rent out
2 bdrm., ground floor, radiant
heated apt. with stove and ref'.

SO -Real Estate -Rouses

el -Real Estate -Rouses

Arlington Hts-3 bedrm brk
ranch, built-ins, carpeting,
drapes, 1 1/2 bath, low taxes.
$21,300 or best offer. 437-

Palatine area -4 becirm,splltfoyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio, fenc-

1060.
Arlington

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointBIRCHWOOD TERRACE ment, CL 3-8090.
We have the largest and finest
TRANSFERRED OWNER
Apartments.
Bdrms. 2 baths, Family
5
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.rim.13x11
room, fireplace, full basebedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
ment. $26,500. Elk Grove.
Breakfast area 14x10
439-1843.
Private balconies
Court, Des
Plaines'. $150 per month. Call
after 6. 439-7360.
Mt. Prospect
1068

Arnold

ARLINGTON HTS.

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

Spacious, half - brick ranch.
3 twin - size bedrooms, large
family room and patio, 2 full

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst rid.

392-1553
$23,900
1531 N. KASPAR

baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

439-1127

PHONE 439-4100

CLAYTON
COURT.

3

Car. Basmt. Fireplace. Call

anywhere.Colonial design,
and modern planning blend to
offer elegance and convenience.. Many apartment
features include:

2 FULL BATHS
FORMAL DINING AREA
LUXURIOUS CARPETING
SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
WALK-IN CLOSETS
AIR CONDITIONING

299-3169 daya' or CL 3-7188
eve's.

91 -To Rent Miscellaneous

ROOM

Multiple 'Acting Service

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

'3

Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.

'0 INCLUDE SWIMMING

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

CL. 3-2978

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Reserve Your Apt. Today

Models now open: 10:00 to
7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300

summer months. Prof. nr.
Recreation Pk, A.R. Ph. aft.

Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to

rent. Straight rental or op-

GET RESULTS

HI new home is completed.
Prefer Arlington area. Call

apartment for 2 months (Tun 321-2810 or MA 7-2418.

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talk

NO OBLIGATION

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apart ments.Call
for information.

it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified
people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 0-1600

MUNDELIEN

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

3 bdrm. home w/carport on
large lot, includes lake priv-

$6800.

eleges

90 -Mobile Homes

Now 3 bdrm. brick and A-

ACTIVE mobile
home. 2 bdrms. 439-3089 after

luminum sided bi-lovel 1100

6 PM

sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

Deluxe 3 flat, 2 - 3 bdrm.
and 1 - 2 bdrm. apt. Near
shopping center, schools,
$93,500
transportation

'57 Chevy, 6 cyl. automatic,
radio, heater. Best offer.Call

937-3590

'65 Chevelle Wagon.std. shift,
6 cyl. $1695. CL 9-3281.

REAL
ESTATE
837-1616

MOUNT PROSPECT
Builders model, 4 bdrm.,

improved building lots
$7500. 437-4680 or OR 5-2250.

MOUNT PROSPECT
3 bedroom ranch,Kitchen with

built-ins separate dining"L",
natural woodwork trim, 2 car

garage, close to schools &
shopping. $21,500.

FOLZ REALTY

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

BUILDING

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you on your
wayto sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

D SAVE $$$

1957 Chev. 6 cyl. Auto. 2 dr.
H/T, Heater, Best offer. Call

Good Condition.

CL 3-0418

Pontiac, II/T, exc.
cond't. 1 owner car, best offer.
1955

392-0790

Hard top. Factory air - conditioned. Power steer'g &
brakes. Excel. cond. Best offer. 827-8665
99 -Automobiles For Salo

,

EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

'65 CORNET "500"
v/a

'66 Coronet 440'- 4 door seden. Whitewalls, wheel coyors, automatic trans. P.S.

Radio, Heater, like brand new.
Was $2495 -Now $2445

At

on the

Consul

Floor P. S. Full Spinner
Weever. Pad Dash VinylInt.
Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby

63 IMPALA

CONVERT.
V-8 Power Mir,. Power
Brakes, Power steering...

2 DR. H.T.

Was $2145 Now.

$1995

'63 VW
Storage Rack. W/W Radio

2 door, radio, rear speaker,

Light

Green, White Top
Just Right for CampingTrips

64 MONZA

62 BEL AIR
6 PASS. WAGON
Automatic

Steering,

Trans.,

Was $695 Now

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

$675

1962 OLDS

'62 4 dr., full power, factory air cond., all the extras.
$1895

Super 88 4 Dr. Hdtop Full Power.

'60 coupe, full power, factory aid cond. In excellent

1961 CADILLAC CONVERT

$1195

Several more Continentals to
choose from all years &
models.

Mercury Dealer

BERENS
IN HIGHLAND PARK

black top and vinyl interior.

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
_

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Wherm Service Follows The Sale"

MANY., MANY, MANY MORE

MUSTANG MOTORS
644 E. Northwest Hywy.

Palatine

PALATINES LARGEST USED CAR LOT

358-7300

ID 2-6300

PABICH
OF

ROSELLE
Offers This Brand New

'66 PLYMOUTH
FURY II
SPRING
SPECIAL

Save up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

A-1

$995

1965 COUNTRY SEDAN
6

1964 CADILLAC CONVT.

$2193.

'66 Plymouth Fury II 4 Dr. Sd.

Blk. Full Power Factory air cond.

1963 OLDS 88 2 DR. H.T.

$2095

$1672

Peas - 352 V-8, Cruisomatic P/S Radio

$25500°

$3595.

Automatic Trans. Radio Heater w/w power.

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS

$1550.

1962 FORD CONVT.
cul. Automatic.

Radio.

White

TO CHOOSE FROM

$1089.

We make deals!

INCLUDES:
Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, 318 Cu. In. V8
Engine. Blue Vinyl Trim Inside.
Lights, White
Wall Tires,Back-Up Lights. Electri Windshield Washers,
Variable Speed Wipers - Electric. added Dash & Visors
Foam Cushions - Left Mirror. 4 Belts - Full Wheel Covers.
Door Top Chrome - Full Carpet. Solid White Color ....

$895.

Good Runner

1295

$1595.00

1090 FIRST ST.

Sedan red

$1375

Air Conditioned

HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

1965 MUSTANG
2 dr. HIT. Black. V-8 Stick White Int.

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

'57 CHEV PICK UP

$895.00

condition. FULL PRICE $795

1962 V.W. SUN ROOF

Low mileage, radio, extra gas
heater. Color light green with

$895.00

new. FULL PRICE $2798

Power

Brakes, Radio, Heater....

wall tires.

heater, lots of miles per gal Ion. "Stick Shift".A nice clean
car, A reel bargain at

99 -Automobiles For Sale

NO MONEY DOWN
1st PAYMENT IN AUGUST

1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR.
1-GALX "500" 4 DR.

$1395

Stick on the floor. Radio, Heater, w/

'62 FALCON

9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

671-0450

L

,19 -Automobiles For Sale

1 -FALCON 4 DR.

1966 MUSTANG

STATION WAGON

392-2263

1 -FALCON WAGON

CONVERT.

WARRANTY.

Franklin Park,III.
near O'Hare

mileage. Call after 6 p.m./

1 -CUSTOM -500

Power Glide, Radio,
Heater, Power Steering w/
wall tires

$2050

T304;10y0OMIL E S LEFTON
RFAecid

4000 N. Manneheim Rd.

1063.

Honda. 1965. 300 cc. Very low

1-7 LITRE

V-8

Power

FORD

TRUCK SALES

1965 BSA Lightning Rocket,

3-GALX 500 H.T.P

65 IMPALA

Radio,

NORTHWEST

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

ented. Can not be told from

3 -T -BIRDS

DEALS IN JUNE

Automatic Trans.,

truck, $250.
CL 5-0645

sive 1 yr./24000 mi. par-

3-LTD'S

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

Heater

trucks to choose from.

1959 English Ford small panel

SELLE

"WE SAY YES!"

V-8

Many other new and used

102 -Trucks, Trailers

covered by Lincoln's exclu-

EXECUTIVE
CARS LEFT

"WE SAY YES!"

INCL FREIGHT

Van and Lift Gate

Phone CL 3-2707

ROSELLE FORD
HAS 14

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

$276300

TOTAL
PRICE

1965 Ford F500 V-8 12 ft.

"500" "6" Air Conditioned

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

'66 POLARA

Padded Dash
Side View Mirror
Backup lights
0 4 seat belts
Variable washers 0 Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

1965 Econo line van.

1963 FORD FAIRLANE

DIAL CL 5-2020

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

up

We Buy Used Cars
ARLINGTON MOTORS
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

CONTINENTALS

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

.

up V-8 Heavy Duty

1069 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton Pick-

'63 cony. full power, factory air cond., this car

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

.,

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x

TRUCKS
2 - 1965 Ford 3/4 on Pick-

Come In And. See Us

650 cc. $995 firm. CL 3-

door, standard shift.

_FEIANtEK

DICK WICKSTROM

This is not a stripped down model.
Lookl At the equip on this car.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

CL 5-9444

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Authorized Lincoln

3rd

.

$400.

824-4261

N A NEW OR USED AUTO

4C

.

'63 Carvell' Monza auto., Riff
W/W, low mileage, exc. cond.
CL 3-5193 Evenings.
1062 RedCorvair Ivionza,R/H,
W/W. Exc., Cond't. Ph. CL 37935 after 7:30.

In downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 sq.ft.See Mrs.Franceic
for details.

Expensive

picture window.

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

NoJuAkees

needs body wk. $100 or best offer.
CL 3-8392 Eves.

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

1959 1/2 ton rod panel truck,
low mileage, good condition.

Northwest Rambler - Palatine

4

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

3478.

'59 Ford Wagon. Runs good,'

very clean. 272-1462

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

COMMERC IAL

99 -Automobiles for Sale

'60 T -Bird, lite blue..P/S.
P/B, W/W, nm. Hi-spd.
trans. iri,tnie mi. One owner.
$800 or best offer. CL. 3-

Clean Used Cars Wanted

offer. Call 290-7286.

churches. Home is complete

Thursday, June 9, 1966

THE DAY

45,000 orig. miles - exc.tires
& engine. Some rust. Interior

Chevy 2 dr. Hard Top

proved community. Excel'.
shops, schools, hospital,

1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535
M.A.R. Listing Service

BRAND NEW

'DODGE

offer. CL? -9341
CHEAP, '53 PLY. $150. 4 dr.

IL

0

A
A....k

Panelglide. Good cond. Best

scpd. corner lot In an im-

41

One owner.
Was $1395 Now

Very clean inside & out. Exc.
running car. 824-5809
'61 Choy. Wagon, 6 cyl. 6 pass.

Rebuilt 265 V-8, Auto. Best

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

'1144

.....-.1,.......5

'54 Buick, 2 dr. Spec. H/T.

1903 Olds Super 80 4 door

1955 Buick Special 1 owner.,
Gd. cond't. $150 or best offer.

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

situated on a beautifully land-

HARMENING

$295.

1960 Rambler American

253-5897 after 6 P.M.

Wheeling

439-5466

824-3308.

'64 Volkswagen, radio, heater.
In excellent condition. Call
after 6 P.M. 392-0703.

HILLSIDE

$20,900.

'61 Rambler Classic Wagon,
Gd. cond't. P/S, R/H, Auto.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

$17,500

etc. Only$500down

10x55

1903

BUILDERS monyEl,

loss than your present Chi-

bedroom brick ranch on

3

WANT ADS

4

BARTLETT

many extras, under $40,000.e

358-9544.

tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
area or School Dist. 214.
Executive desires to rent
furnished or unfurnished 2
bedrooms or more, house or

DAY

WHEELING

cagoland rent you can ownone

Don Wheeler

ROOM for college girl for
5,

96 -Real Estate Wanted

corner lot. 2 car garage, Full
down.
$1500
basement.

02 -Wanted. To Rent

1 BEDROOM
$155

Eve's CL 3-0297.

'56

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.

-

FL 4-2186

359-1450,

$27,500.

Asking

PHONE 537-2643

Basement storage rooms also
CL 5-9444
available.

TURES

3 twin size bedrms, family
room, trl-level 1 1/2 bath,
firepl., 2 car pr., Dishwasher, built-ins. Lot 132x298.

101 Wolf Rd.

400 sq. ft. or space suitable
for Barber Shop of Office in
new bldg. in Arlington Fits.

RECREATIONAL FEA-

Palatine, By Owner

WILLIAMS REALTY

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

PRIVATE PATIOS

POOL,
SAUNA
BATH,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY

bedroom split level with

attached garage in choice location in Mt. Prospect. Walking distance totransportation,
school & churches.

3 bdt fe. Ranch, weir schools,
park & shopping, railroad.

The finest new apartments

NORTHWEST
The most gorgeous lake front
lots you over saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An
unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excell-.
ent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms

1/2 car gar.

$24, 900

16 -To flea Houses
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

' DES PLAINES

Hts-By owner, 8

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

1

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

room home, centrally located.

Pleasant Manor Estates.

in

ed in. yard,

99 -Automobiles For Sale

C8 -Real Estate -Vacant

SEE THEM ALL at Pabich of Roselle!

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

PABICH MOTOR SALES
(1/: 7 4/ s' I .4

OSELLE FORD
ROSELLE,ILL.

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-6881'

7

11 it.4r,:,4fh

Runfrthir

ROSELLE, ILL.

35 IRVING PARK, ROSELLE
PHQNE 529-5601

DAYS 9-9, SAT,, 9-6, SUN. 1-4

111-lvm.

r

N,

Mount Prospect Village Forester Tom Demay removes downed tree
at 165 Hi-Lusi St. moments after wind ripped it out early this morning.
Huge elm was reported to be the oldest tree in the village.

The trailer residences of jockeys and exercise boys at Arlington
Park Race Track were overturned and destroyed during the tornado.

I

L. B. Larson attempts to coyer up the hole in

the roof of his home at 803 Miner, Arlington
Heights. Larson's home is across the street
from an apartment building where the roof.was
lifted off and dropped in the street.

A GAPING HOLE in the roof of the First Baptist Church, 1211 W.
of the winds which swept

Campbell St., is testimony to the force
through the area early Thursday morning.

This

garage behind a bowie on the 500 block of

Wing St. in Arlington Heights was completely demolished by the storm.

Loss Severe,
Utilities Hit
(Continued From Page 1)
100 -year -old home at 619 N.
not interrupted but passenger Arlington Heights Rd , Arservice was reported extreme- lington Heights, was damaged
when a tree fell across the
ly heavy
porch

TRAIN signals and warnA patio, fence and fountain
ing gates were knocked out at were ripped out in the yard of
Central Rd and Northwest
a house at 1502 N. Fernandez Hwy Emergency crews were in the Hasbrook subdivision

on the job directing traffic across the tracks and repairing
Outskirts of Mount

Pros-

pect were hit hard

At Palwaukee Airport, planes
were strewn across the runways Two hangers were blown
down and traffic in the area
was snarled
The Stickman Manor apartment development, Box-

wood Dr. and Euclid St , was
heavily damaged

Roofs were torn from two
apartment buildings. Those in
the area said that it was "a
miracle" that no one was killed.

Otto Knieger, manager of
the apartments, and many of
the residents started mop -up
efforts
One mother,
Mrs
Harvey Butler, snatched her

daughter from a crib just be-

An airplane hangar housing several planes was destroyed when wind
swept Pal -Waukee Airport. Two other hangars were damaged and
several planes were destroypd.
f

"We've many homes damag-:

ed," Mrs Richard Clawes of:

the damage

fore it was sprayed with fly-

ing glass from bedroom windows.

Miss Theresa M. Reinert's

203 N Parkway said in Conn.'
try
Gardens
of Prospect
Heights

"Trees are down and roofs
off houses and garages
on Parkway, Elm, Willow and_
are

other streets.
"The biggest

tragedy

was.

that we couldn't have coffee
this morning The electricity
was off and I had to borrow
percolator
stove."
an

for

the

gas

Arthur Mangelsdorf, 1180
N. Wheeling, was awakened
by a loud noise. He reached up

and discovered a large beam

just over his head. He was
unhurt.
1

Rolling Meadows, firemen reported that the roof
was blown off the Rolling
Meadows theater, and that
In

windows in the shopping center weft blown out

DiMucci Files Suit c Force Permit
mandamus writ

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
DiMucci Home Builders has
court

to

gone

to

force

the

village of Mount Prospect to
for
issue occupancy
homes completed in Elk Ridge
Villa No. 6 (Mount Shire).
A writ of mandamus has been
permits

for

law

court

firm of Bloch, Birndoff

occupancy ' of three homes in
Mount Shire located at 1713,
1714 and 1717 Pheasant Trail.
Originally,
the
subdivision

and Silverman naming both
the village and Peter Retten,
who the suit calls acting

superintendent of building. A

in areas served by Utility
Sewer and Water Co. until
the utility agrees to build a

WEATHER
upper 40s. Saturday;
sunny and warmer;
High in the 70s.
in

the

11)

Mostly

on persons who have already

will ihnswer the suit in Cook
County Circuit Court. Mayor
Daniel Congreve said that be

homes

purchased

welcomed

village

in
accordance with
ordinances. DiMucci

homes

Village Attorney Robert Moore

arc

and

the

the

have

denied access to those homes,

opportunity to
village-DiMucci

Two Full Pages
Of Storm Pictures

On Pages 8 and 9

Mount Prospect, Illinois

FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1966

325 W. Prospect Ave.

order forcing the village to
occupancy certificates.
issue

fusing to issue certificates to
the
petitioner." Contending
that the; denial of occupancy
permits is forcing a hardship

Your Home Newspaper
Vblume I, Number 39

lief in the form of the court

which the village must answer
by Tuesday, June 14, DiMucci
Home Builders contends that
they have secured legal building permits and built their

5pert ;Dap

Tonight; Fair and cool; Low

suit seeks immediate re-

the

Home Builders says that the
is, "arbitrarily, and
capriciously and unlawfully revillage

Units 2, 3 and 5. In the suit,

Shire. The village board Tuesday night re -affirmed its previous position that no occupancy permits will be issued

petitioner's wishes. In this
suit, the petitioner requests
that permits be issued for

on

lift station to relieve
flooding in Elk Ridge Villa
sewer

.plan was filed as Elk Ridge
Villa Unit No. 6, however, the
area is now known as Mount

is a request
to order the

defendant to comply with the

behalf of Salvatore
DiMucci Jr. by the Chicago
filed

the

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Country Gardens Area
Kara est Hit by Storm

tt

Residents of
section in the

Country Gardens in Prospect Heights,
Prospect

area

heavily

most

damaged

the
by

subdivision families were
piling rubbish that once had
been part of their homes.
the

Roofs were blown off almost
a dozen homes, and garages
were knocked into piles of

kindling by the driving wind,
estimated at
hour.

"No one

miles

100

went

to

an

work,"

said Henry G. Zedd, 20 Stone gate dr. West, a long-time
representative

area

to

the

Prospect Heights Improvement
Assn.

"They worked here. They
the storm pretty calmly

took

there's nothing else
they could do.
"Right now our biggest
problem is the power failure.
We all get our water from
wells and need electricity to
run the pumps."
because

IN JANUARY, 1964, after
residents were
without power for 64 hours,
storm,

an ice

the walls and blowing a new
Mayor Daniel Congreve
said

that

Friday

village

trucks will pick up storm
debris if it Is placed on
parkways.

He

also

said

that if notified crews will
dangerously

down

cut

damaged trees on private
property as soon as village

property is cleared.

Zedd said. His wife Ruth
commented, "We lived like
gypsies then. I hope the re-.
quicker
this
pairmen
arc

requiring more repair
work than after the ice storm.
Servicemen and repairmen
lines

were seen working in several
subidvision,
along with homeowners.
in

the

'

MRS. ROBERT

Cuff, 39
Lynnbrook, described the tor -

- Mayor

Despite heavy damage to buildings on the outskirts of Mount
tornado damage within the village yesterday was

limited, according to public works officials.

Totally destroyed by the storm, that roared through town
shortly after 6 a.m. yesterday, were 12 Elm trees. Another
60 to 70 were damaged, however, it was believed they can be
saved.

in-

the early hour of the tornado

stances of serious storm dam-

prevented loss of life since
most families were together,
inside their apartments.

There

isolated

were

village. A Goldblatt store in Mount Prospect

Sunday
Ceremonies dedicating Marjorie Payne Kopp Park to
the people of Mount Prospect will be highlighted by
the appearance of Sen. Paul
A. Douglas art p.m.
ceremonies,

Prospect.
Bleacher seating will
be
provided on a "first come,
first served," basis.

DR. RUTH Helsel, professor of

physical education at
Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio,. will share the prin-

cipal speaking role with Sen.
Douglas.

Miss Nancy Dallia, physi,
cal education teacher at Prospect High School, will make
the dedicatory remarks.
scheduled

officially

the

By United Press International

Hurricane Alma Heads for Atlantic
SAVANNAH, Georgia -- Tropical storm Alma, reduced

ex-

pected to last about one hour,
are
scheduled for the new
park - pool complex located
at 420 W. Dempster St., Mount

Also ,on

Plaza was damaged by the
winds.
So
were
Carlson's
drug store and Jack's men's
store.

Damage to schools was re-

Park

Dedication

in the

program and

to cut the ribbon
opening the
new

at Kopp Park are Nanette and Kathy Kopp, Mrs.
pool

Kopp's daughters.

Rev. Edwin Stevens of Com-

from

yesterday's

deadly _and destructive

hurricane status,

lumbering across Georgia toward the Atlantic. Alma currently has peak winds of up to 70 -miles -per -hour, and is exis

pected to reach the sea near Charleston, South Carolina,
late this afternoon as it adheres to its northeasterly course.

Orbit Another Space, Probe
WALLOPS ISLAND, Virginia -- A new Air Force satellite
circling the globe today to measure outer -space's radiation. The 100 -pound satellite will relay back information on
is

how. radiation would affect a future astronaut's skin, blood forming organs and gastro-intestinal tract. The shot was launched early today from Wallops Island, Virginia.

Says U.S. Leads in Space Race
WASHINGTON -- Presidential

consultant Edward
Welsh says the U.S. has a slight lead over Russia in the space
race. He said in prepared remarks today that the U.S. has
launched twice as many spacecraft as Russia into earth orbit
or on flights to the moon and planets. But he added that the Sovspace

iets each year have ptit greater total weight of payloads into
space.

Don't Forget My Snake'

GLENDORA, California -- When police arrested a woman on
munity South Baptist Church
will give the invocation. Mu- suspicion of drunken driving in Glendora, she told itiem"don't
sic will be provided by Demp- forget 'my snake," The officers looked in the car, and sure
ster Junior High School band. enough, there on the seat was het pet Boa Constrictor.

stricted

to

one

in

Colonial

Heights where a roof over the
multi -purpose room of Forest
View Elementary School was
blown off.

MAYOR DANIEL Congreve
said that it would cost the
village from $10,000 to $12,000
to clean up the trees that were
destroyed or damaged.

His estimate of the other
storm damage in the village
from

ranged
$15,000.

We are

a

$12,000

to

very lucky vil-

ONE resident said, "If the
tornado had passed over an
hour later,
would have
children."

the playgrounds
been filled with

crews
in
Public
works
Mount Prospect have been
working continuously to re-

move
streets

branches

and

clear

of debris. It was es-

timated that by 9 a.m. yesterday morning all of the
streets in the village were
passable.

P. Zelnis lost their
garage,
porch
and
dining
room roof. Zelnis said his

roof was "in the next block,
all over."
Lord
"Only
the
good
knows," his wife shouted from

ting on a portable chair putting
on her winter overshoes. She
wore a brown skater's cap.
SHE SAID the sky
"very black and very

was

low.

before

moments
basement
their garage collapsed.

hit

Outside their red geraniums

They told the story of KenFerge, 1190 N. Wheel-

neth

a nightMrs.
Daniel
Poulson, 1182 N. Wheeling.

ing,

who emerged from the
basement after the storm to
inspect damage to the bed"It went as fast as you can ' MOM.
snap your lingers," Poulson
A rare coin and bill colsaid, as he limped around
lector, he saw the wind scattheir rain - soaked apart- tering his Hobby skyward.
ment.
"I tried to catch as much
"My husband was in his as I could,- he said, "but
mare,"

said

12 -

he said.
so fast I

"The roof went off crib and turned my back a-

couldn't see it go.
The wind took the ceiling with

roof but

round to the window just as
the roof was torn lose and

ceiling fell gravel and stones came flying through the panes. Then
"Cleaning up and repairing I hid in a closet with my
more
trouble
the damage is
daughter."
the

the

back.

than building a new house,"
he commented.

hand I
because

couldn't do any more
I had no pockets to

put in."
Ferge said he had no clothes

way with

a

handful of mail.

"I have mail in my mailbox
but no roof over my head,"
he said.

Upstairs, he

pointed to a
in. pipe that fell on the
pillow where his son Mike,
2, had been sleeping. After
the roof had gone
Butler
climbed into his son's room

and dug Mike from under the
rubble moments
pipe fell.

before

the

Released
On Bond

John A. Reder, 17, of 308
She explained that she had S. Waverly, was charged with
trouble waking her husband burglary and theft yesterday in

Thomas was using candles but when the storm hit, she
in his basement where he had said, "he jumped out of bed
taken refuge from the storm. and ran into Bucky's room
The living, dining and family and flipped the bedding over

Mount Prospect court..

Judge Simon S. Porter
bond at $3,000 and

set

released

him on his own recognizance
him and rolled it into a ball." in Mount Prospect court.
Reder is due in felony court
from rain pouring down into
All the Elofsons escaped
rooms

were

badly

damaged

the roofless areas.
Standing in cases were his
his
wife's
rock collection,

personal

injury.

Red

officials who arrived
scene

to assist

in

Cross
the

on

relocating

in Niles June 28.

He is charged with burglary
and theft of electronics equipment valued at less than 3150

collection of tea cups and the the families reported no one
from Lincoln
family aquarium, all safe from was hospitalized.
the tornado.
ALTHOUGH the rain caus- School.

Junior

High

Lions Award to Roberta Longwell
Roberta Longwell, who will graduate from Prospect High
School next week, received a scholarship for $500 from the
Mount Prospect Lions Club Wedn esday.
A check for $250 was
28, and Thomas, 26, at 116
presented to her by Lions
president Gary Seyring. She N. Pine St., Mount Prospect.
will receive another $250 Their parents are dead.
check next semester to help
MORE than 50 members;
her through nursing school.
She Will
enter
Lutheran of the club were on hand at
General and Deaconess Hos- a dinner in the Veterans

pital school of nursing in Park
Ridge this fall.

damage would be about $700.

A

NOT SO fortunate were residents of an apartment build-

"B"

student

at

high

school, she told The Day she
wanted to be a nurse because, "1 like to help people."

ing at 1180 Wheeling Rd. in
the arca known as Brickman
Mount

She said she made up her'
mind to go to nursing school

Prospect.

The roof of one of the buildings was completely demolished, forcing 10 families out of

building. Residents believe that

to

mor.

When Wednesday's tornado

struck "it was like

damage

clothing and especially furniture in the apartments, residents retained a sense of hu-

maining rafters.
N. Wheeling Rd., said she
James R. Thomas, 20 Stone - was awakened by a "terrible
gate Dr. East, lost the roof wind" and saw "the garbage
over the kitchen in his home. cans flying by."
"1 had just left the kitchen
"I ran into our baby's room
struck," and picked him up from the
when the tornado

Congreve said a portion of

Damage estimates have not

or motel rooms while others
are staying
with neighbors
or relatives.

considerable

ed

on at the moment.
'HARVEY Butler, 1188 N.
Wheeling, stood in his door-

a destroyed hangar was blown
on to his airplane and that

been made on the apartment

building left 10 families homeless. Many have gone to hotel

ply- ing

much

their homes.

ments across the street.
The
roofless
apartment

MRS. POULSON, is expecther fourth child "anywood and felt insulation were time," according to her husblown off the, roof of the home band. With their three chilof Robert J. Pasdiora, 37 dren they waited out the storm
By
Wednesday in the basement, as did most
Lynnbrook.
afternoon he had managed to of the apartment dwellers.
place tar paper over the reMrs. Rodger Elofson, 1176
over his whole house.
ALL THE shingles,

area of $5 million.

outside

That's how Mrs. Terry Bullock, 1201 N. Wheeling, describ-

ed seeing the roof flying from the Brickman Manor Apart-

as soon as I got a bill in my

Congreve's airplane, a twin

just

BY BRUCE CUTLER
"When I looked out my window, it was as if I were in the

the underwear and bare feet and
against
pressed
but their blue irises he stepped on a couple of
nails trying to protect everyhad survived the storm.
Next door at 39 Lynnbrook thing after the roof wcnt,"
Fred Glisson lost the roof Mrs. Poulson explained.

engine Beachcraft, was based
at Palwaukec Airport where
damage estimates are in the

Manor,

as Like Seing
I a low, of S

were
earth

"We are a very lucky vilsaid. "Our

lage," Congreve
neighbors
were
harder."

It

At 33 Lynnbrook Mr. and bottom of a bowl of vegetable soup."
Mrs. E.

time."
She tried three times to waken
Zedd said the tornado had her husband before the torbroken many individual power nado struck. They fled to their

Prospect,

age

never been used") 17 ft. boat out onto the back
lawn. The boat was turned
upside-down.

the living room. She was sit-

'A Very Lucky

Village'

The tornado ripped through
knocking down

their garage,

("It's

homes

Roundup
For The Day

She

storm in their basement.

Along the winding roads of.

Dedicate

green."

and repair their homes.

of thousands of dollars.

Contemplating damage in his home is George Elgh, 20 Glenbrook, In Country Gardens.

"pea

yesterday's tornado, were pitching in today to clean up debris
Country Gardens is located between Route 83 and Schoen-

Residential area of Prospect Heights was heavily damaged by tornado that touched down
here yesterday morning.

as

and her two children, Colleen,
8, and Ron, 14, waited out the

beck Rd. It is estimated that damage there will run into tens

r,

nado

in the middle
year
at
high

of her junior

"I

school.

thought about teaching but
Roberta Longwell receives a check for a $250 scholarship
from Mount Prospect Lions club president Gary Seyring. Roberta was introduced to club members by Robert Bailey (left),
chairman of the club's education committee.

like

nursing

better,"

Foreign Wars Hall to congra
ulate Roberta for winning

Lions' scholarship.
Officers
who
personally
wished Roberta the best of
luck in nursing school were
G. Seyring; Raymond Wingfield,
first
vice
president
and president - elect, and
Robert Bailey, chairman of
the

club's education commit-

tee.

Roberta

I

she

said.

Roberta, 18, lives with her
two older brothers, Chester,

ti

was

accompanied

to the dinner by Mr. and Mrs.
David Lindeman of Arlington
Heights. Lindeman is the high
school college consultant.
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Central Rd. Widening
Project Nears Completion

Arrested
For Taking
'Lost' Bike
Karl ilajzek, 32. of Schiller
Park,

was

arrested

Widening of Central Rd. be. tween Rand Rd. and Northwest
Hwy., a 14 -month project, has

Thurs-

day and charged, police said,
with

"concealing a bicycle
after finding it lost or mislaid and not attempting to
notify the lawful owner."

finally been completed and
clean-up work is in progress.

Signs warning motorists that
school children are in the area
where placed and the center
line striping completed. Dividing lanes for the four lanes of
traffic in Central have not yet

Police said BajzeOtook the
bike from a house under con-

at 213 S. Elmhurst .
where he works as a carpenstruction

been installed.

ter.

The parkway area between
Central Rd. and the sidewalk

The bike was found in Baj.
zek's panel truck where police

said

he

is being

is returning to normal.

A crossing guard is now
stationed at Louis St. rather

than Owen St. so that students
attending

School can

of the rise rather than the
base, eliminating a hazard.
Motorists , are warned of

the crossing by signs at Ed-

ward St.

project are being replaced,
with honey locust.
Residents in the area have

He was released on $25 bond
ordered to appear in
Mount Prospect court June
and

Don't Store
Fallen Elms

Arrested

30.

Peter Orosz, 55,

Selling your home?

Arlington Heights Director of

of 7514

Maple Dr., was arrested at 2 Public Works Gene Willroth
a.m. Thursday for drunken has issued a warning against
driving and driving in the wrong saving wood from fatten trees
lane on Rand Rd. between as firewood.
Highland and Gregory Sts.
"This wood, if stored, is a
Released on a '$200 bond, he is prime breeding place for the
due in Mount Prospect court elm bark beetle, carrier of

Call our
Newly installed officers of the Northwest Suburban Bar Assn. receive congratulations
from retiring president Richard 'A. Ahigren, Elk Grove Village. From the left are Paul
Haney Knott, treasurer; William J. Schaefle, secretary; Edward J. Bleg, president;
Ahigren, and William J. Moore, first vice president. Absent, at the time photo was taken

Man of the Map

Busse

cross busy Central at the top

moved to make room for the

placed it.

had

re -planted. Trees re-

been under stress from dust
and dirt, but most of the difficulties are over and the area

was Robert J. Anderson, second vice president.

July 6.

Dutch Elm Disease."

Services to Be Saturday

Ray Lemke

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6320

Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Dancer, was the guest of
honor at the court, held by Explorer Post 267 at which more

Janet,

Services will be Saturday at

10 a.m. at the Haire Funeral
Home with the Rev. Harold

than 150.persons attended.

She is survived by her parofficiating. Burial will
ents Charles and Dorothy of O'Hare
be in All Saints
207 S. Vail, Arlington Heights, Visitors may call Cemetery.
at 9 n.m.
and sisters and brothers San-

PEONIES

Reg.._ -$2.00

Reg. 590

GERANIUMS

ANNUALS

Reg. 64

4" Pots

HERE

TOMORROW

Pl.

RANDHURST
CAMERA SHOP

K erst ing's Garden Center, Inc.
621 NO. MAIN ST.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Polaroid* by Polaroid Corporation

CLCARORO OK 3-6833

'

Lt. Lawrence Barrett (left)
of the Green Berets, explains
symbolism of traditional cap

WEAVER was John Dancer's scoutmaster and the family have been friends of the

Speech,

Drama
Awards
Forest View

First Class
Awards for
2 Scouts

High

School

Becky Bardwell of Arlington
Heights received an award for

Knudsen, most promising debater; Naoki Saito, humorous
Adrienne

speech;

Hamparian

class Boy Scouts at a court

humorous speech; Terrie Hy sell, awards for a humorous
speech, the most points made
in speech during the year and
best directed play in "Fresh-

pect by Troop 23.

man Showcase."

David Chakoian and Robert
Petersen

advanced

to

first

to Ross Dancer at Court of of honor held recently at FairHonors.
view School in Mount ProsPeter Garvin, another mem-

I

I

Star Scout and

f-etref'qUalificktions;ftralning,and wit IninfOrOust,speettc.unti
!),Operations of the famed! comI Berglund of Rolling Meahat unit,.
dows received the best 'betFrank B. Newton, Northwest ress of the fi year award for
Suburban . Council executive, her performance as Nellie
Forbusch
in
the
musical
"South Pacific."
Mount Prospect students who
received awards were: Kris

Polaroid Color Pack Cameras.
Come see color portraits in 60 seconds, black and whites
In just 10. The most fun in photography!

In center of Sandhurst
Randhurst Shopping Center
Phone 3924600

Ross' dad in 1943.

ial Forces (Greeh
Berets)
group. Lt. Barrett discussed

TION
The Polaroid Camera Girl will demonstrate the new

Large Variety of Annuals & Perennial
Flower Plants in Flats
ICERSTING'S
90,14 Coact

to

Guest speaker at the honors speech and drama students re award assembly was Lt. Law- ceived end -of -the -year awards
reface
Barrett, headquarters at a Forensics pot -luck dinner
commandant of the 12th Spec- held last week.

FREE DEMONST

=ICE 49h

presented

ies.

Dancers for many years.

-SAT-URD#1.31-7

39(

were

Steve Buck, Life -Scout; Marty Hastings,

Weaver, of Lawton, Michigan.
Weaver, who has been a scoutmaster for more than 25 years,
presented the Eagle Award to

THE POLAROID CAMERA GIRL IS

NOW_99c

assembly

award. Presentation of the a- three years. He was also
ward was made by Raymond active in Cub Scout activit-

Mr. and Mrs. John Dancer, who are looking on as the award is made.

NOW 89

pre-

younger members of the scout- High School, Ross Dancer has
ing fraternity to earn an Eagle been active in Scouting for

Raymond Weaver had the distinction of presenting an Eagle award to his second generatIon. Weaver, third from left, pinned the highest scouting award on Ross Dancer, son of

Non -Patented

awards

the

sentation. Other awards at the

Rotary Club.
Mark LaDue and Dancer.
At IS', Ross is one of the
A sophomore at Prospect

CLEARANCE
SALE
ROSESPACKAGED

assisted in

Explorer Post 267 is spon- merit badges to Robert N..
sored by the Mount Prospect Newman, Marty Hastings,

Saturday.

Reg. $1.69

3d Generation
In Eagle Scouts
Prospect Country Club.

dra, Joseph, Robert,
Christine and Matthew.

arrival at Northwest Commun.,
ity Hospital June 9,

is being completed.

Ross J. Dancer was formally presented his Eagle Scout
award at a court of honors ceremony recently at the Mount

For 7 -Week -Old Girl
Mary R. Spencer, seven
weeks, was pronounced dead on

Workman pots finishing touches on right-of-way along Central
Rd. where widening program between Rand and Northwest Hwy.

ber of the troop, advanced
to second class scout.
All' three patrols in the

DEUJRES

Longo received
award for a humorous
speech and the best actress

an

troop were awarded blue rib- for a one -act play award for
bons at the Lakota Camporee, her portrayal of Joan in "The
Another

camporee

award

Lark,"

Pat

Press

received

team

member;

was presented to Jim Merritt, an award for the most valu' senior

patrol leader, and
Petersen, camping

able

speech

John Tabbert for best male
chairman, for making the 18 - crew, member and Fred Lefmile Amaquonisippi trail hike fer for the largest contributMarshall
under

"MAN OF ACCO PUSH ENT"

sistant scout master

Rooks, Pitts, Rillagar & Poust - emphasis
in trials, transportation law
Trustee of the Village of Palatine

Member of faculty, John Marshall Law
School

Palatine Township Attorney
AB, magna cum laude (Kenyon College)
LL.B (University of Pennsylvania)

r

Senior Warden and Vestryman, St. Philip's
Episcopal Church

LAWYER Conference with former law partner, Sheriff Richard B. Ogilvie

Bureau of National Affairs Annual Award
Executive Board, Palatine Township Regular Republican Party
Lecturer at Northwestern University
Counsel for Palatine Township Youth Com-

CIVIC LEADER

FAMILYMAN
At home with Pat and daughters

ti

LEADING CHURCH

LAYMAN Meeting with Rev. Sheldon Foote,
Bob has served as fienlorWarden

A member of the faculty of John
Marshall Law School, Bob work*

and a Vestryman of St. Philip's

with many students

con-

for the

troop. He is a music teacher

5,

EDUCATOR

weather

ion to the theater.

Ron DeHaven received an a-

Peter Herr was named as- ward for the best actor

Attorney and partner in firm of Hackbert,

Bob, As Village Trustee, meets with
Palatine Board

adverse

ditionS.

mission

Illinois Municipal League
Northwest Municipal Conference
American, Illinois and Chicago Bar Associations

American Judicature Society
Maritime Law Association of the United
States

Director of Brotherhood of St. Andrew

Church

in School Dist. 57.

Dick Seligman has resigned

as

scoutmaster. He

has

been active in the troop since
April, 1964. Dick logged 43

Cathy Bartell, best female crew

nights camping out and trav- member.
eled nearly 5,000 miles with

ELK GROVE. Village stu-

the scouts.

dents

Students Honor
Music Teacher

ert,

Music students at Forest
View High School gave a going
party for vocal music

teacher Harry Swenson Monday. Swenson will be transSelma

Grove

received

awards

Karen

McKelvey,

High

Rossing of Rolling

Lowry.
Des Plaines students who
received awards were Rose,

mary Grodon, Cheryl Nelson,
Jorlyce Gunkel, Debbie Con-

ley, Norma Eckert and Bob
Farber. Farber and Terrie
Hysell received financial as-

sistance to attend the Northwestern University drama school
this summer.

Meadows and Judy Rhodes of
Faculty members in charge
Arlington Heights were chair- of the awards presentation
men for the party. Swenson were Gary Hobbs, Mrs.' Joyce
was presented with cuff links Lindmark,
Mrs.
Margaret
and tic pin with a musical de- Cadel, Sherry Edmunds and
ign.

Daniel Padberg.

Candid
:Wedding
Photos
Call CL 5-7456

Arlington Portrait

I

i

I

Dave

Cook, Larry Green and Val

away

ferred to Elk
School next fall.

who

were Bob Klopp, Norma Eck-

(told Political Adrerritermed)

I

in

"Freshman Showcase" for his
performance as Stephen in the
"Metronome,"; Dennis Koppo,
most creative achievement in
crew work for lighting work in
"The Miracle Worker," and

Studio
PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

Grace's Daze

Obituaries

Funeral services for Darlene
Kay Helfogt, 3, of 312E
Schoenbeck
Rd., Arlington
Heights, a victim of Thursday's tornado; will be held

tt

Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in Our

By Grace Mott

Redeemer Lutheran Church,
Prospect Heights, with the

"Is . This Your1 Life, Bert Prospect are in the news.
They include Royce Fichte,
Herrmann?"
This was the question at on the honors list at Southern
University; The sophIllinois
a recent party to Mark Herrmann's 40th birthday. Thirty omore carried 21 hours, six
friends of the popular Carol more than the average stuand Bert, who lived in Mount. dent handles.
James

had

Ganze

R.

Rev. Herman C. Noll officiating. Burial will be in Euclid
Lawn Cemetery in Arlington
Heights.

It was

William Eilbracht.
Mrs,
Charles

Hamburg,
another Mount Prospector now
of Barrington; wrote the
script for the 'humorous en-

tertainment acted by most of

the guests and which began
with Bert's childhood, saw
him through his "sweetheart
in every port" navy day's
and
concluded
with
the

somewhat

happy due to the serious

son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert

M. Cawthorne of S. loka, has
for training
been
selected
at Keesler AFB, Miss., as

opinion he and Carol, parents

an Air Force communication -

of

electronics specialist.
HELPING OUT in the
home
is
Richard s
Ganze
mother, Mrs. Anna Ganze

three,

another

needed

"kid".

They
were
subsequently
presented with a live goat!
TWENTY-SEVEN
women
were guests of Mrs. Edwin
Stevens at a luncheon she

gave in her home last Thursday. The event honored all
members of the board of
The
South
directors
of
Church Women's Guild.
ALTHOUGH separated by
Haines
the
miles,
,2,500
'

Demmes who now live in
San Mateo, Calif., have kept
close

in

touch

friends

with

here. They were in town for
.the weekend, the house guests
of Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Laird.
Sunday

night

joined

they

members of a pot

luck supbelonged to

per club they
while in Mount Prospect for
a supper at the Stephen
Klines' in Hawthorn Woods.

Just back from a three week
vacation

Morocco, Spain

in

and Portugal are the Klines,
whose

former residents here,
Sunday guests from Mount
Prospect included the Lairds,
the Daryl Oldakcrs and the
Roscoe Batts.
ALSO

town

IN

for

the

weekend were Mr. and Mrs.

Visitors may call at the Oehkr Funeral Home, Lee & Perry, Des. Plaines, after 5 p.m.

ill-

Airman George Cawthorne,

from Berwyn. Now in Memphis, Tenn., Airman Ganze
is with the Marine Aviation

Detachment.
Hospitalized and wished well
arc Mrs. Harry Dodds, in
intensive care at Northwest

Community, and Mr. Burton
Quinnell,
coronary
patient
at Holy Family Hospital.

First reading of an
ordinance
in

controlling

signs

Mount Prospect was de-

ferred by trustees Tuesday
night to allow further study.
The sign ordinance, de-

to Farmington, Mich.

St. Raymond's
Holy Name Will
Hold Election

Dist. 26 Report
On Progress
Of Buildings

Leo Boyle, of Mount Prospect, has been nominated for

hoping for Sept.
completion on Park View
School," Supt. W. L. Harwood told Dist. 26 board
members Tuesday.
and
architect
Both
he
Wayne Fritch felt that work

presidency of St. Raymond's Holy Name Society.
the

The Sunday breakfast

building committee, provides
controls
of
comprehensive
all signs.
Trustee Robert Coffer re-

River near Lexington.

'

Weeping); Large Pin
Sycamore and
Oaks,

pean Mt. Ash, Red Bud,
Hopa Crabapples, Bush
form Hiller; Crabapples,
Toba and Washington

or

Hawthornes,

INSURANCE

I

on the building is progressing
particularly the block
and brick work.
Fritch said that landscaping contractor Veseky would
begin grading and seeding
well,

at River Trails Junior High

and Indian Grove Elementary
School this
has guaranteed
said, and will
for watering
Dist. 26 will
water bill.

Veseky
grass, Fritch
be responsible
the grounds.
pick up the

tus, Highbush Cranberry, Cotoneaster Praecox, Flowering
Quince, Cornellan Cherry, Pagoda and Chinese Dogwood,
Mock Orange, Lantana, Spirea, Hypericum, Pink Weigelia,

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details

"We're

Flowering Almond, and Alpine Currant.
ROSES - - $2.00 and up. 10% discount for 10 or more.
Potted and ready to bloom in your garden now. A tremendous
selection of hybrid teas, floribundas, grandifloras and climbers.

Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the

PEONIES - - See our display of name variety peonies and
place your order now for your favorites for fall planting. No
other perennial Is as beautiful, hardy and maintenance free.
GIFT SHOP LUCITE GRAPES - - $10.00 ($20.00 value).
Special purchase on colorful huge bunches of lucite grapes lush colors in this decorator item. An interesting wedding

fulcral service, anticipating every need. Transpor-

tation for family 'and friends is taken care of by
thoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, driving only late model limousines.

gift - - or a gift for yourself.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

week.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR.

Backed by 40 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road .
Mt. Prospect, III.

.

. at Northwest Hiway

Algonquin (Route 62) and Arlington His. Roads
Hempstead 7-2880
Arlington Heights, III.

Ph. 255-7800

OPEN DAILY 8 A.M. 'al 8 PAL; Sat.

4

6 P.M.; San. 9:30 '6.1 5 P.M.

DIRKSEN ENDORSES GRAHAM

DUE?

. . With your splendid record, experience and, position, it
would indeed be a waste on the part of the electorate if they
were not to send you back to Springfield. However, I know
you will come through with flying colors and I shalt hope to
be campaigning with you this fall. With every good wish,

Save with
Stale Farm's
low insurance
rates for
careful drivers.
See me.

ing into the new additions at
Robert

eettA..A

and Grant Wood School in Elk
Grove Village.

As an incentive to the contractor, board members voted

A ST. VIATOR High School
exchange student from Bogota,

Columbia, has Invited two of
his American friends to visit

UNITED STATES SENATOR

1409 Hickory Dr.
439-1007
Mt. Prospect

this week to pay a bonus of

Inn

EVERETT McKINLEY DIRKSEN

CARL
ENDORF

Frost
Elementary
in Mount Prospect

STATE FARM
MUTUAL
AUT0101111.1114114.1.2 COMMIE

Kw* Office: eloecninglon. lianas

OUR MAN -

SCHLICKMAN!
for REPUBLICAN COMMITTEEMAN

Grcgory
Prospect

OGILVIE PRAISES GRAHAM
In behalf of the Cook County Sheriff Police Department and the
Citizens of Cook County I wish to commend you for your outstanding efforts in managing the successful passage in the Illinois Senate
of House Bulletin 455, creating a County Police Department Merit
Board. This was one of the most significant advances in the field of
Administration of Criminal Justice in the past 10 years.
In my opinion, your accomplishment in this matter is a high point
in your distinguished service in the Illinois General Assembly.
Warmest personal regards,

and his cousin Robert Bolash
of Arlington

Heights

They

left by plane for South Amer-

ica Monday to be the guests

of Leo and

his

family, the

Adolpho Maims Greg,
the

son

of Mr

and

15, is

Mrs.

Bennett Trapani of S. Pine
St He will be a' sophomore
in September.

SEVERAL young men from
Prospect Heights and Mount

Jack Keefer

Eugene F.
Schlickman

OURS T001
Floyd E. Burns
George Hauff

Fred Relmann
H. 0. Fichte

Albert Peters

John Woods
RICHARD B. OGILVIE
Vic Heisler

SHERIFF OF COOK COUNTY

William Palley
Jim Pfister

Endorsed by
WHEELING TOWNSHIP REPUBLICAN ORGANIZATION

ARRINGTON RECOMMENDS

IP,.d

For The Finest In Food

GUNNELL'S

GRAHAM
Senator Graham is a vigorous and effective spokesman for
quality government. The people of Illinois need him in Springfield
and I want to do everything I can to see that he is returned.
.

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS
GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS

.

.

4Zae

Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange Juice relish Tray
Chef' Salad
-

lore

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT It
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
RT. 12 & RT. 83
MT. PROSPECT, ILL
PHONE

3-8179

Pear and Cottage Cheese
$1.50
Large
Herring in Wine Sauce or Sour Cream
76$
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
$3.25
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato
$3.00
Roast Young Chicken and Dressing
$2.75
Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
$3.00.
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Rice. $2.75
Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
$9.00
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
$2.60
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartar Sauce $2.75',i.
Chef's Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps $6.25
Cole Slaw

t

Shrimp Cocktail .. 75t

Choice of Mashed,
Coffee

Baked or French Fried Potatoes
Rolls & Butter
Tea

Lennel

SHRUBS - Balled and Burlapped - - Ready for immediate
planting. Red Leaf Plum, Russian Olive, Euonymus Ala-

CAR

1

his home for a month.
The friends are
Trapani of Mount

clump form and Cutteaf

ORNAMENTAL TREES
are available also for immediate planting - - Euro-

Bardwell hopes to begin mov-

Along with Jim's guest, the $6,000 if the schools are acsix joined friends of his for ceptable on Sept. I.
The bonus will be reduced
a beach cookout on Sunday and
Saturday evening found the by $600 for each subsequent
that
three Mott men and their working day after Sept.
"dates" at Lexington's beau- the schools are not ready.
tiful New Continental
dining room.

single stems); Birch (both

Raymond's at 8:45 a.m.

Dist. 59 Sets
Target Date

Mott, Tom and Miss Carol School
his new 14 -foot runabout boat,
- kept on the beautiful Kentucky

will

be held immediately following communion mass in St.

'

Hicks, all guest of James
Mott whose piece de resistance in entertainment was

KLE

able now for immediate
planting. Ash, European
Linderi (clump form and

Magnolias andthesilvery
foliaged Russian Olives.

MR. AND MRS. William
Thursday, Sept. I, is TarMott and two of their three get Day for Dist. 59.
sons "tripled" on a four -day
That is the date Supt. Roger
holiday weekend in Lexington, Ky. From Mount Prospect went Mr. and Mrs.

choice shade tree. Avail-

pect.

,

Mount Prospect until a business transfer took the couple

YARD

No need to wait for a

veloped by the village board's

Arthur Drechsel, who visited
bat ;mother andwifathetil the hrquestcdt that,,,additibhal- copies
Lairds and the W. '1Ctaig -i,of, the.i ordinance be presented
ry,
to members of the appeals
Chamberlins.
Joellyn Drechsel was pres- board for their consideration.

ident of the Garden Club of

FOR YOUR

SHADE

Crimson King Maples.

nut; John Wells, 1403 Catalpa; Sally Heinz, 1204 Robert
Dr., and Jimmy Carr, 1415 Redwood, all of Mount. Pros-

Wells,
George
Thompson,
Bob Robertson and Charles
Stuerhoff, all vice presidents;
Dan Tame, treasurer; John
DeMar, secretary, and Bob
Tortorello, sergeant at arms.

11 -page

INSTANT

kindergarten
Formal graduation ceremonies for 90
pupils were held Wednesday at the Robert Frost School
In Mount Prospect.
Principal Leonard Garasha presents
diplomas to (left to right) Mary Marks, 1406 Chest-

Nomination and election of
resident
now
living
near officers for the church group
Palatine, Eloy Ekkebus, had will be held on Sunday, at
just recovered from a broken the Mount Prospect Country
hip when he was forced to Club.
return to Holy Family for an
In addition to Boyle, other
appendectomy. Now he is re- nominees include Gene
covering at home.

Rhododendrons - (Red, Pink and Lavender). Azaleas (Lavender, Pink and Coral). Tuberous Begonias, Wax

Friday.

A former Mount Prospect

Trustees Delay
Action on Sign
Ordinance

FOR SHADY AREAS, -

Helfogt of Arlington Heights.

his

of

Geraniums - Red, Salmon, Pink and White. Petunids
sweet alyssum, snapdragons, asters, salvia, etc.

ents Mr. and Mrs. Harold F.

mother, Mrs.
Richard Ganze, currently in
Northwest Community Hospital.
ness

FOR SUNNY AREAS

Denda, and grandpar-

sister

than

less

PUT COLOR INTO
YOUR GARDEN NOW!

parents Gene and Dolores; a

Memorial Day weekend pass
from the Marine Corps with
Pella 2Av, home of Mr. and his family in 'Prospect Hts.

Page 3

Begonias, Impatience, Coleus.

The child is survived by her

a

THE PROSPECT DAY
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LET KLEIN'S NURSERY

Darlene Helfogt

Review Past
On Birthday

Prospect before moving to
Barrington, were on hand
for the °affair at the S. Wa

I

Milk

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS
DAILY FROM MAO

W. RUSSELL ARRINGTON
PRESIDENT PRO TEM
ILLINOIS STATE SENATE

RSEEZEkCTTO R

JOHN A. GRAHAM

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - JUNE 14th
RECOMMENDED BY THE BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
(Paid Peleftel Advertise...)

,f(-:*;,

171

r.

e

.
that headed cast on Northwest.
Going around the block was

It was noon. The last tornado
picture was captioned, the
stories fitted into the paper

turn.
At

"A good job," said the boss.
"Here is SIO, I'll buy break-

of hand
policeman had a
signals different than the civilian police. The weather didn't

fast."

Six hungry people rushed to
the station wagon. The tree
across the driveway was only

food. The last time the power
was off it stayed that way 48

Their shift normalty
ends at midnight or later.
It had been a hectic Morning.
Pictures everywhere.
People
calling with reports, Stories.
Negatives. Names. Headlines.

hours.

Water filled the basem4
around the sump pump.
It all could wait until after
the food.
Six pairs of hungry eyes
turned to the stove. Six sets

Now the job was done. Now
came the realization that nobody had eaten breakfast. The
thought increased the hunger,

"Why not come to the house

make eggs," said one
and
staffer.
Back into the car and to
market for the goodies, sausage, doughnuts, bacon. The
mouth could just water.

Hwy. played the usual game,
only this tine the car straddled the track the train was
using. The light changed, but
now the car was in the wrong
lane to follow the fire engine

tricity if we just had some

sleep.

curtail the appetite of race
track fans. They were all in
the restaurant.

a minor obstacle.
"To Rapp's," came the
chorus.
The signal at Northwest

would be sizzling with the bacon. We could do without elec-

The 'staff had been- on the
job since early morning, called hack after only a few hours

military

the
set

Evergreen

The groceries were on the
In minutes the eggs'

table.

the wagon.
"The eggs!"

that big red truck making a U

the emergency.

kitchen light failed to respond.

brakes grabbed.

The grocery sack flew across

left

turn back into the highway was
impossible, particularly with

and two extra pages added by
The Day staff assembled for

,,,

to make a

a challenge;

A calf *tied to dart across
Euclid. Th"

of hands reached for the makings.

And six hearts broke when
the switch clicked on that great
big white beautiful stove. That

It was past noon when the
car pulled into the, firivewit.
The

house

was

The

chilly.

by Frank E. Von Ars

electric stove.

,1

Tim

0

Vaal e ironott
Dear Son:

.

"peace and quiet" now but we
wonder how she is going to fill
the hours of the day with both

You are not graduating from
high school this week and I am

school .graduates arc
marching off to this season.
high

still

be

deadly

by Jack Vandermyn
And you will probably have

hot bullets flying...
to take care of a woman, Son,
symbols of the cold
and maybe, even kids of your

Maybe in the next 12 years war.
we can figure out something
IF YOU were graduating,
We are not much help to her, better to do with the world Son, we would try to give you
Son, because we talked to the than blow people off the face some fatherly advice. We
wrong man when shifts were of it.
would tell you to try to succeed
assigned and we wound up on
Or maybe we will be lucky where we have failed...to beboth the dayside and the night - and this generation that is come as educated as possible
side.
graduating from high school because they arc putting more
will cut their hair, roll up and more value on college deWE ARE glad you arc not their sleeves and go to work grees than they arc on exgraduating from high school to patch the mess we have perience, even today.
this year, Son, because we
made of this world.
We would tell you that unare not ready yet to surrender
We should have the situation like you. sister, who is a
you to such an uncertain world. in Viet Nam settled in 12 beautiful child and will be a
We arc not ready to watch you years, Son. But there will be beautiful woman and will have
march away to college or to another brush fire war some- a husband to care for her, you,
the Army or where ever it is where. There will still be Son, will have to take care of
the hundreds of thousands of world tension and there will yourself.

glad.

own. Then you will understand
how hard it is to watch young
people advance down the path

of you away.

I am glad for you because it
will be at least 12 more years
before your turn comes.
You have taken the first,

important step down the road
of education, Son. You will

enter first grade

next year.
your first ex-

You have had
posure to formal education in
kindergarten.

You know what first grade
is all about. Your sister has
told you. She will move on to
second grade and with you in
school your mother, will have
a full day of what she calls

of life.

IT WOULD be a lot easier,
Son,

As

life -time

resident of
I
have
seen this arca grow. As an
elected municipal official, I
a

our camunity.

Based on this experience, I
believe these arc some of the
principal problems out district
will face:

Adequate water supply.
Our present deep wells, locatI.

ed within municipal boundaries
cannot continue to serve our

future water needs. Although
the best alternative source for
water appears to be Lake Michigan, we may be foreclosed
by

court decree from using
that water. Consequently, we

should be using the time now
available to explore the possibility of moving west, in-

stead of cast, for a new water
supply.
2.

State streams. Many of

squawk arc not good news copy.

You only read about the quiet
ones when they come home in

ing authorities. This produces
uncertainty about such things'

support of the textbook:
"Better education for. the
.1" "
State Representative Eugenia S. Chapman (D. -Arlington Heights) wants to go
back to Springfield to finish
a task she started last year.

Shc wants to help pass the

as control of high-rises and legislation to further impleplanned
developments, and ment the far-reaching Junior
raises serious questions con- College Act she sponsored in
cerning necessary municipal her freshmen term. She wants
services and schools. It is time to see the state master plan
that our present state zoning for higher education become
laws be reviewed by a special reality as well as law.

commission appointed for that
sole purpose. The commission
would determine how zoning
laws actually operate and would

YOU ARE

make recommendations to the intendent of public instruction.
4. Transportation. It is essential to develop a coordinated
transportation system for the
metropolitan area, while pre-

She

wants

revenue

Son and your mother and

reform

serving and encouraging

diction present serious flood-

3. Zoning. The growth of this

arca puts special emphasis on

pri-

with our state government.
Therefore we should send

the need for effective local to Springfield those from our
zoning. Our present zoning district whose training and exsystem is developing into a perience 'will best enable them

feel a deep concern. We know
how their dads and moms feel
as they march down the aisle
so uncertainly.

We have big plans for you,

Teachers College, and has Son.
seven years experience as a
And those parents who are
classroom teacher. She served watching today's graduates

four years as a member and had great plans for their sons.
secretary of the Board of Edu- Those plans did not include

214.

in

stinking

a

rain

jungle where you can cut .the

She gained her knowledge of malaria with a knife and if you

Legislator Award and Best
Freshman Citation from the

maybe, just maybe, because of
their efforts,

Son,

you

candidacy

the

by

Northwest

will

ness.

Suburban Division of the Illi-

bewildering maze of conflict -

William
Means
If you take great

to face up to these problems.

performance over

care in

tor

pay the state. When you vote,
think about these things:
Here, where every family

has a car, and gasoline road
taxes are high, state roads are
in bad shape, often unsafe. I
fight

to get

our roads

fixed, and to get more state

roads. Isn't that what you want
from your State Rep?

Unfair high state sales tax
now feeds a payroll army of
graft pigs.

will

I

fight

this

waste. Isn't that what you want
from your State Rep?
Homes in different areas
here pay unequal property
taxes --children suffer
tragic
differences in school quality.

I will fight this. Isn't that what

it --fast and fairly.

Isn't that
what you want from your State
Rep?

When elected,

will fight

I

hard to get the state action...
and

laws...that

people

here

tell me they need and want,

Then I will need your help and

ideas. Right now

I

must ask

for one of the two votes for

you want from your State Rep?

two representatives that every

Property was taken off tax
rolls to get tollways we can't

good Republican will soon cast.

use.

Rates are highest any-

where. I will fight for fair tolls
'and

more

entrance

ramps.

Isn't this what you want from
your State Rep?

LIFE tells of coming racial
strife --our families the target.

I will fight to find ways to stop.

these

past

eight years against what they
feel a legislator should do. I
am willing to stand or fall on
my voting record and on my
accomplishments as an initia-

top value for the tax money you

will

this, my campaign for
election to a fifth term as
State Representative, I have

asked the voters to assess my

choosing your two state' representatives now, you will get

In this, by choice, my thanks

nois Education
Association,
and by the Democratic or-

of

important

awaiting admission to
Lincoln or Dixon State Schools,
just to name a few.
while

In addition,

I

was entrusted

Children's Services.

legislation

and duty will be directly to the
people rather than to any party
insiders or money backers. I Charitable Frauds Law, the
special education which finally
do not owe them and they do new Mental Health Pay Plan, was enacted into law last year
not own me.
and the "Peskin Bill", giving and have fought for improveIn the end --isn't that what financial assistance to parents ments in our
mental helath
you really want from your of retarded children, enabling
programs through two adminiState Representative?

them to enter private schools strations.

"It is an
an oft
cliche.

ill windthat blowS no good", is

used

and

perhaps

overburdened

Certainly, it is hard to find any good in
tornadoes that slammed through the
area
yesterday,
causing still
uncounted
millions of dollars of damage.
There is one area that merits comment,
however.
That is the way the communities
hit by the tornado rallied together and
provided mutual aid.
the

Seldom have we observed mord of a

In short, my eight years in
Springfield have been devoted
to providing positive programs
on behalf of not only the people

of our district,

but

for

all

Illinois. Now that
have achieved a position of

people of
I

seniority and leadership in the
legislature, I can do even
more. This had been recog-

co-

operative effort between municipalities to
protect public property, prevent as much
damage as possible and make things as
easy as possible on everyone concerned.
The story of these tornadoes will be a
long time in the telling.
Many individual
acts of heroism will be overlooked in the
sheer volume of their number.
Forgotten yesterday were the municipal
boundaries as an area, often riddled with
provincial dissension became united in the
face of adversity.

When power was lost in one arca, neigh-

bors provided communication
police and fire departments.
fire squads were dedicated to

service for
Police and
the protec-

tion

of all of the citizenry, not jusf those

who resided within

a

ipal boundaries.

certain set of munic-

Public works employes overlooked

boundaries when removing trees to get the
roads open.

Their

aim

was

to

unsnarl

traffic and, if it meant sawing up a tree on
the property of a neighboring community,

that tree was removed.
The military from the Arlington Heights
Nike site responded by sending threequarters of their available police personnel into action.
Military policemen di r e c t e d traffic in downtown Arlington
Heights.
This freed village police 'for
other duties.
Too
often,
municipal officials receive
criticism for their actions.
It is easy to
criticize and impossible to be perfect -unless inactivity is a substitute for perfection.
This is one occasion when we have an
opportunity to salute the hundreds of municipal workers, fire and policemen, public works employes and many others who
gave just a little extra during the trying
hours of yesterday morning.

Letters to the E
On Endorsements

with the job of handling the
bulk of Governor Kerner's
legislative program in the
fields of Mental Health and

Service on 13 different comand my effectiveness both its' mittees in the House during
committee and on the floor of my four terms has given me
the House.
broad knowledge of the workMy voting record is well ings of state government. This
known to most residents of this experience is an important
area. It brought me wide sup- factor, for it led to my appointport in the 1964 at -large elec- ment as chairman of the ,House
tion -so that I ran tenth highest Banking Committee at the last
out of 236 candidates on the session, permitting me to
memorable orange ballot.
speak with the weight of the
leadership behind me and givBut equally as important as ing me a voice in the formumy voting record is the fact lation of the administration
that I have initiated some of
the most important legislation
to come out of Springfield durI have taken the floor of the
ing those eight years. Not only House in debate on most of
did I act as chief sponsor or the important issues, leading
floor manager of this legis- the opposition to the proposed
lation, but I participated in the Revenue Article 'which I conactual drafting of bills. Here, sider to be a step backward,
I
speak of the 1965 Juvenile and the wiretap and "Stop and
Court Act, the Battered Baby Frisk" bills which I felt were
Bill, the bill creating the new violative of our civil liberties
Department of Children and and our constitutional right
Family Services, the Illinois to privacy. I have been an acAnti -Trust Law, the Illinois tive proponent of mandatory

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

T ey Gave Extrr

uating today, Son, for whom we

cation for High School District service

K. S. Johnson, General Afanager

William J. Kiedaiseh
Managing Editor

be things will get better.
It's the ones that are grad-

Bernard Peskin
In

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

I

that will broaden the tax base Independent Voters of Illinois. walk down the aisle to college
and provide money needed for She has been endorsed in her and then into the world of busi-

adult education facilities and
programs for gifted and exceptional children.

Friday, June 10, 1966

arc glad. We will have you for
so many more years and may-

Maybe, just maybe, this
generation of high school gradvate ownership of mass transMrs. Chapman, one of seven
uates will produce the magic
ing and health problems. Illi- portation facilities. Our state women who served in the last ganization.
formula that will bring peace
nois has an urgent need for a can and should offer necessary legislature,
A lady with a mind full of to the world.
brings
unique
thorough engineering review of leadership in this field.
qualifications to the repre- ideas, dedication, and a misSolutions to these various sentative's post. She holds an sion. A lot of people are makstate water sheds. The state
must then develop a plan for problems of our district will education degree from Chicago ing "book" on her.
their orderly improvement.
require continuing cooperation

the streams under state juris-

Marshall Field III
Page 4

graduating
this year,

not

from, high school

politics as a charter member don't get hit with a bullet can
and past president of the Ar- die from the fever.
She wants to strengthen the lington Heights League of WoBut they will do their part,
state's educational structure men Voters.
Son. They will do their part
with a state board of education
Her performance during her so that you can have those
and an appointive state super- first term won her a Best 12 more years at home and

legislature.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and ode/lean& integrity."

a box, Son.

But more likely because of
the lady and her message in

laws and how they operate in

t

ones, Son. The ones that don't

across the district and
back with handbills and coffees.

the problems now facing us.
'As a lawyer 'arid"educa toe,
am familiar with our state

.

student demonstrations most Americans arc
doing their duty.
You don't hear about the quiet

bell,

have struggled with many of

"Being passed over for the promotion must have really
hurt .
I just heard him order an 'extra -WET martini'!"

ings and

Someday maybe they'll call
it the "textbook" campaign.
Not because it was run that
way, through phone and door-

the northwest suburbs,

peaceful

because you arc going to owe
the country a debt of service...
a debt that you shall be willing
to pay proudly because despite
the furor over the lack of patriotism and draft card burn-

Eugema
Chapman

The northwest corridor of
Cook County is one of the fastest growing areas in the United
States.

a

would probably not mean much

F

esse

had

and less about destruction.
Our advice, while it would be
to get that college education

Candid tes Iffave Their S y

Robes,

if we

world to leave to you..a world
that cared more about humanity

Central Issue'

The closing moments of any people. You don't have the Editor:
political campaign always find support or endorsement of
Sometime back I took you to
the lagging candidate grasping Senator Dirksen, Congress- task
for one of your columns.
at any straw in a desperate, man Rumsfeld, or of any of
would now like to congratulast ditch attempt to win. Tom the other Republicans whose Ilate
you on the splendid column
Novotny now couples desper- names you so freely bandy which appeared in the May 31
ation with deception.
about in your literature. The issue of the Arlington Day.
In . his campaign literature word is also out that you've
I think You did an excellent
Novotny attemps to "trade sent an S.O.S. to the Ward in job of bringing the central isfather
your
Chicago
where
off' on our Sen. Everett M.
sue of this campaign to a head.
Dirksen. Sen. Dirksen's pic- used to be Committeeman for At least it's the central issue
and
to
come
out
volunteers
ture is prominently displayed.
as far as I'm concerned.
But did Tom Novotny get the help in your campaign.
Schlickman forces have, durThe
attempt
to
infer
support
Senator's permission to use
ing most of the campaign for
none
or
where
endorsement
this picture in. his brochure?
The committeeman's job tried
exists
is
a
naked
confession
of
Absolutely not! Did Sen. Dirkvaliantly to disassociate themsen or his office in Chicago weakness. Trying to get peo- selves from the fact that Tom
outside
Wheeling
ple
from
even know the Senator was
Hous.er was behind the scenes
being used in a candidate's Township to come to your as- pulling the strings. Tom in his
of
only
lack
sistance
proves
inimitable way proved otherAttempt to win office? Not on
support
yuur life!
wise when he stepped in to
Tom Novotny would also
prevent Schlickman and Novin
Two
Republican
groups
have the voter believe Conotny from posing together at
Wheeling
Township,
and
only
gressman Don Rumsfeld has'
the Wheeling Township Regular
endorsed him. Nothing could two, have endorsed for Com- Republican Organization's Can-

nized in the past throught the
support of our local as well be further f r o m the truth. mitteeman.
as the Metropolitan
press,

and by the Independent Voters
of Illinois (1963 and 1965 Best
Legislator Award), the Illinois

Welfare

Association

(1965

Merit Award) and the Disabled
American
Veterans
(1965
Meritorious Service Award).
I

pledge to the residents of

this district that I will continue

in the future to do the best I
can to give them the kind of
representation

in

of which they, and
proud.

Springfield
I,

can be

In f a c t, a representative

They are the didate Meeting on May 26.
Township RepubIt is just this sort of highlican Organization, and the handedness, or machine poliYoung Republicans. Both have tics as you call it, that has
WheCling

from Congressman Rumsfeld's
campaign staff has had to caution Novotny on the unauthor- endorsed Gene Schlickman by most of the Republican workers
margins. The in Wheeling Township up' in
ized use of Rumsfeld's name overwhelming
in the Committeeman contest. men and women who know both arms. It is the one, strong
candidates best, who must do reason why for the sake of
Pictures-even
the
auto- the door-to-door work for our Republicanism in Wheeling
graphed
variety-and
nice party, have said in a clear, Township we're all hopeful
sounding phrases in letters resounding voice that 'they that we can elect Tom Novotny
from office holders and Party want Gene Schlickman for our Committeeman so that
leaders can be easily obtained, Committeeman.
we'll finally have a CommitRichard Cowen
often upon request. They arc
teeman who is a representasent out by the thousands.
Campaign Manager
tive...not a boss.
Tom, stop trying to fool the Schlickman for Committeeman
Kenneth A. Grogan
.

,

The Day's Prospects

Living Through a 'Torna o - And the cleanup
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
The

silence

of

the

early

morning was broken by the
splashing of rain.
The youngest

child

crawls

into bed next to his mother.

The mother soothes him with,
"Listen, the jets are flying;
it is a rainstorm, do not be

afraid". The time

6:17

a.m.

The transistor radio had to
be turned on for the power was
off. Still, there was no concern. This happens frequently
when we have heavy rains.
, Then the newscast announced

tr

that the so called "jet" was a
tornado. The family decended

to the basement. By the light
of

candles and
flashlights
was served. Cold
cereal.

breakfast

The forecasts were garbled.
The news broadcasts were inconsistant. The branches of
trees were falling. Then came
the news that roofs have been
blown off houses, people are
trapped in overturned trailers,
weathermen are still puzzled.

MOTHERS wondered if the
children should attend school.
The schools were open. Busse
school had power. Time: 8:00.
Power did not resume for

quite a while on the adjacent
areas.

Buses, amid gusts of rain,
took on Prospect High School
students. The final exams were
still being given.

The William Zimmerman's
TV antennae was blown down
as were the branches of the
old elm trees.

SEEPAGE occurred in the
basements. Otto Schorr clear-

ed the drains before going to
work so that the torrential
currents of water filling the
streets would drain.

is 1

Mrs. Walter Woerner
Extensive

damage

and

in-

juries were reported in Arlington Heights, Palatine, Pros-

pect Heights. A lute girl, DarHelrugt, is killed in an
overturned trailer.
The
helicopters
hovered
lene

close to
accidents,

the ground reporting
reminding

touch any wires.

their children

drove

to

school. They wondered if they

were doing the right thing for
an all clear had not been given
for the area.

THE USUAL things have
taken place in Mount Prospect.

radio

Palatine

lifted, crushed

station was
dropped.

and

their racing, according to the
radio. Little City of Palatine
reported that all children were

The men on duty still

fine and no one should call for
this would tie up their com-

pany

munications.

con-

tinued at their post.

Commonwealth Edison Com-

150 crews coming

had

from all areas to aid, but no
power was on until 2 p.m. in
some areas of Mount Prospect.

THE CLOUDS lifted
drizzle

the

Mothers like Mrs. D. Freeland

milkman left the milk.
Arlington Park still had

The

mothers

to warn their children not to

continued.

but
River

and Central Roads had accidents

to

due

Mrs. Alfred Minner and Julie

Linda Hood and John Scanlan

the

powerlines

being down. Time was 8:45 a.
m.

Accidents

occurcd

at

the

WEATHER was supposed
by 9 a.m. but the,
weatherman could not decide
if it was a tornado or high
winds. If the debris was blown
in a straight line it was a wind-

to get going and help.
Arlington High School was
opened at 12:15 for final ex-

much happen, in such a short

aminations but closed at 3:15.
District 21 of Commercial
Consolidated of Wheeling and

ed

step is

closed

HELICOPTOR reported

to stay away from the area.
circular Fireworks were crackling live

was overturned.

When your roof is gone, who
Then finally all was clear.
cares what did it. The next Time 9:20 a.m. How can so

The 160 foot tower of the

Pros-

wires.

frONVEMEN2:.,

their

canary with

pet

them.

It was too late to get to the
basement. The storm had hit.
The cherry trees on the property were badly twisted.

Octp AT HOME

LARGE branches

and

de-

bris were everywhere. At the
corner of McDonald Road
and

Rte.

the

83,

Prospect

Heights Fire Department was

;4.7--4)4

Friday_ June 10, 190.

clearing branche's and removing a live electric wire that

:27117.111:105.!.I''

their

three

brought water and bunson burner.

'The M inners then went back

to work cleaning up the water
which had blown in through
the front porch windows and

acres.

Grace, was raking up her yard.
THE WOERNERS have been

doors.

there

Then

was

residents

trees out of the way on Rte. 83.
Two such observers were John
Scanlan and Linda Hood.

THE MINNERS, mother
and daughter were alone. Al
was at work. He is an Ameri-

The sign at Randhurst Cen-

can Airlines pilot.

ter, "Shopping is

a Breeze,"
with the "B" hanging at an
unusual angle, made us realize
that the breeze that left wreckthe basement. Shc was in
. age in their wake long would
Washington D.C. when hur- be remembered by those who
flaPc "11.41.zor;,big9 was, lived through
lost their
familiar with the sound.
possessions.

Mrs. Minner was awakened
by the sound of the wind. She
quickly took her little girl to

had been downed by the storm,

- Set for Summer
At the Library
Mrs.

Fred Borland, librarthe Prospect Heights

A chart, in the shape of a
of
Peacock, will be kept in the
Library, reports that the read- library to record the number
ing club will start June 16.
of books children read through
ian

Anyone

IF

interested

sign up at

the

should

library before

that date.

Miss Elizabeth Harrington, teacher at Sunset School, receives shower gifts from her students.

Student Surprise
Shower Teacher
-

The students of Miss Elizabeth Harrington, teacher at Sunset School in Mount Prospect, surprised her with a bridal
shower.

WITH THE help of their mothers, the park near the school
was decorated with ribbon. A table was set up with a cake and
an umbrella was filled with shower gifts from the students.

Miss Harrington will be wed to William McNamara at Immaculate Conception Church in Chicago on June 25th. She
plans to return to teaching at Sunset School in the fall.

A -Piano recital will be held
on June 12 at 2 p.m. at Lyon Healy, Randhurst, Mount Pros-

pect, by pupils of Macy Baily.
Participating will be Becky
Daniel and Ernest Beal, Claudia Frank, John Hammersmith,
Clay Nes and Keith Johnston,
Beth Laine, Kathleen Mendels,
Clifton and Kathi Raphael, Kris
Rector, Jane and Linda Schovancc, Cindy Sucksdorf, and
Karen Ventimiglia.
Hostesses are Mrs. Edwin
Mendels and Mrs.
Harold
Johnston. Junior hostess include Charlotte Rector and
Becky Johnston.

Nurses Meet

to

11:00 in

ages

3

and

the morning for
up. Mrs. Ralph

Van Petten, will conduct the
story hours. Four girls will
be her helpers.

Clark, 401 MacArthur Dr.

will .be Wilda
Gladfelter,
Flor4nep' Smith,
Marian Hollembaek, Marge
Frankowski and Marie Demek.
Hostesses

Geffe and his sons had already
June 13 meeting of the River - been over to survey any damburst Home and Garden Club age that may have been caused
will be Hiram Hanson, presi- by the storm and to make sure
speaker

at

the

dent of the board of commis- their tenants were safe.
sioners of the River Trails

church on June

10,

1 I th and

12th.

Mrs. William
charge

Sloss is in
of arrangements for

transportation.

PA ISALL
ISO THE 010 0101/1111.1COUNINCL1111

(Nightly Except Monday'

Gas Purchase

'""""

Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)

Dining available ...* Reservations: CL 9-5400
Children's Theatre Starling Saturday, June 18

Call for information

-fromHILDEGARD'S

referendum will

be discussed.
The meeting will be held at

.01111k.

the Euclid School at 8:15 p.m.,
and will be open to the public.

REMODELING

a

CLEANING

MISS KATHY
MR. HENRY
MR. PHIL

lu

CALL CL 5-4313

Large Selection of Mink Stoles,
Mink Boes, Jackets and Cloth Coats
141 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Phone

CL 3-4394
NE 1-6222

Appointments available 111 5 daily ...
Thursday 'til 7 ... Saturdays 411 4.
(Closed Mondays)

137 W. Prospect Ave.

Mt. Prospect

t

- Ladies Nylons
WITH GAS PLAN
ASK FOR DETAILS

Free
HEAD SCARFS With This
Coupon and 10 Gal.

'THEATRE /RESTAURANT

STYLE -of -the -MONTH

Information about the Park
District plans, prior to the

FUR STORAGE

TUESDAY SPECIAL 6/14/66 - BONUS OFFER
FREE LADIES NYLON

Country Club

BEAUTY SALON

-

'

r

\ -,\C;

Three

ALSO
DOUBLE STAMPS EVERY
TUESDAY

Stone

1r1

bedroom Brick and
Ranch. This "one -

owner" beauty is a wonderful
home for entertaining. Large
dining "L" and first floor fain-

tly room with gorgeous fire-

Super 100 Service Station
698 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

Large kitchen with
breakfast nook, 2 car attached
garage and many extras
place.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

$38,900

OPEN

24

How

The Mount Prospect Nurses
Club will meet tonight at 7:45

p.m. at the home of Mary

The guest

A DUDE Ranch trip will be

taken by members of the

The New
Comedy Nit

Prospect

turning down Schoenbach Road.
Later Mrs. Rhode stopped
at the center of Prospect
Heights but the bakery was

St. Raymond's Teen Club is
Members of the eighth grade
graduating class arc invited to

the

without power or heat. M. L.

planning a dance for Sunday
from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

on

An ambulance screamed by,

Park District.

STORY HOUR
will begin
Friday, June 17th, from 10:00

Teen
Dance
Sunday

rested

Heights Post Office.

attend.

The children carefully kept the secret for a week.

Student
Piano
Recital

the summer.

and

Hiram Hanson
To Speak To
Garden Club

100 FREE STAMPS IF WE FAIL TO OFFER TO
CHECK YOUR OIL WHEN YOU PURCHASE GAS.
Thank You Again For A Successful Grand Opening
Dick Stickle, Dealer

the

of Prospect Heights cleaning the yard and chopping
for 20 years. They have work- up of the limbs of the cherry
ed hard, for long hours, build- trees which were strewn all
8 -month -old Julie, was asleep. ing their beautiful home and over.
Upstairs, Mrs. John Rhode, garden.
Later, at II a.m. the WoerGrace said, "This is the last ners were eating breakfast.
looked out of her kitchen windthing
that
will
happen
to
us
The power was on, they lookow and saw the swirling wind
coming directly at her home, here. We wll probably move ed calm and were happy that a
to
Florida
and
be
with
my
newcomer had sent coffee to
Her husband was leaving but
came back into the house. They niece, they are having hurri- them and offered help.
canes
but
at
least
we
would
ALONG THE roads, childstayed close to the only inner
ren watched as the city pushed
wall of the house and kept be together."

fireworks at Manheim and
Wheeling and warned everyone

storm. If it was in a
design it was a tornado.

of

Alfred Minner of 306 Palatine
Rd. who have lived here for
only one month resumed normal activities. Their daughter,

Seniors are to report today.

Airport, Palatine
Road and Route 21, a truck

covering

THE PEOPLE

to clear

Palwaukee

The people of the area look
around. They wanted to

pect Heights, like Mr, and Mrs.

to wind damage.

due

ed,

1

help. Where should they begin?

Buffalo Grove closed due to
wind damage. Time 9 a.m.
Wheeling high school was

After the storm had passher neighbors the Gaffe's

Meanwhile, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Woerner,
S. Elmhurst, had branches of trees
blocking their garage, broken
windows, debris
of leaves

time?

in Doivntouns

In Ihniontenon

Arlington Heights

Mount Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

104 E. Northwest Hwy!

Cell CL 3 -9111

Call CL 3 -1809
Member M.A. P.
Multiple Listing Service

;um 26:- at --PJLComiufqtity
conffirnation was held on
May 29 at`the Prospect Heights

CommunitYChUreb,

Those reeeiyed

Congratulations!
To All Graduates

Churillo, . Bober,t,
Channing
Scott Ehret, Barbarn Susan,
Evans, Barbara Jeanne Geb-

John Rosber g, Linda Ann

Lee Imonetti, Peggy Lee John-

len Turpin, Alan Carl Zelm.

son, Clyde Alan Kessel, Albert William Marchetti, Anne

A GROUP from the church
attend a perforniance of
"Gibeon" at Wheeling High
will

Elizabeth Marxen, Kathy Ann

"Inc"

Moore,

"BILL"

Kimberley Sue Nel-

School Saturday.

Beisler Insurance

Griffith Insurance

Agency

Agency

392-4343

253-5971
S.

THE INSURANCE CENTER

Saturday, June 25th.

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid,' Arlington Heights
Luncheon
DInner
Private Rooms

Erwin D' Canham became

NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy .& Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

their centennial -year
meeting.

PHONE CL 9-3400

-'

Costs Less. Than
'Do -It -Yourself"

Only

95

SPRING

SPECIAL

MST'.

Tbe 4:lap

CHURCH
NEWS

(1 ID per 1,000 in. ft)
FERTILIZATION
(35.5-10 plus 38% U.F.)

,

((or up to 4,000 sq.
f t. area. Each add I
ft. 55.)

AERATION

POWER ROLLING A" loce 2A

A

.../1

YEAR 'ROUND GUARANTEE

LAWN CONDITIONING

FERTILIZATION

1,000 SO It.)
FERTILIZATION

SPECIAL

335440 phis,
11%U.F.1

(35440 Plus
18% US.)

PIE.EMERCENCE
CRAB CRASS
CONTROL

CRUITPROOFING
POWER

sq. ft.)

WEED CONTROL

POW

AERATION

$

AERATION

ROLL

LATIE SPRING
FERTILIZATION

(354-10 Plus.

(or up to 4,000 54. ft. arta.

with our

"GREENSKEEPER CARE" PROGRAM
PALL
amino
SEED (I lb. per

311%U.F.)

WEE0 CONTROL
FUNGUS CONTROL
POWER
AERATION

LIGHT ROLL

ROLL

Sq.
Ft.
(4,000
a5. u.
minimum)

a.m. Monday, June 20, with enrollment.
Classes will start that day
GRADES 1-2:
"Followand continue through Friday,
Teachers:
July I. Sessions will begin at ers of Jesus."
Claire Wallgren, Jeannine May
9:30 a.m. and last until noon.
GRADES 3 - 4: "ChrisThis year's theme is "Jesus and His Church." It will tians Near and Far". Teach-

be developed through courses
planned "to deepen the pupil's
response to Jesus and to provide for growth in his understanding of the church and his

ers:

Olmon

SUMMAR
FERTILIZATION
(3S% US.)
FUNGUS
CONTROL

WEED A CRAB
CRASS CONTROL

CHINCH RUG
CONTROL

LIGHT ROLL

GRADES 5-6: "They Know
Jesus".

Teachers:

Marjorie

Gruber, Deonc Cartford, Cle-

Rummage
Sale June 16
A rummage sale will be held on June 16 and 17 by the Woman's Guild of Our Redeemer Lutheran Church.

Mrs. Harvey Hcyden will be meet Saturday, at 8:00 p.m.
in charge of the French Room at Twin Lakes Golf Course,

account the level of mental and
physical growth characteris-

Summer school is open to
tic of children in a particular the public. Children arc asked to enroll at the church at
age group, he said.
"In all courses, the pupil
will be helped to respond to
Jesus and participate in the

church through events of everyday living," said the pastor.

9 a.m. Monday, June 20.

Baptist
Bible

learning experiences,
Courses and Teachers
NURSERY (3 year olds):

The Prospect Heights Baptist Church will hold vacation
Bible School from June 20 to

Pat

KINDERGARTEN (4 - 5 yr.
old): "This

Is My Church,"

Teachers:
Joan
Wuerffel,
Shirley Rodig, Gail Schabow

July

better

sale may

Sunday.

THE COUPLE'S- Club will

I, from 9 a.m. to

11:30

10 Confirmed
As Members

a.m. for children 4 through 15.
A preview will be presented

199 W. Rand Road.

Pancakes will be served after the golf outing. For furthCOFFEE and baked goods er information call Mr. and
will be sold. The doors will Mrs. Frank Polifka at LE 7open at 9:00 a.m. and close 4490.

be delivered to the church on

School

God Loves and Plans for Me."

which are offered
clothes and jewelry.
in

at 9:00 p.m.
Clothing for the

Courses will include audiovisual aids, group activities,
strong Biblical emphasis and

Teachers: Marie Verdio,
Sjostrand

LAWN -A -MAT OF CHICAGO INC.

Friday, June 10, 1966

Mary Ann Thal, Anne

one Larson
relationship to it," according
GRADES 7-9: "A Christo the Rev. Larry D. Cart tian Decides". Teacher: Pasford, pastor.
tor Larry D. Cartford
Specific emphasis of the
The arts and crafts departgeneral theme will vary in ment will be headed by Lillian
each department. Objectives Sanders. with Joyce Hale and
of each course will take into Kay Johnson assisting.

You Get
SEEDING

POWER

253-7944.

Vogeler register.

The summer church school of the Lutheran Church of 'the
Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert, Arlington Heights, will begin at 9

-..''
,././

299-7797

Tickets may be purchased by

calling Mr. Tony Campana at

Registradoe for vacation Bible school at St.' Peter Lutheran Church, Arlington Heights,
begins as Mrs. Helen Bolte, teacher, watches Debbie Maurer (left), Randi Mlle and Sandy

Introductoq

CALL

numbers. Music will, be by
Mort Sonny and his group.

41111111ww.....

annual

Summer Classes
To Start June 20

II

SPOT WEED CONTROL
GRUB -PROOFING
POWER AERATION
POWER ROLLING

able and free door prizes will
be awarded to the lucky ticket

Members from around the.
world convened in Boston for

11119 F OEM 1FUL

(35.5-10 plus, 38% U.FJ

Refreshments will be avail-

ence Church on June 6.

GUARA .

FERTILIZATION

opportunity
to meet
new
friends, and to greet neigh,
bors and fellow parishioners.

president of the Christian Sci-

LIFE

SEED (1 lb. per 1000

The dance is an excellent

New President

t_

ALL LABOR AND
ALL MATERIALS:

iety will be held this year at
Salt Creek Country club on.

the MeCullys at 537-1841.

15 NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

PRICES INCLUDE

The annual "Mixer Dance"
of:St. Emily's Holy Name Soc-

Reserva-

tions may be made by calling

World's ((nest Prime Rib

Your Local Independent Agents
Providing Your Every Insurance Need.

Lawn Drudge

Mixer
Dance

Schulze, Amy Jo Slawik, Kathy
Elise Smith, Marica Ann Stro-

hart, Nancy ,Louise Guthrie, bel, Bonnie Lee Strom, JeanScott Alman Harrington, Gail ette Lynn Swanson, Craig Al-

Of All Schools.
We Were
GrailUales Once!

Don't Be A

Plan

chuich were: Gail Ann...13cth- son, Sally Joy Prather, Marinto the ke, David Hall Bruning," johii ,' ilyn Ann Raedel, Timothy

Ten

young

persons

Bible
Story
Theme

"Bible Stories fer Children" will be the theme for
have

been confirmed into member-

summer Sunday School at St.
Mark Lutheran Church. Four,
five

and

six

year

olds will

by Mr. and Mrs. Al Carlson ship of the Arlington Heights meet at 9 a.m. beginning June
during the latter part of the Congregational United Church 12.
of Christ.

Sunday School hour.

For further information call
CL 5-1394.

Film

strips

prepared

for

The youth baptized or 'con- small children will be shown

firmed

Charles

were
Glen
Dickinson,

Bottje, by the pastor in rooms A -D
Jeffrey of the Educational Building.

Gaskel, Mary Beth Koch, SuThe church picnic will be san Koch. Leoa Loughran, THE A N N U A L picnic is
held at Lakc Av. West woods Susan Scheele, Thomas Swan: scheduled for June 12 at the
park, in Carpentersville, III.
this Saturday beginning at noon. son and Janirx Talik.

Re -Elect
Eu ene F. Schlickman
Representative in General Assembly -3rd District- (lst on the ballot)
Ranked an outstanding freshman legislator.
Sponsor of legislation for tax relief, improved employeremployee relations, efficiency in government and election
reform.

Member of Illinois Legislative Council and committees on

Both young and old are invited.

A 0:ILD

dependent upon his parents for forst
and clothing as well as protection. Eve*
to, If we accept Christ as our personal
Is

Saviour, we become the children of Gad
leaning on his everlasting arms. He pros%

hes to guide and protect. What better
insurance'
-Unto you therefore which believe ot
precious ..." 1 Peter 117

Prospect
Heights
Baptist Church
(Affiliated with Conservative Baptist Association)

E. of Rt. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads

Rev. Robert E. Rushing. pastor Parsonage: CL 5-1394
Sunday Bible school 9:30 n.m. Classes for ages. Morning
worship 10:45 a.m. Junior church, ages 8 to 12. Evangelistic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by Pastor
Rushing,

Vote for a WORKING TEAM of

REPUBLICANS

Municipalities, Judiciary and Insurance.

and sons.

Summer
Musicale

The Cumberland Baptist
Church choirs will present
their summer Musicale on
Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
Trios, ensembles and instrumentals will also be included in the program. The
accompanist will be Mrs. Lloyd

Matthes. The directors of the
choirs are Al Engwall, and
Mrs. Elaine Ankerberg.

The public is invited to at-

tend for an evening of inspiring music.

Sunday School
Open House
A Sunday School open house

will be held at Euclid School
for the children and parents of
Grace Lutheran Church, Pros-

COUNTY

A recognized party leader and candidate for Wheeling Township Committeeman.

Suburban attorney, married, and father of four children.
Endorsed by -6 township Republican organizations and recommended by Better Government Association.

Free pony rides, pop and ice
the attraction
for the children. There will be
a baseball game for the fathers
cream will be

COMMISSIONERS
5 TO BE SELECTED

WOO

floYd r.

,Iskeeson

,

pect Heights, at 11:00 a.m.
Sunday. The open house will be

under the direction of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Eckman and the
Sunday Church School. tench e rS.

"Gene Schlickman is intelligent, informed . .. the Republican
Party needs him . ." Senator A. Russell Arrington.

The

only

Sunday

service

to be held will be at 9:00 a.m.

I

The Bethany and Martha Cir-

cles are going to meet at the
Milk Pail for lunch on Satur-

"

day, June 11. All attending are
asked to be there at 1:00.

Vote Republican VOTE SCHLICKMAN
June 14
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Rummage Sale
PRIMARY ELECTION

A rummage sale will be held

June 17. and 18 at the St.

TUESDAY,

Mary's parish hall in Buffalo

JUNE 14, 1966

MOO

Grove.

-60 -wades

*

*

*

*

*

The St. Mary's Altar and

f &VP, Jr.

VOTE fOR(Fold
ALL
5 CANDIDATES
Pero'
AdvortItsmorq)

Rosary Society is sponsoring
the sale which will be open
from 9 a.m. until 8 p.m. on
June 17 and from. 9 a.m. until
noon on June 18.

141 rys

Davies
REPUBLICAN FOR

State Senator
The hope of our Republican party in Illinois lies

in the youthful leaders like Donald Rumsfeld,
Charles Percy, Bill Scott and Ray Page who have
shown our state what youth and ability can do --

let's continue the rebuilding job in Illinois and in
the 3rd district. Nominate William Davies on
June 14 and give the 3rd district a FUTURE in
Springfield.
ft)

j"itt

ti

'oft trot

7.1M1

.ni,i1,11

or)

I

,

Atty. William T. Davies
Al111101:/i

I

in,

.1111,1101

1I

mo

4tZ

Bill Davies is a youthful, vigorous, active Republican -- an attorney who has been Area
Chairman for Congressman Donald Rumsfeld during both his terms in Congress, Area Chairman for Charles Percy, organizer and Past President of the Hanover Township Young Republican Organization, organizer and Past Executive Board member of the Hanover Township
Regular Republican Organization, Village Attorney Streamwood, Park District Attorney
Hanover Park, Park Committee Attorney Streamwood, Officer and Director Four Corporations,
Corporation Counsel, Korean Marine Veteran and Rotarian.

4t,pAd

*.11"
William Davies with Charles Petty when BIM

111 and ken Doles WO fear

was named Area Chairman for Chuck

,41-1

110 as President M Hamer Yong flepublIcais
being given Award for having most active club in
all Cook County

- BarN

DM with Cong. Donald Rumsfeld when he less

13, Michael 12, Timothy 10, Laura 7.

named Area Chairman for Don the 2nd time.

Vvet.w.

John Peters, Wheeling Teem* Assessor,

Bill and U. Gov. UMW" John Henry Moder

endorsed Bill's candidacy.

whom Bill worked for during last campaign.

U LICAN WITH. A FUTURE
PAID FOR BY WILLIAM T. DAVIES

289-3395

r 0.1.00:1

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday. June 10, 1966
st,

- ,..arail
.V

am.

,

One of Mount Prospect's oldest trees in front
of 16 S. Hi-Lusi, was split during the Thursday
tornado.

4.

Wheeling High School students help dean up debris from the yard oft I.
the home of Ed Zelnis, 33 Lynnbrook in the heavily damaged Country'
Gardens area of Prospect Heights.
'

Ed Zelnis (left), 33
Lynnbrook, of the Country Gardens area of
Prospect Heights discusses storm damage
with Sheriff Richard Og-

ilvie who arrived in the

area to personally inspect storm damage in
unincorporated locales.

RIGHT -- Two airplanes were destroyed in
wreckage of this hangar

at Palwaukee Airport.
Damage at airport is
estimated in the area of
$4,000,000. Two hangars, both full of planes,
were destroyed.

1

i,

it

*THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, Jane 10, 1966
',1'.1111;

is

,

'AL

Page 9

,,,

.11M11.

,

Residents inspect
storm damage at Brick man Manor apartments.
Storm caused severe

damage to two of the
buildings in the complex.
Residents, who were
t

sleeping when the 100 mile -an -hour wind hit,
escaped injury.

LEFT
gelsdorf,

ToivAlan11/10

N.

Wheeling, looks out his
bedroom window follow-

ing early morning storm

that tore the roof off
his apartment home.
Debris pelted him in
his bed, however, he
escaped serious injury.

r

This is what is left of the James Thomas Jr.
residence at 20 Stonegate Dr. East In the Country
Gardens area of Prospect Heights.

A baby in this crib in Brickman manor was
removed moments before this brick crashed into
the room. Mother removed the infant just in time
to save it from serious injr.

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 10

Friday, June 10, 1966

'

---

''

Airport Loss $1.5 Million
airport 20 min-

Pal -Waukee Airport, Wheel- ways are already open and
sustained an estimated planes have begun taking off."
$1,500,000 damage in ThursAccording to P r i es t e r,
day's tornado.
t'one hangar was completely
The tornado seemed to sin- destroyed.
Another hangar
glorout Pal -Waukee as its tar- was partially destroyed ',and
get. By comparison the near- the new hangar, ahvost com-

rived at the

by arca appeared almost un- pleted,

Nicol was hit by flying debris,

ing,

disturbed.

"We are definitely not out'

suffered

considerable

damage."

utes after the tornado struck.
He

that

said

all

personnel,'

three shifts of line
people, were working to clear
including
the arca.

One of the line men Tony
but
not
seriously
injured.
Priester said the only fortu-

He estimated that 30 to 40
of the airplane business," airplanes were damaged. Half nate part was the lack of perCharles Pricster, owner of of the Piper Cubs were lost, sonal injuries.
the airport, said. "Plans are but others arc still available.
Larry Korn, pilot for Lesunder way to star, 1 repair on
ter B. Knight and Associates,
,the hangars Friday.
RunPRIESTER said that he ar- Chicago, was in his plane on

1 saw a twin beech from Hang-

runway when the storm

the

ar 3 being blown out of the

hit.

-"; had parked the plane by - hangar and down the runway
the ramp and was waiting for coming straight at me. Formy boss to return before I tunately one of the cubs blew
took off," he said. "I no- over, landed in its path and,
ticed

the

high

tension

lines

spailing on the "field. It was
raining so hard it was almost
impossible to see anything. I
had braked and chocked the
plane, but the wind picked up
the plane and moved it about

'

10 feet.

r

stop,ped it beforoit hit me,"
Korn estimated his plane
had about $2,500 damage.

A,

0

Some of the line men were
working in Hangar 4 when the

L

storm hit. pm of them ran to
a truck outside to escape flying debris. Thirty-five to.40
p Vanes were destroyed in

"I WAS really-wpgied when . Hangar 4.

;5

VOTE FOR

NORMAN
NELSON
JR.
ForState Senator. From The 3rd District

a

A graveyard of dead airplanes Is all that remains of
hangar at Pal -Waukee Airport.
Tornado winds des-

troyed

one

hangar

and

damaged

more

30

than

aircraft.

lAairMSEZL,..

Endorsed candidate of all regular Democratic Township organizations
in Northfield, Wheeling, Elk Grove, Palatine, Schaumburg, Barringtoa
and Hanover.

Practicing attorney for 6 years and active in Democratic party affairs
for 19 years.
Administrative assistant to the chief Justice of the municipal court of
Chicago for 7 years, and public defender for 2 years. A member of the
Defense Lawyers association.

RIGHT --The driver of this
Curtin E. Schaeffer Jr.
of Elk Grove Village was taken
to Northwest Community Hoscar,

pital, Arlington Heights, after
the vehicle hit a tree. Schaeffer's car

A resident of Elk Grove Village, married, and the father of 5 children.
He supports:
1) Annual sessions of the state legislature.

was

Linneman
afternoon.

2) Credit reform laws.

apparently

hit

in the rear by an auto driven
by Jack Lancer of Chicago.
Schaeffer lost control of his
car and hit a tree near the
intersection of Algonquin and
Rds.

a,

Wednesday

3) Licensing to prohibit television repair frauds.
4) The state economy task force working to achieve efficiency in government through modern business and accounting practices.
5) More effective anti -crime bills.
'We

has demonstrated legislative knowledge and has the legal mind

that is necessary to become an outstanding senator.
Statement of 3rd District Democratic Committeemen

VOTE
PE
C
ATI
In The Primary Tuesday, June 14, 1966
(Poid Politkol Ad.ettitotnonti

Airesefig
TO TAKE OUT

MT. PROSPECT

CHOP SUB
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

.11

1,0;_ d

259-9O2-.

Recipe for Savings...

Buildeir's

CONDOMINIUM
DISCOVERY!

enjoy the luxury of
soft water with our
----^June Homemaker's Special

Plans Are
Withdrawn

INSPOIA%
II

further hearing ' by
village board judiciary
committee; subdivision plans
Pending

!II

rn

tril irt

Ell

the

fi

for additions 12 and 13 in Co
lonial Heights were withdrawn
from village consideration
Tuesday's board meeting.
Neal

Colonial

Cooking Magic cook books with binders to contain them ... for all new customers during June!

.

.

.

just suggest a friend or neighbor

that you've talked to about Culligan '
and who becomes a customer and we'll

give you cook books, too.

Culligan fully
automatic, water

dited because of the upcoming
construction season.

softener

Trustee
Robert Teichert,
chairman of the judiciary
committee, said that the lo-

cation of a retention basin and
and the ownership of the land

For budget -priced soft water

upon which the basin will

try our

Illat 111.11011.110W

Cul-brook Rental Program

Unlimited

Soft Water

a

splendid new life in the suburbs
for the "liberated generation"

Finally. Freedom to begin enjoying life . .. without
surrendering the luxuries and comforts of a fine,

suburban home. Leisure time for entertaining.
Leisure time for travel. Leisure time for simply

Model J 627.16

relaxing. All yours, now-in Regent Park, the mag-

Was $289

own private lake!
For less than you'd expect to pay for a comparable rental unit, you can be an owner of one of

nificent new residential setting built around its

for only

a week

Regent Park's spacious Condominium ApartIMAGINE, for only 4.35 a month, plus salt, you can have un-

limited soft water for your family's enjoyment. Culligan's
Cul-brook is ivouble-free, has giant capacity end gives full

PLUS 24 free cook books
and 2 binders
Includes normal Installation

NO MONEY DOWN - $5.38 per me.

water supply during the recharging period.
PLUS 12 free cook books and binder

OUR SALT DELIVERY SERVICE IS CONVENIENT. W. not
only sell precisely the proper salt for the Cul-Brook, but we
deliver it right to your home on regularly scheduled basis.
A Culligan exclusive.

Sale ends June 30. PM

CALL AND SAY

CULLIGAN WASHING PRODUCTS
FOR SOFT WATER
Our exclusive new line of "soft" household cleaning
producti is made for use in your soft water, be sure to
fry them and see the amazing difference.

Ciatiamo.
3 W. Central Rd.
MOUNT PROSPECT

Water Conditioning

CL 3-1040

Hunter, representing
Heights
builders,

asked that the plats be expe-

Step by step instructions for fabulous foods so clearly explained you
can prepare them like experts. 5000 of the most remarkable recipes
ever assembled . . . every recipe prepared and research -tested by
experts in the Cullinary Arts Ir-titute Test Kitchen.
AND FOR OUR PRESENT CUSTOMERS

at

ments .

.

. and enjoy completely care -free living!

A maintenance staff cares for the grounds and
recreational facilities-private swimming pool, tennis courts and lake.

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS
feature automatic elevator service to all levels
Including the lower level private garage, 2 and

3 bedrooms, individual air conditioning, carpeting, General Electric appliances, "patio"
balconies. Priced from 826,900. Complete
monthly cost, for 2 -bedroom unit, after low,
minimum down payment, is 8216.95 ... and you
enjoy tax deduction benefits.

be

situated was causing the delay.
A

HUNTER said that
the
retention basin, to catch and
hold storm water to prevent
sewers
from
overflowing,

would be located on property
owned by Elk Grove Elemeivtar), School Dist. 59.

Teichcrt said that it was the
apparent feeling of, the judiciary committee that the title

or at least control of the re-

tention basin be dedicated to
the village.

The matter will be further
considered at the next meeting
of the judiciary committee and
resubmitted for board approval
in two weeks.

Mobile Units
Considered in
School Dist. 23
The mobile units and the
basement of Anne Sullivan
School will be inspected by

the County Superintendent of
after the Dist. 23
board of education approved a
schools

motion for Robert G. Hayes

air
IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS To see Regent Park's modal condominiums, take Rand Road (Rt. 12)
or Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83) to Kensington (Foundry Rd.) at Randhurst
Shopping Center, then west Xemile on Kensington. Modal apartments
Sr. open from 10 A.M. 411 dark.

UNITED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Phone 259-4949

of the county office to visit the
schools and inspect emergency units for the 19b6 school
year.

Supt. Louis Pansino said it
would be necessary to use the
basement of Anne Sullivan
School for classroom facilities again. The basement has
been used for art rooms, band
room and a third grade classroom.

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

mit

CARNIVAL

Ms/ WIFE IS SENDING
A MESSAGE TO ONE

Friday, Junc 10, 1966

OF 1-IER GIRL FRIENPS.

WAIT, I'LL
GET THE
CRANE AN'
TURN IT

YES, I TOLD YOU 10
CUT ONE FLANGE OFF

THESE OLD TRACK
WHEELS, BUT YOU'RE

0

CUTTIN' OFF TI -I' WRONG

HE GOT TO
BE A BOSS
BY PULL, AN'
HE'S BEEN
PULLIN'ON IT
EVER SINCE --

AROUND,

ONE--TH' (DRAWING
SHOWS IT OFF THIS
OTHER SIDE, YOU --,Z,
YOU--

IN TH'LATHE,
AN' THEN

SOME AWFUL.

ONES!

IT'LL BE ON _
THIS SIDE,
YOU-YOU - -

LOOKS LIKE SHE'S
FIRALU FINISHED TALKING.
t 11114 I, 51.5,

"Oh, there you are, Henry! Henry is doing research for
a book on artificial blondes!"

',..110414.1.0,10110;11Snr.

"Oh, he's a worker, all right! Right now he can't wait
to finish with that lawn mower and start in on me!".

"JOHNNY JUMP-UP"

BEN CASEY

IAM5

6-t0-66

WE LIVE IN DEEDS, NOT YEARS

THANKS, CASEY. AND
REMENBER...NOT A WORD,
NOT A HINT TO ENID!

IN THOUGHTS, NOT BREATHS,

IN FEELINGS.
WE SHOULD COUNT TIME BY HEART THROBS.

HE LIVES MOST WHO FEELS MOST,

DON'- Not.] BELIEVE rr.

THINKS THE NOBLEST, ACTS THE BEST.'!.

SHE .5 JUST GONE TO,
GET A NEW BLANKET!
I'LL SEND THE
PRESCRIPTOUS
AND MEDICATIONS

1 PITCHED IN BOTH THOSE PITCHERS
GAMES AN' BLEW IT ARE A DIFFERENT
BY MAYS -THREE
BREED! FIREMAN
TIMES! GOT HIM TWIcE'T CAN REMEMBER
Al HOME PLATE! THEN
TON MY HUMMER AND
EVERY PITCH HE
THEY RODE ME AROUND
NCE'T WITH A
EVER THREW BUT
THE FIELD ON A FIRE
SLIDER!
HE HAD TO ASK ME
TRUCK WHILE THE FAN'A
WHAT MONTH IT
CHEERED THEIRSELVES
WAS!
'JEAN, MAWR , THE MAYOR
GAVE ME THE LID RIGHT

AT ONCE. GOOD
LUCK,STUART!
0e.

1514.60010.

1100110100011.

BUGS BUNNY
(ALWAYS STALLIN' 7/

..4/0i'V WHO'S

STALLIN?

KEEP FROM GOIN' T
BED, PUN, KID?
STEP ASIDE:

BUGS/ THE
DRESSER
DRAWER'S

STUCK: I
CAN'T GET MY

PAJAMAS:

Au

ENTIST5. ARE -CHAT WAY, MACK= 4-10

L'
1%6 I

-

Wofner /rot

Ntarel,

6 -ID

TM. Rom U.S. to. 011.

This Is The MGB
That Can Be Yours

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

You need not race to enjoy the
fruits of racing. The MGB is

Useless

a pleasure to drive under anyconditions. The 1798 cc engine develops 98 HPat 5400 rpm, cruises
at 100 and has a top speed over
110 mph. Four -speed gear box,

Remedies

twin crabs, responsive rack and
pinion steering, racing type disc

Are garlic or hydrated

Q

garlic tablets of any value in
the treatment of high blood

brakes up front, 10 -Inch drums In
the rear. Cockpit and bucket seats
upholstered in English leather,
roll -up windows, removable hard
top and/or easy stowing convertible top, lockable4runk and room
for a couple of kids In
the back. Like to drive

pressure?

A -- No, and the sad part
that, when you use them,

is

you not only waste your money

but also lose time that could
be spent getting a head start
truly effective treatment
Not all high blood pressure
requires treatment but, if it
is the type that endangers

ItOSKE IMPORT MOTOR

on

your health, you can't afford
to fool around with worthless
remedies.

Q
lupus

THE BORN LOSER
IS REALLY WRY EASY 10 ASSEMBLE THE NEW BICYCLE YOU 60001 -IT

FOR YOUR SON'S. BIRTHDAY-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ALL YOU HEED IS A PAIR OF

MID NERVES OF STEEL, ive PATIEkICE

PLIERS AMP A B TIER KNIFE-

OF JOB, A SE14Se OF HUMOR, FOUR NW'S;

FROM M.I. T.!

have

ACROSS

and am confused about all the
different kinds of lupus. What

1 - of

Is loss of hair
one of the symptoms? What
is the
is

Lebanon
6 Sugar

cause?

the

treatment

best

10 Omit in
pronunciation

for

LE?

11 Forebodings

-- Disseminated LE and
LE arc the same.
Lupus .vulgaris is a form of
A

13 - pine

systemic
skin

tuberculosis.

of LE
hair

The

is unknown. Loss of
has many causes. LE

67Ily one of them. At present, no cure for LE is known
is

but it can often be controlled
by the judicious use of chloroq u i n e, hydroxychloroquinc,

amodiaquin,

14 Colorado blue

cause

cyclophospham-

ide and drugs of the cortisone
group.
Q
Would a young woman

16 Bone

17 Food fish

CAPTAIN EASY
r see

THIS EXPERT
ITS AS BARREN AS THE MOON! NEXT CONES
THINKS VENUS JUPITER -NINE TIMES A5 DISTANT; AND
15 TOO HOT
LARGER THAN ALL PLANETS COMBINED:
FOR HUMANS..

.irrrrr

1 Ili AMMillill
fill,_

Wm.

Mr I

with LE be able to go through
a pregnancy and give birth to

ITS AVERAGE pensiry X BUT IT MAY BE
IS VI- THAT OF EARTH...
PERHAPS A ROCKY CORE
COVERED BY THICK ICE,

A BALI. OP ICY

SLUSH WITH SKI FOOTED, SUPER AND POISON GAS...UNSUIT- I BRAINED FOLKS:
ABLE FOR MANOR FOR

WELL KNOW.-

AFTER OUR

WELL, IF YOU WANTA

STICK AROUND TO

JUPITER PROBE

FIND OUT. YOU BET TER SPEND TONIGHT
AT AN HOUSE WHERE
IGAN PROTECT YOUL

IN THE 1980:

LAUNCHING SAUCERS:

S

5

A

--

it doubles the
miscarriage and

of
of giving birth prematurely:
Babies born at full term, however, show no ill effects from
chances

the

mother's

disease.

The

0 Mt

either a few weeks before or a few weeks after
delivery. Any woman with
LE who becomes pregnant
should havo close supervision
by her doctor.

k 1104, Iry r 14 140

ALLEY OOP

Please send your questions
and comments to Wayne G.
in care of
Brandstadt,
this paper. While Dr. Brands tadt cannot
answer individual letters he will answer,
letters of general interest in
future columns.

NOW, GENTLEMEN, I'LL TURN TH.
MEETING OVER TO TH' CHAIRMAN

OF OUR ENTERTAINMENT

COMMIIIItt ... OOP,
ITS ALL YOURS

.

34 Incumbents

in office

21 Compass point

1

42 Non est
0

LE is however, often aggrav
ated

6 Sit for a
portrait
7 Little demon

47 Manorial
court (Eng.)
22 Allied by nature 35 Roman sea god 48 Russian ruler
22 Lifetime
Foundation
36 - sequoia
51 Small (Scot.)
23 Old age (dial.) 26 timber
37 Couple
53 Hawaiian food
24 Public house
27
Indiana
(al))
38
Musical
comedy
54
Fellow Royal
25 Kind of military 29 Male sheep
39 Honor prizes
Society (ab.)
rifle (coll.)
31 Unicorn fish
41 Pedal digit
55 Lubricate
27 Notion
9
8
5
7.
6
28 Female adviser
2
3
30 Move swiftly
12
32 Social insect
10
processor

snow (Scot.)
37 Small drink
40 Toiletry case

LE does not affect
hid

000 MBM00001
MOM =0
OUMUO
IDOMLIO
OUOMO
M000
000100
8 Roman emperor UOMO,
OMOOM
9 Hardened (var.) OMOOW
U0000MO
12 Weighing
WOO
000
UOU
machine
OUM0010
00=100
13 Tobacco in
0M610610
MOOMOU
ropes
0M000
15 Icelandic poem Gg001510
4 Feminine name
5 Migrate back

17

33 Heavy fall of

a normal baby?

fertility

MOBOM
0000BM
U000100
©0©©©© 00000M

1:2000M

Goddess
19 To the mouth 16 (Roman)
20 Cotton

EXACTLY: AND MARS' PHOTOS INDICATE

800° ON TH'
SURFACE:

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Evergreens

AND AH El..16111EER11.16 DEGREE

disseminated
crythematosus
(LE)
1

the new MOB? Stop

358-5750
in. There's one at our
450 N. Flicks Rd. - Palatine Across From Palatine Shopping Plaza showroom now.

inventus (ab.)
43 Evergreen of
genus Taxus
44 Individual
45 Mineral spring
46 Grandparental
48 Masculine
nickname
49 Train (ab.)
50 Constraint
52 Offshoot
56 Dropsy
57 Red dyestuff
58 Asterisk
59 Cotton thread

DOWN
1 Stopping
2 Building
extension
3 Roman

underworld god

13
16

20

L11

15

14
19

18

23

r

21

26

25-

24

27

ill45
46;
28

31

29

n

/32

37

-

38

40

39

1

,

34

c;

35

a

41

52

A

49

4g

[57

56
58

59
10
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GAL WANT ADS

OY

E

ALL. ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing
to painting. Your equip. All
types $1.00 an hour. James

WANT A PET? Easy to care
for. Loads of fun. Guinea pigs
$1.00 each. Call Tad 392-6032
Tad Hanrahan

Manos CL 5-06132

MOTORIZED RACE Car Set

for sale. Set includes 2 cars,
2
controlers, transformer,
track, bridge,andrailln .Call
CL 5.4507 Walter Jefferson.

Repair your TV, radio, phonograph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

Gretsch A mplifier.Reverberotion, tremolo, two 10 -inch
speakers. Foot switches included. Perfect condition.Half
retail price. Paul Zander

Dependable 17 year old girl
desires summer clerical pos-

ition for college expenses.

Can type 45 words a minute.
Gail Goepfert 392-3463

Free pet mice. How would you
like to have your own pet mice.

piano students
wanted by Prospect soph.Now
studying at Northwestern University. For details call
Beginning

For information call Barbara
Meister CL 5-5734.

259-5703. Donna Hutchings.

CL 5-0678

Eighteen speed Schwinn bi-

Two girls 26" Bikes $8.00

cycle for sale. Excellent condition. Many accessories and
spare parts included. Bargain
at $40. CL 5-3657 Tom Cramer

each or best offer CL 5-4415
Mary Beth Harry
FOR SALE. Wilcox 396 A-1
commercial transmitter. Excellent for conversion to the
amateur bands. Reasonable.

Girls Blue 20" Schwlnn take

392-6523 Bob Gallagher.

plus training wheels gOod con-

dition $45.00 new. Will sell
for $20.00 Barbara Schmidt,

DRUMMERS ARISE! Lead
drummer in Wheeling re-

sidential band teaches all
drum
styles., Reasonable

Almost new 110 train set two

trains and train board $25.

rates! CL 3-2644 Doug Schem she

Call Bill Stecker HE 7-4734.

Job es baby-sitter wanted by
reliable 13 year old girl in
Ridge Park area. CL 5-4207.

For Sale 1 girl's 26" bike
$10.00 255-3611 Linda Car-

20" Red Schwinn Boys Bike

For Sale

tier.

Karen Munson.

1

boy's 24" bike

3611

Bike $20.00; ?6" Red Trike
$3.00. Cali: CL 3-3829. Don
Need yard work done? Reliable
boy age 16 has had a lot of ex-

condition, new brakes,

Excellent

and music $110.00. CL 5-2662
Paul Neiweem.

Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

Drum set complete$125. Bass

Full length winter coat with
fur collar. Town and Country
all weather style. Size 12.

group. $2.00 per half hour.

Condition Case, music stand

drum, snare, peda I , hi -hat and

cymbals, stands, case. Top

Call Julie 392-9394 Julie Tellefson.

Quality. CL 3-8314. Jeff Osborn.

Black patent leather shoes.

Size 9. Two darling shift
dresses Size

12.

5 gal fish

tank.' Phone 392-4394. Winter car coat size 12. Julie
Tollefson.
MARX ROAD RACE with 36

piece track 2 cars and power
pack. H.O. Scale $15.00 CL 9 3270 Randy Swenson.

Electric,' solid body, guitar.

,SALE! Three used girl's blices

priced from 10 dollars pad

tone, volume, and pickup
switches. Double pickup.Case
included. If Interested call
John Shanley, 392-1089. $40.

down. 259-2788 Karen Williams.

Wanted babysitting Job Available from 3:30 on Available all

bike ten dollars. 392-9731,

For Sale - Girl's twenty inch

R. Loughran.

Wanted To Buy. One basketball back -board in good condi-

tion also one girl's playhouse
for yard.392-4731.Rhys Williams.

Rhys Williams.

that no one ever plays? We
had to leave ours when we
moved here. 392-3848 Vicki
Dellacecca.

392-2676 Steven

conditiqn.
Keith Nelson.

man.

T.V. watcher four years experience excellent references. Live near Kensington

school Age 15. Call 255-0896
Vicki Janda.

$5.00 Also Tom

Thumb typewriter, both excellent condition and reasonable. 825-5704. Vernette and
Claire Nelson.

Call 255-3631 Barbara Fugate

the best incorporated business
around Call now See how High

School Gardener are best for

Baby sitting service in Ivy

Toys and games for sale.

combo

will entertain 'or
parties anywhere For more

information call
Chris O'Connell.

clarinet lessons
given in my home. $1.50 per

half hour starting June 20.

Have been studying clarinet 8
years. CL 3-3519.DianeSharp
High school boy age 16 needs
summer job. Will do yard
work. You supply equip.CL 3'1 3630. David Moss.

ienced -second oldest of seven)
CL 9-0903, Greg Wenzel.

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196 Steven Mag-

sort or babysitting. (Exper-

Wanted by enterprising boy.
Rent garden plot to raise vege-

tables for sale this summer
near Scarsdale area. Phone
CL 9-0841, Doug Everhart

Thome

392-1681

Castro 824-7224.

or Terry

Industrious High School boy
to begin work at beginning of
CL 3-3240.

Arlington Heights Boy wants

full or part - time job. Capable and ambitious. 16 years

new sale price $15.00 Call

15 year old Junior attending

after

4:00 o'clock. Donald
MacBride 255-9518.

Will do light housework.RollIng Meadows area. Call CL 52067 Robin Fogarty.

and stand. 1 year $40. Olds
Trumpet good condition $75.
3/4 size violin cheap. Atwater CL 9-4811, Mark Atwater
Bb Cornet for sale.Good condition. Mute Included. $50.
CL 5-2710 Bill St. John
Teenage boy wants work willing to work hard.Car washing,

yard work, around Palatine

358-3296
Wanted: Babysitting job. 13
years old boy experienced.

Any time after 3:00 P.M. South
Mount Prospect amen 437-0387
Steve Johnson

ersham

Need a little tutoring in math
this summer? Call Jim Ulrich
Arlington sophomore, 253-

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, Individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.

Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

'Accordion for sale 120 bass

CL 3-1721

Reliable, experienced girl will

ilable for daytime and early
evening jobs, until midnight
Experienced with young babies. 504 an hour. Beverly
Maine, 392-1456.

intermediate good condition

$75.00 or best offer. CL38970 Don Koehler

wald.

and white, also has training
wheels for beginner. $10.00

CL 5-2820 Andy Scaletta

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorporated business
around. Call now. See how
high school gardeners are best
for you. CL 5-4817 Tom Scheffel.

for boys
combo. Eighth grade boys in

Drummer

needed

for audition time after 6:00.
CL 3-7739 Chris Schafchen

"Stingray" Bicycle. Exc.
Cond. New bearings and new
tires. First $20 takes it. Robert Bauer 392-1144.
FOR SALE: 027 and HO train
equipment. Will sell anything engines, track, landscape,
table, etc. Call CL 9-0841
today, Greg Everhart

St. George bass guitar with
case, cord, and strap. Four

ting or odd Jobs reasonable

$1.00 for first child, 751 for
second. Please call Margaret
McFarlin CL 3-8690

Capable teen-ager

available

Need a baby sitter? Call CL50472 In Mount Prospect area.

Girl Rythm guitarist -looking

for frosh and soph girl gui- Baby sitting - North Arlingtarist and drummer for com- ton, afternoons, everting 16
bo. Cathy Schafohen CL 3- yrs. old. Call Jan 2534616.
7739 - between 5:00 & 8:00 Jan Schrank
Experienced babysitter.Many
regular
customers could
handle a few more customers

in Camelot area. Call 3928491, Becky Johnston.

Debbie Spicola 358-3844

Boy 12 will mow lawn; wash
cars on South side Arlington.
Terry McLaughlin CL 5-9517
FOR SALE Large Structo
trucks 504 & $1.00 Renico

Carauell radio $2.50; Auto
track board 4x6 track, 1 -car
$3.50. Games sq. Cort Baker 392-2415

$25.00, Call Mt. P rospect 2534094, Tom Allen

velopes,
in
colors too.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

blue 24" Monarch Bicycle,

Girl, 13 years experienced
cradle and upwards. Oldest of
five. Day, night. Own transportation daytimes. Any area.
54 hourly. Susan Wojtkiewicz
CL 5-8429

Part Persian kittens.

Long

trained call evenings or all
day week ends 259-3991 Linda
Rominski

Ranger Bicycle,$18.00; Girl's

$12.00. Also, Wonder Horse,
$7.50. Good condition. Can dance Dornquast, CL 5-8423
HELP! HELP! Come and buy.

Help me to go to California
with youth group. Rummage

sale June 4, 9:00 A.M. to 5:00
p.m., Willie Moehlenkamp,
437-0730

Roth

Flute $50.00, Seldom

der 424 Prindle, 253-5240

For sale - Numerous radio,
TV and A maeture radio equipment. Also many radio

,parts. Must Sell going to college. $25. Terry Wabich,4391346

To sell 283 engine real cheap
Call HE 9-0426 Tony Laurie

253-7405, Chris Brand.

All wood, varnished go-cart.
Excellent condition, a motor
space. Good wheels. $7 CL 5026E3, John Cummings

red Schwinn stingray
Excellent condition, has new
tires, only one year old. $25.
Phone CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

I will walk or feed your pet.
Call Kerry Moore 392-3277.

'G5 Stingray bike. Like new

$35.00. Call Mike after 5P.M.
392-3432, Michael Batten.

Silvertone Amplifier, one big

8" Stong speaker. 1/2 year

old. Just like new,$35.00 new.
Reasonable. 255-5083 Mike
Skop.

Black

and white stripe spurt

Jacket 38L (cost $25.00)$10.00
Light gray suit 34L prep.
(cost $45.00) $15.00; outgrown

perfect. Dwight Nykel 392.-

Available for any constructive
job such as: stock boy, delivery boy, gas station att.office
clerk, mail boy, file boy.

8746

9131

10 cars, 2 powerpacs. $15-00
3 speed single record player
$3,00. Cort Baker 392-2415

Charles J. Herrmann FL 8Coins: 20 Indian Head penn-

ies for trade. Forty Buffalo

nickels, commoner dates, for
trade or sale. Harold J. Voss
Jr. 392-9107

WANTED GOLF CLUBS for

RADIO: Knight Ocean Hopper,

Teenage Girl, oldest of four
children, would like to baby-

five coils, short-wave and A.
M. reception. Best offer about
twenty dollau. HaroldJ.Vbss
Jr., 392-9101

boy 11 yrs. old. Also aceesodes. Price low please.Richard Lenke 823-5334.

sit in Brookwood area of Prospect Heights. 504 an hour.
296-1320 Kathy Loftus.

weed, window washing, etc.
CL 5-0268. John Cummings.

my five by eight inch real
letter press many types to

choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.
.

Jr.

Printing done for you no job
too small colors too on small
letter press many types to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.

Your name and address in

beautiful

type

special

for

ladies your stationary or my
stock many colors Call for
sample. 253-2051. Richard
de Robles, Jr.

Let me print your letter head
and envelope prompt service
special price 1000 sheets 500

I print business cards special

one week 1000 cards $6.50

envelopes

beautiful
type
colors too. 253-2051 Richard
de Robles, Jr.

black or color art not included
fast service quality work.
253-2051. Richard de Robles,

Jr.

All Arlington Heights newsboys with problems, solve by
having papers delivered for
you;
Keep satisfied customers. Call Doug flochstetler

Wanted: Summer job in A rl.
His. - girl 16 - 5 days a
week between 1 - 8 p.m. Can
I help you? CL 9-0418 Chris
Ebert.

CL 3-7847

Stecker, HE 7-4734

Kathy Wood.

'Boys dark wool suit, size 16

Girls
26"
bike.
Good
conditon.
Phone 392-1017.
Debbie Wyatt.

$5.60. Student's dark wool suit
40 long $8.00. Both in excellent condition. Bill Sleeker,
HE 7-9734

26 inch boys bike chrome fen-

a
babysitter? Call
253-7975 and your problem
is solved! Experienced and
reliable in seventh grade.

Need

Ambassador Trumpet
with case. Good Condition.
$25.00 5 1/2 gallon aquarium
with glass top. $3.00, Bill

ders $12.00 Beginners Accordion
$20.00
Gregory Lanzon

ker.

For sale 18 hp Evinrude and
10 ft. Hydroplane cartop car-

night. CL 3-7898. Mike (Crystal:.

Hubbard Helm
Mt.
Lonnquist,
392-0235.

Piano lessons for beginning
students, McGinley 'method.
Lessons at instructor's home.
$1.50 for 30 minute lesson.

Wanted Girl's 26" 131ke and
Girls 24" Bike. Good con-

YARD WORK WANTED by

West
Prospect

508

Reference
request.
on
392-5652 John M. Fitzpatrick

Pets or Kids Caretaker. Pioneer Park area. I'm almost

Silver C Flute by A rtley, com-

of experience
and anxious to work. References.
CL 9-2107. Kitty
13

with lots

plete with carrying case and
cleaning rod, $80. 259-4392
Linda Gausman.

Kunkel

Wanted used 65mm or 160mM
tense for Ma miyaflex C2 cam-

era. Call CR 2-5526. Norm
Quinn

392-2119

Schwinn bicycle 20" Blue and
White. "Debbie" model good
condition. 437-4840 Joy Wel-

rier and life vests included
High school boy wants summer employment. Will consider any type work, day or

can do any printing job on

I

heads, business cards, en-

Olds

1 Boy's 26".;= bike very
3

od

ilSed Forest View
Medium, $5.00.
Popular 45 records IOC each.
Call: Tom Hinrichs 253-2542.
&Mi tittiOrl.

jacket

capable fifteen year old boy

in Wheeling area.If interested
phone LE 7-2196. Steven
Mager!.

Free! Three kittens nine
weeks old. Pnn trained. Call
296-5206 Des Plaines. Debby
Fess.

Primary Piano students
wanted by high school student currently studying at
Northwestern School of Music. Will teach in home. Call:
CL 9-1518 Ken Barr

For sale Federal enlarger
good for beginners. $17. Or-

BABY SITTING JOBS WANTED

BY RELIABLE HIGH

SCHOOL GIRL LIVING IN MT.

iginally

cost

$30.

Call

CR 2-5526 after 6:30 P.M.

Girl's Rollfast bike about
seven years old, blue, 24 inch,

coaster brake, average condition, $10. 259-4392 Laurie
Gausman.

Attention must sell now One

boys 26" J. C. Higgins bi-

cycle. Very good condition.

Hurry must sell now. Best

Norm Quinn.

offer accepted.253-2542.Tom
Hinrichs

Beautiful stationary printing
for ladles low prices fast
service colors too. Excellent
work by high school student

Slingerland Snare Drum with
stand, Practice block, sticks,
brushes, and music book.
$25.00 Call after 5:00 P.M.
Michael Limberg 437-4998.

PROSPECT CL.5-0363.JEAN
KLEINHAMMER.

Senior girl with nine years of

piano and organ instruction
will teach beginning piano in
your home or mine. 358-1056

on own press. 253-2051 Rich-

ard de Robles, Jr.

Sell -Child's 78 r.p.m. phono-

Beautiful half-size violin for
sale for half price $65.00
Dave Klug) 434 A Iles Ave.,
Des Plaines, Call 824-2706.

graph

$3.

One

Underwood

Portable Noiseless Typewriter good condition - $20.
Mike Gilfillan 259-2721.

KITTENS FREE all black and
very playful pan trained fluffy
and part Angora six weeks old.

Call CR 2-5526 Pat Quinn.
Future Northwestern Music

Major will give summer piano

For Sale Barbie house, doll,
clothes and wigs. Low Price.
Terry Fisher. 392-5520.

Hard working brothers want
any yard work. Want to sell
like - new set of Childcraft

we've outgrown. $25.00
392-2815. Dale & Dean Rolley

For Sale Selmer Trombone
Good

condition

call Mark

a Baby Sitter? Patty
McMorrow, CL 3-5448, 504
an hour, age 12, Experienced
and reliable, afternoons preferred, Fairview School area.

Need

CL 3-5948.

lessons. James Grady 116 S.
Albert St. CL 5-6177.
Wanted Yard Work or babysitting. 2nd oldest in family

of ten. 13 years old. 1406
Girls bike needs work 26 inch

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street

length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

Navy blue spring coat size
10 '.$5, small phonograph $2

W. Grove, 253-1627 McCall.
Southwestern Arlington.
1966 Electric Guitar "Vibrato
triple pickups Sunburst finish
Excellent condition $80.00 or
best
offer must sell.
CL 3-3277 Tim Dolan.

as is, Misses black winter

Tired of staying home! No
Job too big.

Soph boy baby

sitter. Des Plaines and Mt.
Prospect anytime' Rich Virgo
299-7553.

coat size 12 $10 CL 3-0945
Monica lloggay.

Mini -bike, Dart cycle with
MacCulloch 40 and dual carbs
many extras Phone CL 9-0693
Jim Welch.

For Sale: One winter coat.

White fur, plaid wool lining,
hood. Size 12 or 14. Excellent condition. $10. CL 5-2688

Kris Engelbretsen

Boy's 24" bike. Three years

old for any type house work

or baby sitting. Days or nights

until 9:00. Reasonable rates.
CL 5-2688 Pat Engelbretsen

Wanted to boy. Old bike Which

I can repair for myself. Can
not spend more than $5.00
825-1405. Rick Mulcahy.

Huffy Mark 10 English -racer
bike. 10 speeds, excellent condition $50. Call CL 9-4177
Mike Walden.

old. Good condition. New tires

and tubes. Phone 392-0693.
John Welch.

Available: Very capable 12 yr.

For Sale train board 4'x5'
with double track 2 engines,

Park area. Will cut lawns,

HE 9-0426

Shields. 392-2088.

For Sale new velvet riding
hard hat size 7, $10. Call

does all odd jobs in Ridge

For Sale

10 ft. Hydroplane
with 18 h.p. Evinrude and accessories, Hubbard Helm 500
West Lonnqulst Parkway, Mt.
Prospect, 392-0235.

$1.50. CL 3-0445 Mark

Experienced High school boy

print on letter press, with

Bonnie Skoglund.

5126 Mick Oates

STONEGATE PET OWNERS

Sue Scheele, 439-1772

Thumbelina doll and crib $5.
Barbie doll case, clothes $8.
Barbie bed, vanity $3. Girls
,white ice skates size 13 $3.00

For Sale: Girl's blue 26"

Boys'

for baby - Sitting on Saturdays, after school and summer. Call 437-1689, Denise

Cowan CL 5-1850

months old then $100.00 now
$75.00. Call after 6 P.M.392-

fur. Short tails and legs, Box

8th Grade Boy wants lawn cut-

baby-sitting anytime. 14
yrs. old. Please call Jean
do

Babysitting jobs wanted: Ava-

12

Homey.

J. C. Higgins girls bike good
condition $15.00 after 3:30
call CL 3-4908 Toni Shanley

like new condition includes

lon,, , One, set training
Child Care ond-Mether's-help.ii Organ' lessons for, children' nwheels.,0oy's,,26".Bike,,Good
fibiiie in
tbenaVerg'91i'
or. Age:14.Thl!hiee %36'arsex-:
-aleeping.bags,
358-1672.. Kyle.
13.. LoVd.Srifal -children: Call .perience, references, reasonPalatine: -Maillynn-Btiehinii.Weinberger.
CL 5 -3129 -Roberta 2ambo.- able rates, available anytime
ler '304378
after school. Barbara Zaker,

Primary piano students wanted by high school student currently studying
at Northwestern School of Music. Will
teach in home. Call: Ken Barr
CL 9-1518.

condition Good Sleeping Bags.
Please call 358-1672. Paul
Weinluirg,er.

metal type of many sizes,
good composition,
letter-

6959. Can tutor any sophomore or younger.

Cub Scout uniform size 14
$4. Cub Scout Trousers size

Wanted Boys 20" Bike. Good

I

Guitar six strings,

Spanish

area. Call 358-4100 Don Wick-

babysitting job.
Northwest Mount Prospect.
Experience151, per ;hour. age

Patti Passarelli, CL 5-0472

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sisters. Charge 504 an hour.
Please call CL 5-4706 Name
Jan Oswald.

High school girl eager to help
house -wife with her ironing.
Call: CL 3-1162 Sydney Karl

WANTED:

VERY Experienced babysitter for Busse Rd. and Dempster area. Can sit week nites
until 11:00 p.m. references.

and experienced. Low rates.

St. Vintor desires work. Mark
Burchill, CL 3-2469

Reasonable rates.Da wn Wittig

used. Hate to practice. Call
after 6 P.M. Shelley Schnei-

electronic background. Call

For sale: Snare Drum one

Rolling Meadows, Diane Fog-

Babysitter available - capable

eri

mond.

5872. Gary Dunbar

Five to 50 cents. Call CL 52067 - 2606 Fremont Street,

arty

capable fifteen year old boy

FOR SALE: Slingerland snare

NEED A GOOD GROUP. Peo-

Baby sitter available Palatine
area weekends and evenings.

instruction books, picks, case
Lawn Mowing reliable experienced. My equipment Busse
School neighborhood. Fred

old. Available June 11th. 259-

Lo mat

392-7567.

Beginning

3-9198

Children 3 to 6 come to play school. 2 mornings a week

Bill Wolod 132 South Patton,
CL 5-1143. Odd Jobs.

The "Fourniost" an all girl

cheap. Maryanne Dowiarz,CL

0718 Steve Weller

on South side of Arlington.

Please call CL 3-2454. Roger
Willis.

sizes 6, 12 and 14 on sale

3240, 630 N. Dunton.

Boy, 12 years. willing to work

Guitar and Trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.

7.54 an hour. Experienced and
reliable. Children's clothes

Lawn mowing, dog walking,
you name it, I'll do it. In

Hill area weekends and summer months. 504 hour 754
after midnight. CL 5-0718,
Karen Weller.

you. CL 5-9817. Tom Scheffel

honor student
needs money for college. Age
13, typing, filing, babysitting,
ironing, etc. Experienced.11eferences available 392-0108
Linda Lewis 392-0108

Graduating

YARD WORK WANTED by

August. lVill be 16. Has some

Baby sitting during vacation

rates. Tom Kindler CL 3-

Ivy Hill only. Phone CL 5Need gardening done? Were

Interested in Music? Pierre
Maure practice flute for sale.
Complete $35.00 or best offer. Anita Marshall 392-5194

group - please call CL 3-7739

Fourteen year old girl wants
babysitting in Virginia Terrace area. One year expert.
ience oldest of six children,

condition. $37.00 Joseph Zander CL 5-0678

Scout camp. Yard work of any

ple needing a group to play et
a party should contact - John

Schafer s -

825-5704.

For sale childs Singer sewing
machine

Antiquated records of Bach.

Depedable babysitter, not a

good

Job needed to finance Boy

Roy Brooks CL 3 -8602.

Boys Schwinn 20" bike. black

lawns, wash cars. In winter
shovel sidewalks and driveway; etc. CL 5-1504. Steven

summer shirts. reasonable,

evenings, Dan Kelsey

For Sale - little league baseball shoes $2.00. Two round
jigsaw puzzles, cost $4.00
each, will sell for $1.50 each.

'lava recently acquired old
clock, directly received from

barter for same,

pearl finish, chrome fittings,
separate tension, like new

For Sale '64 Bianchi motor

scooter. Good condition,
$150.00 Cash. Call 296-2445

Call CL 3-4441,Douglas Ham-

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sitters charge 504 on hour call
CL 5-4706. I'm 14. Jan Os-

game, to

For Sale Boy Scout clothing.
Shirts sizes 10-12.0rlon knee
highs, garters, caps. Also

CL 3-3240, Tom Kindler

Sophomore boy needs yard
work. Experienced, reliable
and anxious to worlc hard.

will take good care of your
children. I am 12 years old.
Experience with four younger
brothers. 392-3848 Vicki Dellacecca.
I

Want

Strafes.

all at drastic reductions. Call

cleaner included. $10.00 Gwen
Stoner, CL 9-1079

Do you have an old piano

Bangc oc k, Am unusually
to do any- odd jobs;
Newspaper
carrier, mow

truck, and rezent board games

year old Sears Roebuck $30.

125 South Lancaster, Mount
Prospect.

Need work, Will babysit, cut
lawns, or wash cars, anytime
Thank you. 392-9163. Leea

toys. Play gas station, large

Gretsch snare drum, white

Witbrod CL 5-0563

24" Boys Bike in good running
condition. $12. David Winter stein 253-3057.

inch Sears bike,

24

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or

Loughran.

CL 9-4811

Vinyl pool for sale 10' by 2'
metal frame. Pool vacuum

$15.00 894-3779 William Marquordt

Like new. $95.00. 827-3228.
Jon Williams.

summer I love children and I
love
to babysit I'm experienced. 392-9163. Steph

Free estimates. Lee Atwater

ey for college. Can type 35
words a minute. Call CL 5Boy's

Silvertone dual pickup electric
bass guitar. Case included.

3442 Ann Christiansen Age 17

experienced
near South Side Arlington lawn
service. Call CL 9-4811 or CL
5-2393. we rake the clippings.

spring suspension on metal
frame, height to saddle 23"
$5 Ricky Stoner CL 9-1079.

good

or weekly rates. Call CL 5-

Various popular games and

Lee and Scott

7586 Janet Hellenmayer.

periance Call 392-6066 ask
for Jim Tate Jr.

Child care experienced Hourly

Moeller CL 5-4552.

Wild rocking horse for sale.

High school Senior needs mon-

CL 5-2662. Ed Neiweem.

pump heater, gravel, ass't.

BRAND NEW 120 BASS Accordion - $85.00 - Used
lessons - very good buy. 5375168, Eddie Minarik ,

Plastic palomino pony with

Rodlg.

Slingerland drum set - black
and gold lacquer. bass,snare,
Tom Tom, plus 19" Zildian
cymbal. 1 yr. old. $200.00

fleeter, under -gravel filter,

Larry Cartier 255-

$12.50

$10.00; 24" Blue Schwinn Boys

Trombone

Complete: 10 gal. aquarium
outfit - includes' stand, re=

aquarium decoration. Chuck

CL 3-2485

Conn

Wanted: Lawn jobs, or other
odd jobs in Hickory Meadows
area..Call 392-4856, Ted Antrim.

Need a babysitter? Handy with
children call Janet Duffy.

CL 3-7964, 204 East Berkshire Lane, Mt. Prospect/Ill.
Age 13.

Electric guitar, Telsc9 Del Rey 2 pickup. Hollow body,
$100 new,$60 with case, strap,

cord. 439-1005 Drew
Plakos.
and

"PRESSED" FOR TIME? Will

do your ironing In my home.

For Sale 26" Girls bike or
will trade ter 26" Boys bicycle. Also new right hand
Baseball glove.
Kevin Gilbert.

537-0084.

2 Motorcycles - 1954 II. Dav-

idson 165 c.c. $75.00. 1961
Duet! 125c.c. $225.00. Left

hand Baseball glove like qew.
$4.00. 824-8710. Jim BurAon.

Girls 24" Higgins bike bought

new good condition. also 10'
diameter 24" deep Doughboy
pool new. Never used. Barbara Kabus, 392-4040.

I'm husky, ready and able,
1,0 years old willing to do
anything you need done. Babysit, shop, cut lawns, weed.
CL 5-2649. Dean Rosenquist.

Experienced. Bonnie Van Riet
259-3858.

For Sale: Dart Kart wtin west

Bend 820's electric starter,
For Sale: Dart Kart with West

Bend 820's electric starter,
jacket, helmit, new tires,
parts. Few hours. beautiful
condition. 827-8464, benng

,Needleman

THE DAY

Friday, June 10, 1966

$3

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

13 -lost And Found

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT 'ADS

pect Ills. Call 392-3271.

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
brown oult with two
slacks. nearly new, Slacks
Boys

size waist 27,1ength 29,$27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zajlcek, 392-0696

5 1/2 H.P. West -Bend Go-cart
motor $90; motor scooter $90
go-cart and mint -bike frames

- and parts; .049 control line
plane

Pretto.

392-4473

$5.

trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-9021. Train number is
2037.

World War Two, and before.

Please call after 7:00 P.M.

Call Margo CL 3-8960

16" girls

2

wheeler $8.00

pickup, Good condition, costs

$250.00 Brand new. Sell for
$125.00. Bill. Toner. Call

McKinney 537-2894 at 1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

Baby sitter, 16. Five years
experience with children of
all ages. North side of Mt.
Prospect Day or night. CL -3-

3879. Jill Perz.

Looking for an experienced

babysitter, age 16? Will also
do light cleaning. Need a typist? Can type 50 w.p.m. Call
329-5870 Linda Miles.

Girls 18" bike. Good condition. $12. Call Bev Miles
711 North Eastwood Mt. Prospect 392-5870 Call after

4

p.m.

10 watt guitar amp 3 inputs

volume and tone controls $30

-- 2 'Motorola' 15 inch bass
speakers

$30.

CL -9-0080

cluded. $40. John Shanley 392 1089, 707 South Kaspar.

Babysittert Age 14.1oves children. Weekdays and weekends.

Must be In North area of Mt.
Prospect. Call CL -9-2737.
Carol Collins.

Lawn Mowing and yardwork.
Call Steve Collins Northwest
area Mount Prospect only.
Call CL 9-2737 Age 13.

392-7998.

Dart Go -Kart frame for sale,
white upholstered seat. new

slicks, new brakes, metallic
blue, $75. or best offer.
392-5808 Mike Allen.

WANTED WEIGHT LIFTING

JERRY 2533481. Jerry Basel.
EQUIPMENT.

Chuck Cashion.

Boys 28 inch bike $9, Boys
suit size 12-14 $9, girls black
leotards and tights size 10
$4. CL 3-0495. Michael Hoggay 15 -Business Personals

For sale

string flat -top
guitar, like new $20. Sue
6

Pauley 259-4270.

anced. Never used Corvette
stick set up. $150.00 or car
392-7567

Mike

Selling Aurora HO Roadrace
pet, four lanes, nine cars,
many extras, best reasonable
offer. 253-3170. Mike Buech-

nor.

wanted by two high
school juniors lawns cut, cars
windows washed etc. pref-

Work

erably in south Arlington Good

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take cn Months
Up To ou To
WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

reliable workers. 392-5126 or
CL 5-1096 Al Oates & Tom
O'Hara

Olds Ambassador Trumpet.
Excellent condition. Has a
proffesstonal mouthpiece and
a case. A real bargain!
CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

girl's bicycle. 26"
racer with two speed pedal
gears. In good working condition. $25. 392-4952 Lynn
White

Futch.

Wanted electric bass or Organ
player to play in experienced
high school combo. Must have
own equipment Call right now.
CL 5-4223 Dean Deyo.

Summer job desired by high
sophomoi'a girl. Experienced babysitter and/or
mother's helper, good references. Call 259-0820 Mary

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen

190W

have references Elk
Grove area call Denyse
437-4183.

Rocking Horse spring type.

Large size Eicellent condition
$10. 253-4455 Richard Andrews.

For sale St. Viator freshman

english, history, algebra, religion, health.
Wanted Sophomore biology,
books

engliSh, religion,

German. CL -3-0392. Kenneth
Iclek.

with small children $.50 an
For sale, purple Schwinn 10 -

speed. one year old and like
new. With light, lock, and
chain. Excellent condition.
$50. CL 5-2543. Carl Kreutzfeld.

OFFICE HOURS:
Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

.Hours:

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
the State of Illinois.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Cost $20.00

house with furniture and awnings $5. CL 3'.:0578 Susan
Busse.

Brownie uniforms plus a,. .,20",ballerina doll with wardNortwest'Commtmity'HOspital
robe, $4.00. 27" wood doll
eatidigtriper uniferit."1253bed with mattress. Brand
0637. Sharon Burger.
new. $4.00 CL 9-3695. Cathy
2

,

Lentine.

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

24 -Help Wanted Men

"4 -Help Wanted Men

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

5731. How about typing at 60
words a minute?

MAINTENANCE

Generil all around man for Maintenance Department, hydraulic or electrical expel'. preferred.

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 3 to 12 Sat's.

General Molded Products Inc.
824-6135

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBtA Id CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

chance for advancement in fast

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related
background
work.

in

inspection

METHODE

392-7110

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

437-4677
Evenings and Weekends

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

LABORATORY

1700 Hicks Rd.

24 -Help Wanted Men

EXCITING
ENGINEERING
POSITIONS

THE FOLLOWING

ENGINEERS

Continued expansion creates these attractive positions in our
engineering department for those who qualify.

ARE NEEDED AT

RIGHT IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Paint Store Managers
GOOD STARTING SALARY

WHY TRAVEL

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
FRINGE BENEFITS

Call for appointment

827-3179, Mr. Reilly

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

LITTELFUSE

Challenging position for recent college graduates;

MA I NTENANCE MECHANIC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

TOOL ROOM HELPER
Young man with military service complete, train to be a

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

Minimum of 3 to 5 years experience in sheet metal, flat
layout light jigs and fixtures.

2

Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineering background and knowledge of circuit theory. Job
would be project development work in small electro
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requeSted. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

to 3 years experience in mechanical drafting preferred.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Mechanical design experience necessary. Prefer design experience in small machines or mechanisms.

DES IGNERS

-MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
Qualifiect,man with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work

with small component manufacturer as required.

Mechanical process machinery design. Would like approximately 3 years board experience.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Chemical processing experience necessary. A background
in lay out and design of liquid mining pumping and transfer systems.

4-JR. TOOL DESIGNER
Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a
machine tool designer. Such a man would work with
more qualified designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

machine service engineer.

PRODUCTION WORKERS

TOOL DESIGNERS

DRAFTSMAN

4. PROJECT ENGINEER

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

All the above jobs offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fringe benefits in air condition surroundings. Interested applicants please call Dan
Sundt.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
3 to 5 years experience in all phases of I.E. work. Prefer
degree but will consider non -degree with good experience.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE HOURS
Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a,m. to 4:15 p.m. Thesday &

Thursday

8 a,m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon.

liberal fringe lieneriti' including a fine cafeteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field* of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

of piano background. Very
limited schedule, but low

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

rates. CL 5-1036 Keith Hig-

inspection procedures during

our second shift. Excellent

Rapidly expanding midwest distributor of durable goOds
located In northern suburb of Chicago has an excellent opportunity for an administrative minded individual strong
in the fundamentals of advertising.
Prefer college graduate with previous newspaper and/or
public contact relations experience.
Person selected must know media and be able to express
himself orally and in writing. Some knowledge of accounting
and the ability to manage a large cooperate fund is necessary.
If you fit this description send complete resume including
salary requirements in confidence.
Write Box 1021, c/o Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington
Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

teaching experience. 9 yrs.

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

1365 LEE ST.

Paid rest periods, Free Insurance
Apply 9
S Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays
Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St,, Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.

Union Special Machine Co.

24 -Help Wanted Men

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

Suburban driven Wards Sting
Ray. Very good condition. 3 speed usually equipped. A buy
at $30.00 Call Brad at CL 53591 Brad Batdinger.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR

8 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

14 -Help Wanted Men

.

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

439-0286

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

2i-lielp Wanted Men

EVE'S & SAT'S

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

199 King Street

RESEARCH

otettim,

Almost new 33" metal doll

Want to sell 2 Girl -Scout and

ployer .

men for

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

An equal Opportunity E m -

At The Plano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

Lafayette, Arlington Heights

with motor or trade for mini
bike call 825-5892 also one
extra motor. Warren Collins.

METHODE

Experienced Draftsman to do
Detailing and Design work in
Research Lab of large Chicago
based Co. Good pay. Excellent
fringe benefits. New aircond.
building. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GLORIA VAN

collor. Debbie LaMantia 2407

CL 9-2693

DRAFTSMAN

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

fethuring

Girls winter coat like new.
Red, size 10 with raccoon

40 to 60
hrs. per week. Good Pay. No
experience neeeed, we will
train. Pleasant working conditions.

392-3500

COCKTAILS

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

year round work.

Apply in person or call:

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

YOUNG MAN
Recent hi -school grad.wanted
to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

MAINTENANCE
Day man wanted for permanent

Relay driver 2:30 am 5:30 am
Monday thru Saturday

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

1661 N. NW Hwy. Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

,827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard

Rapidly growing, light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.

RAND & EUCLID
_Mt._ aospect_
259-5900

Publishing House'

529-1806

PART TI ME

Plays presented nightly
Tuesday thru Sunday

der, CL 3-0020

CALL MRS. HUGER'

TOOL & DIE

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Sacrifice for $95. Sam Rud-

Senior looking for beginner
piano students to further

gins.

HOME TIDY, INC.
827-2148
Des Plaines

in the Old Orchard
Country club is

switches, value over $250.

Go kart for sale good condition

Steve Coy.

---- AMMO

611116V_lMaMil

'DOMESTIC DAY WORKERS
Experienced and Reliable.

COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE

transformer,. six

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595

hour. 437-2704 Susan Sobie.

LOAN CO

"2 -Ids Wanted -Women

DINNER

And

Arlington High School student

Mt. Prospect
HENRIKSEN

7-4734

Immediate openings in shipping department. Permanent
positions.
Apply Personnel Dept.

TOWNSHIP

1675 Oak St.
Des Plaines
Phone 827-2177

Here's Where!

5178.

Wanted: Grass cutting jobs
392-6795

in -a -minute!

wanted

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting Jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.

geontetry,

GOING
PLACES?

FOR SALE: Black "Jod" boots
excellent condition.Size6 1/2.
$7.00, Mary Schanken, 392-

Lionel 027 layout with many
operating extras. Board 8x5,

Allen.

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

C

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis.

Bruce Harmon at 255-6973.
Northwest Arlington area. My
mower only $1.50 Tim Pogalz

copies of just about anything

like new $40.00. One year old

One 12" tricycle good condition $4.00. Joanne Stocker HE

For sale, one pair used hockey
ice skates. Size 10. Good condition. $7.50. If interested call

"FAST
PRINTING SERVICE"

is designed for all types
of businesses, fraternal
groups and clubs who need

Harmony guitar with case,

pad any Job to fit six by eight
press 253-2051 Richard de
Robles, Jr.

SCHAUMBURG

It

Debbie Bodin.

and responsible. CL 3-0236
Andrew Pancratz

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2385.

new CL- 5-3656 Beverly Glowacki

vicinity of Rand, Euclid, Dryden, Olive Sts.Strong, efficient

paid

Bond St., Elk Grove, 437-2830

METHODIST

Passarelli.

I do printing for small business sales tickets 100 to each

26" Schwinn girls bike blue
lights and carrier baskets like

school

Wanted babysitting Job. Will
babysit in Devonshire,Devonshire west area. Experienced

UMMTIRMIAST

Call Mark at CL 5-0472. Mark

Jr.

CL 5-0283 Randy Boeing

259-0513. Donna King.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

303 S.Fernandez.Reasonable.

Let me print your business

Schwinn 3 speed Sting Ray
Bicycle like new with hand
brakes and silk rear tire.

plan,

pension

vac. Nicholson 'File Co., 80

CUSTOD IANS

Wants lawns to mow on the
south side of Mt. Prospect.

cards prompt service special
price in quantities of 1000
Any art work colors too.
253-2051 Richard de Robles,

for all also Stingray bike
$15.00. 392-9648 Scot Farley.

day or evenings. Experienced.

equivalent.
O'Connell.

ERNI E HEN RI KS EN

lums with stand, reflector,
filters and some fish $20.00

Will care for your little ones

Will sell or trade 1957 Chevy
engine. "283" Quad, bal-

Experienced eighth grade boy
will mow lawns and do garden

Latta, CL 3-7647

Jim Skarzycski CL 9-0807.

Will do any odd jobs in the

6282

sur .,

ORDER FILLER
WRAPPER
DELIVERYMAN

High school boy wanting lawn

chores. Will clean garages.

For Sale 15 and 3 Gal.Aquar-

Electric solid body, double
pickup guitar. Volume, tone,
and pickup switches. Case in-

ation. After 5 P.M. call 827-

and garden work. Stephen E.

VOX Super Ace, Guitar, 3 -

For sale: Blue and white male
parakeet with cage and stand
both for $6.00. 392-6472. Lee

Piano tuning, repairs & regul-

WELDER TRAINEE

Will train to operate welding
& grinding mach's. Co. benefits include hospital, life in-

SCHOOL

CL 5-4554. Mark Williams.

Knauf.

or trade for 20". Call Kim

,:

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child, others 751

Tony

Sell Lionel train set with two

11 -Business Services

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

WANTED -- HELMETS, and
ORIGINAL POSTERS, from

Children 3 to 6 Come to Play -

24 -Help Wanted Alen

24 -Help Wanted Men

Found - Childs wrist watch

in vicinity of Willow Rd. Pros-

ONLY

DAYS

WHEELING, ILL:

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LITTELFUSE

Charles Bruning .Company
DIV111011 or Addrzrzogroph Mulfifsph Corp

1800 WEST.CENTRAL ROAD.

824-1188

81)(1E. Northwest Hwy.

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

Des.Plaines

An equal opportunity employer

Friday, June 10,1966

THE DAY
z24-..11elPlajilod Men

Recent Graduates
Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention

in an' expanding international
organization. Opportunity fpr
advancement into sales or
management pdaltions. Some
travel incentral midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.

and
FITTERS
Experienced for steel fab-

rication shop. 53 hr. week.
INTERNATIONAL

PART TIME

ArltngtonHgts.

Good pay for right men.

YOUNG MAN
For service department opportunity for advancing into
sales. Salary $350 a month.
Call Mr. Romine
National Rejectors, Inc.

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

DAYS

Part time or full.

Mechanically minded

KRUSE'S

to assist in writing service

Mt. Prospect

for a Ford dealership. WILL

CL 3-1200

TRAIN.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan

RETIRED?
plant clean. This is a part-

time, steady job, with no pressure and flexible hours.

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

F.H. BONN COMPANY

BUSINESS MACHINE
REPAIR

111 N. Hickory
(One block East of
Recreation Park)
Arlington Heights

Excellent position for experi-

ary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.

SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 Busse Rd.
HE 9-2800

Your future with automation.
Repair mechanical or electromechanical business -- data
processing machines. Inside

--outside work loop

FULL TIME
NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.
$110 per week.
2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

to

50

ability nec. Basic electronics

Don't start out in any humdrum
job. You should look for the

H.S. grad. Military exempt,
neat appearance. Mechanical

helpful. Co. benefits, training with expenses, car plan.
Interview 9 n.m. - 4 p.m.

Mon. thru Fri.

FR I DEN, INC.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
939-0286
199 King St.

to

$450

-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Mr. Fc linen

BUS'
E
SS
Service Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!

Carpentrylemodeing

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP
I

Radiators
In
Complete Radiator
Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars
Over
Stock

Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms
Est. 15 yrs.

and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

driveways,

parking

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever

business

529-7774

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroug;.iy
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

parking
lots,
areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

Alton's Quality

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Sew. Mach. Repairs

Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Ca!'. 392-3617

Guar. serv. on all brands.

No Job Too Small
Power kaking(U or 1)
laundripCleaners

IRONING - your ironing
cluded.

cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

Miscellaneous Service,

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM
Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science
and College Board Exams.
724-7120

& all work

Paistinglecmating

Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

done, shirts in2
day
service.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

prices. Insured
guaranteed.

894-3115

Ray's Lands'epg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

24

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.

landscaping

expertly

GET THE BEST .FOR

Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

529-5601
Chrysler - Ply -

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Salsa
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Tree Service-lawas Mowed

824-2865

ON ALL PAINTING
Vinyl paper hanging. Satisfaction guar. Call wpekdays after 3:30 p.m.

LEO - CL 3-7374

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

CASHIER

sively done by machine.
456.5404

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations

BLAZ'R STEAK
253 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

New plant in Elk Grove Village
looking for molding operators.
All shifts.

Call: 439-7810.

2424 Greenleaf

Elk Grove.

BEAUTICIAN
wanted, Full,

part time or

eve's or Just Saturday.
Chez James Beauty Salon

12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
,Mount Prospect
16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

BOY or GIRL
Wanted in our mall dept. and

to do light work in pen &
pencil repair dept. will train,
employment Full time posi-

tion.

PARKER PEN
SERVICE INC.
19 N. Broadway Des Plaines.
824-3589

B ILLER-TYP 1ST
Evening hours

Full or part time

18-Employment Agencies-Women

OFFICE
LOCAL 1007. FREE

Personnel Asst
Dental Asst
June Grads
Contractors Off
Personnel Int

_

480-90
470-80
475-80
4112

Inventory Typist

475
.$85

Jr. Sectys

480-95
495-135
1
485-90
490-95
Gen. Office
430
Re:ori Keeper4375
Home Bldrs.Girl
475
Key Punch Oper
485-100
Public Contact
475-90
(Call anytime)

"SHEETS" 392-6100

20-Help Wanted-Women

WARD HELPERS

Several

ladies

needed for

housekeeping depart-

.

Expellent opporturilty, for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager
to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in training.

STENO -TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Mr. W. Wais
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
CL 9-1000

I. B. M.
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

For an appointment

THE
SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
8501 W. Higgins Rd.

693-3021

Calculating Clerk
Accounting Clerk
Immediate openings. Full time

positions. 37 1/2 hours per

week. Hours ,,9:30,,.0 4:1p. r,
Modern- &flee. Requires400d--

ptitutle-for-figure-work.LWit
typing. Call
MRS. DREWES, 529-4100

And are willing to pay top

296-5515

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

E

0

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

P

U

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

iv1ECEIANICAL1Nts PFCTfR2"Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

STOCKROOM SUPERVISOR
Supervise all stockroom personnel.

PRODUCTION EXPEDITOR
Schedually and dispatching background.

JUNIOR PLANNER
Some inventory planning experience.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK

MA IL CLERKS
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move

up.

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

FILE CLERKS
STATISTICAL CLERK

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

STATISTIC IAN

College Prefered
COMPUTOR & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

JANITORS

TIMEKEEPER
Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

R

TYPISTS

E

TRAFFIC RATE CLERK

ELECTRIC IAN

Must be graduate of traffic school or
have comparable practical experience.

Electrical maintenance of plant and plant equipment.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

BENEF ITS:

L

Tuesday &Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

Some College Desired

L

INTERVIEWING:

DAY

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
R

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further, information
call personnel.

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

Call Bette Rich

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ELAINE REVELL, Inc

College Students

INS

alities desired.

RELIANCE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

392-2600

L'6-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Join

expansion brings new
positions. Work with our staff
physicians and patients in
pleasant surrounding. Mature
women with pleasant person-

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

specification or discrimination In emplpyment prac-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Join A Profit Sharing Company

CHICAGO

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 9-1000,

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

WARD

of hours.
APPLY PERSONNEL

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

that any advertiser intends

Male & Female

An equal opportunity employer

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

shall not be taken to indicate

CL 9-1000

ment. Permanent part and full

time positions. Your choice

let them know which
positions the advertiser

2100 Dempster
Evanston
UN 9-9000

New

Sr. Sectys
girl office
Jr. Bookkeeper

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

business

to

PHOTOCOPY

SECRETAR IES
(3 PM to 11:30 PM)

4380

File Clerks
Cost Clerks

Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

.

$S-600

his

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

* PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL
RETIREMENT PLAN
*DISABILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*7 112 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA
*A I R-COND ITIONED
BUILDING

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpen-

AMERICAN

of

or enterprise, or (2) as a

many company benefits.Apply

APPLY PERSONNEL

SWITCHBOARD OPERS.
APPLY NOW AT

&

PLASTIC
INJECTION OPRS.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Excellent starting salary and

convenience to our readers

on all shifts for mature in-

BUS BOYS

essary to the normal operation

Permanent full time positions

dividuals.
No experience
needed. Assist our professional staff in patient centered activities.

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nee,

good typing ability.

NURSE AIDES

* DISHWASHER

0141.

Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT

Arlington Hts.

255-5350

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

Maint. Call for free est. 259-

POI& Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

LESS

0

PAUL'S LANDSCAPING
landscaping
Complete

Sewing Machine Repairs

Will Finance

358-2581

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work,. low

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

5 37-8228

PHONE 439-1794

PORTABLE T.V.'S

259-0487

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

free
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

JUNE SPECIAL

6 S. Hickory

Unique new restaurant with

COOKS
WAITRESSES

are made only (1) to in-

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire insurance program. Must have

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

U

Rai8o-TV

Homes Built To Order

coating.

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

ing. Free estimate.
3-7384

Call 373-6880

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,

Screens & storms painted.
Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Til-

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY

SPRING SPECIAL

827-4076

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Contractor
CL 3-0446

CLEANING HOMES by

Iota.

Will do any job 20% cheaper than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
.24 hr. service
392-1388

have someone's lost black
& white kitten about 6 mos.
old. Waycinden Park area.

essary.

INC.

WAN TED

ployment Agency columns

INDUSTRIAL

wages. No experience nec-

Arlington Day* A rl. Hts.

ATTENDANTS
* SALAD GIRLS
" DESSERT GIRLS

I

SERVICE
Free estimates.

bathavail.

General Cleaning

is having Spring special on

MORTON PONTIAC

QUALITY PAINTING
-

address, phone 6. Box 1006,

* BROILER & FRY

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

Ludwig A. Hirz,

500

New and Rebuilt Radiators

CL 3-7384
Painting -Decorating

ADDITIONS

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349

See Mr. Fermo."

.

DECORATING

Call 255-1200
Auto Pals And Accessories

growing modern service dept.

ORGAN &
P IANO SALES
RICK'S

ADVERTISING

CL 3-0446

Reliable men apply for permanent positions in a fast

2300 S.
827-8861

For

DANA
MOLDED PRODUCTS,

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community.` Call one NOW!

CONTRACTOR

JOURNEYMEN
SEMI -SKILLED

FREE

best training available. We
can start you immediatelyin a
tried and tested management
program. They offer fast pay
increases and promotion. No
experience needed.
PARKER 117 So. Emerson
Mount Prospect 253-6600

A DIV. OF SINGER CO.
29 N. Wacker
Chicago

LUDWIG A. HIRZ,

AUTO MECHANICS

HAYDOCK

miles. Several trainees 19-42

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching status, home

NOTICE
Designations at to- sex in
our Help Wanted and Em-

NURSE -

OPERATORS
shift & 3rd shift., Top

2nd

NOW HIRING

PLASTIC CO.

Management Trainee

Teachers

10-Help Wanted-Women

PLAST lc PRESS

Profitable summer employment available for several
teachers living in this area.

199 -King Street

BOY
$395.

Mon. thru Fri. Call 726-5388
for details..

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday

(Rte. 83)

Elk Grove Village

1195 evenings for interview.

Elk Grove News Agency

DRAFTSMAN

Call or apply in person

also available

We need you to help keep our

to homes Sunday A.M. only..
Good pay for few hours' work.

666 E. N.W. Hwy.
Arlington fits.

enced electro - mechanical
draftsman to work In electrical -electronics field. Sal-

Earn $3 to $10 per hour in
spare flint sales, Call 359-:.-

Guaranteed income, social se-

MAN OR BOY
with car to deliver newspapers

678-2254 or 622-3614

253-1903

BARTENDER

Arlington fits.

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

WANTED

60606

PARK DISTRICT

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy.,

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

TEXACO

PHONE 263-4834

Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.

helpful. Job security, ideal

Apply in Person

DRIVERS
For mobile ice cream truck

Room 1900,20 N. Wacker Dr.

HEIGHTS

gxperienced npt required. but

Wanted-Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

GRILL MAN

Park Maintenance

IRON WORKS, INC.
531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311
537-4500

State & Golf

24-Help Wanted Men

ARLINGTON

wa.britb'

'ENGINEERS

Chicago, Ill.

24-Help Wanted to

24-Ho1p Wanted Men

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700

*Early seniority in
*Profit sharing
new.plants.
*Good starting rates
*Tuition paid
*Regular wage
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Landmeir Road

Elk 'Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
'Located between Higgins and Route 083

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

tO-Help Wanted -Women

51-Nelp Waded -Woo

Food Products Hostess to work
in supermarkets on eat's.
young, attractive,9911.51103
BENSENVILtE HOME

you!

R.N.

7 AM to 3 PM
-,

235-4951

7813-0718

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

wAYEititALL.
RESTAURANT

PHOTO-MECHANIX,

Rte 83 & Algonquin
487-4949

INC.
250 W. Will* Rd. Des Plaines
ASSEMBLERS
827-77i1

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

MACH I NE

4 -Help lasted Men Or loss

MOTOROLA

Our tot growing companybas
a need for second shift women
in above positions.

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT
.

eve's or Juli Stuirdit.
Ches James Beauty Salon.
12 W. Northwest Hwy

COLLEGE GIRLS

Earn from $7 an hour as a

TEIACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
(Choose Manpower

392,2185
Mt. Prospect.
Want to pay off those old bills?

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or colInform. 8274712..
GIRL FRIDAY

INSPECTORS

Varied duties in 1 gitl
regent office of nat'l firm
Complete fringe benefiti
Permanent position
Box 1022

Frequent wage reviews and,

excellent fringe benefits.

.

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any 'of the,fields listed below and wish to -join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

CORP.

Insurance claim work
Permanent '
98

Liberal

STOCK

$1.25 hour

11 to 5:30

-

ASSEMBLY

3. They like the respect and
recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

3 -Help Wanted Men 'Or Women

GET RESULTS
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

of Plastic Products

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

Paid vacations
Paid rest periods

Steady employment
,Bonus Inr night work

Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalizatied
A pply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

CLERICAL

General Molded Products Inc.
1385 Lee Street

'

,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

774,515$

WE NEED HELP

For your convenience

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LE 7-1548
Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
Roselle area
529-9849
Palatine, Rol' g M's,'
Art. H. ,
CL 5-2087
DesPlalnes, Ar1.11. 439-8588

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

per week to family income.Set

your own hours. Write Box
01023 for immediate private

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Air-conditioned room.
4 P.M. to 12 P.M.
12 P.M. to 8 A.M.
Starting Wages

$1.75 per hour - 2nd shift
$1.85 per hour - 3rd shift
Paid lunch breaks
Applications taken
8:30 A.M. thru 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

ALUMINUM COIL
-ANODIZING CORP.
212 Northwest Hwy.

Fox River Grove, Ill.
Phone 839-3893

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES

7 and Saturdays 8 to 5 for
summer and thruout the school

8501 for appointment.

COUNTER GIRL
Days 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., 5

day week. Must be reliable,
Good tips. Ph., CL 5-4833
PROSPECT HOUSE
6 E. Northwest Hwy
Mt. Prospect.

Office Work

PART TIME
or Temporary
Women from 18 to 58 --work
the days weeks or months you

High School District 214mi:oda

general cafeteria workers for

the opening of the new Elk
Grove High School next Fall.
Additional workers needed for
Arlington, Wheeling, Forest
View high school kitchens.
Call Mrs. Woolsoncroft,CL 30200.

$1.75' an Hour

8:30 to 1:30 Daily
No experience necessary to

attend lunch room In Wheeling. Must be neat, clean and
like people. Needs own transportation. Will train. Excellent hours and working conditions. Phone: CL 5-4115 for
interview.
Nurses
Aides, Trainees,
Kitchen helpers. Work in mod-

ern rest home. We train.Good
wages. Live in.Magnus Farm,
Arlington Hts. 439-0018.

prefer in this area and earn
top hourly rates and paid vacation. If your skills are rusty,
we will give you personal

ing your summer vacation.
For more information call

CLERK TYPIST
Good typing required, 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Good salary,
paid vacation this year. Hospitalization and life insurance

paid by company. Call Mr.

Staunton, Personnel Dept.

825-8811

Ethel Doebber VA 7-5557.

sant way to add $10 to $50

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WOMEN WANTED
For Site production work in

PHONE -827-1108

APPLY NOW for work dur-

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

Call Jane Nelson

counseling and help you to

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

WANTED

Temporary Service

brush up on them. STUDENTS

775-7277
Brunswick Bldg.
10th Fl.
Washington & Dearborn
Are you looking?? For a plea-

.19 -Help Wanted -Women

Top Rates

now for a local appointment

interview.

Wanted -Women

$75 BONUS

89 W. Washington

HOUSEKEEPER

CL 5-2900

First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

Sat'day Interviews

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

LAUNDRY HELP

200 East Daniels Rd.

With

year. Will train. Call CL 3-

PART & FULL TIME

MOTOROLA

$10 BONUS

coming in.

Manpower

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks.
or. Months You Want
Work Close To Home
Stenos

Northwest Suburban girls call

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

Apply Now At

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM tonoon

nes Plaines, Illinois

824-8135

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

9 AM to 1 PM

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

PART TIME

High School Sr. wanted for
dental assisting. Hours 4 to

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

NO EXPER. NECESSARY

of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days were
working within 1 week of

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

INSPECTION

AND

top firms in the city and

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

30 -Help Wanted -Women

*OFFICE GIRL

4. They like the assignments -

DAY
WANT ADS
,

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill.

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

according to your skills.

1828 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS.

Monday thru Saturday
Apply In person
Uncle Andy's. Cow Palace

and

2. They like the pay-toprates

INSURANCE CO.

WAITRESS

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

benefits

company

ALLSTATE

An Equal Opportunity Em-

business
machine operators.
dictaphone

Friday, June 10, 1966

TEMPORARY

perienced typists, stenos;

CL 9-2800

ployer.

Five Reasons:

3/4 hour week

. Call Mrs. O'Brien

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

CLERK TYPIST

METHODE
MANUFACTUR I NG

-

-

30-116, Wasted -Wean

lection. Car necessary. For

OPERATORS,

IF YOU ARE .

,BEAUT IC IAN

pay. or nights

ROBERTSON

THE DAY

Wantal-Womea

b -Help Wanted -Woman

WAITRESSES WANTED

.1401,;r00/11. 110m* Pura
-18*Parienef::,404sui

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Senger

Ruth.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

FILE CLERK

use an extra, Hi to ,s41 pee
week. Hurl, you can, and you
will love my bulimia. Thank

NURSING AIDES
Miss

CAN. YOU ?
Mtutv-1110usei44,-end- MOM?

NEEDS

' Call

10-11111 Wanted -Won

REYNOLDS

PREFERRED

METAL CO.
325 W. Touhy

Ridge
Business Service Corp. An equal opportunityPark
employer
;0-11elp.Waated-lomen

30 -Help Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
THE BEST PLACE TO WORK!
WE HAVE THE RIGHT JOB FOR YOU!
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
4:30 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
We need experienced Alpha and Numeric

STENOGRAPHERS

FIGURE CLERKS
1st, 2nd & 3rd SHIFTS

BEGINNERS and EXPERIENCED

CALCULATING OPERS.

BILLING & ORDER TYPIST

with skills in dealing with detail work is

Our payroll, accounting and pricing depart-

Electric, manual, and all cap typewriters.

necessary.

ments are in need of experienced gals,

Must have ability to work with figures.

Figure ability, clear and neat handwriting

We have a variety of positions available.

Operators.

STATISTICAL,TYPIST

ADDING MACHINE OPERATORS

TYPISTS
FOR THE FOLLOWING DEPARTMENTS:

SHIPPING

PURCHASING

ENGINEERING

SALES

LABORATORIES

OUR COMPANY OFFERS MANY FRINGE BENEFITS

Air Conditioned Offices
Tuition Refund Plan
Promotions from Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral.Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

INTERVIEWING

Monday .thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to No -on

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family

Ca%
SYSTEM

of Companies

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
M equal opportunity employer (M&F)
a

vt7

30 -Help Wanted -Women

-20-Help Wanted -Women

JUNE GRADS

Friday, June 10,1966

THE DAY
30 -Help Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

BEAUTY OPERATOR'
To Take Over
Excellent Following

Large Office 'utak' $20; Geer

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

Anthony's Pin Curl
359-0808
High School girl wanted toheip
housewife during summer.

Join The

$1.00 an hour, 5 day- week.
Randhurst area. Transportation provided. CL 9-2292

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Company That

-

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
.Coln Collection,

Has Your

Call 438-6093
Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Soft

CL. 5-1102.

Opportunity

4 Used Aquariums, with some
equipment.
Ph. 437-5794

COIL WINDERS

Interesting

heater

$15;

dresser & mirror $10.

ALL SHIFTS

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

ICE CREAM TRUCK
Mite to Illness must sell.
Will sacrifice for balance

DISPLAY FURNITURE IN 7
MODEL HOMES - WE' DE -LIVER 824-6164
290-7771
Moving: Piano, Din. Rm. table

44-0egs, Pets And Equipment

253-1003

Collie Pups AKC - Champ

FRE.EZEIt FRE "t-i

Walnut

392-6721

4 aquariums plus accessories
$50; 4 bar stools with backs
$40.
CL 5-3312

Ladies - do you want a new

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 volumes, cost $200, seer. $35.
Webster's unabridged dictionary $14.
251-7385

Maytag wringer washer, good
condition, best offer.392-8014

37 -Boats And Marine Supplies

15' fiber glass Crown Line de
luxe . numhewt. Fully aeelin't.
35 HP. Johnson, elec. starter,
trailer. Used little, Exc.cond.
$700 or best offer. CL 3-3107

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

look

In

dresses, suits and

sportswear at half price? DI 86800. Room 502.
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

SMITH
MARINE

Licensed Beauty Operator
your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384.

1,000 S & Ii Green Stamps

plus free clothes for having

stock. Good for show or pets.
Ready June 19. Call 253-8108
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes Juno 19. Males
and Females. Sired By Champion
Kilinoe's Caseenova
Home raised with TLC. Call

after G P.M.

AKC, champ sired by Cul's
Mor's Compslrator.
537-4794

100 OATS

Smoky charcoal Persian Kittens, trained, raised w/chilL
dren. Champ.Sired.Ilv. shots,

Challenging

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Sea Ray
Donzi

Garage sale -Household furnishings, garden tools, misc.
items. Sat. & Sun. 10 AM to
4 PM, 404 N. Main, Mt.Prospect.

CL 5-4755

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

cellaneous kitchenware. 3926628.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

use the

TO WORK FOR MANAGER OF PERSONNEL

women with factory expe-

involved in personnel work & be more than just a clerk.

CLERK

8 a. m. tb 9 p. m.

An excellent job opportunity

Saturday
8 a. m. to 12 Noon,

Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy
plug board. Some typing included.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, realer medical &
life insurance. Hours 8;30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day week.
CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

o General Clerks

* Posting Clerks

File Clerks
Biller Typists

t'

'biLoff

feel free In contacting our

LW CO14\ig
10V1016,N 11,1,IN

L'

,,

,...,

if 1'.4
tk

c

;.:
iN

18,t,TOC:I. wypice me

if
'Ni

,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tuition Refund Plan
Company store

Social Club activities

Now Is TheTime
To Apply In Person
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GTfE Family of Companies

400 North Wolf Rd.
Northlake, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

2 FULL BATHS
* FORMAL DINING AREA
* LUXURIOUS CARPETING
* SOUNDPROOF CONSTR.
* WALK-IN CLOSETS
* AIR CONDITIONING

* PRIVATE PATIOS

" RECREATIONAL FEATURES

" INCLUDE SWIMMING

POOL,
SAUNA
BATH,
PUTTING GREEN, PARTY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ROOM

1 BEDROOM
$155

ASSEMBLERS

Reserve Your Apt. Today

7:00 Located on Algonquin Rd.
(Rt. 83) Phone 439-7300
assembly is desired. The abilalso _necessary.

Many fringe
benefits. Please apply in person.

Being Drafted. Must rent out
2 'Arm., ground floor, radiant
heated apt. with stove and refr.

in Pleasant Manor Estates.
1068
Arnold Court, Des

Plaines. $150 per month. Call
after G. 439-7360.

Mt. Prospect

INTERVIEWING

Mon. thru Thur.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

DFS PLAINES, ILL.
824-1188

OPENS

TRAINING CENTER
AT
4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

Friday
8 a. m. to 4 p. m.

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Dinalm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10
,Pe,tivato.. balconies

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

OLYMPIC. 'SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA

1 Bdrm Apt.
2 Bdrm Apt.

$155-$170
$179.50 Up

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd,

Saturday

939-1127

8 a. m. to 12 Noon

76 -To ROI Houses

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bdrm. Ranch, near schools,

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

park & shopping, railroad.
Car. Basmt. Fireplace. Call
299-3169 days or CL 3-7185
eve's.

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

Ve mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity EMployer

M&F

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
400 sq: ft. or space suitable
for Barber Shop of Office In
new bldg. in Arlington Hts.

Basement storage rooms also
available.
CL 5-9444
30 -Help Wanted -Women

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

To work in Accounting Department. Some accounting background necessary.

MATURE WOMAN
Opportunity for typist to come back to business in Advertising Department of National Hardware Association.
GOOD STARTING SALARY BENEFITS. 37 1/2 HOUR WEEK.

CALL MR. BADE 324-8137

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists

2 BEDROOMS
$190

Models now open: 10:00 to

to 9 p. m.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

LIBERTY DISTRIBUTORS
Des Plaines

2570 Devon

MOTOROLA

***********

Needs

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ... en Monday
thru Saturday until June 18.
* ** ** * *
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.

Cafeteria Attendants

***********

ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.
To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to' Tollview Drive.

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

A Equal Opportunity Employer
4

anywhere.Colonial design,
and modern planning blend to

1

234 N, Northwest Highway .
i,alatine
358-7788:

A

OUR BENEFITS INCLUDE

A fine insurance program

will get' you into your own

f

-rESOFET7ATCPROSPECT-ROAO OrS PLAINES; ILLINOIS acare,
TELEPHONE: 290.1200

The finest now apartments

THE
offer elegance and convenience. Many apartment
:FRANCHISE BOOM'
features include:
looking for a challenge that

company'. This job also offers to the right. individual
an excellent salary plus fine
,employee benefits and up to

EMPLOYMENT
Modern air cond. offices

E6 -Business Opportunities

ity to handle small tools is

personnel office.

!smile W. of Mannheim
M&F

1342.

Experience on small parts

If you are a young lady who
feels you qualify for this job,

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

ere

case. Used 4 lessons $35.537-

in accounting, and a background in working in ac-

date modern working conditions.

CLAYTON
COURT

Foil: guitar, 6 string in hard

skills in general accounting,
some college level courses
counting for a manufacturing

1444 So, Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100
DES PLAINES

for a qualified yount lady with

yz mile N. of, North Ave.

qlerk-Typists

ACCOUNTING

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G

55 -Musical Instruments

PARTAKE

Mon. thru Thur.

Stenographers

Prospect Heights.

Dept. A 30 -Help Wanted -Women

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

carton, model 454- $25.

Fran,ehising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
elf exclusive oppetrunitles In
this area.

Modern executive offices, good compensation, many employee benefits, and congenial atmosphere.
For further information and interview, call 439-1533

550 W. ALGONQUIN RD.

In

Shelvador
elec.
Good condition $30.

profitable business?

successful candidate will have the desire to become actively

Friday
8 a. m, to 4 p. m.

YOU CAN CONSIDER:

SWIMMING POOL.

SHADE TREES

HARVESTORE PRODUCTS, INC.

POSITIONS WHICH

rec, lounge, putting green,

Sycamore, green ash, tulip,
maples, one stem and clump

A. 0, SMITH

HERE ARE A FEW

40 -Household Appliances_

See Dick at 1011 E. McDonald

Twin beds, bedside table, 2
end tables - all ranch oak.
Family room Daveno, mis-

Pi.a6pcuc '

Timber -Lake Village
A -few choice 2 kedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rent.sle.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

OPEN SUNDAYS

MOBILE. HOME

ON FARM FOR RENT
Call 439-0576 evenings

CL 5-7519

ON DISPLAY

An unusual opportunity to work in the personnel field.
Shorthand & experience in office procedures required. The

INTERVIEWING

Used Bedrm. Chest & Dresser, Blonde, Exc. Cond't. $60

Hoover vacuum cleaner, new.

WILLOW NURSERY

14 -To Rent Apartments

good buy. 827-0712.

Champ. sired. 11 weeks. Ears
& 1 shot. $110. 832-2498

Mercury
Mercruiser
7108 W. Curmak TI 9-2260

References required. $255. 1
year lease. 255-5122
Available June 19, 4 rooms
completely furnished In Arlington Fits. Adults only. Call
after 5:30 PM, 392-4102.

sprg & mattr. Was $1,000-;

299-4739

Dunthy

Arlington - Furnished G room
delete 2 bedroom; !pin
room. Excellent location.
Shopping, transp. Adults only.

triRle dresser, Igo chest, box

refrig.

NEW AND USED

73 -To Bent -furnished Apart.

Turn. -twin bed w/single hdbd,

Crosley

We have openings for gals
'who have experience in coil
winding. We will consider

Future

6 chairs & buffet; many other
misc. bargains. CL 3-1644
1
double bed complete with
headboard. Practically ,now
mattress. $50 - CL 3-0043
BABY CRIB, fully equipped.
Beet offer
Ph. 259-5715
Deluxe modern 3 yr old balm

255-0299

30 -Help Wanted -Women

rience. Many fringe benefits.
Please apply in person.

SAVE $$$$

Min. Schnauzer male pup, AKC

TV console 27" DeForrest
$20. Set of dishes (6) Rens.
CL 5-6600

STENOGRAPHER -SECRETARY

And

358-2699.

COLLIE PUPPIES

OVER

n Beeline home fashion show
now. New Fall line( 827-0712.

white birch. Evergreens. Everthing going at low cost.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

For An

space

32 -Miscellaneous- Merchandise

AT IT'S PALATINE AND

Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern contpany run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

APPLY DAILY

MOTOROLA
20U E. Daniels Rd.

Palatine

Plant located just south of Junction #53 &
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

14

96 -Real Estate -Houses

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

'HALL RENTALS

$24, 900

Low summer rates for

3 'ballroom split level with
attached garage in choice location in Mt. Prospect. Walking distance to transportation,
school & churches.

Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

ed in yard,

1

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FLT -1800
Listings Wanted

WHEELING

82 -Wanted To Rerk

for college girl for
summer months. Pref. nr.

?MIND ELIEN

Don Wheeler

it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

.CL. 3-2978

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talk

1/2 car gar.

ROOM

Recreation Pk, A.11. Ph. aft.
5,

Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to

rent. Straight rental or op-

tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
area or School Dist. 214.
Executive desires to rent
furnished or unfurnished 2
bedrooms or more, house or
apartment for 2 months or un-

til new home is completed.
Prefer Arlington area. Call

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111.
Member of M.A.P.
1
Multiple Listing Service
TRANSFERRED OWNER

5 "Bdrms.:2 baths, lanilly1
room, fireplace, full basement. $26,500. Elk Grove.
439-1043.
. MOUNT PROSPECT
model, 4 bdrme

Builders

many extras, under $40,000.

321-2810 or MA 7-2418.

improved building lots
$7500. 437-4680 or OR 5-2250.
3

86 -Real Estate -Houses

3 bedroom rancleKitchen with

PRESTIGE AREA
3 bedrms., 1 1/2 baths, itv.
rm., din'g. rm., Ige. recr.
rm., 2 car gar. Walk to school
$31,950. Owner, 392-6542.
Arlington Hts-By owner, 8
room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

brick garage with autem.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gee heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.

ARLINGTON HIS.
Spacious, half - brick ranch.
3 twin - size bedrooms, large
family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

built-ins separate dining"L",
natural woodwork trim, 2 car

garage, close to schools &

,shopping. $21,500.

FOLZ REALTY
1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535
M.A.R. Listing Service

Palatine, By Owner
3 twin size bedrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,
flrepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

er, built-ins. Lot 132x298.
$27,500. 359-1450,

Asking

Eve's CL 3-0297.
FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

less than your present Chi-

392-1553
$23,900
1531 N. KASPAR

cagoland rent you can own one

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

situated on a beautifully land-

426 So. Gibbons
New $32,500 - ready now
7 finished rooms, 2 1/2 baths,

oversize 2 car garage. See it
and you'll appreciate thequality.
OPEN SUNDAY

HILLSIDE
1

Pontiac 4 door, good
condition. $200.
CL 5-1029

2 - 3 bdrm.
- 2 bdrm. apt. Near

schools,

center,
transportation

$43,500

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

Asse.iirse

WILLIAMS REALTY
101 Wolf Rd.

-

corner lot. 2 car garage, Full
down.
$1500
basement.
$20,900.

HARMENING
ESTATE

837-1616

.m .(1k)oi

BRAND NEW

Rebuilt 265 V-8, Auto. Best
offer. Call 296-7286.
1957 Chev. 6 cyl. Auto. 2 dr.
H/T, Heater, Best offer. Call
1960 Rambler American

door, standard shift.

4

CL 3-0418

Good Condition.

Pontiac, 11/T, exc.
1955
cond't. 1 owner car, best offer.
392-0790

68 -Real Estate -Vacant

NORTHWEST

29 -Automobiles Fur Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

The most gorgeous lake front

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An

GOOD USED CARS

unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms

ICE

FL 4-2186

'64 STUDEBAKER

71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

In

'63 FALCON

BUILDING

'62 T -BIRD

Daytona,

v-8

CIEK

'62 VOLKSWAGON.Low mile-

age exc. body & motor. CL 39275 after 6.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted

Como In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
We Buy Used Cars

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Backup lights
0 4 seat belts
Variable washers
Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

$276300
'65 CORNET "500"
on the

Consul

'66 Ctfronet 440 - 4 door sedan. Whitewalls, wheel cov-

Floor P. S. Full Spinner
w/cover. Pad Dash VinylInt.
Bucket Seats. Beautiful Ruby

Radio, Heater, like brand new.

Red. 34,000 MILES LEFT ON
FACTORY WARRANTY,
Was $2145 Now $1995

Phone CL 3-2707

'63 VW
9 Pass. 3 Big Seats Plus

Storage Rack. W/W Radio
Light Green, White Top

Just Right for CampingTrips

1959 English Ford small panel
truck, $250.
CL 5-9645

NO MONEY DOWN
1st PAYMENT IN AUGUST

Champion pickup

One owner. -

Was $1395 Now

1966 Corvett 327 Fuel Inj.
400 HP, Mag - Wheels
? ??

1966 OLDS 98
Tovm sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

$3395.

1963 CADILLAC
Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

FULL PRICE $2495.

1960 CHEV IMP.
2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-8.
New Tires, Custom Int
Chrome Wheel

SHARP!

1961 CADILLAC

"500" "6" Air Conditioned

2 Dr. HT
P.S. P.B. and Windows

FULL PRICE $945.

1962 OLDS,
Super 88 4 Dr. Hdtop Full Power.

1961 PONTIAC
Convert. P.S., P.B., Auto matte Trans. Reasonable ..

$100. 00 DOWN

Air Conditioned

ELLI NWOOD

MANY, MANY, MANY MORE

MOTOR

MUSTANG MOTORS
644.E. Northwest Hywy.

Palatine

PALATINES LARGEST USED CAR LOT

SALES
1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

358-7300

EXECUTIVE
CARS LEFT

299-4235

299-3395

"WE SAY YES!"

65 IMPALA

63 IMPALA

CONVERT.
V-8 power Glide. Power
Brakes, Power gieering...

2 DR. H.T.

1 -FALCON WAGON

1 -FALCON 4 DR.

'62 FALCON

Power Glide, Radio,
Heater, Power Steering w/
wall tires

62 BEL AIR

A-1

6 PASS. WAGON

Automatic Trans.,

Heater

Radio,
i

Automatic

Power

Steering,

Brakes, Radio,

Trans.,
Power

Heater....

$1195

$995

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

1965 MUSTANG
2 dr. Hir. Black. V-8 Stick White Int.
1965 COUNTRY SEDAN
6 Pass - 352 V-8, Cruisomatic P/S Radio

1964 CADILLAC CONVT.

$1672

$2193.

Blk. Full Power Factory air cond.

1963 OLDS 88 2 DR. H.T,

$3595.

Automatic Trans. Radio Heater w/w power.

2 door, radio, rear speaker,
heater, lots of miles per gallon. "Stick Shift". A nice clean

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS

$675

Saye up to a $1,000 from list, many cars with air conditioning.

$1395

$2050

$2095

car. A real bargain at

1-FAIRLANE "500" 4 DR.
1-GALX "500" 4 DR.

V-8

V-8

FURY II
SPRING
SPECIAL

1 -CUSTOM -500

3-GALX 500 H,T.P

DEALS IN JUNE

64 MONZA
CONVERT.

'66 PLYMOUTH

1-7 LITRE

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

$1550.
1962 FORD CONVT.
d

cul. Automatic. Radio. White

$1089.

TO CHOOSE FROM

1962 V.W. SUN ROOF

$295

ROSELLE
DODGE
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Bale"

$25500°
INCLUDES:
Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, 318 Cu. In. V8
Engine. Blue Vinyl Trim Inside. Courtesy Lights, White
Wall Tires, Back -Up Lights. Electric Windshield Washers,
Variable Speed Wipers - Electric. Padded Dash & Visors
Foam Cushions - Left Mirror. 4 Belts - Full Wheel Covers.

$895.
SEE, THEM ALL at Pabicli of Roselle!

Good Runner

$1375

'66 Plymouth Fury II 4 Dr. Sd.

Door Top Chrome - Full Carpet. Solid White Color ....

Sedan red

We make deals!

'57 CHEV PICK UP.

ROSELLE
Offers This Brand New

3 -T -BIRDS

wall tires.

'64 VOLKSWAGON
CONVERTIBLE

black top and vinyl interior.

671-0450
29 -Automobiles For Sale

90 -Automobiles For Sale

3-LTD'S

Stick on the floor. Radio, Heater, w/

Was $695 Now

Low mileage, radio, extra gas
heater. Color light green with

000 N. reanneheim Rd.
Franklin Park,I11.
near O'Hare

1961 CADILLAC CONVERT

$795

1966 MUSTANG

STATION WAGON

FORD

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd

TRUCK SALES

$1595.00

"WE SAY YES!"

INCI_ FREIGHT

$2445

NORTHWEST

$895

'62 STUDEBAKER

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,
*Padded Dash
*Side View Mirror

Was $2495 - Now

Many other new and used
trucks to choose from.

FINE
,SUBURBAN CARS

FE
SELLE
AND SAVE $$$ ON A NEW OR USED AUTO
DICK WICKSTROM
ROSELLE FORD
PABICH
3rd
HAS 14
OF

Includes - V8 engine; automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

ers, automatic trans. P.S.

11365 Ford F500 V-8 12 ft.
Van and Lift Gate

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

D

This is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

At

up

1966 Econo line van.

$895.00

$950

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

17/8

up V-0 Heavy Duty
10134 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton Pick-

$885

'63 FORD Econoline Van

'66 POLARA

EXECUTIVE
DRIVEN CAR

TRUCKS
2 - 1965 Ford 3/4 ion Pick-

102 -Trucks, Trailers

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

TOTAL
PRICE

102 -Trucks, Trailers

ARLINGTON MOTORS
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Ph. CLearbrook 3-2701
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlingtonlleights,111.
Open 8 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Fri. 6 till 9 p.m.
Closed Sundays

DIAL CL 5-2020

824-4261

1963 FORD FAIRLANE

ARLINGTON 'MOTORS, Inc.

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

'2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

Hard top. Factory air - conditioned. Power steer'g
brakes. Excel. cond. Best of-.
fer. 827-0665

$1195

TRUCKS

DRIVING FUN

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

1959 1/2 ton red panel truck,
low mileage, good condition.

$1560

downtown Mt. Prospect

IF

3

$1995

Futura

3200 sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek

for details.

'60 'T -Bird, lite blue. P/S.
P/B, WAY, R/H. Hi-spd.trans. 3e,u00 mt. One owner.
$400, or best offer. CL. 3-

Wagon, Loaded,

'64 RENAULT

COMMERC IAL

SUMMERTIME

$895.00

Very Low Mileage

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

June (0, 1966

i11 -Motorcycles -Ann Scooters

09 -Automobiles for Sale

OG. T

'65 STUDEBAKER

Expensive

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you onyour
warto sunshine and happiness.
Many Job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

'56 Chevy 2 dr. Hard Top

824-3388.

ANT

Wheeling

PHONE 537-2643

scpd. corner lot in an im-

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

needs body wk.$100 or best offer.
CL 3-8392 Eves.

1959

Deluxe 3 flat,
shopping

Very clean inside & out. Exc.
running car. 824-5809
'61 Chov. Wagon, 6 cyl. 6 pass.

'63 Corvair Monza auto., II/11
1963 10x55 ACTIVE mobilo W/W, low mileage, exc. cond.
home. 2 bdrms. 439-3089 after CL 3-5193 - Evenings.
PM
'65 Chevelle Wagon. std. shift,
6 cyl. $1695. CL 9-3281.
q9-Automobilos for Salo

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,
etc. Only $500 down .417,600

and

'54 Buick, 2 dr. Spec. H/T.

98 -Mobile Homes

Now 3 bdrm. brick and A-

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

bedroom brick ranch on

REAL

BUILDERS MODEL

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

picture window.

Builder, KI 5-3080

BARTLETT

$6800.

oleges

$295.

45,000 orig. miles - exc.tires
& engine. Some rust. Interior
very clean. 272-1402
'59 Ford Wagon. Runs good,

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
,Palatine

MOUNT PROSPECT

IVY HILL

3

3 bdrm. home w/carpoft on
large lot, includes lake priv-

Gd. comet. P/S,

Friday,

Panelglide. Good cond. Best $400.
CL 5-9444
Offer. CL 9-4341
1963
Olds
Super
88 4 door
CHEAP, '53 PLY. $150. 4 dr.

HOME REALTY

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

358-9544.

Wagon,'
Auto.
439-5466

'.?...imbler

OL,'LIGATION

Palatine area 4 4 bedrmonlit.:
foyer, 1 1/2beths,patio,fence

111E DAY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

98 -Real Estate Wanted

86 -Real Estate -Houses

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 -5 P.M.

FORD
/ROSELLE
ROSELLE, ILL.
Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, M.
Phone LA 9-5551

PABICH MOTOR SALES
Hi/Amble
PltAm outh
ROSELLE, ILL.
35 IRVING PARK, ROSELLE

PHONE 529-5601

DAYS 9-9, SAT. 9-6, SUN. 1-4

4.6

-.AI--

Pederoen's Pointers

ascusses Iron,

cis,

aryl All Have Same Suili,nef
DV DALE. HOFMANN

BY CHUCK I'EDERSEN
Golf Pro.
Midlatie Fahrts C.C.
Hitting your iron shots accurately is one of the most

The curtain will lilt OR two
more Waycinden Area Boys
Baseball teams Sunday, when
the local association's

travel-

ling squads launch their 1966
against

campaign
Meadows.

for boys

to

15

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, June 9, 1966

tries in the new loop.
Also included in- the conference arc two teams from

Mt. Prospect, two front Rolling Meadows, one front Hoffman Estates, and
Elk Grove Village.
KEITH

one

from

Dick Adams will share the helm

for the Suburban Heating nine,
league's

the

pre -season title favorite. Koen-

topp named the other Waycinden squad as the top threat
to his crew's title chances.

Two of Forest View High
School's leading pitchers establish the Suburban Heating

staff as one of the most forSouthpaw

around.

michible

5:45 p.m. Junior All -Stars,
8:00 p.m. WELD Sports
Special, Auto Racing, ch. 32.
9:00 p.m. Wrestling ch. 26.
SATURDAY

both second and short.

Marty Fontana and righthander Bill King will take their

talents to the Waycinden squad

after toiling all spring for the
Falcons. Fontana was 2-2 for
Forest View, while King enjoyed a 3-1 slate.

battle for the regular first baseman's job,
while Jim DeVito seems to
have the inside track at second. Conklin can also function behind the plate where
he will run into competition
from Bob Baumstark and
Bob Williams. Williams is
also available for infield duty. Elk
Grove sophomore
will

1:00 p.m. Baseball, ch. 9.

4:00 p.m. Golf, Buick Open,

The

ch. 5.

4:00 p.m. World of SportS,
ch. 7.

4:30 p.m. Golf, Sam Snead,
ch. 5.

6:00 p.m. Horse Racing, ch.
9.

Chicago White Sex catcher J. C. Martin will be the guest
speaker for (he, final meeting of the Prospect Baptist Church
Boys' Club at 7 p.m. Sunday.

43w.0.

speed_rifig

as the team to beat in
title race, adding that

Gymnasts

-

selec-

shortstop

assignment,

and

Dick Gillespie rounds out the
starting infield at third.
The scramble for outfield
spots is still far from settled though. Mike Holstrom,
another all - conference pick
and Forest View's leading
hitter with a .320 average,
will definitely claim center
field, but the remainder of
the lineup is up for grabs.
LEADING candidates arc
Denny Malcnowski, Dennis

THOUGHTS WHILE being

tates will threaten.

rained out .

for

the power wielded by television in professional sport.
For the fan in the stands,

Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A.

until
rival

ois championship meet.

Jerry
behind

Adams will start
the plate, and Van

Ostermick will head the bullpen contingent.
Another Forest View hurler
figures prominently in
the Ladendorf squad's plans.
Gary Lemke, a righthander,
heads the Ladcndorf staff.

HELPING OUT with the
mound chores will be Tom
Clemmons,

Bob

Artemenko,

Chicago

and Rory McDole, all
handers.

Artemenko

right -

and

TEAM

June 12
Juno 12
June 14
June 14
June 16
June 19
June 21
June 21
June 23
June 23
June 26

Suburban Heating
Ladendorf Olds.
Suburban Heeting
Ladendorf
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating
Elk Grove
Hoffmann Estates

June 2G

_Elk Grove

June 28
Juno 28
June 30
Juno 30
July 5
July 7
July 7
July 10
July 10
July 12
July 12
July 14
July 14
July 17
July 17
July 19
July 19
July 21
July 24
July 24
July 26
July 26
July 28
July 28
July 31
July 31

Mt. Prospect #2
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating

Rolling Meadows 01

Lcidendorf

Rolling Meadows #2
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating
Suburban Heating

Mt. Prospect #2

Suburban Heating
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating
Mt. Prospect #1
Hoffman Estates
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating
Rolling Meadows Int
Suburban Heating
Rolling Meadows #1
Ladendorf

Mt. Prospect #1
Ladendorf
Elk Grove
Rottman Estates
Mt. Prospect #2
Ladendorf
Suburban Heating
Elk Grove

big

a

an unwritten agreement
seems
to
have
been
reached prohibiting another professional franchise in Halos 'Land. It's
hard to believe Chicago
couldn't
support
two
teams quite well.

PROSPECT HEIGHT S'

ON THE BASIS of qual-

Gary Morava won the allround championship in the
junior division, while Ruth
Ann
Gabler of Arlington
Heights and Gail Alten of

most of the
cars entered in the Indiana-

Carol
Parsons
intermediate girls
team title.

strong seventh this year?

times;

ifying

polis 500 could have won the
whole show a couple years
ago. It's ironic, isn't it, that

Mount Prospect captured hon- a cautious driver in a secondhand heap would have been a
ors for the junior girls.
to

Whenever

At. Mt. Prospect #1
At Hoffman Estates
At Ladendorf

I

see a

tod-

ness being walked on a
leash by his mother, I
wonder if the poor kid

OPPONENT
At Rolling Meadows #1
Rolling Meadows 412
At Rolling Meadows 02

Rolling Meadows Ill
At Suburban Heating
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating
At Mt. Prospect #1
At Hoffman Estates
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating
At Rolling Meadows #2
At Suburban Heating
At Rolling Meadows #1
At Ladendorf
At Ms. Prospect #1
At Ladendorf
At Elk Grove
At Hoffman Estates
At Mt. Prospect #2
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating
At Elk Grove
At Rolling Meadows #1
At Ladendorf
At Rolling Meadows #2
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating
At Suburban Heating
At Mt. Prospect #2
At Suburban Heating
At Ladendorf
At Suburban Heating

hair
piece
the color of

sleeps in a crib or a dog
house.

There

is still in the hospital?
But the minute she is

ready to go home, Daddy
gets his offspring dumped
in his lap.

her own tresses.
Unless it's being caught
with a burning cigarette in

Anyone who thinks America is getting sell
should try to buy a used
bicycle some time.

Kauai
Belmont

King's rout in the
Stakes made me
glad once again that I don't
have the slightest inclination
to bet on the ponies;

Hats off to the hardy par-

ents

who

award for valor and patience
presented

to the wives of
men who decide to grow
moustaches. The inspiration
usually strikes bald or redheaded men whose spouses

have allowed them to neglect
their razors for a day or two.

A special category could be
created for sports like these
-- somewhere between teenagers with long locks and
women with tipped bouffant
hairdos.

50 -degree

pect Boys' Baseball Association games. One of the
shivering ladies I saw at

to get you up on

just trying

the

Elk

Grove High School

(Phone 392-7624 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

pLun cm MB

CM'E

column "Wake of the News"
in the Chicago Tribune sports
master

be

(Paid Poldital Advt....mom)

of

Football League; arid Harry
Pczzullo, president of the
Illinois Professional Golfers'
Association.

THE PROGRAM, which
free to the public, is
Elk Grove
Village's

is

j
1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN
6 Cylinder,'

1055 FORD SEMI

part of

Sharp!!

"Ten-

cennial Celebration."

Three Serve
All Horse Show
William Lay and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Schmidt
of Arlington Heights arc
serving as members of the
Advisory Committee at the
23rd
Annual
Oak
Brook
Horse Show scheduled for
July 13-17.

1965 MUSTANG HARDTOP
V.8!!

1964 FAIRLAI1E

Bean ball legislation might
expedited a little sooner
if the major league baseball
commissioner had to stand
at the plate a few times tot
face the pitcher who was
be

1964 CHEVROLET SEDAN

Togi a 010 n

p

never

ground.

FALCON

FAIRLANE

7.00

R

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

D

STATION WAGON

9.00

would like to see
Mt. Prospect's American Le-

am going to pick it for third.
My kiss of death rests on

RENT A STATION WAGON

at

members

for

Economy Carl!

r

400 W. NORTHWEST Hwy.
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

the least wanted commod-

fa thers in maarnity

wards. Why is It a nurse
would rather turn in her
cap than let a father handle his child while Mama

1963 FAIRLANE SEDAN
6 Cylinder, Automatic Trans.

SYSTEM

1962 CHEVROLET
Coupe - Hurry!!

$893

1962 TEMPEST SEDAN

$593

Can't Beat This!!

1960 FORD V-8 STARLIHER
Coupe - Real Sharp!!

VS S
Stock #3860A

This Hardtop Has Full Tiger Power and la Read:,

age -

For Your Driving Pleasure!!

group activity for boys 8 to
II

and 12 to 18 has held
meetings from September to

June. Campouts and field trips

Ask Charlie John or Phil about our 2 year
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee!! We're

JIM'S

Heights Boys' Baseball League
program were cancelled last
night due to the storm that
lashed the area.

Tonight's schedule will pro planned

unless

SERVICE
STATION

the Good Guys with NO Hats.

CHEVROLET

BULK° gives you moregallons for yourdollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come In and see Jim O'Byrne.

a

1

0

9

wet

fields or additional bad weath-,
er prevents play.

$593

1963 Pontiac
onneville Coupe

speaker at the final meeting

of the Prospect Heights Baptist Church boys' club Sunday
all p.m.
has

mown

NITER AND SUNDAY

TO

which

$893

RENT -A -CAA

CL -31
CL 5-ec

ity on earth has to go to

3

Full Power!!

r©m

Chicago White Sox catcher
J. C. Martin will be the guest

club

$993. ,

1963 FORD SEDAN

Guest

The

793

1963 911,,N,DEIFID HARDTOP $g93!,,

A

LE C,5;7,-,,,i)

team.
Award

Full Power!!

SPECIAL RATES

Glenbrook North High School
Edsel

1964 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE $I

PLAN YOUR VACATION

Tslorthbrook's entry which will

The

P

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

the

293

Windows All Around!!

PLUS MILEAGE

baseball
gion
team finish
first in the new conference,

by

1964 VV -I BUS

,
4.00
5.00

I

staffed

Si 093

1964 TENPEST SEDAN

peo

CORTINA

been found that can be easily
digested while rock and roll
music is blaring in the back-

be

293

V-811

6 Cylinder

knocked down last inning.

THE FOOD HAS

293

Very Nice!!

Dr.

All games in the Arlington

cede as

procedure

Vov GOP COEUE,WirTITZEME1

SPORTS COLUMNIST David Condon, who conducts the

arc planned for this summer.

Boys' League
Tilts Cancelled

the

the

the skis.

of this year's state champion
should be a special

braved

weather Wednesday to watch
their kids play in Mt. Pros-

You know it's time to hop
on the Mctracal wagon when Lions Park watching a Pony
the motor that used to whisk League game didn't even have
you all over the lake groans a son on the field.

Because

dler trussed up in a har-

1066 WAYCLRDEN TRAVELLING LEAGUE SCHEDULE

DATE

was

loser in the merger, since

.

Division was Robin Melts
of Mount Prospect. Robin
captured the division's Around crown.

the
the

whose

doesn't match

vision committmcnts.

11-12 year

led

woman

that won't happen until 1970.
Why? Most people say tele-

Bob Hess, and Jim Jones al- gymnasts aged 15-17.
limited acLEADING THE local Prep

so figure to see
tion.

makes me quite as
uncomfortable as talking to a
nothing

the teams from the
loops play each other
a
regular basis. And

on

THE NORTHWEST squad,
coached by Mrs. Ruth Ann
McBride, took individual honors in six events in the state

olds, three titles in the junior
Marmitt, John Tabbert, Mike competition for boys and
Sobie, Lee Zacharias, and girls
13 and 14, and one in
Bill Stinger. Dave Deacon, the
intermediate division for

SPEAKING OF HAIRDOS,

my hand in a room without an
the merger won't mean much ash tray.

the

last week in the annual Illin-

prep 'division - for

American and
Football
Leagues
any doubts about

the

National
dispelled

Ten local gymnasts brought
titles

.

If nothing else, the merger
between

Win CrOWRIS
state

Elk

Chicago Bears in the National

Elk Grove and Hoffman Es-

home

Reverse

Recommended by the
BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Harlem Globetrotters; Johnny Kerr, coach of the Chicago Bulls in the National
Basketball Association; Bob
Kilcullen,
lineman for the

WITH DALE HOFMANN

Adams'
assistant,
Bob
THE INFIELD is also well
stocked with Falcon regular. Speer, picked Suburban Heat-

Keith Koentopp has the

wise.

Among the guests scheduled

Bill NVegelius.

tion

sure

to appear arc Reggie Fleming of the Boston Bruins in
the National Hockey League;
Bobby Milton, coach of the

Jim Hofmann, and Bob and

Suburban Conference

in

section, will
ceremonies,

Wilberscheid,

ing
the

of

be

that you are long enough to the when the wind is against you

gym.

In the running arc Mike Mar -

Power - hitting Bob Chudik
will function at, first base,
while Dan Smith will move
over
to
second.
All -Mid -

Club

playing these shots,

Grove Village has
scheduled a sports celebrity
night June 25 at 8 p.m. in

MANAGER MINE Adams is
looking over five prospects
for the starting outfield berths.
Bruce

Mens

Tire middle iron shots are vail, and the wind is at your
normally the key to the major- back, use a club loser than
ity of the par -four holes. When the iron you would urs. other-

Queen of the Rosary Church

6:30 p.m. Surf's Up, ch. 32.
8:00 p.m. Bullfights, ch. 26.
8:00 p.m. WELD Sports
standout John Knopf will start Special, Billards, ch. 32.
at third.

mitt,

and

SipOns Hite
Pia -rimed by
kleugs Club

ch. 32.

man, has a lock on thc shortstop slot when he isn't pitching, and Clemmons can play
klin

determine the distance
height of your shot.

FRIDAY

Bob Nelson and Tom Conand

ICOENTOPP

which ranks as

Page 113

Sports on T.V.

considerable service in the
infield. Artemenko, an Elk
Grove High School fresh-

under -club themselves trying to
hit the ball a long, way -which oftens leads to shots
short of the green or shots
into the traps and bunkers

EVEN WIDER hitting with
AN ACCURATE iron shot
TO PREVENT tlus, the a
usually puts the ball in good your two ink three irons on club longer than. you normally
long
shots,
you
should
imagine
position for pars and birdies.
would choose, and hit the. ball
The swing is basically the that you're using zin eight or smoothly instead of trying to
iron. You'll be pleased
nine
same for all your irons, from
murder it. This will give you
the two to the nine, The loft to see the extra distance this much greater accuracy
can
add
to
your
long
iron
shots,
and length of the clubs will
When wind conditions pre-

18 -

years -old. Number - one Suburban Heating and Ladendorf Clemmons are two of the most
Oldsmobile will sponsor the versatile members of the loWaycinden-Mount Plaines en- cal crew, as both will see

green. Too many golfers

near the green,

game.

THE TWO teams will make
League

all iron shots. This will prevent you from altering the
swing and will help develop

important parts .of your golf good stroke habits.

Rolling

their debut in the newly formed
Northwest Suburban Baseball

The ball should be in the
lett-center of your stance for

010 E. RAND RD.

.too

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.,

-

NM

!PAT.

t riat,

CL 3-5000

WEATHER
Tonight;

Showers

ending;,

Cooler; Low in the 50s. Tuesday; Fair and a little cooler;

25514400

High in the 70s.

`s111111

Your Home Newspaper
Vilume I, Number 40

325 W. Prospe(cte Av.

Monday, June 13, 1966

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

te
(Precinct Polling Places listed

Most interest is focused Mount Prospect is not opposed
on the Wheeling Township race for his third term
for Republican Committeeman
THE ONLY sign of a DemoBY JACK A. VANDERMYN
A spirited and sometimes bit- cratic race is between Rep.
Polling places in
66 ter campaign has been waged Eugenia Chapman, Arlington
Wheeling and 40 Elk Grove by Rep Eugene Schlickman and Heights, and Rep. Bernard
Township locations will open Thomas W Novotny for the top Peskin, Northbrook.
to voters at 6 p m tomor- leadership post among the
While both are certain of
nomination, they are running
row and remain open until Wheeling GOP
This race is expected to' active campaigns for the covet6 p.m. as an estimated
out about 11,000 Repub- ed first spot on the ballot in
23,000 voters in the two bring
licans Both contestants have November Only one Democast
townships
primary expressed optimism and
on Page 10)

both

election ballots.
Experts
ers

predict

15,000 vot-

will turnout in Wheeling

are campaigning right down to
the wire

On the Democratic side, ob-

crat can be elected from the
predominately Republican 3d
House District in November.

Two other races are sparkTownship, about 40 per cent servers believe that about 4,000
ing voter interest They arc the
of the registered vote Eight Democrats will vote tomorrow contests
among five Republithousand voters arc expected in Wheeling Township Comcans for two nominations to the
in Elk Grove township
mitteeman James Stavros of Illinois House of Representat-

Ha

."

and

ives

the

rugged

contest

ed by the size of the vote in

Graham is noted as a conser-

between three GOP state senatorial candidates from the

Regner's

same 3d district.

arc considered front runners
for the second spot.
The race between incumbent
State Sen. John A.
Graham, Robert 0. Atcher,

Seeking the two house nominations. in the order their
names appear on the ballot,
arc Rep. Eugene Schlickman,
Arlington Heights; David Reg-

native

Elk

Grove

Township. Regner and Hesse

ner, Mount Prospect; Robert
L. Hesse, Palatine; William
J. Moore, Arlington Heights,
and William L. Means, Buf-

and William T. Davies is rated as a toss-up with Graham
a slight favorite to retain his
feet in the face of a rugged
challenge from Atcher, mayor

falo Grove.

of Schaumburg.

SCHLICKMAN is considered a shoo-in for one of the two
nominations.
Observers
believe that the winner of the

second spot will be determin-

Davies
of
Streamwood,
could conceivably help decide
the winner as it is. acknowledg-

vative candidate. Davies has
been associated with Charles

H. Percy in the past and, along with Atelier, is considered
more down -the -middle
Graham.

than

Stn. Russell Arrington, fornierly of the 3d district before
re -apportionment,

endor-

has

sed Graham for election as has
U.S. Sen. Everett McKinley
Dirkscn.

IN STATE races, Charles
H. Percy has token opposition
from

Lar

(America

First)

U.S. Senate. Sen. Douglas, who
seeking his fourth term in
the senior house, is unopposed
in the primary.
Also unopposed in the Democratic primary arc Adlai E.

to

1

GOP choice at the now historic Republican nominating con-

is

ference

Springfield

in

January.
Incumbent

Stevenson Ill, running for state
treasurer, and
Donald M.
Prince, seeking the office of
superintendent of public instruction. Both offices arc cur

State

last

Treasurer

William Scott is not a candidate. Under Illinois law, state
treasurers may not
themselves in office.
For representative

succeed

in

con-

gress from the 13th CongressRay Page. incumbent state ional District, of which Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships
superintendent of public inare a part, both parties have
struction, has opposition in the
unopposed primary candidates.
form of Robert A. Campbell.
The Republicans arc running
UNOPPOSED for the GOP Rcp. Donald Rumsfcld, Glenrently

held

Republicans.

by

ed that the votes he will re- Daly, a perennial candidate on
ceive will hurt Atcher rather both tickets. Percy seeks to nomination for state treasurthan Graham of Barrington.
resent Paul H. Douglas in the er is Rep. Harris Rowe, the

and
view,
the
Democratic
choice is James L. McCabe,

(Continued on Page 3)

chool Dist. 26 Objects To
Proposea Zoning Chan e
Family Court
Date for Boy
Accused of Theft
A

youth

15 -year -old

has

been taken into custody, charg-

41 with burglary and released
to his mother.

-

He is due in Family Court
this week, Juvenile Officer
Joseph Bopp said Sunday.

On hand for park district dedication ceremonies at Majorie Payne Kopp Park

were (from left) Charles Payne, president of the park board; Charles W. Hooch ins, one of the park district founders, and Sen. Paul Douglas, principal speaker
at the dedication ceremonies.

About 150 Mount Prospect residents braved the rain
yesterday to hear Sen Paul Douglas (D -ill) dedicate
Marjorie Payne -Kopp Park and pool
Sen
Douglas, in his brief enjoyed swimming and that,
remarks, called for a better "when one is mad, it is imunderstanding
between
city possible to stay mad after a

I

dip in the pool "

The senator said that Kopp
Park

offered

excellent

facil-

He called on the community to make use of them
ities

to their fullest
In
addition to Douglas,
speakers included the Rev

Citing the Dunes bills now
before the U S Senate, Doug- Edwin
Stevens,
of
pastor
las said that the conservation Community
South
Baptist
of natural resources was one Church, who delivered the
of the most important issues invocation, Charles W Houchin the nation today
ins, one of the founders of the
"Many of you people moved Mount Prospect Park Disfrom the city, seeking the trict,
Douglas
S
Burns,
breathing spaces of the sub- president of the board of edurbs,"
you

said, " and ucation of Elk Grove School
rewarded by Dist
59, Dr
Ruth Helsel,
accomplishments Wittenberg University, a for-

Douglas

have

outstanding

been

on the part of your park dis- mer instructor of Mrs Kopp,

he

The ribbon was cut by Nan -

school

last

budget
during
meeting.

a

Tuesday

Committee

Tuesday.

Police Chief Newell Esmond

and Mayor Daniel Congreve

High attended
Junior
Friday's
Meeting.
School's band provided music. Salary increases for the poA water ballet was to be per- lice department were not
by
the
Mermaid discussed. The budget recomformed
Dempster

Mamas of the Northwest Sub- mends a 5 per cent increase.

urban YMCA

drove spectators
Dempster Junior
nasium

Heavy rains
inside the
Higy gym-

Garage Burns

A fire destroyed a garage
Kopp Park is located on and boat at 522 N. Elm Sungrounds acquired by the park day and scorched a garage
district from School Dist. 59 behind 523 N. Maple. Fireat 420 W Dempster. Its fac- men extinguished
include two swimming within 30 minutes.

the

8 o'clock tonight.

The only matter up for consideration is the employment
v and resignation of personnel.
last meeting, which

was open to the public only two

fire

pools, tennis courts, and other
recreational facilities for com-

boy was bit-

ten on the cheek Saturday by
a pony.

Mark Schall, 511 Highland,
was treated and released from
Holy Family Hospital, Des
Plaines. Doctors put 10 stitches on the outside of his check
and others on the inside.

518 Apart eats
BY BRUCE CUTLER
School Dist. 26 took the lead Friday in objecting to a
proposed county zoning change which would allow apartment buildings in Prospect Heights.
The villages of Mount Prosand Wheeling received
permission to file objections
within 20 days.
The Cook County Zoning

cant property owned by the
archdiocese of the Roman
Catholic Church of Chicago
lies to the cast.
According to Jack Kessler,
the developer, the complex

proposed zoning change.
Kenroy Realtors, Chicago,

would be composed of 96 one bedroom apartments, 406 two -

pect

The boy had been feeding
hours out of five, Dist. Supt. grass through a fence.to a pony
Eric A. Sahlberg "apprised"
owned by William A. Korschal, Board of Appeals conducted a
public hearing Friday on the
the board that there were 219 504 Rand Rd.
certified

staff

members

al-

lowed by the budget for the
next school year.
This is the same size staff
as last year. Previously the
board approved the number
there was an increase.
Sahlberg said he

to the memory of this young view of the Library Board's
woman who devoted her time budget would be finished by
and talents to the advancement
of recreation "

A 7 -year -old

Dist. 57 board of education
will hold a special meeting at

At the

Builder Plans

Ungrateful
Pony Bites
Boy's Face

of staff members only when

chairman
Joseph
Grittani
and
trustee
Frank Bergen agreed all comPayne Kopp Park is dedicated mittee business except a re-

munity use

that

the

Committee
Agrees on
Budget Items

The dedication read, "By
request of the citizens of
this
community,
Marjorie

relaxation

said

taken from
weekend.'

for whom the park was named.

ilities

as one of the best forms of on behalf of the park district.

reported four micro-

The finance committee recue and Kathy Kopp, granddaughters of the park board solved Friday to conclude all
president,
Charles
Payne, but one aspect of the village

trict
and Nancy C
Dania, who
Douglas pointed to swimming made the dedicatory remarks
He

School principal Stephen L.

phones and other items were

ouglas Lauds
Village for Park

open space resources

School.

Caruso

Sen.

and suburbs He commended
Mount Prospect residents on
their foresight II years ago
in acquiring park land and
making use of programs inspired to develop community

The youth is charged in the
burglary of electronic equipment from Lincoln Junior High

Dist. 57
Meets on
Personnel

almost completed hiring teachers for the
1966-67 school
year.
has

HE SAID he arrived at the
staff size on the
basis of the present size of
classes, the projected school district's

age population and the number
of registrations for kindergarten.

The board is expected to con-

15 -Year -Old

In Auto Theft
A 15 -year -old boy has been

the custody of the

placed in

Illinois Youth Commission.

A Mount Prospect resident,
the youth was apprehended by
Wheeling

police

near

the

Police said

Foy

Haney at Gregory School and
Richard M. Van Dyke at Sunset Park School, have been reassigned as teachers for the
next school year.
Both have received contracts as teachers but neither have returned them signed.

Driving Range.

and

three -bed-

16

rooms.
The price range of the three
kinds of apartments, Kessler
said, would be 51504170, $220-

Located north of Euclid Rd. $245

and

5265-5320

respec-

and west of WolLRd., the range tively.
The property is now owned
was zoned B-5 (business) in
by Patric B. McDonald and
1962 and includes 19
acres.

reported stolen earlier:

Weston Boost
Illinois'

efforts to obtain
the site of the Atomic Enreceived

a

boost

when community leaders from
the

Weston

the. Rob Roy Golf Course. The

he was driving a zoned R-5.

car belonging to Leo Rutkowski of Bensenville that was

accelerator

F.

acres north of the McDonald

bedroom,

Wheeling High School Friday. The developers want the range his wife. McDonald also owns

sider hiring two principals at ergy Commissions 200 BEV
tonight's meeting.
Two principals,

has requested a Zoning change
from R-4 (single-family) to
R-5 (multiple -family) for 19

area

presented

Gov. Otto Kerner with 6,727
signatures
of residents in
support of the site.

sale of the 38 acres is under
form a 38 -acre plot on which negotiation with Kenroy RealTogether,

the

two

areas

Multicon Community Devel- tors for Multicon.
"This hearing will not be
opers, Columbus, Ohio, hopes
conventional,"
said
to build a complex of 518 wholly
apartment
units.

and

town

house

zoning board chairman Williard

H.

Pedrick

in

opening

The area lies north of the the proceedings which included
Camelot subdivision, an area a flim promotion accompanied
of single-family homes. North with soft music.

of the 38 acres
velopment
of

is

also a de-

single-family

residences.

"There are quite a number

of complications," he said
when the hearing was conclud-

THE ROB
ROY
Golf ed three hours later.
(Continued on Page 2)
Course is to the west and va-

It is reported that both are
looking for employment as
principals outside Dist. 57.
Neither will comment to the
press.

(Continued on Page 2)

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

Mob Attacks Chicago Police
CHICAGO - An estimated 1,000 persons rampaged
in a Puerto Rican neighborhood of Chicago last night
after police shot a youth. Police ended the melee by
charging through the rock -throwing crowd. Twenty-six
officers who marched down a street earlier were pushed back by the demonstrators. Their patrol cars were
set afire and firemen who tried to put out the flames

a-- "-

were attacked.

1,500 Battle California Forest Fire
At the microphone during dedication ceremonies at the Majorle Payne Kopp
Park yesterday is Charles W. Semliki', one of the founders of the district.
HouchIns Is flanked by dignitaries, including Sen. Paul A. Douglas (D.411.),
one of the speakers at the dedication.

SANTA BARBARA, California - An out -of -control forest fire is whipping through the Los Padres national
forest in California. The blaze
- in a very remote
area - has already blackened 25,000 acres and fanned
out in two directions. More than 1,500 firefighters are
battling the searing flames. And aircraft are using chemicals in fighting the flames.

1.;

Mount Prospect Aromas Edward Groat (left) and an unidentified companies
Inspect the Are damage at the Magnus Farm early Saturday morning. Five trucks
were used to put out the blaze in the attic of living quarters for workers on the
farm at 801 E. Central Rd. Firemen said no one in the building was 'dared.
--

, (Photo by

Dsiii

Bales.)

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 2

OBITUARIES

Monday, June 13, 1966

1st. 57 Meets

Helen C. Wollerman, 81,
Funeral services were held
this afternoon for Edward died June 12 in the Lutheran
Piepenbrink,. 65, of 118 N. Home & Service for the Aged
Elmhurst Av. A long-time resi- in Arlington Heights where she

On Personnel

dent of Mount Prospect, Mr.
Piepenbrink died at his home

(Continued From Page 1)
Van Dyke has challenged the
board's re -assignment in a
case now pending in circuit
court.
At the- board's last meeting, Sahlberg said "we now'

have our staff about 88

per

cent complete."

"IN ADDITION, about half

the board approved the school
calendar and hours.

SCHOOL will open Sept. 6.
Holidays will be
Veterans
.

Day, Nov.

11,

Thanksgiving,

Nov.. 24-25, Good Friday,
March 24, and Memorial Day,
May 30.

Christmas vacation will be

the remaining 12 per cent have
contracts. The other openings
in

A funeral mass for' Mrs. ing. Burial will be in Montrose
Nancy C. Sanders, 35, of 502 Cemetery in Chicago.
S. Wa Pella, Mount Prospect,
was offered this morning in St.
Raymond Church. Burial 'was

the process

1

PRIMARY ELECTION

OFFICIAL

I

had lived for 12 years.

Masons Hold
Session at
Forest View

Day of Days

(Continued From Page I)
One unresolved legal prob- but they had only over -view
lem was whether there was a drawings of building placecovenant running with the land ment on the 38 -acre project,

By Grace Mot;
If the old adage "happy is the bride the sun shines on" is
true, a lot of marriages were off to a good start last weekend, for wedding guests were ushered in and brides came down
the aisle under cloudless skies.

June may be the month of
The second, a miscellanbut June II was eous shower and Sunday
lunTHE day of days for a dozen cheon took place May 22 at
or more young men and women the Park View Villa
in Chifrom Mount Prospect and cago,
was hosted by Betty's
Prospect Heights.
weddings,

Utility Co. south of Euclid Rd. quest for a zoning change to
CITIZENS Utility Co. is R-5 was the B-5 zoning on
not certified by the ,fate to the southern 19 acres of the
serve the area north o Euclid property.
Rd. The apartment developers
would not have to be certified
KESSLER pointed out more
to operate their own system, apartments could be built on the
but they would have to obtain south 19 acres than he is prostate

a

Their

license.

sys-

The marriage of JoAnn
Hood of Arlington Heights
and Ralph Reynold Gould

whose family lived in Mount
Prospect

than 500 persons attending.

While

tioned the

developers

closely

broker;

Donald Gustafson,

iam S. Lawrence, a city planner.

Lines facilities.

what plans they had for storm
run-off water.
"We plan to meet the Wheel-

tified that the policy for building Dist. 26 schools was to lo-

YOUR Wheeling Township Young Republican Organisation

Supt. Winston Harwood tes-

a minimum number of street -

said, adding that the developers

crossings for the students.
Also, he said, Dist.

would dredge a part of McDonald Creek running through

26

schools are not built with fa-

the property and build a re- cilities for providing hot school
Coiner.,

3

For United Sr.,,, Senates

CI

3
3

El Harris Rowe
for Superintendent of
Public Instruction

3

3

Donald Rumsfeld

I=1 David E. grown

Robert L Hesse

3
3

MI Eugene H. Dibble
©E- George Thiem

3

el Abe Eiseman

3

Cal""" for CoSinty 'Clerk
3
ID Earl D. Eisenhower

For Macaw

Ej Joseph 1. Woods
for County I/astute,

3 0 Edmund J. Kucharski
County Superintendent
of Samna.

0Robert P. Hanrahan
for e of las Appeal

3

El Gerald M. Marks

(Nett foe Twol

Eugene J. Czachorski
Dean J. Sedans

3

3

Eptichard B. Ogilvie
For County Cm...utast...et.
from Towns Outside Chicago
(Elva To Be flatted)

for Shatill

3

fa President of
County Conmeutoners

3

ci Homer H. Fields

3

Of

For Trustm-Sanituy District
(To fill Vacancy)

for State Central Committeeman

3

0Eugene F.'Schlkkman

Foe Trustees-Unties, Owns.
(Vote foe St reel

Ei Ray Page

Foe StprelynIstive to Conon.,

3

John A. Graham
for Stem Representative

toy State ttemutet

3

C°K."' for St.t. Senstott

C0110.11,

3 Q William N. Erickson
3

ci Floyd T. full*

3 Q Charles F. Chaplin
3
3

El Charles J. Drums, Jr.
ID Richard O. Ogilvie
Fa Tcreirehifs Committeeman

3 Q Eugene F. Schlickman

tention basin.
In terms of land use, the
developers plan for 21 per

cent of the acreage as buildings, 10.8 per cent as parking
lots

and

12.9

as

driveways.

Thus 55.3 per cent of the 38
acres would be "open space."
MOUNT Prospect attorney

each.

To the north, and south fac-

ing on Euclid Rd., would be
VOTETuesday, June 14, 1966
POLLS OPEN 6 A.M. - 6 P.M.

I

Paid for by the Wheeling Township Young Republicans
Carol VanHeltebrake, President

Colonial
The

style
developers

apartments.
presented

sketches of some of their 22
projects

across

the

country,

efficiently handled
the wed- John Amtmann was Dennis's
ding and reception, but also best man.
hosted a rehearsal dinner at

"Even if we had room for
children there," he
said, "it would be necessary for
them to cross Euclid Rd."
'

tv
With your splendid record, experience and position, it
would indeed be a waste on the part of the electorate if they
were not to send you back to Springfield. However, I know
you will come through with flying colors and I. shall hope to
be campaigning with you this fall. With every good wish,

wedding guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Schaper who arrived Friday from Monrovia,
Calif., for the weekend fes-

m.p.h. and there are no stop
lights between Wolf Rd. and

David's

the

wedding were the Horrells' 17 year old twin sons,'

Bill and Bob. The pair left
Sunday evening by plane and
train for Anchorage, Alaska,

aunt,

and a visit with their uncle,
Robert Horrell who has made

Miss Rose Russell gave Saturday afternoon between the
wedding

World's finest P

and

later

reception

that city

opk place at cgs..4,

,

.

Northwest,

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
..Luncheon
DInner
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

EVERETT McKINLEY DIRKSEN

Remaining in town after,
school was out just long enough
to be with their family for

Corrados' Restaurant Thursday, and welcomed out of town

He said this was hazardous.
The speed limit there is 50

trict can afford."

.

fore Easter, and by Mrs. Ri-

not only gave Tom his due Sue's sister, Georgia servattention at graduation, and ed as maid of honor, while

was already crowded.

wood said, "at a price the dis-

.

UNITED STATES SENATOR

parties for Miss
all
miscellaneous
showers, given by her- college
roommate,
Miss Lee

Horrell,

Lillian Gorski of Des Plaines. coffee party the Francis HorBetween Thursday and Sat- rells gave in their home afurday Mr. and' Mrs. Restivo ter the wedding rehearsal.

"There is no possible land, tivities.
A luncheon
acquisition in the area," Har

ENDORSESHAM

A CHAPLAIN from North-

day at St. Raymond Church to ley the last week in May were
David Gorski, son of Mrs. climaxed Friday night with a

Randhurst.

r

ty was for her.

Three

ter Betty was married Satur-

HE SAID the district's
nearest school, Euclid School,
school

ty arrived and found the par-

from Prospect High School Raymond Ennes and Mrs.
Friday night and whose daugh- Joseph Nieves the week be-

"We area common school
portation for school children."

ing to get the guest of honor
there, Excited and tired, sleep
was more appealing until Bet-

weekend for the Frank Res- Carlson of Chicago, by neightivos whose Tom graduated bors of the Horrells', Mrs.

other school for them.

west and east
sides of the complex are planned
eight
128 -ft. buildings with
eight second -story -windows in

"stockade."
Along the

included

groom, and took a bit of nudg-

Mrs.

and

ALTHOUGH A happy one,
it was anything but a restful

ment.
Such a number, he said, would

unit district," he said, "and
as such we do not provide trans-

look like

America",

Gould.

He said the size of the proposed project would indicate
about 200 school age children
would be living ih the develop-

a

would

"Mr.

lunches.

require the district to build an-

Robert Moore inquired if the
complex

bridesmaids,

friends of both the bride and

her daughters
ern and son of Mr. and Mrs.
and family now of this town, Charles Riley of Des Plaines.
the Donald Skallerups.
A teacher of blind children,
Ralph is the son of Val Sue
Horrell has nine weeks
Gould, widely known as the of student teaching
Quaker Oats Co., sponsored plete to get her degree. to com-

cate them where there would be

ing flood ordinance," Kessler

to

five

Bayne Freelands, who had to ern Illinois University where
decline because of their move the couple met
Mcto Yankton, S. Dak., and to Kittrick, performedFather
the marMr. and Mrs. Paul Glick, riage
ceremony June I1 in
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Holt,
St. Raymond Church for Mary
the T. C. Petersens, and to Suzanne
Horrell and Dennis
Mrs. Hood's aunt, Mrs. Mar- Amtmann, graduate
of Northtin Thue and

a

sewage facilities.
He also asked the developers

moving

Lutheran Church.
Invitations went out to
Mount Prospect friends the

their proposed water and consulting engineer; and Will-

on

lodge members attended the conferences their
wives toured the United Air

before

Chicago took place at Faith

posing to build on the entire 38

The Masonic Grand Lodge tem would be inspected by acres.
Testifying
with
Kessler
Regional School of Instruction the state'health department.
Paul
Hamer, village at- were his partner Roy Gottlieb;
was held Saturday in Forest
'View High School with more torney for Wheeling, ques- Edwin Smith, a real estate

NalM let seteetametasatsp the leUmelme STATI mod COUNTY Candllafts. AND ferthte
rmanumosels The IlIghN OwalIfteel LOCAL Candidates Ilelme:

ENDORSEMENTS

Grace's Dtz,ze

She is survived, by a brother
which was made when the south
June 10 of a long illness. Burial , Alexander Wollerman of Ar- .19 acres were zoned B-5 in at the hearing.
Moore said the 38 -acre plot
lington Heights and a sister 1962.
was in Memory Gardens.
is a unique area for apartments,
He is survived by his wife Mrs. Clara Rauschert of SkoAnother
legal
question
was
lying
between a golf course and
Alma; two sons, Arnold of kie.
whether the developers could church -owned vacant property,
Services will be Tuesday
Rolling. Meadows and Louis of
construct and operate a watct
Elk Grove Village and seven at 2 p.m. in the Lutheran and sewer system for the a- and north and south of residential homes.
Horne & Service for the Aged
grandchildren.
partment complex and use the
He said the "determining
chapel, 800 W. Oakton St. with facilities
of
the
Citizens factor" in the developer's reMrs. Nancy Sanders
the Rev. John Kempf officiat-

from Dec. 22 to Jan. 3, and
of being Easter vacation will be from in All Saints Cemetery. Mrs.
March 17 to March 28. School Sanders died June 9 in Holy
filled."
Upon questioning from the will close for the summer Family Hospital in Des Plaines.
board he said the district's June 14.
She is survived by her husSchool hours will be 8:30 band Thomas R.; three sons,
turnover rate this year was
a.m.
to
12,
and
I
p.m.'
to
3:30
22 per cent.
Thomas R. Jr., Robert M.
At the board's first meet- for junior high school; 8:40 and Jeffrey S.; her parents
a.m.
to:r12
and
1
p.m.
to
3:30
ing in May he reported the
Frederick
and
Lula
Mae
turnover rate was 11 per cent. for fifth and sixth graders; .9 Aeschliman; two sisters Maria.m.
to
12,
and
I
p.m.
to
3:30
"If we can hold this," he
lyn Aeschliman and Mrs. Mary
said, "it will be a remark- for elementary classes, and Ann Stoke and three brothers
9
a.m.
to
11:30
and
p.m. to Eugene, Robert and William
able achievement."
In other business last week 3:30 for kindergarteners.
Acsch li man.
are

I Dist: '26 Objects

Parties for Betty found .the

much - surprised young woman who, thinking she was helping out with entertainment
for teen - age friends, ar-

his
years.
1. m0,-9...

home

for 20

GRADUATION froth St.'0Iaf '
College May 29 and her mar-'
riage two weeks later in St.
Mark Luthern Church, has

riving at the first one in cut- kept Karol Leutz
offs with records under her family, the Walter

and her
Leutzes

Invited to this were in a whirl. The groom is Richwomen with whom Betty works ard Mavis, son of Mr. and
at Wieboldts' Randhurst. The Mrs. Walter Mavis of Ferlinen shower and evening af- gus Falls, Minn.
fair took place in the home
The couple met at St. Olafs
of Mrs. Charles Gromm.
and Richard is now in gradarm.

uate school at the University

Aialre".1

of Iowa,
istry.

studying

Shortly
el'fin mew.

before

biochemcommence-

ment, Karen was the guest of
honor

ti

at

a

miscellaneous

shower given by Miss Jeannie

OGILVIE PRAISES GRAHAM

Kappler

which

included

IS

of the girls' dormitory mates,
and May 7 at a party for men
and women Karol, Richard
and her family were honored
by Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Stahr who gave a bedroom

In behalf of the Cook County Sheriff Police Department and the
Citizens of Cook County I wish to commend you for your outstanding efforts in managing the successful passage in the Illinois Senate
of House Bulletin 455, creating a County Police Department Merit
Board. This was one of the most significant advances in the field of
Administration of Criminal Justice in the past 10 years.

and bathroom shower
buffet supper in their
Barrington home,

In my opinion, your accomplishment in this matter is a high.point
in your distinguished service in the Illinois General Assembly.

and
new

The Stahrs were previously neighbors of Mr. and Mrs.

Warmest personal regards,

Leutz,

and

included

among

the guests other Mount Prospect friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Houchias, the Lee
Enzenbachers,
the
Arthur
Thornes, the
Victor Heur-

lins, Mrs. Harris Lyon, Mrs.
Robert Johnson, Mrs. Charles

RICHARD B. OGILVIE

SHERIFF OF COOK COUNTY

with a low -cost -Vacation Loan.
Thisjs your year to get away to the far away places

you've longed to see. You can now go as far as
your imagination will allow with a low-cost Vacation Loan from us, We'll provide the extra cash
you need quickly on terms to suit your budget.

ARRINGTON RECOMMENDS
GRAHAM

Zwo

.And whenever you travel, take your money In
AMERICAN EXPRESS
'TRAVELERS CHEQUES

iietuew IS:30 P.M. to 2 p.M. Daily through Saturday:
ihtoopt Wodnoodoy. Friday "naming* from 3:30 w Ili3f) p.m.

Kathy

June 2 found Mrs. Houchins hosting an evening party which also included neigh-

bors, and June 9 Karol was
the guest of honor when the
Merton E. Hills of Park Ridge
where

the

Leutzes lived

be-

pect gave
a
miscellaneous
shower. The exciting -round
was
climaxed last
Friday
night with a rehearsal din-

ner Mr. and Mrs. Lcutz gave
at Old Orchard Country' Club.

of Prospect Heights was married Saturday evening to Harold Oldinski and the marriage
brings together two brothers
married to sisters. Both Janet

and her sister Carol are the
daughters

use 01.1111FRIll PARKING LOTS

of Mr. and Mrs.

James Sternberg. Harold and
Robert are brothers, the sons

GRAHAM

of Mr. and Mrs. August Okl-

MOUNT PROSPECT
saviiLisms0
'

STATE

BANK

Slum Avenue and Smereart Street

MUMU5 'menu puuegurr INSIMANCI COMIVOIATIOrl
,

(We NUNN Ashienisetmea)

v

Miss

JANET RUM Sternberg
You get a prompt refund If they're lost or stolen, and they're
endable everywhere. Cost only 10e a dolls,.

W. RUSSELL ARRINGTON
PRESIDENT PRO TEM
ILLINOIS STATE SENATE

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY - JUNE 14th
RECOMMENDED BY THE BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

and

fore moving to Mount Pros-

. . . Senator Graham is a vigorous and effective spokesman for
quality government. The people of Illinois need him in Springfield
and I want to do everything I can to see that he is returned.

RsEiNELAECTTOR JOHN A.

Creighton,
Leider.

1111111.1111111111111111111111111111.111111
7

inski of Decatur, Ill.

The ceremony took place
in Our Redeemer Lutheran
Church,
Prospect
Heights.
The night before the senior
Oldinskis hosted a rehear-

sal dinner in the Sternbergs'
home.

.

y

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, June 13, 1966

'MAUI:1A

WHEELING TOWNSHIP

District
1-312 E. Dundee Rd., Fire Dept., Wheeling

2-2120 N. State Rd., Service Station, Arlington fits.
3.-800 N. Fernandez School, Arlington lite.
4-306 W. Park St., School, Arlington fits.
3-7S. Vail Arlington Heights

Arlington Hts. Rd.. Village Hail, Arlington lite.

7-302 N. Donlon Ave.. Pres. Church, Arlington fits.
8-410 N. State Rd., School, Arlington Hts.
9-400 E. Miner, Fieldhouse, Arlington fits
10-200 N. Main St., St. John's Epis. Chu, Mt. Prospect
N. River Rd., Maryville Academia Des Plaines

12-1131 S. Milwaukee Ave., Airport. Wheeling
13-13 E. Palatine Rd.. Prospect Heights

14-431 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Church. Arlington His.

15-502 W. Euclid, fits. School. Arlington His
18-2 N. Elmhurst Rd., Service Station, Prospect fits.
17 -Rand & Elmhurst. Service Station, Mt. Prospect
18-3 N. Ridge. Funeral Home. Mt. Prospect

19-314 So. Highland Ave., School, Arlington fits.
20-121 N. Douglas, Legion Hall, Arlington fits.
21-1701 N. Rand ltd.. Arlington Ills.
22-222 N. Ridge Rd.. Municipal Garage, Arlington Hts.
23-722 S. Dryden. School. Arlington Hts.
24-911 N. Yale, Arlington MA.

21-107 N. Main St.. Church, Mt. Prospect

26-1410 E. Northwest Hwy., Mercury Sales, Arlington fits.

27-513 E. Merle Lane, School, Wheeling
28-9 Camp McDonald Rd.. Jewel Tea Store, Prospect fits.
29-300 N. Fairview, School, Mt. Prospect
30-1204 N. Elmhurst Rd., Prospect Tits.

31-

57-411 W. Olive, Church. Arlington fits.
58-700 N. Schoenbeck Rd.. School, Prospect Hts.
59 -Gregory St. & Rand Rd., School. Mt. Prospect

District
1.--832 E. Nohhwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
2.-300 $0. Elmhurst Ave., Mt. Prospect

3-22illage5
Elk Grove Blvd., Community Center, Elk Grove
V

4-305 E.

Oakton Rd., School. Elk Grove Village

5-411 S. Maple, Field Hse., Mt. Prospect
6-103 Busse Rd., School, Mt. Prospect

7-112 E. Northwest Hwy.. Municipal Bldg., Mt. Prospect
8-300 S. Elmhurst Ave.. School, Mt. Prospect

9-400 See-Gwun, Community Center, Mt. Prospect
10-700 W. Lincoln, School. Mt. Prospect
11-601 Lonquist Blvd., School, Mt. Prospect

'12-1200 S. Bunton Ave., School. Arlington Heights

13-550 Ridge Ave.. School, Elk

Grove Village

14-290 E. Higgins Rd., Tht 17 Park & Shop Mall, Elk
Grove Village

.15-345 W. Walnut St., School, Des Planes
16-300 E. Council Trail. School, Mt. Prospect

17-231 S. Shadywood, School. Elk Grove Village
"
18-Ehureh of Good Shepherd, 301 Ridge Ave., Elk. Greve

Village

35-101 N. Owen, School. Mt. Prospect
36-1213 E. Oakton, School, Arlington Hts.
37-281 Cindy Lane, Wheeling
38-183 St. Mary's Parkway, Buffalo Grove
39-100 N. Elmhurst Ave.. Pat ish House, Mt. Prospect
40-15 E. Palatine Rd.. School. Arlington fits.
41-300 S. Dwyer Ave.. School. Arlington Ills.
42-1400 E. Foundry Rd., School, Mt. Prospect
43-995 S. Elmhurst Rd.. Service Station. Wheeling
44-000 West N.W. Hwy., Arlington Ms.
43-300 N. Elmhurst. Church, Mt. Prospect
46-1903 E. Euclid. Church. Arlington Heights

20 -Ridge.& Clearmont, Elk Grove Village-Clearmont

Heights
48-1001 W. Dundee. School, Wheeling
49-181 IV. Dundee Rd.. School. Wheeling
30-245 Albert Terrace, Wheeling
51-330 Bernard Dr., School, Buffalo Grove
52-1616 N. Patton, School, Arlington If ts.
53-100 S. Fernandez. Fieldhoust, Arlington His.
54-1211 Wheeling Rd.. School. Mt. Prospect
33-11 St. Armand Lane. School, Wheeling

31-1401 S. Pennsylvania Ave.. School. Des Plaines
32-120 W. Dempster St., School. Mt. Prospect
33-1072 Ridge Rd.. Church. Elk Grove Village
34-305 E. Oakton Rd., School, Elk Grove Village
35-3451V. Walnut St., School. Des Plaines
36-Touhy Ave. 2 blocks east of York Rd., Trailer Park
37-274 Beau Drive, Apt. Bldg, Des Plaines
38 -Algonquin Rd., % mile west of Elmhurst Rd., Beer
Motors, ML Prospect
39 -Golf and Busse Rds., Fire Station. Mt. Prospect
40-300 E. Council Tr.. School, Mt. Prospect

S. Lee St.. School,

Prospect fits.

Ridge,

TgaiRE IS ohe other counrace. The Democrats have
nominated George M. Keane
ty

and

Democratic candidates for
county commissioners, all of

Bernard

J.

Korzen

missioners, is without contest.

High School, Elk Grove

SIX

School

Republicans

arc

run-

ning for five seats on the Cook
County Board. They are Wil-

21-2400 So. Arlington Hts. ltd., Elk Grove Town Hall,
Arlington Heights

22-618 Golf Rd., Store, Mt. Prospect
23-588 Darra James Rd., School, Des Plaines
24-345 W. Walnut. School, Des Plaines
25-103 So. Busse, School, Mt. Prospect
26-280 Clearmont. School, Elk Grove Village
27-1901 Estates Dr., School. Mt. Prospect

liam H. Erickson, Floyd T.
Folic, Charles F. Chaplin,

Charles J. Grupp, Jr.. Richard
A. Ogilvie and Gerald Dole-

28-1200 South Bunton Ave.. School. Arlington Heights
29-65 Kenneth, Blvd.. Elk Grove Village
30-200 W. Dulles, School, Des Plaines

zal.

In addition to running for

of the commissioners
seats, Ogilvie, who is currently sheriff of Cook County, is
one

running for president of the
Cook County Board.
His Democratic opponent

whom will be nominated, arc are without primary oppositIrving M. Drobny, Raymond ion.
SVublican choices for apG. Cox, Leslie E. Johnson,

must

perintendent of schools.

be

registered.

Recommended by the
BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

NOVO NY

For GOP COMMITTEEMAN
(Phone 992-7624 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

ONE MAN - ONE JOB
(Paid Politkpl Adrorvi.onvoi

Harry M. Semrow is unoppos-

ed for the nomination for the
board presidency.

For Your State Representative, put an experienced Village Trustee to work for you.

I

E

L

OUR PRICES
D
1960 F,O.RupackSTAI!LIN!!,

$593

Power V-8,

Sharp!!

1963 FORD 4 DR. SEDAN

$793

Can't Mine!!

1963 V W SEDAN

$993

Beautiful!!

1963 Fv9cILCB9ely9:RY SEDAN

$1193

1964 TEMPEST SEDAN

$1093

M

!:

:ti

11,1

,!,,

He Comes on Strong!

Hurry!!

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON
Needs A Good Home!!

Bill Moore is the only candidate to release a
platform so you could know where he stands.
Give him a chance to speak out for you. It's
easy: Vote for Bill Moore, June 14. Here is
his platform:
1. SUPPORT HOME RULE. Support Muni-

cipal Home Rule to enable municipalities to meet expanding responsibilities.
Increased municipal control over unincorporated multiple zoning.
2. FLOOD CONTROL. Initiate state action
on Flood Control. Municipalities acting
alone lack the legislative -tools to initiate effective flood control projects.
3. WATER FOR SUBURBS. Immediate state

studies would be sponsored to insure relief for acute water shortages projected
for the rapidly growing suburban area of
the Third District.
4. ELECTION REFORM. Sponsor Election
Reform Laws to eliminate vote fraud in

Chicago which cancels out your vote.
5. HIGHWAY SAFETY measures are essential to save thousands of lives. State
action should include: a) Annual safety
check for all automobiles, b) Periodic
driver qualification reviews, c) Safety
Certification of used cars before sale.
6. CUT STATE EXPENSE. Improved fiscal

controls and operation of state government on a business -like basis will effect
substantial economies. Reduction in the
almost 11,000 new state payrollers will
also produce large savings.

7. REVENUE REVIEW -- BUT NOINCOME

TAX. Thorough analysis of all aspects of
the proposed Revenue AmendMent. The
existing personal property tax is obvious-

ly inequitable. Strongly opposed to increased sales taxes or a graduated state

income tax.
8. JUDICIAL REFORM. Implement Judicial

Reform by creating additional court-

'

rooms for the convenience oflhe Citizens
-

served, to reduce delays, provide faster
justice and eliminate longtripstocourts.

9. LOCAL GOVERNMENT COOPERATION,

Support maximum intergovernmental cooperation in solving problems which can-

not be handled by legal governmental
units acting alone. Oppose centralization of legislative power sway from the

municipalities into a Metropolitan Super
Government.

10. NO PUNITIVE OPEN OCCUPANCY. Ful-

ly support therightofeverycitizentolive

where he chooses but oppose punitive

open occupancy legislation.
11. TOLL ROAD ENTRANCE. Additional toll
road exits and entrances are essential to

serve new centers of population. in the
Third District.

1964 VW SUNROOF
Cool Carl!

$1293

$1093

19M TEMPEST SEDAN

$893

Burgundy!!

1964 FORD V-8 CONVERTIBLE $1693
Full Power!!

1964 FORD GALAXIE 500
Won't Be Here Lore

$1393

1965 CHEVROLET BELAIR

$1 793

12. EDUCATION AND HEALTH LEGISLA-

TION. Support soundly conceived legis-

-

lation in the fields of education, health

and mental health.
19. AIR AND WATER POLLUTION. Air and
water pollution control legislation is necessary to cope with an area -wide problem.

Sedan - A Real Standout Carl!

.

1965 MUSTANG Y-8
Hardtop

-

Low Mlles!!

14. OPEN SPACE. Preservation of open

space before rapid development uses up
all available land.
15. ELIMINATE CREDIT ABUSES. By a)

abolishing wage assignments, b) full
disclosure of interest rates in advertising and on face of time purchase contracts, c) reasonable restrictions on
transfer of sales contracts to finance

companies.
18. REGULATE PRIVATE WATER U'tIL-,
ITIES. Support legislation to protect

homeowners from exhorbitant charges
from private water utilities.
17. MIGRANT HOUSING. Support better
housing for migrant workers to prevent
these hard working people from becoming second class citizens.
18. ATTRACT INDUSTRY TO LOWER TAX-

ES. Attraction of highly desirable light
industry under rigid zoning safeguards
will afford a broad tax base acid reduce
citizen tiix load.
19. CRIME CONTROL. Will support sound
legislation to cope with crime.Our police
must have the necessary crime - fighting tools while fully protecting the rights
of the individual.

20. EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP. Will furnish
effective leadership while being fully re-

sponsive to the needs and wishes of the
electorate.

Bill Moore, fanner Arlington Heights Village Trustee,
is a lawyer and civic leader. He's a Lincoln-Dirksen Republican.

WILLIAM 1. MOORE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
for State Representative, Third District
Moore for Representative Committee Rolland J.'Franzen, Chairman
(Paid Polstical Advertisement)

for

members bf the Board of A
peals of of Cook County. Both

Edward Kaplan and Herman F. peals board members, also
bent Robert R. Downing. The Koeneman. Koeneman is a re- without opponents are Eugene J. Czachorski and Dean
Republicans arc running in- sident of Arlington Heights.
Running unopposed for coun- J. Sodaro.
cumbent David E. Brown.
ty offices on the Democratic
In contrast to the heated
ticket arc Edward J. Barrett, contest in Wheeling TownWHILE
the
Republican county clerk; P. J. Cullerton, ship for RC -publican Commitrace for state senator is hotly assessor; Minor E.
Wilson, teeman, the race in Elk Grove
contested,
the
Democrats
Marshall
Korshak, Township is quiet. Carl R.
are running Norman Nelson sheriff;
Jr., Elk Grove Village, with- treasurer, and Noble J. Puf- Hansen, Mount Prospect is
fer, superintendent of schools. unopposed as he seeks reout opposition.
Republican county candid- election.
Nelson will challenge the
ates, all unopposed are: Earl
Chester A. Chesney, also of
winner of the Graham - Arch- D. Eisenhower, county
clerk; Elk Grove Township, is unoper -Davies race in November.
Homer B. Fields, assessor, posed as Democratic township
The remainder of the ballot,
J. Woods, sheriff; Ed- committeeman.
with the exception of one Re- Joseph
mund J. Kicharski, treasurer,
In order to participate in
publican race for county com- and Robert
P. Hanrahan, su- tomorrow's elections, voters

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

19 -Elk Grove Blvd. a

56-208

Arlington Heights.
Unopposed in either party
is the nomination for state
central committeeman. The
Democratic choice is incum-

63-1211 W. Grove. School. Arlington fits.
64.-1315 E. Miner St., School. Arlington His.
63-1010 E. Euclid. Church, Prospects fits.
66-3226 N. Betty Dr., Arlington fits.

34-403 E. Olive, Arlington

47-1818 E. Northwest Hwy., Township Hall, Arlington

(Continued From Page I)

60-1910 N. Burke Drive, Arlington fits.
61-20I S. Evanston. School. Arlington Hts.
62-109 N. Vale, Artington His.

32-1215 N. Wilke Rd., Arlington Oita.

3.1-133 %Ville. School. Wheeling

,000 Expected
To Cast Ballots

Page 3

1965 PONTIAC LE MANS
Sport Coupe - Full Power, Etc.!! ....

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500
Hardtop - Fully Powered!!

1966 MUSTANG V-8
Hardtop - Around the Block Miles!!...

$1993

$1193
$2 1 93
-

1193

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1963 FORD GALAXIE
SIZE SEDAN
Stock f 1499A
Radio, Heater, Automatic Tranemlasion, Power Steer-

ing, Power Brakes, Like New White Wall

Tires,

Etc. Perfect Family Car!!

$893

Ask John,' Phil or Charlie About Our 24 Month,
50;000 Mile Factory Used Car Guarantee!! We're
The Good Guys 114th NO Hats!!

GEORGE POOLE
C L, -3-5000

"i7cgiei;2.71.....'

-"77...1=r

At 3 a.m. when the last of
the news staff dosed the office door the town was peace-

daughter was there in

eat

The head was on the pillow for what seemed like on-

himself," the children

quietly.

Rick Price

"Dad,"
"There has been a tornado."

cracked and broken were motionless in the still before

"I 'am having trouble with
the world report," Rick said
calmly. "We doter' have any

we'll have to go back to work.
We sighed as we reached for

dawn.

power.

the socks.

"And I don't know if anyone can get in to fix it. There
is a tree blocking the drive-

stayed so calm.

ful.

Those

beautiful

ly minutes when
rang the phone.

trees

that in a few hours would be

South of town a woman in
black dress walked in

a

the

road. She was practically impOssible

to

see

in the

night.

way."
Rick

Her chances of survival could
'be little better than 50-50.
She was barely coherent but
repeated interrogation got her

didn't sound
and we were sleepy.

early morning good deed that
more than likely reduced the
year's traffic toll by one.
"ertzrzemmzxr=17,-=

that case,

In

two spots on the Republican for just
November ticket.

make concerning the outcome.

Hansen's efficient Republican
organization will turn out- a

We do not know who will

Daddy went out on the back
Porch and yelled and whistled.
The dog hesitated. Daddy yelled and whistled louder.

The dog finally came inside.

"Now, there
as

he

weren't
looking. You
don't have any clothes on."

one candidate, that
candidate receives three votes.

look for a close race for the

needs and interintroduces positive

-- authorize storm drainage and flood control programs

is needed

to alleviate the flooding that residents
becomes more serious with load.

prolonged downpour in

ease

-- authorize

dis- supervisors

congestion

that
is
projected.
This
legislation
would provide for new entrances
and exits to the tollway, especially at Arlington. Heights
Road; a system of "short
Tolls" to encourage in -dis-

their

our

to act in

tax

areas,

and

the

of existing highmeasures to
school construct-

township
certain ,,,,Mqn,,Ap fnvAy wtb DriA9RPcY

unincorporated areas in order
to eliminate the lengthy period
county.
The
authorization
would include septic systems

that drain into our ditches and
creeks, concentrations of septic systems that pollute our
ground water, stagnant pools
that should be drained.

cinerators
air.

are.

polluting

our

reaffirm
my
original
invite civic, educa-

pledge to

lighten the
tional and political leaders to
ion burden in areas of our dis- serve on advisory commistrict where residential develop- sions and to work closely with
ment has far outpacxd the me in continuing effort in

industrial
and
commercial Springfield on behalf of this
development depended upon by third district.

Eugene
Schlickman

B. Illinois Commerce Commission. Put this agency back
into the hands of people concerned with the citizens of our
State. Do away with two to four
year delays in hearing of Petitions. End water utility rate

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

come more of an issue than it

William J. Kledalsch

has been in the past.

Illinois?
Proponents of the system say

Insurance

Companies

the parade of bankrupt Illinois
insurance companies by tightening controls of organization

and operation of these com-

I

early in this campaign that if "bulleting" for one candidate

Party in

Illinois

Springfield

and

the

at the expense of other candidates from the same party.

WE HAVE heard rumbles
in Democratic circles in Wheeling Township that workers are
being pushed to "bullet" for

Eugenia Chapman as she seeks
in to be first in the ballot in November,

youthful
leaders of our party, like
Pcrcy, Bill Scott,
Charles
Ray Page, and Congressman
Donald Rumsfeld who have
shown the Republican Party
in

lies

panies. Revamp our ineffective
and obsolete financial responin the State of Illinois what
sibility laws.
D. Home Rule. Allow the lo- youth and ability can do. Let's
cal governments more control ' continue the rebuilding job in

Our Responsibility

tine, are completely within the district.

always

has

been.

is

one, a result of recent re -apportionment has helped create election day interest.
of the state.

That is, they will carry the most weight
if they exercise their franchise and vote.

We trust that the lack of a state race

these objectives.

Knowledgeable. In acting upon legislative proposals, I re-

election.

lied on my five years experience as a village trustee. I
was helped immeasurably by my

aggressively
work
toward
the presentation and enact;
ment of positive, constructive and realistic legislation

education and experience in the
law. Also, I was fortunate to be

the only freshman member of
the Illinois Legislative Council, the fact-finding agency of
the legislature.

Communicative. During the
session, I sent a monthly newsletter to some 500 interested

H. B. 413. Flood control improvements for Salt Creek in
Palatine Township. Vetoed by
Governor.

After conclusion of the 1965

citizens in this area. And to- session, I was ranked an outfreshman State Repwards the middle of the ses- standing
resenteive

sion, I conducted a poll covering

ten key issues confronting the
legislature.
Responsive.

The principal
bills of which I was chief spon-

indicate my interest and

enncern for the needs and prob-

lems of this area. For examples:

Supreme Court.;

and, recently,

se-

by Rutgers University
as one of two outstanding leglected

islators from Illinois to parti-'
cipate in a national workshop
for the improvement of state
legislatures.

Senator W. Russell Arrington, president pro tem, Illinois

Two

and approved.

H. B. 1400. Extending voting hours to 8:00 p.m. for suburbanites. Present Illinois law

state's

Reader Likes
Prospect Day

and

self

respect

in

people

I

pledge

to

Congress-

represent

paper with the intestinal fortitude

all

and

vote Republican and support my
candidacy for re-election to

commuting voters. Killed
Democrats in cvnmittee.

the Illinois
oentatives.

House of Repre-

including the Thirteenth District. It is a national prob-

professional

in-

tegrity to print all news and
viewpoints.

to,

solicit the support of you,
lem which can only be solved the people of the Thirteenth
by national legislation. Fed- Congresaionaristrict.
I

do otherwise, is most wel-

come

in

these

voters would be considered an out-

American people are responsible
to themselves and
ble to our system of government.

More in Sorrow, Than in Anger

heretofore

"managed news" communities.
Keep 'up the good work and

- re-

responsi-

from the Republican Women's
Club, the Regular Republican
Club, Wprkshop members, and

Editor.
the

trust and hope that the which will result in a desire of the people of the Thirteenth
Your editorially stated invoters on Tuesday will agree to take one's proper place in District in its role in the stu- tentions to print all articles
with Senator Arrington and the society. This is not a prob- dy of and attempted solution addressed to this column withmany individuals and organiza- lem of the rest of the coun- of the nation's problems by ' out censorship, despite prestions who have endorsed me, try but of the entire country legislation.
sures from outside influences
I

gives no regard to our large
by

on

highest tribunal will go to Cook
County. Our bet is that the Republicans will be given one
intended to solve some of the
seat, the Democrats the other.
nation's
problems.
Rather
No guess at this time as to the
my opponent has chosen to be
a proponent of negative and anal funds, if applied proper- Republican nominee, but don't
ly, can and will be effective count Dick Ogilvie out if he
minority interests.
It is my position that posi- in bringing modern and im- is not elected to the county
tive programs of education proved methods to the schools board presidency.
augmented by Federal ,' Aid of our district.
And there is Bill Scott, a
can and will solve many of
I also favor tax deductions Cook County Republican who
the problems which this coun- or
credits for families who' has "gracefully" stepped aside
try presently has in the areas
of unemployment, its result- are spending their funds wise-' from this year's politicking.
ly in securing college educaing costly unemployment comtions for their children.
pensation tax burden and in
the
extensive
I feel that my education
crime rates.
To allow the impoverished and experience as an attorand uneducated to remain, so ney in the general practice Editor.
will cause their children and of law qualifies me to unBully for the Prospect Day!!
their children's children to derstand the problems and Mt. Prospect and Prospect
be equally unequipped to sup- - proposed legislation that will Heights finally have a news-

H. B. 105. Automatic dis- State Senate, recently
stated:
connection from rural fire dis- "Gene Schlickman is intelligent port themselves. It would ap- come before the
tricts of territories annexed to and Informed. The Republican veer that education is the one man of this District.
municipalities providing fire Party needs him."
ly way of establishing dignity
protection 'service. Double taxation and conflict between fire
serivces
eliminated.
Passed

seats

the

standing turnout.

Letters to the Editor

master Harry Semrow for coun-

gress should be occupied by
a representative who would

Primaries in this area have had his
torically bad turnouts: Fifty per cent of

It is an interesting parallel that Tues- sponsible

ard J. Daley in favor of Post-

ty board president, will be in
line for nomination to one of
two vacancies on the Illinois

many votes as possible.

both major political parties, solved
We hope that the experts are wrong
their primary problems in conference - this election day and that the electorate
will not take interest away from this come out in force to prove that the

ON ANOTHER topic. Smart
money is betting that Seymour
Simon, dumped by Mayor Rich-

highest educational and economic levels in the United
States. It would seem only
logical that its seat in Con-

Certainly, the Schlickman and Novotny

supporters will be out in force with as

--

day is also Flag Day.

Congressional
Disare properly describthe possessors of the

opportunity to exercise their democratic

In Wheeling Township, the spice of
hard to predict voting trends in a tough race for committeeman between
this district because it is a newly formed Thomas Novotny and Eugene Schlickman

It

The residents of the Thiras

""'

partly in the district.

polls.

Peskin

'

Two others, Maine and Northfield, arc responsibility and cast their ballots.

man is an odds on favorite to

votes are counted and a fighter

reminder to voters on, just how import anttheir' vote

In these trying times, when American
Illinois House and Senate.
There are six other townships encom- boys are fighting and dying to keep our
passed by the third district. Four, Bar- flag flying,, it is not conceivable to us
rington, Hanover, Schaumburg and Pala- that Americans at home would miss the

This is the only indication of
a race to spice the Democratic
primary election. Rep. Chapwin in Novembejr, ousting Rep.
Bernard Peskin from Spring-

The flags flying high and proud throughout the area should serve as an additional

of Cook County select candidates for the

One thing can be predicted. Voters in
Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships, the
population centers of the newly formed
district, will carry the most weight at the

field where he has spent sevof their own future. Have a Springfield and in Illinois by eral terms. Rep. Peskin fi"Giving
the
Third
District
a
bond ceiling limit without costly
gures to be one of many casFUTURE in Springfield" on ualties from re:apportionment.
and repetitive referendums.
E. Enact a Strong Legis- June M.
Still, it's not over until the

ed

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

that it insures minority groups
of representation in the state
lative Code of Ethics.
house if they can muster more
I pledge that if elected the
than one quarter of the votes
voters of the Third District in a district
For 12 hours tomorrow, polls will be
for a single can,t 4.1.4 all
maYagiiik re
open in 66 Wheeling' -and 40 Elk ,Grove
didato.
r
A
times, on my, actions. tn.ApringTownships as the voters of the Third
field and would be periodically
Our own opinion is, that this Representative and Senatorial Districts
questioned on their opinions
tends to confuse the electorate
and contributes to party dissenrepeat my pledge made sion by having precinct workers

K. S. Johnson, General Afanager

Managing Editor

Why "cumulative voting" in

elected, one third of my legislative salary, $3,000.00, would
be donated for scholarships to
students from the Third District
who would study Political Sciabuses which Flow are prevalent ' ence or Government at our
in so many communities in the State Universities.
The hope of our Republican
Third District.
C.

Monday, June 1.3, 1966

for one post is that plumping
or "Bullet Balloting" has be-

relating to important matters.

tices Law.

trict

first term in the Illinois House

sor

.Put

teeth into our Deceptiveprac-

teenth

of Representatives, I pursued

.

Ixtuling

Truth

-- Marshall Field HI
Page 4

parties running two candidates

James McCabe

A State Representative must
be knowledgeable, communicative and responsive. During my
,

the State of Illinois. Some of

matters of health hazard in ,,,,Judgements., Enact. a ,; strong

I

-- authorize

resi-

these areas are as follows:
A. Credit Abuse Legisla-

trict use of the tollway and
- authorize further study
consequently remove part of into solving the mounting probthe congestion
from main lem of waste disposal in the
highways; the laying out of third district.
The sanitary
rights -of -way for future ar- land fill program is polluting
teries in the shrinking un- our ground water; the big indeveloped
broadening
ways.

for both the

dents of the Third District and
to

mount in the district and plan that residents now must wait
for handling the greatly in- before action is taken by the
creased

WHAT HAS happened in
many areas -as a result of the

Candidate who has published
a platform listing the specific
areas where I think legislation

the
passage of legislation design.
ed to:

-- alleviate the current trafproblems already pars -

portant issue.

To date I am still the only

'

job by working for

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the'paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

is called, even more of an im-

whelming weaknesses shown by
the incumbent.

I

fic

giving that candidate three votes

Third District were the over-

the Republican party.

Progpect Dap

This' makes "plumping," as
voting for one candidate and

have been receiving in the past
eight years. Lack of communication and the lack of sponsoring needed legislation for the

programs that are a credit to

1PP1141, AP419.Ping

parties have nominated two candidates.

I entered this campaign because I felt that the Third District deserved better respresentation than that which, we

ests, goes forward with all of
his determination in their be-

"Maybe THEY are the nonconformists!"

ber general election.
The re -apportionment mess
two years ago scrapped this

plan and throughout the state's
59 representative districts both

William Davies

promise the people of the
third district that I will begin

made it certain that the candidates nominated in the primary
would be elected in the Novem-

candidates. If the voter votes club called the representative

constituency, works to under-

each

that consideration in mind.
For instance, in Republican
districts, there would be two
Republicans and one -Democrat
on the ballot. This arrangement

has three votes, is used in both dates may give one candidate
House of Representatives.
the primary and general elec- two votes and one vote to another. This is not possible in
Our prediction here is that tion.
7,000 Elk Grove Township resIt works like this. Every precincts where there are votidents will vote. And again, we voter has three votes. He may ing machines.
do not know who will win but vote for one, two or three
IN THE past, a cozy little

stays in constant touch with his

the

shocked

bors

pect's candidate for the Illinois

senator from this district who

and

his

"No, dear," replied his
wife. "But I hope the neigh-

To further confuse the situasolid primary vote in favor of state representatives. CumuDavid Regner, Mount Pros- lative voting, where every voter tion, on paper ballots, candi-

I propose and pledge to be a

half,

surveyed

family.

district committee of each
party, determined how many
If
the
voter
votes
for
two
canthe
only
state
ILLINOIS is
candidates each party could
in the union that has the cumu- didates, the candidates received elect in November and placed
lative system of voting for one and a half votes apiece.
candidates on the ballot with

In Elk Grove township, Carl

Robert Atcher
their

nothing to

is

be excited about," Daddy said

Candidates Have Their Say
stand

plead,.

... by Jack Vandermyn

and the loser.

win. We do think the vote will
be close and predict that there
will be no more than a five per

... ...

ut=ita,.......vassaimsemumsersetotm.mnarmca

cent spread between the winner

teeman.

.

"Daddy, daddy. Come and

In this last edition before
the election comes the only
prediction thig corner will

sparked by the heavy interest
in the Tom Novotny, - Eugene
Schlickman race for commit-

.

calm. Don't lose your head
about a little wind."

went like this:
Father was sleeping blissfully while the rest of the
family excitedly watched the
family dog running around
the backyard trying to leap
the fence.

VaLtage P
In Wheeling Township, 11,500
voters will go to the polls,

''".

"Now, now, everybody keep

we suppose

Best tornado story we heard

-

;7,7

ed.

Next time we see Rick we
will have to ask him how he

excited

"Well, call the managing
editor and tell him," we said
as we turned over to pick up
that dream where we left off.
It didn't last long. The old -

home and off the road. An

said

On. A rx

save the dog before he hurts, '

a

few minutes.
she

...........

.

ran

to a group of neophyte precinct veteran precinct captains. All
It is more in sorrow than in captains while you sat there liave worked closely with you
anger that I take my longtime smiling.
and Tom, and have concluded
personal friend Gene SchlickThroughout the campaign that Torn is the better man for
man to task for his tactics in
the current campaign.
Gene, over the years you have

your manager, Richard Cowen,
has attempted to intimidate

that statement?

ny's record and has lately made
untrue statements concerning

the job.

Throughout

the

campaign,

consistently said that you had judges of election into "going Tom Novotny has made specinever been ashamed of any of along with Gene." He has con- fic recommendations to assure
your actions. Can you still make tinued to misrepresent Novot- unity after June 14. You have
You started the campaign by
spying on a confidential meeting of Novotny supporters.
Your campaign manager misrepresented Novotny's record
resistance to the temptations
of becoming the "Official

Novotny's source of support.
Friday the police had to be

not only not Paten positive
steps, but have assured, through
sill -considered personal attacks

on your opposition, that you

called because Cowen was plac- ,would have trouble unifying the
ing your signs illegally on pub- party if you were to be elected.
lic property.
Can you still say that you have

As a lawyer and former vil- never been ashamed of your
actions? If so, then we, your
old friends, will have to be

Newspaper," "Approved Advertising
Media" or such

lage trustee I assume you know
the laws and ordinances affect-

cation.

on the citations front prominent
Republicans which Novotny lists

ashamed for you.
similar patsy to any pressure ing election judges and signs.
H. F. Bunnelle
You and your supporters have
group seeking to control the
Campaign Manager
channels of public communi- consistently tried to cast doubt
Republicans for Novotny

G. Michael Mokate
.411 letters to the editor" must be signed, but

flames will be withheld upon request. L eit e r s'
should be as brief as possible, typewritten, if pas-

sible, and should contain

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

in his brochure. These were
all well-earned, are authentic,

,You're
Welcome

and are on file. You have no
similar citations for the simple Editor.

We would like to extend our
reason that, while Novotny was
working hard to -elect other thanks to your paper for the
Republicans - Dirksen, Percy, coverage you gave the Couit
Goldwater, Rumsfeld, antimany of Honor held by troop 36. We
more - you were working mainly felt the photography was exfor your own election.

Novotny's support for committeeman has come heavily

the
and
cellent
prompt and complete.

coverge

Harold N. Kellogg

The Day's Prospects
'

...

.....

A Model Mother. Comes Home to Visit
BY DOIARES HAUGH
Woman's Editor

When Romaine retired in'
1957 she had not only traveled
and modeled all c.,.zr me World
but had her picture on the cover
of the top high fashion magazines including Vogue, Harper's

This week :darks the end of
school for many children and
the beginning of summer vaca-

Romaine is the wife of Philip interests in painting and music.
Moloney, an account executive
Keeping herself attractive and
in New York. She describes her slim requires constant atten-

AMONG THE 85 couples
attending the last annual Chevy

Chase Country Club Dance of
new` role as wife and mother, tion to her figure through diet the season were Mr. and Mrs.
as one more hectic than model- and exercise, She enjoys golf Jack Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
tion plans. To some of us, it
ing, howe%;er, more rewarding. and skiing, as hobbies that arc Carl Foster, Mr. and
Mrs.
is the welcoming of visitors
Bazaar, Glamour, Town and She is the mother of two red- also constructive to keeping fit.
Richard Hollenbaek and Mr.
into our homes.
Country.
headed sons, Gregory, 5, and
and Mrs. Robert Strader. Mr.
A very special visitor to
Bradley, 6. Grandma SimenA SUCCESSFUL event was and Mrs. Bernard Lee, and Mr.
Mount Prospect was one of the
Last year she was one of son was busily "buying out the the final dance held by the David Regner, were among the
former top \ ten high fashion the models interviewed in the toy shops" in preparation for Mount Prospect Dance Club.
guests.
models in the United States. Ladies Home Journal, August their stay.
This organization has announced
She

is

Maloney.

Romaine

issue.

its

membership

and

drive

ATTENDING

the
recent
WHAT IS Romaine like schedule of dances. They arc Infant Welfare League's
anShe appeared with her family personally? She has a lovely to be held on October 22, 1966, nual dance in Arlington Heights
in her new role as wife and natural beauty of spirit and at the Salt Creek Country Club;
held at the Post and Paddock
mother.
liveliness. She enjoys her boys' January 27, 1967, at Old Or- Club, was Mrs. John W. Oschard Country Club; April 15, trem, President of the Mount
1967, at Riverwoods Country Prospect chapter. The
event
Club and June 3, 1967, at attracted many area residents.

daughter of retired .V.S. Army

Air Force Colonel and Mrs.
e'Edward Simenson of Mount
Prospect.

Pheasant Run.
Membership is open to
couples living in Mount Pros-

pect and the surrounding com-

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Roberts chat with Howard Schick (right) at the
Mount Prospect Dance Club's final event at Chevy Chase Country Club.

There are 20 members in

the Mount Prospect chapter.
Mrs. Ostrem said that the event

cleared over $1,200.
munities.
The
membership
Other fund raising events
is limited to 85 couples.
which are being planned by the
The dances include one dinner Mount Prospect chapter when

dance, and three, other fusion - they resume their meetings in
able Country Club dances.
the fall, include a Bridge MaraFor further information con- thon and membership tea. The
tact Mr. and Mrs. Jack Roberts, chapter is now working on
112 WaPella, Mount 'Prospect. "float construction" for the
Preference will be given to cur- July 4th parade to be held in
rent members provided appli- Mount Prospect.
cation is received prior to
After reading about so many
July I.
active women interested in
New applicants will be con- the benefit of their homes, comsidered by the organization's munities and charitable enBoard of Directors in chron- deavors the summer undoutedly
ological order as they are re- will continue to bring many
ceived. For further informa- newsworthy items day after
tion call 392-0196.

day.

Mrs. Bernard Lee, Dan Gaffney, Dave Regner and Mrs.

(left to right).

Oar AT

A

Mrs. John W. Ostrem, (left) president of the Mount Prospect Chapter
of Illinois Infant Welfare League, chats with Mrs. James Mason, president of the Arlington Heights Chapter, at the Post and Paddock fund rais-

E

The Clearbrook Center for the mentally retarded,
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ing event.

Clearbrook
Seeks Helpers
a

0'

Designed for Glamor,
Not for Sleepin

Frost
Students
Perform

Homemaker
To Hear
Leroy Timmer

, ft fiDrio )
The Robert Frost
,Iil ,:4 'i1liotr4)(./
School of Prospect Heights
pants that veer out in two large tary
held its first Spring Music
essarily mean that you're headed for slumber.
lacy ruffles beginning about four
Program under the supervision
Not, at least, if you follow directives from fashion design- inches below the knee.
of Miss Sandi Wilkins, musiers who've created a variety of pajama and jump suits for
summer entertaining and casual hours.
LINDA HACKETT, shown cal instructor. The theme was
Unlike some avant-garde sign is a playsuit, fitted wearing several of her designs "Stephen Foster Folk Songs."
pajama styles of the past, the through the bodice and shouldParticipating in the program
.new variety appear to be with- ers and belted gracefully in a for Saks Fifth Avenue in the were all students from aftercurrent issue of a national
in the realm of possibility. bow over full rompers.
woman's magazine, has created noon kindergarten through the
Possibility for use, that is, by
a practical jumpsuit for the sixth grade. They sang eight
women who live ,in the suburbs
THE ROMPERS, banded
of the well known Stephen Fosof Chicago instead of the pent- on the leg about four inches suburban woman.
Miss Hackett's design has ter songs.
houses of New York and the above the knee, can lend the
Roman stripes and ruffles on a
summer villas of Cannes .
impression of added length to fitted suit with straight -falling
THE
SECOND
graders
One attractive pajama de - the legs.
legs flounced at the bottom. performed dances taught by
If you're a gall who likes The neckline has a large cir- their teacher, Miss Dorothy
Selling your home?
an individual, off -beat look, a clet collar.
Black.
usual for wear at a dressy
The design, in Galey and Lord
Call our
patio party, this style may be cotton, looks like a good bet for
Two instrumental ensembles
perfect.
backyard parties, casual coffee included 5th and 6th graders.
Man of the Dap
For dancing and elegant gatherings and stay - at - The fifth grade students' teachoccasions, there's the evening home evenings.
er is Norman Spratt; sixth
jumpsuit - floor -length, flarIts long stripes should create grade, Mrs. Alise Boyland.
ing trousers with sleeveless or an impression of height and slen-

:,rip r,in no:

.,;..,vro

MO

cvn'i

11,11!,!

1,:ir!

'AI OP

.., .!!
When you put on pajamas this season, it won't nec-,,

1,,-,ic,,,

,t)

!

t)gi,,,,,,,,ICIllinfPN
.

demi-sleeve

tops

in

one ex-

tended piece. It often is shown
with a floor -length coat with
puffy sleeves, fastened only at

derness, its easy fit should
flatter almost any shape.

PAJAMAS,

The topic "Helping Youth
Face Todays Problems" will

be given by Mrs. Harvy Motzer and Mrs. Donald St. Clair.

THE GUEST speaker will
be LeRoy Timmer whose program

is

entitled

Gordon J. Douglas

Jr.,

son of Mr. and Mrs. G.
G.

Douglas,

crystal and sterling silver.

Ladies of the area are

from Prospect High School. formation.
He was awarded an honorary scholarship to Illinois
Institute of Technology.

Naval ROTC
Over 100 mothers and friends and will study
attended the performance.
engineering.

CL 5-62120

patience and kindness
For
further
information
call Mr Byrn Witt, execulive director at the Clear brook Center, 255-0120

which serves
as children

need of volunteer work-

"

ers. The program has tripled in size during the past

Women are invited to visit
before volunteer ing
It is located at 3201 Camp bell Street in Rolling Men dows

work
would
directly with the children
under the supervision of a
trained
teacher. Experience
is
not necessary only love,

The New
Comedy Hit

the center

-

ISALL)

in-

iltlLif

1l

1/I THE ow a.... COUNTRY Cit.

".^.'"'",''"' '""'"

/A.

Curtain at 8:30... Sunday 7 30)
Dining available ..." Reservations CL 9.5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for information

scholarship

aero - space

haircolor
"takes"
in minutes

seen

that flatter almost any reasonably pretty figure.

BRUNS

well

AT OUR SALON ...

tesses, are appearing in styles

REAL. ESTATE

Schaumburg,

He was also awarded a full

years on fashion -conscious hos-

center
as

(Nightly Except Monday

Horne vited to attend. Call Mrs. H.
Terrace, Des Plaines, has Kolzow membership chairman
graduated
with
honors at CL 3-0819 for further in837

Palatine,

serving

"Gracious

Living," will pertain to china,

often in the last two or three
Ralph Mollnelli

is in

Prospect Community Center.

the neck.
LACE

The
adults

The Mount Prospect Home -

=

agency

theran Church of Prospect Heights.

''makers wilt meet Wednesday' 'year.
at 10:30 a.m. at the Mount
Volunteers

,

4,).t.,

.

community

Elk Grove and Wheeling has appealed for help through
the monthly letter to members of the Redeemer Lu-

One version features a long
overblouse of lace over tricot,
ruffled gently at the neckline,
sleeves and hem. It, tops straight

rent a new '66
CORTINA
FALCON
FAIRLANE

MUSTANG
GALAXIE
STATION WAGON

4:00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

9.00

P
E

D

A
Y

PLUS MILEAGE

"Time mocks all things; but the Pyramids mock time," says an oft -repeated Arab proverb.
Many objects excite our senses, because the space they occupy, 'as well as their venerable

age
and thus their duration in time-makes us feel diminished to nothingness in
their presence. And yet we revel in the delight of gazing at them. Such are the Sphinx, the
Pyramids of Egypt, and the colossal ruins of antiquity. Emanating from this era of
splendor, these objects serve as constant reminders that a quest for eternity is timeless.

Our civilization today bears a striking contrast to that splendid era of
centuries ago. Des Plaines Funeral Home offers the newest, most up-to-date
funeral facilities in the N.W. Suburbs. Service is our 'hallmark., -Ambulance
available at all times. Simply phone 824.0166.

ACCELOMATIC' Speed Processing develops

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE
*PLAN YOUR VACATION

haircolor in as little as 1110th the time!

RENT A STATION WAGON

No lengthy wait while haircolor "takes" at our salon! We
have the miraculous new Rifling ACCELOMATIC Speed
Machine. Our expert colorists blend and apply yourpersonal color formula. Presto . . . you're a blonde, brunette,
or redhead. Call for a complete haircoloring or touch-up.

SPECIAL RATES

DES PLAINES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE eget)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL'

CL 9 -alai.
KITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9089

Funeral
1717 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILL

Home

MAE BELLE'S
BEAUTY SALON

824-0166
Community Room Available for Civic Groups
1)

PHONE
CL 3-4123

207 S. EMERSON ST.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

NOW OWNED
AND OPERATED
HY

BERTHAVIMITT

S

a

JOIN

The
Novotny
Team
ELECT THOMAS W. NOVOTNY
THE REPUBLICAN FOR
WHEELING TOWNSHIP

ABRAHAM LINCOLN DESCRIBED THE COMMITTEEMAN'S FUNCTION

more than a hundred years ago, when he said ... "Our intention is to
so organize the whole State so that every Whig can be brought to the
polls .
divide (your) county into small districts and . . appoint in
each a subcommittee, whose duty it shall be to make a perfect list of
all the voters ... and ... ascertain with certainty for whom they will
vote .. . Keep a constant watch on the doubtful voters, and ... have
them talked to by those in whom they have the most confidence . . .
on election days see that every Whig is brought to the polls."
.

WHAT OTHER GROUPS
SUPPORT TOM'S CANDIDACY?

COMMITTEEMAN

VOTE JUNE 14

THAT IS CALLED ORGANIZATION ...AND IT REQUIRES PROVEN LEADERSHIP

These elected officers of the Women's
Republican Club of Wheeling Township.

NOVOTNY IS PREPARED

Mrs. Franklin R. Friday (immediate past president)
r

TOffitflIGH;4
IERAOLI,7;D:InpAgNJNTiFy
F
AND CeDMMUNITX.4 ij.
f '1

I

;,

United Statei.Army:-Sergeint Flits/ .Clase dUrind Korean War ''''l''!.
. Chicago Junior -Association Of CoMmerta-z=2PubdcatiOn chairman

i-t.

PERCY for Governor-State project chairman
GOLDWATER for President7-A township coordinator
HOUSER for Committeeman-Most effective area chairman in election
REPUBLICAN township slate-Publicity chairman
REGULAR Republican Club-Current president
REPUBLICAN Workshop-Founder, first president, state vice-president
YOUNG Republicans-A founder of the 50th Ward group
REPUBLICAN Organization-Area chairman, precinct captain, etc.
UNITED Republican Fund-Fund solicitor
CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT; 'PARTY LEADERSHIP; PUBLIC RELATIONS:
FUND-RAISING-if it 'relates to the job of committeeman, YOU NAME IT,
NOVOTNY'S DONE. IT I

,PERSONAL
Tom, 37, and his wife Jeanne
have lived in Arlington Heights

for 11 years. They have 2
children.

Tom is a self-employed manage-

ment consultant specializing in
executive recruiting.
Tom has a B.S. degree and an
M.B.A. degree in Finance from
Northwestern University.

Tom was born and raised in
Chicago.

PROVEN PRINCIPLES AND NEW IDEAS'
(LEFT) NOVOTNY encouraged and spent many hours on
the Republican clubs' project of collecting toys to send to
Vietnamese children. More than 3500, were sent. Novotny
proposes more joint efforts by all Republican groups.
NOVOTNY has developed a four -page platform "Program
for Excellence" for the Republican party in the township
(available on request). It stresses improved organization,
communication and penetration of areas where the Demo-

CA,

Mrs. Donald Marquis,giW Nqce pkresideng,
(d6ilrfd vice "president)
Mrs. Roger VinisCiii.(re'Coilliiiig"gRi4tary)

Mrs. H. F. Bunnelle (corresponding secretary)
Mrs. Harry J. Jenkins (treasurer)
Mrs. John T. Davis (sergeant -at -arms)

Toastmasters, International-Founder and president pf local group
Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce-Currently director, publicity
DOOR, Inc. (Sheltered, workshop for handicapped). Past director
American Cancer Society-Village vice-chairman, fund drive
United Fund-company representative, publicity
High School District 2141-Lay committee for sixth high school
Arlington Heights Caucus-Campaign worker
THROUGH SERVICE,TO HIS PARTY ..
, RUMSFELD for Congress;L-Western townships campaign chairman

il:?

crats are strong. We have lost too many elections!
NOVOTNY can accomplish all he plans because he is inter-

These elected officers and directors of the
Wheeling Township Regular Republican Club, Inc.
Thomas H. Hanlon (immediate past president).
Thomas W. Novotny (president)
Harold F. Bunnelle (vice president)
Wayland Buchholz (treasurer)
Mrs. Edwin Arnold (Recording secretary)
Mrs. Kenneth Grogan (corresponding secretary)
Edward Welflin (sergeant -at -arms
Glenn Anderson (director)
Donald Goodman (director)
Mrs. Albert Miller (director)
Charles Perrin (director)

These elected officers and directors of the
Wheeling Township Republican Workshop.
Albert J. Miller (past president)
Wayland Buchholz (president)
Robert Clark (vice president)
Mrs. Roy Jernberg (secretary -treasurer)
Thomas Breen (director)
Floyd Redeen (director)

These are dedicated Republican workers,
ELECTED by their fellow club members,
not hand-picked by
a lame -duck committeeman.

ested in and running for ONLY ONE J013-township committeeman. All of his political energies will be dedicated to
one job, not two.

NOVOTNY is recommended for election by the

TER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
t.

for

ONE

YOT111Y .F,,OR COP COMMITTEEMAN
1

Brink's Shutout
Sparks Dodgers
In Bronco 'A'

League Play Starts Tonight

Mt. Prospect Legion
Opens With Victory
A five -run first inning put the clinch on the Mount
American Legion Junior baseball team's
first win yesterday as the Prospecters whipped Hill-

Prospect

side in exhibition play 8-4.
The local squad opens league play tonight in the
rugged First Division, facing Des Plaines at Maine
West High School at 6 p.m.
Dave Kingman, yesterday's second inning, though, when
winner; will go for the Pros- Kingman ran into a little "
pect nine tonight, too. Coach difficulty -- which included
Mark Thorne pitched the lanky hitting one batter.
That was the inning he
right-hander four innings yesterday as a warm-up, and allowed the two runs -- but
Kingman responded with a Mount Prospect already had
a big lead, so there was no
two -hit performance.

HE FANNED
allowed

two

seven

runs,

and
gave

and

up four walks. Three of the
passes

came

in

the

messy

serious damage done.

..A1111.111.116%.

'Jack Brink led the Dodgers
BRONCO A standings folto a 10-0 shutout victory over low for the American and
Friday in. the
Boys' Baseball Association's Bronco A
Division.

called

only his

Thorne will start at first base,
for Kingman.
Peterson will be at second,

HE STRUCK our

route to the win.
The
Cardinals
Yankees squeezed

Whitcomb at short, and Maury
Gallagher at third.

outfielder,
Gallagher may be replaced by

J.

victory behind winning
pitcher Ewing.
The Yanks' winning tally

as a defensive measure.

scored in

The outfield should include
Manderscheid in center, Trayersone in right, and Robinson
in left.

for equipment begins as the Mount Prospect Legion
team's bench 'when rains Interrupt yesterday's opening day win over Hill -

A hurried

side.

1,

preciation, which

was

begun

Two weekend wins by Art's

AMONG OTHER

outings

planned by Operation Appreciation

for

the

veterans are
to White
The project also

ART'S NIPPED Martin J.
Kelly Olds 7-6 Saturday and

ing catcher Tom Lundstedt to

choice

the day at the races.

by

Whitcomb

Clyde

and an error put men on second and third. Rob Robinson's

and

double brought both home.

Motors
Ellinwood
10-7 on Friday.
Ellinwood rebounded from
the
loss
by knocking off
Bravos Oldsmobile Saturday
trimmed

A Hillside runner races back to first base as
pitcher Dave Kingman fires to J.D. Thorne in an
pick -off attempt during yesterday's 8-4 win over

11-4.

Art's Shell Service routed
Ellinwood on a 14 -hit attack

Hillside.

Schreiber Hurls 1 -Hitter
In Bronco Majors Tilt
Tom

Schreiber

twirled

a

Lundstcdt was the big gun crisp one -hitter for the Tifor the winners, getting a pair gers against the Braves FriSox games.
day, earning a 6-0 win in the
raises funds to provide trans- of triples in the ball . game. Bronco Majors Division of
portation money for needy fam- champs to only two hits the
Mount Prospect Boys'
the
ilies
of wounded veterans day before.
Baseball Association.
who wish t visit. them during
cOACIT 'THORN
,hxpect
HE FANNED 11 batters en
their convalaisCenCet.'1 ."1
Jcingtnan to -go the 'route to.. route to the trium h and of
g
P
good support from his team picnics

trips

''''"

Orioles

mates, who rapped eight safe-

Friday,

Jacobson limiting
to seven hits.

Cubs 11-1 Saturday and lifted
themselves into second place
in the Pony A Standings in
the Mount
Prospect
Boys'

Baseball Association.

THE ORIOLES

are now
2-1 and the Cubs 2-2. The
first -place Yankees are 2-0.

pitcher

the

losers

the Giants, and chipped in a
homier in his own behalf. Teammate Randy Jisperson slapped
one as well.

until the last inning.

singles.

The win left the Tigers atop
the American League with a
3-1 recordi

Cubs 5-2 and the Senators
stunned tine lions 12-3 in the
only other regulation games.

The Giants' 4-1 win over the

The Dodgers rolled over the Senators
Orioles 13-9 Saturday, coming rain.

was

shortened

by

Chip Seeber got credit for

the

Senators'

win

over

the

Lions, and helped himself at

THE DODGERS' attack was the plate while doing it with

the

winning

DOUBLES WERE hit by
Jerry Smith tripled and
Hartley got the win on the
Marty Baker and Ken Doctor.
Dick Moran doubled in back of hill.
Standings for the American
him, and Seve Klingaman drove
THE YANKEES tripped the and National Leagues follow.
home a pair of runs with

rally in the last inning.

whipped

with

ties.

from behind with a five - run

Orioles Top
Cubs in Pony
The

7

Page

Shell
Service
boosted
the
winners to a 4-I
season
record
in
the
Waycinden
Area Boys' Baseball Senior
Division.

Paul Peterson leading off with a single.

ton Heights' defending state
last March by the
Club
of Arlington Heights. Dave and will be replaced there
Lynk is director of the organ- either by Kingman or Jim
ization, which raises funds to Gumz should trouble develop
give gift packages to wounded
KEN
TRAVERSON,
the
servicemen entering the Great
Lakes Naval Hospital and to Mount Prospect right fielder,
set up special programs like drew a walk, and a fielder's

keyed by doubles from Brian three singles and a
triple.
Bakk, Phil
Radtke, Mark
Senator Carson tripled and
Hartley, and Steve Jackson.
Black and Vandervoort added
Two doubles and a homer by: - doubles to
the Orioles' catcher, Bentall, tack.

the

winners'

at-

Voight and
In the rain - shortened test,
Keane, kept the Orioles close Vic Incinelli got the win for
plus

doubles

by

-

a

neat

four -hitter

1

1

with

1-0

a

three, including two triples.
Standings for the Pony
and B leagues follow.

AMERICAN
W

TEAM

L

Tigets' ' " L.r:.::"
Indians
Yankees
Senators
Sox
Orioles

;.2
2
I

2

I

2

0

3

PONY A
Team
Yankees
Orioles
Cubs
Cards

2

L
0

2

Braves
Sox

2

2

1

2

1

2

0

2

3

0

2

I

PONY B

Lanky Dave Kingman, Mount Prospect's choice for
the starting pitcher In today's American Legloa con-

test at Des Plaines, winds and fires during yester_

day's win over Hillside in exhibition play.

-

Cards
Braves
Cubs
Yankees
Sox
Orioles

hits
nine.

got

again

to

the

losers'

2

2

1

3

0

nine

hits Saturday,

but base hit.

Standings, through Saturday,
follow.
Team

Gil's Bulko
Art's Shell
Kelly Olds

WL
4
4

3

0
1
1

Golf -Pros-

his own behalf. Doubles by
teammates
Bob Aoeg and
Lancaster, plus a triple by
Doug Tabar, supported his

effort.

TIM
with

a

HALLAS
neat

2

Des Plaines
Dodge
Bravos Olds
Des Plaines

2
2

2
3

4

0

attack,

1

4

pitched the Tigers to an 11-1
win over the Dodgers on a

the

Cardinals Friday, tossing

a one -hitter while beating the

Plymouth
Ellinwood
Motors
Pete's Standard

04

MARK GILLING'S home run

Yankees 4-I.
The
Lions

crushed

and

Pete

the

two -hitter.

Standings for the American

3

0

2

0

2
1

2
2
2

I

3

1

Shop 19-11, the Oakton Lawn
and Garden nine trimmed the

Town and Country Standard team 12-5, and Homeowners
beat Number -one
Suburban
Heating 6-1.

Giants
Lions

3

I

3

1

Braves

3

1

Cardinals

I

3

Dodgers
Cubs

1

3

0

4

Sponsor of legislation for tax relief, improved employer -

Endorsed by 6 township Republican organizations and recommended by Better Government Association.
"Gene Schlickman is intelligent, informed .. . the Republican
Party needs him . . ." Senator A. Russell Arrington.

.II

'

e u lican
June
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

11

Donahue

only
extra -base and National Divisions in the
hit Saturday as the Des Bronco B follow.
Plaines .Chiropractor. knocked
irAMERICAN
air
kfebrris' 'Nursery 'niriej
in the Waycinden Area Junior
Indians
4 0,
Division baseball program.
Orioles
3
I
In other Junior Division
Tigers
2 2
action, City
Barber Shop
Senators
2
2
tripped the Optimist Club
Sox
I
.3
10-2, Johnson Sporting Goods
Yankees
3
beat the Sportsman Barber
NATIONAL
was

Suburban attorney, married, and father of four children.

a

the

Sox 11-1 Saturday with 12 -hit

A recognized party leader and candidate for Wheeling Township Committeeman.

a

up

3

Municipalities, Judiciary and Insurance.

I

came

pitching job for

pect Mobil

Member of Illinois Legislative Council and committees on

a

the

Schiller got the win for Ellin The
Orioles
rocked
the
wood as two five -run innings Cubs 14-2 in thcir B game
gave him an insurmountable Saturday, with winning pitchlead mid -way in the game.
er Mark Keane doubling in

Ranked an outstanding freshman legislator.

Vote

last -inning

Tim Hallas rapped a double
Ellinwood and Bravos both for the game's only extra -

employee relations, efficiency in government and election
reform.

CHEVROLET

3

though he limited
Senators to four hits.

Representative in General Assembly -3rd District-(lst on the ballot)

3

0

even

Eugene F. Schlickman

2

3

2

1

NATIONAL
Dodgers
Giants
Cubs
Braves
Cardinals
Lions

ner Saturday as Art's got 14

Re -Elect

A

1

0

Cardinals 7-4 in their Bronco
B debate Saturday with Mike
Corrigan getting the win. Mike
BAUMSTARK was the win- Leib was pinned with the loss

in his route performance.
Bauer's
mate, rapped a solo
homer in the fifth while Bob
Della Valle went three -for -

2

2
2

Rick Baylis singled him home.
BOTH TEAMS got four
hits.
The Senators tripped the

at

CHUCK DRAKE,

2

1

Senators
Tigers
Yankees
Sox
Indians

the Cubs Saturday, fanning 11

battery

1

1

AMERICAN

George Bauer of the Orioles
tossed

1

Don Grasse singled in the
for the winners and
reached second on a passed
ball. He scored the game's
only run moments later when

Art's Shell Climbs
In Waycinden Standings

-It

team that had limited ArlingT

0

3

sixth
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triple them into a 3-0 lead.
Mount Prospect enjoyed a
nine -hit attack against
the

3

B Division.

PORTS Ar

D. came on strong, shut-

Centerfielder Tom Manderfree admission and a bo-. lunch
scheid and J. D. Thorne then
by the track, and horsemen
walked the bases full, allowat the park have agreed to
The afternoon at the track
is one of many such projects
arranged by Operation Ap-

0

3 '0

score Saturday in the Bronco

second -baseman

provide some wagering money.

3

Orioles

gers

younger

Mike Salata pitched' the final
A group of 30 wounded Viet inning for Mount Prospect,
Nam veterans will spend to- surrendering a pair of runs
morrow afternoon at the rac- on two walks and a triple.
THE BIG FIRST inning for
es, through the courtesy of
Arlington Park race track and Mount Prospect opened with

WL

The Braves nipped the Ti-

fv"1----T^
214,
;

three.

THE VETS WILL be given

the- bottom of the

sixth inning and offset the
Cards'
sixth -inning
tally,
which had knotted the score.

search

giving up no hits while fanning

Operation Appreciation.

and
the
the total

NATIONAL
Team
Braves
Lions
Giants
Dodgers
Cubs
Cardinals

8-7

John Phillips late in the game

brother, J. D., for two innings
ting out the visiting Hillside
nine and walking none' and

en

12,

for one more run, posting an

USUALLY AN

in relief.

GIs to See
Races at
Arlington

National Divisions.

Mount Prospect

STILL, THORNE elected to
rest Kingman after the fourth,
and

Tigers

the

night, but just in case, he'll
have J. D. Thorne ready.

ICKMAN

r

't

,f

rt"

The gpublican, Party
can survive without.
So what if Bob Atcher doesn't get elected State Senator
from the 3rd District - it certainly won't spell the end
of' the GOP, not by a long sight.
the .c4.1 ran tigtuaten,

lannUMMEMMI,-.*g.
As village president of Schaumburg, Mr. Robert 0. Atcher:

es.knevpr hg le*si cktIliattreal it toilette"!
g
gave resideits of the community a million -dollar community
center at no cost , . got the land donatqd. imprOvintimAs

hiki ilasa nd*Aepu bl i ca n -

ism, is tgrAipg many voters away from the Republican
Party. Sure it'll hurt the party if We don't send a modern-day, positive Republican to Springfield.
But kill the GOP it won't.

In at cost. balance (mow less than $100.000) paid off win:acesmutated building -permit fees.
- led a group of Plans Board personnel, working onwaight a week
for steady two years. In advance work on 350 ordinances.' In-

Would opera have suffered if the great Caruso had

cluded: five major plans at a cost to the general fund of only
WOOL es against a normal cost of $75.000 or more. Included
ore master plan, comprehensive subdivision control ordinance.

never sung a note? Would baseball have been something

less than the National Pastime if there'd been no Babe
Ruth to hit those exciting home runs? And wouldn't it
still be every bit as Grand an Old Party, even if Lincoln
had never been elected President?
Once in a great while, a man of immense ability . . of
character
of true dignity
. happens along, be it
in the field of music, the field of baseball, the field of

comprehensive zoning ordinance, etc. Ordinances now considered

one of finest sets in the state.
Induced Sears and other large, quality firms to locate a huge
shoppleg center there.
induced the Milwaukee Road to buy 610 acres of industrial park
to instill what will be its largest railroad industrial park hi the
railroad's entire 14 -state system. Conservative assessed value:

.

.

.

.

.

.

$150-200 million.

induced Nuclear Data, a Wisconsin firm, to locate there, as well

politics.

as Motorola. which will complete a $12 million building this
year (three major $12 million buildings all told).
set up area's first park district ... with no taxes levied to date.
Woo early supporter of township library, to provide area with

Great or near -great. Or just a darn good man.
Bob Atcher's certainly the latter, if not more. And he
has helped make folks realize the word "politics" is a
proud word, a word with dignity.
On second thought, maybe the Republican Party CAN'T
afford to pass up the likes of Bob Atcher.

this cultural advantage.
has worked tirelessly to raise the fax base in all school districts,

'BOB ATCHER'S BACKGROUND

'

EDUCATION:Unive.rsity of Kentucky

The following - among many, many others through-

OCCUPATION: Board member, bank; former owner and general managir,
radio station; singer, writer, matter of ceremonies; president, Village of

out the 3rd -Senatorial District
believe the GOP must
attract . . . and elect . . . men like Bob Atcher.
They urge .you to join them June 14 in casting a positive
Republican vote -_a vote for Robert 0. Atcher for your
State Senator.

Schaumburg

ACTIVITIES: Board member, hospital, suburban YMCA, chamber of commerce; member, Uons Club, Aans Commission, broadcast, musical, TV -radio,
public relations and actors' organiiations

POUTICAL:. Traveled throughout Illinois and Indiana for Nixon for President;
active in county, state and national campaigns for Republicans, including
Don Rumsfeld and Mrs. Church.

.

.

-

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller
Mr. Marshall Thereon
Mr. ant Mrs. Fis
Burn Mr and
MIUTARY: World War II," Pacific Theater of Operations; winner of two
Mrs. Gilbert ,Helhig
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Peters Mr. Wm: Caputo
Mr. Austees. Haider'
bronze battle stars, Philippine liberation ribbon with bronze battle star;
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Perry
Mr. and Mrs. James Drake
Mr. and Mrs. hints Stoehr! Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Riley Mrs. J. (Mite) terra Mr. and Mrs. Jack Massmann Mr. lands Ryan Mrs,
meritorious unit award; victory medal; Asiatic Pacific Theater ribbon.
Hera ilemhd
Mr. and Mrs. David Bray
Pastor Robert 0. Parts. Mr. and Mrs. All Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Pandak
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut Heltkotter Mr. rind.Mrs..,W. T. Amos Mr.
AWARDS: Distinguished Service awards, Lions, Rotary, Kiwanis dubs; VFW
tad Mrs. Harry Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ashley
Mr. Al Rohe . $r. and Mrs. Victor
citation '
Bolster
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. O'Mara
Mr. and Mrs. RicbartForrest
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Valenta
Mr. and Mrs. N. William Below
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Oviliksen
Mr. Merle,Willis
Mr. Ben Baldwin
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carrera
Mr. and
Mr. .and Mrs 1,.
Vffillains
Mrs. Joseph Fradian
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stretch
Mrs. Alan McLaughlin .Tdr.. and Md.
Le Mayes Stitt
Mr. and Mrs. Frank'Wiley Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jokier Mr. aid Mrs'. 0. C.
Crlson
Mr. sad Mrs. A, luck Ayus Mr. and Mrs. Richard OW. Mr. u4 MrskitaTIOild
Morley
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Fries,
Mr. ine Mrs. Ted Andersen. -Mr.' *ad Mri. Sid Cato- Mr. mid Mrs. Harry Powers' ek. and Mrs. NOM S. Salley
Mr. and Mrs.. James
sea
Mr. Carl
Mr. and. Mrs.. Ralph Martin
Mr. John A. Woods
Mr. and Mrs. 'Lnirencs Mefferd . Mr. and Mrs. Giese Zola
Itr...sad Mrs. Howard (Jack) Noble
Mr. and Mrs. James Musa
II'. and Mrs. Mot*
Helsper
Mr. James Sigealt
Mr. and Mrs. Walter ,I., Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. Narked Nectar 'Mr. gild Mrs..Erle
Mr. -and Mrs. Walter James Sills
.Mr. sad Mrs. Freak
Mr. asil.Mre.
Herbert Manor
Mr. and Mrs. William frank
Mr., Joseph J. lialliker
Mr. and Mts..-Frseli Lambert
Mr. sad -tin. Joseph Berkey .Mr sed lirs..Win. *bales. Mr. sad Mn. £IWWIN,eel Mud
Mri. Donald Petersen
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Tweet
Mr. lad Mrs.. Fred Irene Mr. and Mrs. Janes Risk
Mr. aid Mrs. Itliyalirl Schwidlir
Mr and .Mrs Donald Merton
Mr. rid Ski. YMust DIC11
Mr. end Mrs Francis Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Paupers Mr. and Mrs:. hick Flaherty
Mt. sad Mrs. Ed Schmitz
Mr. aml Mrs. Peter barium Min Hawk Modals Mrs. Fred
...Ur. aid
Mrs. Berard Mayer
Mr and Mrs. Roy L hokiii Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schuller Mr. Barney Ericksse Mr. led Mrs, laystruill Stestisea
flumes Heim
Musa Jr,
mr, aid
Mr. sad, Mrs. James Holman
'Mr, and Mrs. Robert. Wiley
Mr. and WI. William Ilenalsse
aid lks. Kenneth Beim Dr. and Mrs. Martin
111
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Weeks
Mr. aid Mrs.. Bald
Powers
Mr. and-Mn. David Nichols bk. sad Mrs. Thous Squires , Mr; .11111,Mrs..11pC Scheldt Mr. and lirs.
,C..Airderies
Mr. and Mrs.
VI
Mr. arul Mrs. Wass Wont Maid
Mrs. , Thomas torthwick
Mr. and Mrs Bernard Coaselly
Maed Mrs. Wm . -Powell
Mr lad Mn. Mama ihrim Mr. nil MO: Wailer Sligpittailik'Sr.: Mr. ale Mr.. Walter Owl*, Jr Mr.
Raymond Rowell .' Mr. and Mrs Donald DeVate
Mr and Mrs.'llennas
Mr. aid Mrs: Luis Vfinkelbalii 114;ignio' MO*
Mr
et
'Ws*He
eithrlo
RIO WWI* Mr.
'1110
.1At. lad Mrs. Charles Wilson
Mr. Walter Leptaa
,"r',
'
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BOB ATCHER FOR STATE SENATOR. IS L lAliOr St Arlington Heights, III.
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Candidate
Has Say

posed

new

emphasis

Specifically, I am opposed to

the' imposition of a graduated

or flat rate state income tax.
We have been sold a bill of

William J. Moore

goOds on the new Revenue Article by tying its passage to

educational needs.
Candidate for State Representative'
My opposition would be
I have stated repeatedly that candidatis did make such statesomewhat lessened
if there
all candidates who wooed voters ments. It took them five weeks
to figure out how to re -write were any accompanying prohave one basic responsibility
to those voters
namely to my platform and adopt it as posals to allocate the monies
state clearly and unequivocaly their own, but substantially, received from a newly passed
for the voters how the can- they all finally agree with' the state income tax for education.
didate feels on the major is- statements I made earlier."Add- al purposes, but this has not
sues which are developed dur- itional home rule, flood con- been done and will not be
ing the campaign. I attempted trol, water supply, economy in done.
There has not been a valid
to do this with the publication government and greater highpresented for the
on lily platform some seven way safety arc among my plat- argument
need for a state income tax,
form planks they have adopted.
'weeks ago.
There are areas of difference and the Revenue Article as
Finally, last week, all the
between the candidates, and it proposed is not a good enough

I FIRMLY believe that our

Our Republican Party
must come forth with commonsense answers to the need's in
izen.

our society, not merely luke"me too" measures
warm
which ape Democrat proposals
and abandon basic conservative philosophy. Our legislators
to
remain responsive
their constituents, and to the

must

philosophies of our Grand Old
Party.

of the Legislature as they have
voters

in the

want to go to Springfield

1

and represent the people of the
3d District. I know I can do a
good job: I know I will do a
good job if the voters will
put me to work for them.

ect my attention in most detail. of a state income tax.
We are not only selecting
Since the campaign began, I
have consistently stated my which candidates we wish to
unequivocal opposition on two confront the Democrats in Novmajor issues that will confront ember, we are choosing which
confronted the

r

party's strength lies in a recognition of the innate worth,
initiative and sense of respon/sibility inherent in every cit-

is to these that I wish to dir- change to justify the passage

the voters in the coming session

Page 9

we
philosophical
want representing us in Springfield.

Article.

Revenue

Vole for a WORKING TEAM of

REP

past. The first is on the question of punitive open - occupancy legislation.

LOCANS

I AM OPPOSED to the bill
which was proposed by our incumbent and other Republicans
in the last session of the General Assembly; I am opposed

'1

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS
5 TO BE SELECTED

to the bill as amended by the

Hord

Democrats; and I am opposed to

r. roe

tot

bill as amended by the
Democrats; and I am opposed
the

to that bill as it was voted for

KEVIN WINEINGEfl

by Rep. Schlickman and passed by the Lower House of the

Knight
Of The Day

I

last General Assembly.

The second major issue concerns the question of the pro -

Kevin Wineinger, is the
newest Prospect "Knight of
the Day." He sold 30 sub-

scriptions to the new, exciting
Prospect Day and is one of
The
Day's
route
carriers,
serving 37 customers.
Kevin's hobbies are

Mount Prospect, he was active

1620 West

Northwest Hwy.
ArlIngtonklIelghta
Mope 259-3205

.

Kevin who has one sister,
Sandra Lynn, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Wincinger.

0/

JUNE 14, 1966

SHOWROOMS
AT:

in Boy Scouts in South Bend,

7

TUESDAY,

VISIT OUR

base-

ball and prior to moving to
Indiana.

Read what theg swig:

PRIMARY wain

(tams

tha
.ilt="

"Peskin has distinguished himself in support of programs for the
welfare and safety of children and teen-agers."
Chicago Doily News 10.12-64

:had J. GroPP, h.
VOTE FOR(PaidALL
5 CANDIDATES
Political AdroTlimenonl)
*

*

*

*

"Peskin ... Igislative reputation as 'Independent' Democrat"
Chicago Sun -Times

101...

12-4-64

among the best legislators..."
Paddock Publications

2

IsThere Stiff
v4fr,

"Peskin has been one of his prty's leade. He has charted an often
independenti
course,ain the,legislarsture.v
"We congratulate the chief sponsor of the Juvenile Court Act, Rep.
Bernard Peskin."

Listen to what the newspapers -- who call the shots as

Organizczacta..., sethsciriato)

candidate for state senator:
----,-,---i'r--;:'e'ed------ IA:

r

0

stiifillikirs

and

we prefer
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mer the
in the
incumbent,
becauce

Std
the
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Sen John
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The Arlington Heights Herald
The Chicago Daily News
The Wheeling Herald
The Record
The Mount Prospect Herald
The Elk Grove Herald
The Palatine Enterprise
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VOTE
NI

F r OOP State Senator

'THE SENATOR YOU'LL SEE'

(Paid Pada' Adtcrtlumesi)

Disabled American Veterans

"Best legislator award ... his skillful handling of the Juvenile Court
Act alone, merits the highest praise."
Independent Voters of Illinois

2-26-66

"For outstanding achievement and distinguished service in the field

of social welfare and for unfailing leadership and superb direction, particularly in the area of child and family welfare."
11-15-65

"Much of the credit for the wide support gained for the bill to create
p State Board of Education goes to Rep. Bernard Peskin ... he
made possible Gov. Kerner's support."
Illinois State Chamber of Commerce

6-4-65

O. Atcher.

ote Ill

'''

"Our deepest thanks for your unceasing efforts on behalf of veterans
and particularly the disabled veterans of our state."

"

mcb...,,eresd.........Evy.

n ott

to hint, too

Illinois Welfare Association Merit Award

SCHAUMBURG
seldom
RECORD

v16 as
-trt,

11

811-65

Chicago American

they see them -- are saying about BOB ATCHER, Republican

3c NTIOSS

2-26.66

Chicago Daily News

IXTEtN NEWSPAPERS DON'T THINK SO)

For Democratic
State Representative, 3rd District:

Vote for

Bernard M. Peskin
in the
June 14th Primary
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YOU LET 'EM SEE -SAW

FIRST YOU'D BETTER
SHOW ME HOW ID
KEEP THE SADDLE
FROM SLIDING AROUND
THE HORSE SO MUCH !

TOO MUCH, WES--WAIT
AN' I'LL SHOW YOU HOW
TO KEEP TH' LOOP FROM
SLIDIN'AKOUND TI -I'
SADDLE HORN

SO MUCH!

OVER AT 1W ROYAL 700
OUTDIG A CANDLE oy 11.15
FIRE -BREATHING DV, EONS PAW.

'f.4/.1f1IT
6
0 10%./ Sr 141.A.

T w tn. US 10. Of I.

'Nico vacation, Miss Martin? But there! I mustn't stand "Ono good thing-I don't think the Recreation Director
around and keep you from your work!"
made it!"

'

BEN CASEY
DR.C.ASEY, DID STUART ACCEPT
THE INVITATION TO CONDUCT

HIS sYmPliDitY?

WHEN CAN I SEE HUM?
IS HE ALL RIGHT?

NE MADE 11-1E MISTAir.E

OF COVERING HIS MOUTH

EASY,

ENID...

YES, STUART 15 ALL

=--

THAT SA FIASCO I WANT TO WITNESS"'

RIGHT. HE'S ON HIS WAY TO
TANGLEFIELD 'TO REHEARSE
TUE ORCHESTRA.

PErsoNALLY I THAT SILLY CLOWN WILL
FALL FLAT ON HIS FACE THE MOMENT
LIFT:, THE EATON!

.7.R.WILUANI5
6 - / - 66

"FREE WHEELING"

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

WHEN HE SNEEZED!

MY WORD, FIREMAN, IT'S
I DIDN'T WANT TO SAY NOTHiN1' IN FRONT FORTUNATE
OF THEM 5QUAF,ES, MA -30R, GUT THE AMATEUR APIAR IST! HAVE
YOU HEARD OF IRE
WING DOES HAVE SOME LOOSE RIVETS!

a

0

(43
(;5

BUGS BUNNY

THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF

WHEN I WAS GOkN' GOOD, THE
MANAGER KEPT CALLIN' ME IN TILL
HE WORE OUT THE R A. SYSTEM.'
13Y THE END OF THE YEAR MY ARM
WAS SO WEAK I HAD TO STAND
ON A STOOL TO SHAVE!

BEE STINGS

IL

EH, TAKE A LOOK AT
THAT SIGN, AN' THINK
ABOUT WHAT YER
ON', DOC:

DOCTOR SAYS

HE'D RATHER
HAVE "THE -

MORTY MEEKLE

SORE

Bladder
Inflamation

TUSAYNOTHING
OF THE W0005,
WA -MR 1-(01-65,
AND .4/40-112Apts.

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

13
NIX I..

side

THE BORN LOSER

4 Cold (lunch. meat)
8 Cold -

How do these drugs act?

A -- Both are urinary ancause cystitis.

1.144

CAPTAIN EASY
DADDY

Q
1
have been to several doctors for my cystitis. Each one. tries a differ-

ent treatment. One says there
is no cure. Is this true? Can

NIAWTMInUta041.

SHOULD'VE

BEEN HERE
LONG AGO,OR
CALLED US,
WASH: I'M

ME.TOO! HE AGREED TO TAKENO
cHANC.99, TOPAY-94 CASE Dm zoLA
WAS, RIGHT ABOUT TN' SIGNALS FROM

WORRIED!

JUPITER TO A UFO-

...TM EXCITED MOTORIST SAID
THE

LIFO- 90 BRILLIANT THAT

IT BLINDED HIM FOR MINUTESROSE SUDDENLY FROM A

ELL GO

see IF THAT mime

MR. McJ(EE WENT! GEE...I.
FEEL KOWA SICK INSIOB I

THICKET AT' RUSTON AND
LEE ROADS -

tis?

A -- Cure Is often difficult
and may require a period of
hospitalization under a urologist
who will
determine
what germ is causing your

trouble and what other factors
are contributing to its chronicity. Emotional upsets may
cause

an
a

increased

frequen-

neither

cystitis and
physical weak-

true

will

ness.

doctor is giving
nicotinic acid for poor
circulation in my feet. Will
this correet the trouble or
me

just relieve it? Arc there any
bad side affects?
A

to
in

-- Nicotinic acid helps
dilate the small arteries
your extremities.
Large

doses of this vitamin can be
Wien with safety:

01011BEIVIMI

6 Court
proceedings
.7 Winter visitor
8 Entertain
9 Central

I21000LIZZI

YEAR...rim WILLIAM H. BONNEY,
AU. RIGHT, BUT 'YOU'RE -TH'
FUNNIEST LOOKIN' BUNCH

00121 1:1000
RIM
MOO
ElMal ©I210113

5 Russian river

1712101LI

American tree

opocao
0011013

(var.)

11 Masculine.
nickname
17 Cold
(snub, coll.)
19 Old and feeble

30 Necessary
31 Pain
32 Bellow
33 Girl's name
22 Destroy a tenth 34 Goose (Fr.)
art of
38 Sharp answer
24 OOperatic solo 41 Intertwines
25 Allusion
43 Place of
26 Church part
oblivion
28 Make ace
44 More unfriendly
4

12

13

36 Conceive
37 Seraglio
38 Bamboolike

15

16

39 Age

21

46 Body politic
48 Small cubes

131

a knife

-- on

49

7

49 Danube

tributary

50 Born
51 Singing syllable
52 Debutante
(coll.)
8

9

17

23

32

24

28

33

25

26

43 44

45

29
34
36

I

41

50

51

111142
48
47

P4°

52

54
57

6

46 Fired, as a rifle
47 Essayist Lamb

14

22

57 Tidy

59 Mouthlike
openings (anat.)
DOWN
1 Throw cold

6

E31110010
45 American
electrician

9

27

49 Ignored (3
words)
35
53 Wrong (comb.
form)
37
54 Roman tyrant
55 City in
39
Pennsylvania
56 Babylonian god
58 Wound with

121011911

12101E1
OLIO
0IZR21 01172U1
0101001 lii
CILM4111210 00000151

10 Be mistaken

18

C1122101ZIE1

01G;IMISIERII

CIla

1

40 Malt beverage
42 Ignited again

ALLEY OOP

OF INDIANS I EVER SAW!

Q -- My

Answer to Previous Puzzle
E112101010

grass

cy of urination but will not
cause

21 Marry again
23 South Asian,
native
24 Exclamation

29 Take apart
31 Medicinal plant
34 Liquid parts
of fats
35 Take it easy!
(2 words, coil )

upset of phyweakness cause cysti-

sical

(cowardice)
12 Lifetime
13 Odd (Scot.)
14 Spanish river
15 Light brown.
16 Weather
phenomenon
18 Nights before
20 Shaping
machine

27 Seines

emotional

an

13

us

2 Plant gentis
3 Renovate
4 Heart (anat.)

(contemporary
phenomenon)

BARELY HEAR TT!

TEACHER MESE
HANDIAIG OUT?

ART 9

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1 Cold -

urinary discomfort my doctor prescribed
Mandelamine. When it
failed to give sufficient relief he gave me Furadantin.

WHAT KILO
OF ADVICE is
THAT FOR A

11

TS.

ACROSS

BUT Can- WORRY,
JULY ABOUT DIED OUT
MOW-YOU CAI')

a

tiseptics. They kill some but
not all types of germs that

DEAL!

Cold Items

TIlE CAR NORM GOT STUCK
WHILE I WAS DRIVII.16 NOME,

Vcr=

GET

BIG

Is.

a germ that has reached your
bladder either from the out-

For

r

AS %,oup

TEACHER I'D
ADVICE!

-- Cystitis is caused by

Q

Oil,

EEK & MEEK

SOU SOME.

what I want is a cure.

(ascending infection) or
through your blood stream.
It is aggravated by a highly
acid urine. If the condition
is chronic there is no simple
treatment since different causative germs require
different drugs. Sulfa drugs
and nalidixic acid will often
eliminate the cause.

I., US. 1.r.

LIKE' TO GIVE

Q
I have a chronic inflammation of the bladder.
What causes it'? I get relief
by taking Mandelamine, but
A

19.14 1, MA. L.. TM.

53

56

58

59
13
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THE DAY

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT ADS

WANTED
HAVE YOU

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED W THOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing
to painting. Your equip. All
types $1.00 an hour. James
Manos CL 5-0682

Two girls 26" Bikes $8.00

ANY OF THESE

each or best offer CL 5-4415
Mary Beth Harry

StELL?

They'll Bring You Extra Cash
And

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

FOR SALE. Wilcox 396 A-1
commercial transmitter. Excellent -for conversion to the

amateur bands. Reasonable.

Almost new HO train set two

THINGS TO

Repair your TV,radio, phone-,
graph. Good work, reasonable
rates. Satisfaction .guaranteed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

392-6523 Bob Gallagher.

trains and train board $25

Call Bill Stacker HE 7-4734.

Job as baby-sitter wanted by
reliable 13 year old girl in
Ridge Park area. CL 5-4207.
Karen Munten.

DRUMMERS ARISE! Lead
drummer in Wheeling re-

sidential hind teaches all
styles. Reasonable
drum
rates! CL 3-2644DougSchemshe

$10.00; 24" Blue Schwinn Boys

For Sale 1 girl's 26" bike
$10.00 255-3611 Linda Cartier.

Rodig.

For Sale

20" Red Schwinn Boys Bike

Bike $20.00; 16" Red Triko
$3.00. Call: CL 3-3829. Don

$12.50

1

boy's 24" bike

Larry Cartier 255-

3611

Rugs

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

Need yard work done? Reliable
boy age 16 has had a lot of ex-

perience Call 392-6066 ask
for Jim Tate Jr.
Sit vertone dual pickup electric

bass guitar. Case included.
Like new. $95.00. 827-3228.
Jon Williams.
Trombone

Excellent

Books
Plants
Pianos

Cerra

Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

Drum set complete $125.Bass
drum, snare, pedal, hi -hat and

Jewelry
Bicycles

Condition Case, music stand
and music $110.00. CL 5-2662
Paul Neiweem.

cymbals, stands, case. Top

Quality. CL 3-8314. Jeff Osborn.

Slingerland drum set - black
and gold lacquer. bass, snare,
Tom Tom, plus 19" Zildian
cymbal. 1 yr. old. $200.00

TV Sets
Clothing

CL 5-2662. Ed Neiweem.

Cameras

3442 Ann Christiansen Age 17

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars
Auta-,Tires 4/.
Aquariums
Row Boats

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles

Child care experienced Hourly

or weekly rates. Call CL 5125 South Lancaster, Mount
Prospect.
Electric solid body guitar.
tone, volume, and pickup
switches. Double pickup.Case
included. If interested call
John Shanley, 392-1089. $40.
Wanted babysitting job Available !Toni 3:30 on Available all

.aUrniner I love children anta't
loVe
to babysit I'm experienced. 392-9163. Steph
Loughran.

with motor or trade for mini
bike call 825-5892 also one
extra motor. Warren Collins.

Baby Buggies

Nortwest Community Hospital
candystriper uniform 2530637. Sharon Burger.

Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

2

Brownie uniforms plus a

Suburban driven Wards Sting
Ray. Very good condition. 3 speed usually equipped. A buy
at $30.00 Call Brad at CL 53591 Brad Baidinger.

;Dar

good

condition, new brakes,

$15.00 894-3779 William Marquordt

Sell Lionel train set with two

trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-9021. Train number is
2037.

16" girls

wheeler $8.00

2

or trade for 20". Call Kim

McKinney 537-2894 at 1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

for sale. Set includes 2 cars,
2 controlers, transformer,
track, bridge, and railing. Ca 11

CL 5-4507 Walter Jefferson.

WANT A PET? Easy to care
for. Loads of fun. Guinea pigs
$1.00 each. Call Tad 392-6032
Tad Hanrahan

Eighteen speed Schwinn bicycle for sale. Excellent condition. Many accessories and
spare parts included. Bargain
at $40. CL 5-3657 Tom Cramer

DAY

WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

aquarium decorations. Chuck
Moeller CL 5-4552.

Lee and Scott

experienced

near South Side Arlington lawn

service. Call CL 9-4811 orCL
5-2393. we rake the clippings.

Free estimates. Lee Atwater

Wild rocking horse for -ale
Plastic palomino pony with

spring suspension on metal
frame, height to saddle 23"
$5 Ricky Stoner CL 9-1079.

Vinyl pool for sale 10' by 2'
metal frame. Pool vacuum

ter car coat size 12. Julie

cleaner included. $10.00 Gwen
Stoner, CL 9-1079

piece track 2 cars and power
pack. H.O. Scale $15.00 CL 93270 Randy Swenson.

SALE! Three used girl's bikes

priced from 10 dollars and

down. 259-2788 Karen Williams.

For Sale - little league baseball shoes $2.00. Two round
jigsaw puzzles, cost $4.00
each, will sell for $1.50 each.
Roy Brooks CL 3-8602.

Interested in Music? Pierre
Maure practice flute for sale.
Complete $35.00 or best offer. Anita Marshall 392-5194
e

For Sale - Girl's twenty inch '
bike ten dollars. 392-9731,
Rhys Williams.

Do you have an old piano
that no one ever plays? We
had to leave ours when we
moved hero. 392-3848 Vicki
Dellacecca.

Need work, Will babysit, cut
lawns, or wash cars, anytime
Thank you. 392-9163. Leea
R. Loughran.

Wanted To Buy. One basketball back -board in good condi-

tion also one girl's playhouse
for yard.392-4731.Rhys Williams.

Want to do any odd jobs;

carrier, mow
lawns, wash cars. In winter
Newspaper

shovel sidewalks and driveway; etc. CL 5-1604. Steven
Stratos.
For Sale Boy Scout clothing.
Shirts sizes 10-12.0r1on knee
highs, garters, caps. Also
condition.
Keith Nelson.

825-5704.

Thumb typewriter, both excellent condition and reasonable. 825-5704. Vernette and
Claire Nelson.

,

Baby sitting' during vacatien
751 an hour. Experienced and
reliable. Children's clothes
cheap. Maryanne Dowiarz, CL
3-9198

year old Sears Roebuck $30.
after

9:00 o'clock. Donald
MacBride 255-9518.

School Gardener are best for

Boy, 12 years. willing to work

on South side of Arlington.

Bill Wolod 132 South Patton,
CL 5-1143. Odd Jobs.

brothers. 392-3048 Vicki Dellacecca.

Have recently acquired old

Bangcock, Am unusually
game, to barter for same,

Antiquated records of Bach.
592-2676 Steven Schafersman.

,,Depedable babysitter, not a
T.V. watcher four years experience excellent references. Live near Kensington

school Age 15. Call 255-0896
Vicki Janda.

Fourteen year old girl wants
babysitting in Virginia Ter-

race area. One year experience oldest of six children.
Call 255-3631 Barbara Fugate

Baby sitting service in Ivy
Hill area weekends and summer months. 501 hour 75c
after midnight. CL 5-0718,
Karen Weller.

Toys and games for sale.

Five to 50 cents. Call CL 52067 - 2608 Fremont Street,

CL 5-0283 Randy Roeing

new CL -5-3656 Beverly Glow acid

vicinity of Rand, Euclid, Dryden, Olive Sts. Strong, efficient

Andrew Pancratz

CALL

255-7200

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P.M.

choose from. 253-2051 Richard do Robles, Jr.

Printing done for you no Job
too small colors too on small
letter press many types to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.

Lawn Mowing and yardwork.
Call Steve Collins Northwest
area Mount Prospect only.
Call CL 9-2737 Age 13.

Let me print your letter head
and envelope prompt service
special price 1000 sheets 600

Dart Go -Kart frame for sale,
white upholstered seat. new

WANTED:

CL 5-3129 Roberta Zambo.

WANTED WEIGHT LIFTING
EQUIPMENT. JERRY 253-

babysitting job.
Northwest Mount Prospect.
Experience 501 per hour. age
13. Love small children. Call

envelopes

Accordion for sale 120 bass
intermediate good condition
$75.00 or best offer. CL38970 Don Koehler

having papers delivered ter

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sitters charge soc an hour call
CL 5-4706. I'm 14. Jan Os-

Boys Schwinn 20" bike. black

and white, also has training
wheels for beginner. $10.00

26 inch boys bike chrome fen-

ders $12.00 Beginners Accordian
$20.00
Gregory Lanzon

anced. Never used Corvette
stick set up. $150.00 or car

ker.

Selling Aurora HO Roadrace
set, four lanes, nine cars,
many extras, best reasonable
Offer. 253-3170. Mike Beechncr.

Plano lessons for beginning
students, McGinley ,, method.

Lessons at instructor's home.

$1.50 for 30 minute lesson.

request.
Reference
on
392-5652 John M. Fitzpatrick

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting Jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.
259-0513. Donna King.

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorporated business
around. Call now. See how
high schookgardeneraere best .

Arlington High School student

Silver C Flute by A rtley, com-

plete with carrying case and
cleaning rod, $80. 259-4392
Linda Gausman.

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595

Boy's 26" bike very good

Steve Coy.

5-4119 Tr:M.1'Se hd-1
.

392-2119

Schwinn bicycle 20" Blue and
White. "Debbie" model good
condition. 937-4840 Joy Wel-

Mike

CL 5-2820 Andy Scaletta

for'you. C
ffel.,

you; Keep satisfied customers. Call Doug Hochstetler
CL 3-7847

Will sell or trade 1957 Chevy
engine. "283" Quad, bal392-7567

type

All Arlington Heights newsboys with problems, solve by

For sale 6 string flat -top
guitar, like new $20. Sue
Pauley 259-4270.

equivalent.
O'Connell.

beautiful

colors too. 253-2051 Richard
de Robles, Jr.

3481. Jerry Basel.
Primary piano students wanted by high school student curat Northrently studying
western School of Music. Will
teach in home. Call: Ken Barr
CL 9-1518.

can do any printing job, on

my five by eight inch real
letter press many types to

Must be in North area of Mt.
Prospect. Call CL -9-2737.
Carol Collins.

blue, $75. or best offer.
392-5808 Mike Allen.

condition. ,Ushd Ferest, ar}oc

.

.

-

:jacket _size, Mrdtuin,a'at

Rocking Horse' spring type. - _Popular 45 records '109 each.

Drummer needed for boys
combo. Eighth grade boys in

group - please call CL 3-7739

for audition time after 6:00.
CL 3-7739 Chris Schafchen

Large size Excellent condition
$10.

drews.

ting or odd jobs reasonable
rates. Tom Kindler CL 33240, 630 N. Dunton.

Call: Tom Hinrichs 253-2542.

253-4455 Richard An-

Girl's Rollfast bike about

seven years old, blue, 24 inch,

For sale St. Viator freshman
books

8th Grade Boy wants lawn cut-

gebra,
Wanted

english, history, alreligion, health.
Sophomore biology,

geometry, english, religion,

German.' CL -3-0392. Kenneth
Iciek.

Baby sitter, 16. Five years
experience with children of
all ages. North side of Mt.

Wanted babysitting job. Will
babysit in Devonshire,Devonshire west area. Experienced

3879. Jill Perz.

hour. 437-2704 Susan Soble.

Prospect Day or night. CL -3-

Looking for an experienced

babysitter, age 16? Will also
do light cleaning. Need a typist?' Can type 50 w.p.m. Call
329-5870 Linda Miles.

coaster brake, average condition, $10. 259-4392 Laurie
Gausman.

Attention must sell now One

boys 26" J. C. Higgins bi-

cycle. Very good condition.

dition. $12. Call Bev Miles

711 North Eastwood Mt .Pros peat 392-5870 Call after 4

For sale, purple Schwinn 10 -

chain. Excellent condition.
$50. CL 5-2543. Carl Kreutzfeld.

KITTENS FREE all black and
very playful pan trained fluffy
and part Angora six weeks old.

Senior looking for beginner
piano students to further

Future Northwestern Music

piano background. Very
limited schedule, but low

lessons. James Grady 116 S.
Albert St. CL 5-6177.

speed. one year old and like
new. With light, lock, and

p.m.

teaching experience. 9 yrs.

10 watt guitar amp 3 inputs

rates. CL 5-1036 Keith Hig-

of

volume and tone controls $30

speakers

$30.
Chuck Cashion.

gins.

CL -9-0080

Boys 28 inch bike $9, Boys
suit size 12-14 $4, girisblack
leotards and tights size 10

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

$8, spring coat size 14 $9.,
white party dress, street
length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

Wanted to boy. Old bike which

Mini -bike, Dart cycle with

825-1905. Rick Mulcahy.

MacCulloch 40 and dual carbs
many extras Phone CL 9-0693
Jim Welch.

Boy's 24" bike. Three years

Will do light housework.Rolling Meadows area. Call CL 52067 Robin Fogarty.

gears. In good working condition. $25. 392-4952 Lynn

High school boy age 18 needs
summer job. Will do yard
work. You supply equip.CL 33630. David Moss.

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sisters. Charge 501 an hour.
Please call CL 5-4700 Name
Jan Oswald.

Summer job desired by high
school sophomore girl. Ex=
periericed babysitter and/or
mother's helper, good references. Call 259-0820 Mary

-

Allen.

I can repair for myself. Can
not spend more than $5.00
Huffy Mark 10 English racer
bike. 10 speeds, excellent condition $50. Call CL 9-4177
Mike Walden.

old. Good condition. New tires

and tubes. Phone 392-0693.

CL 3-7964, 204 East Berk-

shire Lane, Mt. Prospect, Hl.
Age 13.

high school combo. Must have
own equipment Call right now.
CL 5-4223 Dean Deyo.

W. Grove, 253-1627 McCall.
Southwestern Arlington.

Monica Hoggay.

Need a baby:3liter? Handywith
children call Janet Duffy.

player to play in experienced

of ten. 13 years old. 1406

10 $5, small phonograph $2

girl's bicycle. 26"
racer with two speed pedal

Wanted electric bass or Organ

Wanted Yard Work or babysitting. 2nd oldest in family

as is, Misses black winter

White

Futch.

Major will give summer piano

coat size 12 $10 CL 3-0495

Navy blue spring coat size

Olds Ambassador Trumpet.
Excellent condition. Has a

Call CR 2-5526 Pat Quinn.

"1966 Electric Guitar Vibrato
triple pickups Sunburst finish
Excellent condition $80.00 or
best
offer must sell.
CL 3-3277 Tim Dolan.

$4. CL 3-0445. Michael Hog gay.

wanted by two high
school juniors lawns cut, cars
windows washed etc. preferably in south Arlington Good
reliable workers. 392-5126 or
CL 5-1046 Al Oates & Tom
O'Hara

offer accepted. 253-2542.Tom
Hinrichs

Slingerland Snare Drum with
stand, Practice block, sticks,
brushes, and music book.
$25.00 Call after 5:00 P.M.
Michael Limberg 437-4998.

with small children $.50 an

Girls 18" bike. Good con

Have been studying clarinet 8
years. CL 3 -3519.Dia ne Sharp

half hour starting June 20.

weed, window washing, etc.
CL 5-0268. John Cummings.

slicks, new brakes, metallic

Girl Rythm guitarist looking
for frosh and soph girl guitarist and drummer for combo. Cathy Schafohen CL 37739 - between 5:00 & 8:00

clarinet lessons
given in my home. $1.50 per
Beginning

Park area. Will cut lawns,

Babysitter! Age 14.1oves children. Weekdays and weekends.

Babysitter available - capable

parties anywhere For more
information .call 392-7567.

OFFICE HOURS:

does all odd Jobs in Ridge

John Welch.

department

for business.

Experienced High school boy

arty

The DAY classified

for

HoSSaY

3

Chris O'Connell.

WANT ADS

For sale: Blue and white male
parakeet with cage and stand
both for $6.00. 392-6472. Lee

proffessional mouthpiece and
a
case. A real bargain!
CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

and experienced. Low rates.

Please call CL 3-2459. Roger
Willis.

Cub Scout' uniform size 14
$4. Cub Scout Trousers size
12 $1.50. CL 3-0445 Mark

I

speed Sting Ray
Bicycle like new with hand
brakes and stilt rear tire.
Schwinn

Work

The "Fourmost" an all girl

is now open

$5.

$15.00. 392-9640 Scot Farley.

0718 Steve Weller

Rolling Meadows, Diane Fog-

entertain

Pretto.

cluded. $40. John Shanley 392 1089, 707 South Kasoar.

filters and some fish $20.00
for all also Stingray bike

Ivy Hill only. Phone CL 5-

Guitar and Trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.

will

plane

362-4473 Tony

Hurry must sell now. Best
I will take good care of your
children. I am 12 years old.
Experience with four younger

around Call now See how High

combo

and parts; .049 control line

Electric solid body, double
pickup guitar. Volume, tone,
and pickup switches. Case in-

For sale: Snare Drum one

Lawn mowing, dog walking,
you name it, I'll do it. In

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorporated business

For information call Barbara
Meister CL 5-5734.

go-cart and mini -bike frames

-- 2 'Motorola' 15 inch bass

For sale Childs Singer sewing
machine $5.00 Also Tom

Free pet mice. How would you
like to have your own pet mice.

5 1/2 H.P. West -Bend Go-cart
motor $40; motor scooter $40

lums with stand, reflector,

wald.

Phone Your Want Ad

NOTICE

For Sale 15 and 3 Gal.Aquar-,

and responsible. CL 3-0236

Black patent leather shoes.
Size 9. Two darling shift
dresses Size 12. 5 gal fish

you. CL 5-4817. Tom Scheffel

For Phone Number
In Your Area

392-7448.

pump heater, gravel, asst.

Full length winter coat with

plus training wheels good conCL 3-2485

$250.00 Brand new. Sell for
$125.00. Bill. Toner. Call

Will do any odd jobs in the

flector, under -gravel filter,

24" Boys Bike in good running
condition. $12. David Winter stein 253-3057.

good

dition $45.00 new. Will sell
for $20.00 Barbara Schmidt,

pickup, Good condition, costs

Complete: 10 gal. aquarium
includes stand, re:

outfit -

Please call CL 3-2454 Roger
Willis.

summer shirts. reasonable,

Girls Blue 20" Schwinn bike

VOX Super Ace, Guitar, 3 -

26" Schwinn girls bike blue
lights and carrier baskets like

group. $2.00 per half hour.

Tollefson.

Call Margo CL 3-6960

Wanted: Lawn jobs, or other
odd jobs in Hickory Meadows
area. Call 392-4856, Ted Antrim.

CL 9-4811

tank. Phone 392-4394. Win-

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child, others 751

MOTORIZED RACE Car Set

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or

fur collar. Town and Country
all weather style. Size 12.
Call Julie 392-4394 Julie Tollefson.

Children 3 to 6 Come to Play -

Knauf.

clock, directly received from

See Classified Page 2.

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

Boy's 24 inch Sears bike,

size waist 27,1ength 29,$27.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zalitek, 392-0696

new sale price $15.00 Call

Want to sell 2 Girl -Scout and

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment

7586 Janet liellenmayer.

brown suit with two

slacks. nearly new, Slacks

sizes 6, 12 and 14 on sale
Go kart for sale good condition

Used Trucks

Sewing Machines

ey for college. Can type 35
words a minute. Call CL 5-

MARX ROAD RACE with 36

Refrigerators

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing

High schoolSentor needs mon-

Boys

Girls 24" Higgins bike bought
new good condition. also 10'
diameter 24" deep Doughboy
pool new. Never 414,e_4 tyrr*
bare Kab tts,3911-4W,..

1

Electric guitar Teisca Del Rey 2 pickup. Hollow body,
$100 new, $60 with case, strap,
and cord. 439-1005 Drew

Plakos.

"PRESSED" FOR TIME? Will

do your ironing in my home.

Experienced. Bonnie Van met
259-3858.

For Sale: Dart Kart wtin west

IldirCattrle" electric starter,
For Sale: Dart Kart with West

I'm husky, ready and able,
19 years old willing to do
anything you need done.Baby-

Bend 820's electric starter,
jacket, helmit, new tires,
parts. Few hours. beautiful

CL 5-2644. Dean Rosenquist.

condition 827-8484, Dennis
:Needleman

sit, shop, cut lawns, weed.

3

a

Ate

Monday, June 13, 1966

S
A

CALL

1

3

255BEFORE 4 P. M.

Found - Childs wrist watch
in vicinity of Willow Rd.Prospect Iits. Call 392-3271.

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
I'm too big for my 20 Inch
Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
For sale, one pair used hockey Slingerland Snare drum with

. Ice skates. Size 10. Good condition. $7.50. If interested call

Bill Collin CL

case $30.00.

with titkrator, and case. $50.

5-1631

CL 9-3695. Frank Lentine

Banjo for sale with case and
books only $25. Call Vicky

High school boy wanting lawn

(Bruce Harmon at 255-6973.

Grass cutting jobs

'Wanted:

Northwest Arlington area. My
mower only $1.50 Tim Pogaiz

437-4183.

Experienced eighth grade boy
will mow lawns and do garden

chores. Will clean garages.

303 S.Fernandezateasonable.

Jim Skarzynski CL 9-0807.

827-4078

It's a girls! Want $7.00 only.
Call soon. 392-6208. Pamela

Ltileberg CL 5-8820.

Reliable baby sitter available
nights only. Experienced references. Call after 3:30 p.m.
prefer Jobs near Virginia
Terrace. Rona Goodman

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647
Toy sink, refrig., smolt 'cradle
$2.00, Formica top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2385.
Debbie Bodin.

Harmony guitar with case,

259-3789

like new $40.00. One year old.

Girl's 29" bicycle for sale.

Almost new 33" metal doll

CL 5-0796. Danielle Danis.

Useable for beginner. Best
Karen Hilb. 392offer.
243

house with furniture and awnings '55. C1;3-70578 Susan
Busse.

Let me print your business

For Sale: Girl's winter coat,
Blue and gray tweed, with
hat and snow pants. Size 10

20" ballerina doll with wardrobe, $4.00. 27" wood doll

Excellent

new. $4.00 CL 9-3695. Cathy
Lentine.

condition

$8.00

Christie (Meer 823-9471

Jr.

I do printing for small bust=
ness sales tickets 100 to each
pad any job to fit six by eight
press 253-2051 Richard de
Robles, Jr.
$174.00

Gemelnhardt "C"

Flute. Used one semester
$85.00 - Grenadilla Wood

Clarinet: Fine French made
wooden clarinet. Just overhauled. New carrying case.
$50.00 CL 3-9380. Barbara
Glicksin

Gd. Joe and equipment for

sale.

Rick

$3.00

825-

1405. Ricky Mulcahy

bed with mattress.

Brand

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

control panel village value
over $200 sale price $85.

POUL'S LANDSCAPING

etc. sold seperate or best offer for Four Trains and Table

some boy Only $5.00 Ph. 3927997. David Helwlg.

Here's Where!

Girl bass player wants to form
girl combo guitarists organist

15 -Business Personals

or drummer willing to buy

own equipment call 392-6453
Karen Schmidt

amateur astronoFor sale 4 1/2 inch

mers.
reflecting telescope. Includes

equitoral mount tripod amoung

its many professional features. Price $75.00 Kurt
Schoenberg CL 3 - 4748.
Baoysitting:

Devonshire Des Plaines no
later than 1 a.m. for 50C an

Itt

hour call Linda Maggard 2067528

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

for more information.

DO YOU.
NEED'

YARD WORK WANTED byca-

amplifacation sold retail $110.
asking $55.00. CL 5-2917.
Miss Rae Kunstman.

Ann Vazquez 392-7469

pies have or will get tells
of black or red violet or

multi -color. Call CL 3-0494

after 3:30 Brian Corr

FOR ANY
'Lawn Work wanted for high
school Jr. Country Club area.

Up To vy To Pay

call CL -5-4706 ask for Bruce.
Bruce Oswald

For Sale: 26 inch girls bike.
Two years old. Basket included the bike is pink and

WE

white.
Reasonable.
Nilsen 392-5024

SPECIALIZE

Fran

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

High school boy wants job
cutting lawns. Perfer vicinity 'of North Arlington Call
CL 3-2740. Dale Weidner

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

Experienced, Reliable 15year

and/or do
light housework. References
old will babysit

PAY ONLY ONE

available. Leslie Lewis 392-

MONTHLY PAYMENT

4' x 2 1/2' pool table like

CALL TODAY

new, foldable $7.00 Boys indoor shoe skates size 1 girls
size 13 Vac -U -Form plastics
and molds CL 3-6907 Mark
Larson

,255-5060
Henriksen

I have someone's lost black
and white kitten - about six
months old. Waycinder Park
area. Joy Rossiter 827-4076

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Experienced babysitter needs
more summer jobs. Late

-MOM

hours permitted by parents.
Westgate area preferred.
References available. Karen

IIANDHUIST

COMA

Hilb 992-9243

LOAN CO

6'1V1?:

"

0108

area. Lawns - your mower
$1.50 my mower $2.00. Odd

Jobs baby sitting, weeding,
painting $.50 per hr. CL 5Work wanted by 2 H.S. juniors
good refrances. cut lawns,

wash cars, windows etc. Al

Baby Guppies for sale. 4
for 250 Eileen 825-1405 Ei-

.Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
the State..of Illinois.

leen Mulcahy

Want to learn poodle groom-

ing willing to work for vet,
or kennel. Will be 16 in
July Phyllis Naegele 824-2779

44

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

PAINTERS, INC.

DRAFTSMAN
Excellent position for experi-

GLORIA VAN

draftsman to work in elec-

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

ary . commensurate, with

enced

ity., Excellent fringe. bqneilt..,
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.

otottait
cte
302 W. Northwest Hwy.
.392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect.

(Rte. 83)

Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS
Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

,,;CLEAR BROOK...3-03491
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

Tractors - Caterpillars

Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
' Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on

Steady employment

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBgAM'CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

1565 LEE ST.

An equal opportunity employer

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
537.8228

wanted

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
FRINGE BENEFITS

Call for appointment

827-3179, Mr. Reilly

draulic Or electrical expel-. preferred.
Pleasant working conditions

8180. Gail Schubert.

Two good microphones, cheap.
Double pickup Arch Top guitar
single cutaway. Excellent condition. 110 lb. Weight set,
brand IIP:if.Best offer.reason-

able. JL 3-4542. John Ryan.

Saint Victor Jacket Medium
size like new, but outgrown $20.00 new, will sell for $10.00

CL 3-2485. Fred Schmidt.

Will baby sit Mornings Afternoon or Evenings in North of
Highway area Experienced,14
years old.' 500 an hour. CL 32485. Cathy Schmidt.

SERVICING

358-2934

562-2991

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
Apply 9
5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.
Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

timates. 529-6587.
General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880
'

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

Homes Built To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617
Landscaping

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.
SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking(U or I)

bathavail.

El. 15 yrs.
Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 20g -Colors 25c

See and Buy them at
'

WHEELING

537-2180

Laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2 day service.

expertly
cluded.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Muth, Language, Science
724-7120'

-

Now available in red, green.
black, brown, yellow, buff.

Pi A I AP 77 IV METALS
Ammimmimm.mw
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

.

and College Board Exams.

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL, PROCURE-

250 N. 12th ST.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Carpentrylemodeing

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

(OFF DUEE RD.)

low

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015z

PORTABLE T.Y.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

driveways.

Lawnmowers

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

JUNE SPECIAL

work guaranteed. Free es-

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373.6880

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

An equal opportunity employer

ice skates size one and size
six, $4.00 or best offer. 392-

24

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Girl's brand new winter coat,
raccoon collar Size 10 cost
$40.00 sell $20.00 Notify:

Rocking Horse $5.00, Beginners 3 wheel bike $2.00,Girls

Driveway: and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

MAINTENANCE
General all around man for Maintenance Departmeps,

Two 26 in. Boys Bicycles one
$10.00, other $15.00 Call 3928665. Steve Aylward.

asphalt

358-2581

free

valle, 711 Seegwin, 259-1647.

Debbie Lamantia, 2407 Lafayette, Arlington Heights.

PieteitIve. curbing 'tor

DON'S BLACKTOP

GOOD STARTING SALARY

Size 10 suit cost $28.00 now
$3.00 skates 25g. John Della-

I

parking
lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap-

old blacktop, repair & seal

711 Seegwin, 259-1647.

etc.

driveways,

Paid Rest Periods

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 12 Sat's.

WHY TRAVEL

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.

'

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

24 -Help Wanted Men

824-6135

I

SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 Busse Rd.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington. Heights

Service on Cars - Trucks -

Paint Store Managers

Wagon $2.00 sleds $2.00,53.00

C. B. RADIO

Uadio-TV Repair

Cement Work

Call or apply in person

with infants and large familys.
References available. 3581341. Darlene Martin.

$1.00 each. Bob Dellavalle,

Call 255-1200

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

electro - mechanical

RIGHT IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Boy's 26" foreign bike Needs
brakes $3.00, 2 batman lamps

ADVERTISING

Auto Parts And Accessories

trical -electronics field. Sal-

Teen age Baby Sitter or Mothers Helper available for Win-

ston Park area. Experienced

For

CR 2-5753

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

featuring

Oates, 392-5126, Tom O'Hara
CL 5-1046.,

H.

OFFICE HOURS:

inspection

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Work wanted Rolling Meadows

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
PROFESSIONAL

COCKTAILS

3805. Tom Van Antwerp.

Fancy Tail Guppies Male Gup-

Take cn Months

Arl. Hgts.area.Conscientlous
and dependable worker. 392-

Let us help make your...DAY!

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

Reliable 15 yr. old boy will do
any odd jobs or lawn work in

For Salel New "Eke" classic
guitar equipped for electronic

Pepper doll, case, wardrobe,
in good condition Cost $3.00.

REASON?

.

CL 9-3113

phone Le 7-2196 Steve Magerl

OR MORE

Grotjahn.

Mr. Foreman

Service Directory

METHODE

DINNER
Girl's 20 in. Blue bicycle with
chrom fenders Excel condition
$12.00 Call 392-7815 Also 24

2157. Lucky Walker.

pable fifteen year old boy in
Wheeling area. If interested

$2000
$3000
$4000

years old. Also baby sitting
Call CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

Wanted 24" or 26" boy's bike.
In good condition. Foot brakes

preferred. Paul Sebby. Call

RAND & EUCLID
259-5400

Mt, Prospect

in. Boy's bicycle. Mary Jane

Will babysit in

Plays presented nightly
Tuesday thruqunday

437-4677
Even1ngrfr and Weekends

EgUSINESS

Will train man with related
f

392-7110

8 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

growing electronic company.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

LABORATORY

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.

Interview 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. Call 728-5388

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

chance for advancement in fast
in

Union Special Machine Co.
RESEARCH

helpful. Co. benefits, training with expenses, car plan.

FR I DEN, INC.

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

background
work.

-

for details.

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

.1

Experienced Draftsman to do
Detailing and Design work in
Research Lab of large Chicago
based Co. Good pay.Excellent
fringe benefits. New aircond.
building. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

pnpeeca.rBanaeseic. eMleeccthra9niniccasl

A DIV. OF SINGER CO.
29 N. Wacker
Chicago

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR

in the Old Orchard
Country club is

anbeialti

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

'4 -Help Wanted Men

COUNTRY CLUB
.THEATRE

lawn mower. Boy 14 years old.

Lawn mower Dependable 14

Attention

Auctioneer

Responsible high school graduate wants part time summer
receptionist. filing
work;
Types 65 wam. Call Sue Mar392-5194.
shall

ent first two "Wheeler" for

'

Piano Students Wanted Palatine Area. Hi school freshman. Has studied 8 yrs. Call
Robin Holgard - FL. 8-2699

EVE'S & SAT'S

Mel Beaty

20 Inch boys bike fairly good
condition Would be an excell-

CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

Could I make life easier for
you? Lot me cut your grass.
I am a Jr. High school graduate. CL. 3-2761. Joe Camp.

men for

after at 304 River St., E.
Dundee, Ill. Consignments ac copied anytime. HA 6-3576 or
HA 6-3049.

DRAFTSMAN

H.S. grad. Military exempt,

Auction, Wed. June 15th, 7:30 .

22 -Jobs Wanted -Women

with the "little people?" am
a Jr. High school graduate.

Call CL 3-2761. Joo Camp.

miles. Several trainees 19-42

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME
GEN. MDSE. AUCTION

engines, switches, controls

PLACES?

Mulcahy

mechanical business -- data
processing machines. Inside
--outside work loop to 50

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

20- khan Sales

Lionel Trains: track, cars,

Experienced baby sitter - oldest of seven - May I help you

0393.

Your future with automation.
Repair mechanical or electro-

also available

p.m. and every Wed. there-

Penzel - Mueller "B" Flat

once. Peggy 825-1405. Peggy

&

Maint. Call for free est. 259-

Wanted to buy; violin for beginner and motorized go-cart.
358-1935. Tim Workman.

GOING

Dependable baby sitter and

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan

014 .

5731. How about typing at 60
words a minute?

For Sale yellow lace graduation dress. Size 13. Worn

landscaping

Complete

CL 5-7090. Harry Watson.'

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

Clarinet Factory re-condttioned $45.00 Excellent Condition. Dawn Tinker, 827-

BUSINESS MACHINE
REPAIR

:1282

train board 60' track switch

Call CL 5-1839. Scott Cowan.

cards prompt service special
price in quantities of 1000
Any art work colors too.
253-2051 Richard de Robles,

253-1903

for a Ford dealership. WILL

TRAIN.

ation. After 5 P.M. call 827-

2 "HO" engines with cars 4x6

Good pay for right men.

to assist in writing service

Piano tuning, repairs & regul-

1

'24 -Help Wanted Men

WANTED

DRIVERS
For mobile ice cream truck

Mechanically minded

11 -Business Services

Harrington.

392-6795

Will care for your little ones
day or eventngs.Experienced.
have references Elk
And
Grove area call Denys°

have someone's lost black
& white kitten about 6 mos.
old. Waycinden Park area.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

I

bike I'ts in good condition

DAYS

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

FREE BOY & GIRL WANT ADS

LINES

ONLY

Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE

Free estimates.,
Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating Painting, Wallpaper's. Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior. Exterior Painting
Commercial
industrial
Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters,- Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. E%crgreen. Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rentals

Public address
sound systems

rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing
358-2934
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on

all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean. oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transpiration

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose Front
1.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich
Pableb Motor Sales

35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
Chrysler

529-5601
- Ply -

Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mewed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured'
419 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Imma6tiate work inexpensively done by machine.
456.5404

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

aaaaatiaaa, aleataaaaaaW-

'OTT
aaa,,

.

244elp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

TOOL & DIE

GRILL MAU
Rart time nights 5 days. EX.
per'd only. Apply in parson.

392-3500

With car to deliver newspapers

Apply in person or call:

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy:.

Arlington

METHODE
MANUFACTUR I NG

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

'

An equal Opportunity E m ployer.
?4 -Help Wanted Men

SCHAUMBURG

YOUNG MAN

Experienced for steel fabrication shop. 53 hr. week.
INTERNATIONAL

IRON WORKS, INC.

FOR LIGHT DELIVERY

TOWNSHIP

Some inside work. Apply in
person. B & H Blueprint Sup -

CALL MRS, HUBER:

SUMMER HELP

FULL TIME

YOUNG MAN

AUTO MECHANICS

NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

Recent hi -school grad. wanted

JOURNEYMEN
SEMI -SKILLED

to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

,827-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonard.
24 -Help Wanted Men

Reliable men apply for permanent positions in a fast

EXCITING
ENGINEERING
POSITIONS

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.
$110 per week.

growing modern service dept.
See Mr. Forme.

2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

MORTON PONTIAC

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday

666 E. N.W. Hwy.
Arlington Hts.
:1 -Help Wanted Men

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or SP. 5-3311
537-4500

.531

pin 610 E. Northwest Hwy.
,Mt. Prospect

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings In NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work
during, summer, either days
or evenings. Full or part time.

Apply in person between 8:30
A.M. and 4:30 PM.

Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back. Opening for engi-

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention

in an. expanding international
organization. Opportunity for
advancement into sales or
management positions. Some
travel incentral midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. For an appointment call

Continued expansion creates these attractive positions in our
engineering department for those who qualify.

ATTENDANTS
* SALAD GIRLS
* DESSERT GIRLS

F.H. BONN COMPANY

* CASHIER
* SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

60606

part time or

SERV ICE CORP.

Chez James Beauty Salon
12 W. Northwest Hwy
392-2185
Mount Prospect

eve's or just Saturday.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

General Molded Products Inc.

*PROJECT ENGINEER

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineering background and knowledge of circuit theory. Job
would be project development work in small electro
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requested. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Mechanical design experience necessary. Prefer design experience in small .machines or mechanisms.

1365.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Modern air-conditioned facility. Excellent fringe benefits.Top

starting rates. Pleasant clean work. College students ac-

cepted for summer work.
5535 MILTON PARKWAY
671-0500
Rosemont, Illinois
Near O'Hare Airport
An equal opportunity employer

machine tool designer. Such a man would work with
more qualified designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

WE NEED HELP- :----

Sundt.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

We Need Gals Who Have Experience

PART & FULL TIME

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability

MAIDS

MT. PROSPECT

An equal opportunity employer

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
E

O DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES
O MAIL CLERKS

DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.
Experienced Coil Winders For All Three Shifts

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

Des Plaines

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

CL 5-2900

Recent Factory Experience Will Be

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

MOTOROLA

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance
Program. Please Apply In Person.

HAS A JOB FOR YOU IN ITS PALATINE OR ELK GROVE PLANT
IF YOU ARE

STORE ROOM CLERK

HOUSEKEEPER

LAUNDRY HELP

824-1188

PHONE CL 5-1900

R

. .

.

* GRADUATING from High school and wish training for full time
position with a future.
* EXPERIENCED in any of the fields listed below and wish to join
a leader in the electronic field.
* INEXPERIENCED but wish to open up new opportunities for
yourself in fields listed below.

0 GENERAL CLERKS

FILE CLERKS
STATISTICAL CLERK

INTERV IEW ING

Monday Thru Thursday

Some College Desired

L

8 A.M. To 9 P. M.

O STATISTICIAN

STOCK

College Prefered

P
U
R
E

COMPUTOR & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFFICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
0 -JANITORS

Friday

Openings exist for both men and women in our stock department. We will train in many
phases of stock work.

8 A. M. To 4 P. M.

ASSEMBLY

Saturday

We will train women in mechanical assembly, wiring and soldering.

TYPISTS

8 A. M. To Noon

TRAFFIC RATE CLERK
Must be graduate of traffic school or
have comparable practical experience.

INSPECTION

We need electrical inspectors in our Palatine plant to inspect a wide variety of communications equipment.

BENEFITS:

L

Al) Shifts

,

Division of Addrossogropli Multigraph L'orp

U

COIL WINDERS

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING,,

'AH the above' Jobs offer Ilexcellent wcirkie 'condr, o tiolieJ(filie staff fringe !bdtialitVin
roundings. Interested applicants please call Dan'

Charles ®Tuning Company

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

o Driver -P. U. & Deily.

Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a

Mon -Wed -Fri. 8 a.m. tol
p.m: 11116Jc:thy &
3 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday 9 non; to 12 Noon.

1800 WEST CENTRALROAD

392-2600
Mr. W. Wais

253-6600

ASSEMBLERS

o Inspectors
o Model maker
o Bench assemblers

ci'Wirers & solderers

3 to 5 years experience in all phases of I.E. work. Prefer
degree but will consider non -degree with good experience.

Mt. Prospect, III.

115 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

30 -Help Wanted -Women

o Receptionist -typist (small office)

with small component manufacturer as required.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

Has permanent positions open for the following experienced
personnel.

11-JR. TOOL DESIGNER

EMPLOYMENT. OFFICE HOURS

774,5155.

SCRIBE

Qualified 'man with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work

Chemical processing experience necessary. A background
in lay out and design of liquid mining pumping and transfer systems.

inquisitive

mind coupled with ambition
and the determination tocomplete your education at their
expense. Starts you immediately. No fee.

PIANO SALES
Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager to
have above average earnings.
Guaranteed salary while in
training.

INTERNATIONALE, INC.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

PROJECT ENGINEER

Rare opportunity for young
man to receive solid training
in the chemical industry.This
major Co. will train a young
man to work with chemicals
engaged in research and deAn

E. Rand Rd.

ORGAN &

PARKER

flea Plaines, Illinois

g24-(1135

DES IGNERS
Mechanical process machinery design. Would like approximately 3 years board experience.

Lee Street

253

Mount Prospect, Ill.

$475-$525 Mo.

Velopment.

Paid rest periods

Paid Holidays
Bann-W_Tee _night...v(0A '
Free FiesptteliZationa
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

2 to 3 years experience in mechanical drafting preferred._

BLAZ'R STEAK

Recreation Park)

Chemical Trainee

of Plastic Products

DRAFTSMAN

APPLY NOW AT

111 N. Hickory
(One block East of
Arlington Heights

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Steady employment

WANTED

time, steady job, with no pres- "h' BUS BOYS
sure and flexible hours.
e DISHWASHER

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Minimum of 3 to 5 years experience in sheet metal, flat

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

plant clean. This is a part-

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

layout light jigs and fixtures.

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

We need you to help keep our

Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

FINISHERS & 'BUFFERS

TOOL DESIGNERS

NOW HIRING
Unique nest restaurant with

COOKS

wanted, Full,

ARE NEEDED AT

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

lExperienced not required, but

helpful. Job security, ideal

Arlingtonligts.

WAITRESSES
* BROILER & FRY

LIEN BUILDING

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Full Time

TEXACO
State & Golf

RETIRED?

455-5000

ENGINEERS

Park Maintenance

PART TIME

Apply in Person

. Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.
PHONE 263-4834

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS'
PARK DISTRICT

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

BEAUTICIAN

THE FOLLOWING

24 -Help Wanted Men

C.A.DUNN

Mr. Stanley

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0286.
199 King St.

Monday, June 13, 1966

24 -Help Wanted Men_

ENG INEERS
Iketent Graduates

Chicago, Ill.

Mon. thru Fri.

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

WELDERS
and
FITTERS

529-1806

CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

CUSTODIANS.

HELP WANTED
PAUL'S LANDSCAPING
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
359-0141

SCHOOL

MAN OR BOY
to homes Sunday A.M. only.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 --Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Rapidly growingi light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.

ae,

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS

* RETIREMENT PLAN

*CAFETERIA

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*A I R-COND IT IONED
BUILDING

CLERICAL

We will train good typist in the use of Computyper machine. We also need good clerk typist for general clerical work at our Elk Grove plant.

We offer an outstanding benefit package including one of the finest
profit sharing plans in the country.

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

LA 9-7700
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.
1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

Apply Now At

PURE OIL COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GTaE Family of Companies

MOTOROLA
200 East Daniels Rd.

Northlake, III.

Palatine, Ill.
Plant located just south of junction of Routes 53 & 14.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
.

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M &
ti

Monday, June 13,1966

THE DAY
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Woolen

B ILLER-TYP 1ST

Earn 0_0 .$10 per nour in
spare .gme. sales. Call 9591195 evenings for, interview..

Evening howls

Full or part time

NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

SENIOR -FILE CLERK.

827-8861

Experienced file clerk needed.
Excellent pap, :Working conditions and benefits.

2300 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS
25% Com:ntasion
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity
259:4049

10-Help Wanted-Women

Uarco Incorporated
W. County LineRd.Barrington
.DUnkirlt. 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

curity, other benefits: Glyb
your teaching status, home
address, phone 6.130x 1006.
Arlington Day, Arl. lits.
LIKE,
FASHION

File Clarke ..............$75
485
Cost Clerks
480-95
Jr. Sectys

'

Famous designer innorth sub-

495-135
Sr.'Sectys
485-90
1 girl office
Jr. Bookkeeper .......490-95

urbs will train you as 'receptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$95-100 wk. Free.

'

480
Gen. Office
4375
Relord Keepers
475
Home Bldrs.Girl
485-100
Key Punch Oper
475.90
Public Contact
(Call anytime)

774-9393

North suburban doctor will
train you as receptionist to
greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appointments, etc.

"SHEETS 392-6100

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

Light typing, neat appearance
and willingness to learn
qualify. $90 wk. to start, raise
in 90 days when trained. Free.

30-Help Wanted-Women

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

Short Hours - 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

NURSE

774-9393

SWITCHBOARD

day week
Permanent work
Must provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary.
,5

Meals & uniforms furnished.

Call Mrs. Rayner - 943-8500
Will arrange interview at location by app't.

INDUSTRIAL

TRAINEE

Small, not busy console s/b.
You'll sit in lovely reception
area of modern north suburban medical clinic and page
doctors, greet visitors, etc.
to $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7206 N. Meade

RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire in-

surance program. Must have
good typing ability.

774-9393

Excellent starting salary and

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

PERSONNEL
Steno/reception
Interesting opening in personnel department. Screen phone
calls, greet applicants. etc. Must be good typist, accurate.
Prefer some experience or will train qualified applicant.

TYPISTS
2 openings for order typists, to type orders, inspection
papers, etc. Accuracy prime requisite.

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typist and record keeping.Should be
accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

many company benefits. Apply

Greet applicants applying for
positions, show newcomers
around. Light typing and
friendly personality req'd.$85
wk. Free.

AMERICAN

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

4380

Inventory Typist

20-Employment Agencies-Women

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

30-Help Wanted-Women

PHOTOCOPY

'174-9393

Evanston
2100 Dempster
UN 9-9000

30-Help Wanted-Women

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR
Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy

FIGURE CLERK

plug board. Some typing included.

to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and
daily bonus.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good attendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical &
life insurance. Hours 8:30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day week.
CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

CONEX

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

ESIDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL W011ICEI Dtc.
SSOI S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD .. DES PLA/NIS. ILLINOIS 60011

H. M. HARPER CO.

..... NONE 596.2266

Morton Grove
463-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer
30-Help Wanted-Women,

LOCAL 10070 FREE
Personnel Asst ........$5-600
480-90
Dental Asst ...
470-80'
June Grads
475-80
Contractors Off
4112
Personnel Int

Guaranteed incomeisociatse'..

7205 N. Meade

For Industrial Caterers
MOUNT PROSPECT AREA

10-Help Wanted-Women

FFICE

Proritabie summer ropioyment available fx1teachers living in .thiti Area.'

Miss Paige

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

BUFFET ATTENDANT

8200 Lehigh
YQ 6-6000

28-Employmed 'Agencies-Wow,

Teicherit

30-Help Wanted-Women
;

h-Help Wanted-Wemee

CAN .YOU
PLASTIC PRESS
Mrs. Housewife' and Mother
use an extra $45 to $65 per
OPERATORS
week. Sere you can, and you
2nd shift .& 9rd shift. Top
will love my business. Thank
wages. NO experience necyou!

WARD HELPERS
ladies

Several

needed for

housekeeping depart-

ment. Permanent part and full

time positions. Your choice
of hours.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL

.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 9-1000

6 S. Hickory

Permanent full time positions

College Students
296-5515

BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

NURSING AIDES
7 AM to 3 PM
-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

positions. Work with our staff
physicians and patients in
pleasant surrounding. Mature
women with pleasant person-

ployment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which. an employer regards as reasonably nec.

essary to the normal operation

of

his

shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

151')

Niles, Ill.

CLERK TYPIST

Immediate openings. Full time

positions. 37 1/2 hours per
week. Hours 8:30 to 4:45.

Insurance claim work
Permanent

38 3/4 hour week

CL 9-2600

INSURANCE CO.

ALLSTATE

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
CL 9-1000

I. B. M.

, Earn from $7 an hour as a

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

For an appointment
THE

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunity employer
693-3021

DAY
WANT ADS

GET RESULTS.

INSURANCE CO.
1626 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS..

SECRETARY

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES

FOR TOP EXECUTIVE

Required good typing ability,
some dictaphone/shorthand

High School District 214 needs

general cafeteria workers for

the opening of the new Elk

Grove High School next Fall.
Additional workers needed for
Arlington, Wheeling, Forest
View high school kitchens.
Call Mrs. Woolsoncroft,CL 3-

'skills, aptitude for clerical
detail. Should have minimum
2

years secretarial exper-

ience.

Excellent benefit program,
pleasant air-conditioned of -

flees, cafeteria.

0200.

$1.75 an Hour

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

8:30 to 1:30 Daily
No experience necessary to
attend lunch room in Wheeling. Must be neat, clean and
like people. Needs own transportation. Will train. Excellent hours and working conditions. Phone: CL 5-4115 for
interview.

/

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 N. Lehigh
Morton Grove
493-4100
YO 8-6000
An equal oppor. employer

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
30-Help Wanted-Women

`1%.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OFFERS TO YOU:
Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
* Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

FOR ONE OF THESE POSITIONS

File Clerks
General Clerks

Typist - Clerks Comptometer Operators
Manual & Electric Calculating Operators

Stenographers
Beginners & Experienced

PAY OUR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT A VISIT!
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AlITOMAT/C ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2
;4

mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

GENERAL
410171.101

SYSTEM

benefits

lection. Car necessary. For

30-illelp lantad-Wamen

30-Help Wanted-Woman

company

Call Mrs. O'Brien

inform. 827-0712.

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

CHICAGO

Liberal

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine
Want to pay off those old bills?

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

limitation,

wrdetwln

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

Calculating Clerk
Accounting Clerk

RELIANCE LIFE

HOSPITAL

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

Margie Bridal Salon

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

An Equal Opportunity Em-

APPLY PERSONNEL

alities desired.

business

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 298-7711

Modern office. Requires good
aptitude for figure work.Light
typing. Call
MRS. DREWES, 529-4100

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in
our Help Wanted and Em-

High salary

Paid Vacation

ployer.

New expansion brings new

766-0718

Full or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant woaing conditions

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

WARD
SECRETARIES
(3 PM to 11:30 PM)

Senger

Ruth

Children grown?
Return to Business World

excellent fringe benefits.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

CL 9-1000

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

Frequent wage reviews and

METOODE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.
'

Alterations-Fitters

APPLY PERSONNEL

HOSPITAL

PERMANENT
NO EXPER. NECESSARY

Saleswomen

Our fast growing company has
a need for second shift women
in above positions.

dividuals.
No experience
needed. Assist our professional staff In patient centered activities.

OFFICE GIRL

MACH I NE
OPERATORS

NURSE AIDES

And are willing to pay top
$$$$ for your services.
Days - Weeks - Months
Your choice of location

ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

Miss

Rte 83 Si Algonquin

Arlington Hts.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Call
R.N.

RESTAURANT

255-5350

on all shifts for mature in-

TEMPORARY
PART TIME - FULL TIME

)11-Mtlp Waited-Mom

WAITRboScE.sniVillttNTED

437-4949

DANA
MOLDED PRODUCTS,
INC.

STENO-TYPISTS
OFFICE CLERKS

Call Bette Rich

)11-lielp %Mod-Women

essary.

235-4951

preference,

An Equal Opportunity Employer
30-Help Wanted-Women

S0-Help Wanted-Women

.as

Za

3U -Help Wanted -Women

AND

PAR- .TIME

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY

Anthony's Pin Curl

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

359-0808
High School girl wanted to help
housewife during summer.

Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$1.00 an hour, 5 day week.
Randhurst area. Transporta-

*1.25 hour

Due to illness must sell,

Five Reasons:

-

11

to 5:30

Monday thru Saturday

Apply in person
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
N. W. Hwy. & Quentin. rw.

PLUS

$75 OE LS

GIRL FRIDAY

Temporary Service

Box 1022

Call Jane Nelson

ANYr NA

PHONE 827-1108

Typists, Stenos,
Sponsor
Clks., IC.P., Comp., File Spec.

High School Sr. wanted for
dental assisting. Hours 4 to
7 and Saturdays 8 to 5 for
summer and thruout the school
year. Will train. Call CL 3-

top firms in the city and

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -959

of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days wore
working within 1 week of

EARN $40
No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

anyone referring those listed

Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary opon
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

above, who have not worked for

coming in.

5. They appreciate tiller opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by attending Manpower's "Free

Brush -up Typing Course".

us for two years, and are hired

work 40 hrs. prior to

and

For your convenience

6/30/66. Offer does not apply
to nee, student, teacher
temporaries.

Arlington lits.
253-2340
Aides, Trainees,
Nurses
Kitchen helpers. Work in mod-

Sat'day Interviews
69 W. Washington

CLIP COUPON TODAY

ern rest home. \Votrain.Good
wages. Live in. Ma gnus Farm,
Arlington Hts. 439-0018.

I

sponsor

Northwest Suburban girls call

now for a local appointment

Address
City
She is a
My name

39 -Help Wanted -Homan

Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1103
529-9849
Roselle area
Palatine, Rol'g M's,
CL 5-2067
Arl. H.
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-.8580
LE 7-1540

Ph.

D.P.

ACCOUNTING

9 AM to 1 PM

7134 Higgins Av. 9 Ahl to noon

Address
City
Ph.
Mail to address below. You are

CLERK

Manpower

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

An excellent job opportunity
for a qualified yount lady with

skills in general accounting,
some college level courses
in accounting, and a background in working in accounting for a manufacturing
company. This job also of-

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

To qualify tell us by letter,
post card, phone or attached

coupon - name, address, phone
of person you sponsorobeforo
that person comes In.She may

bring your letter, card or

fers to the right individual

coupon in hand.

an excellent salary plus fine
employee benefits and up to
date modern working conditions.
alai -u;,

,;t14

,

If _you are .a young lefty whn

feels you qualify lentils job,

Lifesavers, Inc.

feel free in contacting our
personnel office.

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 63
Old Orchard
677-5130
Prof. Bldg.
Room 512
Evanston
475-3500
Room 308.
1609 Sherman

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

30 -Help Wanted-Viomen

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

To work in Accounting Department. Some accounting background necessary.

MATURE WOMAN
Opportunity for typist to come back to business in Advertising Department of National Hardware Association.
GOOD STARTING SALARY BENEFITS. 37 1/2 HOUR WEEK.
CALL MR. BADE 324-8137

LIBERTY DISTRIBUTORS
2570 Devon

Des Plaines

STENOGRAPHER -SECRETARY

A. 0. SMITH
HARVESTORE PRODUCTS, INC
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093
Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL.5-1100

Soft

Large office desk $20; Gas
space heater $15; Walnut
dresser & mirror $10.
392-6721

4 aquariums plus accessories
$50; 4 bar stools with backs
$40.
CL 5-3312
'REFRIGERATOR

14 cu. ft. W/icemaker $258
Terms SKELKOP TV CL 32187.
TREASURE TRASH
LARGE AND SMALL

Garage Sale

Wednesday, June 15
15

11 to 4
S. George Street
Mt. Prospect

SALES & RENTALS

Avalon Travel Trailers and

Experienced in cafeteria and restaurant work desired but not
necessary. Work will be in modern company run cafeteria.
Job offers many company benefits.

12 to 5.

FR E UND'S CAMPERS

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 ml. E.
of McHenry. Phone 815-385-

SHADE TREES
Purple leaf plums,Hopa crabs
and Arborvities.

200 E. Daniels Rd.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Eve's CL 3-0297.
Palatine area -4 bedrm, split foyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio, fenc-

ed in yard,

1

1/2 cur gar.

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

MUNDELIEN

.

rm., 4 bdrm. 'Cape Cod

6

basement, extras. $17,500.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

3 bdrm. Ranch, near schools,
park & shopping, railroad.

PALATINE

4 bdrm. house in Prospect

WHEELING,

Homes as low as $100 dorm.

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

3 bdrm. home \a/carport on
large lot, includes lake priv$6000.

eleges

Heights, $23,500

BUILDERS MODEL

Evinrude '63. motor, 10 HP.

3 bdrm. house in Prospect

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Heights, $23,000

400 eq. ft. or space suitable
for Barber Shop of Office in
new bldg. in Arlington lite.

0 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras.Pros-

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,
etc. Only$500 down .417,500

nq

hr. running time; Exc.

cond. $185. CL 3-3954.
Wanted outboard motor, pro for Mercury, or anything over
45 H.P. Short shank. Ph. 2592777 days - 437-0242 eves

Basement storage rooms also
CL 5-9444
available.
01 -To Rent Miscellaneous

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

HALL RENTALS

Collie Pups AICC - Champ'

Low summer rates for
stock. Good for show or pets.
Weddings
Ready Juno 19. Call 253-8108
Parties
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
Graduations, etc.
for now homes Juno lO.Males
AMERICAN LEGIONHALL
and Females. Sired By Cham- ,CL. 3-2970
Don Wheeler,
pion
ICilmoe's Cassenova
Home raised with TLC. Call 02 -Wanted To Rent
after 6 P.M.
350-2699. Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to
rent. Straight rental or opCOLLIE PUPPIES
AKC, champ sired by Cut's tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
Mor's Compsirator.
area or School Dist. 214.
537-4794
Ph 439-2163
Smoky charcoal Persian Kit- Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to

tens, trained, raised w/chll-

rent. Straight rental or op-

dren. Cita mp. Sired.Hv. shots.
255-0299

40 -Household Appliances

Crosley

Shelvador
elec.
Good condition $30.

refrig.

2997.4739

55 -Musical Instruments

Folk guitar, 6 string in hard

case. Used 4 lessons $35. 537-

Arlington Hts-By owner, 8

room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-0090.

,THE
:FRANCHISE BOOM'
.

"Looking for a challenge that

will get you into your own!
profitable business? Franis new business
frontier. Write for Free list'

s:Wiling

:this area.
PARTAKE

Dept: A - I
358-177841

Apt. for rent. Summer sub
lease near Arlington Park,

pect Heights. $23,500.

HILLSIDE

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,

and

basement,
Hills

patio,

Deluxe 3 flat,

Pleasant

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

Park. $29,900

1

center,
transportation

nice house for the largo family
$31,500

7 rm., 11/2 bath, brick frame,
tit -level, full basement.$24,275.

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,
full basement,lowtaxes4/7,'
500

7 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,
ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

schools,

shopping

$43,500

W ILL IAMS REALTY
101 Wolf Rd.

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

3 bdrm

2 -

- 2 bdrm. apt. Near

Wheeling

PHONE 537-2643
CO -Real Estate -Vacant

unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms
FL 4-2186
92 -Vacation Places

10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

96 -Real Estate Wanted

loteNew. $52,000

Listings Wanted

Give us all your rentals and
no will make them work for

HOME REALTY

HOME REALTY

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
350-4555
Palatine

you.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Ill.

.41 350-4555

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
:home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

102 -Trucks, Trailers

cagoland rent you can own one

TRUCKS

Spacious, half - brick ranch.
3 twin - size bedrooms, large
family room and patio, 2 full

scpd. corner lot in an Im-

1964 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton Pick-

proved community. Excel'.
shops, schools, hospital.

picture window.

Many other now and used
trucks to choose from.

Arlington Hts-Brk. ranch, 3

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

cuum system. Close to schls,
shops. $22,650. By app't.
CL 3-7237
MOUNT PROSPECT

bdrm.,,
Builders
many extras, under $40,000.
3
improved building lots
model, 4

$7500. 437-4600 or OR 5-2250.

WANT ADS

$170 a month. Call after 5.

Expensive

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts youonyour
watt° sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

Van and Lift Gate

NORTHWEST

09 -Automobiles For Sale

door, standard shift.

Good Condition.

CL 3-0418
Pontiac, lI/T, exc.
cond't. 1 owner car, best offer.
1555

392-0790
Plymouth Stationwagon
automatic. Like new tires
$100.
CL 5-2173
1960 4 door Chrysler Windsor
with all equipment.Exception'59

ally clean, top condition. Call
Tim Smith, CL 3-1370.

For Sale '57 Triumph TR 3
white, wh top and tonneau
1950 Ford County Squire, 9
passenger wagon, runs well,
needs paint, $175, Phone: 3920571.

$400.

CL 5-9444

1963 Olds Super 83 4 door

Hard top. Factory air - concia
atoned. Power steer'g &
brakes. Excel. cond. Best offer. 827-8665
'62 VOLKSWAGON.Low mile-

age exc. body & motor. CL 39275 after 6.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
No Junkers

We Buy Used Cars
ARLINGTON MOTORS
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Phone CL 3-2707
102 -Trucks, Trailers

1959 English Ford small panel
truck, $250.
CL 5-9645
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim.. Des Plaines

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
19 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME

FORD

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd
1966 Corvett 327 Fuel in).
400 HP, Mag - Wheels

???
1966 OLDS 98
Town sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

TRUCK SALES
4d00 N. Mannheim Rd.
Franklin Park,I11.
near O'Hare

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

DAY

Lovely fully carpeted air conditioned 1 bdrm. apt. available now through August 15.

up

1965 Econo line van.

churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

bedrm, Ige lot, central va-

up V-8 Heavy Duty

1965 Ford F500 V-8 12 ft.

$23,900
392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR

1960 Rambler American
4

DRIVING FUN
Phone Your Want Ad
See Classified Page 2
For Phone Number

less than your present Chi-

situated on a beautifully land-

824-3333,

Northwest Rambler - Palatine

lots you ever saw. Also lets
with beautiful lake view. An

Boys 10 to 16 - Boat and tent
camping. Boating, Water Skiing, Fishing, swimming, overnight camp out, Weekly
rates. , Mr. Bill, Mann 923
Carswell, Elk Grove 437-1772

-Fcircrst Estates-.

1957 Chev. 0 cyl. Auto. 2 dr.
HIT, Heater, Best offer. Call

The most gorgeous lake front

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$15,PLUM GROVE Area

'63 Corvatr Monza auto., Rill
W/W, low mileage, exc. cond.
CL 3-5193 - Evenings.
65 Chevelle Wagon. std.shift ,
6 cyl. $1695. CL 9-3201.

Come In And See Us

moving, $28,500.

000

needs body wit. $100 or best ofCL 3-8392 Eves.
fer.

NORTHWEST

2 - 1965 Ford 3/4 ion Pick-

baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

CHEAP, '53 PLY. $150.4 dr.
45,000 orig. miles - exc. tires
& engine. Some rust. Interior
very clean. 272-1462
'50 Ford Wagon. Runs good,

1959 1/2 ton red panel truck,
low mileage, good -.ondition.

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

.234 N, Northwest Highway .
.

New 3 bdrm. brick and A-

ARLINGTON HTS.

66 -Business Opportunities

offer. CL 9-4341

$450.255-5162

299-3169 days or CL 3-7135
eve's.

671-0450
99-Autnmebiles For -Sale

$3395.

1963 CADILLAC
Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

FULL PRICE $2495.

439-6068

,99 -Automobiles for Sale

GET RESULTS

GOOD USED CARS

$1995

'64 STUDEBAKER Daytona, v -i3... 31195
'64 RENAULT
$885
'63 FALCON Futura
$895

'62 T -BIRD

NO MONEY DOWN
1st PAYMENT IN AUGUST

$1560
$950

ARLINGTON 'MOTORS, Inc.
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.
3-1.3701e40.
ArlingtonlleighL;11C.Learbrook
Open 8 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Fri.° till p.m.
Closed Sundays

2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-8.
Tires, Custom Int

Now

Chrome Wheel

SHARP!
1961 CADILLAC

500', d'6" Air Conditioned

2 Dr. HT
P.S. P.B. and Windows

FULL PRICE $945.

1962 OLDS
Super 88 4 Dr. Hdtop Full Power.

1961 PONTIAC

$895.00

Convert. P.S., P.B., Automatic Trans. Reasonable ..

1961 CADILLAC CONVERT.

$100.00 DOWN

Air Conditioned

$1595.00

TRUCKS

1960 CHEV IMP.

1963 FORD FAIRLANE

$895.00

'62 STUDEBAKER Champion pickup $195

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1321,298.

359-1450,

$27,500.

3 bdrm., ranch frame, full

439-1127

ANCEIC

DIAL CL 5-2020

Asking

Also lots and near tments C all
for information.

j11;

Plant located just south of Junction 053 & 14

FOLZ REALTY

er, built-ins. Let

Frame Full basement $21,500

'63 FORD Econoline Van

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

shopping. $21,500.

firopl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

722 West Dempster Street
MI: W, of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.

'65 StUDEBAKER. Wagon, Loaded,
Very Low Mileage

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

garage, close to schools &

twin size be.drms, fancily
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,

1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535
M.A.R. Listing Service
LAKE ZURICH

1,000 S & H Green Stamps
plus free clothes for having

a Beeline home fashion show
now. New Fall llnel 827-0712.

built-ins separate dining"L",
natural woodwork trim, 2 car

Palatine, By Owner
3

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 I3drm Apt.
$179.50 Up

PRICED RIGHT

dresses, suits and

for details.

Palatine

3 bedroom ranch,laitchenwith

sportswear at half price? DI 86800, Room 502.

in

Member of M.A.P. °
Multiple Listing Service

Wo have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Llv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11

Car. Hasmt, Fireplace. Call

OPEN SUNDAYS

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111

MOUNT PROSPECT

16 -To Relit Houses

Panelglide. Good cond. Best

so $1,00 down. These are roposseased by VA, and offered
to anyone. Como in mei talk
at over with us.

Weekdays 9'-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

Tent Trailers. Open Sundays

3200 sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek

MOTOROLA

Mercrulser
7108 W. Curmak TI 9-2260
Mercury

13 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

In downtown Mt. Prospect

APPLY DAILY

Dunthy

;palatine

look

ELK GROVE PLANTS NOW!

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Sea Ray
Roast

Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

Coaches. Also the finest in

CL 5 - 4755

AT IT'S PALATINE AND

ON DISPLAY

Whirlpoof

Ladies - do you want a new

Cafeteria Attendants

NEW AND USED

1342.

WILLOW NURSERY

Needs

00 BOATS

'61 Choy. Wagon, 6 cyl. 6 pass.

lutinge. VA hornet; are a'vallable to. you for as little

REALTY

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

Gee

99 -Automobiles for Sale

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open, 9to p,1
FL8-1800 '

Mt. Prospect

Bcdrms. 14s17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14e10
Private balconies

0;11,-P..oal Estate -Houses

ITU yoe, have a good credit

.PHILIPPE BROS.;

SEE MANAGER, APT. 10
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100
_.

.

6333

MOTOROLA

SWIMMING POOL

rcc. lounge, putting green,
tennis court, range, refrigerator, reeking gas. Country

tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
area or School Dist. 214.
10th Fl.
Brunswick Bldg.
Executive desires to rent
47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
Washington & Dearborn
furnished or unfurnished 2
Aro you looking?? For a plea- Moving: Plano, Din. Rm. table bedrooms or more, house or
6
chairs
&
buffet;
many
other
sant way to add $10 to $50
apartment for 2 months orunper week to family income.Set misc. bargains. CL 3-1644
your own hours. Write Box Garage sale - Benefit Clear - til new home Is completed.
01023 for immetatatet ipeieato brook Center, June ,16, 9 to 4. Prefer Arlington area. Call
321-2810 or Mk 7-2418,,
.-1nterView..
.633 B. Mitchell,Arlingtonlits:
06 -Real Estate -Houses
To Products Hostese 16 Welt
In
supermarkets on Sat's. BABY CRIB, fully equipped.
Best offer
Young, attractive. 392-0603
IVY HILL
Ph. 259-5715
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
Deluxe modern 3 yr oldbedrm
PRESTIGE AREA
furn.-twin bed w/single hdbd,
bedrms., 1 1/2 baths, liv.
triple dresser, lge chest, box 3
$ CASH $
rm., din'g. rm., Igo. recr.
aprg
&
mattr.
Was
$1,000-'
For your complete house of good buy. 827-0712.
rm., 2 car gar. Walk to school
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
$31,950. Owner, 392-6542.

775-7277

TO WORK FOR MANAGER OF PERSONNEL

An unusual opportunity to work in the personnel field.
Shorthand & experience in office procedures required. The
successful candidate will have the desire to become actively
involved in personnel work & be more than just a ,clerk.
Modern executive offices, good compensation, many employee benefits, and congenial atmosphere.
For further information and interview, call 439-1533

.

OVER

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

Swtbd.

SECRETARY

SMITH
MARINE

according to your skills.

Mits., Biters., Mach. Biters',

0501 for appointment.

$700 or best offer. CL 373167

3. They like the respect and

attached garage in choice location in Mt. Prospect. Walking distance to transportation,
school & churches.

estates netting.

luxe runabout. Fully equlp't.
35 lIP Johnson, elec. starter,
trailer. Used little, Enc.cond.

2. They like the pay -top rates

4. They 111cc the assignments -

,

15' fiber glace Crown Line de

machine operators.

3 bedroom split level with

choice. 2 ballroom apts.
nelble rentals, Includes

31 -Deals And Karin SuNlios

perienced typists, atones;

$24, 900

-

A r6

TV console 27" DeForrest
$20. Sat of dishes (6) Reas
CL 5-090

dlctaphone and business

Varied duties in 1 girl
region office of nat'l firm
Complete fringe benefits
Permanent position

RIGHTGIRL

2534003

ON' FARM FOR RENT
Call 430-0576 °volleys

Monday, June 13, 1966

THE DAY

Real Estate -Houses

MOBILE HOME

Timber -Lake Village.

Will sacrifice for balance

1. They like the friendly
treatment the; get - no red
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

Palatine, Ill.

Paid Vacations

550 W. ALGONQUIN RD.

COLLEGE GIRLS

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

TRESS

With First 5 Days Pay

824-1188

FREEZER FRESH
ICE CREAM TRUCK

tion provided. CL 9-2292

$1,0 ONUS
Top Rates

WHY
TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS
Choose Manpower

AND COMMISSION

IMMEDIATE WORK

14 -To Rent Apartments

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

BEAUTY OPERATOR
To 'Take Over
Excellent Following

TEMPORARY
Typists

0-11eyr Wanted -Women

ELLI NWOOD

MANY, MANY, MANY MORE

PRUSTANO Afiblidit
644 E. Northwest Hywy.

Palatine

Jeltffel.,E4 LARGEST USED CAR LOT
S58-7300

MOTOR
SALES
1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

299-4235

299-3395

1d, ARANGRI
I

.

r

t

r-

1/4

State Representative Eugene F. ciehnektnan, candidate for Wheeling Township Republican Committeeman, has
served the Wheeling Township Republican Organization fpr 10 years as block worker, precinct captain and area
chakman.

EE

E

SCHLICKMAN

FOR COMMITTEEMAN

It is vital that the Wheeling Township Republican Organization continue to have
strong leadership. We think Gene 'Schlickman is the man to do it. Here are some
reasons why:
* Endorsed by Chicago DAILY NEWS based
on experience as State Iepresentative.
* Overwhelmingly endorsed by GOP precinct captains and the Young Republican
Club.

* Trustee,

Village

of

1959-1964.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Addis
Mrs. Gloria Ahrens
Mr. Duane K. Ainlay
Mr. and Mrs. John Alder
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alexander
Dr. W. W. Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Alm
Mr. and Mrs. William Ames
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ancha
Mrs. Christine N. Andersen
Mr. Dennis Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. B. Keith Ashley
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Bach
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Baker
Mr. Ben Baldwin
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Bales
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel H. Hang
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Barkhausen
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barton
Mr. and Mrs. Gene K. Baughman
Mr. and Mrs. G. Baurnet
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon H. Heguhn
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Heiser
Mrs. Ruth I. Heisler
Mr. Victor H. Heisler

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Benjamin'
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. R. t:. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bless
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Blohm
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Within
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. John Bonthron
Dr. Otto Roue
Mr. and Mrs. David Bray
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brosseit
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brund
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Bunton
Mr. and Mrs. Nat T. Burfeind
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Burke
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd E. Burns
Mr. Kenneth J. Busse
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Byrd
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Callaghan
Mrs. Theresa M. Camp
Mr. and Mrs. Lee B. Canfield
Mr. and Mrs. Jay E. Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. William Caputo
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Carlson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Carroua
Dr. and Mrs. Henry Chakoian
Mr. J. J. Charleston
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Chindberg

Mr. and Mrs. John N. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. I). E. Hammerstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Hammond
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hanigan
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Ilannum
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hansen
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry A. Hansen
Dr. and Mrs. Robert O. Hansen
Mr. and Mrs. G. Harden
Mr. George Harris
Mrs. Jeanette Harris
Mr. Kenneth H. Harris
Mrs. Marian G. Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hart
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Hartman
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Henri
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hay
Mr. John K. Hayden
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Heffernan
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Heidorn
Mr. and Mrs. Helmut W. Heitkinter
Mrs. Veva Hembd
Mr. (harks L. Hengels
Mr. and Mrs. Grant S. Ilimebaugh
Mrs. Huth L. Hodgins
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hood
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hoppensteadi
Mr. and Mrs. R. Horstman
Mr. and Mrs. Don House
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rodger
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hutchins
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Irwin
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Jancovic
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Jauch
Miss Carolyn igniters
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jeutters
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Johnson
Mr. Walter W. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnstim
Mrs. T. P. Johnston. III _
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Juhl
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kama

Mr. and Mrs. George Gandsey
Mrs. Mae 0. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Allen L. Gegenworth
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer F. Gegenworth
'Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gierke
Mr. and Mrs. John Gillen
Mr. Fred S. Goble
Mrs. Huth N. Goble
Mrs. Blanche N. Godman

Mr. and Mrs. Phil K211111

Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Goldthwaite
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Gore

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gulliksen
Mr. and MM. Herman Haeniseh

Heights,

moved to Arlington Heights.
* Lawyer, with offices in the Township.

* Jaycee Man of the Year, 1960, Arlington

Dr. James Kane
11r. and Mrs. Jack Keefer
Mr. and Mrs. Al Kehe

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kellin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Kenninger
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kieca
Mrs. Gerald Kiffel
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kilroy
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kingsley
Mr. and Mrs. John Koeppen..k.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kolerus

-

Mrs. Coral F. Kopf
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Kranz
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Krause
Mr. Walter Krause, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kroll, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Kunzie
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis E. Kurtz
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Kurtz
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kushner
Mrs. Hence C. Ladd, Jr.

Mr. Richard W. Lanigan
Mr. and Mrs. Ed (.arson
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Larson
Mr. and Mrs. William Larson
Mr. Walter C. Lehmann
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Letzel
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Ley
Mr. and Mrs. C. Frederick Leydig
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Link
Mr. Erwin R. Linkman
Mrs. Joan M. Linkman
Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Lockhart
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lollar
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Covering
Mr. Jack Lytle
Mrs. Jean Lyile
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Macdonald
Mr. Donald Madl
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Marier
Mr. and Mrs. Don Maierhofer
Mr. Charles G. Mandala
Mr. and Mrs. Armand Marino
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Marks
Mr. William R. Markshausen
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Marotte
Mr. Howard N. Martin
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Matt
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McDonald
Mrs. H. D. McEstes
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McHugh

Mr. Gerald E. McIntyre
Mrs. Lorna V. Metge
Mr. Marvin Metge
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Meyerhoff
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mihalek
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Milberg
Mr. and Mrs. B. Miley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John 0. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Milne
Mr. M. J. Mitchell
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Moekenhaupt'
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Moeller
Mr. and Mrs-H. Mogge, Jr.

Vote for Schlickman in the Republican Primary, June 14.

.

Heights chapter.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clarbour
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ross Clark
Mr. end Mrs. Albert J. Colianni
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Coobs
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Cossart
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cowen
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer W. Crane
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Curran
Mrs. Estella E. Curry
Mr. M. H. Custin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Dabovich
Mr. and Mrs. Hay Bet arlo
Mrs. Margie Deisenroth
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dinschel
Mr. and Mr.. Robert Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Draguesku
Mr. and Mrs. James Drake
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dunlop
Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Edelblute
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Edwards
Mr. H. P. Elkins
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Elsner
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Elate
Mr. Barney Erickson
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle W. Ewing. Jr.
Mr. John Fedor
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ferguson
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne J. Fausty
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Fichte
Mr. and Mrs. John Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Fitzgerald
Mr. and Mrs. Brian M. Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Forrest
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Frederick
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Fruechtenieht
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Gabler
Mr. and Mrs. William Galow

Mr. and Mrs. George Gow
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gran
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Creech
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Grauer

Arlington

* State_ Retiresvitative, 314_ Pistriet, 1964196, candidate for re-election.
* Republican worker since 1956, the year he

Polls open 6 AM to 6 PM.

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Molitor
Mrs. William M. Moore
Mr. James H. Muckle
Mrs. June V. Muckle
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Munro
Mr. J. E. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy J. Navin
Mr. E. F. Neas
Mrs. Virginia Neas
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy W. Nelson

Mr. William F. Neumann
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Nicholson
Mr. and Mrs. Homer G. Nielsen
Miss Idyl Nipper
Mrs. Iva Nipper
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Nissen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Nordahl
Mr.and Mrs. Charles Norris
Mrs. Lee Ann Notari
Mr. A. G. Oaks
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Olsen
Mr. and Mrs. Ray R. Olson
Mr. and Mrs. Jack O'Neil
Mr. and Mrs. Gil Ortinau
Mr. and Mrs. John H. OrimueUer
Mrs. Ella H. Otto
Mr. Paul F. Pabst
Mr. and Mrs. William Palley
Mr. and Mrs. G. William Paine
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Pandak
Mr. Carl Pasquale
Mr. and Mrs. I. Merle Paul
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Perry
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Perschbacher
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peter
Mr. end Mrs. Albert Peters
Mr. and Mrs. John Peters
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Petersen
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. James Pfister
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pinney
Mr. and Mrs. Peter H. Piper .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Platte
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Platte
Mrs. J. B. Pohlenz
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Poole
Mr. Robert Potts
Mrs. Alice Prim
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Pryby
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Quinn
Mr. and ma E. W. Babe. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Radabaugh
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Runoff
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Raphael
'

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Rasmussen
Mrs. Evelyn Rathberger
Mr. Russell Hathberger
Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Heents
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Heimann
Mr. and Mrs. Jim C. Hetierer
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hiceio
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rickman
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Z. H. Rogozinski
Mr. and Mrs. John Rooney
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Host
Mr. H. M. Rutledge
Mr. and Mrs. James Hyan
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sandy
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Saum
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Sawyer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schafer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scheibe!
Mr. anti Mrs. Rudolph Sehmeiser
Mrs. Virginia Schneek
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Schoen
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Schott

Mr. and Mrs. William Schreiber
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schroeder
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Schroeder
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon W. Schuler
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Schumann
Mr. and Mrs. Benedict Scully
Mrs. Ada H. Scales

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Seiler
Mr. Daniel W. Seam
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Sexton
Mr. and Mrs. Don R. Shaffer
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Shanahan
,Mrs. Marilyn Sheldon
Mr. and Mrs. John D. M. Shelley
Mr. Robert W. Singer
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sjogren
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Skarr
Mr. Fulton W. Smith
Mr. Thomas Snow
Mr. and Mrs. Woddy Sorensen
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Spletzer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Staley
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas R. Stalker
Mr. and Mrs. Norval B. Stephens, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stewart

Mr. and Mrs. William Stockdale
Mr. Donald J. Stratton
Mr. and Mrs. John Strom
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Sundstrom
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Swan. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Theroux
Mr. and Mrs. Roy W. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Thorud
Mrs. Helen A. Till
Mr. and Mrs. Yd'. C. Tobin

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Todd
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tomato
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Valenza
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vanlieltebrake
Mr. Armand VanHuele
Mrs. Mitzi Vavra
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vollhardt
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Vorhess
Mrs. Bernice Vrablik
Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Wagner
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wahlstrom
Mr. and Mrs. Norman T. Wall
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Walsh
Mr. and Hrs. Dwight F. Walton
Mr. and Mrs. Charks H. Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord M. Watland
Mrs. Lynn Webb
Mr. Roland Webb
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Webber
Dr. and Mrs. Gerard Weber
Mr. and Mrs. Jere Weber
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Weidinger

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Weida
Mr. and Mrs. William White
'Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Wilkins
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Willis
Mr. and Mrs. Alt Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wit
Mr. John P. Wolf
Mr. Robert Wolff
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Wolthaasen
Mr. H. M. Wood
Mr. T. L. Woodard. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Woods
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F. Wright
Mr. and Mrs. V. Wroblewski
Mr. and Mrs. Waym Zimmerman
Mr. and Mrs. George Zoerner

Citizens for Schlickman Committee

John J. Walsh, Jr., Chairman

cud Pawed Aeln*ulati

Tbe Prooett map

WEATHER
Tonight,

Fair and cooler;

Low in the lower 70s. Wednesday; Mostly sunny; High in
the 70s.

Telephone
2554400

Your Houle Newspaper
325 W. Prospect Av.

Vrlilame I, Number 41

No Parking
Signs To
Go Up Here
Parking

restrictions

will

Illinois

on

Northwest

Hwy.

B G1 ver Resigns

Park District Post

and Route 83 (Main St.) starting in October

Parking along Main St. will
not

be

permitted

between

Northwest Highway and Cen-

Consider
School
Police

tral Rd
Currently,
only
parallel
parking is allowed with strict
time limits imposed. Under

state orders, this parking will
also be forbidden in October.
Restrictions along Northwest Highway will include

between Mount Prospect Rd.

hire safety officers

and Central Rd.

parking will be permitted on a
limited basis These will be
marked
Village officials point out
that these parking restric-

tions have been placed on the
roads in question by the state,
not the village

Lions Here
Plan est
Parade Yet

Prospect Heights Lions are
help

to

make

this

year's Fourth of July Parade
the "best yet" in the arca.

Parade marchers, cars and
floats will gather at the south-

corner of Elmhurst and
McDonald' Rds. for the start
east

of the parade
The
parade
will
move
through all of Prospect Fits.
and will last about one hour.

A trophy will be presented
to the entry judged best.
Those interested in

enter-

ing a float are urged to contact A Gaddint, parade chairman for the Prospect
Lions Club at CL 9-2069.

Fits.

Alarm Scares
Burglar Away
An activated alarm frightened

away a burglar in the pro shop
of the Mount Prospect Country Club Monday morning.
Two large windows were

broken on the south side of the
building and glass in a door
was broken
Thomas Cooper, park director, reported nothing was
missing

for each.

high school in conjunction with
local
departments if

THERE WILL be areas
along Northwest Hwy. where

possible.

A citation honoring his years of service on the Mount Prospect Park Board

MIS presented to A. B. Glover at the Mount Prospect country club last night.
On hand for the presentation were, from the left, Tom Cooper, superintendent
of parks and recreation; Charles Payne, president of the park board, Clover
Commissioner Edward Boddy and Treasurer Al Jackson.

2 Teachers
Face Court
hi Battery
A preliminary hearing has

Poison He Found
kes oy, 9, 111
A

9 -year -old

boy,

whose

police may have
Mount Prospect teachers acan epidemic of
cused of battery against an poisoning Saturday, was hosbeen set in

the case of two

11 -year -old boy.

call to the
helped avert

pitalized briefly yesterday.

Paul Bolit, 9, of 710 Cathy.
Mrs. Jean Martin and Miss
Sue Hyson, both fourth grade In., called police after he
teachers in Lions Park School, found numerous syringe type

arc

to

appear tomorrow in

containers

in

a

vacant lot at

Mount Prospect court before Cathy In. and Central Rd.
Judge Simon S. Portcr.
Police found the containers
Judge Marvin Peters in had been full of Bidrin, a highDes Plaines court ordered the ly poisonous insecticide used
hearing after he denied issuing to control Dutch elm disease.
warrants against the teachers.
Paul was given an antidote
Mrs. Martin and Miss Hy - in Holy Family Hospital, Des
son are accused by Mrs. Ray- Plaines, after he woke up
mond Cherwin, 503 S. School feeling ill Monday morning.

St., of committing a battery
against her son Ronald John.

He was released.

Several hundred empty' and
partly empty

RONALD was playing ball
other youths in Lions
Park Friday when the two
teachers brought their classes
with

for a picnic there.
After they asked the ball
players to let them conduct
their picnic and the youths
refused, the teachers carried
Ronald off the field.

Mrs. Cherwin has complain-

ed that they mishandled Ronald, who just passed from the
sixth grade in St. Raymond
School.

bottles

insecticide were found

of the
in the

lot.

by

the

J.

A.

Davis

Boy on Bike
Seriously
Injured
A

7 -year -old

and

remains
under in-

boy

tensive hospital care after an

By United Press International

Second Night of Violence
CHICAGO -- Chicago police are patrolling a predominantly Puerto Rican section of the city where violence has erupted the past two nights. Last night crowds
smashed windows and looted stores in a mile -long, two to -four -block -wide arca. At least 35 persons were arrested. An Ad Hoc committee of community leaders has
already met to discuss the violence. At least seven persons were shot, two newsmen beaten and a police officer hit on the head with a brick. Police described loot-

auto accident Friday.
Michael J. Dvorak, 7, of
1405 Cottonwood Ln., was
taken to 'Northwest Community
Hospital, Arlington Heights,
after the bicycle he was riding collided with an auto.

Mrs. Raymond Adams, 112
W. Sunset, was driving the car
east on Cottonwood when the
accident occurred at the intersection of Chestnut St.
No citations were issued.

alleviate

some problems. If
students know there is someone

around they react differently.
Our chief reason is prevention
rather than punishment," said
Supt. Harold Slichenmyer.

At a recent meeting between
the assistant principals and the
police chiefs of Rolling Meadows, Wheeling, Elk Grove Village, Mount Prospect, and Lt.
Maurice English of Arlington
discussed,

"You could have a man assigned to the schools and work
through the police department
but the job would require someone with police background,"
said Chief L. Wt Calderwood
of Arlington Heights.

Calderwood said the Arlington Heights Police Department
Anyone finding one of the would pay one-third of the ofbottles should call the police, ficer's salary if he was a

they said, and anyone suffer- member of the police departing these symptoms should ment. The board has estimated the salary' for the safety ofgo to a hospital.
ficer between $5,000 and 58,000
for the school year.

Dan. Gaffney

the year.

Presentation of the award
to Gaffney, father of three,
as made yesterday at West-

brook School in Mount Prospect.

Children

submitted

their

parents' names to the contest
and the winner was selected
from a panel of judges who
judged the entries.

Houses
Damaged
Stephen Schavilje, 923 S.
We -Go, reported to police Monday that homes under construction at 1222 and 1224
Robin Ln. and 1219 Sunset have
been vandalized. Police said
streets in the area arc not
paved hampering patrol cars.

,

of Mrs.

Legia Johnson,

visable if one bus company

should decide to withdraw from

the district and the board decided competition within
district would be good.

the

He also said the larger buses
stipulated in the Davidsmeyer
contract for Elk Grove High
School would reduce the number

of busts on the road and would
require fewer drivers.
Slichenmyer said the addition

of the proposed transportation
would increase the tax levy by'
1-1/2 cents per $100 assessed
valuation.

"WILL THE second carrier justify the additional cost
and tax levy?" asked Alft. He

asked the board to make no

commitment until Cook County'

Bus Co. makes recommendations at the July' 11 meeting.

Mount
trict.

Principal
Hired By
Dist. 57
One of two job

In

letter

a

presented

Dis-

last

night to the park board, Glover
cited his transfer by American
Excelsior Corp. to Arlington,
Tex. as his reason for resig-

vacancies

for school principals in Dist.
57 was filled last night.
At a special meeting the
board of education voted to

offer Lester E. Brown of St.
Paul, Minn., a contract as
a principal for the 1966-67
school year at $11,500.
The board also voted to
hire four staff members and
regretfully accepted the resignation of Bruce Stupplc,
a math teacher at Lincoln
Junior High School.

nation.

Glover, who served as chairman of the finance committee
for the park district during its
most rapid growth period since
1963, was serving
six -year term.

Park

his

commissioners

first
who

met last night to accept Glover's

resignation,

however,

lacked a quorum. On hand were

Park Board President Charles
Payne and Commissioner Edward Boddy.
BODDY

The two vacancies for prin-

and

Payne

pre-

sented a framed citation containing a resolution commending Gregory School principal ing Glover for his service to
F. Foy Haney and Sunset the retiring commissioner.
In his letter of resignation,
Park School principal Richard M. Van Dyke as teachers dated June 13, Glover said,
"It is with a great deal of
for the next school year.
Both have been offered con- reluctance that I must offer
tracts as teachers and neither my resignation. Let the rechave returned them signed. ords show that this resignaVan Dyke is fiting the board's tion was occasioned by my beaction in a case now pending ing transferred by my employ cipals

resulted

from
the
board's action in rc - assign-

Schlaver

is being matched by the rate

of hiring male teachers.
Sahlberg replied that there
will be more male teachers
in

the district next year than

this.

"I

applaud this
ment," Russell said.

develop-

Boy Escapee
Back in Hospital

Cancer Society in a recent dance. The S100 check was presented to the Northwest Branch of the Cancer Society Monday. From the left are Miss Joe Ann Zelinks, seventh grade teacher; Tom Hutchinson, student senate president; Mrs.
David. LaPlante, Prospect Heights drive chairman, and Mrs. Richard F. Norris

Aldermen
C.

0.

Schlaver,

former

Mount Prospect village president, has endorsed the aims
Gov-

of the Representative
ernment Assn.

He said the RGA is "a good
thing and we need it."

into the Golden Point Res- petitions asking for a refer.,'

taurant, 600 Northwest High- endum to change the present
village -trustee form of govway.
He told Officer Ralph Timm ernment to a city-aldermanic
and Lt. John Savage he gained one.
"The village is too spread
entrance to the restaurant by
removing

glass

panes

in

now," Schlaver said,
a out
a "and we need to get the

additional buses and another
contract would not interfere

door and cutting through

Armstrong.

the money in the cash register people.
"With a city-aldermanic
and cigarets.
form of government we could

screen. He said he wanted food, government

It's no "yoke" to Kevin White that his bike is missing.
The blue and white bicycle that Ken uses for his weekly egg route was stolen from the White's garage, 301 S.

MacArthur Junior High School raised S100 for the Amarlaut

For Rule By

Schlaver was defeated for
A 14 -year -old escapee has
last year by Danbeen returned to the Chicago re-election
State Hospital after being ar- iel Congreve.
THE RGA is circulating
rested Sunday when he broke

Runs Egg Route on Bike,
Now Ken Is Scrambling

assistant drive chairman.

Park

Prospect

In

with our scheduled runs," said

Students at

A.B.Glover

has resigned his post with the

tabled

"If you have any questions

Chicago Man Killed in Viet Nam
The latest_ reported Chicago victim was Private First

said a second carrier was ad:

regarding another contract ask
the bus company. We get two

unknown planes approached the 7th Fleet. The Navy
planes scrambled from the U.S. aircraft carrier Ranger
after the two unidentified planes were picked up on fleet
radar The unidentified aircraft took "evasive action"
as the pilot of one 13hantom fired a radar -directed
Sparrow missile. The pilots reported an "explosion" and
one plane went into the gulf. The second plane then flew
off towards North Viet Nam, 7th Fleet radar tracking it
, all the way.

Class Oliver Johnson, son
(6213 Woodlawn).

tomary' to approve a second
contract or is this an exceptional case?" asked Alft.
Supt. Harold Slichenmyer

According to the Davidsmeyer Bus Co., Dist. 214 would
receive two additional buses,

SAIGON -- Two U.S. Navy Phantom jets attacked two
unidentified planes over the Gulf of Tonkin today as the

Viet Nam

"What affect will this have
on the taxpayers? Is it cus-

ment and we stand to gain from
it," said Supt. Slichcnmyer.

Shoot Down Plane Near 7th Fleet

released the name of a Chicago man killed in action in

interested because the school
district as a taxing body' directly' affects the taxpayers.

the second contract in the district. She said the Davidsmeyer
Bus Co. asked School Dist.
59 for an increased amount for
their bus service and she said
the same buses would be used
to transport Dist. 214 students.
"We are getting something
for nothing from that agree-

SAIGON -- Combat police have used tear gas to break
up a demonstration by 5,000. shouting Buddhists in Saigon. The incident marked the second occasion today in
which the church members clashed with authorities as
part of an anti -government protest. Earlier, the police
fired grenade after grenade of tear gas at the Buddhists
to disperse them.

Department has

a second school bus contract.
Alft said the chamber was

said Arthur Aronson, board
member.
Mrs. Elenore Fagerson of
Arlington Heights questioned

Tear Gas Routs Saigon Buddhists

Defense

News Editor
Commissioner

Auto Returned

ing of stores in the area as serious.

WASHINGTON - The

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

E. C. Alit, executive manager of the Arlington Heights

Chamber of Commerce, last night asked the Dist. 214
board of education to explain reasons for accepting

earlier action the board in the circuit court.
Glover said, "my tenure with
BROWN received his bacherecommendations
of
the park board has been exlor
and
master's
degrees
Cook County Bus Co. for retremely pleasant, particularly
visions in their current con- from Macalaster -College, St. in my work with the other
Paul,
and
is
a
candidate
for
Four juvenile girls were ar- tract. The board requested a a
Doctorate at the Univer- commissioners. The co-operrested for shoplifting Friday financial breakdown over a
afforded by the park dissity
of Minnesota. He is ma- ation
two-year period before it acts.
in two separate incidents.
trict employes has been very
joring
in
curriculum.
"We already have committed
Two of them freshmen at
Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahl- helpful.
Fremd High School and resi- ourselves to the Davidsmeyer
"As chairman of the finance
berg
said "this leaves one
dents of Palatine, were arrested Bus Co. and there is another
committee. I would like to comvacancy."
He
said
the
other
for taking a purse, a ring, school district involved in our
should be hired mend the work of our treasthree tubes of lipstick and is decision," said Hal Armstrong, principal
soon
but
"nothing
has been urer, Al Jackson, for without
set of earrings from Mont- board president.
his hard work and vast experworked
out
officially."
Alft requested that the
gomery Wards in Randhurst.
ience, it would have been very
!n
other
business,
the
board
The other two, both fresh- Chamber of Commerce memdifficult to function as a finance
men at Maine East High bers be put on the mailing list voted to hire Beverly J. Doer- committee."
ing
as
a
nurse
at
$4,700
a
School, were charged with tak- for the board agenda so its
ing a bathing suit valued at members would be aware of year; Dorcas Ann Scaly at
THE PARK district will
$18 and a white top costing what topics arc being covered. $6,450, Lura W. Greeley at interview applicants to fill
$6,250
and
A.
Charles
WaterPine
.53.99
from
Carson
Glover's term, which runs until
the man at 55,450 as teachers.
Scott and Co. in Randhurst.
ARMSTRONG
said
1966. Payne said that letters of
Sahlberg
said
about
two
One lives in Glenview and the Chamber of Commerce would
application for the vacancy will
out
of
three
new
teachers
be put on the mailing list and
other in Des Plaines.
be given immediate consideraasked the administration to look hired for the next school year tion.
have
had
prior
teaching
exthe
into
possibilities of disA complete agenda, including
An' auto found by Pastor tributing the agenda to a larger perience.
Glover's resignation, will be
AT
PRESENT,
he
said,
the
Robert E. Rushing in the Pros- mailing list.
considered by the park board
pect Heights Baptist Church
"Have you asked Davids- district needs three elemen- at its special adjourned meettary,
three
junior
high
school
parking lot
was
returned meyer for a performance bond
ing at the Mount Prospect
Monday to Randhurst where and a financial statement?" and two special teachers in Country Club tonight.
order
to complete its staff.
asked
Al
ft.
Mrs. Delma D. Brent of ChiBoard member Robert W.
"Acting on the advice of our
cago had parked it earlier.
attorney we did not request Russell asked if the rate of
this from the bus company," resignation of male teachers

Dad of the Year 4 Girls held
The Chicago Area Father's In Shoplifting
Day Council has named Dan

unconscious

Roun
For The Day

was used in Mount
Prospect.
Public
Works
personnel
were dispatched to the site
to remove the bottles.
They explained the symptoms
suffered
by
anyone
swallowing the poison were
nausea, dizziness and diarrhea.

THEY WERE dumped there Gaffney, 203 Bobby Lane,
along with trees and branches Mount Prospect, as father of
sawed

"It is our, hope that the presence of such an officer would

Co. of Forest Park after last Heights several duties and
week's tornado. None of the qualification of the officer were
Bidrin

Transfer
Takes Him
To Texas

Dist. 214 Firm
On Bus Decision

In an effort to prevent rather
than prosecute, Dist. 214 will

most of the arca with curbs

seeking

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056,

f.;

imposed by the State of

be

Mount Prospect, III.

Tuesday, Juno 14, 1966

Pine, sometime Friday.

You can't miss

it.

There are two large side-saddle

baskets that Ken uses to carry eggs.

Until the bike is recovered, Ken is scrambling around

on foot.

To keep the youngster in business, call the family at
CL 3-7723 if you spot the bike.

closer

to

the

have people with better and
more diversified
this would help.

talents and

"No government is better
than the people in it," he said.

Camp Fire Camp
On June 24 400 Camp Fire
girls

of the Mount Prospect

area will attend Day Camp at
Busse Woods, Higgins and Arlington Heights Rds.

For further information call
392-6525.

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, June 14, 1966
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2 Elected
By Field.
Enterprises
Field

pastor of Elk Grove Weslyan Methodist Church, will give the
invocation. John Uragami will present the "class of 1966 in review,"

will

become

chief executive officer.
Bail;
K. Howard will succeed

Young as president with plans
to become chief executive officer in 1968 when Young ex-

class

Howard, currently chairman
of Field Enterprises Educational Corp., had planned to
retire in September.

'

DAILEY IC. HOWARD.

Plaines and Arlington Heights,

to give up his earlier
plans and ultimately to assume
full-time leadership of all our

enterprises," Young said.
be

shared by Chicago and Illinois.
Bailey's accomplishments are

He led World
Book Encyclopedia and its
companion publications and
well known.

sha Jo Aronson, John 'Atamain,
Denise

Anne

AuGustine.

Barletta,
Lionel
Barrcra,
Christopher
Philip
Barsi,

GEORGE B. YOUNG
I

Obituaries

I

Theaters
Planned

W. Bradley, Des Plaines, per-

Jose A. Acosta, 59, of 50

sonnel director

for the

mer House

Chicago, died

in

Pal-

Monday in Chicago.

Survivors include his widow
Edith; a son Richard; a daugh-

Ellen

Bilhuber,

Cynthia A. Billen, Karen Ann
Binge!, Donna Jean Blather wick,

Larry Allen

Bollman,

revealed by

five

& Oehler Funeral Home, 2000
E. Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights. Services will be held
Thursday at., JO a.m. Ala St.
Mrs. Raymond J. DeKimpe Zachary Church, Des Plaines.
, told police someone uprooted Burial will be in St. Joseph
an evergreen in her front yard Cemetery, River Grove. In
and broke the top of a bird lieu of flowers donations may
bath in her back yard at 400 be made to the St. Zachary

Vandalism

Building Fund.

phine Louise DiCosola, Joseph
Anthony Digangi, Russell Lee
Dillingham,

Julie

DiLucchio,

Thp.raa s E. Dipigndt Julie Aim
DiVifo; David
Dotson,
Pamela -Susan Drelicharz, San-

dra Joy Dukewich, Robert D.
Duncan, Charles D. Edwards.
PEDRO G. Espinoza, Glenn
Robert Estry, Margaret Lynn
Jack Frank Fazio,
Catherine Anne Fecanko, Maureen Feely, Benigno Fernandez, Kathryn Ann Flerlage,
Evans,

ab

Ralph E. Fockler, Tony J. Fortenberry, Robin Lynn Foster,

gi\
EIWIM

4

Debra

Denise Rizzo, David R. Rob- Rosemary Ann Sidor.
erts, Pamela G. Robins, Karen
Jean Valentine, William BenL. Robinson, Richard Thomas
CATHY
RAE
Siewcrth, ton Vandivere, Corinne A.
Rohr, Jr., Jeffrey Rothm, Cynthia M. Skridulis, Walter Van Schaick, Janet Marie
Rozanski, Raymond Rozko, Mark Russell,
David Sakata, Gary Sakata,
Charles Sakowicz, William
Frank Sample, Nancy Jane

Barbara

Mark D. Fredricks.
Alan Douglas Frelk, John
William
Fylpaa,
Gregory

James Gale, Gabino Galindo,
Margaret Mary Garcia, Katherine Lynn Gardynski, Sandra
Marie Garvos, Pamela Ann
Gcudtncr,

Linda S. Giarratano, Marcie Marie Gieringer,

Now you can have the ultimate in
above - ground burial protection for
your family ... at reasonable cost in

The New Garden
Mausoleum At Memory Gardens
The finest memorial property you can buy ilia dignified, aboveground crypt in the beautiful, new Garden Mausoleum now being
built at Memory Gardens. Here Is the strongest protection possible against nature's forces - the finest granite, steel and reinforced concrete, combined in magnificent buildings designed to
endure through the ages.

The one purchase every family has to make is memorial

property. You will provide immediate and lasting security for

yourself and your family by making this important purchase
now at Memory Garden's Mausoleum. Memorial crypts are
now being offered in the Chapel Mausoleum, first section to be

Cathy
Lynn
Gildersleeve,
Christine M. Gleif.

J.

DAVID

Edward

Hansen,

Kathleen M. Hansen, Steven
Paul

Hansen,

Paul

Michael

Hanson, Richard Alan Harden, Phillip

G.

Hardin, Dale

Lee Smalenberger, Yvonne Lee
Smith, David P. Snellman,
Edward J. Sobon, Susan Sowa,
John William Sparer, David
Mark Spoeth, David Clair

2501 E. Euclid Ave.,
Arlington Heights, Illinois

Thomas

classes

for

adults

Maine East
Ventura, JoAnn Vercelli, Yo- High School's outdoor courts
landa Villarreal, Joan D. Vink, at Dempster and Potter, Park
Robert James Vokoun, Nancy Ridge, starting June 21 and 23.

Jo Voyta, Michael D. Walberg.
Bill Vanderbilt will be the
Judith Carol Walczak, BrenPatricia da Waldrep, Julie Lynn Wald - classes' instructor.

Edward

R.

Stines,

Grace's Daze

Bridge Record

Sunday afternoon and eve-

Wil-

Mr. and Mrs. Donald deens from the River Forest
Littrell were hosts to Mr. and Bible Church.
Mrs. Eldon Imhoff of LincolnRECENTLY returned from
wood, the Theodore Neinabers
of Evanston, the Richard Bo - Ulster, Pa., are Mrs. Albert
wens of Chicago, and Mr. and Waishwell and her 12 year old
ning

liam Allan Kasallis, Alan John
Knwano, Michael Peter Kaye,
Michael R. Keen, Bradley Reed
Robert
Klamer,
Kleisner, Ralph
Lee
Kloske, Sandra Margaret Koch, Lisa Joy KoeKeller,
James

F.

CHRISTINE Claire Leider,
Michael

Richard

cy

Elaine

Long,

David

tar

Mrs. Littrell returned hosts were her daughter and
from Atlanta to spend New husband, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.

and

Scott of Ventura, Calif.

be on it. They are his gra'ndmother while she
Beverly Rodely, Duke Faklaris, was there., ..,,'
ALON "WITH many milRex Peterson, and Fred Houk.
Nebraska, Mt. Rushmore, itary personnel in South Viet
the Badlands and the Black Nam Richard Coffman,' intellwill

Fred M. Martucci, Lois R.

O'Brien,

Hills in S. Dak.; Wyoming, a igence officer in the Marine
look at the Air Force Academy Corps stationed at Chu Lai is
in Colorado with time to ex- counting the days until his replore the Garden of the Gods turn for an extra special reason.
May 25 he became the father
and Cave of the Winds, and
two days on a dude ranch will of Lauren Marie whose mother
all be included with the tour is the former Jean Schell, now

returning via Kansas City, living at the ' Edward Schell
St. Louis, and Springfield, home on Blackhawk Dr. with
her two children until their
III.
Funds for the trip have been father's return in September.
earned by the more than three Michael is 14 months old.
dozen boys and. girls in various
ANOTHER grandmother has
ways, including the collection
and returning of soft drink flown off to welcome a new
bottles for deposit refunds. baby. She is Mrs. James

Chaperones arc Mr. and Mrs. Brown Sr., who with her husband is telling of the arrival
Harold Hughes of Palatine.
Since June 17 will also be in Pennsylvania of Tracey
moving day for the senior Lynn, born June 4 to Dr. and
Houks, Fred Jr., will return Mrs. James T. Brown.
Only hours after the phone
to Mount Prospect and fly to

call came, Mrs. Brown was
small party Sunday on her way east where she is
night Mr. and Mrs. Houk in- taking care of the couple's
troduced their neighbors new older daughter, adopted Krisowners of the house at 6 S. tin.
George. They are the Rev.,
FROM Youngstown, N.Y.,
and Mrs. Gilbert Bowen. He

Charlotte, N. C., from here.

At a

S

tt

othy C. Osner, John Jeffery

Oswald.
Michael L. Pagel, Karen
Parks, Leonard B. Patinella,
Debra Sue Payne, Michele
Pearson, Karen M. Pekarek,
Glenn C. Peterson, Kristine
C. Peterson, Eunice Philbin,

is pastor of the Community comes word of the birth of a
daughter May 31 to Mr. and
Presbyterian Church.

Mrs. Gary F. Blasius, and the
TWENTY-SIX women were event again makes the Mount

the Saturday luncheon guests
of Mrs. Ralph Sendeen. Special among them was Mrs.
Milton Schnieder for whom

Ted Nienaber of Evanston, the originator of the mar-

athon bridge club .and Mrs. Nienaber (left) and Mrs.
Louise Littrell, 202 S. Elmhurst, compare their cards.

OFFICIAL
02611141

3

3

for United Stet. Sena/O,
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PRIMARY ELECTION

3

3

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home

QCtmald Runisfold
For Stan Centel ConrnmerrnAn

3

ID David E. Brown

JJohn A. Graham

(:]Robert

L.

Hesse

For Trustees-Sanitery District
(Vote Co. Three)

3

g3 Eugene H. Dibble

3
3

El E. George Thlem
El Abe Eiseman

3

3 Q Gerald M. Marks

Said

for Coun4eCletla

Column

For Auesso.

3

ZHomer

3

ElJoseph I. Woods

County Commiadonere

ID Edmund J. Kucharski
so, County Superintndent

3

For Cooniy.Convnitsloners
From Towne Outside Chicago

ID Robert P. Hantahso

(Tine To Be Elected)

3
3

ED William N. Erickson
Q Floyd T. Full*
Charles F. Chaplin
Ci Charles J. Drums, Jr.
Richard B. Ogilvie'

3

El Eugene F. Schlickman,

3
3
3

For Board of Us Appeals
(Vol. For'Twol

3
3

Richard B. Ogilvie

H. Fields

For County ftraturct
3

Fos Padden of

3

Eugene J. Cxachorski

J

For Township

IXI Dean J. Sodero

-Backed by 40 Years Experience

ADDRESS.

ZONE

STATE

For Immediate Need Call CL 6-1010

320 W. Central Road

Mt. Prospect, III.

. .

. at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

VOTEITuesday, June 14, 1966
POLLS OPEN 6 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Paid for bythe WheelingTownshipYoungRepublicans
I

her

taine, "we want a dignified
first name and an unusual
middle one!"

[=1 Earl D. Eisenhower

of Schools

for Trustee-Senitary District
(To Fill Vacancy)

Dawna.

mother, the former Robin Fon-

for Sheriff

O Ray Page

for Representative to Congress

The baby has been named
Pauline

YOUR Wheeling Township Young Republican Organization

Co'''.

El Eugene F. Schliclunan

r=3 Harris Rows

fair were friends of the San-

grandparents. Other grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Blasius of Cleveland.

reitewamesellog rho follewlasd 'STARR Nod COUNTY CamlUares, AND htelter
rairwarieweale The Nighty Chtelified tOCAl Candidates 'slew:

For Siert RepreaentotIve

Steve Treasures

the party was given and who is
moving from Oak Park to New
Jersey where her husband will
be in field work for the Moody
Bible Institute. All at the af-

Prospect Robert L. Fontaines

Tele*

C"."' for Stele Senators

For Superintendent of
Public Instruction

3

I

ENDORSEMENTS

3

tation for family and friends is taken care of by

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

ner in the Gillette home where

have
remained
close Mrs. Waishwell lived during
friends, and the fifth couple her high school days.
rounded out two tables of
BACK IN town after four
bridge when one pair was absent.
months on the west coast is
Each year, however, Mr. Mrs. Louis Kirchhoff whose
all

people from Mount Prospect who made' it a point ot, visit

Mason, Dennis B. McAndrew,
Lloyd Eddie McDivitt, Ricky
Lee McDole, Jimmie Irene
McDonald, Alfred A. Melone,
F
Gloria Jean Memenga, David
Merker, Philip Anthony Messina, Judy Carol Meyers, Patricia Elaine Mezzano, Michael
Walter Shutt of River Forest tries to see the hidden
R. Michela, Wayne A. Mikos,
bridge hand of (from left to right) Mrs. Walter Schutt,
Scott Milliman.
Michael M. Mitnick, Douglas Don Littrell, 202 S. Elmhurst, and Mrs. Richard Bowen
R. Mitsuoka, John Joseph Mor- of Chicago.
gan, Barbara Anne Mott,
James Robert Murdock, Dennis Alan Myhre, Wendy A. Nathan, Jane C. Nelson, Deborah
Lynn Newhall, Linda M. Newman, Dawn Catheryn Nit-

model limousines.

Gillette. A church reception
preceded an anniversary din-

by the Christian hoff, son of the Mount Prospect
Youth Fellowship of The Chris- Walter Kirchhoffs who is doing
ti an Church in Arlington graduate work in Latin-AmeriHeights, four teen-age young can studies at Stanford, and

Linda Lee Martin.

thoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, driving only late -

tion of Mr. and Mrs. D. C.

sponsored

E.

Manies, Kathryn Ellen Mark,

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details

In spite of the fact all have
moved several times over the
years, and for five years the
Littrells lived in Atlanta, Ga.,

1

Dale C. Manics Jr., Gale C.

Theresa

Lynn who went east for the 50th
anniversary celebra-

wedding

Visitor at the Scott home
WHEN THE chartered bus
leaves Chicago June
for an several times this past school
II day trip through the west year has been Vaughn Kirch-

Lundie, William Arthur Lutz,
Donna R. Lyon, Lynda Susan
Mack, .Rhonda Ann Maggard,

schneider.
EILEEN

Mrs.orestWalter Schutt from River

Years eve with their friends.

Leitncr,

Lawrence D. Lipschultz, Linda
D. Lishka, Janice Kay Loerakker, David Richard Long, Nan-

'

HENRY W, FRIEDRICHS

Tennis

will be held at

Michael

still a prime event once a month for the 10.
Karavidas,

Quietly and efficiently, we liOndle all the details of the

NAME.

Net Classes

By Grace Mott A_

funeral service, anticipating every need. TransporMR. WILLIAMJ. PAILEY
AD -1
Memory Gardens,
2501 E. Euclid Avenue, Arlington Hgts.,
Dear Mr. Palley:
Please send me your free illustrated brochure and complete
Information on Memory Garden's new Garden Mausoleum.

Eva Weiland, Gary
Thomas
Werner,
Sandra
White, Keith Donald Wichmann, Cathy Ann Widner,
Thomas
A.
Wierzbinski,
Charmaine A. Willis, Bruce
D. Wilson, Barrie Winstone,

Some kind of a record has been set by five couples who for
45 years have regularly and congenially played cards and vacationed together. Although the latter activity has tapered off
since the families' children have grown, dinner and bridge is

for

255-1010

CITY

Veltum,

Robert Marvin Johnson, Maribeth Johnston, Jimmy Buckly

Buy Now At Special Pre -Completion Prices

MEMORY GARDENS and mausoleums

Louise

Steinhauer, Larry Albert Stiff,

completed.

At Memory Gardens, you can own a modern mausoleum crypt
for no more than the cost of a comparable cemetery plot and
burial. You may choose from a complete selection of single or
companion crypts at substantial savings while our special pre completion prices are In effect. A Monthly Payment Plan is
offered for your convenience. There le never any extra charge
for perpetual care and maintenance.
We urge you to investigate the advantages and moderate
cost of our above -ground mausoleum crypts today. For a free,
bea tlfully illustrated brochure describing the new Garden Mausoleum at Memory Gardens, fill out and mall this coupon today.

ert Weaver, Michael 'J. Wehle,

Ross

Richard George Glenz, John Susan Patricia O'Hearn, DonC. Gordon, Laurie Donna Gor- ald F. Olker, John Harold Olgius, Robert D. Gotsch, Gloria sen, Peggy Lou Olson, Wayne
Jean Gragnani, William M. Thomas Olson, Donna OlszewGrauf, Cheri Lynn Grupe, De- ski, Jo Anne Omahana, Judith
borah Ann Gschwender, Linda Anne Omahana, Maietta OrL. Guastaferri, William Vic- lowski, Robert H. Ortloff, Nantor Gutzman, John Martin cy Joy Osborn, Donald A. OsHahn, Michael J. Hahn, Mari- mcr, Ronald J. Osmer, Timanne Hall, Margaret Eleanor
Henke.

Paul Bruce Wangles, Linda

DIANA Torres, John R. Roman Daniel 'Wioch, Mark
Robert
Steven
Trotter, Claudine Turi, John. Wohlford,
Thomas
Uragami,
Andrea Woods, William P. Zeller Jr.

Jo

Michelle Jeanne Brennan, Gary
Steve Brown, James Raymond
Camphouse, Joanne A. Campo, nig, Linda J. Koepke, Cheryl
Christine L. Capron, Gail Jean Lynn Konishi, Lynette M. r
Carone, Carl M. Caruso. Koval, Bruce William KratPaul R. Casey, Charles Ed- ky, David J. Krebs.
ward Cating, Harry J. Cating,
Patrick L. Kroy, Guy Edgar
Kenneth G. Caviezcl, Carlos Kreu ger, Janet Charlyn KrueAlthough their bridge group has been together for 45
Cazares, Jr., George A. Chali- ger, Pamela Joan Kroll, Rob- years a hand of cards still holds an interest for (from
foux, Christine C. Chisholm, erta J. Kuhn, Cathy L: Kulaski, left to right) Eldon Imhoff of Lincolnwood, Richard BoDiane Marie Chudik, Robert L. Sherree Lorraine Lamphier, wen of Chicago and Mrs. Eldon Imhoff.
Clark, Valerie Jean Clyde, Gary Michael Langhoff, Susan
Daniel R. Colt, Craig A. Coop- L. Lauzon.

ter Rosan; two brothers Raymond of Jackson, Miss., and
Polo of Mexico City, Mex.;
the M and R Amusement Co. four sisters Isabel Munos
of
The theatre will be situated Elk Grove Village, Marie Ar- er, Barbara Ellen Coskey,
on a 40 -acre site on the south- rayo of Elmwood Park and Alan J. Czarnecki, Patricia
west corner of Milwaukee Av. Maria Arrona and Elvira Ann Davidson.
and Hintz Rd. in Wheeling Herrera both of Mexico City.
Jeffrey J. DeMuth, Thomas
Township and will be the first
Visitation will be Tuesday G. Dendor, Dennise Ann Derdrive-in to be built in the after 7 p.m. in the Lauterburg by, Katherine 13. Dick, Josenorth and northwest suburban

S. See-Gwun Friday night.

Johnson, -Lane

Duffle

DOREEN

WENDY

Jose Acosta

in

Shiffer,

Shock, John Reginald Shupe,

Floyd M. Johnson, Karen Mac -

Bigham.

Drive-in

area

Marie

Cheryl

Berns, Donna Ann Betz, Donna
Marie Beyer, Belinda Jean

Publications

and World Book Encyclopedia,
Field Enterprises is the par-

Chicagoland
years.

Rista,

R.

DAVID

Walsh,

J. Waschbusch, Richard Rob-

Marie Tompkins.

Doyle D. Bartley, Belia Bena- Jones, Philip Earl Jones,
vides, Elaine A. Bennett, Shei- Steven Claude Jones, Sharon
la Ann Bernard, Wendy Lynn J. Jung, Albert C. Jordan.

the country."

have been

Richarann, Janet Lee pone, Michael J. Shcarn,
Gregory Carl Sheets, Jeannie

Kim

Richter.

Michele

Wendy Marie Veronica Walter,

ley.

Gary M. Bailey, James V. Johnson, Linda M. Johnson,

services to a position of preeminence in the United States
and abroad. His talents, imagination and drive are in demand in many fields all over

area

Repple,
Pamela

are:

ward

Plans for the first twin
drive-in movie theatre in the

Judith

Carol Mae Hughes, Susan A. Sandidge, Richard E. Sartori,
Ingersoll, Janet M. Jacobs,
Mary Kristine Adams, An- Christine Ann Jacobsen, Ron- Kathryn Ann Savino.
thony Aiardo, Cifford Eugene ald M. Jacobson, Martin M.
Albert, Susan Mary Altamorc, Jakubek,
Christopher
Mel
Michael J. Altergott, Richard Janczkowski, Pamela Jean
Alvino, Susan Louise Alvino, Janicki.
Joy Jean Anderson, Barbara
Susan L. Jasper, Cynthia
Lynn Arnold, Patrick A. Ar- Ann Jensen, Berry Lee Johnnold, Cheryl Lynn Arnt, Mar- son, Denniss W. Johnson,

"We have been most fortunate in persuading Bailey Ho-

cago.

Mrs.

to

Louis Joseph
Lee Retzke,

Reily,

Darcy

ron,

Fee Stinger, Claudia Ann Sting -

Louis Robert Stirn, Roberta
Jo Stirn, Debra Gail Storhaug,
Schmidt, Pamela A. Schmidt, Debra L. Summers, Sue Gail
Douglas Alan Schmitt, Kip Swanson, David H. Swenson,
Scott Schroeder.
Rebecca Jean Swinford, RichFrancis Walter Shumacher, ard Wayne Teeters, Susanne
Lori Paulette Scobell, Wendie Jill Thuy, Lynn Marie Tolle,
Sue Sebastian, Robert W. Scr- Paula Jean Tolp, Patricia

Jacqueline Puzzo, Eric Ramirez, David C. Ray, David K.

lene Henry, David Michael
Hess, Richard William Hil-

Jacqueline A. Hillary.
Hofer, of Dist. 59 Board of
Sheri Lynn Hofei, Gerald
Education, who will award di- Wayne Hoffstettcr, Steven
plomas.
Merrill Hogy, Adrienne Jo Holfeld, Barbara Ann Hopley, NanDEMPSTER'S
graduates, cy Louise Hornak, Lchn G.
from Mount Prospect, Des Horvath, Robert A. Howell,

pects to retire.

ent corporation for The Chicago Sun -Times and The Chicago Daily News and television station WFLD in Chi-

Hiram

Felicia Margaret Scarpelli,
Elizabeth
Susan
Scaturro,
Carol Schaal, David Leon
Schlau II, Jacquelyn Jean

.

H.., Clarke Harvey
III, Christine J. Heimos,
Curtis A. Hejduk, Barbara Ar-

Charles Chappelear, Demp- blom, Pamela K. Hildebrandt,
ster principal, will present the Robert John Hilgers, Cleric

ey

Day

present American Legion

awards, representing
J. Slifer Post No. 135.

chairman of the boa r d and

Besides

speak on "Reminiscing --Edu-

Mary Adams will ,present Harmon,
the class gift. Richard Ross

George B. Young who has

"Our good fortune will

will

- thy: a Necessity for the Future."

tion of two top executives.
will

Sheilah Bernard

cational Achievements," and Cliff Albert will discuss "Matu-

Enterprises, the par-

president

Sharon K. Pierson, Richard
Posinger, Susan L. Potter;
Gregory A. Powell, Emil J.
Pratt.
- Michael Raymond Precin,
Prisching,
William
eraig

Graduation exercises at Dempster Junior High' School will

-be held at 8 p.m. tonight. The Rev. Phillip Crail, assistant

ent corporation for Day Publications, has announced elecbeen

List Dempster Junior High Graduates

Carol VanHeltebrake, President

icon

Fireman Collects
Pension Money

THE PROSPECT DAY
Radio Hares Tuesday, June 14, 1966
Aid Scouts Troop 235 Hard Working
Culprit Takes

Robert Haberkamp received $1,653.22 from his contributions to the pension fund when he resigned from the fire de-

urban -Chicago set up a commu-

Page 3

partment.

This amount was paid

by the

Fireman's Pension Fund

Board in a special meeting last week.

R.

Olsen,

Candles
Save the
Play

County

Registrar of Torrens Titles,
reports 18 real estate transfers in Wheeling Township last
week.

Prices indicate $1.10 in federal revenue stamps for each
$1,000 in market value.

Ten transfers were recorded

Richard

Deakin

received

By Catherine O'Donnell

Alphonse,

Barrington,

near

and the Boy Scout headquarters
in Evanston. It served a double
purpose.

Harsch,

$29.70;

205

S.

Mitchell, Roy H. Albrecht to
.Kenneth G. Hartz, $22.55.

reminiscent of

Somerset Maugham's "Rain",
with the -audience participation.

Director Haas made a pre The four transfers recorded curtain speech explaining that
the rdisen ed. had' promised
it MOuni
N. 1Ville, John1-Yallerly 'to -lights bat that the show mull
John A. Novak,,S25'.85; 1517 on in the finest traditioti of the
Mark, Central Land Corp. to theatre.
Fortunately for the brave
Donald McClory, $31.90; 508
Fairview, George F. Muhly souls who were present, it did.
to Thomas E. Dillon, $25.30, To the credit of the director,
and 411 N. Russell, David H. cast and production crew, their
Curtis to Joseph E. Branick combined talents took everyone's mind off the storm.

Jr., $23.65.

Four transfers were also recorded

'IHE CAS1' is talented, the
Prospect Heights. lines of Grcenc's play are still

in

They were: 1716 Wintergreen,

amusing and the set was nicely

Donald F. Strahan to Ted B. executed,

even

to

the

Peter

'Hughes, $35.20; 414 W. Clar- Hunt decor on the sink, minus
endon,

Peter Jaeger to

Bell

Savings and Loan, $37.40; 402

the blues.

A special accolade goes to
W. Dorset, Howard E. Rede- Frank Loverde, who played
ker to Leonard E. Steffen, Papa. His accent was perfect
$28.60, and 663 Wayne, Leon- and his characterization adept.
ard R. Kunowski to Frederick Lillian Evans who played MaP. McNeal, $17.60.
ma, was charming and surmounted the obstacle of being

Investigation

just too attractive, with
acting.

fine

Chris Musil, as the gossipy
has ordered investigations of neighbor played her role with
Police Chief Newell Esmond

several reports in Randhurst
of men exposing themselves
to young girls.

taken

was

pect High School Friday
Francis F.
Albert, /110
We -Go Tr., told police his

ed by the Holy Name Society, white, yellow and maroon bike
to Boy Scout Camp LaCota to was missing. He said the bike
participate in the spring cam- had the gas shut off, the wire
dedicated

physical

to

to the spark plug shortened,

and the gas throttle broken

"Whoever has it,"

he said,

"must have had a hard time
taking it assay."

Deny Request
The board of appeals has
denied a request for a reduLt-

10 yards of the rear

ion by

Property

at

Northwest

1024

Hwy. and a change in parking
facilities at the
ing site.

office build-

ike
he

bike to

give his old

will

Mark.

was

winner

Things are looking up in the

day of each month in the Car-

Monday on the television show

household of Mr. and Mrs Wal-

riage Room of the Drake
Funeral Home, 625 Busse Hwy.,
Park Ridge. Meetings begin

Bozo's Circus.

at 8 p.m. Further information
may be obtained from Jim

and a new bicycle and it ap-

ter Schreiber and their two
daughters, Diane,
Janet, 4, too. Tlicy shared
Michael's previous prize winnings that included 24 Lands

Scott (253-5094) or Ed Mohr -

bars, a model power boat. two
brother Mark, 6. Michael said games and a book on insevis

a

grand

prize

10ind

Michael won 528, a camera
pears Isis good fortune is going
to filter down to Isis younger

PINT CARTON

FANCY

Orchard Country Club
Theatre in Mount Prospect.
The play, "Papa Is All,"
was written by Paterson Breene
Old

was definitely

bike

on the second and fourth TICS -

ICE

California

CREAM

VALENCIA:

SHERBET

OR

1

G.

motor

A

from the parking lot at Pros-

Scoutmaster Jack Schultz
led members .of St. Emily's
Boy Scout Troop 235, sponsor-

It was used to relay poree

man (SP 4-1437).

Director Will Haas had his
hands full on the second night
of his new production at the

in Arlington Heights. They and describes with humor and
were:
W. Campbell, Laura pathos, the trials of one MenE. Sicburg 'to George Vassos, nonite family torn between
tradition and the modern
557.20;, 105 N. Yale, William past
S. Whitaker to Robert B. Wy- world.
is Pennsylvania Dutch
ant, $23.65; 3420 N. Betty, for"All"
dead and that's what almost
Frank Clarida to Julia T.
Hinze, $17.05; 2108 N. Arling- happened to the play. A power
ton Heights Rd., Radio Realty failure because of last Thursto Robert 0. Atcher, $38.50: day's tornado caused the be433 S. Gibbons, Laurence H. ginning of the play to be deMills Jr. to Ronald S. Rold, layed 30 minutes. The first act
$17.60; 1823 E. Park, Roy J. was played by candlelight and
Lane to Paul Hoffman, $29.70; kerosene lamps. To add to the
1715 Drury Lane, DSP Build- dismal atmosphere, the sound
ing Corp. to Robert M. Adel- of dripping water, seeping
izzi, $26.95; 314 W. Fairview, through the ceiling and forming
Alfred B. Condon to Arthur ing little pools on the floor,

between the campsite at Camp

Wreck of Bike

Mike Wins

proximately 50 of the nation's most beautifully restored classic autos.

Sidney

camporee of June 3-5.

Scouts in
camporee

$1,271.20 and Clyde Hood Jr. personal messages for both fitness.
Holy Family Hospital in received $845.60.
campers and leaders to friends
Taking part in the camporee
Des Plaines will celebrate its
and parents in Evanston and it with Scoutmaster Schultz were
fifth anniversary Tuesday, June
THE BOARD voted to pay also handled emergency mess-; Bill Lauf, John Giordano and
21, with a lawn party on the John Clarke for all his con- ages.
Frank Moriarity.
hospital grounds.
tributions effective as of his
In another scout activity earHospital staffers, members retirement last Friday.
activities
HEADING
the
lier this spring, the group
of the medical and dental staff
was Jim Scott (1V90WH),
The board approved a re- Emergency Co-ordinator for spent an overnight camp - out
the senior auxiliary, lay advisory board and "Cheri - commendation by Chief Edwin Cook County.. John Wendt at Camp Dan Beard.
Many troop members made
Aides," will be guests of the Haberkamp that all men apply- ( W9 HNA) directed the acSisters of the Holy Family ing for village fireman must tions at the Evanston Head- progress toward second class
of Nazareth who own and oper- have chest and back X-rays quarters. A total of 14 ama- scout rank, passing requireand a cardiogram. The cost teurs contributed time and ments in cooking and camping
ate the hospital.
A chicken luncheon will be of this physical examination effort to make the event a during the trip.
served between II a.m. and 2 will be paid equally by the success.
p.m. Awards will be made to pension board and the village
This was another event in
staffers with five years of ser- upon approval by the village the Northwest Amateur Radio
board
of
trustees.
vice.
Club's program of public serMichael Schreiber, 8, of
vice. The club meets regularly 811 N. Arlington Heights Rd.

These classic autos are expected to be on display Saturday daring the 3d annual Classic Car Show at Randhurst Shopping Center. The show will feature ap-

Real Estate
Transfers
Listed

nication link for the Evanston
Boy Scout Council during its

This radio link was set up

Three other 'firemen who
have resigned were also refunded their contributions.

Lawn Party
For Hospital
Staff Members

Amateur

Northwest

The

Radio Club of Northwest Sub-

Oranges'
C
The set construction crew (from left to right) Rich Wilson, Dave Dove, set designer, Jim Smith, of Arlington Heights, and Jerry McGrath of Palatine, prepare
for this weekend's Village Theatre Production of "Gideon.

Doz©n

I

e'e

Popular Flavors

Thrifty Pak Brand

CHOICE

./ '

,

C

SPECIALS THRU SAL, JUNE 18th
1/4 -CAL CM tIc

e

1
The Village Theatre production of "Gideon" will be

Elmhurst

Rd.,

and information may be prop crew members are Kay

ets

obtained by calling CL 9-3200.

Hawley, chairman and Arlene
Production crews who work- Nemeck, Betty Brooks, Judy

presented Friday and Saturday,
in Wheeling High School, 500
S.

t e Scenes

O

the show together Owen.
are managed by Mary Estrella
Hand props will be handled
and her assistant PON'
. by Chris Bauske, chairman
-. John.,...
son.
and Joyce Seller, Pat Breited to put

Wheeling.

gairtain time ir. 8:30 p.m. Tick-

Dinner Dance

Construction

be held on Saturday at
the VFW Hall, Mount Proswill

pect, by the 1337 Veterans Club.
Cocktails will be served from

6 to 7 p.m. followed by a dinncr. The evening includes entertainment by Ted Grayson.
For information call E.
Prusinski at CL 3-9889 or
CL 3-6569.

U. .S. Navy Ens. Gary A.
Chessman of 327 S. Greenwood St., Palatine, has been
assigned to flight training at

'

officers who completed work
at the University of Illinois in
the ROTC program will be
June 17 at the Urbana campus.

EXTRA
FANCY

Mary Spellman and Charlotte
Shaughnessy.

Lighting crew members are
Costume crew members arc Marion Malcomson, chairman
Bette Grayson, chairman and and Stella Pevsner, Anita
Carolyn Burkett, Shirley Free- Wilkins and Doris Paterson.
man, Penny Braden,
Aagaard, Charmaine

Helen Sound
Sayre, Estrella.

Donna Tread and Stella Pcvsdecoration

and

ing crews include Carol O'Dea,
chairman and Wilma McGrath,
Sheila Baker, Betty Randolph,
Gladys Pownal, Marge Collins,
Shirley Scott and Betty Weber.

MAKE-UP committee members

are

Lynn

is

managed

by

'POUND.

Al

World's finest Prime Rib

paint-

the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Fla.
Joint commissioning ceremonies for new

"eatekt

Braden and Floyd Johnson.

ner.
Set

Navy Flier

w/LgON'

crewsmembers , Sprecher, Lois Schwartz, Lucille Dukes,
Binki Wilson,
Barbara Theil, Dot Watkins,

are: Dave Dove, set designer,
Al Estrella, Jim Smith, Rich
Wilson, Jerry McGrath, Mel
Freeman, Jerry Nemeck, Herb

A Candlelight Dinner Dance

Lobenhofer,

Northwest,

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
"Luncheon
Dinner
Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEY'S'

chairman znd Janet Hausler,
Tom Grisell, Doris Silver, Har-

Tommy & Mary Kay

riet Smith, Ann Hume, Darryl
Schultz and Lee Sechrist. Set

FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

an enjoyment that communicat-

ed itself to the audience. Ann
Hurdye, as daughter Emma,

1/Milaieg

gave a sincere portrayal although her Mennonite dress

was too modern and detracted
from the severe character of
Papa, who would never allow

Ratbafteeds
gokiasRoasts on/y

Discover

clothes like that in his house.

NORMAN Rice, who lives
in Arlington Heights, played a
local

policeman with a nice

"Save Double"

light touch. David Spung acted the harassed and rebellious
son.. quite believably. He is a
student
School.
The

at

Wheeling

For A Limited Time

High

direction is excellent.

The play is an excellent choice
for a summer evening's entertainment. It will run through,

Collect S&11 Green Stamps

17. The theatre is dark
on Mondays. Curtain time is
July

Ronald

F.

Wittmeyer

of

8:30 p.m. Tuesday through Sat1522 N. Kennicott, Arlington urday and 7:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Heights, has formed the Wittmeyer & Sons Insurance ofShopping
previousCenter.
ly was an executive for Allstate Insurance Co. and is
currently treasurer of the
Patton School PTA.
fice

in

Randhurst
Wittmeyer

JIM'S
BULKO

Hose Stolen

Henry Hastings told police
Saturday

someone

took

1 S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar
Deposited in Your Savings Account

his

garden hose from 635 N. Maple Ct.

BONUS.
SERVICE

STATION

gives you more gallons for your dollar.

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim 0Syrne.
010 E. RAND RD.

for Saving Money

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

50 S&H STAMPSSAVINGS

ACCOUNT

"SAVE STAMPS As YOU SAVE MONEY"

WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK
DUNDEE ROAD & MILWAUKEE AVE.

LEhigh 7.0020
ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000
MEMBER FDIC

-

SWEET
CORN
FANCY, FRESH

SMOK

BRICK

BUR

B.

.TH I EE.

93- SCORE

11/2

to

DTE,

3U.TA
Lbs. Avg. Weight

P o ulindd

Ear

c

Lb.

Brick

101b. Can $6.98

AGAR CANNED HAMS
Arlington Market Plaza
900 Kensington
Arlington Heights

3 -lb. Can

$2.49

The Grove Shopping Center
An. Hgts. Rd. and Biesterfield

Elk Grove Village

Some Day
Dear Kid:

That diploma they gave you
is a one-way -;;;;;ket to the wide
open spaces,
After all the oratory dies

down, somebody around the
house is going to make another
kind of speech.
Something

about going out and finding a
job.

Do not be discouraged. It
takes hardly no work at all to
find a job -nowadays. In fact,
the help wanted columns are
so plump yoy can almost take
your pick.

Remind yourself that this is
America, the land of opportu-

nity, and nobody is going to

bY Frank E: Vim Arx
While waiting for his dis-

.push you off into the shoe factory for a life of regimentation. Shop around., and have

fun. These are years you can
devote to adventure and learn-

iority.. You might even be able

are directly related
to the owner.

was jn the old days.
When the paychecks start
rolling in, plan a budget.

to learn something about the
business, a valuable item un-

When you make that.pitch for
a job, try to approach the
problem from the angle of what

less you

Practice

you can do for the boss, not

Never spend more than you
make.
Put something in the

you

smile,

office some day.

is

bank.

Realize that

Do all this and you will be

attention to the other fellow's
problems is really a form of

to land the job, get a steady

paycheck, and then in due time
the boss will recognize your

conambitious,
interested,
cerned, pleasant, industrious
and smart.

brain picking and in some
cases it can substitute for
years of experience.
Be on time for work. Stay

true abilities and make you a
division head, if not a
president.

your

may decide to run for piblic

can promise

The immediate ginl

you.

vice

Give an honest hour,

ished.

for every one you expect to be
paid. That way when you rise
to the top you can always tell
the youngsters how rough it

ing.

what the boss

around until the day is fin-

c ,o v a r y, spend your time
watching and listening to the
people who have a little sen-

In short, you will be a most
unusual American.

VateCOMIX.

Vantage Point
Thoughts while waiting for the votes to be
counted.

Early projections indicate a solid Republican
turnout in Wheeling Township.

We must have done a good job reporting the
committeeman's race between Gene Schlickman
and Tom Novotny - both camps are mad at us.

Win, lose or draw, Bob Atcher ran one of the
smoothest, most professional political campaigns
we have ever covered.

What will the "also rans" do in the future?
Too often, partisan politics loses good men who

just can't stand to lose and then make a comeback.

Will there be "controlled" party primaries in
two years for the top state offices -- or has the
Republican Party leArned that the people, in the
final analysis, arc the ones to make the choice?

HOW WILL the six Wheeling Township precincts on paper ballots effect the count? Will we
have the results by midnight?

Will the June primary (it has always been held

in April in the past) effect voting patterns
throughout the state? And are there some misgivings among the legislators who introduced and
supported the late primary bill?
Who will be the best man to rally the Wheeling
Township GOP together after the votes are
counted, Schlidkman or Novotny? Will one camp

... by Jack Vandermyn
read the other out of the party after a partidu-

IN LIGHT of Novotny's early announce-

By noon, we had a front page put together, providing the most comprehensive storm coverage
possible. The paper went to press just an hour

ment of support for Schlickman for State Representative, why was Schlickman's name -not
circled for state representative on sample bal-

put the storm edition in carriers' hands by 4

-

larly bitter primary.

late.

Extra efforts on the part of circulation people
p.m. The ,new was delivered to subscribers min-

lots circulated by Citizens for Novotny?

utes later.

How much good does last minute, hectic campaign activity do? Are the parades, parties, etc.

IT IS not often that a new staff produces such
an extra effort because, thank goodness, it is not
often in community journalism that such a trag-

really effective ways of stirring up voter interest?

Why will only 50 per cent of the electorate, if

edy strikes.

we arc lucky, participate in today's election?
When will Bill Means cook the groceries he has

We are proud of our efforts and the acknowledgements we have received from our readers
indicate they are also pleased.
Only a daily newspaper could provide the re-

*

been pushing around the third district in a dramatic effort for support?

IF EVER the role of a daily newspaper was
more vividly demonstrated in this area, Thursday was the day. Our regular Thursday edition
was in bed
and so was the staff - when the
tornado rolled through Arlington Heights, Prospect Heights and Mount Prospect.
A sleepy managing editor heard the flash on the
radio and went into action. Staffers were roused
and deplqyed throughout the arca.
Two more pages were added to the edition. The
originally scheduled page one was moved to page
two.

sources

Editor:
Big Brother???
It is my conviction that our

dividuals prove to be troublesome and become of concern

young people must be completely baffled and frustrated by
their adult peers --we give
theni'ample reasons.

Commission. But what of the
vast majority of our teens who

to the police, courts and Youth

arc

developing

into

upright

citizens? They need no praise

Ainorig teenagers, there are or
coddling --rather,
adult
obvious distinctions exactly as encouragement and opportunithere

are

among

the

adult

ties

to use their abilities are

strata of society. Hoodlum, in- wanted and needed. To these
dolent, passive, active and dy- young people, I fear, adult acnamic elements are contained tions present much vexation.
within both the adult and youth
As
an
example --current
populations. Only a few in- planning for the annual curb-

Page 4

ex -Trustee Bill Casterline and
Fire Chief Ed Haberkamp,

of my home last year -workmanship,

bove any reproach.
admired
his industry and initiative, and
was pleased to compensate hini
1

"Big

Citizens -is upon us!!

his

materials, act-

ions and mannerisms were a-

Editor:

Editor:

have enjoyed working with

We hear all too often, about
the few "hoods" but so seldom
do we give the good young

all of you and wish the best

adults the credit they deserve.

very successful.

of luck to the new publications
which have already proved

A Grateful Resident

Caryl S. Crouch

All letters to the editor must be signed. but
names will be withheld upon request.

Let t ers

should be as brief as pos-

If possible, and should contain
sible, typewritten,

an address or phone number so their authenticity

Start small, if you want to, but start steady. The important
aside every payday.

I NOW
PAYING

4.15%
WHEN HELD TO

can be checked.

something

What's most important: it's never too early to begin.
You say that takes more will power than you can muster
up on a regular basis? Then use the easy, automatic way:
join the Payroll Savings Plan where you work.
This way your employer saves your money for youputs it toward the purchase of a U. S. Savings Bond.
. Pretty soon you won't even miss the
money. In fact,
you'll probably forget how fast your savings are growing.
Here's a for -instance: just $4.33 a week adds up to the
$18.75 you need to buy a $25 Bond every month. That's
$300, maturity value, a year. Not bad for a former spendthrift! What's more, those few dollars you're tucking away
to grow will be working all the time to help keep our country strong and free.
So start now, start young, building up the savings that
count so much later on. Join the Payroll Savings Plan
before next payday.

",'What Gives You the Idea I Want
to Go Anywhere?"

- SFC Dudley C. Gould

Lately there have been many protests about

Today, Flag Day is generally disregarded. It
is a legal holiday only in Pennsylvania, and it

"The benefit of a day like this," said President Wilson at the time, "is in turning away
from the things that distract us, turning away

from the'things that touch us personally and absorb our interest in the hours of daily work. We
remind ourselves of those things that are greater than we are, of those principles which we believe in our hearts to be elevated, of the more
difficult things we must undertake in the days
' meaningful thing, is even used as a merchant flag. of perplexity when a man's judgement is safest
The Bible tells of the camps of the tribes of only when it follows a line of principle."
To pseudo -savants who preach from their
Israel, identified by individual standards on the
desert. Thus man uses flags to symbolize close ratty beards that nationalism, respect for nation;
identification with others. Flags can signify all. al customs, and patriotism cause war and are
The red cross is succor and charity. A white the marks of the poorly informed, the militant igflag is used to show that all hope is abandoned; norant, the emotionally governed, or the outa red flag is danger, black is death, and our na- right jingo, let them be reminded that President
was an intellect, a university professor
tional banner, to most of us, stands for great Wilson
pride. Those who do not understand what are our who taught at Bryn Mawr, and Wesleyan, and
accomplishment, what great personal sacrifice while a professor at Princeton began in colleges
the formal study of political science.
has been made to keep it flying high, or who reThis erstwhile Governor, the only President
fuse to appreciate this, they alone will disagree
with its importance.

to have held a doctorate, was proud to pro"The flag we honor is the emblem of

"It is in and through symbols," wrote the Scot- claim:

tish historian Thomas Carlyle, "that man consciously or subconsciously lives, moves, and has
his being, those ages, moreover, are accounted
the noblest which can the best recognize symbolical worth, and praise it to the highest."

Flags help transmit our innermost feelings,
whether the cross upon pure white of the selfless Crusaders, the gold star in the window of a
grieving mother, or the famous star-studded red,
white, and blue so many have died upholding.

Today the United States Army observes its
191st birthday. That same day we honor our

nifying an awesome power in readiness, the

community so Ear from the obvious battlefields.

Here at the 45th there is no debate as to the
propert treatment of the flag, for soldiers are
tightly bound to honor the Star-SpangledBanner
and guard it with their lives, if need be. Here,
the flag never touches the ground. In fact, Army
regulations (since adopted by the other Armed
Forces) have been for over a hundred years the
only law for the use and the display of the American flag. There have been a few agreements among groups of civilians, as, most notably, vet-

It Is presented as a public service in cooParation "Oh
the Treasury Department and The Advallsing Council.

erans organizations, and some states have agreed to conform to the so-called UNIFORM
tM

FLAG LAW, but, for the average civilian, respect for the American flag is a moral and patri-

otic act of conscience, rather than a legal obV

show respect for the flag.

did not become an annual observance, officially,
ple, some in position to influence youth, have de- until a federal law in 1949 ordained it. The first
Day was celebrated by Presidential procbated the importance of our national flag; insist- Flag
lamation in 1916.
ing that it is merely a symbol and nothing else.

reason for the 45th Brigade being in this civilian

The G.B. Government does not pay /or this advernament.

%ow....

An Act of Congress in 1917 made it unlawful to "deiccrate, muiliate,1 or improperly use
clarify some of the muddled thoughts I am sure the' flag", but only la' the"District of Columbia.
must remain in the minds of some of your read- An act the following year required the dismisers following the recent flag -stomping experi- sal of any employe or official of the Government in symbolism -- not to revive that argu- ment who "in time of war, criticizes violently or
ment, I hope. Perhaps you will run it as a guest abuses the American flag" but nowhere outside
editorial or a letter to the editor, on or before the Armed Forces is it the law that one must
The following Is a piece I felt compelled to

write. It is -timely, certainly, and it attempts to

our unity, our power, our thought and purpose
as a nation. It has no other character than that
which we give it from generation to generation. The choice is ours. The flag floats in
majestic silence above the hosts that execute
those choices whether in peace or war. And
yet, though silent, it speaks to us of the past,
of the men and women who went before us and
the records they wrote upon it, of a plan of life
worked out by a great people."

Old Glory is a rallying point on the stage of
school auditoriums, at public gatherings, and,
today, midst the uncertainty of Viet Nam. It
is silent to some but eloquent proof to most

national symbol. It is fitting the days are one, for
the Army was first to adopt the Stars and Stripes, Americans of great national ESPRIT DE
to fly it in and out of combat.
'CORPS.
Here at Arlington Heights, the 45th Artillery
Brigade (Air Defense) raises the flag mornings at
In soldiers, the flag is a beacon and a way
six o'clock, and proudly, at the bugle call, "To of life. It has always been like that. Caesar's
the Color", lowers it each evening. Here, the Legionaires were put to death if they abandoned
flag flies over men from nearly every state, sig- their standard.
Napoleon told his soldiers

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

MATURITY

Editors:

To be sure, in many countries the flag is a

Hwy., one boy was direction played a big part in making
traffic around a fallen tree. the play a financial success to
Two other boys were trying to benefit the hospital.
I

News Editor

Flag Day - - 1966

symbol, and nothing else. When General MacArthur, hoping to revive national pride, decreed
that the Japanese might display their flag on public buildings, they complied. But why, asked one
of The Day, for all the fine another, must they suddenly show concern for a
piece
of cloth? They held only their Emperor in
publicity given to our play,
the highest esteem. He is the living symbol of
"Come Blow Your Horn."
The excellent coverage with their unity and all that is best in Japan. Their
both
pictures
and
stories national emblem, by comparison a much less

One boy was directing traffic
at the intersection of Euclid
and Northwest Hwy. Then
further west on Northwest

Jack A. Vandermyn

serving in the United States Army. Other peo-

Welcome

ing of the tornado?

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Ktedaisch
Managing Editor

Flag Day. l4 June.

You're

move the tree.

thing is to have a regular program of setting

Brother"

G. Michael Mokate

Thanks
Helpful Boys

Start young.

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Would you be kind enough
On behalf of the Northwest
to thank the four teenage boys Community Hospital Players,
that helped all the drivers I wish to express our thanks
shortly after 7 a.m. the morn- to you and the rest of the staff

How do you own a
stack of Savings Bonds
when you're older?

."

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

Reader acceptance of our efforts is the only re-

an annual program was estabDepartmen, but "not to paint fished for the mutual benefit accordingly.
house numbers --this will be of our youth and community.
To my estimation, this year's
done by the Village at no charge The students operated as in- house numbering program is
to the residents." To justify dependent
businessmen, as- nothing more than governthis self-contradictory state- suming the risks of purchas- ment takeover of another esment, contentions., .are made , mg supplies, performing all .etablished, youth enterprise. The
that previouS workers demand- work and, soliciting supporting opportunities to develop mina ed a dollar for their services.
contributions from residents. tive, self - reliance, participaTo set the record straight, It was never my experience to lion in community service and
the house numbering idea was be dunned for any amount. I public recognition of our young
originated by college students have the highest regard for the people are destroyed. For what
several years ago as a means young man who worked in front purpose??
to earn educational funds. With
the counsel and guidance of the
Village
fathers, particularly

. .

Tbe Pro5pect rim)

and have it first.

Letters to the Editor
numbering program now involves hiring of
three students by the Street

And when stock prices are too high in relation to

profits, it's healthy for the market to

Both Thursday and Friday papers were sold
out on the newsstands moments after they hit.
Both editions will be long remembered by a staff
that gave just a little extra so that our th(5usands
of readers would, have the news ... have it right
ward we need.

house

-

to cover a fast breaking story as thor-

OUR PAPER on Friday was devoted to a great
extent on follow-up storm coverage.

By 11 a.m., we had gathered storm facts,

stone

.

oughly as The Day covered Thursday's storms.

pictures and sidelights.

Frustrated and Baffled Teens

".

ligation.

not to despair, they were never in a foreign

country wherever they served, for where flew
the Tricolor there was France.

To professional soldiers, the flag has special meaning. They addressed it and saluted it in
giving their first enlistment oath, and it will
be there to honor them at the last of their days.

No one need ever explain to a career 'soldier
what is the meaning of our national flag; he is
ever mindful of the appreciation expressed by
General Anthony McAuliffe of the 101st Airborne Division -

"To a soldier there is one moment above all
others during which the flag assumes supreme
meaning. It is when the last volley is stilled
and the flag is gently removed and carried to
where the' mourners stand. A man has given his
best to his country and she, in turn, gives her
best -- her colors."

Camp Fire
Girls
LEFT - Jody. Scherpels,
Penne Unhart
Bertha Ehard.

and Miss

(Photo by Dan Bales)

t

K

Right --CorinneVan
Schoick

to

passes candle

Connie Vehe in the Awarding of Rank ceremony. Pas-

J

sing

the

candle

k,

signifies

the girls will pass on their
knowledge to other Camp
Fire Girls.

The Day's Prospects

Newcomers End Active, Fruitful Year
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Many groups in the area
still actively participating in community wel-

Party,

going through the year.

pect Community Center.
A
full schedule of events will be

dance, an Old Orchard Country Club dinner and a theater

announced soon.

party.

The proceeds from
the production were presented
Western".

Club,

by Mrs. Howard Houdek, past
president to Clifford C. Hagedorn, chairman of the advisory

welcomes all new residents of
the Mount Prospect area to
join. Its main purpose is to

council for the Community
Counciling Center sponsored
by the Salvation Army.
Mrs. Houdek emphasized
that the Newcomer's Club is
not basically a philanthropic

make newcomers feel welcome
and offer them a means of getting acquainted with their
neighbors, to make friends and
to meet other residents.

A common cause, that of
being new to their surroundings,

monthly at the Mount Pros-

tively participated in one fund
raising affair, "Showboat Goes

fare.
One such group, the Mount
Newcomer's

attend

THIS YEAR the group ac-

are

Prospect

and a summer bowling league
and golfing that keep things

organization, but one for the
purpose of getting acquainted

welds many friendships

and having fun.
Newcomers to the Mount
Prospect area are invited to

during meetings which are
held September 'through June,

the

meetings

dinner, a Halloween Costume

held

Christmas

ples bridge, a thespian group,
arts and crafts and sewing get
togethers during the year.

son, vice president; Mrs. Har-

Outgoing officers are Mrs.
Houck; Mrs. Robert Wornick,
vice president; Mrs. Donald

rison

Springer, recording secretary;
Mrs. David Ahlgrin, corresponding secretary, and Mrs.
Curt Dahlstrom, treasurer.
Also presented during the

recently.
First place

year were couple events
in which the husbands participated. They included a boat

Second

and

cou-

members

er, Kathy O'Rourke, and Jun-

a-

ior

High Cabinet Individual
Torchbearer, by Vicki Granzin.
Progression in outdoor liv-

burg.

.

Lighting the candles of

Both Middle School's edu-

The school is the first in the

procedures and its
represent new concepts in education.
Accord-

nation to use systems devel-

tion
Systems
Development
Project established in 1962
at Stanford University, Dippel said.
Dippel said the Board of

ing to Fred H. Dippel, assistteam teaching method is used
to pursue objectives that can't
accomplished in
contained classroom.
be

a

teachers

co-operate.

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

Falcons will be in charge of
entertainment.

Winona Is Home
Three

year

old

Winona

ust 21 and 22nd, for Cadette

TODAY, 900 students are
enrolled in Barrington Middle
School.

the educational program.
According to the brochure,
the cost per square foot of

design

to

cided to proceed with it instead
of the traditional school design.

A BROCHURE about Mid-

Barrington Middle School. including equipment is $1 3.23.
The buiilding contains 90,000

dle School compiled by Inter plan, Inc. says:
"The four

is

systems

are

used

tural system, the
ceiling system, the

the struclighting mechan-

square feet.
Youngsters

ruary,

in
the
Barrington
school system.
The building
is
a
new architectural de-

ing walls and heating and electrical systems which
cumbersome to move.
facilities any changes in

sign.

are

It

three

Holy Family Hospital.

days in

or -

final meeting June 17 at 11:30

Members are asked to bring

at the Mount Prospect
Community Center.
a.m.

The members will meet in
the snack shop and then have
their regular business meeting at I p.m. The remaining

portion of the afternoon will
games,

and

cards.

white elephants for prizes.

a

MONEY donations by the
club, as determined by a committee including Mrs. Betty
Conway, Mrs. Kay Miller,

president,

is

purposely

educational

system

is

working well.

made in legnth of class per-

"But all in all, it is proving
most successful," he said.
"The building," said Dippel, "has a few flaws, but

He

said he

thought

there

could be more storage for students' books and clothing, and
a larger and better designed
li- art room. Bigger offices for

serves

research

as

a

center

ual equipMent areas, a project center, a meditation area

a

$35

ian is available to assist students. The activity area
serves

room, theater, and a
study area for group -seminars,
special projects and student
displays.

Dippel said he expects the
students'

cash

Valparaiso with a double major in elementary education

this

and art.

at

She also served as
for the university's
Memorial Chapel.

a

NANCY ANNE ARNDT

guide

a

newly de-

improved

attitude

17 Considered
For Sorority
The Xi Epsilon Theta Chap-

ter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority held a new membership
tea recently at the home of

toward school to continue for
at least Jive years, perhaps Mrs. Charles Coons of Mount

her entry.

She recently graduated from

as an assembly room,

lunch

award, ribbon and plaque for

use

in

to check out books. A librar- usual school.

entry was
the 8th annual.

received

flaws

signed building such as Middle

is conducted on an honor sys- impression that the educator
tem, with no cards required is pleased and proud of the un-

geometric drawing
"Bending
Surface"

Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nancy

some

and individual study carrels." School," Dippel said.
But all in all, you get the
DIPPEL SAID the library

National Lutheran Student Art

organization may contact Mrs.
Fay Carlson,
437-4690.

ACCORDING to Dippel, the
new

and the principal and directors of
"Also guidance and instruction also
available in the learning cen- may be needed, he said.
"It is only natural to expect
ter are a listening center, vis-

Show sponsored by the Lutheran Brotherhood Life Insurance

in

no

School,

"This area

THE LATTER

Mrs. Claire Rothery and Mrs.
Annette Williams, will go to
the
National Federation of
at the USO.
Anyone interested

pencil,

entitled

submitted to

Grandmother's Clubs for

imately 14 modules daily, with
classes varying in length from

iods.

brary,

two $50 art awards at an

Grandmothers to Meet Friday
include

subject matter, interest, maturity and any special needs.
Class periods are divided
into modules (30 -minute periods).
Students have approx-

"Their previous school was
an old building with crowded

inviting to the students.

and the other a linoleum print
entitled "Growth".

The Grandmother's Club of
Mount Prospect will hold . its

Students are grouped according to their ability to learn the

designed without barriers and
doors so it appears open and

of Mount Prospect, received

The council hopes to have
pay their

ject and a slower group for
another.
In seventh grade, schedules arc examined carefully.

ter of Mrs. John P. Arndt study room," he said.

entino, Morton Grove.
year. Cadettes will
own expenses.

records and work out schedThey may be
in a faster group for one sub-

ward learnin g," he said.

Middle

Scout Camp, Rockwood with a

Only 32 girls will be selec-

Before sixth graders enter
school, teachers examine their

little equipment," Dippel said.
By contrast, he said, "The nothing major. There is still
7,000 - square - foot learning some adjustment to be done
Center, heart of Barrington in the ventilation system."

exhibit sponsored by Valparaiso University.
Her entries won in 2 of the
5
categories. One entry was

Washington, D. C.

grouping in arranging students

Regrouping is
continuing
constantly
and
some
variations have been

library
as
such and no gymnasium. The
industrial arts teachers had

Nancy Anne Arndt, daugh-

Northwest Council accompanying them on the trip will in-

for next

novel
Feb-

Dippel said.

classrooms,

Collects
Two Art
Awards

trips available

this

"There
definitely was an improvement
in the students' attitude to-

"The design of the building minimizes interior bear-

grades

week, he said.
Dippel said

one to three modules.

like

school, which opened in

ical air treatment system and
the partition system.

sixth, seventh and eighth

ted from the 105 applicants.
The representatives from the

two

The school has a ca-

pacity of 1,200 students and
commodated with changes in

the

The girls chosen for the trip clude Mrs. John Costello, vice
by a committee, are judged on president of the council and
character, interest, ability and resident of Mount Prospect;
upon recommendation of their Mrs. Eugene Romano, Skokie;
leaders. Four area girls will, Mrs.
Lawrence Hildebrandt,
leave on a bus trip to Girl Palatine, and Mrs. Earl Val-

O'Meara, daughter of Mr.and stop over at Gettysburg. The
Mrs. James O'Meara is home trip
also includes a tour of
after spending

eliminated,

the

Cadette Camp
August 21-22
Girl Scouts.

been

A STUDENT may have 12
14 of these free periods a

in classes.

says.

June 16th.

served by the mothers of the
Yankees and Tigers baseball
teams. The mothers of the

center,

Board of Education, who de-

"One teach-

Auxiliary has reset the date
of their meeting to Thursday,

A National Girl Scout Camping Trip is being planned A tig-

a

dedouble -loaded

as an example.

MIDDLE school includes all

Page 5

slippery

-

ing a trip to California. He in- another 200 to 300 can be ac-

explain the concept."

nap AT HOME

non

-

making more educational ules for them.

learned of the new design dur-

divided into small groups and
all four teachers take a group
to answer questions and help

New Date
For League
Meeting

Middle School
uses a s y s t em of careful

and

auxiliary teachers.
Dippel
used
mathematics

troduced

dit another class, use the shop
facilities, the library or plan-

resilient

space available," the brochure

to design a traditional junior
high school for Barrington,

The

teacher has the main responsibility and three are used as

green card, he may move about the building freely to auetarium.

corridor has

after learning about it
from architect Spencer B.
Cone. Cone, who had been hired

self-

In team teachin g, four

communication, the group

be

Judy

vide better sound control than
six-inch concrete block walls.
"Carpeting is used to reduce the noise level.
It is

sign,

sign

dents when introducing a new
concept in math," he said.
"After 20 minutes of one-way

will

were

son.

bility for public property.
"Because of building

Education decided on the de-

er may teach up to 100 stu-

Refreshments

year

candles by Nancy Grier, Karen Stewart and Janice Mathe-

and aids the children in developing a sense of responsi-

oped by the School Construc-

ant superintendent of Barrington Public Schools, the

lunch John Trandel held for his junior
high school classmates in language
arts courses.
Trandel treats his
schoolmates once a year to a luncheon
prepared by his mother and herfriends.

laws.

this

The
ceremony
concluded
with the extinguishing of the

ment through flexible interior walls.
Interior walls are
three - inches thick and pro-

el approach to education currently is being taken.
Recently a group of Arlington Heights members of the American Assn. of University Women toured Barrington Middle
cational
building

age size bite of a hot dog during a

ade and to read the new by-

re-

Schcrpelz and Renee Linhardt.

ganization and room arrange-

School to see it in action.

Cynthia Sue Crandell takes a teen

The purpose of the meeting
will be to discuss arrangements for the 4th of July par-

wards

THE HIGHLIGHT of the day
was having Miss Bertha Ehard
present to give out the Campership Awards which bear her

Work, Health and Love were
Pamela Smith, Kathryn, Lan -

The girls

ceiving the award will spend a
week at Tyalaka Camp, Westfield, Wis.
Receiving the a-

Deiscnrogh.

Several miles northwest of Arlington' Heights, a" nov-

Luncheon

cafeteria at 8:00 p.m.

ommendation.

ing was given by Barbara

BY MARILYN HELFERS

I

the McCarthur Jr. High School

The recipients of the Camp-.
ership awards arc chosen for
interest, character by a committee upon their leader's rec-

Novel Approach To Education

Junior Hg

The meeting will be held in

fire.

Treece;
Firemakcrs, Eleaine
Poeszated; Group Torchbear-

Krampert the welcome. The
color guard included Jeanette
Wills, Cherly Sipiora, Jean
Fromm, Janet Hedrick, Katie
Schweikcrt and Robin Alten-

trophies

tier and Mrs. Lester Graham.

Hot Dog!

Due to the tornado; the Prospect Heights Little League

fire

guest of honor at the council

WoodGatherers,Kathy

Wo - He - Lo call and Mrs.

are Mrs. Robert Strahe, Mrs.
Neal Doyle, Mrs. J. P. Trot -

-trip, a visit to Old Town and

Camp Fire Girls

and

AWARDED the rank of Trail
Seekers was Sharon Burshtan;

Mrs. H. VanShoik gave the

Cote and Mrs. Robert Klabude.
team

Luce

girls

attended the council
wards ceremony.

Hanson, secretary; and

place

Debbie

Camp Fire by Mary Stearnes.
of
Mount Prospect held their
Grand Council Firc under the
supervision of Mrs. William
Krampert and Mrs. William
Michela. More than 400 girls

went to Mrs. Nick Rowe, Mrs.
Warren Williams, Mrs. Alfred

past

name. Miss Ehard founded the
in Mount
Prospect 30 years ago. She is
now at the Magnus Home in
Arlington Heights and was

Camp Firc were given by
Bluebird,

Mrs. Robert Baldock, treasurer, held their award banquet
team

dis, Kim Nebel. History of the

Mrs. Nancy Petran 392-5012.

THE CAMPFIRE

which recently elected new
officers -- Mrs. David Wilson,
president; Mrs. Roger Peter-

evening

For further information call

dinner

THE BOWLING league

THE CLUB also sponsored
afternoon,

a

longer.
'

Prospect.
Seventeen girls were
sidered for membership.

concircumstances
under
which
Mrs. Coon may be contacttheir independence is recog-,
nized," said Dippel.
"The. ed at 255-6245 if any former
green card system provides members of the Beta Sigma
this.
If a student receives a Phi are interested in joining.

"Students arc provided with

1"

S

SHORT. RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL
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OUT OUR WAY
/ NOW WAIT A MINUTE! YOU DON'T

I DO - - BUT IF
THINK A SQUIRREL'S GOING -RD FALL
THEY THINK
FOR A SET-UP LIKE THAT, DO YOU? HE'LL THAT MUCH
KNOW THAT PEANUTS DON'T GLOW OM
LIKE PEOPLE,
TREES, AND 'THEN HE'LL WONDER
THERE'S GOT
WHAT A NUT'S DOW' WITH A STRING
TO BE A FEW
ON) IT,

`IOU 14ONOR US WiTH
'JOUR PRESENCE Mhf2A1'11)

WELL, GIVE 'EM
CREDIT FOR HAVIM'
SOME BRAINS.'

DUMB ONES

AMONGST 'EM.1

avoigif

WA'

,,o<>
t4',1:zzaultalllEgELL
WI -1A-1 A PLEASURE -TO
ENCOUNTER SUN tovaINESSA
TM le, U1 Pet

INA loy MA.

"It looks lilco a hard summor ahead for our boys.

They've outgrown their clothes, their parents, and
now thoir clubhouse!"

Ott,

"Junior! You answer me this instant! I know you're in
there somewhere!"
s.10,14..01:. 'A,"

BEN CASEY
STUART WILL
ARSE THREE WEEKS AT TANGLEEI E LD, AND CONDUCT THE PREMIERE.

WORD SEEMS -to BE GE-r-riNG

ARouND A8OuT MY, FROG BIT.

YOU'RE
HIDING

BUT HE BCE.SN'T WANT TO SEE
YOU UNTIL AFTER THE PERFORM-

1TRUEN.

HE'LL TRY HIS BEST TO MAKE

yoU PROUD OF HIM...

1

BEN... T.
FEEL. IT...

THE WORRY WART

COCMPAN

I.,

US Per on

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
NOW RE TELLS I -AIM!

TU

5NIFTED!
THEY'RE

ALL

CAN MOVE, EVEN
WITHOUT

HE-ARIN THE

DINNER BELL!

STAMPIN' THEIR FEET!

AFTER E15!

RUN I

BUGS BUNNY

DOESN'T MAKE THEI TROUGH! THE
OLD BO'/ REALLY

EVER BOTHER ME NONE! RIVER 500N HE'LL
LOOK LIKE A PINEBACK HOME-THE-Y(3SE°
APPLE WITH LEGS!
TO CRAWL UP AND DOWN
MY ARM WITHOUT EVEN

THE WIND

11, 1%4 IIP4IA UH. /./A. Grp US Pe Olt

IT 6ETTLES ONE)

AND IF THE MA3OR QuESTtor.k

I FORGOT TO TELL 'VOL).
GRGAT
CA EMS! AIAsoR--:Ti-kEY DON'T

3

'Aft

fti''.1ir

..)At

SOME'
THING,

ANCE. HE'LL EXPLAIN THEN.

a

N

SPINACH PARSNIPS,
LIVER AN' ONIONS!

E

eers:-.41,4.6\

11

,?,
,./
1/,

,
1A.L1

a

47

h,',4;)"

r."03,,,i;
..4R

'''.4 /6../

,

n

Heart

DONT HEAR ANY
t2JNG. -HOW
CAN YOU TELL?

Attack
for

fi aall

my husband to drink beer or

THE BORN LOSER
AS YOUR ATTOR1JEY Akit' AFTER
MUCH DEL I BER ATI OP

10 E5CAPE!

the

comes

enlarged

and

heart

failure with waterlogging may
result.
The term heart atteck is
often used to describe any
sharp pain in the chest -especially
angina
pectoris,
which is caused by a spasm

the

other

hand,

following a true coronary heart
attack the victim usually recovers but many have another
attack after
or years.

several

months'

Please send your questions
and comments to Wayne G.

Brandstadt, M.D., in care of
this paper.
stack

While Dr. Brand -

cannot answer individual letters he will answer
letters of general interest in
future columns.

.}--'

IL
A

'AM*

4-)4

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A N

5 Musical

V

instruments
6 Game at cards

fr
w

RA

N

A T H

0
U
L

L

E

T

E3 R 0

0

M

AH A

NR

P
A
N
nickname
0
0
T
8 Flower
mountain
A
M
9 Canvas shelter
13 Apportioned
ALE
10
Brink
14 Austere
-r A
12 Pithy
C
15 Lubricating
N
H
C 0 L
13 Flies aloft
M
9,
16 Garden
N
E
.18 Over (contr.)
B
EL
L
implement
N EAT
20
Fall
flowers
I' A
0RA
17 Malaysian
21
Shows
mercy
to
canoes
Sleeveless
32 Art'ile'al
44 Spanish c'ty
19 Female saint 22 Arab
language
robes'
45 Fillip
(a b.)
23 Drama part.
36 Gra ings
46 Brain passage
20 Declares
24
Yarn
37 Even (contr.) 48 Stupefy
22 Crafts
27 Greedy
38 Ship's spars
49 Greek war god
25 Bitter vetch
28 Bamboolike
41 Algonquian
51 Three -parted
26 Brazilian state
grass
Indians
(comb, form)
30 Water vessels 29 Confederate42 Intends
53 Scottish
32 Snarl
31 Symbol for tin 43 Formerly
sheepfold
33 Parish in
Louisiana
2
3 I4
7
8
9
10
34 Bay window
5
35 Soothsayer
11
12
36 Diamond, for
instance
14
39 Whirlpool
40 Shrill cries
- 16
17
18
19
43 Elevated
railroads
20
7 Masculine

C

LIT

Me I, HL'. kr. TM t.s US P.,

CAPTAIN EASY
MERU'S TO TRACT YOUR PAP'

MIN' TO SELL TO IhR.ROOICK
WHO SAW A UFO NEARBY
LA5T WEEK, CAROL!

FoR
(ARLIE 1,

r

THAT
STRANGE
ODOR, WA5H.

WHAT IS
5ULPHURT

a

1

Off.

GOOD HEAVENS, ISN'T THAT
PADDY'S HAT, WA5HT LOOK -THE
GRASS SEEMS TO BE 5EARED:

HOLY SMOKEI IT 10 HIS

POOR PADPYL

HAT.HADLY scoecties: AND WE HAD
HERE 's A BURNT SHOE
INCL.E1IT PtDtfl
THAT LOOKS LIKE- 141.5:

TAKE IT

LY ENOtiOlU

a

:TUITADLE

/
Per OH

11!)

(coll.)

the victim walks uphill, ALLEY OOP
On

EXPERIENCE FULL OF FUN
,......AND PLEASANT REINARDS..2

1

overeats or has an emotional
upset.

A

snzuGGLE!

.

coronary
ever

SO WHAT'S
_
IT GOING TO OE !
I

11 Biblical

of a coronary artery rather
than an obstruction, and true
heart disease. Anginal attacks may recur when-

:1-I0.3L AND

REALLY WANT TO LEARMIT ClUJ

8 The - House

uses to describe the damaged
segment of heart muscle resulting from blocking a cor-

from
art infection such as rheumatic
fever, diphtheria, typhus, influenza or viral pneumonia.
In myocarditis the heart be-

IF SOO ENJOY

1 Mother of
Isaac (Bib.)

cur?
A -- Myocardial infarction
is
a
term the pathologist

of

'

I IT CAN BE A STRUGGLE
OR,ON TIE. OTHER HAM

ACROSS

tion the same as myocarditis?
Does a heart attack often re-

resulting

5444i1 NIA, I.. TM. ..... US 1st. Off.

Hodgepodge

ADVISE YOU TO ATTEMPT

in moderation.
Q
is myocardial infarc-

muscle

s

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

would not be harmful if taken

inflammatory disease

,...1 -,i,

-lag

gether the combined lowering of the blood pressure
might approach the shock
level.
Alcohol,
a
relaxant,

heart

11,1 rill -7'

DE A RICH ANC. JOYFUL

my husband's coronary heart
disease.
Is Isodril
a
new
medicine? Is it all right for

onary artery (a true heart
attack).
Myocardtit is an

, '.

-1^,

'<.,57' 4,11'

AS EVERY
TEACHER KNOWS
THERE ARE TWO
WAYS ID TEACH!

Q -- Our doctor prescribed

If the two drugs are taken to-

1

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

brandy when taking this drug?
A -- isasorbide dinitratc
(Isodril) is
relatively new.
Like nitroglycerine, it . dilates
the
coronary
arteries
and
lowers the
blood pressure.

f y ...it ii, ' 'C,1,,,,-:: .4,
.4...

-.
if. ii1.1ND HE
ONLY WANTED
FOUR 5EGG= 6/l/

MORTY MEEKLE

Isodril and nitroglycerine

e,,;

' , r ,,,:,

/))

4.

DOCTOR SAYS

.

ELL. HOW WU.8

---

fril
$1,

",
.

--

........

46 Wash lightly
47 Feminine
appellation
50 Leased

52 Incrustation on
teeth

22

23

24

26

13

57 Sudanese
Negroids
50
DOWN
1 Girdle
54
2 Martian (comb.
form)
3 Rant
4 Exist

27

28

29

32

31

33

34

54 Traps
55 Violent, mulIbl 35
expiration
56 Historical

tapestry

25

30

36

39

7

40 41
44

45

42

11147

46
51

48 -49

53
55
57
14

er

THE DAY

Tuesday, June 14, 1966
11 -Business Services

GIRL WANT A S

FREE BOY

Piano tuning, repairs & regul-

ation. After 5 P.M. call 0270282

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
Boys brown suit with two

slacks. nearly new, Slacks

sate waist 27,Iength 29,527.00
new. Selling Price $15.00. Kim
Zancek, 392-0696

Sell Lionel train set with two

trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-0021. Train number is
2037.

Children 3 to 6 Come to Play -

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child, others' 751
Call Margo CL 3-8060

392-7448.

or trade for 20". Call Kim

McKinney 537-2894 at 1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

Pretto.

$5.

392-4473

Tony

For sale: Blue and white male
parakeet with cage and stand
both for $6.00. 392-6472. Lee

For Sale 15 and 3 Gal. Aquar-

turns with stand, reflector,

filters and some fish $20.00
for all also Stingray bike

$15.00. 392-9648 Scot Farley.

MOTORIZED RACE Car Sot

for sale. Set includes 2 cars,
2 controlors, transformer,

track, bridge, and ralling.Call
CL 5-4507 Walter Jefferson.

Wanted: Lawn jobs, or other

odd jobs in Hickory Meadows
area. Call 392-9856, Ted An-

trim.

COmplete: 10 gal. Etquariurd
includes- stand, re:
outfit
fleeter, under -gravel filter,

pump heater, gravel, asst.
aquarium decorations. Chuck
Moeller CL 5-4552.

Schwinn 3 speed Sting Ray
Bicycle like now with hand

brakes and stilt rear tire.
CL 5-0283 Randy Roeing

26" Schwinn girls bike blue
lights and carrier baskets like
new CL -5-3656 Beverly Glow acid

Will do any odd jobs in the

vicinity of Rand, Euclid, Dryden, Olive Sts.Strong, efficient

and responsible. CL 3-0236
Andrew Pancratz

babysitting job.
Northwest Mount Prospect.

Lde and Scott

WANTED:

Free estimates. Lee Atwater

Experience 54 per hour. age
13. Love small children. Call
CL. 5-3129 Roberta Zambo.

experienced
near South Side Arlingtonlawn
service. Call CL 9-4811 or CL
5-2393. we rake the clippings.
CL 9-9811

Wild rocking horse for sale.
Plastic palomino pony with
spring suspension on metal
frame, height to saddle ea"
$5 Ricky Stoner CL 9-1079.
Vinyl pool for sale 10' by 2'
metal frame. Pool vacuum

cleaner included. $10.00 Gwen
Stoner, CL 9-1079

Primary piano students wanted by high school student currently studying at Northwestern School of Music. Will
teach in home. Call: Ken Barr
CL 9-1518.

Accordion for sale 120 bass
intermediate good condition
$75.00 or best offer. CL3e
8970 Don Koehler

Cub Scout uniform size 14
$4. Cub Scout Trousers size
12 $1.50. CL 3-0445 Mark
lioggay.

Roy Brooks CL 3 -8602.

Interested in Music? Pierre
Maure practice flute for sale.
Complete $35.00 or best offer. Anita Marshall 302-5194

Baby sitting during vacation
74 an hour. Experienced and
reliable. Children's clothes

sizes 6, 12 and 14 on sale

cheap. Maryanne Dowlarz,CL
3-9198

ters charge 54 an hour call
CL 5-4706. I'm 14. Jan Os-

Boys Schwinn 20" bike. black

and white, also has training
wheels for beginner. $10.00
CL 5-2820 Andy Scaletta

Must be in North area of Mt.
Prospect. Call CL -9-2737.
Carol Collins.

Lawn Mowing and yardwork.
Call Steve Collins Northwest
area Mount Prospect only.:
Call CL 9-2737 Age 13.

Dart Go -Kart frame for sale,
white upholstered scat. new

slicks, new brakes, metallic
blue, $75. or best offer.
392-5808 Mike Allen;

WANTED WEIGHT LIFTING
EQUIPMENT. JERRY 253-

Drummer needed for boys
combo. Eighth grade boys in
group - please call CL 3-7739

3240, 630 N. Denton.

nog or odd jobs reasonable
rates. Tom Kindler CL 3Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.
259-0513. Donna King.

Iacocca.

Arlington High School student

Have recently acquired old

clock, directly received from

Bangcock, Am unusually
game, to barter for same,

Antiquated records of Bach.
Schafer's.:

Need work, Will babysit, cut
lawns, or wash cars, anytime
Thank you. 392-9163. Leea
R. Loughran.
Wanted To Buy. One basketball back -board in good condi-

tion also one girl's playhouse
for yard.392-4731.Rhys Williams.

Want to do any odd jobs;
carrier, mow

Newspaper

lawns, wash cars. In winter
shovel sidewalks and driveway; etc. CL 5-1604. Steven
Stratos.

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595
Steve Coy.

Rocking Horse spring type.
Large size Excellent condition
$10. 253-4455 Richard An-

825-5704.

For sale childs Singer sewing

Also Tom
Thumb typewriter, both ex$5.00

cellent condition and reasonable. 825-5704. Vernette and
Claire Nelson.

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorperatedbusiness
around Call now See how High

School Gardener are best for
you. CL 5-41317. Tom Scheffel

Hoy, 12 years. willing to work

on South side of Arlington.

Bill Woled 132 South Patton.
CL 5-1143. Odd Jobs.

Guitar and Trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-2454. Roger
Willis.

anced. Never used Corvette
stick set up. $150.00 or car
equivalent.
O'Connell.

392-7567

Mike

Selling Aurora HO Roadrace
set, four, lanes, nine, cars,
many extras, best reasonable
offer. 253-3110. Mike Buechnor.

10 watt guitar amp 3 inputs

can do any printing job on

my five by eight inch real
letter press many types to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.

Printing done for you no job
too small colors too on small
letter press many types' to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.
Lot me print your letter head
and envelope prompt service
special price 1000 sheets 500
envelopes

beautiful

-- 2 'Motorola' 15 inch bass

speakers $30.
Chuck Cashion.

CL -9-0080

leotards and tights size 10

gay.

all ages. North side of Mt.
Prospect Day or night. CL -3-

26 inch boys bike chrome fencordion
$20.00
Gregory Lanzon

392-2119

Schwinn bicycle 20" Blue and
White. "Debbie" model good
condition. 437-4840 Joy Wel-

p.m.

Mini -bike, Dart cycle with

MacCulloch 40 and dual curbs
many extras Phone CL 9-0693
Jim Welch.

Depedable babysitter, not a
T.V. watcher four years experience excellent references. Live near Kensington

and tubes. Phone 392-0693.

old. Good condition. New tires

John Welch.

Need a babysitter? Handy with
children call Janet Duffy.

Fourteen year old girl wants
babysitting in Virginia Ter-

Age 13.

Lawn mowing, dog walking,
you name it, I'll do it. In

Girls 24" Higgins bike bought

new good condition. also 10'
diameter 24" deep Doughboy
pool new. Never used. Barbara Kabus, 392-4040.

I'm husky, ready" and able,
1.0 years old willing to do

Hill area weekends and sum-

mer months. 54 hour 74

sit, shop, cut lawns, weed.

CL 5-2644. Dean Rosenquist.

after midnight. CL 5-0718,
Karen Weller.

Girls bike needs work 26 inch

Toys and games for sale.

length size 12 $5. Monica
Hoggay, CL 3-0445

Five to 50 cents, Call CL 52067 - 2606 Fremont Street,

$8, spring coat size 14 $4.,
white party dress, street

arty

Babysitter available - capable

and experienced. Low rates.
Will do light housework.Rolling Meadows area. Call CL 52067 Robin Fogarty.

Girl Rythm guitarist looking
for frosh and soph girl guitarist and drummer for combo. Cathy Schafohen CL 37739 - between 5:00 & 8:00
I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sis-

ters. Charge 54 an hour.

Please call CL 5-4706 Name
Jan Oswald.

Wanted babysitting job. Will
babysit in Devonshire,Devonshire west area. Experienced

with small children $.50 an
hour. 437-2704 Susan Sale.

plete with carrying case and
cleaning rod, $80. 259-4392

Boy's 26" bike very good

condition. Used Forest View
jacket -size Medium, $5.00.
Popular 45 records 14 each:

chain. Excellent condition.
$50. CL 5-2543. Carl Kreutzfeld.
Senior looking for beginner
piano students to further

teaching experience. 9 yrs.
of piano background. Very
limited schedule, but low

rates. CL 5-1038 Keith Higgins.
I;

'Busse.

Useable for beginner. Best
Karen Hilb. 392-

20" ballerina doll with wardrobe, $4.00. 27" wood doll
bed with mattress. Brand
new. $4.00 CL 9-3695. Cathy
Lentine.

243

For Sale: Girl's winter coat,
Blue and gray tweed, with
hat and snow pants. Size 10
$8.00

Christie °neer 823-9471

Reliable 15 yr. old boy will do
any odd jobs or lawn work in

Art. Hgts.area.Conscientious
and dependable worker. 392

Clarinet: Fine French made
wooden clarinet. Just overhauled. New carrying case.
$50.00 CL 3-9380. Barbara

2157. Lucky Walker.

For Sale! New "Eko" classic
guitar equipped for electronic

Glicksin

amplifacatlon sold retail $110.
asking $55.00. CL 5-2917.
Miss Rae Kunstman.

G.I. Joe and equipment for
sale.
$3.00
Rick 8251405. Ricky Mulcahy

Work wanted Rolling Meadows

$1.50 my mower $2.00. Odd
jobs baby sitting, weeding,

once. Peggy 825-1405. Peggy

Girl bass player wants to form
girl combo guitarists organist

Work wanted by 2 H.S. juniors
good refrances. cut lawns,

or drummer willing to buy

wash cars, windows etc. Al

own equipment call 392-6453
Karen Schmidt

Oates, 392-5126, Tom O'Hara
CL 5-104G.

amateur astronoFor sale 4 1/2 inch

Teen ago Baby Sitter or Moth -

equltoral mount tripod amoung

with infants and large familys.
References available. 3581341. Darlene Martin.

Attention

mers.
reflecting telescope. Includes

ere Helper available for Win-

ston Park area. Experienced

its many professional features. Price $75.00 ICurt
Schoenberg CL 8 - 4748.

Babysitting:

Girl's Roiliest bike about
seven years old, blue,24 inch,

coaster brake, average condition, $10. 259-4392 Laurie

boys 26" J. C. Higgins biHurry must sell now. Best

offer accepted.253-2542.Tom
Hinrichs

Will babysit in,

Gemeinhardt "C"
Used one semester
$05.00 - Grenadilla
Wood

Devonshire Des Plaines no
later than 1 a.m. for 54 an

$174.00

Flute.

Penal - Mueller "B" Flat

for more information.

Clarinet Factory re -conditioned $45.00 Excellent Condition. Dawn Tinker, 827-

Wanted 24" or 26" boy's bike.
In good condition. Foot brakes

$25.00 Call after 5:00 P.M.
Michael Limberg 437-4998.
KITTENS FREE all black and
very playful pan trained fluffy
and part Angora six weeks old.

Call CR 2-5526 Pat Quinn.

preferred. Paul Sebby. Call

Piano Students Wanted Palatine Area. Hi 'school freshman. Has studied 8 yrs. Call
Robin Holgard - -FL. 8-2099

Experienced eighth grade boy
will mow lawns and do garden

chores. Will clean garages.
Jim Skarzynski CL 9-0807.

I do printing for small business sales tickets 100 to each
pad any Job to fit six by eight
press 253-2051 Richard de
Robles, Jr.

Let me print your business

cards prompt service special
price in quantities of 1000
Any art work colors too.
253-2051 Richard de Robles,

Jr.

YARD WORK WANTED by ca-

For sale, one pair used hockey
ice skates. Size 10. Good condition. $7.50. If interested call

phone Le 7-2196 Steve Mager'

pable fifteen year old boy in
Wheeling area. If interested

Bruce Harmon at 255-6973.

392-6705

Will care for your little ones
day or evenings.Experienced.
And have references Elk
Grove area call Denyse

lessons. James Grady 116 S.
Albert St. CL 5-6177.

Wanted Yard Work or babysitting. 2nd oldest in family
of ten. 13 years old. 1406
W. Grove, 253-1627 McCall.
Southwestern Arlington.

1966 Electric Guitar Vibrato
triple pickups Sunburst finish
Excellent condition $80.00 or
best
offer must sell.
CL 3-3277 Tim Dolan.

Work

Huffy Mark 10 English racer
bike. 10 speeds, excellent condition $50. Call CL 9-4177

$100 new, $60 with case, straP,

Futch.

Wanted electric bass or Organ
high school combo. Must have
own equipment Call right now.
CL 5-4223 Dean Deyo.

cord. 439-1005 Drew
Plakos.

do your ironing in my home.
Experienced. Bonnie Van Riot
259-3858.

For sale St. Water freshman

books

english, history, al-

gebra, religion, health.
Wanted Sophomoie biolOgY,

geonietty, engnah, religion,

German. CL -3-0392. Kenneth
Iclek.

Wanted babysitting Job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

5731. How about typing at GO
words a minute?

Experienced baby sitter - oldest of seven - May I help you

with the "little people?" am
a Jr. High school graduate.
CL 3-2761. Joo Camp.

Summer Job desired by high
school sophomore girl. Ex=
perimiced babysitter and/or
mother's helper, good references. Call 250-0820 Mary

Fran

Experienced, Reliable 15 year
and/or do
light housework. References
available. Leslie Lewis 3920108

4' x 2 1/2' pool table like

new, foldable $7.00 Boys indoor shoe skates size 1 girls
size 13 Vac -U -Form plastics
and molds CL 3-6907 Mark
Larson

have someone's lost black
and white kitten - about six
months old. Waycinder Park
area. Joy Rossitor 827-4076
I

Experienced babysitter needs
more summer jobs. Late

hours permitted by parents.
area preferred.
References available. Karen
Westgate

Hilb 392-9243

Allen.

10 $5, small phonograph $2
as Is, Misses black winter
coat size 12 $10 CL 3-0445
Monica Hoggay.

Experienced

lawn mower. Boy 14 years old.

with Children.

Call CL. 3-9329 Stasis Wit.
24 -help Wanted ties

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent
chance for advancement in fast

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related

Dependable baby sitter and

in

inspection

METHODE

Call CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Could I make life easier for
you? Let me cut your grass.
I am a Jr. High school graduate. Ce, 3-2761. Joe Camp.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Lawn mower Dependable 14
years old. Also baby bitting

DRAFTSMAN

Call CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

Experienced Draftsman to do
Detailing and Design work in
Research Lab of large Chicago

Girl's 20 in. Blue bicycle with
chrom fenders Excel condition
$12.00 Call 392-7615 Also 24

based Co. Good pay. Excellent
fringe benefits. New aircond.
building. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

in. Boy's bicycle. Mary Jane
Grotjahn.

Boy's 26" foreign bike Needs
brakes $3.00, 2 batman lamps

$1.00 each. Bob Dellavalle,
711 Seegwin, 259-1647.

Union Special Machine Co.
RESEARCH

LABORATORY

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

6 to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.
437-4677
Evenings and Weekends

Size 10 suit cost $28.00 now
$3.00 skates 24. John Della -

Must Be ?I Years
Or Older

Girl's brand new winter coat,
raccoon collar Size 10 cost
$40.00 sell $20.00 Notify:

to assist in writing service

voile, 711 Seegwin, 259-1647.

Debbie Lamantia, 2407 Lafayette, Arlington Heights.

Two 26 in. Boys Bicycles one
$10.00, other $15.00 Call 3920665. Steve Aylward.

ice skates size one and size

Mechanically minded

for a Ford dealership. WILL

TRAIN.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan

also available

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

draftsman to work in elec-

able. CL 3-4542. John Ryan.

$20.00 new, will sell for $10.00

CL 3-2485. Fred Schmidt.

Will baby sit Mornings Afternoon or Evenings In North of
Highway area Experienced,14
years old. 50C an hour. CL 32485. Cathy Schmidt.

leen Mulcahy

ing willing to work for vet,
or kennel. Will be 16 in
July Phyllis Naegeie 824-2779

1717 Busse Rd.

(Rte. 83)

Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

GRILL MAN
Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.
RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy:.
-

MAN OR BOY

PLACES?
Here's Where!

with car to deliver newspapers.

to homes Sunday A.M. only.
Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

YOUNG MAN

COCKTAILS

Recent hi -school grad. wanted

to learn banking. Good future
with many benefits.

featuring

Des Plaines Nat'l Bank

0327-1191 Ask for Mr.Leonare

GLORIA VAN
At The Plano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

ENGINEERS

Recent Graduates
Avoid loop commuting, drive
direct to plant from your home
and back, Opening for engi-

omittim,
302 W. Northwest Hrs.
. .392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect
13 -lost And Found

I have -someone's lost black
& white kitten about 6 mos.
old. Wayanden Park area.
14 -Personals

LOSE WEIGHT safely with

??ex -A -Diet Tablets.

Want to learn poodle groom

SOLA ELECTRIP,

Arlington Fits.

GOING

.827-4076

Baby Guppies, for sale. 4
for 24 Eileen 825-1405 Ei-

Navy blue spring coat size

ucation needs summer job.

background
work.

DINNER
girl's bicycle. 26"
racer with two speed pedal
gears. In good working condition. $25. 392-4952 Lynn

and

"PRESSED" FOR TIME? Will

some boy Only $5.00 Ph. 3927997. David Helwig.

Responsible high school graduate wants part time summer
work;
receptionist, filing
Types 65 wa tn. Call Sue Marshall
392-5194.
N.U. Coed, Sophomore in Ed-

Saint Viator Jacket Medium
size like new, but outgrown -

old will babysit

player to play in experienced
Electric -.guitar; Teisco pole
Rey 2 pickup. Hollow body,

ent first two "Wheeler" for

22 -lobs Vianted-Vlomen

Lawn Work wanted for high
school Jr. Country Club area.

Olds Amba6sador Trumpet.
Excellent condition. Has a

White

20 inch boys bike fairly good
condition Would be an excell-

Auctioneer

Fancy Teti Guppies Male Guppies have or will get tails
of black or red violet or
multi -color. Call CL 3-0494

O'Hara

reliable workers. 392-5126 or
CL 5-1046 Al Oates & Tom

825-1405. Rick Mulcahy.

I can repair for myself. Can
not spend more than $5.00

Call CL 5-1039. Scott Cowan.

Mel Beaty

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.
Call or apply in person

High school boy wants job
cutting lawns. Porter vicinity of North Arlington Call
CL 3-2740. Dale Weidner

erably in south Arlington Good

Wanted to boy. Old bike which

etc. sold separate or best offer for Four Trains and Table

HA 6-3049.

Two good microphones, cheap.
Double pickup Arch Top guitar
single cutaway. Excellent condition. 110 lb. Weight set,
brand new. Best offer, reason-

white.
Reasonable.
Nilsen 392-5024

by

proffessional mouthpiece and
a case. A real bargain!
CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

engines, switches, controls

after at 304 River St., E.
Dundee, Ill. Consignments accepted anytime. HA 6-3576 or

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

For Sale: 26 inch girls bike.
Two years old. Basket included the bike is pink and

Dennis

two high
school juniors lawns cut,cars
windows washed etc. prefwanted

Wanted to buy: violin for beginner and motorized go-cart.
350-1435. Tim Workman.

8180. Gail Schubert.

call CL -5-4706 ask for Bruce.
Bruce Oswald

Bend 820's electric starter,
jacket, helmit, new tires,
parts. Few hours, beautiful
condition 827-8904,
Needleman

train board GO' track switch 20 -Auction Sales
control panel village value GEN. MDSE. AUCTION
over $200 sale price $65. Auction, Wed. June 15th, 7:30
CL 5-7090. Harry Watson.
p.m. and every Wed. there-

six, $4.00 or best offer. 392-

after 3:30 Brian Corr

437-4103.

Alterations, gen. sewing,
limited tailoring, by exp.

DRAFTSMAN

Ann Vazquez 392-7469

Northwest Arlington area. My
mower only $1.50 Tim Pogalz

&

0141.

Rocking Horse $5.00, Beginners 3 wheel bike $2.00,Girls

Pepper doll, case, wardrobe,

Wanted: Grass cutting jobs

landscaping

Maint. Call for free est. 259-

seamstress, Mrs. B. Laurie,
"55 '677

Wagon $2.00 sleds $2.00 ,$3.00

CL 9-3113

For Sale: Dart Kart with West

Future Northwestern Music

Harrington.

0393.

In good condition Cost $3.00.
Slingerland Snare Drum with
stand, Practice block, sticks,
brushes, and music book.

It's a girls! Want $7.00 only.
Call soon. 392-6208. Pamela

Lionel Trains: track, cars,

303 S.Fernandez.Reasonable.

For sale, purple Schwinn 10 -

speed. one year old and like
new. With light, lock, and

$5. CL 3-0578 Susan

offer.

Silver C Flute by Artley,com-

Mike Walden.

Rolling Meadows, Diane Fog-

ings

Girl's 24" bicycle for sale.

7528

anything you need done.Baby-

Baby sitting service in Ivy

horse with furniture and awn-

hour call Linda Maggard 296-

CL 3-7964, 204 East Berk-

shire Lane, Mt. Prospect, Hi.

Call 255-3631 Barbara Fugate

Reference
on
request.
392-5652 John M. Fitzpatrick

Major will give summer piano

school Age 15. Call 255-0896
Vicki Janda.

race area. One year experience oldest of six children.

Piano lessons for beginning
students, McGinley method.
Lessons at instructor's home.
$1.50 for 30 minute lesson.

dition. $12. Call Bev Miles

392-5870 Call after 4

Almost new 33" metal doll

3805. Tom Van Antwerp.

cycle. Very good condition.

poet

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2305.
Debbie Bodin.

259-3789

condition

bike I'ts in good condition

Complete

2 "HO" engines with.cars 4x0

painting 5.50 per hr. CL 5-

ist? Can type 50 w.p.m. Call

711 North Eaatwood Mt.Pros-

Latta, CL 3-7647

Reliable baby sitter available
nights only. Experienced references. Cell after 3:30 p.m.
prefer jobs near Virginia
Terrace.
lions Goodman

Excellent

I'm too big for my 20 inch

and garden work. Stephen E.

Mulcahy

Attention must sell now One

Girls 18" bike. Good con-

High school boy wanting lawn

CL 3-7847

Looking for an experienced
babysitter, age 167 Will also
329-5870 Linda Miles.

Banjo for vale with case and
books only $25. Call Vicky
Lilleberg CL 5-0620.

area. Lawns - your mower

Gaus man.

do light cleaning. Need a typ-

5-1631

For Sale yellow lace graduation dress. Size 13. Worn

Call: Tom Hinrichs 253-2542.,

Baby sitter, 16. Five years
experience with children of

FOUL'S LANDSCAPING

Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3605. Frank Lentine

All Arlington Heights newsboys with problems, solve by
having papers delivered for
you;
Keep satisfied customers. Call DougHochstetier

Linda Gaus man.

suit size 12:14 $4, girls black

Slingerland Snare drum with
case $30.00. 13111 Collin CL

type

cetera too. 253-2051 Richard
de Robles, Jr.

volume and tone controls $30

Boy's 24" bike. Three years

0718 Steve Weller

summer shirts. reasonable,

Will sell or trade 1957 Chevy
engine. "283" Quad, bal-

drews.

Ivy Kill only. Phone CL 5-

For Sale Boy Scout clothing.
Shirts sizes 10-12.0rion knee
highs, garters, caps. Also

weed, window washing, etc.
CL 5-0268. John Cummings.

ders $12.00 Beginners Ac-

3879. Jill Perz.

MacBride 255-9510.

I will take good care of your
children. I am 12 years old.
Experience with four younger
brothers. 392-3848 VickiDel-

string flat -top
guitar, like new $20. Sue
Palley 259-4270.
6

$9. CL 3-0445. Michael liog-

fie!.

8th Grade Boy wants lawncut-

9:00 o'clock. Donald

For sale

for you.. CL 5-9817 Tom Sche-

new sale price $15.00 Call

condition.
Keith Nelson.

Babysitter I Age 14.1ovee children. Weekdays and weekends.

Boys 20 inch bike $4, Boys

For sale: Snare Drum one

year old Sears Roebuck $30.

Park area. Will cut lawns,

I

Need gardening done? Wore
the best incorporated business
around. Call now. See how
high school gardeners are best

for audition time after 6:00.
CL 3-7739 Chris Schafchen

good

cluded. $90. John Shanley 392 1089, 707 South ICaspar.

Experienced High school boy
does all odd jobs in Ridge

ker.

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sitwald.

For Sale - little league baseball shoes $2.00. Two round
jigsaw puzzles, cost $4.00
each, will sell for $1.50 each.

592-2676 Steven
man.

Electric solid body, double
pickup guitar. Volume, tone,
and pickup switches. Case in-

3481. Jerry Basel.

24" Boys Bike in good running
condition. $12. David Winter stein 253-3057.

machine

For information call Barbara
Meister CL 5-5734.

and parts; .049 control line
plane

VOX Super Ace, Guitar, 3 'pickup, Good condition, costs
$250.00 Brand new. Sell for
$125.00, Bill. Toner. Call

Free pet mice. How would you
like to have your own pet mice.

Knauf.

16" girls 2 wheeler $0.00

after

5 1/2 H.P.West-BenclGo-cart
motor $40; motor scooter $40
go-cart and mini -bike frames

94 at your drug store.

Only

Responsible for bills msde by
myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

neers in the interesting field
of industrial loss prevention
in an expanding international

organization. Opportunity for
advancement into sales or
management positions. Some
travel in central midwest. Expenses -excellent fringe benefits. Far an appointment call

C.A.DUNN
Factory Mutual
Engineering Corp.
Room 1900, 20 N. Wacker Dr.

' Chicago, Ill.

60606

PHONE 263-4834

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

TILE DAY.

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

CALL TODAY

$

255-7200
a'n

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

HELP WANTED
POUL'S LANDSCApING
PROSPECT HEIGHTS
259-0141

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS.
PARK DISTRICT
Park Maintenance

Full Time
Xxperienced not required, but,

helpful. Job security, irehl,
working conditions and excellent employee benefits.
Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

Apply in Person

CUSTOD IANS

TEXACO

TOWNSH IP

392-7128

CALL MRS. HUBER

Man between 25-40 years of
age for heating service work.

SERVICE MAN

529-1806
GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

time, steady job, with no pressure and flexible hours.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

F.H. BONN COMPANY

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

111 N. Hickory

TOOL & DIE

Recreation Park)
Arlington Heights

Rapidly growing, light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.

$475-$525 Mo.

and the determination to corn-

plete your education at their'
expense. Starts you immediately. No fee.
115

S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

Apply in person or call:
392-3500

253-6600

YOUNG MAN
FOR LIGHT DELIVERY

Some inside work. Apply in
person. B & H Blueprint Sup-

ply, 516 E. Northwest Hwy.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

Mt. Prospect

FULL TIME
NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.
$110 per week.

$2000
$3000
$4000

2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

Mon. thru Fri.

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King St.
439-0286

OR MORE

SUMMER HELP

FOR ANY
Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs

REASON?

an Months

Up To UU To Pay

for teen 18 or over to work
during summer, either days
or evenings. Full or part time.
Apply in person between 8:30
A.M. and 4:30 PM.

WE

Mr. Stanley

SPECIALIZE

PUT ALL YOUR

BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

415 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

PART TIME

Convenient Food Mart
590 E. Central Road

Des Plaines

BANKER TRAINEE
Aggrosive young man to

learn the bankingbusiness.
Good future.Menybenefits.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK
Ask for Mr. Glandt
827-1191

FIELD

REPRESENTATIVE

Begin a GENERAL MOTORS
career with unlimited ad-

vancement opportunities. Recent college graduate preferred. Immediate opening for
field representative to handle
collection assignments requiring personal contact.
Starting salary exceeds $500.
per month. Company car with
expense
acct. furnished.
Fringe benefits include the
General Motors insurance and
retirement benefit package,
stock savings purchase plan.
Call Mr. Nagel, 392-7800.
GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

Work in modern plant with all
types of magazines.Good pay -

411 N. Wolf Rd.

SENIOR FILE CLERK

DRIVERS
For mobile ice cream truck
Good pay for right men.
253-1903

.255-5060
Henriksen

BUSINESS MACHINE
REPAIR

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
----- AVINUR
SACIHNDHUTIRRST

dr

HENRINSEN

LOAN CO.

iLlIrigal

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

Your future with automation.
Repair mechanical or electro-

mechanical business -- data
processing machines. Inside
--outside work loop to 50
miles. Several trainees 19-42
H.S. grad. Military exempt,
neat appearance. Mechanical
ability nec. Basic electronics
helpful. Co. benefits, training with expenses, car plan.
Interview 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri. Call 726-5388
for details.

FR I DEN,,INC.
A DIV. OF SINGER CO.

Choose your

Experienced file clerk needed.

own

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager to
have above average earnings.
Guaranteed salary while in

training.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.

392-2600
Mr. W. Wats

29 N. Wacker
Chicago
Mr. Foreman

BILLER -TYPIST

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

Full or part time
NIEDERT MOTOR SERVICE

Evening hours

2300 S.
82,7-8861

Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

WANT ADS

20-Employment flgencres-Women

Some experience
preferable but not essential.
'Special training course pro-

.$380
.$75

Jr. Sectys

PAINTERS, INC,

We offer many progressive

CR 2-5753

appt.

.$80-95

Sr. Sectys
1
girl office
Jr. Bookkeeper

vided for qualified applicants.

Please

485

495-135
485-90

Re :ori Keepers

AEROSPACE

Div. General Time Corp.

.015

Home 131drs.Girl
Key Punch Oper
Public Contact

1200 HICKS RD.

.575

485-100.
475-90

ROLLING MEADOWS

(Call anytime)

"SHEETS" 392-6100

Auto Parts And Accesseries

CL 9-0740

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

An equal opportunity employer

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

'MOLD PRESS OPERATORS
OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Paid Rest Periods
Bonus for night work
Steady employment
Free Life Insurance
Paid vacations
Free Hospitalization
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 12 Sat's.

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNI3eAM'CORP.
1265 LEE ST.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
824-6135
774-5155

An equal opportunity employer

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights

CLEARBRCiOK 3-0349(
Oa? 5001',Ill'adialciii
Stock CoMplete; Radiater
Service on Cars Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
3056 off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
!,37-8228

wanted
GOOD STARTING SA LARY

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
FRINGE BENEFITS

Call for appointment

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

827-3179, Mr. Reilly

24

PHONE 439-1794

draulic or electrical exper, preferred.

Paid rest periods. Free Insurance
9 - 5 Monday thru Friday, 9 - 12 Saturdays

Apply

GENERAL MOLDED PRODUCTS INC.
Subsidiary of Sunbeam Corp.
1365 Lee St., Des Plaines, 824-6135, or 774-5155

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.
SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

MAR7/A/ its,E7'.IL. AV
DIVISION ir MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

low

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed:
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

An equal opportunity employer

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

WHEELING
537-2180.

For

Magazine distributors office.

Chance to learn all about a
fascinating

pay -

good

industry. Good
working con-

ditions - 40 hour week - lots

of work - share in profits.

Should be handy with figures
able to work various
simple office machines. No
experience necessary. Apply
in person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.
and

411 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

C. B. RADIO

SERVICING

IIDUERJISING

358-2934

JUNE SPECIAL

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for

asphalt .'".i.iriveWayS.'
All
work guaranteed. Free esi
timateS.'529:6587.
General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est. 15 t rs.

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3.0446

2 x 8 x 16
20c -Colors

25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Guar. serv, on all brands
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. $3

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporation

Laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
shirts

in-

service.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Caraton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Servickawns Mowed

Miscellaneous Service

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and untutoring

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

358-2581

ex-

724-7120
Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.
529-7774

PATIO BLOCKS

rentals for autos. picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Sersicing

Pablch Motor Sales

Screens & storms painted.

Cement Work

Public address
sound systems

35 E. Irving Park, Roselle

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

and College Board Exams.

ADDITIONS

CL 5-5692
Rentals

Used Cars - Trucks

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

day

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgta

WO To Choose Front
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

landscaping

derstanding

,

Sew. Mach. Repairs

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

done,

RAY'S

358-2934

259.0487

2

DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

Sewing Machine Repairs

Homes Built To Order

expertly
cluded.

PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND

Radio and T.V. Repair

perts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

Carpentry-Remodeing

Each -Plain

Radio -TV Repair

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

lawnmowers

562-2991

Pleasant working conditions
Steady employment
Paid vacations and Holidays

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373.6880

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

MAINTENANCE
General all around man for Maintenance Department, hy-

fices, cafeteria.

Cement Work

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

come in or call for

AC RONET ICS

430'

Excellent benefit program,
pleasant air-conditioned of-

Call 255-1200

I

.$90-95

Gen. Office

GENERAL, OFFICE
Interesting work in modern

259-1511

Required good typing ability,
dictaphone/shorthand
skills, aptitude for clerical
detail. Should have minimum
2 years secretarial experience.

PROFESSIONAL.

benefits

$70-80

FOR TOP EXECUTIVE

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

GRAMS.

475-80
4112

Mount Prospect

Let us help make your...lEY!

on our APOLLO SPACE PRO-

480-90

SECRETARY

eg.wit(De )-D)Azfocent-7

for alert young women who
would enjoy working on assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean air conditioned research laboratory

including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance, 8 paid holidays,
etc.

PYLES INDUSTRIES,
INC.

ZY 6.M E a7-`) :ail

Interesting positions available

$5-600

Inventory Typist
File Clerks
Cost Clerks

GET RESULTS

PRECISION
ASSEMBLY

LOCAL 10070 FREE
Personnel Asst
Dental Asst
June Grads
Contractors Off
Personnel Int

VA 7-5557

8200 N. Lehigh
Morton Grove
493-4100
YO 6-6000
An equal oppor.employer

VA 7-5557

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

sales, office including typing,
Invoicing, teletype, filing and
phone work. Excellent fringe
benefits.

H. M. HARPER CO.

Preferred Business Service

UARCO Incorporated

WHY TRAVEL

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

DAY

deatlls call Ethel Doebber.

and advance to a more re:

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For

GENERAL CLERK

Unique new restaurant with

253

MANUFACTUR ING
CORP.

SECRETARY
Variety of duties in branch

Preferred Business Service

some

METHODE

hours and days doing pleasant
work. Good salary.

Paint Store Managers

BLAZ'R STEAK

excellent fringe benefits.

office

RIGHT IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

APPLY NOW AT

Frequent wage reviews and

working

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SALAD GIRLS
DESSERT GIRLS
BUS BOYS
DISHWASHER
CASHIER
SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

Our fast growing companyhas
a need for second shift women
in above positions.

SECRETARIES

An equal opportunity employer

NOW HIRING

MACHINE

Choice of Days

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

BROILER & FRY
ATTENDANTS

CALL TODAY

C

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

BOOK DISTRIBUTORS

SERVICE CORP.
455-5000

30-Ilelp Wanted-Women

258:4049

AFFILIATED

COOKS
WAITRESSES

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

Arlington Day, Arl. Hts.

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity

COLLEGE STUDENT

LIEN BUILDING

WANTED

SVC I

Ethel Doebber.

sponsible position. Excellent
pay, working conditions and
benefits.

'531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
537-4500
or
SP.5-3311

IN

N.g

INSPECTORS

WAN TED

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

+

address, phone 0. Box 1006,

IRON WORKS, INC.

INTERNATIONAL

3 evenings a week
6 PM to 12 PM

Call 827-7880

work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call

High School graduate. Starting assignment -a variety of
General Office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn

MEN WANTED FOR

Office Maintenance

Take

BURNERS &

MACHINE OPERATORS.

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

LO 1-7122

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.

OPERATORS

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

GROCERY MANAGER

Full or Part Time

Guaranteed income, social se-

OPENINGS AT UARCO

MANUFACTUR ING
CORP.

7 to 10:30 P.M.

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching status, home

HARPER COLLEGE

Howard 774-5353.
FITTERS, WELDERS,

1044 Wanted-Women

TYPISTS
2-3 Days a Week
Needed for pleasant office

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

appointments & taking ,ord ers

in local area. No cauvasing.
For appointment phone Mr.

30-Help Wanted-Women

1195 evenings for Interview.

Wheeling

Earn $3-$4 hourly answering

30-Help Wanted-Women

ASSEMBLERS

Students With Car
SUMMER HELP

ONLY

DAYS

Profitable summer employment available for several
teachers living in this area.

general work .A pply in person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

PART TIME

',5-Business Personals

Teachers

CL. 3-0866

Summer Months

BOYS OVER 16

26-Help Wanted Men Or 'Women

Earn $3 to $10' per hour in
spare time sales. Call 259-

good working conditions - 40
hour week. Openings in order
filling, return department,

right man.
Call for interview

Someone familiar with paperbacks. Spend your summer
with Fleming, Burdick, and
Golding. We have opening in
our return dept. for alert
young man for
summer
months. Apply in person.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience. Employment effective July 1st or shortly
thereafter. Please apply to
Dean of Business Affairs.

METHODE

An equal Opportunity E m ployer.

PARKER

Must have knowledge of elec-

tric wiring and mechanical
ability. Good opportunity for

men for

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

Rare opportunity for young
man to receive solid training
in the chemical Industry.This
major Co. will train a young
man to work with chemicals
ettgareed In research and deVelopment. A n inquisitive
mind coupled with ambition

ArlingtonlIgts.

CARPENTER WANTED

We need you to help Iceep our

Chemical Trainee

State & Golf

SCHAUMBURG

RETIRED?

(One block East of

PART TIME

SCHOOL

EVE'S & SAT'S

plant clean. This is a part-

24-Help Wanted Men

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters,- Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Wanted -Women

0-11alp Wanted -Women

PLASTIC PRESS

NURSE

INDUSTRIAL
RN with industrial experience
to administer plant and office
first aid, plus handle entire in-

surance program. Must have
good typing

2nd

Evanston
2100 Dempster
UN 9-9000
STENOGRAPHERS

DANA

1432 Rand Road
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-8990

MOLDED. PRODUCTS,
6 S. Hickory

NURSE AIDES
Permanent full time positions

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST.
COMMUNITY
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Preferred Business Service

CL 9-1000

BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

WARD
SECRETARIES

-

Senger
766-0716

PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need a personable woman
over 30 to be trained to interview housewives, teacljers,
and students. This is not a
sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

(3 PM r.o 11:30 PM)
expansion brings new
positions. Work with our staff
physicians and patients in
pleasant surrounding. Mature
women with pleasant personalities desired.

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

expenses. For more information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500
Preferred - Business Service
Des Plaines

U

N

HOUSEWIVES

E

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

lection. Car necessary. For
inform. 827-0712.

ATTENTION

GENERAL

I. B. M.
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

For an appointment

0200.

$1.75 an Hour

8:30 to 1:30 Daily
No experience necessary to

attend lunch room in Wheeling. Must be neat, clean and
like people. Needs own transportation. Will train. Excellent hours and working
Miens. Phone: CL 5-4115 fo
;I)
interview.
24 -Help Wanted Men

2201 Touhy Avenue

Lifesavers, Inc.

An equal opportunity employer

TEMPORARY WORK
392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room
512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308.
1609 Sherman

Randhurst Center

P.S.
We have wonderful opportun-

ities for experienced office

SERVICE BUREAU

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

tors. Day or evening work.
Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and

working, conditions. ,,Fer
,taits,
Ethe1Doebber.
VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service

PROJECT ENGINEER
(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)
Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

',.,

.1

Brimitig,,gtfork. pica/lent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting, pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.
If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

24 -Help Wanted Men

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

Charles Bruning Company
DIV101211

of Arldressogroph Mulbgraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

PHONE CL 5.1900

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool

An equal opportunity employer

room.

starting rates. Pleasant clean work. College students ac-

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE
Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

ENGINEERS

ASSEMBLERS

LITTELFUSE

liberal fringe tienefitS; including a fine cafeteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

WHEELING, ILL.

DESIGN ENGINEER
(ELECTRICAL)
The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

Charles Bruning Company
Division of Addrassogroph Muhrgroph Corp

Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineer-'
ing background and knowledge of circuit theory. Job
would be project development work in small electro
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requeSted. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

-MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
Qualified man with mechanical education and experience in desigh or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work

with small component manufacturer as required.

*JR. TOOL DESIGNER
Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a

machine tool designer. Such a man would work with
more qualified designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

All Shifts

'

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

,..,

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.
,

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

We Need Gals Who Have Experience
On Small Parts

Assembly, Ability

To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

Some experierae cxpicliting in the electronic field.

Experienced Coil Winders For All Three Shifts

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

up.

Recent Factory Experience Will Be

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance
Program. Please Apply In Person.

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

INTERVIEWING

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

Monday Thru Thursday

4 HOUR

LITTELFUSE

Saturday
8 A. M. To Noon

who are otherwise qualified.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Landmelr Road

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

1/2 Mile
1

:1:1617)

North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

Mile West Of Mannheim Road

N.orthlake,

III.

Elk 'Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800

824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

8 A. M. To 4 P. M.

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

insurance

All the above jobs offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fringe benefits in air condition surroundings. Interested applicants please call Dan

Friday

SHORT SHIFT

*Company paid

MT. PROSPECT

An equal opportunity employer

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

*PROJECT ENGINEER

Sundt.

PHONE CL 5-1900

ANALYZERS

8 A. M. To 9 P. M.

ing would be very helpful.

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 years
minimum electrical engineering education.

COIL WINDERS

Maintaining building machines.

Contact

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -help Wanted -Women

TIMEKEEPER

ARE NEEDED AT

PRODUCTION WORKERS

Personnel Dept. for further information.

cepted for summer work.
5535 MILTON PARKWAY
Rosemont, Illinois
671-0500
,Near O'Hare Airport
An equal opportunity employer

INTERVIEWING:

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

machine service engineer.

company in the challenging field of packaging.

o Receptionist -typist (small office)

o Wirers & solderers

equipment.

Young man with military service complete, train to be a

Has permanent positions open for the following experienced
personnel.

Modern air-conditioned facility. Excellent fringe benefits. Top

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

THE FOLLOWING

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
TOOL ROOM HELPER

SCRIBE
INTERNATIONALE, INC.

Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Challenging position for recent college graduates:

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tI17:30 pm

693-3021
CHICAGO
KEYPUNCH

2-3 Days a Week
Positions available now for
experienced keypunch opera-

CL 5-2900

o Driver-P.U. & Deily.

CORPORATION
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunity employer

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

O Inspectors
0 Model maker
o Bench assemblers

Join

leet.,-of

THE

the opening of the new Elk

Join A Profit Sharing Company

coupon in hand.

help tool!

general cafeteria workers for

Male & Female

bring your letter, card or

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

LAUNDRY HELP

is a

Ph.

HOUSEKEEPER

774-5155

of person you sponsore before
that person comes in.She may

Great Atmosphere

MAIDS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

post card, phone or attached
coupon - name,address,phone

All Company Benefits

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines, Illinois

824-6135

D.P.

,

PART & FULL TI ME

of Plastic Products

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

Start Your Career

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS

WE NEED HELP

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

Excellent Earnings

CL 9-1000

253-5000

City
Mall to address below. You are

Earn While You Learn.
You're sure to Advance.
General offers
a wonderful chance.

r.-

-

SS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Ph.

Address

G. L

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

1365 Lee Street

TYPIST

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

High School District 214 needs

Grove High School next Fall.
Additional workers needed for
'Arlington, Wheeling, Forest
View high school kitchens.
Call Mrs. Woolsoncroft, CL 3-

She

.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

829-0156

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

My name.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Want to pay oftthose old bills?

Earn from $7 an hour as a

City

YOU'LL FIND IT MO TIN

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

General Molded Products Inc.

sponsor

Address

-

Call Mr. Wienke

GEORGE POOLE FORD
400 W. Northwest Hwy.

CLIP COUPON TODAY

INVENTORY CLERK

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEsr

SWITCHBOARD
Hours 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

9/30/66. Offer does not apply
to nits, student, teacher
temporaries.

work 40 hrs. prior to

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

THE DAY

EARN

That extra money showing
beautiful cosmetics as advertised in leading magazines and
on T. V. by AVON.Good earnings. IDEAL for housewives.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations
Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Like figure work and be alert.

Type well. Know how to spell.

677-0660

above, who have not worked for

I

New

days per week. Salary and

J

LIGHT TYPING

Attention Homemakers. Part
time job, full time pay. Work
12 hours earn $42.60. Call
before noon, CL 3-2888.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

and

Lots of pep and know the
alphabet.

Builder needs woman to clean
model - houses in Arlington
Heights. Call after 2.

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $90 paid to

us for two years,and are hired

HOSPITAL

VA 7-5557

Ruth

EARN $40

FILE &
MAIL ROOM

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Arlington Heights

anyone referring those listed

sional staff in patient centered activities.

Doebber

Miss

Swtbd.

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE

No experience
dividuals.
needed. Assist our profes-

tions. For details call Ethel

Call
R.N.

Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

on all shifts for mature In-

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

7 AM to 3 PM

ANYONE!
Typists, Stenos,
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

GRADS

Arlington His.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CASHIER

Sponsor

JUNE

INC.

Choice of Days
We can give you as many or as
few days as you wish working

NURSING AIDES

liabysittlue, 7 AM to 2 PM.
days a' week. 260. a week.
Pine Hurst Manor, Palatine,

OPERATORS
shift & 3rd shift. Top VALLEY RESTAURANT CL. 3-8020.

wages. No experience necessary.

AMERICAN

woman wanted for

Mature

WAITRESS WANTED

255-5350

PHOTOCOPY

10 -Help Wanted -Women

Mornings or Nights
Good Pay and Tips

Excellent starting salary and
many company benefits.Apply

0 -Help Wanted -Women

Des Plaines

-Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F)
it

I

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

THE DAY

$-Nedp Iketed-lesse

30 -Help. Wonted -Worm

U -Kelp Wanted -Women

tantetl-Ifemen

10-1111p Waled-40MM,

WAI TRDUsSESitANTED
or

[310.41 Waled -Women :-

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Rte 83 & Algonquin
437-4949

PARI/NDTIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

OPENS

SECRETARY

Typists

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

Stenos

EMPLOYMENT

Village of Arlington tits.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Ms.
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Ms.
,

253-2340

TRAINING CENTER
4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

are made. only (1) to in-

Top Rates

business

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate.

that any advertiser intends

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

specification or discrimination in empipyment practices.

* ** * O * ** ** *
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.
**0****

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

Margie Bridal Salon

WARD HELPERS

WAITRESS
-

Several

11 to 5:30

IATE assignments for experienced typists, stenos,
dictaphone and business
machine operators.

2. They like the pay-toprates

according to your skills.

3. They like the respect and
recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

4. They like the assignments -

top firms in the city and
suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

needed for

ladies

housekeeping depart-

Monday thru Saturday

of all qualified applicants
in the past 90 days were
working within 1 week of

ment. Permanent part and full

Apply in person
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace

time positions. Your choice
of hours.
APPLY PERSONNEL

N. W. Hwy. & Quentin Rd.

Palatine, Ill.

coming in.

NORTHWEST

Are you looking?? For a plea-

sant way to add $10 to $50
.

your own hours. Write Box
#1023 for immediate private

5. They appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

tending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 9-1000

interview.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get no red
tape, no waiting -IMMED-

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.

PHONE 827-1108
$1.25 hour

or part time

For your convenience

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Sat'day Interviews

CLERK
An excellent Job opportunity
fora qualified yount lady with
skills In general accounting,

some college level courses
in accounting, and a background in working in ac-

69 W. Washington

SWITCHBOARD

9 AM to 1 PM
7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

Northwest Suburban girls call

now for a local

company. This job also offers to the right Individual
an excellent salary plus fine
employee benefits and up to

Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy

date modern workingconditions.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & BlunShield, major medical &
life insurance. Hours 8:30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day west,

If you are a young lady who
feels you qualify for this job,

CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

plug board. Some typing included.

Manpower
WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

775-7277

A Equal Opportunity Employer

MIDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WONXS w
1501 a MT. Pa011.0[CT 110Ao on PLAINS& ILLINOIS 50015

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

824-1188
;t

Brunswick Bldg.

CONEX

LITTELFUSE
DES PLAINES, ILL.

LE 7-1546

Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
529-9849
Roselle area
Palatine, Rol'g M's,
CL 5-2087
Arl. IL
DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-8588

personnel office.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

appointment.

Wheeling area

OPERATOR

feel free In contacting our

Western Electric

An Equal Opportunity Employer
1,

.

Food Products Hostess to work
supermarkets on Sat's.
Young, attractive. 392-8663
30 -Help Wanted -Women

iEj Iiii

-'

(011

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OFFERS TO YOU:
Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

FOR ONE OF THESE POSITIONS

File Clerks
General Clerks

Typist - Clerks Comptometer Operators
Manual & Electric Calculating Operators

Stenographers
Beginners & Experienced

PAY OUR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT A VISIT!
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
Y2 mile north of North Avenue on -Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

GENERAL

drab
SYSTEM

10th Fl.

Washington & Dearborn

in

CCCCC 'IONS 2565265

1

Air Conditioned Offices
Tution,Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

/

Five Reasons:

,

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

Call Jane Nelson

counting for a manufacturing

Interviews for engineering associate positions will be
conducted at Rolling Meadows. Minimum of two years
College level work.

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

Paid Vacation

per week to family income. aet

ACCOUNTING

Saleswomen

Paid Vacations

Temporary Service

his

SCHOOL. CLERKS.
Choose Manpower

Choose your own hours
Pleasant working conditions
High salary

$75 BONUS

or enterprise, or (2) as a

of

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

Full

PLUS

RIGHTGIRL

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ... Open Monday

First 5 Days Pay

essary to the normal °pd..

let them know which
positions the advertiser

*0 0 ****
392-8705.

Agency columns

ployment

Secretaries
Clerks

Children grown?
Return to Business World

to

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

COLLEGE G I RLS
TEACHERS

$10 BONUS

convenience to our readers

Key -Punch Trainees
Key -Punch Operators
Clerk -Typists

To arrange an interview, call
thru Saturday until June 18.

our Help Wanted and Em-

ation

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

WHY

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic. good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

Alterations -Fitters

as to sex in

dicate bona fideoccupation-.
al qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec.

AT

PERMANENT
NO EXPER. NECESSARY

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

NOTICE
Designations

'

"-

OFFICE GIRL

-EMPQRARY

WATERFALLts

RESTAURANT

h-Ntlp Wonted -Wool

'10 -Help Baited -Women

Tee.

4"'"i4,'=',"..'

4

30 -Help Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

13 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BEAUTY OPERATOR
To Take Over
Excellent Following

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

15' fiber glass Crown Line de

Apt. for rent. Summer sub
lease near Arlington Park,
Lovely fully carpeted air conditioned 1 bdrm. apt. avail-

Arlington lits:-Brk. ranch, 3

$170 a month. Call after G.

LAKE ZURICH

GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

Anthony's Pin Curl
359-0803
H 1 gh School girl wanted to help

housewife during summer.
$1.00 an hour, 5 day week.
Randhurst area. Transporta-

FREEZER FRESH
ICE CREAM TRUCK
Duo to illness must sell.

Will sacrifice for balance
253-1903

TV console 27" DeForrest
$20. Set of dishes (0) Rees.
CL 5-6090

Licensed Beauty Operator
your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384.

tion provided. CL 9-2292

GARAGE SALE

Juno 18-19

GIRL FRIDAY

Varied duties in 1 eArl
region office of nat'l
Complete fringe benefits
Permanent position
Box 1022
:32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

$ CASH $
For your complete house of.
'furniture. Antiques, Cun or
,Coin Collection,

Call 438-6093
Soft Water $5.00 a month
.

Johnson Water aoftener
CL. 5-1108

Ladies - do you want a new
look in

dresses, suits and

sportswear nt half price?
DI 8-6800. Room 502.
4 aquariums plus accessories

$50; 4 bar stools with backs

$40.
REFRIGERATOR

CL 5-3312
Whirlpool

14 cu. ft. W/icemaker $258
Terms SKELICOP TV CL 32187.

TREASURE TRASH
LARGE AND SMALL

Garage Sale

Wednesday, Juno 15
11 to. 4
15

S. George Street
Mt. Prospect

2004 E. Miner, Arl. Mts.
Garden & misc. tools, kit.

set, freezer, ping -pang table,
elect. htr, B = flat trumpet,
boy's bike, 3 way TV console,,
utility cabinet, fibre rug,

maple chest, bed & dresser
etc. etc.

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

For Salo or Trade

1858 sausage maker, 2 glass
shower doors, 32 8 ft.bamboo

fly casting rods. Will trade
for 2 girls 28" bikes to exc.
condition. HO 5-8371.

a Beeline home fashion show
now. New Fall linol 827-0712.
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS
1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi.E.

of McHenry. Phone 815-3856333

SMITH
MARINE

Purple leaf plums,llopa crabs
and Arborvities.

WILLOW NURSERY
CL 5 - 4755

358-2699.

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Moving: Plano, Din. Rm. table
6 chairs & buffet; many other
misc. bargains. CL 3-1644
Garage sale - Benefit Clear brook Center, June 16, 9 to 4.
633 S. Mitchell,Arlingtonlits.
Deluxe modern 3 yr old bedrm
furn.-twin bed w/single hdbd,

triple dresser, lge chest, box
sprg & mattr. Watt $1,000-,
SAVE $$$$
DISPLAY FURNITURE
IN 7 MODEL HOMES
WE DELIVER
824-0164
296-7771

yr. old, White Youth Bed.
with
springs & matching
dresser. $30. 437-0413.
Crosley
299:4739

100 BOATS

Gibson

electric guitar for
Single Pickup. $90.

255-5454.

Golf Clubs for sale.

Used

very little. $25.0e 255-5454.
61 -Hobbies -Model Building

Dunthy

Mercruiser
7108 W. Curmak TI 9-2260
Mercury

coLLIN'S

OPEN SUNDAYS

COIN CORNER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Coins' and Supplies Bought.
and Sold

BID BOARD
And
Browse,
In
Coin Corner In Rear of Barber
Come

BUFFET. ATTENDANT
r

-

a

MOUNT PROSPECT AREA

Short Hours - 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
5 day week
Permanent work
Must provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary.
Meals & uniforms furnished.

Shop

setup. For sale in part or
whole. 255-5454.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

:

To work in Accounting Department. Some accounting background necessary.

MATURE WOMAN
Opportunity for typist to come back to business in Advertising Department of National Hardware Association.
GOOD STARTING SALARY BENEFITS. 37 1/0 HOUR WEEK.
CALL MR. BADE 324-8137

.LIBERTY DISTRIBUTORS.
2570 Devon

Des Plaines

STENOGRAPHER -SECRETARY

THE.

FRANCHISE BOOM
looking for a challenge that
.will get you into your own,
' profitable business? Pran-

SWIMMING POOL

Modern executive offices, good compensation, many employee benefits, and congenial atmosphere.
For further information and interview, call 439-1533

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G

HARVESTORE PRODUCTS, INC.
550 W. ALGONQUIN RD.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PERSONNEL
Stenofreception
Interesting opening in personnel department. Screen phone
calls, greet applicants. etc. Must be good typist, accurate.
Prefer some experience or will train qualified applicant.

'TYPISTS
2 openings for order typists, to type orders, inspection
papers, etc. Accuracy prime requisite.

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typist and record keeping.Should be
accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and
daily bonus.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good attendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

Morton Grove
463-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

4 berm. house in Prospect

Arl. Hgts, 3 bdrm, 2 baths,
4 blks to train. $250 mo.
CL 3-3721 after 6:30.
FREE RENT of mobile home

on tree farm. Exchange for
part time work on trees. Vicinity of Prairie View, Ill.

Write box 1024, Day Publica-

tions. Arl. Ills.
01 -To Rent Miscellaneous.

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICANLEGIONHALL
Don Wheeler

CL. 3-2978

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Mt. Prospect

PALATINE

Heights, $23,500
3

bdrm. house in Prospect

Heights, $23,000

6 rm. Cape Ced, landscaped,
basement, manyextras.Prospect Heights. $23,500.

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,.
basement,
Hills

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

Park.. $29,900

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

nice house for the large family
$31,500

tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
area or School Dist. 214.
Ph,939-2183

Business man desires to rent
garage in Prospect ligts.Prefer area Busse Rd. & Cotton-

wood Dr. near Sycamore Lane
Apts.
439-7198 after 6
COUPLE WANTS COTTAGE

TO RENT ON FOX RIVER

BOAT DOCK. Call
259-5136 after 6 P.M.
Executive desires to rent
furnished or unfurnished 2

til new home Is. completed.
Prefer Arlington area. Call

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, the basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space;
gas heat. Near schools. $33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.

ARLINGTON HTS.

twin - size bedrooms, large

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.._

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
In downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 sq. ft.See Mrs.Francek
for details.

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

/DIAL CL 5-2020
Member M.A.P,
Multiple Listing Service

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030
WHEELING

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.

BRUNS

MOUNT PROSPECT
3 bedroom ranch, Kitchen with

built-ins separate diningL,

FOLZ REALTY
1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535
M.A.R. Listing Service

For Sale '57 Triumph TR 3
white, wh top and tonneau
$450. 255-5162

1958 Ford County Squire, 9
passenger wagon, runs well,
needs paint, $175,Phone: 3920571.

000

PLUM GROVE Area -

Forest Estates

10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre
lot. New. $52,000

HOME REALTY
Palatine, Ill.
358-9555
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Inimaculato 5 room ranch.
Walking distance to St. James

church & school 1 1/2 car
garage. Only $15,800.
PALATINE

2 Bdrm. brick ranch. Walk-

ing distance to schools, transportation, and shopping. Priced to sell immediately to settle
estate. $21,000.
HOFFMAN ESTATES'

;elacirm. brick & frame ranch with 2 full baths. 1/2 acre
lot. $18,900.
MT. PROSPECT
3 bedroom split Mel with attached garage. In excellent
neighborhood. $24,900.

2 bdrm. apt. Near

schools,
$43,500

WILLIAMS REALTY

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

cond't. Black, extras. Priced
at dealers whsle. 375.3782.

'62 Bonnie 4 dr. hdtopDeluxo.
P/S, P/B, W/W., Radio.$750.
392-5691

1962 Red CorvatiMonza,R/H,

80 -Heal Estate -Vacant

NORTHWEST
The most gorgeous lake front

lots you over saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An
unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellNorthwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably 'priced
Chicago

Easy terms
FL 4-2186

92 -Vacation Places

Boys 10 to 16 - Boat and tent
camping. Boating, Water Skiing, Fishing, swimming, overnight camp out, Weekly
rates. Mr. Bill Mann 923
Carswell, Elk Grove 437-1772

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
FLORIDA

For Phone Number
99 -Automobiles For Sale

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

1966 Corvett 327 Fuel InJ.
400 HP, Mag - Wheels

proved community. Excell.
shops,
schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Igo. plate glass

???
1966 OLDS 98
Town sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

Expensive

$3395.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
waYto sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
;Color pictures available.
,99:Autemobiles For Sale

1963 CADILLAC
Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

FULL PRICE $2495.

1960 CHEV IMP.
2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-0.
Tires, Custom Int

New

GOOD USED CARS

Chrome Wheel

1961 CADILLAC

'65 STUDEBAKER Wagon, Loaded,
Very Low Mileage
$1995

'FULL PRICE $945.

$1195

'64 RENAULT

$885

'63 FALCON Futura

$895

'62 T -BIRD

$1560

TRUCKS

'63 FORD Econoline Van'

ARLINGTON'MOTORS, Inc.
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.
Ph. CLearbrook 3-2701
A rlingtonHeights,ni.

Open 8 to 6 p.m. Tues. & Fri. 6 till 9 p.m.
Closed Sundays

2 Dr. HT
P.S. P.B. and Windows

1961 PONTIAC
Convert. P.S., P.B., Automatic Trans. Reasonable

$100.00 DOWN

ELLI NWOOD
$950

Phone CL 3-2707
Clean Cars Wanted

Best Prices Paid
Palatine

MUSTANG MTRS.

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2095 Mannheim, Des Plaines

'55 Chev. 2 Dr. Clean. auto/
trans., radio. Ideal 2nd car
$90.

259-3053

'69 Olds Dynamic Cony. Fully
equipped, excellent condition,

'low mileage, Call 392-0503.
ROSELLE DODGE

25 So. Park,

824-9261

102 -Trucks, Trailers

TRUCKS
1965 Ford 3/4 ion Pickup V-8 Heavy Duty
1964 G.M.C. 1/2 Ton Pick-

2

-

up

Roselle, LA 9-9871

1965 Econo line van.

'62 VOLKSWAGON.Low mile-

age exc. body & motor. CL 39275 after 6.
1962 BUICKS
225 CONVERTABLE

Automatic transmission/

radio/power steering/power
brakes/white walls/bucket
seats/air conditioner. Blue
with blue top and blue interior.
ONLY $1295.00

1965 Ford F500 V-8 12 ft.
Van and Lift Gate

Many other new and used
trucks to choose from.

NORTHWEST
FORD

TRUCK SALES
4000 N. Manneheim Rd.
Franklin Park,I11.

near O'Hare

ROSELLE RD.
ROSELLE, ILL. LA 9-5511
19 -Automobiles For Sale

'

671-045p
19 -Automobiles For Sale

BRAND NEW
vgrgArgeixii*

'66 POLARA
FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
This is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers: Undercoat,
o Side View Mirror
()Padded Dash
o 4 seat belts
o Backup lights
o Variable washers o Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

$276300

TOTAL
PRICE

INCL. FREIGHT

FACTORY

AIR CONDITIONED
IN STOCK

SHARP!

PRICED RIGHT
V-8

We Buy Used Cars
ARLINGTON MOTORS
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Financing & Insurance

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

situated on a beautifully land-

Come In And See Us

No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

Sales - ICAWASAICI service

IRVING PARK AND

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

Clean Used Cars Wanted

'1 1 1 -Motorcycles And Scooters

ROSELLE RD.
ROSELLE, ILL.
LA 9-5551

See Classified Page 2

cagoland rent you can own one

less than your present Chi-

101 -Automobiles Wanted

IRVING PARK AND

ROSELLE FORD

One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

'64- STUDEBAKER Daytona

ONLY $1095.00

ROSELLE FORD'

PhOne Yo.ur_NALpt Ad

DRIVING FUN

picture window.

radio/power steering/power
brakes/factory air conditioner. White and Beautiful.

Wheeling

101 Wolf Rd.

SUMMERTIME
"A-

ROSELLE RD.
ROSELLE, ILL.
LA. 9-5551

1962 CADILLAC

3 bdrm.

-

2

center,
transportation

ent

ONLY $3395.00

TRIUMPH '64, sedan,like new

ROSELLE RD.
ROSELLE, ILL.
LA 9-5551

PHONE 537-2643

Give us all your rentals and
we will make them work for
ou.

and wipers/tinted
glass/full wheel discs/heavy
duty battery/electric clock/
factory air conditioner/white
walls. Yellow with black top
anti black interior. Ready to

washers

ONLY $1245.00

Automatic transmission/

all rooms wood paneled.$15,-

dash/seat belts/electric

IRVING PARK AND

Deluxe 3 flat,
and 1 shopping

steering/power brakes/power
seats/power windows/padded

r adi o/power steering/power
brakes/power windows/power
scats/air conditioner. Blue.

HILLSIDE

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,

mission htr./r a d p/power

Automatic transmission/

3 bdrm. home w/carport on
large lot, includes lake privBUILDERS MODEL

1904 LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL

Convertable/automatic trans-

ROSELLE FORD

M UeTDELIEN

$6800.

offer. CL 9-4341

go.

IRVING PARK AND

eleges

Panelglide. Good cond. Best

1962 PONTIAC 4/2

ROSELLE FORD

scpd. corner lot in an im-

1714 E. N. W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9
Arl. Hgts., Ill.
CL 5-6320

CHEAP, '53 PLY. $150.4 dr.
45,000 orig. miles - exc.tires
'6 engine. Some rust. Interior
very clean. 272-1462

door, standard shift.

4

Good Condition. CL 3-0418
'50 Plymouth Stationwagon
automatic. Like new tires
$100.
CL 5-2173
1960 4 door Chrysler Windsor
with all equipment. Exceptionally clean, top condition. Call
Tim Smith, CL 3-1370.

moving, $28,500.

'62 STUDEBAKER Champion pickup $795

dIRANCEK

1/2 car gar.

1960 Rambler American

W/W. Exc. Cond't. $550. Ph
CL 3-7735 after 7:30.

:-ee

09 -Automobiles Dr Sale

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1

'61 Chev. Wagon, 6 cyl. 6 pass.

etc. Only $500 down ...$17,500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA.
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

WANT ADS'
GET RESULTS

ed in yard,

'65 Chevelle Wagon. std. shift,
6 cyl. $1695. CL 9-3281.

rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,
ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

$23,900
392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR

shopping. $21,500.

DAY

359-1450,

Eve's CL 3-0297.
Palatine area -4 bedrm, split 'foyer, 1 1/2 baths,patio, lane--

SAVE THE REALTORS FEE.

today.

$27,500.

500
7

IVY HI LL
PRESTIGE AREA
rm., 2 car gar. Walk to school
$31,950. Owner, 392-6542.
Arlington Hts-By owner, 8
room home, centrally located.

Asking

132x2.98.

luminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,

full basement, low taxes . $17,-

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

rm., din'g. rm., Igo. recr.

er, built-ins. Lot

New 3 bdrm. brick and A-

321-2810 or MA 7-2418.

3 bedrms., 1 1/2 baths, liv.

Palatine,By Owner
3 twin size bedrms, family
room, tri-level 1 1/2 bath,

4 rm. 2 bdr,m., all brick,

WITH

bedrooms or more, house or

Ope.n 9 to p

'

99 -Automobiles For Sale

09 -Automobiles For Sale

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

275.

Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x0
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

439-1127

Pleasant

patio,

82 -Planted To Rent

rent. Straight rental or op-

439 E. Northwest
Palatine

firepl., 2 car gar., Dishwash-

Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to

woodwork trim, 2 car
BI RCHWOOD TERRACE natural
We have the largest and finest garage, close to schools &

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W, of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd,

PHILIPPE BROS
REALTY
i,L8-1800

7 rm., 1 1/2 bath,brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,-

-

rec. lounge, putting green,

A. 0. SMITH

299-3169 days or CL 3-7185
eve's.

Car. Beamt. Fireplace. Call

AhiSing is new business Transferred owner offers all
frontier. Write for Free list: Brick 3 bedroom ranch with
of` usive opiaertunities In 2 car garage, 1 1/2 baths,
Huge kitchen with built - in
4110 area.
oven and range. Immediate
PARTAKE
possession on this vacant
Dept. A - I
home. Asking $21,750.
,234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7780,
?alatine
ONLY $19,950
Full Basement ranch located
14 -To Rent Apartments
in exclusive Northslde area.
Mt. Prospect
Two bedrooms, full dining
room, unbelievable 18 ft. kitTimber -Lake Village
chen, paved drive to 2 car garage. Top Condition. Only two
A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
blks.
to school. Inspect It
Includes
Sensible rentals.

TO WORK FOR MANAGER OF PERSONNEL
An unusual opportunity to work in the personnel, field.
Shorthand & experience in office procedures required. The
successful candidate will have the desire to become actively

Involved in personnel work & be more than just a clerk.

basement, extras. $17,500.

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3
66 -Business Opportunities

Call Mrs. Rayner - 943-8500
Will arrange interview at location by app't.

38 S. Dunton
'CC=3199

----ARLINGTON- HEIGHTS
Large Aurora Model Motoring

es $1,00 down. These are repossessed. by VA, and offered
to anyone. Como in arid talk
it over with us.

3 bdrm., ranch frame, full

06 -Real Estate -Houses

60 -Sporting Goods

ON DISPLAY

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

3 bdrm. Ranch, near schools,
park & shopping, railroad.'

apartment for 2 months or un-

55 -Musical Instruments

sale.

NEW AND USED

elec.
Good condition $30.
Sholvador

refrig.

OVER

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Collie Pups AICC - Champ'
stock. Good for show or pets.
Ready June 19. Call 253-0108
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes Juno 19.Males
and Females. Sired By Champion
Kilmoe's Cassenova
Home raised with TLC. Call

40-11ousehold Appliances

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Sea Ray
Danz'

SHADE TREES

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

1

SALES & RENTALS

Tent Trailers. Open SUndays

Wanted outboard motor, prefe-r Mercury, or anything over
45 H.P. Shgt shank. Ph. 2592777 'days - 437-9242 eves.

CL' 3-7237

a good credit
e VA . homes are a'vailable 'to you for as little

you, have

[Ifating

Frame Full basement $21,500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

cond. $105. CL 3-3954.

cuum system. Close to schls,
shops. $22,650. By app't.
6

Evinrude '63 motor, 10 HP.

good buy. 8274712.

1,000 S & H Green Stamps
plus free clothes for having

439-6080
76 -To Heat Houses

p2 hr. running time. Exc.

bedrm, lgo lot, central va-

able now through August 15.

best offer. 439-0422

after 6 P.M.

Bring in your used clothing
and we will cell it. for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.

Avalon Travel Trailers and

Avalon and Deeamer Pickup
Coaches. Also the finest in

luxe runabout. Fully equip%
35 HP Johnson, elec. starter,
trailer. Used little,Exc.cond.
$700 or best offer. CL 3-3167
16' wood runabout. 75 lIP
Johnson, gator trailer, ski
equip. Exc. condition $950 or

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

THE DAY

IS -Real Estate -Houses

MOTOR
SALES
1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown '

Des Plaines, Ill.

299-4235

299-3395

1966 Coronet 440 2 Dr. HT., Dark Green, Black Vinyl Top.
1966 Charger, Dark Green.
1966 Monaco 2 Dr. HT., Beautiful Green, Black Vinyl Top.
Monaco, 2 Dr. HT., Red, White Vinyl Top.
Monaco, 4 Dr. HT., Dark Green.
1966 Polara, 4 Dr. H.T., Yellow with Black Vinyl Top.

'62 CHRYSLER

'62 OLDSMOBILE

NEW YORKER

STATION WAGON

4 Dr. Sedan White, Beautiful Red Interior. Factory
Air, Full Power, 6 Way
'Power Seat

Full Power, Factory Air,
Roof Rack, W/W .

$1495

$1495

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington

25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

aycinden 9 Tips
Rolling iffeadow

Boys' Baseball Report:

Rain Erases All
Arlington Heights
Baseball Action

Marty Fontana and Bill King

Bisons,

the

posting

15-1

a

triumph for Mark Peterson.

Tom Olcese and Bret Carltripled for the winners
and Erik Malvik tripled for
the Bisons. Steve Burger doubled for the Bisons, too.
WARD W IITM EY ER hit
son

two homers and Mike Fitton
spark

to

doubled

the

Owls

to a 28-4 win over the Gophers

losing

pitcher

The Jays' only hits were
singles

by Tom Burns

and

Andy Biancardi. Kuharich walked six but fanned I I.

pitched

Railbirds edge as close to the track as possible the 36 -day Arlington Park Jockey Club and six -day

ball

six -hit

a

game. He fanned 13 and walktheir North White Junior ed only five.

as the horses roar into the stretch at Arlington

in
test Saturday.

the
winning
Fitton was
THE PADRES rolled over
pitcher despite a triple by the the Jcts
12-0 in thcir South
Gophers' Mike Herbert.
White Intermediate game Satof
hom-

Wittmeycr's

One

urday

as

Walt

Preising

got

ers was a grand slam affair, three hits, including a double
and was one of 14 hits by the and a homer.
winners. The Gopher pitchers
walked 21.
Doug Gordon was the winThe Hurricanes tripped
ning pitcher with a two -hitter,
the Jays 9-8 in their South
striking out eight cn route to
White Intermediate game
the victory.
Saturday, with Mark Czapinski homering and winThe
Apaches knocked
ning pitcher Cell Volgenau
tripling. Gerald DiSimone
for

doubled
too.

the

off the Rebels 11-5 in their
North Blue Junior engagement Saturday as winning

winners,

pitcher Stan Lollar worked fire innings.

Tom Burns homcred for the
losers and Randy Nebel hit a
triple.

Sports on T.V.
5:45
ch. 32.
8:00

I

The win was the Apaches;
fourth against three losses
and the defeat was the Rebels'
fourth against three wins.

TUESDAY
Junior All -Stars

p,m.

THE BOXERS rolled

over

the Sox 11-3 behind Rick Karst
Saturday in their North Blue
WELD Sports Junior tilt.

p.m.
Special, Golf, ch. 32.
9:00 p.m. Championship Racing ch. 32.
9:30 p.m.
Speedway International ch. 32.

Karst and Larry Adams got
the game's only extra - base
hits, both
winners.

homering

for thc

Park. The action should grow even more tense as

Arlin ton Slates Own Triple Crown
Arlington

Park

may have
this year's

final word on

the

three - ycar - old championship when
the local
track
features its own triple crown
this summer.

HEADING THE lineup of
Arlington Park Jockey
Club and Chicago Tribune
Charities Inc. phase of the
103 -day
coordinated season,

$20,000 Mademoisell for
two -year -old fillies.
Highlighting the series will
the

which begins June 20, is the
$100,000
added
Arlington
Classic June 25. That ,race,
plus the July 9 $100,000 added
Chicagoan

and

the

$100,000

added American Derby Aug.
combine to make up a
$300,000 Mid -American triple.
Also featured will be the
brand
new
$50,000
added
Assault, a one -mile test for
three - year - olds July 23.
6,

summe.y

drew

they,

as

the

spotlight
five
in
different
events beginning Monday with

orette, and
Handicaps.

the

Hyde

Park

THE BIG emphasis on
two -year -old schedule,

Tuesday, June 14, 1966

the

for fillies, are both slated for
the Washington Park meeting.

The July schedule at Arlington will be headed by the annual Stars and Stripes Handicap

on

of July.

Fourth

the

The race will be run by threeyear -olds and upwards on the
I-1/8 mile grass course.

THAT SAME course will

STARTER SCHWINN gave
A steady drizzle dampened
the Mt. Prospect Cubs' heavy up all eight Elk Grove runs
artillery Sunday when they on three hits and five walks
dropped their Northwest Sub- in 4 1/3 innings. He fanned
urban Baseball League open- four. Finch came on in the
fifth and pitched hitless ball
er 8-1 to Elk Grove.

ing column. Pat Schwinn and
Finch

Bruce
Grove

also held Elk
to three safetieS, but
visitors took advantage

the

of eight walks to bring home
the victory.

MANAGER

the

rest of the way, fanning

four and walking three.
The visitors led all

the

way, as they took a 2-0 lead
in . the first, added single
funs in the fourth and fifth
and three in the sixth.

Mt. Prospect's
other entry in the Northwest
loop, were rained out in their
The

Sox,

VIC
ROSE scheduled opener against Hofflaid the blame for the setback man Estates Sunday. The Sox
more on his charges' light will play host to
Elk Grove
hitting then on his hurlers' at 6:15 p.m. tonight, while the

generosity. "I said we would Cubs will travel to Hoffman
our

have

plate
Rose

Pedersen, golf pro at Midlane Farms
Country Club, Wadsworth, Ill., recommends some
careful work on the wedge shots in today's golf tips colunin, "Pedersen's Pointers." Pedersen's

column appears in the Day each Tuesday and Friday.

Mullane Farms C.C.
pitching wedge, you can start
chopping strokes off your
score exceptionally fast.
THE WEDGE should be used

for shots from right around
the green to rougly 100 yards
away from the pin. The stance
should

be

slightly

open,

al- '

loWing easy distribution of the
weight and proper balance.

Considerable

back

spin on

the high floating vedge shot is
a tremendous advantagc when
you're shooting at an elevated
green guarded by hazards.

should be well ahead of the
club -head upon impact, which
means that you'll have to keep a

Batchelor Hurls
Chargers to 4th
Straight Victory

position on

ing

error

and

Joe

get

ten-

dency to open the club face to
a dangerous angle. I purposely

turn the club in a fraction to
avoid slicking thc shot to the
right.

After the impact
the

I

in

try to.

clubhead

travelline to-

ing on a continuous
ward the hole. This follow through action helps the shot
and develops good habits.

Batchelor

in

the

hurled

Prospect

about the impending appearance

The program is open to the
public, and no admission will
be charged. We hope you'll
join us then. Midlane Farms
C.C. is in Wadsworth, Ill.,
just off route 41.

crown,

while

Bill

Gapped

captured low net laurels with
adjusted score of 29 for
the first nine.
Springs Shell Service kept
an

pace -with the leaders with an
1/2

1/2 verdict over
Lauterburg and Oehler, and
New Emerald Cleaners held
8

-

3

his

Sales

and

Service

only

first

division

bow in

last

week's

action. Crest Heating and Air

and moved to second
on Gary Bach's walk. John

Batchelor,
the
in

league's

who

first no

authored
-

hitter

the Chargers' opener last
limited

the

Falcons

Dan Hull claimed the hero's

role at the plate with a home
run, the only extra base hit

or Fred O'Keefe, Thursday
night at a testimonial dinner
at Ferrara . Manor, 5609 W.
North Av., Chicago.
The dinner will recognize
O'Keefe on his 25th anniverLeague football
since he began
head

football

bune, will be toastmaster.

HARRIS PHARMACY round-

ed out the schedule by tripping Heights Cleaners 7 1/24 1/2. The victory moved Harris into seventh place, a half point ahead of Heights Clean-

Reservations may be made
through Kcn Swinton, 2255 N.
Laramie, Chicago. Tickets for
the all - male affair cost $7.50.
Further information can be obtained by calling Andy Lucas of
Arlington Heights, CL 9-4478.

ers.

Four twilight

golfers

fired
two birdies in their nine -hole

Selling your home?

TWILIGHT
GOLF STANDINGS
TEAM
POINTS

Man of the Map

National Conveyer
and Supply
Springs Shell Service
New Emerald Cleaners
Horcher Decorators
Arlington Structural

Call our

-

Full Power V-8,

$593

1963 FORD 4 DR. SEDAN

$793

1963 V W SEDAN

$993

Beautiful!!

1963 FVORMOITRY SEDAN

$1193

1964 TEMPEST SEDAN

$1093

Hurryl!

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON
Needs A Good Home!!

1964 VVI SUNROOF
Cool Carl!

-

19M TEMPEST SEDAN
Burgundy!!

$1293

$1093
$893

1964 FORD V 8 CONVERTIBLE $1693
Full Power!!

1964 FORD GALAXIE 500
Won't Be Here Long!!

39

$1393

36 1/2
34
31

1965 CHEVROLET BELAIR

1/2

Sedan - A Real Standout Car!!

$1 793

30 1/2

City Welding Sales
and Service
Harris Pharmacy
Heights Cleaners
Lauterburg and
Oehler
Crest Heating and

29 1/2

1965 MUSTANG V-8

29

Hardtop

28 1/2

Air Conditioning
Bruns Real Estate
Koops Mustard

26 1/2

John GerlIng

25 1/2 -

BRUNS

25

24 1/2

-

Low Miles!!

1965 PONTIAC LE MANS
Sport Coupe - Full Power, Etc.!!

$ 1 993

$2293

REAL ESTATE

CL S.-6320

1965 FORD GALAXIE 500'
Hardtop -Fully Powered!!

FAIRLANE

cellar
dwelling
fourth without a win.

GALA XIE

Falcons

0-4.

1966 MUSTANG V-8

rent a new '66
MUSTANG

a deep fly to left.

load the bases. But all three
were
stranded
when
Bob

of Carl Schurz
High School, Chicago, will honGraduates

ton Structural Steel 7-5.

Horcher

of the night. The loss was the

Urban was robbed of a hit on

Costello was issued a pass to

Fastback Coupe
Sharp!!

Plan Dinner

cagw- Public

1960 FORD STARRIER

$2193

Boys' Baseball Senior League.

The Chargers are now one and -one-half games ahead of
the second - place Vikings
who are 3-2. The Colts are
third with a 1-3 slate, while
the Falcons trail the league

single

strom, and George Blaar.

6 1/2 - 5 1/2, and City Welding fell to fifth - place Arling-

Conditioning nipped

FALCON

another
with a

pert, Stan Luczak, Bob Zogata
Steve Lombardo, Ted Lind-

coach at Northwestern University, will be guest speaker,
and David Condon, sports columnist for the Chicago Tri-

CORTINA

out to left.
Schwinn launched
rally in the fourth

Paul Manning. Single birds
were authored by Haines, Gap -

power ever
coaching there.
Alex Agase,

were the
teams to

ing them 13-0.

he

rounds. They wcrc Gordon Otto,

John Andrup, Bill Fox, and

Welding

to a single safety while beat-

when

course.

sary as head football coach at
Schurz, which has been a Chi-

Nchmzow

reached

S

out and surrendered two walks hosts thc number -one nine at
and a single to load up the the samc time.

Up. at one mile on the main

third by whipping Kuops Mustard 7 1/2 -4 1/2.
Horcher Decorators and City

month,

hit by a pitch. A wild
pitch moved ,the runners to
second and third where they
died when Bill Carroll flied

the

Heights

STATION WAGON

Hardtop - Around the Block Meet...

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
9.00

P
E

BETTER GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

NOVOTNY
For GOP COMMITTEEMAN
(Phone 392-7624 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.)

D

SIZE SEDAN

A

Stock #1499A

V

Radio, Heater, Automatic Transmission, Power Steer-

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT- A STATION WAGON

ONE MAN - ONE JOB
(Paid Political A &me tisement)

at low- rates from
GEORGE POOLE Cafvt)
10.111.11 NM AM BYO

CL 9-3141
NITESAND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1963 FORD GALAXIE

PLUS MILEAGE

400 W. -NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

2293

R

SPECIAL RATES
Recommended by the

Golf fans are getting excited

of Paul Hahn, the famous golf
trick shot artist; at Midlane
Farms Country Club at 6 p.m.

par 36 to earn the low gross

Steel

second shutout of the young
season yesterday to lead the
Chargers
to
their
fourth
straight victory without a
loss

ply,

the second on a walk, and Ken
was

entire movement.

visualize

couldn't
anyone home on either
but

occasion. Schwinn got on

firm left wrist throughout the

THERE IS OFrEN a

fourth,

the

Bob

three -base

a

Hines drove
him home on a solid single.

in

June 24.

The ball should be addressed with your feet rougly 18
inches apart.
Your hands

said, "And we showed

on

Pitching Wedge
Can Save Strokes
Once you have conquered the

Estates at the same time.

ROSE'S CREW put runners
second and third in the
second and loaded the bags

Pedersen's Pointers

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Golf Pro,

problems at the
early in the season,"

it Sunday. It will take awhile
before our hitting jells."
Mt. Prospect's only run
came in the third when Bob
Urban scampered into scor-

test on August 3 in
50,000 added Pucker

biggest

final two runs.

KING FINISHED up for the
Waycinden's othcr
league
injured starter, giving up a hit entry sponsored by Ladendorf
and two walks while fanning six Oldsmobile was rained out of
in his 4-2/3 inning stint. Both its league opener with the
passes and thc hit came in a Rolling Meadows number -two
rocky third . inning which saw team. Suburban Heating will
Rolling Meadows pick up its take on the number -two team
only run.
at Rolling Meadows at 6:15
King came on with one man p.m. tonight, while Ladendorf

Len Haines' 36 Leads
Arlington Golf League

National Conveyer and Suppaced by the low gross
ordinated Arlington -Washing- effort of Len Haines, stayed
ton
program.
The
world's on top of the Arlington Heights
richest
twin for two-ycar- Twilight Golf League last
olds,
the
$360,000
added week by dumping Bruns Real
Arlington - Washington Fu- Estate 10-2.
turity and the $200,000 ArHAINES FIRED an even lington - Washington Lassie

will be placed on thc Washington Park phase of the co-

Fall 8®l in pener
The local nine managed
only three hits in its soggy
debut,
missing several opportunities to crash the scor-

by

used

badly swollen but not broken. more home on anothcr single.
Fontana Will be out of action An error on Mike Holstrom's
indefinitely.
ground ball accounted for the

though,

rospect Cu s

THE PROSPECT DAY

fillies and mares
for the $40,000 added Beverly
Handicap on July 16. Threebe

be the $50,000 Arch Ward on year -old fillies will face their
August 5. Rounding out the
card arc the Joliet, the Maj-

the

TWO -YEAR -OLDS are also

Chuck

Chicago Tribune Charities, Inc. meeting gets under
way June 20.

New Season Opens Monday

slated for a..111 of action this

Page 12 -

the

Koentopp said the hand was and Kurt Kocntopp chitsed two

The Stags victory celebrawas halted Saturday by
thc Wrens, 8-2, as Tom Wention
zel

in the bottom of the second.
Bob Chudick opened

out seven hits and played er- fireworks with a 400 -foot solo
rorless ball while profiting homer. King struck out, but
from five of the losers' mis- Jerry Adams drew a walk and
cues. But it wasn't all sun- Fontana reached on an error.
shinc for thc local,squad. Fon- Momcnts later, Dan Smith
tana was forccd to leave the drove Adams home with a
game after pitching 2-2/3 inn- single.
ings of hitless ball when a line
drive hit him on his throwing
DICK GILLESPIE loaded
hand.
the sacks again with a walk,

double by Bruce

three -run

Thomas
off
Gary Dwyer.

MEAD-

comc up with all six of its runs

KoenKEITH
topp's Wayeinden nine rapped

COACH

THE SlyS' only hit was
a

THE -ROLLING

in the Northwest Suburban OWS rally was too little too
Baseball Conference.
late, since thc home team had

resume tonight.

Division action Saturday, the
Cyclones took their picks on

faced to end thc outburst.

Heating to a 1-0 season -opening win over Rolling Meadows

Rain washed out last night's
The Stags also beat the Jays
Arlington Heights Boys' Base- scoring a 10-5 win Friday
ball
League
schedule
last behind winning pitcher Kcnny
night, but action is expected to' Kuharich.

IN NORTH White Junior

bases. Anothcr walk forced in
the visitors' run, before King
whiffed the next two men' he

collaborated on a one -hit pitching performance Sunday to
spark Number -one Suburban

ing, Power Brakes, Like New White Wall Tires,
Etc. Perfect Family Carl!

$893

Ask John,. Phil or Charlie About Our 24 Month
50;000 Mile Factory Used Car Guarantee!! We're
The Good Guys 1141h NO Hats!!

fete Election Results
(See Pages 1, 6 and 7)
WEATHER

-

ITonight;

Chance

Pro5pert tiap

of brief

thundershowers; Low In the up 50s. Thursday;
Partly

/per

sunny and a little cooler; High
in the middle 70s.

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper
325 W. Prospect Av.

' V4Iume I, Number 42
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Mount Prospect, III. 60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Schlickman Beats Novotny;
Graham Wins Over Atcher
Senator
Saved by
'Home' Vote

Committeeman Race
Close in Wheeling Twp.
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

Victory was doubly sweet to Eugene Schlickman last

BY FRANK VON ARK
State Sen. John A. Graham
of Barrington narrowly defeated
Bob Atcher, mayor of

night.

He turned back a determined effort by Tom Novotny
to assume the top leadership post in the Wheeling
Township Republican Party. And he coasted to an easy
win in his bid for a second term in the Illinois House

Schaumburg, in the Republican

state senatorial primal-) Tues-

of Representatives.
The only bitter spot in Republican

political circles was

the light voter turnout. Unofficial totals showed 7,529
primary votes in Wheeling
Township. Of these, Schlickman defeated Novotny 3,858 to
3,671 - a margin of 187 votes.
Novotny waged a rugged cam-

paign against the forces of the
Regular Republican Organization that backed Schlickman.
At about II p.m. he visited

To
Novotny conceded defeat hs ragged battle for Wheeling Township comadttemnan at 11 p.m. Tuesday. Pictured are, from the left, Novotny, Dick Cowen, Eugene Schlickman's campaign manager and Schlickman. The victory was
doubly sweet for Schlickman who coasted to an easy renomination for state representative as well.

ballot
was

Rep Bernard A Peskin, North-

field, who outpolled Rep Eugenia

Chapman,
Arlington
Heights, in a close battle that

was marked with "bullet ballots "
"Bullet ballots"

votes

cast for only one of the can-

I

didates in a two -candidate
race That candidate receives
three votes Chapman forces
bulleted heavily in Wheeling

Township but were outgunned
by the Peskin troops in the
outlying areas in the eight
townships of the sprawling 3d
District
Despite the fact that both
candidates have been nominated,

at stake was first position on
the November ballot where, it
is conceded, one of the two will
fall to Republican power

THREE

candidates

Eugene

F.

Schlickman

parleyed

ised

lopsided victories

state representative ballot in November.
His running partner on the Republican ballot apparently will
be David J. Regner, Mount Prospect.

In Wheeling Township, where Schlickman won the post of
votes.
He

ran

first

Hanover
Township with 661 votes and

November Because of the GOP

the township, one
of the Democrats is acknowledged as the likely losing canin

didate

That is why the Democrats,
at least in Wheeling Township,
placed such emphasis on carrying for Mrs Chapman

Mrs Chapman carried only
Wheeling out of the eight townships making up the 3d District

She polled 3,529 votes in her
home township to 1,685 for

13,906

1/2

in

in Barrington with '1,224 votes
in a field of five candidates.

ly 47,128 out of 78,551 1/2
votes cast.
Schlickman was elated by

In all, he polled unofficial- , his double victory. He prom -

Roundup
For The Day
How Douglas, Percy Fared

congressmen,

William Dawson and Barratt O'Hara, also won nomi-

In the U.S. Senate race, with 10,031 of 10,732 pre:
cinets reporting, Douglas polled 777,519 votes. Percy,

ment in Northfield Township
where unofficial returns gave
him a 2,479 to 232 plurality

PESKIN also carried Palatine, Hanover and Barnngton
townships

Reports from
Schaumburg and Maine Demo-

(Conlinued on Page 7)

reporting,

received

Close behind was Robert L.
Palatine with 12,William J. Moore
of Arlington Heights polled
Hesse of
627 1/2.

3,806 and William L. Means
of Buffalo Grove took 803 1/2
votes.

Washington

--

A

superior

court

judge in Seattle ruled yesterday the academic study of
the Bible as literature does not violate the doctrine of
separation of church and state. Two Fundamentalist
preachers had contended the English course "The
Bible as Literature" at the University of Washington
opposed the doctrine. They complained it presented

only one point of view -- that opposing Fundamentalism. Judge W. R. Cole ruled that the course was not
required and did not violate the doctrine.

ship.

Arlington

To the Wetter . . . Vicki Giribint, &tighter of Sen.
John A. Graham of Barrington, congratulates her father'
After she learned he was successild in his quest for

Novotny won in Prospect
Heights and Mount Prospect.
Unofficial totals are:
Mantel panty
Schlickman Novotny
Arlington Heights 2552
2396
Mount Prospect
540
586
Wheeling
389
320
Prospect Heights 258
323
Buffalo Grove
100
41
Des Plaines
40
32
Cowen,

of the vote.

said

Hesse's refusal

Results

He had little to worry about

Party
together.
Schlickman
promised a complete re -organ-

ization of the party structure
and said that his goal would
be to make the Wheeling GOP

cede was of little consequence.
He indicated precincts still out
were not large enough to

ward to working in a unified

effort with all Republicans
for a resounding victory in
November.
The
"hard canvass" to
"protect the table" was the

election in Wheeling
Township, Chuck Percy and
Bill Scott battled for the
governor's nomination and close to 12,000 votes were counted.

zation would watch and check
the election returns in Cook
County Clerk Edward J. Barrett's office this week.

Alexander MacArthur, out going township committeeman,
said a hard canvass is not
a recount.

"Nobody's questioning fraud
In the election," he said,
(Continued on Page 6)

Northfield

in

Township

639

to 531 with 17 of 19 precincts
reporting.
In Wheeling, Graham had
3,273, Atcher 3,203 with 65 of

66 precincts listed.

Graham's margin of victory
came

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

in Palatine Township
where he gathered 2,453 votes
to Atcher's 718 with all but
one of the 33 precincts counted.

In Barrington Township

COMMITTEEMEN

Graham won 879 to 118 and in
Hanover Township he led 394

Wheeling Township

to 174.

Atcher conceded defeat less

Eugene Schlickman

James Stavros

Elk Grove Township

Carl Hansen

Chester Chesney

than three hours after polls
closed when he trailed by
1,600
votes.
Later returns
narrowed that margin but

Graham had already received
the message while he watched
returns in Palatine Township
Republican Headquarters.

"Mr. Atcher when he called
said:

STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Eugene Schlickman

Bernard Peskin

David Regner

Eugenia Chapman

'By

the

way,

senator,

I am with you all the way.' I
am grateful for

support,"

his

Graham said.

"I am happy the campaign
over," Graham said, "and

is

eternally

grateful

to

(State)

Sen. W. Russell Arrington and
his

staff, John Bickley, Sen.

Dirksen and Dick Ogilvie for
their support and to the rest
of those directly involved in
the campaign."

STATE SENATOR

GRAHAM said he was glad
that all of his many workers

John A. Graham

Norman Nelson

insisted that the campaign be
based on the highest possible
level and confined to the issues.

Set Hearing On Tally Ho
Mount Prospect's lawsuit to allow condemnation and

destruction of the Tally Ho apartments will have its

most surprising result of the first court hearing July 7.
election.

He won in Schaumburg Town-

the strongest in the state.
Observers blamed lack of
a
state race for the small

turnout. In the last prito con- voter
mary

ship.

ship 1,397 to 842 and Maine
Township 258 to 202, and led

At A Glance

Schlickman's

as Schlickman carried 64 of the
66' precincts in Wheeling Township and coasted to a landslide
victory.
After Novotny's concession
statement, Schlickman spoke

ATCHER outpolled Graham
four townships and almost
held even in Wheeling Town.
in

Atcher carried Elk Grove
Township 1,935 to 1,152 with
39 of 40 precincts reporting.

Heights,

In the Regner - Hesse race to the crowd gathered in Refor the second of two Repub- publican headquarters.
lican
nominations,
Regner
HE PROMISED to devote
claimed victory but
Hesse
all of his energy, time and
refused to concede, promising instead a "hard canvass" effort to pulling the Republican

HESSE said his Palatine
Township Republican organi-

Court Rules Bible is Literature
SEATTLE,

in 40 precincts.
Neither candidate showed any

after polls closed.

change the outcome.
In claiming victory, Regner said he is looking for-

10,632

in Elgin Hospital in serious
condition from a stroke. He
battled his way back to take
the campaign trail
against
Atcher and Davies.

stay with 2,992 to 2,856 votes

Dick

Chicago Mayor Richard Daley's six bond issues,
totaling 195 million dollars, passed by about 5 to 2
despite opposition from the Cook County Republican

90 per cent of his party's vote.

of

point, the lead
changed hands seven times before Schlickman went ahead to

REGNER, whose official campaign manager, expressed
vote totaled 14,186 1/2, won concern over the state resprein Elk Grove, Schaumburg sentative race rather than the
and areas of Maine and North- committeeman's battle shortly

Republican Charles Percy and Sen. Paul Douglas
have won the right to face each other for the U.S.
Senate in the general election November 8. Douglas
had no opposition in yesterday's primary. Percy got

Incomplete totals give Peskin
about a 1,000 -vote lead with
not enough strength to be heard
from to change the outcome of
snowing her opponent in Wheeling Peskin returned the compli-

Party forward.

statement and Regiier's campaign manager Richard Hall

Peskin

While Mrs Chapman was

order to move the Republican

precincts counted, unofficial figures gave Regner a
1,700 - vote edge.
Regner issued a victory

nations.

the race

to weld together his re-

sponsibilities as new Wheeling Township committeeman
and state
representative in

By midnight, with all but a

precincts

For Graham it was the second important victory of the
year. New Year's Day he was

419 to 418.
From that

township.

few

By United Press International

with 9,964
553,191.

had 1,202.

gave Novotny a one vote lead,

the six areas of Wheeling Town-

six

9,726 to Atcher's 8,442. William T. Davies of Streamwood

precincts to report

particular pockets of strength.
The race was close in each of

in

unofficial returns gave Graham

The first eight of the township's 66

reporting

townships of the 3d district,

SCHLICKMAN carried re-election to the Illinois Senate.

field Townships.

committee and some civil rights leaders.
Two Chicago veteran
Democratic

carried the first
three precincts to report by
small margins.

Buffalo Grove and the small
portion of Des Plaines in the

in three townships for the top spot on the Republican

will

be elected out of the four in
strength

real battle as the lead changed

With all but five of the 203
precincts

Novotny

Wheeling,

BY BRUCE CUTLER
and JIM ROSS

township committeeman, he polled an unofficial
are

EARLY returns indicated a

Regner Says He Won;
Hesse Not So Sure

fought it out for top spot on the
November state representative
winner

200 Schlickman workers.

No Doubt About Schlickman

Two 3d District Democrats

surprise

cheered by a crowd of about

hands several times.

Peskin
Outpolls
Chapman
The

Schlickman's headquarters in
Mount Prospect Plaza and was

day.

The case is to be heard by Master in Chancery Howard Arvey

in his offices at 1 N. LaSalle St., Chicago.
Marlin Smith, attorney for Testimony by village officials
the village told The Day that and 'building experts is exhe will present evidence to
pected to establish whether
show that the abandoned, un- rehabilitation or destruction
finished
apartments are a of Tally Ho is the best solution
danger as well as an eyesore, to the "attractive nuisance"
and that the buildings should problem.
be destroyed.
REPRESENTATIVES for the
The evidence will include receiver
of Marshall Savings
photographs of the water - and
Loan, which holds the
filled excavations near the
mortgage on the land, will have
apartments,
open
stairwells an opportunity to tell the court
and damage caused by vandals, if there is a chance that the
prowlers
and the weather. liens against the property can

be settled soon or at all.
Lawyers for the subcon-

tractors, who did the work on
the buildings but were never
paid,

willingness to work out a settlement,
have

expressed

longer the buildings will be beyond rehabilitation.

AT THE hearing on July 7,
the Master will hear the evi-

dence and made a recommencomplete the apartments and dation on the case to the. Cook
County Circuit
Court. The
retrieve at least part of their
court usually

investment.

follows the re-

But a settlement has been commendation.
Attorneys for the village and
delayed by the slow action of
the courts on the disposition the subcontractors who hold the
of Marshall Savings.

loins on Tally Ho have expressed hope that Mount

Mount Prospect doesn't want Prospect's suit will speed a
to wait any longer for action, settlement, resulting in comfearing injury or perhaps death pletion of the buildings. But
to a curious child. And the if not, they also agree that

subcontractors
settlement is

that if "something
fear
delayed much and soon."

must

be

done,

i'
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Improvement Duet
agnasactwittlear....."21

Lumber Jae: Says:
"E7 HE DO 07

Steoll-Wo@d-Elagsfigu

hoed Hill -Behan Yard!"

Finest hoavy galvanized fittings, posts and gates. 42"

0 NO JOB TOO LARGE

OR TOO SMALL
o TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF HILL-DEHAN'S

0.AEIAGE LONER

FREE ESTIMATE
SERVICE

v1.1

End garago or
basement clutter forever
full 1/4" thick 4'sa'

o Room Additions 0 Garages
o Ropairs

n'illi

find thon-a all 0

-u

onl y

1/0" Sfandard Hardboard 4.x0'

30' and 42" 5n.

79

Wfl,'SO°
PN.6°V..tk'
00

with oil

Fillingo

4l95

Op,,acht%

End Pools

with all

Linh Oates

$-

.4146.0t,,
N-'51=;";

Corner Posts

Frans Ch:In

Fillings

x400

$poco

s...s

GET OUR COMPLETE PRICE BEFORE
YOU ORDER & SAVE ---TERMS ALSO
Remember - boom= hot-dippod chain link
fence lasts to long, it is a vory low cost,
attractive protection for your proporty.
tvo con cupply rnntoriz.13 or
do your comploto Vence lob.

Suburbs call 670.4750.

1/NPki)

lin.

400 FL

EI-EPECIT IlL1BliVAIIMPOOD3

........

Nc

ft. "lie

Hill -Cohan Facto

Pg.

sly is ovarloolod Hoavy guides, 100% vortical.
rails

tough

and

OTHER 4a0 -PT. SHEETS

Ye -INCH

hickory

rungs; malleablo cast hooklock; and slip -proof.
marproof pliant rubber foot . . . thoto prove

1/2 -INCH MIMIC... 6.19

.

literlor Fir Plywood

the COMPACT IS A REAL LADDER and a
real value

0 99

16'

s/c-INCH THICE(...6.99

for oxtoricr

.

..24 50

or where

lotorlor Flr Plywood

20.00
32.50
30.95

20'
24'

purposes

moisture is a strong factor.

20'
36'

CUO

Sound Doth Sides
This Is

the finest 9rado interior

plywood on the market. Both sides
clear and sanded.

STEP

6'

YEAR

Hero's your chance to gel the newost style fonco,
sturdily constructed of bright fir rails and attraction
mastery pine pickets. Pickets aro staggerod at the
oopular 36"-39" heights, assembled info on 0'
long section.

Elf EV21711 [me
DIMMED A F.E.L\ICE

Complete

6 49
7 99

1/4 -Inds
1/4 -Inch

'9 59
10.69
12.19

'Is -Inch
1/4 -Inch
r!4 -Inch

Now you can act same at the
finest paint en tko market wins.
name. Haler paints ere made

with the finest material and care
available and are ideal for
fences. Our mice during fhb

95

4.0_

-for comploto eat of
Pridecraft quick assembly, steel, homo-workbench logs.

any length
coy style,

Red Cedar Cocrdemys

t't

2a44:1' fled Cedar Rolls

Ocdr. Nails

'

f gl

Vann Weed Pro:oriels'

YOUR MN & GARB HEADQUARTERS
YOUR GARDEN. NEEDS PEAT MOSS

STEEL

NO MATTER WHAT ELSE YOU USE
o Puro sphagnum' peat moss -the best Icr all toil conditions aerates -holds moisture

ST RAGE

Cl Less decomposed -lasts longer.

o Makes plant food more effective
o Supplies organic matter -essential to all soils.

SHED

PEAT MOSS
CARLOAD SPECIAL

SPECOAL

$399

SPECIAL FEATURES
o Padlockable aluminum
handles for sofa storage.
0 No hardware to buy, for
easy assembly.

LAWN FOOD
Lightweight, ODORLESS, Dust free, high
analysis 20-10-5, guaranteed not to burn

Completely adjustable roof
allows you to adjust tho pitch

a

$

ed. Detail in construction

ea.

only

makes this tab's, one of the

8 -foot

most serviceable and du-

only

rable tables we've seen.

TTERS
GALORE!
JUST ARRIVED

$2450

6 -foot

a

n

Now yen can enjoy your patio and be protected' from the hot summer sun and Inclement woathor.
Add value to your house, too, at only a few dollars per month.

$3250

ROOF
DIMENSIONS
0 ft. wide x le ft. long

YOU GET

20,000 FT. OF BRIGHT NEW GALVANIZED GUTTERS
Savo the expense of costly water damage. Got ready now for rainy
weather. New gutter pays for itself in sovoral years! Easy to install,
tight fitting, slip joint connections make soldering unnecessary!

only

G1101112

ROOF
DIMENSIONS

YOUR

0 ft. wide x 20 ft. long
only

AT
HILL-BEHAN

ItID SAVE

DOWNSPOUT
SPECIAL
3"x10' Corrugated

OPEN

139

Round
Downspout
Square

SUNDAY

Elbows

3" Square
Elbows

5" square, 17i

4" Square
Gutter

only

Duller
only

PS'

H.

.

per

ft.

(gutter sold In 10' length only)
4" Inside or

Miter
6" Inside or
Outside Miter
Outside

4'

Slip Connection

88geo.
99Cee.

4" End Caps ...

SKIL DELUXE

JIG SAW

.

Free Carrying Case,
12 Free Blades,
Free Rip Fence

,

3Wea

NOW ONLY
Home improvement

Kiln Dried 2x2s

a

8 FOOTERS

a

.

rid. or square

lac

O Builds dependability into Gives solid backing for
la every building. Construction °ceiling t! le and paneling.

I tic

a grade
a

se.
roe GOY MORS FOR
YOUR 640NlY AT

2x3s_.8 ff.

a SPECIAL 5

purpost for various projects.

a
a

a

a
a

la
111

n

Random lengths

1"e]3"

7 c; 2ic ft.

5 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BOARDS
AR

1111

rod. or square 930 en

Bands

$19950

a
a

4c lie.

11

ff.

in

a

111116111111110111111111111111111111M11131111111111111

21,88

only

(la a a a a 11.11.2_121110aaal

a

HILL411HAN

Reg. 36.95

Makes em Ideal Comsat

j

45°...

3" (Blacker

89 en.

FURRING STRIPS

o FRAMING LUMBER

se.

red. or square klo ea

2 P.M.

03 lammammmeammmemmammummmm

3" Hooks for Weed
Installation
willC
Installation

ea.

to.rigl"(:/utueftte.r... 79c..

45c
5..141,2;frilettfer
FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL!

189

1" Hooks for Brick

to

S" End Caps ... 25 en.

390.0.

5" Silo Connection

20

10 A.M.

10 ft. wide x 20 ff. long

OS.

Vela' Corrugated

Downspout ...
5" Round

$ 7 enso

ROOF
DIMENSIONS

Prices good only while this

special buy tnorchondlio lash!

$134"

FOR

MONEY

coy Now

S 69.95
$ 89.95
$119.95

72" w. a 791/2 d. a 71" h.
931/2" w. I 791/2" d. x 71" h..

NOW AT HILL-BEHAN
AT A COST
YOU'LL FIND UNBELIEVABLE!

The ideal fable for those
gan White Cedar, all logs
aro hand turned and sand-

56710..
50710

AEW illitliViEHUIVi ROOF PATIO CCIVE

BARBECUE TA LE
Made of beautiful Michi-

56510

Weed free, odorless, pick-up
only please.

E A

WALL DIMENSIONS
72" w. a 571/2" d. a 701/2" h

MODEL

50 LEL CATTLE MANURE

sion made by the world's

o GLIDING DOORS
6 ONE MAN ASSEMBLY
'0 FOUNDATION
o RAIN GUTTERS

SPECIFICATIONS

only $2.77 bag treats 5.000 sq. ft.

for your own needs. Preci-

parties."

5199

Post Hole Diggers Loaned Free - Power Diggers Rontsd 510 Day

only $2.99 bag treats 5.000 sq. ft.

outdoor "Eating

co.

cot.

MIKE NOLL- OM

WEED .A140 FEED

NOW ONLY

59

II

"IY t1
3 0:::

Creosote

Fertilizes lawns. kills woods in ono application. High analysis 10-6-5. Plus 2, 4-D

48" wide -In white

co.

5..)

5 pl

980aa.

(..'"

sale.

OUND

han price.

hone Section ..only
4:0-6' Rod coders

Fir Fence Fest...only

6 Cubic Feet

foremost producer of metal
awnings. Those beautifully
designed awnings will add
that oxtra touch to your entrance and at a low Hill -Bo-

cated Redwood Flame 5A95
0 2c tifI;.

inrirra (=LI,

out paying for a III 06 price

42" hIcts s 0' long Pre fabri-

laS Rod Cedar Soords

Mcg E parkir

Only

349

:AA

tastefully frame your house.

10.09

work bench using any
available lumber plywood or roject door.

49

fonco for protection, sofa
ty, and privacy. Wo have
the matorials to help you

Fence at
Lena than
S5o Iln. 11.

Mind your own horns

399

rr

El 69

i4 -Inch

..

If you have small children,
a gardon or beautiful lawn.
consider the Importance of
a properly soloctod wood

Ott.
Scotian
Loohl A

5.99
7 59

1/4 -Inch
1/4 -Inch

A firs

sr

I'

Only

4 49

57TEEL_,_EERICH LEGS

LADDERS
4'

CO' Minimum

A/t/Y it

Foot Sheets

v...ii:scs

ED

quality fodder,
on sato now.

.

039

3/4 -INCH

Held with waterproof glues. Us*

SPECOM
SnLE
...

thA

PROBE BUIT2

COMPACT yet no detail of safety and qua'.
ladder -grade

-

ei A

OEMEIGLMEIT GRIIITEST

a "low -loyal" homo, tho COMPACT estanston is whet you need . . . and all
you nood It's easy to uto, carry and storo.
Simplicity of dosign and operation keynote, the
in

St.

Dosed on 26" IIqouso wtro

Got a

oniv

Cr"--

'foliation as low co

Enionsbn LaEldovs

grain

post sot in
concrete. Complote
fence, Including In,
Every

Per Protection
For Comfy
Far Saloty

NOW ONLY

0,,

by roiicbio wortur.nn 14 dontrod

ft. *Off

12" e.gauge fabric /Mc
Iln. ft. -Itur

1/4 -Inch Shcot

PkiNiJNIIAIL

1"1/'.

lin. ft. .6ter
con.

k

'EGA

9 -gauge fabric .1.ya

52" 9.uauges fabric

./`

&ACIPA/`/i/` >\/.

4:3

II.gauurr fabric clr.Z0
18"

\

s

:,.

$1.00 oo.
$2.08 oa.

1/4" Tomporod Hardboard 4'x0'

For F r o a Estimate] Sarvico on
your tal,nadnlina toy call tis.cso,

If you live

'C ]A

Now only

Galvanized Aftor Weaving
Chain Link Fabric, 1%"
Hoavy Top Rail, 6 Ft. Lino
Posts. Complete with all
fittings.

Wo stock a full assortment of hooks for 1/4" perforated board.

0 Family Rooms
0 Kitchens

......

L.

We've got the finest quality and the lowest prices too! All we ask is l'ho chance to
prove it. Call Mr. Hill 625-0040 for free estimate.

for quality boron improeeme0
service:, visit your neighbor

- CL 3.4910

Mon. and Zirre.ntUaUDYP.A.Mguncts3),)1POMAII. - 2 P.M.

doh

-

special

,\.\
I

x4

1a6

stherillst"tiocf"orpaenynallOt

1 a II

for a wood

hue.

ea. 0

\t
7c

Ills. ff.
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I Cook of the Day

Can Prepare

Ide-ou T e
With
close,

Simmer for about I hour.
'Serve on hamburger buns.

3 pounds hamburger
2 teaspoons salt
3 tablespoons fat
1 large onion, diced
1/2 cup diced green pepper
1 tif)iiie catsup
1/3 cup vinegar

BY BETTY BIEG
school coming to a
teenage parties usually

are on the agentja Almost any
reason is good enough to get a
group together for dancing and
eating What ever the reason,
"Sloppy Jocs" seem to be the
favorite and can be prepared
in advance If you have never
tried them here is the recipe

FRUIT PUNCH FOR THE
"GO" CROWD

teaspoon celery salt

maining

(serves 12)

taste.

1 head of cabbage shredded

I

The Day's Prospects

la

ight

Lose

BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women 'r Editor

As an active organization in Mount Prospect working
to battle a national killer, fat, the MT TOPS helps
many women.
Under the leadership of Mrs Harry Ewalt, the organization
has over 30 members Over the past 4 years they have gradu-

Teenagers can be a big help in preparing food for
their own parties as Virginia Glay of Prospect Heights

ated more than 25 TOPS For those of you who arc not familiar
with the initials, TOPS means take off pounds sensibly.

proves by making her own "Sloppy Joes."

B.

With a membership of this

in

chopped
13

25-30

minutes.

Frost

with

chocolate made with chocolate
syrup ant) confectioners sugar.

cup sugar

Wednesday, June 15, 1966
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SOME OF the ideas for
cutting down calories bear
repeating. One is the substitu-

tion of sour half and half flawith prepared mustard
for mayonaisse. Also, the use
of unflavored gelatin with dry
vored

soft drink mix
for gelatin molds.
important
suggestion
An
made for low calorie food
is
seasoning.
preparation
prcswectend

size many activities take place.
One such event, sponsored by Whenever you take out somethe club, and to which the pub- thing always replace it. If you

y Talk

Eli

Fold

nuts. Bake in greased 9 x

&v AT 1101- E

s Do Yore

Th

Add flour.

inch pan. Bake at 350 degrees

CHOCOLATE BROWNIES
1/2 cup butter or margarine

COLE SLAW

Cream butter and sugar. Add

te g g s, one at a time and beat
Add chocolate syrup. Mix well.

Season with salt and sugar to

and sprigs of mint.

Cover.

ingredients.

and vinegar. Add
to cabbage. Toss until cabbage
is well covered with dressing.

mayonaise

Mix together - Top with
scoops bf vanilla ice cream

Combine meat and 2 teaspoons of salt. Mix well. Heat
fat, add meat and brown, stirring frequently. Then add re-

SLOPPY JOE
HAMBURGERS

of garlic. Add shredded cabbage and chopped onion. Mix

2 cans frozen lemonade
2 cans frozen limeade
5 cans frozennrange Dice
2 large bottles ginger ale

I tablespoon brown sugar

(16 oz.) can chocolate
syrup
1 cup flour
4 eggs
1 cup chopped pecans
1

Rub salad bowl with a clove

2 cans frozen pineapple juice

1/3 cup water
1

I small onion chopped fine
1 cup mayonifaise
1 tablespoon vinegar

lic was invited, featured Ruth lower calories replace
J Williams' Homemaking Prowith herbs, or seasoning,
gram, "Fashions in Food".
An expert in the field of
home economics and nutrition,
she presented a large variety
of ideas on serving attractive
food with less calories.

Ruth

told about

them

her

new

husband and the way he brags
about her kitchen spices. A

visitor asked him if

his wife
really used all that "stufr'.
that
she
He replied proudly

did because she was a good
of food cook. What better praise would
were prepared and tasted by any woman want? You can atthe 55 ladies who attended.
tain this compliment too. Put
a little spice in your cooking
As part of the demonstration
large

two

portions

Announce
Summer

life.

THE USE of

Program
Mount

The

herbs

Mrs. B. Stuthridge, co -leader of MT. TOPS presents Mrs. Harry Ewalt
with a 25th anniversary gift from club members.

dates

back to the beginning of time
and salt, the most common of
Li-

Prospect

air ll'aVOrings, was sought after A shining example of a good
like gold. Now all we have to do leader, she lost almost 30
is stop at the supermarket and lbs. She looks slim and happy,

brary's summer reading club
Aake our pick of the world's practicing what she preaches.,
, Itarts,Jime
,Children of grades I through seasoning treasurers.
The leader of the MT TOPS;
Another highlight of the af- recently held a farewell party.
8 are invited to ,register. The
children in grades I, 2 and 3 fair was a farewell to Mrs. for Helen, and showered her
arc in the White Rabbit Group. Helen Ruhnow who, with her with sterling silver charms.
The 4th through 8th graders family, will be leaving the The party was held at the home
She was the leader of of Mrs. Lydia Umbach, Dcs
are called the Mad Hatters, area.
according
to
Mrs. Gladys the night time TOPS group, Plaines, co -hostess.
"Prospective Waistaways".
Ackley
Helen's own group recently
Book reports are to be turn-

a

dinner

in

her honor.

They presented her with silver
and crystal candle holders.

25th

Wedding

anniversary.

The club members' gift was in
the form of a silver fan made
by Mrs. Ben Stuthridge.

THE WEIGHT recorder is
one of the most important of-

during the summer.

MRS. ACKLEY encourages
the children to chose the books

Perz

"Best Off Broadway" players production of "South Pacific".

Volunteers include Mrs.

P.

Campbell, Mrs. Ruth Cyder,
Mrs Nelson Futch, Mrs. Don-

ert James and Mrs. Amy WagBoth

were

hospitalized,

that someone cares

This group also helps their
members when they are ill or
in trouble. They recently took
care of one of their past presidents after she was hospitalized. They brought meals, washed dishes, answered the phone

The Friends of the Library,
under
the
supervision
of

Jeanne Tucker (left) and Georgianne Palmer prepare for dress rehearsal of the

missed

this event were Mrs. Rob-

at

weight.

ing

the summer reading club.

Barrington soon.
The two members

Having a friend to trust and
confide in helps a person lose

parents to guide and encourage
the child as reading is learn-

James

weekly, year

Mrs. Marvin Wilk, as she and'
her family will be moving to

knowing

they can read alone, and the

Mrs.

a

and are recuperating at present. Mrs. James is at home,
Mrs. Wagner is at Northwest
Community Hospital.
The idea of groups such as
these is not only a common
goal of weight loss but also the

Reading Record", in which to
keep track of the books read

and Mrs. Thor Rune, have enlisted volunteer workers for

it is

as

handing, her :books, over to

is is

ner.

first book report, the child
will receive a folder, "My

chairmen

flees

round job. Mrs. George Miller of Arlington Heights, who

Another event was,lha:com-s hassibeen.commendodu by Na-t
mcmoration df , Nancy Ewalt's, tional :TOPS; for. her 'records,,

Upon receipt of the

in

ed

held

I,

and performed other

tx

acts

of

friendship.

ald

I

The members of the
Off Broadway Players

Best

arc

Palmer
tumes

is

in

charge

of cos-

preparing for the production of
Director is Richard Tyler,
"South Pacific" to be pre- musical
direction
by
Ray
sented June 24 and 25, July
Chiorgne,
choreography
by
1

and 2 at the Barrington High Robert Wendt
School auditorium
The "BOB Players"

are

a

Tucker of Mount community theatre group spewill be portraying cializing in musical comedy
one of the nurses Georgianna They have presented two proJeanne
Prospect

ductions a year for the past 5
years

"South Pacific" will be

Georger, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry P Graef, Mrs. Howard

Kanter, Mrs. R. Klaus, Mrs.
Harold McNabb, Mrs. Fred-

their largest production

erick

of
Mrs
Mount Prospect is handling the

Schmid, Mrs. Gene Schubeck
and Mrs. C. F. Wright. The
chairmen will also act as vol-

Dianne

Scherer

props for the show and also
publicity For information regarding tickets
CL 5-8018

call

her

at

D.

Pfeffer,

Mrs.

N.

unteers

By Alan Maslov, R.Ph.

To date over 2,800 children
have registered. If your children have not joined, take them

DO-IT-YOURSELF DIETS
DANGEROUS

to the library where many new
friends are

Forest View Parents
End Successful Year

meet

The do-it-yourself kick has

them inside the covers of the

reached into many fields sometimes with less than electrifying
results. Take diet faddists, for
example. The American Medical Association has warned
against the fad of reducing
blood fat and cholesterol by the
individual's own planned diet.

wafting

to

books

Rummage Sale
The French Room will

be

the main attraction at the rummage sale of Our Redeemer
Lutheran Church on Thursday

The Forest View Elementary Parents club re-

and Friday.

The time will be from 9:00
a m to 9:00 p.m. The place

Mrs. A. Cordian, her 14 month old daughter Sue, and the newly appointed
weight recorder, Mrs. M. Willie, at the "Fashions in Food" program.

St. Raymond's Mixed League

Members of St. Raymond's and in August there will be
cently held their staff lunch- will be the intersection of Catholic
Church's mixed bowl- openings for new members
eon for the teachers at Palatine and Schoenbeck Roads ing league held their election and alternates for the fall seswhich
Carl in the church social hall.
time Mrs.
and awards banquet at the sion.
Baardsen, past president
Homemade baked goods and Colonial Restaurant, DeYille

presented a check for $800
to Alan Lawson to help pay
for the intercom equipment

coffee

will be available along
with the large assortment of

Motor Inn, Des Plaines.
The league bowls at

used articles.

Striking Lanes Bowling Alley

installed in Forest
View School. Mrs. Baarnewly

World's finest Prime Rib

cessful

year.

The

the

Man of the Map

Mrs. John Long, secretary,
and Mrs. Joseph Andronaco,
treasurer.

are in for a rude awakening
It can't be done. It could
even be dangerous to try".

Country Club

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

III AM I RISTAuRAN

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.
Phone 439-5255

conducted sold over 1000

Morey,
president;
Mrs.
Frank Lowe, vice president;

cut down their blood cholesterol
without medical supervision

be delighted with our prescription service at

Fair which the organization

books to the students. New
officers include Mrs. Albert

The A MA stated in part
"Dieters who believe they can

There is positively no danger, however, that you won't

tion.

Comedy Hit

Book

Call our

Anyone interested may call
259-5360 for further informa-

The New

then concluded a very suc-

Selling your home?

Northwest,
Rand Road,' (U.S. 12)

8.

Euclid, Arlington Heights

'Luncheon
Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PRONE CL 9-3400

PA SALL*

Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery
M n4 OM on,..o COMOWICLUIS

...mott nak.)
.(Niffhoy Except Monday'
7:30)
flurtatn at 8:30 ...

Dining available ...
Chncireve

ReservatiOns:

et .D-540

Starting Saturday, June 18
TheZttre to

Information

cC

Howard Kagay

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5,6320

This Weeks Helpful Hint:
Adhesive tape comes off
easter and with less pain when

the akin is held taut and the
tape Is pushed away from it.

ri

`..41.31'403,$

Some. Day
"Now that the primary

by Frank E. Von Arx.

U n c le John Blievernicht,

representtive
and
township
committeeman at the same
time. He said if he didn't win
he was going to Europe.

chairman of the Bank Drive-in
Sign Committee for Downtown

r'His opponent did not offer
to pay his fare, but he is of

Development.

the school that believes a man

is

over the state can pass its law
against double jeopardy," said

"You mean they are going to
outlaw the Republican Party?"
asked his friend Zerais Fish,
successful candidate for town-

"This is a law that will prohibit a candidate from seeking
more than one office.

"There

was

no

excitement

in local politics except for one
fellow who wanted to be state

lawmakers

the

How much does it cost to

house.

run for a whole bunch of of -

lections.

going

tures seldom reach back to the
news media in the home district.

token or no salaries.

PRIMARY elections that are
hotly contested are more ex -

Theoretically, he has no
party financial backing.
Of
course, this only works in
theory since it is obvious
that
the
party
"blessed"
candidates
in
the
primary

very

is

the

real to them.
winners, there

probably some question in
their minds as to how they are
is

to justify the large amounts of money spent, especially for jobs that pay only

"Well, Get in or Get Out!"

"I

. . . by Jack Vandermyn

his campaign costs.
Although congressional candidates must declare their
in
expenditures
campaign
these
expendiWaShington,

As for

Zerais.

ed telephone number."
"With only, one official in
.01211taid=1).VENSISSIUNIMICATirMVAWATP:10=0.tii:

pensive
to
the
individual
candidates than general e-

ing,"

asked

have'?"

may decide to run, for everything."
"He needs .only one thing,"
said Uncle John. "An unlist-

could sleep at tfie governor's

decided to

In Illinois, there is no requirement for a candidate to

old saw, "the only cost is los-

to

winner went to Springfield he

when a fellow in one of our

declare

"What kind of qualifications would such a man have

ing in Washington and when the

Vantage Point
run a political campaign?
For yesterday's losers, the
The
cost today is relative.

Uncle John.

"They could nave a 161 of
moneyn that new office build-

"True," agreed Uncle John,
"But the trouble developed
eastern townships

solving

are

for all the jobs.

Zer-

said

"One man would not be able
to get anything done," objected Zerais.
"The people would never
notice the difference," said

problem the wrong way. They
should insist on one candidate

"That sounds like an idea
Presidents,"

the precincts."

confusion would be concentrated instead of spread across all

"That is correct," replied
Uncle John.
"As usual the

with two jobs should at least

cent
ais.

"And the new law will keep
him from winning again," Zerais said.

one in the family."

discovered by one of our re-

"No," said Uncle John.

charge of evetything there
would be less debate and the

committeeman,
and dogcatcher, I think."

give one of the them to some-

ship thistle commissioner.

representative

!ices, including se n a t. o r

The reason for this

In the primary, it

is simple.
is

up

to

individual can-

the

to come up with the

didate
money.

receive some support.
It is the non -organization

political candidate -- the Tom
Novotnys and Ab Mikvas and
Marge Pebworths who have to
dig deep in their own pockets
to finance primary races.

Raising money for
a

well financed

organization man is like pulling the proverbial hens' teeth.
WHY DOES

a

candidate

spend his own money to run
for office in the face of large
odds?

This is a question that will
never

be

answered complete-

ly as long as there are politics and the spoils system.
In this area, for example,

Jimmy Stavros

is

the Wheel-

ing
Township
Democratic
Committeeman. Jimmy is an
organization man.
His job
does not pay him a salary.

He has to eat.

The organi,

Or he does not eat.

.

just

as effectively with Republican patronage workers.

They say this about patronage. Those who have it love it.

An organization in control Those who don't knockit.
political patMOST OF the criticism we
This is the have heard about the patronsystem of government that al- age system come from
the
lowed Secretary Charles Car- outs.
Seldom do you hear a
pentier to build what we beDaley Democrat in Chicago -lieve was an unbeatable polit- or a Hoffman Republican in
ical organization in this state. Wheaton - knock the
is lubricated by
ronage - - jobs.

This is the same system
that is enabling Secretary

status

quo.

Elmer Hoffman is the venPaul Powell to build the same erable leader of the Republitype of political organization. can Party in Du Page County
And this is the system that
-- a shrine to our system in
has so firmly entrenched the
that he has held public office
Democratic
organization
the City of Chicago.

in

pri-

a

mary candidate who is going
to challenge

zation .provides Jimmy with a
He eats. He does what
is best for that organization.

job.

"'Constituent assembly'-'elected government'-who con
fathom the Western mind?"

in appointive or elective capacity since 1930 when he
started out as a part time

Tbe Prooett ;kip

IT MIGHT be hard to un- jailer in the DuPage County
derstand why Republicans run jail and truck driver for the
in

that are so dominunder Democratic control as far as grease -- or
patronage -- is concerned.
There are those who will
tell you that Republicans are
more idealistic, or richer, or
better educated, or smarter
than Democrats.
Don't let them fool you.
They have never lived in an
area where Republican clout
areas

ately

highway department.
Hoffman has climbed

the

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

ladder, to top state and federal office and yesterday the

voters named him their nominee for County Treasurer.
There are other examples

of how people prosper under
our system of government.
They are vivid and in some
cases they are disgusting. But
you

can't

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

,

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. KledaIsch

beat

the system.
parallels the Democratic clout And it
has proven to be the
in Cook County. They have best system
despite its failnever lived in DuPage Counings.

ty, for example, or Lake
County, for example, where
the
machinery is lubricated

Wednesday, June 15, 1966

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

Summer
Teachers

News Editor

No Simple Matter

Dempster Junior High and

F or es t View Elementary
School

summer

staffs

have

been announced by Alan H.
Lawson, summer school director.
Charles Bassford,
Dempster's guidance director, will
act

as principal for the four -

week session, and will teach
a class in remedial math.

Richard Anderson will teach
enrichment math and physical
skill development at Dempster.

Mrs.

Carolyn

Boomer

will teach creative writing and

creative art. Mrs. Ruth Mey-

Things would have been much simpler
in the Republican Party had there been
more voter interest.

strated

organizational ability,

keen

will

serve.

-We would hope that the factions of

Things would have been much simpler the party who are opposed philosophically
for newly elected committeeman Eugene to Schlickman will be provided a forum
Schlickman had he received a decisive within the party - an outlet for their

mandate from the electorate, directing
him to form the GOP in his own image.

ideas.

however,

of political thinking.

-We would hope that Schlickman can
But things are not simple. Schlickman spread the umbrella of Republicanism
won. His victory margin was so slim, wide enough to accommodate all shades
and

the

campaign

so

bitter,

that he has a tremendous job ahead of.
him.

It is obvious that the lack of interest

will have classes in en-

--We would hope that the Republican
organization is never again turned over to
one person or one candidate as the vehicle

in the committeeman race means that the on which to promote that candidacy.
richment and remedial read- GOP is not as strong and vital in Wheeling. Mrs. Katherine Nash will ing Township as Tom Houser liked to
--We would hope that the Republican
teach two typing classes and claim in pre -election statements supParty under Schlickman will not fight
Bryan
Roderick will direct porting Schlick man.
personal vendettas that might have arisen
advanced band.
From the close vote, it is apparent from this particularly hard' fought camAt Forest View Elementary
School, classes will be direct- that there is a big arca of dissatisfaction paign.
ed by the Robert Frost prin- within the party - and area where the parWe have seen indications that the party
cipal, Leonard G. Garasha. ty will be vulnerable to poaching from is going to get on the right track. Tom
without.
Other Forest View teachers
Novotny made the long trip to Republican
are:
Miss
Judy
Schlickman has the difficult task of headquarters to congratulate the winner
Bengston,
first grade readiness; Mrs. pulling the dissident forces back into the
last night. He was asked by a reporter if
Hazel Brown, remedial math; party. He must provide incentive for the he planned to "re -join the party."
Mrs. Sheila Debs, creative many workers who produced for him. We
"I have never left the party," Novotny
arts;
Mrs. Carol Ehrsam,
ers

remedial reading and enrichment math.
Miss Elease Harris, physical skill development; Miss

First National Bank
of Mount Prospect

Nancy Johnston, science; Miss
Sarah Laird, remedial read-

do not feel his position is enviable.

replied.

Certainty, Eugene Schlickman has not
Let's hope the Republican Party in
sought our advice .on what course to steer Wheeling Township does not force Novthe Wheeling ship Republican. But here otny -- or any, Republican - out of the
are a few thoughts we offer gratuitiously.

ranks.

--We would hope that Schlickman will
There is someplace else for them to
ing, and enrichment
math; find room in his organization for Tom go. That has been vividly demonstrated
Mrs. Linda Lancaster, remed- Novotny, and that Novotny, who demon- in the past four years.

ial reading and remedial math;
Mrs. Colette Lawson, first
grade readiness.

Mrs. Meridith Levinski, en-

Mercy Bullets

richment classes in reading and
math; Mrs. Darlene Macey,
remedial

OFFERS YOU COMPLETE BANKk4G SERVICES ---

reading

and

math

classes; Miss Nancy Norbert,
physical skill development and
enrichment reading.

Mrs.

EASY ... a First National
Bank Checking Account is
easy to open - easy to use-

, sinnilify bill paying.

BIG ...

a

whopping

4 1/2% earnings on Ca,
tificates of Deposit - min-

imum, 6 months, or one
year, $5,000 minimum
deposit

PARKING

into

killer -kidnapers

and

That is precisely the tragedy of the
thing. There ought to be a choice for

If

our

lawmen.

can

immobilize

African
beasts

as

gamekeepers
large and

dangerous as the rhinoccrous by shooting tranquilizer darts into them, surely
Eleanor Waymel, creative drascience can devise some sort of "mercy
matics and Bryon Roderick,
In Shade Gap, Pa., a former mental bullet" that could be used against men
band. Miss Carol. Schaefer patient and "mountain sniper" kidnaped
whose snapped minds transform them
will direct the learning center.
a 17 -year -old girl and bald her hostage into rampaging beasts.
for seven days. Near Bristol, Conn., an
Killing these two men removed the
apparently deranged man seized a 6 - danger they posed to the innocent, yes.
year -old 'boy waiting at a school bus stop. It also removed the necessity of asking
Fortunately, in both incidents, the hos- ourselves what made them that ivay and
Congressman Donald Rumsfeld (R -III.) will appear on tages were rescued unharmed -- the boy any hope of their treatment and possible
the past month.

HANDY ... Bank

and

store side parking in the
huge Randhurst Center
lot. Look for our sign and
park with ease.

RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER
t

turn

terrorize the countryside is certainly not
the most urgent problem facing law enforcement agencies. But such cases hapreading and creative arts; Miss pen, and there have been two of them in

For correct Time and Temperature, Call 392-7000 - 24 Hour servke.

V

Tracking down disturbed people who

suddenly

voe,

CO

EARN
a Sertsrotui 4%
on Regular Savings Ao.
counts - open one now.

Strankovic,

creative arts; Mrs. Jane Stafirst grade readiness;'
Mfs. Pat Stray, enrichment

FREE

2

Norma

Television Date
For Rumsfeld

Channel 11 at 8 p.m. June 22
in a television documentary on
differences
between
American and British political cam-

within a few hours of his abduction. In 'rehabilitation.
both incidents, the kidnapers died in a
Perhaps we are not really concerned

hail of bullets.
with the cure of such unfortunates. They
Police and volunteer hunters had no arc mad dogs.
paigns,
choice but to kill them. Bringing the
But they were not born mad, and the
Others to appear will include Sen. Robert Kennedy Pennsylvania kidnaper to bay cost the violent eradication of even such as these
(D -N. Y.), British Prime Min- life of air FBI agent and the serious diminishes all of humanity and suggests
ister Harold Wilson and Mem- wounding of a deputy sheriff. A patrol- that what we call civilized society is not
ber of Paraliament Ednyfed man was wounded in the gunfight with as far advanced from the primitive as
H. Davies.
the.Connecticut man.
we like to think.

Travelling Teams Bow
In Conferen,ce Matches

-5,?.

t. Prospect
e ion Nine

Gloom reigned supreme over

Mt.

Prospect's
Mid -Teen
travelling squads last night,
but a better day is coming

ri s Viator

for at least one of the two local entries.

BOTH TEAMS) were

BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt Prospect's American Legion baseball team rolled to its]

for the league scramble which
begins tonight, as they riddled

two Viator pitchers for eight
timely hits. Even more encouraging was the local crew's
performance in the field. They

the

Viator shortstop bobbled,

age.

were guilty of only one error,
Thorne's thumpers added an
and came up with a hatful of insurance run in the second on
singles by Maury Gallagher,
fielding gems
Three Prospect pitchers lim-

But the local crew couldn't
stand prosperity as Salata be-

within shooting range all night.
Salata was charged with five
of the losers' runs, as he yielded only two hits but walked

the third. With the bases loaded and one man already in, J.
D. Thorne took,over. Another
run scored on a sacrifice fly,

seven while whiffing two.

and the third Lion tally came

SALATA WAS yanked in fa-

vor of J D Thorne in the third

gan

parade passes in

issuing

across

on

Coach Larry Nomelini tries to fire up his St. Viator charges in yesterday's
battle with the Mt. Prospect American Legion team. Their mentor's pep talk

walking the first fOur
men in the frame. Thorne got
after

MT.

PROSPECT

climbed

credit for the win, going three
full innings and giving up only

back on top with a three -run
outburst of its own in the bot-

He struck out one and

tom of the third. Lundstedt,

one hit

issued no free passes.

Righthander Tom Lundstedt

to fan two Lions while giving
up only one hit, in his two -in-

other run home.
The visitors managed to push

ning stint

one more run in the fifth with

No deer hunting permits will
be issued from check stations
during the hunting season this
year, according to the Illinois

Salata was in trouble almost
as soon as he climbed on the
hill last night. The plucky
southpaw walked the first two
men he faced, and both scored

the aid of a J. D. Thorne throwing error. But the fireworks
were all but over by then, as

IN PREVIOUS years a limited number of permits were is-

Department of Conservation.
t

sued

Lundstedt and Viator's Miller

first -come,

a

first -

served basis at check stations
in several southern and north-

relief

western

Mt. Prospect will try once

counties

success-

as

ful hunters returned from the
field. This was to insure an
adequate
harvest
of white

again to get its league schedule
launched tonight when it travels

the bottom of the frame,

Monday's scheduled loop open-

tails in the counties with heavy

and they did it without a single

er with Dcs Plaines was rain-

deer populations.

Manderscheid
Tom
reached on a walk and moved to
second when Thorne was hit

ed out.

safety

by

a

pitch

Another pass to

to Morton Grove at

6 p.m.

Righthander Dave Kingman

Ken Traversone, Tom Lundstedt and Maury Gallagher (from left) have a right to smile as they
close in on their second American Legion victory

has been named for the starting
job against Morton Grove.

In two tries.

Wet Grounds Postpone
Waycinden Area Tilts
Wet

forced

grounds

the

Waycinden Area's two traveling

to

teams

baseball

post-

pone their regularly scheduled league contests yesterday.
number two
The
area's

team, sponsored by Suburban

Heating was to take on the
number - two team from Rolling Meadows, while the La -

Teal Hunters
Urged to Apply
For '66 Permits

of the 1966 Western Open Golf
Championship, will also host a

preliminary p r

o

- amateur

tournament June 22.

The Western Golf Association, sponsor of the Western Open, will conduct the
pro -am tourney for the benefit of its Evans Scholars
Foundation

A maximum of

150 amateur participants will
contribute $250 to the Evans Car Races

for

the

purse

of

ty,

national road races is expected
to attract the world's top
sports car racing drivers to
North America this fall to corn-.
pete for the $20,000 J -Wax
trophy
The six races will split up

Howie Johnson, Dutch

N Y , Sept 25, Mosport Park
(Toronto), Oct 16, Monterey,
Calif , Oct 30, Los Angeles
and Nov. 13, Las Vegas, Nev.

ISports on T.V.
WEDNESDAY

5 40 p m Leadoff Man ch.9.
5 45 p m Junior All -Stars
ch 32.
8 00 p m. WFLD Sports Special

900 p m Wrestling ch. 26.

touring

and,

if

he

is

came in a disastrous fifth inning in which Hoffman Estates
picked up five of its runs to put

in

im-

the contest out of reach.
The Cubs relied primarily
pitty -pat offense for most of
their scoring output. Rose's
crew got its first run in the

The Sox tried to get back
in the ballgame in the final inning, but their two -run rally fell
short.
Marinelli,
Passarelli,
and Finch all singled, and a
two -base overthrow on Finch's

bottom of the first on a walk to

shot let both runs in.

is

eight

after

opening

High

View

Forest
field.

postmarked

HarRo-

and
Blue -winged
winged teal may be
in the bag.

our

three

Giants Clobber
QUICK QUIZ Hapless Orioles
Q-How did the profession- In Bronco Tilt
of a good thing yesterday.

he also owned. They became ing. Only one of those safewent for extra bases,
as
Bob Hermanson slashed
a triple for the longest hit
ties

eight parts hydrogen.

Q-What is

planet?

a terrestrial

got

credit

for the win as he limited the
Birds

to

a

scant

three

hits.

In Bronco B action the Ti-

A-The planets in the solar
rallied behind the three system which are most like gers
pitching of Pete Donahue
the earth, particularly in size. hit.
They are Mercury, Venus, to top the Lions 8 - 4. Jim
Earth, Mars and Pluto.

Lopata led the offensive par-

ade

for

victors,

the

contri-

THE HOSTS came back with

er-

two in the bottom of the third

ONE OF THOSE

errors

on a Chicago White Sox -type

Jack Costello and three wild
pitches.

They' came up with another in
the fifth when Rod Ayers walked
and moved to second on another

and sealed the Sox' fate with a
five -run fourth inning. Included

the uprising were five hits
and a walk. A three -run home
run was the big blow.

QUICK QUIZ
Q-Who were the first five

wild pitch. A picture -book hit- men to be elected to the
Hall of Fame at
and-run single by Costello pro- Baseball
Cooperstown, N.Y.?

A-Ty Cobb, Walter John-

son, Christy Mathewson, Babe

SAM MUSZYNSKI scored Ruth and Honus Wagner.
the final run, reaching on a
walk and moving home on sin-

Q-Is handball played in

gles by Russ Worth and M- England?
ellen.
Hoffman

PERSONS WHO plan to hunt
forest land they
own but do not live on may ap-

on farm or

ply for a $5 landowner's permit if the property is at least
40 acres in area.

Landowner's and tenant's
permits must be applied for
before June 27.

A-Yes; the game is known

got

Estates

two

runs in the first and one in the
Q-Which major league has
third to set the stage for its
big fifth -inning show. A single won the most Ail -Star baseand a walk got things started in ball games?
the

fifth, and an infield error

A-Since their inception in

1933, the National League
on a potential double play ball has led in games won -18.
allowed two runs to score.

A sacrifice bunt, followed by
three singles and a walk served

as the final nails in the Cubs'

Then Gets
Low Gross

as fives.

coffin.

THE SOX ALSO

got

a

Q-Wliich is the largest
fresh -water fish in the world?
A-The beluga, a sturgeon.
It is found in the Volga and
Dnieper rivers and in the
Caspian and Black Seas. A

route performance in their loss specimen weighing
pounds, is on record.
to Elk Grove. Keith Bauer went

feet, believed to be the

longest ever measured in a

green -

Q-Who wrote under the
pen name of Benjamin F.

included Johnson of Boone?

A-James Whitcomb Riley.

player,

is

the

only

Teams interested in joining
Mt. Prospect Park District Softball Teen League
should contact Virgil Johanningsmcier, the District's director of recreation.
Entries will be limited to
six teams. The league openthe

Bizzarrp and Carlos Ortiz at
9 p.m. Monday.
Tommy Loughran,

former er is slated fof June 30 at
world light heavyweight cham- Meadows Park.
pion, and Tommy Roberts Will
share announcing duties for

all the way, striking out nine

Ed Then carded a two -over
-par 38 last week to capture
low gross honors in the Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A. Twi-

His teammates also rapped It is the food tree of the
10 hits, and were never really desert and helps feed millions

Q-What was the "tree of

and walking four. Bauer was life"?

light Golf League.

THEN PICKED up two birdies cn route to his league leading performance, one on the

first and another on the ninth
holes. Other birds were shot
by Dick Dixon and Len Frank-

A-Probably the date palm.

nicked for 10 hits.

out of contention. Elk Grove of people.
struck first with two runs in

-

heroes

the opening frame, but the local
erased those with a

Q-What Americanl university was- founded by a

in the top of the second.

America, Washington, D.C.,

four -run outburst of their own pope?
A-Catholic

University of

founded in 1889 by Pope Leo

TED PASSARELI launched XIII.

lin.
in
40,

Max Pemoller was second
the low gross derby with a
followed by Harry Brod-

ski with

a

41.

rent a new '66

Three local

of 33.

with adjusted

scores

They were Hank Shal-

ler, Dick Tank,
Lucksinger.

and

Russ

COLORAMIC TILE stretched its team lead to five points
over

second -place

FALCON

4.00
5.00

FAIRLANE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALA XIE

7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA

linksmen tied for low net honors, all

Louie's

Barber Shop.
Allen's Store
for Men and River Rand Barber Shop share the third spot,
7 1/2 points behind the lead-

E'P
R

D

PLUS MILEAGE

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

ers.

PLAN YOUR VACATION

TEAM STANDINGS
Points
Coloramic Tile
23 1/2
Louie's Barber Shop
18 1/2
Allen's Store for Men 16

RENT A STATION WAGON
-SPECIAL RATES

Team

River Rand Barber
Shop

Novak and Parker
Eidamiller Realtors
Team No. 10
Conn Shell
Kunkel Realtors
Mt. Prospect
State Bank

16

GEORGE POOLE' (awe)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

15
'

at low rates from

13
13
12

1/2

12

10 1/2

illit"."3"
------

CL 9-31411
MITES AND SUNDAY

CL B-9089

bonus
person

ever to win the Big Ten Conference batting title twice, performing the feat in 1963 with a
429 average and in 1964 with

a mark of .472 while playing
for Wisconsin.

Wins Letter

scheduled 15,round bout
from Pittsburgh Civic Arena.
The 29 -year -old Ortiz will
the

Rick Wollerman of Arling-

be making his first defense of ton Heights was one of seven
varsity

since

tennis

players to re-

ceive major monogram awards

from Ismacl La-

guna on a 15 -round decision this spring at Eastern Illinois
University, Charleston.

last November.
1

ANTENNA DOWN?
NEED TV SERVICE?

CALL SHELKOP'S
FOR FAST SERVICE

DIAL CL. 3-2187

9 Factory Trainegervice Technicians
Color T.V. - Stereo - Radio Antenna Installations
THOUSANDS OF PARTS AND ANTENNAS
FOR THE "DO -IT -YOURSELF -MAN"

700 East NOrthwest Highway,
Arlington. Heights
'Serving the Community For 21 Years"

3,210

Golf Honor

Teen Softball

Television Station WFLD
(channel 32) will carry the
world lightweight championship bout between Johnny

crown

ear-

School

day.

is four.

Telecast Fight

135-podnd

in

slated to host Rolling Mealier than June 25 will be redows number -one.
Waycinden
squads turned to the sender.
Both
Landowners
and
tenants
will be back in action tothey
clash who plan to hunt on their propwhen
morrow
erty where they reside may
head-on for the first time.
Game time is 6 p.m. at the apply for a free permit.

The opening day limit for both regular big league game.

pros

WF111-TV to

winning it

to

hopes

were

Mickey Mantle hit a home run
MADISON, Wisc. (UPI) in Griffith Stadium, Washing- Rick
Reichart, the Los Angelfour ton, that traveled about 585 es
Angels' $200,000

THE DAILY limit is
and the possession limit

teal

rison,
Bert
Weaver,
mero Blancas, and Charles
Coody, tied for first place.

the

applications

Il- known as the Taxi Squad.

register-

a

and the name of the area.

Last year at Tom O'Shan-

teams,

range

Q-In what park was the
ed blind builder on any wa- longest measured home run buting a triple and two singles in his three trips to the
for
managed
terfowl area
in major league baseball plate.
hunting by the department, he history hit?
must include his blind number
A-On April 18, 1953, Slugger Reichart

first three years.

lenge Cup series of six inter-

Jovite (Montreal); Sept. 18,
Bridgehampton, Long Island,

as

clude his name, address, coun-

NEW YORK (UPI) -- The tcr, Bob McCallister was the
Canadian - American Chal- low pro with a 65, while five

a total of more than $300,000
and will include Sept. 11, St.

available

APPLICATIONS for the regular $5 permits will be accepted
beginning June 27. Any
dendorf Oldsmobile entry was

A-It originated with the
founder of the Cleveland

Ill. Applications will be accepted until Aug. 15.
The applicant should in-

some $97,000 for the Evanston Scholar Foundation in its

by

the

these counties. Therefore, additional permits will not be
issued. All permits for all
counties will be issued from

al Football Taxi Squad get its Mt. Prospect's Bronco A
name?
Giants just couldn't get enough

cations should be addressed
to: The Illinois Dept. of Conservation, Room 100, State
:Office Building, Springfield,

special fund-raising
which has produced

led

with

compatible

levels

the permit office in Springfield.

Q-Of what two chemical

This will be the fourth year
event,

to

duced

will elements is rubber composed? of the night.
THE DEPARTMENT
A-Five par t s carbon to Bill Hartman
issue the permits, and appli-

of an entryfec.
The amateurs will be paired with golfs leading pros
playing in the Western Open.
The 18 -hole pro -am will have
separate prize
$6,000 for the pros.

as

linois Dept. of Conservation.

ton Scholars program in lieu

a

permit

soon
possible, according to the

federal

Medinah C.C. Plans
Pro -Ain Benefit Meet
Medinah Country Club, site

Technicians have found that
deer numbers have been re-

Illinois sportsmen who plan
The local opportunists parto hunt teal during the special Browns who, when he had an layed eight hits into a stagexcess of football players, gering 20' runs to hand
season Sept. 17-25, inclusive,
the
placed the extra men on the
should apply for their free payroll of a taxicab company hapless Orioles a 20 -2 past-

Catcher Tom Imolste4t of Mt. Prospect can't
bear to watch as a St. Viator runner crosses the
plate in the early innings of last night's struggle.

1

on

Mark
MANAGER
BUT
Thorne's charges came back
with three runs of their own
in

against

Deer Hunting Permits
Available June 27

single, and Jim Gumz hit into
a force play which drove an-

other RBI

start for the Cubs
the Sox' Tim Sagrelius.

us

duced the tally.

started again with another solid

Segrelius got the
with another single.

rors."

Page 5

pitching chores for Thorne.
Lundstedt showed enough stuff

one across with a single, and

hurt

THE PROSPECT DAY

the rally was temporarily stalled by Robby Robinson's strike
out. But Gallagher got things

Elk Grove miscue, and
Passarelli walked. Bauer drove

day when the two teams fac
each other for the first time.
Righthander Pat Schwinn will

Wednesday, June 15, 1966

Traversome, and
Whitcomb
all rapped out singles before

matched workmanship
performances.

linquish his optimism.

gin

streaks will be snapped Thurs-

SCHWINN

proved to be one of the most
valuable men around, as he
rapped out two hits in two official trips and finished up the

on a double by cleanup hitter
Mike Miller

"We were hitting a little
better," Rose said, "And our
pitching wasn't as bad as it
looks on paper. What really

PORTS Y

disputed double

a

steal call.

The sox increased their mar-

the Cubs' second in two tries.
Elk Grove was the Sox' first

prove on the performance of
Bill Teichcrt, the starter and

wasn't enough to save the lions from a 7-6 defeat.

as productive, at the plate, as
they could manage only four
hits, one more than they got in

an

Salata, and Manderschcid.

ited the Lions to five hits,
but early wildness by starter
Tom Salata kept the visitors

Campbell accounted for two
more. Campbell raced home
on an infield out.

ager Vic Rose refused to re-

One of the budding losing

choice did the rest of the dam-

one run, and a double by Joe

three walks.
His mates were nowhere near

with a solid single. Another
single by Segfelius drove in

to 6-2 in the top of the
third. Marinelli benefited from

antagonist.

allowing two runs to score.
Clyde
Whitcomb's
fielder's

struck out eight and gave up

error and Bill Finch followed

their opener Sunday. Still Man-

to

Kcn Traversone who responded with a sharp grounder which

the rally when he reached on an

Hoffman Estates, while
the Sox were being outslugged
by Elk Grove 9-8. The loss was

counters, the Cubs falling 8-3

exhibition victory without a loss yesterday,
outlasting St Viator 7-6.
THE PROSPECTORS looked Lundstedt filled the bases for
second straight

as ready as they will ever be

genin league en-

erously shelled

loser in yesterday's Cub game.
Tcichert was clipped for 13
hits in his seven -inning routs
job. The fireballing righthander

LATTOF
HAS THE CAR YOU WANT AT
THE-pRICE YOU WANT. TO PAY
800' E. Northwest Hwy.

CL 9-4100

Arlington Hgts.

THE PROSPECT rox
Wednesday, June 5, 1966
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aekin You, Jack,' Atelier Says
BY ROBERT CASTERUNE
Bob Ateler's silk handkerchief flowed loosely out of his

Atcher broke the news. At the

Sen. Graham."

1,600 votes, and the gap seemed
to be growing.

coat pocket and hung limply
against his chest. At 8:30 last

Atcher said he has no immediate plans for further political activity outside of his

"WE

EXPECTED
Elk
Grove Township to offset some
of Graham's strength in Bar-

night it

had about as much
life as his chances of winning
the

fall, and that certainly includes

time he trailed Graham by

district's Republican
nomination for state senator.
3d

rington

Palatine

and

as mayor of Schaumburg. "I won't run for anything
duties

unless

town-

Just 15 minutes later it was
all over. Atcher, president of
the village of Schaumburg and
western music TV
personality, called incumbent Sen.
John Graham at his Palatine
headquarters and conceded dea

aced

a

contributed. That's one of the
painful things about losing in
politics. It's disturbing to see
friends' money go down the

Atcher made his summary
statement even before the results were totaled, "Win, lose
or draw, I plan to support all.

"I just wanted to let you
know we'd be plugging for yob
in the fall, Jack," was the way

there's

political aspirations.
"The campaign has been
somewhat of a financial drain,
although most of our funds were

come out for us."

feat.

feel

I

for it," he said. "I have no

ships," explained Atcher after
the call. "Btit our people didn't
turn out as well as we hoped
they would. It's just that
Graham's townships came out
strong for him, and ours didn't

drain.

EVEN though

we've

it has been gratifying to

the Republican candidates next

lost,
see

us come so far from nothing.
It proves something -- but I'm
not exactly certain what."

Atcher said two things hurt
his effort. One was Graham's
listing at the top of the ballot.
"That's worth 10 per cent of
the vote, I'm told," he said.

The other thing was the lack

of support from the Chicago
Tribune.
"The
knifed us," he

Trib

really

"They
took Graham's material and
treated it as absolute fact withsaid.

out even talking to me. They-,
put that stuff on the first page
of their Northwest Zonc section of their paper, too, and it
hurt us plenty among the Tribune readers."

At First It Was
Novotny, Then . .
Things started out looking
good for Tom Novotny last

p.m.

night

But by the time it was over,
hedquarters
contained only a few dedicated to -the -last campaign workers.
talked
Novotny
himself
No% otny's

Kolerus

Ethel

and

to

clerk, stood by, not talking. questions and directed the
Her disappointment was ob- gathering crowd to a table
vious but she managed a smile loaded with sandwiches and
she

greeted

the

few

last

beer.

of the friends.

MORE

EARLIER in the evening,
Novotny
headquarters
had
been
alive with excitement

in

Graham had a lead of 1,600 votes that appeared to be expanding.

GOP CANDIDATE FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

District
1-mni

2-AH
3-AH
4 -All
5-AH
6 -All
7 -All
B -All

10 -MP
11 -DES
12-WH
13 -PH
14 -AU
15-AH
18 -PH
17 -MP
18 -MP

20-AH
21-AH
22 -Ali
23 -All

31 1/2

21
33

49 1/2

93

298 1/2
235 1/2
130 1/2

33
24
57

39
36

183

19

406 1/2

1/2

36
24
30

253 1/2

25 1/2
43 1/2

313 1/2
435
99
267

412 1/2
129

73 1/2
42

49 1/2
6
328

1/22

28 1/2
241 1/2
45

4 1/2

132

15

112 1/2
205 1/2

31 1/2

163 1/2
231
285
120
112

73 1/2
22 1/2

47-AH
48-WH
49-W11

232 1/2

50-WH

' 61 -BO
52-AH
63-AH
54 -MP
55 -WE
56 -pH
57-AH

58 -pH
59 -MP

60-AH
61-AH
62-AH
63 -AU
64 -AU
65-1311

66 -AU

63

151 1/2
316 1/2
401
181

109 1/2

43 1/2
13 1/2
43 1/2

76 1/2
28 1/2
33

147

19 1/2
30

63

13 1/2
55 1/2

4 1/2

10

6

6

60

21
27
72

13 1/2
33
33

3

6

183

312
276

46 1/2
31 1/2

Totals 13960 1/2

16 1/2
58 1/2
33
43 1/2

12

23067 1/2

106 1/2
51

63
168

1

1/2

168

::
354

13 1/2

10 1/2
6

279

4831

97 1/2
105
27

34 1/2
22 1/2
57

265 1/2

30
72

1/2

1

1 1/2

111908

2

3
3
6

6

9
18

15

27

261
2767
7 1/2

13 1/2

96

24

28 1/2
58 1/2
103 1/2
43 1/2
30
90

187 1/2
94 1/2

82 1/2
217 1/2
187 1/2
103 1/2

28

18
15
12
22

1/2

139 1/2
85 1/2
175 1/2
219 1/2
96

9

3

3

3

19 1/2
18
13 1/2

52 1/2
25 1/2

3
3

3

4
21

3

9

1

37 1/2
21

15

4 1/2
13 1/2
10 1/2
22 1/2

6
9

Cowen and Bundle shook
hands.
Flashbulbs
popped.
Cheers
rang
through, the

jammed headquarters.
Later, after the excitement
died down, Schlickman and
his wife spoke quietly together in a corner. Gene's
face reflected the strain of

the campaign or perhaps, the
strain of the knowledge that

31 1/2
21

3

12

'7 1/2

6
3

3

4 1/2

37 -DES
38 -MP
39 -MP
40 -MP

10 1/2

16

825 1/2

287

1/2

6

3

80 1/2

18

13

2
2

4

23
59
17

43

46
23
12
4

2
7

19

2

30
53

4

31

2

1

7

(Continued From Page 1)
checked against our tally.
"We're separated by
"It's just a problem of the

20 -All
21-AH

5

23-AH
24-AH

5
5

25 -MP
26 -AR
27-WH
28 -PH
29 -MP
30 -PH

4
4
1

2

31-AH
2

32 -AR

3
3
3

33-WH
34-AH
35 -MP

2

37-WH

38-BG

12

19
68

4

28
1152

97
1935

102

Note: MP -Mount Prospect, AH - Arlington Heights, EGV,
Elk Grove Village, DES - DesPlaines, TP - Trailer Park.

few

"I'm sure we will not have

the law allows done our duty unless we have
Barrett invites you to watchers at the tables."

tables, 'as
be there

"All we have is the results

MACARTHUR said he hopon the voting machines, When ed the ballot envelopes would
ballot envelopes contain- be opened on Thursday.
The
other losing candiing the judges' signatures are
opened in the clerk's office, dates had comments on the
the number of votes will be election results.
Moore, who won almost
called out and I want them

three - fifths of the votes in
Wheeling
Township,
said:
"I congratulate the winner,
whoever he will be.

"Gene Schlickman obviously received an overwhelming vote and I'm sure the
other winner will represent
the voters of the district.

"It

was

experience,"

a very enjoyable
he said, "and I

met the most interesting people and learned a great deal
about state
elections.

government

"I think I was treated with
and the whole campaign was
no

laughing

matter to me at all.

MEANS, in capturing

less

"t

Atcher

Davies

61

39
38
46
50

MISSING
80
47

112
88

10

54

71

4

30
25

73

7'

44
23

8-

69

40
27
81

21
22

123
37
64

100
77
38

53

13

46

30
77
113

77
48

12
5
11.

6

3'
7'
10
4
4

2.
4
7
141

32

54
56

31

58
96

94
80
65
110

24
51

26
50
50

37
33
38
58
87
22
35
82
38
68
87
23
46
79
40
46

10

70
54
73
18
21
22
41
41
30

10

49
85
32

5

6

_5'
3

5
5

4
10

53
23

4"
5
8

24

40
52
62
46
12

10
6
2

42

5

49-W11

30
34

50-WH

15

51 -HG

42
64

61
64
57
36
46
20
25
60

93

56

82

39

13
12

31
53
74

55
27

9

52-AH
53-AH
54 -MP
55-WII
56 -PH
57-AH
58 -PH
59 -MP
60-AH
62 -AU

83 -All
64-AH
85 -PH

88-AH
TOTALS

5

11

5

4
10
3
8

25

62
60

17

13

15
7

29

45

28
83

19
13

43
80
41

89
100.,

21
6

3273

1

.60

/

15.
3203'

.
-

5
11
11

465

"All Republicans should do

than one.- hundredth of the everything possible now to
total vote, said he was grate- elect those nominated and I
ful to all the people who help- volunteer my own efforts to
ed in his campaign.

39 -MP
40-AH
41-AH
42 -MP
93-WH
44 -AU
45 -MP
46 -AM
47-AH
48-WH

and

absolute fairness and courtesy

But I'm sorry it wasn't me." wonderful. It's

I5-AH
16 -PH
17 -MP
18 -MP
19-AH
22 -AU

20
49

34

28
59

2-AH
3-AH
4-AH

10 -MP
11 -DES
12-WH
13 -PH
14-AH

0

15

5

Graham

1-W11

3

6

62
54
41
35
49
22

11

District

7-AH
8-AH
9-AH

62
74
63
31
52
79
79

44
43

34
90
39

WHEELING TOWNSHIP

9
3

Schlickman, First; Regner
Claims Win Over Hesse

the

precincts.

6 -AU

40
73
47
26
70
33

82
39

TOTALS

3

68

21
15

96-TP

115
62
37

101

11
10

30 -DES
31 -DES
32 -MP
35 -DES

Note: MP - Mount Prospect, AH - Arlington Heights, EGV Trailer Park.

Clerk

and then saw it melt away in the face of solid support
for Schlickman in heavily populated Arlington Heights

GOP CANDIDATE FOR STATE SENATOR

Davies

46
23

33

23 -DES
24 -DES
25 -MP

3
3

Atcher

13
19
17

33-EGV
34-EGV

3

1982

6110

the

Reflecting the strain of the early, close count, Tom
Novotny checks out a precinct. He built up an early lead

he faces a big job.

95
MISSING
49
69
34

29-EGV

I 1/2

165

"I want watchers at

I

"YOU WON," was Novotny's simple comment.
"Come i n s i d e, Tom,"
Schlickman said, "these are
your friends, too. We arc all
Republicans, now that
the
fight is over."
The
pair talked together
for a few moments, then
walked inside where bedlam
reined.
"It's Novotny! He came!
We won! Yca, Tom..."

28
49

27 -MP
28 -AR

4
6

4 1/2

5 -MP
6 -MP
7 -MP
8 -MP
9 -MP
10 -MP
11 -MP
12 -AU

28-EGV

ers

10 1/2
358 1/2

1/2

1/2

12

3

18

went

outside," said someone.
And hit was. A smiling
but obviously tired Novotny
climbed out of his car and
greeted Schlickman who left
the headquarters
to
meet
him.

35

17-EGV
18-EGV
19-EGV
20-EGV
21-EGV
22 -MP

15

1/2

16
15
51

15 -DES
16 -MP

9

4 1/2

151 1/2

came

through the crowd. "Novotny 's

Graham

3-EGV
4-EGV

13 1/2

3

42
28
27

tallies

CANDIDATE FOR STATE SENATOR
58

1/21/2

138

73 1/2
28 1/2
55 1/2

brow

1 -MP
2 -MP

13-EGV
14-EGV

15

631965:637

48

1 1/2

3

249

88 1/2
43 1/2
49 1/2
40 1/2
15

3

1 1/2
4 1/2
12

1/2

4 1/2

1/2

3

87
147

16 1/2

his

District

MISSING
63

crossed

final

the

through, Slickman had about

ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

18

votes now, and I've seen 2,000
mechanics of tabulation.
"This is a tight race," he votes change a race in this
told Hesse's campaign work- district

9
11;22

A smile

GOP

Elk Grove Village, DES - Desplaines, TP

0

7 1/2

115 1/2

2085

7 1/2
3

9

1767 1/2 2437

Totals

1 1/2

4 1/2
12

37 -DES
38 -MP
39 -MP
40 -MP

42

27
12

8

28-AH
29-EGV
30 -DES
31 -DES
32 -MP
33-EGV
34-EGV

1/2

Note: AH - Arlington Heights, MP - Mount Prospect, PH Wheeling, DO - Buffalo Grove.

Prospect Heights, WH -

31 1/2

9030

0

7 1/2

172699

27 -MP

4 1/2

9

75

7 1/2

4

25 1/2

40
40 1/212

15

57
109

2582

1/2

1

22 1/2

sheet of results to the table.

Means

37

108

4 1/2

13 1/2
1 1/2

39

40 1/2
16 1/2

40 1/2
1 1/2
1 1/2

6
96

9

33

3

42

3

10 1/2.

15 -DES
16 -MP

3385:79pES

9
6

10 1/2
16 1/2
19 1/2
13 1/2

102

16 1/2

33

25 1/2

337 1/2

1/2

1

10 1/2
34 1/2

10 1/2

35

14-EGV

25-MP24-DE

4 1/2

19

16 1/2

9

27
21
21

51
2

48
27

8 -MP
9 -MP
10 -MP
11 -MP
12 -All
13-EGV

375

126

3

24

18

58 1/2

63

6-MP7-MP

S

2

7 1/2

115 1/2
34 1/2

5 -MP

6

13

27

3-EGV

3

9

60
42

25 1/2
31 1/2
22 1/2
19 1/2
10 1/2
19 1/2

129

6

14

51

322 1/2

10 1/2

1 -MP
2 -MP

17-EGV
18-EGV
19-EGV
20-EGV
21-EGV
22 -MP
23 -DES

25

27
48
33

199 1/2
198

4 1/2

27
12
27
12

13 1/2
16 1/2

10 1/2
4 1/2

75

18

12

24

3

39

18
96

28
54
27

234

288
243
243
1841/2

91 1/2
85 1/2

16 1/2

247 1/2
316 1/2
50 1/2
205 1/2

11//22

7 1/2
10 1/2
37 1/2

39 -MP
40-AH

201

10 1/2
4

9

29

10 1/2

7 1/2
7 1/2

12
12

9
15

13

1/2

1

48

22 1/2
40 1/2

136 1/2
136 1/2

2 1/2

61 1/2
34 1/2

39
21

31 1/2
112 1/2

4 1/2

49 1/2

28 1/2
3176

18

103 1/2

195

12

18

40 1/2

Means

13 1/2
121 1/2

12

00
87
534
147
156

Moore

15

111

165

Hesse
24

38-BG
41 -AU
42 -MP
43-WH
44-AH
45 -MP
46-AH

79 1/2 1773
1/2Moore

18

24

459

27-WH
28 -PH
29 -MP
30 -PH
31-AH
32-AH
33 -Wit
39-AH
35 -MP
36 -Ali
37-WH

Hesse

258
MISSING
402
348

155

his

and

ote Went By Precincts

19 1/2
333 7 1/2
9-EGV4

Schlickman Regner

288
25 -MP

Schlickman Bogner

manager who put

political future squarely on the
line in the race, was obviously sweating. Only once did he
lose his temper and slam a

GOP CANDIDATE FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP

District

serious

precincts where Novotny had as slowly but surely the tide
to run strong failed to produce began to swing to Schlickthe vote needed to upset the man. It was obvious there
organization.
was not going to be a runBy contrast, Gene Schlickaway, however. Cown's favorite expression is that one
man's headquarters
started
quietly and picked up speed vote difference wins an elecas evening wore on. At 6:01 tion.

ate

e
WHEELING TOWNSHIP

paign

majority for Novotny. Other

Bob Atcher and his wife phoned John Graham at 8:45 last night to concede
the Republican nomination for state senator from the 3d District. At that time

in

was

trouble. Dick Cowen, his cam-

final defeat.
precinct
Pete
Bunnelle's
failed to deliver an expected

1ft

reported

precincts

and early totals indicated

Schlickman

pulled

ahead. There
were
some
bad
moments,
however, that pointed to the
he

as

but

close,

a 150 -vote advantage.
At II p.m. a stir

an

At 6:11 the first returns came
in and they were bad news for
best race we could," he said. Schlickman.
"We came close ... but not
"Those are the precincts
close enough."
we figured to lose," Ethel
His wife Jeanne, who is said as she compiled figures,
Arlington
Heights
village answered
a
multitude
of

as

that

supporters, hunched over
adding machine,
ready

the phones started ringing.
The calm ended quickly.

gressman
Donald
Rumsfeld
in Washington. "Wc ran the

wasn't

almost. When the air cleared

spring into action as soon as

quietly on the phone to Con-

It

a

newsman were the only headquarters occupants. Ethel, one
of Sehlickman's most devoted

that end."

Arlington Heights, MP - Mount Prospect,
Note: AH
PH - Prospect Heights, WH - Wheeling, BG - Buffalo Grove.
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Various
oods of
Candidates

,
Rep. Eugenia Chapman confers with Thomas K. McShane, 706 E. Clarendon,
(left) and Will Gallagher, 726 Gibbons, all of Arlington Heights at Democratic
headquarters in Wheeling.

Among the Few
ho Cast Ballots
A double -duty kiss is exchanged by David Regner, candidate for 3d Dist. State
Representative on the Republican ticket, and his wife Joan. Regner had just
claimed victory over Robert Hesse of Palatine Township. Primary day also
happened to be Mrs. Regner's birthday. "Usually you just age one year each
birthday," she said. "Today I feel like I have added at least 20 years."

LEFT -- A pensive Bob Hesse takes returns in his Palatine headquarters.
Hesse and Dave Regner became embroiled in a close race for the second Republican spot on the state representative ballot.

Vote By Precinct
In Two Races
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
FOR
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP
Dist.
Peskin
Chapman
1 -MP
2 -MP

25 1/2
51

45

3-EGV
4-EGV

39
39

12
24

3

5

5 -MP
6 -MP
7 -MP
8 -MP
9 -MP
10 -MP
11 -MP
12 -All

Election judges Mrs. Julie Short, 115 S. Burton Pl., (left) and Mrs.
Jane Gehrke, 204 S. Arlington Heights Rd., check records during yesterday's primary election.

13-EGV
14-EGV
15 -DES
16 -MP

17-EGV
18-EGV
19-EGV
20-EGV
21-EGV
22 -MP
23 -DES
29 -DES
25 -MP
26-EGV
27 -MP
28-AH
29-EGV
30 -DES
31 -DES
32 -MP
33-EGV
34-EGV
35 -DES

-1*
p
4-

9

88 1/2

1-WH
2 -Ali

4 -All
5-AH

50 1/2
7 1/2

61 1/2
7 1/'4
25 1/2
10 1/2

14

19 -AN

7

22 1/2
33

36
24

9

9

7 1/2

25 1/2
16 1/2

12

28 1/2
7 1/2

27

8

31 1/2

49 1/2

15
36

27
30

8

13

8

4
72

36

25 1/2
31 1/2
37 1/2

24 1/2
36

28 1/2

99
1

66
9

1/2

10 1/2

10 1/2

12

27

19 1/2

4 1/2

9

6

36-TP

13 1/2

37 -DES
38 -MP
39 -MP
40 -MP

27

16 1/2
21
10

15
21

30

10 1/2
12
TOTALS 972 1/2
912 1/2
Note: MP - Mount Prospect,
AH - Arlington Heights, EGV,
Elk Grove Village, DES - Des-

plaines, TP - Trailer Park.
The last person to
vote at the Municipal
Building polling place

yesterday was Mrs. Fay
Feddeler, 315 S. Dun ton. Election judges reported 247 persons voting at three polling

places
in
Heights.

Arlington

Peskin's Showing Gives
Hun Top Spot on Ballot
(Continued From Page 1)
crass were not available. Mrs.
Chapman conceded, however.
that she was out polled for the
first ballot spot.,

"It looks like we have a lot
of work to do between now and

November," she said. "I think
this setback is going to make
me work harder. Right now, I
am thinking about getting on

ilia.

-.r4'

Charles Neumann of 315 N. Dunton registers with Mrs. Janice R.

Thompson, 609 N. Dunton, an election judge at an Arlington Heights polling place.

MEN

Stavros

was

James

elected

with-

out opposition to a third term
as committeeman.
In
Elk Grove

Township,

Committeeman Chester Chesney, also unopposed for reelection,

said,

"we

did

Wheeling

in

did their job and we thought
the turnout was great without
any strong primary opposition.

not

spend a penny and turned out
almost 800 Democratic votes.
eleCtion was a flop, considering
the time and money spent by the
candidates."

pre-

teresting campaign and a vic- cincts. They trailed the Retory party in November," said publican total in every Elk
Township

M'.

Demo-

88 1/2
28 1/2
60
36
52 1/2
75
9

48

22 1/2
36

28 1/2
34 1/2
154 1/2
103 1/2

106 1/2

18

24

55 1/2
46 1/2
15
15
6

16 1/2
27
9

7 1/2
3

13 1/2
15

85 1/2
12
12
24
10 1/2

30
106 1/2

19 1/2
21

69

6

84

66

105
103 1/2

72

41 -AN

28 1/2

92 -MP
43-WH
44-AH
45 -MP
46-AH
47-AH
48-WH
49-WII
50-WH
51-BG

24

70 1/2
19 1/2
24
6

24

16

13

45

18
4
13

22 1/2
84

22 1/2
109 1/2
88 1/2
57

54
30
21

54 -MP
55-WH
56 -PH
57 -All
58 -PH
59 -MP
60 -All
81 -All

33

62-AH
63 -All
64-AH
65 -PH
66-AH

43 1/2

88 1/2

1

3

24
27

55 1/2
33

51

18
18

24

43 1/2
28 1/2

79 1/2
16 1/2

22 1/2
16 1/2

7 1/2
21

10 1/2

24

6

51

24
1685

TOTALS 3529 1/2

1/2
1/2
1/2

76
61 1/21/2
133 1/2
37 1/2

39

40 1/2

'

38 1/2
12
16 1/2
24

27

22 1/2
30 1/2
202 1/2

52-A11

13 1/2

54
6

26-AH
27-WH
28 -PH
29 -MP
30 -PH
31 -Ali
32-AH
33-WH
34-AH
35 -MP
36 -All
37-WH
38-BG
39 -MP
40 -All

24

43 1/2

28 1/2

25-mr.

10 1/2

7 1/2
15
4 1/2

27
42

20 -All
21-AH
22-AH
23-AH
24-AH

55 1/2

FOR WHEELING TOWNSHIP
COMMITTEEMAN

Dist.

Schlickman Novotny

1-WH

38

46

2-AH
3-AH
4 -Ali
5-AH
6-AH
7-AH
8-AH
9 -All
10 -MP

58
130

59

50

78

11 -DES
12-WH
13 -PH
14 -Ali
15-AH
16 -PH
17 -MP
18 -MP
19 -Ali

40
32

20-AH
21-AH
22 -All
23-AH
24-AH
25 -MP
26 -AN

27-WH
28 -PH
29 -MP
30 -PH
31-AH
32 -Ali
33-WH
34-AH
35 -MP
36-AH
37-WH

38-BG
39 -MP
40 -All
41-AH
42 -MP
43-WH
44 -AN
45 -MP
46 -Ali
47 -All
48-WH
49-WH
50-WH
51-BG
52 -All
53-AH
54 -MP
55-WH
56 -PH
57-AH
58 -PH
59 -MP
60 -All
61 -Ali
62 -All
63 -Ali
64-AH
65 -PH

22

24'

19

96
80
95
71
36

114
84
50
52
45
32
22
70
113

17

154
69
39
49

55

67
26
44
86
60
55
71

41
78
139
67
62
94
63
22
138
29
40
31
52
22
41
61

137

86
108
64
20
41
23
60
84
38
36

'77

58

27

75
77
29
20
50

59

34
47
86
64
38
97

_

53
108
54

18

24

45

56

76
78
69
48
71
10
53
86

84

85
67
48
59

95
36
8

44
98
27
44
87
15

66-AH
12
TOTALS3,858

53
62
28
28
33
21
52
99
46
54
38

42
22
32
29
60
88
142
58

25
10

3,671

Wheeling Township Democrats outpolled Republicans in

We'll look forward to an in- only two Wheeling area
Wheeling

58 1/2

53-AH

As for the Republicans, their

with the job."

"OUR

cratic Committeeman
Stavros.

40 1/2
45
36
33

8-AH

19 1/2

15

54
60

6 -AH
7 -All

9 -AR
10 -MP
11 -DES
12-WII
13 -PH
14 -All
15-AH
16 -PH
17 -MP
18 -MP

18

14

135
25 1/2
75
31 1/2

3-AH

27
24

12

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
FOR
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
WHEELING TOWNSHIP
Dist.
Chapman Peskin

Grove Township precinct.

Note: All - Arlington Heights

Note: AH - Arlington Heights

Prospect Heights, WH - Wheeling, NG - Buffalo Grove.

Prospect Heights, WH - Wheellog. DG - Buffalo Grove.

MP - Mount Prospect, PH, MP - Mount Prospect, PH,

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Oar

CARNIVAL

be
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OUT OUR WAY
WHAT'S WITH THAT'S JUST IT! I MADE YOUR
CRAMP? THEY DAD PROMISE NOT TO START
WERE TALK- A BRAWL WITH GRAMPAW BEING POLITICS CAUSE IT'S NOT GOOD FOR HIM

BAH! I DON'T
HAVE MUCH
USE FOR A
GUY WHO
DOESN'T
HAVE THE
COURAGE
OF HIS CON-

-

WAKE up! fat 'Ono of

AND PAD

VICTIONS:

WATCHING You SLEEP UNKR

TO GET UPSET --NOW GRAAAP'S
AnAP AT YOUR FATHER BECAUSE
HE WON'T ARGUE , AND YOUR

AGREED WITH
EVERYTHING
HE SAID!

FATHERS PEEVEDAT ME
FOR NOT LETTING HIM!

VA/ CACTUS EVERY PAY,'

6-/S
t 1964 y NU. 4. T a 14, US. M. 0$.

"How would I look in ultra -violet?"

'Oh, they quieted down and went to bed right awayafter the police left!"

BEN CASEY

liro

ki
BUT NOT BECAUSE I DON'T

I DARESAY YOU'RE
ABOUT TO FLY OFF TO
THE ARMS OF YOUR
HUSBAND?.

141:14-41-

WANT TO. STUART LEFT STRICT

GRA MPAW

ORDERS FOR ME 70
KEEP AWAY.

Lr-r4r114111:61:11:114-Ffil:a1-1±:1111

TM I, US 10 00

CC:NO-IV-AM

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
FATHER.

BAH!

-=-=-=-

I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN
BETTER THAN TO TAKE YOu
ALONG, BUsTER! NONE OF YOU

HE CLAIMS t-kE MADE THE
RIVER BEFORE THEY CouLD
CATCH HinA! MYSELF, I DUNNo!

HOW'D
HIS NIBS
MAKE

OUT
WITH
THE

BEES

IF IT WAs ANyONE ELSE I'D
5Ay THAT TOMATO INIOE
CAME FROm A SQUADRON
op DIVE -BOMBERS!

LOUTS HAs EVEN A FRAGMENTARY 14NowLED6E, op
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD' 50
I WON'T EVEN ATTEMPT TO

EXPLAIN Wi-IY FIREMAN'S
TROUBLE IS PURELY MENTAL!

2

BUGS BUNNY
THIS MENIAL
TOIL HAS

ME IN A
STATE OF

I FEEL BETTER AI -READY:

VA GOT TH' WRONG\
MENTAL ATTITUDE:

MAKE A GAME

OUT 0' VER JOT.L/

ACUTE
BOREDOM:

EXCELLENT
IDEA, SIRE;

ti

u
C 1140 St ltillete
Nebo.,
.

I.

Itl. USS. re. Olt
1/".

..15.

ea.

DOCTOR SAYS

ME- WAS 0 K
WHEN HE
MOVED IN =

MORTY MEEKLE

Locating
Specialists

I WONOE52 WI-IATILINDOP

I W151-1 t HAP

A MONILEY-

ATIZ&DE-IN I COULD 0,ST

ON A 35E-0 DOB?

MONTGEY.5 MAILE

SWELL. PETS.

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

country. Since
not a proper
place for answers to that
type of question, I would
suggest that you get that
kind of information from
your county medical society.

this column

oug arm sou( musTcoo!
Rs% REDUCTIOW

of each

UP TO 40% OFF!

Q -- What is histamine?
Would daily injections help
headaches'

A -- Histamine is a chemical
poison that is released from
cells that are damaged by an
, 1. lov WA,

YOU'RE IUKE nu* SCORCHED
HAT AND SHOE ARE MeKEES,

MRS, TUNS'?

A drug combina-

DADDY WASN'T
OUTER SPACE
CREATURES:

N-1/01 WE MUSTN'T LET
THEN WHO
RECENT UFO HYSTERIA SNATCHED MIMI
IN THIS AREA 81110 US
I TRIED TO GET
MeKEE POLICE
TO ALL REASON:

SOMETHING SCORCHED
THE GRASS WITHIN THIS
FORTY -FOOT -CIRCLE

limn for two months to relax
colon spasms and counteract
tension Are there any side

effects9 Dots it act as a laxa-

tive

A -- Fluphenazine (Prolixin)
is a tranquilizer. If while taking it you have drowsiness,
blurred vision or dryness of
the mouth, your doctor will
probably want to reduce the
dosage Since the drug is given.

to relax your colon it will not
act as a laxative, but the nervous tension for which is it
given
f

is in

laxative'

itself

a

CALLIP

FoReirs UFO
AIMitivEsnosToRs
TROJEcT SOB -

FROM JUPITER

BOOK'

ft
1

ACROSS

1 Folklore
monster
5 Fabulous bird
8 Roman rural
deity
12 Shakespearean
king
13 Harem chamber
14 Reside

V

6 European
7 Vehicle

8 Trifle
9 Military
assistant
10 Eye part
11 Exigency
16 New (comb.
form)

20 Unit of weight

0

A

RT 9

a

A

9

L-9

5,

o-

OOP'S WCKY TO HAVE A
GUY LIKE ME 70 FURNISH
5PEAKERS FOR HIS
LUNCHEON CLUB:

N

See

M.

41 Heredity factor
42 Number
43 Roman goddess
of harvest

DOWN

powerful
432

BRle°fntothr
aC
len g

5 Molise, for or

9

A
AA

a
API 9

A

A

a DO
DA
A
a

ERE9
Flower part

45

46 Duration
47 Solo for an

operatic diva
48 Emanation
Bouhdary
51 Arabian gulf
53 Small container
50

54 Employ ;
8

9

10

11

14
17

18

22
%23

24

45 Heavenly bodies
48 Presidential
31
nickname
49 Candienut tree 35
52 Novice (var.)
53 Cultivated
38
55 Man's name
56 Swiss canton
57 Location
58 Repast
59 Greek forest god 45 46
60 Paradise
1 Spiced stew

a

aA

A
15 Fragrant plant 21 Direction
17 Thought (Fr.) 22 Weep
18 Exist
23 French resort 32 Roman
19 Always (poet.) 24 Greek god of
underworld
20 Mountain
war
34 Loiters
nymph
25 Measure of
36 Footed vase
21 Thumphed
-40 Mischievous
capacity'
22 Incise
27 Unbleaclicd
spirit
23 Back of the
28 Change position 42 Teutonic
neck
29 Frank
folklore
2628 ExSeatinbcitrdbird
creature
30 South African
44 Favorite
fox
91 From Ireland
2 3 4
5
6
7
33 Mythical giant
35 Offspring of
12.
13
lxion (myth.)
37 Edges of a roof
38 Superlative
16
16
suffix
39 Narcotic

ALLEY OOP

5

WHITE
T SHARED
0

1

0 1%4

have been taking Pro -

114141..I ORE

tUIRLS /11.40

AIR

PROTECTION

SNICKERED:

headache
1

Pat 011

YOU COPS JUST

tion (Midnn), available .only on
a doctor's prescription, is often helpful for this type of
Q

US

HOTHEADS-SUT

Although good results arc pb-.
successful

POSITIVE:
BUT SURELY
KIDNAPED SY

sometimes given..

treatment

T

CAPTAIN EASY

rtes of small injections of his-'
some victims, this
is not universally

k

Answer to Previbiii Puizle

Imaginary Beings

SALE TOMORROW

something about the background

tamed in

FELLOW MAN!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

furnish you with a single
name, they will give you two
or three to choose. from and

are

WU AkY SO?

'to

IT HELPS
US GET THE

JUMPMOUR

1.0DAY LOCCLCATT

''..(7:......o.

to

tamine

SO iMPoRTAKIT

BETTER. WORLD!

aS0

Although they are not allowed

tamine headache.
In an effort to desensitize
victims of this disease, a se-.

f

ire-

ECOCATIOIJ IS

TO WILD A

is

allergic reaction. It causes dilation of the blood vessels and
large amounts acting on the
brain increase the pressure in
the cranium. This causes a
type of headache called his-

THAT'S IUHY

DoR FELLOW MAN

of the

parts

I

WORIMG loiTH

r WE'RE ALL
BROTHERS
it,c,ErneTi!

IA
let

still get many letters asking me to recommend a surgeon who dots a specific type
of operation or some other
type of specialist in various
I

EEK & MEEK

52

25

26

td28

27

:

p4i
43

47

411

do

53

54

55

56

7

68

59

.

29 30

5o

61

is
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FREE BOY T&. GIRL 'WANT ADS

WANTED

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION ;Boys

press 253-2051 Richard de

.size waist 27,1ength 20.327.00
new. SellingPrice $15.00.Kim
Zajicek, 392-0696

pad any job to fit six by eight

HAVE YOU

Robles, Jr.

ANY OF THESE

brown suit with two
slacks. nearly new, Slacks

I do printing for small business sales tickets 100 to each

Lawn Work wanted for high
school Jr. Country Club area.,
call CL -5-4706 ask for Bruce..
Bruce Oswald

Sell Lionel train set with two
trains, tracks and cars complete $10. Call Tom Ainslie
CL 3-9021. Train number is
2037.

THINGS TO SELL?

For Sale: 26 inch girls bike.
Two years old. Basket included the bike is pink and
white.
Reasonable. Fran
Nilsen 392-5024

They'll Bring You Extra Cash
And

High school boy wants job
cutting lawns. Perfer vicinity of North Arlington Call
CL 3-2740. Dale Weidner

Children 3 to 6 Come to Play -

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st. child, others 751
Call Margo CL 3-8960

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

4' x 2 1/2' pool table like

new, foldable $7.00 Boys indoor shoe skates size 1 girls
size 13 Vac -U -Form plastics
and molds CL 3-6907 Mark
Larson

Books

I have someone's lost black
and white kitten - about six
months old. Waycinder Park
area. Joy Rossiter 827-4076

Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

16" girls 2 wheeler $8.00
or trade for 20". Call Kim

McKinney 537-2894 at 1072
Valley Stream Dr. Wheeling

VOX Super Ace, Guitar, 3 -

pickup, Good condition, costs

$250.00 Brand new. Sell for
$125.00. Bill. Toner. Call
392-7448.

For Sale 15 and 3 Gal.Aquar-

lums with stand, reflector,
filters and some fish $20.00
for all also Stingray bike

$15.00. 392-9648 Scot Farley.

MOTORIZED RACE Car Set

for sale. Set includes 2 cars,
2 controlers, transformer,
track, bridge,and reiling.Call
CL 5-4507 Walter Jefferson.

Schwinn 3 speed Sting Ray
bicycle like new with hand
brakes and silk rear tire.

Wanted: Lawn jobs, or other

26" Schwinn girls bike blue
lights and carrierbaskets like

TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

CL 5-0283 Randy Rotting

new CL -5-3656 Beverly Glow-

acki

Complete: 10 gal. aquarluM
outfit - includes- stand, re fleeter, under -gravel filter,

pump heater, gravel, ass't.

aquarium decorations. Chuck
Moeller CL 5-4552.

Lee and Scott

experienced
near South Side Arlington lawn

service. Call CL 9-4811 orCL
5-2393. we rake the clippings.

Free estimates. Lee Atwater

cleaner included. $10.00 Gwen
Stoner, CL 9-1079

YOUR

FAMILY

Auto

WAN.

Aquariums
Row Boats

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles

still valuable
'

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

me today?

Dial 255-7200

DAY
IS

BEST?

fel% Anita -Marshall 392-5194
'

Baby sitting during vacation
75/ an hour. Experienced and

reliable. Children's clothes
sizes 6, 12 and 14 on sale
cheap. Maryanne Dowiarz,CL
3-9108

For sale: Snare Druin one

year old Sears Roebuck $30.

new sale price $15.00 Call
after

4:00 o'clock. Donald
MacBride 255-9518.

children. I am 12 years old.
Experience with four younger
brothers. 392-3848 Vicki Dellacecca.

Have recently acquired old
Antiquated records of Bach.
592-2676. Steven
man.

Schafer's:

Need work, Will babysit, cut
lawns, or wash cars, anytime
Thank you. 392-9163. Lees
R. Loughran.
Wanted To Buy. One basketball back -board in good condi-

tion also one girl's playhouse
for yard.392-4731.1thys

El MONDAY

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get reday to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

CLASSIFIED'
REPRESENTATIVE

255-7200

Maure practice flute for sale.
Complete $35.00 or best of-

Bangcock, Am unusually
game, to barter for same,

CALL YOUR,

WANT ADS

Interested in Music? Pierre

clock, directly received from

WHICH

vicinity of Rand, Euclid, Dryden, Olive Sts. Strong, efficient

and responsible. CL 3-0236
Andrew Pancratz

babysitting job.
Northwest Mount Prospect.
Experience 501 per hour. age
13. Love email children. Call
WANTED:

CL 5-3129 Roberta Zambo.

Electric solid body, double
pickup guitar. Volume, tone,
and pickup switches. Case included. $40. John Shanley 3921089, 707 South Kaspar.

Babysitter! Ago 14.1oves children. Weekdays and weekends.

Must be in North area of Mt.
Prospect. Cali CL -9-2737.
Carol Collins.

Lawn Mowing and yardwork.
Call Steve Collins Northwest

Dart Go -Kart frame for sale,
white upholstered seat. new
slicks, new brakes, metallic
blue, $75. or best offer.
392-5808 Mike Allen:

WANTED WEIGHT LIFTING
EQUIPMENT. JERRY 253-

AcCordion for sale 120 bass
intermediate good condition
$75.00 or best offer.
8970 Don Koehler

CL3-

For sale 6 string

flat -top

Want to do any odd jobs;
carrier, mow

Newspaper

lawns, wash cars. In winter
shovel sidewalks and driveway; etc. CL 5-1604. Steven
Stratos.

For Sale Boy Scout clothing.
Shirts sizes 10-12.0rlon knee
highs, garters, capii. Also

summer shirts, reasonable,
condition.
Keith Nelson.

I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sitters charge 501 an hour call
CL 5-4706. I'm 14. Jan Os-

Boys Schwinn 20" bike. black

and white, also has training
wheels for beginner. $10.00
CL 5-2820 Andy Sealant

Need gardening done? Were
the best incorperated business
around. Call now. See how

sc11001 gardeners are best
for --you. CL 5-4817Tomfiche-

fiat. -

Drummer needed for boys
combo. Eighth grade boys in

group - please call CL 3-7739

for audition time after 6:00.
CL 3-7739 Chris Schafchen

Pauley 259-4270.

885-5704.

3240, 630 N. Dunton.

Responsible high school girl
wants babysitting jobs afternoon or nights. Experienced.
259-0513. Donna King.

wants lawn jobs. By the job
or $1.25 per hour. 255-5595
Steve Coy.

Rocking Horse spring type.
Large size Excellent condition
$10. 253-4455 Richard An-

drews.

Depedable babysitter, not a
T.V. watcher four years experience excellent references. Live near Kensington
school Age 15. Call 255-0896
Vicki Janda.

Will sell or trade 1957 Chevy
engine. "283" Quad, bal-

anced. Never used Corvette
stick sot up. $150.00 or car

equivalent.
O'Connell.

392-7567

Mite

set, four lanes, nine cars,

.many extras, best reasonable
offer. 253-3170. Mike Buechner.

10 watt guitar amp 3 inputs

volume and tone controls $30
2 'Motorola' 15 inch bass
speakers $30. CL -9-0080
Chuck Cashion.

Boys 28 inch bike $4,

'School Gardener are best tor
you: CL 5-4817. Tom Scheffel

Roy, 12 years. willing to work

On South side, of Arlington.
Bill Wolod 132 South Patton.
CL 5-1143. Odd Jobs.

Guitar and Trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.
Please call CL 3-1454. lager

my five by eight inch real
letter press many types to

choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.

Printing done for you no job
too small colors too on small
letter press many types to
choose from. 253-2051 Richard de Robles, Jr.
Lot me print your letter head
and envelope prompt service
special price 1000 sheets 500
beautiful
typo
colors too: 259-2051 Richard
de Robles, Jr.
envelopes

All Arlington Heights newsboys with problems, solve by
having liners delivered for
you;steep satisfied cus-

tomers. Call Doug Hochstetler
CL 3-7847

$20.00
cordion
Gregory Lemon

392-2119

Schwinn bicycle 20" Blue and
White. "Debbie" model good
condition. 437-4840 Joy Wel-

Baby sitter, 16. Five ,years
experience with children of
all ages. North side of Mt.
Prospect Day or night. CL -3-

Looking for an experienced
babysitter, age 16? Will also
do light cleaning. Need a typist? Can type 50 w.p.m. Call
329-5870 Linda Miles.

Girls 18" bike. Good condition. $12. Call Bev Miles
711 North Eastwood Mt. Pros-

pect 392-5870 Call after 4
p.m
Mini -bike, Dart cycle with

MacCulloch 40 and dual Garbs
many extras Phone CL 9-0693
Jim Welch.

Boy's 24" bike. Three years

old. Good condition. Npwtires
John Welch.

Need a babysitter? Handywith
children call Janet Duffy.

CL 3-7964, 204 East Berkshire Lane, Mt. Prospect, ni.

new good condition. also 10'
diameter 24" deep Doughboy

pool new. Never used. Bar-

0718 Steve Weller

I'm husky, ready and able,
1,0 years old willing to do

2087 - 2806 Fremont Street,

arty

BabysiHer available - capable

and experienced. Low rates.
Will do light housework.Rolling Meadows area. Call CL 52067 Robin Fogarty.

Girl Rythm guitarist looking

for fresh and soph girl guitarist and drummer for combo. Cathy Schafohen CL 37739 - between 5:00 & 8:00
I'm a baby sitter experienced
by younger brothers and sis-

ters. Charge 500 as honr.

Please call CI. 5-4706 Marne
Jan Oswald.

Girl's 24" bicycle for sale.
Useable for beginner. Best
offer. Karen Hilb. 392243

For Sale: Girl's winter coat,
Blue and gray tweed, with
hat and snow pants. Size 10
Excellent

condition

$8.00

Christie °neer 823-9471

Clarinet: Fine French made
wooden clarinet. Just overhauled. 'New carrying case.
$50.00 CL 3-9380. Barbara
Glicksin

G.I. Joe and equipment for
sale. $3.00 Rick 8251405. Ricky Mulcahy

For Sale yellow lace graduation dress. Size 13. Worn

once. Peggy 825-1405. Peggy
Mulcahy

CL 5-2644. Dean Rosenquist.
Girls bike needs work 26 inch

$8, spring coat size 14 34.,
white party dress, street
length size 12 $5. Monica
HogPY, CL 3-0445

with small children 3.50 an
hour. 437-2704 Susan &Me.

many professional features. Price $75.00 Kurt
its

Schoenberg CL 3 - 4748.

Babysitting:

Will babysit in

Devonshire Des Plaines no
later than 1 a.m. for 501 an
7528

for more information.

Wanted 24" or 26" boy's bike.
In good condition. Foot brakes
preferred. Paul Sebby. Call
CL 9-3113
,
1

Experienced eighth grade boy
will mow lawns and do garden

chores. Will clean garages.
Jim Skarzynski CL 9-0807.

coaster brake, average con-

Let me print your business

seven years old, blue,24 inch,

dition, $10. 259-43911 Laurie
Gausman.

Attention must soil .ndw One

bois 26" J. C. Higgins bi-

cards prompt service special
price in quantities of 1000
Any art work colors too.
253-2051 Richard de Robles,

Jr.

cycle. Very good condition.

Hurry must sell now. Best

offer accepted.253-2542.Tom
Hinrichs

For sale, one pair used hockey
ice skates. Size 10. Good condition. $7.50. If interested call

Bruce Harmon at 255-6973.

Slingerland Snare Drum with
stand, Practice block, sticks,
brushes, and music book.

$25.00 Call after 5;00 P.M.
Michael Limburg 437-4998.

Wanted: Grass cutting jobs

Northwest Arlington area. My
mower only $1.50 Tim Pogalz
392-6795

Will care for your little ones
KITTENS FREE all black and 'day or evenings.Experienced.
have references Elk
And
very playful pan trained fluffy
and part Angora six weeks old. Grove area call Denyse
Call CR 2-5520 Pat Quinn. 437-4183.

lessoni. James Grady 118 S.
Albert St. CL 5-6177.

Wanted Yard Work or baby -

For Sale: Dart Kart with West

Bend 820's electric starter,
Jacket, helmit, new tires,
parts. Few hours, beautiful

condition 827-8464, Dennis
.Needleman
by two high
school juniors lawns cut,cars
windows washed etc. pref-

W. Grove, 253-1527 McCall.
Southwestern Arlington.

Work wanted

1966 Electric Guitar Vibrato
triple pickups Sunburst finish

reliable workers. 392-5126 or
CL 5-1046 AI Oates & Tom

erably in south ArlingtonGood

Excellent conditiOn $20.00 or
best
offer must sell.
CL 3-327? Tim Dolan.
Wanted tO boy. Old bike width

I can repair for myself. Can
not spend more than $5.00
825-1405:Riek Mulcahy.

O'Hara

Olds Ambadsador Trumpet.
Excellent condition. Has a
proffessional mouthpiece and
a
case. A real bargain!
CL 5-0268 John Cummings.

,

girl's bicycle. 26"
racer with two speed pedal
White

Huffy Mark -10 swish racer

dition $50. Call CL 9-4177

gears. In good working condition. $26. 392-4952 Lynn

Ti!ifeci Del.

Wanted electric bass or Organ

bike. 10 speeds, excellent conMike Walden.

Wanted babysitting job. Will
babysit in Devonshire, Devonshire west area. Experienced

amateur astronomers. For sale 4 1/2 inch
reflecting telescope. Includes
Attention

303 S. Fernandez .Reasonable.

anything you need done.Baby-

sit, shop, cut lawns, weed.

Girl bass player wants to form
girl combo guitarists organist

or drummer willing to buy

Girl's Rolifast bike about

eating. Snd oldest in family
of ten. 13 years old. 1406

bara Kabus, 392-4040.

Karen Weller.

259-3789

hour call Linda Maggard 296-

Silver C Fluteby Artley,compieta with carrying case and
cleaning rod, $80. 259-4392
Linda Gausman.

Major will ;We summer piano

Ivy Hill only. Phone CL 5-

mer months. 501 hour 751:
after, midnight. CL 5-0718,

on
Reference
request.
392-5652 John M. Fitzpatrick

Future Northwestern Music

Lawn mowing, dog walking,
you name it,
do It. In

Hill area weekends and sum-

Piano lessons for beginning
students, McGinley method.
Lessons at instructor's home.
$1.50 for 30 minute lesson.

and tubes. Phone 382-0693.

Girls 24" Higgins bike bought

Baby sitting service in Ivy

Reliable baby sitter available
nights only. Experienced references. Call after 3:30 p.m.
prefer jobs near Virginia
Terrace. lions Goodman

equitoral mount tripod amoung

Boys

ience oldest of six. children.

Call 255-3631 Barbara Fugate

Banjo for sale with case and
books only $25. Call Vicky
Lilleberg CL 5-8620.

own equipment call 392-6453
Karen Schmidt

suit /die 1$=14 $4, ;trio black - 4,10ter 26,1',4 bike:.
6;000:,
leotards and tights' size '10' condition. paid' 'Foreat View
$4. CL 3-0445. Michael Hog - jacket size Medium, $5.00.
gay.
Popular 45 records 101 each.
Call: Tom Hinrichs 253-2542.

Age 13.

,Rblling Meadows, Diane Fog-

the best incorperated business"
around Call now See how High

CL 5-0268. John Cummings.

Selling Aurora HO Roadrace

Fourteen year old girl wants
babysitting in Virginia Ter-

cellent condition and reasonable. 825-5704. Vernette and
Claire Nelson.

Need gardening done? Were

Park area. W111 cut lawns,
weed, window washing, etc.

28 inch boys bike chrome fen-

8th Grade Boy wants lawncut-

Toys and games for sale.
Five to 50 cents. Call CL 5-

Thumb typewriter, both ex-

Experienced High school boy
does all odd jobs in Ridge

ders $12.00 Beginners Ac-

3879. Jill Perz.

ting or odd jobs reasonable
rates. Tom Kindler CL 3-

5-1631

Hoggay.

ker.

For sale child* Singer sewing
machine $8.00 Also Tom

Willis.

Cub Scout uniform else 14
$4. Cub Scout Trousers size
12' $1.50. CL 3-0445 Mark

Slingerland Snare drum with
case $30.00. Bill Collin CL

guitar, like new $20. Sue

race area. One year exper-

'good

For information call Barbara
Meister CL 5-5734.

I can do any printing job on

3481. Jerry Basel.

Primary piano students wanted by high school student currently studying at Northwestern School of Music. Will
teach in home. Call: Ken Barr
CL 9-1518.

TODAY

255-7200

For sale: Blue and whiteMale
parakeet with cage and stand
both for $6.00.392-6472. Lee

Call CL 9-2737 Age 13.

Arlington High SchoOl ibident

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best

Dap

Roy Brooks CL 3.8602.

I will take -good care of your

Why not call

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

For Sale - little league baseball shoes $2.00. Two round
jigsaw puzzles, cost $4.00
each, will sell for $1.50 each.

J

392-4473 Tony

Will do any odd jobs In the

wald.

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Pretto.

$5.

area. Mount Prospect only.

CL 9-4811

Vinyl pool for sale 10' by 2'
metal frame. Pool vacuum

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

CALL

trim.

Wild rocking horse for sale
Plastic palomino pony with
spring suspension on metal
frame, height to saddle 23"
$5 Ricky Stoner CL 9-1079.

Bicycles

Used Trucks

odd jobs' in Hickory Meadows
area. Call 392-4856, Ted An-

24" Boys Bike in good running
condition. $12. David Winter stein 253-3057.

Jewelry

and parts; .049 control line

Free pet mice. How would yoti
like to have your own pet mice.

Knout.

0108

Rugs

motor $40; motor scooter. $40
go-cart and mini -bike frames
plane

Satisfy An Eager Buyer
Experienced, Reliable 13year
old will babysit and/or do
light housework. References
available. Leslie Lewis 392,

5 1/2 H.P.West-Bendpo-cart

Rey 2 pickup. Hollow body,
$100 new, $60 with case, strap,
and cord. 439-1005 Drew

Plakos.

Fetch.

player to play in experienced

high school combo. Must have
own equipment Call right now.
CL 5-4223 Dean Deyo.

For sale, purple Schwinn 10 -

speed. one year old and like
new. With light, lock, and
chain. Excellent condition.
$50. CL 5-2543. Carl /Creutzferd.

"PRESSED" FOR TIME? W111

do your Wining In my horn*.
Experieneed. Bonnie Van Rig
259-3858.

Senior looking for beginner

For sale St. Viator freshman

teaching experience. 9 yrs.

gebra, reit,' lop, health..
Wanted Sophomore biology,

piano

students to

further

of piano background. Very
limited schedule, but low

rates. CL 54036 Keith Higgins.

books

mother's helper, good ref-

erences. Call 25P-0820 Mary
Allen.

english, history, al-

111101fititrY,

Gerthan. CL -3.0392. Kenneth

Iciak.

Demmer job desired by high
sophd!noTe girl. Expartenced 'babysitter and/or

school

Navy blue spring coat size

10 $5, small phonograph $2
as is, Misses black winter
coat size 12 $10 CL 3-0445
Fonlca Hoggay.

'

,

Wednesday, June 15, 1966

THE DAY

A

255-7200
OY

any odd jobs or lawn work in
Arl. Hgts.area.Conscientious
and 'dependable worker. 3922157. Lucky Walker.

bike I'ts in good condition

It's a girls! Want $7.00 only.
Call soon. 392-6208. Pamela
Harrington.

and garden work. Stephen E.
Latta, CL 3-7647

For Sale! New "Eko" classic
guitar equipped for electronic

a mplifacation sold retail $110.
asking $55.00. CL 5-2917.
Miss Rae Kunstman.

Toy sink, refrig., small cradle
$2.00, Formica. top play -feeding table $9.00. 392-2305.
Debbie HAM.

Work wanted Rolling Meadows

area. Lawns - your mower

4

for 24 Eileen 025-1405 Ei-

$1.50 my mower $2.00. Odd

leen Mulcahy

jobs baby sitting, weeding,
painting $.50 per hr. CL 53805. Tom Van Antwerp.

Want to learn poodle groom-

ing willing to work for vet,
or kennel.
Will be 16 In

Work wanted by 2 H.S. juniors
good refrances. cut lawns,

July Phyllis Naegeie 824-2779

wash cars, windows etc. Al

Oates, 392-5126, Tom O'Hara
CL 5-1046.

Almost new 33" metal doll

house with furniture and awnings $5. CL 3-0578 Susan

Busse.

20" ballerina doll with ward-

robe, $4.00. 27" wood doll
bed with mattress. Brand

new. $4.00 CL 9-3695. Cathy
Lentine.

over $200 sale price. $65.
CL 5-7090. Harry Watson.

Wanted to buy: violin for beginner and motorized go-cart.
358-1435. Tim Workman.

Lionel Trains: track, cars,
engines, switches, controls

etc. sold separate or best offer for Four Trains and Table
Call CL 5-1039. Scott Cowan.

Clarinet Factory re -conditioned $45.00 Excellent Condition. Dawn Tinker, 827-

Pepper doll, case, wardrobe,
In good condition Cost $3.00.

0393.

Ann Vazquez 392-7469

Piano Students Wanted Palatine Area. Hi school freshman. Has 'udied 8 yrs. Call
Robin Holgard - FL. 8-2699

after 3:30 Brian Corr

Experienced babisitter needs

more summer jobs. Late
hours permitted by parents.

15 -Business Personals

area preferred.
References available. Karen
Westgate

Hilb 392-9243

Girl's 20 in. Blue bicycle with
chrom fenders Excel condition
$12.00 Call 392-7615 Also 24

in. Boy's bicycle. Mary Jane

$1.00 each. Bob Dellavalle,

.

FOR ANY
REASON?

cf.\ Months
Up To vu To Pay
Take

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
roc

-AVOW

RAHOHURST

Wagon $2.00 sleds $2.00,$3.00

LOAN CO

OFFICE HOURS:
ours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
',y the State of Illinois.

7
1

Girls Blue 20" Schwinn bike
plus training wheels good con-

dition $45.00 now. Will sell
for $20.00 Barbara Schmidt,
CL 3-2405

The "Fourmost" an all girl
combo

will

Information call
Chris O'Connell.

392-7567.

Experienced baby sitter - oldest of seven - May I help you

with the "little people?" am
a Jr. High school graduate.
CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

Have been studying clarinet 8

FOR SALE. Wilcox 396 A-1
commercial transmitter. Ex
cellent for conversion to the

amateur bands. Reasonable.
392-6523 Bob Gallagher.

lawn mower. Boy 14 years old.

Call CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.

Could I make life easier for
you? Let me cut your grass.
I am a Jr. High school graduate. CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.
Lawn mower Dependable 14

years old. Also baby sitting
Call CL 3-2761. Joe Camp.
High school Senior needs mon-

For Sale 1 boy's 24" bike
$12.50 Larry Cartier 2553611

24

2

Brownie uniforms plus a

condition, new brakes,

$15.00 894-3779 William Mar -

quordt

Guitar and trumpet lessons
for beginners, individual or
group. $2.00 per half hour.

Full length winter coat with

Black patent leather shoes.
Size 9. Two darling shift
dresses Size 12. 5 gal fish
tank. Phone 392-4399. Win-

MARX ROAD RACE with 36

Excellent

Trombone

piece track 2 cars and power

SALE! Three used girl's bikes

Baby carriage $15, Highchair

$5. Car Bed $2. Potty chair
$2. Mary Jo Kutyna CL 38212.

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

?4 -Help Wanted Men

Do you have an old piano
that no one ever plays? We
had to leave ours when we

moved here. 392-3848 Vicki
Dellacecca.

(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)
Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience In this field could be acceptable.
Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

.

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Charles Bruning Company.
Division of Addreszograph Mulligrapb Corp

Steady employment

wanted
GOOD STARTING SALARY

PLENTY OF POTENTIAL
FRINGE BENEFITS

Call for appointment

Auto Parts And Accessories

. Arlington .Heights..
CLEARBROOK 3-0349

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

'500""fradiatot4"'in,

Stock

Complete

Radiator
Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

parking lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,parking
lots,
business areas. resurfacing

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
f,37-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking tuts.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

An equal opportunity employer.

24

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Carpentrylemodeing

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Fit. 15 yrs.

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 8

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.
SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

METAL'S

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

loW

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCUREMENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE ,AND SUPERVISE

WHEELING
537-21110

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS
'

Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL.

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective, curbing for
All
driveways.
usPhelt
wbrk guaranfee'd. Free estimates. 529-6587.
General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

PORTABLE T.V.'S

. FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581
laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2 day service.

2 x 8 x 16

Each -Plain 20c -Colors 25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy theni, at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845

Public address
sound systems
rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.

C. B. Radio Senicin
358-2934
Sewing Machine Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Frcc est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone say.
894-3115

Transporation

Mich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle,
529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carstoa Mtr. Sales
Wheeling,

LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling,

RUBBISH REMOVAL ,
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

Miscellaneous Service

ROY'S TREE SERVICE -.
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and untutoring

Rentals

Used Cars - Trucks

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

derstanding

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

100 To Choose ,From
I.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

landscaping

expertly
cluded.

PAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Homes Built To Order

lawnmowers

562-2991

,

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

Auctioneer

358-2934

Pick-up and Delivery
, Call 373-6880

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1442 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

Mel Beaty

.;

Ovit

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

.

PHONE 439-1794

McCLEAN

HA 6-3049.

SERVICING

ADVERTISING

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.

1

estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

PRECISION MACHINE
OR TOOL MAKER

p.m. and every Wed. there-

Dundee, Ill. Consignments accepted anytime. HA 6-3576 or

C. B. RADIO

Cement Work

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

free

827-3179, Mr. Reilly

For

Call 255-1200

coating.

Paint Store Managers

have someone's lost black
& white kitten about 6 mos.
old. Waycinden Park area.
I

CR 2-5753

old blacktop, repair & seal

RIGHT IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Auction, Wed. June 15th, 7:30

after at 304 River St., E.

13 -lost And Found

PROFESSIONAL

PAINTERS, INC.

is having Spring special on

Paid Rest Periods

GEN. MDSE. AUCTION

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community, Call one NOW!

driveways,

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBIiAM'CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
1365 LEE ST.
774-5155
824-6135

MAI IR TI

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospec

Let us help make your...DAY!

24 -Help Wanted Men

PROJECT ENGINEER

20 -Auction Sales

Serw ce meete:

Roiling Meadows
Blacktop Service

General Molded. Products Inc.

For Sale - Girl's twenty inch

Sewing in my home, children's Clothes, women's
dresses & bridesmaid's
gowns,
alterations. Ph.

827-4076

Blacktop Work

paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9. to 12 Sat's.

WHY TRAVEL

255-2677.

RUPSi

125 South Lancaster, Mount
Prospect.

CL 3-2485. Fred Schmidt.

Will baby sit Mornings Afternoon or Evenings in North of
Highway area Experienced,19
years old: 501 an hour. CL 32485. Cathy Schmidt.

Kntyna.

3442 Ann Christiansen Age 17

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

priced from 10 dollars and

Rhys Williams.

pedigree, Very smart. Price
$200. CL 3-0212 Mary Jo

or weekly rates. Call CL 5-

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

down, 259-2788 Karen Williams.

bike ten dollars. 392-9731,

paper trained. AKC papers &

Child care experienced Hourly

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Silver Poodle, 7 weeks old,

CL 5-2662. Ed Neiweem.

Loughran.

Suburban driven Wards Sting
Ray. Very good condition. 3 speed usually equipped. A buy
at $30.00 Call Brad at CL 53591 Brad Baidinger.

seamstress, Mrs. B. Laurie,

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

Need yard work done? Reliable
boy age 16 has had a lot of ex-

Slingerland drum set - black
and gold lacquer. bass, snare,
Tom Tom, plus 19" Zildian
cymbal. 1 yr. old. $200.00

able from 3:30 on A va liable all
summer I love, children and I
love to babysit I'm experienced. 392-9163. Steph

4i

437-4974.

Quality. CL 3-8314. Jeff Osborn.

Wanted babysitting job Avail-

landscaping

Alterations, gen. sewing,
limited tailoring, by exp.

GLORIA VAN

cymbals, stands, case. Top

Electric solid body guitar.
tone, volume, and pickup
switches. Double pickup.Case
included. If interested call
John Shanley, 392-1089. $40.

6282

0141.

featuring

$10.00; 24" Blue Schwine Boys

ation. After 5 P.M. call 827FOUL'S LANDSCAPING

DINNER

each or best offer CL 5-4415
Mary Beth Harry

Condition Case, music stand

An equal opportunity employer

pack. H.O. Scale $15.00 CL 93270 Randy Swenson.

$20.00 new, will sell for $10.00

tier.

inch Sears bike,

good

six, $4.00 or best offer. 392-

Saint Victor Jacket Medium
size like new, but outgrown -

For Sale 1 girl's 26" bike
$10.00 255-3611 Linda Car

Nortwest Community Hospital
candystriper uniform 25$0637. Sharon Burger.

7586 Janet Hellenmayer.

Rocking Horse $5.00, Beginners 3 wheel bike $2.00,Girls

able. CL 3-9542. John Ryan.

sidential band teaches all
drum
styles. Reasonable
rates! CL 3-2644DougSchemske

Want to sell 2 Girl -Scout and

Tollefson.

Two good microphones, cheap.
Double pickup Arch Top guitar
single cutaway. Excellent condition. 110 lb. Weight set,
brand new. Best offer, reason-

DRUMMERS ARISE! Lead
drummer in Wheeling re-

ey for college. Can type 35
words a minute. Cali CL 5-

ter car coat size 12. Julie

8180. Gall Schubert.

SlIvertone dual pickup electric

Drum set complete$125.Bass
drum, snare, pedal,hi-hat and

5731. How about typing at GO
words a minute?

clarinet lessons
given in my home. $1.50 per

Two girls 26" Bikes $8.00

perience Call 392-6066 ask
for Jim Tate Jr.

High school boy age 16 needs
summer job. Will do yard
work. You supply equip.CL 33630. David Moss.

Phone Roxee Hansen CL 5-

fur collar. Town and Country
all weather style. Size 12.
Call Julie 392-4304 Julie Tollefson.

ice skates size one and size

Karen Munson.

11 -Business Services

Maint. Call for free est. 259-

Rodig.

Job as baby-sitter wanted by
reliable 13 year old girl in
Ridge Park area. CL 5-4207.

Responsible for bills made by'
myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

Complete

COCKTAILS

Bike $20.00; 16" Red Trlke
$3.00. Call: CL 3-3029. Don

entertain for

parties anywhere For more

OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

Call Bill Stecker HE 7-4734.

trains and train board $25.

14 -Personals

Piano tuning, repairs & regul-

Here's Where!

Manes CL 5-0682

20" Red Schwinn Boys Bike

15

ONLY

DAYS

PLACES?

High school boy will do any
type yard work from mowing
to painting. Your equip. All
types $1.00 an hour. James

Almost new HO train set two

and music $110.00. CL 5-2662
Paul Nelweem.

CINTIA

HENRIKSEN

mer

years. CL 3 -3519.D lane Sharp

7997. David

Girl's brand new winter cent,
raccoon collar Size 10 cost
$40.00 sell .$20.00 Notify:

Two 26 in. Boys Bicycles one
$10.00, other $15.00 Call 3928665. Steve Aylward.

with motor or trade for mini
bike call 825-5892 also one
extra motor. Warren Collins.

Conn

Please call CL 3-2459 Roger
Willis.

Debbie Lamantla, 2407 Lafayette, Arlington Heights.

Go kart for sale good condition

half hour starting June 20.

Size 10 suit cost $28.00 now
$3.00 skates 251. John Dellavette, 711 Seegwin, 259-1647.

teed. Experienced. CL 3-7092
George Chapman.

some boy Only $5.00 Ph. 392-

711 Seegivin, 259-1647.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

rates. Satisfaction xuaran-

Beginning

Boy's

Boy's 26" foreign bike Needs
brakes $3.00, 2 batman lamps

graph. Good work, reasonable

20 inch boys bike fairly good
condition Would be an excell-

Grotjahn.

OR MORE

Eighteen speed Schwinn bicycle for sale. Excellent condition. Many accessories and
spare parts included. Bargain
at $40. CL 5-3657 Tom Cra-

Dependable baby sitter and

Fancy Tail Guppies Male Guppies have or will get tails
of black or red violet or
multi -color. Call CL 3-0494

$2000
$3000
$4000

for. Loads of fun. Guinea pigs
$1.00 each. Call Tad 392-6032
Tad Hanrahan

bass guitar. Case Included.
Like new. $95.00. 827-3220.
Jon Williams.

Wanted babysitting job. Age fifteen 1/2. Stonegate area.

Panel - Mueller "B" Flat

phone Le 7-2196 Steve Mager'

control panel village value

with infants and large fa milys.
References available. 3581341. Darlene Martin.

Gemeinhardt "C"
Flute. Used one semester
Wood
$85.00 - Grenadilla

YARD WORK WANTED byca-

train board GO' track switch

ent first two "Wheeler" for

$174.00

pable fifteen year old boy in
Wheeling area. If interested

2 "HO" engines with cars 4x0

Teen age Baby Sitter or Mothers Helper available for Win-

ston Park area. Experienced

DO YOU
NEED

T ADS

GIRL

$

GOING

ALL ADS APPEAR AS RECEIVED WITHOUT EDITING OR CORRECTION
I'm too big for my 20 inch WANT A PET? Easy to care Repair your TV, radio, phono-

Rellablia 15 yr. old boy will do

High school boy wanting lawn

Baby Guppies for sale.

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

FREE
Electric guitar, 2 pick-ups
with vibrator, and case. $50.
CL 9-3095. Frank Lentine

3

CALL TODAY

ex-

perts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math. Language. Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE

Free estimates..,
Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Industrial
Commercial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

PART TIME

College student, ago 10, who's
Iftby is weight lifting, (bench

TEXACO
State & Golf

ArlingtonHgts.

CUSTOD IANS

253-1903

SCHAUMBURG

MEN WANTED FOR

TOWNSHIP

Good pay for right men.

392-7128

Responsible high school grad -

SERVICE MAN.

hate wants part time summer
work; receptionist, filing
Types 65 :,am. Call Sue Mar392-5194'.
shall
N.U. Coed, Sophomore in Ed-

Man between 25-40 years of
age for heating service work.
Must have knowledge of elec-

tric wiring and mechanical
ability: Good opportunity for
right man.
Call for interview

-ncation needs summer job.

with Children.

Call CL. 3-9329 Stesia Wit.

Babysitter 16 loves children.
Weekdays or weekends. Lives
In Arlington Hgts. 392-9163.

Students With Car

Mechanically minded

to assist in writing service

PART TIME

ply, 516 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan
also available

NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

Howard 774-5353.
FITTERS, WELDERS,

NOW HIRING

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.

Unique new restaurant with

INTERNATIONAL
IRON WORICS, INC.

$110 per week.
2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

Mon. thru Fri.

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0286.
199 King St.

SUMMER HELP

COLLEGE STUDENT
Summer Months

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

Someone familiar with paperbacks. Spend your summer

draftsman to work in elec-

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.
Call or apply in person

with Fleming, Burdick, and
Golding. We have opening in
our return dept. for alert
young man for summer

SOLA ELECTRIC

415 N. Wolf Rd.

months. Apply in person.

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs
for men 10 or over to work
during summer, either days
or evenings. Full or part time.

Mr. Stanley

Park Maintenance

BANKER TRAINEE

Full Time

A ggresive young man to
learn the bankingbusiness.
Good future.Many benefits.

Xxperienced not required, but;

- helpful. Job security, idenl

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

-working conditions and excel_ lent employee benefits.

Globe Glass, Mfg. Co.

LO 1-7122

t,,5;:-/ ,V.)();in:

.'."1.1

,,I2001;V.'GREENLEAF AV.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

24-Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

F.H. BONN COMPANY
Ill N. Hickory
(One block East

Recreation Park)

Arlington Heights

MAN OR BOY

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

to homes Sunday A.M. only.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.
537-6100
REPRESENTATIVE

- FIELD
Begin a GENERAL MOTORS

career with unlimited ad-

vancement opportunities. Recent college graduate pre- ferred. Immediate opening for
field representative to handle
-collection assignments requiring personal contact.
Starting salary exceeds $500.
per month. Company car with
_expense
acct. furnished.
Fringe benefits include the
General Motors insurance and
retirement bendlt package,
stock savings purchase plan.
Call Mr. Nagel, 392-7600.

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

fOOL ROOM HELPER
Young man with' military service complete, train to be a
machine service engineer.

Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries,periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

The Jewel Tea Company has

as opening in it's Routes
Division for two men, who
are looking for the following:

SECURITY
SALES CAREER
INDEPENDENCE
ADVANCEMENT

Our average Route Mana-

ger currently earns over
$8,000, is a home owner,

and has his evenings and
-weekends free. He will retire with $600-900 per

month income, through our
Profit Sharing Plan.

If you are interested in lifting the lid off your earn-

ings, and building a SECURE

FUTURE, please call...
426-3456.
MR. KING

WO 8-5220

Des Plaines, Illinois

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

own

working

Male & Female

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Preferred Business Service

Join

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

WOMEN 100% FREE
"POSITIONS IN ALL
SUBURBS"

24Hour Phone
207 N. Evergreen Arl.Hts.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

curity, other benefits. Give
your teaching status, home

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

MAIDS

WEEKEND CLERKS

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

Wheeling

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

5-2900

SCRIBE

SENIOR FILE CLERK
Experienced file clerk needed.

INTERNATIONALE, INC

GENERAL CLERK

Has permanent positions open for the following experienced
personnel.
o Receptionist -typist (small office)

High School graduate: Start=

ing assignment -a variety of
General Office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings III 7:30 pm

LAUNDRY HELP

411 N. Wolf Rd.

OPENINGS AT UARCO

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

MATURE

Inspectors
o Model maker
o Bench assemblers
o

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, cor. respondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

Driver-P.U. & DeI'y.
o Wirers & solderers

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

UARCO Incorporated

Modern air-conditioned facility. Excellent fringe benefits.Top

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer.

cepted for summer work.
5535 MILTON PARKWAY
671-0500
Rosemont, Illinois
Near O'Hare Airport
An equal opportunity employer

starting rates. Pleasant clean work. College students ac-

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
U
R

0

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

MAIL CLERKS
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

MAIL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

FILE CLERKS
STATISTICAL CLERK

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

Maintaining building machines.

Some College Desired

P
U

DESIGN ENGINEER

R
E

College Prefered

The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

TYP I STS
Must be graduate of traffic school or
have comparable practical experience.

* 7 1/2 HR. DAY

minimum 'electrical engineering education.

* RETIREMENT PLAN

* CAFETER IA

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

* DISABILITY INSURANCE
* LIFE INSURANCE

*AIR-CONDITIONED

MT. PROSPECT

* PA ID VACATIONS

BUILDING

PURE OIL COMPANY

view.

Division of Addressograph Mulligraph Corp

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

*Company paid

insurance

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential inter-

Charles Bruning Company

SHORT SHIFT

for many company benefits such as

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL

L

4 HOUR

who are otherwise qualified.

TRAFFIC RATE CLERK

BENEFITS:

ing would be vety helpful.

good pension program and insurance plans.

ASSEMBLERS.
TIMEKEEPER

LEHIGH 7-1100

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 yeah

equipment.

STORE ROOM CLERK
GENERAL CLERKS

COMPUTOR & TAB OPERATOR TRAINEES
DICTAPHONE OPERATOR
OFF ICE EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN
O'JAN ITORS

WHEELING, ILL.'

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

No experience necessary as we will train.

STATISTICIAN

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

824-6135

Choice of Days
Choose your

L

(ELECTR ICAL)

An equal opportunity employer

RETAIL ROUTE

Profitable summer employment available for several
teachers living in this area.

Contact

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

VA 7-5557

"SHEETS" 392-6100

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

--

General Molded Products Inc.

deaths call Ethel Doebber.

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

Jewel Tea Company

Builder needs woman to clean
model houses in Arlington
Heights. Call after 2.

(Age 17-55)

E

PRODUCTION WORKERS

WHEELING & HINTZ IDS.

Pleasant
Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for. night work
Apply0-SMon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

Company in the challenging field of packaging.
Personnel Dept. for further information.

of Plastic Products

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For

($300 to $650 mo.)

26-Help Wanted Men Or Womerr

Challenging position for recent college graduates;

Alert young mandraft exempt.
Will Train, Must have ability
to work with people. Modern

INC.
Mount Prospect

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
working cond't's

30-Help Wanted-Women

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

PRODUCTION
CONTROL

congenial office. Permanent.:
- Company benefits.

253-6600

FF

sponsible position. Excellent
pay, working conditions and
benefits.

OPPORTUNITIES

With car to deliver newspapers.

"SHEETS" 392-6100

207 N. Evergreen Arl. tits.

115 S. Emerson

and advance to a more re-

of

Public Contact
(Call anytime)

PARKER
Mount Prospect

S75

505-100
.$75-90

677-0660
SECRETARIES

BLAZ'R STEAK

men for

PART TIME

time, steady job, with no pressure and flexible hours.

ately. No fee.

Key Punch Opar

Work in modern plant with all
typos of magazines.Good pay good working conditions - 40
hour week. Openings in order
filling, return department,
general work.Applyin person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

BOYS OVER 16
7t1610:30 P:1111.

to EOM -

pieta your education nt their
expense. Starts you immedi-

PYLES INDUSTRIES,

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

...$375

Home Eildrs.Giri

16 OR OVER
to operate dishwasher and local restaurant, nights, apply
in person Mr. Rose 437-3800

RETIRED?
'

'and the determination

11(e2ori Keepers

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

plant clean. This is a part -I

inquisitive

invoicing, teletype, filing and
phone work. Excellent fringe
benefits.

'BO

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

827-1191

We need you to help keep out

An

mind coupled with ambition

ATTENDANTS

455-5000

EVE'S & SAT'S

26-Help Wanted Men Or Vivien

'90-95

Franklin Park

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

'95-135

WE NEED HELP

Ask for Mr. Glandt

585-90

",e15

9229 W. Grand Ave.

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

259-1511

"380

address, phone O. Box 1006,
Arlington Day, Arl. Hts.

Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.
Arlington fits.

velopment.

20-Employment Agencies-Women

SALAD GIRLS
DESSERT GIRLS
BUS BOYS
DISHWASHER
CASHIER
SWITCHBOARD OPEFtS.
APPLY NOW AT

HARPER COLLEGE

'75

7112

SERVICE CORP.

GRILL MAN
RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Hwy:,

COOKS
WAITRESSES
BROILER & FRY

Rare opportunity for young
man to receive solid training
in the chemical industry.This
major Co. will train a young
man to work with chemicals
eozaged in research and de-

Guaranteed income, social se-

LIEN BUILDING

(Rte. 83)

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS.
PARK DISTRICT

WANTED.

Teachers

Wheeling

Elk Grove Village

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

Apply in person between 8:30
A.M. and 4:30 PM.

AFFI LIATED
BOOK DISTRIBUTORS

HE 9-2800

Des Plaines

in local area. No canvasing.
For appointment phone Mr.

'531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
SP. 5-3311
or
537-4500

DRAFTSMAN

Convenient Food Mart
590 E. Central Road
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

TRAIN.

3 evenings a week
6 PM to 12 PM

.$80-95

Inventory Typist
Filo Clerks
Cost"Clerl ^

$5-600

Gen. Office

$475-$525 Mo.

GROCERY MANAGER

FOR LIGI1T DELIVERY

Variety of duties in branch
sales office including typing,

"00-90
"70-80
575-60

Sr. Sectys
1
girl office
Jr. Bookkeeper

Chemical Trainee

FULL TIME

BURNERS &
MACHINE OPERATORS.

for a Ford dealership. WILL

1717 Busse Rd.

YOUNG MAN

Earn $3-$4 hourly answering
appointments & taking orders

;Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

529-1806

SECRETARY

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive exEmployment efperience.
fective July 1st or shortly
thereafter. Please apply to
Dean of Business Affairs.

Personnel Asst
Dental Asst
June Grads
Contractors Off
Personnel Int

Jr. Sectya

21-Employment Agencies-Men

Call 027-7800

parson. B & H Blueprint Sup-

SUMMER HELP

:;:j GEO POOLE FORD

Immediate openings
Grove and surrounding arca.

259=4049

CALL MRS. HUBER

Some inside work. Apply In

CL. 3-0866

24-Help Wanted Men

in Elk

25% Commission
Hard Work

Maximum Opportunity

30-Help Wanted-tlemea

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

LOCAL 10070 FREE
TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

Wednesday, June 15, 1966

THE DAY
30-Help Wanted-Women

1195 evenings for interview.,

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

20-Employment Agencies-Vion9

Earn $3 to $10 per hour in;
spare time sales. Cali 25)-

SCHOOL

DRIVERS
For mobile ice cream truck

CARPENTER WANTED

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

20-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-11elp Wanted Men

WANTED

Apply in Person

presses 300 lbs.), desires
summer job paying over 2.00
an hour. Preferably outdoors.
Call 253-1472 after 5 PM.

Experienced

247lielit Wanted Mon

24-Help Waited Men

21-lobs Wanted -Men

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Landmeir Road

Elk 'Grove Village, Ill.

PHONE CL 5-1900

LA 9-7700

'Phone 437-5800

An equal opportunity employer

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

t

7

Wednesday, June 15,1966

THE DAY.
10-He

30-11elp Wanted-Women

Mornings or NW*
Attention HomemakerS. Part
Good Pay and Tips
time job, full time pay. Work
12 hours earn $42.50. Call VALLEY RESTAURANT
before noon, CL 9-2558.
1432 Rand Road
Arlington Heights, Ill.,,
GENERAL OFFICE
CL 3-8990
-Interesting work in modern
magazine distributors office.

TYPISTS
2-9 Days a Week
Needed for pleasant office

work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call
Ethel Doebber.

VA 7-5557

Chance to learn all about a

Preferred Business Service

fascinating
-

PRECISION
ASSEMBLY

pay -

good

of work - share in profits.

for alert young women who
would enjoy working on assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean air conditioned research laboratory

CASHIER

industry. Good
working con-

..ditions - 40 hour week - lots

Interesting positions available

SWITCHBOARD

Some experience
preferable but not essential.
Special training courre,pro-

We offer many progressive

including excellent

benefits

starting pay, paid vacation,

fa'(ie Me insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance, 8 pgid holidays,
etc.

come in or call for

Please
appt.

Excellent benefit program,
pleasant air-conditioned of-

fices, cafeteria.

AEROSPACE

1200 HICKS RD.

ROLLING MEADOWS

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employer

NOTICE
Designations as to sex In
our Help Wanted and Em-

Agency columns

ployment

are made only (1) to

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

gards as 'reasonably necessary to the normal °pet-

ation

of

his

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let

positions

them know which
the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

specification or discrimination in employment practices.
30-Help Wanted-Women

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MA I L',ROOM
LIGHT TYPING
Lots of pep and know the

I. B. M.

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

INVENTORY CLERK

anyone referring those listed

Like figure work and be alert.

above, who have not worked for

work 40 hrs. prior to

TYP 1ST

8200 N. Lehigh
Morton Grove
493-4100
YO 6-6000
An equal oppor. employer

Type well. Know how to spell.

CLIP COUPON TODAY
I

Address
City

Ph.

CHICAGO

$1.75 an Hour
8:30 to 1:30 Daily

My name

No experience necessary to

attend lunch room in Wheeling. Must be neat, clean and
like people. Needs own transportation. Will train. Excellent hours and working conditions. Phone: CL 5-4115 for
interview.

Start Your Career

All Company Benefits

Address
City
Ph.
Mall to address below. You are

GENERAL

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.
.

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

post card, phone or attached

NURSE AIDES

2201 Touhy Avenue.

coupon - name, address, phone
of person you sponsore before
that person comes in.She may

Permanent full time positions

on all shifts for mature in-

Elk Grove Village, 111.
A n equal opportunity employer

bring your letter, card or

dividuals. No experience
needed. Assist our professional staff in patient centered activities.
APPLY PERSONNEL

SECRETARY

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

Lifesavers, Inc..

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS '
30-Help Wanted-Women

.

Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room 512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308.
1809 Sherman

253-2340
10-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women
;),

till 'PiI1W

L2

I

jol

I

6

SALES

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

Day Publications needs one

in the past 90 days were

5. They appreciate their op:
portunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by at-

tending Manpower's "Free.
Brush -up Typing Course'l
For your convenience

207 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Sat'day Interviews

CAN YOU SEW?

7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

now for a local appointment
LE 7-1546;
Wheeling area
Mt. Prospect area 253-1108.
Roselle area
529-9849:
Palatine, Rol'g M's,

EARN

APPLY PERSONNEL.

Doebber

Northwest Suburban girls call,

chines. You will sew medium

gram.

A rl. H.

Paid Holidays and

8 to 4:30.

Manpower

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see us.

VA 7-5557

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

.Preferred Business Service
Are you looking?? For a plea-

F.H.BONN COMPANY

HOSPITAL

per week to family income.Set

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

sant way to add $10 to $50
your own hours. Write Box
#1023 for immediate private
interview.

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

CL 5-2067.

DesPlaines, Arl.H. 439-858

vacation. Five day week -

tions. For details call Ethel

T7

9 AM to 1 PM

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance pro-

Choice of Days
We can give you as many or as

Your choice of shifts.

69 W. Washington

adapt It to industrial ma-

STENOGRAPHERS

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

775-7277
10th Fl
Brunswick Bldg.
Washington & Dearborn
Food Products Hostess to won.),
in
supermarkets on Sat'S.
Young, attractive. 392-8663
30-Help Wanted-Women

I

.Ali!ilft

i

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OFFERS TO YOU:,
Air Conditioned Offices
TutioniRefund Plan
Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

FOR ONE OF THESE POSITIONS

File Clerks
General Clerks

Typist - Clerks Cornptometer Operator's
Manual & Electric Calculating Operators

Stenographers
Beginners & Experienced

PAY OUR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT A VISIT!
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2

mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)
1

-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

824-0156

CL 9-1000

working within 1 week oT
coming In.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

few days as you wish working
near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

30-Help Wanted-Women
ti

of all qualified applicants

APPLY

ings. IDEAL for housewives.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

top firms in the city and

company benefits.

on T. V. by A VON. Good earn-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

4 They like the assignments -

Excellent earnings plus full

money showing
beautiful cosmetics as advertised in leading magazines and

time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

That extra

school grads desiring full

We have wonderful opportunities for experienced office
help tool)

according to your skills.

3. They like the respect and

additional experienced Classified advertising telephone representative.

CL 9-1000

NURSING
ASS !STANCES

the friendly

2. They like tlw- pay -top rates

ADVERTISING

HOSPITAL

We will train interested High

P.S.

coupon in hand.

Preferred Business Service
Des Plaines

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

Preferred Business Service

housewives, teachers,

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3
days .per week. Salary and
expenses. For more information call Mr. Carrell 848-9500

like

treatment they get - noted
tape, no waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for experienced typists, stenos,
dlctaphone and business
machine operators.

768-0716

and students. This is not a

-APPLY PERSONNEL

VA 7-5557

1. They

Senger

Ruth
-

view

housekeeping dept. Permanent part and full time
positions.
Your choice of hours.

Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.

Miss

PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need a personable woman
over 30 to be trained to inter-

Pald Vacations

HELPERS
Several ladies needed for

tors. Day or evening work.

Great Atmosphere

7 AM to 3 PM
Call
R.N.

PHONE 827-1108
WARD

2-3 Days a Week
Positions available now for
experienced keypunch opera-

Excellent 'Earnings

D.P.

Five Reasons:

NURSING AIDES

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

693-3021

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

RIGHTGIRL

KEYPUNCH

She Is a

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 9-1000

$75 BONUS

THE
SERVICE BUREAU!
CORPORATION

Choose Manpower

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL, RD.

PLUS

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch
For an appointment

TEACHERS
SCHOOL CLERKS

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

With ,,First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

COLLEGE GIRLS

of hours.
APPLY PERSONNEL

$10 BONUS

8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportuniVemployer

Earn While You Learn.
You're sure to Advance.
General offers
a wonderful chance.

sponsor

PART TIME

WHY

ment. Permanent part and full

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

needed for

time positions. Your choice

Typists

CL 9-1000

ladies

houeekeeping depart-

COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

FILE &

WARD HELPERS

Several

IMMEDIATE WORK

ft NORTHWEST

10-Help Wanted-Women

AND

"

APPLY PERSONNEL

alphabet.

9/30/66. Offer does not apply
to nice, student, teacher
temporaries.

H. M. HARPER CO.

Div. General Time Corp.

EARN $40
and

WARD
SECRETARIES
(3 PM to 11:30 PM)

alities desired.

us for two years,and are hired

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

ACRONET ICS

Swtbd.

some

ience.

CL. 3-8990.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

years secretarial exper-

TEMPORARY

expansion brings nevi
positions. Work with our staff
physicians and patients in
pleasant surrounding. Mature
women with pleasant person-

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE

Typists, Stenos,
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

Required good typing ability,
dictaphone/shorthand
skills, aptitude for clerical
detail. Should have minimum

5 days a week. $50. a week.
Pine Hurst Manor, Palatine,

10-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

New

GRADS

400 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
253-5000

Sponsor

FOR TOP EXECUTIVE

2

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

JUNE

ANYONE!

SECRETARY

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

GEORGE POOLE FORD

Wheeling

GRAMS.

PERMANENT
NO EXPER. NECESSARY

Call Mr. Wienke

411 N. Wolf Rd.

0-Help Wanted-Women

Mature woman wanted for
habyldttIng. 7 AM. to. 2 -PM.

OFF ICE G 1RL

Hours 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Should be handy with figures
and able to work various
simple office machines. No
experience necessary. Apply
in person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

on our APOLLO SPACE PRO-

vided for qualified applicants.

Wanted-Women

WAITRESS WANTED

30-Help Wanted-Women

.Wanted-Women

GENERAL

nab
SYSTEM

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

'BEAUTY OPERATOR
To Take Over
'
Excellent Following
GUARANTEED TOP SALARY
AND COMMISSION

Coin Collection.

4 aquariums plus accessories
$50; 4 bar stools with backs

inform. 827 -0712 -

Alterations -Fitters
Children grOwn?

Return to Business World

or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant winking conditions
High salary
Paid Vacation

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

,Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

Niles, Ill.
GIRL FRIDAY
Varied duties in 1 girl
region office of nat'l firm
Complete fringe benefits
Permanent position

For Sale or Trade

fly casting rods. Will trade*
for 2 girls 26" bikes in exc.

&

BASEMENT SALE, some an-

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 0:30

after 5.

George, Mt. Prospect.

Licensed Beauty Operator
your home. Permanent waves
$5. CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384.
SALES & RENTALS

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup
Coaches. Also the finest in

12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS
1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi.E.

sale.

255-5454.
Handcrafted Bass Guitar, Ono
pickup and excellent tone.$50.
CL 3-0430.
Best offer will buy 1984 Thom-

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION IIALL
Don Wheeler..

.CL. 3-2970

RCA color TV - 21" $75.00

tion to buy, prefer Randhurst
area or School Dist. 214.

CL. 9-4466.

Zenith 23" TV early amer.
console. Like now, In exc.
60 -Sporting Goods

61-11obbies-Model Building

Large Aurora Model Motoring
setup. For sale in part or
whole. 255-5454.

OPEN SUNDAYS
Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5
16' wood runabout. 75 HP

66 -Business Opportunities

equip. Exc. condition $950 or
best offer. 439-6422

:FRANCHISE BOOM;
toeldng for a challenge that
will get you Into your own;

;THE{

Evinrude '63 motor, 10 HP.

cond. $185. CL 3-3954.
Wanted outboard motor, pre hi Mercury, or anythingover
45 H.P. Short shank. Ph. 259-

Fran,cidoing is new business
frontier. Write for Free list'

cIii Iva aPpaTturditio
;.this area. '

2777 days - 437-9242 eves -

PARTAKE
'

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

8574.

German

puppies.

Shepard

Father is a champion. AKC

All Shifts

6 weeks old. 766-6785.'
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
-for" rierilforheb"Jutie* 19:Males
slut amnion -Sired By -Chem pion
Kilmoe's Cassenova

We Need Gale Who Have Experience

Home raised with TLC. Call

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability

41 -Horne Furnishings -Furniture

after 6 P.M.

358-2699.

Garage sale - Benefit Clear brook Center, June 16, 9 to 4.

To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

633 S. Mitchell,A rlington Hts.
Household furnishings for

Experienced Coi I Winders For All Three Shifts

sale. Moving out of state.
Like

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

olive

new

green

draperies
and matching
sheers. Kitchen table, and 4
chairs. 4 ft. redwood picnic

Recent Factory Experience Will Be

table and benches. Tables,
etc. 259-6682.

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

4010-70% Savings
23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

piece or room. 'Terms and

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.

,

Dept. A - 1

BOAT DOCK. Call
259-5136 after 6 P.M.
Executive desires to rent

furnished or unfurnished 2
bedrooms or more, house or
apartment for 2 months ortm-

til new home is completed.
Prefer Arlington area. Call
921-2810 or MA 7-2418.

Need 3 or 4 bedroom home
'rent or lease option. Phone
824-5832. Mrs. Lowe.

Executive with one son
and small dog desires

Mrs. Kijak.

SWIMMING POOL

rec. lounge, putting green,

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Mt. Prospect

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

Private balconies

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd,

church & school 1 1/2 car
garage. Only $15,800.
PALATINE

2 'Harm. brick ranch. Walking distance to schools,trans-

portation, and shopping. Priced to sell immediately tosettle
estate. $21,000.

HOFFMAN ESTATES
a, bdrm. brick & frame ranch.

with 2 full baths. 1/2 acre
lot. $16,900.

MT. PROSPECT
3 bedroom split live! with at-.
tached garage. In excellent
neighborhood. $24,900.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Transferred owner offers all
Brick 3 bedroom ranch with
2 car garage, 1 1/2 baths,
liege kitchen with hunt - in

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
Palatine area -4 bedr m, split 'foyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio, fenc1

ed in yard,

1

1/2 car gar.

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030
WHEELING

Homes as low as $100 down.
Also lots and apartments.Call
for information.
MUNDELIEN

HANDY MAN SPECIAL

3 bdrm. home w/carport
large lot, includes lake priveleges

$6800.

Now 3 bdrm. brick and Aluminum sided bi-level 1100
sq. ft. w/ 1 1/2 baths, range,
etc. Only $500 down ...$17,500

Deluxe 3 flat, 2 - 3 bdrm.
and 1 - 2 bdrm. apt. Near
shopping center, schools,
$43,500
transportation

WILLIAMS REALTY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME

chen, paved drive to 2 car garage. Top Condition. Only two
blks. to school. Inspect It
today.

BRUNS
1714 E. N. W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9
CL 5-6320
Arl. Hgts.,
Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, Ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,

shops. $22,650. By app't.
CL 3-7237

LAKE ZURICH

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

0

Frame Full basement *21,500 -

DRIVING FUN

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd
1966 Corvett 327 Fuel Int.
400 HP, Mag - Wheels

???

4 bdrm. house In Prospect

1966 OLDS 98

MOUNT PROSPECT AREA

3 bdrm. house in Prospect

Town sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

8 A. M. To 4 P.M.

Call Mrs. Rayner - 943-8500

6 rm., 3 bdrrn., bilck ranch,

Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

Steno/reception
Prefer some experience or will train qualified applicant.

TYPISTS
2 openings for order typists, to type orders, inspection
papers, etc. Accuracy prime requisite.

Combination of order typist and record keeping.Should be
accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and
daily bonus.

An Equal Opportunity Employer CM & F)

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

Park. $29,900

1960 CHEV IMP.

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

Now

nice house for the large family

2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-8.
Tires, Custom Int

Chrome Wheel

7 rm., 11/2 bath,brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,276

full basement,lowtaxes.*17,500

7 rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,

ranch. full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner
moving, $28,500.

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$15,PLUM GROVE Area

Forest Estates

10 .rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre
lot'. New. *5/4000

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

We will make Itelen'ork for

H. M. HARPER CO.

HOME REALTY

Morton Grove
463-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer
'

belts. Good cond. $995.

Full Power. $1950 or best

offer. 358-7895.

,opc.n. .0 to p,

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
,home near the $1,000,000,000

Disneyland project. Now for

cagoland rent you can own one

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick horses

'57 DeSoto, good condition,

good tires $200 firm. CL 37371 after 6.

1962 Pontiac Bonne. hd. tp.

Full pwr. air cond. $1475.
537-0847.
'59 Buick, good condition.
Radio, heater, factory air
cond. PS and PB. A big car

situated on a beautifully land-

for only $300, Private. 827-

proved community. Excell.
shops,
schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

Chevy. Impala. 4 door, P.S.,

scpd. corner lot in an im-

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., di-

nette with Igo. plate glass
'picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350

over payments.

132 B. Ifgrthweet

Palatal*, III.
4

04455

t

'62

Auto. trans., W.W, R.H., Call
324-4331.

1963 White Pontiac Con-

vertable. Very low mileage. In excellent condition. 4 speed with positraction and bucket seats.
Has 4 brandnewwwtires.

Must be seen to be appreciated! 381-5006.

'60 Continental Cony., Execu-

tive 2nd car. Like new tires.
New trans., carburetor, mufflers. Top & battery 1 yr.

old. P/windows seat. Very

NORTHWEST

clean. Asking $1295 or best

The most gorgeous lake front

lots you ever saw. Also lots
with beautiful lake view. An

unusually pretty spot to build
a quality home. Near excellent Chicago Northwestern
transportation at Crystal Lake
Reasonably priced
Easy terms
FL 4-2186

offer. CL 5-2419.

'55 Chev. 2 Dr. Clean, auto/
trans., radio. Ideal 2nd car
$90.

259-3053

'64 Olds Dynamic Cony. Fully
equipped, excellent condition,

'low mileage, Call 392-0503.
ROSELLE DODGE

25 So. Park,

92 -Vacation Places

Roselle, LA 9-9171

Boys 10 to 16 - Boat and tent
camping. Boating, Water Skiing, Fishing, swimming, overnight camp out, Weekly
rates. Mr. Bill Mann 923
Carswell. Elk Grove 437-1772

100 -foreign And Sports Cars

TRIUMPH '64, sedan, like new

cond't. Black, extras. Priced
at dealers whsle. 375 -3782.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

99 -Automobiles For Sale

1960 Rambler A merican
4

0247.
Take

door, standard shift.

Good Condition. CL 3-0418
'59 Plymouth Stationwagon
automatic. Like now tires
$100.
CL 5-2173

For Sale '57 Triumph TR 3
white, wh top and tonneau
$450. 255-5162

Clean Used Cars Wanted

Come In And See Us

NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

We Buy Used Cars
ARLINGTON MOTORS
1020 W. Northwest Hwy.

Phone CL 3-2707

Clean Cars Wanted

Best Prices Paid
Palatine

MUSTANG MTRS.

'62 Bonnie 4 dr. hdtopDeluxe.
P/S, P/B, W/W., Radio.$750.
392-5691

1962 RedCorvairMonza,R/H,
W/W. Exc. Cond't. $550. Ph
CL 3-7935 after 7:30.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

19 -Automobiles for Sale

824-4261
99 -Automobiles for Sale

BRAND NEW

'66 POLARA
FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
This is not a stripped down model.
Look! At the equip on this car.

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x

Padded Dash
Side View Mirror
4 seat belts
Ba9kup lights
Variable washers Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

$276300

TOTAL
PRICE

INCL FREIGHT

FACTORY

AIR CONDITIONED
IN STOCK

SHARP!

$31,500

Give us ef3.10111641110.1ela and

8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

FULL PRICE $2495.

1961 CADILLAC
2 Dr. HT'
P.S. P.B. and Windows

FULL PRICE $945.

1966 Coronet 440 2 Dr. HT., Dark Green, Black Vinyl Top.
1966 Charger, Dark Green.
1966 Monaco 2 Dr. HT., Beautiful Green, Black Vinyl Top.
Monaco, 2 Dr. HT., Red, White Vinyl Top.
Monaco, 4 Dr. HT., Dark Green.
1966 Polara, 4 Dr. H.T., Yellow with Black Vinyl Top.

1961 PONTIAC

'62 CHRYSLER

'62 OLDSMOBILE

Convert. P.S., P.B., Automatic Trans. Reasonable ..

NEW YORKER

STATION WAGON

4 Dr. Sedan White, Beauti-

$100.00 DOWN

Air, Full Power, 6 Way
'Power Seat

000

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises.
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

Northlake, III.

patio, Pleasant

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,

CLERK TYPIST

1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

basement,
Hills

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel. rec. room Cinderella

Interesting opening in personnel department. Screen phone
calls, greet applicants. etc. Must be good typist, accurate.

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

$3395.

1963 CADILLAC

PERSONNEL

'

Heights. $23,000

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
'basement, many extras.Prospeel Heights.$23,500.

8 A.M. To Noon

Member of the Gra Family of Companies c"*"

PALATINE

Permanent work
Must provide own transportation. Excellent starting salary.

Saturday

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

basement, extras. $17,500.

Heights, $23,500

Will arrange interview at location by app't.

S.

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

For Industrial Caterers

Meals & uniforms furnished.

'63 VW Red sedan R. H.W/W.

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

Monday Thru Thursday

Friday

-

1958 Ford County Squire, 9
passenger wagon, runs well,

ONLY $19,950

Full Basement ranch located
in exclusive Northside area.
Two bedrooms, full dining
room, unbelievable 18 ft. kit-

BUFFET ATTENDANT
5 day week

434 E..Northwest Iiwy.
Palatine

v413 -Moo

BUILDERS MODEL

-oven -and -range. Immediate'-.
Wheeling:::
possession on this vacant 101 Wolf Rd.
home. Asking $21,750.
PHONE 537-2643

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Short Hours - 10 A.M. to 2 P.M.,

392-4080.
'65 Chevy Impala Convertable

08 -Real Estate -Vacant

INTERVIEWING

8 A.M. To 9 P. M.

.PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

wa V'to surishine and happiness.

3 bdrm., ranch frame, full

1

needs paint, $175, Phone: 3920571.

less than your present Chi-

HILLSIDE
06 -Real Estate -Houses

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rentals.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Immaculate 5 room ranch.
Walking distance to St. James

392-5151

14 -To Rent Apartments

439-1127

30 -Help Wanted -Women

2 or 3 bedroom apartment or house. Monthly or short lease. Call

N. Northwest Highway.
398-778%

Timber -Lake Village

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &'
screens, tile basement, ()closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.

;a's $1,00 down. These aro revossqused by VA, and offered
-to anyone. Como in and talk
at over with us.

Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.

!cantina

Mt. Prospect

room home, centrally located.

09 -Automobiles For Sale

ereftt
listing 5- VA homes are ti;-,
.itallable to you for as little

Business man desires to rent
garage in Prospect Hgts.Prefer area Busse Rd. & Cotton-

WITH

62 hr. running time. Exc: 'profitable. business?

CL 5-3535

88;Real Estate -Houses
have a good

fir

dn.; $92 mo.starts you on your

TO RENT ON FOX RIVER

Golf Clubs for onto. Used
very little. $25.00 255-6454.

FOLZ REALTY

M.A.P. Listing Service

Wednesday, June 15, 1966

Ph. 439-2183

wood Dr. near Sycamore Lane
Apts.
439-1604 after
COUPLE WANTS COTTAGE

cond. $150. 392-8687.

Donzi

Seal Point, $30 and $35. 255-

1

01 -To Rent miscellaneous

OVER

Siamese Kittens, registered

A

tions. Art. fits.

50 -Radio -Television

Mercrulsor
7108 W. Curmak TI 9-2260

COIL WINDERS

Program. Please Apply In Person.

Write box 1024, Day Publica-

253-3586

Johnson, gator trailer, ski

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

on tree farm. Exchange for
part time work on trees. Vicinity of Prairie View, Ill.

ups. Excellent cond. $70,

Mercury

ASSEM B LE RS

CL 3-3721 after 6:30. FREE RENT of mobile home

SMITH
MARINE

Dunthy

30 -Help Wanted -(Women

Arl. Hgts. 3 bdrm, 2 baths,
4 blks to train. $250 me.

Need 3 to 4 bdrm. home to
rent. Straight 'rental or op-

Sea Ray

CL 5 - 4755

334-7252

St. George Guitar, 4 pick-

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"

WILLOW NURSERY

Arlington Hgts., 3 bdrm.,
1-1/2 baths, den. 40 mts. to
loop. 9160 with lease. Close
to shops. Mr. Covell!.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

82 -Wanted To Rent

ON DISPLAY

Purple leaf plums,Hopa crabs
and A rborvities.

Arlington fits -By owner, 8

as organ with color gio for

NEW AND USED

6333

16 -To Real Houses

electric guitar for
Single Pickup. $90.

Gibson

100 BOATS

of McHenry. Phone 615-385-

1810 E.N/WHwy

easy learning. 439-4056.

Tent Trailers. Open Stindays

2187.

55-Mpsical Instruments

THE DAY

.86 -Real Estate -Houses

1 bdrm. apt., air conditioned
in Arlington. 9125 a month
253-3743, after 4 P.M.

18.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

SHADE TREES

Whirlpool

Extinguisher Sale. Sat., June

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 3-5251

tiques, Friday, June 17, 302

14 cu. ft. W/icemaker $253
Terms SKELKOP TV CL 3-

ProSpect HO. Scouts, Fire

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP
Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it, for you.
Wo pay cash . for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.

FLAME -OUT

OPERATION

condition. HO 5-8371.

like now. CL 3-7771.
Jacobsen reel lawnmower 21"
Best offer accepted CL 9-2071

'S.

Retails $500, priced now $150. Private Party. DE 7'5200 oxt. 240 or 477-5198.

1858 sausage maker, 2 glass

canvas. Best offer. 392-4108
after 6.
2 Window Fans 10" adjustable $5 each. 1 table ironer

Box 1022
32 -Miscellaneous tierchandise

finer-Softner used 3 moo.

shower doors, 32 8 ft.bamboo

utility trailer,
sleeps 4 adults. Heavy duck
Camper

Saleswomen

Miracle Klcarox Water Re-

18.

CL .5-3312

'14 -To Rent Apartments

48 -Household Appliances

Extinguisher Salo. Sat., J11110

DI 0-6800. Room, 502.,
$40.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Prospect 'Its. Scouts, Fire

price?

lection. Car necessary. For

REFRIGERATOR

OPERATION FLAME -OUT

look in dresses, suits and

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

1 yr. old, White Youth Bed.
springs & matching
dresser. $30. 437-0413.

with

253 -10 -3 -

CL. 5-1108 ,

sportswear at half

-

Will sacrifice for balance

Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

Earn from $7 an hour as a

Full

Duo to illness must sell.

_Call 438-6093.
Ladies - do you want a new

359-08011

SAVE $$$$
DISPLAY FURNITURE
IN '7 MODEL HOMES
WE DELIVER
296-7771
824-8164

FREEZER FRESH
ICE CREAM TRUCK

Soft

Want to pay off those old

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS

:$ CASH $
For your complete 11.011:10 Of
*furniture. Antiques, Gun or

Anthony's Pin Curl

-

ii-misconar!gse

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ELLI NWOOD

MOTOR
SALES
1566 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, HI.

'299-4235

299-3395

ful Red Interior. Factory -Full Power, Factory Air,
Roof Rack, W/W ,

$1495

$1495

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 -Minutes Southwest of Arlington

25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

More than 250 of your favorite products

are

wearing NEW

now

LOW PRICES! Check the 26 typical
examples published directly below.
Then, came in and browse around.
See for yoUrself how our store -wide,

pricing' program will immediately

cut your cost of living Compare
our prices with the prices you may
have paid elsewhere

Remember.

you don't have to pay higher regular prices just to save on our spe-

cials!

Item And Size

14:*

23/ ke- 94

EETAIDR lag§

Kern1;irciTe

ST:vile

cora

And Size

BiliiicEriOCID CAKE MIX

1

T 0 II

ciEknTAIL

371 35

24

iiiiiriA CORN MEAL

64

IITIABAIlkiiOzalleESSING

634 590 44

371

61

SiOAA 16artaDRESSING

494 43

.61

431

44

iiiiii)EITEENT

59/ 550

41

Pinme°,aNpTEple4-ra6G°Lcainmfruit

171

e:111(`'9

11

DdiFib21;12EC. A C H ES

351

34

24

Kkii°k. i 1' 2J°zAme KS

.394

41

FiZCIT-1A2iiiiS

434

41

giiiiiiiisED WHEAT

271

4/ TOMATO

PiZii. HALVES

491

44

DRIED BEANS

751

44

454 r.,::,, 64 CORN BEEF HASH

454

994

2

Caa

PINEAPPLE

Price Price

Giant

DRINK 314

1111'

691 59

lA Ci° z STARCH

ESA i i i i

24

10/

21

ASPARAGUS

4/

soliiiiisi BEANS

254

9t

61

554

61

PAOYI;C(P5RN

41c

64

694

141

RAVIOLI

334

84

Ifiretbi _STARCH,

59.c

giVNIEEf°7-RICEISH

29/

64

siiiiAich.iVARCH

684

ITAILIAWoffitoRESSING

351

61

QikEPOiiiiji2CE

giXnAA
1.142-i.

SAUCE

FRENCH'S

100 Count

PAPER
LATES
Rx
rowiLEETAl. figU E

41
691
254 2,3(; 24

611.A

434

iiiHESTERSIIRE

:

Pint

34

44

314

53

OIL

SAUCE

MINUTE
STEAK

CUBE STEAK

99t

Meadowmoor

or Santa Rosa

VEM 2%

PLUMS

11

lb.

SWISS
STEAK

ROUND? STEAK

U L:f

Tropi - Cal - Lo
lb.

ICE CREAM

Pkg. of

1319C

13t
Half Gallon

ORANGE DRINK
Half
Gallon

GREEN ONIONS

lb.1

3 Half Gallons 99C

PORK & BEANS

lb.

Extra Loan

Ground Round

$298
6th

Libby

Fresh, Horne - Grown
lb

BOURBON

Pail Pak

Full Slice

Boneless, Rolled

Rump Roast.

Your
Choice

STRAIGHT

F
$269

HOT DOG BUNS.

TOP
ROUND

MOORE

Bonnie

Boneless

Boneless

Boneless

PEACHES

&

ab

$ (A 41

Sugar - Sweet

21

MIIT1111611

GIN

Twelve12_0.
No-Retion Books

ry 1 minute per side -

15C

DEPT. -

DOMINION

BEER
",.

51c 84

53t
354 33t

OLD

%ERNI

SIRLOIN

61

-Os.

IMI

I 19

81

35it 29

IN OUR LIQUOR

Boneless

290 21

29t
534 45(

JUICE

TOPE

JOB

You
Save

554

Fliiiiii CsoeKTAIL

DOLE CRUSHED

New

Save

PRINCE

iiECJOITOT

KING SIZ

Old

Item And Size

Price

GILLETTE
TRAVEL
&
VACATION
$1.89

CHARLES

69.c

ANTELL

SHAMPOO

KIT Castile
or With Egg

69t

These Prkes Effective Wednesday June 15 Thru Saturday June- 18 Only

Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

II

lb.49(;

Boneless

Chop Suey Meat
Vienna

Ibl

I

(;

Pure. Beef

Red Hots

lb.

51

1300 Northwest Highway, Palatine

Hess 10.10 Daily 10.6 Sqndai

ap ssubticationo

special editiee

daybreak
...on real estate and
building.

June 15, 1966

=

3.

Les and Mary Had a Dream Come True . . .
. . . Their dream castle turned into the home they wanted. You can put
yourself into this picture, get just the home you want. In this section are
many values -- perhaps even the exact home you are looking for. Shop
}through these pages. When you've found what you want, get in touch with

the Realtor or builder. He'll help make your dream a reality.

DAY BREAK

3113 a p Public/W*1%1m

PHONE: 255-7200

4111111111121RIIMI

-Page 2

it ?SW, t r "edileilddy, June t5, 1966

or Da

A -Grill and All the Gear
A gas -fired barbecue grill and all the gear to go
with it may be -the answer for what to give Dad as a
Father's Day gift on Sunday, June 19. He'll mean it
when he says, "It's just what I wanted," if the Father's Day shoppers select equipment best suited to

.11111:PN:tiziVrie.

.1:A4

his outdoor cooking needs.
Northern Illinois Gas Company home service director
Clarice Dulaney has a few helpful suggestions for selecting
Dad's special gift.

Shop around and get acquainted with all the features of the
gas grill, she says. Have your local dealer or NI -Gas home
economist demonstrate the appliance. "It turns out perfectly
cooked juicy steaks -- rare, medium, well or the fine shadings in between -- mouth watering roasts and a host of other
broiled, baked and barbecued foods with speed, ease and safety."

FIND OUT what features are standard on the grill and what
optional features are available. For example, Mrs. Dulaney
explains, the most distinguished feature of the gas grill is the
use of permanent ceramic briquettes, heated by a gas flame,
to provide infra -red radiation.

This is the fastest cooking method known today. And, she

adds, unlike the charcoal -fired grills, proper heating temperature of the briquettes is maintained by a simple control setting for high, medium or low.
The Father's Day grill shoppers, will be amazed at the

many accessories available for the gas grill. There are motorized

me*
I

,

rotisseries,

hoods,

carts,

wind

shields,

attachable

work surfaces and storage cabinets. However, evaluate these
accessories in terms of their usefulness, advises Mrs. Dulaney. Some of these features will save time, energy, and
may be a wise investment.
Prices for gas grills range from $49.95 to $200 with a

or

small additional charge for installation, depending on the lo-

1111..-

cation of the gas outlet.

- DELIGHT DAD on Father's Day with a gas -fired grill, says
Mrs. Dulaney. In turn, he will delight the family with many

gourmet menus. Here are recipes from the "Let's Have a

Barbecue" booklet, published by the Northern Illinois Gas
Home Service Department. Dad will have fun tryDelight Dad on Father's Day with a gas -fired barbecue grill. The grills are fan Company
ing them on his new gas grill. These booklets are available
to cook on and they'll let Dad, the man of the house, madly take over some of upon request.
the outdoor entertaining.

SMOKY BARBECUED SPARERIBS
2 pounds spareribs
1/4 cup vegetable oil
1/4 cup brown sugar 1/4 cap cider. vinegar

Queen -Size Beds for

SAME
Good Deal
As Our Car
Insurance
A State Farm
Homeowners
Policy, Call
Me Today!
Phone

2554535
259.3264

MEL DAHL

Central Rd. & N.W. Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

TATE FARM

1411.1

1111)
stream Gump owns,
than, aims lattaik Mob 10.11

Fashion And Comfort
The queensize bed will be the

fashion star of the bedroom

this spring. Retailers have decided that the queensize is the
perfect compromise between
the too -small standard double
bed and the extra -large kingsize models. As a result, they
are stressing queensize more
and more heavily.
While the queensize is only
six inches wider than a double
bed, that six inches can make
a world of difference to the oc-

2/3 cup catsup
1/3 cup water

problem to fit a queensize bed

into even a tiny bedroom. If

the room will take a double bed,

it will take a queensize.

For convenience, many of
the larger mattresses are flexible, so they bend without suf-

fering damage to go around

corners and through low doorways. Latex foam mattresses
do not have to be turned either,

a special advantage in super -

2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 tablespoon prepared mustard 1 medium onion, finely chopped
6 verh thin lemon slices
2 tablespoons liquid smoke
1/4 teaspoon coarsely ground pepper
1/4 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1-1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce

Turn grill control to low heat setting and preheat for ten

minutes. In the meantime, combine all ingredients for bar-

becue sauce and simmer on kitchen range iota well blended.
Weave spareribs on rotisserie spit or cook directly on grill.
Fully -one-third of all mat- Cook for approximately 10-15 minutes to a side. During the
cupants. Yet, you can use a
cooking
process, frequently baste meat with barbecue sauce.
queensize mattress with your tresses sold are now superR011SSERIED SAVORY CHICKEN
old headboard, bedspread, and sized. Most of these bigger
2-1/2 to 3 pound broiler chicken
blankets. And it is rarely a beds are bought by newlyweds
1/2 teaspoon garlic salt
and other young couples, who
size beds.

are cramped and uncomfortable

in standard size" beds because
they are taller and heavier on

90 FT. HIGH RISE

the average than the rest of
the adult population.

Newlyweds also like the
fashionable, luxurious appear-

1/2 teaspoon celery salt
1/4 teaspoon Thyme
1 pinch Rosemary

melted butter

Turn grill control to low heat setting and preheat for ten
minutes. In the meantime, combine seasonings and rub cavity

of chicken with mixture. Force a small amount of it under
There is no need to explain the skin of the legs and the chicken breast. Truss chicken so
that a bed is supersized. A vis- that the legs and wings arc snug to body and place on rotisitor realizes it just as soon as serie spit and fasten firmly with prongs. Brush with melted
ance of the Aupersize beds.

.

butter and cook for I-1/2 to 2 hours.
she sees it.
Supersize prices vary widely, depending on the quality of

the mattress and boxspring
set. As a rule of thumb, a kingsize set costs between $139 and

$300 while a queensize set can
be purchased for between $119
and $200.

Located In the heart of the Arlington Heights business
district. Only one block from railroad, 140 ft. This
Is one of the best located pieces of property in fast expanding Arlington Heights.
Call Mr. BONDY

BAIR D & WARNER
220 East

Hwy.

AdigSSagut

pa.

Coinfortable to cook in,
cheerful

to

eat

in,

this

kitchen has a center island
with sinks and mobile dishwasher on one. side, snack
bar. on the other. Wood "grain finished reflgeratorfreezer, two - oven electric
range are placed for step saving convenience. Appliances by Frigidaire..
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Float Through' Traffic Patterns
Two new model homes, now
to viewing in White
Plains of Northbrook combine

utmost in elegance -- a home 'New Ideas" kitchen-larger priced
from
$38,300
to
reflecting the culture and re- than some living rooms. - $48,500 - according to Sears,
finement of Colonial days - thoroughly inspect such con- well below what people genat the same time with prac- struction
features as super erally expect to pay for comtical advantages of sound strength, extra efficient in- parable luxury living.
improvbri modern construction.
sulation, special roof truss
The largest of the two new

open

"float
through" traffic patterns with
new

elegance

basic

and

construction

improve-

ments aimed at permanence
The new 4 -bedroom,
onial -style

homes

were

to spend a half -day with us," spaciousness and eliminates
says Sears, "That way, they'll partition and wallcrack nuisexpenence what we mean by ance - important structural
our 'float through' traffic features behind the decor."
pattern They'll be able to
THE TWO new model
observe at leisure the newest homes now on display - the
thinking in residential design "Colonial" and the "Verthat's gone into these White mont" -- with all their exPlains homes
tra emphasis on elegance and

Colde-

signed and built by .Electronic
Inc.,

Homes,

White

Plaines.

of

president

developer of
Ben
Sears,
Electronic

Homes, says the homes were
designed

specifically

for

the

home buyer looking for the

"They can

lounge in

our

quality

construction

--

large,

panelled

main

level

family room and a picture
window entry protected by
the front eaves.
Both the

"Colonial" and the "Verhomes in White Plains is mont have wall - to - wall
called
the
"Colonial." It carpeting throughout, 2 full
features a distinctive double - bathrooms in addition to a
door entry, opening into an main level powder room and
elegant
central foyer that spacious New Idea" kitchens.
leads off into all main level
White Plains in Northbrook
rooms; 4 oversize bedrooms is easy to reach. Take Edens
with an extra -large walk-in Expressway to Dundee Road;
closet in the master bedroom.
turn west on Dundee to LandTHE OTHER model is wehr Road, then go three
called the "Vermont". It has blocks to the model homes.

"We'd like visitors to plan construction that allows for

and living comfort.

4 spacious bedrooms, a very

are
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Everything Conveniently
At last, a moderately priced
ranch style home has been
created to include a family

room, right where the homemaker wants it, adjacent to
both kitchen and living room.
It is the Regency, a 3. bedroom, 2 bath home, on display
3-H Homes in Berkley
Square, Arlington Heights.
The Regency provides 1670 by

feet of space and has
beep carefully planned to apsquare
peal

small

to

young
children

couples with
as
well as

mature couples who wish to
avoid

climbing .stairs,

with

everything for "living" on one
level.

Upon entering the Regency,
one is greeted by a tiled foyer
with guest closet. To the right
a large living room conducive
to
interesting
and
varied furniture arrangements.

is

A door -way from the living
room opens to the spacious
paneled family room, which
doubles as a party -size dining
room. Here diners have a view

of the "garden" through slid-

The Regency Ranch tubules 3 bedroom, had 2 hit with integral garage, is priced at $23,990 and is on
display by 3-H Homes, in Berkley &pare, Arlington

ing glass patio doors.

baths pins a unique paneled family -room, dining -room
combination in its 1670 square foot plan. The home

THE
DELUXE
kitchen,
which may be entered through

cultured

marble

top

vanity,

dows

with

Heights.

as well as a variety of other in Berkley Square, Arlington
glassed -in tiled tub and show- and coach lights flanking both
home designs, created by 3-1-1 Heights. The model community
family room or center er, and pastel plumbing. Here home and garage.
Homes, is open for inspection is open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
hall,
features
counter -level is a maximum of house, entailThe price of the Regency is on Arlington Heights Road, and Sunday, and 9 a.m. to 6
range
with
hood, custom - ing a minimum of care with 523,990. This furnished model,
1/4 mile north of Rand Road p.m. on Saturday.
crafted kitchen cabinets, double everything for family comfort
stainless steel sink, and for- and convenient entertaining.
louvered

shutters

either

mica - counter - space galore,
plus a big dining area.

Three large bedrooms with

THE REGENCY
structed

is

-

con-

Remodeling? Check Insurance

of face

brick and
sizable closets and two full masonite and includes an intoAre you planning extensive
baths are just down the hall. gral garage. The exterior is improvements
on your home
The baths are glamourous with enhanced by double -hung win- this Spring? If so, most likely
you'll call your insurance a-

JOHN E. MILLER
REAL ESTATE

The Market Place of Fine Homes

you II ,peed and
home safer too.

make your

your home a

safer place in

which to live.

Say, for example, you're
After
the
improvements
gent when the job is complet- adding a bedroom or an all- are made its time, of course
ed and have him raise your weather porch. From his fund to check with your agent to
home insurance to cover the of experience with other clients make sure that your "new"
added value.
who have come to him with home is properly insured to
..But the time to call your a- similar projects, he can pro- value.
- gent is not after but BEFORE, vide you with. some mighty
according to Jan Behrens, part- helpful ideas on., things like
SO much for this Spring's
ner of Behrens Insurance A- materials and design. Pro- home improvers. But what

gency. There's a strong chance

viding now for your fire pro-

-

says Behrens that your agent tection
adequate exists,
can provide you with free ad- windows large enough to esvice that will save you money cape through, well planned
on the additional insurance wiring - will, he knows, make

about the rest of us? Our
homes
are
improving,
at
least in value, without our
lifting a finger, says Mr.

Behrens. A house built in 1940
now worth almost four
times its original cost. One
is

TODAY'S TOP HMI SUYI

built as recently as 1960 may
have grown
value.

ten

percent

in

SOLD
No -care Patios.
Outdoor patio living should

MWPALO GROVE - 3 11011001/11S

Pretty brick & Frame 10 -level with low taxes. Wall-to-wall

,carpeting in living room, din. room, stairs & hall. Drapes
thruout. Family room 11121 panelled and patio 10x14.
Only 4 1/2yrs.okt,thisbeautycanbe bad for only .419,900
BIG 8 -ROOM SPLIT-LEVEL WITH 4 BEDROOMS. Here's
the home for a large and growing family. Large living room,
large separate dining room, large bedrooms, large family
room, 2 1/2 baths. Lovely kitchen with large eating area
Beautifully landscaped, fenced back yard. Carpeting and
draperies, many other extras making this home better than
brand new. Priced at
939,900 ,

To See This Homo, Coil

Or Stop At

a 3-2300

include maintenance - free
elements.
Decks of domestic ceramic tile, much of
which is now quality certified by the Tile Council of
America,
require
little or
no attention. Patio furniture,

too, should be of easily cleaned,

trees

durable materials. And
and flowers should be

of types that need little care
and do not litter the area with
fallen

leaves,

blossoms

and

fruit.

Glazed Floors
111/FIALO

wow s BEDROOM

Homeowners who like the
looks of glazed wall tiles now
can have them on their floors.
The Tile Council of America,

This just has to be seen' Inside! Brick & frame ranch with
1 1/2 car garage.
Dishwasher, double oven, range, alum.
storms & screens. Full basement, rec. rm. 24x17 and large
free formed patio overlooking a marvelous yard Builders
own home a real buy at
927,500

668 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect
Phone 392-6111

WHILE WE FIND YOU A NEW HOME, LET US
PUT YOUR PRESENT ONE IN OUR NEXT AIM

trade association of the nation's ceramic tile manufac-

314 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Formerly Charles H. Wilson, Inc.

turers,' reports that domestically made glazed tiles suitable
for light -duty floors are now on
the market. Many of these are
available quality certified- by
the. Tile Council.

As1

FV.V...":Vf t
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Even Beginner Can
Build This Barbecue
Even a beginner at do - it yourself projects can build
this simple, 'good - looking
barbecue. The materials required are:,

3/4 to

are easier to install. Avoid the use of odd
shapes which can result in a
"monster piece" when attempted by a beginner.
since these

ton of 4 inch stone

I

veneer

To make the base, excavate
desired

the

20 - 8 inch cinder or concrete blocks

I- 18 inch

X

24 inches grill

x

60 inches

area
is

(48
a

inches

good size)

to a depth of about 8 inches.
Set up boards around thc perof

4 bags cement

imeter

1/4 yard of gravel
50 firebricks
crete blocks
3 pieces of coping stone
1/2 yard of sand

reinforcing
in the bottom.
Fill with concrete mix
part cement, two parts
and four parts gravel),
with a rake pull the

Start by selecting the loca-

forcing wire up into the con-

6

Place

4 inch cinder or con-

-

tion for the barbecue facing
away
from prevailing sum-

mer winds and near enough
to the
ience.

for

kitchen

the

conven-

IN CHOOSING stone for
your barbecue, select pieces
generally rectangular in shape,

crete.

Level

excavation.
mesh wire

(one
sand
and

rein-

by . placing

a

straight board across the edging, and let set for 24 hours.
CINDER OR concrete block
is used as a back filler and
is usually laid up first. Take
care in your planning to allow enough room for the stone

Firebrick

veneer.

is

used

to

line the wall and floor of the
firebox.
To set stones use a mortar mix of one part cement

to three parts sand mixed to
workable

a

with

consistency

water. Do not

stones of
the same size and shape side
by

set

side. Make the joints

as

thin as possible, and fill comwith mortar.

pletely

Smooth

out joints using a stick with
a dull point.
Brush
off excess mortar
taking care not to let any cement harden on the stones as
this takes away from the qual-

ity

appearance
becue.

A

strong

of your
wall

bar-

requires

bonding the stone to the block
with metal wall tics. These
tics are set in the joints of
the cinder block, and then

caught between the stones as
they arc laid up.

THE METAL grill unit
should be kept handy as it
must be placed and fitted into position during construction. Do not wait until the
barbecue is finished to set it.

Top coping pieces of stone
add to the finished effect and
give

the

barbecue

a

profs

sional look.

Floral

Acrilan

carpet la apricot, green and gold

sets color scheme for room reflecting swing' to English colonial decorating.

Key To Colonial Decor
The swing to the English s tyle of decorating brings a nostalgic tear to the eye of an ardent Rudyard Kipling fan.

A living room, for example,
with

floral

carpeting,

soft

colors, rattan or wicker furniture mixed with heavy formal
pieces
and
cessories is

traditional acEnglish colonial

to its moldings. Add a few
chintzes and friends of the
Empire might be inspired to
write a couplet or two.
Furniture and carpet manufacturers are putting on a
good show with English.
FLORAL carpeting, a basic
in
traditional
English
room design, abounds throughout the
market.
However,
huge

cabbage

roses

have

been held to a minimum. In -

pillows on a carpeted window

this
small
soft
Do

season

straint in

Lilacs, honeysuckle -

327,600

seat filled out the color scheme.

HANDSOME bookcases from

a new collection (by Thomas.
ville) are trimmed in simulated bamboo. These frame a
window which is a thought for
anyone facing the problem of
a single window that breaks up
a wall.

The decorator further pick-

ed up the motif in a rattan trimmed table next to a wicker chair. All very, very British colonial.

Use of the bamboo reflects
a growing trend in the furnish.
ings field and was described
by one individual as being as
basic to furniture as black is
to fashion. The reason: it goes
well
with
every
furniture

the bright, gay florals
generally
are
in scale with the tones
but not wishy - washy.
not confuse them with style.
the gigantic flowers used by
THE FLORAL carpeting, too
contemporary rug designers.
Capitalizing on
the
re- follows a design trend that has
Stead

RTE 83 - NORTH
This lovely home on one full acre,Just North of Long Grove.
form living fence. Large screened porch and patio.'Asking

color, for example been building. This

is

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS - 211 N. HICKORY
Better Than New
Just Reduced!
Walk to all schools, park, pool, shopping and railroad. 4 -BR Colonial, 2 i/2
Family Room, with fireplace. Carpeting. Basement, 2 car garage. Nice
yard with large trees and Patio
$99,900
baths.

the use

the use of a friendship of strong pattern and color
bouquet
floral (by Alexan- in rugs and carpeting.
The most important funcder Smith) in .apricot, green
tion of a patterned rug is to
and gold.
An interior designer here pull a room together. Pattern
is

used the floral in an Acrilan can be unifying. All in all the
carpet for a quiet study room. English colonial look makes
The apricot in the carpet was a major point of being orderrepeated in the: wall color. The ly.' For this reason don't be
green was re-emphasized in afraid to use floral carpeting
a sofa and in a striped seat because it, too, brings order
cushibn on a wicker chair. Bold and form into a room.

P'elefrfte

Rear,

B
'R

0
S

358-1800
9

to 9

.434 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine, III. 60067
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It's Chigger Time

They Just Cannot
Resist Bare Legs
Every time hemlines rise
and shorts surge in popularity, a tiny cheer figuratively

of this pest

body

three

has

pairs

hairy,

is

sue. When 'well fed, they drop
Off and resume their life, cy-

of legs and

arises from a tiny pest which

mouth equipped with two
pairs of grasping palps aug-

cause' huge human discomfort.
That pest is the chigger, an

mented by a forked claw, according to Dr. Philip J. Spear,
Technical
Director of the

swelling, itching and in some

Association.

instances fever.

can

almost

invisible

summertime

nuisance which, according to
the National
Pest
Control

is

Association,

damp places, such

frequently

found

low,
berry
patches, orchards, woodlands,
but on occasion they infest

welts by the millions on those
who venture bare legged into
Chggers, also known as red
bugs, occur in all the south-

ern states and in most of the
temperate parts of the United

while chiggers arc not considered a major pest in the
United States, their control
in cases of heavy infestation
is often difficult and requires
professional service.
Chlordane and lindane are
the
most effective
insecticides. There are also several
repellents which
dis-

cap players.

States from South Dakota and
Nebraska to Pennsylvania and

wait' for man or animal

New Jersey.

whom they feed. Once they at-

THE YOUNG chiggers lie in
tach

themselves

on

courage chiggers -if a person
is required to go into a known

to the skin,

THE CHIGGER season be-

they scurry around for a pre-

gins in late spring and lasts
through September or the
first frost. It is the young
chigger, in the larva stage,
that causes all the trouble,
feeding on man and animals.

ferred location where clothing fits tightly over the skin
or where the flesh is thin,
tender or wrinkled.

In this stage the larvae are

the skin, often in hair follicles

yellow

DR. SPEAR points out that,

in

as

lawns, parks and golf courses
where they are particularly
troublesome to high - handi-

infested outdoor areas.

orange,

The fluid injected into the
skin causes reddish welts to
appear and is followed by

This minor menace to man

painful

raises

cle.

a

chigger area.

or light red,

the

mouth

parts

or pores, they inject

but so small that they arc virtually invisible to man. The

which

dissolves

in

a

fluid

tissues

and

th;y suck up the liquified tis-

INTERNATIONAL

\\MUIMPANNI/Pa/

EXTERMINATOR COMPANY, INC.
rva

SINCE 1900

BIABANTIE

Residential

Industrial

nurseries.

Commercial

Quietly, Dependably.

in trunk, twigs and even leaves.

.tree

The tree is true to its willow

Inspection

name. It propagates easily,
grows fast and unfortunately is
somewhat brittle. It can be used

And Estimates
Call
259-0105
9 AM to 9114,

BarringtonChicago

-

growing direction at will. The
result is a very gnarled crookappearance on even
youngest branches.
Flower arrangers clip
ed

the

THE CORKSCREW willow
and
a thin spindly tree that oc- save the distorted branches for
casionally reaches thirty feet. use in Japanese style flower
The twisted corkscrew or per- arrangements. Sometimes the
manent wave effect is exhibited branches are flat and an inch

ing and Equipment Service you Quickly,

SAME DAY SERVICE

of showing a regular spiral pattern . grow
very irregularly.
They seem to change their

is

Efficient, Courteous Men with Scientific Train-

Arl. Hts.

BY RICHARD De LANG
the name implies this plant on last winter's experience,
There was a crooked man makes an interesting conversa- completely hardy.
who Went a crooked 'mile; He tion piece in small city gardens.
HARRY LAUDERS walking
found a crooked six pence a- It hasn't been on the market stick is a whimsical name for
gainst a crooked stile.
long enough to determine its the contorted hazelnut. Unlike
The nursery rhyme could go ultimate height. However, it the willows this plant tolerates
a bit further and describe three gives every indication that is shade and is very slow growing.
crooked trees and shrubs that is a dwarf plant suited to large Because of its slow growth it
might have grown in the crooked planters and featured spots is also a suitable subject for
near large boulders or a pool. large tubs or planters which
man's garden.
The three plants for the novel
ME BRANCHES instead can be placed on the edge of
crooked garden are the fantail
willow, the corkscrew willow
tree and the contorted hazelnut. All three plants are horticultural varieties but fortunate!? they are available in local

. Complete
PEST CONTROL

ALL WORK

throughout the south. Chigger bites cause persistent
and irritating itching.

Three Plants Make Up
A Novel, Crooked Garden

Then the brouble begins. Inserting

Chiggers feed on many animals, not the least of
which is man, says the National Pest Control Association. Chiggers are active in the late spring and summer in the northern states, and In the warm months

as a single stem specimen or
as a center of interest in the
exotic
clumps

6 Da. a week
881.2841
9 AM to IS PM.
286-2300

or so wide. Sometimes they
are
round, yet continually
growing in unexpected direc-

shady patios.
Because of its interesting
loops and circles this shrub is
interesting all year long. The
silver to black twigs make an
interesting pattern against the
winter snow. During spring the

catkins add dangling ornaments.

Sparse summer leaves tend to
only make the plant ridiculous.
If ever a natural growing plant
produced a laugh this is it. In
fact even should this plant die,
and this is not likely, the dead
branches present a most strik-

tions without the aid of the gar- ing feature in the garden. In
dener. Like all willows this fact you might say this shrub
one is easy to grow and based is "wanted dead or alive."

garden.
Muti-stem
make fast growing

screens that will quickly form
picturesque setting
a red wood fence.
a

9 AM to 5 PM.

against

A smaller interesting shrub
the
Japanese
is

-Also Pioneers In Community Mosquito Control -

recently discovered
fantail willow. As

PAINTING & DECORATING
`. ..........

INTERIOR

CL 9-3722

EXTERIOR

PAPER HANGING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

SCENICS - MURALS - CANVAS

v

"ipockdhts la Customized Work"
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
APARTMENT MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

ROBERT E. PAICE
Owner

SPRAY OR BRUSH PAINTING

WALL WASHING BY MACHINE
FULL INSURANCE COVERAGE
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

TRANSFORM A GARDEN ENTRANCE from. a pasinto a useful tea -for -two corner - cheerfor breakfast or star -gazing, too. flowered drap-

sageway

ful
EST

MATESdecorating

Why not give us a call ... we would welcome the opportunfty
of estimating on your painting needs.
' 1; *1

r

cl;

eries make this corner of the room a sheltered extension of the garden world. The draperies are a new
kind of readymade that's particularly practical; a new
self -lining stops damage by rain, condensation sin
of mlbiew:Th

;
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Here's How to Fight Mr. Rust
If

yours

is

an

average

household, you can save hundreds of 'dollars in property
values with just one weekend's
work to protect your metal
surfaces, lawn furniture Worn
the unsightly, corroding ef-

11:17,

C

fects of rust.
Derusto, a leading maker
of anti -corrosion paint, estimates that the effects of
rust cost United States industry and private citizens
between
six
and
seven

BILLION dollars a year!.
s

While most of this damage
takes
and

place in manufacturing
storage
plants,
your
pocket gets picked, too -- -if
you have unprotected metal
which is exposed to
the
weather over any length of

time.

UNSIGHTLY, rusty streaks
on

metal
nails,
an

your

housefront
from
nameplates,
railings,

or gutters can make it
eyesore.

Fences,

sash,

railings,

air
conditioners,
pipes
which become pitted
may
eventually require
a
major installation job. ' Metal
lawn
furniture which
has
peeled its original finish may
stain
new summer clothes
and raise cleaning bills.
But, fortunately, rust can

be prevented and stopped by
coating the affected area with
modern rust preventive which
you can paint or spray on in a

choice of vivid colors. This
linseed -tong alkyd, specially
formulated with non -fading
pigments and water resistant
resins, called Derusto,
has

the ability to "wet out" and
penetrate into the metal and
stop corrosion at the source.
Here's a Saturday check-

list of metal surfaces around

you and tips on how to protect them:

If rust has already attacked,
remove it with a wire brush
attachment

resists

corrosion better than
or steel but it still
needs a
protective coating,
especially in the joints where
the metal has been fused.

iron

your electric
drill - along with the dirt
and old paint -- before you
on

apply the coating. While this
not strictly
will give you
is

tective finish
period of time.
OUTDOOR
SIGNS, light
furniture and

it
better proover a longer
necessary,

GLAVANIZED

a

GUTTERS,

downspouts,
storage
sheds,
fences,
mailboxes,
garbage

cans: Unhappily, it's not true

new

galvanized steel objects
without acid etching or weather-

like any other
cleaning
them

ing.

steel surface,

with

deter-

gent and painting them with
a rust preventive coating.

Paint galvanized gutters inside and out -- then apply an

The same applies to heaters,

radiators, and appliances, payKeep them clear of leaves and ing special attention to places
where moisture collects and
other debris which decay and
release acids that consume concentrates, such as the joint
of a pipe or the base of a heatthe zinc coating and
asphalt

coat

on

the

inside.

NUMBER that galvanized metals won't
start
fixtures, lawn corrode. Under normal ater.
corrosion.
wrought iron: mospheric
conditions,
zinc
Unscrew metal fixtures from is consumed by chemical
Mowers, garden tools: A
Furnaces, pipes, radiators:.
house and apply a protective reaction at a very slow rate If you
live in a hard water small concentrated area of rust
coating to the parts which while the metal beneath it is
area, you may have problems can ruin an expensive mower
were attached to the wood.

with your laundry, but your or pair of shears by keeping it

untouched.

heads - special offenders - can be touched up
Nail

corrosion problems with pipes

from working effectively.

But in a very corrosive at- and radiators may scarcely
mosphere, it may take only a exist - since calcium bi-

'10 prevent this, clean the
STEEL WINDOW CASE; with coating, countersunk, and
rusted area with steel wool.
MENTS: If new and unrusted, then covered with wood putty few months for even galvanized
wash them with detergent to to prevent the streaking of metal to corrode. A compound carbonate serves as a natural Wipe away all dirt and grease.
rust inhibitor. But with soft
remove
dirt
and
Apply rust preventive paint to
grease. wood.
is especially made for this water,
corrosion may indeed the area, and let dry thoroughProtect glass with newspapers
An easy way to protect problem, and can be applied on
be a problem. Handle pipes ly.
and masking tape, and paint lawn furniture is by using a
with protective coating. Give spray can of Derusto, which
.....-4.-,
--------2-...7---. .....-_
,-----z.---...---,---,...
an extra thickness of it around also gives your chairs color-

-

rivet

heads,. bolts,.
ices and seams.

in

crev-

ful, enamel finish.
Wrought
iron

YOU GET MUCH MORE

furniture

el

HOFFMAN ESTATES
c

1,LIMIST-____,,,d,,..:., c
Ill
.
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MORE SPACE THAN MEETS THE EYE

ONLY $25,500
4 Bedrooms - 2 full baths - Family Room with glass sliders to patio - Formal
Dining Room 21.4x8 ft. Birch Cabinet Kitchen, Large Separate Entry Foyer. 1
Block To SchooL

F1OFF

UNIQUE SWIVELSPRAY ACTION- Ilds new Moen

faucet can direct water to all corners of the kitchen
sink . . . and It can be either a . needle aptly (as
shown) or an aerated stream! Just press down on the
water former for the spray, push back up for the
stream. The ball socket of this patented unit allows
both an upward vertical swing of 35 degrees and a
full 360 degrees rotation.

-----ste.,*.e........
Jewel Shopping Center. NE Corner Higgins & Roselle Rd.
PHONE 529-9220
..i

.wsbilin io
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Ti bercrest Adds Extras To New

odels

tp

A

Mee Hampton Is ass of sk aser askis se diesday k llieskrest k the Map

New homes in the fourth unit
of Timbercrest will be the most

Offered in ranch and multi-

fully -equipped built yet in the

upkeep exteriors of face brick, family room aid a two car gangs.
rough -sawn cedar and aluminum siding, three or four bed- out-of-towners and people who bedroom 1-1/2 bath split-level
rooms, one and two -car attach- previously lived in apartments," with family room and garage
ed garages and paneled family he said, "and the ability to buy for $24,950, a three bedroom
rooms
a home as complete as possible 1-1/2 bath bi-level with family
is important to them."
room and garage for 524,200
MILLER SAID that the deThe
completely furnished and a four bedroom, 2 bath tricision to include the appliances models include a four bedroom, level with family room and

northwest suburban community,

according to Iry Miller of MorWell builders, developers of the

area located in the village of
Schaumburg.

According to Miller, the price

of each of the six models includes oven, range, washing machine, dryer, storm windows and
screens, wall-to-wall
carpeting and ceramic tiled baths

The models are priced between

522,950

and

527,900.

level

and

styles,

other

they have easy -

equipment

was

of Settaawharg. Priced at $26,500, the fowr bedroom hone has two baths. a paneled

three bath (one full, two half) garage for 526,500.

prompted by the large number multi -level with family room
of first -home buyers who have and garage for 525,900, a
been selecting homes
level with family room and
"We are getting transferred garage for 527,900; a three

provements

paved

streets,

curbs, gutters, sidewalks, storm
and sanitary sewer, city water,
street lights and underground
wiring

Timbercrest is located on
Schaumburg Rd , one mile

west of Roselle Rd., and furTHE PRICE also includes nished models are open daily
the homesite with no less than and Sunday from 10 a.m. to
70 -foot frontage and all im- 7 p.m.

BUY YOUR HOME TODAY FROM FRIENDLY F -B -K
ZrnAtipte ri"tI

CHOICE ARLINGTON imoonis AMA
ON QUIET CUL-DRMIAC

Vegetal custom-built with 4 spacious bedrooms 2 1/2 baths - large patio level family room, breakfast room with huge picture window adjoining dream

kitchen - deluxe carpeting and drapes. Walk to
-Pools and pooL Adkins

MOWN ARLINGTON 11111GATII
ST. VIATOR AREA
3 -bedroom bi-level - 25 -it. family room - family -else
kitchen with built-ins - carpeting - nicely landscaped.

Transferred owner ready to got Asking .... 226,500

room - large carpeted living room - 37' patio 2 1/2 -car garage -garden house -fives, frail 528,900

offers kitchen with built -Ins - beautiful landscaping -

large free form patio - walk to schools, parks,
sopping. Bee this today! Only

$411,900

COUNTRY LIVING IN MT. PROSPECT
1/2 ACRE ON SEWER
Would you believe 5 bedrooms! Separate dining

POPULAR ILK GROVE
VILLAGE MODEL

3 Bedrooms - 1 1/2 baths. This excellent valor

ENTERTAIN FREQUENTLY?

COMPLETE KITCHEN OFF FAMILY ROOM
Three bedrooms, 3 baths - 2 -car garage. Call us so
we can show you the unique details that make this
home such a value at
431,900

219.750

ELK GROVE SUEURRANAIRE
TOP LOCATIONS

8 bedrooms - 2 baths - &viers in living room -

family kitchen with built-ins - sliding glass doors to
screened patio. Come, see and you'll buy this
epic and span home. Asking
222.900

OPEN
WEEK DAY
EVENINGS
UNTIL 8

"FLORENCE"

"BLUM"?

--. 123
"KELLER"

.

ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL- 5-8000.

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150.

- WEATHER

Telephone
2554400

roOpert 'Dap

Tonight; Fair, low nosh; so.

Friday; Fair, with little taw
perature change; High in the
lower 703.

Your Home Newspaper
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Mrs. Beacham voted early
Tuesday morning in the 52d
precinct,

hurried

then
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to

tal for
child.

Park
Prospect
Mount
a
passed
Commissioners
Tuesday
1966-67
budget

11

)

r Cit)
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night totaling $640,184 for

,Ii LOGNERS 0..U8 CARE. ETC-ASIt f OR RATE 1

Northwest Commurlity Hospi-

!'...SPECIAL RATES FOR TOURNAMENTS & PRIVATE PARIIE 5

the birth of her third

Y14, 0,IP

S

,T: f'

,,I
,

E

The baby girl Linda Celeste
weighed in at 6 pounds 5 oun-

f

...)k)

-

-

operating expenses.

-'

t

Mr. and Mrs. Beacham live

are Mr. and

Grandparents

Mrs. Herbert F. German and
Mr. and Mrs. George C.
Sr.,

Beacham

of Miami,

all

Fla.

It did not cost quite as much money to run a complex park district a few years
ago. Before Mount Prospect organized a park district, and before the current facilities were available, it was relatively cheap to play golf. Tom Cooper, superintendent of parks and recreation, points to a rate card in effect at the country
club many years ago. Golf was 25 cents a round during the week and 50 cents on
weekends.

Boy,14, Drowns
In Beck Lake
Glenn J. Zlotowski, 14, of

of Central Rd. between Mil-

217 N. Stevenson Ln., Mount
Prospect, was drowned June
14, while swimming in Beck

waukee and River Rds.

Lake in Maine Township.

brother

Cook County Sheriffs Police

said the youth was trying to
swim from the west bank of
the lake to an island 175 feet
away when he disappeared. It
was the first drowning in the
lake this year, but police report that drownings are fre-

quent there. The lake is north

Zlotkowski is survived by his
parents Jerome and Stella, a
Jerome;

two

sisters

Nancy and Janice, and two
grandmothers Mrs. Tillie Hal-

ibart and Mrs. Mary Zlotowski, both of Chicago.

Girl, 14,
Charged with
Shoplifting
A

14 -year -old

from

Lake

Mrs. Raymond Cherwin, 503
School St., withdrew her
complaint of battery against
S.

two

teachers

before

Judge

pect court yesterday.
Mrs. Cherwin had

alleged

Tr.

Mrs. Jean Martin and Miss

The citizens safety committee had requested village action to remove the pillars and

School teachers,
her son Ronald, I I.

Set Court Date

pect court June 23 on a charge
vices will be Friday at 10 a.m. of taking 560.54 worth of merchandise from Wieboldt's in
in St. Emily's Church.
Parry Sts., Des Plaines. Ser-

Randhurst.

complete sidewalks on the four
streets.

Year Off
Mrs.

Mary

L.

Priest,

a

teacher in Fairview School,
will take a leave of absence
during the next school year.

ea s, ne

ea

Sue Hyson, both Lions Park
mishandled

Keep Tax
File on
Storm Loss
Residents in the northwest
suburbs who suffered losses in
last week's tornado should prepare a list of property damages
and loss to be claimed on 1966

Federal income tax returns.

Eugene C. Coyle Jr., disvenue, said copies of a booklet
entitled "Disasters, Casualties
and Thefts" are available to
assist taxpayers in determining
losses.

Topics covered in the booklet are: How to figure the loss

to your home; How to figure
to

losses

shrubs

trees,

and

improvements; how to
take the insurance proceeds into account for tax purposes; the
information you should furnish
other

Viet Nam. He told the girls in
letter that the soldiers do
not have much reading mater-

a

when you claidi your loss, and
where to claim the loss on your

ial and said a few paperback
books would be appreciated.

return.

Coyle said the tax law im-

Mrs.

H. Claney, counselor at Arlington High School and their

poses a floor on deductions for

former English teacher. She
directed them to Arlington

sonal

loss of property used for per-

MARRIED taxpayers filing
joint returns are subject to the
5100 floor for each casualty.

High School.

GEHRKE

contact-

ed Glenview Naval Air Base
and

officers

there

said they

to box them
bring them to Glenview.

Plaines

is donating

in
be-

IT IS anticipated that the
total appropriation ordinance in this manner: salaries and
will be 5677,206.70 of which wages, $22,300; utilities, 52,be
raised -600; administration expenses,
$422,031.70 will
from the annual park tax levy $2,200, maintenance and reand 5255,175 from receipts pairs, 5600; new equipment,
$1,000, and recreation profrom other sources.
Included in the corporate fund grams, $31,000.

coming out

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Businessmen

agreed

last

night to form a committee to
fight problems in the central
shopping district of the village.
The
businessmen
were

a

Planning Commission at a
meeting to discuss the area
within a half -mile radius of

in

the

has

-

street

parking.

2. New zoning and land use
maps for planning.
3. Revised
village
ordinanccs allowing combined -use
buildings.

4. New downtown land use
ordinances
permitting
the
construction of higher buildings.

ON BEHALF of the chamber's

board,

Cronin

said,

"we're ready to move forward
with the commission."
Malcolm Young, commission

I

business area, he said,
been
in a haphazard

divided

manner,

into

four

fic.

"It's a question of attitudes," he said. "Now shopping is a family affair people
find entertaining after they
get tired of television.
"But there's nothing very
entertaining in the central

"We must get them (the
owners) to co-operate," he
said, "they should be given
prime value" in considering
a new land use plan.
"The village can persuade
them one way or another,"
Stamis said.
"But you businessmen

are

goods and services.
"You are more

tary Club and Harold J. Carlson of Randhurst Corp.

"In our heierarchy," Young
said,
"broad social values
arc placed above economic
and financial values.
"Our popuation here will
double within 30 years but
the
problems
this
brings

"We must plan for the fu-

Bruning Opens
Sales Office in
Plant Here
Formal opening of a new
sales

facility

will

be

this week at Bruning
plant on Central Rd.

The Mount Prospect

held
Co.'s
Sales

branch has been established
in August, 1965, to strengthen Bruning's sales and service position in the rapidly
growing
Northwestern suburban area and to give increased direction to service
and sales activities.

August Trial
Judge Simon S. Porter continued until Aug. 10 in Mount
Prospect court the case of

4

It was quite a three months for Rick Gering, a mem-

ed by writing to Tax Forms, ber of the VFW - sponsored Mount Prospect Scout

Joanice Krienke of Wheeling (left) and Sharon Gehrke of Prospect Heights are
collecting books to be sent to soldiers serving in Viet Nam. Several organisations

Navy Base.

have pledged support to the project.,

gan and Elgin.

for

he said, "so I don't think
we're getting our fair share
of federal funds."
Other businessmen at the
meeting, besides Cronin and
Stamis, were Peter Tsolinas

ified approach."

packing the books and transporting them to the Glenview

needed

"We haven't asked for any
and yet we're paying taxes,"

said, "and we must organize
private investment with a un-

Box 1193, Chicago, III., 60690
arc

another
member,
suggested possibly federal funds
could be used.

sparks,"

Troop 53. During a 90 - day period Rick achieved life
or it may be obtained at local and star scoot honors and captured merit badges in
Internal Revenue offices in Mt aid, personal finance, and nature. Pictured (from
Des Plaines, Evanston, Wauke- the left) are Scoutmaster Walter Erck, Rick and Ridde

Volunteers

Norris,

investment in the village," he

helpful. Photographs taken after the storm will show the ex-

0569.

LLOYD

Young replied. won't wait 50 years for solu"You create value by selling tion.
the

cords of improvements;
--The depreciation allowed
or allowable, if any;

The booklet may be obtain-

ways was "choking" business.

area."
said
Constantine
Stamis
"the biggest problem lies in of the Lions Club; James T.
the fact that the center of town Conroy of Esquire Barbers;
Robert W. Siarck of the Rois divided into small lots.

basis

tent of damage.

is

key. One merchant can't

visionary ture now.
"People must realize the
.than property owners."
chairman said: "We will need
importance of planning and
the help of the members of
YOUNG SAID the com- must want the changes they
the business committee and mission wanted to meet with entail," he said.
I think they need ours too.
Donald
Peto,
of Tech
the land owners, as with
"The problem, or situation, businessmen, but it is taking Search, an urban consulting
for the village's businessmen some time to identify the firm,
spoke
briefly.
He
is
the threat of competing property owners. He also said stressed the need for the coneighborhood shopping cen- the commission would get operation and assistance of
ters," Young said.
together
with
homeowners businessmen in planning.
"The central district is in the area.
"We must create private

-Value before and after the
storm. If you have photos of
the property as it existed before the damage they will be

contact Miss Gebrke at 2961243 or Miss Krienke at 537-

the

parts by road and rail traf- commission

--The amount of insurance

vol-

the

auto," Cronin said.
"The parking problem

geographical heart

or other compensation received;

unteer their time for the booth
at Randhurst or anyone wanting further information may

business -

centered around

is

of big lots.
Young mentioned that SatTHE GROWTH of the cen- urday traffic on major high-

tral

off

"Our way of life
wise

the village."

intersection of Northwest

I. Additional

but

"and we can't allow provide
parking
facilities
second class business area himself but we've got to get

Hwy. and Main St.
In endorsing the commission's concern with the "future potential and possible
development" of the area,
Harry Cronin read a letter
from the board of the Chamber
of Commerce.
The letter suggested it was
too early to make specific
four general proposals:

best

or the property, evidenced by
the contact, deed, or other re-

~z.7 -741k

L.

made available.

tinued,

guests of the Mount Prospect

proposals for alleviating problems in the area but it listed

second

think the merchants should
thrive within the community.
"We must preserve and
develop this area," he conI

--That you were the owner

girls

Park board members expressed satisfaction at the budget and appropriation ordinance,
stating that the increases were
relatively light in the face of
new facilities that have been

Central Area Planning
Backed by Businessmen

--That the loss was the dir-

'place to deposit books from
now until July 2.
to

In the recreation budget, the sources, 52,500, and a current
budgeted 562,700 will be spent cash balance of 530,000.

ect result of the storm;
of the property damaged;
--The cost or other

miscellaneous

and

rentals

fund total to 5362,635.

lowing proof of loss:

July 2. Brautigan Florist in
Randhurst will be another

wishing

sions and the golf professional revenue, 532,500; concession
revenue, 57,700; income from
shop, bringing the corporate

returns, Coyle said. The
records should show the fol-

to set up a booth for a book

Persons

to cover expenses of conces-

tax

THE RANDHURST Corp. is

Center from June 27 through

Receipts from sources other
than taxation are estimated at:
facilities.
pool revenue; $66,500; golf
Another 540,200 will be spent
revenue, $105,975; pro shop

TAXPAYERS should gather
records to substantiate the list
of deductions to be claimed on

The Wheeling Amvets, the
Arlington Heights VFW and
the Wheeling
Library have
pledged support to the project.

drop in Randhurst Shopping

subject to the 5100

is

is set by law at 5204,249.76.

facilities and $105,975 for golf

personal use.

tiveen 20,000 and 30,000 books
for the project. Radio station WNWC has interviewed
the girls and Mrs. Claney.

donating space for the

file separate returns,

each

retirement

and

park area maintenance;
566,500 for swimming pool

damage to a car used for business and pleasure, the $100
deductible will apply to that
portion of the loss charged to

and

The Bantam Book Co.

$205,877.75,
fund, $8,200.

for

to be fully deductible, Coyle
said. In cases where there is

The next step is volunteers.
Des

If they

floor.
Business losses will continue

would ship the books through
their "Operation Hand Class."
The U.S. Navy will fly the
books to Viet Nam but the girls
will have

Only the a-

ductible.

Waara. Waara said the books
could bc stored in Arlington
MISS

purposes.

mount of a net loss in excess
of 51000 per casualty is de-

High School Principal Bruno

The corporate fund last year
was 5333,050; recreation fund,
$48,600; bond and interest fund,

the

trict director of Internal Re,

Sharon Gehrke, 19, of 13 Edwards Rd., Prospect Heights,
and Joanice Krienke, 19, of
157 George Rd., Wheeling, got
the idea from a soldier in

Park, the budget is not significantly increased over the
amount appropriated during the

Simon S. Porter in Mount Pros-

Shabonee, Manawa and Council

and came up with an idea to supply American servicemen in
Nam with paperback
Viet
books.

contacted

While the park district has
a third new facility,

opened

older sister or mother.
The juvenile was charged with
taking a knit top valued at 57.

Two pretty young girls put

girls

ment fund, 510,500.

going to Randhurst without her

their heads together last week

The

porate fund of $362,635. Budgeted for the recreational fund
is 562,700; bond and interest
fund, $204,249.76, and retire-

Mother Drops
Case Against
2 Teachers

The Police and Fire ComForest was arrested for shoplifting Monday and released to mittee last night approved a
proposal of the Mount Prosher parents.
pect Safety Committee to reThe girl was restricted from move pillars on. Hiawatha,

Frank Prosser, 26, of GlenVisitors may call at the
view, is due in Mount ProsOehler Funeral Home, Lee and

Two Pratt

Support
Removal
Of Pillars

complete with two swimming are expenditures of $48,510
REPAYMENTS on the park
administration; 568,350 district's bonded indebtedness
pools at Marjorie Payne Kopp for

1965-66 fiscal year.

Passage of the appropriation ordinance, the levying basis
of the budget, was. delayed until last night's meeting.
Largest single item in the
1966-67 budget, which took effect as of June I, is the cor-

I

ces. She joins two brothers.

at 1516 N. Kennicott.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

640,184 Park Budget
hows Slight Increase

,,

,tv rRATI

;.

Thousands of Illinois residents cast ballots in Tuesday's primary elections, but
none showed more devotion

Mount Prospect, III. .60056

Thursday, June 16, 1966

325 W. Prospect Av.

V4Iume I, Number 43

Schultz.

Irene Brown, Des Plaines,
and Marie Shores, Chicago,
charged with loitering.

Case Continued
The

driving
Taylor,

charge
against

of

reckless

Patrick

M.

of Bensenville,
was continued until July 6 in
Mount Prospect court. Police
18,

he hit Illinois
near Lincoln AvJ!

said

83

sign

\

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page .2.

Thursday; .June 16, 1966

Dist. 214 Hires
Senior. Buyer
hired Tuesday morning.

tended Northwestern University.

er for the Warner Electric
Burke Co. in South Beloit,
Wis. will assume his duties
July II. His salary will be
S11,500.
The board instructed the
administration to hire a full

time purchasing agent during
a closed session at the Monday meeting. Nelson Lowry,
director of personnel for the

district told The Day Tuesday
morning that Brooks was con-

School and is
grade.
is

His

in

More than 300 persons

place

ribbon

in

materials for the plant and cost
reduction work.

Brooks, 38, and his wife plan
to reside in the area.

a

route and

is

bership program, which aids
in
maintaining council services

Two Mount Prospect students

tacted and accepted the job.

THE applicants were ink
terviewed previously by the administration and Lowry said
their current places of employ-

day. Wayne P. Michels, 105
Busse Rd., was awarded an
A.B. degree and Thomas A.

University, Chicago,

Wednes-

Paulson, 123 N. Stevenson, was
presented a B.S.C. degree.

to individual scout units

in this arca.
Entertainment will

eager to
JOE ARRIGO

get more.

Two Graduate

in

workers in the financial mem-

organ. Joe says that carrier
work is a "great opportunity
for boys to make a little
money." He has 28 papers
on his

Redeemer Rummage, Bake Sale

be

said, "it's multiplying."

Teen Dances
For Chosen Few

prosinger

By Grace Mow
School's out! And several families who have been waiting for,''.
that day are off this week to new homes. In each case, although,

'they are leaving friends and relatives here with deep regretq.
all are enthusiastic about their new locations, houses, and
prospect of a change in work.

Dallas, Tex., is to become
the new home of Mr. and Mrs.
Allan B. Glover whose children
arc Kathy, 9, and Allan Ill, or
"Trey" as he is called, 16.
The family will be guests of

age dance program.

master of ceremonies.

COUNCIL entrollmcnt chairThe annual rummage sale of intersections of Palatine and
man Charles K. Este:, Barthe Women's Guild of Our Re- Schoenbeck roads.
deemer Lutheran Church in
Coffee and homemade baked rington, called the dinner a
Prospect Heights will be held goods will be available to the "thank you" for those who
have worked for the benefit
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thurs- public.
day and Friday in the church
Persons wishing to contrib- of boys either in scouting or
social hall.
utc runirnage may leave it at looking forward to scouting.
He said it is essential for
The church is located at the the church.

"The Chosen Few" will open
the district's summer dances

that begin at 8 p.m. Saturday.
High school students with
membership cards and 50 cents
admission dressed in bermudas,
but not

in levis,

mitted.

SCHLITZ

.

jumbo
size
16 -oz.

btls.

1010 S. ELMHURST ROAD

NEW OWNERS of the Janett's house at 703 Glendale arc'
Mr. and Mrs. William Shaner
and their eight year old son,-;
coming here from Pittsburgh. Glover, Sr., is special as- Mr. Shaner is with the Inter-'
sistant to the president of the national Harvester Co., and the',
American Excelsior Co.
move to the middle west is a 7
The Glovers' new house is new adventure for the family.
on a beautiful site in ArlingTRIED AND true campers '
ton between Ft. Worth and Dal- with lots of in family tenting
las. Glover has been promin- experience as well us in boy
ent in Little League and Mid- and girl scouts, Mrs. William
get Football, to mention a few Crowley and the couple's six
of his civic responsibilities, children de6lined invitations to
and has resigned as a member spend their last night or two
of the Mount Prospect Park after their furniture had left '
District Board of Directors.
with friends. They put their
Ready for the Glovers', vis- bed rolls on the floor in their
it, refreshed and enthusiastic empty S. William St., house,
after "a wonderful three weeks and slept there, remaining in
in Europe" are Mr. and Mrs. Mount Prospect just long,
Hanson. The couple returned enough
to see son Patrick
June 9 from the trip which was graduated from Central School
business for Arvid who is with Tuesday evening.
The Portland Cement Assn.,
Next stop will be Bloomingand fun for his wife.
ton, Minn., where the five year
They spent eight days in old house they have purchased
London while he attended a at 5019 Overlook Circle really
conference. Then on to Paris does "overlook" a beautiful
they went for four and one-half scene; the Minnesota river and
days, three days in Copenhag- its bluffs.
en, a two day visit with couMr. Crowley has been made
sins in Gustafs, Sweden, and real estate manager for the
finally home by plane from Dayton Company, according to .
London.
Mrs. Crowley, "the Marshall

will

be ad-

ADD TO

the

expense

of

VODKA

Jean Janett was

in the east

door steak party June 5.

was used to convince the outFive other couples, all neigh- door painter this was the color bors of the Crowleys' and
the Janetts want on the trim Warehans' attended the adults
of their house; a two story only affair, including Mr. and
colonial at 648 Carlene Dr., Mrs. Michael La Rocca, Mr.
Somerville, N. J.

Hasz Is
Concordia
Graduate

fifth

n'WIT" r

Philadelphia

and Mrs. Melvin Bach, Dr. and

Mrs. James Carroll, the Rodney Tuners, and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ohr, newcomers to the
arca.
'11111,-1

THREE parties which be-.
gan as tar back as Palm Sunday

honored

Judith. Foqua,

A Mount Prospect student daughter of Mrs. Mary Fu-,,
has graduated from Con- qua before her June t 1 mar -6t
ring to Dennis Adams, both
cordia
Junior College
in

Imported

FRENCH

While Supplies Last

INES

Bronxville, N.Y.
Kenneth H. Hasz, son of

A
pre -theological student
at Concordia from the Missouri Synod of the Lutheran
Church, Ken received an associate in arts degree and a
special citation for maintaining an "A" average during
his two years at the New
York institution.

iNdr
Hair Spray

Ken

13 -oz. Size

from Mount Prospect.
First one was given. by
Miss Carol Dormal; a mis-.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Hasz, cellaneous and personal show-,
704 Eastman Dr., was one of er in her Mount
Prospect
185 graduates at Concordia,
home, and following this the,
the largest class in
the college's 85 -year history.
Ken's
father
is
district
representative of the Aid
Association for Lutherans.

quart

C)

Fields of Minnesota."

moving for Mr. and Mrs. LesHardest part of the whole ex- !
lie Janett one lady's hat. A perience is leaving friends
swatch of the straw, spontan- here, including Mr. and Mrs.
eously cut from it for a dec- Robert Warehan who gave a
orating color sample while neighborhood going away out-

Wolfschmidt

quart

they will not soon forget.

'

a

HITE LABEL

The popular Jean and Leslie
have been on a farewell round."

The Mount Prospect Park
vided by Bob A tcher,
District has selected an excluand recording star, along with sive name for its first teen- Mr. and Mrs. Arvid Hanson,
S. George St.
actor
Christopher
Cross,

No Deposit Bottles

_Mt

New Horizons

bership drive will end their the sale of adult memberships.
fund raising efforts with a
"The number of boys growdinner Wednesday in Skokie.
ing up in our communities
The dinner is open to all isn't just increasing," he

subject

science and he has won a

second

,ace's Daze

the program's success that
the annual operating budget by
ban Council's Boy Scout mem- met by funds raised
through

the seventh

favorite

Scout Dinner
To End Drive
this year's Northwest Subur-

He is an associate member of science contest. He likes to
the Rock River Valley Pur- play baseball and to bowl. His
chasing Assn. His current job favorite pasttime is being an
iffcludes, purchasing all the altar boy. He also plays
the

received degrees from DcPaul

ment were visited.

addition to delivering his

route daily. Joe is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. Arrigo, of 215 Stevenson Ln.
Mount Prospect. He attends St.
Emily Catholic

Brooks was graduated from
Wilson Junior College and at-

John R. Brooks, senior buy-

in

in

A purchasing agent for Township High School Dist. 214 was
.

Knight of Day
Jot Arrigo has been named
"Knight of the Day." Joe sold
more, than 30 subscriptions

will

continue his ed-

ucation through advanced ministerial studies at Concordia
Theological
Louis, Mo.

Seminary at

Selling your home?

E

Call our

St.

groom's

sister,

Terryl

miscellaneous
shower
and ,
buffet supper at the V.F.W.
clubhouse in Mount Pros-,,
pcct.
The round was climaxed

with a bridal party Mr. and ,
Mrs. LeRoy Adams gave Friday

night after the rehear-:.
The couple were mar*
tied in St. Emily Church,..
and a dinner dance at Nielsens' restaurant ended the.,
wedding festivities.
Out of towners here for
sal.

it included friends of the fam-.
from Waupaca, Wis.,
St. Louis. The young
couple will live in their home
town.
ilics
and

DIANE MATIS of Hammond

Ronald Seegers, son of .,
the Edward Seegers of Mount .
and

Man

DRUGS

of the AMP

Prospect exchanged wedding,
vows Saturday in St. Paul

Lutheran Church
Ind.

8 -oz Size

E

The

in

couple

Whiting.

met while ,

he was taking Spanish courses at Valparaiso University
following college graduation
and service in the Peace
Corps.

E

I1/2 -oz. Size

Mr. and' Mrs. Seegers hosted a rehearsal dinner in Whit-

IE

ing Friday night and an earRalph Bruns

BRUNS

Family Size

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-.6320

95c Size

LE

lier party for Diane, given '
by her aunts in Norridge, '
Ill., included 80 women with

Ronald's mother among them.
Fall will find the couple living in Flossmoor where young
Mr. Seegers will teach high
school.

ANTENNA DOWN?
NEED TV SERVICE?

E

CALL SHELKOP'S
FOR FAST SERVICE

We reserve the right to limit quantities
t.. ........ ,k, .... .. t.1,k

Clip These.Coupons and Save
Dereglems Brand

LIPSTICK OR NAIL POLISH
Coupon Expire.

lens 18, 1966 P
111111111 11111,E

and

cousin Miss Donna 'Schaefer of Round Lake gave a,.
a

Valuable SOH Green Stamps

,t,,,k,

,

,

'

4-ij GREEN

ri STAMPS
With Any

PHOTO PROCESSING ORDER
June It 1960 p

Coupon broke.

1111111111111

DIAL CL 3-2187

9 Fadory. Trained Service Technicians
Color TV. - Stereo - Radio - Antenna Installations
THOUSANDS OF PARTS AND ANTENNAS
FOR THE "DO -IT -YOURSELF -MAN"

700 East Northwest Highway,
Arlington Heights
'Serving the Community For 21 Years"

.

The Day's Prospects

A Word to Brides And Brides -To -Be
BY DOLORES HAUGH

Ceinwen
Marie

Women's Editor

To all June brides their wedding day is the best. This

is as it should be.
After the wedding trip, the home, becomes important. How
bright and shining everything appears. The new linens, China,
silver, pots and pans gleam. The world is beautiful but soon
there comes the laundering of the linens, the daily washing of
the china and silver; those pots and pans have to be polished

Klepper
The Rev. and Mrs. Robert

daily.

Klepper of Chicago Heights
announce the engagement of

'

The

first year

is

a

diffi- ministers

cult time. The uniting of two

their daughter Ceinwen Mario
King -

established ways of life means

Ceinwen, formerly of Pros-

giving, sharing and a great
deal of understanding. It means

to Sandford
Smith.
Heights,

pect

Brewster

NM\

ck London Jr. High School
and is totally blind.

CEINWEN KLEPPER

the women's division
of Humanities and Sciences
at Stanford University this
June.
Russian,
She majored in
also taking Chinese, Polish,
German, Spanish and Latin.
in

Sandford is the son of Mrs.
Robert E. Randolph of Hemet,
Calif., and the late LeRoy
of Greenwich,
King -Smith
and
Angeles.
Conn.,
Los
Sandford attended the Har-

vard School, North Hollywood,

is important
in welding the solidarity of
any family. This should be

torian in 1959.
He graduated from Stanford University in 1963 and
graduated this month from

Stanford University School of
Law. He was president of El
Capitan Eating. Club and the
International Law Society of
Stanford.

The wedding is set for August 29.

of

work at Harvard University thereafter.
post -graduate

Harbor,

only come from experiences of living.
can

Thomas

Nunamaker

the sorrow of failures. It
provision

protectiveness,

is

degree

and mother as a team. So often

that man who goes to work

women forget to impress their
children with the fact that with-

day? Good. Dad likes a com-

everyday worth more than one
pliment too. Commuting is fine
but a grind. Pressures of work

from North-

are a
haven.

tee were Mrs. Theodore Dinkelkamp and Mrs. Raymond
Rozhon.

New officers installed were
Mrs. William Bown, president;
Mrs.

John Kuhn,
1st vice
president; Mrs. Leo Boyle,

2nd vice president; Mrs. Philip

Future brides enjoy the furvor of wedding plans. Brides

recording
secretary;
Donald Larson, corresponding
secretary;
Mrs.
Leone,

Mrs.

and

The home is a heavy task
but one that like no other produces our link with eternity,
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Mary Ann Trebat Wed

one of the former presidents

On

of the Women's Club of St.
Mrs.

Mrs. M. Curtin, Mrs. S.
Dempsey and Mrs. H. Gordon.

charms.

OUTGOING president, Mrs.
Kenneth Odmark presented the
Rev. Leo P. Coggins, pastor

The

'

presented her with an award
for outstanding service to the
church during her term of office.

Students

In Piano

gifts.

Among the guests were the
following members of the

Lyon-Hcaly
Randhurst

chaplain at St. Alexius
Hospital. The Rev. Pallakuenthe

Pupils of Jeanne Chen, a
graduate of the
American
Conservatory of Music, Chicago, who will perform are
Amy Hartl, Sue Sandlund,
Deanne Keadrick,
Lawrence

placing Rev. Rochford.

and Diane Clayton, Jack Hyde,
Jane Richter, Lynn Savage,

THE PROGRAM
included
songs by the chorus from Sacred Heart of Mary High
School under the direction of

Milton and Laura Chen,

and Barbara Wander of Des
David
Plaines,
and
Lewis,
Karen, Janet and Barbara
Pouk of Arlington Heights.

lts

was one of the guests. She was

Graduate at Regina High

Alexius Hospital Auxiliary will hold a general
meeting
Thursday at 8:30
p.m. in the Cardinal Stritch

students of Regina High School
of Wilmette, were seven girls
from Mount Prospect.

The guest speaker will

be

W. C. Wolf president of the
Bank of Arlington Heights
and the permanent finance
chairman of ACTION com-

mittee in Arlington.
Steven
Jurco,
Heights attorney,

Arlington
will dis-

The

graduates

graduating Most Rev. Itaymond P.

are

Debor-

ah Ann Bluets, Kathleen Joy
Hermann, Regina Margaret
Ireland, Margaret Mary Ly-

don, Marcia Louise Schlaver,
Patty Ann Stanton and Kris-

the

ies

were

in
the

Shopping Center in Elk Grove.

The manager of the firm, Mr.
Claxton, will turn the entire
day's profits over to the fund.
Auxiliary mCThbers are asked
to help. Call Mrs. C. Babbs

at 894-9302 for further infor-

Iiitubers

the ceremonRev. Walter

& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
*Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay

110

OF

JUNE

Specialized in High Fashion Coloring
Our Imagination Makes a Woman Beautiful.
Her Imagination Makes Her Desirable. -

Gel in the swing with

PRONE CL 9-3400

PH. 255-6010

For Rental - Sales - Service

440ENorthwest High w y
'

sired.

train to floor length, when de-

A small

lace -covered,

silk

Arlington Heights, was of hand
-woven silk fabric imported
from Theb's of Bangkok,
Thailand. It was sent to her

tilla with scalloped edge.

The bride carried a bouquet

THE BRIDE graduated from
St. Francis Hospital School of
Nursing,

Evanston,

and

La .T.etite

Community
June 5.
Bond

is

Hospital
attending

AtItogron 1-44);ghts. III

until
Xavier

University, Cincinnati, major-

arnamani,

designed in cascade form of
ivy, stephanotis and gardenias.
THE BRIDE'S sister Pa-

a
native of Thailand, who was a member of tricia acted as maid of hon-

The couple will live in Cincinnati after their return from

the wedding party.

or.

a wedding trip to Miami.

by her friend Miss Suda Suv-

Dorothy, another sister,

ing

in

education

administra-

tion.

SUMMER DRESSES and SUITS
BY LEADING MANUFACTURERS

Clake Tiffany

-

Gay Gibson

Cover Girl Of Miami
L'aiglon

-

Maggi Stover & Serbin

SIZES - 7 TO 15
8 TO 18

PRICE RANGES $12.95 TO $29.95
SUITS FROM $14.95 UP

MNr.
Mb

C

00

VA
LUAB L
IP' lip

E

MP,

NS

THIS COUPON

REDEAMABLE ON THE
PURCHASE OF ANY DRESS

OR SUIT - $11.95 AND UP
$

°° Coupon Good For June 18,

17, 18th

$5°°

FREE ALTERATIONS ON ANY GARMENT_
OF $17.95 AND UP

813 - A NORTH MAIN ST.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE
CL 5-9850

MON:

LADIES' APPAREL

HOURS:

TUES: WED: SAT: 9 5
THUR: & FRI: 9 - 8

at-

tended the University of Dayton. She was in the Pediatric
Division of the
Northwest

SALON OF BEAUTY

Softy Rental & Sales Co.

FOR RESERVATIONS

served as commentator for the

$12.50
"sez"

garland which ran up the center back pleat to the waist.
Three snaps converted the

WAVE

Winters.

Softy soft water. Call...
Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)

tinued to the train forming a after the Mass.

The
bride's brother, Thomas, a
seminarian at Notre Dame

ZOTOS
PERMANENT

the

McCarthy and the Rev. Martin

benefits

p.m., an
auxiliary -sponsored fund raising event will
be
held at the Frigidaire
Coin Laundry in the Grove

mation.

Assisting

The Rev. Lawrence Barry
presented the
members
of

a

9

SPECIAL

linger,

plomas and
delivered
commencement address.

sheath

the

Notre Dame University.

invited to at-

FOR THE MONTH

Hit -

auxiliary
bishop of
Chicago, gave them their di-

is

crepe

tend.

tin Freya Thulin.

of having the graduating class and the
will and the procedure for
World's finest Prime Rib
making one.
On June 29, from 9 a.m. to
c-!".7. Tr r.
cuss

The public

FROM LEFT - Mrs. Peggy Thompson, Mrs. T. Hessler and Mrs. Carl Hessler

St. Alexius
Auxiliary
Events

Grove.

all

of Mount Prospect; Daniel Tan

Miss Janet Notting.

Room at the hospital, at 800
West Biesterfield
Rd., . Elk

Store,
Center,

Recital Hall.

nan is from India and has just
returned from a trip to California. Rev. Kalas is the new
Asst. Pastor of the parish re-

St.

Music
Shopping

aqua

an

with Alencon lace covering
the bodice. Mrs. Bond wore

French

covered

THE BRIDE'S gown, de- pill box held an elbow length
signed by Mary Baughman of matching Chantilly lace man-

A piano recital will be held
on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the

the Rev. Donald Kenske and
the Rev. Augusten Pallakuennan.
The Rev. Rochford is

closed

Chantilly a powder blue eyelet sheath.
bodice and Flowers for both mothers
was designed with loose over were white Phaelenopsis.
dress sleeves. Appliqued lace
The formal reception was
was hand sewn down the front
held at the Sheraton -O'Hare
of the cut away skirt and con-

mass.

Recital

clergy: Rev. John Rochford,
the Rev. Ronald .N.

buttons

Imported

lace

the Rev. W. J. McAuliffe, of

the year as they received their

291

silk -covered
the waist.

Assisting him were the Rev.

tokens of appreciation, 'announcing accomplishments of

Among the

line of the under -dress. Small wore

John Wessling, Cincinnati; the
Rev. Gerald Sroka, Hammond,
Ind., the Rev. James Doig and

don presented 18 chairmen with

Mrs. Thomas Hessler, daugh-

of Mount Prospect, became the
bride of Donald E. Bond, son of
Cincinnati
(Ohio) residents,
Mr. and Mr5'.Edward Bond.
The wedding was held at St.
Raymond's Catholic Church
priests.
The Rev. Robert
Bond, the groom's brother,
was the principal celebrant.

of St. Raymond's with a check
for $3,500. Rev. Coggins said
RIGHT - Chorus of Sacit would be used for the crown red Heart of Mary High
over the altar.
School with Miss Janet
Mrs. Odmark and Mrs. Gor- Notting directing

A visitor to Mount Prospect

The floor length underdress and Mrs. Robert McArthur,
had a slightly Empire corded Evanston; Miss Linda Alexwaistline, a choker neckline ander, Berwyn; and Miss Suand above the wrist length fit- varnamani were bridesmaids.
ted sleeves.
The skirt was Kathleen, 8 year old sister of
lightly bustled and bell shaped. the bride, was the flower girl.
The coat train was fully lined
The mother of the. bride
with repeated neck and waist-

I I th,

and the Concelebrad Nuptial
Mass was conducted by five

Coggins

Rev.

June

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Trebat

K.

Minogue, Mrs. G. Schneider,

Mrs. Odmark presented her
Wayne Haydel: treasurer, and officers with sterling silver
J. De Schmidt, chap- charm bracelets and church
lain.

Saturday,

Mary Ann Trebat, daughter of

Raymonds. Other past presiwere

MRS. DONALD E. BOND

our children.

Texas.
Seated with
the HessIcrs
was Mrs. Peggy Thompson,

present

14

newly wed, saver the oneness
of being together alone. Brides
of yesterday, keep up the good-..
work.

Mrs.
Carl Hessler. She and her husband were on their way to

dents

his

has its share.

Oap AT HOME

Thi Women's Club of St. Raymond's Catholic Church of

Mr.

is

to H Bombs every generation

Mount Prospect held its final luncheon at the Nordic Hills
Chairman was Mrs. H. William
Gordon. On the ticket commit-

Home

ing on. Every age has its
problems. Every age has its
pressures, from Indian raids

St.' Raymond Women
Close Year With
Luncheon
Country Club. More than 180 women attended.
The Luncheon Committee ter -in-law of

drudge.

BRIDES have a heavy task
before them. But youth has a
way of bearing up and carry-

16.0,int

>4

disrespect

be only one day to think of the
people who do so much? Isn't

for

The groom is a Mount Pros- out father there would be no
pect resident.
income. He is tired when he
western University last week.
Marriage plans are set for comes home. The children arc
The wedding will take place
August 27th in St. Anthony's July 24 at the First Methodist noisy. He is "grumpy." Yet,
the discipline which he adChurch of Whittier.
Catholic Church, in California.
his

one.

As a nation we commemorate one day for mothers and
one for fathers. Should there

all' on the part of the father

recei-

hardest

comes
confusion
and dishonesty.

THE FAMILY is children.
It is the miracle of birth. It is

Mr. and Mrs. Roy P. Ray,

the

often

Preaching to a child and then
breaking the principles spoken
of can confuse the child. With

tenderness and happiness that

Calif. announce the engage- of Whittier, Calif., announce
ment of their daughter Susan the engagement of their daughto Thomas Nunamaker, son of. ter Karen Sue to Terrance J.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Nuna- Blackley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Blackley, Ottawa, Ill.
maker of Mount Prospect.
ved

The couple plans to include
a year of Itudy in Poland and

Huntington

is

often hard to forgive. However, in the forgiving is the

Susan
Karen
Nelson
Sue Ray
Dr. and Mrs. W. Wood Nelson

FATHERS too have responsibilities. Setting an example

Faults arc easy to find, but

KAREN SUE RAY

SUSAN NELSON

Calif., and graduated from
San Jacinto High School, San
Jacinto, Calif., as Valedic-

banking.

It means oneness of two minds,
in everyday living.

tram of the first graduates from

est

done with justice

Time together

establishing your own way of budgeted even as the money
life; your own traditions. It should be. The dividends are
means the forgiving of over- greater, however, than those
sights
and
thoughtlessness. offered by an institution of

created several

of the ceramic objects displayed at the Mount Prospect
Library recently.
She was

from
SHE GRADUATED
Prospect High School as Salutatorian for the Class of
1963 and grachiated 6th high-

is

and love.

Open all day on Wednesdays

9 W. Prospect Ave.

Mt. Proepoet

Friday to 9 p.m.
CL 3.7022

5."
I

Some may

Frank

Ten students came out for
Slichenmyer High 100 per cent.

These obviously were, the top
10 students in Dist. 214. A to-

Barry Goldwater
Hubbard.

tal of 768 other votes can be

because they were for miscellaneous names that haven't a

or

And for all the money floating in from Washington- it -is
noteworthy that it purchased

only 21 votes for Lynden B.
Johnson High School.

Bruce

The youngsters are to be
commended for their support
Besides the
of Slichenmyer.
10 actual votes, the 768 others
who straddled the fence on the
first ballot can be expected to
throw their support behind our

Heffner High and Kiddie A -Go Go High.

chance in the world.

Obviously any student favoring any of these names will be
happy with a good American

Beyond a doubt these students favor Slichenmyer, our
political analyst reports, but

name like Slichenmyer.
John F. Kennedy was the next
closest to the 10 Slichenmyer
votes. Kennedy was picked by
192 .students. Winston Church -

withheld their vote on the first
ballot for a variety of reasons.

Some simply could not spell
Others

surprising 58 votes.

Others were trying to be funny 'with Miller High. Chicken
High, Outhouse High, Hugh

added to the Slichenmyer camp

name.

Chee Chee Penquay rated a

votes on such names as Benedict Arnold and Cassius Clay
High Schools. Some were subtle with names like T.S. Eliot,

enmyer High.

the

. des of the overwhelming Michenmyer landslide.

viduality in a revolt against
being part of a band wagon.
These youngsters hid their

Sliehenmyer High School won

an outstanding victory in a student poll for a name for Stich -

merely

wanted to express their indi-

German Shepherd on patrol in
Chicago.

The only disappointment was

the large number of votes for
a geographic

sumed the new generation
would be able to remember
where the school is without
looking at the inside flap of

their textbooks..

The school board canvassed
the vote this week. Some day
the board may secure the ser-

of our political analyst

vices

to determine the Slichenmyer

just thrillW at the thought of
counting another ballot. Their
reply sounded something like a

Hoover High.

There are a few girls in the
administration building who are

Someone suggested Herbert
He lost. again.

neMer,g;KJATMCMCWPAICO,',Z,Z.Z7.,':

Vantage Point
Tuesday's

results

election

for state represetitative can
best be summed up as the

battle of the bullets.
Illinois is the only state in

the union where the phenomena of the "bullet ballots" is
possible.

Under the cumulative voting
system, each voter is allowed
three votes for state representative.

Three

representatives

are elected from each of 59
the
districts.
Theoretically,
voter is supposed to vote for
three candidates.
In primaries, because of
archaic
'representative
the

.committee system, this' is impossible and the voter marks
for two, each

receiving one

and a half votes. That's where
the confusing half -votes come
in to further complicate matters.

bullet battles. David among Democrats in Wheeling
Regner, who will share the to rouse the troops and Peskin,
ballot with Schlickman in Nov- by contrast, with his political
ember, was benefitted by a life at stake rallied forces in
well -planned bullet campaign Northfield Township to solidly
outpoll Eugenia and gain' the
in Elk Grove Township.
ignoring the other choices.
Many who voted for Eugene
Difference was that there coveted first spot on the balSchlickman for committeeman was not the interest, of a com- lot in November.
Three representatives will
bulleted for him for state rep- mitteeman's race to stir the
resentative, insuring his run township up and give him an be elected to the Illinois House
from the 3rd district in Novaway victory for a second even greater plurality.

a

day's

contested, as it was this time
in the 3rd district, is that the
voter is instructed to "bullet"
or "plump" for one candidate,

And Bob Hesse forces

term.

in

Schlickman carried 64 of 66 Palatine did their best to put
precincts in Wheeling Town - on a strong bullet campaign
all by easily discernable bul- for their favorite. They fell
short

let margins.

of

effectiveness

the

BULLET balloting is a way achieved in the Wheeling -Elk
to subvert the Democratic pro- Grove Township population
cess that is unequaled in any centers.

area. An area

with a
plurality at the polls
can control an entire district

THE RFAL victim of bulleting was Eugenia Chapman
if it is well enough disciplin- who tried to match guns with
ed to cast straight bullets for Bernie Peskin in what turned

out to be the big surprise

its candidate.

WHAT HAPPENS when

'

... by Jack Vandermyn

race for nomination is hotly

other
small

in

Schlickman forces were not Tuesday's primary.
the only combatants in TuesThere was no real action

ember. Only one of those
three will be a Democrat.

the area

"We could use a few more
boys for our Handy Andys,"

Beds are hurriedly made, Norma continued. "We have a
dishes are washed and left" Waiting' list for the

to drain and children are rush- the boys aren't so anxious to
ed to school as Mama dons a offer their time free," she
cherry pink uniform and heads said, laughing.
for her weekly volunteer day at
Volunteers work in all desurgery.
Northwest Community Hospi- partments
except
tal in Arlington Heights.
The neat, pink uniformed gals
"I really enjoy my volun- can be found daily in medical
teer work," said blond, at- records, at the reception desk,
tractive Dorothy Cashion as in central supply, cast clinic,
she sat behind the large new laboratory, x-ray, pharmacy,
reception desk

in

the hospi-

tal's main entrance area.
"We're always busy," she

said, nodding toward two other
women in pink. Margaret To-

and Erna Worley. "But
that keeps the work interestbin

ing," she added.
Dark -eyed Erna distributes

baby photos on the maternity
floor in addition to other reception duties.
"I've been here

since the

Snack Bar opened," said Erna.

"That was a

little after the

hospital started. Right now

I

must be getting close to my
2000 -hour pin," she said.

"I wouldn't miss my regular Thursday here," declared
Margaret with a friendly
smile. "It's marvelous to get
away from the daily home

routine, and it gives you a nice
feeling

to know you're doing

something helpful."

The hospital's more than 225
volunteers follow their manual
instructions:

rental, obstetrical floor,
room 100, emergency room
and helping on the floors.
"Each volunteer is responpersonnel,"
sible to
paid
Norma said. "If she can't
be here on her regular, day,
she arranges for a substitute
from a list provided every
volunteer. She also can ask

TV

questions or take any problem
to her area chairman," the
volunteer director said. "We
have one chairman for each

department."
HOW MUCH does volunteer

teers,"

Mrs. Chapman has the backing of the powerful educational
establishment; Peskin the support of much of the regular
organization outside the populous Wheeling Township.

IT'S GOING to be a horse
race --perhaps the most interesting of the local races to

ney,

from

the

volunteers,"

Norma said. "Actually, a volunteer gives the plus service
to a hospital and the work
gets done faster."

Before any department in the
hospital may have volunteer
service, the department head

MRS. NORMA Barnes heads
the

hospital's volunteer

pro-

gram. Norma said she believes
when the current hospital expansion is completed, she
will need at least 100 more
volunteers,
"especially
this
fall when our Handy Andy

helpers and Candy Stripers are
not available
time."

for

so

much

Handy Andys are teen-age
boys, candy stripers teen-age
girls who fill nearly all the
volunteer jobs, particularly
throughout the summer months.

such as administering
or medicines.

shots

Norma interview; all wouldbe volunteers. A questionnaire
is filled out and the volunteer
selects
work.

where she'd

like

to

prefer work
floors.

on

one of the

SOME volunteers arc salesgirls in the Pink Lady, the

candy, cosmetics and gifts.

The teen-agers receive the
"I enjoy working in the Pink
same honor pins as yolunteers Lady," said petite dark-haired
and are very important to the Pat Marden. "With our new
running of the hospital.
and bigger shop opened re"AN HONORS tea is held cently, we can offer many mare
once a year and pins are a- things for sale. You can find
warded for the number of hours things here for bridge prizes,
the women work at that time," birthday gifts, or just to dress
Norma said. One of the volun- up the house --and every item
teers, Nellie Mason, has the bought here benefits the hosmost hours. At the same tea, pital," Pat said.
the Candy stripers and Handy
"Hospitals differ in the deAndys are gilien their pins,

Township's

population center of the district; Peskin comes from the
fringe township, a victim of
re -apportionment.

Democratic

organization

r. partments

they

use

volun-

The Vro5pert 3Dap

en-

dorsed both candidates' as the

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
Me paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

party's choice. Their vote
total, while not large showed
Mrs: Chapman piled up an that the precinct organization

first term record; went along with Chesney and
Peskin has been an outstand- cast for both candidates, in

-- Marshall Field 111

impressive
ing

legislator,

especially

in
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the true spirit of the election.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

the- hospital and should be left
to professional people. Where-

we have no volunteers

fore

there,
about

- It's

but they are used just
other

every

place."

"Most hospiatls," she continued, "have an Auxiliary but

not all have an active group
of volunteers. We have both."

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

for the hospital and a volun-

teer may or may not be

a

member of this group. Many
volunteers are members and
help in the fund-raising activities, luncheons and regular
meetings.
Volunteer service w a s

surprising

that so

many people

Mrs. Norma Barnes of Arlington Heights (left),
director of volunteer services at Northwest Community Hospital, confers with one of her most valuable helpers, Mm. Marjorie Allen, 116 W. Euclid.
Mrs. Allen is chairman of secretarial services,
when she kegs a record of all volunteer hours.

$6.4 billion.

this:
The United States is now in
Item:
the longest stretch of sustained pros-

much on its spending, right?
Wrong. The fact is, the tax money is

Wrong.
Prosperity breeds inflation.
President Johnson has warned ev-

So

erybody to live a little lower on the hog
or face a tax hike.

So bigger taxes would halt inflation,
right?
Wrong. At least, when the cost of living went up again recently, a govern-

ment spokesman blamed it partly on ex-

started during World War II

cise taxes -- some of which had been
recently increased.
Item: The federal government is overspending its budget this year by almost
S4 billion. This is bad, right?
In these days, this 'is relaWrong.

hospitals were desper-

ate for help and has continued

in many as an integeral part

of the hospital.

Why do women volunteer?

the budget deficit might be as much os

seem to be puzzled by our national economy when, actually, it's as simple as

perity in its history. That is good, right?

THE AUXILIARY at Northwest Community raises funds

when

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Economy?

gery is sanctum-sanctorum of

tively good.

It had been expected that

So the government had cut back that

pouring in so fast and fat that the government hasn't been able to spend it all
-- yet.
Item:

Americans

went

$93

billion

deeper into debt in 1965 and now owe
each other more than ONE TRILLION
dollars. This is bad, right?

Who knows?

Some economists says

this is the way to keep the economy
healthy. And private companies and individuals are even deeper in debt than
the government.
So everybody's doing

The name of the game is-whee-e-el
Whoever thought up the name
"economy" for this kind of carrying -on
it.

Item:

must have been a great kidder, right?
RIGHT!

charge slips, feeding sick chil-

A Cause to Swear By

little cheer to a patient's day?

"There are several reasons
why

gals-

volunteer,"

said

Norma. "First, they want to
do

something

for

someone

else. That's a wonderful satisfying feeling, you know. Some
want to be needed again. Their
families are grown, and they

One project that is bound to draw at

'least cursory attention is Conrad Corm-

96.

ier's profanity pot.
Each year barber

/.
Pharmacy volunteers Mrs.

Elsie Sorenson, (stead-

like working again before they ing), 943 N. 'Caspar, Arlington Heights, and Mrs. Irventure into a paying job and In Anderson, 816 S. See-Gwun, Mount Prospect, offer
this will give them the chance willing hands to help the department. Mrs. Sorenson
to try. And finally," she said Is chairman of patient services.

"Some are new in, the community and want to meet a

Conn., and turns cusswords into charity.
The format is simple. Anyone who
cuts loose with a naughty word in the

to work in

The cussword fund may, in fact, reach
another all-time high -- especially if
taxes are raised and Clay keeps talking.

Barnes answers:

proud of all our Pink
Ladies."
very

and at the same time perhaps slowing
down profanity a bit.
A heck of a good idea, sirl

commuters in awe of such elegant protocol.
Resident.

With all the uproar about the
teacher who became involved

What type of work ski the

"But they all give willingly
of their time every week. You
know" Norma concluded, "I'm

So congratulations to you, barber
Cormier, for helping a worthy cause

Editor:

volunteers want to do?' Norma

thing entirely new.

to believe the barbershop discussion
group will contribute a lesser amount
to the hospital next year.

the pot.
This year the Crippled Children's
Hospital in Hartford received $101 in
a record high.
swearword revenue
Last year the hospital got $79.95.
Most of the 1966 increase, Cormier
explains, came from the Cassius Clay
fight.

Elegant Protocol

cause' they feel that it is the
thing to do -there is always
another reason.

or filing, thje things they know
best. Or they want to do some-

The way things are going at home and
around the world, there is little reason

Letters to the Editor

volunteers agree
the hospital be-

"Either the gals give to the
hospital what they previously
were trained to do, like typing

"It brought in $15 all by itself," he
reports contentedly.

shop during Lent has to put a dime in

Betty said.,
few

installs

the pot, or bowl, in his shop in Hartford,

from the East and I didn't know
a
soul -volunteering was a
real life saver for me,"
Very

Cormier

-

friendly group of people."

Maybe she has had secreTHArS Betty Cruckshank's
tarial work and would like to reason for becoming a volunvolunteer her services in one teer. "I was just plain loneof the hospital offices. Or she some. We'd just moved here
may enjoy meeting people and

gift shop run by the Hospital
At this time, many adult vol- Auxiliary, or trundle the gift
unteers
are vacation -bound cart from floor to floor and
or have apron strings tighten- room to room. The cart offers
ed by school -age children at a selection of toys, magazines,
home.

Grove

Norma said, settling

and Norma meet to discuss
"Never be stiff or formal- duties the volunteer may per- feel they need to do somesmile, be friendly."
form. She never is asked to thing more rewarding than
The volunteers offer their do bed making, bedpan duty keeping a spotless house.
"Some want to see if they'd
time to the hospital once a or any jactual nursing duties
week and fill many jobs.

Elk

EUGENIA has to be classed Democratic
committeeman,
as the favorite going into the kept his nose clean in the Pe,s/
campaign. Her home is the kin -Chapman battle. Chesners

back in her chair behind her
desk. "Here I feel that sur-

dren or attempting to add a

ceives

THISH CAR'S UNSAFE!"

Either Peskin, or Mrs. Chap- tory.
man will go down the drain.
To his credit, Chester Ches-

Managing Editor

put a dollar

to

"See, Of fisher! Th' doors fly open jus' like Nader says-

report now that the Schlickman - Novotny hassle in his-

WtilLam J. Kledatsch

and cents value on the smiles
and conversation a patient re-

"It's hard

-

r

Why do they often spend a solid
eight hours standing on their
feed, or typing, filing, writing

work save the hospital?

of crime legislation

for four terms.

Why Volunteer? There
Are Many Reasons
BY BETTY AINSLIE

place, such as

- -Rand; Willow. Arlington and
Prospect. Some people had as-

victory::
In the meantime
board members took evasive
action. Sonitone introduced a
new name.

leader on the next ballot.

hill had 99, which gives an i-

Von Arx

II

Here's The
Correction

with the flag and d r c w the So Many, So Fast Editor:
'Our whole family wits very
wrath of John Q, we ought to Editor:
take a lesson from two of Ar- I would like to take this op- disappointed to see John's
name misspelled on the gradu-

lington's finest w h o lowered portunity to say thank you.
list of Miner Junior High.
Old Glory in from the the bank
I sent in an ad for the free ation
the "N" 's come all of
Volunteers who staff the information desk la the lob= parking lot on Davis St. o n e want
ads. I had many results After
Mrs. Arthur night.
by direct visitors 'and help patients.
and I was very pleased. I've the "0" 's, why should there
Troika, (standing) of Palatine, chairman of the Candy
They brought it down, rolled never had so many baby-sit- be a "C" all of a sudden, or
did this come incorrectly from
Stripers program, prepares a basket of mail for de- it hand over hand into a ball, ting jobs so fast.
livery. Other
egulars" at the desk are Mrs. Daniel chucked it thru the window of I would like to say thanks the school. Is a correction

Kola (left), 209 S. Wilshire and Mrs. Ralph Clabaugh,
510 S. Beriey.

the squad car and drove off
leaving all of us picking up
4

possible?

very much.

Jean

Cowan

'

Mrs. John Hertel

,,Pletiosolfaitoas*
RH.
,

Give Dad the Finest Roast for Ills
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FATHER'S DAY FEAST

0 EXTRA SIM GREEN STAM S

-A&

WITH ;;A $2.50 OR MORE
.PURCHASE FROM 91111

MEAT DEPARTMENT
*Shading Cigarettes:Wine, Biers Gquori
Umit One touitron Per Custom.,
.
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4 Gaut
Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Round Bone

CHUCK ROAST

VI

Colorado Brand

.lb.

Beef-Boneless

lb.
Red Lean

Colorado Brand Corn Fed Beef

ROUND CHUCK

5 -Inch Cut

RIB STEAKS

b.
Colorado Brand
Corn -Fed Beef

Blade Cut

lb.

lb.
AT,

1.

nuVfl

lb.

49
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FOOD STORES
atita61162

fRUITS

1100010

"910110111111"
and
2 -lb. Pkg.

TOP TASTE WIENERS
Coupon Expires

.

.

Sat., June 18th

PD

.
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27'1'11'111104)11 NATIONAL

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I"

Finest Quality
row
Western

CHUNK

Ogitifiiiiseifiric,..
SPREAD .

'I'

59,

Top Taste BOLOGNA or

LIVER

A"pi SI"

SAUSAGE".

Ur

.

COOKED HAM
Coupon Expires

liSat., June 18th

PD

1111111mw

Ready to Serra

CANNED

SIHAM

lar'2^ $2 19

. .

Ili LAKE

12p -ox

PERCH

or Breasts . .
6 -ox. Pkg. Mickelberry Sliced

BACON .

Sofreth

U. S. Gov't. Inspected

Chicken Legs

GREEN

99,

.. .
;IN

Limit One Coupe. Per Cesterein

_,1

B

4

$`1,"1"
ol

°:44.

,eqtr

- -4g2.4
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Aop

1 -lb. Pkg Jones

PORK SAUSAGE LINKS

ArIti*

Coupon Expires Sat., June 111th

Fancy Southern Grown Hi Blush

F

0

lb.
Bib

lb.
Selected Vine Ripe
lb.

We mem the right te
limit quantities

Fricts effective Awe

Sum Mgt

Endive or

0,

lb.

PD

......anom1111ELL1

SHOP YOUR. FRIENDLY NATIONAL
With This Coupon

100 EXTRA S&H GREEN STAMPS
WITH A $10.00 OR MORE

JUICE
Rich in Flavor

. .

PURCHASE
of Meats, Groceries or Fruits & Vegetables
(Excluding Cigornitii, Win., B.., 8 Liquor)

. Rich in Nutrients

Umit Ono Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Jun. 18th

No.

300
can

19 -oz.

Claire

box

iti4z

ORANGE

6C

Limit Ono Coupon Per C.10/1.1

016

Aunt

With o'cf
Coupon
Below

SAVE CASH !

WICt

PILLSBURY LAYER

19.ox. box 25?
CAKE MIX
With This Coupon
Sot., Juno Ifith

Coupon Expires

right to limit

quantities.
Prices effective
thru Sat.,
June 18th
In Illinois
Stares Only

P

/7 111)11111H11 NATIONAL

MANDARIN

11 -ox.

can

DRINK

We reserve th.

25

35 Oz.
Jars.

46 -oz.

se

ORANGES

can

in. 35?

Nabisco Saltines ...PREMIUM....

***
11\11

FOOD STORES
taa.41.4.1.1

Pain Reliever

60
tablets

BUFFERIN
Evaporated

PET MILK

....

-ox

41% 14

cans

Manor House

INSTANT COFFEiT

79/

ICE

49?
75?

:

FLOOR WAX

MILK

C

The Real Thing

46 -ox $1.39

Klear

Hawthorn AfellodY

Frozen Orchard Fresh-Fancy Florida

t

can

134ict 49?

Vanity Fair

FACIAL TISSUES

3-p r
A boxes

Assorted Vanity Fair

f.

6 -oz.
can

roll

2 pkgs 39?

TOWELS

half

.

gallon

Vanity Fair

roll
pkg.

BATHROOM

t,

TISSUE

AU

I-

f

Lady Mott French Style

GREEN BEANS

MUM

Woo

N%a3n0319
-

Boy-Ar-Dee

jAVIOLI

a

1

.

2

inifliautySPAGHETTI.

15" 29?
12 -ox.

33

CHICKEN OF
THE SEA

Pkgs.

,IIIiiiimiiiiilliiii11111111111111111.
Limit Ono Coupon P.r Customs

Chunk
Chunk Style, Light Meat

can

91/4-".

:s.1111111111111111111111111111111

it94444nnv14411444A(1444114

7

TUNA

III

1

Cooborw

SAVE CASH !

501i345411 STAMPS

Any Black or Whits-GRIFFIN APPLICATOR

-

SHOE POLISH 2 -ox. MI 22?
With This Coupon

_

Sot Jsne18th

Coupon Expires

11111111111111,,,

SALAD OIL

NATCO COFFEE
Sot., Juno 18th

Coupon Expires

'111111111111111 NATIONAL

Ono 24 -ox. Bottle ... Top Test.

One 2.1b. Cam

PD

1111111111111 NATIONAL

1111111111111 NATIONAL

111111 1111111111111111111111111111111",!

.514.47.
Cans

BUNS
IMF

71-7 -71-r
1

I

42(

SANDWICTIPTARTHOT
O
DOG

.Fr

i

;

t

'01;1;

23

Sot., June 18th

Coupon Expires

,P1111111=111111111W
__I-- 25 - 91 GREEN

GREEN

STAMPS

Amy Sox ... Easy Ilk
or CONTROLLED SUDS

Ooo 10 -ex.
Coupon Expires

PD

71 1111111111M NATIONAL

,11 11111111111 NATIONAL

At National, we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS

Top Yoshi hicks

SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE

DETERGENT

Sot., June 18th

PD

11111111i111,,

llllllllll 1111111111111111111 1111 y IIIA

Ft STAMPS
Coupon Expires

11

IL_

Sot, June 18th PD
11

1111111 11111,.

FOR S& H. STAMPS/ FRIENDLY SERVICE St LOW PRICES.

k

NATIONAI

With Tki Ceupon

Roc*
9

'100 ,EXTRA. S&H GREEN 'STAMPS
11111TH A $10,00 OR MORE

MINIM

'PURCHASE
of

& Vegetables
6,

(Excluding Cigar*ttei, Wine, beer & Uqvar)
Limit. On. Coupon Per Cusonnlir
Coupon Expires Jun* 15th

1

PD

.otSviviNccn,;:7N.A Li

NATIONAt ,

For sandwiches, you can't beat the
flavor of Hellmann's Mayonnaise.

I

NATIONAL

TOP TASTE GIANT

AMOR!. FOOD CAKE
18 Oz. Cake
AM My Iv

*is

OWL 1:3110
,141,
44.411461""e'14.??':

1111

JEkt

14b.

---wwwW1

C

jar

box

Broadcast Brand

CORNED BEEF
HASH

'51752?

0

Chicken or Beef

RICE-A-RONI

.. 3 itz- 1

Hoffman House

SHRIMP SAUCE

35

ei:Drz. 35

les A Blizzard

-oz.
jars

FRESCA

Instant

SANKA

4

10 -oz.

COFFEE

btls.

5 -ox. 99?

Plus Deposit

We reserve the

right to limit quantities.

***

480

Prices effective thru Sat.,
June 15th
In Illinois Stores Only

" IONAL
FOOD STORES

Nude Neel

DEMI-TOE

Sweetmilk or Bettennilk

MRS*
94, YANTOrti
aWINI,
MAP
XIII

CHOCOLATE

j

Corn Oil

NYLONS

FLEISCHMANN

CHICKEN

ALA KING

pair

. . .

roll

THOS. J. WEBB COFFEE

... 3

1,111

16 -oz.

box
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Ye Old. Tavern

9-oz.pkg 59?

SHARP CHEESE
I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

tc44414didtatlgt(iTi.

I

I

One 26 -es. SO.

STIOCIRCRAIT STAINLESS

Free.. Droste! Whipped Cream

Coupon Expires. inn* 111th

Oise Roo of 48 ... Sanitary Nankin

WARS

SCUIPTURA (1) SUGAR SPOON, (I) PINICID
PASTRY SIRVIR & (1) PIIRCID SERVING SPOON

STRAWIAVY CAKE

PD

Coupon Expires

Sot., Juno 15th

KOTEX
PD

Coupon Expires

Sot., June lath

PD

NATIONAL

Unll

Cowan r. Canienor

HowtherniMellody Alderney

FIN

ICE CREAM

j142/ GREEN

liairt STAMPS
Any Size Can ... Desoderont

STIGORCRAFT STAINLESS TABLEWARE
SCULPTURA 44410E PEACE SITTING
Coupon Expires
Sat.. lute 18th

RIGHT GUARD
Coupon Expires ,i1111111h, Sot , June lath

PLE

IA Gal.
P

89

C

MI1111111111 NATIONAL
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1

t

FRIES

29,

?at; 39,

SALAD DRESSING

I

55
29,

Alibs

So Fresh

39AI

..ibr; $199

W.'

ila DRESSING
dn.

p

Terry -Frozen

CHOP

FRENCH

I

fe

49,5 -oz.

Garden Fresh-Frozen

I

pkg.

43
39

BAt.:QUET-Sliced Beef, Turkey or

SUEY

'

1-1b.

MARGARINE

I

tionalTATE 2%

6-nz.ur

fts

OVALTINE

URY
or BAILIARD
BISCUITS

WC**
*Asg--,441

At National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS
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Service with a re ty Smile
Montgomery, Ward's gas
station in Randhurst has
college -bound
hired two
girls as attendants.
The two, Gayle Gripentrog,
17 of 7 N. Lancaster, Mount
Prospect, and Lindy Gallagher,
18, of 312 Longacres Ln., Palatine, began work Monday.

They were hired by Clifford
Mitchan, the manager of the
gas islands. Mitchan said he
was following through on the
idea of Henry Pulver, manager

of the station, who employed

LEFT'

young girls at a station in Skokie last year.'

He was philosophic about the

effect of the girls on business.

"They, might help," he said,
' They will also wash car win- "but we'll probably win some

dows but they will not be al- trade and lose some too.
lowed to check an auto's oil
"Many women," he said,
because "the hoods are too
"are used to having men wait
heavy," according to Mitchan.
on them and they won't like
Wayne York, assistant man- the idea of girls filling their
ager, said hiring the girls was gas tanks."
a
"terrific" idea.
He said
The girls said they will use
the girls will work part time their weekly salaries to help
_

selling merchandise in the gas
station but will
filling gas tanks.

them through Loretto Heights

work mainly College in Denver where they
will

be

freshmen

next

fall.

- Ueda Gallagher stows away the wiudow-

washing fluid she uses on cars in Montgomery Ward's
gas station in Randburst. She and Gayle Gripeatrog
are earning money for college this fall.

RIGHT - Gayle Gripeutrog (right) and Unda scrub

the front window of a customer's car. The two are the
first girl gas station attendants In the shopping center.

Village Theatre's 'Gideon'
Interesting Night Out
The Village Theatre, Inc.
presented their production of

Gideon last weekend in the air
conditioned
auditorium
of
Wheeling High School. Perhaps
the second night generated a
performance let -down.

am unhappy to report that

Gideon

is

a

lazy,

stupid,

ne'er-do-well, a thought voiced
by his own father and supported by his neighbors. He has
one wife and one son and he is
too

stupid

to

recognize

the

Lord, when, lo and behold, he
appears to tell Gideon that he

playwright Paddy Chayefsky,
has been chosen to be the reaided and abetted by the village deemer of his country.

players, killed "the Lord", on
Sunday night.
The play was written by
Chayefsky while he was on
location for a movie filming
in

the Holy Land. Despite his

inspirational

surroundings, he

allowed his characters to talk
too much and take too long to
pass on a basic message, the
ingratitude of man to God for
worldly blessings.

GIDEON, in two acts and
tor's plaything. It is the type
of costume play that actors
and audiences try desperately to understand. The
acting is good, the production

love

is fine and the direction is well
done but the play just does not
substance
audience.

hold

to

the

Chayefsky's Lord is a weak,
vacillating

contrary

character

to any belief. The Broadway
production

starring

Frederic

March and Douglas Campbell
ran for almost eight months.
Eight months on Broadway is
considered a fair hit.

After seeing this play, this
reviewer feels that it was the

magic of the March name that
kept the box-office alive.

THE STORY

structions

into his ear and
the people who thought so
little of Gideon, listen to
the second hand
directions
and slaughter the Medianites.
The cry of victory is "For

What Proposed
Pool Ordinance

costuming was first rate

under the guidance
Grayson. There are

of Bette
37

rs

cast

Will Cover

members, including a group of
women who wailed on cue and
stopped wailing on cue.

The play will be shown again
this weekend, Friday and Saturday, June 17 and 18. Curtain

Statistics compiled by the National Safety Council
point out that at least one drowning a week takes place
in the United States in hotel, motel or apartment swim-

is at 8:30 p.m. It still tops any
of the local movies for an in-

ming pools.
According to the council, the reason for these tragedies is
that very few communities have regulatory controls over such

teresting night out.
Catherine O'Donnell

swimming pools.

.47"

Few such pools are manned least twice a month. He shall
with life guards, have adequate have the power to close the
safety facilities or constant a- pool on second inspection if the
dult supervision of young peo- operators do not comply to his
ple.
orders for safe, sanitary pool
If an ordinance currently be- operation.
fore the village board of Mount
The ordinance adopts a set
Prospect passes,' such pools in of operating rules for pool
this village will be adequately safety and sanitaion. Among
controlled.
these rules are:

Brooke Elected
By Pharmacists

the Lord and Gideon" as the
battle begins and it ends with
"For Gideon and the Lord."

five scenes, is strictly an ac-

have

The Lord has to plead with
Gideon to accept hii assign.
ment. The Lord whispers in-

the

Rulesfor Safety

It

about

is

A ceinprChehslve switifinittr-- ...no food,' drink, gum or to-

WHEN THE Lord commands Gideon to slay three pitiful old men who beg for mercy,

-.pool -ordinance .received first - baccO-shall be allowed in the
by
reading
Trustee
Harry pool area.
Bruhl, of the public health and
ail persons shall be re- 1

no one can blame Gideon for
being disobedient. The "Lord"
of Chayefsky is a vindictive
one, although the play is sup-

safety committee,
board meeting.

posedly based on Bible history.
There is humor but no balancing

HAPPY SWIMMERS get set to dive in to the new Prospect Heights Pool. Whistle girl is Robey Pageszkopf, assistant manager of the pool. Giving the "jump order" Is Pool Manager Dale Wilke. Ready to take the first plunge are, from the left,
Carol Geisler, Mike Johnson, Dave Pedersen and Betsy Morris, all of Prospect

pathos.
Gideon

is played by John
Grayson, who extracts all he
can from the character. The
Lord, who occasionally thun-

a

Marshall D. Brooke, reglisted in the 'program as Angel istered pharmacist at Harris
and portrayed by W. R. Pown- Pharmacy, 20 S. Dunton, Arall. The role does not suit his lington Heights, has been efine taknt. Village Theatre, lected president of the NorthInc. president, Herb Braden, west Suburban Pharmaceutical
doubles in brass, playing two Council.

ders that he "is the Lord" is

Brooke, a resident of Palatine, is a graduate of the University of
Sofia Andoniudis woke the of Pharmacy. Illinois College
audience up with her role of
Others elected by the councaptured maiden in a costume cil are:
Vernon Lampert of
that was eye-catching to

old men who certainly resemble

Every year, for years, the
village has been pillaged and

raped by the Medianites, who
are again about to descend on
Menesseh.

say

the

least.

Resident

Director

Richard Tyler did all he could
with a poor play.

Lampert's
Pharmacy,
Park
Ridge, vice president; Jack
Keefer
of Keefer's Phar-

Community Psychiatry

To Be Dinner Theme
A. Hanson, of
Mount Prospect, will be in-

sociation and the clinic which
it operates at 1711 West

as
president of the
Northwest Cooperative Mental
Health Association at the annual dinner of the association,

Campbell, Arlington Heights.
Speakers for
the dinner
will be the new Acting Medical
Director of the Northwest
Cooperative
Mental
Health

Harrison

stalled

Monday.

macy in Mount Prospect, secand Gerald Baldridge
Des

and Sheldon Schultz, Rolling

retary;

tively done by Dave Dove and Plaines, treasurer.

Father's Day Special

Meadows, secretary.

The dinner will also honor
elected directors from
of the communities
some
served by the association, as

newly

well as this past year's president, LeRoy Marks of Hoffman

(ruwiepin

Estates:

ALSO TO

be honored is
Bowen of Hoffman
Estates who is retiring after
having served five years as
treasurer of the Northwest

James

NEW DELUXE
ELECTRIC SHRUB
AND HEDGE TRIMMER
With exclusive
pruning saw

Clinic, Dr. J. A. Ecks, and Dr.

Elected at its last director's
meeting, in addition to Hanson, were the Rev. Richard
Ferris,. Elk Grove Village,
vice president; Daniel Weber,
Rolling Meadows, treasurer,

THE SETS were imagina- of Muench Pharmacy in

Cooperative Mental Health As-

Cat. No. A1700
with automatic hedge
leveler, pruning saw,
chrome finish.

B. G. Gross, Director of the

Course
Available

dinance's jurisdiction.
The
three
park

sanitation.

An additional course in
"Basic Reading Skills" has
been added to the Dist. 214
summer
school
program.

The class will meet in Prospect

High School room 226

ColeSlaw

Pear and Cottage Cheese
Large
$1.60
75e

Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato

hedge trimmer on the hedge and

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT &
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

$3.25
$3.00

Roast Young Chicken and Dressing
Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce

*2.75

$3.00
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Rice.
$1.75
Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
$3.00
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
$2.50
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartar Sauce
$2.75
Chef's Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps.. $5.25

Choice of Mashed,

Baked or French Fried Potatoes
Rom &Butter
'

091(55.4 Kerstin s Garden Center, Inc.
111

6.21 NO. MAIN ST.

MT. PRUE1PEr7,, ILL*

CLammanna 3-6633

have

pools

and

allowed in the pool area.

Also included in the ordinare

definite

rules
rules

These

for
arc

district again enforcable by the health
swimming pools are controlled inspector and violation of them
by park board regulations and can result in closing the fathese are drawn under state cility.
guidelines. Swimming in park
The ordinance has a strong
district facilities without ade- enforcement clause to insure
quate supervision is never per- compliance.
It provides for
m i t ed.
fines of not less than $25 or
Mount Prospect's proposed more than $500 for each violaswimming pool ordinance is tion and makes it possible to
a lengthy document. It covers levy fines daily for every day
four closely typed legal sheets the violation exists.

.

Open House

Herring to Wine Sauce or Sour Cream

FATHER'S DAY

RT, T2 A RT. 83

already

Training in
First Aid

Shrimp Cocktail .... 75t

HEDGE LEVELER

$3600

...people in street shoes and
other spectators are not to be

YMCA Offers

Chef Salad

41

Several apart-

wear caps while in the pool.

ance

GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS
Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange Julde relish Tray

REG. $44.95

NEW! AUTOMATIC

SPECIAL PRICE

announcement

they would come under the or-

lage

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS

zips through
toughest growth,

it will tell you the exact level for
a true, flat hedge.

the

ment developments in the vil-

GUNNELL'S

cision results-just place the

with

Industrial Services Center for from 8 to 10 a.m. Persons
the .M.C.A.
may register at the SlichenDr. Ecks has -chosen as his meyer Administration Cen- of paper.
AMONG THE most importopic "Current Concepts in ter, 799 W. Kensington Rd.,
Community Psychiatry," and Mount Prospect, or at Pros- tant provisions arc constant
his short talk will be followed pect High School. Information supervision of any swimming
enough to have a
by a question and answer may be obtained by calling the
period.
summer school office at CL 3- divingpool area.large
The
ordinance specifically
A First Aid Course offered
Dr. Gross will speak on 1700. The first class will meet
states: "a swimming pool hav- by the Northwest YMCA, Des
"Nothing's Wrong with Me -- June 20.
ing diving equipment shall have Plaines is open to all residents
Everybody Else is Crazy."
at least one lifeguard in con- of the area.
The Northwest Cooperative
stant attendance when the pool
It will be held at the YMCA
Mental Health Association and
is in use and no bather shall be
An open house will be held permitted within the pool area on - Tuesday mornings from
Clinic serves the towns of
9:30 to 11:30 for 5 weeks.
Arlington Heighti, Elk Grove by' 3H Building and Develop- unless a lifeguard is on duty."
The course will be conductVillage, Hoffman -Schaumburg, ment Co. on Friday for a new
In
pools
that
have
no
diving
Mt. Prospect, Palatine, Roll- office building and general board, the ordinance states: ed by Dale Messerle, acquatic
ing Meadows, Wheeling -Buffalo executive offices at Algonquin "no person shall be alone in director and Mrs. Clifford R.
Grove, and their surrounding Rd. and Tollview Dr. in Rol- the pool at any time. No child Stock, YMCA auxiliary member.
ling Meadows.
areas.
under 14 years of age shall be
A $1 fee will be charged.
permitted within the pool area Upon completion of the course
unless accompanied_ by parent Red Cross First Aid certifi-

EXCLUSIVE
PRUNING SAW

Adds the science needed for pre-

pect

Reading

For The Finest In Food

even saws r

...women and girls and any-.
SUCH AN ordinance is es- one designated by the pool
pecially timely in Mount Pros- manager shall be required to

swimming pool.

each other.

man named Gideon, who lives
in the hill country of Manasseh,
in Jordan, around 1100 B.C.

special meeting Friday night.

that Holiday Inn will build a

Heights. Local pool is operated by the lions Club.

MARSHALL BROOKE

recent

quired to take a nude shower
with hand soap or detergent
It will come up for discus- and warm water before being
sion by the village board at a allowed in the pool area.
a

Coffee

Tea

Milk

or a responsible adult in responsible charge of the child."
PERSONS desiring to construct swimming pools in line
with
commercial
establish-

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS

PHONE C.k 34179

DAILY FROM $1.40

will

be

awarded.

ments will have to be licensed
by the village if the ordinance
is adopted into law.
Enfortement of

swimming

pool regulations shall rest with
the health inspector.

However,

the owner of the pool will have

the right to appeal any of the
health

inspector's rulings di-

rectly to the board Of health.
This board is appointed by the
mayor with the advise and consent of the village board.

Decisions by the board of
health shall be advisory to the
village board who will hold the
final jurisdiction --and responsibility -on matters pertaining
dtoenncfoercement of the pool or-

MT. PROSPECT, IEL

cate

provisions of the ordinance, the health inspector is
required to inspect all pools at

Raymond Frieda of 615 S.

Denton, Arlington Hdgbts,'bas

been named member of the
American Institute of Appeal sets.

Fronts

has

been

with

Bell Savings & Loan Assn. of
Chicago since 1950.

. SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

MOST AH1MA.g ARE

Vie ;,:letp

AISLE -16

PREThi DUMB.
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OUT OUR WAY
OH, I'M JUST

HA! WHAT A REVELATION!

JOTTING

NO, BE CALISG
YOU'LL
NEVER.

I ALWAYS THOUGHT OF OLP
SUPER -SKULL, HERE, AS HAVII4

POW11/41 A FEW

THINGS IN
CASE I HAP-

TqTAL RECALL-- BUT HE'S NO
BETTER THAN THE REST
OF US.' WHY, ALL I HAVE

PEN TO FOR-

GET THEM!

MAN IS '11-1E 1-1614EST FORM

TO 1,0 IS BUYA NOTEBOOK AND I'LL HAVE

OF LIFE. DON.1 YOU AGREE?

AS GOOD A MEMORY

,

REMEMBER. -1D

BUY THE
NOTEBOOK!

AS HIS'

L-16
bM 1, MIA Im TM try US 90 Oil

"Marvelous! You'll want a policy to see him through a
good conservatory, of course!"

"Another thing! When was the last time you had the
brakes chocked on that cart?"
1'4

BEN CASEY
STRING SECTION ...YOUR
TIMING IS STILL OFF! NIGHT
REHEARSAL AGAIN!

-er, 2

EAGLES.

,r

,ii,;477/I

v;

,il

IT'S ANYONE'S BET

US UP FIRST- OR
HIMSELF.

A LOST CAUSE

TEARING
APART.., I'LL
NEVER

.ff;):',) 4.(

f

WHETHER HE BREAKS

',"

".
6-16
IIM 11 MI, I., TM I,, US PM 0/1

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

MAKE IT...

1, 1966 6/ NIA 1m TM leg U.S.Pm 01

ME, -L'D GIVE THE MA3OR
ALL -THE CREDIT! BUT HE
DOESN'T NEED ALL THAT L,

I'M NOT IMPRESSED

NOW COHCENTRAIE ON

ME,FIREMAN! YOUR
FIREMAN IS So
EYES ARE TIRED -'-'RELAXED He
TIRED! YOU'RE GETTING COULD DOZE
SLEEPY - SLEEPY!
OFF ON WATER

MUMBO-SUMBO TO GET
-THE SOB DONE! WHEN HE'S

ViOb CAN'T STAY AWAKE
YOU'RE SLEEPING.'

STILL INTRoDUCIN HIM!

MAKIN' A SPEECH I CORK
OFF WHILE THEY'RE

SKIS!

BUGS BUNNY
1c. 1966 by Worm/ trotPoes,

/AT LEAST I GET

TM Fes US. re. 011.

TI -1' SATISFACTION 01
WATCHIN' ELMER GET

SOAKED/TOO-YAK

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

NASTY?. ! Ai26 YOU icoonsie?

Secondary
Anemia

HE CO/ 1LPN'T HIT A
F3A813ALL- IF I-115 LIFE
DEPENDED ON IT.' _......../

I powr-AGREE- r THINIG NASTY HA''
A NATURAL TALENT Ft212 HITTING,

cicv.
,71VN-4-1

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

my doctor said
chromic

VERY STRONG

THIS moiztotoc !

had hypo -

I

AS A TEACHER
THERE IS NoTH1NO

I FEEL

Q --About eight months ago,
anemia.
he referred to

which

helped

have

or

anemia
serious

leukemia.

are

the

types

I

..,.

6-/6

r 19661,141k 16r

How
do

4,14

THE BORN LOSER

hove'?

A7-Ilypochromic microcytic
anemia is characterized by red

absorption

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ER-CONGRATULATIONS 0/,
`(OUR
MARRIAGE AND

cells that are smaller
and fewer than normal and
deficient in hemoglobin. In
most cases this is due to an
iron deficiency. which may
result from a lack of iron
in
diet.
defective
your

blood

565-1 1/4151-1E5 FOR. MAW(

Answer to Previous Puzzle

YEARS OF HAPPINESS!

Animal Life -1 OGRE
ROC
LEAR ODA
ACROSS

1 Doglike
carnivore

of iron from your

5 Wild hog
9 Flatfish

digestive tract or chronic loss
of blood.
The

most

usual

cause

chronic blood loss, which may
be due to bleeding piles, prolonged daily use of aspirin or
excessive loss of blood during
menstruation. Your anemia
probably secondary to such a
cause and, as such. should be
completely

curable.

This

is

serious type of anemia
but any anemia is serious if it
not

a

is not controlled.

..`IIu Im MIA I. TM

41%0504
US NO 00 6-16

CAPTAIN EASY
JUST LIKE THE LIFO KRAGO REPORTED NEAR

THE
RADIATION

HERE LAST WEEK: SAME EVIDENCE OF INTENSE
HEAT...AND ODOR OF BRIMSTONE!

COUNT IS
WELL ABOVE
NORMAL,
INSPECTOR!

66

RIGHT. BUT IMAGO SAID THE
HOVERING LIFO WAS FRIGHTENED

OFF BY A POLICE SIREN. TONIGHT
BUT A
APPARENW NOTHING APPEARED MOTORIST
TO -ER -SAVE MeKEE1
DID REPORT

WHERE CAN I
REACH HIM FOR
MORE pgTgUi.91.

5MNG A UPO
RISE OUT OF

are stones - in

Q -- My husband has had
four

wens

removed.

What

causes them? Are they malignant?
A -- A wen or sebaceous
cyst is not malignant. It is

caused by an obstruction of
one of the oil glands in the
skin but what causes the obstruction is not known.

1966 9/ UM. 1m T M U

ALLEY OOP
NAFTA THANK

Cholecystectomy is an oreration in which the gall
bladder is removed.

13 Giant kelp,
for instance
14 Guido's note

DCC 'TIME MACHINE
WONMUG
FOR THAT...

ME, TOO...I
GOTTA THINK
UP SUMPIN
REAL TASTY!

L

6 Open -chain

V

A

hydrocarbon
7 Taj Mahal site
8 Demolished

N AP
R

9 Reductions

C

in rank

N

E

10 Tropical plant
11 Food fish

T

appellation

ON

5

6

25

26
J

53 Turkic title

36
. of respect
54 Expanded
56 Important metal 38
57 Stream in
Scotland
58 Biological factor
59 Distress signal
46

DOWN
2 Ellipsoidal
3 Genipap wood
4 Darts .along
5 Flying mammal

EAD

O

CU T
N
)), C L O P
EA VE

MOAIE N E

OP

'

55 Explosive

8

9

13

10

11

30

31

51

52

14

16

17'

1119

r

20

"

23

28

27

34

33

29
35

37

.

1 Jokers

V E
D E E

.47 Exchange

7

22

32

60 Pause
61 Dines

E N

46 Rodents

form)

'24

R

0 R U

AUN

35 I ubricant
premium
40 Sheriff's parties 48 Pheasant brood
43 I orseman
50 Notion
45 Open region
51 Sn all notch
for cattle
52 Fruit drinks

42 Wax (comb.

49 Algerian
community

0

T AU

33 Citrus fruits

18

44 Eskers (geol.)
46 Dried grapes

ER

EN D
E E

L

STARS
ABE AMA
T IR
CULTURED
EMI L. URI
T,E
ME
EDEN
PAN EDEN

16 Perched
20 Masculine

sandstone (pl.)
22 Charges
17 Months (ab.)
24 Small pastry
18 Roofing item
25 Sheaf
19 Danish island
26 Violinists,
group
for instance
2111indu garment
28 Lateral parts
23 Period
30 Disease of
24 Male cat
sheep (pl.)
27 Browns by sun
29 Parasitic insects 31 Essential being
32 Charm
3
4
_ 34 Eskimo homes
36 Dwell
12
37 Sluggards
38 Prune, as trees 15
39 Graf
41 Mariner's

direction

this,

case, gallstones.

DIDN'T DETAIN/ HIM.
SOT 111 HAVE EVERY
RESIDENT IN A TWO -

(41/E5TIONE91

AT 8'12 PM.!

-- Diabetes mellitus is
sugar diabetes which is much
more common than diabetes

ation of the gall bladder and

CAN'T. HE PHONED
IN WHILE ON A TRIP.

MILES RADIUS

THOSE TREES

A

insipidus in which there is
no sugar in the urine.
Cholecyctitis is an inflam-

12 Grandparental

15 Siliceous

Q
What is meant by the
following: diabetes mellitus,
cholecystitis with calculi and
cholecystectomy?

calculi

TAKE A
SABBATICAL!

WU A/AME ir!

me.

He says I do not have aplastic

GEOGRAF41Y, MATH,

ENGLISH. BIDIGGY

microcytic

Morc recently
it as secondary anemia. He is
giving me vitamin 6-12 and
iron

WHAT DO
YOU WAKIT ME
TO DO ?

I CAVE COI HISTOKY,

39

142

43

47

40

III41

44

45

11149

48

't3

_54

56

57

59

60

50

_

55

61

is
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THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

GOING,

-DRAFTSMAN
Excellent position for experielectro mechanical

RAPP'S RESTAURANT
602 W. Northwest Iftry3,

enced

PLACES?

draftsman to work in elec-

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
prqmises.
Call or apply in person

Here'sVhere!
OPEN AT 3:00 p.m.

COCKTAILS

Arlington Fits.

A
N

1717 Busse Rd.

At The Piano Bar
Friday & Saturdays

HE 9-2800

PRODUCTION
CONTROL
Alert young mandraft exempt.
Will Train, Must have ability
to work with people. Modern

302 W. Northwest Hwy.
392 - 1670 Mt. Prospect

congenial office. Permanent.
Company benefits.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

13 -Lost And Found

have someone's lost black
& white kitten about 6 mos.
old. Waycinden Park area.
I

827-4076

FIELD
Begin a GENERAL MOTORS

career

14 -Personals

Responsible for bills mode by

myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood
16 -Business Service Directory

Deluxe, 3 bedroom, fireplace
stove, refrig., carpet,d:apes,
paneled family rm., near
everything. 392-5187
11 -Business Services

POUL'S LANDSCAPING

Complete

537-6100
REPRESENTATIVE

landscaping

&

Maint. Call for free est. 259-

A

seamstress, Mrs. B. Laurie,

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
's,n equal opportunity employer

255-2677.

437-4974.

Must have knowledge of elec-

Auction, We,.. June 15th, 7:30

p.m. and every Wed, there-

after at 304 River St., E.
Dundee, Ill. Consignments accepted anytime. HA 6-3576 or

ability. Good opportunity for
right man.
Call for interview
CL. 3-0866

HA 6-3049.

255-7200
BEFORE

4 P.M.

Auctioneer

15 -Business Personals

21-lohs Wanted -Men

N.U. Coed, Sophomore in Education needs summer Job.
Experienced with Children.

COLLEGE STUDENT
Summer Months

AFFI LIATED
BOOK DISTRIBUTORS

Weekly guarantee. 'Phone or
see Wally Steffen, Service
Manager.

-

DUnkirk 1-3400

Barrington

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE

Weekdays or weekends. Lives
in Arlington Hgts. 392-9163.

DO YOU
NEED

24 -Help Wanted Men

RETIRED?

$2000
$3000
$4000

We need you to help keep our
time, steady job, with no pressure and flexible hours.

F.H. BONN COMPANY
111 N. HiCkory

(One block East of
Recreation Park)
Arlington Heights

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

An equal opportunity employer

For Phone Number
24 -Help Wanted Men

George, Mt. Prospect.

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)
Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

MT. PROSPECT

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities, in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

,255-5060
Henriksen
NOTICE

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

The DAY classified

Mt. Prospect
roc I

MTH

is now open

for business.
OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

-AMIN

ILANOKUIIH

HENRIKSEN

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Auto Parts And Accessories

Cement Work

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP
I

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
500.,r Radiators In
Over MOO
Stock Complete Radiator
Service on Cars - Trucks "..Tractors - Caterpillars
and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

parking
lots.
Will do any job 20% cheapdriveways,

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Challenging position for recent college graduates:

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

TOOL ROOM HELPER

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's

coating.

PRODUCTION WORKERS
Immediate openings on 2nd and 3rd shifts.
Positions offer excellent starting salaries,periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

Contact

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING, ILL..

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
.,y the State of Illinois.

Call us and compare prices
.537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

decide until you call us for
free estimate.
Open
hours, 7 days a week.

24

DESIGN ENGINEER

PHONE 439-1794
CarpetsRug Cleaners

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low'

562-2991

(ELECTRICAL)
The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

prices. Insured & all work

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 years
minimum electrical engineering education.

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Carpentry-Remodeing

ADDITIONS

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential Interview.

Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Eel. 15 yrs.
Ludwig A. Hinz,

Contractor
CL 3-0446

PATIO BLOCKS,

2 x 8 x 16

Charles Bruning Company
aroma of Addressograph Mul6graph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373-6880

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487
Homes Built To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617
landscaping

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581
laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
expertly
cluded.

done, shirts inday
service.

2

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math. Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Cement Work

Each -Plain

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
Work guaranteed. Free -,estimates. 529-6587.

lawnmowers

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality, work at reasonable

ing would be very helpful.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

74Z:f1":11ENTPOI

OFFICE HOURS:

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

Company in the challenging field of packaging.
Personnel Dept. for further information.

LOAN CO

Hours:

SERVICING

ADVERTISING

358-2934

Call 255-1200

is having Spring special on

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

v.

CR 2-5753

C. B. RADIO

For

good pension program and insurance plans.

,

+

PAINTERS, INC.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

MONTHLY PAYMENT

department

PROFESSIONAL

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

PAY ONLY ONE

$315

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

PROJECT ENGINEER

old blacktop, repair & seal

IN

WHEELING
537-2180

Let us help make your...DAY!

machine service engineer.

SPECIALIZE

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. '12th ST.

EtusIZEZS,
Serwice Dizee tcry

Phone Your Want Ad

See Classified Page 2

FOR ANY

WE

TOO LATE

ME TAIL dg

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Young man with military service complete, train to be a

Up To uu To Pay

MAI OP 77 RP

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBeAM'CORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

OR MORE

Take cn Months

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

1365 LEE ST.

Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

REASON?

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

General Molded Products Inc.

Wheeling
?4 -Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

Paid Rest Periods
Pleasant working cond t s
Steady employment
Bonus for night work
Paid vacations
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalization
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 3 to 12 Sat's.

415 N. Wolf Rd.

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

BRAVOS OLDS MO BI LE
440 East Main Street

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

824-6135

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1442 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

AUTO MECHANIC

Experienced, fast man can
make top wages In busy shop.

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

Someone familiar with paperbacks. Spend your summer

with Fleming, Burdick, and
Golding. We have opening in
our return dept. for alert
young
man for summer
months. Apply in person.

TRAIN.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

An equal opportunity employer

CALL TODAY

Tuesday Paper.

827-1191

PHONE CL 5-1900

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

ONLY

The Regular

Ask for Mr. Glandt

ems an of Addrersagraph Multtgraph Carp

Call CL. 3-9329 Stasia Wit.
Babysitter 16 loves children.

Urines, Friday, June 17, 302

Ad Appears I n

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
SP.5-3311
537-4500
or

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

BASEMENT SALE, somean-

Edition If Your

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

IRON WORKS, INC.

'531

Jobs. Call 392-5373. Ask for

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

In "Market Day"

Good future. Many benefits.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

TO CLASS IFY

Plus One Day

learn the bankingbusiness.

INTERNATIONAL

Steve.

to homes Sunday A.M. only.

DAYS

BANKER. TRAINEE
Aggresive young man to

Charles Bruning Company

MAN OR BOY

3

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

15. Lawn mowing and other odd

S.

McCLEAN

BURNERS &

presses 300 lbs.), desires
summer Job paying over 2.00
an hour. Preferably outdoors.
Call 253-1472 after 5 PM.
Good hard working boy, age

With car to deliver newspapers.

3 LINES

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

If you think you have what It takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

College student, age 19, Wirage
hobby is weight lifting, (bench

plant clean. This is a part-

TODAYS
BEST
BUY

Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0620

MACHINE OPERATORS.

SERVICE MAN

GEN. MDSE. AUCTION tric wiring and mechanical

CALL
TODAY

helpful. Job security, itreal.

PRECISION MACHINE
OR TOOL MAKER

Howard 774-5353.
FITTERS, WELDERS,

392-7128

Man between 25-40 years of
age for heating service work.

20 -Auction Sales

S

in local area. No canvasing.
For appointment phone Mr.

for a Ford dealership. WILL

CARPENTER WANTED

Sowing in my home, children's clothes, women's
dresses & bridesmaid's
gowns,
alterations. Ph.

Mel Beaty

SUMMER HELP

Earn $3-$4 hourly answering
appointments & taking orders

Mechanically minded

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan
also available

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

0141.

Alterations, gen. sewing,
limited tailoring, by exp.

unlimited ad-

with

vancement opportunities. Recent college graduate preferred. Immediate opening for
field representative to handle
collection assignments requiring personal contact.
Starting salary exceeds $500.
per month. Company car with
acct. furnished.
expense
Fringe benefits include the
General Motors insurance and
retirement benefit package,
stock savings purchase plan.
Call Mr. Nagel, 392-7600.

to assist in writing service

PART TIME

Students With Car

(Rte. 83)

Elk Grove Village

Park Maintenance
Xxperlenced not required, but;

LO 1-7122

SOLA ELECTRIC

GLORIA VAN

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

BOYS OVER 16

7 to 10:30 P.M.

YOUZI FIND IT IN TI/E

I

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS.
PARK DISTRICT

Full Time

DINNER
featuring

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted 'Men

GRILL -MAN.
Part time nights 5 days. Exper'd only. Apply in person.

20c -Colors 25e

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Professional

Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL.

PORTABLE TN.'S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

Radio and T.\'. Repair
(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. ligts.
CL 5-5692
.

Rentals

Public address
sound systems

rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing
358-2934
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free cst. in your home..
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose I rom
1.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Pabich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

.Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

AD 24 -Help Wanted Men

SCHOOL

NOW HIRING

I. B. M.
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

CUSTODIANS

Unique new restaurant with
unusual decor, easier A more
pleasant working conditions.

CALL MRS. HUBER.

529-1806
PART TIME
GROCERY MANAGER

3 evenings a week
6 PM to 12 PM

Convenient Food Mart
590 E. Central Road

Des Plaines

MEN WANTED FOR

Full or Part T;me
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

PART TIME
PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

CALL 392-6282"

WANTED
COOKS
WAITRESSES
BROILER & FRY

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

ATTENDANTS

SALAD GIRLS
DISHWASHER

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDARY OF IBM

* SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

An equal opportunity employer

* DESSERT GIRLS

BUS BOYS

CASHIER

APPLY NOW AT.

BLAZ'R STEAK

We will train interested High

time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

Work in modern plant with all
types of magazines.Good pay good working conditions - 40
hour week. Openings in order
filling, return department,
general work. Apply in person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

Your choice of shifts.

Wheeling

OPENINGS AT UARCO

Typists, Stenos,
Clks., E.P., Comp., File Spec.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

As service representative you
provide counsel and advice by
phone correspondence and in
the office to policy holders of

sponsible pasition. Excellent
pay, working conditions and
benefits.

LIBERTY MUTUAL

439-54u0

UARCO Incorporated

GENERAL FACTORY
PART TIME

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer.

Full training is provided
typing skill not required.Good
education not necessarily
College Degree ability to work

Insurance Co.

$475-$525 Mo.

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local

restaurant, nights, apply in

person M:. Rose

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Rare opportunity for young
:man to receive solid training
in the chemical Industry.This
major Co. will train a young
man to work with chemicals
engaged in research and development.

An

inquisitive

mind coupled with ambition
and the determination tocomplete your education at their
expense. Starts you immediately. No fee.

S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

FULL TIME
NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.
$110 per week.

2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

Mon. thru Fri.

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King St.
439-0286

SUMMER HELP
Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work
during summer, either days
or evenings. Full orpart time.

Apply in person between 8:30
A.M. and 4:30 PM.

Mr. Stanley

253-6600

28-Employment Agencies-Women

LIKE
FASHION

Famous designer in north suburbs will train you as receptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$95-100 wk. Free.
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

North suburban doctor will
train you as receptionist to
greet patients, ans. phone,

schedule appointments, etc.
Light typing, neat appearance
and willingness to learn
qualify. $90 wk. to start, raise.
in 90 days whentrained. Free.
!Aids Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

"POSITIONS IN ALL
SUBURBS"

($300 to $650 mo.)

9229 W. Grand Ave.

24Hour Phone
207 N. Evergreen Arl.Hts.

RETAIL ROUTE
Jewel Tea Company
The Jewel Tea Company has

as opening in it's Routie
Division for two men, whn
are looking for the following:

jECURITY

SALES CAREER
INDEPENDENCE
ADVANCEMENT

Our average Route Manager currently earns over
$8,000, is a hom:3 owner,

and has his evenings and
weekends free. He will retire with $600-900 per
month income, through our
Profit Sharing Plan.

It you are interested in lift-

ing the lid off your earn-

ings, and building a SECURE

FUTURE, please call...
426-3456

MR. KING

W08-5220

LOOKING FOR TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS.

urban medical clinic and page

doctors, greet visitors, etc.
to $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

I

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Mr.
Staunton, Personnel Dept.
825-8811

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
325 W. Touhy Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

JUNE

774-9393

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE

LIGHT TYPING
Lots of pep and know
alphabet.

cellent working conditions and
good salary.

TYPIST
Type well. Know how to spell.

Earn While You Learn.
You're sure to Advance.
General offers
a wonderful chance.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine. Illinois

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female

825-6811

Join A Profit Sharing Company

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
325 W. Touhy Park Ridge

GET RESULTS

Employer

An Equal Opportunity

Join

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

A

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations
Free Life Insurance
Paid rest periods
steady employment
Paid Holidays
Berms for night work
Free Hospitalization
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

General Molded Products Inc.
Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

Das Plaines, Illinois

024-6135

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

-WE NEED HELP

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

MATURE

Ph.

MAIDS

WEEKEND CLERKS
LAUNDRY HELP

City
Ph.
. Mail to address below. You are

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SCRIBE

coupon - name, address,phone
of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

INTERNATIONALE, INC.
Has permanent positions open for the following experienced
personnel.
CI

Lifesavers, Inc.
TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 63
Old Orchard
677-5130
Prof. Bldg.
Room 512
Evanston
475-3500
1609 Sherman
Room 308.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Receptionist -typist (small office)

o Inspectors
o Model maker
o Bench assemblers
o Driver -P. U. & De l'y.
co Wirers & solderers
Modern air-conditioned fan ility. Exc ellent fringe beneffts. Top

starting rates. Pleasant clean work. College students ac-

cepted for summer work.
5535 MILTON PARKWAY
671-0500
Rosemont, Illinois
Near O'Hare Airport
An equal opportunity employer

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, corresporidence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience In performing mechanical inspection operation.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL

No experience necessary as we will train.

TIMEKEEPER

RATE CLERK

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

Individual with accredited traffic schooling, plus practical experience, desired
for our corporate traffic department. Age to 35.

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

*COMPUTERS AND TAB OPERATORS

L

P

4 HOUR
SHORT SHIFT
We are presently accepting applications for female

Chauffers license needed to drive our company's paneled mailtruck plus
various clerical duties involved.

U
R.

E

Excellent Earnings

I

All Company Benefits

L

Great Atmosphere

HARPER COLLEGE

Call Mr. Staunton

Personnel Department.

DAY WANT, ADS

D.P.

Start Your Career

SAN ITAT ION CREW LEADER

JANITORS

*

No, prior experience necessary as we willirain in maintenance of our building.

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS

assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

Person with janitorial experience needed to supervise crew of janitors. Must
be able to assume responsibility and guide others.

GENERAL

Clerk Typist -Order

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

trained by us In operation of Computer and Tabulating machines.
the

Dean of Business Affairs.

259-1511

ance, medical insurance. Ex-

of Elmhurst Rd.
(Rte. 83)

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience.
Employment effective July 1st or shortly

PYLES INDUSTRIES,
INC.
thereafter. Please apply to

Recent graduates of data processing school or interested applicants will be

Like figure work and be alert.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

2080 Lunt Avenue

year experience, paid va-

DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

779-9393

Elk Grove Village

1

cation this year, life insur-

Loc. on AlgonquinRd.(Rte.62)

blk. W.

sales office including typing,
invoicing, teletype, filing and
phone work. Excellent fringe
benefits.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

Address
City
She is a
My name

0

INVENTORY CLERK

Miss Paige

ARGUS INC.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

SECRETARY
Variety of duties in branch

Babysitter needed for toddler
from July 5 to end of August
or early Sept. You provide
transportation. Call 358-7988
after 5 PM.

VA 7-5557

15

30-Help Wanted-Women

Preferred Business Service

E

FILE &
MA IL ROOM

Greet applicants applying for
positions, show newcomers
around. Light typing and
friendly personality req'd.$85,
wk. Free.

Clerical and diversified telephone duties. This is a good
responsible position for woman 25 to 45. 971/2 'hr. week.
Pleasant surroundings.

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

30-Help Wanted-Women

Mount Prospect

IBM KEYPUNCH

sponsor

U
R

GRADS

working

ONLYS
DAYS

apply for summer work. For
deaths call Ethel Doebber.

benefits.

3

own

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.
Students and Teachers may

3D

work 40 hrs. prior to

9/30/66. Offer does not apply
into, student, teacher
temporaries.
to

coupon in hand.

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced required, excellent company benefits, including paid vacation this year, life
insurance, medical insurance,
good salary and excellent
working conditions. Hours

Choose your

BOOKKEE PER
Experienced in accounts Receivable and billing. Typing
essential, posting machine
exp. helpful, not necessary.
Permanent position. Fringe

us for two years, and are hired

Desplaines.

PERSONNEL
RECEPTION

437-4304

above, who have not worked for
and

Mr. Henry P. Hout 296-6661

TRAINEE

Small, not busy console s/b.
You'll sit in lovely reception
area of modern north sub-

'7205 N. Meade

anyone referring those listed

bring your letter, card or
For appointment call

677-0660
SECRETARIES

Choice of Days

ASSISTANT

post card, phone or attached

SWITCHBOARD

7205 N. Meade

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

1,WE:AkENOT

WOMEN 100°4 FREE

"SHEETS" 392-6100'

455-5000

salary and liberal
employee plan for a qualified
lady.
career -min
Good

Builder needs woman to clean
.model houses in Arlington
Heights. Call after 2.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Address

OFFICE

SERV ICE CORP.
Franklin Park

with others and initiative are
requirements for this interesting responsible work.

Miss Paige

(Age 17-55)

LIEN BUILDING

EARN $40

or write him at 455 State St.

PARKER
115

Swtbd.

CLIP COUPON TODAY

Call Mr. Gronrock

Permanent, clean interesting
work. Good starting salary.

elks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

CL 9-1000

GENERAL CLERK

Chemical Trainee

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

Sponsor

HOSPITAL

Excellent
opportunity for
buyer presently purchasing
castings or screw machine
products. If you are interested
in advancement with a fast

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Evenings
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

ANYONE!

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

A PEACH OF A JOB!

2001 W. GREENLEAF AV.

30-Help Wanted -Women

WAITRESS WANTED

Phone 437-3900

APPLY PERSONNEL

411 N. Wolf Rd.

EVE'S & SAT'S

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

ASSISTANTS
school grads desiring full

21-Employment Agencies-Men

Reliable girl needed. Must be

NURS ING

GENERAL
WAREHOUSE

and advance to a more re-

DICTAPHONE

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

High School graduate. Starting assignment -a variety of
General Office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEWS AGENCY
5 W. CAMPBELL

693-3021

CHICAGO

Experienced file clerk needed.

Globe Glass Mfg. Co.

PERMANENT
NO EXPER. NECESSARY

Quick to learn, adept at simple arithmetic, good personality. Please apply in person
only - no phone calls.

8501 W. Higgins Rd.

BUYER

men for

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OFFICE GIRL

For an appointment
THE

SENIOR FILE CLERK

growing company, have imagination, initiative and are
familiar with value analysis
techniques,

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

.

SCHAUMBURG

TOWNSHIP

255-7200

10 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Thursday. June 16, 1966

PURE OIL COMPANY

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vacaon purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

2201 Touhy Avenue

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

An equal opportunityemployer
P.S.

We have wonderful opportun-

ities for experienced office
help tool!

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 F. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

2201 Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

LA 9-7700

Phone 437-5800

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Thursday, June 16, 1966

THE DAY

*Nilo Wasted -thou

30-1Idp )1sited-Mean

mature-

DOCTOR'S OFFICE:

Full time, light work. no OP.
nec., 2 eve. a week. Mon. &
Thurs. Till 8.

ACCOUNTING
CLERK
handle' purchasing
To handle'
accounts

Call CL 8-4475

and

Sathr7 open
APPlY

Bee Dozier Nursing Home
Palatine
Dundee Rd.

Village of

FL 9-1683

Arlington Heights

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

33 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
253-2940

Reliable girl needed. Must be

RECEPTIONIST

GENERAL OFFICE
LIGHT TYPING

to work in modern manufac-

turing firm in Centex Park.
Pleasant working conditions
in young growing company.In-

surance, profit sharing, and

other fringe benefits.

ANOCUT ENGINEERING CO.
2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
Call Mr. Hoffman
437-5400

an equal opportunity employer

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incid. profit sharing, paid

holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30 - 4:30

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.
Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

PART TIME.

'

-

MANCH

.

2-3 Days a Week'

'

Positions available now' for

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

tors. Day or evening work.

$10 BONUS
With

First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

moron., or Nights

.

Choose your oval hours, and
days. Attractive rates And
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.
VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service
BENSENVILLE HOME
NEEDS

VALLEY RESTAURANT

ma

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

days per week. Salary and

CASHIER

l'ChOOSe

*SWI TCH BOARD
Hours 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.
Call Mr. Witmke
GEORGE POOLE FORD

For Summer Vacation
OFFICE JOBS

253-5000

Five Reasons:

WARD

1. They like the friendly
treatment they get - no red
tape, no, waiting -IMMEDIATE assignments for ex-

400 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

PHONE 827-1108

Des Plaines

HELPERS
Several ladles needed for

perienced typists, stenos.

housekeeping dept. Permanent part and full time
positions.
Your choice of hours,

dictaphone and business

machine operators.

2. They like the pay -top rates

APPLY PERSONNEL

according to your skills.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

expenses. For more information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500

Preferred Business Service

COIL
I RL$,,
TEACHERS
sc000i. CLERKS

CL 34990

7 AM to 3 PM

and students. This is not a

masa Ham

Arlington Heights. ns.

NURSING AIDES
Miss Ruth Sanger
Call
766-0716
R.N.
PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need a personable woman
over 30 to be trained to interview housewives, teachers,

"INH

Good Pay and Tips

`

experienced keypimch opera-

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

3. They like the respect and
recognition that Manpower
"White Gloves" brings
them.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PERSONNEL
Steno/reception
Prefer some experience or will train qualified applicant.

Palatine

TYPISTS

358-7322

2 openings for order typists, to type orders, inspection

papers, etc. Accuracy prime requisite.

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

suburbs use Manpower
"White Glove Girls" -95%

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typist and record keeping.Should be
accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and

Work In our beautiful modern reception room on our busy
plug board. Some typing included.
Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue cross & Blue Shield, major medical &
life insurance. Hours 9:30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day week.

daily bonus.

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CONEX

8200 Lehigh
YO 8-6000

5. They_ appreciate their opportunity to increase their
earnings and skills -by attending Manpower's "Free
Brush -up Typing Course".
For your convenience

Sat'day Interviews

NOTICE
Designations as to sex In
our Help Wanted and Em-

69 W. Washington

9 AM to 1 PM

Northwest Suburban girls call

In-

now for a local appointment

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which. an employer re-

LE 7-1546

Wheeling area

SECRETARY
FOR TOP EXECUTIVE

Required good typing ability,
some dictaphone/shorthand

gas; aptitude for clerical
detail. Should have minimum
2 years secretarial experience.

Excellent benefit

program,

pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria.

H. M. HARPER CO,
8200 N. Lehigh
Morton Grove
YO 6-8000
499-4100
An equal oppor.employer

Choice of Days

We can give you as many or as
few days as you wish working

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

tions. For details call Ethel
Doebber

VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service

CAN YOU SEW?
You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

business

DesPlalnes, Arl.H. 439-8588

gram. Paid Holidays and

of

his

CL 5-2067

A rl. H.

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers

Manpower

them kndw which
the advertiser

believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY HELP
SERVICE

involved. Such designations
shall hot be taken to indicate

775-7277
Brunswick Bldg.

H. M. HARPER CO.

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

Food Products Hostess to work
in supermarkets on Sat's.
Young, attractive. 392-8689

preference,

20 -Help Wanted -Women

10th Fl.

30 -Help Myriad-11min

company benefits.
APPLY

DAY PUBLICATIONS
207 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Earn from ;7 an hour as a

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or collection. Car necessary. For
inform. 827-0712.

Saleswomen

Alterations -Fitters
Children grown?
Return to Business World
Full

or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant wobldng conditions
High salary
Paid Vacation

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

Margie Bridal Salon

chines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

rate. Fine insurance pro-

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

Niles, Ill.

vacation. Five day week
8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see us.

F.H.BONN COMPANY

Washington & Dearborn

limitation,

Excellent earnings plus full

STENOGRAPHERS

gards as reasonably necat ion

additional experienced Classified advertisingtelephone representative.

Want to pay off those old bills?
CONTACT MISS BYRNE

adapt it to industrial ma-

essary to the normal °pa -

SALES
Day Publications needs one

Mt. Prospect area 253-1108
529-9849
Roselle area
Palatine, Rol'g Ws,

CONTACT MISS BYRNE
Morton Grove
463-4100
.An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wheeling

7134 Higgins Av. 9 AM to noon

ployment Agency columns

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

ellDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL. WORKS stc
1901 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINE& ILLINOIS 600111
TELEPHONE, 294E2264

working within 1 week of
coming in.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

positions

CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

in the past 90 days were

253-2340

to let

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

of all qualified applicants

Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33 S. Arlington Eta. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

are made only (1) to

411 N. Wolf Rd.

top firms in the city and

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

10 -Help Wanted -Women

*Nolo tinted -Mum
11-114 fluted -Males
-TTPIRTS =
AttelithilkKomflinakerIF -Part
2-9 Days a Week
Rise Job: RIB time pay. Work
liOntir-earn 342.50. Call Heeded for plass** office
before sooty Ci. 345611.
work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply *kr
GENERAL OFFICE
hummer work.Fordetallscill
Interesting Work in modern Ethel Dc4bber
Magazine distributors office.
VA 7-5557
Chows to learn on about o Preferred Business SerViCe
fascinating industry. Good
EARN
pay - good - working 'con- That extra motley showing
ditions - 40 hour week -;lots
lots beautiful cosmetics es adverof work - share in profits. tised in leading magazines and
Should be handy with figures on T. V. by AVON. Good earnand able to work various ings. IDEAL for housewives.
simple office machines. No
824-0156
experience necessary. Apply
in person.
ADVERT IS ING
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

4. They like the assignments -

CL 9-1000

Interesting opening in personnel department. Screen phone
calls, greet applicants. etc. Must be good typist, accurate..

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

yVAITAESS WANTED,,,

SECRETARY

GIRL FRIDAY

908 E. Hellen Rd.

CL. 3-8990.

Typists

.

FINANCE DIRECTOR'

Pine Hurst Manor, Palatine.

AND

IMMEDIATE WORK

NURSES'AIDES
Full or Part time

payable function.

liabysitting:
Melo 2
5 days a Week: $50'. a. wig*.

TEMPORARY

11-1dp Itlaided-Mateo

ii-111111:Waled-Womes,.

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights
30 -Help Wanted -Women

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
&
utility trailer,
sleeps 4 adults. Heavy duck
canvas. Best offer. 392-4168
after 8.

Camper

SHADE TREES
Purple leaf plums,Hopa crabs
and Arborvitles.

WILLOW NURSERY
CL 5 - 4755
30 -Help Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OFFERS TO YOU:
Air Conditioned Offices
Tution,Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
Social Clubs

Parking Facilities
Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

FOR ONE OF THESE POSITIONS

File Clerks
General Clerks

Typist - Clerks Comptometer Operators
Manual & Electric Calculating Operators

Stenographers
Beginners & Experienced

PAY OUR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT A VISIT!
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M, to Noon

AUTOMAT/C ELECTRIC 7,4)
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
-1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
.1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Whirlpool

REFRIGERATOR

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
Turnfture. Antiques, Gun or
,Coin Collection.

14 cu. ft. W/icemaker $258
Terms SKELKOP TV CL 32187.

Older used Frigidaire; Good

Call 438-6093.

working order. $20.255-8233.

Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL. 5-1108
Ladles - do you want a new
look in dresses, sults and
sportswear at half price?
DI 8-6800. Room 502.

Soft

SALES & RENTALS

Avalon Travel Trailers and

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 vel-.
umes, cost $200, sect% $35,
Webster's unabridged dic251-7385
tionary $14.
GO-CART FOR SALE

For information call 2535085. $100.

Garage Cale. Draperies and

Tent Trailers. Open Sundays

FOR SALE
Whirlpool Washer $20.Whirl-

12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS
1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi. E.
of McHenry. Phone 815-385-6333

2 Window Fans 10" adjustable $5 each. 1 table Ironer
like new. CL 3-7771.
Jacobsen reel lawnmower 21"

pool gas dryer $50. 2 section
sofa color cranberry & cream
linen upholstery $50. blue
studio couch $10. All excellent condition. Moving must
sell Immediately. CL 3-6127.
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

SMITH
MARINE

OPERATION FLAME -OUT

Prospect Hts. Scouts, Fire
Extinguisher Sale. Sat., June
18.

OVER

For Sale or Trade

fly casting rods. Will trade.
for 2 girls 26" bikes in exc.

100 BOATS
NEW AND USED

condition. HO 5-8371.

PALATINE
RESALE SHOP

ON DISPLAY

Bring in your used clothing
and we will sell it, for you.
We pay cash for cut glass,
handpainted china, antiques.

1 bdrm. apt., air conditioned
in Arlington. $126 a month
253-3743, after 4 P.M.
Arlington Hgts. 3 - 1/2 room
studio apartment. 830 sq. ft.
Adults, no pets.
809 N. Wilke Rd.

80 HP Merc., tilt trailer &
acces. $1150. 392-3079.

Fiberglass Minnow sailboat.
10 ft. long. Complete .with
blue nylon sail,
rigging,
rudder and daggerboatd. Good
condition. $1011. 392-3485.
16' wood runabout. 75 HP

Johnson. gator trailer, ski

equip. Exc. condition $950 or
best offer. 439-6422
44 -togs, Pets And Equipment

Seal Point, $30 and $35. 2558574.

puppies.
Father is a champion. AKC
6 weeks old. 766-6785.
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 19.Males
and Females. Sired ByChamKilmoe's Cassenova
pion
Shepard

German

Home raised with TLC. Call
358-2699.
after 6 P.M.
FREE IGTTENS. CALL 255-

after 5.

Dunthy

Mercury

Mercruiser

7108 IV. Cormak

TI 9-2250

OPEN SUNDAYS
Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5
30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

91 -To Rent Miscellaneous

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and
delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.

Display furniture in 7 model
homes. We deliver.
296-7771

48 -Household Appliances

Miracle Klearex Water Rofiner-Softner used 3 mos.
Retails $500, priced now
$150. Private Party. DE 7'5200 ext. 248 or 477-5198.
OPERATION

FLAME -OUT

Prospect Hts. Scouts, Fire

Extinguisher Sale. Sat., June
Frigidaire Elec. dryer and
Motorola 23" TV with stand.

Best offer.

392-8894

55 -Musical Instruments

qlectriic guitar for
- pale, Single-Plektip, $00. 255-5454.

Gibson

Handcrafted Bass Guitar, One
pickup and excellent tone.$50.
CL 3-0430.

as organ with color glo for

Experienced Coil Winders For All Three Shifts

Parties

82 -Wanted To Rent

Business man desires to rent
garage in Prospect Hgts.Prefer area Busse Rd. & Cotton-

wood Dr. near Sycamore Lane
Apts.
439-1504 after 6
COUPLE WANTS COTTAGE

BOAT DOCK. Call
259-5136 after 6 P.M.
Desperate! 2 bdrm. Furn. apt.
wanted; June to Sept.Mr.Wm.

Shields, 358-6500. 8 AM to
4:30 PM. Monday thru FriNeed 3 or 4 bedroom home
rent or lease option. Phone
824-5832. Mrs. Lowe.

Executive with one son
and small dog desires

2 or 3 bedroom apartment or house. Monthly or short lease. Call

Mrs. Kijak.

1714 E. N. W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9
Arl Hgts., Ill.

E6 -Real Estate -Houses

ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS,

by

living room and L shaped dining
room Lge. kitchen.

LAKE ZURICH

Frame Full basement $21,500

Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, lee lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,

PALATINE

4 bdrm. house in Prospect
Heights, $23,500

3 bdrm. house in Prospect

Executive home in Ivy Hill.
Open house 1 to 5 Sat. Sun.
(Palatine Rd. at Rand Rd.)

Heights, $23,000

2002 N. BURKE DR.

pect Heights. $23,500.

Owner transferred. Spacious
colonial. Elegant entrance
with curved sweeping stair-

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,

basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

place. Formal dining room,
dining area. Paneled

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

floor. 4 oversized
Walk
in clothes

bdrms.
closets. 2 1/2 baths. Tiled
basement. 2 car garage.Close
to new grade school & shop-

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

nice house for the large family
$31,500

Price includes car-

ping.

peting, drapes, kit.appliances
and professional landscaping.
$44,000.

7 rm., 11/2 bath , brick frame,

tri-level, full basement.$24,-

259-5872

275.

Immaculate 5 room ranch.
Walking distance to St. James

full basement,low taxes.$17,500

church & school 1 1/2 car
garage. Only $15,800.
PALATINE

ing distance to sehool s, transportation, and shopping. Priced to sell immediately to settle

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$18,-

moving, $28,500.

000.

estate. $21,000.

PLUM GROVE Area -

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Forest Estates
10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre
lot. New. $52,000

Give us your rentals, we are

MT. PROSPECT
3 bedroom split livel with at-.
tached garage. In excellent
neighborhood. $24,900.

in need of them.
Open evenings until 9 P.M.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Ill.
358-4555

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles fir Sale

'63 VW Red sedan R. H. W/W.

belts. Good cond. $995.

S.

392-4080.
'65 Chevy Impala Convertable

scpd. corner lot in an im-

offer. 3513-7895.

situated on a beautifully land-

proved community. Eiccell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate etas.,
Expensive

picture window.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

,cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you onyour
way` to sunshine and happiness.

Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.

NORTHWEST
acres of unusually good

high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186

7371 after 6.

1962 Pontiac Bonne. hd. tp.

Full pm'. air cond. $1475.
537-0847.
'59 Buick, good condition.
Radio, heater, factory air

cond. PS and PH. A big car
for only $300. Private. 8270247.
Take

payments.

over

'62

Chevy. Impala. 4 door, P.S.,
Auto. trans., W.W, R.H., Call
1963 white Pontiac Convertable. Very low mileage. In excellent condition. 4 speed with post traction and bucket seats.
Has 4 brand new ww tires.

Must be seen to be ap"

'GO Continental Cony., Execu-

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

10 flat, center of tovm,

2 bdrm., apts.
3 flat brick, in town, $28,000
Palatine, Wilmette and Ver150

DeSoto, good condition,
good tires $200 firm. CL 3'57

preciated! 381-500G.

90 -Investment Property

mont

Full Power. $1950 or best

824-4331.

.88 -Real Estate -Vacant

$5,500

x 300

We have vacant lots for sale,
starting at $3,000 and up.

tive 2nd car. Like new tires.
New trans., carburetor, mufflers. Top & battery 1 yr.
old. P/windows sent. Very
clean. Asking $1295 or best
offer. CL 5-2419.

'55 Chev. 2 Dr. Clean. auto/
trans., radio. Ideal 2nd car
259-3053

$90.

equipped, excellent condition,
:low mileage, Call 392-0503.

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

ROSELLE DODGE

25 So. Park,

358-4555

Roselle, LA 9-9671

92 -Vacation Places

Boys 10 to 16 - Boat and tent
camping. Boating, Water Skiing, Fishing, swimming, overnight camp out, Weekly
eates. Mr. Bill Mann 923
Carswell, Elk Grove 437-1772

'63 Olds 98. 4 door hd. tp.

Equipt with every factory accessory available. Low mile-

age. Very clean, 392-2034.
100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

111 JMPH '64, sedan, like new

99 -Automobiles For Sale

1962 Dodge Polara convertible. Radio, htr. Auto. bucket
537-8068
seats, good cond.
'54 Buick Century hdtp. Runs
fine, good body $75. After 6
Call CL 3-0329
1964 TR4. Radio, htr. British
green, good cond.Racing tires
Best offer. 537-8068 after 6.
'62 Bonnie 4 dr. hdtop Deluxe.
P/S, P/B, W/W., Radio.$750.

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

DAY
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

msecie. ;saint, $175, Phone: 3920571.

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

Palatine, III.

rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,
ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner
7

2 Bdrm. brick ranch. Walk-

1958 Ford County Squire, 9
passenger wagon, runs wall,

'64 Olds Dynamic Cony. Fully

rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,

4

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

grade and Meadows Park. Low
30's. By Appt. 259-0295.

.99 -Automobiles For Sale

Pleasant

family rm. and utility rm. Park. $29,900
1st

less than your present Chi-

cagoland rent you can own one

5

case. Living rm. with fireon

19 -Automobiles For Site

FLORIDA.
One of Florida's largest builders offers,enew Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras.Pros-

Family room. 2 baths. Lge.
utility room. Quality constr.
near Pros. High, KenSington

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1/2 car gar.

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

6

CL 5-G320

4 bdrm. brick & frame ranch
with 2 full baths. 1/2 acre
lot. $18,900.

392-5151

1

$23,500.,
259-3615 or 837-6030

BRUNS

day.

St. George Guitar, 4 pick-

SUMMERTIME

253-3586

DRIVING FUN

ups. Excellent cond. $70.

392-5891

1962 Red Corva i r Monza,R/H,

W/W. Exc. Cond't. $550. Ph
CL 3-7935 after 7:30.

cond't. Black, extras. Priced
at dealers whsle. 375 3782.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted

Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
Palatine
MUSTANG MTRS.
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance,
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines
824-4251
19 -Automobiles For Sale

19 -Automobiles For Sale

RCA color TV - 21" $75.00

Recent Factory Experience Will Be

Zenith 23" TV early amer.
console. Like new, in exc.

CL. 9-4466.

cond. $150. 392-8687.

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

60 -Sporting Goods

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

Golf Clubs for sale.

Used

very little. $25.00 255-5454.

Program. Please Apply In Person.

61 -Hobbies -Model Building

Large Aurora Model Motoring
setup. For. sale in part or
whole. 255-5454.

INTERVIEWING

Monday Thru Thursday

'Looking for a challenge that.
will get you into your own!
''profitable business? Fran,e,hising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list.

8 A.M. To 9 P: M.
Friday

0 ppotrimft e s In

,.this area.

8 A.M. To 4 P.M.

PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
4234 N, Northwest Highway
358-7788.
:palatine

Saturday

FINE
SUBURBAN GARS

Mt. Prospect

Timber -Lake Village

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of ihe GT&E Family of Companies

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

tennis court, range, refrigSEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Mt. Prospect

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest

Apartments.

Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.RM.13x11

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W, of Rt. 83 ElmhUrstRdt.

DAY WANT ADS

fiET RESULTS

"WE SAY YES!"

BOYS

Town sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

$3395.

BISCAYNE
2 Dr. White Walls

Wheel

Disc

FULL P R I CE $2495.

2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-8.
Tires, Custom Int

New

Chrome Wheel

SHARP!

1961 CADILLAC
2 Dr. HT
P.S. P.B. and Windows

4 Dr. Auto/Trans. Radio.

Heater. Power Steering w/w

Tires

1963 CADILLAC
Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

1962 OLDS
SUPER 88

1966 CHEVROLET

Side View Mirror
Padded Dash
4 seat belts retract
Backup lights
Variable washers Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

$895

$1795
1964 CHEVROLET

1961 CHEVROLET

V-8 WAGON

BELAIR WAGON

Standard
Trans. Radio.
Heater. White Walls

6

cyl. Overdrive.

Radio.

TOTAL

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

1966 MUSTANG

Stick on the floor. Radio, Heater,

IN STOCK
2
1966 CORONET 440 1966 MONACO,
Dr. HT., Red,
2 Dr. HT., Dark
Green, Black
White Vinyl
Top.
Vinyl Top.

Red Tires.

$2095

TO CHOOSE FROM

Convert. P.S., P.13., Automatic Trans. Reasonable ..

We make deals!

$100.00 DOWN

4
-1966 CHARGER, 1966 MONACO,
Dr. HT., Dark
Dark Green.

Green.

1966 MONACO,

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

299-4235

299-3395

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irvink Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

2

Dr. HT., Beautiful
Green,

Black
Top.

MOTOR
SALES

INCL FREIGHT

$595

$1495

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS

ELLINWOOD

$27630°

PRICE

Heater.

FULL PRICE $945.
1961 PONTIAC

This is not a stripped down model.

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x

DEALS IN JUNE

1966 OLDS 98

5x9

OLYMPIC 'SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

439-1127

in= FULL S IZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

SWIMMING POOL

rec. lounge, putting green.

'66 POLARA

"WE SAY YES!"

1966 Corvett 327 Fuel Inb
400 HP, Mag - Wheels

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals. Includes

114617

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd

1960 CHEV IMP.

74 -To Rent Apartments

8 A. M. To Noon

BRAND NEW

???

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM'

Ala-ZONIDIVICMSD

3rd

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

66 -Business Opportunities

WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH

DICK WICKSTROM

58 -Radio -Television

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M &

ed in yard,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Weddings

86 -Real Estate -Houses

easy learning. 939-4056.

To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

Northlake, III.

chen, paved drive to 2 car garage. Top Condition. Only two
biks. to school. Inspect it
today.

Best offer will buy 1964 Thom

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability

1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.
Palatine area -4 bedrm, split foyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio, fenc--

Full Basement ranch located
in exclusive Northside area.
Two bedrooms, full dining
room, unbelievable 18 ft. kit-

Low summer rates for

owner. 3 bdrm. bi level. Igo.

18.

face brick, slate roof; 2 ear

CL 3-7237

WITH

40%-70% Savings

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all

shops. $22,650. By app't.

HALL RENTALS

TO RENT ON FOX RIVER

yr. old, White Youth Bed.
springs & matching
dresser. $30. 437-0413.

We Need Gals Who Have Experience

cinity of Prairie View, Ill.
Write box 1024, Day Publications. Arl. Hts.

CL 5-3535

Arlington fits -By owner, 8
room home, centrally located.

possession on this vacant
home. Asking $21,750.

on tree farm. Exchange for
part time work on trees. Vi-

etc. 259-5682.

1

All Shifts

CL 3-3721 after 6:30.
FREE RENT of mobile home

Garage sale - Benefit Clear brook Center, June 16, 9 to 4
633 S. Mitchell,ArlingtonHts.
Household furnishings for
sale. Moving out of state.
green
olive
new
Like
draperies and matching
sheers. Kitchen table, and 4
chairs. 4 ft. redwood picnic

with

COIL WINDERS

Art. Hgts. 3 bdrm, 2 baths,
4 blks to train. $250 mo.

Graduations, etc.

824-8164

ASSEMBLERS

334-7252

AMERICAN LEGIONHALL
Don Wheeler
,CL. 3-2978

SAVE $$$$

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Arlington Hgts., 3 bdrm.,
1-1/2 baths, den. 90 mis. to
loop. $160 with lease. Close
to shops. Mr. Covell).

Thursday, June 16, 1966

M.K.P. Listing Service
1810 E.N/WHwy

ONLY $19,950

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

table and benches. Tables,

FOLZ REALTY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Transferred owner offers all
Brick 3 bedroom ranch with
2 car garage, 1 1/2 baths,
,huge kitchen with built - in
,oven and range. Immediate

76 -To Reril Houses

5645.

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Donzi
Sea Ray

104 W. NW Hwy. FL 8-5251

Daily 10 to 4
Friday 10 to 8:30

392-5277.

Misc.

Best offer accepted CL 9-2071

1858 sausage maker, 2 glass
- shower doors, 32 8 ft.bamboo

18' wood lapstrake runabout

Siamese Kittens, registered

Avalon and 1:Y:earner Pickup

Coaches. Also the finest in

14 -To Rent Apartments

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

31 -Boats fed Marine Supplies

Vinyl

1966 POLARA, 4 Dr.
H.

T., Yellow

with Black Vi nyl Top.

With FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING!

ROSELLE.
DODGE
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Rosalie Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

Weather Spoils
Legion Baseball

Rain Spoils

ist Round

In J.C. Net
BY GARY YEAST
Twenty-two first, second, and
third round matches were played before the stormy weather

The weatherman did it again yesterday. He washed out the
opening game of the 1966 league season for both of the area's

returned to halt action at Arlington High School yesterday,
the first annual Arlington
Heights Jaycees Tennis Tourn-

American Legion junior baseball teams.

in

The Arlington Heights nine, which had its Month:), game with
Glenview postponed, was looking forward to tangling last night
with Northbrook5s contingent at Glenbrook North High School.
Mount
Prospect's
legion
crew was rained out Monday handed St. Viator High School
against
Des
Plaines,
and senior, is expected to start
again last night against Mor- against Park Ridge for Arton Grove.
lington. Donahue was to get the
BOTH TEAMS arc idle to- Monday night originally, and
night, although Mount Prospect last night when the Monday tilt
was originally slated to meet was postponed.
Downers Grove in an exhibiDave Kingman, a lanky Prostion tilt, but last night's rain pect High School senior, will
moved the Downers Grove go for Mount Prospect.
team's rained -out test to toTHE MAKE-UP dates for
night.
the rained -out contests arc unTomorrow Arlington Heights certain.
will try again, travelling to
Glenview and Arlington Hgts.
Park Ridge to meet the Park will meet either Tuesday or
Ridge

Reds at 6 p.m.
Prospect
nine

Mount

The

will

meet Palatine at home (Prospect High School) at 6 p.m.

ament.

THE TOURNEY, being held
through the 19th, saw the junior division, 16 and under, open
play with 42 boys entered, Top
seeded Bill Von Boeckmann,
Arlington's number one singles
player, was unscored upon as

he disposed of his opponents
in straight sets 6-0, 6-0.

The only upset of the day
disappointed Matt Weeg, who
was ranked second in the tournament. Weeg ' lost in second
round action as Jim Cuca won
in three sets 8-6, 0-6, 6-3.

TODAY THE senior

Thursday next week, and the
Northbrook - Arlington clash
will be played either June 28
or 30.

Mount Prospect's make-up
dates arc also undetermined.

JERRY DONAHUE, a right -

class,

18 and under, will start play
as
the junior class resumes
two more rounds at the Arlington High School tennis courts. First and second rounds of
both classes will play in doubles.

Jerry

Donahue

ONE OF THE FINEST 14IGIA5CHOOL
ATHLETES IN THE STATE, HAS 12,EEN
NAMED ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 1361 THE

get

will

the starting nod for ArlingHeights'

ton

American

Legion baseball team if
the official league season
ever opens. The right hander has been rained

out of two - straight league

PROSPECT DAY. CuRRENTLN/ A MEM5ER
OF THE MOUNT pRospEcT L1MERIc-A P4
LeioN1 3uivtoR feAGEBALLTEMAITHE PROSPECT
SCHOOL SENIOR HELPED GET HIS TEAM OFF TO A STRONG STAta
BELTING A PAIR OF TRIPLES AND DRIVING IN THREE RUNS AS IaIS
TEAM Wol..1114EIR OPENER 8-4 J OVER I-IILLSIDE. TOM ALSO R./INS

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 14
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openers this week.

Spinello's

Par 35 Is
Night's Best
It was Mike Spinello again
Tuesday in the Rob Roy Tues-

QUARTERBACK IN r-cOTBALL AND CENTER AND FORWARD IN BASKETBALL.

Tom Lundstedt Captures Our
Weekly Award in Baseball

SPINELLO WON his third
straight

low

gross

honors,

shooting a par 35 for Gunnell's
Restaurant.

Low

net

honors

went to Bob Peterson of the
Prospect
Heights Pharmacy,
who fired a 39-7-32.

Four golfers tied for second
honors in the low -net competition. Joc D'Michele carded
a 41-8-33 for Kirchhoff Insurance, Vince Hoffman shot

a 40-7-33 for C.P. Floor and
Tile,

Steve Allen, one of Arlington Heights American
Legion

and Bob Voight fired a 41-833 for Porspect Heights Bar-

team's regular hurlers, contemplates the

weather that has kept his team idle since Sunday.
Arlington is supposed to play Park Ridge away to-

ber Shop.

TASTEE MEATS retained

morrow, and will be at Recreation Park Sunday for a

its grip on first place in the
league standings with a 6-1

1:30 p.m. double-header.

trimming of Stone Perforat-

Tigers Rout Cubs 13-0
The Tigers white - washed
the Cubs 13-0 last night in the
Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball Association's only action.

Kevin Shea took credit for

the win on a- three -hitter in

the
Bronco Majors
while Jim King was
with the loss.

Virg Rolfs posted a
for L -Nor Cleaners,

39-6.33

ing in the team competition,
while second -place Rodewald
Dairy knocked off L -Nor Cleaners 4-1/2 - 2-1/2.
Kirchhoff
Insurance,
the

clash,
pinned

third -place team, beat Howard
Metal 6-I, and Prospect Hgts.
Pharmacy
trimmed
Weber
Paints, 4-1/2 - 2-1/2.

Mike Moran, Cliff Oster,
and Tom Trandel led the winners' attack.

Tom Lundstedt, one of the
finest
high
school
athletes
in the state, has been named
Athlete of the Week by the
Prospect Day.

CURRENTLY A member of
the Mount Prospect American

WITH DALE HOFMANN

to Arlington Park Race Track
yesterday -- more as a tourist than a real fan
it's cheaper that way.

because

like to take Arthur Allyn and
maybe P. K. Wrigley along.
world's

the

purveyor .of

most

beautiful

the

ball-

almost

to

they don't care. If they did,
they wouldn't be railbirds.

Yon have to be a real
the surroundings In Chi-

cago's major league parks.
Not so with the horseplayers at Arlington.
We got there late, and it was
much later by the time' we ne-

gotiated the journey from the
farthest reaches of the parking lot to the track. Still, you
can make the trip unarmed.
More important, when you get
back, your hubcaps are still
attached to the wheels, and
your radio aerial is neither
absent or bent.

OUR FIRST IMPRESSION
of

the

place

considerably

was influenced
by the decor.

It's a whole new world
once you get inside. Would
you believe pictures on the
walls, and concession yen-

don dressed in crisp candy stripe chats? How about

crowd from one set of moving,
stairs to another.

WE THOUGHT we

The rookie lost his cool
though, as did all the people who were watching him,

were

beginning to get the feel of
the place when we saw a couple

and shared low gross honors
with two other linksmen.

world over, and Arlington
Isn't very far ahead of the
pack in that respect. There

playing

season's

first

clean
last -place

routing
Range 10-0.

the
sweep,

Illinois
The win boosted

top Is worth seeing. Stairs are

Thunderbird Bowl
Kruse's Tavern

46

44 2/3

Mount Prospect
Electric

42 1/2

Licht's Paints

39

Busse-Biermann

38 1/2

Keefer's Pharmacy

35 7/12

Wilk Lumber,
Fuel

Carter Music

again.

Kersting Garden
Cntr.

Shop

Kirchhoff Inurance 29 1/4
Illinois Range

26 1/2
18 1/2

Keefer's

Pharmacy

by

the

same score.

quarterback

ward

in

60

-

percent

clip, and

was named his team's most
valuable player.

(Higgins Rbad) Phone: 4289041.

Special rates until June 19 18 holes for the price of nine.
$2.00 weekdays
$2.5,

weekends

lington Heights Rd.

at

State

in football at Purdue.

THURSDAY
5:40 p.m. Leadoff Man ch. 9

coach at Northern Illinois University.

Illinois out of high school, but

All -Stars

also served as a grid
assistant at Forest View, workOhl

White
Sox vs. Kansas City Athletics

8:00 p.m. WFLD Sports Spe

ing with the Falcon backfield.
Before joining the Forest View

faculty he was a football and

cial ch.32
cial ch. 32

6-0;

0,

Chuck

Gibbel

over

Johns

6-2;

Bob

6-0,

over Jim Manos 6-0,

7-5, 6-0; Jim Cuca
over Matt Weeg 8-6, 0-6, 6-3.

ber is 255-7200.

enrolled at the University of

Baseball,

SECOND ROUND: Boeckmann over Dave Erickson, 6-

ymously. The telephone num- Navik

has been named assistant truck

p.m.

JUNE 15 RESULTS
FIRST ROUND: Randy Bieber over Randy Bocian 0-6,
7-5, 6-1; Reid Hanson over
Jim Pickett 7-5, 6-2; Jerry
Rose over
Gene
Way man
6-0, 6-2; Bill Bocckmann over John Noerenberg 6-0, 6-0.

person, or by tele- over Greg Leydig 6-1, 6-3;
phone, and may be made anon- Gorden Folkman over Lance

Sports on 71.17.1
pig, Junior

the Pepsi Cola Company.

lagher

OHL, 32, will also serve
as an assistant football coach,'
He entered Purdue after a
succeeding Dale Foster. who stint in military service. He

5:45
ch. 32
5:55

the local Jaycees chapter and

6-0; Hanson over Scott DeckThey may be made in writ- er 6-3, 6-3; Paul Stevens

Dick Ohl, head track 'coach
A GRADUATE of Champaign
Forest Vicw High School, High School, where he was an
has resigned after four years all -state and all-American footto take a similar position at ball player. Ohl graduated from
Hinsdale Central High School.
Purdue University. He lettered

track assistant for two years
at Arlington High School.

left after a year for 'the service.

THIRD ROUND: Gibbet over Reinhard 6-0, 6-1; Crockett over Stelling 6-4, 6-2; Gallagher over Plesto 6-I, 6-2;
Cuca over Folkman 6-0, 6-3.

Help Skiers
Ski fans are urged to purchase pins which will help support the United States Ski
Team at the World Alpine Ski
ChaMpionships

in August at
Portillo, Chile.
The pins, which cost $1, are

available at the Concourse
Sports Chalet, Randhurst; Johnson's Sports,
Des
Plaines;

His successor as head track Wille Lumber and Fuel, Mount
mentor at Forest View has not Prospect; and Pro Sports, Palbeen named.

atine.

-

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

TORONADO

rent a new '66
CORTINA

GALA XI E

4.00
5.00'
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

P

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL.

D
A

TORONADO

Coe)
-----

CL 9-3141
CL. 4-8889
NITES AND SUNDAY

$4640"

R

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE

FOR ONLY

E

SPECIAL RATES

of Dundee Just north of Rt. 72

Waukegan in July.
Champions will travel

meet

will not af- ren

fect the selection.

at

RENT A STATION WAGON

Northwest suburbs finest new
course on Randall Road, west

All Mount Prospect and
Prospect
Heights area athletes are eligible for Athlete

Ohl Quits Forest View

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RANDALL OAKS

FIRST AND second place
will receive trophics
and will qualify for the state
winners

As a Prospect High School ing, in
catcher last spring he earned all - league honors and
batted at a .357 clip.

PLUS MILEAGE

Play uncrowded

his

Crockett over Don Spink 6-4,
6-4; Dennis Conrad over RanNOMINATIONS should be dy Bieber 6-1, 6-2; Ken Jortitle.
made between 9 a.m. and 5
gensen over Walt Strait 6-0,
HE SET A school scoring p.m. Mondays at our Arling- 6-I; Tim Plcsto over
Dave
record, shooting' at a better - ton Heights office, 217 S. Ar- Schoepke 6-4;
6-3; Bob Galthan

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

that dot the halls. But losing
tickets arc torn up and dropp-

area in

state recognition dur-

championship,
the
Pontiac
Holiday Tournament crown,
and the Prospect Regional

MUSTANG

Tired of Waiting to Tee Off?

the Chicagoland
age group.

of the Week recogailion, and Rose 6-0, 6-0; Bill Reinhard
the Day's readers are invitover Jim Milne 7-5, 6-3; Rick
ing the
basketball
season, ed to submit nominations, The
leading Prospect to a share number of nominations for a Tindall over Jim- Ulrich 6-0,
6-0; Bill Stelling over Warof the Mid - Suburban Leagues single candidate

ed' all

FAIRLANE

their empty beer cups into one
of the many trash receptacles

in

and center and forbasketbali. He earn-

football

FALCON

saw at least a dozen of them
go out of their way to deposit

'

Hard-

team catcher, he

-

plays

31

fans are a funny breed. We

almost passe at Arlington.
you won't see in other
THE ESCALATORS are
stadium's. One of them put
fine if you pay attention to
the clincher on our trip.
where you are going. This
Yes, Mr. Allyn, you can
rookie, feeling a little self. \ have drinking fountains and
'conscious on his first trip to \ sell beer too.

BUSSE-BIERMANN

A first
also

34

THE SWEEPERS don't get

hand, Arlington has a lot of things

1/2 win over Wille's Lum-

ber and Fuel.

9:00 p.m. WFLD Sports Spe34 1/2

from the third to the fourth
floor and back to the third

.to be standing.
Oa the other

3

Shop dumped Carter Music, 7
with
-3.
Ron Scherer of Illinois Range
Licht's Paints beat Thunand Glenn Adams of Kruse's derbird
Bowl 6-4 and KerTavern. All posted 38s.
ting Garden Center trimmed
Kruse's Tavern scored

Moler's Barber

ed wherever the loser happens

4, over Hillside.

split low gross honors

all the credit though. Racing

are a few more available
at the track, but their stale
popcorn Is no more worth
35 cents than anyone else's

three runs as his 'team
won their opener Sunday, 8in

for the Mount Prospect Elec- ware tripped Kirchhoff Insurtric Construction Co. team, ance 6-4, and Molar's Barber

when he realized he was
making a neat round trip

There are a couple of things
long lines milling about. Long Arlington doesn't have though.
lines in a stadium usually
Telephones for one, and conmean one thing, but Arlington cession debries on the floor for
outfexed us again. The people another. The racing commiswere waiting to get to a bank sion is a little touchy about
of windows. You just walk into
calls emanating from the track
the wash rooms, because there
before the races are completare lots of them.
ed. And the sweepers don't
Concession stands are
even wait until the crowd has
concession
stands
the
left to clean up the floors.

Pick your favorite color, and
stale popcorn.
We walked by the barber
you're bound to find it splashed somewhere on the grand- shop - that's right, the barstand. The effect isn't terribly ber shop - on the way to the
arty, but it beats the prison escalators because we had
gray on most public stadiums heard that the view from the
all hollow.

his head knowingly in his rac-

ourselves.

from the experience.

track, was trying to bury

ing form, as he followed the

Wrong again. Just about every
seat in the house is dry because
an overhanging
roof
keeps it that way. Of course
the
railbirds get wet, but

park might pick up something

baseball nut to put up with

a

arette machines?
It was raining yesterday, so
we thought we would have the
place

Next time we go, we would
Even

piped - In music and cig-

strong start by belting

Art Hammerstrom came up Kruse's into second place as
with a 38-7-31 to take low net Mount Prospect Electric fell
honors Tuesday in the Mount
to third -- despite a 6 1/2 Prospect Twilight Golf League,

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Points

WE TOOK OUR first trip

a

a pair of triples and drivirig

Art Hammerstrom
Takes Low Net
HAMMERSTROM,

Prospecting

Legion Junior baseball team,
the Prospect High School senior helped get his team off
to

of winning his division. At the present time Von
Bocckmann is ranked sixth in

chance

to Miami, Florida for the nationals in early August. All
trophies will be provided by

Athlete of the Week

alr

day Night Golf League.

John Jarccki and Jim Esser
in the senior class.
Both boys are ranked first in
their division. Von Bocckmann
is all alone in the 16 and under class and has an excellent
arc top's

Only full-size car

with front wheel drive!
Flat floors Full -view side windows 385 -hp Toronado
Rocket V-8 EnsineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra--

Matic Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest took in wpm!

sTgalarrtatasm "

MARTIN J. KELLY
4.040)OLDS MOBILE, INC.
-.1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Telephone
2554400

WEATHER
Fair; Low in

Tonight;

.

the

middle 50s. Saturday; Mostly
sunny; High in the upper 70s.

"

Your Home Newspaper

Elk Grove
Tax Income
Up Million

Wendy Leads the Broom Brigade

arc

$ I ,031,430.13

higher than last year for the
first collection period.
Real estate tax collections
as of May 2 were $6,496,266.40

Pools on

The total amount of taxes
collected is $7,063,486.99.

Highway
Officials

In New House

Agenda

THIS YEAR the township
for real estate taxes was
$11,146,603.82 and the personlevy

Petition

$30,000 Fire

Swimming

up $889,789.62 from last year.
Personal property tax receipts

Newstand Price 10 Cents

°Ionia' Heights Assn.
eeks Flood Relief

Tax collections in Elk Grove
Township

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Friday, June 17,1966

325 W. Prospect Av.

Vdlume 1, Number 44

Members of the Colonial
Heights Homeowners Assn.

Three ordinances from the
public health and safety committee will be considered by
the village board in a special

property tax levy was
$1,561,392.38.
Elk Grove Township tax
assessor
Charles
Hodlmaic
al

have asked the Cook County

day, June 7, tops the agenda.

Highway Department for a
study to determine ways and
means to re -open a storm
sewer serving their residential area.
The
association's
president Dennis Kay called for
a study of a 66 -inch storm

2,191 Acres
And Not One
Cow or Chicken

Also scheduled arc first
readings of ordinances which

behind

Cultivated farmland in Elk
Grove Township has decreased
by 873 acres, township assessor Charles Holdmair reports.
There are 30 parcels of farm-

from the public health and safety committee, chaired by Trustee Harry Bruhl, are discus-

land with a total of 2,191 acres.

tween Wilshire and Wheeling
Rds. and along Busse Rd. in
the vicinity of the Common-

session tonight at the village
hall at 8 p.m.
Discussion of a swimming

reported at the board of auditors meeting last night that
there arc 1,400 new accounts
assessed for personal property this year.

pool ordinance, which underwent

sewer installed in an easement

erations of barber and beauty

onial Heights.
Kay said that this sewer
crosses Busse Rd. at Estates
Dr. and as originally in-

stalled, terminated in a large
hole that permitted water to

Kensington

on

onto Mount
Golf Course.
flow

be-

said that the sewer
alleviated what he
called "a very serious floodKay

ing problem."

tt;

THE BOARD will hear a report from the attorney and
director concerning
finance
bonds for public officials. This
report was requested in light
of the new responsibility
vested in Manager John Mon-

box was installed by Scully,
Hunter and Scully in accordance with plans prepared by
Edgar Fletcher and approved

gan recently.

by

LAST YEAR, according to
Kay,

The board of auditors voted
last night to delay payment to
the districts until more money

prehensive

from tax collections was received by the township treasurer. According to the budget, approved by the electors
in April, payment must be

storm

sewer

made on or before Oct. 15.

2 Boys Held
For Taking Belt

ings at water well five.

Two Wheeling High School

Unfortunately,
Kay
before
the
water
the

Lt. Lorenz Hauser of the Forest River Fire Department inspects damage from a fire in a. home under
construction at 1309 Orchard in Prospect Heights. Lt.

Hauser said damage to the home in Castle Heights

subdivision might be as high as $30,000. Chief Charles

Nick is investigating a report that a 13 -year -old boy
lit a firecracker while playing with gasoline in the
garage of the house.

Wednesday after one of them

Drive Is
Too Late

Fined $50

Thomas Needham, 7, of 913
Tower Ln., received cuts on his

For Noise

Wendy Wagner, 23 months, adds her Dutch charm to street cleaning he eastern
Prospect Heights. For the story and more photographs, see Page 3.

Troop 36 Scouts Raise Funds
With 'Operation Flame -out'
raising efforts.

Scouts will begin a door-todoor fire extinguisher project
tomorrow called "operation
flame -out." The fund raising

replaces the troop's traditional
broom and sponge sale of past
years.
George St. John, chairman
of the sale, said: "The fire
extinguisher sells for $3 and
the money raised will go toward
additional scouting equipment
and increased activities."
He said that while this is

kitchens, workshops,
and automobiles."

garages in the home.

available."
Demonstrations of the fire

THE UNIT has been tested first thing to do is to call your
by the Prospect Heights Rur- fire department.

extinguisher will be conducted
in the "Prospect Heights shopping center tonight and tomor-

al Fire Department.

row all day.

But

he

emphasized:

"The

"Then use your extinguisher.

said Tom is in good condition.

fund raising campaign, the
scout committee also consid-

ers it a community service
project.
"Every
extinguisher
the
scouts sell will be an added
safety
factor in
Prospect

Heights," he said.

The extinguisher
CO

is a

new

aerosol -type.

$30,000 Loss
From Fire in

through the door.

mothers of household hazards.

Tindall and a 15 -year -old
accomplice, police said, took

the shirt from the G. C. Murphy Co. in Mount Prospect

sr

Reluctant
Driver Fined

New House

Robert N. Horan, 23, of
Streamwood, paid a $25 fine

Damage was estimated as
high as $30,000 in a fire Thurs-

day on charges of running a

in Mount Prospect court Thurs-

red light and driving without a

day that swept a house under

valid operator's license.

construction in Prospect Hgts,

Chief Charles Nick of the

After twice failing to appear
in court, Judge Simon S. Porter

Forest River Fire Department
said he is investigating reports
that- a

l3 -year -old

boy

was

seen playing with firecrackers
and gasoline in the garage of
the house.

The house is at 1309 Orchard
in the Castle Heights subdivision.

is

and

reckless

driving

Wayne

E.

Langhoff,

1721

ed by Sgt. Ralph

J. Doney,

Windows Broken

Alfred H. Juhnke told police
group of small

Thursday a

children broke three windows
of a shack on the back of his
property at 501 W. Golf Rd.

Driver Fined
$100 on Charge
A $100 fine was levied by
Judge Simon

S.

Porter on

level of the grate, water

standing in backyards of

homes on Busse Rd. three to
four feet deep.
Kay said
heavy rains

that during

the

of May 12, the
outlet to the storm sewer was
blocked by this concrete box
and water was being discharged from manholes in the storm
sewer.
KAY

SAID

that

water

backed up into several basements in the area.

"Our association would appreciate

your office

investi-

gating this matter and initiating a program to achieve a
solution,"

Kay

said

in

the

letter to Andrew V. Plummer
of the highway department.

Judge Simon S. Porter found and a new principal.

racing

claims,
reaches

The Colonial Heights Assn.

2 Charges
For Motorist

"deeply concerned with
the deterioration of drainage
is,

that has resulted from blocking the

outlet to the storm

Scott V. Thorton, 1009 W. sewer," Kay said.
Oakton, Arlington Heights, is
In seeking immediate action
due in Mount Prospect court from the county highway deJuly 20.

partment to solve the probHe was arrested for drunken lem, Kay said: "We are predriving and improper backing pared to take whatever action
of an auto he was driving and is necessary to secure remedreleased on $25 bail.
ial action."

Roundup
For The Day
By United Press International

Seek More Bodies in Burned Ships

Oscar Salinas, 20, of Bensen-

NEW YORK CITY -- Firemen were still probing the
smouldering ruins of a tanker collision for more bodies
Tindall is due to appear in
Salinas failed to appear in this morning in New York City's harbor. The collision
Mount Prospect court June Mount Prospect court Thurstwo tankers yesterday killed at least 20 seamen
30.
day on the charge of driving between
with 12 others

. Plaza Thursday.
a.

program

8:15 p.m. Monday.

A grill on the outside of the Officer Harold Smith and two
door saved him from serious Sheriff's deputies after a chase
injury, she said.
on Central Rd. near Rand Rd.
The club is preparing a safe- last month.
ty campaign, she said, to warn

Michael T. Tindall, 17, of 223
George, was charged with shoplifting a shirt worth 77 cents.

a

57's gifted

be considered during the

board of education's meeting at

son had been running through Martin Ln., and Martin E. Corthe house and she had started coran, Des Plaines, were arto admonish him when he went rested and their cycles impound-

Brings Trouble

4

Dist.
will

Mrs. Morris Needham, past charges but fined them each $50
president of the Mount Pros- for unnecessary noise.

77 -Cent Shirt
ty

2 Cyclists

Heights, stiched up the cuts and the pair not guilty of drag

pect Newcomers Club, said hcr

"It's effective on all kinds
Fire Chief Bill Andrew said Many serious fires can be preof small fires," St. John said, the unit the scouts are selling vented if detected early and ade"and it is ideal for use in will be effective for small fires quate control measures were

Dist. 57 Board
Meets Monday

face and left arm after he ran
The board will also take up
Charges of drag racing athrough a window of a storm gainst two 23 -year -olds were the salaries of noncertified
door.
personnel
as well as the emdismissed in Mount Prospect
Doctors at Northwest Com- court Thursday.
ployment of teachers, a nurse

munity Hospital, Arlington

de-

box has a small grate
its top to permit an overflow at times of high water.

Safety

it around his waist and walked

highway

in

sophomores were held at Montgomery Ward's in Randhurst

took a belt from a rack, put

county

Kay said that this termin-

sur-

to repair roofs on village build-

the

concrete terminating

ating

vey of the village at a cost of
$12,000.
It is expected that this proposal will be referred to the
public works committee for
additional study.
The board is expected to
consider a request for funds

a

partment.

Consoer, Townsend and Associates, the village's consulting engineering firm, will submit a proposal to make a com-

ship funds.

Prospect Heights Boy Scout
Troop 36 is coupling a fire
safety campaign with its fund

Prospect

greatly

wealth Edison property.

September for dis-

One youth is from Wheeling,
the other from Mount Prospect.

from

located

600 to 712 Busse Rd. in Col-

children

tribution of $55,000 in town-

out without paying for it.

homes

would regulate and control op-

sions of sidewalks for school

Elk Grove Township school
districts will have to wait until
least

Tues-

Two other items of business

the township.

at

on

shops in Mount Prospect.

Holdmair says that according to his assessment reports
there are no cows, chickens,
pigs or sheep on the farms in

No Tax Money
For Schools Yet

first reading

ville.

without a valid license.

Failure to pay the $100 or
contest the fine in court will
result in a warrant for Salinas' arrest, Judge Porter
said.

Indecency

still missing. Sixty-five persons also
were injured, five critically.

Reds Claim 2 Boats Sunk
LONDON -- The Communists claim to have sunk two

commando boats trying to enter territorial waters off
North Viet Nam. The New China News Agency -monitored in London - said the boats belonged to so-

Norman S. Jahnke, 53, of called "U.S. aggressors and their. henchmen." The disthe one boat was sunk today and the

Glenview is due in Mount Pros- patch added that
pect court June 30 on the other yesterday.
charge of public indecency. He

was arrested and released on

'

set bond at $1,000 for each

$1;000hIncl.'"'

Dentist's Chair Causes Flat Feet

rants.

Car Stolen

Bramley

charge and signed arrest war-

Bob Cook, Scoutmaster of troop 36, demonstrates an aersol can Bre =doggish=
scouts are selling tomorrow. George St. John (right) heads the troop's "operation
flame -out" safety and fund raising drive. With them are Steve Beltran, seed*

bail after Streamwood police

asst. patrol leader, and Butch St. John (left), junior asst. patrol leader., ,

pect.

Horan was released on $200

delivered him to Mount Pros-

SCARBOROUGH, England - Dental surgeon
told

a

Paul

dental association meeting at Scar-

A 1961 Chevrolet was stolen borough, England, that the conventional dentist chair is
from the Randhurst parking lot hazardous for dentists. According to Bramley, the chair's
Wednesday, Lowell Knutson, design causes dentists to get flat feet, varicose veins
445 S. Elmhurst, told police.
and drooped shoulders.

A

,-

,Psiday June

Obituaries

190

u ny
Authors
Article

ans.

'11rt

.

ith Her re hi

Career

An article written' by a
Prospect Heights 'resident. has
been published in the Automatic

Mrs. Naomi Allen, who has
spent mote than three -fourths

Electric Co. Technical Jour-

Mount Prospect schools, w a s

Mrs, Bernice K. Peterson.
60,

director system,

a

unit

the University of Illinois He

tems laboratory.

"Happiness is a fall life of teaching," Mrs. Naomi
Allen told Dist. 57 Sept. Eric A. Sahlberg as be pre-

sented a pimple commemorating her 19 years in Mount

Rake Case
Continued

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

TORONADO

VIA

The trial of Kenneth W.
Lautrup, 1406 S Birch Dr ,
for battery was continued until
June

$464050

30

in

Mount Prospect

court Thursday

threatened to strike him with
a garden rake

Bond Set
Italia,

John

of Lake
Zurich, was arrested for pub-

Only full-size car
with front wheel drive!

74,

Gregory School for one year
and at Lion's Park School for
the last two

The mother of three grown
sons.

Mrs.

Allen reminisced

about her earlier teachings
days in a one -room school
house

in

Decatur,

Ind

PurdueUniversityawarded her a bachelor's degree in science and a master's

will be in All Saints Cemetery.

Francis M. Joyce
Francis M Joyce, 46, of 930
Dr., Mount Prospect

Tower

ABOVE -Joseph
Bopp
is
sworn in as sergeant In the
Mount Prospect police force

died

by Jack Kilroy (right), police

He is survived by his wife

Katherine
Bopp, his wife,
Barbara and their two chil-

Elizabeth, two' brothers, Thomas and John, and a sister Mrs

William, one daughter Mary

dren, Joey, 5, and Kathy, 3.

Cathryne Coonahan

Visitors
Friedrichs

ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look In town!

MARTIN J. KELLY

8:

r%OLDSMOBILE, INC.
1516`W. NORTHWEST `HWY:-

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid, Arlington Heights
'Luncheon
Dinner
Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

THE COMM'

Tonuny & Mary Kay
' FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE
9-3400
'

may call
Funeral

at the
Home,

320 S. Central, after noon on
Saturday Services will be Monday at

and

at

Fried-

mond's Church. Burial will be
in All Saints Cemetery.

Patton
On Job
25 Years

Police removed boys from RIGHT-Chief Newell Esmond
second -story roof of a congrandates William E. Brodhouse at 100 N. Fairview erick and hands him his new

Thursday.

9 30 a m

richs A funeral mass will be
offered at 10 a.m in St Ray-

administration of indoor and
outdoor swimming pool facilities will be held Monday in
the Community Building in
Berwyn.

Golf Outing

Made Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free

in Northwest

Regina; two sons, Joseph and

A meeting for persons in-

the

16

fire commissioner. With
Sgt. Bopp are his mother Mrs.
and

Pool Session
the operation

June

Community Hospital

In education and special

volved in

Northwest

E

2000

Home,

MRS. ALLEN taught at Central School for 16 years, at

June 30.

Rocket V-8 EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra -

eigh

Hwy A funeral mass will be
offered Saturday at 10 a.m.
in St Emily Church. Burial

Steeple Chase

World's finest Prime Rib

the

Prospect.

lic indecency Thursday. He
was released on $300 bond and
is due in Mount Prospect court

Flat floors Full -view side windows 385 -hp Toronado

at

call

may

Lauterburg & Oehkr Funeral

guidance.

Walter E. Beaudette, 1408 S
Birch Dr, charged Lautrup

7111SZ`r-

ute

Visitors

f o r her contributions to the
teaching of children in Mount

day

Prospect school system

FOR ONLY

Chicago.

board members a n d friends
attended the dinner last Fri-

mathematics from

has been with Automatic Electric since 1957, joining the
company in the switching sys-

sister Mrs Romaine
Troost 'of Glen Ellyn, and a
brother Charles Ordtng of
dren; a

to Dist. 57.

More than 25 teachers,

Murphy earned his bachelor's
in

service

James Ruff, member of the
board of education, gave h e r
a certificate of appreciation

is

a quarterly magazine that features articles on the research
and development activities at
the Northlake manufacturing
plant
degree

Mount Prospect a son Robert
G. of Chicago; eight grandchil-

Sahlberg presented h e r
her

Simek

Leis

of Palatine and Carol B. of

with plaques commenorating

Mrs.

Deerfield,

tion Assn. and Supt. Eric

that offers common control of
telephone exchanges.
The Technical Journal

ters, Mrs. Joan Lindquist of

Country Club.
The Mount Prospect Educa-

A.

Westgate '11(1...

She is survived by her husband Victor G,; three daugh-

ner in -the Old Orchard

Murphy, 1718 Wood
Ln., wrote the article dealing
with a study on traffic aspects
of Automatic Electric's series

1116

Evanston.

honored at a retirement din-

R.

of

Mount Prospect, died 'Jump 16
in St. -Francs Hospital in

of her teaching career in

nal.

100

Mr*. Bernice
Peteison

sergeant's

star.

Both

were

promoted following tests earlier this year.

Golf enthusiasts of, the
Northwest Suburban Alumnae
Chapter of Gamma Phi Beta

Sorority will tee off at a golf
outing at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday.
June 21 at Old Orchard Coun-

try Club.

Court Date

Reservations may be, made"' Pimela W.
Fidler, 19, of
by calling Mrs. John Harpham Northbrook, accused of shopof Park Ridge at TA 3-6347.

lifting merchandise from Car-

Mamas Wagner joIns
Park Ridge Ad Agency

Pine Scott & Co. in
Randhurst, is due in Mount
Prospect court July 6. Her
son

A Mount Prospect man his
joined the Park Ridge advertising - firm of O'Grady - An-

case was continued by Judge

Look What's New
At
Aunt Jemima's Kitchell
SPECIAL

Our Famous Beefeater Broil
Sandwich Regularly $1.55
At This "Special Offer Price"
Only 99C
Beefeater Broil Sandwich
Eight Ounces Of Steak - Broiled To
Your Taste. Served On Toast With French
Fries, Cole Slaw, Lettuce, Tomatoes 8 Kosher
Pickle.

SPECIAL
Our Jumbo Hamburger
Regularly 954
Now At Our Special Offer Price
Only 65C
taf-,-,

1/3 Of A Pound Of Top U.S. Choice
Beef Served On A Sesame Seed Roll Or
Rosens Original Dark Rye Bread. French Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw, Lettuce & Tomatoes & Pickle..

Simon S. Porter Thursday.

State Seeks
Bids on Work

,r

assigned

Lovejoy

HARRY PATTON JR.

Coupling Co. account with the
advertising firm.

;P

Included is 1.6 miles of bituminous resurfacing of Illinois
21 between Illinois 83 and U.S.
45; repairs to two bridges carrying Rohlwing Rd. over Golf

Harry Patton Jr., 106 N.
Company officials say that Wille, Mount Prospect, has
Wagner's appointment is a completed 25 years of service
part of the company's expan- with the Teletype Corp. in
sion program to serve increa- Skokie,
sed business in both the con-

,

Patton

sumer and industrial areas.

Grove and Schaumburg town-

the

his

career

last

advertising and marketing for

THOMAS C. WAGNER

ships.

began

with Teletype, manufacturers
nine years, of data communications equipWagner has been director of ment, as a shop clerk in 1941.
For

A

Rd. in Elk Grove Township
and over Salt Creek in Elk

Weber Marking Systems. Prior
to that, he was 'advertising
account supervisor for the

He has held various jobs with
the firm, ranging from job

interviewer to purchasing supervisor.

Continental Casualty Co.

The New
Comedy Hit

Youth to Get
Supervision

PA NALL

Patton
served
two years
the firm in Arkansas,
helping establish a branch
plant.
He returned to the

with

Chicago area in 1959 and reWayne J. Kass, 19. of 1446 sumed his work with the pur-

(Nightly Except Monday
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)

"'

Dining available

Reservation.: CL 0-5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for information

S. Busse, was placed under six chasing department.
-months court supervision by
Judge Simon S. Porter in

Mount Prospect court Thurs-

CURRENTLY president of

Teletype chapter of the
Telephone Pioneers.
Patton
is a member of the Shrine
the

day.

Kass was charged with theft
and has made restitution.

and Mount Prospect Twilight
Golf League.

Remember Dad
With.
Gift From
Mt. Prospect 1 011015

NEW

CIGARETTES

cTN. $2.69
Plus Tax

GRAIN BELT BEER

12 1c2Aa $1.79

Patton and

FULL QUART $3.69
GIN or VODKA

FULL QUART $2.99

OLD STYLE BEER

6 12 OZ.
CANS

- LIFE
NO RETURN BOTTLES '

12, 12oz:$1.79

Mt. Prospect Liquors, Inc.
PHONE

CL 9.3637

'''

MILLER'S II

Charcoal - - AUPicnic Needs - Ice Cubes

FREE PARKING

99E.

16 N. MAIN ST.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL

his wife Dor-

othy have two daughters,
.Paula, a student at Elkhart
University, and Peggy, who
will graduate from Carrot
College in June.
Patton's
brother Bill is also a Teletype employe.

Selling your home?

Call our
Mon of the

PHILADELPHIA

8 YR. - OLD BLEND

SUN, THRU THURS. 8 A. M. TO 10 P.M,
FRI & SAT. 8 A. M. TO 1 A. M.

executive

Thomas C. Wagner, 512 S.

92 projects.

kunt Jemima's Kitchen Has
A Complete Breakfast, Luncheon &
Dinner Menu -Featuring Sandwiches,

820 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT ILL.

an

Edwards, has been
supervisor
of the

1

for an estimated 530,000,000 in
state highway improvements in

Hot Luncheon Specials Daily

unt Jemima's KITCHEN

pr

Bids will be received July I

NEW
We Feature 2 New & Different

Steaks, Salad Bowls, Ice Cream Treats,
Fish Fry, Chicken, Cheese Cake, Tarts,
Shrimp And A Whole Menu Full Of Tasty Delights.

dersen-Gray as
vice president,

or?,

Dap

THE PROSPECT DAY
FridaY, June 17,1966

Dutch

Treat . .

Page 3

Broom Brigade
Stirs the. Suds

(Photo on page 1)

A group of Prospect Heights residents swept the old
fashioned Dutch custom of street :cleaning into a new
mode last Saturday.
followed shinny -red fire trucks down the roads

They

in

the Cherry Hill and Forest Manor subdivisions, cleaning the
streets with their brooms and the water flushed from a check
of fire hydrants.

it4.44.4.4.44.44,44.44.444,44

"It was a terrific way to start a picnic," said Jerry Metzger,
president of the Cherry Hill Homeowners Assn. which sponsored the street-cleanina.

After this event, the association had a picnic in the Allison
Woods with free beer.

r

Metzger said the street -cleaning idea was aimed to let residents get to know one another. The association was formed
last September and covers the area bounded by Wolf, River,

Ira

ABOVE -- The modern broad
broom speeds up the old Dutch
custom of sweeping streets as

Euclid and Foundry Rds.

"There must have been 400 of us following the fire trucks,"
Metzger said. "We 'formed a regular procession sweeping the

kids join in community get-

streets as soon as the fire department had checked the hydrants
He said there arc 140 homes represented in the association
out of 158 homes within the organization boundaries.

by
the
together sponsored
Cherry Hill Homeowners Assn.

Happy Fiftieth

,
LEFT -- Tom Krysten, 2,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Krystyn,

1705 Basswood Ln.,

the pleasures of
truck for the labors

forsakes

,toy
street cleaning.

A pair of sisters and their husbands combined talents June

II to fete their mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred 0.

his
of

Spiers, N. Wile St., on their 50th wedding anniversary. Hosts

were Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Mueller, Mount Prospect and
.Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Bloss, Arlington Heights at whose home
the party took place.
Actually, the Spicrs' wedding anniversary was April

Mr. and Mrs. Carol Organ
of Park Ridge, Mrs. Organ's
mother and father, the Henry
couple prc-

20, but winter residents of Ft.

Pierce, Fla., the
ferred to delay the celebra-

tion until their return here for
the summer.

Active members of the Community Presbyterian Church in
Mount Prospect, Jeannette and
Alfred met in a young peoples'

organization at the Grand Avenue Congregational Church in
Chicago where they were married.
They have six grandchildren, all of whom attended
the party.

Also on hand were cousins
from

Plymouth,. Ind.,

long-

time. friends who will - celebate their own golden anniversary

in

two

weeks,

and

friends from Pell Lake, Wis.,
,the Hjalmar Wicks who also
winter in Florida.

MR, AND Mrs. George
Price marked their 40th wedding anniversary June 12, and

a party to honor it took place
in their S. George St., home
the night before.

Invitations to 35 of the couple's

relatives and close

friends went out, with 30 acceptances received which included the Prices' son and
daughter and their families,
the 'Robert Prices of Edison
Park and Orville Browns of

Elk Grove Village.

Bohnes and Robert from Pal-

atine, and from Roselle, Mr.
Mrs.

and

Robert

Kalamazoo

B.A.

degree

with

Michigan City, Ind.
Others at the open house
buffet supper included,
from Mount Prospect, Mr.
and

and Mrs. George Fisher,
Louis

Hollembaeks,

the

Miss

Clara Kolb and her brother,
Louis, and,
Heights, Mr.
seph Forster.

from
and

Prospect
Mrs. Jo-

At a coffee party Mrs. Price
gave

June

15,

her

neighbor

and close friend, Miss Clara

Kolb was the guest of honor
of her

in celebration
day.

brith-

honors

Youngs, Mount Prospect Road

Father's Day joys,

who saw the commencement.

This summer will find Sharon who pas studied and worked

during her college days,

BY JAN BONE
teaching Spanish at her alma
Father's Day is approaching
mater. In September she will -- fast,
be enrolled at the University
Somehow, it seems wistfully
of Chicago where she will do symbolic that Father's Day
graduate work for her M.A. comes AFTER Mother's
degree in the same subject.
Day, and graduation day, and
A GENEROUS segment of
long-established
Mount
Prospect Wille clan gathered
the

his

father

and

mother,

the

senior Organs and Miss Catherine

Organ

from

Chicago,

Children

senses.

posed to

We tend to tune out our environment, so that we are not

and

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wille,
their

other
twin
Bernice,
and
her

and
But

Completed chapters include

one author spent several "My Youth in the Middle
years thinking

about the

Ages," "A Band of Barefoot

re-

sponsibilities and joys of fatherhood.
He is Richard Frisbie, 631 N. Dunton, who coauthored "The
Do -It -Your-

children,
husband

Driscoll, and William
and his family, and Mr. and self Parent"

with

his

Angels Comin' After Me,"
(the new liturgy), and "Be,

Kind to Your Cell -Mate; She
May

Be

Mother!"

wife

Margery.

Some

look

(a

Governor's
at civil

rights).

An excellent student, Tim

Copies of their book are aReaders
of Cosmopolitan
enters Northwestern Univer- vailable at both the Arlington Magazine enjoyed an earlier
sity's School of Business in Heights and Mount Prospect book of Dick's called "How to
September.
Public Libraries, which arc Peel a Sour Grape," which
AFTER instructing 19 years
in Mount Prospect, a career
teacher is retiring this week.
She

is

Mrs. Naomi Allen, a
of the classthree

sons

would

now

like a somewhat more leisurely schedule, but who hopes to

Mr

s.

writing "The Do -It Yourself Parent" in 1960,
Dick's philosophy of father-

They are began

were writing today, he'd add a
chapter
urging parents
to
really
share experiences
meaningful ones -- with their
children.

"Can You Stand Your Child's

Allen who lives in

tirement effective now in a
surprise statement to District

they write about.
parents of Felicity,

For instance, though a chapter in their book is titled,

substitute when needed.

Park Ridge announced her re-

examined the causes of failure.
Though he and Margery

13;

room who .was. widowed two
years after she came to this
town, saw her
through college,

featuring it for Father's Day.
Dick and Margery lived
through all the experiences

15; Ann,
Thomas, 12; Ellen, II;
Paul,
10;
Patrick, 6; Ter- hood hasn't changed much,
esa, 4; and Margaret, 3. Nev- despite the increase in famertheless, they respect
their ily size.
children's privacy.
He feels, though, that if he

26 -year -veteran

Being

Creative?",

Margery

quietly, but firmly, declines to
identify the inspiration, or to
discuss

the

children's

To counteract this tenden-

cy, and "to protect ourselves
from becoming jadcd," Dick
ous aspects of the church since.
Frisbie have

ONE OF

latest

writers,

Dick's

Susan

NEED TV SERVICE?,

CALL SHELKOP'S
FOR FAST SERVICE

DIAL CL 3-2187

9 Factory Trained Service Technicians
Color TV. - Stereo -Radio - Antenna Installations

study of the Chcago institute.

Win Trip

we become dulled

the Ecumenical Council.

Father's Day curd,
forget it till next June.
the

ex -

cation
(experiences,
sights,
sounds, stimulation) that life
becomes overwhelming, and

of their son, Timothy.
Attending the late

buffet
supper were Roy's twin, Ralph
and his family, grandparents,

are

so much communi-

really living.

THOUSANDS OF PARTS AND ANTENNAS
FOR THE "DO -IT -YOURSELF -MAN"

A vacation trip for two at
Rainbow Lake Lodge Square
Dance Center, Brevr.rd, N. C.,
was won by Mount Prospect
residents Mr. and Mrs. Henry

700 East Northwest Highway,
Arlington Heights
"Serving the Community For 21 Years"

Gass.

Margery
tried to thoroughly enjoy the
experiences

they share

as

'lib-

AO'

?lea ?dad 76. Ace

a

family and to make them deeply meaningful.

ô" eomidete

A PICNIC in the country
shouldn't be a two-hour affair,
he believes, but an all -day ex-

Volitind Oft qed naet,

perience with nature.

With tight Frisbie children,
Father's Day should be an exThis year,
tra -special affair.
though, Felicity won't be on

FATHER'S DAY
)

HE WILL ENJOY ONE ONE OF OUR TENDER
STEAKS, ONE OF OUR YOUNG SPRING
CHICKENS, OR DELICIOUS CHOPS.

She'll be in Ireland
and has spent the past few days
hand,
in

Glasgow making

a

week tour of the British

threeIsles

with her grandmother.

Liefeld To Speak

EVANS RESTAURANT
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Walter Liefeld will be the
Father's Day speaker at the 11

113 S. EMERSON

a.m. service of the Northwest
Bible Chapel, 700 N. Schoen-

-

beck Road, PrZispect Heights.

Bring The Rest Of The Family, Too
4111.

41411.

1.11.114114114.144W

favorite

Sontag,

sug-

winter.

Beautifully designed for gracious living. 4 twin -size bedrooms, 2 1/2 ceramic baths,

For The Finest In Food

GUNNELL'S

wonderful recreation room and

VO

elegant

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS
Chef' Salad

ColeSlaw

Shrimp Cocktail .... 75*

Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato

Roast Young Chicken and Dressing

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT &
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
RT. 12 & RT. 83

Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Rico.

754

$3.25
$3.00

'$2.76
$3.00
$2.75

Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
$3.00
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
$2.60
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartar Sauce
$2.76
Chef's Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps.. $5.25

Choice of Mashed,
Coffee

basement

Pear and Cottage Cheese
Large
$1.50

Herring in Wtne Sauce or Sour Cream

Baked or

French Fried Potatoes
Rolls & Butter
Tea

kitchen Including all

built-ins. Carpeted living room
with fireplace, separate dining
room, attached garage and full

GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS
Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange Juice relish Tray

ward

A dessert party in the Organ home afterward marked
the occasion. On hand were'

"The

for

grim." Dick's new b o o k,
which doesn't have a definite
title yet, is about the humor-

took place in the junior Ed 'Ward Organ home June
1 1.
That day Mrs. Organ and four
year old Carolyn watched Ed-

with the Illinois Range Co.

books

that the condition of
modern life tends to dull the
Bests

at the home of Mr. and Mrs. previous presents, there may
Roy Wille after the Prospect be very little left for his own
High School graduation June present.
10 to mark the commencement
Most of us get -- or give --

event

the school's Chicago campus.
Mr. Organ is an accountant

children's

National Catholic Reporter,"
and
"Marriage
Magazine"
a
catechetical
"Witness,"
all the relatives' weddings... magazine for children.
Deeply religious, the Frisrather like an afterthought.
In fact, if ' Father has been bie family nevertheless thinks
footing the bills for all the "faith doesn't have to be

year has been teaching at For-

Northwestern University; an
achievement which took him
almost a dozen years, done'
entirely in evening classes at

DESPITE her busy i'C'hecifinds time to review

ule, she

ANTENNA DOWN?

Roman Kaczorowski, 905 S.
andota Av.;-Mount Prospect,
'a 'diploma
bas.Ie
in automation electronics from
DeVry Technical Institute.
Kaczorowski was awarded
his diploma by Malcolm E.
Houghton, director of home

in Spain' and 'Smith Amerlda

of Merrill, Wis., and the past

receive his degree in
business administration from

Gets Diploma
In Electronics

daughter of the R i c h a rd

Washington and James Lowell
Flynn, son of Mrs. Lowell
Flynn of Pecatonica, Ill. Judith is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Washington
est View High School.
A highly significant

streets

the

in

57 Board of Education late last projects.

PLANNING to be married
June 18 are Miss Judith Ellen

sweep

She is the

Spanish June 12.

Mrs. Robert Wille.

family from Des Plaines. Also on hand were Mr. Price's
brother and family, the Samuel Prices who came from

visions
clean.

liant Sharon Young who graduated from that school with a

James

from Burlington,
Wis., and a brother and his

Hill and Forest Manor subdi-

for bril-

College

ter

here

RIGHT -- The surging surf
from fire hydrants is swished
about as children in the Cherry

AFTER ONLY a few days
at home, it will be back to

One of six children able to
at the party, Mrs. Price
had three brothers and a sisbe

Freeman.

Milk

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS

PHONE C1.3-8179

DAILY FROM $1.40

Arlington Heights

in Dounsiown

in Don:minas*
Mount Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

Call CLi-1800

Eal:,C105-9111
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

,9001

PI,

r,

Some Day
cause she wants to get even
for her day. That was the
day the kids did the dishes for
the first time in 365 days

_ Sunday is one of those goofy
days again. This time it will

fathers who will

the

be

by Frank E. Von Arx

be

embarrassed by speeches extolling their greatness, acts
of kindness that make them
feel old and gushy sentiments

kids of their own.

There is no way to escape

that they, emphasize the lack of

the ceremonies Sunday. Give

of course, had to go into the

observance on ordinary days.
The kids could do the dishes

dad what he has got coming; it
is the American way. In the
meantime, do a little plotting to finance those golf clubs
that he can be really surprised

kitchen to_ settle three fights

from out-of-town when fath-

and sweep up two plates and

for mother just any old day

she had to be careful what she
said otherwise she would have

because they like her and want

to help, not because 2Anters
put red numerals on e calendar. And dad should have

been accused of disloyalty to
America and everything good.
Mother will play her own
little game Sunday. She will
not give father that new set of
golf clubs in return for the
new dress father did not give
Inher on Mother's Day.
stead, she will give him a 10centbag of golf tees 'which is

er was a little boy.

Father's Day is one of those
observances

The basic wrong with such
observances in honor of fathers, mothers and valentines is

Mother,

without being asked.

that are exceeded only by the
-time Aunt Jennifer visited

useless

practice cutting the .grass for
the day when they will have

nylons he gave her.

surpas-

sed only by Mother's Day and
Valentine's Day. Dad has been
hanging around the house off

and on all year waiting for a
kind word. The deluge on Sun-

day will only make him suspicious.

Mother joins in the fun be-

fair

return

for

with on just an ordinary day.
You will discover that he can

taken mother dress shopping a
long time ago because he likes

smile just like a little boy.

her everyday, not just some

corner Sunday, he can spend
some time planning how he
will surprise her with that

And while dad sulks in the

days.

And mother should have insisted father use his new golf
regularly

clubs

because

new wardrobe - on any day
but Mother's Day.

the

Have

exercise will do him good and

a

day,

nice

father,

some days you just can't win.

because the youngsters need to

the ' 97 -cent

ntinsimigasmsossissionsimisssessw:

Vantage Point

. . .

It was late in March that we reported the death
of a young friend in the Viet Nam war.
John Scull was a combat photographer with the

wounded soldiers to his immediate front, Specialist Four Scull, with complete disregard for

to Viet Nam. John Scull was a proud youngster.
He was proud of his country and especially proud

his personal safety, threw down his camera and

of his Green Beret.

famed Green Berets.

ran from his covered position directly into the
face of heavy automatic weapons fire in an at-

The medal, certainly, will not case the pain in
his mother's heart. But it will be a comfort to
her to know that her son died trying to save the

His mother is the society editor of the Wheaton
Daily Journal ... one of our close friends.

tempt to rescue his wounded comrades.

At the time we reported his death, we did not

lives of others.

have the details. We did not know that John Scull
died a hero.

WAR DEPARTMENT GENERAL
ORDER 2182
12 April 1966

AWARD OF THE BRONZE STAR WITH
"V" DEVICE
(POSTHUMOUS)
Scull, John F. Specialist E-4 U. S. Army
Awarded: Bronze Star Medal with "V" Device
(Posthumously)
Date Action: 21 March 1966
Theatre: Republic of Viet Nam

After Scull was carrying one of them up and
trying to drag the other behind him, a Viet Cong
jumped out of a spider hole and threw a hand
grenade that wounded Specialist Scull. Despite
the fact that he was wounded, he continued to

ACTS OF hcrosim in Viet Nam are taking
place every day of the week, every hour of the
day.. The news wires tell us of these acts and
they might even become commonplace -- as

move his wounded comrades.

commonplace as possible when men are dying.

Suddenly, another Viet Cong jumped from a
second spider hole and opened fire with a machine gun, mortally wounding Specialist Scull
and one of his wounded comrades. The heroic

We wonder about this war ... this undeclared
war that is sapping our greatest natural resource,
our youth. We wonder every time we see a new
casualty list.

actions of Specialist Scull were in keeping with the

highest traditions of the military service and reflect great credit upon himself, his unit and the
United States Army.

WE WONDER why we do not fight this war to
win, if fight it we must.

Reason: For heroism in connection with miliary operations against a hostile force: Specialist Four Scull distinguished himself by exception-

Authority: By direction of the president under
the provisions of Executive Order 11046, 24 Au-

ally valorious action on 21 March 1966 while

gust 1962.

Most of all, we wonder at the apathy of the American people. This apathy, so vividly demonstrated Tuesday at the polling places where only
one in three Illinoisans thought the issues worth

serving as a combat photographer during a heliborne operation near Camp Buon Ea Yang, Republic of Viet Nam.
While attacking a village occupied by approximately two companies of Vict Cong, the friendly
forces encountered heavy automatic weapons fire
from a well concealed position. Observing two

*

THAT IS the citation that Mr. and Mrs. Scull
will receive. They will add the medal to their
book of memories about John.

We were on hand when he visited the Daily
Journal last November, just before his transfer

River Trails Junior High School's first graduating
received
their
diplomas
last
Wednesday.

Harold N. Haney, president of School Dist. 26, aRetzlaff pre-

warded diplomas after principal James
sented the class.

Band director Willis,,, Knehl led River Trails' beginning and
intermediate bands in a musical program. He also directed
the eight -grade girls'

chorus

Ev'ry Mountain."

The Rev. Elmer A. Fisher,
the

Cumberland

Baptist
Prospect,

Church of Mount
gave the invocation.
W. L. Harwood, Dist. 26
superintendent,
spoke
"On
Beginning." The student address was given by Student

Council President Milton Chen,
904 Hemlock Lane.
Ushers
at commencement
were Philip Benedict, Terry

Castre, Diane Eklund, Robert
Lindsay, Lisa Wheeler,
Nancy O'Donnell.

RIVER

Trails

and

graduates

arc:

Nancy Altman, Carol Anderson, Kristine Anderson, Linda
Anderson, Byron Armantrout,

Janet Ashton, Vincent Badalamenti, Gary Bardringa, Jerry
Bosshart,

Lawrence
Broberg. )

Charles
Brandau,

Brady,
Lynne

Gregory

Brown,
Valerie
Brown,
Carol Buck, Rose
Bumke, Paul litifsija, Denise
Carpenter, Deborah Carlson,
Milton Chen, Paul Clark, Susan
Clark, James Costello, Eu-

gene Cramer, Victor Crandall,
James David, Elaine DelBocdo, Nada Dimitry, Laura
Doyle, Gregory Duff.
Bernhardt Dunn, Scott Ehret,
Mary Ewen, Barry Fagala,
Scott Fait, Scott Feige, Robert

Feitlich, Daniel Flavin, James
Fletcher,
Laurel
Fluegel,
Katherine Fick, Linda Fracassi, Christine Frank, Ann
Fritchey,
Christine
Fueyo,

Thomas Fuller, Connie Galetano, Gary Garden, Kathleen
Gary, Gregory Gowlik, Gloria
Gehrke, Rea Geiger.

PATRICIA
Giovanoni,

Marjorie

Gibbon,
Steven

Steve

Grady,
Randolph

Griffith,
Grimes, James Grimm, Richard
Gronczewski,
Richard
Gruber, Richard Grmtzmacher, Walter Hpdley, Carolyn

in- "One World" and "Climb
Hajost, Eric Harsen, Craig
Hansen, Dennis Harkins, David

Bruce

Myers,

Gary

Myers, Gregory Nelson, Lyn
Newren, Judith Nichols, Bren-

O'Connell, Christine 0'
Connell, Edwin Olson, Amal
dan

Parhad.
Judith
Peterson,

Vicki
Pratt,

-

-

Kendell
Phillips,
Ellen
Porter, Mary
Daniel Ratner, Janice
Parsons,
Joseph

Reed, Jeanette Reihl, Patricia

Harris, Judith Harrison, WilRebecca
Ricks,
liam Hart, Douglas Hart!, Ken- Reimann,
neth Hayden, Deborah Herin, Michael Roach, Polly Roache,
Pamela Hetzel, Marilyn Hunt, Robert Buud, Lee Salato, Vicki
James Hyrczyk, John Hyrczyk, Sarti, Gerald Sheffers.
Susan Iglewski, Richard JanoMICHAEL Schmidt, Jane
witz, Peggy Johnson, Martin
Johnson,

Kelly,

Nancy

Kay,

Daryl

Schovanec, Robin Scott, Harry

Mark Kenyon, Debra Sharp,

Meier,

Donna

Kirkendall,

Kirkendall,
Sherwin
K.obak, Kathryn Kuntz, Barbara
Lammersfeld, Paul Landem,

Jean

Pamela

Shera,

John

Sherrick, Sherilyn Simmons,
Elaine Smith, James Smith,
Stephen
Sorel!,
Jeanne
Spencer, Monica Sramek, Nan-

Ronald Laverdure, Martin Le- cy Shriver, Nancy Stottlemire,
Fcbvre, Robert Lehmann, Nancy Lewis, Beth Limp°.

MARK Lindstrom, Kristine
Ludford,

Stephen

McCarthy,

Jack Margraf, Ricky Martel,
Kathleen
Meagher,

Mathis,
Charles

Stephen

Memmott,

Susan Memmott, Marc MenBruce Mesnard, Jeffery

dels,

Moore, Larry Mosely.
Dale Mosher, Kathy Mueller,

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the -paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Roy Strahlendorf, Jack Streich.
Holly
Swanson,
Michael
Thomas, Denise Thorsen, Holly
Treat,
Christine Trian,
Peggy
Turnipseen,
Cindy
Uhlis, Randy Urban, David
Voels, Janet Walker.
Francis Watson, Catherine
Welch,
David
Westhouse,
Cheryl Wykel, Deborah Williams, Mark Yunker, Debra
Zukowski, Judith Zullo.

John Scull, and hundreds like him, arc making
supreme sacrifices to preserve our cherished
way of life. Yet, we can't find time to go to the

%ItCW

ICIroW
TV'S

News Editor

freedom.

You Mean Drive Safely?
The latest plan for solving the transportation

In both types of peptic ulcer
pain is produced by the
action of stomach acids on the
raw eroded ulcer surface. It
can be relieved by neutralizing
the acid, which is usually present in a higher than normal
concentration, or by preventing

drugs that repress acid formation by blocking the nervous
stimulation of the acid-forming
glands.

With

proper

treatment

a

peptic ulcer will heal in a few
weeks but, unless the underlying cause is removed, the ulcer

the stomach lining from pro- will recur.

ized in a dime -sized area near

the

acid is neutralized
more food or an antacid.

with

ulcer that his pain
diminished or absent on

weekends or when the victim
is on a vacation. This is because his nervous tensions are
decreased at such times.

THE MILK and cream diet
once a popular treatment for
ulcers has largely been replaced

by gelatin because milk sometimes irritates the colon. Bi-

carbonate of soda and other
antacids are now being replaced

L et t er s

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

federal

government

is

if you're not exceeding the speed

' Go all the way from New York to
Chicago without
driver? Phooey!

chewing

out

another

be tested soon between New York and

'How is the backseat driver going to
get the message to the locomotive engi-

Chicago.

neer that he's a clod at the throttle?

If

it clicks, motorists will catch the
' How can the family turn around and
train at rail yards in tbe outskirts of go back home to make sure mom really
cities.
They will drive their cars up did turn off the electric iron?
ramps onto two -decker rail -cars, stay
in their autos and leave the driving to
Gus, the train engineer.
The cost will be less than 10 cents

a mile.

Only the driver pays. The rest
of the family rides free.
,The backers are concerned lest auto
passengers be tummy -troubled by the
roll and sway of the train.
But they
must realize this is not the only problem.

What they actually have to whip arc

Solve

these

problems

and THEN it

may be practical for people to jump into
their cars, catch a train and go places.
Meanwhile-O.K., O.K., so maybe I'm going a
little fast. You want you should be on
Social Security before we get there? And
pipe down, you kids.
You had your
chance when we stopped back there. Wow

- look at that idiot trying to pass us!
O.K., mister, you asked for it.

How do

you like

G.O.P.

Importance of Zip

Editor:

Because we have a friendly, competant young man delivering our mail and because our mail comes extremely promptly,
I should have written sooner supporting our local service.
The only problem which we have is that ,on occasion mail is

We know the need to get this
information across to all A-

mericans and that there is no
better way then through the
power of the press.

We especially wish to thank

sent to Willoway Trailer Court, which also has a Pine St.

articles

in

which

buttons are pinned on fishing
hats; and the candidate who

I

While my husband and I were in France,
mailed a letter to our youngest daughter who was working

sought to push a shopping cart

Inadvertenly and absent
mindedly, I wrote "Jackson Heights; Illinois" instead of
"Jackson Heights, New York,", but I used the correct zone
number.

to Springfield on the strength
of S50 is defeated.
Yet in Bill Mesn's defeat

The letter was sent by airmail to O'Hare where the correct

our community's Republican
Party: At none of the GOP's
functions we attended were
his supporters nor the "upstart" candidate treated with

Recently we had a vivid experience of the value of using
and living in New York at the time.

state was put on the envelope and she received her letter. -

Mrs. Esther M. Baker

she

has mentioned the project and
the need for other organizations to tackle similar venthat

Women's Club members were
packing surprises and goodies
to send to these 84 soldiers,

Many thanks to you and to
Mrs. Haugh.

Mrs. Leroy Koelle

dignity or cordiality than

our more powerful,
financed opponents.

many of

tribute on the same day that

lies a tribute to the people of

less

tures.

We're sure

Editor:
The ballots have been counted; stubborn bits of bumper
stickers cling annoyingly to
the family sedan, campaign

one's zone number.

Mrs. Dolores Haugh for her
many

Triumph

Editor:

were
deeply
by drugs that form a protective your readers
gelatinous lining in the stomach, moved, as were we, when Mrs.'
such as aluminum hydroxide and Haugh presented the two pre Memorial Day activities which
took place simultaneously, i.e.,
All letters to th'e edithe kindergarten classes visit
tor' must be signed. but
to Mrs. Richard DeMuesy's
games will be withheld uphome for a Memorial Day

should be a brief as pos.
typwritten. if possible, and should contain

working
with railroads on the scheme and it will
The

*What fun will it be to go 85 miles an
hour
limit?

You're
Welcome

The Prospect Heights WomThe pain of peptic ulcer is an's Club wishes to thank your
made worse by eating coarse paper for the excellent covfoods, such as bran and raw erage you have given us on the
cabbage, highly spiced foods, two platoons we've "adopted"
citrus juices, and smoking. It in Viet Nam.

typical of a person with a

high-

Letters to the Editor

THE PAIN in most victims of peptic ulcer is local-

empties, a gnawing pain starts
and grows steadily worse until

relieving

such toughies as:

ducing its acid secretion.

the midline and above the navel.
It is not present when the stomach is full but 2 or 3 hours
after eating. As the stomach

and

in their own cars ON A TRAIN.
How about THAT?

tension.
the

problem

way traffic jams is to have people ride

Gastric ulcers occur equally in men and women and are not
caused by nervous tensions. Duodenal ulcers are much more
frequently seen in men than in women and are almost always
associated with the pressures of business and other forms of

on request.

Jack A. Vandermyn

polls and exercise the responsibilities of that

duodenal

"You Can See He's Not Really Trying!"

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

both types.

is

Friday, June 17, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Although most persons think of stomach ulcers as a single
disease, doctors recognize two distinct types. The true stomach or gastric ulcer is relatively rare and is more likely to
result in serious complications than the other type, the duodenal ulcer. Duodenal ulcers arc located just beyond the outlet
of the stomach. Peptic ulcer is a convenient term to cover

is

Marshall Field III

.
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BY DR. SAMUEL L ANDELMAN

Lloyd Muenzer, Gregory Mullins,

Tbe Vro5pect ;Dap

Ulcers, Cause
And Cure

River Trails Junior
High Graduates
class

"I think, if you check the individuals involved in the burning of our library, you'll find they all had books overdue!"

voting for.

First Class

of

by Jack Vandermyn

Thought
For the Day
It is said that if woes
knew what secretaries really think of their husbands,
they woaldn't worry.

better -

Never

was bill attacked as a "novice", or "maverick".
Ware
he another Lincoln. he would
have been heard and victory
assured.

This is our Party's triumph: We. DO provide equality of opportunity, the dis-

senter WILL be heard and
democracy DOES work. How
better can party harmony be
defined?

The Dark Horse beat

ap-

preciates a fair race.

The Dark Horse
preciates a fair race.

best

ap-

D. J. TOMASEK

The Day's Prospects

An Unusual Opportunity for Children
BY DOLORES HAUGH

IIt-

1511

Women's Earn.
When. a customer orders three dozen clothes pins and
a dozen packages, of pipe cleaners, it is almost a cer.
tainty that she is teaching Vacation Church School.

I

Many of the churches of the community, are offering this
opportunity to children of the community regardless of church
membership.
South .Baptist Church is con-

ducting a summer day camp
vacation

that

program

is

a

program Will include
two professional social workweek

three stage opefation, accord. ers, members of the Youth
ing to Ronald C. Gabbard, di- Corps, and South church staff
rector of Christian education. and volunteers.
To make this phase of the
It is planned to benefit not only
the children of the immediate program possible the church
church community but many camp committee must secure
from Chicago who have fewer a minimum of 40 scholarship
gifts of ten dollars each. These
advantages.
may be made payable to and
THE FIRST program will sent to South Church Camp
begin June 20 and continue and Conference Committee.
through July I. Last year 25

t.
*

participated.

children

THE "VACATION

The

Church

Board of Christian Education School," the third phase of the
feels that there will be double program is an annual event
that number this year.
the children,
Every day
grades one
ranging from

through five, will be taken by
to the Indian
Forest Preserve.
bus

foundry

at South Church. It will be held

the weeks of August 8 and 15
and will include children from
three -years -old through eighth
grade. All children are invited
whether they are members of
the church Sunday school or

"The experience of living not.
together on consecutive days
Members of South Church

with a small group, working,

open their homes to the
playing, exploring and wor- children attending the second
shiping together, offers boys
and girls the chance to deal
firsthand with problems in
living with others as Christians", according to Gabbard.

Vacationers

'

Mr. and Mrs. James J. O'Rourke vacationed at The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. The' mountain resort is noted for the formal gardens, which cover

THE SECOND phase does
not include children of the area
but provides such advantages

to 50 children from the "inner
city." The South Church Educational Department will pro-

part of the 6,500 acre estate. Mrs. O'Rourke Is a member of the Infant Welfare of Mount Prospect. The couple
are members of the Long Grove Country Club. O'Rourke
Is Assistant Vice President of John Plain & Co. They

vide bus transportation and
teaching facilities to children.
The Garfield Park Baptist

engaged in golfing and swimming, as part of their va-

Church for a two week period.

cation activities.

The staff for the second two
.

Delegates
At Club
Convention

will

Children

phase sessions.

are

far reaching. Other churches

opportunity to learn.

SOME OF the many teachers
involved in this program are
Mrs. Clarke Robinson; Mrs.
children's
Leach,
Thomas
work chairman; Mrs. James
French, director; and Mrs.
Edward Bogdajewicz.

Mount Prospect
Woman's Club.

ate.I/. 11;1

Forget Some Notions
About Money

the

Junior

Prospect Woman's Club included Mrs. T. G. Rickard,

Mrs. Walter H. Hanshaw, Mrs.

Kay Miller and Mrs. E. CaMrs. Hanshaw and Mrs.

Miller served in
Hospitality booth.

the Illinois

THE MOUNTProspect

Whether you're a new bride or a wife of many years,
it's a good bet that your attitude toward family finances will affect future happiness.
Dr. Carl F. Hawver, executive vice president of tie National Consumer Finance Assn., calls for a debunking of old
wives' tales about money.
"Many American families
would be a lot better off,
economically and emotional-

Junior Women's Club delegation included. Mrs. Jack Bornhoefe, Mrs. Leo Willis, Mrs. ly, if they forgot some of their
Kenneth Odmark and Mrs.
Jack Ristow. They attended
the Sunday Junior Women's
banquet.
Prospect Heights delegation included Mrs. Robert
Wroble, Mrs. frank Kremple, Mrs. Edward Schindel decker, Mrs. Lewis Smith,
Mrs. Robert Lusk and Mrs.
LeRoy Koelle.

Over 50 countries were represented

at

this

convention.

It is the first time in 20 years
that Illinois has hosted
convention.

the

Finally,
A New

Kelly Girl
After

81

years, a girl has

been added to the family line.

Mr. and Mrs. William Kelly
of Mount Prospect have a
daughter.
Colleen Louise was born

notions
said.

about

money,"

he

Dr. Hawver ticked off a list
of what he terms "popular
fallacies:"
1. It isn't necessary for a
wife to know exactly how much
her husband earns.

"Nothing places more strain
a marriage than lack of
complete honesty about money
-- where it goes and where
on

comes from," Dr. Hawvcr said.
Dr. James A. Peterson,
a
marriage counselor, and
the late Dr. Roy A. Burkit

hart, co

-

authors of "Money

and Your Marriage," said
financial planning should be
a

group enterprise. The wife

and all children old enough
to participate in family de-

cisions should discuss money,
they asserted.

2. A really good budget accounts for every penny.
According to budget specialists, this notion has caus-

June 3, 1966 at Lutheran Gen- ed many a family to give up
eral Hospital. She weighed 8 budgets in disgust.
pounds 14 ounces.

HER grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. R. Kunstman of Arlington Heights, and Mr. and
Mrs. F. Kelly of Des Plaines.
Great
grandparents
are
Charles Kunstman and Mrs.
Mary Schlicht, both of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. William

budgeting, they say,
means deciding in advance
the parts of your income to
allot for food, clothing and
other essentials.
Specialists
But

in planning stress that a budget does not mean making a
ledger entry for every pack
of chewing gum.

They advise a simple methSikorski and Joseph Schlicht od of handling money and
of Arlington Heights.

Presents
Childrens Theatre
(

The Tale Tellers In

keeping

financial

records,

Club
Country
I III AMR

New Clothes"

11117.7a1Ur

13

1.1C OLD ORCHARD COUPOPalle

And 3 more
exciting production/.

Discounted season subscription available now.,
Visit the Box Office or call CL 9-5400

Day so it could
children's fathers.

and add that a good budget
controls -- rather than outlaws -- splurges.

If you

use installment
credit, you can travel first
class and buy the best of
everything.

Any reputable credit sour,:e
tell you that credit does-

will

n't help you beat the budget;
in

fact,

the

monthly

credit

3. Going into debt will make payments become part of your

a marriage unhappy.
Actually,
specialists
say,
wise use of credit can prevent
frustration
resulting

from doing without things that
make life easier and more
pleasant.
Credit, for example, can
help a young couple furnish

budget.

Says the National Consumer Finance Assn., representative of 13,000 small loan
companies:
"Credit is not a way of

buying what you can't afford.
It may give you a more convenient way of timing the payments you make. But it does
not produce extra money for

a home without waiting years
to save the cash. Credit also
can enable a family to meet you out of thin air."
an emergency without wip6. Most of your financial
ing out savings.
Experts blame debt woes
on unthinking use of easy
credit and unlicensed lenders.
For example, state licensed
consumer finance companies
not only make small loans,

problems could be solved by
substantial raise.

Unless you continue to live
on your present scale, a big
income boost might increase
your headaches.
Some bill collectors claim

Mrs. Donald Gardner, Mrs. Wiley Carr and Mrs. Max Reisner, all members of the Mount Prospect Garden Club, will exhibit in the show, "Judging the Judges," which is open only to
accredited judges. There arc seven judges within this garden
club.

Admission to the show to be held Wednesday, June 22 from

2 p.m. to 6 p.m., and Thursday, June 23 from 10 a.m. to 5
The public is invited. International Mineral
and Chemical 'Corporation at 5401 Old Orchard Rd., Skokie,
will host the showing. It is located in back of Old Orchard
p.m.,, is free.

Shopping Center.

Encompassing the theme "The Space Beautiful", exhibits
include artistic design, table settings and horticulture

will

displays.

Twenty -Five Area Women In Drive
In the Chicago area mainThe National Multiple Sclerosis Society 'reports that 25 tenance of an out patient clinic
women from Mount Prospect, at Northwestern University
Prospect Heights and Arlington for evaluation and diagnosis
Heights participated in last is maintained by the MS chap-

new clothes, and give
big party, then they'll
be able to put money away

Make

a

realistic decision

well as money.

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5-7456
FREE
-mew-

259-3902

FOR YOUR

OIRIN 1001140 PARTY

... borrow

NEEDS

your heart kit

.?'

desires
equiPiw Irt

*at Is

WEDDINGS

GRADUATIONS

9

Do You Have A
Party Problem?
We can help you! Chairs, tables,' folding tables

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details
Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the
funeral service, anticipating every need. Transpor-

(6 & 8 ft.), punch bowls, china, silverware, coffee
urns, linens ... (you name it!)

Walton Exercise Equipment
Keep Slim! Keep Trim! Keep Healthy! Authorized
rental and sales walton exercise equipment.

Aztec Sleeper. Campers
Sleep 4 to 8. Openings available. Only $45 a week.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
HENRY. W. FRIEDRICI4S

.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

Backed by 90 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road

6 WALLETS With Every Portrait Order
..0001b......411114....111144.....4111114.....111144.4111114. -412144.

416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

ANYTHING

thoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, driving only late
modellimousines.

FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

8 x 10 - 8.50
11 x 14 - 10.95
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

CHOP SUEY

1,

tation for family and friends is taken care of by -

No/

5 x 7 -5.50

from 9:00 a.m. to
a.m.
Four year old
children and those through
eighth grade are invited.
For information on registration call Mrs. William
Buending at 537-9137.

TO TAKE OUT
MT. PROSPECT

11:30

Mrs. Clarence Monson acted
as Arlington Heights chairman.

the number of scholarship
applicants from families with
an income of $15,000 or more

plished by deciding each year from fallacy is a hard task as
how much should be saved well as a mouthful. But if you
out of the weekly paycheck. can, you may save worry as

July

services.

and abroad to increase knowledge about MS, and related

ClineseRvO

Bible school will be held at
the Lutheran Church of the
Good Shepherd, Elmhurst and
Hintz Rds., June 20 through

Residents of Cook, DuPage,
Kane, Lake, and Will counties
arc eligible for use of these

in

Despite -- or perhaps be- or maybe, anyway. A good cause of -- their high inmoney manager will avoid comes, these families found
this trap by building savings living expenses
too
great
right into the budget.
for adequate savings.
This goal. can be accomSeparating
financial
fact

Good Shepherd
Bible School

ter.

week's annual fund drive.
Since the founding of the
society 20 years ago, many
medical researchers, investigators and physicians have
worked in the United States

suits your purposes.
sons feel this salary places
4. First pay all your ex- them in an executive class and
penses; what's left over goes justifies more lavish spendInto the bank.
ing than they really can afThis statement explains ex- ford.
actly why many families can't
Officials
of . several colsave.
leges recently reported a hike

After they take a vacation,

Then he will know you think he's best.

er Show Judges 01111. Inc.

but give useful advice on how that 'a $10,000 income is a diseases.
much credit you can afford danger sign.
and what kind of credit best
They assert that many per-

buy
that

shared by other

1966 flower show conducted by the Nationally Accredited Flow-

it.
5.

be

FATHER
Father works and slaves all day
And that is all that we can say.
For Father never has any fun,
But now we give our fathers a day
Not to work, but instead to play
So on June 19th let your father rest.

Three members of the Mount Prospect Garden Club who are
national accredited flower show judges, will participate in the

then do your best to stick by

-mar!

"The Emperors
Saturday 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m
Sunday 2 p.m.

er who asked not to be identified, wrote
a poem. She said she brought it to the

-e's Turn
To Be Judged

.

Delegates from the Mount

hill.

will offer Daddy an unusual present.
The youngster, a 9 -year -old fifth grad-

Ronald C. Gabbard and Mrs. James French.

Mount Prospect and Prospect
Heights Woman's Clubs and
the

Most youngsters plan to present their
fathers with a gift Sunday to mark Fathers
Day, but one little Arlington Heights girl
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Women's

of

An Unusual
Present For
All Dads

also are offering your, child an

vssa,::::77::=7;intwastax

..................................

are

This is only one program of
one church. It is unusual and

Oap AT HOME

bilee Convention of the GenerFederation

/

French and Mrs. Edward BogdajeWicz
actively engaged in this activity.

the Chicago Baptist Assn.

Among the area women at-

Clubs were members of

Preparing for Vacation Bible School takes
time, interest and provides satisfaction. Mrs.
C. Robinson, Mrs. Thomas Leach, Mrs. James

chosen by a staff member of

tending the recent Diamond -Jual

.X44:,i
,

(

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

.

. at Northwest Hiway

15h. 255-7800

Call Jack Caffrey!

210 IL laid Rd.

259-5880
/Mir 1101L11111i

ats011.113'

0 Ye 4 1340447s

Mt. M.00

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

MT 'A SECOND VIRILE 1 SITE
WIFE. `MIREail* FOR DINNER

Friday, June 17, 1966

THEY OVER

NO WORSE
THAN USIN'
A MILLIONDOLLAR
THEATER.
TO PULL
ONE LIKE
THAT!

TH'
CRANE -IT'S
01-41PPIN: BUT

THINK OF TH'
NERVE USIN'
A HUNDRED -

TON CRANE
TO PULL A
WEAK JOKE
LIKE
THAT!

'Try hanging it about six inches to the left and just a
shade higher!"

"My husband has one un American trait , .. his
attitude toward spending!"

BEN CASEY
.7.RAAALLIAM5

THE BIG OVERHEAD

6-17-66

I LET MYSELF FALL

FOR CASEY'S SPIEL...I

THIS HYPNOTISM

EVEN THOUGHT MAYBE

I COULD DO IT...

I HATE EVEN

GIVES ME A CREEPY7\
KEEP SL ESPiNG, FIRE MANI . BLit
LISTEN TO ME! -Cm GIVING YOUR FEELING! REMINDS
ME OF THE'TIme
ARM A SPECIAL TREATMENT TO
DRIVE OUT THE PAIN! YOUR, ARM I SAW- 3OD&E
WILL FEEL. FINE WHEN YOU WAKE RENCI-IY SMILE!

UP! NOW REPEAT AFTER ME

TO MEN-CION

IT BUT DO
YOU FIGURE

HIS NIBS
KNOWS HOW

TO WAKE

HIM UP

MY ARM FEELS FINE!

IT'S TOO MUCH...
MAYBE I SHOULD NEVER
HAVE COME HERE...

MAYBE I WAS SUNK
BEFORE 1 STARTED...

BUGS BUNNY
LOOKS LIKE ONE 0/ 71409E DAYS
WHEN EV:RN/THIN' GOES WRONG:

Not tiny, chaps, tidy.

MORTY MEE KLE

DOCTOR SAYS

ME LIVE IN A
H006& BY THE SIDE
F THE ROAD AND ee
A FRI EN 2 TOMAN.

Cushing's
Syndrome

THAI -0014.W

Pure sports car. Item: famous MG engine brings
raceway performance to highway travel. Item:
sure-footed MG front wheel drive puts the power
over the steering wheels, guarantees exceptional
control on slick surfaces.

Ff9R.

-

LO

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Pure family car, too. Room for a non -dieting
wife and three chubby children. Non -fade caliper disc brakes. Durable new fluid suspension

What are the symptoms

Q

of Cushing's syndrome and
how serious is it? Will surgery

for a ride that's as level as a Guardsman's
gaze. (No springs. No shocks. Fluid is per-

cure it?
A

manently sealed -in.)

Still thinking "small"? Come in and try ours
for size.

--

Cushing's syndrome
by overactivity of
adrenals, usually as a

caused

is

the

result of a tumor in this gland.
It is characterized by an increase in weight, due largely
to waterlogging, easy fatigability,
weakness,
excessive

KOSKE IMPORT MOTORS
450 W. Hicks Rd. - Palatine
Across From Palatine Plaza
358-5750

THE BORN LOSER

growth of hair over much of
the body, hemorrhages under
the skin,

A

irritability and de-

Although not a direct threat
to life, the degree of severity

in some victims may be disabling. Removal of the adrenal tumor and X-ray treatment of the pituitary arc the
measures most likely to cure
disease.

Bloodless

-_______
..-.."

..

,..

TOOK.

SANE

AMP HE

LIKES IT ---

Allif
I

If

re-

!=

6-17

MR. McKEES BEEN mtS511JG ONLY A
FEW HOURS. HE MAY SHOW UP MIV
TIME WITH A PLAUSIBLE EXPlAmAri010.

LIKE WM,
WHILE LIGHTIHI

A CIGAR HE SET
FIRE TO HI5 HAT.,
TRIED TO STOMP IT

THEN FIE
AHD HID INRAH

TR' WOODS

we MUST CONSIDER avERY
POSSIBILITY ILIESSI sow, DO
YOU KNOW Of AMV ENE/AY
WHO MIGHT'VE IV/3HED TO

DISPOSE Op Nene

NO...NOBODY

FOR Tit FIRST TWO IN NU
A
maws BEEN SNATCHED SY OUT=
SPACV MAWR/M.1W YOU wrens

Time rem wow QUESTIONS!

be

_to

for it?

that there may be a great
-deal of hardening of the corout any symptoms. If obstrucoccurs,

the

victim

is

seized with so severe a pain
the chest that he can't go

rip

on. He may become nauseated'
and break out in a cold sweat.
The immediate treatment
is

bed rest

inhalation

in

of

a hospital and
pure

oxygen.

During convalescence the victim Should read one of the
many books about his condition. One of the best is

"Heart Attack, New Hope;
New Knowledge, New Life"
Prinzmetal and
(Simon'and Schyster).
by

Winter

VW

ALLEY OOP

SI-

A T

TO M
M U
R E

TR

hawk family

22 Deed
23 Beetle
24 Female deer
26 Branch
27 Baked dish 29 Cretan

RA
A

GA

A
T

O

G

E
M.9.97:
5 N E1

0

E
A

5T
0

R

0

0 E9

0 09

0N E

DA

A

N
e
E NEI
T
RATS
19 Basic color
20 South African
38 Ancient
47 At this place
fox
48. Belgian r'ver
40 Biography
Mountain
21 Greek mountain 30 Superlative
49 Small horse
subject
22 States further
41 Feminine name CO Unit of work
suffix
25 Faucets
51 Route (ab.)
42 Dispatches
32 Cavity in the
28 Sweet cake
53 -cake
44 Get up
ground
31 Torn
55 Explosive
33 Nigerian Negro 45 Moistens, as
35 Walks on
sound
cloth
34 Man's nickname
36 City in Mexico
.
8
9
4
6
7
3
5
37 Defense group

39 Famous British

10

40 For fear that

14

46 Island (Fr.)
47 Southern
constellation
49 By means of
52 Barriers
54 Bring in
56 Undergo

16

57 - cake

58 Turkish coin
59 Catch sight of

12

11

4 Anglo-Saxon
slaves

5 Biblical weed
6 On the
Protected side
7 Rodent

17

19

18

2

'22 23 24

25

28

29

30

27

32

33

34

49

50

51

36

41

46
52
56

4158

9

38

137

40

26
31

35

8 Russian rulers

9 Firmaments
10 Small roll

13

15

DOWN

1 Expenditure
2 Consumed
3 Retains

9 0 9 REST

r2

(ab.)

43 -fingers

.17

in

GAN I 9TERS MO9

Odd numeral

12 Baked - 21 Bird of the

school

A -- Arterolsclerofic heart
disease is a misleading term

- tion

ACCEPTHATT

ANSWER.

MINXES!

heart
done

onary arteries without any
obstruction and hence with-

CAN'T

WITHOUT
AN BYO

OUT; WT HI5 SHOE
AN' GRASS crulefrr

PIRE,T00..

of arterisclerotic

WE

11

soprano
5 Shells of pastry
18 Permit
10 Northern
20 Oblique
constellation

16 Seine
17 Martinique
volcano

What are the symp-

disease? What can

ACROSS

WOLF

1 Chocolate - 13 Late American

14 Not noticed
15 Kind of sale

no tumor of CAPTAIN EASY

adrenals, treatment with
chemical, o,p'DDD, has
given good results.
*FYI: o,p'DDD is 2,2-bis(2-chlorpheny1-4
chlorphenyl)
I dichlorethanc.
the
the

Q
toms

4'

,

.0,

-.61010

F

0 ,

Answer to Previous Puzzle
0 A, R DAB
AVAIL- ALGA e L.: A

Sweet Tooth

x

NfOUIL.1. LIKE IT!

-SEE, DADDY

1

CROSSWORD PUZZLE,

c */

- IT'S 600D-

/------

proton beam
or "atomic
knife" has been reported.
In those few victims in
is

'

VARLI1361 TAKE
`MR ,VED1G113S!

-

moval of the pituitary with a

whom there

COME 013,

AL

pression.

the

smile when you say small...

The new MG Sports Sedan is pure car - not
juke box. Two tall lights -not six'' two headlights -not four; no gee-gaws or gimcrackery.

43 44 45

42

1147
53

48
54
'57

50

55

Net Tourney Finals Start Today

Cubs Tip Sox

and 2 p.m. today in the Arlington Heights Jaycee Junior Tennis Tourna-

In MidmoTeen

Jim Esser and John Jarecki will square off in the 18 and un-

der singles finals and Bill Von Boeckmann will tangle with
Bob Gallagher in the boys' 16 and under singles finals.
Greg Harris has already
The 16 and undcrs started
won the boys' 14 and under
competition Wednesday, but the
singles championship.
I8s waited until yesterday.

IN DOUBLES action, Esser
and Jarecki, are to meet John
Brost and Jim Coleman for the

BY DALE HOFMANN
Somebody had to go home happy from Mt. Prospect's Mid -

18 and under crown, while
semifinals still must be played in the 16 and under doubles.

Teen League clash, and yesterday belonged to Pat Schwinn.

The fircballing righthander hurled his Cub teammates to
their first triumph of the young season, as he mowed down the

Von Boeckmann and Matt

arch -rival Sox 5-2,

The Sox showed signs of
SCHWINN LIMITED his
cross-town rivals to a stingy life in their half of the fourth,
four hits, while striking out picking up their only runs.

and walking only one in Mark Michaels lashed out

13

one Sunday when they

ed on an error, and Costello

Waycinden team at the same
View

High

THREE SOX pitchers also managed to limit the Cubs
to four safeties last night, but
Winners

made

their

hits

count. Ambidextrous Bob Snyder, a transplanted outfielder, took the loss after going
3 1/3 innings. Snyder walked
five and whiffed one before he
relieved by Ed Erbach.
Erbach in turn gave way to
Keith Bauer.
was

in

the

drivers

The league -leading Yankees
continued their winning ways in

the Mt. Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony A League yesterday
by edging the Cardinals 4-3.

Jay Lesniak picked up the
victory for the Yankees, their

third without a

scat

loss.

Lesniak

im-

mediately, coming up with one
run in the first inning and
never relinquishing the lead.

Jack Costello got things started by walking. He advanced to
second

un

an

infield

error,

moved to third on Jim Car roll's sacrifice, and scored
moments
out.

later on

an

test Rick Tindall and Ken Jor-

when the Cubs triumphed 5-2.

prise of the tournament so far,

genson in the other.
Stevens

er searched for the ball in the

moved him up with a walk.

At that point Bauer uncork- high grass near the backstop.
ed a wild pitch, and both AySaid Sox Manager DiCk UrCostello

and

ers

scampered

home, as the frantic Cub catch-

"It

ban,

that

was

kind

of

night."

in field

THE BRUINS ADDED two
more

insurance runs in the
fourth, as Schwinn and Bill
Teichert reached on a walk

and an error. Both scampered home on an infield out and
another error.

IN PONY B ACTION, the
their

improved

Cubs

season

record to 3-I at the expense of
the Braves who are now 2-2.
Jerry Busse bested Tom Iran del in

a

seven -inning mound

GORDON HANSON barely
missed his first no-hitter in the
A

Bronco

League.

Hanson

pitched the Cardinals to a 3-2
triumph over the Sox, limiting
the

losers

to

lone

a

single.

John Baty led the Cards' six hit attack with a double.
The
Tigers
joined

in league action.

TOM SCHREIBER yielded
hits and whiffed 10 en
route to the victory over the
seven

dmal getting credit for the 3-2 Bums' Tom Penzcl. The Tigers
victory. Busse gave up seven
hits and struck out eight.

also came up with seven hits.
Tom Trandel's home run

stuck out among a host of extra
base hits. Jerry Smith and
star for the Bruins. Smoy Tom Schreiber also chipped in
singled in the winning run in doubles, while Kevin Winienger
the
fifth. Bruce Richardson slashed a triple.
and Ron Smoy also rapped out
Trandcl's circuit clout came
doubles for the winners. Tran- with two outs in the final frame,

Dick Solley was the 'hitting

del doubled for the Braves.

West

and the Tigers down 3-2. Kcn

pen

It is Arnold Palmer who said, "Medinah No 3 is the kind of
course that's ready for championship play any day of the week,
any week of the year. Just put down the tee markers, run up the
tournament flag, and tell the boys to 'play away'."
Palmer's words of praise for the championship caliber of

Mighty Medinah are echoed by his fellow professionals. This is
what some of the others say about the suburban Chicago course

as

someone

has

said

about

Medinah: "The rough? Plenty
of that, 60 feet high and all
oak!"
Looking back to 1962, you
can find no reasons why any
changes should be considered.

Only two players broke par of

Gary Player - "To me, Medinah No. 3 is a d r e am

284 for 72 -hole route in the
Western Open. Champion Jacky
Cupit did 281 and runnerup

Jerry Barber - "A thinker's says Dearie. "We feel that it touch.
course where fine play is re- is tough enough without any
It
wasn't
warded."
THE REASONS for this kind

of comment are obvious. This
sprawling, heavily wooded layout is recognized as one of the
great

course's

America.
Trees and do -leg designs demand accuracy off the tees.
Strategic trapping calls for
precision

in

approaches.

Huge,

sharply contoured greens place
heavy

premium

on

delicate

putting.

Thus, comes an interesting
question: What changes
being made to prepare

are
the

Chiropractors,
Dodge Triumph
At Waycinden
Chiropractors
and Des Plaines Dodge chalked
Des

Plaines

up a pair of one -run victories
in the Waycinden Area Boys'
Baseball

Senior

League

last

night.

The Chiropractors hung a
2-1 heartbreaker 'on Sportsman's Barber Shop behind the
pitching of Mark Gilling. Ron

Stiff took the loss for Sportsman's.
Dodge
4-3.

always

so.

treatment. Conditions
Between the 1949 National
will be exactly the same as our Open and the 1962 Western
members play it 'all the other Open, I of the greens were
special

1

weeks of the year."

THIS DOESN'T mean that
Dearie and his crew are not
making some extra preparations. The course will be

groomed to perfection for the
target date of June 23-26, but

enlarged and completely redesigned in a modernization
gesture. Built, in at that time
were the fearsome contours
and the baffling undulations 1
which
make
these
greens

among the most challenging in

no one will recognize any
changes.
"I can think of only one
minor change," Dearie adds.

the country.

"There is a small trap at the
fourth green which was turned

a mommental rebuilding' pro-

into

cluded a 63 in his victory.

a

grassy

bunker

some

time back. We made it into a
sand trap again a year ago...
it's only the 64th trap on the
entire course.

"Every green, every tee will

Arlington

High School sophomore, reached the semifinals of the 16 and
under division singles before

quarter -finals, 6-2, 6-I.

He met Isis waterloo in the
semis, bowing to Gallagher 63, 2-6, 7-5. He is still alive
in the doubles, of course, with
Stelling.

singled, and Winienger
tripled to set the stage for
Trandel's dramatic blow.
Also in Bronco A action,
Shay

the Yankees pulled even with
the league by outslugging the
Cubs 14-5. The Yanks were
got
TODD
McDONALD
credit for the win, as he sur-

Slicing shots is a common

problem for golfers, and corslice

pare

can

as

of your score.

winners'

remember is to line your shot

14 -hit

barrage,

and

to

much as 10 or 15 strokes off

One of

first things to

the

up on target.

the plate, including a double.

The grip is important, too.
Tim Halas was the man of Move your left hand more tothe hour in Bronco B action ward the top of the grip, so
last night. Halas held the In- that three or more knuckles
dians

to

three

hits,

as

his

Cardinal teammates edged the
Tribe 2-I. The Cards were

no more potent at the plate,
but they made their three hits
count for the decisive tally.

will show. Then place your
right hand so that the "V"
formed by the
forefinger points
right shoulder.

thumb and
toward the

Keep your left hand cspec-

more

63s --and

there

haven't.

IN FACT, a pair of 68s
were
considered memorable
rounds in the years that fol-

AND,

AFTER

the

1929

first of the
proud events there, there was
Medinah

Open,

A F T E R THE

further

of the course
prior to 1962, little wonder
that there were only 13 sub -70
scores posted during the Weststrengthening

ern Open that year, At that,
the boys had ideal weather and
most
favorable scoring
conditions possible every day.
the

Yet, Eddie Merrins managed an astonishing 66 for the
course
stands.

putter,

record

still
Merrins had a magic
holing out six times
which

from 10 feet or more. Historians note that

Merrins' three

rad. 6-0, 6-1.

GALLAGHER BEAT Stevens

IN PRE -FIRST round action, Coleman tripped Jeff van

Von Boeckmann beat Crock-

in

semifinals,

the

GIBBELL AND 'Gallagher

and

over Erickson and Folkman,
6-3, 6-1.
Stevens and Stelling . over

ett 6-1,6-0.
Scores of yesterday's 16 and Reinhard and Hansen, 9-7, 6Jarecki and Esser both ad- under doubles first - round 1.
vanced through the quarter- matches were: Crockett and
Tindall and Jorgenson over
finals by default, and Brost Conrad over Shep Schcopke Scott Decker and Cuca, 6-4,
beat Blaine 6-2, 6-0 and Cole- and Walt Strait 6-I, 6-4.
6-2.
Ec, 6-0, 6-0.

man topped Gcrsie 7-5, 6-3.
The 18 and under doubles
was sparse, with Gersic and

Rick Glaser beating Ryan and
Freeman in the first round 66-4, and Thompson and
Blaine beating Cuca and van Ee,
6-1, 6-I.
In the doubles semifinals,
Esser
and Jarecki trimmed
Gersie and Glaser 6-1, 6-1,
2,

and Brost and Coleman topped
Thompson and Blaine 6-I, 6-0.

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, June 17, 1966

RAIN WASHED out four
third -round matches in the 16
and under singles Wednesday,
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Real Crary Legs

His Big Year

CHICAGO (UPI)
Wilson

LOS ANGELES (UPI)

Hack

--

In

of the Chicago Cubs

hit 56 home runs in 1930 but Hirsch gained 1,495 yards on
never slammed mare than 40 pass receptions to set a Natfor any other season during ional Football League record
that still stands.
his major league career.

*Z.

7:- al s

0 IR

OE0110E

AY'S

f

At the top of the backswing,
keep your left wrist firm and
be sure your right wrist is un-

00

der the shaft.

Start the downswing with a
hip turn, swinging around your

and/or hitting from the outside

Full Power!!

nate the open face on your club,

$573

1961 CORVAIR MONZA COUPE
Bucket Scats!! As Is

in. A correct grip will elimiand the proper hip turn on the
downswing will correct, the

$993

1960 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP

head as a fixed point.

The slice is caused by hitting with an open club face,

Golf buffs are urged not to
forget the Paul Hahn Show,
corning__next Friday, to Midlanc
ing trick shot
Hahn.
Admission to

artist

featur.Paul

1962 CORVAIR MONZA COUPE $893
sharpie!,

6

pW

1963

$893.

.

Pleasure!!

1963 FORD SEDAN

$793

All Vinyl Interior!!

41--k.p.;t4/4

rent a new '66

WINor

p.m.

show is free, and the public is
invited.

$793

1962 TRdLAN,E 90 SEDAN

F9lipe-ss

the

oz:oTect -

CORTINA

4.00

FALCON

5.00

FAIRLANE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

1963 FAIRLANE A -act WAGON

$ 1093

DELUXE WAGON $893
E
R

FfiLC0xtra11,11

1964 CHEVY VAN

D

$1193

Engine Up Front!!

A
1964 CHEVROLET BEL AIR

$1193

V-8 Sedan - Special!!

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON

PLAN YOUR VACATION

Six Cylinder!!

$1293

RENT A STATION WAGON

1963 COWAN

SPECIAL RATES

1964 VW STATION BUS

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. - RE" -Alta
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

1964 TEMPEST COUPE

$1193

Window's All Around!!

$893

Hurry!! Hurry!!

CO!IINTRY SEDAN $1193

1965

NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

$493

Very Cheap!!

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE Cie

--M. 9-31411

F91DP0wer

1965 MilScIiolpNGs111.41!

$1993

Many More To Choose From!!
r

TODAY'S SPECIAL

be exactly the same as in 1962.
While we've lost a few trees
to the Dutch Elm disease, none

1963 Ford Country Sedan

of the key ones arc gone.
We've also planted a few trees,

Stock 11298A
This 6 passenger wagon is In excellent condition and
will give many miles of pleasure to the lucky owner!!

but they're on the small side.
All recent work on the course
covered improvements in
watering and drainage systems."
has

$1193.00

PLEASE NOTE that on one
mentioned the rough so
far. There'll be some rough
there, in the right places, but
has

upset

Gil's

JIM'S

Bulko

SERVICE

STATION

BULKO

gives you moregallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim O'Byrne.
010 E. RAND RD.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Ask John, Charlie or Phil about our 2 yr. or
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee!! We're
the good guys with NO hats!!
P.S. - Bank Rnancing too!!

Tired of Watling to Tee Off?

CHEVROLET

Play uncrowded

II

RANDALL OAKS
Northwest suburbs finestnew
course on Randall Road, west
of Dundee just north of M. 72

a

Su!1

(Higgins Road) Phone: 4289041.

Special rates until June 19 18 holes for the price of nine.
$2.00 weekdays
$2.50 weekends

a

a

II

--

Elroy (Crazy Legs)

1951

your feet parallel to the pin.
Start the club -head back low,
keeping the right elbow close

gram after Harry Cooper inThe startled members went
into a quick huddle, out of
which came the real Medinah
of today. Five new holes were

Weeg over Crockett and Con-

ens over Cuca 6-2, 6-I.

Mark Thompson 11-9, 4-6, 6-0.

Farins Country

emus'

no

Coleman beat Garth Freeman
6-0, 6-0, and Rick Blaine beat

Second round doubles scores
Von
Boeckmann and

were:

_outside -in swing.

hacked out of woods originally other rounds were in the nor set aside as home sites. Most I mal range (76-76-74) and lie
holes were lengthened and re- finished 13th at 292.
designed in other ways. The
members vowed there would
be

put down Bill Ryan 6-0, 6-0,

6-4, 7-5.

firm during the swing,
and take a square stance with

Golf Pro.
Micllatw Farms C.C.
recting

Don Spink and Warren Johns

ially

nine. Tom McHugh and Mike
Petran shared the hitting laurels for the Yanks. McHugh
contributed a home run to the

Petran went three for four at

two.

Cos rrecting Slice
BY CHUCK PEDERSEN

rendered five hits and fanned

DAVE
ERICKSON
and
Tindall lost to 14 -year - Gordon Folkman over Bob
old Greg Harris 6-2, 6-2 in one Bieber and Jim Ulrich 6-0,
of them, and Bob Crockett beat 6-0.
Stelling 6-4, 6-2, in another.
Reid Hansen and Bill ReinJorgenson trimmed Dennis hard over Jim Milne and Jim
Conrad 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 and Ste- Pickett, 6-2, 6-2.
vens beat Hansen in the other
Tindall and Jorgenson over
day.

Quarter - final scores were
Von Boeckmann over Gibbell,
Jarecki, Brost, and Mike Ger- i6-0, 6-0; Crockett over Harsic all advanced by default in
' ris, 6-I, 6-0; Gallagher over
the first round, while Esser
Jorgenson 9-7, 6-1; and Stev-

Save Strokes y

3-3 after last night's win.

lowed. Byron Nelson got them
Course'
Billy Casper 283. Gary Player ,
Each helped -him win a
"NONE," IS THE answer and Fred Hawkins were third both.
Jack Nicklaus - "There's no
title at Medinah-the 1939
way to shoot past the trouble form the man who knows at 286, two over par.
Western Open and the 1946
here!"
Mighty Medinah best of all. He
THUS, AFTER seven major
Gay Brewer - "You never is Gerald Dearie, superinten- tournaments, mighty Medinah- Chicago Victory Open.
Dr. Cary Middlecoff was
have to add anything here --- dent of the 665 -acre plant, --known affectionately as "the
next to hold the course rethe only country club in the course where the elephants cord, and
it's all always out there."
similarly was reBruce Crampton - "I'd like Midwest which has three cour- come home to die" ----can warded with a crown. He startto take this course on tour with ses.
look forward to its eighth big- led both the field and the fans
me and play it every week of
"Nothing has been done nor time show with no worries with his 67 enroute to the 1949
the year."
will be done to toughen No. 3," about being found as a soft National Open victory.
ern Open?

Pitchford,

mese Is -No Cinch

where the Western Open will be played June 23-26:

course for next week's West-

according to Tom
the tourney director.
STEVENS, AN

sur-

round yesterday 6-2, 6-1, and
then trimmed Jim Cuca in the

the

Dodgers atop the Bronco A
standings by tripping them 5-3
in their showdown match last
night. Both teams arc now 5-1

the

been

has

losing yesterday. He knocked
off Reid Hansen in the third

Car S
fly 0

In Pros eel

limited the Birds to three hits,
The Cubs planted themsel- .while his mates rapped out six.

ves

White Sox hurler Bob Snyder fires away in yes-

terday's Mid - Teen League battle with the Mt.
Prospect Cubs. Snyder was tagged with the loss,'

ainikees E

entry at home at 2 p.m. The
Cubs will take on the other

the

semi-final match, and Paul
Stevens and Bill Stelling will

face

Waycinden's Suburban Heating

Forest

Gibbell and Gallagher in one

Bruce

other chance fat: win number

time at
School.

Weeg arc teamed against Chuck

a

double to open the frame.
Finch finished up for the Cub and Erbach was the recdstarter, setting down the last n ient of a Cub gift. Vince
Marinelli's single drove both
three batters in order.
The decision improved then runners home.
SOX FANS still don't believe
Cubs' season mark to 1-2, what
they saw in the fifth,
while the Sox lost their secwhen the Cubs piled up their
ond straight without a loss.
The local hose will get an- final tallies. Rod Ayers reach-

stint.

six -inning

1

ment at Arlington High School.

League Tilt
his

and they were played yester-

BY BOB CASTERLINE
Finals in singles and doubles are slated for

.
.

!1,3

CL 3 -5000

.

13-Lost And Found

FOUND: Black rimmed glass-

es in brown case, corner Mi-

ner and Dryden Sts. CL 3-4432
Found Schwinn Tornado, Blue

on Schoenbeck Rd. Call Kip

Park Maintenance

Full Time
tExperienced,

Responsible for bills made by
myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

working conditions and excellent employee benefits.

POUL'S LANDSCAPING

Complete

landscaping

helpful. Job security, ideal
Apply 500 S. Fernandez
Phone CLearbrook 3-0020

&

Maint. Call for free est. 2590141.

Sewing in my home, children's clothes, women's
dresses & bridesmaid's
towns,
alterations. Ph.
437-4974.

21-lobs Wanted-Men

N

not required, but

14-Personals

11-Business Services

BANKER TRAINEE
Aggresive young man to

learn the bankIngbusiness.
Good future.Manybenefits.

15. Lawn mowing and other odd

jobs. Call 392-5373. Ask for

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent
chance for advancement in fast

growing electronic company.

RETIRED?

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer.

An equal Opportunity E m-

We need you to help keep our

$110 per week.
2:30 AM to 5:30 AM
12:30 PM to 7 PM

time, steady job, with no pressure and flexible hours.

2:30 AM to 10:30 AM
Saturday

F.H. BONN COMPANY

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

plant clean. This is a part-

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

ployer.

Wants man to learn the business starting on a split shift.

Full or Part Time

PART TIME
GROCERY MANAGER

3 evenings a week
6 PM to 12 PM

FITTERS, WELDERS,

STORE

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

MACHINE OPERATORS.

Des Plaines

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE

BURNERS &

15-Business Personals

FIELD

career with unlimited ad-

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

kn equal opportunity employer

Call Mr. Grenrock

MAN OR BOY

SERVICE CORP.

'with car to deliver newspapers

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

Good pay for few hours' work.
Elk Grove News Agency
199 King Street

455-5000

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

PROFESSIONAL

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

PAINTERS, INC.

Must have knowledge of elec-

tric wiring and mechanical,
ability. Good opportunity for

OR TOOL MAKER

right man.
Call for interview

McCLEAN

CL. 3-0866

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

4 P.M.

TO DAYS
BEST

OR MORE

BUY

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take crl Months
Up To LA./ To Pay

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1442 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local

restaurant, nights, apply in
person M. Rose

MAITRE D'

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PROJECT ENGINEER

Students With Car

(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)

SUMMER HELP

Earn $3-$4 hourly answering
appointments & taking orders
in local area. No canvasing.

Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

Howard 774-5353.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

For appointment phone Mr.

PARTS MAN

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but
not necessary, will train the

right man. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

SPECIALIZE

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

Charles Bruning Company.
Avalon of Addrossograph Muhigraph Carp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

An equal opportunity employer

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

CALL TODAY

FOUNDRY HELPERS

255-5060
Henriksen

Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

Call us and compare prices

INSPECTORS
EXPEDITORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

IW

77
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250 NORTH 12th STREET
(OFF DUNDEE RD)

WHEELING

537-2180

General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

Call 373-6880
Alton's Quality

decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794
free

24

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
,259-5066
Caronntry-Remodekng

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est. 15yrs.
Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 -Colors 25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rentals

Public address
sound systems
rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherines.

,

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894.3115
Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose 1 -rum

Landscaping

I.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
shirts

in-

2 day service.
Pick-up and Delivery

lawnmowers

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

RAy'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Call 373-6880

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

te I

358-2934

259-0487

done,

DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area

Sewing Machine Repairs

Homes Built To Order

expertly
cluded.

PORTABLE TN.'S
FREE PICK UP AND

C H. Radio Soaking

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

358-2581

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

See and Buy them at

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

'

JUNE SPECIAL

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveway's.
patios.
etc.... Protective .curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

DON'S BLACKTOP

562-2991

MONTHLY PAYMENT

OFFICE HOURS:

lots.

' 537-8228

PAY ONLY ONE

Edition If Your

parking

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

In "Market Day"

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

Group Hospitalization

Free Uniforms

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Blacktop Work

Exp. Quad. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Free Life Insurance

WE

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars
New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

coating.

Paid Holidays & Vacations

IN

CLEARL3RO,On 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock CoMplete Radiator

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E.' Davis St.
Arlington Heights

driveways,

Radio -TV Repair

Cement Work

is having Spring special on

RESTAURANT

358-2934

Call 255-1200

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP
I

SERVICING

ADVERTISING

Auto Parts And Accessories

An equal opportunity employer

C. B. RADIO

For

CR 2-5753

1965 LEE ST.

,MACHINEPRECISION,

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE 'RD.)

Consult this daily guide of
reliable sery ices offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

'

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBeAlt CORP.,
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

250 N. 12th ST.

SP.5-3311

to homes Sunday A.M. only.

General Molded Products Inc.
824-6135

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Let us help make your..,DAY!

Pleasant working cond't's
Paid Rest Periods
Bonus for night work
-Steady employment
Free Life Insurance
Paid vacations
Free Hospitalization
Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 12 Sat's.

Man between 25-40 years of
age for heatIng'service work.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

INTAI Ft 77 AP' ME rxati,..s.

USINES3
Service Directory

growing company, have imagination, initiative and are
familiar with value analysis

SERVICE MAN

CALL.
TODAY

or

537-4500

products. If you are Interested
in advancement with a fast

LIEN BUILDING

GENERAL MOTORS
ACCEPTANCE CORP.

S

castings or screw machine

439-5400

Begin a GENERAL MOTORS

vancement opportunities. Recent college graduate preferred. Immediate opening for
field representative to handle
collection assignments requiring personal contact.
Starting salary exceeds $500.
per month. Company car with
expense
acct. furnished.
Fringe benefits include the
General Motors insurance and
retirement benefit package,
stock savings purchase plan.
Call Mr. Nagel, 392-7600.

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

IRON WORKS, INC.

techniques,

537-6100
REPRESENTATIVE

24-Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

CALL 392 -6282

Mr. Stanley

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

PART TIME
PACKAGE LIQUOR

INTERNATIONAL

Apply in person between 8:30
A.M. and 4:30 PM.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan
also available

Convenient Food Mart
590 E. Central Road

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Arlington Heights

TRAIN.

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

The DAY classified

439 -0286

24-Help Wanted Men

Call 673-6760

NOTICE

199 King St.

for a Ford dealership. WILL

week..

Office Maintenance
Call 827-7880

Mon. thru Fri.

440 East Main Street
Barrington
DUnkirk 1-3400

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn over

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.

Mechanically minded

make top wages in busy shop.
Manager.

Alert young mandraft exempt.
Will Train, Must have ability
to work with people. Modern
congenial office. Permanent.
Company benefits.

until 5:00 P. M.

Tuesday Paper.

BRAVOS OLDSMOBILE

PRODUCTION
CONTROL

8:30 A. M.

The Regular

BOYS WANTED

Weekdays or weekends. Lives

OFF ICE HOURS:

Ad Appears In

Weekly guarantee. Phone or
see Wally Steffen, Service

'531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling

for business.

Plus One Day

529-1806

opportunity for
Excellent
buyer presently purchasing

is now open

$315

CALL MRS. HUBER

MEN WANTED FOR

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older
to assist in writing service

AUTO MECHANIC
Experienced, fast man can

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work
during summer, either days
or evenings. Full or part time.

department

ONLY

LO 1-7122

BUYER

in Arlington Hgts. 392-9163.

DAYS

TOWNSHIP

SUMMER HELP

Babysitter 16 loves children.

3

7 to 10:30 P.M.:

$20 per

111 N. Hickory

Call Margo. 255-8690.

3 LINES

PART TIME

(One block East of
Recreation Park)

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child. Others 75..

BEFORE

BOYS OVER 16

392-3500

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

24-Help, Wanted Men

SCHAUMBURG

Apply in person or call:

METHODE

NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTOR

24-Help Wanted Men

CUSTODIANS

METHODE

Ask for Mr. Gland'
827-1191

SCHOOL'

Rapidly growing. light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.

inspection

in

FULL TIME

22-lobs Wanted-Women

Children 3 to 6 come to play -

Friday, June 17, 1966

THE DAY

24-Help Wanted Men

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits, paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

Steye.

255-7200

t

TOOL &DIE

Will train man with related
background
work.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

College student, ago 19,whase
hobby is weight lifting, (bench.

presses 300 lbs.), desires
summer lob paying over 2.00
an hour. Preferably outdoors.
Call 253-1472 after 5 PM.
Good hard working boy, age

24-Help Willed Men.

ah.

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS'
PARK DISTRICT

Hann CL 5-8330

A

24-Help, Waited Iles

24-Help Wanted Men

2 bicycles found in my yard.
Call 253-5387

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Screens & storms painted,
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Pabich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601

Chrysler

-

Ply

Rambler

-

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, lll-

LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW.

COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
. 456-5404

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Friday, June 17. 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
26-Help,Wanted Men Or Women

NOW HIRING
Unique new restaurant with

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

WANTED
* COOKS
* WAITRESSES

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

FASHION

JUNE

Famous designer in north sub-

urbs will train you as re-

ceptionist. Light typing and
poise req'd.$95-100wk.Free.
Miss Paige

ATTENDANTS
* SALAD GIRLS
* DESSERT GIRLS
* BUS BOYS

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE

"POSITIONS IN ALL
SUBURBS"

(Age 17-55)

* CASHIER
* SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

($300 to $650 mo.)

APPLY NOW AT

BLAZ'R STEAK
253 E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

Dishwasher Part Time hrs.

NURS ING

ASSISTANTS

INVENTORY CLERK
Like figure work and be alert.

TYPIST
Type well. Know how to spell.

Earn While You Learn.
You're sure to Advance.
General offers
a wonderful chance.

259;4049

Your choice of shifts.

Excellent Earnings

OPENINGS AT UARCO

APPLY PERSONNEL

All Company Benefits

SENIOR FILE CLERK

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity

Experienced file clerk needed.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

High School graduate. Starting assignment -a variety of
General Office duties. Outstanding opportunity to learn
and advance to a more responsible position. Excellent
pay, working conditions and
benefits.

CL 9-1000

UARCO Incorporated
W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer.
27 -Employment Agencies -Men

LIBERTY MUTUAL

'

Chemical Trainee
$475-$525 Mo.
Rare opportunity for yonng
man to receive solid training

with others and initiative are
requirements for this in-

teresting responsible work.

in the chemical industry. This

major Co. will train a young
man to work with chemicals
engaged in research and development.

An

inquisitive

LOOKING FOR TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS, -

PARKER
115 S. Emerson

Mount Prospect

253-6600

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
24 -Help Wanted Men

P.S.
have wonderful opportunlit s for experienced office
help tool!
V

cellent working conditions and

turing firm in Centex Park.

Call Mr. Staunton

to work in modern manufac-

good salary..

Pleasant working conditions

Personnel Department.

surance, profit sharing, and

825-8811

other fringe benefits.

ANOCUT ENGINEERING CO.
2375 Estes Ave.

Call Mr. Hoffman

Salary Commensurate with Experience

11141,41 At TON METALS
WHEELING
537-2180

DESIGN ENGINEER
(ELECTR I CAD

Join

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

26 -Help Wanted Alen Or Women

306 E. Hellen Rd.

A

WE NEED HELP
THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MATURE
MAIDS

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information
call personnel.

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

SCRIBE

INTERV IEW ING:

INTERNATIONALE, INC.

Palatine

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

o inspectors

of Plastic Products

Model maker

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

o Wirers & solderers
Modern air-conditioned,facilityi Excellent fringe benefits.Top

starting rates.- Pleasant' clean work.' Oollege students' ac'
cepted for summer work.
;

OenerAl Molded Products Inc.

1365 Lee Street

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence .school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Driver -P. U. & De l'y .

Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
Free Hospitalization
App1y:9-5 Men. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

-

'

.

Des Plaines, Illinois

824-6135

ANALYZERS

o Bench assemblers

Paid rest periods

"

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

o Receptionist -typist (small office)

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

Has permanent positions open for the following experienced
personnel.

FIN I SHERS & BUFFERS
Free Life Insurance

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

WEEKEND CLERKS

LAUNDRY HELP

671-0500

.5535 MILTON PARKWAY
Rosemont, Illinois

Near O'Hare Airport
An equal opportunity employer

774-5155

WESTERN ELECTRIC
OPENS

EMPLOYMENT

TRAINING CENTER

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.
J

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MA IL & SUPPLY CLERK
Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

No experience necessary as we will train.

TIMEKEEPER
Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

AT
4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows
Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists
Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.
***

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

To arrange an interview, call
thru Saturday until June 18.

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 yeais
minimum electrical engineering education.

You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.

ing would-be very helpful.

392-8705.

Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ... Open Monday

* ** * ** **** *

Bruning -offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, 'good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pensibn program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential Interview.

1967,

when our new Regional Center (right

***Marna,

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.
To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

rharles Bruning rompany
&vision of Addressograph Multigraph Corp

MT. PROSPECT

4 HOUR
SHORT SHIFT
We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

*****

The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

An equal opportunity employer

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

PHONE CL 5-1900

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

ASSEMBLERS'

Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

equipment.

Outstanding career for young
man with B.S. degree in. Chemistry.

250 N. 12th ST.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

Male & Female

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

437-5400

an equal opportunity employer
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

HARPER COLLEGE

677-0660

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

ficers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive exEmployment efperience.
fective July 1st or shortly
thereafter. Please apply to
Dean of Business Affairs.

Builder needs woman to clean
-model houses In Arlington
Heights. Call after 2.

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
325 W. Touhy Park Ridge

CHEMIST

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

259-1511

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

in young growing company.In-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

or write him at 455 State St.
14 -Help Wanted Men

.

ance, medical insurance. Ex-

GENERAL OFFICE
LIGHT TYPING

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

For appointment call
Mr. Henry P. Hout 296-6661
Desplaines.

INC

year experience, paid vacation this year, life insur-

WE ARE NOT

pieta your education at their
expense. Starts you immediately. No fee.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

"

invoicing, teletype, filing and
phone work. Excellent fringe
benefits.

1

RECEPTIONIST

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

mind coupled with ambition

apply for summer work. For
deatils call Ethel Doebber.

Mount Prospect

Reliable girl needed. Must be

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS

Good

-and the determination to &Tin -

hours and days doing pleasant

office work. Good salary.
Students and Teachers may

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

SECRETARY

Variety of duties in branch Two professional full time
sales office including typing, secretaries for executive of-

IBM KEYPUNCH

D ICTAPHONE

GENERAL

"

salary and liberal
employee plan for a qualified
career -minded young lady.

working

2080 Lunt Avenue

An Equal Opportunity

Great Atmosphere

Insurance Co.
Full training Is provided
typing skill not required.Good
education not necessarily
College Degree ability to work

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Mr.

own

825-8811

2201 Touhy Avenue

As service representative you
provide counsel and advice by
phone correspondence and In
the office to policy holders of

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced required, excellent company benefits, includleg paid vacation this year, life
insurance, medical insurance,
good salary and excellent
working conditions. Hours

Choose your

PYLES INDUSTRIES,

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
325 W. Touhy
Park Ridge

Start Your Career

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

A PEACH OF A JOB!

693-3021

30 -Help Wanted -Women

VA 7-5557

Employer

HOSPITAL

GENERAL CLERK

8501 W. Higgins Rd.

3D -Help -Wanted-Women

SECRETARIES

Choice of Days

Preferred Business Service

437-4304

An equal opportunity employer

DAYS

ARGUS INC.
Elk Grove Village

Staunton; Personnel Dept.

We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

an 25 to 45. 371/2 hr. Week.
Pleasant surroundings.

CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM

CHICAGO

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Eddie's Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy. A rl. Hts.253-1320.

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

LIGHT TYPING
pep and know the

"SHEETS" 392-6100
207 N. Evergreen Arl.Hts.

responsible position for wom-

SERVICE BUREAU

Lots of
alphabet.

24 Hour Phone

Clerical and diversified telephone duties. This is a good

For an appointment
THE

FILE &
MAIL ROOM

WOMEN I007. FREE

4. DISHWASHER

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

774-9393

7205 N. Meade

Clerk Typist -Order

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

GRADS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

I. B. M.

OFFICE

* BROILER & FRY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

LIKE

3

ONLY

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

A Equal Opportunity EmplZryer

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new, plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vacaon purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Landmelr Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal. Opportunity Employer

Wanted -Noses

.39 -Help Wasted -Women

cDOCTOR'S OFFICEz.,

Evenings
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT

Rtes. 12 & 83
Mt. PrculPs0t,

Full tithe, lightVOrk, no exp.
nec., 2 eves a week. Mon. &
Thurs. Till 8.
Call CL 5-4475

ASSISTANT

NUASS AIDES

BOOKKEEPER

Full or Part time

Experienced in accounts Receivable and billing. Typing
essential, posting machine
exp. heir:nil, not necessary.
Permanent position. Fringe
benefits.

Bee Dozier Nursing Home
Palatine
Dundee Rd.

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

.

3 blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.
(Rte. 83)
Phone 437-3900

Babysitter needed for toddler
from July 6 to end of August
or early Sept. You provide
transportation. Call 358-7988
after 5 PM.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Stenos

Cterkt

,

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30 - 4:30

Work the Days, Week&
or Months You Want
Work close To Home

$10
With

BONUS

First 5 Days Pay

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

Temporary Service

Palatine

Call Jane Nelson
DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

GIRL FRIDAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

- AM -Jo VFW:

KEY PUNCH OPER
Hours 8:30 to
Full time.
4:45. One year experience

Pleasant working
Good advanceconditions.
ment opportunities in expanding data processing dept. Evening. and Saturday interviews

required.

nent part and

positions.

OPERATOR

HOSPITAL
CL 9-1000

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SECRETARY
PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.
Village of. Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village. of Arlington Hts.

33 S. Arlington fits. Rd.
Arlington :fits.
253-2340

TYPISTS.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical &
life insurance. Hours 3:30 to 5 p.M. 5 -day week.
CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

Eil CONEX

1M=1VISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

An Equal. Opportunity Employer

Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 vol.,
umes, cost ;200, sacr. $35.
Webster's unabridged dictionary $14..
251-7385.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

let them
positions the

VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service
CAN YOU -SEW?
You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you
adapt it to industrial machines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

rate. Fine insurance pro-

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

H. M. HARPER CO.

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

preference,

20 -Help Wanted -Women

(One block east of
Recreation Park)

Ill N. Hickory

Arlington Heights

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

lection. Car necessary. For
inform. 827-0712.
30 -Help -Wanted

1 wheeled trailer
rent or buy

WANTED

255-3678

Lovely 3x5 mirror. $20. 7

piece kitchen set, $20. 6 year
crib. $3. 259-2628.
Cov'd B'bque $15, unit book
case $43, cocktail & end tables

$85, ch. cab. $125 392-8897
Let's samples - Dresses,
suits and Sportswear - New
York and California design-

ers. Half price..DI 8-6800

2 Window Fans 10" adjust$ CASH $
able $5 each. 1 table ironer
For your complete house of like new. CL 3-7771.
'furniture. Antiques, Gun or
Jacobsen reel lawnmower 21"
Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093

Earn from $7 an hour as a

limitation,

For Sale. Westinghouse 2 dr.
Refrig. freezer comb. Swivel
shelves. $50. 299-8463.

8 to 4:30.

.32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

207 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
Want to pay off those old bills?

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

Boy's blk. Schwinn Typhoon

for sale. Very good cond.Call
Dave Church. 259-2283.

vacation. Five day week -

company benefits.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

snow skis, 55 Buick 392-7299.

gram. Paid Holidays and

Excellent earnings plus full
APPLY

pool gas dryer $50. 2 section
sofa color cranberry &cream
linen upholstery $50. blue
studio couch $10. All excellent condition. Moving must
sell immediately. CI., 3-6127.
Drop leaf table,4 chairs, extra
leaf, pad. Hampster in cage,

tions. For details call Ethel

F.H.BONN COMPANY

know which

5085. $100.
FOR SALE
Whirlpool Washer $20.Whirl-

4Doebber

Day Publications needs one

or enterprise, or (2) as a

GO-CART FOR SALE

For information call 253-

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nec-

to

Morton Grove
463-4100
.An. Equal Opportunity Employer

.8200 N. Lehigh
Morton Grove

SALES

convenience to our readers

8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

working order. $20.255-8233.

ADVERTISING

daily bonus.

INC

H. M. HARPER CO.

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

additional experienced Classified advertising telephone representative.

2187.

Older used Frigidaire; Good

We can give you as many or as
few days as you wish working

Co. 2375 Estes Ave. Elk Grove
Village Ill. 437-5400 (Chi.
phone, 625-0740)

Ladles - do you want a new
look

in

dresses, sults and

sportswear at

half price?
DI 8-6800. Room 502.
3,0 -Help Wanted -Women

Best offer accepted CL 9-2071

atter 5.

OPERATION FLAME -OUT

Prospect Hts. Scouts, Fire
Extinguisher Sale. Sat., June
18.
30 -Help. Wanted -Women

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
OFFERS TO YOU:
Air Conditioned Offices
Tution Refund Plan
Promotions From Within

Cafeteria Service
Employee Referral Plan
* Social Clubs

Parking Facilities

,

Employee Discount Store
Insurance Program

FOR ONE OF THESE POSITIONS

File Clerks
General Clerks

Typist - Clerks Comptometer Operators
Manual & Electric Calculating Operators

Stenographers
Beginners & Experienced

PAY OUR PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT A VISIT!
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the. GT&E Family of Companies
Ihmile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE. ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

-1

If

GENERAL

Ora
SYSTEM

'

14 cu. ft. W/icemaker $258
Terms SKELKOP TV CL 3-

STENOGRAPHERS
Choice of Days

Johnson, Anocut Engineering

in-

CL 5 - 4755

Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL. 5-1108.
REFRIGERATOR Whirlpool

Soft

493-4100
YO 6-6000
An equal oppor. employer

off ILL. Tollway west of
O'Hare field. Good place to
work. Phone or write Mr.Lee

essary to the normal opef of
his business
ation

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing. ^

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

handle correspondence for two
men. Fast accurate typing required. Shorthand helpful but
not necessary. Copy work and
some filing involved. Conveniently located in Centex.Just

as to sex in

are made only (1) to

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and

fices, cafeteria.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see us.

Designations

CLERK TYPIST

1901 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINE& ILLINOIS 60016
EEEEE NONE 2962266

SECRETARY
STENOGRAPHER

Sales Dept. of company
employing 126 people needs
additional secretary help to

NOTICE

papers, etc. Accuracy prime requisite.

Excellent benefit program,
pleasant air-conditioned of-

6808.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Combination of order typist and record keeping.Should be
accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy
plug board. Some typing included.

home. $25 per week with one
day off. Call collect 414-248-

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

2 openings for order typists, to type orders, inspection

SWITCHBOARD

or college girl. Lake front

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

ience.

Family with 3 children 6, 11,
& 14, want responsible summer girl, high school graduate

APPLY PERSONNEL

RELIANCE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

2 years secretarial exper-

LAKE GENEVA, WIS.

time

WILLOW NURSERY

aXitixie for clerical

detail. -Should have minimum

MOTHERS HELPER

Your choice of hours.

Steno/reception

358-7322

full

SHADE TREES
Purple leaf plums:HOPI' crab.
and Arborvities.

FOR TOP EXECUTIVE

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

Several ladies needed for
housekeeping dept. Perma-

sleeps :4 adults. Heavy deck
canvas. Best oiler. 299-41.66
after 6.

Required good typing ability,
dictaphone/shorthand

some

INSURANCE CO.

WARD
HELPERS

OtMisesHaiteess Nertkilliitry-P7Camper &: utility tralliT,

SECRETARY

.

PERSONNEL

Palatine

Attention Htinieinakers. Part
time job, full time ply. Work
12 Mere earn $42.50. Call
before noon, qt, 3-2658.

.

Interesting opening in personnel department. Screen phone
calls, greet applicants. etc. Must be good typist, accurate.
Prefer some experience or will train qualified applicant.

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.
306 E. Hellen Rd.

WMT-RESS WANTED,..;7:
Mornings or Nights
Needed fOr pleasant office
Good Pay and Tips
work. Good salary. Students
Teachers may apply for
CL. 3-8990.
VALLEY RESTAURANT add
summer work. For details call
KEYPUNCH
1431; 'Rand Road
Ethel
Dabber.
2-3 Days .a Week.
ArlingtOO Heights,
VA 7-5557
Position/ available now for
CL 3-8990
Preferred Business. Service
experienced keypunch operators. Day or evening work. PART. TIME or FULL TIME
Calculating Clerk
Choose your own.' hours and *We need a personable woman
days. Attractive rates and over 30 to be trained to inter
Accounting Clerk
working conditions. For de7 Or/ housewives, teachers,
and. students. This Is not a Immediate openings.Full time
tails call Ethel Doebber.
sales
position.
You
need
a
car
VA 7-5557
positions. 37 1/2 hours per
Preferred Business Service and should be available 2 or 3 week. Hours 8;30 to 4:45.
days per week. Salary and Modern office. Requires good
Two girls, ages 15 and 16
expenses. For more informa- aptitude for figure work.Light
wish babysittinr, household,
tion call Mr.Carrell 848-9500 typing. Call
gardening, etc. jobs in RollPreferred Business Service.
MRS DREWES, 529-4100
ing Meadows and Plum Grove
Des Plaines
CarPatricia
RELIANCE LIFE
area. Call
babysiiring;

1 days a week. $50. a week.
Pine Buret Manor, Palatine,

possible. Call
Mrs. Drewes, 529-4100

PHONE 827-1108

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.M4041.* .,-orgramirk Si'Mt.O.,.1017-

michael, 255-7412.

PLUS

Friday, Jute 17;196E

THE DAY

$0 -Help

311-11ip Waited-Hionea

.

Secretaries,.

Typists

FL 9-1663

306 E. Hellen Rd.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

PART TIME.

.

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

Loc. on Algonquin Rd.(Rte.62)

TEMPORARY
IMMEDIATE ViORIC

Reliable girl needed. Must be

DES PLAINES, ILL.

10-Help.Wanted-Womei..

30 -Help Wanted-lhaei

Friday, June 17, 1966

THE DAY
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

18' wood Iapstreke runabout

80 HP Merc., tilt trailer &

48 -Household Appliances

finer-Softner used 3 mos.

Fiberglass Minnow sailboat.
10 ft. long. Complete with
rigging,
blue nylon sail,
rudder anddaggeiboard. Good

$150. Private Party. DE 7'5200 ext. 240 or 477-5198.

Twin 35 HP outboard Cruiser.

Top shape. Sleeps 3; 36 gal.
tanks, many extras. Trailer
392-3342

$1395.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Retails $500, priced now

OPERATION

FLAME -OUT

Prospect ma. Scouts, Fire
Extinguisher Sale. Sat., June
18.

Best offer.

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

8574.

For Sale. 7 yr. old bay gelding thorobred. Rides English
and Western. Also, G wk. old

Seal Point, $30 and $35. 255-

puppies:
Father is a champion. AKC
6 weeks old. 766-6785.
Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 19. Males
and Females. Sired By ChamMimeo's Cassenova
pion
Shepard

German

Home raised with TLC. Call

mixed puppies. 358-6578.
55 -Musical Instruments

as organ with color glo for

5645.

St.

358-2699.
FREE KITTENS. CALL 255-

for

sale. Moving out of state.
Like

new

green

olive

draperies
and matching
sheers. Kitchen table, and 4
chairs. 4 ft. redwood picnic
table and benches. Tables,
etc. 259-5662.

4070-70% Savings
23 'rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by
piece or room. Terms and

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.
SAVE $$$$

Display furniture in 7 model
homes. Wo deliver.
824-8164

296-7771

30 -Help Wanted -Women

253-3586
50 -Radio -Television

RCA color TV - 21" $75.00
CL. 9-4460.

Zenith 23" TV early amer.
console. Elko new, in exc.

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rentals.
SWIMMING POOL
rec. lounge, putting green,

tennis court, range1refrig-

orator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

63 -Restaurant Equipment

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Complete restaurant equipment including soda ba r, char -

broiler, 2 deep fryers, grill,
pans, dishes, glassware, silver, blank menus, meat slicer,

booths, tables & chairs and
misc. items. Best offer takes
all. Vicinity of Randhurst.

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

Private balconies

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

722 West Dempster Street
tit. W., of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.
439-1127

439-7628

bdrm. ranchette. Range,
refrig & air-cond. $115 plus
utilities. 345-6034.
1

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N. Ridge
Choice 2 bdrms. 1st fir. 11/2

ASSEMBLERS

baths. 2 blks from R.R. and
shopping, L.R. & D.R. carpeted: also draw d_.
all
windows. Union custodian on
property, Available 8/1/66.

To inspect see Peter Byer,

COIL WINDERS
All Shifts

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability
To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.
Experienced Coi I Winders For All Three Shifts

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

Recent Factory Experience Will Be
Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance
Program. Please Apply In Person.

Covent.

Deluxe, 3 bedroom, fireplace
stove, refrig., carpol,drapes,
paneled family rm., near
everything. 392-5187
Deluxe, 3 bedroom, fireplace
stove, refrig., carpet,drapes,
paneled family rm., near
everything. 392-5187
Will sublease for 9 mos. avall.
July 1st, 3 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths
townhouse with stove, refrig.,
& prvt. basement. In Arl.
Hgts. 259-5733.
8I -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS

8 A. M. To Noon

on

floor. 4 oversized
Walk
in clothes

1st

bdrms..

closets. 2 1/2 baths. Tiled
basement. 2 car garage.Closo
to new grade school & shop-

Price includes car-

ping.

peting, drapes, kit.appliances
and professional landscaping.
259-5872

FALKANGER-KOHL
Selected Exclusives
PROFESSIONAL MEN
ATTENTION!

ON NORTHWEST HWY.
$36,900 ... Rambling brick

ranch home on Palatine's
north side that features 4

bedrooms, family room,20'
kitchen, full basement, 2
car garage on approximately 1 acre landscp. lot.
Near parochial and public

schools ... A custom built

home with plenty of elbow
room. Ideal situation for
professional man.
BARRINGTON'S
COUNTRYSIDE

$33,500 ... Colonial bi-level
home on one acre site that
features 3 spacious bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large
family room with sliding
glass doors that open onto
a patio, 2 roofed porches.
2 1/2 car attached garage,
built-ins in family kitchen.
Vacant -- low down payment.

FALKANGER-KOHL
REAL ESTATE

gas

TO. RENT ON FOX RIVER
WITH
BOAT DOCK. Call
259-5136 after 6 P.M.
Desperate! 2 bdrm. Furn. apt.
wanted; June to Sept.Mr.Wm.

Shields, 358-6500. 8 AM to
4:30 PM. Monday thru Friday.

WEEKDAYS

Member of MAP
Multiple Listing Service
(TS 6/12)

DAY

LAKE ZURICH

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Capo Cod

Frame Full basement $21,500

4 bdrm. house in Prospect

You must see this 3 bedrm.
ranch home to appreciate its
top value in location & con-

3 bdrm. house in Prospect
Heights, $23,000

dition. Extra large lot, kitchen
supreme enclosed front porch,

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras.Pros-

2 car garage with black top
drive. Low price $16,900
F.H.A. $700 down $138 per

pect Heights. $23,500.

month. We invite comparison.

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,

Pleasant

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY
255-4200

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

ROLLING MEADOWS

Do It this year. Trade-in your
smaller home for a spacious

Park. $29,900

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

colonial styled ranch with 3
bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, family
rm., separate dining rm.,

nice house for the large family

7 rm.. 11/2 bath, brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,-

500

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,
ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner
7

moving, $28,500.

less than your present Chi-

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,

cagoland rent you can ownone

all rooms wood panoled.$18,-

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

000.

situated on a beautifully land-

PLUM GROVE Area -

scpd. corner lot in an im-

Forest Estates
10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

lot. New. $52,000

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Igo. plate glass

'Give us your rentals, we are

picture window.

Open evenings until 9 P.M.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Immaculate 5 room ranch.
Walking distance to St. James

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $92 mo. starts you on your
war to sunshine and happiness
Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

358-4555

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
99 -Automobiles For Sale

portation, and shopping. Priced to sell immediately to settle

$2495.

1960 CHEV IMP.
2 Dr. H.T. Stick, Big V-8.
New Tires, Custom Int

2 Dr. HT
P.S. P.B. and Windows

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

"WE SAY YES!"
"WE SAY YES!"

MT. PROSPECT
3 bedroom split livel with at-_
tached garage. In excellent
neighborhood. $24,900.

Northlake,
1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.

acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

'299-4235

299-9995

829-4331.

5

FL 4-2186
90 -Investment Property

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

1963 White Pontiac Con-

vertible. Very low mileage. In excellent condition. 4 speed with post traction and bucket seats.
Has 4 brand new ww tires.

Must be seen to be appreciated! 381-5006.

10 flat, center of town,

2 bdrm., apts.
3 flat brick, in town, $28,000
Palatine, Wilmette and Vermont

150

300

x

$5,500

We have vacant lots for sale,
starting at $3,000 and up.

HOME REALTY

ROSELLE DODGE

25 So. Park,

Roselle, LA 9-9871

'63 Olds 98. 4 door hd. tp.

Equlpt with every factory accessory available. Low mileage. Very clean. 392-2(134.

'64 T bird Landau. Full pwr.
air-conditioned. Good cond.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

259-2948

$2600.

Palatine, Ill.
358-4555

'61

Dodge

cyl. A/trans.

6

mechanical
cellent
$495. CL 3-6303.

cond.

392-6612
99 -Automobiles For Sale

1962 Dodge Polara convertible. Radio, htr. Auto. bucket
seats, good cond.
537-8068
'54 Buick Century hdtp. Runs
fine, good body $75. After 6
Call CL 3-0329
1064 TR4. Radio, htr. British
green, good cond.Racing tires
Best offer. 537-8068 after 6.
'62 Bonnie 4 dr. hdtopDeluxe.
P/S, P/B, W/W., Radio.$750.
392-5691

'60 Continental Cony., Execu-

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

52 MGA Convertible with two
tops, new engine installed recently, Phone: 392-1945.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted

Come In And See Us

NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler -.Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine

tive 2nd car. Like new tires.
New trans., carburetor, mufflers. Top & battery 1 yr.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

clean. Asking $1295 or best

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

old. P/windows seat. Very
offer. CL 5-2419.
'64 Olds Dynamic Cony. Fully
equipped, excellent condition,

low mileage, Call 392-0503.
.99 -Automobiles For Sale

BISCAYNE
2 Dr. White Walls

Wheel

Disc

4 Dr. Auto/Trans. Radio.

Heater. Power Steering w/w

Tires

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
024-4261

Go-cart Lancer, MC7, gear

box; excellent condition. 2992743.
19 -Automobiles For Sale

,..-

.

'66 POLARA

Dom FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
BOYS

This is not a stripped down model.

Side View Mirror
Padded Dash
Backup lights
4 seat belts retract
e Variable washers
Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

$895

$1795
1964 CHEVROLET

1961 CHEVROLET

V-8 WAGON
Standard
Trans. Radio.
Heater. White Walls

BE LAI R WAGON
Radio.
6 cyl. Overdrive.
Heater.

$1495

$595

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Stick

4.4-

on the floor. Radio, Heater,

$276300

TOTAL
PRICE

INCL. FREIGHT
IN STOCK

1966 CORONET 440 1966 MONACO,
2
2 Dr. HT., Dark
Dr. HT., Red,
Green, Black
White Vinyl
Vinyl Top.
Top.

Red Tires.

$2095

TO CHOOSE FRQM

4
-1966 CHARGER, 196' MONACO,
Dark Green.
Dr. HT., Dark

Green.

1966 MONACu,

2

Dr. HT., Beau-

We make deals!

'

tiful

Black
Top.

.

payments. '62

over

Chevy. Impala. 4 door, P.S.,
Auto. trans., W.W, RJl., Call

NORTHWEST

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

1962 OLDS
SUPER 88

1966 CHEVROLET

$100.00 DOWN

MOTOR
SALES

for only $300. Private. 8270297.
Take

'00 -Real Estate -Vacant

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS
Convert. P.S., P.R., Automatic Trans. Reasonable ..

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY
3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

1962 Pontiac Bonne. ltd. tp.

Full pwr. air cond. $1475.
537-0347.
'59 Buick, good condition.
Radio, heater, factory air
cond. PS and P13. A big car

...

$945.

1961 PONT I AC

seen evenings or weekends.

7371 after 6.

4..,....,,.

SHARP!

CADILLAC

school & Park poo1.3be.drms.
dining area, oak floors, patio,
cement driveway, distinctive
individually designed on a
beautiful winding at. Can be

'57 DeSoto, good condition,
good tires $200 firm. CL 3-

LAER.000RIDITIJONE111
BRAND NEW

3rd

Chrome Wheel

1961

offer. 358-7095.

$10,900 contemporary ranch
close to St. Collette, Sauk

WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH

DICK WICKSTROM

DEALS IN JUNE

CADILLAC

FULL PRICE

3 hdrtn. brick & frame repel[
with 2 full baths. 1/2 acre
lot. $18,900.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

99 -Automobiles For Sale

1966 MUSTANG

2 tidrin.. brick ranch. Walking distance to schools,trane-

Multiple Listing Service

Expensive

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

HOME REALTY

Full Power. $1950 or best

ROLLING MEADOWS

'65 Olds. 88. 1'0,000 mt. P/S,
P/B. Like new. Factory warranty. Selling because have
company car. $2350.

blocks from schools & shop-

full basement, low taxes . $17,-

392-4080.
'65 Chevy Impala Convertable

4 dr. new tires, brakes, ex-

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY
3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

1966 OLDS 98

-1963

Palatine
FL 8-1800

belts. Good cond. $995.

S.

Boys 10 to 16 - Boat and tent
camping. Boating, Water Ski
ing, Fishing, swimming, overnight camp out, Weekly
rates. Mr. Bill Mann 923
Carswell, Elk Grove 437-1772

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

$3395.

434 E. Northwest Hwy.

0571.
'63 VW Rod sedan R. H. W/W.

92 -Vacation Places

a peaceful cul-de-sac 2

ping and the price $19,000.

???
Town sedan. Power, Factory
Air Cond

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY

needs paint, $175,Phone:392-

on

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all thick,

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

It over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

1958 Ford County Squire, 9
passenger wagon, runs well,

age. Believe it or not located

275.

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talk

hardwood floors attached gar-

$31,500

DRIVING FUN

ELLI NWOOD

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F)

ROLLING MEADOWS

Heights, $23,500

SUMMERTIME

HOFFMAN ESTATES'

1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY
3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

PALATINE

basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

yard, 2 car garage,

paved drive, reduced $1,000
to 14,900. Illness forces seller to move south.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

FULL PRICE

estate. $21.000.

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

fenced

439-4496

PALATINE

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

2 bedroom ranch, mud room,
vanity bath, waster & dryer,
refrig., range, carpeting

in need of them.

Sedan De Ville. Full Power
& Factory Air

Need 3 or 4 bedroom home
rent or lease option. Phone

1/2 car gar.

gage of $118, noclosing costs.

bsmt, 2 1/2 car garage, fenc$28,500
ed yard.

PALATINE

AMERICAN LEGIONHALL
.CL. 3-2978
Don Wheeler,

COUPLE WANTS COTTAGE

1

ROLLING MEADOWS

ferred, 3 bdrm., 2 bath, brick
ranch. Kitchen built-ins, dish-

1966 Corvett 327 Fuel In).
400 HP, Meg - Wheels

church & school 1 1/2 car
garage. Only $15,800.

A Member of the GTaE Family of Companies 314617)

ed in yard,

sets & lots of storage space,

6

NO OBLIGATION

Palatine area -4 bedrm, &pia -

foyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio,fenc--

09 -Automobiles For Sale

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Taxes $300. Wooded lot 100' x
116', 229,500 827-2721.

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 clo-

1956 Chev. 2 Dr. Sd

824-5832. Mrs. Lowe.

Saturday

family rm. and utility rm.

:99:Automobiles For Sale

92 -Wanted To Rent

8 A. M. To 4 P.M.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

washer, pan'td rec. rm. in

GET RESULTS

Parties

Friday

room home, centrally located.

place. Formal dining room,
&
dining area. Paneled

WANT ADS

Graduations, etc.

8 A. M. To 9 P. M.

for in-laws or large family,
2 full baths, 3 car garage

Arlington lits-By owner, 8

Palatine, Ill.

Weddings

Monday Th ru Thursday

By owner. 10 rm. home. Ideal

Why pay rent? Only $1,600
will assume existing mort-

OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.

Arlington Hgts., 3 bdrm.,
1-1/2 baths, den. 40 mts. to
loop. $160 with lease. Close

CL 5-3535

Mt. Prospect, owner trans-

2002 N. BURKE DR.

Flanders 8-0110

Mr.

1810 E.N/WHwy

Owner transferred. Spacieus
colonial. Elegant entrance
with curved swooping stair-

1 bdrm. apt., air conditioned

to shops.
334-7252

FOLZ REALTY

M.A.P. Listing Service

$23,500.
259-3615 or 837-6030

7800.

in Arlington. $125 a month
253-3743, after 4 P.M.
Arlington Hgts. 3 - 1/2 room
studio apartment. 830 sq. ft.
Adults, no pets.
809 N. Wilke Rd.

16 -Real Estate -Houses

'

Arl. Fits.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm. Igo lot, central vacuum
system. Close to sails,
shops. $22,650. By. app't.
CL 9-7237

heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-0090.

110 S. Northwest Hwy.

Low summer rates for

INTERVIEWING

Open house 1 to 5 Sat. Sun.

502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 2593209 or call Mr. Carlson392-

16-To-Regi-ileues

We Need Gals Who Have Experience

grade and Meadows Park. Low
30's. By Appt. 259-0295.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Executive home in Ivy 11111.

2 bdrm. apt. Good location.
Mt. Prospect

392-1479
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Family room. 2 baths. Lgo.
utility room. Quality constr.
near Pros. High, Kensington

$44,000.

Mt. Prospect

cond. $150. 392-8687.

living room and L shaped dinLge. kitchen.
ing room

case. Living rm. with fire-

Timber -Lake Village

George Guitar, 4 pick-

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

furnishings

Mt. Prospect

easy learning. 439-4050.

ups. Excellent cond. $70.

Household

14 -To Rent Apartments

Best offer will buy 1964 Thom-

after 6 P.M.

by

(Palatine Rd. at Rand Rd.)

Dept. A - 1
,.34 N. Northwest Highway.
'158-7758.
Palatine

Handcrafted Bass Guitar, One
pickup and excellent tone.$50.
CL 3-0430.

HEIGHTS,

owner. .3 bdrm. bi leveLlge.

PARTAKE

392-8894

Siamese Kittens, registered

ARLINGTON

Looking for a Challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free'list
of eticlustve oppettunities '111
.this area.

Frigidaire Elec. dryer and
Motorola 23" TV with stand.

56 -Real Estate -Houses

88 -Real Estate -Houses

THE
:FRANCHISE BOOM.

Miracle IClearex Water Re-

acces. $1150. 392-3079.

Condition. $100. 392-3485.

66 -Business Opportunities

DICK WICKSTROM
Service' Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday /3 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 C. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

1966 POLARA, 4 Dr.
H.

T., Yellow

with Black Vi nyl Top.

MA FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING!

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Green,
Vinyl

Adt-a
DODGE

E
ROSELLDODGE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

only 10 Minutes Southwest of- ArlingtonI
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

Countryside Calls Minister
The Countryside Unitarian
Universalist
Church,
which
serves the northwest subur-

With the calling of a fulltime minister, the fellowship
is expected to reach church
status soon.
The fellowship is affiliated
with the Unitarian Universalist Assn., which represents

affil-

of the graduate division
has

served

the

area

fellowship
on
a
part-time
basis for the last 18 months.

in

He resigned in
1962
to
enter the Perkins School of
Theology, which he attended
for
one
semester
before

transferring to Meadville.
He also worked part-time
for the Park -Cities Young

LOVELY, son of a Unitarian
minister,
attended
Tufts University in Medford,
Mass. from 1952-56, major -

Russell,

on

betts and Mrs. James Ruddle,

services

in

the

Plum Grove

Club, 400 Park. drive, Plum
Grove Estates.

some 250,000 Americans. The

Men's Christian Assn. in Dal-

trustees.

His, responsibilities included directing adult programs and fund-raising for
youth activities.
The church fellowship also

NINE
years
ago,
the
fellowship had an adult membership of about 100, of whom

las.

'Viet \

ton Heights.
During 'the past year, the
fellowship has held Sunday

religious education chairman; Mrs. Barney
T. Apthorp, social concerns
committee
chairman,
and
Nels Anderson, Merrill Tib-

He

RUPPERT L. LOVELY

one-third came from Arling-

financial secretary; Mrs. Vern-

of the University of Chicago.

var.'

Bi
White
of
Rolling Meadows as fellowship
re-elected

dained in the fall, was grad-

iate

fi

a minor

chairman. New officers are
Vernon Russell, vice chairman; Mrs.
Donald
Heine,
Douglas Jackson,
secretary;
treasurer;
Joseph
Turner,

Theological ,School, an

,

in history with

government. After college,
he spent six years in business.
ban area, has called Ruppert For five years, he was branch
L. Lovely as full-time min- manager of the Sherwin-Wilister.
liams Co. at New Britain,
Lovely, who will be or- Conn.

uated June 7 from Meadville
4

ing

association was formed by a
recent

torically

merger of
noncrcdal

two hisdenomin-

ations.

roffille9

rain.

e Shown Sunday
"Viet Nam Profile," a film production, will be presented in
special showing at 8 p.m. Sunday, June 26 at Peace Re-

a

formed Church, 600 E. Golf, Arlington Heights.
The

80 -minute

sound and
documentary, produced

color

by Dr. Bob Pierce, takes the
viewer

throughout

war -torn

of

war,"

Dr.

Pierce,

president of
World Vision, Inc., has spent

the major part of the last two
years in Viet Nam filming and
directing production
Nam Profile.;'

of "Viet

as

and other needy children.

assisted

by

camera-

man Nguyen van Duo of Viet
Nam and Y.B. Tang of Hong

Friday, Junc 17, 1966
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the film.

Kong.

Pierce

Pierce,

widows

The public Kis been- invited

Original music for the film"

said.

Dr.

war

well as blind students, orphans

The narration and most of to join the congregation of Peace
the filming was done by Dr. Reformed Church
in viewing

Vict Nam. It portrays "the
drama of God at work in the
midst

supporting

was composed and directed by
Ralph Carmichael.
World Vision, Inc., which
has international headquarters
in Monrovia, Cal. cares for
more than 20,600 orphans in

"You're about to drown that magnolia," Hucklebee (Jim Rateike) explains as
Bellomy (Al Neukuckatz) in a scene from "The Fantasticks".
The light-hearted spoof, will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, June 17, 18, and 19 at St. Peter Lutheran Church, Arlington Heights.
Because of limited seating, reservations should be made in advance by calling
he tries to clip

20 countries.

Mrs. Ruth Vogeler, CL 5-6385.

1HE

FILM portrays the
people of the little country in'

cluding
colorful
aboriginal
mountain tribesmen. It takes

the viewer into actual combat
scenes

aries

and follows missionand Vietnamese Chris-

tians in their work.

IT HAS launched an allout aid program in Viet Nam

Pros ect eig ts C

building refugee centers,
providing hundreds of crutches
and
wheelchairs
for
war
amputees,
distributing thousands of relief packets and
for

Sets S miner Sc

15 oin Chum
Fifteen
families
recently
were -received as members of

Lutheran Church of the
Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert, Arthe

lington Heights.

New members arc Mr. and

Mrs. John Austin of Rolling.
Meadows;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Beesenberg,
Earl
Jr.

and Charles, Mount Prospect;
Mr. and Mrs. James Bownes,
Des
Plaines; Mrs. William
Brtek, Richard and William,
Arlington Heights; Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Brunsell, Diane

and Mark, Arlington Heights;
Mrs.

Brian

Ford,

Lisa

and

Leslie, Rolling Meadows; Mr.
and Mrs. Lee- Gruber, Pat

and Laura, Arlington Heights;
Mr. and Mrs. George Kemp sell, Carolyn Ann and George
Jay, Arlington Heights; Mr.

Phillip May, Timothy and Thomas, Arlington
Heights; Mr. and Mrs. Wal-'
and

Mrs.

ter Netzel, Elk Grove Village; Mr. and Mrs. Clifford

Potter,

Thomas, JoAnn, and

Convention
Delegates
22 at DeKalb, Ill.

Those attending from Saint
Paul Lutheran Church will be:
Martin Hasz Sr., Martin Hasz
Jr. and Gayle Manthei. The
lay delegate from the church
will be Mr. Victor Beckler.
Pastor E. A. &de will
serve on the Press Commit-

tee and Mr. Martin Haez will
on

a

review

and
and

9:30 to 11:30 a.m. except July
4th. Registration fee will be
at 9:30 a.m. through the sum- $2.00. Dr. and Mrs. Roland
mer, starting July 3rd. A McCully will be in charge. For
nursery will be provided for information call the church
small children by the Woman's office.
Guild.
From June 27 through July
THE LAST meeting of the
8 daily vacation church school summer, for the Book Diswill be held for children 3 cussion group was held at the
through 10 years of age. It home of Mrs. Ben Piskun of
will be held every day from Prospect Hts. A review was

commit-

Pastor R. M. Redder and
David Wurm will attend the
convention part time.

Mount Prospect; Mr.
Mrs. Kenneth Swanson

Tanya, Mount Prospect;
Phyllis Waldron, Susan

Mrs.

Arlington Heights;
Mr. and Mrs. William Ycagle,
and Julie,

the

St. Alphonsus Holy Name
To Install Sunday

12.

Installation of Holy Name
Society Officers of St. Alphon-

Diane,

Elaine,
Grove Village.

Stephen,

Elk

Neal Loth was received by
rite of holy baptism and
confirmation on Sunday, May

sus Church will be held Sun-

of reception
is conducted Sunday mornings
The

service

day after the 8:30 Mass.

Incoming officers are Frank

during worship service.

Busy preparing salads for the Dorcas Aid luncheon are from left Mrs. George
Armstrong, 222 S. Denton, Mrs. Henry Moehling, 631 Kirchoff and Mrs. Henry

Pack Lists
Summer Events

Leark, 724 N. Mitchell.

The oldest Cub Scout pack
in Mount Prospect, Pack 223,
will begin its program of summer events Sunday, June 19.
The pack, sponsored by the
South Church Community Baptist, will have a family picnic Sunday
Preserve.
a

A Synodical Convention will
be held June 20 through June

serve
tee.

Alan,

at

Busse

Forest

Other events scheduled arc
trip to Glenview Naval Air

A salad bar luncheon, sponsored by Dorcas Aid members of St. Peter Lutheran

trip

The

summer

Satur-

church

program

is

planned to provide the Scouts
with the opportunity to have

A book review will be presented by Mrs. Gladys Ap-

those entering, 7th, 8th and 9th
grades. The deadline for registration is July 1.

fun

as

a

group;

encourage

day, June
cafeteria.

between the dens and the pack.
The
picnic
will include
games such as father and son

potato relay races, three legged races, a dodge ball game
and a water filled balloon
throwing contest.

the

Camp, July 24 through 29, for

plegate.

fathers and sons to enjoy doing things together and to
develop closer
participation

in

23

Admission

is

by

reserva-

tion only with a limited number

of tickets still available.

Tickets may be obtained
calling Mrs. Armstrong,
ticket chairman, at CL 34496. Donation is 51.50.
by

The event is public.

VACATION Church School
to be held June 20 through
July I. The theme is "I Learn
About Jesus". Mrs. F. Swanson will teach four year olds;
is

Mrs.
olds;

W. Pingel, five year
Mrs. J. Thomson, first

through third grades and Mrs.
Y. Bloomquist, fourth through
sixth grades.
Eighth grade

invited

confirmands

to

assist

with

the

Church School program.

Sincere ...aanto
TO THE

Mt. Prospect Police Department
AND THE

Mt. Prospect Fire Department
and all the services who helped us
during the emergency after
the tornado on June 9, 1966.

Mt. Prospect is a "Bell -of -a -Town"

mCaHEN
MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA

"Portrait

by

Pearl

of

Buck.
the first

The club meets on
Tuesday of the month and will

resume their meetings in October.

The chairman for the book
was Mrs. John
Hanc.
Mrs. Robert Lunabcrg will be

club

chairman for next year.

SUNDAY, June 26th, the
Men's Club will hold a golf
outing at Arlington Country
Club. Robert Lunaberg, and

Mrs. Warren Birkett,

in

are

charge of arrangements.

A Pot Luck dinner will be

Kazmierczak, secretary;
Sam Gittings, treasurer, and
J. A. Bornhfen, and Chuck
Doetsch, marshalls.

held on Wednesday June

The Society's recent Father

Church on Sunday, July

22,

for Rev. Daniel Jonas who will
preach his last sermon at
Prospect Heights Community

and Son night -featured a world
famous balloon act, comic

The

movies and refreshments.

Church.

party

farewell

will

31.
be

held in the Social Hall of the

Call

church attendance.
Children
in 1st through 8th grades are
encouraged to attend church
the
sumservices
through
mer.
Nursery
attendants
are
needed during all three Sun-

day morning church services.
Anyone interested is asked to
call Carol
4521.

Williams,

392

-

Father's Day
Communion
Father's

Day

Communion

will be celebrated at 8:00 and
11:00 a.m. services at Our
Lutheran
church
Redeemer
Sunday.
Vacation Bible School for
pre-school through 8th grade

the Sunday School office.
Vacation
Church
School students will be held from July
teachers

and

helpers will

be

installed on June 19th at both
services.

AWARDS WILL
in the fall to the
keeping
records

be
given
youngsters

of

their

Missionaries
To Talk
Mr. and Mrs,

Richard L.

Sollis will be featured at the

morning and evening services
at Prospect Heights Baptist
church Sunday. They have

served for 8 years in the Amazon country of Brazil.
They were the first to establish friendly contact with

the Pews Novis Indians,

a

the

Marriage"

Ron Mills and fourteen St. Mark Luthern Church youths have
completed registration for Bible Camp at Outlaw Ranch near
Custer, S. D. On the trip to the camp the group will stay at
two of the chuirch colleges.
Registration forms arc available for Lutherdale Bible

Station for an air show Sun- Church in Arlington Heights,
day, July 31, and a Chicago will be held at noon Thurssightseeing boat
day, August 20.

O'Dowd,
president;
Robert
Fortrnan, vice president; Richard Luzinski, vice president;

Leo

e
on

given

St. Mark's Group
Ready For -Camp

Salad
Bar
Lunch

and High School students arc

Our

e

Prospect Heights Community
Church will have one service

Of the Cross

ittee

an

extremely hostile and cannibalistic tribe.
Wide gospel
ministry is now effective in
the tribe.
Mr. and Mrs. Sollis will
leave in August to assist in

the organization of ministerial
efforts' for the tribal people
of Columbia under the auspices
of the New Tribes Mission.

Sally Viger, June Frisk, Martha Eggert, and Carolyn Gottschalk.

18 through July 29. Teachers
committee workers are
needed to help with the school.
For information call Mrs.

and

Gerald Andrews. CI 5-4886.

THE WALTHER League
will meet' Monday to make
plans for the League retreat,
June 24 through 26. Registration blanks for the District
Convention, July 15-17, will
available. For information
contact Pat Geffe, secretary.
be

Attends
Meeting
The Rev. William King, Pastor of John Calvin United
Presbyterian

Church, recently

attended a pastor's colloqy at
the Ecumenical Institute.

The subject of the meeting

The Ladies Bowling League
of St. Mark Lutheran Church,

Still Time
To Register

.

Boys and girls still have
time to register for Vacation

Bible .School at St. Peter Lutheran Church, III W. Olive
Street, Arlington Heights.
Classes will be conducted
from .9 a.m. until 11:30 a.m.

Monday through Friday, July
18 through July 29.

Registration forms are available

at

the

church

office.

Church School
Vacation Bible School at
Baptist
Prospect
Heights
Church will begin June 20th

the 20th century.

and continue through July 1st

Mr. Bob Sutherin has angolf outing
the men is

nounced the first
this season for
June 19.

Mrs.

Betty

Long

for

to game.
top bowlers, Mrs. Myrtle HallTophies were awarded
son with a luncheon held at` 'berg, for high series, and to first and second place teams.
Mount Prospect, ended its sea-

ing ani;L:the parish ministry in

included new methods of teach-

Old Orchard Country Club.
Trophies were awarded

high
to

Grace Lutheran Church
To Add Third Service
Grace Lutheran Church will add a third service during July
and August at 8:30 to 9:00 A.M. in addition to the regular services.

The

special

congregational

meeting has been changed to
The new officers are Terri
June 9th, at 12:00 noon. Build- Lovdjieff, daughter of Mr. and
ing program resolutions will Mrs. Nick Lovdjieff, presibe discussed and voted upon dent; Daniel Christiansen, son
at this meeting.
of Mr. and Mrs. George ChrisThe new curriculum is be- tensen, vice president; Cheryl
ing planned by the department Haugh, daughter of Mr. ant
heads
of Vacation Church Mrs. Robert Haugh; and Miles
School, lead by Mrs. Keith ,Moorehouse, son of Mr. and
Ahlstedt. Church School will Mrs. Moorhobse.

be held in mid -August.
THE LUTHER League of
The progressive dinner was
at 9:00 a,m. through 11:30 a.m. Grace Lutheran Church of hosted by Linda Reinl, Pam
for children ages four to Prospect Heights elected new Reiss, Steve Lovering, outfifteen. For information call officers at their progressive going president, and the LovCL 5-1394.
dinner last week.
djeieffs.
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New Swimming Pool Ordinance Flounaer
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

not at- mittee and the village health having a

were that pools arc

tended all the time they are in
use and that it is not practical
to provide bath house facilities

A proposed swimming pool
control ordinance for Mount

prospect ran into deep water for small, public pools
at

special meeting of the
village board Friday night.
Contending that the ordin-

such

apartments and

as those at
motels.

a

Trustee Harry Bruhl pre=
sented the proposed ordinance

Mice was not enforceable in its
present state, the board returned it to the public health

which was read for

the first

the main points of the ordin-

at the board's regular
meeting Tuesday, June 7.
Bruhl said the ordinance
was the result of many sessions by the village board's

ance objected to by the trustees

public health and safety com-

time

and safety committee for further study and re -drafting.

After a two-hour discussion,

full time life guard
and that the brRaking point
finally decided upon by the

gan the discussion by agreeing
that the board's gOal for pool

Bruhl said that the final
draft was a compilation of
state policies on sanitation

committee was that pools large
enough to have -diving boards

tion of the ordinance that any
wording of the ordinance was pool serving three families

and recommendations made by

life guard
use.

board.

the board of health.

"We wanted to offer the public safety factors in public
pools," Bruhl said. "State
pool regulations fail to contain
any safety measures."

must always be attended by a
while they are

in

It was pointed out that the
pools operated by the park
district were not intended to
come under the ordinance

control is maximum safety.
He said, however, that the

said. "Is that considered
public pool?"

Bruhl said it was the inten-

ambiguous. He asked for an or more was "public". He

explanation of the water cleanliness factors.
Bruhl said

these

said that apartment and motel
pools would fall into that cate-

factors gory.

were lifted directly from state
requirements.

Colfer then asked what type
since they have a comprehen- of pool is covered by the orBruhl said there might be sive set of safety regulations dinance.
"We granted St.
some small, public pools in through their own ordinances.
John's Apartments a special
the village that do not justify
Trustee Robert Colfer be- use permit for a pool," Colfer

ordinance is excellent," Bersaid, "but is it intended

gen

to cover small motel and apartment pools?"
Robert Moore,

ordinance,

"sounds

like

one intended to control large
municipal or YMCA pools".
He said he has never seen a
motel pool conform to such a
rigid set of regulations.

sible to comply with, chances
were built in for what he
called "hanky-panky". The

mayor said, "we want a comvillage at- prehensive safety ordinance-'
torney, said that the state de- but we want one that will do
fines pools, issues a pamph- the job."
let

Trustee Frank Bergen said
the

"1 believe the spirit of the written so that it was impos-

a

water

on

sanitation

but

Trustee

Robert

Teichert

does not legislate safety reg- was puzzled at what makes
ulations. Moore said it was up a pool public. "Are the park
to the various municipalities
to write controlling ordinances.
Mayor
Daniel
Congreve

said that if the ordinance was

district
asked.

pools

public?"

he

Attorney Moore replied that
they are, but are controlled

(Continued on Page 2)

Village Files Answer
In DiMucci Permit Suit
Barber
4115

NORMAN KIEPER

JOHN A. WAGNER

"Kids are very good."

Has own technique.

PETER LIEPZIG
"Women more alert."

ARTHUR EKBERG

Has "rough" corner.

They Watch Out
For Your Kids - And They Like It

meet with the public health

"The schools appreciate this

kids at Central Rd. and Rte.
14. "This is a bad crossing,

The guards in turn appreciate even with the lights, because
their opportunities to serve the it's in a double section."
village and be around children,
"The kids are very good"

ments in the ordinance, "unreasonable."
Velasco,

CHARLES MILLER

HENRY HOLSTE
His is a "bad corner".

Loves being a guard."

intersection.
"It gives me something to do,

you know. I'm retired and to
just sit around the house is not
so nice after an active life,"
he said.

"The kids are nice but the
exceptions are horrid.

expecially in snowball season."
Drivers, too, have their own
Form of misbehavior, Miller

said. "Now and then you just
about have to get run over but

It was brought out by Vildinance that some barbers are
not paying the village license
fee of $10 a chair for all of

"Some of the motorists once
in a while try to sneak through,
yellow

the chairs in their shops.

Monroe asked for direction
board on how to
charge the fees. He said that

lights.

fang -dangle haircuts."

Liepzig also has some curt
words for the school's safety

from the

some barbers interpret the
$10 as meaning the fee for

each barber rather than each
chair in the shop.

MRS. DELLA VALLE

MRS. KNOSP
Knows the tardy ones.

Confidante of kids.

1111 _All

and more alert drivers than men,

"Provisions of the crossing who are just dead behind the

guards is very essential, par-

tells

of one close

call

he can't forget.

"Three kids and I were almost hit once by a lady driver.
$he came around the "s" curve

on Rte. 83 about 80 ft. away
and stopped within about three
feet of us.

interior knobs on the dashboard
had been removed or destroyed.
The radio was smashed and the
glove compartment ripped open.
T. A. Berkley, a foreman with
Contemporary Mason Contractors, told police Friday seven
brick piers, 36 by 18 inches, had
been knocked down at the Robert Frost School addition

under construction near Busse
Rd. and Illinois 58. The damage amounted to $130, he said.

TWO YOUTHS on bicycles

were reported to have set off
firecrackers in a mail box at

William Knechtel told police
with four chairs pays $40 regardless of the number of Sunday morning someone pulled
(Continued on Page 2)

wheel."

ticularly since the laws of IlliBut a woman guard, Mrs.
nois are such that we don't have George Duback, at Central and
more stringent control of auto Owen, has a different version.
traffic," he says.
"Mostly the women drivers
"There's a lot of traffic and seem like they're in a hurry.
it's pretty rough here," said When they pick up their kids
Arthur Ekbcrg, 70, standing at it always seems they're coming
the corner of Rte. 83 and Sho- from someplace and going anoham=
other place with no tante to pay
"The kids arc well behaved attention to safety,
and mind the guard very well.
"THERE ARE some nasty
"There's not too much trouble dirvers, too, who don't care
with drivers; occasionally one about safety," she said.
goes too fast but they all stop
Being safety -minded is the
and you're respected."
most important part of being a
Carmen Perrino, 64, who guard, according to Fred Glue stands guard at Lincoln and sing, 76, who watches the cor%Ville,

police Friday.
Frank L. Hackbarth found
the car in front of his residence at 218 S. Illinois St.,
Arlington Heights.
Police said the owner is

Roundup
For The Day

"The instruction on safety in

the schools doesn't amount to
CONTROL of auto traffic much," he said, "because the
's why William A. Krampert, kids don't live up to it.
gist. 57 board of education
"From my experience," he
president feels the guards are continued, "women are better
so necessary.

An auto reported stolen from
Randhurst Wednesday was recovered by Arlington Heights

THE BOARD said that the
$10 is for each chair. A shop 409 N. Dale, Sunday afternoon.
barbers working.

program.

the cars do stop."

ready covered by state statutes. He specifically objected to a requirement of the
village
that barbers have
chest x-rays.
"We are required to have
a chest x-ray annually when
we renew our state license,"
Velasco said.

lage Clerk Richard Monroe
during discussion of the or-

technique for getting cars to
stop.
on

Lewis,

rigid state control.

At Central and Main, John
A. Wagner, 73, has his own

especially

N.

Knutson, 445 S. ElmHE SAID the village was Lowell
regulating in other hurst St., Mount Prospect.
The
seats in the car had
areas where such things as
been cut, police said, and all
licensing arc already under

"I haven't had an accident in
all the time I've been here, and
that's four years."

"When I get one that gives Sometimes I have to step out
me a lot of trouble I go to and block them off," he said.
Police Chief Esmond and he
GUARDS agree most of the
goes to the school principal who children mind them well. The
takes care of it.
others Wagner calls "lemons."
"The children are pretty Peter Liepzig, 76, at Emerson
well tamed now, although they and Rte. 14, calls them "the
still pull off some escapades, big slobs - the ones with the

Vandalism
Keeps Police
Line Busy

over

83.

works the Emerson and Central

202

said that the ordinance is al-

Norman Kieper, 72, a
retired candy maker who guards
the intersection of Rtes. 14 and

guard to be honest with you,"
said Charles Miller, 74, who

consulting

labeled some of the require,----

says

"I LOVE being a crossing

sewer situation.

village's

engineering firm, will make a
$12,000 survey of the storm

at last Friday's
Friday night, the ordinance special meeting of the village
was referred back to committee after Lewis Velasco,
area
representing
barbers,

times has trouble guarding the

too.

mittee controling barber shops

the

at a special board meeting

"because some people just
don't believe you."
Henry Holste, 64, some-

service the village provides,"

tes,

A proposal from the conAfter an hour of discussion sultants was turned over to

on into another grade, Mount Prospect residents can
again be thankful for the many crossing guards who
have safely ferried their kids across the streams of

school safety program," said
Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg.

Townsend & Associa-

soer,

in the village.

Now that school is out- and most children have gone

important aspect of the over-all

The public works committee will decide whether Con-

and

safety committee when
it re -considers an ordinance
recommended by the com-

BY BRUCE CUTLER

auto traffic.
"The crossing guards arc an

Law Gets
Once
Over
A committee of barbers will

Public Works
Committee to
Decide on Study

ner at Gregory and Main.

"If there were more safety minded people, it would be a
lot better for everybody," he
said.

"But usually when I correct
a

motorist,

he

receives

me

courteously, kindly and thank-

"IT'S MORE difficult here fully,
without a traffic light," he said,
"I love children and I love

By United Press International

Reds Kill 10, Lose 14 in 2 Raids
SAIGON - The Viet Cong mounted two daring raids
today. One raid succeeded, the other failed. The Communist triumph was scored in the ancient central Vietnamese capital of Hue. They overran a government en-

MRS. DUBACK
Some drivers "nasty"
to be safety -minded at all times.
There's not much money in
being a crossing guard," he
commented, "but maybe the
situation will change when a

pay raise can come about, after
the policemen get theirs."
MAYOR
made this

Daniel

Congreve
comment: "The

Circuit Judge to Hear
Case on Wednesday
Mount Prospect's village attorney Robert Moore has
filed a five -page answer to a suit by DiMucci home
Builders demanding that the circuit court order the
village to issue occupancy permits on three homes in
the Mount Shire subdivision.
The hearing will be before
Judge Charles S. Daugherty occupancy permits arc being
in the law division of circiut withheld from DiMucci be court Wednesday morning.
cause of its ruling that Utility
Salvatore

pres- Sewer not be allowed to ex-

DiMucci,

ident of DiMucci Home Build- pand its services until it has
ers, filed the mandamus action alleviated flooding problems
last Thursday. The village was in Elk Ridge Villa.
served with the action on Friday.
answer to
DiMucci is seeking to have the DiMucci suit, Moore con the village issue occupancy tends that the building firm
permits on homes located at requested only final inspec1713, 1714, and 1717 Pheasant tion and then withdrew the
Trail in Elk Ridge Villa Unit request and has, in fact, fail-

No. 6, now known as Mount ed to date to make a request
Shire.

for final inspections and oc-

DIMUCCI'S

cupancy permits on the prop-

suit

charges erties involved in the suit.
Co-defendant in the suit
and capriciously and unlaw- is Peter Reten, acting building
fully refusing to issue occu- superintendent of the village.

that the village

is

"arbitrarily

pancy certificates to the petitioner."

Elk Ridge Villa homes were

flooded five times in the last
The
village has
refused year and the village, along
occupancy permits until Util- with its engineering firm of

ity Sewer & Water Co. com- Consoer, Townsend & Associplies

order

with a village board
to provide an escrow

ates,

recommends

the

lift

station as a means to halt the

fund to build a lift station on flooding.

Cottonwood, relieving flooding

of the Busse Rd. interceptor
sanitary sewer.

Guitar Stolen

A $290 guitar was stolen
DiMucci Home Builders are
caught in the middle because from the Randhurst Music
the Mount Shire homes are Shop, Jack Schaps reported to
serviced by Utility Sewer.
The village contends that

police Saturday. He believes the
theft occurred Friday night.

Car Crash Kills
Son of Mayor
Of Arlington
Jonathan Woods, 22, soldier
son of Arlington Heights Mayor
John G. Woods, was killed Saturday in a four -car accident

near Blythe, Calif. Three other
persons were killed in the crash.
Woods was a passenger in a
car driven by Horace Nelson,
20, of Orange, Calif. Both were
military policemen at the U.S.
Army base at White Sands,
N.M.

The California Highway Patrol said Nelson's car was traveling on Interstate 10 about 30

miles west of Blythe at 3 a.m.
They

said Nelson apparently

clave and slaughtered the district chief and 10 of his tried to pass a slow -moving
men, then blew up the building just five blocks from the car and collided head-on with
local U.S. military headquarters. But when the Com- another auto.
there is not a more faithful munists tried a sneak attack 50 miles down the coast
NELSON and the two womgroup. in the village -- in rain they were hurled back by U.S. Marines before they en in the other car were killed
FRED GLUESING
Finds motorists grateful.

or shine, winter or summer."

could damage an artillery emplacement. Fourteen' mem-

For the guards, being around bers of a 50 -man Communist suicide squad were killed.

children is their greatest reward.

"The kids are interesting,"
said

Mrs.

Antonietta

Della

Valle, who tends the crossing
crossing guards are one of the at Lonquist and Rte. 83.
more important contributions
"They tell me their corny
the village gives to the safety jokes, all home-made, and they
of children.
(Continued on Page 2)
"For the pittance they're paid

Begin 10 -Day Welfare Walk

instantly, according to the Highway Patrol. Woods died en

route to a hospital in Blythe.
Six persons in the other two
cars sustained minor injuries.

The Highway Patrol said
CLEVELAND -- About 200 mothers from Ohio's
and Nelson were travelmetropolitan areas are embarking on a 10 -day walk to- Woods
ing to San Francisco where

day to support what they call decent welfare benefits.

JONATHAN WOODS

of Prospect High
School. He is survived by his
parents Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Woods, 214 S. Belmont, and
four sisters, Susan, 15, Karen,
graduate

6, Marie, 5 and Kathy, 3.

The body will be returned

was to have been married to Lauterburg
and to protest inadequate welfare payments. The moth- Nelson
this week. He was on orders to Funeral Home
ers will march from Cleveland to the state capitol in

Columbus.

be shipped to Vict Nam.

Young Woods was a

& Oehler's
in Arlington

Heights. Funeral arrangements

1963

arc incomplete.
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New Swimming Pool Ordinance Flounders
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
A proposed swimming pool

were

that pools

are

not at-

tended all the time they are in
use and that it is not practical
to provide bath house facilities
for small, public pools such
as those at apartments and

control ordinance for Mount

Prospect ran into deep water
at a special meeting of the
village board Friday night.

motels.
Trustee

Contending that the ordin-

Harry Bruhl presented the proposed ordinance
which was read for the first

ance was not enforceable in its
present state, the board returned it to the public health

time at the board's regular
meeting Tuesday, June 7.
Bruhl said the ordinance

and safety committee for further study and re -drafting.

mittee and the village health
board.

Bruhl said
draft was a

that the final
compilation of
state
policies on sanitation
and recommendations made by
the board of health.
"We wanted to offer the public safety factors in public
pools," Bruhl said. "State

in

use.

It was pointed out that the
pools

operated

by

park

the

district were not intended to

since they have a comprehensive set of safety regulations

sions by

village board's

ance objected to by the trustees

public health and safety com-

the village that do not justify

the

while they are

come

the main points of the ordin-

was the result of many ses-

life guard

pool regulations fail to contain
any safety measures."
Bruhl said there might be
some small, public pools in

After a two-hour discussion,

having a full time life guard
and that the breaking point
finally decided upon by the
committee was that pools large
enough to have diving boards
must always be attended by a

under

the

ordinance

through their own ordinances.
Trustee Robert Coffer be-

gan the discussion by agreeing

that the board's gOal for pool
control

is maximum safety.
said, however, that the

He

wording of the ordinance was
ambiguous. He asked for an
explanation of the water cleanliness factors.
Bruhl said

these

factors

were lifted directly from state
requirements.

"Is that
public pool?"

said.

considered

"I believe the spirit of the written so that it was impos-

a

ordinance

is

excellent," Ber-

sible to comply with, chances
were built in for what he
called
"hanky-panky". The

Bruhl said it was the intention of the ordinance that any

gen said, "but is it intended

pool serving three families
or more was "public". He

ment pools?"
Robert Moore,

said that apartment and motel
pools would fall into that cate-

torney, said that the state de- but we want one that will do
fines pools, issues a pamph- the job."

gory.

let

Trustee Frank Bergen said
the

to cover small motel and apart-

ordinance,

"sounds

like

Colfer then asked what type one intended to control large
of pool is covered by the or- municipal or YMCA pools".
dinance. "We
granted St. He said he has never seen a
John's Apartments a special motel pool conform to such a
use permit for a pool," Colfer rigid set of regulations.

on

water

mayor said, "we want a comvillage

sanitation

at-

but

prehensive

Trustee

safety

ordinance --

Robert

Teichert

does not legislate safety reg- was puzzled at what makes
ulations. Moore said it was up a pool public. "Are the park
to the various municipalities district
pools public?"
he
write

to

controlling

ordin-

ances.

Mayor

asked.

Attorney Moore replied that
Daniel

Congreve

they are,

said that if the ordinance was

but are controlled

(Continued on Page 2)

Village Files Answer
In DiMucci Permit Suit
Barber
NORMAN ICI EPER

JOHN A. WAGNER

"Kids are very good."

Has own technique.

PETER LIEPZIG
"Women more alert."

Law Gets
Once Over

ARTHUR EKBERG
Has "rough" corner.

A committee of barbers will

They Watch Out
For Your Kids - And They Like It

meet with the public health
and safety committee when
it re -considers an ordinance
recommended by the com-

mittee controling barber shops

"The crossing guards are an
important aspect of the over-all
school safety program," said

"because

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg.

times has trouble guarding the

"The schools appreciate this

64,

covered by state staHe specifically objected to a requirement of the
village
that
have
barbers
chest x-rays.
"We are required to have
a chest x-ray annually when
we renew our state license,"
Velasco said.

ready
tutes.

some-

CHARLES MILLER
Loves being a guard."

HENRY HOLSTE

His is a "bad corner".

with the lights, because
it's in a double section."
even

their opportunities to serve the
village and be around children,

"The kids are very good"

too.

Norman Kieper, 72, a
retired candy maker who guards
the intersection of Rtes. 14 and
says

"I LOVE being a

crossing

guard to be honest with you,"
said Charles Miller, 74, who

"The kids are nice but the
exceptions are horrid.

"When I get one that gives
tne a lot of trouble I go to
Police Chief Esmond and he
goes to the school principal who
takes care of it.
"The children are pretty

about have to get run over but
the cars do stop."

necessary.

"Provisions

of the crossing

guards is very essential, par-

ticularly since the laws of Illi-

nois are such that we don't have

more stringent control of auto
traffic," he says.

"There's a lot of traffic and
it's pretty rough here," said
Arthur Ekberg, 70, standing at
the corner of Rte. 83 and Sha-

-

the

regulating

Clerk Richard Monroe
during discussion of the ordinance that some barbers are
not paying the village license
lage

At Central and Main, John
A. Wagner, 73, has his own
technique for getting cars to
stop.

fee of $10 a chair for all of

"Some of the motorists once
in a while try to sneak through,
especially on yellow lights.
Sometimes I have to step out

the chairs in their shops.

Monroe asked for direction
from the board on how to
charge the fees. He said that

and block them off," he said.

some barbers
interpret
$10 as meaning the fee

GUARDS agree most of the

children mind them well. The

the

for

each barber rather than each
chair in the shop.

MRS. DELLA VALLE

THE BOARD said that the
$10 is for each chair. A shop

MRS. KNOSP
Knows the tardy ones.

Confidante of kids.

$12,000 survey of the storm
sewer situation.

Vandalism
Keeps Pollee
Line Busy
An auto reported stolen from
Randhurst Wednesday was re-

covered by Arlington Heights
police Friday.
Frank L. Hackbarth found
the car in front of his residence at 218 S. Illinois St.,
Arlington Heights.
Police said the owner is

Lowell Knutson, 445 S. Elmhurst St., Mount Prospect.
The seats in the car had

been cut, police said, and all
interior knobs on the dashboard
The radio was smashed and the
glove compartment ripped open.
T. A. Berkley, a foreman with
Contemporary Mason Contractors, told police Friday seven
brick piers, 36 by 18 inches, had
been knocked down at the Robert Frost School addition
under construction near Busse

Rd. and Illinois 58. The damage amounted to $130, he said.

'IWO YOUTHS on bicycles
were reported to have set off
firecrackers in a mail box at
409 N. Dale, Sunday afternoon.

William Knechtel told police
with four chairs pays $40 regardless of the number of Sunday morning someone pulled
barbers working.

(Continued on Page 2)

program.

"The instruction on safety in
the schools doesn't amount to

Roundup.

CONTROL of auto traffic much," he said, "because the
is why William A. Krampert, kids don't live up to it.
gist. 57 board of education
"From my experience," he
president feels the guards are continued, "women are better

r

consulting

It was brought out by Vil- had been removed or destroyed.

that's four years."

others Wagner calls "lemons."
Peter Liepzig, 76, at Emerson
well tamed now, although they and Rte. 14, calls them "the
still pull off some escapades, big slobs - the ones with the
especially in snowball season." fang -dangle haircuts."
Drivers, too, have their own
Liepzig also has some curt
Form of misbehavior, Miller words for the school's safety

said. "Now and then you just

village was
in other
areas where such things as
licensing are already under
rigid state control.

"I haven't had an accident in
all the time I've been here, and

you know. I'm retired and to
just sit around the house is not
so nice after an active life,"
he said.

HE SAID

over

83.

works the Emerson and Central
intersection.
"It gives me something to do,

village's

board

special

a

said that the ordinance is al-

just

kids at Central Rd. and Rte.
14. "This is a bad crossing,

Service the village provides,"
The guards in turn appreciate

the

meeting committee at last Friday's
Friday* night, the ordinance special meeting of the village
was referred back to com- board.
mittee after Lewis Velasco,
area
barbers,
representing
labeled some-, of the require mauls in the ordinance, "unreasonable."
Velasco, 202
N. Lewis,

at

auto traffic.
don't believe you."
Henry Holste,

tes,

engineering firm, will make a

A proposal from the conAfter an hour of discussion sultants was turned over to

BY BRUCE CUTLER

people

The public works commitwill decide whether Consoer, Townsend & Associatee

in the village.

Now that school is out and most children have gone
on into another grade, Mount Prospect residents can
again be thankful for the many crossing guards who
have safely ferried their kids across the streams of
some

Public Works
Committee to
Decide on Study

For The Day

and more alert drivers than men,

who are just dead behind the
wheel."
But a woman guard, Mrs.

Circuit Judge to Hear
Case on Wednesday
Mount Prospect's village attorney Robert Moore has
filed a five -page answer to a suit by DiMucci home
Builders demanding that the circuit court order the
village to issue occupancy permits on three homes in
the Mount Shift subdivision.
The hearing will be before
Judge Charles S. Daugherty occupancy permits are being
in the law division of circiut withheld frOm DiMucci be -

court Wednesday morning.
cause of its ruling that Utility
Salvatore DiMucci,
pres- Sewer not be allowed to exident of DiMucci Home Build- pand its services until it has
ers, filed the mandamus action alleviated flooding problems
last Thursday. The village was in Elk Ridge Villa.

served with the action on Friday.

AN-THE-village answer to
DiMucci is seeking to have the DiMucci suit, Moore con .

the

village

occupancy
permits on homes located at
issue

Trail in Elk Ridge Villa Unit
No. 6, now known as Mount ed to date to make a request
Shire.

for final inspections and oc-

cupancy permits on the propDIMUCCI'S suit charges erties involved in the suit.
that the village is "arbitrarily
Co-defendant
in the suit
and capriciously and unlaw- is Peter Reten, acting building
fully refusing to issue occu- superintendent of the village.
panty certificates to the petiElk Ridge Villa homes were
tioner."
flooded five times in the last
village
The
has
refused
occupancy permits until Util-

Ile can't forget.

"Three kids and I were almost hit once by a lady driver.
She came around the "s" curve

Owen, has a different version.

Reds Kill 10, Lose 14 in 2 Raids

"Mostly the women drivers
seem like they're in a hurry.
When they pick up their kids

on Rte. 83 about 80 ft. away
and stopped within about three
feet of us.

orrs

MORE difficult ,Ilere
without a traffic light," hisaid,

it always seems they're coming
from someplace and going anoother place with no tittle to pay

"If there were more safety minded people, it would be a
lot better for everybody," he
said.

motorist,

situation will change when a
pay raise can come about, after
the policemen get theirs."

MAYOR
made

"But usually when I correct
a

he

receives

me

courteously, kindly and thankfully.

"I love children and I

love

and the village, along
its engineering firm of

Cottonwood, relieving flooding
the Busse Rd. interceptor
sanitary sewer.

DiMucci Home Builders are
caught in the middle because
Mount Shire homes are
serviced by Utility Sewer.
The village contends that
the

cl
(_»;!tar
tar

Stolen

A $290 guitar

was

stolen

from the Randhurst Music
Shop, Jack Schaps reported to
police Saturday. He believes the
theft occurred Friday night.

Car Crash Kills
Son of Mayor
Of Arlington
Jonathan Woods, 22, soldier
son of Arlington Heights Mayor
John G. Woods, was killed Saturday in a four -car accident

near Blythe, Calif. Three other
persons were killed in the crash.
Woods was a passenger in a

car driven by Horace Nelson,
By United Press international

George Duback, at Central and

ner at Gregory and Main.

year
with

ity Sewer & Water Co. corn- Consoer, Townsend & Associplies with a village board ates,
recommends the
lift
order to provide an escrow station as a means to halt the
fund to build a lift station on flooding.

20, of Orange, Calif. Both were

military policemen at the U.S.
Army base at White Sands,
N.M.
The California Highway Patrol said Nelson's car was tra-

SAIGON - The Viet Cong mounted two daring raids
today. One raid succeeded, the other failed. The Com- veling on Interstate 10 about 30
munist triumph was scored in the ancient central Viet- miles west of Blythe at 3 a.m.
bonee,
namese capital of Hue. They overran a government en- They said Nelson apparently
"The kids are well behaved attention to safety.
clave
and slaughtered the district chief and 10 of his tried to pass a slow -moving
and mind the guard very well.
MRS.
DUBACK
FRED GLUESING
"THERE ARE some nasty
men,
then
blew up the building just five blocks from the car and collided head-on with
"There's not too much trouble dirvers, too, who don't care
Some drivers "nasty"
Finds motorists grateful.
with drivers; occasionally one about safety," she said.
local U.S. military headquarters. But when the Com- another auto.
to be safety -minded at all times. there is not a more faithful munists tried a sneak attack 50 miles down
goes too fast but they all stop
Being safety -minded is the
the coast
NELSON and the two womThere's not much money in
and you're respected."
most important part of being a being a crossing guard," he group in the village -- in rain they were hurled back by U.S. Marines before they en in the other car were killed
Carmen Perrino, 64, who guard, according to Fred Glue or shine, winter or summer."
could damage an artillery emplacement: Fourteen mem- instantly, according to the Highstands guard at Lincoln and sing, 76, who watches the cor- commented, "but maybe the
For the guards, being around bers of a 50 -man Communist suicide squad
Wille, tells of one close call

tends that the building firm
requested only final inspecand then withdrew the
request and has, in fact, fail -

1713, 1714, and 1717 Pheasant Lion

Daniel Congreve
this comment: "The

crossing guards are one of the
more important contributions

children
ward.

is

their

greatest

re-

"The kids are interesting,"
said

Mrs.

Antonietta

were killed.

Della

Valle, who tends the crossing

at Lonquist and Rte. 83.
"They tell me their corny
the village gives to the safety jokes, all home-made, and they
of children.
(Continued on Page 2)
For the pittance they're paid

Begin 10 -Day Welfare Walk
CLEVELAND - About 200 mothers from Ohio's
metropolitan areas are embarking on a 10 -day walk today to support what they call decent welfare benefits,
and to protest inadequate welfare payments. The moth-

ers will march from Cleveland to the state capitol in
Columbus.

way

Patrol.

Woods died

en

route to a hospital in Blythe.
Six persons in the other two
cars sustained minor injuries.
The Highway Patrol said
Woods and Nelson were traveling to San Francisco where
Nelson was to have been married

this week. He was on orders to
be shipped to Viet Nam.

Young Woods was a

JONATHAN WOODS

of Prospect High
School. He is survived by his
parents Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Woods, 214 S. Belmont, and
four sisters, Susan, 15, Karen,
graduate

6, Marie, 5 and Kathy, 3. The body will be returned
to
Lauterburg & Oehler's
Funeral Home in Arlington
Heights. Funeral arrangements

1963

are incomplete.
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Bank's

Obituaries

fr

."
0

V..

First
To Retire

Art

William Craig

Corner

died Friday in Hines Veterans
Hospital. He was a veteran of

William Robinson Craig, 65,
of 6726 N. Glenwood, Chicago,

LEFT - The first person
to' retire from
Prospect

department

National Bank's Art Corner
exhibit this month are by
Mary B. Osgood, 1721 E.
Foundry Rd., Mount Pros-

store in Chicago.

Wednesday.
her
Presenting
with gifts are Kathleen Walters, 1402 Birch Dr., Mount
Prospect (standing left), assistant vice president of the

He is survived by two sisters Mrs. Kathleen Abbor and
Mary Craig, both of Mount

,,l4.01104

pect, who has used a variety

Prospect.

of mediums in her work.
Formerly an instructor at
Ray Vogue Art School, she
studied at the Art Institute,

Visitors

may

call

at

bank, and Mrs. Lee Bonin of
Long Grove (standing right)

the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral

and Mrs. Marcella Kokes, 115
S.
Maple, Mount Prospect.
Mrs. Otto was employed by the

Home, 2000 E. Northwest Hwy.

American Academy of Art and
the Institute of Design in Chi-

A funeral mass will be offered
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in St.
Raymond's Church, Mount

and took a course in
watercolor with Eliot O'Hare
cago;

bank for 12 tears and was

supervisor of the vault department. The bank will celebrate

Prospect.

-irsailitINENF-

at Laguna Beach, Calif.

its 55th anniversary in July.

Many of her paintings originated from sketches made
in Mexico, California, Michigan and Colorado, as well
as
from her , recent five month trip in Europe.
1930s

the ar-

many

crafts

..4 0' *

through working with experts
in papier mache and other

....L

DURING the
tist

learned

"*

fps,

sculpture mediums and with
professionals in window and
advertising display.
Fires

in

two

I

9%.1,;

Gatts to Retire; Gilroy
Moves Up at Prudential
Joseph

p.

4

J-

tions burned many of her finest pieces and working materials.

She has painted murals for
Marshall Field's Import. Fair
and assisted with murals and
many
pieces
for
pictorial
business houses and banks in
the area, as well as in private homes.

4,e?

paintings Miss Osgood is showing.

ing, Chicago.

Our Lady of Wayside
Students Get Awards

ilities as director is William
L. Gilroy Jr., former regional group manager in the
Chicago group office. Gilroy
lives at 911 E. Talbot St.,
Arlington Heights.
Gatts joined the Prudential

Assuming Gaits' responsib-

JOSEPH GAITS

WILLIAM GILROY JR.

LI 1
I

OR.1

those kids who come late and

tell me who's having babies and
who has colds and birthdays.

those who come early. When the

latecomers have gone I know

"I get to see their projects

it's time to go home.

before they take them to school,
too," she said.

"It's lots of fun being with
kids, and being a crossing guard

Mrs. Lydia Knosp, at School

and Central, added, "I know gives me something to do and
takes me away from home.
"The children talk about

Vandalism
(Continued From Page 1)
218 S. We -Go Tr.

At 421 S. We -Go Sunday

by their own ordinances.

member, for further study.
Bruhl said, "The health
the intention of the proposed committee meant what they
ordinance to apply to planned wrote in the ordinance this
apartment developments and time."
motel pools.
Grittani questioned the feasTeichert said that he has ibility of
enforcing some of

Moore pointed out that it was

One of the historical dioramas that constitute a 36 -foot long educatiOnal display

"What Makes America Great" will be shown for the first time at the Randhurst
Shopping Center in Mount Prospect June 20 through June 27.

Automati on Display at Randhurst
Shopping Center, Mount Prospect, through Monday, June 27.

The exhibit on automation is
fifth educational exhibit
created by Leighton A. Wilkie,
board chairman of the DoALL
the

ing

model

of Oliver Evans'

flour mill and the first power
plant

is

demonstrated

by

bian" steam engine.

A working model of a steam

never seen a motel pool with the regulations in the ordinall
of the facilities, such

as

shower
and
bath
houses,
called for by the ordinance.
Trustee Colfer asked, "do
we or don't we want pools
attended at all times?" He

board demonstrates

the first
powered transportation and a

said he felt strongly that pools
not attended constitute a men-

working model of a typical 1850

ace.

machine illustrates one of the

Bruhl suggested that the
ordinance be ammended to
include provisions for attend-

first machine tools.

a

working model of his "Colum-

ance, especially

nation in 1960.

open.

lars to construct.

Colfer said this might render a hardship on the operator
of a small pool. He agreed,

that

board

the

requirements

for shower facilities at pool -

dinance.

k11)

be charged for a pool license.
He said if the village inspector is to inspect pools twice

Hi.

Our civilization today bears a striking contrast to that splendid erkk of

main concern of the ordinance

Trustee Bruhl said that the

centuries ago. Des Plaines Funeral Home offers the newest, most up-tod'ate

funeral facilities in the N.W. Suburbs. Service is our hallmark. Ambulance
available at all times. Simply phone 824.0166.

--,

A 14

-

Prospect

year boy has

old Mount
confessed

shoplifting a shirt worth $2.88
from Topps,
Grove.

Inc.,

Morton

FOR YOUR

*..

... borrow

i

NEEDS

0

desires

He said that in the absence of
ordinance should be passed as
it stood so that pools would be

property.

You will provide immediate and lasting security for
yourself and your family by making this important purchase
now at Memory Garden's Mausoleum. Memorial crypts are
1-

GRADUATIONS

Party .Problem?
can help you! Chairs, tables, folding tables
(6 & 8 ft.), punch bowls, china, silverware, coffee
We

urns, linens ... (you name it!)

under control this summer.
Trustee
Joseph
Grittani

said that the ordinance should
be referred back to the health

committee, of which he is a

Trees Stolen
Andy Keith, construction su-

pervisor on the Blazer Steak
House Site at 235 Rand Rd.,
reported to police Friday the
theft of evergreen trees planted only two days before. He
said it will cost S190 to replace the tretvr

. Walton Exercise Equipment
Keep Slim! Keep Trim! Keep Healthy! AuMoriied
rental and sales walton exercise equipment.

Aztec Sleeper Campers
Sleep 4 to 8. Openings available. Only $45 a week.

Call Jack Caffre4.
Mt.

210 IL Rind Rd.

259-5880
WORE BOUM

The New Garden
Mausoleum At Memory Gardens

The one purchase every family has to make is memorial

4FJ'-1;'c
WEDDINGS

Now you can have the ultimate in
above - ground burial protection for
your family ... at reasonable cost in

The finest memorial property you can buy la a dignified, aboveground crypt in the beautiful, new Garden Mausoleum now being
built at Memory Gardens. Here is the strongest protection possible against nature's forces the finest granite, steel and reinforced concrete, combined in magnificent buildings designed to
endure through the ages.

was for children, not motels.
\ state safety requirements, the

chard Country Club.

number, they're gone."

Shoplifter

Do You Have A

The amount of the fee to be
the finance committee,

1

branches of trees in his back

Nov

a month, the fee should be high
enough to re-imburse the village for the inspector's time.

about the river -god.

Golfing _Thief

She explained, "Once in a
while one of the drivers tries
Robert B. Hahn, Dzs Plaines
to sneak by. I make a fist at
'em -- but what else can I do? reported Saturday his golf clubs
By the time
get pencil and and bag were taken from the
paper to take down a license south entrance of the Old Or-

thrown toilet paper over the

your heart

the point of what fee should

charged will be determined by

thority, but they arc in the
minority, fortunately."

On Friday, Heldigard Rudy
reported to police that for the
second time young boys had

ANYTHING

Mayor Congreve brought up

Romans in the first century A.D. represent the 16 cubits as infants playing

by me."

the driveway at 114 N. Louis.

a

closes."

added to the ordinance when it
comes back out of committee.

"It's an unfortunate thing but

don't mind the cold. If it's some people don't feel they are
cold I just put on a little more obliged to obey crossing guards
clothes and maybe look like and do not recognize their auI

antenna of his car, parked in

ourN 41110400, PARTY

pool is open to the public. When

In the earliest times the Pharaohs had understood the necessity of measuring
exactly the amount or deficiency of the inundations of the Nile. When the Nile
has reached a height of 16 cubits (the cubit is 540 centimeters, about 17 feet
8 inches) it exceeds its lowest level. The statues of the Nile at the time of the

morning someone broke the top
part of a light pole, T.G.Adams
reported.
Rodger Walsh told police
Sunday someone broke off the

It was the consensus of the

there is no attendant, the pool

Coffer asked that a specific
charge for inspection fees be

"1 DON'T like the heat (in
summertime)," she added, "but

bath

trustees
explained,
patrons
shower in their rooms rather
than at poolside.

that it was in the

Trustee Parker Ekren said,
"There is no middle ground
here. You must have an attendant on hand at all times a

Chief Esmond says the guards
it and whether there's no school "do have the authority to stop
tomorrow, or a vacation when cars. In their capacity as guards
they'll go to Florida.
they have hand stop -signs and
uniforms with an orange vest.

yard at 110 N. Main.
Youths pushed a driveway
houses and reflector through the coach
showers would be legal. In the lamp at 703 W. Sunset, H. R.
case of a motel pool, the .brews told police Friday.
with

pools

times.

Community Room Available for Civic Groups

Gilroy was graduated in 1952
from Scion Hall University and
did graduate work in industrial
psychology at Rutgers University. He joined Prudential
in 1953 and received his Chartered Life Underwriter desig-

It was pointed out that only

village's best interest to have
an attendant on duty at all

824.0166

those dealing

with personal cleanliness.

The display is 36 feet long ants at all times the pool is
side be deleted from the orand cost several thousand dol-

however,

1717 RAND ROAD.
DES PLAINES, ILL.

Mrs. Gregory Rose and

school, mostly -- how they like

Santa Claus but that's all right

the mailbox off his house at

(Continued From Page 1)

at the Randhurst

ren,

John S. Gaits.

(Continued From Page 1)

14

The first move toward automation is portrayed by a work-

to Chicago in 1952 as regional
group manager. He was named to his present post in 1955.
He and his wife have two child-

They Watch Out for Your Kids

Pool Ordinance
In Deep Water

bubo

Co., as a public service.

Insurance Co. in 1930 in Newark, N.J. and was transferred

Barbara Koenig and Cynthia

sattaRst,1114

on display

group sales
and service administration.

Gaits is associated with the
Mid -America home office operation in the Prudential Build-

Recognition was given to
A MEMBER of the Artists
Prasnikar received
scholar- honor roll English, history
Guild of Chicago for many
ships to Sacred Heart of Mary and perfect attendance pupyears, she has been active in exercises at Our Lady of the High School.
ils.
the Mount Prospect Art League Wayside School.
Sister Priscilla, 0.P., prinMARIAN
awards,
the
highsince moving here four years
Seven partial high school est Catholic award in scout- cipal, was given a farewell
ago.
scholarships were presented to ing, were presented to Mary party at the school June 12.
When she isn't painting in students with high scholastic Kay Stearns and Judy Miller. After a six -year term as
her home of studio, or work- averages. Gary Wenzel, Den- Religion awards were given to principal, she will be assigning on some creative art nis Foreman, David Kaskie and 31 pupils and 31 certificates ed new duties. She was given
form, she spends her free Daniel Kivlahan received scho- for participation in the Junior a money purse for a trip to
time doing carpenter work larships to St. Viator High Great Books program, were California and a clock radio
from the parishioners and
School and Patricia McGill, granted.
or gardening.
school pupils.

An educational exhibit "What
Makes America Great" will be

will
of Prudential's

is a teller. Local scenes and studies she made on a European tour are among the

Awards were presented to
pupils by Pastor Harold T.
O'Hara after commencement

4

S.

Mount Prospect,
retire soon as director

colors will be in the Art Corner until June 30 in the bank where Mrs. Guenther

loca-

Gatts of 321

B.

George St.,

Mrs. H. E. Guenther (left), 1 Drake Tr., Prospect Heights, helps artist Mary
Osgood, 1721 E. Foundry Rd., Mount Prospect, adjust one of the paintings in her
exhibit in Des Plaines National Bank. Miss Osgood's collection of oils and water-

Later she operated her own
studios.

Mount
Mrs.

Arlington Heights (seated left),
was honored at a luncheon at
the Old Orchard Country Club

for 12 years at the Wieboldt's

Paintings in the Des Plaines

the

Bank;

Rella Otto, of 204 N. Patton,

World War II and was employed

4

State

now being offered in the Chapel Mausoleum, first section to be
completed.

Buy Now At Special Pre-Completioo Prices
At Memory Gardens, you can own a modern mausoleum crypt
for no more than the cast of a comparable cemetery plot and
burial. You may choose from a complete selection of single or
companion crypts at substantial savings while our special pre completion prices are in effect. A Monthly Payment Plan is
offered for your convenience. There is never any extra charge
for perpetual care and maintenance.

We urge you to investigate the advantages and moderate
cost of our above -ground, mausoleum crypts today. For a free,
beautifully illustrated brochure describing the new Garden Mausoleum at Memory Gardens, fill out and mallthis coupon today.

MEMORY GARDENS and mausoleums
2601 E. Euclid Ave.,
Arlington Heights, Illinois
255.1010

MR. WILLIAMJ. PAILEY

AD -1

Memory Gardens,
2501 E. Euclid Avenue, Arlington Hgts.,

Dear Mr. Palley:
Please send me your tree illustrated brochure and complete
information on Memory Garden's new Garden Mausoleum.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

6 to 6 Daly
9 to 4 Sioad494

For Immediate Need

can CL 8-1010
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ne GouGo Group Has a Swinging Ti e

Peel Maheras and BM Heap* Are two of "The

Chosen Few" who provided music Saturday night at
tees dance in Mount Prospect Country Chub. The group

BM Gray

and Dods Viral, of Monet Prospect, demonstrate ore of

dance step at the Mount
at the country club Saturday might.

latest

Park District

Prospect

tile

dime held

teem

Swingers at the Mount Prospect Teen Dance are Earnest Bass and See
Lee, both of Mount Prospect. They participated in the park district's first

attends Forest View High School.

Grace's Daze

A Boot in, a Bog

teen dance of the year.

World's finest Prime Rib

It's Time For Trips

(j.to hers

By Grace Mott

AL,
A leisurely vacation took Mr. and Mrs. Philip Waldbillig
to Europe for seven weeks. Actually, Paris where they stayed four days and where they purchased a car, was the only
major attraction on the continent, but England, Ireland and
Scotland were thoroughly toured by the pair who have crossed the Atlantic on three previous vacations. This trip found
them going both ways by ship; to Europe on the Queen Mary

Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Meeske, Mrs.. Roy FelMeeske, Sr.,

another

binger,

of Sandra's

sponsors, and her family from
Itasca,

Mr. and Mrs.

Dale

Arnett and Barbara, the Joseph Schummers and Patty,
and returning on the Rotterdam.
and Mrs. Schummer's mother
Happy to have their moth- scouting circles, and include Mrs. Mabel Meissenger, and
er and father back home were from here Keith Buschel, Carol Medal, all from Mount

the Waldbilligs' three children Gary Seyring, Phil Strauch,
and II grandchildren; seven of Tom Grossman and Douglas
the latter little girls whose de, Michela.
light are the dolls Mr. and
JUNE 17 saw 10 boys from
Mrs. Waldbillig have brought this area, all Explorer Scouts
them each time from their var- with Ken Fisher among them,
ious travels. All were on hand leaving for Canada by bus.
at thf,
flame to see With Ely, Minn., the first major
the ti'visures fromfa;hiiiid.
stop, the boYs will goon Gom
UNUSUAL' and "interesting there to canoe and portage

Prospect

as

as

well

Northwest,

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'

Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL, 9-3400

Presents

Childrens theatre

Country Club
1141_4110 /HiSIAURAril

The Tale Tellers In

"The Emperors
New Clothes"
Saturday 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.

IN V. M Mal C00MO4V CLIPM
R n.1

[I.,

,1.1,e, OM Pr L.,et I. PO

And 3 more
exciting productions.

Discounted season subscription available now.
Visit the Box Office or call CL 9-5400

close

friends from Chicago. About
30 attended the buffet supper.
ONLY HOURS after their

marriage June 11 Betty Lynn
Pendola

and

George

Paul

Bork of Mount Prospect were
on their .way,to Canada ,w1Kre

he teaches ana plays professional football for the Monwas a trip through the Canadian kakes treal Alouettes.
taken by Clarence Good and and streams for two weeks.
The now famous young athMelvin Fisher and their sons, Chaperoning the group is lete, graduate of Arlington
to say the least,

David and Randy Good, 14 and
12, and Kenneth and Divid
Fisher, 16 and 14.

Scott Hippensteel, 641 W. Kathlene Dr., Des
Plaines, trys to pull his friend's boot from a bog on
'
.

the Commonwealth Edison right of way. The boot be-

loop to Cris Miller, soli of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R.

Miller, 555 Bean Dr., Des Plaines. After Cris got

stack in the bog, Mrs. Miller complained to Mount
Prospect

Park

District

superintendent

Thomas

W.

Cooper, who has arranged for the bog to be filled.
The district plans to build a sidewalk 5 ft. wide and
almost 2,000 ft. long from Marshall to Rte. 83. The
earth removed for the sidewalk will be used as fill
material.

Increase Manager Bond
In

light of new duties, the formance and fidelity bond in

bond of the village manager the amount of 525,000
will be increased from $25,000
to $100,000
Village

Attorney

Robert

Moore told the board of trustees at

last

Friday's special

meeting that the cost to the
village to raise the bond would
be 594
The ordinance

calling

for

the bond will be ammended to
include the wording performance and surety bond

Village Manager John Mon-

gan is currently covered by a
$25,000

public

officials per-

His new duties include hiring ana firing of all department
heads in the village government

Reports
Purse Stolen

William Pope of Mount Pros-

High School and Northern Ill-

pect.

inois

University,

and

Betty

ANOTHER boat trip occup- Lynn, daughter of the Peter

With details worked out in ied a much larger crowd from Pendolas of Elmwood Park met
advance, the six boarded Good's Mount Prospect June 11. All in college.
18 -foot outboard at U -Banks 92 who went are associated
Although their time was
Marina with Starved Rock with The Couples' Club of St. limited in Mount Prospect,

State Park their destination.

Lutheran Church.

Paul

Re-

Food for the outing was stow- miniscent of the days of Mark
Twain was the outing, which
From the Chicago Sanitary began at Fox River Grove and
and Ship Canal where the trip for two hours paddle -wheeled
ed aboard.
began,

sextet,

the

veteran

Ill-

afternoon miscellaneous show-

er which included 40 friends
the crowd as far north as the of the Frank Barks, some of

outdoorsmen cruised down the edge of the chain of lakes.

Des Plaines and into the

two parties were given for
Bette; the first by Mrs. Earl
Pahnke April 24 a Sunday

Available

was

music

for

the bride's close relatives,
and wedding attendants.

inois River, through six locks, dancing, and all ate supper . May 18 Bette was again the
and eight hours later estab- ordered beforehand while on guest of honor at a personal
lished overnight camp.
and linen shower which includboard.
Sunday morning they were
Arrangements for the af- ed George's mother, given by

joined by Mrs. Good and three joined by Mrs. Good and
three -and -one-half month

old

Steven, and Mrs Fisher and
Janet, nearly 3, who drove
down
Left

at home with grandparents Mr and Mrs Howard
Harnden was 10 -month -old Jimmy Fisher
All returned by auto, the

the bride's aunt and sister,
Mrs
Kenneth Willert with Mrs. R. Gatwood and Miss
assists from the junior Fred Mary Jean Pendola at MonMeeskes and Mr. and Mrs. tanas' Restaurant in Chicago.
FROM Sheboygan, Wis., has
Chester Voss
Forced to miss the boat arrived the announcement of
ride, however, were Gladys the marriage of Barbara Harand Fred Meeske, Jr , who tel to David V. Kuntasch on
had made previous plans to May 28 at the First Baptist
attend a party in honor of Church, Sheboygan. Barbara
and godchild, is the daughter of the William
their
niece

fair were made by Mr. and

Fishers having taken their car Sandra who the night before Bartels former long time resgraduated from Prospect High idents in Mount Prospect.

to Starved Rock previous to

Lillian D Hoffman, 1100 the outing.
Lee, reported to police that
The night

her white purse was stolen at Fisher was

before Kenneth
one of six boys

Prospect and Emerson Sts
It contained $5 in cash,

from Mount Prospect who were

she said.

Skokie home. All are active in

guests of Kathy Sharlow for a

credit cards and odd papers, "school's out" party

in

her

kTr'' v"1Ir

MAKING good progress of--'

School

Hosts were Sandra's moth-

er and father, Mr and Mrs.
Charles Nitz whose,
guests included Mrs

other
Fred

ter a heart attack which hospitalized her at Northwest
Community is Mrs. Harry
Dodds.

4.00
5.00
7.00

P
E
R

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7%00

D

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON
FAIRLANE

mar

SAVE
with a low cost
CAR LOAN
If pair present car is starting to cause you worry
and oxpense you're wise to save with a new car.
You're even wiser when you get a Low Rate Car
Loan from the friendly people at the Mount Prospect State Bank.
'Car Loans are one of our specialties ... we save
you time and of course, money.

rent a new '66
CORTINA

...time for a new car?

7.00

Shop around . . get the car you want at the
best price . . . then call or stop in and see us
toi your Auto Loan .

it's that simple.

You can have up to 36 MONTHS TO PAY1

A

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

'PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON

-

SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE Cogte.
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS.,
'

THIS IS the type of loft automated U. S. Pest Oaks betty fist nil be

located at the

lenient Shopping Center

the near future.
The =atm
will provide a tail service post office and be completely antenatal.
One
of its features will be direct telephone comtact to the male Mount Porspect

domains breech.

to

ILL'-

-F1.1.12M-

CL 9-31411
rE8 AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

ROTAIILISHIID 1011

Suomi Avenue & tynoreen 0eree1/CLoarbrook 0.4000
MEURER Floinem. amour INSURANCII CORPORATION

NOURSI &SO &m. lb 2:00 p.m Daily (except Wednesday).
lindop ovonloga &30 to 8:00. Wilt OUR MIER PARKING LOTS

Soule Day

.

.

.

This is et: time of year
that women come out of hiding.
They come right out in the open
in shorts and slacks.
Some of the new colors may
frighten little boys. They

days.

glow.

but it, promises to be a 'boon

There is

a new diet

The raft is stocked with one'

and five gallant of
water. Barring hurricanes. or

But for the men who,

have been around a summer or

'

to travel;

There are three options' to

two, ' the season is primarily

a means to determine which

the plan:

.

women put on the most weight

1. A 21 -day ocean voyage.
This is patterned after. those
folders promising fun and romance at sea. The cruise has
a few innovations, however. It
starts on a raft dropped in the
middle of the ocean where prevailing currents normally promise sight of land in the allot-

during winter hibernation.

The weight contest is always

close. The winner is usually
the gal who tries to squeeze
into a pair of pants more than
one year old, thus gaining the
illusion of more than her fair
share of extra weight.

The natural female reaction
crash diet that last two

is a

.

' high seas, the girl should reach
shore
excellent, slender

can eat.

After two weeks of tan and
- Mb/riding there are no difficul'lies with exit visas, the girl

No. 2 It a vacation patterned after the novel idea of vis-

will return the picture of health.

No. 3 is the Go -Go girl. It

iting the old homestead down on
the farm. This vacation. is
offered under arrangements

provides a 14 -day orbit of the
Earth with the usual quota of

with the Bulgarian salt mines
and the potato farmers of Po-

dehydrated

foods
in
the
squeeze -type containers. This
is for the girl who wants to

land.

Take your pick; both diets

lounge and relax.

It

will emphasize proper exercise. The salt mines operate

is wise to take an extra

change of clothes on this trip.
We've had some problems on

from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. with a

half a day off on Sunday. The

ted time.

,,, ,

.

days. Tbe food is plentiful in
both; illAbe potato soup you

chOice)

traditional, lack of will power,

,,

potatO farms run from dawn to
itisliet. with, tizne, off on rainy

box of 24. candy ,bais (an),

plan that Some Day is offering on an exclusive franchise
basis to travel agencies. It
not only compensates for the

.

.

re-entry.
CAMP

Vantage Point
Why, the politician wanted to know, it

is

..

Sen. Douglas said recently in a public appear-

anyone's business how much money I make, how

ance.

much I spend on campaigns to get elected and

As a U. S. Senator, Douglas is paid 530,000
a year. He believes this is "adequate" despite
the heavy expenses connected with running for

how much 1 am worth financially?

This question came from one of the winners
in last week's primary election, who took ex- ception to our statement that a epublic figure's

public office.

From his 530,000 salary, Sen. Douglas estimates that it costs him about $7,000 to travel
back and forth from Washington and to main-

financial business should be public knowledge.

One public figure who believes strongly that
his personal business should be opened to scru-

tain a residence in the capital.

tiny is Sen. Paul A. Douglas (D.-111.).

Annually, Sen. Douglas releases a complete
financial statement, telling how he spends his

THE SENIOR Senator from Illinois earns
about 58,000 a year from annuities from the

approximately $38,000 a year gross income.

University of Chicago where he was a professor
before entering politics and from various

"Public office is a great honor" says Paul
Douglas. "We should not exploit it for personal
gain. We should try to legislate with an eye
exclusively on the public interest, avoiding personal interests which are in conflict with the

speaking engagements. He adds about 52,000
a year to his income from dividends and capital
gains from his investments.

During 1965, Sen. Douglas claimed total cap-

public interest."

ital holdings of $161,911.

ONE OF Sen. Douglas' pet projects throughout his years in the Senate has been to elevate
the image of politicians in the public's eye.

"I personally believe that the standard of
ethics of public officials is much higher than
some critics believe and indeed higher than
that of a very large proportion of the critics,"

.

by Jack Vandermyn

DOUGLAS has proposed legislation that would
make it mandatory for public political figures to
regularly file the amount of and the sources from
which they receive income.

"Until such a practice becomes widespread,"
Sen. Douglas says, "it is necessary to rely on
voluntary declarations by individuals to allay public suspicions and to bolster the confidence of the
citizens in the integrity of their representatives.

IS IT self-righteous for a public official to announce his financial position?
Sen. Douglas explains it this way. "To serve in

the congress of the United States is a great distinction. In making a disclosure of our financial
affairs, we should be as meticulous as possible,
not in a self-righteous manner but to assure those
who elect us that we have the integrity to match

"It should be remembered," Sen. Douglas
points out, "that those in Congress are still in
a very favorable economic position. Those in
Congress should never forget that at least
40,000,000 Americans, or slightly over 20 per
cent of the population, are living in poverty
and that 90 per cent of American taxpayers

contains 52,912 and that of his wife, 51,950. Including a 56,000 mortgage on his home, Douglas

have incomes under 510,000 a year."

serve as an alderman of the City of Chicago.

He has been releasing personal financial statements since 1940, the year he wall elected to

I,/

urc

w

attractive

K. S. Johnson, General Manager
Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

(5) Junked autos and unused machinSchool is out and a long season of play
outdoors is underway. There are a num- ery.
(6) Accessible electric wires.
ber of things that we can all do to make
the difference between a carefree, fun (7) Unsafe outside stairways and lad'

ders left standing against buildings.

filled for youngsters - or tragedy.

(8) Abandoned sheds and buildings.
The majority of motorists pay special
(9) Unprotected chemicals and building
attention to school zone warning signs
during the school year. But, how many materials.
(10) Unguarded construction projects.
of us consider the entire village a "school
Controlling or getting rid of these ten
zone" during the vacation months?
This is a period during which we leading community troublemakers should
should be especially watchful. Children be the objective of every parent with
become so involved in play that they young children.

small

church known as Kingswood
Methodist Church at 813 East
Dundee Rd.
in Arlington
Heights.
Resembling an elongated
ranch house, this church offers a surprise to those who

forget

bright new

player who may unexpectedly dash in front ough.
The first step for parents is to list
of or into an auto.
This also is a good time for parents all such sources of danger in the victo conduct a "personal safety crusade to inity of their homes and then decide

pews, a polished lectern, soft
lights and a organ. This small
Oapel is carefully painted, is
heerful and quiet, a friendly
place to worship and is enjoyed
by the 159 confirmed church

the

check into community child hazards. The
Institute for Safer Living of the American
Mutual Liability Insurance Co., warns of
ten common hazards found in nearly every
community of the country which are responsible for hundreds of tragic child

4nd partitioning of the building church.
Which had been purchased earlier as a future Methodist
Church.
buying homes, cars-just gett"This congregation has been ing started in their jobs and

ards for children as:
(1) Water -filled holes, pits and ditch ea; also, unprotected natural streams.
(2) Old iceboxes and refrigerators.

Members.

Twofamilieshearda

Pastor

ireacher was coming to their Holt

Area back in 1963 and gathered

Noel
welcomes

at
25 other families together to congregation
help in the painting, polishing door of the white

Wonderful," said the young
Minister Noel Clark Holt,
founding Pastor of this church.

"The volunteer work here is
really terrific. People clean up
the

church,

the

secretarial

help is all volunteer, our nursery helpers offer of their
time and even our organist,

Emerald Hall is a volunteer."
HOW DOES Kingswood difIbr from other Methodist
churches:

C.
his

deaths each year.

fence

They list most serious community haz-

sand banks.
(4) Community junk heaps.

of money left over for budding
a new church-but we will
KINGSWOOD places more
emphasis

on family worship
and its organization for women.
The Women's Society of Chris-

are active in village
in Buffalo Grove,"

"They raise money for our
Missions and help Newberry

the children.

soon," said Pastor Holt.

THE CHURCH is governed
ti small church we really do by the Quarterly Conference,
tither well in community but Kingswood has an Official

"One of our difficulties is
that this is a brand new areayoung marrieds with
Young families all very busy

thostly

to the police or other town authorities.

By crusading for
by eliminating local

a safer community,

child death traps,

and by keeping a watchful eye when be-

ren and adults alike.

GOP Is Not Split

for worship and program.

Itastor Holt said proudly. "For
things."

to seek the owner's cooperation. Should
the owner refuse to grant this coopera-.
tion, the danger should be pointed out

Letters to the Editor

Plants and fresh flowers decorate the altar at the Kingswood Methodist Church, 813 E. Dundee Rd.

tian Service has Mrs. George
Kaage as president and meets

District 21 School Board, and aren't all interested in the
h woman just newly appointed. same thing. So we'll probably
quite a number of the congre- need to make two groups

affairs

the hazards are located on another's
property, parents should not hesitate

someday " he added.

"We're promoting a blood
"The problem with the youth
hank and we've had two men group here seems to be the
jest finishing their term on difference in ages. They just

illation

what can be done about them. If any are
found on your property, you should correct them yourself without delay. Where

(3) Steep cuts and banks, particularly hind the wheel, we can all make this a
safer and fun -filled summer for child-

there really isn't a great deal

"1 believe," the Pastor said, Center, a community
bership, headed by Arleen
'iit's just size and we're more in Chicago," the Pastorcenter
said. Messina, Finance with Rag
liberal in theological thought "They also do many service Prokof as President, Educathan some of our Mater Metho- projects for the church here."
tion led by Bob McKenzie,
dist churches."
The Methodist Youth Fel- Missions directed by Jo Reid,
A Commission on Social lowship is made up of both Worship headed by Emerald
Concerns headed by Zora Junior and Senior High stu- Hall. Dwight Hall is Sunday
Spencer is an important part dents. Greg Messina is the School superintendent and
of this church. This group president. The youth sponsor choir director.
helps to prepare members to a yearly Easter egg hunt for
A Board of Trustees with
he active in community affairs.

Youngsters love to explore and have lit-

about traffic. Therefore, motor-

ists should take extra care, be alert and tle real sense of danger. Warning them
ever watchful for a cyclist or young ball about unsafe places to play is not en-

enter the door into the sanctuary. Here are
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For a Safe Summer
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tions and lots of hard work invery

Marshall Field III
Page 4

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

and a double garage were
transformed by paint, partia

'honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Revealing his personal income is nothing new
with Paul Douglas. It is not an election year ploy.

BY BEM AINSLIE
A machine shop, a stable

to

Frye Pro5pert *Dar

lists his total debts as 59,600.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

A Young,
Growing
I

"He's been telling everybody he broke it at 'one of those
wild White House parties!'"

the distinction of the office we hold."
Douglas reveals that his personal bank account

Kingswood Methodist

rtre

11

Bill Johnson as Chairman also

looks after church affairs.
"The Men's Club here,"
said the Pastor, "seems to

keep mighty busy looking after
the building and our six acres
of land here."
There's a Soft Ball team

Editor:

the West and Arlington Heights

The Pastor and his w if e

to the North and the majority have three children, Sidney who
of the people have never had is 10, Jennifer who is 9 and
any experience in running a Julie who is 2. Rosalie has
church.
a degree in social work and
"It's actually the first time worked for a time as a case
for most of our congregation worker.
to be involved and we're train-

pick up certain newspapers
PASFOR Holt proudly open- in any major city on a given.
ed the door to the lovely chap- day and find similar editorPASTOR Holt was born in el. "Once we get people inside ial c o m men t, Apparently
1935 at Cape Girardeau, Mis- the church here, they are al- when
constructive
subject
souri.
ways
pleasantly
surprised. matter is lacking. The sim"My father was a Methodist With a little money and lots of ple truth ignored by all such
Minister and during the war hard work donated free we've articles is that wherever

was a Chaplin so we traveled really a nice place for wor- you have thinking people, you

He graduated from Central

ship."

"The laymen can run this
which takes part in the Wheel- College in, Fayetteville Mis- church-in
fact I want them
ing Park District
competi- souri where he met and mar-

tions and an annual Church ried

his wife Rosalie. He
studied for a short time at

ton," said the minister. "But

must have at least some
controversy. The Republican
Party still has many people
in its ranks who can think.
When we all line up and
obediently nod approval to
the boss politicians' com-

1 want no tampering with the
pulpit. It's my responsibility
Board which does the day to erty.
Eden Theological Seminary in as an ordained clergyman to
day planning and is headed
Webster Groves Mo., but com- speak as 1 understand my bible mand, we will have stopped
by Bob McKenzie. This group
THIS church gathers its con- pleted his Bachelor of Divinpreaching is always from thinking; we will have stopis' divided into several different gregation from Buffalo Grove ity Degree at Garrett Semin- -my
the bible-that I feel is my ped all controversy - and
on the
commissions
namely;

Mem-

picnic held on the church prop-

South-Wheeling

on

ary in Evanston.

most important job here."

you are

new

here,

In' this week's Tuesday may we briefly review some a !most no organization;
and Wednesday editions, you past history. The writer can through a heated committeeagain give editorial comment testify to almost ten years man race, into an extremely
Republican
general
to an alleged split in the prior to 1962, when even a poor
ranks of the Republican good Republican could not election year, we accomplishParty. In traveling about find- a Republican block in- ed all of the above. So - who
this country, it is possible to quiry to be sure there was a was split then? And we are

ing people to do church work."

around quite a bit." he said.

Since

made several other notable
accomplishments.
Thus in two years, from

we will be quite DEAD.

not split now.

Republican Committeeman.
Then

in

heated

1962, we waged
committeeman

a

race

May we suggest that your
big

brothers had

worn

out

in the primaries. Many of us editorial comment on this
who worked equally hard in subject long before you were
both that campaign and in this a glint in your founder's
recent one, will attest that eye.
George E. Gandsey
the

1962 contest

was more

bitter. Then in 1964, when the
Republican Party took a good

thumping generally, Wheeling Township gave Goldwater the third largest plurality in Illinois, gave Percy

the fourth largest plurality in
Illinois, gave Rumsfeld
largest
plurality
in
district, gave Sickle),
second largest plurality
Cook County, as well

the
his

the
in

as

All letters to the editor- must be signed, but
names will be withheld upon request. L e4 t e r s-

should be as brief as passible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain
an address or phone num-

ber so their authenticity
can be checked.

The Daet03rosPectS

Busy? Here's How to Save Time
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor -

How does a busy homemaker and mother find time
for gardening and other
Mrs.
adds

touches of beauty to her home
and garden while her baby
naps. She says her husband is
happy to do the heavier jobs,
mowing the lawn, etc., but the

hooks, in a convenient
place to hang wraps and play

box

equipment.

give

zations

planting of flowers, keeping the
beds free

hung

proofing.
Many agencies affiliated with

responsibility.

many

proceedure.
Outer garments,

and simplicity of organization

her daughter, Madonna Lynn, naps.

WHEN cleaning a closet,
allow enough time for reorgan-

-

Lynne
Lights

part. Take one at a time. Re-

more

attractive, edge the
shelves with embroidered tape,

ball fringe or cover them entirely with material matching

that of the bedspread or draperies. Storage boxes or plas-

rum-

tic wrapped hats may be hidden

little

umbrellas

dren located near the back
entrance or in the basement
saves hours of cleaning.
This area may have low

ization of the clothing.
Don't pull every closet a-

TO MAKE the closet even

chair

the individual's closet.

and hats may be placed in the
guest closet if your family is
small. A mud room for chil-

-

is

it may also serve as a

If your family is large, this
outside gear should be kept in

space, hang unwanted items in
easy to reach places and everyday items in an unhandy, hard
to reach position. Reverse this

et space is planned.
The avilability of clothing

Mrs. Thomas Bychowski of Mount Prospect works in her garden while'

into too

items

If the box

for hats or shoes will
you inexpensive boxes

that harmonize attractively
with the bedroom decor.

shoes, or boots.

SOME WOMEN crowd too

Another task that can be an
unpleasant job is the change
from one season's clothing to
the next. How unpleasant it is
depends on how well your clos-

latex paint on any Cardboard

large hinge

seat to be used when removing

items to them.

edges of the lawn clipped is her

are most important.

conduct

which

saver.
height

mage sales. Donate unwanted

of weeds and the

A

topped box in which to store
boots and off season equipment is another storage time

churches-the Salvation Army,
Volunteers of America and
Goodwill Industries to mention
a few, are eager to obtain discarded clothing. Or, you may
wish to conduct a sale in your
driveway or basement to dispose of unwanted items profitably. There are also organi-

tasks?

One such woman,
Thomas
Bychowski,

move the clothes, sorting them
for discard, cleaning and moth-

HATS MAY be brushed,
steamed and covegid with plastic which comes from the
cleaners over freshly cleaned
suits, dresses or coats. By

by using a drape of material

covering the hat with an oversized piece of plastic the large
sides may be used as a stuff-

draped with coordinating ma-

ing to keep the hat in shape.
Place the hats in boxes if
possible.

shoes:

If you do use hat boxes, purchase them to coordinate with

closets.

garment bags, purse holders
and other closet accessories.

bring efficiency to your home,

Latex based paint may be

clothing in good condition and

edged with trim hung rom the
ceiling. This also helps to keep

used to pick up an accent color
for the

closet. Two coats of

clothes from becoming dusty.
Shoe bags also may be
terial

giving

Some women make a career
out of professionally decorating

Use some of these ideas to
save money by keeping your

have the added beauty of a
well -decorated closet.

Hints for a Cool Wedding

Bonnie
Stars

The Way
Miss

Lynne

So You're
Mother Of
Summer Bride

Gorgius,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Otto Gorgius of Mount Prospect, is the only distaff
member of the Pasadena
Playhouse technical staff.
Miss Gorgius attended

Arlington High School and
graduated from Forest View
high school in 1964.

Playhouse College of Theatre Arts.

Lynne has received compliments for her excellent
lighting of the Pasadena
Playhouse production of

Carnival"

and

23

Keep in mind that no mat- will be the focal point of the
ter how nervous you are, you ceremony.
must be a tower of strength as
Although short dresses are
your daughter prepares for her considered proper and pretty,
special day.
mothers may look more dis-

June 27. Sunday per-

and

their gowns. Everything should
be understated so the bride

wedding band can be slipped

off-white

veil,

Nurse's
Scholarship
Winners

served.

The Mount Prospect Nurse's

Among those who will attend are the Rev. A. J. Burke,
pastor, and the Rev. P. O'Brien

Club has named the 9th and
10th Nurse's Club Scholarship
They are Mary
Martha Waldo and Carole
winners.

assistant Pastor.

For further information call

Komorowski.

Mrs. J. Smith at CL 5-2914.

Mary is the daughter of Mr.
and

Mrs.

Ralph

Waldo of

Mount Prospect. She gradu-

Wedding Cake
The traditional wedding cake
had its origin in ancient Rome,
where a special cake was broken
over the bride's head as a sym-

from Sacred Heart of
Mary High School in June and
will attend St. Theresas in
Winona, Minnesota in a 4 year
nursing program. She received

ated

bol of plentifulness and each
of the nuptial guests took a
MARY MARTHA WALDO

CAROLE KOMOROWSKI

Carpet, Carpet Everywhere
BY MARILY N HELFERS
Carpet, carpet now is everywhe re.

Ozite indoor - outdoor carpet-

ing comes in

16

colors: ter-

Spice in Cooking Life

- propylene) was Ozite carpeting.
The bay leaf may be used
All the properties of this with vegetables such as onions,
carpeting are attractive to potatoes, and squash, in Salhomemakers. It doesn't fade, ads of seafood and to spark up

rot or mildew. In tests, it has tomato aspic. It adds to the flaresisted spotting and bleaching vor of eggs creole, spaghetti
from ammonia, chlorine, cof- sauce and pickled fish.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Komorow-

ski of Mount Prospect and a
graduate

of Wheeling High
School. She will attend a 4

year program at the Univer-

This is possible because a use has been found for a previously race green, oatmeal, terrace
untapped product, waste gas from petroleum refining.
cardinal,
avocado,
terrace
Because of this development
bronze, charcoal, regal blue,
today's housewife is using patio,
it may be cleaned by brownstone,. sapphire, galleon
carpeting in areas never begold, orange ice, Alice blue,
hosing it down.
fore carpeted.
limeade, lemon drop, taffy
Waste gases compounded of
A housewife can cut the and peppermint. The carpeting
hydrogen and carbon are heated carpeting easily with a pair is available at Mayfair.' Rug
and compressed and the mole- sf scissors to fit any location. Cleaners Inc., Palatine.
cules rearranged to convert into
a solid. The solid is dyed, melted, and then extruded into filament form.
The 'first useful application
Here's how to add a little is enriched by the hearty fla-

of this filament (Vectra poly- spice to your cooking life.

a $350 scholarship.
Carole is the daughter of

vor.

Bay leaf or laurel leaf, as
it is sometimes called, comes
from a small shrub or tree
which grows, in the Near East
and the Mediterranean. In the

United States it grows in the
southern states.

sity of Illinois, Urbana. She
is a member of the National

Honor Society.

THE PRESENT scholarship

or

pastel,

al-

though a long gown isn't improper

provide entertainment for the
evening. Refreshments will be

Bonnie
dancing

has studied
since early

childhood and has performed throughout the
United States.

BONNIE BIRCH

Potluck
Luncheon

The New
Comedy Hit

The Prospect Heights Garden Club will meet for a potFOR AN informal summer luck luncheon at noon July 19
wedding, the bride should at the home of Mrs. M. Denwear a street - length dress Beate of Prospect Heights.
Page 5

will

role of Hope McFolly.

Country Club

on without removing the glove.

in
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THE FACULTY, mothers of

piece.

Miss Bonnie Birch
portray the title

her and place a sheet on the
car seat unless she's positive

the stitching from the ring
finger of her glove so her

Monday

will

The bride's train should be

Oar AT HOME

this position for 9 years and
three other faculty members
Sister Patricia, Sister Colette and Sister Fredina.
An invitation to attend is
extended to all families and
friends of the parish.

teachers

tinctive in floor - length gowns
and long gloves. And the mothers' corsages should be with-

"started" when she goes down
the aisle. She should remove

through

formances will be at
2 and 7:30 p.m.; all
others at 8 p.m.

it's spotless.

'Mk*

Farewell
Open House
For Sisters

.

All female attendants at a out ribbons.
formal wedding should,carry
The bride, if she doesn't
flowers that reflect the wed- plan to diess at the chuich,
ding motif and complement should 'smooth her gown under

LYNNE GORGIUS

Eiler and

students of St. Viators

stay calm and remember a few basic hints.

don'ts:
4g:

and

by Delores

High School, Arlington
Hts., Thursday June

SOME BASIC do's

ern World."

students

An original musical
comedy "Hope McFolly", will be presented

Pour yourself a cup of hot coffee and relax for a few minutes. Everything will be fine if you, the bride's mother, can

"The Playboy of the West-

A farewell open house will
be held at 7 to 9:30 p.m. Wednesday for the principal of St.
Alphonsus Catholic School,
Sister Victoria, who has held

Folly"

ing to be a summer bride?

ing design at the Pasadena

"Thurber

In "Hope's

Suffering from the fidgets because your daughter is go-

She attended Northern Illinois University and is study-

color and effi-

cient clean storage to all stored

if she

prefers.

Her

if she wears one, should

be short and her bouquet small.
wear
should
Attendants
street - length dresses, short
gloves, little jewelry and small
hats. It is smarter for their

shoes to be darker or lighter
than their dresses - not dyed
to match.

YMCA Offers

Training in
First Aid
A First Aid Course offered
by the Northwest YMCA, Des
Plaines is open to all residents of the area.

It will be held at the YMCA
Tuesday mornings from
9:30 to t 1:30 for 5 weeks.
Classes
start
tomorrow.
on

ternoon entitled "Instruction
in Flower Arrangement."

AT OUR SALON...

*a Cie
qeevue
069x,

*edge
waited

haircolor
"takes"
in minutes

7ept Te,

The course will be conducted
Dale Messerle,
director and Mrs.
by
R.

acquatic
Clifford

Stock, YMCA auxiliary

member.

A SI

fee will be charged.

Upon completion of the course
Red Cross First Aid certificate will be awarded.

'South Pacific'
To Open Friday

winner, Barbara Bathgate is
completing her first year at
The Best Off. Broglway
Chicago Wesley Memorial. Players
will present "South
Nancy Lytle is graduating
Pacific" Friday at the Bar from Wesley in July.
.aritn8g:tmonpH.mig.h School auditorium
Past scholarship
include Sara Jane Ternbell,
Additional performances will

Diane Kocej, Doreen Gromek be on Saturday and on July 1

and Gail Strauss, who now are and 2. Dianne Scherer, public all registered nurses.
ity director of the group, said
The club was able to give the presentation of the Rodgers
the two $350 scholarships be- and Hammerstein classic will
cause of the success of their feature the largest cast ever
annual card party.

Mrs. Roy Hughes will present the program in the af-

1411 nalesmaam
(Nightly Except Monday
0.
',.'"'"'
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dining available
Reservations: CL 9-5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for information

etee

eft

ENO,
ve

704'74

?ha lime
Ift
wer.

Puntfrect

assembled by the group.

Student Recital

ACCELOMATIC* Speed Processing develops

haircolor in as little as 1110th the time!
No lengthy wait while haircolor "takes" at our salon! We
have the miraculous new Rifling ACCELOMATIC Speed
Machine. Our expert colorists blend and apply your personal color formula. Presto . . . you're a blonde, brunette
or redhead. Call for a complete haircoloring or touch-up.

MAE BELLE'S

The pupils of Mrs. Robert

Hutchinson of Prospect Heights Mary Darmstadt, Jeff Lona,
presented a piano recital at Janet Gillespie, Scott Mac-

fee, tea, soft drinks, shoe polish
In meat courses bay leaf
Crushed, dried leaves of this the Lyon -Healy Music Store Kay, Janet Soderberg, Steven
mustard and catsup.
enhances the flavor of goulash, spice can indeed bring laurels at Randhurst Shopping Cen- Sproule, Ann and Thomas,
Hutchison, Susan Abelt, Janet
WHEN THE carpeting is liver, lamb and beef stews. to the dishes you prepare in ter.
used outdoors on a porch or When added to soup, the stock yo'ir kitchen.
Included in the program LeHockey and 104 arilyn Quinn.

I

BEAUTY SALON

PHONE
CL 3-4123

207 S. EMERSON ST.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

NOW OWNED
AND OPERATED
BY

BERTHAIICHIWITT

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

NOW MANY
KNIGHTS HAVE SIGNED UP FOR
1_
OUR FIVE -YEAR- LONG CRUSADE

Monday, lune 20. 1966

sitt -11-16 MIDDLE EAST ?

(wHATs THE MA'TTER? I TOOK 'EM
OFF BEFORE I. CAME Its.l,171P/J'T I I
I KNOW WHATA CHeWINLOUT IV

GET IF I TRACKED IN'OIL AN' GREASE
FROM -THE GARAGE FLOOR:
GOOD GOSH, A eLJY.3LisT
CAN'T WIN AROUND HERE:

FORTY-SEVEN ,cIRE.

HERE'S 'ME LIST.

GOOD GOSH,
NE171-1ER
CAN A

MOTHER!

(I

MARVELOUS! -THESE MEN ARE

INDEED MY MOST VALOROUS

AND BRAVE KNIGHTS.

"My father here will be your 'little merchant' while I'm
at camp. Save the complaints till.' get back!"

'You said not to come in there and bother your friends,
Mom, so would you ask them to keep a lookout for my

pet mouse?"

BEN CASEY
1111111111111111111111h

1. DON'TKNOW ABOUT

LISTENING,STUART ? I'M ON MY
WAY. NO, Nor TO HOLD YOUR
HAND. -NO PRESSURE
EITHER...

JUST HOLD OFF TILL I ARRIVE.

I DON'T CLAIM THIS

THEN YOU CAN FOUR A CASE OF
IT INTO )1)11...IF THAT'S
WHAT YOU WANT.

MEDICATION WILL WORK.

teuRAeLEs...Bu7 17's
SOMETHING NEW...
WORTH TRYING. IT'S

THAT, BUT YOU'LL NOTICE
-THEY'RE ALL MARRIED.

6-2o

CALLED oefatuR.

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN

cocHRAN

1114 Ly NU, I.e.

Its. US hot Off.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

P
A iii

CUM ,YAS, FIREMAN, MILK IS OUR
MOST NEARLY PERFECT FOOD!
THIS BUTTER WILL RE3UVEN ATE- THE TISSUE- N YOUR ARM!
"THEN A FEW 'DAYS OF PITCH-

1-

BUGS BUNNY
1HMM ... MAY I
HAVE THE BRUSH

AND PAINT A
MINUTE?

IT'S NICE OP YOU
BOYS TO NAME
YOUR BOAT
AFTER ME:

1146 iff W.,,., It.,

YOU FORGOT
SOMETHING):

SURE,
PETUNIA!

ration. 104

COULD BE, MA3OR, BUT WOULDN'T IT DO
ME MORE GOOD IF I ATE- IT INSTEAD

OF WORE IT ?'"I LOST CONFIDENCE

IN ANYTHING ON THE OUTSIDE

THE DAY I CARRIED A RABBIT'S
FOOT AND THE BRAVES HIT
THREE HOMERS!.

ING IN THE BACK YARD AND
YOU'LL. BE ABLE TO RE3OIN
YOUR TEAM !

T.M. I.$ us. ?.t Off

UPE

WI)
/PETUNIA

c.- .,

r:
r

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

A LITTLERABBIT IN 114S
BALL:1.00=4.w

Traumatic
Ericephalopathy

0 MI

T.7 L, US. tot ON

Nt.ff.

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -- My son has traumatic

\

I DONT KNOW

WHAT rt IS MILI INTEK0
10 CO WHEN NOU GROW
UP, LOVABLE, BUT
WHATEVER IT IS, A

cncephalopathy. Is this a form
of brain damage? Will it get
worse as the years go by?

GOOD

f nt

rATiotj

tOoNDERRit. ! IN

I

WHAT kV?? AS A

INTEIJD
TO WORK

STATESMAN, A DIPLOMAT,

RA THE

WE UNITED NATIONS,
PERHAPS ?

ecrrentickir

ks... cAto MP ',DU!

GOKNA
WRITE

A SOCIAL tooRkeR,

PROTEST'

SONGS!

OF NiN4KMD!

A -- This term means headache following a head injury.

/

Although the headaches may
persist for months or years,
there is no permanent brain
damage. The condition improves rather than worsens

THE BORN LOSER

with time.

4101
NIA

6:20

I. -

child

I was given Pitocin
to induce labor. Following this
I had a violent headache that
lasted a month. All the usual
remedies were of no avail.

was born

ACROSS

1- club

6 Grand -

11 U.S. president

caused the headache and why

l2 Hindu

did the nose drops help it?

Princesses

If

this

process

1515 Blood vessel

in-

inside the cranium
would cause headache. Since
phenylephrine (Neosynephrine)
is a decongestant it shrinks
pressure

the blood vessels in the nasal
passages, including the sinuses.
This could relieve some of
the pressure in the cranium.
On the other hand, perhaps

CAPTAIN EASY
SURE GLAD
YOU'RE BACK,
EASY: BUT WOT

Y55- I WAS STUNNED! Stir
WHAT'S THIS ABOUT HIM BEING
KIDNAPED BY SPACEMEN f

A SAD DAYS YOU
HEARD ABOUTMR. MGKEE

We GOTTA FACE
COLD, HARD FACTS:
FACTS THAT POINT
TO JUPITER HOTHEADS

AS TH' CULPRITS!

BLAZES! WHAT FACTS,
DOES THE AIR FORCE
UFO TEAM AGREES

1401" YET. THEY'RE &MY TWIN'

TO FIND ANY OTHER

you had sinus headaches.

showed the presence of cancer

checkup every three months.

How can a Pap smear show
whether the cancer has spread
elsewhere in my body?

A -- The Pap smear will not
show cancer in other parts but
should be done to determine
whether there is any malignant change in the operative
scar. If such a change is found,
prompt removal or cobalt
needles would give you the best
chance fora cure. Your check-

up should include a physical
examination as well as a Pap

fM5H-FROM
UR FIRST
Cr

39 High card

though microscopic examination of the removed uterus
lac TA. L.. US. he

ALLEY OOP
HOW'S OUR AYE- s I'VE BEEN SO BUSY
PEE PROGRAM
HELPING 00P GET
COMING ALONG? SPEAKERS FOR HIS
LUNCHEON CLUB
I'VE NEGLECTER 111

10

Of aircraft

CO

19 On water
20 Sava

K
E
A OS

40 Pjie
41Composition
-for eight (var.)
44 Thickened soup
47 Bovine stomach
divisions
51 Wagnerian
heroine
53 Tasted, as liquid

THY

L

21 Wease

animal
22 Clothe

54 World(baseball)

55 Slumbers

56 Tears asunder

I

P

ER

AT O

16 Painters'
E N C
5
gypsum
N
U
23 Always
17 Biblical city
A
24 --cab
jinn
27 Bishop of Rome 40 Of manila rope
22 Obtains
28 Concept
42 Put into cipher
25 Exclamation
29 Cavil
43 Kind of linen
of disgust
E
26 Heroic in scale
persons lab.)
30 Hawaiian pepper 32 Prepos lion
UglyPart
Employerniisted
31 Intelligent
32 Harem room
2
3
4
34 King (Latin)
35 Round hill (Sp.)
38 Through
37 Two -masted ship

Q -- About a year ago I had
a complete hysterectomy. Al-

the doctor believes he got it
all but he. wants me to have a

WELL, I914.

MATTER HOW FAItlibril CUTA ME IN ON
AFRAID TO ADMIT Mr GOT
fir DETAIL%
Ire

NET P L E B.
E
S 1MI 0 S S A
A
ADO 5 Eli T AP S

grass

LA
1

5PER

18 -

I See.

NO

HIM -LEST WE ALL PANIC!

CAKE T

8 Lure
9 Flamboolike

11 Marble
(var.) 13 With (prefix)

14 Division of
ball game

A
-- Oxytocin (Pitocin)
causes water retention in some

volves the brain, the excessive

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A T
L A9 KA
BO O T
L
U N E eN R

Big City

Neosynephrine nose
drops,
however, helped
me. What

rear.

.56
,-.Alogi ,Altilliw,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Q -- When my fifth

persons.

lit

I

P

yj

A MP ER
M P O
T
P ONG a

YT

46 Additional
48 Copied
49 Lizard
50 Paid notices
52 Worm
53 Compass point
I

IN
Mil Mil
I
T11
-

k

:
k

33

k:s

fr,

57 Travels

DOWN

1 No one
2 Hostelries
3 Ground grain
(p1.)

4 Credit
5 TTwo-year-oldTwo-year-oldsheep

6 Mouths (anal)
7 Zoroastrian

D

OA

E T ON

I

sr.

.910)
1

an, Legion 9
Tests

S

BY DALE HOFMAN

The strong right arm of towering Dave Kingman
boosted Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball team
to the tonof the conference heap last week.

The stingy Kingfish gave Palatine one hit while beating the Pirates 5-1 Friday and came back yesterday
with a sparkling two -hitter to top Glenview 4-0. ,The
twin victories sandwiched around a 2-1 non -conference
loss to Hillside Saturday left Mt. Prospect with a 2-0

league record and a 4-1 overall slate.
KINGMAN
NARROWLY
missed the season's first no-

hitter Friday, as he was nicked for an infield hit with two
men out in the sixth. The safe-

ty came on a roller to second
Paul Peterson

baseman

who

came within inches of nailing

Cardi 1 Netters
Le /d C. Meet
Jim

High

School

field.

Gumz' big bat has earned him
the first base job, moving J.
D. Thorne to right field when
isn't pitching. Lundstcdt,
the Prospectors regular catcher will he sidelined for a
he

WITH TWO OUTS, Hillside

Traversone will

fill

the plate.
Thorne figures

in behind
ti

to get

the

came up with a walk, a stolen

starting nod tonight, with Mike
Salata slated to pitch in an

base and a single.

exhibition match at St. Viator

Manager Mark Thorne has

tomorrow.

But for that unfortunate sixth
Kingman was untouchable, He
struck out seven and walked
six while his teammates came
up with single runs in the third,
fifth, and sixth, and a pair of

with three hits, and Kingman

Jim Esser (left) and Bill Von Bochum accept trophies and congrataintkras
Arlington Junior Chamber of Commerce Tournament Director Tom
Pitchford. The two Arlington netters took singles crowns in their divisions
from

Saturday.
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himself chipped in with two.

The rangy righthander's double was the only extra base
hit of the evening.
Kingman was really much
sharper in yesterday's match

with Glenview, fanning 13 and

walking only three. The local
nine gave. him all the support
he could use with a three -run
second inning

cinden

KEN TRAVERSONE led off
the rally with a single,

and

Jim Gumz followed him with
another one An error on Clyde
Whitcomb's ground ball loaded the sacks for Dave Muszynski who responded by singling

two runs

home.

Maury

Gallagher drove one more across with another single.

Mt Prospect came up with
another marker in the third on
singles by J
D.
Thorne,
Traversone, and Gumz to
seal the verdict

MT. PROSPECT'S pitching
was almost as sharp in Saturday's loss to Hillside, but the
local crew could manage only
five

scattered

hits.

Thorne

started and went three innings
before he gave way to Torn'
Lundstcdt Lundstcdt took the
loss when he was nicked for
the decisive run in the fourth.

Thorne finished up with two
innings of scoreless relief work.
Hillside grabbed the lead in,
the first

inning on an earned

run coming on two singles and
an error on Gallagher. Mt.
Prospect

came

back

with

one in the second when Gumz
doubled a scored on a wild

Area

Boys'

Baseball

Senior League Friday by trimming Golf Prospect Mobil 9-1.

Pat Augustine and Ron So bon collaborated on a five hitter, as they paced Kelly
to its fourth victory against
a single defeat. Tom Hughs
took the loss for Golf -Prospect. Steve Anthony provided
the big blow in the winners'

KEY
KITCHENS
VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS
AT:

1620 West

Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
Phone 259-3205

MOTORS

The league leading Giants
got standout pitching from
John Kudalis and Vic Incinelli last weekend to run their

plunged Pete's Standard deep- unbeaten streak to five in the
er into the cellar with a 7 - 6

Mt. Prospect Boys' BaseSaturday.
Jim ball
Bronco Major League.
Brennan pitched Ellinwood to
its second win in seven outKUDALIS HURLED six inings,
while
winless
Pete's nings of no -hit
ball, surrendropped its fifth in a row.
dering only one unearned run,
A
ten - inning scoreless
Friday as his mates drubbed
tic between
Optimist Club
and Des Plaines Chiroprac- the Indians 6-1. Incinelli foltors highlighted junior league lowed with a tidy six - hitter
play last week. The game was against the Orioles Saturcliffhanger

Ching Gives
r moo ins

league contest. Jay
In other senior league ac- junior
tion, Dcs Plaines Plymouth Creekmorc allowed only three
climbed on Mike Kaye for hits en route to the win.
Keith Malleon walloped a
nine hits in three innings and
and
held on for a 9 2 decision grand 'slam';
inning shutbier Dodge in Des "Plaines. pitched"! a! Six
Steve Raymond's four - hit- out to pace Oakton sawn and
ter earned him the victory. Garden to a 13 - 0 rout of
Burchard Cleaners in the
minor league. Oakton picked
Looking Ahead

ATLANTA (NEA) -- Geor- up 12 of its runs in the fifth.
Willie's Hardware rounded
gia Tech's
football coach
the minor league schedule
Bobby Dodd has an interest- out
dumping Cumberland Shoping theory about spring foot- by
ping Plaza 13 - 4. Greg Kay
ball practice:
"You never know in the homered for the winners.

spring,"

Dodd

to be

in

said,

"how

the fall -- not

really."
At least he's honest.

NIT Distinction

NEW YORK (UPI) -- Only five

colleges have won a

National Invitation Basketball Tournament , on their
first
the

try. They arc Temple in
1938

inaugural.

West

Virginia in 1942, St. Louis in

1949 and Brigham Young in

1951.

SENIOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
Team
W
Gil's Bulko
5
Kelly Oldsmobile
4

L

Art's Shell

,2

Dodge in Des
Plaines

4

1

1

4

3

Bravos Oldsmobile
Golf Prospect

3

3

Mobil
Des Plaines
Plymouth

3

4

2

3

Ellinwood Motors
Pete's Standard

2

5
5

0

-

three
Tiger

a

inning

-

run
rally

which pulled the game out of
the fire.

THE BRAVES moved up in

the National Division with a
pair

of

victories

Orioles 10

over

the

-

Mt.

proving Mid -Teen Cubs play- home with a single and a sac-

"Save Double"

The Giants also romped
The Cubs broke loose with Koentopp singled and stole
a four - run rally in the eighth second and Marty Fontanna twice over the weekend, beatinning to hand Waycinden's walked. Bob Chudick's ground ing the Indians 7 - 2 yester-

their ball drove one home and a
league setback. The win balk by Finch accounted for
was the Cubs' second in a row, the other.
giving them a 2-2 conference
Waycinden went ahead in the
record.
fourth with a single tally comPAT SCHWININ got the win ing on a walk, a two - base
for the Cubs, his second in error and a hit by Ostermiek.
three tries. Schwinn relieved But the Cubs got that one back
starter Bruce Finch after 6 in the sixth, as Urban and
2/3 innings.
Gary Bach walked and Ken
Van Ostermiek took the loss, Nehmzow's ground ball chased
giving up only four hits but Urban home.
yielding a staggering 13 walks.
AGAIN WAYCINDEN shot atitle

favorites

The Cubs grabbed a short-

head with two in the bottom
lived lead in the top of the first of the sixth. Don Adams led
with a two - run outburst. Jack off with a double, and singles
Costello and Rod Ayers drew by Dick Smith, and Dick
walks to set up the scoring
opportunity, and Bob Urban

Sports on T.V.
MONDAY
p.m. Junior All -Stars

Gilespie did the damage.

day and the Orioles
Saturday.

Tom

-

1961 CORVAIR SEDAN
Hurry!,

1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE $1
Nice Car!!

393

$293

1963 CHEVROLET VIAGON

1963 FORD SEDAN

$793

Specially Priced!!

-

$943

32 MPG!!

Hcrmanson

count over the Cardinals. John Sullcns got the
15

1963 VW SEDAN

1

the winning pitcher against the Tribe, and Vic
Incinelli handled the Orioles.
In the only Pony League
game played yesterday the
.Cardinal B team waltzed to
its fourth straight win by a

1964 TEMPEST COUPE

$893

Six Cylinderll

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON

$1293

Sharp!!

3

win.

1964 CHEVROLET VAN
Low Miles!!

$1293

Selling your home?
Call our

1964 CHEVROLET V-8

$1293

Sedan - Powerglide!!

Woman of the 411)al?

The Cubs knotted it up again

1964 FALCON WAGON

in the top of the seventh on a
walk, a hit batsman, and er-

Make An Offer!!

ror, and a single by Bach.

The Cubs put the contest
away for good in the top of
the eighth. With two down,

1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX. $2293
Fully Powered!!

ch. 32.
8:00 p.m. WELD Sports Ostermiek issued walks to
Schwinn, Joe Hines, Costello
Special, ch. 32.
8:10 p.m. Leadoff Man, and Ayers, forcing in a run.
Urban then swatted a single
ch. 9.
to drive two more home, and
8:25 p.m. Baseball, White
a wild pitch allowed Ayers
Sox vs. Kansas City Athletics to score.
ch. 9.
Waycinden came back with

9:00 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26. one in the bottom of the frame
9:00 p.m. Boxing, ch. 32.
on a double by Gilespie and a
11:00 p.m. Tenth Inning, ch. single by Koentopp, but it was
too late.

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN
A Real Bargain!!

Pat Lechalt

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6320

$1493

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN
Another Sizzler!!

$1793

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN $1193.
Full Power!!

1965 MUSTANG V-8

Hardtop - America's Favorite Car!!

1993

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1962 FAIRLANE 500
4 DOOR SEDAN
Stock 4.158441

This 6 cylinder sharpie has Fordomatic, Radio,
Heater, White Walls, Etc. Be the First One Here!!

$793.00

50 S&H STAMPS FOR OPENING

Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,
50,000 nide factory used car guarantee! We're
the good guys with NO hats!!

"SAVE STAMPS As YOU SAYE MONEY"

MEMBER FDIC

7

was

BONUS. A NEW SAVINGS -ACCOUNT

LEhigh 7.0020
ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000

once every 10 years."

tom of the frame when Kurt ed only four hits.

ing squad 9-6.

1 S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar
Deposited in Your Savings Account

-

"That's why the Yankees
so great," Mauch said.

arc

Real Cheap!!

GARY FERGUSON was the
winning pitcher in the Braves'

Collect S&H Green Stamps
for Saving Money

DUNDEE ROAD & MILWAUKEE AVE.

in over 18 years.

THE ORIOLES got a piece

For A Limited Time

WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK

the only Yankee draft choice

of first place in the American
Division
by thumping
the Cubs 7 - 4, while the
Cardinals ripped the Senators 12 - 2, and the Lions
clipped the Tigers 8 - 5.
The Braves climbed into

ea's polVerftil. Suburban Heat-- with two of its own in the bot- guson fanned nine and allow-

9.

his semi-final doubles
on
the high school

12

ed giant killers yesterday, rifice.
damping the Waycinden ArWAYCINDEN CAME back" 13 --4 win over the Sox. Fer-

odds-on

for

6-1, 6-2.

nine runs across.

Prospect's rapidly im- and Jim Carroll drove them

long day

Gallagher and Chuck Gibbet "They make a mistake only

going to Bill Carley.

sixth

-

Yankees drafted pitcher Bill
Kunkel in 1963, the present
Mollies' manager had been

the state jaycee tournament finals. Included in the
local contingent arc Esser

for

courts Saturday. He and Wecg
reached the finals by toppling

benefactor of

5-3. Tom Schreiber was the

14

Tindall in the doubles finals.

match

day by whipping the Dodgers

Fri-

division

American

Waukegan on July 8, 9, and 10

play

to register their sixth
win without a loss. Bill Hartman took the win with the save

the

Cubs Upset Waycinden
In Mid -Teen Match

5:45

Discover

match

18 -and -under singles king by
tripping Cardinal teammate
John Jarecki, 7-5, 6-I. The
champ
newly -crowned
thbn
teamed with Jarccki to take

Von Bockman who also had to

'

ing

PLUMBING

ELLINWOOD

FIVE
OF SATURDAY'S
competitors will journey to

IT WAS A

2, and the Senators 7 - 3. Ken Peterson and the top spot in the Bronco B
Stu Graham got the wins, al- National Division with a pair
day, and the Giants rolled though both needed help from of triumphs over the Senafinally called after two hours
1I - hit offense when he raptors and the Sox. Chuck Quanmore 7-I.
Craig Graham,
with the Optimist getting only once
ped out a triple.
The Tigers also tightened
In Bronco A activity, the strum spun a one - hitter at
two hits and the ChiropracART'S SHELL slipped a tors three. Both teams play- their grip on the top spot in Giants outslugged the Indians the Senators, setting them
down 17 - 2 yesterday. Jim
notch into third place when ed errorless ball.
Brach gave him all the help
it bowed to Bravos OldsmoNUMBER
ONE
SUBURhe needed with a grand slam
bile 9 - 6. bill Vandivere held BAN Heating
dumped City
home ruts and a bases loaded
Art's to six hits to get the win. Barber Shop 7 - 3
in another
double. All told Brach drove

good your football team is go-

K

Tight

Kelly's Advances Gi. 1its
llyo, iii asebagg Loop
Kelly Oldsmobile moved into second place in the Way-

168 local netters.

the only three -set

of the day in their semi-final

Jarecki, Von Bockman, Weeg,
the doubles title by a 6-3, 6-4 and Gallagher.
count over John Brost and Jim
Singles and doubles winners
Coleman.
at Waukegan earn a trip to
Von ,Bookman had little
trouble in capturing 16 -and - Miami in early August for the
national finals.
'under laurels. The Arlington
High School junior rolled over
Bob Gallagher 6-0, 6-2 for the One for Ten
singles honors and paired with
PHILADELPHIA (NEA) -Mat Wceg for a 6-0, 6-0 romp Somebody
informed
Gene
over Ken Jergenson and Rick Mauch that until the New York

the base runner

tallies m the fourth.
Tom Manderscheid drum
majored the Prospect offense

Jergenson and Tindall played

ESSER BECAME the meet's

week by a sprained ankle, and

pitch, but the hosts went ahead to stay in the fourth.

Von

Bill

doubles round. The local pair
Chamber of Commerce Ten- jumped off to a 6-4 lead over
nis Tournament.
Bill Stalling and Paul Stevens
The Arlington High School but bowed in die second set,
varsity pair dominated their
They came back with an
respective
divisions,
taking 8-6 win in the third to end the
singles crowns and a piece of marathon.
the doubles action in a field of

done some lineup juggling for
today's clash with Northbrook
scheduled for 6:15 p.m. at the
Prospect

and

Esser

Backman had a lock on the
hardware Saturday in the final
round of the Arlington Junior

CHEVROLET
a

4

0

0

Armor
0

A

'

"1I

r

II
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Know What You're Poing
When Using Power Mower

Monday, June 20, 1966

Page 8

Industry Should Sing.
It's ay to Success'

Today's Sharp Shop

Almost everybody seems to

Wear Shoes
body bolts tight, Listheir lawns. These have taken tenKeep
rattles. No matter
much of the drudgery out of how for
much you like the feel of
cutting grass, prevented ach- grass under your feet, never
ing muscles and saved hours mow barefooted.
of time, but they have taken Watch that discharge chute.
their toll in increased acci- Don't let it point at anybody.
dents every year, too.
Keep youngsters out of the
The danger potential is far way. Don't let them walk, run
greater than with the old hand or play alongside.
mower, but the majority of acIf you must mow close to a
cidents are still caused by gravel strip, leave a strip of
negligence and carelessness grass to be trimmed by hand.

be using power mowers on

rather than through any inherent fault of the mower

Careful use
of your

itself.

Manufacturers have tried
to incorporate safety features
in their mowers. In a rotary

power mower
can prevent
accidents.

mower,. look for a housing
that comes close to the ground
all

A
NEW TACK: Fold -down

handle on a power lawn

blade rotary cutting and a
twist -go handle for easier

simpler for homeowners.
The new model has four -

with the new unit.

mower makes

control. A grass catcher
will be standard equipment

storage

around so that the blade

isn't exposed. Discharge openings should not send the clippings back at the operator.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

The most obvious cause of

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

injuries is due to the direct

contact with the mower itself.
Other injuries occur when objects are picked up by a rapidly spinning blade and hurled
with great force.

IL

Male & 'Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

Never mow up and down a

The reel mower is the old slope. Mow an incline from

The Universal Oil Products Choraliers rehearse for the second annual spring
concert to be presented Friday, Jame 24 at Clearmont School In Elk Grove Village.

hand mower with power. The side to side starting at the
rotary mower has a propeller - top. Going up an incline is
like blade that turns at high dangerous. The mower could
Elk Grove educator Anthony speed close to the ground.
roll back on you.
Mostardo believes American inThe reel mower operates at Never mow on wet grassdustry can sing its way to slower speeds than the rotary you could slip. Never leave a
better human relations and type but its blades are expaseJ mower running unattended.
higher profits He puts this and potentially dangerous for
When turning the mower
theory into practice with an fingers and toes. Rotary mow- off, make certain it stays off.
ers operate at a high speed. Disconnect the spark plug
active baton
Mostardo, principal of Elk and a rapidly whirling blade wire. If it's an easy mower to
Grove's Clearmont School

is

Join

AMPEX

can pick up a stone and hurl start and small children are

director of the Universal Oil it with the speed of a bullet. around, remove the plug each
Products Choraliers He and The rotary mower has proved time.
to be the more popular of the Stop the engine before
the group are preparing for

two types and its large numtheir second annual spring con- bers, combined with its great checking for any trouble in
cert to be held at Clearmont speed, has caused it to be in- the mower's operation. Keep
hands away until the blade is
School Friday, June 24 at 8
volved in more accidents.

pm
"This is an advocation with
Clear Lawn
me but it's one from which I
Safety precautions start
derive a great deal of satis- even before you start your
faction The people I'm work- mower. Your lawn must be
ing with at UOP are all good kept clear of all debris. Rake

Anthony Mostardo, director of the Universal Oil ProChoraliers, believes that industry group singing
Is just one way of total community participation.

Appoint Three
To New Posts

ressograph Mulugraph Corp
is a manufacturer of electro-

parts of research

static and diazo copying ma-

"People in all phases of engineering design and research

chines

'as

well as

design units

are now able to call on other
JOHN Laregay was ap- departments
for
problem
pointed to the post of director solving assistance when reof engineering Two now posts quired," Tregay said
were created in the departConsolidation of the design
mental merger They were as- engineering
functions
was
signed to Fredei;ck G Wilde, made possible by greatly exchief engineer for diazo, and panded physical facilities at
Donald E Raterman, chief en- Bruning's
Mount
Prospect
plant

gineer for Electrostatics

The following positions are now available for men and

in the Mount Prospect
plant since 1957 He joined
Bruning in 1955 as manager
of machine development
Wilde was formerly chief
engineer at
the
company's
eer

is disengaged before you start

law. In 1812, a colonel was
arrested in Philadelphia for
trying to sell a few wagonloads of this coal.

degree from De Paul mower quickly while you are
University and currently is running it. Pick a mower with
Grapes for Wine
working on a doctorate degree controls within convenient
Producing grapes for wine
reach on the handle.
at Northern Illinois University.
requires exactly the right kind

MOSTARDO believes industrial choral groups such as

Fill the fuel tank before you of weather. The vines need a

start. If you run out of fuel

cold, slightly humid
while mowing, allow the en- moderately
winter; a warm, dry spring;
gine
to
cool
before
refueling.
the one at UOP can promote
Never pour gasoline into a hot a hot summer with a spot of
a unique sense of participation engine. It might splash on the rain during August; and early for the employees
outside hot surface and cause morning fog from mid-S,p-

"At the plant a man may be a fire.

tember to harvest time.

unloading drums on a shipping

platform But if that same man
featured soloist with a
company singing group, his
is

a

Young Originals

ipation has to be greater," he
Mostardo believes industrial
group singing is just one form

SINCE 1958, the under -roof
footage of the local
facility has grown from 240,000
square

to almost 700,000 Included in
the expansion plans were new
facilites for design engineering with more sophisticated
equipment, complete environ-

in 1956

Raterman, of Mount Prospect

joined Bruning in

1958

as a

project engineer. In 1963, he

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection oper:a-

PURCHASING EXPED ITOR
Some experience expiditing In the electronic field.

BEFORE

Must have car for multi -plant duties. Good chance to move
up.

4 P.M.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

Maintaining building machines.

good musical taste in children.

He also is director of the
Elk Grove Festival Chorus,

SHORT SHIFT

Vacation

School Openi

We are presently accepting applications for female

assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,

the

for many company benefits such as

Breezy and Billowy
SO

FEMININE when nipped at the waist or, if
you prefer, have it narrow and straight. Either
way it's that perfect, "something special." The
flattering V -neckline in the sleeveless version

will be just the thing for the warm evenings

ahead. Or if the occasion demands, make it with
sleeves and for an added flair, try the tie -belt.
Ideas for accessories, colors and fabrics can be
found in our exclusive Co-ordinator.
B-91 is in sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. Size 12,
32 bust, 41/4 yards 35 -inch.

Send $1 for this pattern to:

YOUNG ORIGINALS (name of newspaper), P.O.

left) John L. Tregay, Donald E. Retention and Frederick G. Wilde.

DAYS

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

church,

(from the

3

ONLY

*.fp L110.41.

are

3 LINES

who are otherwise qualified.

4,1,1.4.V.:I .,04'04')

New howls of re-organird Brimming engineering department

BEST
BUY

from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

9 a m to 11 30 a m, may be
from

TO DAYS

4 HOUR

ecumenical group featuring 80 singers from several
churches in the community.
an

secured
439-333'7

255-7200

MAIL & SUPPLY CLERK

A new model shop for the
Information about enrolling
construction
of
prototype
in the school, which runs from
equipment is included
overall expansion
solidation program

CALL
TODAY

tion.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

at Ridge, Rupley, Forand
Clearmont

View

t.

4

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Light clerical will help. Good chance to advance.

Bible Church, 505 W Golf Rd.

in the
and con-

S

ANALYZERS

TIMEKEEPER

of total community living. He
cites a series of two - piano
concerts he and Mrs Jo Anne
Kalina have given for young-

New York facility He will be
moved to Mount Prospect to mental testing, vibration testfill his new post He has been ing, sound rooms, optics,
Vacation Bible School opens
a
member of the Bruning electronics and physics labortoday at the Mount Prospect
management team since 1943 atories
and was named chief engineer

women in our new plants

No experience necessary as we will train.

says

est

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

ASSEMBLERS'

sense of belonging and partic-

sters

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

schools as a way to cultivate

Tregay has served as chief
development and design engin-

Japanese Newspapers

Shimbun, one of the
them in some way so that you Mainichi
largest, employs 5,000 perTHE CONCERT program don't mow over them, perhaps sons, more than 1,000 of them
will include a medley of show breaking the blade and having on the editorial staff, accordtunes, pop music and a novelty an accident.
Start your mower carefully. ing to the Encyclopaedia Brinumber built around audience
Stand with your feet well tannica.
participation
"You never start a program away. Hold your left hand
Illegal Coal
against the engine while you
with a slow number The idea pull the starter cord with your
At one time in America,
is to start fast, get them inright. This will keep you from anthracite was thought to be
volved and then alternate your pulling the mower toward you. useless and, in some places,
selections so that there is a
If yours is a self-propelled the sale of anthracite was dedeliberate pattern", Mostardo mower, be certain the clutch clared a fraud punishable by

ters

announced completion of a newly consolidated design engineering
department at its Central Rd plant
Previously, design engineering facilities for the company was appointed manager of de split between Mount sign engineering
were
Prospect and the company's
TREGAY SAID that consoliRevolute machine plant in
dation is expected to engender
Rochester, N Y
Bruning, a division of Add- greater cross thinking on all

D

mowers.

moved-pipes, stakes-mark

He is a former special stu- it. Know the controls thordent at the American Conser- oughly. Be able to disengage
vatory of Music, holds a mas- the clutch of a self-propelled

Charles Bruning Co , Mount Prospect's largest industry, has

call personnel.

plug wire before touching the
blade. Turning the blades
may start some types of

INTERVIEWING:

says

At Bruning

Bus transportation available from Schamburg, Hoffman Estates and other areas. For further information

sight readers and they are will- out all rocks and twigs. Toys
Four newspapers in Japan
ing to work to present the kind and other small objects should account for nearly half of the
of program which will have be picked up. If there are ob- circulation of that country's
popular
appeal,"
Mostardo structions that cannot be re- approximately 100 daily papers.
says

ducts

stopped. Pull off the spark

A

CHARTERED BUS SERVICE

Box 438A, Midtown Station, New York, N.Y.
10018. Print your full name, address, with zip
code, pattern number d size. Add 25c for firstclass bridling.

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route 683
An Equal ".Opportunity Employer

$315
Plus One Day

In "Market Day"

Edition If Your

Ad Appors In
The Regular
tTuesday Paper.

Monday, June 20,1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

WANTED

255-7200

4P

BEFORE 4 P. M.

HAVE YOU
ANY OF. THESE

14 -Personals

SI bicycles found in my yard.
Call 253-5387
FOUND: Black rimmed glasses in brown case, eorner Mi-

Responsible for bills made by
myself only. As of this date,
6/10/88. Orville W. Haywood

ner and Dryden Sts. CL 3-4432
Found Schwinn Tornado, Blue

THINGS TO SELL?

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE
YOUR

They'll Bring You Extra. Cash

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

Why not call
me today?

Books

Call 253-2862.

Sewing in my home, children's clothes, women's
dresses & bridesmaid's
towns, alterations. Ph.

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child. Others 75g.

NOTICE

Call Margo. 255-8890.

The DAY classified
department
is nOw open

WANT ADS

TV Sets
Clothing

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
15 -Business Personals

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material

BRAVOS OLDS MOBILE

Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

311.1ar

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen

know tomorrow p3 the, best
day to start and every day Is
the best day to, advertise.

311 S: Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Mt. Prospect

PROFESSIONAL

CALL YOUR

CLASSIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE

TODAY

255-7200

PAINTERS, INC.

CR 2-5753
Auto Pats And Accessories

1

DOYNO MOTORS INC.
Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.
?.4 -Help Wanted Men

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

Paid vacations
, Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9. to 12 Sat's.

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBeANIGORP.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

1185 LEE ST.
824-6135

Tractors - Caterpillars
and Heaters

Year Guarantee

One

Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
parking lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business

areas,

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Cull us and compare prices
537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
free

ING.

Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

562-2991

guaranteed.
Free Estimates

Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Capentrr-Remodeing

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens - bathrooms, etc. Terms avail.
Est. 15 yrs.

Outstanding career for young

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.
Salary Commensurate with Experience

MAI

111, METALS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE 1W.)

WHEELING
537-21812

driveways.

General Cleaning

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen Sc ; bath
All
thoroughly
cleaned.
Suburbs.

Call 373-6880

PATIO BLOCKS
16

Each -Plain ,20c -Colors 25c

Now available in red, green,

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

17 S. Et ergreen Arl.
CL 5-5692

259-0487

Public address
sound systems

rentals l'or autos, picnics
& other gatherings.

B. Radio Senicing
358-2934

Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.
24 hr. phone serv.
Guar.

Homes Built To Orda

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance

894-3115

Free Estimates
V inien Builders
Call 392-3617

Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose Front

landscaping

1.&S Motor Sales

Ray's Lands'c'pg.

Rt. 12 & 22

Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581
Laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2 day service.

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Small engine repairs.

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

Free pickup & delivery

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

358-0845

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
Math,

Special help with
Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

Lake Zurich

Pablch Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

Trash Hailing

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.

subject.

Hgts.

Rentals

C.

Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

-

Painting -Decorating

SERVICE
Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper's,
ing. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

Trimming -Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824.9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

TREE TRIMMING

QUALITY PAINTING

529-7774

Cement Work

Arlington Heights Area

(Color or Black & White)

CLEANING HOMES by

expertly
cluded.

PORTABLE T.V.'S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN

All

lawnmowers

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

CHEMIST

N.W.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

2x8x

Olours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:90 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
hy ihe State of Illinois.

24

PHONE 439-1794

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1442 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

asphalt

resurfacing

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

McCLEAN

entire

area.
Driveways
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for

driveways,

An equal opportunity employer

PRECISION MACHINE
OR TOOL MAKER

the

timates. 529-6587.

Radiators
Complete 'Radiator

old blacktop, repair & seal

`MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

Serving

JUNE SPECIAL

work guaranteed. Free - es-

right man. Must be neat honest
and dependable.

Free Uniforms

Radio -TV Repair

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Stock

New and Rebuilt Radiators

Paid Holidays & Vacations

358-2934

Over' ma,

PARTS MAN

Group Hospitalization

SERVICING

ADVERTISING

Cement Work

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP
SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349

Service on Cars - Trucks -

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but'
not necessary, will train the

C.B.RADIO

For

Call 255-1200

4.n equal opportunity employer

Free Life Insurance

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

OFFICE HOURS:

258-7200

sults. From experience we

SPECIALIZE

WANT ADS

CALL

day.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

FIELD
REPRESENTATIVE
Begin a GENERAL MOTORS
career with unlimited ad-

GENERAL MOTORS "
" ACCEPTANCE CORP.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

Let us help make your...DAY!

Rose

vancement opportunities. Recent college graduate preferred. Immediate opening for
field representative to handle
collection assignments requiring personal contact.
Starting salary exceeds $500.
per month. Company car with
expense
acct. furnished.
Fringe benefits Include the
General Motors insurance and
retirement belt -aft package,
stock savings purchase plan.
Call Mr. Nagel, 392-7600.

METALS

BUSINESS
Service Directory

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

0 WEDNESDAY

WE
IN

DUnkirk 1-3400

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

TUESDAY

REASON?

Up To uv To Pay

440 East Main Street

Barrington

FOR ANY

Take cfl Months

Manager.

restaurant, nights, apply in

to 'achtertIse. Each day new
wants arise, bringing need'
readers as old ones /satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow,
and cancel when you get re-

OR MORE

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

BOYS 16 OR OVER
Ta operate dishwasher In local

0 MONDAY

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

make top wages in busy shop.

1700 Hicks Rd.

IS
BEST?

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE

827-1191

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

DAY

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

Ask for Mr. Glandt

CORP.

pately/ibere,is no best

$2000
$3000
$4000

learn the bankingbusiness.
Good future.Many benefits.

METHODE
MAN UFACTUR ING

until 5:00 P. NI.

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

DO YOU
NEED

BANKER TRAINEE
Aggreslve young man to

Will train man with related
inspection

LO 1-7122
24 -Help Wanted Men

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

537-8100

chance for advancement in fast
in

PART TIME

7 to 10:30 P.M.,

in local area. No canvasing.
For appointment phone Mr.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

Weekly guarantee. Phone or
see Wally Steffen, Service

background
work.

8:30 A. M.

FRIDAY

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Howard 774-5353.

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

growing electronic company.

OFFICE HOURS:

(THURSDAY
-

Company benefits.

congenial office. Permanent.'

AUTO MECHANIC
Experienced, fast man can

person

Bicycles

Earn $3-$41 hourly answering
appointments & taking orders

.24 -Help Wanted Men

QUALITY CONTROL.
INSPECTOR

BOYS OVER 16

SUMMER HELP

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

for business.

Students With Car

Alert young mandraft exempt.
Will Train, Mbst have ability
to work with people. Modern

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

WHICH

FAMILY

PRODUCTION
CONTROL

.437-4974.

Dial 255-7200

Jewelry

Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars
Autol Tires
,Aquariums
Row Boats

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable
that you no
longer use.

Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

Arlington and Glencoe Rds.

11 -Business Services

Children 3 to 6 come to play -

items around
your home

Rugs

Hann CL 5-8330
Gold sofa cushion lost between

FAMILY
WANT AD?

And

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

on Schoenbeck Rd. Call Kip

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted, Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-658

Wall Washing

Til-

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Interior, Exterior Painting
Industrial
Commercial

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights.
Phone CL 5-1015

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work Ines -Pen.;
lively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

24: Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted igen

OFFICE

Mechanically minded

WOMEN 100% FREE

for a Ford dealership. WILL

"We. Cover All Suburbs'.

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

draftsman to work in eiec.trical-electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe, benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafetwia on
prtmises.
Call or apply In. person

EXECUTIVE. SECRETARIES"

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

DRAFTSMAN

to assist in writing service
TRAIN.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan

also available

"We Handle Everything"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $650 mo.)

34 W. Palatine Rd.
palatine, Illinois

SUMMER HELP

MUSIC LOVERS.

SCHOOL

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work,
evenings during the summer.

(Rte. 83)

CUSTOD 1ANS

SCHAUMBURG

at $85. Call Linda at 392-6100.

"Sheets", 207 N. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights.

BEGINNER'S

Mr. Stanley

LIEN BUILDING
SERVICE CORP.
9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park
maintenance service.
Must have own car.
Call CL. 3-6342.

$20 per week.
Call 673-6760

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

NOW HIRING

Miss Paige

WAITRESS WANTED
Mornings or Nights
Good Pay and Tips

1432 Rand Road
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-8990

unusual decor, easier & more
pleasant working conditions.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

WANTED

We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment
Work In ideal conditions as-

* COOKS
WAITRESSES

* BROILER & FRY

sisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

ATTENDANTS
* SALAD GIRLS
* DESSERT GIRLS
* BUS BOYS

Your choice of shifts.
APPLY PERSONNEL

DISHWASHER

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

* CASHIER
* SWITCHBOARD OPERS.

APPLY NOW AT

HOSPITAL

BLAZ'R STEAK

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

E. Rand Rd.
Mount Prospect, Ill.
Dishwasher Part Time hrs.

CL 9-1000

MEN WANTED FOR

Immediate openings In Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

PART TI ME
PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

253

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum Opportunity

CALL 392-6282,
BUYER
Excellent opportunity for
buyer presently purchasing
castings or screw machine
products. If you are interested
in advancement with a fast

Parker Pen Service, Inc., 19
N. Broadway, Des Plaines,
MUST LOVE DOGS!

Call Mr. Grenrock

1310 West Northwest Hwy.
255-7130 -- ArlingtonHeights

MACHINE OPERATORS.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

IRON WORKS, INC.
1531

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or
SP.5-3311

537-4500

PERMANENT

PART TIME
Men wanted

for permanent

part time work taking gro-

cery inventories Saturday
evening and Sundays. No experience necessary - we will
train. Average 12 hours per
weekend. For information call
from 9 to 5.
392-5598
24 -Help Wanted Men

8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunity employer
893-3021

CHICAGO

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced required, excellent company benefits, including paid vacation this year, life
insurance, medical insurance,
good salary and excellent
working conditions. Hours

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Mr.
825-8811

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
325 W. Touhy Park Ridge
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

DICTAPHONE
Reliable girl needed. Must be

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

ANYONE!

and students. This is not a

Typists, Stenos,
Sponsor
Ciks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

days per week. Salary and

Swtbd.

view housewives, teachers,

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

RECEPTIONIST

GENERAL OFFICE
LIGHT TYPING

to work in modern manufac-

turing firm in Centex Park.
Pleasant working conditions

FILE'&
M'AIL'ROOM

Des Plaines
Part Time

anyone referring those listed

experienced keypunch opera-

us for two years, and are hired

Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.

9/30/88. Offer does not apply
to nits, student, teacher
temporaries.

Positions available now for

above, who have not worked for

tors. Day or evening work.

and

LIGHT TYPING
Lots of pep and know the

Like figure work and be alert.

Main req's. for this young
doctor is a friendly personality and the ability to put
patients at ease should he
run over - schedule. You'll
also do some light typing,ans.

phones, set appts., etc. No

DES PLAINES, ILL.

All Company Benefits

Great Atmosphere

GENERAL

Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

24 -Help Wanted Men

774-9393

BATHROOM
PRODUCTS
2201 Touhy Avenue

P. S.

U
R

Choice of Days

1/2 mile N. of

24 -Help Wanted Men

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

EXPEDITORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MART if .METALS

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

Lifesavers, Inc.
TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
Old Orchard
677-5130
Prof. Bldg.
Room 512
Evanston
475-3500
1609 Sherman
Room 308.

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30 - 4:30

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180

Babysitter, needed for toddler
from July 5 to end of August

or early Sept. You provide

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

transportation. Call 358-7988
after 5 PM.

M&F

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WANT ADS

Palatine

ASSEMBLERS

GET RESULTS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Womeh

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

COIL WINDERS

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant .working cond't's
Paid vacations

Free Life Insurance
Paid rest periods
Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
'Free Hospitalization
Apply 9-5Mon.thru Fit.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

All Shifts

General Molded Products Inc.
'SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM,. CiplIR

r

,1365.Lee StrPet.:1'.1-

7

'1124-6135

'

-

"

:

.

'

;

PnlitPialaeguilliDOW
774-.5155

R

I

"'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We Need Gals Who Have Experience

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability
To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

- THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
Experienced Coi I Winders For All Three Shifts

MATURE
MAIDS

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

WEEKEND CLERKS

Recent Factory Experience Will Be

LAUNDRY HELP

`Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

'

CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Program. Please. Apply In Person.

RATE CLERK

INTERVIEWING

Individual with accredited traffic schooling, plus practical experience, desired
for our corporate traffic department. Age to 35.

0

Monday Th ru Thursday
8 A. M. To 9 P. M.

COMPUTERS AND TAB OPERATORS
Friday

Recent graduates of data processing school or interested applicants will be
trained by us in operation of Computer and Tabulating machines.

8 A. M. To 4 P. M.

L

* DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

Saturday

Chauffers license needed to drive our company's paneled mailtruck plus

8 A. M. To Noon

various clerical duties involved.

U

1047

R. *SANITATION CREW LEADER

E

Person with Janitorial experience needed to supervise crew of Janitors. Must
be able to assume responsibility and guide others.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A

Member of the GT&E Family of Companies c?ii,

*JANITORS

L

No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our building.

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd,.
1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road.

PURE

PURE OIL COMPANY

200 E. GOLF RD.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service

DAY

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

A DIVISION OF UNION'OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

250 NORTH 12th STREET.

deatils call Ethel Doebber.

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

Reliable girl needed. Must be

working

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For

I mile W. of Manheim

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

own

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.

North-ave. on Wolf -rd.

E

ities for experienced office

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FOUNDRY HELPERS

PHONE 827-1108

PURE OIL * PURE 0 L * PURE OIL

We have wonderful opportunhelp tool!

Call Jane Nelson

Choose your

coupon in hand.

Paid Vacations

Temporary Service
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

Top Rates

RIGHT GIRL

Excellent Earnings

Start Your Career

$75 BONUS

qualify. 'Benefits include a
fine insurance program tuition refund plan and many
other benefits.

of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

bring your letter, card or

Phone 437-3900

cellent working conditions and
good salary.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

PLUS

coupon - name, address, phone

3 blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.
(Rte. 83)

First 5 Days Pay

SECRETARIES

WE NEED HELP

REYNOLDS METALS CO.
Park Ridge
325 W. Touhy

With

post card, phone or attached

IBM KEYPUNCH

Call Mr. Staunton

$10 BONUS

Our Payroll and Order Departments need qualified
com'ptometer opaiators. If
you have experience on all

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

Loc. on Algonquin Rd. (Rte.62)

year experience, paid vacation this year, life insurance, medical insurance. Ex-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

7P95 N. Meade
774-9393
RECEPTION
PERSONNEL

wk. Free.

OPERATORS

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

Personnel Department.

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home
Stenos

Address
City
Ph.
Mail to address below. You are

Perfection Spring
& Stamping

825-8811

$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

proper depts., light typing and
neat appearance quality to $85

Ph.
D.P.

benefits.

.

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

four operations you may

Address
City
She is a
My name

ASSISTANT

306 E. Hellen Rd.

PART TIME

COMPTOMETER

437-5400

TYPIST

medical experience needed.

Excellent N. suburban company will train you to receive
applicants applying for positions, then direct them to

sponsor

an equal opportunity employer

Type well. Know how to spell.

Earn While You Learn.
You're sure to Advance.
General offers
a wonderful chance.

I

Service.

BOOKKEE PER
Experienced in accounts Receivable and billing. Typing
essential, posting machine
exp. helpful, not necessary.
Permanent position. Fringe

Call Mr. Hoffman

alphabet.

INVENTORY CLERK

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

work 40 hrs. prior to

CLIP COUPON TODAY

VA 7-5557

surance, profit sharing, and
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

WAITREbo- WANTED

Evenings
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $90 paid to

KEYPUNCH

Preferred Business

Monday, June 20, 1966

elp Wanted- omen

EARN $40

,Preferred Business Service

in young growing company.InANOCVT ENGINEERING CO.
2375 Estes Ave.

Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

expenses. For more Information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

THE DAY

30 -Reap Wanted -Women

PART TIME nr FULL TIME
We need a personable woman'
over 30 to be trained to inter-

other fringe benefits.

ELECTROLUX CORP.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

INTERNATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES
GALORE

8254270
New office, full or part time

BURNERS &

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe beneftts, paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

THE
SERVICE BUREAU.
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM

,)0 -Help Wanted -Women

1

Dog salon in Park Ridge needs
full time wash boy.

439-5400
FITTERS, WELDERS,

GRADS

Ill.

growing company, have imagination, initiative and are
familiar with value analysis
techniques,

JUNE

259;4049

General shop worker. Pen and
pencil repair. High school
required. Exc.
education
working conditions. Full time.

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch
For, an appointment

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Eddie's Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts.263-1320.

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

VALLEY RESTAURANT Staunton, Personnel Dept.

ployer.

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

774-9393

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Unique new restaurant with

*

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal Opportunity E m -

Lots of variety with some

light typing, filing and relif
recpt., at this N. suburban
firm. Will see grad. now.
Salary to $85 wk.
Free.

455-5000

Part time help for

commission. Can earn over

METHODE

GENERAL OFFICE

7205 N. Meade

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus

392-3500

an occasional letter from the

4:30 P.M_,

BOYS WANTED

benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.
Apply in person or call:

same. Prefer a young sharp
lady who can type and take

person between 8:30 A.M. and

529-1806

growing, light menu f
company has a need
fo
the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe

You'll spend your day listening to music and evaluating

boss. No fee and you start

CALL MRS. HUBER

TOOL & DIE

I. B. M.

Full or part time. Apply in

TOWNSHIP

Dean of Business Affairs.

(24 HOUR PHONE)

Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

thereafter. Please apply to
HARPER COLLEGE

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts..

1717 Busse Rd.

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience. Employment effective July 1st or shortly

"SHEETS" 392-6100

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

SOLA ELECTRIC

)0 -Help Wanted -Women

PALA TJNE

LA 9-7700
AN:EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ILL.

Northlake,
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F).

THE DAY

Monday, June 20, 1966

30,41elp..Wanted4omen

Attention Homemakers. Part
time job, full time pay. Work.
12 hours earn $42.50. Call
before noon, CL 3-2550.

women weeded for
babysitting. 7 AM ',to. 2 PM.
Mature

5 days a week. $50. a week.
Pine Hurst Manor, Palatine,
CL. 3-8990.

NURSES AIDES
Full or Part time
'Bee Dozier Nursing Home
Palatine
Dundee Rd.

FL 9-1663

Part Time
for pleasant office
work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call
Needed

Ethel Doebber.

A PEACH OF A JOB!
As service representative you
provide counsel and advice by
phone correspondence and in
the office to policy holders of

VA 7-5557

Preferred

Insurance Co.

Business.

Service

Part time, licensed beauti-

cian

"The Carousel"

GENERAL OFFICE

Full training is provided
typing skill not required.Good
education not necessarily
College Degree ability to work

with others and initiative are
requirements for this interesting responsible woric.

salary and liberal
employee plan for a qualified
career -minded young lady.
Good

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent
positions available. No experience required. If you can

80 YEARS

Of proud service proves that
beauty is a number one business. Make it your business
to become an AVON repro-.
.entative.

For appointment call
Mr. Henry P. Bout 296-6661

or write him at 455 State St.
Des Plaines
20 -Help Wanted -Women

296-6661
An equal opportunity employer
STENOGRAPHERS

Choice of Days
We can give you as many or as
few days as you wish working

Employment

manager

Preferred Business Service
Two girls, ages 15 and 16

VARO OPTICAL

KEY PUNCH OPER

Immediate openings. Full time

INSURANCE CO.
1300 Meachant Rd. Palatine

be thoroly versed in re-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must
cruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufactur-

ing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

of 3 years experience in

as to sex in

Designations

our Help Wanted and Employment

essary to the normal ope?-

cluding salary requirements

or enterprise, or (2) as a

to:

of

business

his

convenience to our readers

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimination in employment prac-

An equal

opportunity employer

snow skis, 55 Buick 392-7299.

MOTHERS HELPER
LAKE GENEVA, WIS.

WANTED

Aces.

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
No Experience Necessary

Family with 3 children 6, 11,
& 14, want responsible sum-,
mer girl, high school graduate

40 Watt

home. $25 per week with one
day off. Call collect 414-248-

Air

6800.

2187 Terms.

Amami

5,000

B.T.U.,s quick mt. in carton

containers. Work is light & clean. Company benefits include

Beeline stylist. Samples furnished - no delivery or col-

surance, 9 paid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

inform. 827-0712.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(HE
FRANCHISE BOOM'
looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? FranAhlqing

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and
daily bonus.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus. half days for good attendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

Morton Grove
463-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Flanders 8-0110
OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.
WEEKDAYS

,n4

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
A rl. Fits. -Brie. ranch, 3 bed-

rm, Ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,
shops. $22,650. By. app't.
CL 3-7237
Arlington Hts-By owner, 8
room home, centrally located.
5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all

face brick, slate roof, 2 car

Northwest Highrow_ray8.1.

;palatine
14 -To -Rent Apartments

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.

Palatine area -4 botirm,splih'foyer, 1 1/2 baths, patio,fenc-

ed in yard,

1/2 car gar.

-$23,500.

FLORIDA

One of Florida's largest builders offers a now Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

less than your present Chi-

cagoland rent you can own one

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

situated on a beautifully land-

scpd. corner lot in an im-

proved community. Excell
shops,
schools, hospital,

2002 N. BURKE DR.

Mt. Prospect

1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

LAMBS' PET FARM
mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.
Helping

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.

Children's. Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176
Libertyville
EM 2-4646
FREE KITTENS. CALLC1.35645.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

ferred, 3 bdrm., 2 bath, brick

washer, pan'ld ,rec. rm. in

bsmt, 2 1/2 car garage, forts-.
$28,500
ed yard.
439-4495
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Executive home in Ivy Hill.
Open house 1 to 5 Sat. Sun.

(Palatine Rd. at Rand Rd.)

Mt. Prospect

Owner transferred. Spacious
BIRCHWOOD TERRACE colonial. Elegant entrance
with curved sweeping stairWe have the largest and finest
case. Living rm. with fireApartments.

place. Formal dining room,
&
dining area. Paneled

Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.RM.13x11

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

5x9

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$170.50 Up

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. Ws of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rde

family rm. and utility rm.

1st floor. 4 oversized
bdrms. Walk in clothes
closets. 2 1/2 baths. Tiled
basement. 2 car garage.Close
to new grade school & shopon

Price includes car-

ping.

peting, drapes, kit.appllances
and professional landscaping.
$44,000.

439-1127

259-5872

LAKE ZURICH

2 bdrm, apt. Good location.
Mt. Prospect

6

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

Frame Full basement $21.500

439-7628

GIRL FRIDAY
Reliable girl needed, must bo good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid boll-

306 E. Hellen Rd.

Deluxe, 3 bedroom, fireplace
stove, refrig., carpet,drapes,
paneled family rm., near
everything. 392-5187
8I -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

Palatine
358-7322

Weddings

Work in our beautiful modern reception room at our busy
plug board. Some typing included.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, maler medical &
life insurance:- Hours 8:30 to 5 pinT5-day week.
CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

cer. tile bath, formica custom
'kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 me. starts you on your
way to sunshine and happiness.
Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.

day.

NORTHWEST
acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
5

FL 4-2186
90 -Investment Property

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

mont

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras. P ros-

WOMB INC

1901 IL MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLJNOIS 60010

TELEPHONE 2962266

An Equal Opportunity Employer

after. G.

1962 Pontiac Bonne. hd. tp.
Full pwr. air cond. $1475.

537-0347.
Buick, good condition.
Radio, heater, factory air
cond. PS and PB. A big car
'59

for only $300. Private. 8270247.

1963 White Pontiac Convertable. Very low mileage. In excellent condi-

tion. 4 speed with posi-

traction and bucket seats.
Has 4 brand new ww tires.

Must be seen to be appreciated! 381-5006.

ROSELLE DODGE

25 Sp. Park?_
Roselle, LA 9-9N"'64 T bird Landau. Full pwr.
air-conditioned. Good cond.
259-2948

$2600.

'65 Olds. 88. 1.0,000 mi. P/S,
P/B. Like now. Factory warranty. Selling because have
company car. $2350.
100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

52 MGA Convertible with two
tops, new engine installed recently, Phone: 392-1945.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Como In And See Us
No Junkers

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS. Palatine
110 -Bicycles

For Sale - Boy's 26" Schwlnn
Racer in fair condition. Good

frame. Best offer accepted.
CL. 3-1213.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
824-4261

Go-cart Lancer, MC7, gear

box; excellent condition. 2992743.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

$5,500

62 Cadillac 4Dr Ht
Full Power, Factory Air
Conditioning

Full Price $1795.

HOME REALTY
Palatine, Ill.
358-4555

basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

vated With all of the charm and

Pleasant

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

Like New. Service Policy
96 -Real Estate -Houses

Only one home like this built of 14" red cedar logs
from Oregon by excellent

63 PONTIAC
LeMans Convert. 8 Autoing

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

with huge stone fireplace.

beamed ceiling living room

1/2 bath, br ick frame,
7 rm
evel, full basement.$24,-

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,
500

rm., 4 bdrm., 2

tance to riding club headquarters. Much of acreage
is in natural wooded hillside
setting which requires little
formal maintenance.
$72,500.00

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$18,000.
PLUM GROVE Area

Forest Estates

$59,500.

Brick Ranch

Open evenings until 9 P.M.

10 ,rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

in need of them.

DAYTON NANCE

HOME REALTY.

REAL ESTATE

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Ill.
958-4555

e

$100.00 Down
61 FALCON
Tudor, 6, Automatic. Radio
Heater

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

We are proud to offer for

baths,

matic, 3 Speed, Power Steer-

Enclosed porch, completely
air - conditioned, 2 car
attached garage. Short dis-

full basement,low taxes.$17,-

lot. New. $5000

126 W. Main St.,
Barrington, Ill
381-3434

setting on 5 gorgeous acres.

3 full baths. 24 x 24 cathedral

-Give us your rentals, we are'

$26,750.

Full Price $2495.

A rare find - Breathtaking

builder. 3 spacious bedrms.,

Pond, Many trees.

base-

Like Now. Service Policy ..

Park. $29,900

Kitchen. 20x20 Family Room.'
5 Bedrooms, Fireplace in
Master Bedroom, 3 Baths,

Full

65 OLDS
Star Fire Coupe. Full Power

BARRINGTON HILLS.

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,

moving, $28,500.

warmth of the past. Large library, fireplace. Modern

country.
ment.

150 x 300

We have vacant lots for sale,
starting at $3,000 and up.

3 bdrm. house in Prospect

ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

Large Colonial Farmhouseon
fenced 7.6 acres.Solidlyreno-

Bedroom

701

10 flat, center of town,

2 bdrm., apts.
3 flat brick, in town, $28,000
Palatine, Wilmette and Ver-

Heights, $23,000

7

83 -Industrial Property
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

3

low mileage, Call 392-0503.
'57 DeSoto, good condition,
good tires $200 firm. CL 3-

DRIVING FUN

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

275.

Desperate! 2 bdrm. Furn.apt.
wanted; June to Sept.Mr.Wm.
Shields, 358-6500. 8 AM to
4:30 PM. Monday thru Fri-

in

offer. CL 5-2419.
'64 Olds Dynamic Cony. Fully
equipped, excellent condition,

'88 -Real Estate -Vacant

4 bdrm. house in Prospect

$31,500

AMERICANLEGIONHALL
.CL. 3-2978
Don Wheeleg

3 -ear Garage, 4 Box Stalls,

CONEX
DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL

Expensive

picture window.

Heights, $23,500

nice house for the large family

Parties
Graduations, etc.

91 -Wanted To Rent

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

clean. Asking $1295 or best

PALATINE

1 bdrm. apt., air conditioned
in Arlington. $125 a month
253-3743, after 4 P.M.
Arlington Hgts. 3 - 1/2 room
studio apartment. 830 sq. ft.
Adults, no pets.
809 N. Wilke Rd.

. days and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

flers. Top & battery 1 yr.
old. P/windows seat. Very

259-3615 or 837-6030

pect Heights. $23,500.

131
Eris

1

1 -low trans., carburetor, muf-

392-G612

Member of MAP
Multiple Listing Service
(TS 6/12)

acces. $1150. 392-3079.

etc., accuracy essential.

accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

PALATINE

Lee's samples 7 Drosses,! '`$ensihle' renials, : Inudes
SWIMMINGIncludes
POOL
sults and Sportswear - New
York and California designrec. lounge, putting green,
ers. Half price. _DI 8-6800 tennis court, range, refrigerator, cooking gas. Country
31 -Boats And Marine Supplies
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
18' wood lapstrake runabout

For billing dept. type special orders, inspection papers

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typing and record keeping. Should be

business

new

'4113 area. PARTAKE

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

TYPIST

is

16 -To Rat Houses

OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. TO 11 A.M.

1901 9. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 90016
TELEPHONE: 396.2260

110 S. Northwest Hwy.

REAL ESTATE

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

DIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS INC.

MT. PROSPECT
3 bedroom split livel with attached garage. In excellent
neighborhood. $29,900.

ranch. '<Rotten built -Ins, dish-

Min. Schnauzer puppies ready
for new homes June 19.Males
and Females. Sired ByChampion
Kilmoe's Cassenova

lection. Car necessary. For

FALKANGER-KOHL

A, few choice'2 bedroom apts.

8574.

Earn from $7 an hour as a

ment.,

3 hdrm. brick & frame ranch
with 2 full baths. 1/2 acre
lot. $18,900.

66 -Business Opportunities

Seal Point, $30 and $35. 255-

Want to pay off those old bills?

HOFFMAN ESTATES

$33,500 ... Colonial bi-level
home on one acre site that
features 3 spacious bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large
family room with sliding
glass doors that open onto
a patio, 2 roofed porches.
2 1/2 car attached garage,
built-ins in family kitchen.
Vacant -- Ion down pay-

Mt. Prospect, owner trans-

Home raised with TLC. Call
after 6 P.M.
358-2699.,

Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic

ing distance to schools,transportation, and shopping. Priced to sell immediately to settle
eetate. $21,000.

BARRINGTON'S
COUNTRYSIDE

392-1474

Siamese Kittens, registered'

207 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

church & school 1 1/2 car
garage. Only $15,800.

Timber -Lake Village

rudder and daggerboard. Good.
condition. $105. 392-3485.

APPLY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Immaculate 5 room ranch.
Walking distance to St. James

churches. Home is complete
with 2 bdrms., Hy. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

Fiberglass Minnow sailboat.
10 ft. long: Complete with
rigging, blue nylon sail,

company benefits.

co.

all. Vicinity of Randhurst.

80 HP Mere., tilt trailer &

Excellent earnings plus full

mately 1 acre landscp. lot.
Near parochial and public
schools ... A custom built
home with plenty of elbow
room. Ideal situation for
professional man.

booths, tables & chairs and
misc, items. Best offer takes

case $43, cocktail & end tables
,$85, ch. ,cab. $125 392-881'.7

additional experienced Classified advertising telephone representative.

bedrooms, family room, 20'
kitchen, full basement, 2
car garage on approxi-

Realtors
1131 W. Main
381-1641

broiler, 2 deep fryers, grill,
pans, dishes, glassware, sil-

Cov'd B'bque $15, unit book

SALES

ranch home on Palatine's
north side that features 4

ver, blank menus, meat slicer,

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

4 p. m. -Midnight
Midnight -8 a. m.

CONEX

63 -Restaurant Equipment

$128.88 SHELKOP T.V. CL 3-

ADVERTISING

30 -Help Wanted -Women

cond.

BARRINGTON REALTY

RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Complete restaurant equipment including soda bar, char -

amplifier.

Call CL 9-4073.

employing 125., people needs
additibtial-sooketary help to
handle correspondence for two
men. Fast accurate typing required. Shorthand helpful but
not necessary. Copy work and
some filing involved. Conveniently located in Centex.Just
off ILL. Tollway west of
O'Hare field. Good place to
work. Phone or write Mr.Leo
Johnson, Anocut Engineering
Co. 2375 Estes Ave. Elk Grove
Village III. 437-5400 (Chi.
phone, 625-0740)

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
College students may apply for summer work.

guitar

2-12" speakers. Best offer.

SECRETARY
STENOGRAPHER
Dept. of company

OPENINGS ON NIGHT SHIFT

paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical & life in-

CL. 9-4466.

frontier. Write for Free. list
-a-6TO lve oppottunities'In

255-3678

Day Publications needs one
30 -Help Wanted -Women

RCA color TV - 21" $75.00

1 wheeled trailer

rent or _buy

ATTENTION!
ON NORTHWEST HWY.
$38,900
Rambling brick

R. E. Board
Co-operative Listing Service

50 -Radio -Television

For Salo. Westinghouse 2 dr.
Refrig. freezer comb. Swivel
shelves. $50. 299-8463.

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

Sales

easy learning. 439-4056.

Dave Church. 25972283.

INSURANCE CO.

PROFESSIONAL MEN

pin. $64,000. Additional
Acreage Avail.
Member Barrington

2. Win:. brick ranch. Walk-

as organ with color glo for

Boy's blk. Schwinn Typhoon
for sale. Very good cond.Call

RELIANCE LIFE

In-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employ-'
ment which an employer re-,
gards as reasonably nee...
ation

Modern office. Requires good
aptitude for figure work.Light
typing. Call
MRS. DREWES, 529-4100

farm house, 5 bedrooms, 1 1/2

PALATINE

Best offer will buy 1964 Thom-

pool gas dryer $50. 2 section
sofa color cranberry & cream
linen upholstery $50. blue
studio couch $10. All excellent condition. Moving must
sell immediately. CL 3-6127.
Drop leaf table, 4 chairs, extra
leaf, pad. Hampster in cage,

to 4:45.

392-0894

55 -Musical Instruments

Whirlpool Washer $20.Whirl-

positions. 37 1/2 hours per

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

recruiting and interviewing.

Send complete resume in-

CL 9-1000

Excellent investment opportunity! 2 minutes to Toll Rd.
23 Acre Farm, remodeled

mixed puppies. 358-6578.

GO-CART FOR SALE
For information call 2535085. $100.
FOR SALE

or college girl. Lake front

NOTICE

&

Selected Exclusives

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

For Sale. 7 yr. old bay gelding thorobred. Rides English
and Western. Also, 6 wk, old

For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

SAVE THE REALTORS FEE.

49 -Horses, Ilarness And Wagons

Call 4387.6093

Calculating Clerk
Accounting Clerk

women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

Best offer.

$ CASH $

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

296-7771

Motorola 23" TV with stand.

Coin Collection.

ing Meadows and Plum Grove
area. Call Patricia Carmichael, 255-7412.

RELIANCE LIFE

824-8164

40 -Household Appliances

'after 6.

APPLY PERSONNEL

13:30

homes. Wo deliver.

canvas. Best offer. 392 -4168 -

housekeeping dept. Permanent part and full time
positions.
Your choice of hours.

twin - size bedrooms, large

baths. 2 barns. All neat as a

Display furniture in 7 model

utility trailer,
sleeps 4 adults. Heavy duck
Camper

Several ladies needed for

week. Hours

after 12 noon.
SAVE $$$$

12 -Miscellaneous Merchandise -

WARD
HELPERS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'GO Continental Cony., ExectiFALKANGER-KOHL I Dye
and car. Like new tires.

Frigidaire Elec. dryer and

111 -N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

5577 N.W. Hwy. Chicago, Ill

wish babysitting, household,
gardening, etc. lobs in Roll-

$23,900
392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR

piece or room. Terms and

Recreation Park)

1902 Dodge Mara convert-

ible. Radio, htr. Auto. bucket
scats, good cond.
537-8068
'54 Buick Century hdtp. Runs
fine, good body $79. After
Call CL 3-0329
1964 TR4. Radio, htr. British
green, good cond.RaCing tires
Best offer. 537-8003 after 6.

etc. 259-5602.

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

(Ono blocic east of

at 763-6700

ARLINGTON WIS.

If you ere thinking of selling.
,your home comp in and talk
It over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Gist active qualified

draperies and matching
sheers. Kitchen table, and 4
chairs. 4 ft. redwood picnic

green

olive

delivery arranged. 773-0252

F.H.BONN COMPANY

CL.5.-3635,

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

4070-70% Savings

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with thorn in a pleasant
see us.
Come
place.

Call Jim Caro between
0:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.

VA 7-5557

Pleasant working
Good advanceconditions.
ment opportunities in expanding data processingdept. Evening and Saturday interviews
possible. Call
Mrs. Drewes, 529-4100
for

8 to 4:30.

will be considered.

Doebber

required.

PERSONNEL

vacation. Five day week -

Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady. Join
a rapidly growing co.Position
offers a combination of cleri-

active, phone

Hours 13:30 to
Full time.
4:45. One year experience

INTERVIEWER

gram. Paid Holidays and

824-0156
SECRETARY

tions. For details call Ethel
LOOKING FOR TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS.

chines. You will sew medium
weight nylon gbods. Good

rate. Fine insurance pro-

M.A.P. Listing Service

1810 E.14/Wliwy

99 -Automobiles For Sa!o

NO OBLIGATION

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 5-1800

new

table and benches. Tables,

adapt it to industrial ma-

66-Roal Estate -Houses

FOLZ .R1 ALTY

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms,__.

sato. Moving out of state.

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

Call 259-1195

type 30 wpm, energetic and

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

WE ARE NOT

home. Write Box 01025 or

for

furnishings

Household

CAN YOU SEW?

extra $$$ without leaving your

86 -Real Estate -Houses

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Like

cal & public contact work.
Applicants with good skills
& 1 to
2 yrs. experience

CL 5-4313

Kittens given away
FREE
to good homes. 437-4463.

salary. 437-4300.

ARE YOU LOOKING

SHAMPOO GIRL

LIBERTY MUTUAL

1.;.ENERAL OFFICE
Light steno for Elk Grove
Village Contractor. Modern
office. 5 day week. Good

Full time, light work, no exp.
nec., 2 eve. a week. Mon. &
Thurs. Till 8.
Call CL 5-4475

For a pleasant way to earn

TYPISTS

44-Dogs, Pets And Equipment

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

DOCTOR'S OFFICE:. -

30 -Help Wanted -Women

sale this 8 year old modern
brick and stone ranch on 2
acres in a lovely country
setting. 3 bedrooms, 2 C.T.
baths. Paneled family room
and living room with 3 -way
fireplace. Modern kitchen
with built-ins and 2 car
attached garage. For further
information, please call
$99,900.00

4 1/2% G.I. mortgage may
be assumed. Immaculate 3
bedroom ranch home. 2 car

57 CHEV
Convert. Stick Shift,Clean..

Best Offer ??!

ELLI NWOOD

garage. Air conditioner.
Lake Zurich area. $17,500.

MOTOR
SALES

WHITNEY

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Real Estate

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
.

Phone 381-0780

Des Plaines, Ill.

4299-4295

299-3395
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These newspapers were distributed in the Arlington Heights - Mount Prospect area on Thursday,
June 9, 1966, That was the day. the Northwestern suburbs were struck by ,a devastating tornado.
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Country Club for Sale to Village
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

During the C. 0. Schlaver administration, when the tract was

Solution to the long-standing Village of Mount Pros- annexed to the village, a pre -annexation agreement allowed the
pect - Old Orchard Country Club land use contro- owners, listed as Chicago Title and Trust Co., to build high
versy could come from a set of four proposals pre- rises, some of which were in the 25 -story class.
sented to the village last
senting the property owners.

week by attorneys repre-

Old Orchard Country Club is a 200 acre tract of land on
Mount Prospect's Northwest side that its owners claim is not
financially feasible to continue to operate as a golf course.

Solution to the economic problem, as far as the owners are
concerned, comes in the development of high rise apartment

The Old Orchard re -zoning came despite the fact that the
zoning board of the village voted to deny the high rise development. Mount Prospect's previous village board voted to overrule the zoning board's decision and granted the zoning, along
with a long set of special use privileges through a pre -annexation agreement.

Old Orchard annexed to the village on the terms of the pre annexation agreement approved by the Schlaver board.

and when Daniel Congrevc and his slate ousted Schlaver and

his trustees, the village withdrew froth the terms of the preannexation agreement and reverted the zoning of the property
to single family residential, the status it now holds.

Attorneys from Old Orchard went to court to force the present administration to abide by the provisions of the pre -annexation agreement, however, that case is still pending and for
the last six months the situation hastveen status quo.

According to Mayor Congreve, Mount Prospect refused to
follw through with the pre -annexation agreement because the
contract was with Chicago Title and. Trust Co. rather than with
any individuals who could be held responsible.

administeation and the village was contingent on the fact that

the operators of the country club be granted several liquor
permits. Congreve contends that the board has no right to enter into any agreement which is contingent on liquor permits.
As village president, Congreve is solely responsible for liquor license issuance and enforcement.

Jack Siegel, special village of Mount Prospect legal coansel
on the Old Orchard matter, submitted a letter to Mayor Congreve dated May 20, 1966 in which he outlined a proposed solution to the problem, offering the village four alternatives.

Siegel said that all four of the alternatives were approved by

the owners and their attorney Marshall Holleb, representing
the owners of the property.

buildings on the site.

THE ENTIRE area became a campaign issue in April, 1965

ALSO, the pre -annexation agreement between the former

(Continued on Page 2)
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Plan Debated
By Moto 59

officially

lists the population at 30,202.
village

topped

the

the third week in a row in the
face of a heavy load of muni-

30,000 mark at a special census conducted in April.

cipal business.

A lengthy agenda confronts
trustees, who are meeting for

Under the listing of petitions
and communications, the board
will consider a request for
annexation by Russell A. Dahl-

2 School
'PrograMs
Expanded

strom of a lot at 1410 W. Lincoln.

Kaplan and Braun Builders
have

requested

A third teacher for the per-

Prior to making the payment,
the village must be assured by
its engineering department that

ceptually handicapped was approved and a report on the gifted
program was adopted.
The special teacher was
recommended because there arc
almost enough handicapped chil-

the work has been completed
according to specifications.
In committee reports,

the

dren within the district to form

fire and police committee will
tell of its plans for removal

another class.

of stone pillars on Rt. 83 at

At present 17 children arc
on the waiting list for these

Shabonce, Council, Manawa
and Hiwatha Trails. These
pillars have been labeled a
safety hazard and have, ac-

classes and 13 more have asked

for a psychological test to determine if they would qualify.
Dist. 57 conducts classes for
the perceptually handicapped

cording to the committee, contributed to several auto accidents.

in co-operation with the Northwest Suburban Special Educa-

From the judiciary commitwill come recommendation that subdivision plans in
units 12 and 13 be accepted
from Colonial Heights buildtee

tion Organization.

DISTRICTS within NSSEO
classes,

4

installed in their Green Acre
subdivision. Funds to make
this payment are held in an
escrow account by the village.

Monday.

special

to

ers.

which children from all the districts are sent.

to hot water Monday.

School board members debated more than an hour before deciding to go along with
Mount

Lt. Ray Kordecki (left) and fireman Henry Kaup pour water on a burning barn
near the intersection of Dempster and Illinois 83. Lt. Kordecki said the old fire
was probably started by vandals. The barn, once a mushroom shed, had been
used to store used autos but was vacant Monday night when it burned.

Board Defers
Action on Two
Dist. 57 Policies

-

The board of education deferred Monday until its July
meeting any action on two Dist.

A new grievance procedure,
written in co-operation with
the Mount Prospect Education

Assn., was described by Dist.
Eric A. Sahlberg
"not a hurry -up item."

Colonial Heights is expected
to dedicate lot one in the sub-

Supt.

the village hands.

them. Board President William
A. Krampert and member Rob-

as

Dist. 57 now has a primary division in the village as a
It is the board's procedure
and an intermediate class. The guarantee that control of a re- to consider policies so that
new teacher would be for a tention basin will be kept. in the full board can approve
second intermediate class.

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg

Also expected is approval of

from DiMucci Home ert W. Russell were absent
for a planned apart- at Monday's meeting.
A statement on discipline
ment development on property

termed these special education classes "a growing arca."
He said the state will reimburse the district up to

plan
Builders
a

presently zoned for apartments
at the southwest corner of
Busse and Golf Rds. along

$3,500 for a specialist teacher,

who is not provided for in the
board's tentative budget.

state of
(Continued on Page 2)

re -application

to the

,

was
18

also deferred until July
because board members

were not provided with copies

Palm Drive which is extended

of the new policy.

into Elk Ridge Villa Unit 8.
Approval for this development has already been given by

Tree Felled

the Plan Commission.
Three ordinances scheduled

Monday someone sawed down
an 8 -foot pear tree in his back
yard at 14 N. Kenilworth.

(Continued op Page 2)

Roundup
For The Day

Robert B. Berk told police

Prospect's

plans developed by village and sanitary district engineers for
the basin.
Serious
flooding
in
the
Colonial Heights area is responsible for Mount Prospect's request that Dist. 59

put a 7

- foot retention basin
on the southeast corner of the
Oliver Wendell Holmes Ju-

nior High School site.

The 78 by 108 - foot basin,
as originally proposed, would

By United Press International

Buddhist Revolt Apparently Over
SAIGON -- The Buddhist revolt against Premier Ky
has apparently crumbled. The rector of the Buddhist
Institute in Saigon has appealed to the military leader
to "recreate an atmosphere of unity and understand-

ing." Tan Chau said Ky could return the country to
normal by withdrawing troops from around the main
Saigon pagoda and granting annesty to arrested anti-

Mount Prospect would fence
and maintain the basin, and
the property would be dedicated to the village.

AFTER ONE motion
defeated, Richard

been

government leaders.

Jet Hits Homes; 2 Dead,41 Injured

ficials would write a letter
stating that it was their in-

HAMPTON, Virginia - A crippled jet traveling at
near -sonic speed crashed into a four -block section of

tention to require other buildto provide their own retention basins and that they
would agree that the land

ers

Wayne Little seconded the
motion.
Joe
Schefter cast

were unharmed.

RIGHT -- Mrs. James Baumel, of 517 Dulles Rd., Des
Plaines, gets her son Michael,
18 months, ready for the pool

Payne Kopp pool.

while his
drys off.

sister

Celeste,

8,

4
ern&

seespol.ST

Mary Moore, 9, of 919 S.
makes

a

face

as

sbe

kicks her way out of Lions
Park pool.

.erne, :411SSS:e.

'AirAdn

Phyllis Coskey, 14, of 1201

S. Busse, takes
on the high dive.

top

honors

opinion, said that "if the retention basin overflows, you'll
need

boat to get

a

Candy Simning, 13, of 307
N. Dale, found a group of ad-

mirers as she emerges from
the Meadows pool.

t.

,

through

posal, called flooding a "com- the streets." He felt that the
munity problem." He felt that proposal would work and be
"our board has a stake in adequate to prevent flooding.
Mount Prospect as well as in
Schefter also questioned the

other communities we
serve," and that Dist. 59
could make "our contribution to the community cothe

operative effort."

"Nobody else
rifice

has

to

sac-

that corner,"
countered Schefter, who added that "something is wrong
when it's our duty to put in
the community retention basin
on school property."
up

in

SCHEFTER and Hess both
said

they

were

concerned

$1,000 Hunter would pay the
district, calling it "chicken feed."

Supt. Bardwell, though, told
the board

that "Hunter has
met his obligations to the district better than any other

builder."

$1,000

He .said that
figure represented

the
the

going price for half an acre,
the approximate land that Dist.
59 would give up.

Dist.

59

administrators

that builders other than Hun- will discuss the proposal with
ter

would contribute water
to the retention basin, which

Mount Prospect trustees at
tonight's village board meeting. School attorney Frank
village
agreement

the

Asphalt Bids
Due Tonight
Bids for asphalt filler and
street maintenance on Mount
Prospect -.streets will be opened by the Board of Local Improvements at tonight's meet-

improvement projects throughout the village.

Also on the agenda at tonight's

meeting

is

discussion

of the cost estimates for special assessment 68, the north
ing at the village hall at 8 p.m.
one-half of Lonnquist Blvd.
BOLL members are also from Wego Trail 156 feet
members of the village board west of Kenilworth Ave.
After hearing cost estimates
of trustees and serve in dual
capacities. It is the respons- on the project, the board will

Hampton last night. At least two persons were killed '
and 41. injured. Twelve of those injured had to be hos- would revert back to Dist. 59
pitalized. The crash occurred after two Marine attack if it were ever used for purother than the retenplanes collided while- returning from a training flight poses
tion basin.
ibility of the Board of Local
over Chesapeake Bay. The two -men crews of the planes

LEFT -- Sheryl Lee, IS,
of 1303 Cleven, greeted summer
at the new Marjorie

Pine,

had
Hess

moved the apprOval of the administration's
proposal
if
Mount Prospect village of-

Summer Is Here

1.

the only negative vote.
Board
president
Doug
Burns, discussing
the
pro-

be paid for equally by builder Neil Hunter and Dist. 59, would be the lowest spot in the
although Hunter is willing to arca.
Hines said that
give the school district $1,000,
Building and groundii head wanted to reach
Bardwell said.
J. C. Clemans, asked for his as soon as possible.

57 policies.

,

THE BOARD also tentatively approved- a report from a
committee of teachers on a

BY JAN BONE
Supt. Roger Bardwell's proposal to build a retention basin on Dist. 59 property as
a flood control aid got him in-

cek

that they be

paid $1,325 for sidewalks they

Dist. 57 board nf education
voted to expand two programs

operate

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Flo ud Control

tfr

notified this evening that a special census of the town
The

60056

Improvements to assess special assessments to pay for

pass

an

adhering

resolution,

enabling court procedures for
the project to get under way.
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HOLLEB, representing Chicago Title and Trust, emphasized that the owners want to avoid a legal battle over the pro-

n

perty and are willing to work out any solution that is economi-

cally feasible.

Nin

Most surprising of the four alternatives presented was an

Central

t

offer by the owners to sell the village the property.

Holleb suggested that if the village is interested in purchasing
the property, which has been valued at between $4,000,000 and
$5,000,000, it is possible that federal funds in the form of open

i.

space land grants could be secured.

Holleb points out that the federal government makes grants
of 50 per cent available to municipalities for the acquisition
of open space land. Holleb suggested that the price of the Old
Orchard site might be in the area of $20,000 to $25,000 an

Old Orchard Country Club: Will it get 25 -story high
rises or does Mount Prospect want to buy the land?

FRANK Aldrich, one of the partners now operating Old Orchard as a semi -private golf course, agreed that the continuing
operation of the land as a golf course was not feasible for the

st ones

RGA

owners.

Aldrich said that perhaps the village might be interested in
leasing the golf and country club segment of the tract back to
the operators and allow u larger dwelling density rate on the

Petition eti l n
New officers of the Mount Prospect Rotary Club were
installed at the group's luncheon Monday at Old Orchard Country Club. Installing officer was John Schaff,
District Governor of Rotary from Arlington Heights.

From the left are J. C. Busenhart, vice president; Wes

Graser, secretary; Al Kulieke, newly installed president; Schaff and Malcolm James, treasurer. Kulleke
succeeds Walter Griffith as president of the Mount
Prospect service orgapization.

30,000
©0

$993

1960 THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP
Full Power of Course!!

1961 THUNDERBIRD CONVERTIBLE 777
Make An Offer!!

1962 FORD 9 PASSENGER
Country Squire - Fully Powered!!

$1093

1962 FORD V -B GALAXIE 500 c
2 Dr Hardtop!! Full Power and Ready 1093
For The Road!!

1962 CHEVROLET SEDAN

beauty

shops,

ing last Friday.
Trustee Robert Teichert is
expected to present a propos-

al to the board to establish a

series of forums discussing
the various forms of govern-

ment that arc available to the
village through referendum.
A resolution granting Village Attorney Robert Moore
the right to. protest re -zoning

$1093

1962 CORVAIR MONZA COUPE $893

appeals when the case comes

Real Sharp!!

up for consideration.

In other business, Moore is
expected

193

1963 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN $1
Better Hurry!!

to

discuss

various

suits that are now pending in

Nice Buy!!

???

1963 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
Bucket Seats!!

$893

1963 FORD WINDOW VAN

1964 MALIBU SEDAN
Real Sharp!!

$1

1964 FORD GALAXIE 500 V -B $
V-8 Sedan - A Sweetheart!!

593

1393

1965 TEMPEST LEMANS COUPE

???

Perfect!!

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN
6 Cylinder!!

$1493

TODAY'S SPECIAL
963 FAIRLANE V-8 WAGON
Stock f 1374A

Automatic Transmission, Radio, Heater, White
Walls, Etc Don't Be the 2nd Buyer Here!!

$1093.00
Ask Charlie, Phil or Jo/in about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee! We're
the good guys with NO hats It

I"II

program to the state must be
completed, and state endorsement won, before the next school
year.
In tentatively adopting the

report, the board acknowledged

commission are expected.

could be created for the chil-

Sheriff.Reports
Holiday Patrol
Shows Results

three problem areas:

I. The class room space that
dren in the program,
2. The

legal question of the

district's liability for 'children

Rose said that the decision ility of Wheeling to the north.

next week.
sity than Mount Prospect.
endum to change the present
Holleb said that this would undoubtedely be the first choice
Mount Prospect form of govAFTER the petitions are of the property owners as a solution to the problem.
ernment from a village to city presented and verified -- about
The current law suit against Mount Prospect by the property
administration.
1,000
verified

and a mayor elected at -large.

to the

signatures arc

praised the traffic patrol
work of the Cook County Sher-

iff's Police during the threeday Memorial Day weekend.
Ogilvie pointed out that,
although the national traffic
toll reached 525 deaths, only
one fatal collision involving
two persons was reported to
Sheriff's police.
The sheriff said maximum
patrol techniques would remain standard procedure for

each holiday during the summer season.

village clerk

owners does not challenge the annexation itself, but rather asks
that conditions outlined in that ill-fated annexation agreement
be followed.

LEGAL observers believe that if Old Orchard. was successful in its suit, it would then have grounds to file a quo-warranto
(by what authority?) suit against the village and disconnect.

between

3d Principal
Hired in Dist. 57
The board of education ended

one employed for the new school year.
One of the new principals new principals to their schools.

ents.

when

the position left open

Bruce

Anderberg

re-

3. The procedure for select- signed as principal of Busse

ing pupils without excessive re- School to enter the educa-

The

Bensenville

Municipal

other principals following its

February decision to re -assign

Sunset Park School principal

Richard M. Van Dyke and

Gregory School principal F.
Band under the direction of Foy Haney as teachers.
Fred A. Lewis will begin its
26th season of weekly summer
VAN DYKE is chafing-

band concerts with a "Summer ing the board's action in a case
Festival of Music," Wednesday, now pending before the circuit

June 29, at 8:15 p.m.

in the

courts.

Lynn C. Huffman Park, Church
Board member George R.
and Irving Park Rds., in Ben- Brauchle said after the board
senville. There is no admis- voted to hire Barth, "This comsion charge for the concerts.
pletes our administration staff
for next year.
"I believe,"

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON
FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

he

continued,

E
R

PLUS MILEAGE

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

'PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE Ca-py--4)

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. nage

CL 5-9889

FINALLY, Holleb requests that the present Old Orchard
plan be modified and he has hired an architectural firm to present the village with a modified development.

The plan drawn by Alper and Alper, Chicago architects,
proposes I2 -story apartment buildings pn 30 -foot bases with
a maximum height of 150 feet. It calls for six story apartments on 20 foot bases with maximum height of 80 feet.

Plans for the proposed development, along with the original
conception, were submitted to Congreve with the proposal.

Mayor Congreve turned the proposal over to Trustee Robert
Teichert's judiciary committee for consideration. The judiciary
committee met Thursday and discussed the proposals. They
decided to schedule a meeting in the near future with Holleb
and any other representatives of the property owners to discuss
all four proposals.

Until such a meeting can be arranged, the attorneys for both
the village and the property owners, have agreed to postpone
hearing on the suit in circuit' court until September.

Mayor Congreve did not entirely rule out the possibility of
the village entering into an agreement to purchase the property
In other board action, three and operate the golf course as a municipal facility.
new teachers were hired, makHe said, however, that any such purchase would have to be
ing the district's staff 96 per accomplished
through revenue bonds and that the facility would
cent complete,
Sahlberg.

according to

have to pay its way and not become a burden on the taxpayers.

Loretta Corrigan and War
said he doubted that the trustees would consent
in W. Young were both em - to CONGREVE
allow Old Orchard to disconnect from the village. He pointed
ployed at $5,575 and Sarah
that whichever municipality had control of the property,
Stephens was hired at $5,450 out
over use of the land would cause tremendous problems, esfor the next school year.
Mrs. Joyce Houlihan was
reinstated as a nurse, at her

request. She had resigned pre viously but changed plans led
to her reinstatement.

Fred Dasso, a physical education teacher at
School, resigned.

Fairview

Obituaries
Mrs. Helen Rawson

pecially in the area of traffic for Mount Prospect.

Congreve said that the village will want to have control of
the future use of the 200 acre Old Orchard tract, whatever it
might be. He said that the village has no intention of having
200 acres of high rise apartments on its periphery.

Judiciary Committee Chairman Teichert said that four concise problems with the property are involved. He said those
problems were preservation of open space, dedication of interior streets to the village in the development, height of any
structures and density of population and land use.
Teichert said that he felt the most important aspect of

the situation was to preserve open space land to

its fullest

extent.

Teichert said the judiciary committee would study all of the
Funeral services for Mrs.
Helen L. Rawson, 59, of 233 alternatives and would then meet with representatives of the
Western St., Hoffman Es- property owners and make a recommendation to the village
tates, were held this morning board.
interviews.
with the Rev. Donals Niswan"The board decided before dcr officiating. Burial was in
we began the process of select- Memory Gardens. Mrs. Rawing new principals that no one son died Sunday in Lutheran
Mount Prospect's newest expressed hope that both school
would be hired without unani- General Hospital in Park elementary school -- scheduled plans will be as similar as

School Named John Jay

mous board approval."

Barth will be paid $11,500.

Ridge.

She is survived by her husHe has his B.A. and M.A. from band Joseph; a daughter Mrs.
the University of Michigan. For Carol Hoover of West Lafaythe past seven years he has ette, Ind.; two grandchildren,
been a superintendent in How- and three sisters Mrs. Rose
ell, Mich.
Felps of Waterloo, Iowa, and
Mrs. Alice Mayfield and Mrs.
DIST. SUPT. Eric A. Sahl- Dorothy Cleary, both of Terre
berg has not yet assigned the Haute, Ind.

SPECIAL RATES

ARLINGTON HGTS.,

cation to Congreve.

"that in spite of the board's
indiscretions and problems in
the past we have had outstanding people come before us in

rent a new '66
CORTINA

five -month search for

The board hired W. Donald Barth as a principal, the third
will fill

Band to Open
26th Season

its

Dist. 57 school principals Monday.

In his monthly activities re- liance on Intelligence Quotient tional materials business.
port, Sheriff Richard B. Ogil- test scores.
The board needed to hire two
vie

Holleb said there were no immediate plans to seek annexation to another municipality, although the property is contiguous
to Arlington Heights on the west and within annexation possib-

of RGA, said that on when to submit the petitions
Owners of the land would then seek zoning and development
the group has secured between would be made shortly after
2,000 and 3,000 signatures on Crooks returns to the village under some other jurisdiction, presumably one with more liberal policies toward apartment development and population denpetitions calling forja referganizers

transported to classes by par-

NITER AND SUNDAY

.

petitions will not be filed with the board until his return.

it 'Court Date

CL 9-3141

C.4

be annexed to another municipality.

THE STATE reimburses regular meeting.
government.
school distrttts 'for 'the' adninPieree- Rose,-anotifer RGA "
istrators of the program but representative, said that
does not pay for teachers. The might be as late as March 19
board asked that the program before the petitions can be
A
16 -year -old student at
be staffed with two teachers.
edited and checked. He said Forest View High School is
Sahlberg said the board's that the signatures have to be due in Arlington Heights court
approval of the committee's checked against the voting, lists July 11 for an alleged battery
report was requested now be- for accuracy.
that occurred May 13.
cause the re -application of the

litigation by the village. Several reports from cases re-

cently heard by the planning

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $893

Kendall Crooks, organizer for the RGA, is out of the village on a one weeks vacation and his representatives say that

tonight.

The third offer from Holleb calls for the establishment of a
moratorium period of three to five years, with the village disShutt said that response to regular board meetings, how-, missing its law suit. In return, the owners would pledge no
the petitions has been outstand- ever, both Shutt and Rose in- development of the property for five years after which it would
ing and that he has encounter- dicated they would be pre- revert to the original zoning and proceed with the high rise deed no resistance to RGA pro- sented to the entire village velopment.
Holleb seeks the moratorium on the basis that he is certain
posals for a referendum.
board.
that in five years the Old Orchard plan will not be out of step
SHUTT, who served the vilTwo current members of the with the general development of the northwestern suburbs. He
lage for nine years as a fire village board, Harry Bruhl
cluded in the board's tentative and police board commission- and Parker Ekren, have en- believes that high rises will be an accepted fact in five years
budget, due to be amended this er, said that it is possible that dorsed the RGA petitions and and the Old Orchard concept will then be more acceptable to
the community.
fall.
the petitions will be presented arc actively working to change
Under this procedure, the development of the land would simto the board at their July 5 the present form of municipal
ply be postponed, not solved, Siegel pointed out in his communiprogram director ($5,000), a
full-time guidance counselor
($5,000) and two part - time
guidance counselors at the
level
junior
high
school
($2,500 each).
The cost to the district would
be $19,000, an item not in-

back to committee for further
study at a special board meet-

residential to apartment zoning is expected to be passed.
Moore will protest before
the county zoning board of

Hardtop - Like A Big Car?'

(Continued From Page 1)
Illinois for a grant to pay some

referred

were

$ 1093

1962 BUICK [(SABRE

Holleb suggested as a second alternative that the village
allow Old Orchard to disconnect with consent. This means that
the property would revert back to county zoning or possibly

Under the petition being cir- needed -- the village board
culated by RGA, the question must schedule a referendum
of the costs of the district's is whether the village will re- on the issue in not less than
organize
its
governmental 30 nor more than 60 days from
safety committee arc not ex- program for gifted children.
structure from six trustees the time the petitions are repected to come up at tonight's
By a unanimous vote the and a village president (mayceived.
meeting.
board asked the state for or) to 14 aldermen representIt would be possible for the
The
ordinances, covering $15,000 to pay for a full-time
ing
seven
sections
of
the
city
RGA to present the petitions
swimming pools, barber and
(Continued From Page I)
for second reading by the board
from the public health and

of 38 acres of county propcity
in Wheeling Township located
on the north side of Euclid
Ave. west of Wolf Rd. from

Another Car With Full Power!!

2 School
Programs
Expanded

periphery of the land.

There will be no petitions presented to the Mount Prospect village board by the Representative Government Assn.

Jerrold Shutt, one of the or-

Village
Now Tops

acre.

JIM'S

SERVICE
STATION

BULKO gives you more gallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers .8 P.M. Sut. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim ()Byrne;
010 E. RAND RD.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

possible, so that the district
name and an architect Monday. can save money through simulDist. 59 board members taneous bidding and reduced
named the John Jay SchoOl architects' fees.
Additions to
Devonshire,
after the first Chief Justice of
and
Brentwood
the Supreme Court. Jay, former Einstein,
minister to Spain, secretary Schools, and to the Adminis-

to open in Sept. 1967 - at a

of foreign affairs, and gover- tration Building were awarded
nor of New York, supported to architect Fred Johnson, The
the United States Constitution firm of Orput and Orput will
build an addition to Salt Creek
in "The Federalist."
Elementary School and a new
Corie and Dornbusch, Chica- junior high school in Elk Grove
go architects who designed the Village, both to open in fall,
Barrington Middle School; were
chosen as architects. They'll
build the John Jay School north

of Algonquin Rd. and west of
Busse Rd. in Mount Prospect.

1968.

Purse Gone
A purse containing $10 was

taken from behind a counter
time, the at Weiboldi's Store in Rand build tho Ad- burst, Mrs. Anna Ursin, 407

AT THE same

architects will
miral Richard E. Byrd Ele- MacArthur

Di.,

told

police

mentary School in Elk Grove Monday. She said she kept her
Village, also scheduled to open purse beneath the cash regisin fall '67. Board members ter in the store.

-

The Day's Prospects

Show of Shows,
Flowery Display
BY DOLORES HAUGH

Women's Editor

Mrs. Wiley Carr of Mount Prospect will be an Illinois Chairman for one of the big shows in the Garden
Club world.
Mrs. R. W. Christiansen is the chairman for the show which
will feature arrangements and entries by members of the
Nationally Accredited Flower Shi!sk Judges of Illinois, Inc.

The show is to be held on
Wednesday, June 22, from 2 Mrs. Robert L. Sindell, Mrs.
George H. Goodyear, Mrs.
to 6 p.m., and on Thursday,
June 23, from 10 a.m. to 5 John H. Hazelhurst, of Kenilthe
International worth and Mrs. Hcrshal Lamb
p.m., at
Mineral and Chemical Corp- of the Wilmette Garden club.
oration, 5401 Old Orchard Rd., They have established the
schedule
freedom

Mrs. E. C. Walker president
said, "Members of our group,

THE Invitational Class, open
only

to presidents and past
presidents, will include entries

into a select group of 10 unique
classifications of floral designs
and interpretations."
women

flowers and beauty personified
created by the trained memattend this show of shows.

SHOW iscallcd

THE

Diane Schultz with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Schultz after her graduation from Central Jr. High.

"Judging

the

Judges".

The

represented

be

by

girls octet, Nancy Brouwer,
Tara Gillock, Janice Hertel,
Ellen McCormick and Patricia Roberta
Massengale,
Ellen
Pohl.
McCormick, Nancy Mutcrt,
A woodwind guartet, Janice Roberta Miller and Diane
Becker, Cathy Blosc, Dawn Schultz, and a solo by Emma
Chisholm and Dana Granthem, Lazarus.

Schultz of Mount Prospect was
valedictorian of the graduating

class of Central Junior High
School commencement exercises

Presentation of the class was

also performed
monies.

Mrs.

made by Principal Robert E
Spotswood and diplomas were
awarded by Donald B Carson,
a
member of the Board of

The club has an outstanding
honor of having 5 judges as
members. Mrs. Ralph Sandcen
and Mrs. Emil Fick, president

Glenview is the awards chair-

man. A group of special
wards

Rev. Philip Ramsey, assistant pastor of St. Mark

Education

Lutheran
Prospect.

The String Ensemble which
provided music included Greg

Church

of

pital.
Superintendent of schools
Eric A. Sahlber gave the

Mount

opening remarks to the gradu-

Also on the program was a ating class.

of the Garden Club of Mount

incentive and
the exhibitors.

Prospect, complete the quintet.
Mrs. Fick is the newest judge
having just received her final
certification this year.

White is the fashion word
for summer, and it's a good
word for women who love a
fresh and cool look

For the tennis court, white
is expressed in a frosty short
skimmer by Florence Walsh
One tanned am, looks trim and

cool with a large white bracelet, the other might carry a

sunburned

cover

low more tanning.
For afternoon dates, dc- r
signer
Doro contributes
a

On the beach, white shifts
are practical and pretty over

THE housewife may want
to try white -- traditionally a
This ex-

smartest

of

at-home

free

for any duties.

IN EVENINGWEAR, white
has gone wild in a glamorous
slip dress with a built-in
Jewel necklace by Junior Sophisticates.

The white ribbon lace suit
is smart for cocktail and theater

engagements, an represents another style that will

flatter almost any figure type.
White lace also . is a favorite
with the matron as well
the young mother.
Young girls who liko

as

gant white by Sophisticated
to
Miss. Available at Muriel dance will love an Elizabethan
Mundy Suburban Fashions, dress by Micia Jr. of Rome.

and Mrs

It features metallic yarn in
silver and white, Tycora and

Harold W

Kaarina will be

proper and advantageous
use of space for flowers, both
the

inside the home and outside.

Mrs. Herbert P. Donald of

returning to her native

Fin -

before returning to her native
Finand

add

inspiration

ribbon

Groundbreaking

CREAM

for

OA

VALENCIIV,

SHERBET
Popular Flavors
Thrifty Pak Brand

Oranges!

CHOICE

C

rosette.

I

ii

C

SPECIALS THRU SAT., JUNE 25th

Dozen

1/2GAI.. CTN. 69c

winner, who will

sweepstakes

have her name engraved upon

Page 3

handle

Girls Off
For Camp

SANDRA DRAKE

Engagement
Announced
Mr.
Drake

and

Mrs.

Raymond

of

Prospect
Heights
announce the, engagement of
their daughter, Sandra, to

Roger C. Cooper, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Cooper of
Mantato, Minn.
Sandra

graduated

from

the

14,000

boys

and

New Officers

For Raymond
Holy Name

More than 200 Camp Fire
girls and their leaders are off
on a four day Camp at Busse
Woods. Leaving from Owen
Park, Mount Prospect the girls
'boarded buses, at 8:45
morning.
Assisting the leaders

this

St. Raymond's Catholic Church
of Mount Prospect recently
elected the following officers:
Leo Boyle, president; John
DeMar,
secretary,
Donald
Tame, treasurer, and Robert
Tortorello, sgt of arms.
The committee chairmen are

counselors will be 20 Horizon

Robert
v

i

g

frofregroungfifieriax

Wells,
membership;
Robertson, sick and

George
and

i

I;

gre Ire

Charles Stuerhoff,

Club girls, who arc of high publicity, and Gene Thompson,
school age.

program.

zfis

where she met her fiance.

BEEF

June.
26

Wedding plans arc for June
at 4:30 p.m. in the ProsHeights

pect

-

CHOICE

Roger, who is entering active service in the U.S. Army
as a lieutenant, graduated this

A__

Community

Church.

BOWMAN HALF & HALF

Selling your home?

Call our

Woman of the rilelP

ceremonies

Lutheran Church will be held
on Sunday, June 26, at 10:35
between the 9:30 and II a.m.

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details
Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the
fiinir61 service, anticipating every need. Transpor-

services.

tation for family and friends is taken care of by

World's finest Prime Rib

thoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, driving only late model limousines.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home

Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid, Arlington Heights
*Luncheon
*Dinner
*Private Roams
NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

oRPORKROAST

The Holy Name Society of

Prospect High School and attended the University of Iowa

for the new building 'for Grace

8.

ICE

California

The Mary Roulet Founders
cup is to be awarded to the

The volunteers handle office

Groundbreaking

the guest

of honor at an Open House to
be given by the Hansons June
29th Kaarina leaves June 30th
for a tour of the Unites States

blue

PINT CARTON

a-

founders

judge exhibitor's flower
arrangement of fresh plant
material scoring the highest
number of "beauty" points.

women interested in
scouting but not active leaders.

Creslan.

month

cutcd by women who know the
No rules of flower arrangement
admission fee will be charged. and other facets of natural
Plan on a day of beauty axe-. material well handled.
invited.

the

cludes

to work if

homemaker and mother

Mr

the same group.
The public is

Mrs. Dorothy Middaugh is 5,000 active adults.
the co-ordinator of this new
group of volunteers which in-

impractical color -- in

white shifts arc trim columns
of material with cut-out necklines and no sleeves. They'll
leave the arms of a busy

Hansen of 1709 Campbell, Arlington Heights, have been the
adopted American family of
Kaarina Hacklin, an -xchange
student who graduated from
Prospect High School this

23 in Skokie.

an appreciation Prospect area and assist in
luncheon for the 20 women who the paper work necessary to

wrinkles.

Open House
T
onor
Student

tionally Accredited Flower Show to be held June 22, and

Boy Scouts
cently held

the white shift she buys is
made
of Artie! sharkskin,
which resists dirt, dust and

Arlington Heights, $70.

Mrs. Lawrence Brown (left) with Mrs. Wiley Can,
an Illinois Accredited Judge who will assist at the Na-

FANCY

This award will be given to

have been volunteer aids.

an at-home shift.
periment is likely

a ribbon knit dress in ele-

artistic

the

The Northwest Council of operations under the direction
of America re- of Howard Gibson of the Mount

stark white linen shift with a
capelet, a good bet to flatter
almost any type.

Miss Judy Kervick wears

functionalism.
Included
in

Northwest Council Honors
Boy Scout Volunteers

low the bathing suit line to al-

The

setting scoring the

highest number of points for

ss.>::.,s..1.1.es.,

arms, leaves legs exposed be-

most

by

Wednesday, June 22, 1966

watch

with an elephantine
mock leather white band

award,

1) AT HOME

A fine pebbly knit
pullover by Eve Boutique has
to

light

a

Wilmette, chairman of the
artistic design committee, has
her committee members

swimsuits.
sleeves

Bramer

apricot ribbon rosette, will be

THE SPECIAL awards in elude the Mary Dynes award,

as

Summer ill
'Be hite
This Year

presented

of the study group, will

cere-

the

perennial.
The
Fay

of exhibits, has entered the
naturalistic arrangement classification. Mrs. Gardner and
Mrs. Meisner will exhibit in

arc among
the
numerous
special ribbons to be given.
Mrs. H. L. MacCowan of

The main speaker was the
THE THEME of the show is
Rev. Harold R. Nelson. chap- "The Space Beautiful". This
The invocation was given by lain at Swedish Covenant Hos- idea was chosen to point up
at the

ribbon rosette for
in
horticulture,
the Bernice Martin award, will
be given to the best blue ribbon
A GOLD

excellence

these women indeed are familiar with inspiration, and

The Tri Color rosette and

Carr.

Morris, Kimberly Hellcrich,
John Ideboen, Dana Granthem,

Mr and Mrs RI( -hard.'

Gardner,

tion.

a new 1966 Creativity award

Max Reisner and Mrs. Wiley

Diane Speaks For Class
Diane Schultz, daughter of

Donald

the

cate", a supper decor.

outstanding exhibits.

three

of their five accredited judges:
Mrs.

called

Raymond Whitcomb. This class
is entitled "Beauty --A Touch

the kfiowledge of execution of

Mount Prospect Garden Club
will

rosette

Gladys Coarsen Award will be
given for outstanding distinc-

MRS. WILEY, who will aid
of Inspiration". As presidents in the display and presentation

bers participating will want to
ti

For distinction, a nile green
ribbon

by Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Alfred class are three "E
L. Roulet, Mrs. Max L. Bra- Opener", a capsule table setmer, Mrs. C. Blair Coursen, ting for morning coffee; "Jet
Mrs. Harold Bluhn and Mrs. Set" a buffet, and "Sophisti-

in

interested

in

ner.

the table

have
all
certified judges,
worked some 300 flowers,
shrubs, house and garden plants

All

to

allow exhibitors
choice of plant
material and containers.

Skokie.

it. The winner may retain the
cup until the following show.
Apurple rosette which will accompany the cup will be permanently retained by the win-

'HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

Janet Jacob

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE
.

CL 5-03.20

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR;

Backed by 90 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road

Mt. Prospect, III.

.

.

. at Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

U.S. #1

Quart Chilled

Rpeignutxgc Zg d
ARMOUR'S VERI-BEST

ORANGE CHEESE
POTATOES JUICE SPREAD
NEW RED

'

inO

lag

6qc

Stotzoresdtr

7.

Qt. Ctn.

99c
2
49c
il6
-1b.b.

Loaf

1.11. Cm $6.99

AGAR'S CANNED HAMS
Arlington Market Plaza
900 -Kensington
Arlington Heights ,

S4C

$299

The Grove Shopping Center
An.. HgtI. Rd. and Westerfield

Elk Grove Village

tr

,11.45;ter4r,

itaasmcsartswit,g'
.4.40eneowto.d.v

Some Day.

Vofl Arai

It is difficult to see hirw
anybody can get satisfaction
from the recent troubles of
the. Cellar,
the Arlington

police closed

Heights youth center.

dancing, snack bar and

midpoint

at the

is

not

communities

experience

market

same difficulty in the operation

who

of youth centers.

"looped" on beer, wine or
whiskey and then roam the

One girl had a long face on
graduation night because the

To

many

educators,

his-

tory is the fourth major discipline in high school curriculums, ranking close behind the basic reading (English),
writing
(composition)
and arithmetic.

To help spark
history,

the

publishes

state

interest

in

of Illinois

a book of student

writing on the subject throughout the school year.
The
state
historical society also makes awards to
.

high school students on the hasir of their contributions to

the magazine and to the study
of Illinoii history in general.
Three Prospect High School
students were among the 25
from
throughout the state to be nam-

high

school

seniors

ed "Student Historian of the
Year."
are Roger Meyer,
They
Bobbi Butz and Jeff Bates.

WE HAVE our
ticular

As we

own

economy
fight the

as she

if

par-

Each

received

a

certifi-

Kerner for their outstanding contributions to Illinois
History during the 1966-67
school year.

break.

.

be so complicated its enforce-

or?

ment might be difficult.

chief executive

. .

by Jack Vandermyn
CPL. RICK Harbour,
Arlington Heights

How does one refer to a

of a

pality operating under the vil-

monthly meeting of the "Young
Turks" in Arlington Heights.

village president.

unate

should be designated, howev- in

would
provide
transportation for the en-

opments and motels.

tire neighborhood and seldom

you can't argue against it.

ones

was the car cranked up without its seats being filled with
Everyone

has a car. Many have two
and the three car family is not
uncommon.
Yet, Detroit says that car

are down.
Could be,
but they are not down to the
point where people arc doubling up.
Our latest count,
sales

automobiles

33

headed

driver.

MOUNT Prospect t r u s tees are mulling over a swimming pool ordinance that could

.It is up to
the discretion of the chief elected official as to how he

Safety is like motherhood '-

But ordinances that are so
to

what Mayor Daniel Con -

grove labels, "hanky-panky."
Without
casting
aspersions on those charged with
the enforcements of such ordinances, it seems that care

should be taken not to "over legislate."

We hope that a pool safety
ordinance comes out of the
public health and safety committee where it was re -assign-

ed by the trustees. But we
hope it is a practical, enforcable ordinance that will eliminate any chance for "hankypanky."
VILLAGE president or may-

ence in Viet Nam.

And mayor is easier to lit
into

a

headline than

He is on

dale.

Planning a Trip?

Tuesday, June 21, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

that lift millions of dollars in cash and belongings each year.
Eaton, Yale and Towne,
manufacturers of locks and sults of a recent security surhardware, have released re- vey which list tips for guarding
valuables while on vacation.

One of the surest ways to stir up a
civic fuss is to start tearing down something historic to make room for some-

With

will look more lived-in if you
ask neighbors to collect mail

A

and newspapers placed on your
doorstep.

Make sure the locks on exterior doors are secure and
"burglar proof."
WindoW
locks are an additional security which would prevent
entrance through a window.

Secret

That's

THE SURVEY found it good

policy to buy a "floater" inpolicy for personal
belongings being taken on the
trip. It will insure expensive
items against loss from theft.
surance

All

Flashing

attention of crooks.
Police
have found the safest place for
a man to carry his wallet is
.in his breast pocket. The hip
pocket is most vulnerable.

Town

- A LIST of the contents of
each

Tradition versus
.

practicality.

suitcase

taken

on

the

map 1Jublicationo,3Jnt.

A 3 Line Ad

CLASSIFIED ADS STRETCH

(15 Average Words)

3 consecutive DAYS
The Arlington Day & Prospect Day

Plus One Day In Market Day
Edition If Your Ad Appears In
The Regular Tuesday Edition
FOR

ONLY

$

J .i1 J

ft was bound to happen

and they're talking about it.

Why not do os they dot Sell the worthwhile things you own the
minute you discover these things are no longer being used or en toyed. It's easy, it's inexpensive and it's profitable!
It works like this.

First, take a look around your home and make a list of the things
you find that no one uses anymore. Furniture, appliances, yard and
power tools, musical instruments, sports equipment, good but
out growNElothing and toys are lust some of the things to look for.
You'll find others as you go along.
Then when you have your list, just dial 255.7200 anytime between

8.30 A.M. and 5.30 P.M. and give it to the friendly, helpful ad
writer who answers. It's inexpensive too. A 13 word -3 line ad is
only 51.05 per day on the special 3 day rate. That's all there is

CALL TODAY SEPORIE 4 P.M.

2135.7200

pensive

items serves to ruin
vacation. Make a list of

a

the serial numbers of watches, .cameras and any other

Health, Education and Welfare had joined with the privately operated National
Trust for Historic Preservation to form
the Preservation Advisory Services Pan-

to it. Soon, instead of things you didn't use anyway, you have extra cash that stretches your budget into better, happier living.

And, if a friend wonders hOw you do it-just smile-maybe he is
one of the few who still hasn't heard about amaxing Day Classified
Ads.

YOUR AD STARTS TOMORROW

/Dap flublicattotto,3nc.
CLASSIFIED ADS
MARKET PLACE OF SMART, MODERN FAMILIES

for the panel to come up with a satisfactory solution.

You can't park cars in a lovely old
tree -shaded home or a historic old court

el.

-house,

The panel - a group of top architects

but you seldom take groups of

school children to see a parking lot.

Helping Pays Dividends
The United States government is taking more than a good -neighborly interest in something called "Operation Triangle" that was launched in Bolivia back

for

International

Development,

West

Germany and the Inter -American Development Bank, is aimed at revitalizing
its mining industry and eventually providing it with the capacity to meet the

The reason is tin, a metal that is
finding increasing use in- the automotive and aerospace industries, as well

tin needs of this hemisphere.

tion is wholly dependent, upon outside
sources for this important commodity.

the first time without American aid.
Paradoxically, the step-up in

N o w mining 16.7 per cent of the

world's

tin

supply,

Bolivia

last

year

as being consumed in vast quantities in realized its first profit from its ore the tinplate and solder that are indis- rich mountains in more than 'a decade.
pensable in consumer products. This na- It also recently balanced its budget for

conflagration in Southeast Asia.
Bolivia's "Operation Triangle,"

This will help

mining
could result in a kind of embarassment
of riches for Bolivia in that today al-

Invest in travel locks. These
but strong items may

to

ar-

the

ticle "Some Day" by Frank
E. Von Arx in Friday's paper:

IN FOREIGN countries of-

a traveler is bilked into
making a "fast killing" by
doing
something
"perfect-

Poor Frank, either he is a
bachelor or his wife and children just don't like him. By
his theory, we should also do

eler

away

ten

ly safe," but shady. The travis

.generally

the

loser.

Change money only at reilable
business places where you can
be sure you will not receive
counterfeit bills..

smelt a third of its own ore by 1967.

It's No Waste of Time

be used to lock motel or ho- Editor:
In response
tel closets and bureau drawers.

other goal of "Operation Triangle" is to
build enough plants to enable Bolivia to

Letters to the Editor'

help police track down a burg-

small

sup-

ported by loans from the U. S. Agency

to prove ownership and may

. you just can't keep a thing as good as

Day Classified Ads a secret. Many of the families who always
seem to have more and do more smartly use Classified ads --

as the city meets demands of
modern urblid
Both - hartVittised realists and misty eyed conservationists should be pulling

So serious is the struggle in city after' city that the U. S. Department of

lar.
.

has selected Salem,
laboratory experi-

Currently, 63.4 per cent of the world's
help to a- production of tin comes from
.Malaysia - most all, of its ore must be shipped for
lapse of Indonesia
and Thailand, sources that processing to Britian, the largest smelVery often the theft of ex- could be cut off in the event of a major ter of tin outside Malaysia.
Thus an-

valuable item.

BUDGETS INTO BETTER LIVING

-

first

its

served

ment against, commercialis

repacking. It may
void an expensive
memory.

DAY. WANT -ADS

as

ment and is now working to see if historic old landmarks there can be pre-

Senti-

trip will serve as an aid when

BARGAIN PRICED

Mass.,

large amounts of in 1961.

money in crowded public places is a quick way to attract the

Over

and city planners

thing modern.

tion when you return.

Leave shades up or drapes

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Ed/tor

Urban Utopia: Old, New

The survey said an item in
the local newspaper that you
plan to be away from home is
an invitation to burglars. In forth the editor of your vaca,

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

A happy vacation can be turned into a gloomy one for the
unwary vacationer who falls prey to any of the variety of crooks

open when you go on vacation.
Tell -neighbors -and police that
you are going. Your house

-- Marshall Field III
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Caution Pays. Off

Lady

-

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

village now make their home in Hins-

president.

or...1 II

Prooect 3I1ap

medical leave from the Marine Corps.
The Harbour family, formerly of Arlington Heights,

perrogative.
-

Eugene Schlickman's suc-

cessful
committeeman cam
paign, will tell of his experi-

In most cases, chief executives prefer the term, mayor,
and according to the Illinois
Municipal League this is their

Ic

"Governor Brown says that if we run any old Reagan
movies, he wants equal time."

Rick, who was very active

er.

restrictive as to be impossible to enforce open the doors

!n

on Thursday, June 23 at the

Actually, the official title is

510",, ,

Boy

Scout who was wounded in Viet
Nam on his second tour of duty, will be the guest speaker

lage form of government where
the top elected official runs
as "village president."

were, however, worried about
it,
enforcement,
especially

ackl

r

for-

mer

munici-

an automobile was a luxury af- among small, public pools such
forded by only one or two peo- as those that are cropping up
ple on the block. These fort- at planned apartment devel-

All were honored last month north on Route 53 showed that
at a banquet at Springfield.
29 were occupied only by the
cate of merit from Gov. Otto

good kids might get a decent

Police should go out of their

.

cupied solely by the driver.
In the "back when" days,

of

have

A

indicator.

today.

the

cess with a Youth Court. Teenagers sometimes seem to know
how best to deal with their own
kind.
If parents, police and village
officials and, a Youth Court
could function effectively in
the background, some day the

An operation such as the
Cellar should be encouraged.
Parents of PTA caliber could

None of the village trustees
traffic driving to and from work, we no- quarreled with the safety intice the number of cars oc- tent of the ordinances. They

passengers.
Not so,

escort

experienced a degree of suc-

put it.

Vantage Point

personally

trouble at the roots.
Some
communities

her

accomplish
considerable
they would take an interest.

troublemakers

parents' homes and meet the

She knew in advance some kids"

would get "looped,"

treat

"bums" to the doors of their

graduation party because she
Was assigned as "bartender."

see what kind of

streets to

lamenting

was

to

could

A checkout girl at ;"a super

there are a number of teens
think it smart to get

the

way

with a firm hand. Maybe they

end.

fluence of alcohol. The bad
apples spoiled it for the rest.
The Cellar has tried to
avoid a violent record. But

akine in this problem. Other

they can

Mount Prospect had a rash.
of such incidents' last week-

The police blew the whistle
when they detected several of
the youngsters under the in-

out.
Heights

malicious mischief
accomplish.

youngsters

ming pool.

time

youngsters have time on their
hands. There should be an increase of activity, not a blackArlington

These

had the run of the building,

The suspension of the center comes just

the YMCA in

her town when the party was at

with

Christmas,

Eas-

ter, the Fourth of July and going to church, because it's just
a waste of time. Evidently he
doesn't know the meaning of

rest of the year.

It is a day
we put aside to tell our fathers that the many things they
do for us everyday, that we
take for granted, are appreciated by us.

It's a day on which all the
forgotten "thank yous" are
said. It's a day we say, "Dad,

we went to church today and
thanked God because He gave

us you."

It's a day we say,

"Dad, we love you." It's a day
when Dad looks at the 10 cent

card and the $1 tie and he
knows in his heart he wouldn't
take a million dollars for Mom
and the kids and the feeling of
satisfaction of being Dad.

A Proud Father

Never Left The Party

Father's Day or even Moth- Editor:
Heitman. This was a race
Report loss or theft to the er's Day or Valentine's Day.
"Ate you going to re -join between two qualified ReFather's Day is not just a the party?"
publicans
for
committeeday to make Dad fell like a
Until your, editorial quot- man. Each man has his
ed
this query, I was una- -strengths and each man is
king for one day and then decovery by police. It also im- mote him to jester for the ware that as a Novotny sup- valuable to the party.
proves the chance for recovporter, I had left the party.
But it is the voter who is
ery by police. It also imI was under the impression
All letters to the ediproves chances to
recover'
that anyone had the privilege the most important figure
tor must be signed, but
in any election. If the 3,671
through insurance.
of running for office.
games will be withheld upRepublicans-, who cast their
Mr.
Novotny
is
a
dedicaton
request.
Let
ter
s'
None of these safeguards
for Tom Novotny
ed Republican. Those of us ballots
should
be
as
brief
as
posconsume a great deal of time
were asked, "Are you gowho
worked
for
him
arc
Resible. typewriyen, if posor effort.
police as promptly as' possible.
The less time taken,
the better the chance for re-

But the practice of

caution when planning on a trip

is bound to .pay off in an enjoyable,
tion.

trouble -free

vaca-

sible, and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

publicans
some
liberal,
some '
conservative,
some
'middle - of the - roaders'.

We were FOR Tom Novotny

not AGAINST Eugene Sch-

ing

to

re -join

the

party?",

I'm sure the answer would
be the same as Tom's.

"I never left it:

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

Oar

'Mb
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OUT OUR WAY
WHAT'S THE FUSS?
(I'VE BEEN SHAVING
WITH THIS STRAIGHT
RAZOR. FOR 40
YEARS, AND.:.

i$ ES

419.9

.2,

"It didn't take Mr. Armbruster long to find the plum in
tho tour package!"

'Since we're rearranging things, couldn't wo turn Dad
over so the hole in his sock won't show?"

OKAY, BEN, BRING THE

OBECALP IS PLACEBO`

I LOSE...A FEW HOURS
AT MOST. HURRY.

WONDER HOW YOU GO ABOUT

--""

0

LILLii

T -4>i

SPELLED BACKWARD. AND

101111

SOMETIMES IT DOES

_

WORK MIRACLES.

IT'S
AS OLD AS
HO

6-zi

C.:-.P.AM PAW

FILING FOR BANKRUPTCY?

00

II

0

BEN CASEY
MIRACLE DRUG. WHAT CAN

I KNOW, I KNOW=- BUT NOT
LEFT-HANDED, YOU HAVEN'T!
PUT THAT THING 1DOVVN AND
USE THIS ONE --FOR MY SAKE,
IF NOT FOR YOUR OWN! I'M
NOT GOING 70 LEAVE TILL
YOU PROMISE TO STASH
THAT WEAPON AWAY
FOR. THE DURATION:

'T 1%4 Se

\

,

lee TM. log. US- Tee. Off..

.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

MEDICINE

--------------,OLP 1; CAREFUL, MARTHA
LISTEN, LARDHEAD, t 5LIST FOUND OUT
42.fart,FIJELVRIEMPaY7IRTISOAS tbt &OHS AOCRIZA
TM. leg. US re.

IM./ pI NTH. I

IT /5' USED -10 Af

/317,6VIS ffEl BETIER PSYCIA1005111Y.

BUGS BUNNY
I'LL. ANSWER

BUGS:
A DOG

7N47

OR YOU'LL REACTIVATE
MY OLD WAR WOUND !MY

EXCUSE

ME,
SURGEON WARNED ME
FOLKS, T.
FOR FIREMAN'S ARM! AND WE'VE
THAT EVEN A SLIGHT
THINK
BEEN EATING MARGARINE ALL MONTH
30L1 MIGHT
TO SAVE MONEY./ IP YOU 00 IT AGAIN
I HEARD
NECESSITATEA
\tOU'LL. NEED IT FOR YOUR OWN ARM -THE
MA3OR OPERATION! PHONE!
TO SOFTEN ISE CA6I
NOU CHARGED TWO POUNDS OF BUTTER

MAYBE YA BETTER WAIT

RIGHT NOW, KID:

?ILL PETUNIA COMES HOME

AN' ASK /1.67?:

'0, -LOWED ME

HOME! CAN I

KEEP i-OA?

19M

I.,,..,, ,

TM leg US NI 0/1

_FIREMAN
MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Exhaustion

SAY, 0:DWI--

I FIRE YOU

YG-5TUR k

Symptoms
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
Q
What is the difference
between physical, mental and
nervous exhaustion? What arc

their symptoms? What is

WFI I ,WHAT
YES, 2/J2-

Yai

Af2.5YOL.1
DOING HE -12,="3

CAN 511 LL
RECOGNIZE
AN ALARM=

'7}-1O00t4T IT
OVEQ, AND r
PEGIDE ID TO

F0126iV2 OU.

EEK & MEEK

0
HISTORY TELLS 1
US THAT WERE
HAVE ALWAYS

MEN WARS!

iR

the

/

HISTORY yt10WS
US THAT WAR. IS A
VtLVER. STRi 14-4 F
BETWEEN OLDER

MEN !

HISTORY'S

BLIT HISTORY SAYS,
WARTS ARE ALWAYS

GOT A

FOuGHT BY THE
tOOK/GER MEN 1

,

BIG MOUTH .!

I

best way to prevent them?

A -- By physical exhaustion
we ususally mean that due to
prolonged physical exertion as
in a long-distance run. Mental
exhaustion implies staying too

long on a

task that requires
concentration, as in

great

1t

et
THE BORN LOSER

4-2. I

cramming for an exam. Ner-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

vous exhaustion is that due to a
series of frustrations or to
insufficient rest. It may occur
after several nights of late

Variety

hours or interrupted sleep or
after working
for a period

under tension
of weeks or

The chief symptom of all

0

is an overpowering fatigue but it is often surprising

three

how quickly a person who is

victim of nervous exhaustion is much hard, er to revive. He is usually
irritable and suffers a deinterests.

The

crease in general efficiency.

The best prevention for all
three is to get your rest well
before the point of exhaustion
is reached or to change your
type of activity for a few min-

a

CAPTAIN EASY
TH' WEIRD
CALL5 MckED
GOT.TH'JUPITER
Bs/moot. BURNT
ON 1415 LAWN..

ALL HAPPENED WHEN UFOs WERE SEEN

114 TW AREA. EASY! TOO OFTEN TO
BE ONLY A COINCIDENCE!

AND SIGNALS

COPS STILL.

°RUIN' YOU.
PR.ZOLAT

DUI. AFTER IGNORING OUR
WAR1411.10 ZAT McKEE. MIGHT
NEED POLICE PROTECT1ONTEY
NOW GRASP AT STRAWS TO

OUT IT SEEMS INCREDISLE THAT
L AGREE..
SPACEMEN Wulf,. HARM MdfxF BUT I WEEL

FOR DESIGNING CAPSULES TO
PROSE THEIR PLANET!

FIND A SCAPEGOAT!

BE Nlarlv,

OR.ZotA..
L

Q -- What causes glaucoma?
At what age does it usually
start? What is the normal

-9

pressure in an eyeball? If eye
are

used

to arrest

will the victim have to

6-2/

it

11111Mi

the drops indefinitely?

ed pressure within the eyeball
is caused by a blocking of the

flow of fluids inside the eye-

ball -- probably associated with

hardening of the arteries. It is
rare in persons under 50. Normally the pressure in the eye-

ALLEY OOP
BRIN6111-1E HOUSE

DOWN, ALL RIGHT!

relief, you should have a part
Since

IF QUEEN uMPAIALLY

Gar WIND OF IT!

YUNOW,

DOC ...THAT
MIGHGOODT
BE

THINGI

Drugs to narrow the pupils
removed.

YEN, ESPEC

A

are beneficial but, for lasting

glaucoma is the chief cause of
blindness in persons past middle age it should not be taken
lightly.

14
16

port

WELL THATMIGHT

balls is between 15 and 25 millimeters of mercury.

of your iris

(Bib.)

31 Pastry
32 Peel, as an
apple
34 Pause a
second time
37 Flying nocturnal
mammal
38 New Guinea

Ptbk,

use

A -- Glaucoma or increas-

NOT RI51( ZE

SAME FATE'
AS HEAD OF LE
PROJECT IMAM

PROM JUPtrEK.
PICKED UP BY

utes of every hour.

drops

MONROE R A

NG A T R
4 Afternoon social G N N
O
5 DON
event
1 Worker in
FrR AP P
5 Hours (ab.)
metals
P
I
E
GE
T
P
6 Observe
6 Petty malice
AV
AL
RT
OA
7 Boon
11 New -fashioned
R
M ORR O
P
R
companion
13 Period of
B R G ACE H A P
'
(slang)
the year
O 0 TET T
14 Oxidizing
8 Body of land
UM B 0
O MA A
enzyme
9 Coarse New
SO LO B
P
15 Blowgun missile Zealand sedge
LB P
16 New Zealand .10 Penetrate
RENDS
WENDS
parrot
12 Eastern state
17 Damp
12 words)
32 Talking bird 40 Drunken
19 Consumed
13 Seaports (ab.) 33 "Scourge of
carousal
20 East (Fr.)
18 Always (poet.)
God"
45 Harden, as
21 Affirmative
24 Erect
34 Operated
cement
22 Correlative of 25 Uncommon
35 Dispatcher
46 Poem
neither
26 Courteous
36 Those who try 48 Animal doctor
23 Great fright
27 Awry
37 Kicks (slang)
(coll.)
26,1,ose color, as 29 Racer
38 Cotton fabric 49 Hail!
a flower
3 4
1
S
0
28 Auricle
29 Droop
30 Noah's boat
ACROSS

months.

physically or mentally exhausted can be revived with a short
nap, a cup of coffee, or a
change to a different set of

Answer to Previous Puzzie

NIGHT OPER
A
NE

1111Ativik

11141019
C Oki ire tog

T.

I'M INCLINED
TO AGREE

WITH "c04
OSCAR...

39 Bitter vetch
41 Table scrap
42 Conclusion
43 Clamp
44 Prayer.

47 Eluder
50 City In Ohio
51 Venerate
82 Idaho, for
instance
53 Pithy
DOWN

I Indulge in a
cigarette

2 Incommode
3 Fancy

kr

44

rt

THE PROSPECT DAY

113 -Lost And found
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Found Sehninn Tornado, Blue

.on Schoenbeck Rd. Call Kip
Hann CL 5-8330
Gold sofa cushion lost between

ArUngton and Glencoe Rds.
Call 253-2862.
Found Black German Shepherd
Puppy," with brown spots,

approx. 5 mos.old.Vnite feet,
Female. CL 9-1194.

;PIZ
Y.101,1.41PGINKAISIBrq44.4.11A

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And found

f bicycles Sound In my yard.
Call 253-6387

Painter and Paper Hanger.

FOUND: Black rimmed glass-

Clearbrook Decorators. 4397997.

Garage Door Installer.
Experienced or will train
a qualified,

Responsible for bills mode by_

mechanically minded man

myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

dren's clothes, women's
dresses & bridesmaid's
.kowns,
alterations. Ph.
437-4974.

COLLIN'S
BARBER SHOP
Service by appointment
Ray, Tom, Jessie, Jake,
Carmen

DUNTON SHOPPING
.CENTER
38 S. Dunton

Phone CL 5-3199
Heights

Arlington

-,- Steady --Good Pay.

Apply in person.
Buckeridge Door Co.
110 S. Dryden Pl.
Arlington Heights.
Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car dealer has opening for an ex-

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

FIREMEN FROM Prospect Heights and Wheeling contained a blaze in an abandoned barn at Hintz and Buffalo Grove Rds., Sunday morning. The fire caused no
damage. It was reported to have been started by sparks from burning tornado
debris in the area. Owners of the property the Zayre Contract Co., had asked
permission to burn the barn and were refused by the Wheeling fire departmtnt.

Grace's Daze

Busy Times

mong these arc Mr and Mrs Robert C Mobus, N Forest Av.
Linda's big
night as she said farewell to
Central School Only the Saturday before Dinah Mobus was
June

was

14

among those who received
BA

in

degree

friends

elementary

Normal A week

ALL FOUR of

her

sisters

preceded Janet Lenore Thwrcatt

down

the

candle -lighted
South Church

later she became the bride of aisle of The
Daniel Malloy, son of the sen- when she arid Donald Bly were

ior M alloys of Prospect
Heights who gave a bridal din-

ner in their home last Friday
The couple went through high
school and college together

Daniel is now teaching at Rich
Township Central High School

in Park Forest where he and
his bride will live

The ceremony was performed in the afternoon at St Raymond Church with the Mobus's
third daughter, Carol, now
Mrs John Miller here from
Bettendorf, Iowa to be a brides
-maid

Two parties for Dinah, popular Prospect High School
graduate, included that given

married Friday

Date for the couple's marriage was established by his
military obligation, for on the
day of their wedding Donald received

School, and those events were
marked with a steak cook -out
at the Thrwcatt home June 12.
Guests included Mrs. Thrweatt's sister and family, the
Roy Nelsons whose daughter
Linda was

a

teaching from Illinois State University at

among the guests were Mrs.
Malloy and several of her

his

naval

commission

from the University of Illinois,
was scheduled to receive his
diploma and degree on the

a

graduate

would

and

Wheeling.

Also on hand for the graduation

party

those who attended a miscellaneous shower for Janet
June 2 given by Miss Jean
Carroll of Mount Prospect.

wedding was
sister, Carol,

Janet's fourth
a
student at

gree

for neighbors and other friends
of the Mobus family
Also

ern
10

de-

in ceremonies at NorthIllinois University

June

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

DES PLAINES
NATIONAL BANK

Why not call
me today?

Dial 255-7200

FAMILY

Thrwcatt

from

Hopkinsville,

Ky., and relatives from Florida,

Mcadesville,

Pa.,

Ellis

of

Harris

en attendants, and her own
dress were made by nimble-

. fingered Mrs. Adams who
started

the

massive

sewing

project two months before the
wedding.

Their special
festivities
was

part
the

in

Men for full time steady in
general factory work.
No
experience required, pleas-

working conditions and
liberal benefits.

Sr.,

bridal

gave

at

Lander

Hyatt

Chalet soon after their arrival
in Mount Prospect late Friday afternoon.

Following

a

reception and

wedding luncheon at Old Orchard Country Club given by
Mr. and Mrs. Adams, the couple hosted an open house in
their home. It also marked the
birthday of Donna's sister,

Bonnie, now Mrs. Larry Cole

Illinois Bell).

'who

Kenneth Arnold
Retires From Bell

of honor, and whose gown had
to be fitted and finished at the

She retired in 1958

STARTING as
with

the

came

from

S.

Bristol,

Maine to be Donna's matron

an

Western

installer
Electric

Co. division of the Bell system, Arnold ended his career

last minute.

Donna was the guest of honor

when Miss Rose Marie Vavra
a bridesmaid, gave a miscellaneous evening shower. Anas a supervising engineer of
other party for Donna took
the North Shore Division
place at Illinois State UniverFrom 1962 through 1965, sity at Normal shortly before
Arnold served in the Arling- Donna's graduation from there
ton
Heights
outside
plant
engineering
group
Earlier,

Junc 11.

he held the post of Arlington

LINDA Carol Kline and
Richard G. Genin, both of
Mount Prospect were mar-

Heights wire chief

The Arnolds have one son,
Robert, who makes his home in
Claremont Calif There are
two grandchildren

ried in an afternoon cererrfony
at St. Raymond Church Satur-

Arnold is a member of the

Hosting a dinner for her son

Telephone

Pioneers

In

his

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-9100

day.

and his bridal party at Gun-

leisure time, he plans to travel, nells' Restaurant
Thursday
play golf and pursue his hobby night was Mrs. Floyd Genin,
S. Wa Pella.
offhotography.

Mt. Prospect
255-2111

and hospitalization.' Located

near Mannheim and Touhy.
296-5580
Mr. Ebert
STANLEY KNIGHT CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood

Des Plaines
SERVICE ADVISOR -WRITER

OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
259-4100

MEN WANTED FOR

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

OR MORE

WHICH
DAY
IS
BEST?

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take cr) Months
Up To ou To Pay
WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

0 MONDAY
0 TUESDAY
0 WEDNESDAY

0 THURSDAY

0 FRIDAY
Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortunately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new

arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
wants

and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

REPRESENTAT WE

TODAY

255-7200

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

An equal Opportunity E m .ployer.

PART TIME
PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

CALL 392 -6282
BUYER
Excellent
opportunity for
buyer presently purchasing
castings or screw machine
products. If you are interested
in advancement with a fast

techniques,
939-5400

FITTERS, WELDERS,
MACHINE OPERATORS.

Will Train, Must have ability
to work with people. Modern
congenial office. Permanent.

BURNERS &

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.
INTERNATIONAL
IROtil WORKS, INC.

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
537-4500
or
SP.5-3311

'531

PERMANENT

PART TIME
Men

wanted

for permanent

part time work taking grocery inventories Saturday
evening and Sundays. No experience necessary - we will

train. Average 12 hours per
weekend. For information call
from 9 to 5.

GENERAL
BLOWER CO.

SUMMER HELP

537-6100

Lien Building Service Corp.

ering of custom cars. 1/2days
and 3/9 days work. Contact
LeeRoy Leister at

259-4049

General shop worker. Pen and
pencil repair. High school
required. Exc.
education

working conditions. Full time.
Parker Pen Service, Inc., 19
N. Broadway, Des Plaines,
Ill.

MUST LOVE DOGSi
Dog salon in Park Ridge needs

full time wash boy.
825-0270

New office, full or part time
1310 West Northwest Hwy.'
255-7130 -- Arlington Heights
Full Time driver 11PM to 6A M
Cook County School Bus Co.
439-0923

Zonta Thrift Shop closed on
Wednesday during the month of

July. Fridays will be open
as usual from 12:30 to 4.
Nothing over 10c during the
month of June. 37 N. Plum
Grove Rd. Palatine.
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Main req's. for this young
doctor is a friendly personality and the ability to put
patients at ease should he

run over - schedule. You'll
also do some light typing,ans.

phones, set appts., etc. No
medical experience needed.

$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

7295 N. Meade
174-9393
RECEPTION
PERSONNEL

Excellent N. suburban dm-

pany will train you to receive
applicants applying for positions, then direct them to
proper depts., light typing and
neat appearance quality to $85

wk. Free.

Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

392-5598

Company benefits.

Retired gentlemen for deliv-

Hard Work

Maximum Opportunity

ELECTROLUX CORP.

DRAFTSMAN

Alert young mandraft exempt.

26% Commission

CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

OFFICE
WOMEN 100%) FREE

for men 18 or ove". to work

"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-56)
($300 to $650 me.)

person between 8:30 A.M. and
4:30 P.M.

"SHEETS" 392-6100

has openings in NW suburbs
evenings during the summer.
Full or part time. Apply in

(24 HOUR PHONE)

LATTOF MOTORS SALES

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

Mr. Stanley

207 N. Evergreen

Arl. Hts.

259-4100

AUTO MECHANIC
Experienced, fast man can
make top wages in busy shop.

Weekly guarantee. Phone or
see Wally Steffen, Service
Manager.

LIEN BUILDING
SERV ICE CORP.
9229 W. Grand Ave.

Franklin Park

BRAVOS OLDSMOBILE
440 East Main Street
Barrington
DUnkirk 1-3400

455-5000

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of
inspection procedures during

chance for advancement in fast

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related
background

work.

in

inspection

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer
BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local

restaurant, nights, apply in
person M. Rose
MAITRE D'

RESTAURANT

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

right man. Must be neat hOnest
and dependable.

Free Life Insurance
Group Hospitalization

Paid Holidays & Vacations
Authorized VW Dealer
530 W. N/W Hwy.
Mount Prospect

boss. No fee and you start

at $85. Call Linda at 392-6100.

Maintenance
Man

BEGINNER'S
GENERAL OFFICE
Lots of variety with some

DO YOU HAVE
EXPERIENCE IN

INDUSTRIAL
FACILITY
MAINTENANCE?
IF SO WE NEED YOU!
Knowledge of wiring, carpentry, plumbing and general
plant maintenance is required

for this excellent opportunity
in our modernair-conditioned
engineering laboratory.

We offer many progressive
benefits

including excellent
starting pay, paid vacations.
free life insurance, optional
medical, hospitalization and
surgical insurance. 8 paid

holidays, etc.

Please come in or call for
appointment.

ACRONETICS
AEROSPACE
Division of General Time Corp

Free Uniforms

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

MUSIC LOVERS
You'll spend your day listening to music and evaluating
same. Prefer a young sharp
lady who can type and take
an occasional letter from the
"Sheets", 207 N. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights.

QUALITY CONTROL.
INSPECTOR

Position open with excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Some experience helpful but'
not necessary, will train the

CLASSIFIED

METHODE

TOY

DEMONSTRATORS

MAN UFACTU R I NG

Call Mr. Grenrock

draftsman to work in electrical -electronics field. Sal-

Dishwasher' Part Time hrs.

392-3500

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880

PARTS MAN

CALL YOUR

Apply in person or call:

Office Maintenance

Full or Part Time

our second shift. Excellent

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

Eddie's Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts.253-1320.

frequent wage reviews.

growing company, have imagination, initiative and are
familiar with value analysts

PRODUCTION
CONTROL

$2000
$3000
$4000

benefits available along with

at

ity. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-con-

DO YOU
NEED

Call CL 3-6342
26-Hely Wanted Men Or Women

Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car dealer, due to expansion has an
opening for a capable service
advisor. For a Job with a
future, contact Leroy Leister

department

for business.

facturing company has a need

advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe

for the right individual to

POLISHER & GRINDER

ary commensurate with abil-

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

commission. Can earn over

Prefer experience on stainless steel finishing. Vacation

1717 Busse Rd.
(Rte. 83)
Elk Grove Village
HE 9-2800

is now open

afternoons, Monday thru Sat-

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000,

urdtiy. -Guaranteed salary Plus

SIMMONS ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
237 E. Prospect Avenue

The DAY classified

the

dinner Mr. and Mrs. Harris,

Arnold retired from the
company in recent ceremonies
after a 42 -year career in engineering Mrs Arnold spent
20 years in the Arlington
Heights traffic office serving
as an operator and supervisor

Contact Mr. Leister.

12 to 17. Tart time. To work

Must have own car.

SOLA ELECTRIC

Hamilton

St. Raymond Church, Donna's
mother, Mrs. Raymond Adams
had a special pride in the setting.
Her daughter's wedding
dress, all of those of the wom-

years

future.

392-6585

BOYS WANTED

TOOL & DIE

NOTICE

Ill., were married June 18 in

Illinois Bell Telephone Co has
been a way of life for some 42

ienced parts man. A lob with a

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan
also available

Rapidly growing, light manu-

Arlington 111.4hts
259-4100
FULL
TIME HELP

ditioned offices, cafeteria on
premises.
Call or apply in person

DAY

son of Mr. and Mrs. William

414 Can Dota, Mount Prospect,

The Northwest's area largest
and fastest growing new car
dealer has opening for exper-

WANT ADS

and

WHEN DONNA Junc Adams
and William Edward Harris,

For the Kenneth E Arnold's

station attendant, for
weekends. Carl's Conoco, Mt
Prospect, CL 3-4770
Gas

:5-Business Personals

bride's
Addle

twins Nancy and Shirley Grand Forks, N. Dak.'

dent and general manager of the company's suburban
area; Arnold and Mrs. Arnold (herself, a retiree from

Ask for Mr. Glandt

LATTOF MOTOR SALES

graduated from Prospect High

Retirement pin is presented to Kenneth E. Arnold
after 42 years of service with Illinois Bell Telephone
Co. Pictured are (from left) Jack B. Gable, vice presi-

learn the bankingbusiness.
Good future.Many benefits.

Thrweatt Oakley of Wheeling
and her husband. Mrs. Oakley, who will be Janet's matron of honor, was among

Sunday afternoon luncheon giv-

en by Mrs Thomas Goodwin

Elaine

was

Janet, daughter of Mrs Rob- guests included the
ert Thrweatt and the late Mr. grandmother,
Mrs.
her

BANKER TRAINEE

TRAIN.

liquor store. 23 years or
older.

LeRoy Leister at
LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. NortF,,sst Hwy

Call Margo. 255-8690.
24 -Help Wanted Men

Aggresive young man to

and Mrs. Austin Trice
her children, all from

lege,

by her dormitory mates, a
and
shower
miscellaneous
luncheon in the dorm, and a

received

school. 2 mornings a week.
$1.00 1st child. Others 751.

still valuable

last week from Elmhurst Col-

A beehive of activity has Northern Michigan University
been the Thrweatt household. at Marquette. Out of town

Thrweatt

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

only

18th, but passed up that cer- Others at the party including
emony so that he and his bride Janet's mother were Donald's
could be on their way to his stepmother, Mrs. Arthur Bly
June 20 naval assignment at of Bensonville, and Mrs. PhilNewport, R I , a little more ip Kunz, Mount Prospect.
leisurely then college comArriving in time for the
mencement
exercises
have permitted

Children 3 to 6 come to play -

827-1191

By Grace Mott
Many families are combing weddings and graduations, and a-

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Weekends in

for a Ford dealership. WILL

Part time help for
maintenance service.

library. Arl. Hts. vicinity.

WANT AD?

PART TIME
Evenings and

Mechanically minded

to assist in writing service

Call 673-6760

yrs. exp. in school lab. and

FAMILY

LO 1-7122

$20 per week.

Part time work wanted. 2

255-3792

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

a lob with a future contact

Teacher will do yard work or
general cleaning. CL 9-4609

YOUR

--

perienced auto painter. For

ant
21 -lobs Wanted -Men

24: -Help Wasted Men

7 to 10:30 P.M.

WANTED

ner and Dryden Sts. CL 3-4432
14 -Personals

Sewing- in my home, chil-

BOYS mh.ft 16
PART TIME

Experienced only. Open shop.

es in brown case, corner Mi-

17 -Business Services

24 -Help Wantot pea

1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows
CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employer

light typing, filing and relit
recpt., at this N. suburban
firm. Will see grad. now.
Salary to $85 wk.
Free..
Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

30 -Help Wanted -Women

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience.
Employment ef-

fective July 1st or shortly
thereafter. Please apply to
Dean of Business Affairs.

HARPER COLLEGE
34 W. Palatine Rd.

Palatine, Illinois

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE
Reliable girl needed. Must be

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hpurs 8:30 - 4:30

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.
906 E. Hellen Rd., - Palatine

iS

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.
30-Help Wanted-Women

')6-Help Wooted4owei
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

AND

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch
For, an appointment
THE

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Stenos
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Typists

$10 BONUS
With

First 5 Days Pay

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opPortunity employer
693-3021

CHICAGO

KEYPUNCH

)(NUS

Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

PHONE 827-1108
ASSISTANT
BOOKKEEPER

Positions available now for
experienced keypunch opera-

tors. Day or evening work.
Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.
VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service
TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced required, excellent company benefits,including paid vacation this year, life
insurance, medical insurance,
good salary and excellent
working conditions. Hours

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call Mr.

Experienced in accounts Receivable and billing. Typing
essential, posting machine

Staunton, Personnel Dept.

benefits.

Park Ridge
325 W. Touhy
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

825-8811
REYNOLDS' METALS CO.,

exp. helpful, not necessary.
Permanent position. Fringe

,Perfection Spring
& Stamping
DES PLAINES, ILL.

Loc. on AlgonquinRd.(Rte.62)

3 blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.

NURSING
ASS ISTANTS
We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions as-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

ANYONE!

Full training is provided
typing skill not required. Good
education not necessarily
College Degree ability to work.

with others and initiative are
requirements for this in-

WE ARE NOT

EARN $40
No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

anyone referring those listed
above, who have not worked for

us for two yearsiand are hired

work 40 hrs. prior to

0/30/66. Offer does not apply
nice, student, teacher
temporaries.
to

CLIP COUPON TODAY
I

HOUSEWIVES

ARE YOU LOOKING

Preferred Business Service

Work at home during your
free time telephoning for us
For information phone
Mr. Howard

NURSES AIDES
Full or Part time
Bee Dozier Nursing Home
Palatine
Dundee Rd.

FL 9-1663

COUNTER CLERK

Will train personable married

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,
ORCHID CLEANERS

She

is a

SECRETARY

Pleasant voice. Typing required. Short hand desirable,

but not necessary, for small
office in Arlington Heights.
392-6677

My name

D.P.

City
Ph.
Mall to address below.You are ,

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,
coupon - name,address,phone
of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may
coupon in hand.

type 30 wpm, energetic and

STENOGRAPHERS

Part Time
Needed for pleasant office
work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call
Ethel Doebber.

positions available. No experience required. If you can
active, phone

296-6661

An equal opportunity employer

VA 7-5557

WAITRESSES

Preferred Business, Service
Babysitter needed for toddler
'from July 5 to end of August
or early Sept. You provide
transportation. Call 358-7988
after 5 PM.

PART TIME

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

FULL TIME

Experienced

Room 612

Evanston
1809 Sherman

475-3500
Room 308.

24-Help Wanted, Men

Day Publications needs one
additional experienced Classified advertising telephone representative.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE
LENT.

Oft

EQUIVA-

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

AvAiorritv manes Las

ammolmmosmimmir
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING
537-2180

tions. For details call Ethel
Doebber

Departments need

MAI 07 T1 AI METALS
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

537-2180

qualify. Benefits

PERSONNEL

include a fine insurance
program tuition refund

INTERVIEWER

plan and many other

If you like to talk to people and can express your ideas

benefits.

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

Auto Parts And Accessories

clearly then this position would interest you.

We are in need of a personnel interviewer and prefer
someone that is a college grad or has some good solid

experience In interviewing technics or related activities.
Applicant should be neat in appearance and able to type.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator
I

Tractors - Caterpillars

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee
Rolling Meadows
' Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
parking

driveways,

DAY
WANT ADS

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop; repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
37.8228

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Charles Bruning Company'

M&F

Division of Arldressograph Multigraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

GET RESULTS.

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MALFZIrIA, META IL

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

24

PHONE 439-1794

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066.
Carpentrylemodeing

WHEELING

537-2180:

DES PLAINES, ILL.
774-5155

An equal opportunity employer

For
ADVERTISING

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

Call 373-6880
Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487
Homes Built To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617
Landscaping

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms
Est. 15 vrs.

Laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2 day service.

expertly
cluded.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

and College Board Exams.
724-7120
-

bathavail.

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3-0446
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

(OFF DUNDEE RD):

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNI3ffAlV1 CORP.

065 LEE ST.

Lawnmowers

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

250 NORTH 12th STREET'

General Molded Products Inc.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

Each -Plain 20c -Colors 25c

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Paid Rest Periods

Steady employment

Paid vacations
. Paid Holidays
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri. 9. to 12 Sat's.

358-2581

562-2991

FOUNDRY HELPERS

OPENINGS ON 1ST -2ND & 3RD SHIFTS

DON'S BLACKTOP

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

DAY WANT ADS
GET 'RESULTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Bonus for night work
Free Life Insurance
Free Hospitalization

Cement Work

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

Blacktop Work

operations you may

Preferred Business Service,
Des Plaines

24-Help Wanted Men

Call 255-1200

Service on Cars - Trucks -

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th Sr.
WHEELING

expenses. For more information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500

MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

PROFESSIONAL

CR 2-5753

Salary Commensurate with Experience

Our Payroll and' Order

days per week. Salary and

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community, Call one NOW!

CHEMIST

OPERATORS

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

Let us help make your...DAY!

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Outstanding career for young

and students. This is not a

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Elks Club
Arlington Hgts.
CL 3-2048

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.

PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need a personable woman
over 30 to be trained to interview housewives, tpachera,

ing Meadows and Plum Grove
area. Call Patricia Carmichael, 255-7412.

Preferred Business Service

PAINTERS, INC,

217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

wish babysitting, household,
gardening, etc. Jobs in Roll-

30-Help Wanted-Women

824-6135,

VA 7-5557

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1442 E. Davis
Arlington Heights

company benefits.

Two girls, ages 15 and 16

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

McCLEAN

EXPEDITORS

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

Choice of Days
We can give you as many or as
few days as you wish working

PRECISION MACHINE
OR TOOL MAKER

SALES

CL 9-2660

825-8811
REYNOLDS METALS CO.

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

ADVERTISING

MILES & MILES INC.

24-Help Wanted Men

Park Ridge
325 W. Touhy
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Lifesavers, Inc.

Prof. Bldg.

Call Mr. Staunton

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY
TEMPORARY. WORK
Retxihurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 63
Old Orchard
677-6130

cellent working conditions and
good salary.

Personnel Department.

or write him at 455 State St.
Des Plaines

IBM KEYPUNCH

home. Write Box 01025 or
Call 259-1195
TYPISTS

ance experience preferred.
Full time, 5 day week.

229 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

1

CL 5-4313

With:fire and casualty Insur-

.

GENERAL OFFICE

24-Help Wanted Men

Mr. Henry P. Hout 296-8661

Of proud service proves that
beauty is a number one business. Make it your business
to become an AVON representative:

For a pleasant way to earn

extra $$$ without leaving your

TYPIST

80 YEARS

year experience, paid vathis year, life insurPart time, licensed beauti- cation
ance, medical insurance. Excian

"The Carousel"

ONLY

30-Help. Warted-Women

30-Help 'Wanted-Women

824-0156

SHAMPOO GIRL

Arlington Heights

8606 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

AUTOMAT/C flECTRIC

Ph.

bring your letter, card or
For appointment call

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway

sponsor

Address
City

post card, phone or attached

LOOKING FOR TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS.

VA 7-5557

deatils call Ethel Doebber.

operators. If you have
experience on all four

Address

salary and liberal
employee plan for a qualified
career -minded young lady.

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For

Swtbd.

Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

teresting responsible work.
Good

Mrs. Pecoraro
CC9-4315

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.

qualified comptometer

and

Insurance Co.

working

Typists, Stenos,
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.
Sponsor

A PEACH OF A JOB!

LIBERTY MUTUAL

own

WOMAN
Days or 'evenings for counter
work in a hamburger and ice
cream store. We furnish
uniforms. Call or see

30-Help Wanted-Women

Palatine

306 E. Mellon Rd.

CL 9-1000

As service representative you
provide counsel and advice by
phone correspondence and in
the office to policy holders of

Choose your

APPLY

APPLY PERSONNEL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

RESPONSIBLE

COMPTOMETER

Your choice of shifts.

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

Choice of Days

Reliable girl needed. Must be
good typist -and have ability
to assume responsibilities.

sisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

SECRETARIES

Excellent earnings plus full

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

Phone 437-3900

Rtes. la &83
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

DICTAPHONE.

Good starting salary, excel-

(Rte. 83)

10-Help Wanted4lomen

Evenings.
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT

774-5353

Part Time

$75

"

WAITRESS WANTED,

54.

I.

TEMPORARY

36-Help Wanted-Women

DAYS

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

C. B. RADIO

SERVICING

358-2934
Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL

PORTABLE T.V.S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rentals

Public address
sound systems
rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing
358-2934
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894.3115
Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
1.&S Motor Sales
R t. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich
Pabich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carstoo Mfr. Sales

,

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY
WANT ADS

GET RESULTS

t

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WARD
HELPERS

BILLER Good typist with aptitude for
figures. Variety of duties including checking orders. Excellent opportunity, employee
benefits. Located in Rolling

Several ladies needed ter

Meadows' Industrial Park. Call

APPLY PERSONNEL

housekeeping dept. Permanent part and full time
positions.
Your choice of hours.

392-1476 for further details

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

and interview.

SECRETARY

Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady. Join

a rapidly growing co.Position
offers a. combination of clerical & public contact work.
Applicants with good skills
&

to

1

2

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

yrs. experience

Calculating Clerk
Accounting Clerk

will be considered.
,

Call Jim Caro between
8:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.
at 763-6700

VARO OPTICAL

5677 N.W. Hwy. Chicago; Ill

KEY PUNCH OPER

Hours 8:30 to
Full time.
4:45. One year experience

Pleasant working
Good advanceconditions.
ment opportunities in expanding data processingdept. Evening and Saturday interviews
possible. Call
Mrs. Drewes, 529-4100

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

NOTICE

as to sex in

Designations

positions. 37 1/2 hours per
week. Hours 8:30 to 4:45.

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

gards as *reasonably necessary to the normal opefation

his

of

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a
convenience to our readers
to let

them

know which

positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

Involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

office. 5 day week.
salary. 437-4300.

Good

CAN YOU SEW?
You bring your sewing skill;
Our people will help you

adapt it to industrial ma-

chines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
Come
place.

F .H . BONN COMPANY

INSURANCE CO.

Saleswomen

Alterations -Fitters

Full

High salary

Paid Vacation
Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

WILLOW NURSERY
CL 5-4755

bikes in Exc.
HO 0-8371.

nished - no delivery or collection. Car necessary. For
inform. 827-0712.

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

For your complete hotnie of
'furniture. Antiques, Gun or

265-4566

For Sale. 2 Fedders window
air Conditioners used 1 season. 6000 and 4000 BTU's.
2 20" portable fans. AMC and
Emerson. Exc. Cond. Call
392-9546
FOR SALE

Whirlpool Washer $20.Whirl-

pool gas dryer $50. 2 section
sofa color cranberry & cream
linen upholstery $50. blue
studio couch $10. All excellent condition. Moving must
sell immediately. CL 3-6127.
AirKing window fan 24x28"
Adjustable. 9 sp. 2 way. Exc.
cond. $18. 439-5461
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Coin Collection.

,Call 438-6993
Wanted
.

Young man with military service complete, train to be a
machine service engineer.

ACCOUNTANT
To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,
liberal fringe tienefits; including a fine cafeteria & large
convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
Company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

snow skis, 55 Buick 392-7299.*

For Sale. Westinghouse 2 dr.
Refrig. freezer comb. Swivel
shelves. $50. 299-8463.
WANTED 1 wheeled trailer

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

guitar

amplifier.

2-12" speakers. Best offer.
Call CL 9-4073.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

x

5 mirror, $20

7 piece kitchen set, $20. 2592628

We have another position open in our accountingdepartment.

This opening also requires that applicant have at least 2
years accounting experience plus the completion of an
accredited course in auditing of books and income tax.
If you fill the bill to date and have completed your military
obligation then why not call for a personal and confidential
interview.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews; a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If You think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

Join Ac -Profit Sharing Company

Chauffers license needed to drive our company's paneled mailtruck plus
various clerical duties involved.

Join

AMPE.X;

Person with Janitorial experience needed to supervise crew of janitors. Must
be able to assume responsibility and guide others.

rifice $100. 259-4363.

INTERV IEW ING:

24 -Help Wanted Men

JAN !TORS

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

L

$9,000

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

Opportunity to learn advanced
systems on
manufacturing
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters in Des
Plaines with multiple productive facilities serving custom-

ers in electronlcs,aerospace.
TV and automotive industry,
dell Ray Spletzer.
824-1188 for Appt.

ANALYZERS

PURE OIL COMPANY

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF RD,

LITTE1FUSE

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our building.

PAJLATinE,_

'7.

808 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

LA 9-7700

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
OPENS

EMPLOYMENT

MODEL MAKERS
To work on small mechanisms. Experience, in sheetmetal
:work or woodworking would be of great help.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

TRAINING CENTER

ELECTRICIAN
Work involves maintenance of

Maintaining building machines.
...-

4 HOUR

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists
Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.
**

****

*

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

electrical motors and etc.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

SHORT SHIFT
We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

*

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office
* * ** *a * * * * *
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.
*********

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.

for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after' one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

An equal opportunity employer

A Equal Opportunity Employer

*Early seniority in

new. plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of cornpang products.
*Promotional oppor-

tunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX

Charles Bruning Company
Dortsoon of Addroloogroph Multigroph Corp

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Male & Female

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62,- then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

WEEKEND CLERKS

MAIDS

R. *SANITATION CREW LEADER

Tent 10 x 14' Highwall with
room divider. Like new. Sac-

774-5155

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

*

P
U

Iles Plaines. Illinois

An Equal Opportunity Employer

AND TAB OPERATORS

COST ACCOUNTANT

ACCOUNTING

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street

824-6135

LAUNDRY HELP

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpful. Should also have forfilied his military obligation.
If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

General Molded 'Products Inc.

MATURE

AT

this might be for you.
We are In need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.
Applicant shOuld have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathimatical accounting.

Free Life Insurance
Paid rest periods
Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus Tor night work
Free Hospitalizattan
Apply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Individual with accredited traffic schooling, plus practical experience, desired
for our corporate traffic department. Age to 35.

PRODUCT
If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

of Plastic. Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

255-3678

40 Watt

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

rent or buy

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

2187 Terms.

:28 -Help Wanted Men Or Women,

392-8013

Drop leaf table,4 chairs,extra
leaf, pad. Hampster in cage,

prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

TOOL ROOM HELPER

$128.88 SHELKOP T.V. CL 3-

Boy's Stingray bike

2201.

Laudmeir Road

,

sleeps 4 adtdts. Heavy duck
canvas. Best offer. 392-4168
after 6.

B.T.U.,s quick mt. in carton

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

Challenging position for recent college graduates;

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC

For Sale. 3 pair dacron priecillas, 58" wide. 9 x 12 rug.

12:-Mitcellafteses Serckaadise i.. 32 -Miscellaneous. Merchamlisr
Air tend. A mane = 5,000 Camper & utility trailer,

RATE CLERK

0 *COMPUTERS

Earn from $7 an hour as a
Beeline stylist. Samples fur-

Condition.

392-6739

Tuesday. June 21, 1966

THE DAY

L
* DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise
3

Will trade for 2 Girls 28"

975.

trained by us in operation of Computer and Tabulating machines.

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.
Lovely

For Sale or Trade

32 - 8 gt. Bamboo FlyCasting
Rods, 2 Glass Shower Doors,
Antique 1858 Sausage Maker.

$ CASH $

Conditioner. Exe. Condition.

Recent graduates of data processing school or interested applicants will be

Margie Bridal Salon

handle correspondence for two

Co. 2375 Estes Ave.Elk Grove
Village III. 437-5400 (Chi.
phone, 625-0740)
Want to pay off those old bills?

All Kind. Less than 1/2 price.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

For Sale. 3/4 ton York Air

or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant woilting conditions

SECRETARY
STENOGRAPHER

men. Fast accurate typingrequired. Shorthand helpful but
not necessary. Copy work and
some filing involved. Conveniently located In Centex.Just
off ILL. Tollway west of
O'Hare field. Good place to
work. Phone or write Mr.Lee
Johnson, Anocut Engineering

SHADE TREES
Fully branched, 8 to 10 Ft.

U
R
E

Children grown?
Return to Business World

6808.

Sales Dept. of company
employing 125 people needs
additional secretary help to

Rt. 12, 1 mi. So. of Rt. 22
Lake Zurich, III
"Mr. Ed" Flynn 438-6093

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL

MOTHERS HELPER
Family with 3 children 6, 11,
& 14, want responsible summer girl, high school graduate
or college girl. Lake front
home. $25 per week with one
day off. Call colleet 414-248-

Wednesday, June 22-7:30 p.m.
At Auction Barn

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

1300 Meacham Rd. Palatine

LAKE GENEVA, WIS.

ANTIQUE AUCTION

8 to 4:39.

RELIANCE LIFE

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

GENERAL OFFICE
Light steno for Elk .Grove
Village Contractor. Modern

Modern office. Requires good
aptitude for figure work.Light
typing. Call
MRS. DREWES, 529-4100

our Help Wanted and Em=
ployment. Agency columns

are made only (1) to

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Immediate openings. Full time

required.

RELIANCE LIFE
INSURANCE CO.

10 -Help Wanted -Women.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tuesday, June 21,1966

THE -DAY
31 -Beats And Marine Supplies.

18' wood lapstrake runabout

80 HP Marc., tilt trailer &
&Aces. $1150. 392-3079.

17 ft. 1956 Chris Craft Runabout. 135 H. P. In board.

, $1950. Stetson Marine.
.

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

Household

new

olive

chairs. 4 ft. redwood picnic
table and benches. Tables,
etc. 259-5682.

815-459-4161

FREE - Kittens given, away
to good homes. 437-4463.

Siamese Kittens, registered
Seal Point, $30 and $35. 2558574.

1st time adv. McKay's min.

Schnauzer. 5 pups; 2 female
CL 9-3185.
male left.
1

Miniature Schnauzer puppies.
Champion Sired. AKC regis-

tered. Call after 6 P.M. 3582699.

Bellochanty Collie Pups. AKC
Champion stock. Good for
show or pets. 253-8108
Bassett Hound puppies. AKC

Champ. sired. Lge., Healthy,
m and f tri colors. 6B-7599.

LAMBS' PET rARM
Helping mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.

Children's. Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Toliway at Rt. 176
Libertyville
EM 2-4646
FREE KITTENS. CALL CL35645.
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

French Provincial sofa. Down
Cushion. Excellent Condition.
392-6224

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

for

green
and matching
draperies
sheers. Kitchen table, and 4
Like

rum

CL. 9-4460.

17" Admiral TV with stand.

1 bdrm. apt.. air conditioned
tit Arlington. $125 a month
253-9749.

In working condition 435.

CL. 5-2054

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

3 short blocks from

63 -Restaurant Equipment

RESTAURANT . EQUIPMENT

N.W. station, bus & shopping.
Available July 1
.

For appt. call 259-4901

16 -To Relit Houses

23 'rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

broiler, 2 deep fryers, grill,
pans. dishes, glassware, sil-

ver, blank menus, meat slicer.

9 bdrm. brick ranch 2 baths
Igo. family rm. dish washer

delivery arranged. 773-0252

booths, tables & chairs and
misc. items. Best offer takes
all. Vicinity of Randhurst.

car port, Ige. corner lot in
northwest Arl tits. 1 or 2

4070-70% Savings
piece or room. Terms and

after 12 noon.
SAVE $$$$

392-1974

Display furniture in 7 model
homes. We deliver.
824-8164

66 -Business Opportunities

296-7771

Quick Moving Sale of Quality
furniture. Mahogany lamp

table, love seat, Thomasville
chest, antique walnut sideboard, decorator drapes, antique dishes, oil painting, fireplace equipment - misc.
LAwrence 9-6470

THE,

,FRANCHISE BOOK
Looking for a challenge the
will get you into your own
profitablo business? Franis

Ahlaing

opPoitunfti

leather top step tables,
cocktail tables, traditional,
Mahoghany, Heckman make,
exc. cond't.$85.Call 824-0406

.this area.

Practically brand new 0

ealatine

2

gold

ft

sofa. Mr. Mrs. chair

set with matching foot rest.
439-2455
Total $225.

358-7788

74 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Prospect '
A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Includes
Sensible rentals.

as organ with color gio for

easy learning. 439-4056.
Gulbransen Spinet Piano.Walnut. Excellent condition.$350.
392-8256.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

SWIMMING POOL

rec. lounge, putting green,

tennis court, range, refrigerator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1494 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Arlington Hgts. 3 - 1/2 room
studio apartment. 830 sq. ft.
Adults, no pets.
809 N. Wilke Rd.
Mt. Prospect

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

ASSEMBLERS

COIL WINDERS

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

Private balconies

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
$155-$170
1 Bdrm Apt.
9179.50 Up
2 Bdrm Apt.

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.
439-1127

All Shifts

2 bdrm. apt. Good location.
Mt. Prospect
439-7628

Low summer rates for
Weddings
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

,CL. 3-2978

Don Wheeler,

Recent Factory Experience Will Be
Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

Disneyland project. Now for

less than your present Cht-

living -dining comb. Paneled
rec room. 2 full baths.Trans-

cagoland rent you can own one

tarred owner has priced to

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

See This Today.,

scpd. corner lot in an im-

sell immediately at $26,000.,

situated on a beautifully land-

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv,,rm., dinette with lge. plate glass
picture window.

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listitit Service

dn.; $92 mo.starts you onyour

way to sunshine and happiness.

Responsible bonded sales executive in Arlington Heights
needs 1 or 2 bdrm. furnished
apt. or home. Will rent or sublet July 1st until new home is
completed. Exc. refs. furnished. Call Chas. J. Running,
259-0912 after 5 P.M.
66 -Real Estate -Houses

FOLZ REALTY,

M.A.P. Listing Service

CL 5-3530,

1810 E.N/WHwy

Many job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.

"LITTLE JEWEL TUCKED
AWAY"

Purse appeal - it's an attrac
live two bedroom home and

FALKANGER-KOHL

here's the clincher - com-

Selected Exclusives

pletely air conditioned -carpeting in liv & Din. rooms, 2

PROFESSIONAL MEN

car garage, large yard and

ATTENTION!
ON NORTHWEST HWY.
$39,900 ... Rambling brick

only asking $20,100.

Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,
,shops. $22,650. By. app't.
CL 3-7237
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Executive home in Ivy Hill.
Open house 1 to 5 Sat. Sun.
(Palatine Rd. at Rand Rd.)

2002 N. BURKE DR.
Owner transferred. Spacious
colonial. Elegant entrance
with curved sweeping stair-

case. Living rm. with fire-

place. Formal dining room,
&
dining area. Paneled

family rm. and utility rm.

1st floor. 4 oversized
bdrms. Walk in clothes
closets. 2 1/2 baths. Tiled
basement. 2 car garage.Close
to new grade school & shopon

Price includes car-

30 -Help 'Wanted -Women

bedrooms, family room,20'
kitchen, full basement, 2
car garage on approximately 1 acre landscp. lot.
Near parochial and public

walnut cabinets, 1 1/2 baths,

4 blks to grade school. Beautiful condition at only $20,900.

BRUNS

schools ... A custom built

1714 E.N.W. Hwy
Open9 to 9
CL 5-6320
A r. fits.
Arlington Hts-By owner, 8
room home, centrally located.

home with plenty of elbow
room. Ideal situation for
professional man.

heat.

gas

Near

schools.

ment, CL 3-8090.

ARLINGTON HIS.

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

ment.

twin - size bedrooms, large

REAL ESTATE

SAVE THE REALTORS FEE.

PALATINE

$23,900
302-1553
1531 N. KASPAR
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

110 S. Northwest Hwy.

Flanders 8-0110
OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.

Excellent investment opportunity! 2 minutes to Toll Rd.
23 Acre Farm, remodeled
farm house, 5 bedrooms,1 1/2
baths. 2 barns. All neat as a

WEEKDAYS

Member of MAP
Multiple Listing Service
(TS 6/12)

pin. $64,000. Additional
Acreage Avail.
Member Barrington
R. E. Board
Co-operative Listing Service
BARRINGTON REALTY CO.
Realtors

LAKE ZURICH

Frame Full basement ;21,500

3

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras.Prospect Heights. $23,500.

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,
basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

PERSONNEL

.

8 rm., 4 harm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,
nice house for the large family

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
OPENINGS ON NIGHT SHIFT

Monday Thru Thursday

4 p. m. -Midnight
Midnight -8 a. m.

8 A. M. To 9 P. M.

containers. Work is light & clean. Company benefits include

Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic

paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical & life in-

7 rm., 1 1/2bath, brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,-

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must
be thoroly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for* electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

275.

full basement, low taxes .$17,500

of

Friday

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
College students may apply for summer work.

Send complete resume in-

8 A.M. To 4 P.M.

APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

3

2

baths,

moving, $28;500.

5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$18,-

recruiting and interviewing.

Forest Estates
10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

to:

lot. New. $52,000

'Give us your rentals, we are'
in need of them.

Saturday

CONEX
EtilDIVISION ILI1NOIS TOOL WORKS INc

8 A. M. To Noon

1901 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 60010
TELEPHONE: 296.2266

Open evenings until 9 P.M.

Write Box 1027,

Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

opportunity employer

A Member of the GTaE Family of Companies

TYPIST

1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.
1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and
daily bonus.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

Northlake, III.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M & F)

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

Morton Grove
469-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. bi/Nt Hwy. CL3-2707

NORTHWEST
acres of unusually good
high land, on. black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
5

FL 4-2186
LARGE LOTS

tine countryside.
at $4,200 each.

110 -Bicycles

For Sale - Boy's 26" Schwinn
Racer infair condition. Good

frame. Best offer accepted.
CL. 3-1213.

99' x 200' with sewer. PalaGive away

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Call 3591232 or 359-1450 after six.

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

90 -Investment Property

-2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
PALATINE

10 flat, center of town,

2 bdrm., apts.
3 flat brick, in town, $28,000
Palatine, Wilmette and Vermont

150

x 300

$5,500

We have vacant lots for sale,
starting at $3,000 and up.

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
824-4261

Go-cart Lancer, MC7, gear

box; excellent condition. 2992743.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

/11.44/77

-

SALES & SERV ICE

HOME REALTY

,

Palatine, Ill.

Bui It by

358-4555

Avanti Motor Corp.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

INCOME PROPERTY

Purchased or sold for you.
Our area covers Cook County.
Many multiple listings
Good Contacts
Mr. Cavelli
334-7252

USED CARS
PR ICED TO SELL

64 AVANT! R1

With. Air Conditioning like
new

99 -Automobiles For Sale

fine, good body $75. After 6
Call CL 3-0329
'52 Fordomatic, 6 new tires
Radio,

excellent

running.

First $100 takes it. 255-8291
'62 Buick Special 4 dr.wagon.
Excellent
condition.
mileage. 255-5569.

Low

'61 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable. First $600. takes it.

$3795
64 DAYTONA

Convertible very very lo,v
mileage

$1475
63 REGAL

Wagonaire V-8 Automatic
Tran

$995

255-9432

'65 Volkswagen Micorbus in
showroom condition

.$1695

age

.$1695

'64 Volkswagen Sunroof unusually clean very low mile-

62 T -BIRD

Trans. Radio,
Heater, W/W
Automatic

$1575

Euclid & N.W. Hwy

ARLINGTON
MOTORS

tive 2nd car. Like new tires.
New trans., carburetor, mufflers. Top & battery 1 yr.

Arlington Heights
CL 3-2707

clean. Asking $1295 or best

SUMMERTIME

BUICK

Arlington Hts.
CL 3-2100
'60 Continental Cony., Execu-

1020 N.W. HWY

old. P/windows seat. Very
offer. CL 5-2419.
'57 DeSoto, good condition,

DRIVING FUN

7$71 after 6.

1962 Pontiac Bonne. hd. tp.
Full pwr.
537-0847.

air cond. $1475.

1963 White Pontiac Convertable. Very low mileage. In excellent condi-

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE

traction and bucket seats.

SUBURBAN CARS

Has 4 brand new vrw tires.

Must be seen to be apROSELLE DODGE

25 So. Park,

Roselle, LA 9-9871
'64 T bird Landau. Full pwr.
air-conditioned. Good cond.
259-2948

$2600.

'65 Olds. 88. 117,000 mi. P/S,
P/B. Like new. Factory warranty. Selling because have
company car. $2350.
96 -Real Estate -Houses

Only one home like this built of 14" red cedar logs
from Oregon by enellent

with huge stone fireplace.

358-4555

air - conditioned, 2 car
attached garage. Short distance to riding club headquarters. Much of acreage

Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy
plug board. Some typing included.
Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue ;Meld, malor medical &
life insurance. Hours 8:30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day week.
CALL OR APPLY TO. BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

CONEX

65 OLDS
Star Fire Coupe. Full Power

Like New. Service Policy

Like New. Service Policy ..

Full Price $2495.

setting on 5 gorgeous acres.

Palatine, Ill.

OPERATOR

Full Price $1795.

BARRINGTON HILLS.

beamed ceiling living room

SWITCHBOARD

62 Cadillac 4Dr Ht
Full Power, Factory Air
Conditioning

A rare find - Breathtaking

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

etc., accuracy essential.

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typing and record keeping. Should be

WANTED USED CARS

builder. 3 spacious bedrms.,

30 -Help Wanted -Women

For billing dept. type special orders, inspection papers

Bring your title -cash

939-4496

HOME REALTY

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

An equal

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIc

'88 -Real Estate -Vacant

392-6612

PLUM GROVE Area -

cluding salary requirements

OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. TO 11 A.M.

bsmt, 2 1/2 car garage, fenc$28,500
ed yard.

000.

years experience in

surance, 9 paid holidays, 2 weeks patd vacation.

rm., 4 bdrm,

ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

101 -Automobiles Wanted

preciated! 381-5006..

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,
7

52 MGA Convertible with two
tops. new engine installed recently, Phone: 392-1945.

tion. 4 speed with posi-

Employment

No Experience Necessary
INTERVIEWING.

$31,500

manager for
women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

good tires $200 firm. CL 3-

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bl
level, rec. room Cinderella

358-7322

Program. Please Apply In Person.

Pleasant

Park. $29,900

Palatine

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

bdrm. house in Prospect

Heights, $23,000

30 -Help Wanted -Women

0247.

Cleah Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

washer, pan'ld rec. rm. in

BILL COOK

Heights, $23,500

for in-laws or large family,
2 full baths, 3 car garage

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

Mt. Prospect, owner trans-

ferred, 3 bdrm., 2 bath, brick
ranch. Kitchen built-ins, dish-

PALATINE

4 bdrrn. house in Prospect

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.

306 E. Hellen Rd.

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

6

381-1641

I NTERV I EWER

people to help you.
PHILIPPE EROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Pslatine
FL 3-1800

cond. PS and PB. A big car
for only $300. Private. 827-

'54 Buick Century hdtp. Runs

FALKANGER-KOHL

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.._

Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

'59 Buick, good condition.
Radio, heater, factory air

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

$33,500 ... Colonial bt-level
home on one acre site that
features 3 spacious bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large
family room with sliding
glass doors that open onto
a patio, 2 roofed porches.
2 1/2 car attached garage,
built-ins in family kitchen.
Vacant -- low down pay-

$33,000. Shown by appoint-

13.1 W. Main

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talk

BARRINGTON'S
COUNTRYSIDE

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car
brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,

Taxes $300. Wooded lot 100' x
116', $29,500. 827-2721.

GIRL -FRIDAY

ranch home on Palatine's
north side that features 4

.

le vel, lovely large kitchen with

'99 -Automobiles For Sale

NO OBLIGATION

Expensive

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
.cer.tile bath, formica custom
'kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350

By owner. 10 rm. home. Ideal

30 -Help Wanted -Women

To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

Ideal kitchen

with brkfst. area. Carpeted

day.

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability

Experienced Coi I Winders For All Three Shifts

neighborhood.

3 bedroom brick/frame bi-

Desperate! 2 bdrm. Furn.apt.
wanted; June to Sept.Mr.Wm.
Shields, 358-6500. 8 AM to
4:30 pM. Monday thru Fri-

peting, drapes, kit.appliances
and professional landscaping.
$44,000.
2595872

GET'OESUtTS

3 bedroom

immaculate

Level home with attached garage in a choice

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

92 -Wanted To Rent

ping.

DAY WANT ADS
We Need Gals Who Have Experience

HALL RENTALS
Graduations, etc.

.234 N. Northwest Highway.

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000

MT. PROSPECT

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1

For Sale. 7 yr. old bay gelding thorobred. Rides English
and Western. Also, 6 wk. old

Best offer will buy 1964Thom-

eves.

Parties

Timber -Lake Village

55 -Musical Instruments

$165. DE 2-6707 or 272-6999

rri*

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons,

mixed puppies. 358-6578.

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 1/2 rms., 2
bdrms., screen porch, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

frontier, Write for Free"lise

cfezcl

An

86 -Real Estate -Houses

16 -Real Estate -Houses

JUST LISTED

year lease only. 9200. a month.
Available July 1 Phone
255-2510

business

new

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Split

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Complete restaurant equipment including soda bar, char -

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

$75.

furnishings

sale. Moving out of state.

14 -to Rent Apartments

58 -Radio -Television

RCA color TV - 21"

3 full baths . 24 x 24 cathedral

63 PONTIAC
LeMans Convert. 8 Auto-

matic, 3 Speed, Power Steer-

ing

$100.00 Down

Enclosed porch. completely

is in natural wooded hillside
setting which requires little
-formal maintenance.
$72,500.00

61 FALCON
Tudor, 6, Automatic. Radio
Heater

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

We are proud to offer. for
sale this 8 year old modern
brick and stone ranch on 2
acres in a lovely country
setting. 3 bedrooms, 2 C.T.

baths. Paneled family room
and living room with 3 -way
fireplace. Modern kitchen
with built-ins and 2 car
attached garage. For further
information, please call
$39,900.00

4 1/2% Ga., mortgage may
be assumed. Immaculate 3
bedroom ranch, home. 2 car
garage. Air conditioner.
Lake Zurich area. $17,500.

MIDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS imc.

57 CHEV
Convert. Stick Shift,Clean..

Best Offer ??!

ELLI NWOOD

MOTOR
SALES

1901 S. MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 60016
TELZINONC 21111123611

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WHITNEY

117

Real Estate

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0780

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Dea Plaines, Ill.

.299-4235

299-9995
1

Legion Nine
Gets 1-1 Tie
In Loop Clas

C'rnon. Tell me how rough
the weather has been the past
few weeks. Talk about the rain
and the wind and the chilly

BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball hopefuls
got two hours of exercise and another skin-tight pitching
performance yesterday, but they might as well have

out-of-bounds lines The blow- on their own 'rather than by
ing snow and the three -degrees emergency vehicles, added to
heat and tell me how uncom- temperature put a thin coat of the toll.
Still, the official attendance
fortable you've been.
ice on the ball, and a kerosene
Then let me tell you
stove was set up on the side- was 50,503.
about

THE PROSPECTORS bat- walked three before retiring
tled rugged Northbrook to a in favor of Ken Kozil who
1-1 draw that was called at the pitched to one batter in the
end of six innings because of sixth.
That batter was Tom Lunddarkness despite the protests
of both managers. Southpati, stedt, whose harmless grounder
J.D. Thorne's curve ball looked in the bottom of the sixth pola lot darker than the skies as ished off the last remnants of

that

Traversone intentionally,

Top Pros to
Play At Open
U.S.,open champion Billy
Casper leads a list of the
nation's top touring pros entered in the annual Western
Open golf tournament to be

stedt ran the count to three and -two and fouled off five
pitches, two of which would

game Lundstedt.
The rangy catcher wasn't
even supposed to be in this one.
He sprained his ankle Saturday,

field by two strokes. Both
Chichi Rodriguez and Jack
McGowan* last year's runners-up, will be back this
year.
Palmer,

who

finished

sec-

paced

BUT KOZIL kept coming

in the 130 - man field. Buick
Open champion Phil Rodgers
and Medinah course record -

holder Eddie Merrins are

a-

the first.
in the inning,

Also; on their way to Medinah are the winners of a dozen other regular tour tour-

first, sailed through the next

naments. Included are Doug
Sanders, Bert Yancey, Don
Messengals,
Ken
Venturi,

fifth. But he struck out the side

Dudley Wysong, Joe Camp-

THE BROOKERS got back
in the ballgame in the top of
the sixth though on an unearned run. Chuck Lcve launch-

Gay

Brewer,

Lionel

Herbert, Harold Henning, and
Tony Lema.

OTHER

TOP

stars

are

frames before he gave

three
up a

bad -hop single

in

the

to end the threat.

the

ed

Tommy Jacobs, Don January,

Ken Traversone steams into second base after
slashing a run -producing hit in the first inning of

Thorne worked Battaglia for a
walk, and stole second. Traversone then sent him across

ed for a hit in the top of the

frame

with

a

single

and stole second. Thorne got
the

next

two

batters

on

yesterday's American Legion battle. Traverson went
one -for -two at the plate.

baseman

Golf Association, sponsor of the Western
Open, is offering an all time
high of $100,000 in prize money this year. The first place
winner will collect 520,000.
Western

Sports on T.V.

Maury

Gallagher

ball.

Mike Salata will try to continue

the

Prospectors'

stingy

pitching tradition tonight when
he takes the mound against St.

The Yankees' Stew White
pitched six innings of no -hit

ball yesterday to snap the Giants win streak at five in the
Mt. Prospect Boys' Baseball
Bronco Major League.

TUESDAY

contest on the Lions' diamond.

If Lundstedt is mended by
then, he may get the starting

5:55 p.m. Filmed highlights assignment against Park Ridge

of NFL action, ch. 32.

8 p.m. Golf, Monti vs. Rosburg, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Auto racing, ch. 32.

umph. The Yankee starter had
to retire from the mound however, since league rules

limit

a pitcher to six innings.

But he used his turn at bat
in the seventh to drive in the
winning run with a triple. The

Viator in a 6 p.m. exhibition win was the Yanks' fifth in sixth
I

Blue when the local squad
shoots for its third straight

league win. That contest will
start at Prospect at 6 p.m.

one

of the game.

an even greater draw.
BY
SATURDAY

morning
the snow was nine inches deep

ground. A crowd of Boy Scouts,

to

lead

off time.
Through

their

coach,

Bennie Oosterbaan, for a
reunion.

Eight of them are now doctors, three arc lawyers, two
are dentists, and one is a minister.
Others are engineers,
teachers, and businessmen.

MOMSEN, THE hero of the
Blizzard Bowl, is now in the
building business. Among the
other standouts on the team

wcrc Chuck Ortmann, an allAmerican quarterback, who is

Michigan won the game, the now a manufacturer's repreBig 10 crown, and the Rose sentative in Glen Ellyn, and
Bowl trip on Momsen's play, Jerry Burns, recently head
and failed to make a first down
during the whole game.

It took the crowds in Columuntil
the
following

coach at Iowa and now an as-

sistant coach for the Green
Bay Packers.
Lowell Perry, an all-Amer-

bus

ican end on the team, is now

Wednesday to clear out of town.
The airport was closed, as

a lawyer.

were all the main roads in the
area, and the trains wee running 10-15 hours behind schedule.

AT LEAST TWO persons

Roger Zatkoff, a tackle later
with the Detroit Lions, is now
in sales work. Don Dufek, who
was
grid coach at Michigan
for several years after graduation, is now general manager
of a trailer firm.

morning

the

the game officials struggled

with

the

desire

to

cancel the game, but the
$200,000 that would have to

be refunded, plus the fact

Ted Clyde took the loss.

that slightly

Grand slam home runs by
Keith Keller and Don Burns
were the big blows in minor

50,000 rabid fans showed

activity when Svoboda
Men's Wear outslugged Town
and Country 10-9.

uled.
The Michigan

better than

up by game time, influenced
them to go ahead as sched-

league

team came
by train and stayed overnight
at Toledo in northern Ohio.
The snow slowed the train from

Toldeo, but it finally arrived a
couple of hours late Saturday

Cl

t

Itv.; rT^

monring and pulled to a stop on

a spur a quarter -mile from the
stadium.

A berth

the Rose Bowl

in

was riding on the outcome of the

a

booted a Ray Larsen ground

another

Yanks End Giant Streak
In Bronco Major Contest

Ray Floyd, Doug. Ford, Jay strikeout and a weak pop to
WHITE STRUCK OUT 13
Cary
Hebert,
Middlecoff, first, only to have his shutout and walked only four while leadJohnny Pott, and Mike Sou- go up in smoke when third ing his mates to a 1-0 trichak.
The

attack

nine -hit

Homeowners' Insurance to a
10-8
triumph over Charles
Klehm Nursery in Junior
League play. Jim Hourihan
claimed credit for the win, and

help then the one run Prospect

mong the late additions.

bell,

added

came up with in the bottom of

with a solid single to right
center.
Thorne, who had been touch-

their

two home runs and Mike Smith

in, finally getting his man on
a bouncer to third.
For awhile it looked as if
Thorne wouldn't need any more

With two out

as homecoming made the game

with a grand slam home run. college students, and stadium
Tony Aiaido also chipped in workers finally got the field
uncovered by 2 p.m. - 30 minwith a triple.
Steve Mileski rapped out utes after the scheduled kick-

have gone for extra bases had
they been just a little straight-

He scored that one himself.

ond to Casper in the U.S. Open
last week, is another entrant

Snow Bowl game between Ohio
State and Michigan.

Brian Holan swung the big on the stadium tarpaulin, and
stick for the winners, as he the tarp was frozen to the

day at Medinah Country Club.

having dethroned Arnold Palmer last year, and topping the

one-half
Kelly Oldsmo-

their third in six outings.

plaYed Thursday through Sun- er.
Casper is also the defending Western Open champion

come known in legend as the

bile. Scott Dorsey got the win
for Des Plaines Plymouth,

but insisted on playing. Lund-

20, but the punt by Vic
Janowicz was blocked by
Michigan's Tony Momsen.
It rolled into the end zone
where Momsen fell on it
to give the Wolverines a
9-3 lead. And that's where
the score stood at the end

plus a red-hot football rivalry,

Senior

Baseball

behind

elected to kick from Its own

combined to create what has be-

place,

game

With 47 seconds left
in the first half, Ohio State

was blown horizontally.
The lousy weather conditions,

The stadium's 82,000 seats
for the game were sold out in
League yesterday after taking August as the Ohio fans antiit on the chin 7-5 at the hands cipated a great season and a
possible Rose Bowl trip. The
of Des Plaines Plymouth.
The loss was Gil's second Michigan game is always the
hig one for the Buckeyes anyin seven tries, dropping it
way, and the 1950 designation
into second
Boys'

Arbor with

but a safety in the second quarter gave Michigan two points.

blew so hard the falling snow

Gil's Bulko Service fell back
into the pack in the Waycinden
Area

California 14-6 on New Year's
All the scoring took place Day, 1951.
Recently the members of
in the first half. Ohio went athat team gathered at Ann
head early 3-0 on a field goal,

THE TEMPERATURE dropped to near zero, and the wind

41' Triumphs

BUT POWDER -PUFF hit- down.
ting has become a habit too.
The reliable switch-hitter reNorthbrook's Frank Battaglia sponded with an opposite -field
was also nicked for only three double which fell inches inside
hits. He struck out eight and the foul line. Battaglia walked
Ken

Legion

Lundstedt went hitless,

Des Plaines

Mandcrscheid

and K.ozil came on to face a

weekend.

Tom Lundstedt checks his swing during last night's American
baseball clash between Mt. Prospect and Northbrook.
while the two teams wound up In a I-1 deadlock.

The Wolverines went on to
line for a ball warmer. Every
two or three plays a new ball win the Rose Bowl, defeating
was put into play.

it continued right through the

was called out on strikes, leaving it up to Tome with two

earned runs on nine hits.

the worst weather
ever happened any-

Think back to Thanksgiving,
1950. That's the day it started
snowing in Columbus, 0., and

THE HOSTS CAME within
an eyelash of pulling out the
win in that frame. Dave Muszynski led it off with a walk,
but was nailed trying to steal
Tom

yesterday's

where.

'

a potential rally.

Sparkling mound jobs have
become a habit with the local
nine over the past week. In its
last four games, Mt. Prospect
pitching has allowed only two second.

or

temperatures

stayed home.

the tow -headed veteran allowed
only three scattered hits, fanning seven and walking only one.

SHORTLY AFTER the tarp were hospitalized by frostbite
was peeled oxf fhe field, the suffered at the stadium, and
snow erased the yard lines and others, able to get to hospitals

PONY A LEAGUE
Team
W

Yankees

Orioles
Cardinals
Cubs

IN BRONCO B action, the
12-3. Dwight Ensminger whiffed

eight and walked seven while
allowing four hits to claim the
win.

4
2
2

0

2

3

1

3

I

3

Braves
Sox

2
2

PONY B LEAGUE
Team
W
4
4

0

3

2

2

3

Sox

2

3

Orioles

0

4

NATIONAL

WL

Giants
Dodgers

5

0

4

I

Braves

4

2

Cardinals

2

3

Cubs

2

3

Lions

1

BRONCO MAJOR
AMERICAN
Team
W
Tigers
5
Yankees
Indians
Senators
Sox

%4

L

3

Orioles

Gathered For Classic

Proper Grip Can
Correct Hooking

Many of the nation's top
will

on

be

3

Arlington Classic.

1

4

0

5

4

1

4

2

4

2

3

3

1

5

0

5

Orioles

3

3

Yankees
Tigers
Indians
Senators
Sox

3
2

3

1

4

1

4

3

04

Braves

4

1

Lions
Giants
Cardinals

4

2

4

2

3

3

1

5

0

5

Sox

Pedersen's Pointers

4

BRONCO B AMERICAN
Team
WL

ing work in delivering the papers and recruiting new subscribers. (Jim Dugan photo)

Top Three -Year -Olds

1

WL

2

2
2
2
2
3

1

5

4

4
3

Paul Hahn, famous golf trick -shot artist, will perform at 6 p.m. Friday at Midlane Farms Country Club,
Wadsworth, III., as the special guest of Golf Pro Chuck
Pedersen. Here Hahn is shown swatting golf balls with
either hand.

3

BRONCO B NATIONAL
Team
WL

Here's a driver's -eye -view of the eager Day delivery boys as they stream
into the btu bound for Wrigley Field and the Cubs -Houston game over the
weekend. The youngsters went as guests of the Day as a' reward for outstand-

Tuesday, June 21, 1966

urday for the 5100,000 added

4

and weighed 179 pounds when
he reported to the Washington Redskins as an end in 1947.

THE PROSPECT DAY

hand at Arlington Park Sat-

Lions
Giants
Cardinals
Dodgers
Cubs

Orioles
Indians
Tigers
Senators
Yankees

HOUSTON (UPI) -- Houston Oilers coach Bones Taylor was 6 feet 5 inches tall

Page 10

three -year -olds

Braves

Dodgers
Cubs

5-I.
Beanpole Bones

SPORED&

I

BRONCO A AMERICAN
Team
WL

V

League standings are included through Sunday.

1

BRONCO A NATIONAL

Team

losses.

Big 10 mark to Ohio State's

1

BRONCO MAJOR.

Team

a home run. The victory was
the Birds' fourth against three

game as Michigan had a 3-1-1

L

Cardinals
Cubs
Yankees
Braves

games.

Cardinals dealt the Cubs their
seventh setback without win

L

Dan Lundin lashed a double
and a triple for the Cards, and
Archie Harris chipped in with

The Classic, the first race

of the famed Mid - American
Triple which will also include

says his plans remain somewhat
indefinite now.
The rapidly improving Creme

dela Creme has won seven of
his eight starts, losing only in
the Withers to Indulto in May.
The colt's latest victory came
in the Jersey Derby May 30.

.

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN

Golf Pro,
Midlane Farms C.C.

A hook is about as common
Father's Image was third in
Jersey Derby and seems as a slice in golf, and its cordue for a major stakes win. rection can cut many strokes
first week of activity in the The son of Swaps has been off your score.
second phase of the co-ordin- second in the Arlington Move your left hand more to
ated Arlington - Washington Washington Futurity and the the top, or front of the grip, so
meeting.
Pimlico Futurity.
that only one or two knuckles
Impressive, a highly re- will be shown. Place the right
Kentucky Derby and Preakness winner Kausi Xing is a garded sprinter, will come hand so that the "v" formed
doubtful starter in a field back from a long rest after a by the thumb and forefinger
which includes such sopho- busy winter and early spring points toward your chin.
more standouts as Impress- schedule. Impressive has won
GRIP THE CLUB firmly
ive, Creme dela Creme, Fa- the Hibiscus, Pimlico Handi- more so with your left hand
cap,
and
Swift
Stakes,
and
was
ther's Image, and Better Sea.
than your right.
Kauai King is in 'serious train- second in the Bahamas, Bay
Check your stance, and be
Shore,
and
Gotham
Stakes.
ing, but owner Michael Ford
certain your feet are square -Illinois - bred Better Sea or even slightly open. The ball
the Chicagoan and the American Derby, will highlight the

Chargers Bow
At Prospect Hts.

the

won the Arkansas Derby easily should be played off the
left
and finished
second

in

the

Education Handicap.

The 520,000 added Madem-

center of your stance.

Start your backswing but try
not to break your wrists. Avoid

oiselle Stakes will kick off a
Mark Lindstrom pitched the busy week for two-year olds a flat backswing by starting the
clubhead straight back from

Colts to their second
against four losses in

win
the

Prospect Heights Boys' Baseball Senior League yesterday.
and
Lindstrom
company

tripped the chargers 6-3, dealing them their third loss in
seven outings. Bob Knack was
the losing pitcher. Paul Gawrys
led the winners' attack with a
triple.

Monday. The spotlight will be the ball, and don't pick up your
on fillies, in this the tenth an- clubhead with your right hand.
nual running of the 5 1/2 furlong stakes match.
DON'T ROLL your wrists
Colts and geldings will race during the backswing, and try
in the $20,000 added Joliet
to keep your left arm straight
Wednesday. Both two - year - and firm throughout the swing.
The ball hooks usually beold races are warmups for the
Arlington - Washington Lassie
cause the club face is closed.
By the way, don't forget the
and Futurity to be run in September.
big Paul Hahn Show at Mid -

lane Farms Country Club Friday.

THE ONE -HOUR performance will start at 6 p.m., .and
Midlane Farms is just off Route

41 in Wadsworth, Ill., just five
miles northwest of downtown
Waukegan.

Hahn, considered an excellent

comedian, hits golf balls
accurately from all positions,

including kneeling, sitting, and
even standing on one foot on a
folding chair.
HIS GOLF BAG, which
weighs

90

standard

pounds, includes
clubs,
plus
some

special ones with rubber shafts
and swivel joints.

Hahn has performed in

37

countries, and flies his own
airplane between appearances.

The show is open to the public, of course, and is free of

charge

EDTPOR'S NOTE: Sun-

day our golf pro, Chuck
Pedersen,

won

the

Ren-

wood Country Club Pro
Member Golf Tournament,
playing in a foursome that
included

members

Joe

Webs, Truman Wright, and
Ray Nickola.
Pedersen lives at 215 N.
Beverly, Arlington Heights.

WEATHER
In

ro5pect

Tonight; Fair sad warm; Low
the lower 70s. Thursday;

Condoned fair and hot; High
near 90.

Telephone
2554400

al)
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325 W. Prospect Av.
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Aid Sought
For Gifted

Village Board Tables
Pupil Program
DiMucci Apartment Plans
BY BRUCE CUTLER

According to present plans, about 135 children in

Dist. 57 with I.Q.s of 140 or higher will be able to
participate in the district's gifted program this fall.
The board of education Monday tentatively approved a committee report requesting state
aid for the salaries of the
program's director and guidance counselors.
Board action

necessary

is

now, said Dist. Supt. Eric A.
Sahlberg, in

order to secure

"We hope within a year," he
said, "the program in the junior high schools would be revised to come more closely to
what we'll be doing in the elementary schools.

"For the present," he added,

"the junior high program for

state approval of the program

the gifted will continue as it

before school begins in Sep-

has."

tember.

District
and

board

business

manager

secretary

J.

C.

Busenhart told the board that
the program is not

although

included in the present budget,
its costs can be provided for.
The district's request can

now be forwarded to the state.

The program's staff and their
qualifications, as well as a
more
detailed
account
of
screening tests, have yet to be
provided.

ACCORDING to
present
plans, pupils will be selected
on the basis of I.Q. tests,
teacher ratings and the guidance counselor's evaluation.

"We plan to

the

use

140

I.Q. test score as the program's
lower border," Collett said,
"although all children with
scores
above
screened.

will

130

be

A Mount Prospect firm has
apparently been underbid for
some $50,000 worth of Village road and highway re-

Arrow
Co.

become incumbent on the village?
Road

Construction

The property in question is

remain below five per cent of

Arcot Midwest Corp. of Evan-

goals to the board.

the total student body.

ston, $50,302.40.

work for the children selected.
"The program is not just
an academic one," he said.
"Students would be excused

"In our screening procedures
tablished and we don't want the

program based solely on I.Q.
tests," he said.

"The program will be highly
structured for individual pupils
individual's work and not toward

He commented that how the

children would make up their
regular work is one of the
program's aspects which would
be modified by experience and
would be continually evaluated

"I think we will derive benefits beyond the five per cent
of the student body in the program," he continued.

"The in-service training of

the staff will benefit

School

dents."
Supt.
"there

Dist. 23's John Muir School,
now being readied for its first
students this fall, was the main
topic at the board of education meeting Monday.
The board voted unanimously

to authorize its attorney to ask
state and county highway officials for their recommendations
regarding the traffic situation
on Illinois 83 when children
travel to and from school.

Chilcren walking along the
highway, which lacks sidewalks,

and crossing it near the Drake
Terrace subdivision in order to
get to the school, the board
felt, created a traffic situation for which the highway of-

$49,863.15

and
It

THE BIDS were referred to
the

village manager, engineer

(10

and finance director for consideration. Approval of the
contract is expected at
next board meeting July 5.

for

The plan commission called
for a retention basin to gather
and hold storm water, keeping
it from causing a flooding situation by entering the sanitary

der was Joseph

sewer system.

Three bids were received
asphalt filler. Low bidJ. Tumpeer

phalt at a per

-

ton price of

is

all

stu-

Sahlberg added that
a definite spill -over

from what

teachers

learn at

all levels.

13 -Year -Old

Questioned in
$30,000 Fire
Juvenile officers of the Cook
County Sheriff's Police are
handling the case of a 13 -year old involved in an estimated
$30,000 house fire in the
Brookwood
subdivision
of
eastern Prospect Heights.

"One of the most important
Youths in the neighborhood
benefits of the program," he
said, "lies in teacher behavior reported the 13 -year -old boy
evaluation.

This

is

in

effect

had been playing with gasoline,
firecrakers and matches in the

introspection on their part, allowing them to change their garage of a house under contechniques of teaching.
struction at 1309 Orchard before the structure burned.

"THERE

is

a

tremendous

amount of research in this very
basic area of how learning takes
place. Our gifted
program

could be expanded for teacher
workshops at all levels."

versity and pursue a teaching career.

$500 for Scouts
Boy Scout Troop 36 in Prospect

Bus, Lunch
Opinions

Solicited

The policy committee of Dist.

23 board of education today
mailed questionaires to about
families in
Prospect Heights.
220

northeastern

After assuring themselves of title to a flood water retention
basin, the village board last night approved subdivision plans
for Units 12 and 13 in Colonial Heights subdivision.

Inspectors
File Charges
Against DiMucci

The completed and returned
be used by
the committee in forming its
recommendations to the board
on transportation and luncheon
policies for students in the
The
Arlington
Heights
John Muir School.
Building
Commissioner has
"When the school was built," signed complaints of building
Committee chairman David violations against Salvator Di Dresser explained, "the dis- Mucci Sr., a Mount Prospect
trict's general provisions were Builder.
questionaires will

that tio hot lunches would be
served and no bus transportation provided.

Heights collected more
"However," he continued,
than $500 from its safety -or- "because of the number of chiliented "operation flame -out."
dren who must travel along-

Harold C. Best said the
complaints stem from
Di-

Mucci's refusal to allow him
to inspect a farmhouse at 201
Golf Rd.

"This may be allowable under county zoning regulations,"

The board also voted unanimously to direct the architect
of the Muir School to draw up
plans for extending sidewalks
on the north end of the school

he said, "but it is a violation
of the village code."

Best said he went to inspect
the lot with one of his inspectors Friday and was refused

property.

admittance to the property.

IN SCHOOL matters

"They are doing some sort

the

board unanimously accepted a
bid for carpeting of all the
school's
classrooms,
kindergarten room, offices and re-

of

They

-1'

Neal Hunter and Nick Gagliano
have deeded one parcel of land

the units to the village as

in

assurance that retention
basin facilities would be unan

der village control.

The retention basin is planfor school property belonging to Elk Grove School
Dist. 59. There were no representatives from the school
district at last night's meeting as had been anticipated.
ned

they

Securing of the deed to the
lot just opposite the original
site

insures

the

retention

basin's construction.

Stone Pillars
Are Doomed

the

an

to

escrow

proving Colonial Heights Units
12 and 13 for Neal Hunter and

Nick Gagliano only after demanding title to property for a
retention basin.
Teichert contended that there

was a great deal of difference
in granting a subdivision plat
and approving the concept of a
planned development on land already zoned for that purpose.
Coffer and Bergen maintained
that the village was letting it-

The retention basin is completed and it is in conformance
to village regulations. However, self in for trouble by approving
the village demands that it be the development without holding
deeded to them so that they can a guarantee that the title to the
assure its continued use as a retention basin would be forthretention basin and control it coming.

from health and safety stand-

"Where does our power of

ards.

enforcement

building permits for the prop-

the retention

rest?"
Teichert
The entire matter was placed asked. "Is it at this time or is
with the judiciary committee it when they actually apply for
last week for recommendation. their building permits?"
Trustee Robert Teichert, chairTEICHERT entered a moman of the committee, reported
that by a 3-0 margin the matter tion that the planned developwas authorized for approval, en- ment be accepted, pending
abling DiMucci to apply for guarantees from the builder that

erty and proceed with his apart-'
ments.

AT THE

board

meeting

last night, however, the other
two members of the judiciary

committee,
Trustees
Frank
Bergen and Robert COlfer, said

that their approval of the planned development was contingent

basin would be

deeded to the village and pend-

ing sanitary district granting of
sanitary sewer permits.
This motion was seconded by
Trustee Harry Bruhl.

Teichert said that he thought
the board was placing too much
emotional emphasis on the fact

that the DiMucci name was involved.
Trustee

Colfer responded,
on evidence from Village Attorney Robert Moore that the "I wouldn't care if his name
retention basin be deeded to the was Goldsmith, I wouldn't ap-

prove the development without

village.

Trustee Teichert maintained
that the time to control the
ownership of the retention basin

guarantees of the title of the
retention basin."

(Continued on Page 3)

Roundup
For The Day

last night by the Village Board
by a 5-1 vote.

Bruhl

village

agreed

tion basin did not take place.

in Mount Prospect were doomed

Harry

came when permits for actual
building were applied for, not
of the planned development.

SR.

agreement and a letter promising he would deed the retention
basin to the village for its control.
In the meantime, the property
in question passed to DiMucci
Jr. and the requirements of the
plan commission were not met
in that the deeding of the reten-

Stone pillars at the entrance
of the "Indians" subdivision

Trustee

three

Shire

cast

the only dissenting ballot to
the order to . remove the pillars at the entrance to Shaboneem Council, Manawa and
Hiawatha Trails on Route 83.

By United Press International

Repel Attack; Kill 70 Reds

II, pending
the architect's opinion of the
cision until July

best of several bids.

In other actions, the board
Robert

measures at the intersection.

Claim

cent tornado and are repairing
it This may be so, but they

June 29.

purpose room, stage, nurse's
office and cot room, the board
deferred by a 3-2 vote its de-

'county highway department that
the accident occurred. The
board and the department have
been
negotiating on safety

said,

DiMucci was served with a
summons to appear in Arlinge ton Heights Circuit Court on

seamless flooring for the multi-

LeForge was to inform the

Best

refused to let me in to see."

carpeting,
vilt:h will cost
$10.25 a square yard.
On the question of the school's

Schoenbeck Rds., June 16.

there,"

sustained
storm damage during the re-

Carroll Seating Co. of Chicago will provide the nylon

W. LeForge to investigate an
accident involving a car and
an empty school bus at the
intersection of Palatine and

work

"but I don't know what kind.

source center.

president

Trustee
Robert Teichert,
chairman
of the judiciary
committee,
reported
that
Colonial Heights developers

The committee report was
George St. John, who headed side 83 which doesn't have any
based on the participation of the fund-raising project, re- sidewalks, the committee is
Best said the building, which
There is
some
question
102 Dist. 57 teachers in four
ported more than 400 aersol considering the possibility of 'is in a recently annexed por- as to whether the retention
in - service workshops during can
fire extinguishers were transportation for the school's tion of the village, is being basin is going to be approvthe 1965-66 school year.
used by DiMucci to store lum- ed for school property by the
sold over the weekend.
pupils."
ber and building material.
Dist. 59 board of education.

ficials could find a solution.
Illinois 83 is a state highway.

directed its

Basin Assured,
Board OKs Plans

occupancy permits on
homes in the Mount
subdivision.

Coffer said that the village
build the retention pond and established precedent by apDIMUCCI

gave

$44.50.

Case Continued

Circuit Judge Charles S.
St. extended into Unit 8 of Di - Daugherty Wednesday morning
Mucci Home Builder's Elk continued the hearing on SalRidge Villa.
vatore DiMucci's mandamus
Originally, the property was suit against the village of
owned by Salvatore DiMucci Sr. Mount Prospect until 9:30
and it was sold to Salvatore a.m., June 28.
DiMucci Jr. and zoned by the
DiMucci is asking the court
planning commission for apart- to order the village to issue
ment development.

the

their classroom work.

by guidance counselors.

Traffic
Is Problem

Plaines,

located at the Southwest corner
of Busse and Golf Rds. on Pine

Kathleen Goscinski, 3 N. Edward, Mount Prospect, was the recipient of the annual Rotary Club Scholarship in the amount of $350. Pictured are, from the left,
BOARD member John M. Co., Chicago, with a bid of Rotary President Walter Griffith, Mrs. Joseph Osciaild and Kathy. A graduating
Page pointed out that "what $5,562.50 for 125 tons of as- senior from Prospect High School, Kathy plans to attend Northern Illinois Uniacademic subjects.

from some of their classwork the children learn in the gifted
in order to attend these spe- program will spill over into
cial work sessions."

vote of Mayor Daniel Congreve.

029.35.

Des

no numerical goal will be es-

proval for a planned apartment development on property
already zoned multi -family passed on the .tie -breaking

was just beaten by Allied Asphalt and Paving Co. at $47,-

dren

"The program aims to bring
out the potential of children,"
he said, "to encourage convergent, divergent and evaluative thinking and to give guidance to help enforce this potential."
He pointed out the program
is not an addition to regular

This is a question that failed to get an answer at last
night's village board meeting as a motion to table ap-

Inc., one of five bidders

for the job, came in with a
bid of $48,286.70. That bid

FRED. D. Collett, asst.
supt., explained the programs

gifted program

At what point does the enforcement of building plans

funds.

Other bids were from Skokie Valley Asphalt Co. of

any

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

pair through Motor Fuel Tax

"The general recommendation is that the number of chilin

Dispute Over
Retention Basin
Splits Trustees

Street
Work Bids
Received

The Broomstick Beauty was the play selected as a fond raiser by the Haden
Heights Girls Club. Presented in the garage of one of the club members for neighbor -children, admission to the play was 10 cents for youngsters and 15 cents for
adults. Members of the cast Included, from the left, Sandy Bodke' Cathy Esper.
seth, Frances Carroll, Cathy Malay and Sharon Peters. Proceeds from the play,
and other club activities, have been used to purchase a $42 tent for use of- club
members.

_at Are They
Sore About?
You'll learn Monday in The Day When
readers begin to air their "pet gripes."

SAIGON -- U.S. paratroopers reinforced secretly
during the night slammed back an attack this morning by

a major North Vietnamese force. The American forces
killed at least 70 Communists in the morning -long battle
on the central coastal plain. The savage fighting in threeday operation "Nathan .Hale" began at dawn. A UPI correspondent at the scent said dozens of Communist bodies lay within three feet of U.S. positions.

Lynda Bird in Madrid
MADRID -- Lynda Bird Johnson visited some of the
tourist highlights of Madrid today, royal tombs, a 16th

century monastery and the palace of Spain's former

kings.

When .shopping for food, the thing to save is CASH! And that's EXACTLY what you save in our big,
busy food department. Listed below are typical examples of our sensational NEW LOW PRICES. Check
every Item. See for yourself how our store -wide pricing program. will immediately cut your cost of living.
WHY PAY MORE ... when, on the over - all basis, you can buy the same brands for less here!
SHOP AND COMPARE.

i.:.

ITEM AND SIZE

Lean, meaty

SCOT LAD

PORK STEAK
89

CHICKEN

454 3%

64

59t
49t

104

iiiiiosfAcloLLI

374 -314

64

P39ork

PARTS

WiTiz.BileAU CE

694 554

144

33/ 25t

84

23t
351 29
494 43
554 49t

64

64

37t

44

494 45c

44

294 45c
434 39

134

TARCH
FOOD CAKE MIX

ica a

lb.

Fresh, bulk

PORK
BUTT
ROAST

Sausage

Plain or breaded

69t

Pork Cutlets

C

Chop Suey

FRENCH'S

SAUCE
UDLONG

RELISH
iiii,L8IX14 DRESSING
arriALA 8DRESSING

Ar

Ib.

lb.

Quarts

Can

SLICED

Boneless Rolled

SLAB BACON

PORK BUTT
"-ROAST

69c lb.
Manor House

2

COFFEE

Pail Pak
ICE CREAM

$1.29

&

half

GI: 59

Kleins
POTATO CHIPS.... box

49

Bonnie

HAMBURGER-UNS

of

250

i°zO

rAM o r TREET
40 Oz. Can

QUEEN OF SCOT

CARSPAAIN BERRY

It:, 230

COTTAGE CHEESE

411

JUICE

liZaRSEMEAT W/ GRAVY
CORN sililliseEAL

64

64

64

44

Ri REAL

43

34

Ciiiitii°zFLAKES

394

354

44

CLEANSER

494 45c

44

BAGGIER

BAGS
PlN
CURLED
16)z
LASAGNA
RIGATONI

494 454

41

394 364

3/

294 254

44

SPICED

444

34

sNIA4uniCH

F4CACH ES

414

4COi 4

Little Lady

PIZZA

Scot Lad

CANNED POP

10

cans

890

Cheese

69c

Bleach

FLEECY WHITE

Exttr3ao ng.,

.. Gal.

Csaheuesasgee& 794

49

SCHICK HOT LATHER

u -oz.
Regular Or Menthol

3

CANTALOUPE
11 A
I I;

Sunkist

Solid Head

834

SCHICK
111111STABLE

CALIFORNIA

IN OUR LIQUOR DEPT.

30C OFF

FreVie iltlil 6 adell

PEACHES... .112.

554

Frozen 12 -inch

Meadowmoor

Georgia

691

294

"Edi

Boneless

2 For

94

2)z .
SPRAYEASY-ON

Tenderloin

YOU

SAVE

370

Can

Fresh, Grade "A"
Country Style

NEW

PRICE

234

PiiiiiEDAPALE

Pork

OLD

PRICE

RAZOR

$1.09

Schlitz
16 -Oz. Cans

6 Pak

$1.19

Full Quart

Old Dominion Gin ..
$319

Full Quart

Seagram 7 Crown ...$.498
Fifth
That Special
Ancient Age(GetZayrePrices)

All Special Sale Prices In Effect June 22 Thru June 23
59c

for

I

fir

I

LETTUCE Lh'21.301;
Crisp

d...450

CCdAsPRROTS 2 gt..210

1300 Northwest Highway, Palatine

Hours 10.10 Daily 10.6 Sunday

THE PROSPECT DAY

Board. -7Tables
Plans

Wednesday, June 22.15166

.3

(Continued From Page 1)
Teichert again made his point

that ho was not, approving issuance of building permits, but
rather the concept of the planned development approved by
the planning commission
Trustee Bergen referred to
Teichert's motion
as,
'hn
empty bag " He said, "Di Mucci wants to build. You

1

are in no position to withhold

permits if you approve the
development at this point "
Trustee Bruhl said
"This

is running into the same snag

as my swimming pool ordinance That came out of committee three to nothing, also "

Trustee Bergen said, "I approved this in committee based
on the guarantee that the village
would be given control of the retention basin."
Teichert said, "We have cash

Open New

Restaurant

escrows to insure the basin,"

MAYOR Congreve pointed
Mount out that DiMucci Home BuildProspect's newest business, ers has deposited a letter of
opened to the public yes- credit rather than cash and
terday on what its owners said, "I'm a little shaky about
call a "shake down" cruise that "
The mayor then called for
of the facilities. Pictured
above are a few of the more the question on the motion to
than 50 people who work at table made by Colfer and seclocated at 253 E. onded by Bergen after a disRand Rd. At left are Mr. cussion of Roberts Rules of
Order were interpreted to mean
and Mrs. Sandy Agate, Wau- that a vote on the tabling motion

Blazit

Steaks,

kegan, who are the local

was necessary

owners and operators of the

Trustees Bergen, Colfer and

restaurant which is part of Grittani voted for the motion to
a

table.

rant franchise chain. Hours
will be from 11 a.m. to
midnight

Sunday

(left) shares pistol
firing secrets with indivi-

through

Mount
Prospect
police
force. Hooten won a master's
trophy in the Northwest Police Pistol League's competition. Officer William J.
Creamer (standing) qualified as an expert in the

Trustees

Thursday and from 11 a.m.
won marksman trophies. The
to 1 a.m. Friday and Satur- the matter and it will be put off
until the next regularly sched- four were the only ones on
day. Orders are placed by uled meeting of the village board the force to take individual
telephone.

on July 5.

awards.

The summer Neighborhood
Youth Corps in Dist. 214 has
been approved by the federal
government and a grant issued

kr 326,000. - --T

of Economic Opportunity for
approval.

THEODORE said the students 'work a maximum of 32

Life

-

Ver-,--hhe said.
and " are
Students in
,,,:prokram , ployed as office aides,, secTheodore
said
tranipiiireceive $1.25 atioltouti-for their rotaries,
typists and sOlifel ,tation ii,the biggest problem.
work in various departments do landscape work.
There The NYC program has a limOf the schools and receive
arc 16 boys and 34 girls par- ited
transportation
budget
counseling service f r o m ticipating this summer.
and it isn't always possible
George Theodore, program di"We tr.y to get everybody
rector and Donald Schroeder, a job. The students who at- for students to work in the
high school they attend. Thea counselor.
tend summer school can work
Theodore said approximate- part time. We do what we can odore and his staff often
ly $22,000 will be used for stu- for them and we find out where transports the students to
their jobs.
dent salaries during the 10 -

we can help through counsel-

work program.
StuWe try to have the stuing.
dents are employed at all five dent fit the job and not the job
Dist. 214 high schools and at fit the student. We- feel this
Property owned by Dist. 23
the
Slichenmeyer
Adminis- is important," Theodore said.
at MacDonald and Elm in Progtration Center.
ONE GIRL is tutoring two pect Heights has been leveled,
The program began Junc 15
week

and

No Dumping

will end Aug. 23.

NYC proposal for the

The
1966-

regular school year has
been submitted to the Office

.67

blind students as part of her
NYC work. She is teaching
them to type and helps in other areas of their work.

the board of education was told
Monday.

The board voted to allocate
funds to purchase snowfencing

for the area to prevent dump-

FOR SALE BY TRANSFERRED OWNERS!

ing there.

Surplus
Dist. 23's budget statement

at the end of this school year
will show a surplus, board of
education president Robert W.
LeForge predicted after the
board's meeting Monday.

Even Better On The Inside!

coin ;

RUSSELL VAN KAMPEN

JOHN T. RONAN

'grk

Sleep is apparently eluding
more and more people, as witness the fact that sales of sleep -

lug pills continue to climb.

111

If you live to be 77 years of
age, you will have spent over a

quarter of a million hours in
bed

Sleep is the restful state that
allo we the human system to re-

9 Rooms - 3 Baths

Ideal home for a very large family or for family wlI inlaws There is a separate kitchen upstairs and zoned heating

Home is very well -constructed and located In the heart of
Arlington Eta 2 car attached garage, fireplace and loads of
nice extras. Must be seen!

$47,500

.

ness administration.

Also, Suellen M. Kozolowski, ness administration and Joseph
220 S. Pine St., diploma in P. Wolf Jr., 613 S. School St.,
nursing; Nancy J. Lytle, 307 N. bachelor of science in general
Russell, diploma in nursing; education.
Mrs. June Matthes Muckle,

Sandra Stabb
Picked For

East ..,
Cards

.

Leather ... Jade
American Greeting
Free gift wrapping.

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

I770 W. Algonquin Rd,
Rhone 439-5255

437 W. Prospect
392-2290

408 E. Chicago
358-1155

OPEN 9-9

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

A Prospect Heights junior at

ness administration.

Wheeling High School has been

Others are John Oster Jr., accepted for special summer
609 N. Elmhurst Av., bachelor courses at Illinois State Uniof science in business admini- versity, Normal.
Sandra Stabb, 1815 Hickory,
stration; Robert H. Ratcliffe,
505 W. Henry, master of arts; is one of only 42 high school
Arthur G. Vogelgesang, I I I N. juniors selected to participate
in ISU summer seminars.

Kenilworth, bachelor of busi,

Prospect Hghts.

During the three week session, she will have an opportunity to experience college
level work under the guidance

study, literature, mathematics,
be making a one -day stand at physical science and American
the Jewel Foods store, Rte. history.
83 and Camp MCDonald Rd.
Sandra will study American

English

PALATINE OFFICE

Special Classes

Sleeplessness isn't unique to
on -the -go moderns, however.
The early Romans wooed sleep
In adult -sized cradles, rocked
by slaves.
desires at

MT. PROSPECT OFFICE

edu-

X -Ray Day Set

Wide-awake folks will dis-

-

in

charge after the days activity.
The average person changes
position 15 to 45 or moretimes
during a night's sleeping
period

cover willing slaves to their

Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery
This Weeks Helpful Hint:

Small empty bandage tins
are good containers for childrims crayons to keep them
frdm breaking.

rehearsal dinner for 26 at the Carousel Restaurant.

A pair of Mrs. Haas' close Springfield, Ill. The bride who
Mrs. Edwin Milford graduated from Prospect High
and Mrs. John Kerwin, both of School only two days before
friends,

for guard.
Mrs.
ONE LAST important event

reserved

was

Wildermuth who came from

Ft. Wayne, Ind.
WHEN
JANICE
Evelyn
Agard and David Trautman
were married June 18, the
bride's father performed the
marriage ceremony assisted

. X-ray
Heights

Day for Prospect
residents has been
set for July 5.
A mobile X-ray unit will

of university faculty members.

STUDENTS will take part
in one of four main areas of

All adults are eligible for a history during
X-ray from
to seminar.

free chest
8 p.m.

the

70

hour

1

W. Olive, president and X-ray intensive counselling from colsurvey chairman of St. Al- lege guidance workers.
Sandra will live on campus
phonsus Women's Guild.
Prospect

Heights

residents

her

classmates,

attend

The summer X-ray survey
co-operative project of
a
the Suburban Cook County

recreational facilities.

The banana plant requires
trict and the Tuberculosis In- 9 to 12 months of sunshine
stitute of Chicago and Cook and frequent, /heavy rains beTuberculosis Sanitarium

County.

Dis-

fore it bears Marketable fruit.

laneous shower attended by
125 ladies, members of the

tional White Cross sales force.

zation May 19 in the church.

which

was

hosted

by

the

governing board of the organiThe newly married Trautmans will live in Mount Pros-

Officers
Installed

pect

this summer, and in the
will be off to Turlock,

fall
Calif., where

he

will attend

hool.
medical school.SENTIMENTAL

has kept Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Brunberg in Mount Prospect
until early in July. It was the
marriage

June

of

19

their

daughter Mary to William G.
Lawless, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eldon Lawless of Camp Point,

ortt took place

,ciF

in the Presbyterian Chapel ,on
the Illini campus, the day after

his graduation 'from the University.

Both families gathered for a
dinner

hosted

Lawlesses

the

in Champaign Saturday night.

The wedding was small with
Mary's sister Joanne as maid
of honor and her brother James
usher.

as

With Jim was

his

young wife. The couple is living in Iowa City where Jim attends

medical

school

the

at

University of Iowa.
A party for Mary was

given by William's aunt Mrs.
William

Lawless earlier this
month in her Camp Point home,
and included friends and rel-

of the groom's family.
AS THOSE who were in-

atives

vited to the June 4 marriage
of Carol Lynn Crane and Ronald J. Howard receive thank you

notes

for

wedding

gifts

they will also receive the gifts
and an announcement of the
couple's last-minute
engagement.

broken

Only four days before

the

By Order

arc the Charles Bechels and

Bethel Order 103 of Jobs
Daughters held an installation
of officers Saturday in the Arlington Heights Masonic Tem-

cy, now Mrs. Richard Lopez help their daughter in the tense
of Mount Prospect, and her hours surrounding the decision
sister Patricia Shields chose were her mother and father,
other important family dates Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Crane

family

their daughters, for both Nan-

ple.

for their marriages.

Nancy was married on the
Johnson installed the new of- birthdays of her mother and

wedding, pretty brunette Carol
and Ronald decided to cancel
their

plans.

On

hand

of Mount Prospect.

Past Honored Queen Gayle

ficers. They are: Debbie Deering,

honored

queen;

Vecky

Slater, senior princess; Diana
Truelove,
junior
princess;

grandmother,

Patricia

chose

her family's wedding anniversary

which

coincided

with

Richard Lonez's birthday, and
Gayle Ness, guide; Judy Tra- the 40th wedding anniversary
vis, marshall; Eileen Stevens,
chaplain;
Carol Malmquist,
treasurer; Chris Nolan, recorder; Janet Olsen, librarian; Sue Mitchell, musician.

Linda Mitchell,

first messenger; Maggie McClure, second messenger; Kathy Savino,
third messenger; Kathy Thuerk, fourth messenger; Carol
Hauerberg,
fifth messenger;
Beverly

Douglas, senior

ofm

cul on st e

II y friendsin

fPr oas

Mount
and Mrs.
Herbert Kolzow.
All were toasted at the wedding reception for Patricia and

Gary Dove, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Dove of Palatine.
The June

12

ceremony took

in St. Peter Church in

place

Forest Park, with the reception in the Beebe's' home on
S. Kenilworth.

cus-

The wedding was preceded
todian; Patricia Johnson; jun- by two parties for Pat; one
ior custodian` Sandy Naeher, given by relatives of the Doves,

inner guard, and Marla Byl, and the other by the bride's
outer guard.

Beverly Campbell,
Jeanette
Keeneke,
Linda
Campbell,
Kathy Lauterberg, Sue Corbett, Barbara Rumatz, Patty
Henrickson and Joy Trans.

All the girls are from Ar-

high school friends.

Out of town guests included
grandparents
from

Gary's

Childrens Theatre
Presents
The Tale Tellers in

Ray Lemke

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE
CL 5-6520

Country Club
1111 AlSt /f.i'dAr4ANI

lington Heights.

"The Emperors
Battles of Manassas

The first Battle of Manassas, or Bull Run as it ,bas been

is

of Chicago, a dinner her coworkers at Alpha Engineering
Co.. gave, and a big miscelCovenant Woman's Fellowship

and have the full use of ISU

r

fore the wedding included those
given by Miss Eunice Swedberg

ern division sales vice president, will be responsible for
all sales activities of the na-

are urged to take advantage of classes in university buildings,
the free service.

,

attended in Chicago.

Members of the choir are:

In addition to academic and
Volunteer chairman in charge
of registration at the unit is social activities, participants
in
the seminars will receive
Mrs. Raymond J. Smith, 403

with

church in Hilmar, Calif.
The dale was set to coincide

and Russell Van Kampen, 203 with the annual conference of
Evangelical
Covenant
S. Lancaster, vice president of the
sales for the Chicago based Church of America which the
insurance firm.
Rev., and Mrs. Hawkinson also

Van Kampen, formerly west-

' Lane, master of business administration; Kathleen L. Banka, 12
N. Owen St., bachelor of science in education; Daniel E. Benson,
6 E. Prospect Ave., master of science in civil engineering and
Frank M. Farleigh, 407 S. SeeGwun, bachelor of science in busi-

419 S. Maple, bachelor of busi-

of

motion, life sales, franchise
and association, disability income and fire and casualty.
Ronan was formerly Eastern
Division sales vice president
for the company.

Thirteen Mount Prospect graduates have been awarded
degrees from Northwestern University.
Degrees were awarded to Robert E. Babiarz, 1726 Robbie

cation and Edward Organ Jr.,
Gerald Barnbaum R.Ph.

John Haas. The Harry Lepers of Arlington Heights hosted a

IN HIS
new
Mr. and Mrs. Hilmar Trautcapacity,
Ronan will be responsible for man gave a rehearsal dinner
directing the sales marketing for their son and his bride and
activities of the White Cross their attendants at Old Orchard
sales
force,
including the Country Club last Friday night.
areas of training, sales proThree parties for Janice be-

Thirteen Get
Degrees From
Northwestern

Edward,

been named vice
sales marketing

has

president

Nunamaker, 3 S.
bachelor of science

LOVELY LULLABIES
NOT ENOUGH

the Prospect Heights Community Church, was followed by a reception for 100 at the home of the bride's family, Mr. and Mrs.

.141i n T. Ronferrl kbiktrtrn, frail re, gram's hometown

605 N. Prospect Manor Av.,
master of arts; Thomas J.
We agree that this home Is very attractive from the outside,
but you should see the inside! Center entrance hall has slate
ball. Living room and "L" dining room done to beautiful
shade of blue - - carpeting, walls, draperies Kitchen is a
housewife's dream
Oak trim throughout. Fine area of
Arlington fits. .
$31,900

Jacquelynn Karen Haas, popular student, at Prospect High
School and in its first graduating class in 1961, chose Sunday,
June 12 for her marriage to Richard Leeper. The ceremony in

Richard's grandmother,

Two Mount Prospect insur-

dividual-and not as' a -num,-

week

a

<=4",

ance executives have been promoted to top level management
posts with the Bankers Life
and Casualty Co
by the Rev. James Hawkinson

He
in-

0, j,

By Grace Mott As--

ceremony

Promotions

"The best part of the program is Mr. Theodore.
treats everybody as an

Wedding Bells

Prospect Heights gave a mis- her marriage, and her young
cellaneous evening shower for husband have gone to live in
Jacquelynn a month before the Michigan City, Ind., where he
wedding. A special seat at the is stationed with the coast

Banker's

Youth Corps Program
Gets $26,000 Grant

Grace's Daze

dual trophy winners of the

league's contest, which is
Bruhl, Ekren
based on average scores in
and Teichert voted against the
10 matches within a year.
motion.
Warren
Fischer
Mayor Congreve cast the tic Officers
breaking vote in favor of tabling (right) and Robert Barone

restau-

Memphis -based

OFFICEREUGENE
Hooten

called, was fought on July 21,
1861;

the

second

battle was

fought on Aug. 29-30,

1862.

Both battles ended in Confederate victory.

New Clothes"
Saturday 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.

ffflITWEEDT

IN THE OLD OnClinnD COuNTitv CLUB

Rnd L tuoul It..,) MI. Pronneci, in.

And 3 more
exciting productions.

Discounted season subicription available now.
Visit the Box difice or call CL 9-5400

to

owe 'a;

Frank E. Von. Arx

"Things arc not the same
down on the farm," said Uncle
John Blievernicht, vice presi-

Tonne
farms.

dent of the Street Fight Pro-

Sunday they were all gone. It

moters Assn.
Teen Centers.

for

American

his friend

the fireplace.

"Not exactly," replied Uncle
11

years since I have seen my
friends on the
Landmeier,

"The way they are tearing
buildings in the city,
pretty soon that will be the
only place people, will have
rodm to garden."

has

tect their plan to build 25 -story
high rises on the golf course."

Zerais.

"They

are

conservative

Du

of Illinois politics challenges

the old pro, Paul A. Douglas

pluralities, Page received on-

for the U. S. Senate.

ly 75 per cent of the vote, the
remainder going to his oppon-

about

the image

he

crucial downstate counties where a Republican has to make hay in order
projects

in the

to win.

Percy had only cursory opposition in the November primary election. Several thousand of those who pulled Republican ballots wasted their
votes by casting for Lar Daly.
EVEN MORE shocking
the

primary

showing,

than
credited to

in
Percy's
a poor

ent Robert Campbell.

This indicates to us a basic
dissatisfaction in the Republican closed primary in areas

where the GOP must shine if
they are going to have that
good year in November everyone is talking about.

ADD TO the Percy woes
the fact that Wheeling Township's Jerry Moe is favored to

get on the ballot as an independent,

conservative

date and it
there

is

not

candi-

apparent that

is

smooth

sailing

ahead for the former Bell and
Howell chief executive.
Moe votes, if any, are Per-

Percy

couldn't put that many people
in a 25 -story high rise."

still

by Jack Vandermyn

And if that happens, there
goes the Percy ball game.

of

signatures

on

THERE IS no denying the petitions welcoming the AEC

importance

Commission will announce that

munities.

of the atomic to Weston.
accelerator to the economy of
Weston is a small commuIllinois and to the benefit of nity of perhaps 250 homes in
the DuPage county area.
the far western tip of the cenThe project will bring thou- tral part of DuPage. , Kane
age Point first.
sands of professional people County lies adjacent
to the
to the county and re -kindle
SOMETIME prior to the No- what has been a lagging hous- site and there is plenty of
vember 4 election, Paul Doug- ing market in Chicagoland's property in the area, ripe for
development, even after the
las and the atomic Energy
largest bedroom chain of com- AEC takes 2,000 acres for its

the coveted Atomic AcceleraAnd the beneficial effects
tor plant will be located in of the accelerator will be felt
Weston and DuPage County.
in Northwest Cook County, alDuPage county is so excited
about the location of the $.300,000 facility in its arca that
Douglas would become as popular to residents as Elmer
Hoffman.
It is not conceivable that
Percy will lose DuPage county, however, a Douglas ploy
the

form of bringing

the

so.

Barrington was in the running for the site and granted
a good chance to gain it, un-

til

concerted efforts on the
part of some Barrington citizens

caused

liminate
tion.

them

000 DuPage County plurality.

"Oh, heavens, no; I'm not a demonstrator-I'm trying to

wangle an invitation to Luci's wedding!"

installation.
DOUGLAS
has
indicated
through news conferences in
the past that he favors the
Weston site and his efforts
have certainly been
significant in making the site a
reality for the area.
Percy, on the other hand,

Tbe Pro5vert ;Dap
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

the AEC to e- was touring Poland when Barfrom

conten-

accelerator to the county could
THE CASE for the accelcut into his anticipated 100,- erator in DuPage County is

regardless of his popular ap-

the people who reside in the
arca and they have collected
thousands

another

problem in challenging an incumbent of the stature of Paul
Douglas. Mark it in your calendar and you will be able to
say you read it in the Vant-

in

cy votes. Those who believe
that a conservative candidate,

has

the

tried to play golf on a
Saturday or Sunday knows they

the

. . .

Page County where Republicans enjoy four and five to one

worried

place

people who arc trying to pro-

themselves.

edging that Percy will run well
in the Northwest suburbs, are

would re-

friends?" asked Zerais.

Page.

acknowl-

rises

said

les Percy a two -to -one edge in

cal observers, while

"The high

trying to change that trend,"

peal, will take votes away from
Paul
Douglas
are . kidding

We know of several local
pundits who would be happy to
invest some of their cash in
a proposition of this type. Lo-

plan reverse the population trend to the suburbs?"

golf course," explained Zerais. "Anybody who

"They must have quit farm -

staid,

"But how would this high
rise

"I understand the people at
Old Orchard Country Club are

voter turnout by the Percy
camp, was the showing of Ray

In

station on time.

Instead of chickens and cows
they are raising kids and dogs.
"What has happened to your

We read that the Las Vegas
oddsmakers have given Charthe upcoming November elec-

rington and still make it to the

down

Vantage Point
tion when the "boy wonder"

"From 25 stories up," said
Uncle John, "a commuter could
watch his train leave Bar-

Uncle John,

"They have even changed the
name to Cantex farms and they
have a bumper crop of houses.

Zerais Fish as he cut legs for

John. "It has been 10 or

ing and moved back to the city
to
escape the crowds," said

looked like a convention of the
asphalt shingle manufacturers.
All I could see was rooftops.

the search of Elk Grove Township that failed to find any cows
said

Scharringhausen

"When I went out to visit

"You must be referring to
or chickens,"

and

being made in most part by

rington was withdrawn from
consideration
and
certainly
does not have contacts into
the Washington establishment

-- Marshall Field III
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that he can nurture in favor of
Weston.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Managing Editor

Children and. Bikes
Of all the hazards the average, wellmeaning motorist has to cope with -the drunks, the smart alecky speeders

siv?1,

ZS
It

.

M1110

,r .1 ,,?"

a

44,106,:

1

,

r

4

0.54-

the boy wasn't hurt, he
gratefully let the matter drop.

paid up and

But the protection of motorists' rights
who cut in and out of traffic, the drivers is not our point. It is the children we're
who try to beat him at the light to cut in- concerned about. When you take note of
to his lane - nothing strikes more ter- the number of them on bicycles and the
ror than a child on a bicycle.
incidence of bike -auto collisions (unIt is almost impossible to drive de- doubtedly more than are reported), there
fensively when a child on a bike comes is cause for alarm. We will be fortuzooming out of a driveway, or goes wob- nate indeed if during this summer there
bling along the shoulder of a busy high- isn't at least one fatality.
way, or swings suddenly across a street
Which brings us back to the parents.
without looking behind him. Even if the
We agree with them that a child has
autoist comes to a dead stop he can't al- a right to a bicycle.
part of growways avoid a collision. In fact, the driv- ing up. But he has a right, too, to proper is almost bound to lose.
er instruction of safety. And his parents
Recently a motorist we know tangled have an obligation to see that he gets
with a boy on a bike. He was blameless. it, and to police his performance.
One witness said he "didn't have a
Motorists know the safety rules. They
chance".
The boy suffered a scratched must to get a license. And most of them
knee and the bicycle didn't appear to know the dangers in bicycle riding. But
have any damage.
do the children who ride those bikes
But the driver -- by the time he had know?
his radio antenna replaced, the dent
A child should not be permitted to ride
pounded out of the side of his new car, where traffic is a consideration until
had gone through all the formalities of he is big enough and experienced enough
reporting the accident to the police and to handle his bike safely.
his insurance company, calling at the
Parents just can't let him mount up
boy's home to check on possible over- and take off wherever and however he
looked injuries -- spent $55 and hours is able.
They can't leave the responof valuable time.
sibility for their child to the police and
Did he try to recover from the boy's the alertness of auto drivers.
They
parents?
Like most drivers in such can't, that is, if they expect to see him
cases, he was so relieved and thankful come through the summer unscarred.

I

Letters to the Editor

ett1717.7,,"'`' "^t.?"`I'17".

Thanks To
Neighbors

8'

Excellence is one quality

that is always in short supply
One doesn't have to be president to be eminently successful. Vhatever your job
chances are you view it about the same way we consider the job of building a home.

We make no effort at all to be America's fastest builder. Or the cheapest, and
certainly we will never be the biggest. When a builder has a very high
regard for excellence, he can't be any of those things, because each
of those goals means compromise in one form or another.

For a very limited time, we still have 5 3/4,% Conventional
Financing available for homes in CAMBRIDGE.

CAMBRIDGE
RICHARD J. BROWN ASSOCIATES, INC.

231 E. DUNDEE ROAD BUFFALO GROVE, ILLINOIS 60390 PHONE 53 '-4800

There's one thing about success that results from being a little bit better. Such
success is likely to last; since there's never enough excellence to satisfy the people
who require it, the demand for it is exceptionally stable.
But you've found that out, just as we have. And that's why we think you'd
like our homes. Live the casual, gracious CAMBRIDGE way,

where you live every day of your life.

THESE ARE PENNY FLAME GAS -EQUIPPED HOMES.

Editor:
We wish to thank the wonderful neighbors and pupils of this
area for their fine help and

cooperation when the tornado
hit our home.

Three young teen-age girls
cleaned up our lawn and many
neighbors helped including six
Boy Scouts of Wheeling Troop
212.

TIMELY QUOTES
General de Gaulle is perhaps a difficult partner, but
he is not a disloyal ally.

-French Premier Georges
Pompidou.

All letters to the editor must be signed, but

Where you live every day of your life!

names will be withheld up-

Cambridge is located across the street from the Arlington Country Club on Dundee

sible, typewritten, if pos-

Rd. (Rt. 68) between Elmhurst (Rt. 83) and Arlington Heights roads. Exit

Edens Expressway or the Tri-State at Willow Rd., go west to Rt. 83, then north
to Dundee, or take Rand Rd. (Rt. 12) to Rt. 83 thsra north to Dundee Rd.

on request. Letters
should be as brief as pos-

sible, and should contain
an address or phone num-

ber so their authenticiv
can be checked.

No one said

a

word, just

pitched in to help make our
home livable.

Thank you, one and all.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eichelberg

The Washington Marksmen Fire Away

T

Prospect High Delegate

"

Cook of theboY

Polly Brothers
Elected To

Recipes for Rumanian Feasts

FHA Office
Polly Brothers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. .W. Brothers
of Mount Prospect, a senior and delegate from Prospect High
School, was elected to the state Since of vice president in
charge of 'recreation at the state leadership conference of the

Ronnett in Parhauti, Rumania.
They came to this country
about 15 years ago and, ex-

cept for a period with the occupational American army in
'Frankfort,

family and community living.
The

three

leadership

abilities.

The theme of the conference
was "FHA - Avenues of Opportunity". Dr. Carl Winters
addressed the conference. His

topic was "Opportunities Unlimited".
Polly . represented her

high

school as a delegate. The FHA
has 27,000 members in 580
high schools.

POLLY IS one of four stufrom

School who
America

...

Prospect
will

High
visit South

Fellowship, Inc.
program. On June 29th, she
will fly to Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Girl's Get
One of the top ranks of

a-

chievement in the Camp Fire
Girls of America is that of
individual torchbearer. This
award is given to girls who
have shown outstanding responsibility, initiative and specialization in one or more of
twenty four categories.

At the Grand Council Fire A-

wards the following girls received this top award: Kathy
Piepenbrink and Kathy McGovern, in religious growth,
leader Mrs. Granzin; Jan

bowl.

Remove outer leaves of cabbage and allow the inner leaves

to remain in the hot water to
soften. If the outer leaves are
large cut them in two pieces

used in place of the ham.
A tossed saled with this
recipe constitutes a complete
meal.
KOENIGSBERGER KLOPPS
or 2 pounds of
Prepare
1

and

and Red Cabbage.

cedure.

and put a heaping tablespoon of
meet mixture on each
leaf and roll it around the
be ready

to repeat this pro-

lic

powder,

one

whole

egg

slices of soaked white
bread. Roll into small meat

Melt 1/2 stick of butter

in

a separate pan and add enough

flour to make a thick paste,
simmer for a few minutes,

enough water to cover and sim-

water

sour cream to the gravy and

mer slowly for
1/2 to 2
hours.
For a finishing touch add
I

add a small amount of cold
to

start

your

cream

sauce; add as much of the water you used for boiling the
meat balls to make sufficient
gravy. Add one beef boullion
cube and one jar of Capers with
juice. Place the meat balls into

season to taste.
RED CABBAGE

tablespoon of vegetable shortening in a pan. Place
Melt

to

absorb

the

I

before

flavor

I

cabbage leaves on top. Add
salt,
tablespoon sugar and

the gravy and allow to stand

1/2 cup vinegar and allow to

serving.

simmer

Potatoes and green beans
may be served with this dish.

stirring

frequently.

Keep the cabbage moist by adding water as needed and cook
until

ROULADEN

3

balls.

together with a tooth pick.
Melt Vegetable shortening
in a casserole. Brown the
steak rolls on all sides. Add

tender

but

firm. This

recipe can be served with the

Season sandwich steaks with
salt and pepper. paprika, cay-

Rouladen.

swimming, Debbie Deppen in
and

gietp AT HOME
Wednesday, June 22, 1966
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BY DOWRES HAUGH
Women's Editor

Are you taking advantage of the YMCA? If you will

pardon the pun, "Y" not?

It encourages families, as a unit, to participate in activities
that promote health,ft relaxation and enjoyment.
Woliten's Auillqiry;
`'clutchingtheirsacIr lunches
the Y, which"recently paid a and swimming gear.
pledge of $20,000 has given

untold hours in volunteer 'work.

horsemanship,

Mary Dugan in interior decorating, Sue Harris in Games
Lynn

Loftus in
Corrine Van

Schoic in Reading and Connie

lunches,
purchased
needed
equipment and have helped
whenever the need arose.
as

a

functioning

unit.

Sometimes, however, the services it offers to the community
Its facilities serve in two
areas, children and adults,
regardless of whether or not
they are members.

of Mount Prospect

had to get up at 7 a.m. in order
to have her children at. the Y
on time. Her youngsers, John,
8; Michel, 7; Daniel, 5; Susan,
9; David 5; Maria, 4 and Janet
14

months,

were

brightly

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Loftus took the trip, but the others had

first to receive the to be ready to see them off.
new rank of trailmaker.
THE CHILDREN
arrived
was the

will preside over the last regular meeting of the Mount Prospect Newcomers' Club, tonight
at 8 o'clock. The new officers
are Mrs. Richard , Strahs, president; Mrs. Paul Wallem, vice

and Greg Lombard, Alan Carl-

stedt and Gary Boyle. Dan is

Other

eager

children

Zemmer
Heights.

of

leen

Arlington

THE FIRST trip was part
of a 3 session program which
will include trips to Brookfield
Zoo,

Borg-Warner

Center, The Art Institute, Police Headquarters in Chicago,
visit aboard a

a

the

Hinsdale

Fire Boat,
Health Center,

Pepsi Cola Co.,
Roller Skating and a baseball ventureland,
game. Last week's trip to the Jay's Potato Chip Co., and

included the Porpoise the Museum of Science and InShow and Children's Zoo. The dustry.

zoo

total

cost

to

a

member is

a

Lake

Michigan

cruise,

cago -suburban area
for family outings.

designed

A New Daughter
12

1/2

ounce

session

beginS

are still being taken for last advantage of this course withtwo sessions.
out charge.
ANOTHER
service
the
Mrs. Clifford Stock, anNorthwest Suburban YMCA nounced that the course will
is offering is a 5 week Red
cover the use of magazines
Cross first aid course. This for splints, the use of ice on
also is open to non-members burns, the stopping of arterial
who will pay a $1.00 fee. Those bleeding after a person has
belonging to the Y may take stopped breathing, and the

proper way to apply an

Farewell
To Member

The course will be conducted
Dale Messerley, acquatic
director. Upon completion of

decker, a member of the Prospect Heights Woman's Club.

ten examination, a certificate
will be awarded.
THE Y also is sponsoring
many other interesting activities. A trip to Hawaii is

Mrs. J. Jackson co -host eased the party held at the
home of the club president,

Lovlier Skin
Under the Sun

Suburban YMCA, call 2963376.

The New
Comedy Hit

PA SALL

by

the five sessions and the writ-

Edward

If you are interested in this
tour, in a membership or in
the hundreds of other activities
offered by
Northwest

ad-

Schindel -

Mrs.

planned fro m October 23
through November 5, 1966.
The flight will originate at
O'Hare Field. It will include
trips to Waikiki, Kauai, Maui
and Kula.

hesive bandage.

A farewell coffee was held
for

tour of the Schwinn Bike Co.,
the Anti -Cruelty Society, Ad-

Mrs. Robert Wroblc.
Mrs. Schindeldecker is re-

1111_1_1_

.

(Nightly Except Monday
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dining available
Reservations: CL 9-5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for information

'

"

turning to Minnesota after residing in Prospect Heights for
more than eleven years. Her

The next time you come in from a day at the pool or beach,
march up to a full-length mirror and take a long look at the

hometown is Minneapolis.

World's finest Prime Rib

If none is apparent, congrat- is that skin care shouldn't stop
ulate -yourself. You're one of if you
leave home.
Tailor
the few women who cares eyour beauty routines

Northwest,

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
'Luncheon
Dinner

.

care that much

about your

summer,
During
your
skin, you're taking away from
IF YOU can't soak in a tub,
summer fun worrying about it. always a good practice for skin needs bath oils and
There is a way you can en- healthy skin, rub a bath oil o- moisturizers to fight the
joy summer and still preserve ver your body before shower- effects of drying sun,
your complexion.
Concentrate on Itknees,
It's not ing.
foolproof, and it takes a lit- heels, elbows, chest' and
where dry skin
tle work, but you'll probably forearms,

be glad you took the trouble aging shows early.
when the results become obvious.

Pat dry, don't rub, after a
shower

and apply

an

extra

FIRST basic rule is to use coating of a moisturizing loNorthwest Community Hospi- and reapply tanning lotions and tion. A woman's skin loses its
creams
continually. Too many natural oils year by year, and
tal to Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Schenk, 1716 S. Chesterfield, women put on lotion and then any help through bath oils and
forget about it. To do the job moisturizers is to the good.
Arlington Heights,
The baby, Lynne Therese, for extended sun exposure, the
Give your feet a special
has a brother, William, 2 1/2 lotion must be applied again treat. Splash them with cooland a I 1/2 year old sister, and again.
ing cologne for a really bracAnother point to remember ing summer lift.
Loretta A.

daughter was born June 8 in

third

a

the
nough about her skin to make setting. Make a list ofto your
sure that. the sun hasn't burn- favorite beauty aids and take
ed it or the sand hasn't irrithem with you, whether you're
tated it.
going to Europe or camping
Chances are, though, if you 30 miles from home.

the film "Mural Midwest
Metropolis", which introduces
places of interest in the Chi-

The

$6.80 and non-members 38.90 August 8 and includes the
for one session. This includes broadcast of the Don McNeil
transportation, use of Y fa- Breakfast Club, a tour of Fort
cilities and the added protec- Sheridan, Chicago Highlights,
tion of trained personnel and Cantigny War Museum, Hinsyoung volunteers.
dale Health Museum and a
The second session will be- baseball game. Registrations
gin July I1 and will include

responding secretary and Mrs.

in

LEFT --Daniel Wolf, Gary Lombard, Alan Carlstedt,
Gary Boyle, Greg Lombard and Paul Orloff.

Science

president; Mrs. Thomas Anderson, recording . secretary;
Mrs. Russell Kasper, cor-

The program is a sneak preview of summer fun presented

prior to leaving for Brookfield Zoo.

in-

cluded Judy Kelsey and Kath-

damage.

Byrd Pollard, treasurer.
The meetings, which will
resume in the fall, arc held
at the Mount Prospect Community Center.

Judy Kelsey and Kathleen Zember of Arlington Heights
prepare for their trip and dip by checking their gear,

from Des Plaines, the other
boys from Mount Prospect.

arc not known by all.

in Photography, leader dressed and shining with anticipation.
Mrs. Loftus.
Lynn Loftus, daughter of
Only the two older children

newly elected officers

One group of boys included

THE YMCA needs no publicity

Vette

Newcomers
Meet Tonight

A

is

They have made and served Daniel Wolf, Paul Orloff, Gary

Becker and Janet Garlinghouse
in reading, Heather Francek
in swimming and Diane Schultz
The trip and dip program,
in science, leader Mr? Garlinghouse; Gaye Geren, Sue launched last week, was partiGrandt and Gail Wille in Cook- cipated in by children from all
ing and Vicki Granzin in out- the surrounding areas.
door living and cooking, leader
One mother, Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. Wille; Cathy Boylan,
Kordecki

A 7 -pound

and salt to taste in a separate

be

mail meat balls rise to the
surface. Repeat until all the
meat balls arc done.

The Northwest Suburban YMCA of Des Plaines is the largest
program Y in the world. It has more than 16,000 members.

Top ANy4rds,

The

ham, uncooked rice and pepper

or ground pork can also

meat. The inner leaves should

Why Not Take
Advantage
Of The Y?

ternational

horsemanship,

minced

low to boil over medium flame

The Day's Prospects

this summer as ex-

and Sports,

onions,

Chop bacon and onions (very
fine) and place small amounts
of this mixture on one corner
of the steaks. Roll and fasten

....

change students under the In-

cooking

chopped

the

To vary this recipe tomatoe
sauce and hot peppers can be..
added to the layers of meat
and sauerkraut. Ground beef

powder.

day

by the teen-agers to help them

dents

until the leaves soften enough
to roll. (do not over cook) Mix

mer about 3 to 3 1/2 hours.

berger Klopps (German meat
Balls), Roulden (Steak Rolls)

conference
was planned and carried out
develop

can. Cook, covered with water,

cook over a low heat to sim-

enne pepper and a little garlic

Fill a wide bottompan about
1/3 with water and bring to a
boil. Then drop as many meat
balk into the boiling water as
will easily fit in one layer. Al-

POLLY BROTHERS,

in-

personal,

core from the cabbage as you

kraut. Repeat this leaving the
top layer sauerkraut. Add a
large glassful of water and

the

Sarmale (Rumanian
Cabbage), Koenigs-

are:

Stuffed

Homemaker of America is a na-

improve

have

Wash and cut as much of the

cover with a layer of sauer-

ground round steak using salt
and pepper to taste, a dash of
paprika, cayenne pepper, gar-

us

FUTURE

they work to help

Germany,

Some of the recipes Mrs.
Ronnett wishes to share with

candidate for state officer.

vities,

4 or 5 cups of minced ham
(cooked)

residing in Mount Prospect,
were born in the Balkans.
Mrs. Ronnett was born in
Rostock, Germany, and Dr.

This year she was an usher,
discussion leader and qualified

dividuals

(chopped)

Dr. and Mrs. Ronnett, now

lived here ever since.

tional organization of students
studying home economics at
the junior high and high school
.levels. In their chapter acti-

5 or 6 medium size onions

countries.

tainment in general for the
entire conference.

THE

I big head of cabbage
I large can of sauerkraut
3/4 cup of uncooked rice

of her recipes we can absorb
the atmosphere of the Balkan

group singing, skits and enter-

spread about 1/2 cup softened
fat along the bottom and sides.
Put a layer of the cabbage rolls
on the bottom of the pan and 4

CABBAGE)

get to Rumania. Through some

Illinois Assn. of Future Homemakers of America.
Polly, vice president of her Miami, Florida and then to
FHA chapter, qualified for Buenes Aires, Argentina. She
three nominations, based on will remain there with a family
qualification, personal inter- and return just prior to the
views and merit rather than reopening of school in the fall.
popular vote. The three offices, were,
historian, 2nd
vice president and vice president.
ci
At next year's convention
she will supervise the recreational program including

Take a large deep pot and

SARMALF (STUFFED

BY BETTY BIEG

A trip through the kitchen
of Mrs. Alex Ronnett is as
close as some of us will ever

+Private Rooms

NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'

Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

Candid
Wedding
Photos

CHEVROLET

Call CL 5-7450

4

Arlington Portrait
Studio
PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

III

'

j

II

Arrors Cost Legion me
Exhibition Loss to St. Viator
BY GARY YEAST
Funny how a hot day, the first day of summer '66, can make

a defense tire out, but you'll have to admit, if you're rubbing
your nose when the opponent hits the ball to you, you're going
to have a hard time not committing an error or two.

Mount Prospect was the
crew that was handing out runs

last night, while delivering six
the
errors,
and
Arlington
Heights Lions didn't even stop
to think it over before accepting them. The gift -like runs
a 5-4 win for the
Lions at St. Viator High/School.

produced

THE ONLY THING that
kept Coach Mark Thorne of
Prospect from flipping his cap
was the game's exhibition status. Thorne commented that
he mainly wanted to give the
boys a little experience.

The Lions scored first and
led after four innings by a 4-0
count. The Prospectors scorall of their runs in their
half of the fourth to pull even.

ed

EVERYBODY HURRIED to
get another inning in before the

game was called due to dark-

Mt. Prospect's Jim Gssmz reaches for a high
throw, while St. Viator's Mike Miller sprints safely
into first base, during last night's American Legion
action. The Lions won 5-4.

ness,

but Arlington hurried a

little harder to get the win.

The winning run came when

Tom McDonald drove in Dan
Collins with a slap -shot through

the box. Collins had reached
base on an error - what else?

TOM LUNDSTEDT, pitching for the Prospectors at the
time, did strike out the side
in the fifth, but hurried a little
too much to pitch effectively.

Mount Prospect scored all

four of its runs in the fourth
on homers by Lundstedt and
Jim Gumz. Lundstedt's blow
opened the inning. Ken Traversone
reached

and

Thorne

D.

J.

first and second, and

with two outs, Gumz hit

the

ball all the way to the edge of
the parking lot of the high
school.

ARLINGTON WAS never behind. Three Arlington runs
were scored in the third on
three Prospect errors.

Bob Stevens, the pitcher for
the Lions at the time, made it

Western Opens. Tomorrow

to first on an error by Mike
Salata, the Prospect pitcher.
Seconds later Rick Leitsen

if 71 ri Eyes Medinah

singled between. first and sec-

ond. A sacrifice
vens

scored

Steerror by

another

and

Salata allowed Leitzen to run

The famed No. Three course at Medinah Country Club be home. Meanwhile, the sacrifice comes the nation's golf capital tomorrow with the opening of
put Jack Brawley on base, and the 1966 Western Open Cham pionships, which will continue
the final error of the inning through Sunday.
pushed Brawley across the
Billy Casper is the defending champion, and comes to the

Kelly Olds 9
Topples Bravos
Kelly Oldsmobile moved another length ahead of the field
in the Waycinden Arca Boys'

tourney fresh from his play-off victory over Arnold Palmer in

plate.

the U.S. Open last weekend.

Baseball

THEY GOT another run

Senior League yesterday by smacking Bravos
Oldsmobile 4-2.
Front - running Kelly got a
one -hit pitching performance

A starting field of more than

in

the next inning when Lundstedt 125 professionals will be shoot- ed as one of the great driving
walked in a run with the bases ing for the $20,000 first prize .courses in the country. In addition to its demand on tee -shot
loaded. Another error figured in a purse of $100,000.
accuracy, Medinah's length and

in the tally.

from relief Man Al Czarnccki
to pick up its fifth win in six

on an error by the third base-

tries. The loss left Bravos with

man.

Frank Patzke scored the run

a 3-4 card.

Steve Anthony was the hit-

ting hero of the night, as he
collected two safeties in three

trips and drove in two of the

LAKE Kadijah its often - baffling greens comwinds through the tree -locked bine to give it great overall
No. Three course, which is a character.
Medinah has been the Western Open site twice before, in
1962 and 1939. The club is located on Medinah Rd. between
Lake (U.S. 20) and Irving Park

field

each of

goal percentage in
his three seasons at

Ohio State.

Mt. Prospect catcher Kest Traversals malls Pat
Loughman of St. Viator at the plate In the second Inning of yesterday's legion cliffhanger.

AWNINGS WILL
NOT DARKEN

--J YOUR
HOME!

Vito Frospec pox

Drop 3rd Straight
Mt. Prospect's Mid - Teen also had their troubles
dropped
their
third
straight Northwest Suburban
Baseball Conference tilt yesterday despite a four - run
eleventh - hour rally.
Coach Dick Urban's warSox

riors bowed 7

4 to Rolling

-

Meadows number two, as they
collected all their runs with
two out in the seventh.

SOUTHPAW

JIM

Fagre-

surrendering

eight

lius went all the way for the
losers,

hits and five walks. He struck

WE BOTH AGREE!
SWINE AWNINGS DO NOT
DARKEN OUR R00.407 AND
WE UN SEE OUT, TOO!

out five.
Rolling Meadows grabbed an
early lead with a three- run

last
Dan
and

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

MAKI THI
[espies Otto, loft

OWN sot ft

lefty.fte, fte

eft

sktdisdod. Add to lids IA*

Weft loon WO* sad do,
dad de dreAddlos slim!

per acme

FREE INSTALLATION
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 3 AWNINGS
OR MORE

-

Weides

launched

the

ditch rally with a walk.
Foster, Ed Passarelli,
Fregralius all followed

nine jumped off to a two -run
lead in the second, expanded
the bulge with two more in

the fifth, and added an insurance tally in the sixth.

THE CUBS FOUND the
scoring column for the first

time in the fourth when Joe
Hines led off with a walk, ad-

their one - run uprising fell
short.

GALA XIE

STATION WAGON

9.00

Window Awnings
Patio Covers
Screen Enclosures

FAIRLANE
Concave

MUSTANG

miattiatili/11011111111

Convex Zephyr

* Heaviest Gauge Aluminum

DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS
HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTER
Of ice & Showrooms - Hours Daily 9-5, Mon-Thurs Til 9 PM

3

Foundation Pro - Am
Tournament is being conduct-

$250

Scholars

15

Foundation in lieu of an entry

16
17

464
212

4

ed with the first round of championship play in the Western
slated for tomorrow morning.
The second, set for Friday,
will pare the field to the low

fee.

PROCEEDSFROM thc

18

411

Western _Open _to. go the Evans
Scholar program,' which will
have 560 students attending
college next fall.

In

3,414

NORTHWEST HWY. & CENTRAL RD.
PHONE 259-4140
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

75 players after 36 holes. After 54 holes on Saturday, the
field will be cut to 60 players
for Sunday's finals. A sudden
death play - off will be held to

Kruse Gets

Tie For 1st
Kruse's

Tavern

moved

up

into a tic for first in the Mt.
Prospect Twilight Golf League
yesterday,
Ted

Banka

claimed

Barber Shop to an 8-2 shellacking of Wille Lumber. In
two more lop -sided matches,
Keefer's

Pharmacy
clubbed
Busse -Bierman 9-1/2 - 1/2,
and Kersting Garden Center
blasted cellar -dwelling Illinois

Range 7-1/2 - 2-1/2.
Licht's Paints also slugged
Mt. Prospect Electric 7-1/22-1/2, and Kirchhoff Insur-

ance rounded out the agenda

with a 7.3 triumph over Carter's Music Shop.

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team

Points
50-1 /2

50-1/2
46-1/2

45-1/2

SPECIAL RATES

the

Evans

Insurance

36-1/4

34
21

4

4
3

4

,35

"1 7,014

71

by Marty Fontanna to register for the winners, yielding nine
its second Mid -Teen League
hits and striking out eight. He

win in three starts.
The local squad came up with

walked only two.

Marmitt's big hit came with

a five -run sixth inning to hand
Elk Grove its second setback. Ladendorf down 5-4. Bob Artemenko led off the frame with
Fontanna sailed through 6-2/3
innings whiffing eight, before a single, and Bob Williams followed with a walk.
he required help from Bill King
to mow down the last batter.

NINE SUBURBAN Heating
batters went to the plate in the

Larry Brown Is He Gun -Shy?

wild sixth, and four of them
got hits. Dan Smith and Mikc
Holstrum

contributed

triples,

while Bill King, Fontanna, and
Lee Zacharias chipped in with
singles.

Elk Grove struck first in
yesterday's contest, getting one

Someone

asked

Cleveland,

Manager Birdie Tebbetts recently if shortstop Larry Brown
was a little "gun-shy" since
his collision with Leon Wagner
while chasing a fly ball.

triple and a single. Bin Kurt

SAID TEBBEITS: "Well
there he is at short right now
standing with his back to the

in the bottom of the fourth when

remarkable

run in the top of the first on a

Koentopp got that one back in plate while batting practice
the bottom of the frame with a is going on. I wouldn't say he
is actually timid."
home run.
Brown assuredly is not timMANAGER KEITH Koentopp's crew went ahead to stay id; and he made one of the most
recoveries in

the

history of sports. When Brown

Mike Marmitt declared his

collided with Wagner at New
York some seven weeks ago,

own private war on league leading Hoffman Estates yesterday
to lead Waycinden's other Mid -

for the rest of the season. He
had multiple head injuries and

Teen entry sponsored by Ladendorf Oldsmobile to a 6-5
decision.

MARMITT'S CLUTCH single
in the seventh inning drove two
runs across, giving 'the Laden-

34

5

Waycinden's Number one er went two -for -three at the
Suburban Heating nine took ad- plate, adding another run -provantage of a leaky Elk Grove ducing single in the fifth.
defense and a trim three -hitter
Gary LeMke went all the way

rors.

36-1/2

TOTAL

4

yein,den Nine
Clubs lk Grove

it was indicated he might be out
doctors were skeptical.

BUT BROWN recovered, and
now he's back with the Indians.

dorf crew its third win against

He will play himself back into
shape by filling in at shortstop
or second base in late innings,
and be available for pinch-hit

one loss. The talented outfield-

roles.

and

their lumps in Pony B play,

falling for the sixth straight
sparked the Yankees to their time, 8-4 before the Cubs.

c 5x-Dt
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. nyru'Air.
CL 5-9809

45

Wille Lumber
Kirchhoff

ing

GEORGE ,POOLE

NITES AND SUNDAY

to

they scored twice on four er-

Jay Lesniak's two -hit pitch-

at low rates from....

CL 9.3141

Sunday

8

Lesniak Two -Hitter Paces Yanks
To 10-1 Pony A League Triumph.

RENT A STATION WAGON

-

the

league's low grdss honor with
a 40-12-28 to lead Moler's

Shop

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE
'PLAN YOUR VACATION

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

following the CubsMets double - header baseball

5

4

Kersting Garden Center
Illinois Range

PLUS MILEAGE

7

170
323

Carter's Music

A

televise 60 minutes of
action at 4 p.m. Saturday on
WGN-TV (ch. 9) in Chicago,
and will televise 90 minutes

will

5

.4

14

39

R

513
444
599

6

456

42

E

5

13

macy

FALCON

Visit Our Showrooms
For A Wide Selection
Of Styles & Colors

4
4

12

home with a single. Costello
was picked off second though

P

441

4

ers, and Costello all walked,
and Teichert drove one run

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

Inc.

4

588
401
389

Sam Muszynski, Rod Ay-

CORTINA

SPORTS NETWORK

419

10

Busse -Bier
man

first.

Club.

3

3

11

rent a new '66

at

Country

178

Today's pro -am tourney pits
50 leading pros and 150 amateurs in competition, with each
of the amateurs contributing

Mt. Prospect
Electric
Moler's Barber
Shop

stranded

Medinah

4

2

telecast.

MT. PROSPECT'S CUBS to end the threat.

reached on an error, but he

to

PAR

380

36

nipping co -leader
and two walks. He struck out
five in his seven - inning route Thunderbird Bowl 5-1/2-4-1/2.

job.
The host Rolling Meadows

trance

YARDS

3,600

Thunderbird
Bowl
Kruse's Tavern
Licht's Paints
Keefer's Phar-

Bob Freck also

with singles.
was

DIMAINCE

terday, as Rolling Meadows
number one snapped their
winning streak at two, 5-3.
Bill Teichert was nicked
for all five runs on five hits

first and just kept building on vanced on an error, and came
the margin. The visitors add- home on Bob Urban's single.
ed one more in the third, two
Coach Vic Rose's charges
in the fourth, and another in
tried to get back into the ball
the sixth.
game in the final frame, but
Jim

aCe.-4AIS

yes-

HOLE

lows.

OUT

lars

COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) -Jerry Lucas, All - Star forward of the Cincinnati Royals
led the Big Ten Conference

arc $5 for the Thursday and
Friday rounds, and $6 for the
Saturday and Sunday rounds.
They arc available at the en-

3

TODAY THE Evans Scho-

Field Goal Leader

by - hole yardage

for the No. Three course fol-

9

Rd. (III. 19).

cus catches in center field.

Hole -

play-off is required.
Tickets for the tournament

201
425

SCENIC

winners' runs. Outfielder Benny Ferndez brought the home
crowd to its feet with two cir-

in

7,014 -yard giant. It is regard-

determine a champion if any

--

a

nine -hit

attack

fifth straight win in the Mt. Jerry Busse got credit for the
Prospect Boys Baseball Pony win, the Bruins' fifth against
A League yesterday.

one loss.

The league -leading bombers

While Teichert had
his
troubles on the mound, be was
more than adequate at the plate.
The
fireballing
righthander
drove home the winning run in

the fouth inning with one of

The red-hot Bronco B braves his three hits. Teichert also
took full advantage of all their ran their streak to six yes- rapped out the game's only
safeties, pasting the Sox 10-I. terday by downing the Lions extra base hit, a run -producLesniak aided his own cause 7-5. Chuck Quanstrum got the ing double in the first.

with a triple, and Bob Youle win in relief, his fourth in four
added

another three -bagger. appearances. Quanstrum whifMark Ennes also contributed a fed four and walked 'two, while
double to the winners' offense.
starter Jim Teichert struck out
The Orioles continued tb take six and walked no one,

The Braves, who dropped
their first game of the year,

are now 6-1. The Lions arc
4-3.
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Mixing: Furniture?
Take a Total Look
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...on real estate and
building.

Does East meet West? Will
Spanish and English get along?
Can

growth and exiellent fall color.
Unfortunately, this color could
not always be depended upon
unless -Selection was made at
the nursery when the fall color
was displayed. The red maple
October
Glory,
eliminated
this uncertainty. October Glotions are not limited id anry will consistently produce
nuals and roses. New tree
varieties and selections also ...a brilliant crimson red fall
available
arc
landscapes.

for

unusual

Red maple has always been
popular because of its fast

foliage.

Another tree with an improved leaf color is Purple
Splendor, an improved form

of weeping birch. As the name
implies, this is an improved

particular variety is new its
northern limit of hardiness

leaf form and color.

is still to be determined.

REDBUD IS a tree that continues to fool people by its
name. Not only are white
flowered
varieties
available,

but now a new pink bud. Pink
Charm Redbud produces pink
flowers without a trace of
purple. This is
small tree for

an excellent
a shaded lo-

cation. However, because this

Another small tree that
included

is

introduc-

recent

in

tions is Autumn Glory, a hawthorn. It's significant for the
large brilliant red fruit that
persists from fall to winter.
is

twelve years. It was selected for the ability of the new

country's most

influential in-

terior designers and the answers are generating all kinds
of fun and excitement for

growth to maintain a golden
color through early summer. homemakers re -doing a room
A companion tree is now a- or furnishing a new home.
vailable. Rubylacc is a honNo longer do you have to be

eylocust with new growth that concerned whether one pieCe
changes
from bright
ruby of furniture is of exactly the
red in spring to a dark bronze same design origin as another
-green in August.

PIN OAKS

a .honcylocust
that's been available for about
Sunburst

and

by next week's installment of
television series, but by the

For Unusual Landscapes, TryTheseNew Trees
BY RICHARD DE LANG
Many people enjoy growing something that's new, different or unusual. That's why
the new rose and annual introductions prove so popular.
However, new plant introduc-

Scandinavian

the

Colonials mix? All these questions are' being answered not

have

element in the room. The basis
for judgment in the selection
recently of items for a room scheme is

a comeback in popularity. This may be attributed almost completely to their
fast growth.
staged

total look of the room.
Various pieces must be compatible of course. But cornthe

patability does not mean sameness.

Mix wood

for that awkward jog in the wall

overall

CUT OPENING FOR PLANTER..

USE IIARDWOOD-SURFACED PLYWOOD

NAIL SuPPOIIE ACROSS SIDES

FOR SHELF TOPS -OR FIR VENEER
AND APPLY /WM:IDLE-TYPE DECAL
ANO VARNISH. PAINT WOOD
TO MATCH YOUR

r

finishes,

design

periods, textures, patterns and
colors. But just be sure the

TWIN SHELF 13UILT-IN.

Even

effect

floral

is

and

harmonious.
geometric

patterns can work together in
same room, if carefully
chosen. The room must reflect
a well-bred look in terms of
the

woonwonK

your

own

social

taste

and

standards. Naturally, you may

want to lead your own social
group. Fine! But be sure you

CRASS GRILLE

art PIERCED

stay within the bounds of your

- METAL.

own likes and dislikes.

PORTEAU BY KARASTAN
MosV interior designers todart with one large or
uniq
element and build the

The "country" look, whether

col

English, French, Mediterranean
or
even
Eacly
American.
Some semi - formal rooms

DES PLAINES - 1636 Maple
Perfect Condition inside and out But - includes carpeting new range with matching refrigerator, washer, dryer & disposal. Patio with gas BBQ. Fenced Yard.
$30,900
2 blocks to Bus.

UP GREET COPPER SCRIBE ON POTTED

SCRIBE GAVE PIECES AND
LBO -SAW FOR A CHUG Fir
AGAINST YOUR OASEBOARO

LINES AND FOLD

*rri Na.uholl

12'10"
knitted

Karastan

Rug

Mills Wand

taneous "Ole!" from the most
reticent of your friends:

certain

modern

severe

effects would be nicely soften by the rug's handwoven
looking texture and fringe.
The colors, arc )worth mentioning again / They range from
a
stark, kypically Spanish,
black on !ivhite to black on
peacock blue with dramatic
henna and gold, self - toned reds
pd

Portcau, in

wilton rug of Spanish design
called PORTEAU. It is woSen

combinations may elicit, a spon-

CUP AND SAVE

EVEN though

a 9' x 12' size (about 9'10" x

was just introduced this year.
The Large medallion and border motifs, the brilliant color

would look well with Porteau,
and

normally the largest movable
single item in the room.

demonstrated with a new wadi
by
MAKE PLANTER

scheme and sty le for. the

ro m around that one factor.
Wany start with a rug, perfectly logical since the rug is

A GOOD example of pro -f
per mixing of styleS can be
N

ant furniture styles.

day

with
the
elaborate
fringe) sells for less
than a color television set, it

can set the tempo for a most

exciting room scheme. In ac- and greens, olive and aqua in
cordance with today's decorat- between. There are five sizes
ing trend this Spanish style rug available including a six - foot
may be judisciously co - ordina- round rug. The 9' x 12' is
ted with any of several import- priced at 5299.

Start Work on Re/creation Center
At last, ground has been
broken
for the recreation
building for the Lamplighter
Apartments, in the heart of
the booming Prospect Heights
Niles

-

-

Wheeling

-

Des

Plaines and Arlington Heights
?/141:1
i

I,111

111MIN.U10111tictift.l'.

.1.1:101

I./I UL))...
tm

"ird

i

All brick ,d:olonial. on ,2 1/2 acres wits, center eutrance, Four large bedroorai
with 2 1/2 ceramic baths. 2 car garage
$63,000

area.
The recreation center, delayed by the operating engineers
strike,
will house
an olympic - size indoor -

r

'on-- -.4'

outdoor year - round swimming pool with sundeck, T V
lounge,

Pdelqtfte

0

separate

teen

-

M.

agar

room, elegant party room
with snack bar and kitchen
facilities.
Full
time social
director will be in charge of
activities and life guards will
be on duty, too.
Putting greens, playgrounds,
tennis and badminton courts

358-1800
9 to 9

will add the "finishing touches" to a superb way of life
for Lamplighter Apartments
residents.

434 E. Northwest Hwy., Palatine, III. 60067

SURROUNDED by 30 acres

of

landscaped

grounds,

the

."'F"..."2"*""

I- and 2 - bedroom airconditioned apartments feature
large
rooms,
large roomy
closets,

1-1

1/2 deluxe baths,

party - sized living - Ljining
rooms, family - sized kit -

BUY YOUR HOME TODAY FROM FRIENDLY F -B -K

117W14:

steel
ranges,

Artist's rendering of the Recreation Center, now
under construction at Lamplighter Apartments, on the

finished Formica
cabinets, Formica counter tops
frostfrce
refrigerators
and

corner of Wolf road and Palatine road, where aircon-

chens

with

stainless

sinks, Roper ovens

-

walnut

dining areas.
Rents from $135 monthly
include free gas for heating
and
cooking,
airconditioning, all janitorial and maintenance services, ample private parking and use of all
swank
recreational
facilities.
The
location
is
ideal.
Schools,
churches,
shopping
centers including Randhurst,

51

medical, cultural and recreational facilities, all the amen-

ities of the good life are just
"a stone's throw" away. On
TIGHT MONEY?
DON'T WORRY
Assume 5 1/4% F H A. with $156 00 monthly payment 4 bedrooms - - in a top Elk Grove Village
location. Asking .
. ..... .
$25,500

rI

-*

IN BEAUTIFUL MT. PROSPECT
COUNTRY CLUB AREA
3 bedroom ranch with Jalousled porch, 2 1/2 car
garage - - walk to everything - - fireplaces In living
room and rec room.

$34,900

FOR THAT LARGE FAMILY IIESIRING
BEAUTIFUL MT. PROSPECT
4 Good sized bedrooms, Family, room - built-ins
plus refrigerator, washer, dryer, drapes&humidifier.
Home is in very sharp condition
$2'1,500

,

excellent superhighways,
Lamplighter Apartments arc
within an easy, short drive
to the Loop.
"THE FIRST group of
Lamplighter Apartments
of
144 units rented like a bolt
of lightning", said Jay Feiner, president of Oak View Builders. "We are now fe-

.

43LGAGRGIBED

6 BEDROOM RANCH

HALF ACRE
Close In spac. home, can be used as 4 bedrms.

& den, 2 1/2 car gar....,.,. . $26,900

QUALITY PALATINE HOME ON 82' LOT

SHARPEST ELS GROVE
RANCH IN OUR LISTINGS

Clean and sharp! - - carpeting and drapes - - built -

Popular Mediterranean - - 1 1/2 bath modelin beautiful condition inside/and out - - Professionally landscaped - - 3 bedrooms - - assume 5 1/4% G.L Loan.
522,750

3 BEDROOMS - - 16' z 38' FAMILY ROOM

In Western -Holly bronze cook center - knotty cypress

paneled family room Asking

-

solid oak interior trim.
$29,400

are delighted to discover hoW
much more they are getting,,
here than what they've bar..
gained for!"

A-

To reach Lamplighter
partments
drive
north

on

River Rd. to Camp MacDonald

Rd.,

west

1/2

mile

to

Wolf Rd., then north 1/2 mile

The

waterproofing

so effective in making weat'aertight asphalt shingle roofing

American Defense Commind's

very much in need of moder-

waterproofed with tons of as-

ately

phalt.

with -

Lamplighter Apartments offers the good life at its finest in nearby suburbia, where

suburban living is combined
with all city conveniences -

and does so at "bargain basement" rents.

.

until the walls! were

made from carpeted models.
Carpeting is almost always

included in living rooms, and in
two-thirds of the dining rooms
and

bedrooms.

CL 9-3722

EXTERIOR

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

"Specialists la Customized Work"
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
APARTMENT MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

ROBERT E. PAICE

Ovfner

SPRAY OR BRUSH PAINTING

WALL WASHING BY MACHINE

"BLUM"

"KELLER"

123 SJ. ARLINGTON HTS. R

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-8000

160 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150

Generally,

the carpets are offered on

PAINTING & DECORATING
INTERIOR

in-

more than 75 percent of model
homes. Builders report that
seven out of ten sales are

fixed allowance basis.

PAPER HANGING

"FLORENCE"

are

new homes.

SCENICS - MURALS - CANVAS

OPEN
WEEK DAY
EVENINGS
UNTIL 8

floors

creasing the sales potential of

A study by Practical Builder's Bureau of Building Marfor homes -- solved a critical keting Research shows that
problem in building the Ntorth carpeting is now included in

seepage,

housing,

9 at Wolf and Palatine Rds.

Carpeted

ca

cities of asphalt -- which 'are

tion of this booming area is
priced

'

Asphalt Reicuel; Carpeted Models
Increase Sales
Defense Base

up with the strong demand.
The rapidly growing popula-

next
keep

from

to the furnished model apartments, open daily from 9 to

out chores and responsibilities, - and all our tenants:

underground headquarter) at
Colorado Springs.
.
Construction of the defense
1400
feet
vvithin
complex
Mountain
was
Cheyenne
threatened by constant /water

verishly working on the
group of 232 units, to
a

ditioned 1- and 2 -bedroom apartments renting
$135 monthly include country -club -style facilities.

FULL INSURANCE COVERAGE
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE

4.
ES1flMATES

decorating

Why not give us a call ... we would welcome the opportunity
of estimating on your painting needs.

a

Open 46 More Sites In E k Grove

Combo Door
Swings With
The Seasons

Elk Grove Village, created
by Centex Corp. just ten years
ago, has a proud story to tell.
The farmland turned into a
booming community of 15,000
reidents in 'a short decade
anti just four months ago, -the
firm opened up a new section
of 167 sites west of the present
development along Arlington

They had to be dug out of

Today, most homeowners
use convenient permanently installed screen and storm
wood doors with interchange-

ii.

,

;I

stallation and
are simplified.

,

ional builders.

The 3 -bedroom 2 -bath Princeton with formal dining
room, living room, family room, dinette, laundry room,
patio, attached 2 -car garage, priced at 525,850, is one
of 6 furnished model homes in the $20,000 - $28,000

"They buy membership in
one of the nation's finest com-

munities, with police and fire
protection, new shopping centers, community house, library, swimming pool, recreational facilities,
social and
civic organittations, transportation. Most important, Elk
Grove
Village schools ...are
finest,
the
among
ranking

Grove Village, the 5th of the
area.
Elk Grove Industrial

Park nearby offers local job
opportunities and helps carrying the tax burden. The new
St. Alcxius Hospital just had
its dedication ceremonies` in

as models for educators Imm all over the nation."

a second larger home, or even
their third home and stay in
Elk Grove Village.

Six furnished models in the
- $28,000 price range
arc on view, ranches, splitlev-

$20,000

price range, on view in Elk Grove Village. Elk Grove
Village is on Higgins road (Rte. 72), west of Mannheim
road (Rte. 45); the models are open every day from ten
to eight,
A

Elk

ten

new grammar schools in the
last five years, without raising
the tax rate. High School Dis-.

trict 214 will open up a new

y ou

Elk

hear

when

day,

various sizes

An easy way to get

west on Higgins for a few minutes.

The

tastefully furnished

model homes are open every

once

or

PERHAPS

Leases In
Centex

the trip lever
not working properly. Work

the handle a few times to
check. It should work freely.
If it doesn't, lubricate the
brushing next. to the handle

The Musical Instrument Di-. or replace the lever.
vision of Seehurg Corporation
The lower stem, the wire
has
leased a 22,500 -square rod that screws right into the
foot .building in Centex Indus- rubber ball, might be bent.
trial Park adjacent to Chica- Straightening may help.
Oth. go's O'Hare International Air- erwise. replace with a new
port for its new corporate rod. Quite often it is
the tank
headquarters.
Located on a 65,000 -square -

foot site at 2333 Arthur Avenue,
Elk Grove Village, Illinois, a

portion of the building will be
a

warehouse

for

Kay Musical Instruments, one
of the division's operations,
whose manufacturing plant is
located on the same street in
the

nation's fastest growing
industrial park.
Sole broker for the real

itself that is at fault.
These get soft after a time
and water leaks past them.
ball

Replace with a new one.

If the ball
it

seats

is

itself

not worn and
properly

into

the outlet, then cheek the condition of the outlet. It may be
dirty and gritty. Clean with
steel wool or fine emery cloth.

leads into the overflow tube.
If the valve does not close

properly, the water will con-

After you've gained a tenant
er has a successful tenant retention program which includes

tube and into the bowl. Sometimes just
down

bending the

float
will cure
the trouble, since it will cause

slightly

the float to rise higher to close
the valve.

SOMETIMES the float .develops a leak, becomes waterlogged. Then it doesn't come
up high enough to close the
valve. Buy a new float. It
easily
rod.

screws

onto

the

float

If it 'isn't the float or the
float rod, then it is possible

Less Than One-third
Homeowners

undertaking

Trouble with the tank ball remodeling
projects
will
or outlet is indicated when the spend about 30 per cent of
water in the tank is below the the total cost on materials,
estate transaction was Howard
level of the overflow tube. If, says the Tile Ct incil of
G. Krafsur of Bennett & Kahn- -when you check the tank, you America. 'The
other 70 per
weiler, developer of the 2,000 - discover that the water level cent
represents
installation
acre industrial park.
itt above the overflow tube, the costs.

quality work since 1900

the washer in the valve plun
ger at the other end of die float
rod. This comes apart easily;
just -examine,'.'lit.;closely

Take the part with you when
you go to 'the hardware store,

--

Also, the headquarters for all your Insurance ne8ds
including mortgage protection ...
THE PAUL L. SWANSO IN'
isiCE AGENCY,

\

/

Member .if.A.P Afithipie Listing Strvice
is

worn -- when none of the above

Arl. Hts.

remedies affect a permanent
-- then replace it. Drain
the tank, sponge out excess

Call
259-0105

water and place a pail under
the tank. Hold the top of the
unit with one hand and use a
wrench to turn the nut on the
underside of the tank.
Be
certain to use a new gasket

Ronald M.

9 AM to 9PM,

Barrington-

6 Da. a week
381-2841

Chicago

9 AM to 5 PM.
286-7300
9 AM to 5 PM.

-

-Also Pioneers In Community Mosquito Control

som

The "S.110117"manship Realiors
518 E. Northwest Hwy.
-

and washer when replacing.

Don't call it a
Cape
bedroom version atonable with
over 3,300 square feet. Every
interior detail of the home has
been gine!' painstaking attention;
like the spacious entry foyer,
with its intricately hand -laid floor
of herringbone teak parquet. The
family room is wood-pahelled,
has a beamed ceiling and a

parquet floor, too The price of
the Greenwich includes the,
fireplace shown, all kitcheri
appliances, a basement and the
fully improved homesite in the
Sherwood section of Arlington
Heights, long noted as that
excellent suburb's finest
neighborhood.

Mt. Prospect

253.0920

elsinore

in Sherwood of Arlington Heights
Northwest suburbia's largest selection of
luxury homes. 535.000 to 315.000 including
the fully improved Elsinore homesite, largest
in the area. 75 to 150 feet up to 135 to 150.

.
The Sherwood -4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 2 -car
garage, basement, fully-applianced kitchen,

paneled family room with natural woodburning

is also an eleven -room, five -

ALL THIS FOR $18,500

List with Us Exclusively
... \\'c Show & Show 'tit SOLD!

EXTERMINATOR COMPANY, INC'

The term doesn't really do justice
to our Greenwich model-it's a
far cry from a cottage' Consider
the floorplan The ten -room
version shown has over 3,000
square feet of loing space. There

and a roomy white house for sale! Dormitory bedroom upstairs 12x35 with own bath
with 2 lavatories - 2 downstairs bedrooms and full bath Spacious 2 -car garage Lot Is
214 ft deep Excellent Arlington Heights location Walking distance to school, shopping
and park

Want A Fast Closing?

-

guaranteed control.

EXCLUSIVE LISTING

BEAUTIFUL TREES AND A WHITE PICKET FENCE

CLEAN AND SHARP!

-

able,

since washers differ.
If the entire ballcock

T.

Brick and frame bl-level in Stonegate - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
many closets, carpeting, storms and screens. Attractively
landscaped. Convenient to everything.
$28,750

They arc probably carpenter ants.
For these and other pests call
International complcie, depend-

tinue to run into the overflow cure
rod

MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE
This beautiful 3 bedroom ranch, plastered thruout, ceramic
tile baths, full basement, 1 1/2 car garage with screened
porch, w/w carpeting, storms and screens. All this set on a
lovely landscaped lot. Only
526,500

how do _sou keep him happy? A
PCn nsy vania community build-

Ants In The House?

anism is called the balleock.

:

is

Lush Lures
Keep Tenants

it Could Be Clovermites!

bowl or toi'et tank,

Seeburg;

complement the entrance door
and house exterior.

'Specks On Your Windows?

THE WATER supply mechtoilet

can be painted or stained to

lush lures as fashion shows
and champagne barbecues.

day from ten to eight.

often requires the purchase of
the

is

tollfrcc Kennedy expressway to Mannheim (Rte.
45), north on Mannheim to
Higgins road (Rte. 72), then

seldom heard.

ply mechanism.

Flush

there

taking

repair is seen but

trouble is with the water sup-

an entire toilet.

and

TNrGT'

this is difficult to replace and

I

as

the

A toilet in good

twice and watch the action of The water is turned on and
the tank ball. Does it seat off by a float valve. When the
then repairs are in order.
.The most common trouble itself properly'? Does it go all tank outlet is opened and the
the way down or do the wire water rushed out, the float
is a continuous drip or flow.
drops down, turning on the
of water from the tank to the stems stick?
Turn off the water supply water. As the level rises, so
bowl. And this is most often
caused by the tank half., which and empty the tank. You will does the float uptil it reaches
find a guide for the wire stem the point where the valve is
closes the
outlet inh3 the
'on the overflow Abbe: Adjust'
toilet boWl:'
\.
Writer, not' only .:-flows-into
.Remove the cover front the this so the balVfalls. directly
tank. Set it down carefully, on the outlet, not to one side the et nk..il 'ffuws into the bowl;
by way of a refill tube that
someplace where it won't. fall or the other.

utilized

in

Grove

or be broken. A part such as

water running or dripping from
the toilet

system

boiler rooms is a popular ex- locations arc available."
tra feature; it sounds a warning if the heating plant overElk Grove Village is within
heats or malfunctions.
a 29 -minute ride to the Loop.

Hear A rip, Drip, Drip?
Your Toilet Needs Fixing
If

fire alarm

maintenance

Another advantage of wood
combination doors Is that they

els and colonials. They fea"Families buying a home
Village, celebrat- ture 3 and 4 bedrooms, I 1/2- now for fall or later delivery,
ing the 100th anniversary of, 2 1/2 baths, kitchens with enjoy the advantage of today's
the opening of the first Alexian. breakfast areas and built-ins, firm prices, eveti if the cost
Brothers
Hospital
in
Chi- most also have finished re- would advance further," emcago.
creation rooms. ramjly" size phasized Winkle. "And they will
If families outgrow their kitchens are complete with not be penalized if they select
first home, they usually buy breakfast areas and built-ins. a larger -than -average site to -

serving

heard.

Wednesday, June 22, 1966

Stock combination doors of
ponderosa pine, for instance,
come pre -hung with hinges,
hardware and latches attached. Weatherstripping around
the door edges is factory -applied, and a chemical preservative treatment protects the
door against weather abuse.

one of the nation's largest nat-

seldom

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 8

and

pending on the season. In-

f'.1

ity horns; on a large, fully improved site, backed up by the
reputation of Centex Corp.,

Toilet troubles .make them-

glass

screwdriver convert the door
into screen or storm sash de-

Winkle, explainingithe spec-

selves known audibbv. A toilet in good repair is seen but

of

screen. A few turns with a

tacular growth o1 "the community, said, "Our residents
buy more than a spacious qual-

fall in

panels

able

and tremendous accept-

this

...on real estate and
building.

with storm sash.

ance.

school

screen

storage, cleaned, checked for
balance and installed. In winter, the process was repeated

a ran; proof of utmost popul-

high

hanging

doors. And, no 'wonder.

obert C. Winkle, sales, director, announced that within
just another four months, now
it became necessary to open up
an additional section of 46 sites
because of the strong demand,

School District 59 built

up

special editioa

daybreak.

Modern homeowners have
given

Heights road.

arity

map' i)ublitattorit

fireplace. Over 2600 square feet.

OR 12'

,1

10T
Kt, t2

OR X

nu

10 r

1..170YER

IN., ROCIO ., . ,, r

The Marchand -4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 2 -car
garage, basement, fully-applianced kitchen,
paneled family room with natural woodburning
fireplace. Over 2700 square feet.

DIRECTIONS: In Arlington
Heights, follow Route 14
northwest front State Road

(Arlington Hts. Rd.) exactly
1 mile to Harvard Street.
Right 6 Blocks to Watling.

Right on Watling into
Salem to Models.

by Mor-Weil Builders

Cold

today

- CL 5-1500

1407 Salem

Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 259-2000

/dauber SILL!
Uritor eartim

elsinore_

rim
Home's available for July occupancy.

Open: Sat, Sun, Wed,

and Thurs 10 to 7

U.1 Mon, Tues and
Fri I to 7

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

Frye Dap

WHEN ARE
YOU GOING 13 FIN 11-E SAUCER

BACK lb PLANET EARTH?

Wednesday, June 22, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
YOU MEAN TO TELL ME
I CAN NEVER REMEMBER HIS
THAT JUST BEFORE YOU
NUMBER 50 I HAFTA LOOK IT
PICKED UP THE PHONE
UP --AN' WHEN I GET PART
TO CALL YOUR PAL -TERRY WAY THROUGH DIALIKI; I CAN'T
YOU WROTE EVERYTHING REMEMBER THE REST OF IT -POWNI YOU WANT TO
AN' BY THEN I'VE FORGOTTEN
SAY TO HIM?
WHERE TO FIND IT IN THE.

MAYBE NEVER! i PICKED
UP A BAD HABIT IHE LAST

f3O0k--AN' BY THAT TIME -WELL, DOES -THAT
ANSWER YOUR
QUESTION.?

ccA

WAS IN Ti-IE

'TIME

v

.N

'Must you refer to me as 'What's -her -name,' Wilbur? "Oh, get with it, Dad! Nowadays the road to a man's
People will think our marriage is beginning to cool:"
heart is through the gas tank of his ccr1"

BEN CASEY
W COME IN, BEN. I
HAVEN'T TOUCHED A

PftOP...YET.

BUYING 'THINGS ON 11-1E

6-2L

THE WORRY WART

INSTALLMENT PLAN!

2' 114t lry NU,
TM

14. U P., Off

OUR BOARDING
BOARDING HOUSE

fai!.

I DON'T GAY HIS
I'VE BROUGHT nIE006041.113" MART.

WERED

'PLACEBO SAWED 8.4OtWOROS. J111 612
e

COMPLETELY fOOTI-ILESS, BUT NE RAS

A BIG SHEET OF

ABNER DOUBLEDAY GOT KNOCKED
PAPER MARKED
OUT OF THE 60X PITCHING

MOUSETRAP

THAT NEVER
NEEDS
RESETTING

BUGS BUNNY

FASTOALL, CURVE

AGAINST THE CIVIL WAR VET5!

AND KNUCKLER
IN FRONT OF

HIM'

(WE'LL SIT WERE

HE'S THE OFFICER WHO
GAVE ME A SPEEDING
TICKET YESTERDAY:

YAK: LOOK AT

GEARS ARE

WHAT'S HIS NIBS
RESEARCHine FIREMAN'S
WORKING ON
PROBLEM! HE WANT TO FIND OUT
NOW, A MOON- HOW LONG THEY'VE LASTED SINCE

AN' ENJOY
WATCHIN' HIM
CHANGE THAT
FLAT:

TI-IAT, ELMER: STOP
TN' CAR

6

(

DOCTOR SAYS

MORTY MEEKLE

Hair
Removal
from

the

face

AL-WATIZYING
TO F121..15172ATe
ME.

WHF-42E ARE YOU

WING 10&ET-ALL,

BUILD The

"THAT 5NOW?

ANYBODY

FIRST 2

GIAAE BODY

ER...ONE QUE6TION.

6(06E2FGNOMVAN

it safe to have hai

Q
removed

WHO'S ON

1M GOING "TO

W. G. BRANDSTADT, MD.
by

LISTEN, LUVABLC,

THIS IS A HIGHLY
SOPHISTICATED,
CIVILIZED WORLD
LOE LIVE NJ I

A -- Unwanted hair on the
is seen

the

inconspicuous but

some women are overly self-

the hands of a qualified operator. This is the only method

4-22

that gets rid of the hair permanently, but it

is

a

and the hair will grow again.
On the other hand, too much

ALICE -

if the hair

is to be removed
from a large area. This is also

11-IE PARROT'S

CAGE, DIDN'T

Hair protruding from a mole
only

WHY,'- Hay

by

DID YOU 6UESSZ

Other methods of removal
include shaving, applying warm
wax and removing it when it
cooled
and
hardened
chemical
depilatories
and
abrasion
with wet pumice.
None of these methods will
increase
the
coarseness
of
the hair or its rate of growth
in spite of rumors to the
contrary. Good results have

CAPTAIN EASY

has

/ PORT
BLAME ZOLA
FOR WANTIN'

A LEAVE OF
ASSENCE-TO

WASH. DID Me.KEE TELL YOU HE WAS ON
THE BRINK 01. PLUGGING AN INDUSTRIAL
ESPIONAGE LEAK THAT HAS COST 1.10

AVOID A FATE

LIKE *(EE',
EASY!

MILLIONS IN RECENT YEARSI
MILT

AnKEE 5ET A TRAP FOR AN N0155 TRIAL SPY
SEEN SELLING

HE
HINTED
AT IT. SAI

woo

TRADE S.ECRSTS TO RIVAL el.111175

THA5 WHY

...BAITED THE TRAP WITH PLANS
FOR OUR NEWEST PRODUCT.,

EX=

HE WIRER ME TO COME HELP NAB HIM.
BUT CONFIDED NO DETAILS TO ANYONE,
LEST WORP OP IT GET TO THE
GOSH,
UNKNOWN CREEP.POOSISLY
THEN TIV
A TRUSTED EMPLOYEE:
TRAITOR
klAy AST
vpr WITH

IR SABI

All

also been obtained with short-

.

'

1 have what my doctor
trigger

finger.

What

9

causes it and what is the remedy, if any?
A -- Snapping finger or
trigger finger is caused by a

thickening of one of the tendons of the affected finger or
by a narrowing of the sheath
in

which

the

tendon

slides.

Closing the fist causes a snapping sound. The only treatment
is

an

operation

to

increase

the size of the tendon sheath,
but this is not advised unless
the condition is
great annoyance.

a source of

Please send your questions
and comments to Wayne G.

Brandstadt, M.D., in care of
While Dr. Brands tadt cannot answer Individual letters he will answer
letters of general interest in
this paper.

future columns.

2111...

,,,. .,.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

9M TH
MOD ER N
0 E AS
I

J9 P

-r

0

E A
E L

LE
10 Ardor
11
Number
1.- pencil
13 River islet
T E. R
6 Ancient pen
18 Compass point
11 Cut molars
E
12 Leaf interstice 20 Concerning
A
21 Throw
14 Type R
22 Singing voice
15 Antelope of
23
Eve's
son
(Bib.)
India
25 Pioneer covered
16 Legendary
0N
wagon
Teutonic hero
Do
26
Equine
gait
17 Lazy
27 Heating vessel
19 Battlement
28 Distribute cards 39 Trap
45 Individuals
embrasure
32 Protected
40 Chum (slang) 46 Biblical word
21 Hiding place
35
Arab
chiefs
41
Black
(poet.)
47 Superlative
24 Built
36 Take into court 42 English
suffix
29 Turkish
37 Personal
composer
50 Three (comb.
regiment
pronoun
43 Pledge
form)
30 Rich cake
31 Prick, painfully
23 Roman goddess
34 Languages
11

wave diathermy.
a

'

ACROSS

the most expensive method.

should be removed
cutting with scissors.

520: il

..

Writing Instruments

POMO,

current will cause scarring.
This method requires several
sittings and is not practical

Q
calls

:"

too

because

DELCORIRG THE

COMPETITION!

ARE THE EETTER
YOUR CHANCES

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

tricky
little
current will not kill the roots
business

THE MORE

EN ATED 'ittt

It) MAW./

4-1.1..

THE BORN LOSER

\

ANYMORE I
SO tT STAMPS

fit

These

conscious about them. The
removal of these hairs with
an electric needle is safe in

1../OT

THE JLAJC.LE

in many women

menopause.

arc usually

7 IT'S

b-1/

Ps.

EEK & MEEK

ods are recommended?

after

11114 ly HU, I.e. TY. 14.

EVE42 BOLT/

electrolysis? What other meth
chin

3

37 Tin, for
example
38 Entertains
40 Yellowish color
44 Large book

6

48 Chafe
49 Expiates
Pa.

ALLEY OOP

51 Of greater
extent

52 University
governor
53 Requires
54 Rub out

.,

DOWN
1 Slave
2 Norse

discoverer
3 Fastening
4 Definite article
5 Weird
°Sandpapering
machine

7 Stanza of eight
lines
8 Shout

9 Theater box

ANNA
IT

r
411

52

I.

r.

)
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THE PROSPECT DAV
Wednesday, June 22,

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

1966

'Foiand Scliviiien Tornado, Pile.

on Schoenbeck Rd. Call Kip

Hann CL 5-8330
Gold sofa cushion lost between

.%
1FP

Arlington and Glencoe Ads.

Ir

Call 253-2862.
Found Black German Shepherd
Puppy, with brown spots,
approx. 5 mos.old.White feet,
Female. CL 9-1194.

Found - 1/2 grown kitten at
Golf and 1 -Oka, Mt. Pros.
Slate gray with white feet.

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

authentic

life-size,

Nine

of

replicas

dinosaurs,

created by the Sinclair Refining. Co., will be on display
in the Randhurst Shopping Center parking lot June 29
through July 4. The exhibit was built for the New York
World's Fair and is touring the country. Some of the
dinosaurs measure 100 feet in length and others weigh

N

50 tons.

L522-9302-7173

1

ottlif

T. imitit.T.1

ADDRESS,
PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION

15 -Business Personals

W. Davis St. 253-0042

Permanent Waves $5
Licensed beauty operator your home. calls CL 3-2236
or CL 3-3384.

MANAGERS NEEDED -

for young progressive restau-

ottfritit

Iv, /W.
CORRECTONS

ONLY TO BE

T

CP.ECTITO
VORESS

ENTERED
HERE

..

to.*

Orr.
ii,
UM
..

I

T.

-

tot.....

I

.....

70810

011,

A

I,

........

{ mt....tit."
'-'...
s . ,,,,, T.Tt re ....... ott . .4. TT., ...... TTt
'

255-5763

......

tt I II , ,,,,,

[011[CTITO

12

apply at

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
Rte. 14 and Quentin Rd.
Palatine

THESE

.

::: . ;6:2.711:1 ".."

- time career. Good

duties with hours from 8 to

ANSWER

D

"..1..:?Trt'........?......1...."47'7::,::,....:-" - -

..-,::.:::....ir...:.:.i......!..:i r.747.,:..::,...%:r.z.:::.::-.7.,: ..Lr-.7:-.......,:

::,...--z;z:,...74:-.::::::.%."" .... .". - -- - -- - - ,::::......:.:...7::;74.;?:111;',,:.7.7.':.:::....:-.: ;!,.?..-.........',7::! . r: .........

restaurant, nights, apply in

392-2240
PART TIME
Evenings and Weekends in

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

4:30, 5 day week.We will train

TRAIN.

...C.'S,

PAUL POWELL

ILLIYOIS

S

It01[11 Of

This is the new combination notice 30 days in advance

of the approaching expiration date of driver licenses
and application form for renewal of the license. The
program initiated by Secretary of State Paul Powell
to alert drivers to the need to renew their licenses
will get under way early pi July.

The program to notify drivers 30 days in advance of
the approaching expiration date of their driver licenses
will get under way early in July, Sec. of State Paul
Powell announced.

The new law directing
of

secretary

state,

to

the
issue

these notices becomes effective
July 1. The first drivers to be
notified will be those whose
licenses are due to expire on
August I, Powell said.

LATTOF MOTORS SALES

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
259-4100

The notification plan was a
pledge of Powell's during his
campaign for Secretary of State
in 1964, and was enacted into

law at his urging by the 1965
session of the General Assembly.

At the bottom of the blank
are spaces for the applicant's
signature and the seal of
notary public.

Sec. Powell pointed out that,
Norman Nelson Jr., Demofor the program to be sucess- cratic candidate for state senful, it is imperative that drivers ator from the 3d District, said
observe the requirement of the he is disturbed by the primary
law that they notify his office election victory of John A.
within 10 days of any change in Graham, the Republican canname or address.
didate who will oppose him in
He emphasized that failure to

the

November

general

license, the new license will be
valid for three years less the

.CALL
TODAY

district would have had a far
better choice in November if
Graham's

primary

255-7200

Weekly guarantee. Phone or
see Wally Steffen, Service

Excellent N. suburban com-

BEFORE

4 P. M.

had been expired.
The old practice of issuing
renewal licenses valid for three
years plus the time remaining
until the applicant's next birth-

as the candidate to oppose me,"
Nelson said.

day, in cases where the old
license had expired, is being
discontinued.
"There will be no more

district which has a great need

bonuses for being delinquent,"
Secretary Powell said. He also
pointed out that this procedure

Nelson explained: "The 3d
created

a newly

and greatly enlarged

for
effective representation.
This district, because of its
burgeoning population, needs representation
in
Springfield

will increase state revenue about

that will be energetic and vigorous. The workload assigned
to such a representative will

5600,000 a year.

be close to overwhelming.

The notice is in the form of
an application blank on which

"THE QUESTION of wheth-

the name, address and physical
description of the driver are
already printed. Below this

er John A. Graham will

area is space to enter any cor-

ing the primary campaign. It
will continue to be a matter of
grave concern to the voters of

rections.
IN THE

lower part of the

form are nine qUestions which
the applicant must answer per-

taining to

his vision, physical

conditions, whether the license
ever been revoked, suspended or restricted, or is
has

being held in lieu of bail, whether

the applicant has had any traffic law violation convictions in
the last 12 months, how many
miles

driven

in

the last

12

months, and whether the appli-

able

be

Call 827-7880

part time work taking gro-

Painter and Paper Hanger.
Experienced only. Open shop.
Clearbrook Decorators. 439-

cery inventories Saturday
evening and Sundays. No experience necessary - we will

train. Average 12 hours per

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

Good Pay.

fastest growing new car dealer has opening for an ex-

$315

lage, added he thought he and
Atcher
possess
the
background, capacity for hard work
and other requirements which

"With
the
of
election
Graham as a candidate, the
The question concerning mar- voters of this district do not
riage is dire/cted primarily to have the choice to which they
I minors, who; if they answer IF are entitled," Nelson said.

YOUR

FAMILY
WANT AD?

POLISHER & GRINDER

Prefer experience on stain-

less steel finishing. Vacation
and hospitalization. Located
near Mannheim and Touhy.
296-5586
Mr. Ebert
STANLEY KNIGHT CORP.
SERVICE ADVISOR -WRITER
Northwest area's largest and

still valuable

opening for a capable service
advisor. For a Job with a
future, contact Leroy Leister

In "Market Day"

Edition If Your
Ad Appears In

Dial 255-7200

fastest growing new car deal-

er, due to expansion has an
at

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

SUMMER WORK

FULL TIME

Tuesday Paper..

employment. This work includes assembling, testing,
ucts.

The Regular

cant has ever been married.

Light varied general assembly
work for high school boys
looking for full time summer
and inspecting company prod-

FAMILY
WANT ADS

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

Apply in Person

.

455-5000

Maintenance
Man

same. Prefer a young sharp
lady who can type and take
an occasional letter from the
boss. No fee and you start
at $85. Call Linda at 392-6100.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

"Sheets", 207 N. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights.

light typing, filing and relit
recpt., at this N. suburban
firm. Will see grad, now.
Salary to $85 *.lt.
Free.
Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

774-9393,

30 -Help Wanted -Women

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience. Employment effective July 1st or shortly
thereafter. Please apply to
Dean of Business Affairs.

HARPER COLLEGE
- 34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take c Months
UIJ To Pay

Up To

WE

SPECIALIZE
COMPTOMETER

IN

DO YOU HAVE
EXPERIENCE IN
INDUSTR IAL

OPERATORS

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

FAC IL ITY

Our Payroll and Order

MAINTENANCE?
IF SO WE NEED YOU!

Departments need

255-2111

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

Why not call

SERVICE CORP.

.

Des Plaines

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

LIEN BUILDING

Mt. Prospect

me today?

qualify them to represent the.
3d District.

SIMMONS ENGINEERING
CORPORATION

259-4100

Plus One Day

Mr. Stanley

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights
259-4100
TIME HELP
FULL

,

You'll spend your day listening to music and evaluating

Lots of variety with some

Full or part time. Apply in
person between 8:30 A.M. and
4:30 P.M.

LeRoy Leister at

Men for full time steady in
general factory work. No
experience required, pleasant working conditions and
liberal benefits.

will train you to receive
applicants applying for positions, then direct them to
proper depts., light typing and
neat appearance quality to$85

BEGINNER'S

perienced auto painter. For
a job with a future contact

1600 E. Birchwood

to carry out these tasks

mont Dr. in Elk Grove Vil-

area's largest and

:5 -Business Personals

pany

GENERAL OFFICE

SUMMER HELP
Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work
evenings during the summer.

Apply in person.
Buckeridge Door Co.
110 S. Dryden P.I.
Arlington Heights.
Northwest

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

ONLY

392-5598

--- Steady ---

237 E. Prospect Avenue

DAYS

weekend. For information call
from 9 to 5.

mechanically minded man

-

For appointment call

Mr. Henry P. Hout 296-6661

or write him at 455 State St.
Des Plaines

MUSIC LOVERS

PART TIME

Garage Door Installer.
Experienced or wilt train
a qualified,

LOOKING FOR TELEPHONE
SOLICITORS.

wk. Free.

PERIMANgNT-

7997.

WE ARE NOT

RECEPTION
PERSONNEL

Miss Paige
,7205,N. meade
774-9390

department

3 LINES
3

Call CL 3-6342

DUnkirk 1-3400

MEN WANTED FOR

Men wanted for permanent

BEST
BUY

was raised by Republicans dur-

this district."
Nelson, a 39 -year old attorney who lives with his wife
and five children at 641 Clear-

Must have own car.

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove and surrounding area.

TO DAYS

opponent,

is

Barrington

OFFICE HOURS:

amount of time the old license Bob Atcher, had been selected

Senatorial District

BRAVOS OLDSMOBILE

salary and liberal
employee plan for a qualified
career -minded young lady.
Good

WOMEN 100°A FREE

Part time help for
maintenance service.

Full or -Part Time
Office Maintenance

for business.

774-9393

207 N. Evergreen Arl. His.

Manager.

with others and initiative are
requirements for this interesting, responsible work.

(24 HOUR PHONE)

The DAY classified
is now open

phones, set appts., etc. No

GEO POOLE FORD
Ask for Scotty, CL 3-5000

elec-

receive the notice does not re- tions.
lieve the driver of the require"I am not disturbed over
ment to have a valid license at facing Mr. Graham in a conall times.
test. But I am disturbed, and
particularly as a resident of
WHEN drivers apply for the 3d Senatorial District, in
renewal of their licenses after that I feel the people of the

the expiration date of the old

NOTICE

a

Atcher
Loss Upsets
Nelson

GET RESULTS

also do some light typing,ans.

AUTO MECHANIC
Experienced, fast man can

make top wages in busy shop.

WANT ADS

Full training is provided
typing skill not required.Good
education not necessarily
College Degree ability to work

run over - schedule. You'll

"SHEETS" 392-6100

also available

440 East Main Street

"no," must accompany the application with the written consent of the parent or guardian.

Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Hospitalization plan

Palatine

Insurance Co.

doctor is. a friendly personality and the ability to put
patients at ease should he

"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $650 mo.)

MERCEDES -BENZ
of NORTH AMERICA, INC:

...

0" 0,

..e..,0,,.,..

(SEAL,

req's. for this young

7205 N. Meade

for a Ford dealership. WILL

306 E. Hellen Rd.

LIBERTY MUTUAL

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Main

medical experience needed.
$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

to assist in writing service

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Mechanically minded

1500 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook

DAY

Grove Rd. Palatine.

OFFICE

Retired gentlemen for delivering of custom cars. 1/2 days
and 3/4 days work. Contact
LeeRoy Leister at

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

As service representative you
provide counsel and advice by
phone correspondence and in
the office to policy holders of

Must Be 21 Years
Or Older

Gas

Reliable girl needed. Must be

month of June. 37 N. Plum

station attendant, for
weekends. Carl's Conoco, Mt.
Prospect, CL 3-4770

392-6565

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

A PEACH OF A JOB!

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

23

if necessary.

HERE

s.Kto to taw. vo DitIlig WI VW.

person M:. Rose

Golf Rd. Des Plaines

Wednesday during the month of

July. Fridays will be open
as usual from 12:30 to 4.
Nothing over lin during the

years or

store.

SION

SEAL

BOYS 16 OR OVER

To operate dishwasher in local

905 E. Rand Rd.

272-5880

NOTARY [

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or
SP.5-3311
537-4500

Full Time
Experience not necessary.

older.

We have a permanent post
tion open in our parts warehouse. This is an opportunity
to make the automotive field

255-7130 -- Arlington Heights
Full Timedriver 11PM to 6A M
Cook County School Bus Co.

IRON WORKS, INC.

'531

24 N. Matn, Mt. Prospect

8606

Hours 8:30 - 4:30

ELECTROLUX CORP.

1310 West Northwest Hwy.'

INTERNATIONAL

KITCHEN HELP

liquor

UTILITY MAN

starting salary and opportunity for advancement. Varied

' .11.....:::.17:.::...:i.t::::. ra:".= ......"Z :t... .. 11 7.....:::::..! . -

QUESTIONS

24 -Help Wanted Men

a life

On 0

TOti molt AmIt.14 °Watt.. I OR Z. kko k Two..

MACHINE OPERATORS.

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.

SCOT'S RESTAURANT

Folk or Rock Roll. $2.00 an
hour. Music furnished.

I ";_..

-.

SANGAMON II 5 :10 175 &RN GLUE 06 ;16 '27
0. 14y IITOttotT011M1frto,f0
ToniLITIR
T.K. [ItttAl 'ILO.

825-0270

New office, full or part time

Zonta Thrift Shop closed on

BURNERS &

ORCHID CLEANERS

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits inch', profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.

Dog salon in Park Ridge needs
full time wash boy.

439-0923

439-5400
FITTERS, WELDERS,

BARTENDER

23-Inslioction

Eddie's Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts. 253-1320.
General shop worker. Penand
pencil repair. High school
education
required. Exc.
working conditions. Full time.
Parker Pen Service, Inc., 19

Call Mr. Grenrock

EXPERIENCED

of Meadows Park.

06 :IR 136

FEE
63.00

HERE

techniques,

Please call 255-5266.

Day School for 4 and 5 year
olds. 4 days a week. 10 to 12.
$2.00 Call 259-3183 Vicinity

Dishwasher Part Time hrs.

MUST LOVE DOGS!

growing company, have imagination, initiative and are
familiar with value analysis

time and money in you.

french, reading. Alsodobabysitting, typing. CL 3-3583.

work. Part time, 5 days in-

N. Broadway, Des Plaines,

Excellent opportunity for
buyer presently purchasing
castings or screw machine
products. If you are interested
in advancement with a. fast

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

qualified comptometer

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

plumbing and general
plant maintenance is required
for this excellent opportunity
in our modernair-conditioned
engineering laboratory.

operators. If you have
experience on all four

CALL TODAY

We offer many progressive

qualify. Benefits

Knowledge of wiring, carpen-

try,

benefits

including excellent

starting pay,.paid vacation's,
free life insurance, optional
medical, hospitalization and
surgical insurance. 8 .paid
holidays, etc.

Please come in or call for
appointment.

ACRONETICS

operations you may

include a fine insurance
program tuition refund
plan and many other

4N535 County Line Rd.
Bensenville, Illinois
R03-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

1200 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows
,
CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employer

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

Division of General Time Corp

255-5060
Henriksen

benefits.

AEROSPACE

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO,

'

counter

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 459-9510,

Ill.

rant chain. Experience not
necessary. If you are seeking
a future, have confidence in
your abilities and are willing
to learn, we will invest our

Exp. junior will tutor english,

woman for sales &

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

BUYER

time. Arlington Produce, 13

Experienced guitar teacher.

ARE 'SHOWN

CALL 392-6282

(Rte. 83)

22 -Jobs Wanted -Women

06-16-69

WILLIAM .J LANCASTER
23 II PINEMIRST
SPRINGFIELD
ILL

HE 9-2800
Driver Wanted - Full or part

255-3792

APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF TORE OPERATOR'S LICENSE
NOTICE 'cop PPM." LICENSE WILL ENO,.

NAME,

Responsible for bills mode by
myself only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

Teacher will do yard work or
general cleaning. CL 9-4609

PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE

Elk Grove Village

Part time work wanted. 2
yrs. exp. in school lab, and
library. Arl. Hts. vicinity.

Drivers to Get
License Notices
3.00

1717 Busse Rd.

296-1142

PART TIME

SOLA ELECTRIC

14 -Personals

21 -lobs Wanted -Men

SENIOR

SEMI - SENIOR

Des Plaines

COUNTER CLERK

Will train personable married

PART TIME
7 to 10:30 P.M.
LO 1-7122

General ledger - financial
Statements.

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
pramises.
Call or apply in person

30 -Help Wanted -Women

BOYS -OVEA 16

ACCOUNTANTS

draftsman to work in elec-

259-0542

74 -Help Waited Men

24 -Help Waded Men

DRAFTSMAN

1/2 mile N. of North 'Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity Employer

&F

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
`,y the State of Illinois.

ME DAY

Wednesday, June 22, 1966

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

I. B. M.
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 9rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
lime basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch
For, an appointment
THE

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
.An equal opportunity employer
CHICAGO

693-3021

KEYPUNCH

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Typists

$10 BONUS.
First 5 Days Pay

With

Part Time

PLUS

experienced keypunch opera-

$75 BONUS

Positions available now for

1tors. Day or evening work.
Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For de-

Top Rates

,

ASSISTANT

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

BOOKKEEPER
Experienced in accounts Receivable and billing. Typing
essential, posting machine
' exp. helpful, not necessary.
Permanent position. Fringe
benefits.

Perfection Spring
& Stamping
DES PLAINES, ILL.

We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

Your choice of shifts.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000
Woman to do light dusting
5 days weekly
Hours

Suggested

6:30 am to 8:30 am

Call Mr. Frieburg at
THE BANK OF

HEIGHTS

ARLINGTON

RIGHTGIRL

Preferred Business Service

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

Paid Vacations

VA 7-5557

tails call Ethel Doebber.

13-7.Help Wanted -Women

PHONE 827-1108
HOUSEWIVES

Work at home during your
free time telephoning for us
For information phone
Mr. Howard

255-7900

SALAD GIRL
(6:30 AM to 3 PM)
Mature lady to work in the
preparation of light food for
patients and staff. No experience, we will train.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

HOSPITAL

774-5363

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Loc. on Algonquin Rd.(Rte.62)

3 blk. W. of Elmhurst Rd.
(Rte. 83)
Phone 437-3900

ANYONE!
Sponsor

Typists,

Stenos,
Comp., File Spec.

Clks.,
Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,
-,'Svrtbd.

ASSISTANT PLANT MANAGER
Prominent custom molder expanding their present facilities
has an ideal position for a capable production manager or
superintendent with thorough knowledge in one of the followEXTRUSION -VACUUM FORMING -INJECTION -COMPRESSION

Position will report to company executive. Excellent potential

for individual able to handle greater responsibility. Salary
in the 5 figures plus bonus. For immediate interview can

Use coupon below. 40 paid to

WCW-t.:.

work 40 hra. prior to

I sponsor

She

working

own

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.

PAYROLL CLERK

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For
deatils call Ethel Doebber.

Compute salary, handle all
types of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar with tax

D.P.

D ICTAPHONE

excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incid. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

STENOGRAPHERS

Choice of Days
We can give you as many or as

few days as you wish working
near your home. Good salary

and pleasant working condi-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

tions. For details call Ethel
Doebber

VA 7-5557

Preferred Business Service.

300 E. Hellen Rd.

will be considered.

MART/N METALS
250 N. 12th ST.

Growth Conscious
Engineer

post card, phone or attached

coupon - name, address, phone

of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

bring your letter, card or
coupon in hand.

Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
Old Orchard
677-5130
Prof. Bldg.
Room 512
Evanston
475-3500
1609 Sherman
Room 308.

THOMAS
'ENGINEERING INC.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th Sr.
WHEELING

FOUNDRY HELPERS

INSPECTORS

EXPEDITORS

UP TO $2.65 PER HR.
UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

t44

4

77 IV Al ETAIILS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180

For

537-2180

Auto Pets And Accessories

for

VA 7-5557

Preferred Business, Service

I

If you like to talk to people and can express your ideas

We are in need of a personnel interviewer and prefer
someone that is a college grad or has some good solid

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters
One Year Guarantee

clearly then this position would interest you.

experience in interviewing technics or related activities.
Applicant should be neat in appearance and able to type.

Tractors - Caterpillars

Blacktop Work

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

Civilian of Addressagraph Multtgraph Carp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

lots.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping.
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

SKILLED MEN

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
f.37-8228

ARE NEEDED AT

LITTELFUSE

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, '7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794
free

AS

Two men for repairs, combination blanking, piercingprocessing and forming dies for high production equipment used in
the manufacturing of small electro-mechanical devices.

24

(Days)

Experienced men in the building of new tools, Jigs, fixtures,
and in general repairs and building of high volume production
automatic machines.

MAINTENANCE MACH IN I STS

Experienced men in the general maintenance repairs, and
trouble shooting of high production automatic machines.

DIE SETTERS

RUG & CARPET CLEANlow

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

PRECISION INSPECTORS
Individuals who have some experience in the use of inspection

tools and a workable knowledge of blue print reading.
All the above Jobs are accompanied by new plant working
conditions and new air-conditIoned plant with up-to-date
efnployee b. -merits. Feel. free in stopping by or calling.

bathavail.

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3.0446

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

LITTELFUSE

Each -Plain

20g -Colors 25C

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow. buff.

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

824-1188

Des plaine

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Arlington Height,._
RAY'S

Radio and 'r.Y'. Repair

General Cleaning

(Color or Black & White) ,
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

Call 373-6880
Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487
Homes Built To Order

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinien Builders
Call 392-3617
landscaping

Ray's Lands'epg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking(U or 1)
358-2581
tawdry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
done, shirts in2 day service.

expertly
cluded.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358.0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

Painting-Oecorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Cement Work

PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY 1N,,

.

724-7120
-

JUNE SPECIAL

the entire N.W.
Driveways,
patios.
protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

and College Board Exams.

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms
Est. 15 yrs.

Radio -TV Repair

Serving

i area.

lawnmowers

Carpentry -Remodel%

Experienced men in the set up of dies on automatic punch
press up to 90 tons.

358-2934

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

SERVICING

ADVERTISING

Cement Work

Service on Cars - Trucks -

eon. .Northwest Hwy.

Part Time
pleasant office
work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call
Needed

C. B. RADIO

Call 255-7200

562.2991

- UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

TYPISTS

Ethel Doebber.

An equal opportunity employer

CR 2-5753

4111111111111=111111111111.11

TOOL MAKERS
FURNACE OPERATORS

positions available. No exper-

PROFESSIONAL

E 7-411 £S

TOOL & DIE MAKERS (Days &Niles)
OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

PAINTERS, INC.

Hoffman Estates, III.

24 -Help Wanted Men

& 14. Call 392-7490 after 5.

GENERAL OFF ICE

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Salary Commensurate with Experience

1600 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Call 259-1195
Responsible girl or woman to
baby sit with 3 girls 8, 11

CL 5-4313

BUSINESS
Service Directory

Outstanding career for young

Charles Bruning Company.

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

For a pleasant way to earn

home. Write Box 81025 or

Let us help make your...DAY!

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ARE YOU LOOKING

extra $$$ without leaving your

296-6661

5577 N.W. Hwy. Chicago, Ill.

Palatine

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

cian

active, phone

at 763-6700

VARO OPTICAL

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Arlington Heights

Part time, licensed beauti-

ience required. If you can
type 30 wpm, energetic and

Call Jim Caro between
8:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.

CHEMIST

MA di 111077

CL 9-4315

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway

"The Carousel"

yrs. experience

2

Mrs. Pecoraro

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call CL 3-

SECRETARY

24 -Help Wanted. Men

24 -Help Wanted.Men

SECRETARY -TYPIST

Girl wanted for 3 man real
estate apraisal office from

SHAMPOO GIRL

Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady. Join
a rapidly growing co.Position
offers a combination of clerical & public contact work.
Applicants with good skills
to

work in a hamburger and ice
cream store. We furnish
uniforms. Call or see

824-0156

FL 9-1883

1

WOMAN
Days or eveniss for counter

E1566.

Bee Dozier Nursing Home
Dundee Rd.
Palatine

&

Wanted -Women

RESPONSIBLE

Of proud service proves that
beauty is a number one business. Make it your business
to become an AVON representative.

NURSES AIDES
Full or Part time

Reliable girl needed. Must be

INTERVIEWER

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE

City
Ph.
Mail to address below. You are

Lifesavers, Inc.

Des Plaines

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

Address

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

Preferred Business Service

Preferred Business Service

deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometer
helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

My name

expenses. For more information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500

-

-

80 YEARS

days per week. Salary and

VA 7-5557

PERSONNEL

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

Ph.

is a

Choose your

CL 9-2660

SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK,3-0349
Over 500 Radiators In
Stock Complete Radiator

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

Address
City

229 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

Personnel Service

e,to

-;CLIP COUPON TODAY

Choice of Days

and students. This la not a

Winkelman's
RADIATOR SHOP

:".. No limit to persons sponsored

i9/30/66. Offer does not apply
nite, student, teacher
temporaries.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

SECRETARIES

MILES & MILES INC.

HOOVER & ASSOCIATES

EARN $40
anyone referring those listed

TYPIST

30 -Help Wanted -Women

PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need a personable woman
over 30 to be trained to interview housewives, teachers,

ing types of molding.

Howard Koss 299-7766 days or 259-3050 evenings.

above, who have nOt worked for
...US for two yea rsAixi are hired

WAITRESS WANTED
Evenings.
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

With:fire and casualty insurance experience preferred.
Full time, 5 day week.

DAYS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ONLY

15

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Rentals

,

Public address
sound systems
rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing
358-2934
Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

24 hr. phone wry.
894-3115
Transporation

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose From
LAS Nlotor Sales
Rt.. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich
Pahich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601
- Ply -

Chrysler

Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Cantos Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service-1ms Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

MODERNS WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

SECRETARY

Pleasant voice. Typing required. Short hand desirable,

but not necessary, for small
office in Arlington Heights.
392-6677
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

To young president of dynamic growing company expand-

ing internationally.

Top skills, top salary, age

21-33. Ambitious attractive
girl has unusual opportunity
to grow with company. Some
travel and other benefits.Send
with phone
qualifications
number and snapshop (if
avail.)
INTERNATIONAL FRENCH
CAFES INC.

Randhurst Center
Mt. Prospect

SALES
Day Publications needs one
additional experienced Classified advertising telephone representative.

full

company benefits.

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

NOTICE

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment

WAITRESSES

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

Experienced

Elks Club
Arlington Hgts.
CL 3-2048

MOTHERS HELPER
Family with 3 children 6, 11,
& 14, want responsible summer girl, high school graduate
or college girl. Lake front
home. $25 per week with one
day off. Call collect 414-2486808.
SECRETARY
STENOGRAPHER
Dept. of company

Sales
employing 125 people needs

handle correspondence for two
men. Fast accurate typing required. Shorthand helpful but
not necessary. Copy work and
some filing involved. Conveniently located in Centex.Just
off ILL. Tollway west of
O'Hare field. Good Place to

work. Phone or write Mr.Lee
Johnson, Anocut Engineering
Co. 2375 Estes Ave.Elk Grove
Village III. 437-5400 (Chi.
phone, 625-0790)

CLERK TYPIST

gards as 'reasonably nec.
essary to the normal °pd.
ation

of

his

FULL TIME

additional secretary help to

APPLY

Designations

Good typist with aptitude for
figures. Variety of duties including checking orders. Excellent opportunity, employee
'..enefits. Located in Rolling
Meadows Industrial Park.Call
392-1476 for further details
and interview.

LAKE GENEVA, WIS.

ADVERTISING

Excellent earnings plus

GENERAL OFFICE

BILLER

PART TIME

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
limitation,

preference,

specification or discrimination in empipyment prac!Aces.

IN OUR BENSENVILLE
OFFICE

preforms clerical function,
type reports, letters, and answers phone.

A full time permanent position

with complete employment benefit program. Apply

in person or phone for appointment.

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO.
4N535 County Line Rd.

Bensenville, Illinois
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

24-Help Wanted Men

SO-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted -Women

CAN YOU SEW?

Light steno for, Elk Greif°
Village Contractor. Modern
office. 5 day week. Good
salary. 437-4300.,

OFFICE HELP

rate. Fine insurance pro-

OPPORTUNITIES

Lovely 3 x 5 mirror, $20
7 piece kitchen set, $20. 259-

For ,Sale. 3/4 ton York Air

2628

Tent 10 x 14' Highwall with
room divider. Like new. Sac-

250-4566

rifice $100. 259-4363.

For Sale. 2 Fedders window
air Conditioners used 1 season. 6000 .and 4000 BTU's.

8 to 4:30.

2 20" portable fans. AMC and
Emerson. Exc. Cond. Call

CL. 3-2100
Cleaning woman for Fridays.
4 Room Apt. in Mt. Prospect.
439-0576.
Call Eves.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with thorn in a pleasant
Come
place.
see us.

Rt. 12, 1 mi. So. of Rt. 22

992-9546

SURGICAL

F.H.BONN COMPANY

lished GM dealership. Call
Mr. Juskie

vacation. Five day week -

Assist operating room staff

with important housekeeping
duties including cleaning of
equipment. Permanent position for mature person wisTibig to work in interesting environment.
APPLY PERSONNEL

32 - 6 gt. Bamboo FlyCasting
Rods, 2 Glass Shower Doors,
Antique 1058 Sausage Maker.

Will trade for 2 Girls 26"
bikes in Exc.
HO 5-8371.

Condition.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

SHADE TREES
Fully branched, 8 to 10 Ft.

A 11 Kind. Less than 1/2 price.

WILLOW NURSERY
CL 5-4755
AirKing window fan 24x28"
Adjustable. 3 sp. 2 way. Exc.
cond. $18. 439-5461
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

RATE CLERK
Individual with accredited traffic schooling, plus practical experience, desired
for our corporate traffic department. Age to 35.

machine service engineer.

0 *COMPUTERS

Alterations-Fitters

Choose your own hours
Pleasant winking conditions
High salary

company in the challenging field of packaging.
Personnel Dept. for further information.

Contact

Paid Vacation

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

P

Chauffers license needed to drive our company's paneled matitruck plus

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.

R.

SANITATION CREW LEADER

E

Person with janitorial experience needed to supervise crew of janitors. Must
be able to assume responsibility and guide others.

ACCOUNTING
We have another position open in our accountingdepartment.

This opening also requires that applicant have at least 2
years accounting experience plus the completion of an
accredited course in auditing of books and income tax.
If you fill the bill to date and have completed your military
obligation then why not call for a personal and confidential
interview.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An .equal oppyrttutity employer

amplifier.

guitar

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

L

815-459-9161

44-Dogs, Pets And Equipment:

Bassett Hound puppies. AKC
'Champ. sired. Lge., Healthy,
m and f tri colors. 642-7599.

LAMBS' PET FARM
mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.
Helping

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.

Children's..Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176
Libertyville
EM 2-4646
FREE KITTENS. CALL CL35645.

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

AKC

Fl 8-2699

26-Help Planted Men Or Women

(DM

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

ANALYZERS

PURE OIL COMPANY

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS

A.PIVISIQNOri UNION OIL comNly 0,F. CALIFORNIA
200 E. GOLF RD.

TTELFUS,F,

$1450. Stetson Marine.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

Opportunity to learn advanced
manufacturing systems on
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters in Des
Plaines with multiple productive facilities serving custom-

Call Ray Spletzer..,,

17 ft. 1956 Chris Craft Run;

about, 135 H. P. In board.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our building.

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

.PALATJNE,. ILL.;

DES PLAINES, ILL.

LA 9-7700

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

AN. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection opera
tlon.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing In the electronic field.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

MODEL MAKERS
To work on small mechanisms. Experience in sheetmetal

OPENS

'work or woodworking would be of great help.

EMPLOYMENT

MACH INESHOp, SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop.
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

TRAINING CENTER

ELECTRIC IAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

4 HOUR

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists
Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

SHORT SHIFT
Wo are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

***********

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

To arrange an interview, call

392-8705.

for many company benefits such as

Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ...

* * * * ** 0* *
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.
* **
* * **

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college- level work. Apply room 1030
/Merchandise Mart.

Charles Bruning Company
1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

For Sale. Westinghouse 2 dr.
Rofrig. freezer comb. Swivel
shelves. $50. 299-8463.
WANTED 1 wheeled trailer

acces. $1150. 392-3079.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

®JANITORS

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 -- then east to TollvieW
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.
&mon of Addressaymph Multigtsph Corp

Dempster.
Zonta Thrift Shop closed on
Wednesday during the month
of July. Fridays will be open
as usual from 12:30 to 4.
Nothing over 101 during the

18' wood lapstrake runabout

80 HP Mere., tilt trailer to

INTERV IEW ING:

COST ACCOUNTANT

Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathimatical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpful. Should also have forfilled his military obligation.
If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

Plaines, East of 83, So. of

A

0

24-Help Wanted Men

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect

GARAGE SALE, June 25, 9-5
p.m. 876 Marshall, Des

37-Boats And Marine Supplies

Join

AT

, office.

Good Condition. $50.259-3199
GARAGE SALE, SAT. 9 TO ?
Antique - Household Items
216 W. Orchard, A.H.

U

PRODUCT
If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

296-2876.
son. $95.
For Sale. 3/4 ton Frigidaire
Air Conditioner. 9000 BTU.

For Sale. 6 ft. marble table,

desk and chair, 3 wall decor-.
ations.
253-2574

various clerical duties involved.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

room

18' alum.

Male & Female
DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

side
'x

frame, cases. Used 1 sea-

L

or part time

$50.
STAUFFER MACHINE
392-3975

Call CL 9-9073.

Recent graduates of data processing school or interested applicants will be

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

dbl.
umbrella, 10'
TENT

2-12" speakers. Best offer.

trained by us in operation of Computer and Tabulating machines.

Children grown?
Return to Business World

2187 Terms.

Call 43a-60 93

90 Watt

AND TAB OPERATORS

$128.88 SHELKOP T.V. CL 3-

Coin Collection.

255-3678

ACCOUNTANT

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

B.T.U.,s quick mt. in carton

rent or buy

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

Young man with military service complete, train to be a

$ CASH $
For your complete hotise of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

Grove Rd. Palatine.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

TOOL ROOM HELPER

32-Miscellaneous tierchandiseAir cond. A mana 5,000

32-MisceHaneous Merchandise

month of June. 37 N. Plum

E

Saleswomen

Full

"Mr. Ed" Flynn 438-6093
For Sale or Trade

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
R

000 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

Lake Zurich, Ill

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

U

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

At Auction Barn

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

HOUSEKEEP ING
(7 AM to 3:30 PM)

.8471,05. f0}' Apt:

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

For Sale. 3 pair dacron priscities, 58" wide. 9 x 12 rug.

Wednesday, June 22, 1966

THE DAY

392-6739

ANTIQUE AUCTION,

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

$75.

Wednesday, June 22-7:30 p.m.

ers In electronics ,aerospace.
TV and automotive industry,

Challenging position for recent college graduates:.

Conditioner. Exc. Condition.

gram. Paid Holidays and

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

Young woman full time. Excellent opportunity in estab-

$9,000,

24-Help Wanted Men

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you
adapt it to industrial machines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

1 A Equal Opportunity Enijiloyer

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new. plants.
*Regular wage
age
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid _2 week vacaon purchase of cointions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Landmeir Road

1

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins end Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

Wednesday, itule'22, 1966

'

44-RNs,,Pots Aid. Eiolimed

44 -Roos, Pets Aid. Loolomeat

-1st time adv. .McKay's min.
'Schnauzer. .5 pups; 2 female
'1 male left.
CL 9-3188.

to good homes. 437.4463..
Bellochanty Collie Pups. AKC

I-Hdp wasted-Wemea

-

FREE '

,

'Kittens. given 'Itirej

Champion 'stock. Good for
show or pets. 253-8108
3 Silver male poodles 2 small
miniatures and 1 toy. A.K.C.
437-4294

PERSONNEL
Employment

manager for,

women In a arm employ'.
approximately 12,500 pee

an aggressive experien 41%
woman as an asilstan

qualify, an individual' must

be thoroly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufactur-

ing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

of 3 years experience in
recruiting and interviewing.

Send complete resume including salary requirements
to:

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois

piece \ or room. Terms and
delivery arranged. 779-0252
after 12 noon.
Quick Moving Sale of Quality
furniture. Mahogany lamp

table, love seat, Thomasville
chest, antique walnut sideboard, decorator drapes, antique dishes, oil painting, fireplace equipment - misc.
LA wrence 9-6470

KEEP THIS AD
IT GIVES THE ADDRESS OF
THE FURNITURE BARGAINS
YOU'VE
FOR.

BEEN

each
Walnut bedroom sets
Reg. $150

$29.88
$89.88

Living room sets
Reg. $200
$139.88
Naugahyde recliners
Reg. $80
$59.88
4 pc. nylon sectional
Reg. $300
$199.88
of one.

opportunity employer

SWIMMING POOL

tennis court, range, refrig-

296-7771

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 10
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Mt. Prospect

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

llulbransen dpinet Plano,Walnut. Excellent condition.$350.
992-8256.

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
c
Liv.Rm. 28x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14:10

58 -Radio -Television

17" Admiral TV with stand.

Private balconies

In working condition #35.

CL. 6-2054

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA ,
$155-$170
1 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up
2 Bdrm Apt.

63-Restawaot Wiped
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
Complete restaurant equipment including soda bar, char -

broiler, 2 deep fryers, grill,
pans. dishes, glassware, sil-

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. Ws of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.,
499-1127

ver, blank menus, meat slicer,

booths, tables & chairs and

16 -To Hen Houses.

misc. items. Best offer takes
all. Vicinity of Randhurst.

3 bdrm. brick ranch 2 baths
lge. family rm. dish washer

392-1474

car port, lge. corner lot .in
northwest Arl Hts. 1 or 2

66 -Business Opportunities

year lease only.$200.a month.
Available July 1 Phone

THE'
:FRANCHISE BOOU
looking for a challenge that:
will get you into your own!

255-2510

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 1/2 rms., 2
bdrms,, screen porch, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

Fran,chiping is new business
frontier.,_ Write for Free' list'
profitable business?

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6999

eves.

Executive 3 bedroom, fire-

T-12tc uslie otopettunitie_s nln

place stove, refrlg., carpet,
drapes, paneled family rm.,

area.

LIBERTY FURNITURE

PARTAKE

Rt. 176
(2 blocks east of U.S. 45)
Mundelein, Ill.
LO 6-5081

Dept: A - 1

30 -Help Wanted -Women

rec. lounge, putting green,

Display furniture in '7 model
homes. We deliver.

LOOKING

Mismatched mattresses and
box springs values to $50

A few choice 2 bedroom *pis.
Includes
Sensible rentals.

SAVE $$$$

55 -Musical Instruments

300 Lamps - 2 for the price

An equal

Relaxiclsor, Poloroid, lamps.
etc. Phone 255-4374.

4906.

23 booms of builder's model
homb furniture being sold by

TIMber-Lake Village

spreads, curtains, tr staid,

824-8164

near everything. 392-5187.

,,t34 N. Northwest Highway.
358-77e4
;palatine
EXCELLENT Going business

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

for sale or lease in Barring-

ton. Broasted Chicken, Pizza,
Donuts. Good inside or carry
out business.PhoneDU 1-2422

92 -Wanted To Rent

1 bdrm. apt., air conditioned
in Arlington. $125 a month

Desperate! 2 bdrm. Furn.apt.

wanted; June to Sept. Mr. Wm.

253-3749.

day.
Responsible bonded sales ex-

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

3 short blocks from

N.W. station, bus 41 shopping.

ecutive in Arlington Heights
needs 1 or 2 bdrm. furnished

Available July 1
For appt. call 259-4901
Arlington Hgts. 3 - 1/2 room
studio apartment. 890 sq. ft.
Adults, no pets.
809 N. Wilke Rd.

apt. or home. Will rent or sublet July 1st until new home is

completed. Exc. refs. fur-

nished. Call Chas. J.Running,
259-0912 after 5 P.M.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

''.'"'TYPI
ST
....
.For. inning dept. type special orders, inspection papers
We Need Gals Who Have Experience

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability
To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.

FLORIDA,

One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland, project. Now for

fenced 7.6 acres. Solidly renovated with all of the charm
end warmth of the pest.Large
library, fireplace. Modern
Kitchen. 20,x 20 FamilyRoom;
5
Bedrooms, Fireplace in

Master Bedroom, 3 Baths, S-

car Garage, 4 Box StalLs. Pond,

Many trees. $59,500.

etc., accuracy essential.

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typing and record keeping. Should be

Ideal kitchen
With bridal. area. Carpeted
living -dining comb. Paneled
rec room. 2 fullbaths.Transneighborhood.

tarred owner has priced to
sell immediately at $26,000.

'

Executive home in Ivy Hill.
Open house 1 to 5 Sat. Sun.

(Palatine Rd. at Rand Rd.)

2002 N. BURKE DR.
Owner transferred. Spacious
colonial. Elegant entrance
with curved sweeping stair-

case. Living rm. with fire-

place. Formil dining room,
&
dining area. Paneled

family rm. and utility rm.

floor. 4 oversized
Walk in clothes

bdrms.
closets. 2 1/2 baths. Tiled
basement. 2 car garage.Close
to new grade school & shop-

peting, drapes, kit.appliances
and professional landscaping.
$44,000.

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

Excellent investment opportunity! 2 minutes to Toll Rd.
23 Acre Farm, remodeled
farm house, 5 bedrooms,11/2
baths. 2 barns. All neat as a
pin. $64,000. Additional
Acreage Avail.
Member Barrington

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

259-5872

MT. PROSPECT

way' to sunshine and happiness

pa n'Id . fa m. rm. with fireplace

2 1/2 car garage. $34,900.CL
5-1768

ARLINGTON HTS.

PROFESSIONAL MEN
ATTENTION!
ON NORTHWEST HWY.
$36,900 ... Rambling brick

twin - size bedrooms, large

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable term!.
.$23,900
392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR

LAKE ZURICH

6

ranch home on Palatine's
north side that features 4

PALATINE

4 bdrm. house in Prospect
Heights, $23,500

mately 1 acre landscp. lot.
Near parochial and public
schools ... A custom built
home with plenty of elbow
room. Ideal situation for
professional man.

3 bedroom brick/frame bi-

3

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,
basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

rooms, 2 1/2 baths, large
family room with sliding

BRUNS

glass doors that open onto
a patio, 2 roofed porches.
2 1/2 car attached garage,
built-ins in family kitchen.
Vacant -- low down payment,

Open9 to 9
CL 5-6320
A r. Hts.

Hts-By owner, 8

room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial bilevel, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,

$31,500

7 rm., 11/2 bath,brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,-

110 S. Northwest Hwy.

4

Recent Factory Experience Will Be
Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

daily bonus.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good attendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

Program. Please Apply In Person.

7

rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,

Morton Grove
469-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

INTERVIEWING

Monday Thru Thursday

5:00 P.M.

-

1:00 A.M.

8 A. M. To 9 P.M.

Jobs are open at this time for summer

Friday

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

8 A.M. To 4 P.M.

as

1121

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

FLOOR INSPECTORS

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

premium.

1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LIGHT FACTORY WORK
No Experience Necessary

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift
1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

INC.

TELEPHONE 296.3266

If you are a summer girl, a woman who

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

OPENINGS ON NIGHT SHIFT

4 p. m. -Midnight
Midnight -8 a. m.
Women needed for packaging & inspecting of our plastic
containers. Work is light & clean. Company benefits include
paid Blue Cross & Blue Shield, major medical & life insurance, 9 paid holidays, 2 weeks paid vacation.

Call or come in and see our modern air conditioned plant.
College students may apply for summer work.
APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE

OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. TO 11 A.M.

Northlake, Ill.

CONEX

824-1188

1501 a MT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS ROOM
..... NONE 214.22110

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

White & Cronen
Ford in Park Ridge

Northwest Hwy Park Ridge
ROSELLE DODGE

Roselle, LA 9-9871
100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

'

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

For Sale - Boy's 26" Schwlnn
Racer in fair condition. Good

Palatine, Ill.
358-4555

frame. Best offer accepted.
CL. 3-1213.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

NORTHWEST

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

5

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
824-4261

FL 4-2186
LARGE LOTS

99' x 200' with sewer. Palatine countryside. Give away
at $4,200 each. Call 3591232 or 359-1450 after six

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
99 -Automobiles For Sale

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BARRINGTON HILLS.

A rare find - Breathtaking

builder. 3 spacious bedrms.,

SALES & SERV ICE
Built by
'Avanti Motor Corp.

3 full baths . 24 x 24 cathedral

beamed ceiling living room

with huge stone fireplace.
Enclosed porch, completely
air - conditioned, 2 car
attached garage. Short dis-

tance to riding club headquarters. Much of acreage
is in natural wooded hillside
setting which requires little
formal maintenance.
$72,500.00
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

We are proud to offer for

sale this 8 year old modern
brick and stone ranch on 2
acres in a lovely country
setting. 3 bedrooms, 2 C.T.
baths. Paneled family room
and living room with 9 -way
fireplace. Modern kitchen
with built-ins and 2 car
attached garage. For further
information, please call
$39,900.00

4 1/2% 0.1. Mortgage may
be assumed. Immaculate 3
bedroom ranch home. 2 car
garage. Air conditioner.
Lake Zurich area, $17,500.

allDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS me

An Equal OppOrtunity Employer (M & F)

9 Pass Station wagon automatic trans. Power steer.
radio heater
.$1495.00

110 -Bicycles

Only one home like this built of 14" red cedar logs
from Oregon by excellent

1501 S. NT. PROSPECT ROAD DES PLAINES. ILLINOIS 60014

8 A. M. To Noon

1964 CHEVROLET

HOME REALTY

'88 -Real Estate -Vacant

CONEX

rnDIVISION ILLINOIS TOOL WORKS

Ford in Park Ridge

WANTED USED CARS
are'

setting on 5 gorgeous acres.

Saturday

.$1995

White & Cronen
is

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Open evenings until 9 P.M.

Palatine

CALL OR APPLY TO BARBARA HASKE
OPEN SATURDAYS 8 A.M. to 11 A.M.

GALAXIE "500" 2 dr. h.t.
v-8 Full power w/w tires

Radio heater

000.

in need of them.

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

Company offers full line of benefits including 2 -week paid
vacations, paid Blue Cross & Blue.Shield, maJor medical &
life insurance.. Hoer!' 8:30 to 5 p.m. 5 -day week.

1965 FORD

'58 English Ford compact. 2

'Give us your rentals, we

days and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:a0

plug board. Some typing included.

259-0484

moving, $28,500.

lot. New. $52,000

Work in our beautiful modern reception room on our busy

'56 Ford. 6 cyl. stick. 49000
miles. Real nice cond. $200.

25 Sp. Park,

Forest Estates
10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

Good Cond . $250. or best offer.
259-0616

dr. Motor and body good $65.
5 rm., 3 bdrm., ranch frame, 392-3787
all rooms wood paneled.$18,-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

'59 Rambler station wagon.

rm., 4 bdrm.i 2 baths,

ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

Member of MAP
Multiple Listing Service
(TS 6/12)

358-7322

Arlington Hts.
CL 9-2100
'56 Ford V8. New points and
plugs. Son drafted. Call after
5:30 PM.
392-4086

500

WEEKDAYS

308 E. Hellen Rd

BUICK

Euclid & N.W. Hwy

full basement, low taxes.$17,

OPEN IINTIL, 8 P. M.

GIRL FRIDAY

.91695

BILL COOK

275.

Flanders 8-0110

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing. paid holi-

age

Northwest Hwy .Park Ridge,111

nice house for the large family

PALATINE

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Pleasant

Park. $29,900

REAL ESTATE

DAY -

255-9432

'65 Volkswagon Micorbus in
showroom eondition......$1695
'64 Volkswagon Sunroof =usually clean very low mile-

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

FALKANGER-KOHL

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
$23,000. Shown by appoint CL 3-8090.

excellent running.
First $100 takes it. 255-8291
'62 Buick Special 4 dr.wagon.
Excellent
condition. Low
mileage. 255-5584.
'61 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable. First $600. takes it.

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
basement, many extras .Prospect Heights. $23,500.

$33,500 ... Colonial bi-level
home on one acre site that
features 3 spacious bed-

1714 E.N.W. Hwy

bdrm. house in Prospect

Heights, $23,000

BARRINGTON'S
COUNTRYSIDE

le ve I, lovely large kitchen with

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

Frame Full basement 921,500

bedrooms, family room, 20'
kitchen, full basement, 2
car garage on approxi-

only asking $20,100.

.

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

381-1641

FALKANGER-KOHL
Selected Exclusives

pletely air conditioned -carpeting in liv & Din. rooms, 2

FIGURE CLERK

'52 Fordomatic, 6 new tires

Radio,

3 bdrm., 2 baths, carpt'g.

Realtors

131 W. Main

here's the clincher - com-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

99 -Automobiles for Sale

vailable to you. Fl 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.
Arl. Hgts. 3 yr. old split ranch

BARRINGTON REALTY CO.

Purse appeal - it's an attractive two bedroom home and

4 blks to grade school. Beautiful condition at only $20,900.

Our area covers Cook County.
Many multiple listings
Good Contacts
Mr. Cavern
934-7252,

FOLZ REALTY
Real Estate & Insurance
.1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535

AWAY"

walnut cabinets, 1 1/2 baths,

INCOME PROPERTY

Purchased or sold for you.

' Many Job opportunities are a-

accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and

958-4555

96 -Real Estate Wanted

.cer. tile bath, formica custom
*kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your

PLUM GROVE Area -

Experienced Coi I Winders For Al I Three Shifts

Palatine, Ill.

R. E. Board
Co-operative Listing Service

"LITTLE JEWEL TUCKED

Arlington

132 S. NorthwestHwy.

picture window.
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

Price includes car-

ping.

HOME REALTY

proved community. Excell.
shops, schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

Expensive

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1st

starting at $3,000 and up.

scpd. corner lot In an . imwith 2 bdrms., liv. rm., drnette with Ige. plate glass

126 W. Main St.
Barrington, M.
381-3434
Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, lge lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schis,
shops. $22,650. By, app't.
CL 3-7237

$5,500

We have vacant lots for sale,

',situated on a beautifully land-

See This Today.

150 x 300

mont

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

$26,750.
DAYTON NANCE
REAL ESTATE

on

2 bdrm., apts.
3 flat brick, in town, $28,000
Palatine, Wilmette and Ver-

cagoland rent you can own one

Full basement.

country.

PALATINE

10 flat, center of town,

less than your present Chi-

3 Bedroom Brick Ranch in

Shields, 958-6500. 8 AM to
4:30 PM. Monday thru Fri-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

All Shifts

JUST, LISTED
An Imfnaculate 3 bedroom
Split Level home with attached garage in a choice

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Don Wheeleg

88-levestment Property
INVESTMENT PROPERTY.

Large, Colonial Farm house on

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

1i -Real Estate -Nooses

86 -Real Estate -Nooses

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE.

Weddings

CL 3-2978

14 -To Rent Apartments

COIL WINDERS

li-Real Estate -Hisses

car garage, large yard and

Parties

CL 9-5897

ASSEMBLERS

.

Mt. Prospect

,taati bar st001/1y hitielc'benCfti

T.V. Stromberg Carlson 23"
Console blonde $75. HE 7-

40%-7(00 Savings

14 -to Rent Apartments

'

Moving We: 4 walnut, and ra-

Practically brand new 8 ft
gold sofa. Mr. Mrs. Chair
set with matching foot rest.
439-2455
Total $225.

.41 -Home Furnishings-finters

INTERV1EWER

41 -Home Totoiskieos-Foroitero

WHITNEY¶7

Real Estate

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

USED CARS
PRICED TO SELL

64 AVANT! R1

With. Air Conditioning like
new

$3 795
64 DAYTONA

Convertible very very low
mileage

$1475

63 REGAL

Wagonaire V-8 Automatic
Tran

$995
62 T -BIRD
Automatic

Trans. Radio,

Heater, W/W

$15 75

ARLINGTON
MOTORS
1020 N.W. HWY

Arlington Heights
CL 3-2707

\
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ROAD
SALE-A-BRATION
4
Pe""'"It
Place

1
_

:71*** -air**/6/

*

46

I

e/ R

4(

In

oos

JUNE

GOLF

110

Market

DES PLAINES,

Thurs., June

ILL.
F. so Whole

411C

23 that

nosholows

*

as shown

ALUMINUM

4(

FOLDING
CHAIR
$288

RED

Lusciously

4
'T

*********

******** *-

785 GOLF R01434(;NE 437.4850:

SMOKY,

JOE

(Model 16831

$2.87

"

STYR°F°A1V%

COTTON SUEDE c,

lace placket

*
*

Blanket Drycleaned

*

For Summer Storage

All Colors
Reduced $898
to
La Salle Sportswear
737 Golf Rd.

479-8850

**

*
*

And Fluffy Finished ...
:Returned To You In Storage Bagt

$ 129 (Limit 1 Loaf)

4(

200 COUNT DECORATED

4(

Cartons $500
reg 2.69 ctn.

20 INCH

BEACH
TOWELS

TWO -SPEED

ASSORTED PRINTS

BOX FAN

BREEZE

DRIVERS

ICENSE RENEWA
During Sale Dates
Service Fee Only $1.00
Reg $1.25

MiRKET PLACE

**

Currency Exchange

art,

775 GOLF RD.

*444*** *** * ***At**

SUN STREAKING

1:

For

Only

BASEIN-ROBBINS*

$9.00

(Takes Only 10-20 Minutes)

*

:14.1; $1"
-

Choice Of Flavort
PHONE 437-9851
OPEN 10 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Friday

'The Friendly Place to Shop'

ICE CREAM
PIES

* Including Shampoo & Set *

pen Daily & Sat. 9 To 6

SHOPPING CENTER -

ELMHURST RD. (Rt. 83) and GOLF RD. (Rt. 58) Des Plaines

4( Be A Summer Blonde

BUY THEM HERE - CASH THEM ANYWHERE

To 8
439-1010

Guar,
1 Year

1$1:.9 $1288

****************

Going On A Trip?

**

CLEANERS

1

e.4t

I

MARKET PLACE

2

36"x60"

$1.99

89c

:

CIGARETTES*

;;A\ NAPKINS 31` 3E91.

Use Traveler's Checques

PONDEROSA

Only

4(

5 GT

4

to J

$555

LOAF OF BREAD FREE

:::8784.41
7,"Ci`

Henley or
Ire. Neck Styles
Reduced $598

REG. $5.87

REG. $141

1c*Wirf*;;TI:;;;;;Ptif74:
4(
reg. $1.50

*

WITH PURCHASE OF 1 LB. HAM

(IN 'Si(C)1C"

$2.66

)1.

$100

Only

-3(

$5.99

ELOUR
SHIRTS

$788

MARKET PLACE, DES PLAINES ONLY!

*

$14.95

SET

VODKA
44( 6111 or

FAN

FLUID

GRILL

CROQUET

Jr FULL QUART

*

ALUMINUM

la-B-QUE

HARDWOOD

GENUINE PLA*YER
6-

*RADIO

AA
HERSHEY BAR 3 for 77c
HERSHEY

*POLY SAND BOX POOL
$2n

Ce.A1/

4( shirt - Pocket

CHOCOLATE

CHAISE

WEBER

4 7 iiimisisIcst

Giant -Size

4(

lb.

sweet and a

low, low price.
Just arrived1
bargain at thisDominick's
now
at
terrific
Come in and save

1.41(

COTTON PRINTS *38c

.****** ******44-74f S;;44;;;*

AMAZINGLYED

LOW PRIC

Summer

t, TRANSMISSION
5

41C

"bag
lb' $288 *

1

1

ELECTRIC *

411\ig

-4(

)

$1288
6 Web

CALIFORNIA
SANTA ROSA

wzd VIGORO *

104 OUTFIT

t

19, 1966
Wed., tune

GOLDEN

KODAK
INSTAMATIC

437-5005

437-5006

749L/GOLF RP DES PLAINES,ILL.

********** ***IV**
D

C.
at

e

Mb

WEATHER
'To
Fair; LAW to t1e
lower 70s. Friday; Continued

fair and hot; High In the

Telephone
2554400

to pert ;Dap

,

low

er 90s.
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325 W. Prospect Av,
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41111116-

illars Called Hazard
ut Folks Like Them
were

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

I*

almost

them-

attacked

selves by irate citizens of the

News Editor

area.

Village workman, in accordance with directions
from the board of trustees,
arrived at Shabonee Trail

"What's going on?" demanded the citizens. "What are you

doing knocking down our pillars?"

Wednesday morning and beIt was like a charter meeting
gan removing the stone of the "Pillar preservation
pillars at the entrance to society."

the Country Club area on

Workmen checked back with

Illinois 83.

the village hall and were told

They attacked the huge,
stone pillars with jack ham-

to continue with their labors.
The telephone swichboard

lit up at 'village hall and between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. there

mers and wrecking bars.
about

five

minutes

ii

In
workers

were at

least

20 callers,

all

with the same plea, "Save our
pillars!"

What Are They Doing
To Our Pillars? . . .

REMOVAL of

the

pillars,

which grace the entrance on
Illinois 83 from Council, Man-

Scheduled to be removed In the near future, according
to Village Manager John Mongan are pillars on Council,
Manawa and Hiawatha Trails. Above is a view of the
pillars at Hiawatha, creating what the village has labeled

awa and Hiawatha Trails, as
well as Shabonee Trails, was
ordered by the village board

A

Tuesday night.
Trustee Harry

Bruhl

cast

the only dissenting vote in ordering the destruction

a safety hazard. Notice how sidewalks dead end into

of the

pillars, called a safety hazard
by the board's fire and police

pillars.

committee.

Right --Pillars at Shabonee Trails were removed by
village workmen yesterday, stirring up a hornets nest

After the furor died down
this morning, it became apparent some of the other trustees

E.:- "

wished
they
Bruhl's course.

had

followed

In the neighborhood.
He favored modifying the
pillars to enable motorists to
have sufficient vision when
entering Illinois 83 from the

Human Relations
Chat with Mayor
Lines of communications between the Mount Prospect - Prospect Heights HuWan Relations Committee
were opened last night as six members of the committee met with Mayor Daniel Congreve.
Mayor Congreve said the maintain law and order in this
to keep lines of community," Congreve said.
communications open between
The mayor said he opposed
the volunteer committee and the any group that was out to,
village administration, was set "stir people up and create
up by William Poling, a mem- problems that don't exist."
ber of the committee's board of
discussion,

59. Bids for the work are being sought.

Dempster Jr. High
To Get Sidewalks
- - Well, Almost

the community and adequately

prepared to meet those problems.

"Our

responsibility

Dempster Junior High is going to get sidewould you believe partly?

School Dist. 59 plans to install a sidewalk on
the north side of Dempster from Dempster Junior High east to the Standard Station on Route
83. Bids on this are out now.
Mount Prospect Park District and School Dist.

59 arc working out a co-operative plan to install
a sidewalk from Sycamore Ln. and Linneman
to Dempster Junior High.

WAYNE A. Little, chairman of the Special
Projects Committee on Sidewalks, said that several areas where sidewalks are needed are being

discussed with the city of Des Plaines. These
arc:

,/

-The south side of Cordial Ln, in the Devonshire School area, where 200 feet of sidewalk is
needed

--The north side of Dempster from Route 83
cast to Marshall, in the Dempster Junior High
School area

--Short lengths of proposed sidewalk on the
east side of Route 83 from Miller Road south to
Dempster, also

near Dempster Junior High

SIDEWALKS near Devonshire School and Forest View Elementary School are still under study.

An area on the northeast corner of Oakton and
Route 83 near Devonshire, now without sidewalks, is unincorporated.

J. C. Clemans, buildings and grounds director, told The Day that Dist. 59 plans to extend its

sidewalk in front of the Forest View Elementary School east on Estates Drive to connect
with sidewalks in front of homes adjacent to the
school.

is

to

Frank Auwarter, chairman of
the committee, said that it was
not the aim of his committee --

or any committee he knew of

Roundup
For The Day

BY. JAN BONE
walks this summer

noon that the work on Shabonee
would be completed before any
action was taken to remove
the pillars at the other three
locations.

in the area of human relations
-- to

force or promote com-

munity integration.

Auwartcr said that the committee, and indeed all citizens,
were aware that integration is
coming and that their function
is to educate the people and
prepare them for this.

"Our purpose is not to fosintegration,"

ter

By United Press International

Fewer U.S. Casualties Last Week
SAIGON -- U.S. casualties in the Viet Nam war
dropped sharply last week. A U.S. spokesman in Saigon
said they were down by almost 50 percent, reflecting
a general lull last week in the fighting. Seventy-nine
U.S. servicemen were killed last week and another
567 wounded. In contrast 175 South Vietnamese, and
928 Viet Cong were kined.

Pentagon May Buy British' Bombs
LONDON -- Britain is said to be negotiating the sale
to the United States of large quantities of rockets, bombs
and other inilitary armament that could be used in Viet
Nam. A Defense Ministry source says in London that
talks will open there tomorrow between ministry officials and a Pentagon official on the purchase of a wide
range of British military harlware for the American

safety committee report presented to the board
zens'

April 5.

the village's youth
commission. This 2I -member
serve

on

It will be up to the Village
board's

field of municipal government."
The forums, Teichert said,
experts in

the

group will be' appointed by the
mayor and village board in the would be a means to inform
near future.
the citizens of Mount Prospect
To keep lines of communica- of the types of government
tions open, the mayor, mem- available to them should they
bers of the board and the hu- desire a change.
man relations committee will
"Personally," Teichert said,
meet together periodically to
"I favor the village form under
discuss community problems
which we are now operating

and goals.

and oppose any change."

Pharmacists
Group Elects
Jack Keefer

knoivn as - the Representative
Government., Assn. is circu-

Keefer, whose pharmacy

nee all summer long.

Raymond's

The fifth safety council reSchool on March 18 at which commendations called for retime removal of the pillars moval of the stone pillars on
was one of five recommenda- the west sides of Shabonee,
tions

St.

at

to

made

improve

the Council, Manawa and Hiwatha.

over-all safety patterns of the
village.

Two of the recommendations
were put into effect immediately. The crossing guard is on

THE OTHER recommenda- duty at Shabonee, and worktions made at that time were: men began removing the pil--Install a stoplight at Lin- lars yesterday.
THE FIRE and police comcoln and Illinois 83.
--Make all east -west streets mittee of the village board
entering Illinois 83 standard held a public hearing on the
minimum width to enable safe matter prior to making Tuesday's recommendation to the

vehicular manuevering.
--Remove

specific

trees

board of trustees.
Concerning
the

possible

that block vision on either side future removal of trees along
of Illinois 83 (specifically, the Illinois 83, village officials
northeast corner of Lonnqu'ist will wait until the present
and 83 and the northwest cor- situation with the pillars is
ner of Milburn and 83).

before buying
trouble with residents

solved

--Place a crossing guard
to provide safe access to

more

of the

area.

with sufficient signatures forc-

"I

think you are,"

Bruhl

and village treasurer would be

"RGA has given this
as much or more discussion
than the board will be able
to."
Trustee Robert Colfer said,
"With petitions out and ready
to be submitted, what benefit
would a series of forums at

elected at large.

this time have?"

replied.

ing a referendum.

Under the system advocated

by RGA, the village would be
divided into seven wards with
two aldermen elected
each ward.
The mayor, village

from
clerk

If the RGA petitions a r e
TRUSTEE Joseph Grittanni
to call for a referendum with- wondered whether there would
in 60 days of the time the pe- be time to have the forums
successful, the 'board will have
titions are presented.

TWO MEMBERS of the cur-

prior to the referendum.

Trustee Frank Bergen said
he could see no harm in hold-

rent board of trustees, Harry ing such discussions, if they
Bruhl and Parker Ekren, arc could be arranged.
members of RGA.
Mayor Daniel Congreve reTeichert asked them, "Are ferred the matter to the juwe spinning our wheels by diciary committee for further
The next judiciary
seeking such a series of for- study.
ums?"

committee meeting is July I.

referendum calling for a
to the mayor -alder manic system.
a

is

Northwest

De Gaulle Going to Siberia

representing
pharmacists
of
the state practicing in communities, hospitals and industries, or teaching and ad-,

a one -week, 6,000 mile flying tour of the Soviet Union,
The tour will first take him to a vast new industrial
metropolis of more than one million persons deep in
Siberia. De Gaulle's tour probably will take him to one
of the Kremlin's most closely guarded secrets, a rocket

ministrating colleges of phar-

launching base in Central Asia.

ceutical practices.

change

RGA is expected to present
petitions to the board in July

Police Case
A 16

-

year - old girl,

a

clerk in a dry cleaning shop,
reported to police that a man
exposed himself in .the store
Saturday
morning. Sheriff's
police have entered the case.

Theft Charged

Michael I. Tindall, 17, of
223 S. George St., is due in
Its basic objective is to pro- Mount Prospect court June
tect and advance public health 30. Raymond Long, of the Murthrough the acceptances of I phy Co., 1127 Mount Prospect
modern and approved pharma- Plaza, has charged him with
macy.

P

Council

parks at Illinois 83 and Shabo-

lating petitions to bring about

Hwy., has
served on the association's
"publications two years.
The Illinois Pharmaceutical
10

came

AT PRESENT, a g roup

Keefer, Mount
Jack T.
Prospect druggist and civic
leader, has been elected first
vice president of the Illinois
Pharmaceutical Assn.

pt

recommendation

The

from a meeting of the Safety

Trustees Consider
Government Forum

judiciary committee
to decide whether the board
will Sponsor a series of forums on various types of munCharles Price, Auwater and icipal government systems aRev. Edwin I. Stevens of South vailable to Mount Prospect.
Church, Community Baptist.
Teichert suggested at TuesMayor Congreve invited Au- day night's meeting that it was,
warter to submit the name of "the proper function of the
a member of the board of the board to run a series of forhuman relations committee to ums, presenting outstanding

Assn, is a professional society

I

be completely landscaped and
restored before crews moved
on to the other three locations.
Order for removal of the
pillars was sparked by a citi-

said, "but to make the com-

armed forces,

MOSCOW - French President Charles De Gaulle
takes leave of the conference table today to set out on

MONGAN said that the areas

where the pillars stood would

Auwarter

COMMENTING on the fu - munity prepared for integratore .course of the village, the tion when it happens."
the human relations commit- mayor said, "It is certain that
tee, Mayor Congreve said that we will be integrated one day,
AUWARTER said that the
he was not in favor of changing just as the entire nation will committee had many other
the volunteer status of the group be integrated. We have good and areas of concern other than
to a formally constituted com- intelligent people in this cam - integration.
mission of the village of Mount munity and integration, when
Members of the board of
Prospect.
it comes- in Mount Prospect, the human relations committee
The mayor said that he felt will come without problems un- on hand at last night's meetthe village administration was less we create those problems ing were Robert Reedy, Thela
well aware of the problems of ourselves."
Nipper, William Poling, Mrs.
directors.
In his opening remarks to

View of Dempstei St., looking toward Illinois
83, shows the need for sidewalks that will be Installed by the board of education of School Dist.

four "Trails."
Village Manager John Mongan said late yesterday after-

Village traffic experts maintain these pillars create
safety hazard, making it difficult for drivers to see
north -south traffic on Illinois 83.
a

theft.

What Do People
Gripe About?
See Monday's Paper
"1=Milt1011110$1101¢11111rAVORKWaff

THE PROSPECT' DAY

16 Teachers
Republicans to 'Get Well' End Course
In Science
Thursday, June 23, 1966

The Wheeling Township Regular Republican

er. Thomas W. Novotny, president'of the club and

Club will sponsor a. "get -well" party for Re-

Schlickman's opponent in the primary election,

publican workers at its monthly meeting Thurs-

will be a guest of honor.

After speeches, the club will adjourn to "en-

day, at 8:30 p.m.

The club meets at the VFW Hall, Yale and
Northwest Hwy., Arlington Heights.
The party, originally announced in February,
will feature newly - elected Republican Committeeman Eugene F. Schlickman as principal speak -

joy refreshments and to become reacquainted as
Republican co-workers," said Novotny.

"All Republicans who particiated in the recent campaigns are specifically invited," he said.

Return of $1,325 OK

Dist. 26

School Dist. 26 )is buying a

to buy an eight -acre site along

from the Northern Illinois Gas
Co. No immediate plans have
been made for the building of
another school.

Park View School, now under construction, is on schedule
and should be ready for its
planned opening in September.
board

The

heard

progress

a

report on landscaping at Euclid, Indian Grove, and River
Trails

Vesecky

schools.

in the Green Acres subdivision.

Builders in Mount Prospect are requirred to place funds in
escrow pending completion of sidewalk and other improve-

OKs Bids
On Supplies
School Dist. 59 will purchase
$43,915.16 worth of teaching
supplies for fall.

park district has an outdoor
recreation
program,
using
school sites.

The board adjourned early -then went into executive session
to discuss the possible purchase
of additional school sites.

Distributing
E.

Co.,

W. Boehm Co.,

$10,778.46; Educators Paper &
Supply Co., $9,174; Ditto, Inc.,
$2,426.60; Fox Supply Co.,
$1,172.35; Kee - Lox Mfg.
Co., $1,062.50; Miller Corp.

$646; Panama Beaver,
$560.40.

Chalkboards and tackboards
will be purchased from the
Larson Equipment Furniture

Dap

for $10,108.34.
Equipment Co., low
had indicated it is not
can promise delivery
opening of school.

School
bidder,

Co.

Mount

Prospect

residents

pre -marital

institute sponsor-

ed by Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge.
A
physician,
psychiatrist,
social worker, financial adviser and chaplain will parti-

cipate in the clinics sponsored
by the Pastoral Care Department of the hospital.
The institute will be conducted on four consecutive

Mondays starting July 1I. Sessions will be held from 7:30

Tuition fees of $10 cover the
costs of four books presented
to each couple taking the
course.
Couples desiring to enroll

are advised to do so through
their clergyman. Couples may

register at the Pastoral
sure it also
Care
Department
through
by the
Pastor Lawrence Hoist,
of the department.

head

Lutheran General Hospital,
Teachers'
drawer files will be purchased through its pre -marital counservice,
from the Franklin -Lee Corp. seling
supplements
desks

Ralph Mollnellf

113 R U NS

REAL ESTATE

CL 6-62320

who directed the workshops,
estimates the cost at about
$2,000.

and

two -

for $5,774.25.

such services found in local
parishes, hospital officials re-

Covers Stolen.

port.

Mrs. Ralph E. Pokriefke
reported to police Sunday two

Father's Day

men in a dark red car took
two garbage can covers from

first child

her home at 400 N. Fairview.

YESTERDAY'S STTLINI

Toninuomma

three

re-

of credit

hours

audio-visual aids.

Graduated after the last of
the two - and - a - half sessions

were Miss Sybil Wyle, Mrs.
Joan Engelhardt, Miss M. J.
Myers, Miss Evelyn Happ and
Mrs. Jean Martin.

MISS PAM Behm, Mrs.
Mariann Reid, Mrs. Mary Lou
Verseman, Mrs. Carol Weintraub, Mrs. Mary Winchell,
Mrs. Maybell Kincaid, Mrs.

Mrs. Maybelle Kincaid receives a certificate from
Gertrude Koenig, Mrs. Carol
LaSasso, Mrs. Sharon Stobe, Ferguson upon completing the science workshop. With
Miss Iva Spatz
Majorie Reed.

and

Mrs.

of Mr. and Mrs.

William J. Fleming, 8 S. Rob
Rd., was born in Holy Family
Hospital on June 18 at 11:51
p.m.

Fleming Sr. said he received

quite a father's day gift. The
baby arrived just moments be
fore the holiday began.

World's finest Prime Rib

nie Mensendike and Pat Beverly, both student teachers in
Palatine from Western Illinois University, were also graduated.

Student
Keith Pacheco, 930 Greenfield Ct., Mount Prospect, will
participate in a three - week
summer seminar at Illinois
State University, Normal.

Pacheco, a junior at Wheeling High School, is one of 42
students

selected

to

partici-

pate in the college level sum -

THE CONLEY8'
Tommy & Mary Kay

FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

Irak

that finished the course.

Board Opposes
Zoning Change
The board passed a resolution which is to be sent to the
Cook County Clerk and Zon-

The zoning board heard
request

earlier

combat a fire."

a

this month to

The

3.

development

has

change the zoning on McDonald Driving Range north of

"no provision for streets and

Rd.

burdensome one for the county, w tishks dou, boAnd to provide adequate 'streets for fire

roads
which

Euclid Rd. and west of Wolf

He will take 70 hours of
work in college
level mathematics, one of four

ticon Community Developers,
Columbus, Ohio.

classroom

offered

OBITUARIES
Rites Friday for Former
Arlington Hgts. President
A funeral mass for Albert W. Goedke, 75, former

Village President of Arlington

Heights, will be offer10 a.m. in Our Lady of the Wayside
Church. Burial will be in Randhill Park Cemetery.
Mr. Goedke died Tuesday
in his home at 220 W. Wing.

ed Friday

the
development)
is
three
driveways onto Euclid Ave.,
which limits greatly the ability to properly control and

ing Board of Appeals.

Kcnrot Realtors of Chicago
is negotiating to buy tile '38 acre driving range for Mul-

except
makes

private streets,
the project a

and police protection."

4. "WATER facilities in the

at

He is survived by three sons,

Donald G. and Richard P. of
Arlington Heights and Robert H. of Mount Prospect; nine
grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by his wife
Hattie.

Mr. Goedke was born" ih
Palatine Township Oct. '23,
1890. His family moved' to

302 W. Wing St., Arlington

seminar

The developers plan to con-

students who will meet at the
ISU campus from all over the

struct a multi - family complex of apartment buildings
and town - houses comprising 518 units.

velopment and would be overtaxed by multi - family development."

SCHOOL Dist. 26, in which
the complex would be located,

5. The developers plan "to mayor for 16 years from 1941
handle the additional flow of to 1957. He retired from the
surface water" into McDonald firm of Mahlzahn & Goedke
Plumbing & Heating ContracCreek is not satisfactory.

courses

to

state.

Negligent
Driving Case
Dismissed
of negligent driv-

were

*Luncheon
Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

the 16 Mount

buildings in eastern Prospect Heights.

Seminar

Charges

& Euclid, Arlington Heights.

Mrs. Carol Weintraub (center) received the, congratu-

lations of Ferguson. She and Mrs. Mary Lou Verse man were in the group of Mount Prospect teachers

The Mount Prospect village board unanimously voted Tuesday to oppose a zoning change which would allow apartment

To Attend

ing against Mrs. Frankie M.
Schwinn of Mount Prospect
Northwest,
Rand Road, (U.S. 12)

her is Mrs. Mary Winchell, another of
Prospect teachers who won the certificates.

Mrs. Marie White, a teacher
in Palatine, and Misses Bon-

men seminar, -

William James Fleming Jr.,

completed a 10 -week science
workshop sponsored by the

State of Illinois.

The workshop concentrated
on such fields as matter and
energy, the earth, the universe,
living things and the use of

Audio -Visual riage.

$108; Lillian Sir, $10.95.

for

Institute
At Hospital

Runge Paper Co., $496.04;
Courses include a film, lecAddressograph - Multigraph, tures and discussions on the
$262.50; Transo Envelope Co., physical, emotional, spiritual
$242.94;
Gestetner
Corp., and social dimensions of marBurke

to the state

which can be used in determining their salaries.

to 10 p.m. at the hospital.

Service, $169.92; Ribco, Inc.,

Call our
Man of the

$16,617;

$187.50;

Selling your home?

loted funds

the project. Robert Ferguson,

Pre -Marital

are eligible to attend the third

classroom, and office supplies:

RIVER Trails Park District

RIGHT -- Robert Ferguson
points out the 'small print on a
certificate he presented to Miss
teaching science.
Ira Spatz. She was one of 16
The federal government al- Mount Prospect teachers who

THE TEACHERS will

Dist. 59

Gray's

Of-

workshop series presented new
methods and materials
for

ceive

is

representatives attended
the
board meeting and discussed
plans for school - park cooperation. This summer the

Sponsored by Illinois's

ments in new subdivisions.

The following bids were acseeding the sites this week to
complete his contract for the cepted by the board for art,
school grounds.

ence workshop.

fice of Public Ins ruction, the

Buying New For Sidewalk Payers
of $1,325 from a sidewalk escrow account to KapSchool Site lan&Payment
Braun builders has been approved by the village board.
The village engineering department approved the sidewalks
new school site.
The board has approved plans

Sixteen Dist. 26 teachers
have completed a 10 -week sci-

dropped Wednesday in
Arlington
Heights
Circuit

Court.

Mrs. Schwinn was ticketed

June 6 after an accident at
Kennicott and Maude in which
3 -year -old girl was injured_
Judge James Maher said the
charge was dropped because
of lack of prosecution.

'711116aggitimAkedillfilIAL14111a

area

single

objected to the zoning
change on the ground that such
a
"planned
development"
would create a need for another school which the district could not afford.
has

to

the

-

planned for
family residential de-

ing change were based on five
factors, according to the resolution.

years later.

In

1913 he married Hattie Firnbach.

He was a village trustee for
eight

years

and

served

as

the 38 - acre
range is divided in half, with
the northern 19 - acres zon-

tors, about IS years ago.
Visitors may call at

(business).
Developers
and
rcalt ors
want both parts zoned R-5
(multiple - family) and pre-

Katherine Wasilowski

ed R-4 (single - family) and
the southern half zoned B-5

zon-

Heights, two

been

At present

The village of Mount Prospect's objections

have

will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in

No Good Will

McHenry.

THE CONN

H

THEATRE

The Tale Tellers in
it

IL

111:111::1r111:1

ORGAN

Perhaps the styling of the Conn Theatre model could be
described as Late American since it is delightfully
reminiscent of those late, great days when the movie palace
organ was a major attraction. But there's nothing dated
about the performance of this light-hearted Instrument.
You can recreate the wonderful organ performances of
silent movie days, switch to a bit of Bach and swing Into a

PRESTIGE HOME ON GOLF COURSE
Inspect and then purchase this Charming three bedroom
Roman Brick Ranch with its 2 -Way Crab Orchard Stone
Fireplace located between Living Room and Dining Room.
Spend the summer on the Jalousled Porch and Patio. A
woman's kitchen with loads of cabinets and large breakfast
area. Panelled Recreation Room w/fireplace for theteenagers.

Carpeting and drapes included. Two Car garage. IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Asking
$38,900

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT WED. 9-5
27 W. Prospect Ave...

Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5592

Plum Grove Rd., Schaumburg,

New Clothes

15

Saturday 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.

yesterday

Sherman

in

Hospital in Elgin.

"The Emperors

She

111FriBili
1111,1

is

survived

by

a

son

of Schaumburg and
three grandchildren. She was
preceded in death by her husHerman

114 THE 01,0 011001D COW°. CI. LW

I,. 4.6) 41 Pro...,

And 9 more
exciting productions.

Friedrich,

band

daughter,

a

Mrs. Eleanore Ackerman, and

Discounted season subscription available now.
Visit the Box Office or call CL 9-5400

Leonard Martin of St. Peter's

a son John.

Visitors

may

call

at

the

Church

officiating.

Burial will be in Memory Gardens.

Mrs. Redeker and her husmoved to
Arlington
Heights in 1893 when they established a general store at the
band

corner of Vail and Campbell.
They maintained the store for
21 years until they moved back

to the homestead in Schaumburg which Mrs. Redeker's
grandfather founded in 1848.

Lonnquist
Improvement
Estimate Set
Estimates of the cost of wid-

ening the north half of Lonnquiet Blvd. from Wego Trail
to Kenilworth
$36,617.33 at

were set at
the
Tuesday

night meeting of the Mount
Prospect Board of Local Improvements.

A special
proposed
scheduled

hearing on the
improvement
was
by the board for

Tuesday, July 19, at 8 p.m. in
the village hall.
If approved, the improvement will be made through

For The Finest in Food

GUNNELL'S
SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS
VACANT - MOVE RIGHT IN
Stone Fireplace in Living Room, lovely separateDlning Room
with picture window overlooking rear yard. Excellent Kitchen
work area w/planning desk and dishwasher plus breakfast
room. Basement attached garage. Prestige location. Asking
$29,900

GUNNELL'S
-RESTAURANT

FRANCEK
8 L NW HWY.
.PROSPECt
DIAL - CL 5-2020.
.Membev..M.A.P. Multiple Listing Seryto.

special assessment of property owners in the area who
benefit from
the
widened
street.

GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS
Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange Juice relish Tray
Cher Salad
Cole Slaw
Pear and Cottage Cheese
Shrimp Cocktail .... 75e
Large
$1.60
Herring ip Wine Sauce or Sour Cream
75e
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
$3.25
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato
$3.00

Deluxe 2 bedroom Roman Brick Ranch w/Crab Orchard

MUSIC SHOP
and School of Music

Mrs. Mina Redeker, 94, of

RESTAURANT

died

melange of modem melodies-all with appropriate effects...
and have plenty more in reserve. Did we mention
fidelity of tone and authenticity of voices? Why should wet
After all, it's a Connl Come in soon.
Convenient terms !Ideated

ALSO
FABULOUS BARGAINS IN
USED ORGANS
ALL MARES

Mrs. Redeker

Country Club

Presents

the funeral home with the Rev.

A mass of angels was of- Lutheran
fered this morning in Our Lady
of the Wayside Church for

sented the zoning. board with Katherine R. Wasilowski, II
drawings of similar plans for
I. There single - family re- both the north and south half months. The infant died in her
home at 1045 S. Pine St., Arsidences to the north and south of the property.
lington Heights June 21. Burial
"so that the entire area takes
was in All Saints Cemetery.
on the atmosphere of a singleShe is survived by her parfamily district, thus making
ents Robert and Mary; a broththis proposal (for a zoning
Police reported that Gooder Peter
and grandparents
change)
incompatible
with will Industries drop-off box in
Helen and Peter Karashinski
the area."
the Mount Prospect Plaza was of
Stevens Point, Wis. and
2. The "only means of in- broken into Monday night and Lottic
and John Wasilowski of
gress and egress (to and from its contents strewn about.

childrens Theatre

ALBERT W. GOEDKE

Lauterburg and Oehler Funeral
the
Home in Arlington Heights
Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral after 7 p.m. today. Services
Home in Arlington Heights.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Roast Young Chicken and Dressing

$2.75

Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls

$3.00
$1.15
$9.00
$2.50

Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Rica

Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Taxies Sauce
Chef's Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps

Choice of Mashed,

Baked or
Rolls & Butter

RT. 12 It RY. 83
MT. PROSPECT, IL
PHONE CL 3-8179

Coffee

The Tub ...

$5.25

Milk

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS
DAILY FROM $1.40

A Ring Is Fine ...
But Not Around

$2.76

French Fried Potatoes

Tea

sez1

PH. 2554010
For Rental - Saks - Service'

'Softy Rental & Sales Co.
.170
A di1191t,E1

r

Ei III,

III

THE PROSPECT DAY

Grace' Daze
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It's Party Time
By Grace Mott
A dinner June 12 at the Mount Prospect home of Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Thill centered around a very young guest of honor.
She is Sherry Ann, the couple's seven week old daughter who
that day was baptized at St. Raymopd's Church.
Guests
included sponsors,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Nie- changing. Now more often than

buhr, and the baby's grandpar-

ents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Thill of Mount Prospect and

Robert Petcrsons of Arlington Heights.
A PARTY at the home of Mr.
and
Mrs. Alfred Brieschkc
the

June 12 marked two important

family events. They were the
Prospect
from
graduation
High School June 10 of daugh-

ter Cheryl, and the 35th wedding anniversary of her mother and father. Actual wedding
date of the Brieschkes who
were married in the Messiah
Lutheran Church in Chicago is
June 27.

Among the 26 guests at the
Sunday dinner were Mr. and
Mrs. Delbert_ Birr and family,
the William

E.

Kaskes, and

the Walter Kolankas, all from
Mount Prospect.

On June 4 Mr. Brieschkc
milereached a significant
stone; his 25th anniversary
with the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors. A
banquet by and for employees
in honor of the event took place

that day at Willowbrook. Mr.
Brieschkc is supervisor of inspection and tests for the concern.

AT A pot luck luncheon Mrs.
Paul Lauschke hosted June 13,
more than a dozen women
talked over their year's accomplishments in a pct philanthropy. All are members

not, mom goes along, and conthe

ventions arc beckoning
growing up kids themselves.

Air travel has changed these
youthful conclaves from those
in a prominent hometown -hotel

to beauty spots across the nation.
Elaine

old

year

Nineteen

Grimm was selected from
all

mong

trainees

nurse

aat

Swedish American Hospital in
Rockford to re -present her
school at the National Student
Nurses' Assn., Convention in
San Francisco, all expenses
paid.
Convention and extra -con-

activities

vention

included

Teachers

her Den 6 in a scrub baseball game after their They will treat their families to a picnic and go
last meeting this year. Summer plans for the with their fathers on a boat trip on Lake Michigan
Carollo in Lions Park. She umpired the Cubs in pack include outings in June, July and August. and on a tour of Glenview Naval Air Station.
Mrs. Paul 0. Anda, den mother of Cub Scouts

in Pack 223, pitches a straight ball to James

Two "firsts" were involved Elaine's initial plane ride, and
safe to say, her first trip to

Canada House

the west coast, for doubtless
today's young people will trav-

IMPORTED GIN

el freely in a lifetime.

The young woman, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Edward

w

Grimm, who chose the nursing
profession almost as a toddler,

during the recent highly critical illness of her mother, she
dropped

all

studies

to

£

take

quart

care of Mrs. Grimm,
Surgical nursing is her aim.
Elaine is a 1964 graduate of
Prospect High School and completes
her nurscs's training
arc

families

of Mrs.

Sanders

in

of Mr.

16 next year.

death

Draft Bear-N9 bDeptaii

PABST

SCHLITZ

BLUE RIBBON

.$o

-w

4

4I

Holy

Priced low At National

LaGrange

MEISTER BRAU

IMPORTED

BEER

COGNAC

Neil Fagrelius

whose sudden

No Deposit Bottles

Otd

Hospital, and to the
family of Edward Piepcnbrink
who died June 10. Also to relatives

4111/

1010 S. ELMHURST ROAD

in 1967.

Family

Elementary

in

This Den Mother Really Pitches In

in the fascinating city.

9

School Dist. 59 arc going to
be teaching right through June

HIT!

DELIVERY...

most of the bright sightseeing

TWO AREA
receiving sympathy at the traof the Veterans' Service of the gic deaths of their children.
Mount Prospect Women's Club They arc Mr. and Mrs. John
who had the party for fun, but G. Woods who although they
used it to review the service live in Arlington Heights where
they had rendered war veterans he is mayor, have many friends
in hospitals in this area.
in Mount Prospect and ProsOn hand for the affair was pect Heights, and the Jerome
Mrs. George Henneberg, cur- Zlotkowskis, Mount Prospect.
rently in town with her husband
Twent-two year old Johnafrom their home in Florida, thon Woods, prominent in
and Mrs. Carleton B. Schaffer, Prospect High School speech
Jr., club president who tries. and English was killed in an
to attend as many of the de- auto accident in California.
partmental meetings as pos- Fourteen year old Glenn Zlotsible.
kowski drowned June 14 while
IF CONVENTIONS were swimming in man-made Beck
ever-an-escape .for dad from Lake,
mom, the kids and those "five r 'Sympathy is also extended
minute" hoine jobs, things are to Thomas R. Sanders and
three sons at the death June

'67 School
Calendar
Reaffirmed

WINDUP...

occured

June 15.

T.N.T (THIS 'N THAT)
The annual spring Festival
of Homes has come, and with

12

That's the date the board has it the trek of many through
approved as the final day of model and usually furnished
'school. A revised calendar houses. One which appeared
has been agreed upon by all especially popular from the

oz.

fifth

cans

number of cars around it was
Last month, Dave Bates of judged to be something really

area school districts.

59
Teachers' Council
appeared before the board. He
asked that teachers who had
registered in summer schools
beginning before Dist. 59 ended

Dist.

special
buyers

when

the

prospective

or ma y be just

and
inside
found others having liquid
refreshments.
The supposed real estate
classes be allowed two days
off without penalty, so that they open house set in the mist
could complete college registra- of new homes, flags flying,
tion and attend their first day of turned out to be more than
that; it was a private party,
classes.
The board denied his re- and not unitl they had been in

quest then, Monday, it repeated
its belief that the school calendar represents the official
school dates for the district.

"lookers" went

Oral
Reg. 98c Size

Antise tic
CoLGA E

for some time did the home tourists who never were singled

out by

the

14 -size

hosts, realize

the situation!

3 -Way Protection

Reg $1 09 Size

Against Infection

air

for minor cuts, burns, scrapes

onic 7 oz
btl

LI

I

5.

Reg, St*? Size

- 0..

Delodoriant

jj.

Mycitracin

r.. P.. Cno

I
gPHOTO PROCESSING ORDER

Triple Antibiotic Ointment

June 25th

Coupon Expires

iMITYYYM17

Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present

intrair"

xis

on the skin.

$1.58

Does not sting ... won't stain.
Promotes healing.

nt

attitg

FREE
One Package of Tampon 10's With Ivory

KARLSEN PHARMACY

PKG. of TAMPAX
Couoon Expires

HOURS DAILY 9 A.M. - 10 P.M.

SAT. 8:30 A.M. - 10 P.M. SUN. 8:30 A.M. - 6 P.M.

143 W. PROSPECT - PH. 392-3131

June 250.

25? OFF

FREE

One Bottle of Anacin 30's With l

BOTTLE of ANACIN
200 s

PD

Coupon Epims

June 25th

Coupon with Purchase of Any

ODAK COLOR FIL
Coupon Expires

June 25't'

&Ft
OPU4S

111111111

tttttt

111

5

0.11

-'. C.
..Z42( GREEN

/1 STAMPS

Q.T. or COPPERTONE SUNTAN LOTION
June 25th
Coupon
PD

-I A1,1i11.11,V

is/

liana it

-
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Some Da

Gy Frank

The Des Plaines Suburban
Times has joined the Chicago
Tribune and Some Day in the

This kind of support is hard
to beat. On top of that, the

on a school building.

story ran on Page 13.

the same board will not put

campaign
for
High School.

but so far the accepted influ-

The campaign keeps rolling,

Slichenmyer

ence has not made up its mind
on which side of the Slichenmyer fence people , shoutld be

On June 16 the Times had an
banner:
"Would

8 -column

(You) Believe Maud Frickert
High School? The story by
assistant editor Darlene Mitchell went on for 16 paragraphs reporting names en-

influenced.

When the school board invited students to submit names

it warned them that the win-

ner would ha v e his or her

tered by students in the school

name on a plaque in the new

board's name contest.

The story listed 65 names
Frickert

besides

that

were

mentioned by students. Not
once did it mention Slichen-

the Slichenmyer name in four foot

neon

lights

across the

front of the Slichenmyer Administration Center on Kensington Rd.

This is 5xe hiding your candle under a basket. If Chicago
had a superintendent who could

build high schools as 'fast as
Slichenmyer, it would change
the name of Michigan Av.
If a state such as Idaho

school. That explains some of
the entries like Alcatraz and
Hell's Little Acre. What re-

could match the Slichenmyer

spectable kid would want his

name of the state capital.

name

myer.

There is also h rumor that

engraved

permanently

record it would change the
Instead of the neon lights,

Vantage Point
We have often been critical of over -lenient
traffic courts because we believe strict law enforcement and stiff punishment of violators is a
real deterrent to motor vehicle accidents.

The National Safety Council holds the same
opinion and campaigns for tough traffic law enforcement in all areas, but especially against
drunken drivers.

One program sponsored by the courts of Cook
County deserves mention because it is combining strict enforcement with a practical approach.

That program is the Municipal Court Driver

interest in traffic safety.

A LUNCHEON commemorating the 10th
anniversary of the school will be held in Chicago's Sherman House Hotel on Wednesday,
June 29.
Guests

at this anniversary luncheon will

include Chief Judge John S. Boyle of the cirjudge of the municipal court, Felix M. Buoscio,

supervising judge of traffic court and Dr. Arthur L. Conrad, operating, director of the traffic

The school is completing 10 years of operation and has trained or re-trained nearly 100,000

school.

motorists.

justice of the municipal court of Chicago, started

Judge Raymond P. Drymalski, former chief

the traffic school as a means of re-educating

form of flattery, the Chicagoland traffic school
is a great success. It has been emulated in 187

violators in October, 1955. On Jan. 6, 1964, the
traffic school., was placed under the jurisdiction
of the first municipal division of the circuit

cities of 33 states and 14 foreign countries.

court under Judge Boyle.

IMITATION

indeed

is

the

sincerest

..

The American Bar Assn. labels the school as,
"the best of its kind in the United States."

The theory behind the traffic school is retraining of errant drivers rather than punishment. Both traffic offenders and those who detheir driving skill through
professional training attend classes. There is
no distinction made in classroom situations
between violators and volunteers.
Both receive the same intensified training
and the only difference is one is attending because
sire to improve

ministration

This

building,

would prove unserviceable for
a man who wanted to take his,
son over to the historic building at 2 a.m. Board meetings

arc usually over by 1:30 and
the building is locked.
It also would be impossible
for youngsters on a family

picnic on Sunday to go up and
run their fingers across the
bronze.
The four -foot neon letters

would be better. They wouldbe a homing beacon for all the
kids

the

school

system

is

sending out to fight the world.

by Jack Vandermyn

the central administration building of the police
department in downtown Chicago or one of the
outlying locations at Lakeview, Vocational, Carl
Shurz,

Austin

or

Bogan

High

Schools.

For motorists who have a language communications problem, classes are conducted in
both Spainsh and Polish. A special course for
deaf persons was started in 1963 and more than
500 have attended.

cuit court, Eugene - L. Wachowski, presiding

Improvement School.

IF

the school board is talking about a, plaque inside the ad-

. . .

of court action, the other because of a genuine

`Von A'rz

INSTRUCTORS at the school, which has

about 65 per cent of its students "referred"
to it by the courts, are Chicago police officers.
The 13 teachers are assigned by Superintendent 0. W. Wilson to the safety education division of the police department and their full
time assignment in the traffic school.

Traffic school has become too big a thing
to be confined to one location in Chicago. Stu-

dents attend four two hour sessions at either

LAST YEAR, 13,315 motorists attended the
courses. Thus far, 100,000 students have teoeived "Ambassadors of Good Driving"certificates,

from the school.

These certificates, in the case of court assigned students, are their permits to return
behind the wheel without the stigma of a traffic

"I had no idea running for public office would cost so
much! Hand over all your cash!"

violators record --the first time.

Traffic school is rapidly changing its image
of being a punishment for violators. Often,
entire groups of people, many backed by civic
and fraternal groups, sign up for the four courses, offering school officials
couragement that the general public is
coming more safety conscious.
We will continue to press for strict
forcement of traffic regulations. We
week

Vro5pect Dap

enbe-

enare

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

happy to make this report on a system that
educates, instead of punishes. We agree that
education is equally as important as enforcement to curb the tremendous accident
and death rate on our nation's highways.
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Realtors Oppose
Open Occupancy

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Ktedalsch
Managing Editor

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Home Sweet Home

The Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors has launched. a,sampAign,tpencourase home owners to study Title
IV of the, ,pro posed., i fecter,41 cjvil..rights hi I I, ri ow_ hetpre

Congress..

"The Realtors are convin- Real Estate Boards, of which
ced that all home and property the Northwest Suburban Board
owners, regardless of their
personal feelings on other as-

a

is

these

Americans are undoubtedly the movingest people on the Earth. According
to the Census Bureau, no less than 37.9

member, emphasized
points to the Judiciary

million of us - more than 20 per cent

pects of civil rights, will make Committee of the House. Asknown their opposition to their sociation officials are schedurepresentatives and senators led to testify before a Senate
immediately once they realize committee.
that this title would wipe out
"The only true and lasting
a basic right of all citizens solution to the problem of open

of the total population -- were living at a
different address
months earlier.

unassailable since occupancy will come by unthe founding of this nation," derstanding and education fosRalph H. Burns, president said. tered voluntarily by churches,
Burns is an Arlington Heights schools and all men of good
to sell

or rent

private real

property or to refuse to sell or
rent to whomever the owner
chooses

for

whatever reason

without any coercion or dictation from the government," he
said.

THE NATIONAL Assn. of

State Pays
$251,438
To Schools
Reimbursements

from

For the other major regions, the figSouth, 23 per cent; North
Central, 18 per cent; Northeast, 15 per

3,793
To Enter
High School

cent.

If these figures
new

Census

Wheeling Dist. 21, 319; Prospect Heights Dist.
River Trails Dist.

23, 134;
26, 170;
Mount Prospect Dist. 57, ,431

Nuns Host Volunteers,
Friends at Lawn Party

The diversified occupations,
home economics, distributive
occupations, business educat-

Sister Mary Amite, C.S.F.N., administrator of Holy Family Hospital In Des
Plaines, is served a piece of the fifth anniversary cake by Mrs. Anne Marks, 202
GRADUATES from paro- W. Cyprus, Arlington Heights, (left) and Mrs. Lois Thomsen, R.N.,
137 Morrison,
chial schools number: St. Al- Mount Prospect, at a lawn party celebration on the hospital
grounds Tuesday.
phonsus
Liguori,
Prospect

grams

an, Mount Prospect,

were

ion and work orientation pro-

Forest

View, Prospect and Wheeling
High

Schools qualified. The

home economics and trade and
industry sections in the adult
education programs also re-

and Elk Grove Dist. 59, 650.

Heights, 77; St. Paul Luther60; St.

pect, 7.
St. Mary's, Buffalo Grove,

Library
Picks Panel

67; Our Lady of the Wayside,

Elk Grove Elementary Dist.

59 has chosen its permanent
committee to review complaints
about library book selection
policy.

Supt. Roger Bardwell named

Mrs. Nancy Swearingen,
board secretary; Robert Bro-

wer, curriculum director; Mrs.
Lucille

Miller and Walter
Johnson, principals of Ridge
and High Ridge Knolls Schools;

and Mrs. Margaret Teske and
Mrs. Rosemarie Galioto, librarians W serve on the committee.

More than 1,100 persons attended the party.

Joseph the Worker, Wheeling,
50; St. James Catholic, Arlington Heights, 175; St. Peter Lutheran, Arlington Heights, 68;
St. John Lutheran, Mount Pros-

ceived reimbursements.

have

shared your

per cent moved between states.

According to a savings and loan association

we

are not

Bureau reports.

The

majority

survey,

Arlington

Heights

re-

mained in the lead in home building a-

mong Cook County suburbs.
Mount
Prospect shows up well in the statistics,
too.

As more and more building is done,
more and more people move. We were
recently

told that one subdivision

had

nearly a 100 per cent change in population in just 14 months.

Yes, we are a moving people. And,
whatever the reason for our continuing

change of address, it makes for a moving economy. Builders and Realtors are
kept

these statistics,

of people who moved did so within the

busy

satisfying

our moods, and

many others are just as busy trying to
keep track of us.

All of this makes home sweet, wherever it is.

Letters to the Editor

The largest number of stu-

Expenses for salaries, travel
and equipment for several vocational 'training programs of-

believe,

quite as nomadic as we appear on the

1,02.

been received by Township High
School Dist. 214.

at Arlington,

neighbors that

block.
Despite

There will be 3,793 students
entering high school in Dist.
214 in the fall, according to

dents will come from Arlington
Heights Dist. 25 with 792 graduates. From other
public
schools: Palatine Dist. 15, 265;

are hard to

think back at the number of different addresses you have had and the number of

grade schools this
year graduated 2,761 pupils and
parochial
school
graduated

state totaling $251,438.01 have

fered district students
reimbursed by state aid.

ures were:

a survey.
Public

the

12

elsewhere.

will," Burns said.

"I refer to the human right

than

The most moves of all during this one
year period occurred in the West. Twenseven per cent of the population in this
area pulled up stakes and planted them

considered

resident.

March

in

county of their previous residence. Three
and one- half per cent moved to another
county in the same state and only 3.3

was driving at 20 MPH, which

The following letter was much too long to qualifi as a is the speed limit."
But it well worth printing as a Letter to the Editor.
He invited me to

"gripe".

call the

police to contest this.

Peace a Thing of the Past

This brazen attitude of willnegligence on [het part of
this driver has no lawful solution. All I can maintain is
ful

limit, no matter what the con- that our supposedly peaceful
ditions.
streets are as deadly as any
for gripes, I find it imposPosted speed limits are u- major super -highway. I can
sible to write about my major sually 20 or 25 MPH. Un- only demand strict obedience
gripe in 25 words or less. fortunately, either of these from my own children, that
So the following is my essay speeds or less can maim or stay off the streets, and hope
for your review.
kill an innocent child if the that the balance of my neighWhy is it that our residen- driver is careless and will- bors do the same.
tial streets have turned into fully negligent.
I propose that there are two
major speedways?
This type of driver feels solutions to this problem. The
As our
street conditions improve, and that the law is on his side be- first is that all parents train
Editor:

In response to your request

are widened for increasing cause he happens to be trav- their children to stay off the
traffic, the careless and neg- eling near the legal maximum streets, no matter how serene
speed, without a care in the their supposedly peaceful resligent driver takes over.

Arlington Heights, 160; St. Ray-

mond's Catholic, Mount Prospect, 129; St. Colette Catholic,

In this day

Rolling Meadows, 76; St. Emily
Catholic, Des Plaines, 93;
Queen of the Rosary, Elk Grove

of our

world for the response time of idential street may seem. The
a child's legs.
second solution is a guarded
What does it take to con- vigilance on the part of every
highways,
high-

powered automobile and rapid

transportation

the peacefhl and tranquil vince people that an autoneighborhood streets are a mobile traveling even at 20

Village, 70.

St. Zachary Catholic School
in Des Plaines has not yet had

thing of the past.
cruises

a graduating class.

through

driver, fully
vehicle

he

aware that the
commands is a

Traffic that MPH is no match for, a child deadly weapon.
residential in its path. I have seen cars
It appears that the second

streets somehow cannot con- traveling through a street solution, as far as the young
dition themselves that they are loaded with children, driving drivers in this village are
no longer on the super -high- at our so-called legal speed, concerned, has somehow failways.
blowing their horns, without ed. Some young drivers that
I do not mean to imply that even making an effort to slow I have seen in this village have

In 1950 the Dist. 214 survey
indicated 293 students entering
high school and in 1961 there
were 2,090 students.

Total enrollment in the grade
schools within the high school

speeds of 70 miles per hour

district was 42,586 this year, Mrs. Carol Vogt of 304 S. Lancaster, Mount Prospect and Sister Mary Euchar27,686 in 1961 and 3,042 ifl,1 ist*, C.S.F.N. discuss the progress of Holy Family Hospital during the pest five
1950. Arlington Heights Di IV years. The sisters of the Holy Family of Nazareth who own and operate the bopital
25 continues to be the largest sponsored a lawn party for members of the staff and volunteer workers. Slate the
rade school district.
hospital opened in Des Plaines in June, 19611ibas sewed more than 45,000 Warts.

clown.

I stopped one teen-ager in
are being daily driven on my
street, even though this may his sports car this evening
seem the case to me. The by asking him to slow down
problem, it seems, is that the as he approach a group of
thoughtless driver believes he children.
can travel the maximum smd
His only comment was, "I

little or no respect for human life.
At this point, I plead for

driver sanity and parental awareness
tions.

of

present

condi-

Harry L. Wickstrom

rr,sy

Kingman Gets 3rd
Win for Legion Nine
been

BY DALE HOFMANN

There is no telling just how far Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball team can go as long as Dave Kingman
can stand the strain.
Kingman is a solemn 6-5' string bean who spends nine
months out of the year as a student at Prospect High School

,Y9,4

a

The other three months is dedicated to his proposition that
you can't hit what you can't see.

THE LANKY SENIOR has
been all the Prospectors have
needed in the pitching department so far to climb toward
the top of the conference heap.

Righthander Dave Kingman delivers his hummer

In yesterday's Mt. Prospect American Legion game. Kingman gave up only one hit while notching his third victory of the

to a Park Ridge batter

Every team has days it
would like to forget. But it
will
for

barbers'

the

was

Kiolbassa

number - one razor

wielder
got credit for the
with a neat five -hitter.
-

take a heap of amnesia Kiolbassa
win

the Waycinden Area's
Klehm Nursery nine to get He also collected a triple and
over the 26-6 pasting it took a double in throe trips to the
at the hands of Jtinior League plate.
Tom Parker also chipped
rival City Barbershop yesterin with a home run for City
day.

least have gained a shutout for
Iris troubles.
The visitors' lone run was

on only Barber Shop. Ted Clyde took
12
hits, as they picked up the loss, Klehm's fourth withtheir win in four games. Rod out a win.
The winners, did

it

Morton Grove raked him for has been doing some fair hurla staggering two in his second ing himself this season, will
WASN'T

draw the Prospectors' next
assignment in a showdown

much

doubt about a no-hitter yester- match with Arlington Heights
day. Park Ridge got its only tomorrow.
hit, a sharp single to right The Blue Sox are the only
center, in the first inning, and other undefeated team in the
league,

straight.

won
having
Mt. Prospect

five
will

host the contest slated for 6
p.m. on the
School field.

Keeping Score

warriors. They woke up for a
big four -run sixth yesterday,

but that was the first time in
too long that the big hits have
fallen in.

take. Twice local rallies were

other two.
The
righthanded
flame
HE 'WHIFFED EVERYONE
thrower gave up one hit in but the Park Ridge catcher at
yesterday's match which is least once, striking out the
just about par for the course. side in the first and the last
In his first 1966 start he also frames.
surrendered one hit, while
Southpaw J. D. Thorne, who
outing.
THERE

sore point as pitching has been
a bright gpcit for Thorne's

ever got close to their antagonist. But Kingman should at

pitcher just as he was in the batters while walking six.

Klehm Nursery Squad Romps

KINNEMAN
rk

Perhaps even 'more important has been the Prospectors'

ming Park Ridge Blue 4-1, and seem to bother the big hurler
Kingman was the winning though as he went on to fan 12

young season.

serious

as

that was the last time the Blue

Mark Thorne's crew an unearned one, coming in the
chalked up its third straight second on an infield error and
league win yesterday by trim- a mental mistake. It didn't
Coach

almost

richard

Prospect

High

propensity

for the

big

mis-

snuffed out by questionable
base running yesterday, and

Park Ridge's only run would
not have crossed the plate if
the Mt. Prospect infield had
been paying attention.
The visitors' tally

MEAD esA510ETBAU. COACH
AT PROSPECT NIGH SCMOOL,

HAS EARNED RECOGNITION
A5 HIGH SCUOOL COACH
OPINE "EAR FROM TOE
DAY PUBLIC.A11CN5, INCWD -

NG THE ARLINGTON DAY,
THE PROSPECT DAY, AND
THE MARKET DAY.

came

when Pat Kurz reached on an
error and sprinted all the way
to third on a sacrifice bunt.
when no one was covering the
bag. An infield out brought
home the run moments later.
BUT LOSING
PITCHER
Craig MacGregor seemed to be

borrowed

living on

KINNEMAN,W1.405E I945-4(KNIGI1T5 WON 21
GAMES AGAINST 5 L055ES, NAS COACHED

time all

night. The Hosts caught up with
him in the sixth when they col-

BASKETBALL AT PROSPECT FOR SIX 'YEARS. I-115

TEAM WON TOE PONTIAC NOLIDAq 'TOURNAMENT
N DECEMBER, AKIO WENT ON TO SHARE THE
MID -SUBURBAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP WITH

lected four runs on four hits.
Thorne started the fun with
a solid single, and Tom Lundstedt drove him to third with a
skimmer that stayed inches inside the third base line. Ken
Traversone drew

FORE -ST VIEW. T1J6 KNIGHTS WOK) TPIEIR OWN

REGIOMALIbURNAMENT , BUT BOWED OUT OF
-11-1E ARLINGTON SECTIONAL AFTER A LOSS TO

walk to

a

load the bases, and "Jim Gumz
beat out an infield hit to score
one.
Clyde Whitcomb's
fly

POWERFUL /JEW TRIER.
IN ADDIT1014, Ht= COACHED THE
-PROSPEcT FREEI-MAN% B. BASEBALL

sacrifice

brought one more home.

THE LOCAL NINE could Travcrsone scored next when
stand some improvement in
few vital departments before
they arc ready to face the
league leaders. Hitting has

WITH BOB CASTERLINE

TEAM TO A 5-3 RECORD, WINNING TI4E.

the catcher dropped the ball on

UNOFFICIAL MID -SUBURBAN I FOB 1E. CMAMP/ONSI4

a play at the plate, and Gumz
came home
single.

on

Kingman's

Coach of the Year

4

Palmer and Billy

The club's women -- 150
strong -- are serving as scorers, drivers, registrars, and

Casper and inviting them over

hostesses. A fleet of 40 Olds -

to take some of your money.

mobiles

THERE IS MORE to holding
a golf tournament than calling
Arnie

up

If you doubt this, ask
George Hoban of Arlington
Heights, the president of
Medinah Country Club.

of frustration than

affection,

been

grumbling

about

One man even went so
far as

to intimate that

course. "It's too tight for
him," he said. "He's not
anxious to come out here
and look like a fool," he

for gassing the buggies.

added.

Nicklaus is at his home this

THE WESTERN GOLF Association, of course, supplies

the site of the 1966 West- more personnel than the club
does, and has taken over one
wing of the club house for its
ing.
offices during the tournament.
The W.G.A. sponsors the tour-

ney and takes care of all ar-

tournament really began about rangements other than those
14 months ago. That's when the made by the club itself.
work started that will make the
The W.G.A. has a reputation
few days of competion pleasant for being strict, ranging from
and smoothly run.
ousting gate - crashers to en-

week.

Tickets

for

tomorrow's

rounds are $5 and for Saturday and Sunday they arc $6.
Kids under 14 get in for half
fare. You can wander in anytime after 6 a.m. and you can

Knights won 21 games against
five losses, has coached bas-

stay until after 7 p.m. if you're

ing duties last fall.

don't try to bring a picnic
basket and a quilt -- the club

in December, and went on to

ful. There wasn't a beatnik or
a rough -neck in the crowd, and
we all were proud of them."

taking a dry -run trip out
to the club from his loop

The Evans Scholars

under its program on schol-

arships. The recipients are
former caddies.

were there,

up the next morning, and he

/end finally, the money you

starting time by send will be for a good cause.
20 minutes. He was disqualified The 560 college students bemissed his

and went home with nothing ing supported by the Evans
to show for the trip but some Scholar Foundation are a
worthy investment. Almost all
Just about all the big names the graduates of the program
golf are in

the

tourney, are

Sam Snead.

THE SPECTATORS have
been provided for completely.
There arc 137 telephones in-

citizens

ufacturer

that

couldn't

be

postponed this week, and the
tourney

officials

arc

under-

to-

set up with ambulance service,
and half a dozen walkie talkie

units arc disbursed so that no
one is more than two or three
minutes from medical help.

Bleachers have been set

up 17th tee and the 18th
green, and either of these
places, plus the Halfway

House on No. 3, provide
the best spots for the fan
who

prefers

to

station

himself in one place than
trundle after the different
golfers.

Approximately 350 of the
Medinah club members are
working on the tournament with
duties ranging from score keeping to car -parking.

circuit

(NEA)
-Richmond Flowers Jr., one
of the bright surprises of
the indoor track season, al-

his own cause with a
home run and a double. Tom

in

the

Bronco

B

clouts from Steve Orrell, Mark League, hitting and pitching the
Ennes, and Gary Abramson en Tigers to a 10-0 romp over
route to a 14-6 victory. Win- the Sox.
Donahue's night was a ballner pitcher Jay Lesniak also

BRING THE FAMILY TO THE

so had a fine spring football
at the

season

University of
a
is

starting wing back after spring drills.
listed

as the

coached the Prospect freshman nations.
Nominations should be made
cord, winning the unofficial at our Arlington Heights ofMid -Suburban League cham- fice by 5 p.m. Monday on the
pionship.
week of publication. They niay
Recognition as High School be made anonymously.
Coach of the Year is accorded
Our Arlington Heights office
Kinneman this week in lieu of is at 217 S. Arlington Heights
the Day's usual feature, Ath- Rd., and the telephone number
lete of the Week.

June 23,
1966
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Suburban Heating Nine
Tops Rolling Meadows
Iron -man Marty Fontanna
collected his second Mid -

with a

Teen League triumph in two
days yesterday, as he pitched

with that bulge, the

lers,
ranking
world record

right behind
holder Willie

three -run

uprising in

the second inning. Not content
winners

added three more in the top of

Waycinden's Number One Sub- sixth.

number -two.

First baseman Bob Chudick
led

Waycinden's

nine -hit

at-

rent a new '66
CORTINA

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

ttOO9 'LUXURIOUS
SEDAN

II

4.00
5.00

E

FAIRLANE

7.00

R

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

D
A

STATION WAGON

9.00

gay $349202NCE

PLUS MILEAGE

WEEK - LONG SPECIALS
STRIP
Southern Fried
STEAK
CHICKEN
1/2 chicken with fries, salad, & rolls.

:RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
.GEORGE POOLE c
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. azw1.4641"-.
.ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

'1.19
Fries, Rolls

Butter, & Coffee

1966 "98"

'PLAN YOUR VACATION

LUXURIOUS SEDAN
Hydromatic Drive Back Up Lights Power Steering
Day/Night Tilt Mirror Power Brakes Tinted Windshield White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. & Bk.
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam
Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 80 Light Group
Trunk Lid Release 2 -Speed Wiper & Washer..

CL 945141
NITES AND SUNDAY

TV BREADED PERCH

is 255-7200.

Thursday,

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

V/F--

$1.29

the Day invites reader nomi-

B baseball team to a 5-3 re-

He also has become one of urban Heating team to a 6-0
the United States' best hurd- win over Rolling Meadows

FALCON

Shari te / 4(COFFEE CUP

8 oz. tender steak
with salad fries, & rolls

Athleti of the Week, and

as

Fontanna gave up only one tack with a home run.
hit in his seven -inning route
chipped in with two doubles, and player's dream. He hurled a Davenport.
The local nine will face the
;job, striking out five and walk- Mt. Prospect Sox in their next
Jeff Brauchle added a triple to six -inning no-hitter at the Sox,
Golfers
striking
out
nine,
and
capped
ing two. The game southpaw league encounter at Forest
the Yankee cause.
Golf is enjoying great popu- hit one batter.
Lesniak allowed only five his mound performance with
View High School at 6 p.m.
larity
in
the
United
States
toa
grand
slam
home
run.
hits, one for extra bases.
Waycinden gave Fontanna tonight. Bill King figures to
day,
with
more
than
3.8
million
John
McKenney
got
a
small
Vic Incinelli was the big
all the offensive help he needed start on the mound.
men,

standing his situation. They're payment for the education he loss.
not so jolly about Nicklaus' got from the Evans Scholars
Incinelli gave up only four
absence, though, and there has Foundation.
hits in his six -inning stint, and

10 N. MAIN ST. - RT. 83 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - PHONE 256-9870

he

Arlington

In Form
KNOXVILLE

helped

evening

year,

Sectional after a loss to powerful New Trier, which went on

Pete Donahue had a busy

stalled around the course,
along with 12 refreshment
stands and 27 portable rest
rooms.

A first aid station has been

bowed out of the

Yankees Slug Sox
In Pony A Game
got

this

The Knights won their own
regional tournament title, but

night.

ence record to 6-0.
The Bombers

responsibilities

The Athlete of the Week
selection will resume next
Thursday. All area athletes
are eligible for nomination

View.

women and children,
noise for the Giants in the share of the hero's laurels
ONE OF THE top doctors in Bronco Major League yester- with another home run for the playing the game at least 10
the Chicago area drops every- day. Incinelli whiffed 10 and Tigers. The winners now boast times a year, according to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica.
thing for a week, once a year, walked only four while leading a 5-2 record.
and volunteers for whatever his mates to a 9-4 triumph over
duty the W.G.A. wants him for. the Cardinals. The win was the
He does it, he says, as partial Giants' sixth against a single
men.

monumental.

12th holes, the course has been
described by the pros playing it
as "beautifully conditioned"
and "gorgeous."

outstanding

the only notable excep- day -- including doctors, lawtions being Jack Nicklaus and yers, ministers and businesswith

SNEAD IS INVOLVED in
Though there arc two slightly some kinds of a commercial
bare spots on the seventh and arrangement with a tire manbeen

be glad you can say you

Traffic and detours held him

to win the sectional and super sectional crowns enroute to
the state tourney quarterfinal round in Champaign.
In addition to his basketball

share the Mid -Suburban League
championship
with
Forest

Ken Traversone heads for home in the sixth inning of yesterday's clash. Traversone jarred the
ball loose from Park Ridge Catcher Wally Pollock to score the Prospectors' third run of the

Sox pitcher Tom Kidd for 18 Neuman also walloped a home 'Tennessee.
Flowers, who will be
hits including three home runs run.
sophomore in the fall,
yesterday to run their confer-

long putt on the 18th, you'll

hotel.

in

His team won the prestigious
Pontiac Holiday Tournament

Mt. Pro'spect's Pony A
League Yankees climbed on

thinner tires.

The 14 months between approval and this weekend's tourney have been shortened by the
activity necessary to put on the
show. The work on the course
itself has

Another reason is to be
part of a spectacle -- to
watch sports history being made, and to be part of
it. If Casper and Palmer
team up in another playoff, and it's decided by a

starting times for Monday's
qualifying round. One pro
drove into Chicago from
California late Sunday night
and made the mistake of not

inah. Those kids were wonder-

Foundation is the primary
beneficiary of the Western
Open. The foundation has
some 560 college students

the problems of No. 3.

Just as strict were the

post to resume his cage coach-

is fussy about litter.

THERE ARE THREE reaTHE FIRST STEP, says told to keep everyone out of sons to go see at least part
Hoban, is getting members' the club grounds Monday, and of the tournament. One is the
approval. "You can't expect to took their orders seriously. It field of golfers .that includes
please everybody all the time," took a couple of hours early the greatest names in the
he says, "and we didn't get Monday to straighten things sport. The golfing will be at
100 percent. But if there was out, and some of the members its finest, and students of the
any doubt in anyone's mind of the club had ruffled feathers game should have a field day
whether this tournament is a after being told they couldn't seeing how the big guys handle
come in.

ketball at Prospect for six
years, but resigned from the

that much of a golf nut. Just

forcing punctuality. Guards were

had its award dinner at Med-

Richard Kinneman, head
basketball coach at Prospect
High School, has earned recognition as High School Coach
of the Year from the Day
Publications,
including
the
Arlington Day, the Prospect
Day, and the Market Day.
Kinneman, whose 1965-66

Nicklaus is afraid of the

Western Open .service station

is

worthwhile charitable event, it
was disspelled last fall when
the Evans Scholars Foundation

Honor Dick Kinneman

as a pro should be.

provided

ern Open that began this morn-

Actually, today's first tee off is an anti -climax. The

some

how Big Jack isn't as hungry

to whisk the golfers from the
club to their motels and back,
and there is even an official

Medinah's No. 3 course, nick-

named the Big Bear more out

have

been

90t

CL 5-9889

tit

MARTIN J. KELLY
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Olin 130,

FISH STEAKS
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Mari -Dean Frozen

STRAWBERRIES
10 -oz.

pkgf.
Kleenex is America's
favorite
tissue. They're
strong and
absorbent . .
. more for your
money and colors tool
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SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

Thursday, June 23, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
IF I'M GONNA DIET

I'LL HAVE TO LEARN

TO RESIST TEMPTA- ' THE RIGHT
TION --I SET OUT THIS WAY TO GOAT
BIG SPREAD, BUT
IT-THEY/50
ALL I'M GONNA
SAY 'ABSENCE
EAT IS THIS DRY
MAKES THE
TOASTAKID
HEART GROW
SKIM MILK!
FONDER!'

III

//

7

,a0.4 ".

WELL, MAYBE THAT IS

'.

N0,1 THINK TH' ONE Is
THAT GOES 'OUT OF
SIGHT, OUT OF MIND'
IS MORE EFFECTIVE!
PLJL,L LJPA CHAIR,
6OLDIE, AND WE'LL

MAKE IT EASIER
FOR HIM!

1§t

4-L3
k NIA. IC. 1,4 lc US PC 00

"Yotir Mr. McGinty snores:"

'I heard the plea for housewives to put cheaper food on

their tables. not cheaper hats on their headsr'

BEN CASEY

I'M DOING A

YOUR FUIRS

ROTTEN JOB.

LOOKS MIGHTY

THE MUSICIANS...
PUSHING TOO

I'M DRIVING

SLACK.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
THAT SHOULD

IF *I'M EVER SICK,

UM,YAS, BOYS, IT'S 3UST AS I SUSPECTED CHEER UP DON'T SEND HIS
NIBS TO CHEER
FIREMAN IS A VICTIM OF THE LAWS
HE GOT 1415 ME UP! HE
OF PRoBABILi-TY I As THIS CHART
PRIZE LID
PROBABLY
SHOWS, NO RELIEF HURLERS LAST
FOUR
PROVE THAT 11)
LONG EXCEPT KNUCKLEBALL ARTISTS!
`(EARS
NEVER MAKE IT!
ANC' FASTRALL THROWERS HAVE THE
AGO!
SHORTEST CAREER OF ANY --+---

BUGS BUNNY

SELDOM MORE THAN 'THREE YEARS!

SYLVESTER'S
GOT A LOT OF

NERVE STANDIN'
RIGHT THERE PEDDLIN'
TH' SAME THING AS ME:

,1,1,

*YAK: IT'S
STARTIN'
RAIN ...HE'LL

"4 ivri4

HAVE Tt

ifir

LEAVE:

11,111'

4a

I.,1.10..

MORTY MEEKLE

Imperfect
Vision in
Youngsters

PO, .

I'M BEGINNING "TO THINK

CAVA.1.1-1

BOOMER

-4512101_)S

EEK & MEEK

ABOUT' E3011-IDI NO

HI5OWN5WIMMING

1/

7, I

I'

OURS IS WIT THE

OTHER GREAT

FIRST CJVILI2ATION

CIVILIZATIONC

TO APPEAR ON
EARTH, YiKUOty!

AND

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

WE CONT WOW, \\

WITH)
OURS IS..

TROUBLE

HAVE COME

Gave!

HALF THE TIME,
WHETHER WE'RE

OOHING at caw!

Few people realize that 25

per cent of
school age

children of prehave

O 1014 1, NU. kr.

has no way of knowing what
his vision should be, he cannot
tell you he needs help.

The National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness
therefore urges all parents
to have tests made of their
children's vision before they
are three years old.

6-23

.

THE BORN LOSER
-

WIN NOT APoweAzE
ID 111EM?
9NRins,

6I
ACROSS

trs

1 - Cross

monster
14 Algerian
seaport

ignore one image and concentrate on the other. This -weak -

15 - green

the vision in th 'eye sup-

16 Repeat

a

lazy -eye

blindness.
But crossed eyes are not
the only cause of a double
image. Refractive errors and
muscle imbalance not severe

enough to cause crossed eyes

are others. Unless the condition is treated in the fiMt few
years of life it cannot be

18 African flies

CAPTAIN EASY
WASH SAVE.

McKEE GOT A

CALL PROM

PITTSBURG,
SUS.SHORTLY
BEFORE THE
TRAGEDY:

YES. I OVERHEARD HIM AGREE TO GO
SEARCH FOR AN HEIRLOOM THE CALLER

HAD LOST WALE LOOKING OVER MR.
McKEES PROPERTY!,

LIKE I TOLD TH COPS,
SO NE LURED
HE MUST'VE BEEN TH'
McKEE TO THE
MR, Kt:I/ACK WHO WAS
SCENE OF THE
FIXIN' TO BUY TH. TRACT CRIME: WE MUST
MFLMcKEE VANISHEP
A LOCATE HIM!
PROM! PROISLY WHILE

YOU MEAN YOU
THINK MR.RODICK
WAS IN CAHOOTS
WITH TH' FLViN'

SAUCER?

!WAWA!' TH' HEIRLOOM I

I HEARD TODAY THE
POLICE LOCATED MR.
RODICK. PITTSBURG

FINANCIER, ON THE

RIVIE, WHERE HES
SEERAN FOR WEEKS:

dose and looking at things
with one eye

closed

or

the

head tilted.

It is a mistake, however, in
the absence of any of these
signs

to

e

ID 1N4 10

T.M.

ALLEY OOP
BLIT THAT'S A. MEN -

ONLY DEAL! WE'VE
GOT NO BUSINESS

HORNING IN ON
THEIR PARTY/

that your
child has good binocular vi-

exercises

de-

signed to strengthen the weak
eye, mainly by the use of
prisms or by covering the
stronger eye a large part, of

each day.

1'

ME

S
PE 13 R EN Mr-rowte
ABRADE ATONES,
LONGE
REGENT
M U

43 Bell's sound
44 Ireland.
46 American
inventor
47 Miss Adams
4R Enrap ured
50 Scottish cap

32 Near by
34 Egyptian god

14

vow

17

20

40 Gaelic
41 Light touch
42 Musical drama
45 More clamorous 124
49 Reinstall
51 Harem room
52 Uncommon
53 Biting
34
54 Clamp
36

22

28 29
32,

35
37

39
4

DOWN

Most slight defects discovered at an early age can be.
by

17 Expunger
19 Singing voice
23 Awkward ones
islang)
24 Rustles

U E

1 Log float
43 44
2 Ancient Greek
city
49
3 Recklessly told

sion.

corrected

TONG

11 Recognized

25 In the middle 31 Diadems
form)
33 Rail birds
21 English stream 26 iconib.
Exploits
38 Bridge holding
22 Ages
Formal eulogies 40 Sea eagles
24 Prayer ending 27
28 Chief god of
41 Feet (French
26 Zoo animals
Norse Eddas
measure)
27 Lettuce
29
Denomination
42 Odd (Scot.)
30 Appropriate by

55 Malt drinks
58 Disorder
57 Coterie

assume

0

ERECTED
ED

37 Attorneys (a13.1
39 Rave

OP

D

E N

35 Amatory
36 Sun'

A

IW

4I

fellow

62

5 Curved
molding
6 Ascended

55

4 Equine animal

a
U.S. PO. OM

E

R

VVR I TER
0FFA
N

7 Rot flax by
exposure
8 Minute skin
openings

20 Reassume

remedied.

Some clues to poor vision
in your preschool child are
squinting, scowling, blinking,
frequent stumbling, reaching
for an object and missing it,
lack of interest in distant
objects, rubbing
the eyes,
holding a picture book too

BLAT,E
TEETH E

4 Light gray
8 Low saturation
9 Persia
color
12 Winglike part 10 Masculine
nickname
13 Hideous

cross-eyed child receives a
double image he learns to

call

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Colors

be seeing with only one eye.
Because
the
brain of the

condition

.

0,....,.......

WELL, 1=0R STARTERS,

Even the child who appears
to have excellent vision' may

ing the ignored mage --

X

cci)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
\

,"

I1

0

p

imperfect

vision. Often this is correctible when it is discovered early
but, since the preschool child

47

64
56

67

1

J

Come, join us at the fair and win

a bike. We'll be sending aloft 1,000
balloons. The boy or girl whose balloon
travels the farthest wins the bike. Look
for THE PROSPECT DAY entry at the
...b0Ween 1d-004-00

LIONS PARK
Mt. Prospect, III.
Join the fun at the Lions Village Fair, Mt. Prospect. Clowns, ferric
wheel, refreshments, merry-go-round, games of chance, games of skill

... a rollicking good time for all. The fair opens Friday evening, July
1st. We'll be there only on July4th at 1:00 pm until our 1,000 balloolis

are launched. It's free. Just come to The Prospect Day booth on the

fair grounds.

If your postcard, attached to your balloon, is returned

from the furthest distance, you'll win a spanking new polo bicycle. See

Come on and celebrate

with us...

you at the fair!

e irelnrOpert
1111tRYINO A COMMUNITY OP 14,143 HOMES,

Your Home Newspaper

4,

117 SOUTH MAIN STREET MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE (312) 265-4400

4
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;
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4

f,
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1
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Plans Help Couple
ecbrate first Dome

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, June 23,1966

Page 10

Found f3chwinn Tornado, Blue.

SENIOR

-

Found Black GermanShepherd
Puppy, with brown spots,
.approx. 6 mos.old.White feet,

The young couple decorating
its first home faces a $2,000
to $5,000 immediate drain on
the budget for furnishings
alone. This is why it is essential to plan shopping expedi-

There is no need, for example; money by using small but colto purchase whole rooms by orful accent rugs.
suites. This is becoming old Often the newlyweds -aparthat even though co-ordinated ment takes on special charm
furnishings are rampant on through wall decoration. A
the market. Start with basic handy couple can apply their
needs such as kitchen equip- own wallpapers, for example,

tions.

bedroom

Frank Loverde, as Papa, points a finger at Ann Hardye (Emma) in a scene from "Papa Is All" now playing at the Country Club Theatre. Others in the cast are
Lillian Evans (left) (Mama Aukamp) and John Cox (Officer Brendle).
The heart-warming comedy by Patterson Greene is being staged nightly, except Mondays, through July 17. Country Club Theatre Is located in Old Orchard Country Club, Rand and Euclid
Eds., Mount Prospect.

ment if you must buy this. in plain, stripe or patterns to

furniture (always change the whole character of
buy the best bedding you can a room. Plan the scheme be nishings budget, try to ana- afford to save money and add fare buying.
If you are going to select a
lyze each other's needs for to your comfort).
figured rug. consider a
comfort, privacy, entertainFor
living
room
furniture
textured
tone -on -tone or grass
ment and such. Figure out select a style, wood finish and cloth wallpaper.
Floral s,
what atmosphere will please fabric that will be decorative scenics and thematic papers
and stand the wear of moving go with plain or textured
each of you the most.
Once certain likes and dis- and possibly a couple of chil- floors. Look for washable palikes are out in the open it dren within five years. Check pers and those that are factory
becomes easier to shop. You upholstered pieces for what Is pasted and trimmed to save
can read through ads for under the fabric for a better time and labor costs.
furniture, carpeting, draper- buy such as a latex foam rub'Accessories for the wale
ies, bath accessories or wall ber cushioning which won't range from snapshots of We
accessories quickly since you lump and keeps trim after college queen or campus hero.
long use.
know what to reject.
art prints or miniature wall
like those from SyYou also can set up a budRugs and carpeting can be cabinets
roco that are reproductions of
get allotting specific amounts
to the furnishings you want to a major investment. If your antiques.
floors are beyond hope, then
Whatever you select, the
stress the most.
key is planning ahead to
When shopping you will you will want to use carpeting create
a co-ordinated room or
want to study furnishings for or a roomsize rug. If the floor rooms with
items bought withstyle, quality and price. With is of a good wood or hard sur- in a budget both of you enjoy
a !Wilted budget you will find face covering that can be living with.
When planning a home fur-

workshop,

piano

July

will

'

lecture and give

a recital at 8

2002

service

Hospital, Park Ridge.
Bouchez will co-ordinate all
activities of the dietary department including purchasing,

production and distribution of
food for patients and the employes' cafeteria.

He will work with Miss E-

time and money in you.

after 6.

Please call 255-5266.
Driver Wanted - Full or part
time. Arlington Produce, 13

15-Business Personals

Permanent Waves $5
Licensed beauty operator your home. Call CL 3-2236
or CL 3-3384.

man-

dren.

253-1822

Fee

Full Time
Experience not necessary.

orange or a cane print in beige and white to co-ordinate with floral rug.

VT.
MONT.

CALIF.

ma
$.2

NEX

cow.
MIR

S 94

Ag.

the day of the summer solstice would strike the high al-

nected with this festival.

June 21?

cloth, bread, cheese,

and ale, the boy she will mar-

349

be

farthest

from

the

peting and furniture.' Afte'r '4
Call 256-1154
CAMERAMAN & STRIPPER

V & G PRINTERS, Inc.
Mount Prospect

SI29

TEXAS

MD.

$94

Total Meta, Vehicles

000

'I.
441

r.

Soo

11965 EH. in Thousand

$75

in

terms of both cash and lives in the United States. Newsmap above shows how total
financial liability resulting from motor vehicle accidents during 1965 works out

terms of the cost for each registered vehicle in each of the states. Statistics
were compiled by State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co. in co-operation
with National Safety Council.

TRADE

Public Library,

by the more powerful winter.
Consequently, they thought any

open at 10 a.m., closing at 9
throughout the Week, and at

Midsummer feasts would help

5 p.m. on Saturdays.

We're

14

E.

airconditioned,

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

REASON?

Garage Door Installer.
Experienced or will train
a qualified,

Full or Part Time

--- Steady ---

WANTED

Good Pay.

Apply in person.
Buckeridge Door Co.
110 S. Dryden P1.
Arlington Heights.

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove. and surrounding area.

'Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car deal-

er has opening for an ex-

perienced auto painter. For
a job with a future contact
LeRoy Leister at

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights
269-4100

MODEL MAKER

department
is now open

foP business.
OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P. M.

Take crl Months
Up To ov To Pay

mechanically minded man

Office Maintenance

The DAY classified

1

DO YOU
NEED

LATTOF MOTORS SALES

MT. PROSPECT LIQUORS
CL 9-3697
MEN WANTED FOR

NOTICE

and

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Retired gentlemen for delivering of custom cars. 1/2days
and 3/4 days work. Contact
LeeRoy Leister at

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

Experienced model maker in

CALL TODAY

Chicago based company. Good

,255-5060
Henriksen

Union Special Machine Co.

Busse.

455-5000

392-6565

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

If you'd like to check up on

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park

station attendant, for
weekends. Carl's Conoco, Mt.
Prospect, CL 3-4770

small research lab of lge.

ry will enter her door at mid- in August).
night and join her in the feast.
At midsummer, the region
Greeks and Norsemen a- from the North Pole to the
like believed in the power of Arctic Circle will have dayMidsummer Eve.
The myth light for 24 hours; in fact,
of Ceres is based on the cap- that's how scientists defined
ture of the sun by Pluto of the the Arctic Circle in the first

SERVICE CORP.

Gas

259-4100

WANT ADS

hemisphere gets the greatest
heat from the sun, (even if
the
temperature gets hotter

by the mistletoe sprig represented the defeat of summer

older.

USE THE

has, and the day on which that.

LIEN BUILDING

Wheeling Rd. Wheeling
or
SP.5-3311

'

Call 827-7880

SELL

Mr. Stanley

537-4500

Sat. 1 PM to 10 PM

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

and

IRON WORKS, INC.
`531

Sun. 12 N to 9 PM

Accident Cast Per Vehicle

in

person between 8:30 A.
4:30 P.M.

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.
"'' ' INTERNATIONAL

Part time help wanted
Eve. 6 PM to 10 PM

D.C.

THE COST IN MONEY -- Highway accidents are an expensive proposition

evenings during the sum er.
Full or part time. App in

BURNERS &

Must be 21 years or older

$83

4,1 006

3 82

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings in Nw sub rAgs
for men 18 or over to
rk

259-3553

439

ALASKA

SUMMER HELP

MACHINE OPERATORS.

PART TIME
Evenings and Weekends In
23 years or
store.
liquor

Experienced, days, full time

4N535 County Line Rd.
Bensenville, Illinois

R03-5000
'967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
609 N. MAIN ST.
FITTERS, WELDERS,

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

ALA -

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO,

',5-Business Personals

Call CL 3-6342

that the northern hemisphere

more Midsummer traditions,
stop at the Mount Prospect

Man to work 3 AM to 6 AM
as relay driver Monday thru
Friday. Call 392-1830.

restaurant, nights, apply in

It seems to stand still
for several days, before turning back. It's responsible for
the longest period of daylight

part of the year. The Norse
thought the killing of Balder

WANTED

Must have own car.

quator.

place.

253-2340

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

259-3553
BOYS 16 OR OVER

e-

underworld, and on its triumphant return for at least

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director
VILLAGE OF ARL. HTS.

Part time help for
maintenance service.

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heigh`s Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Apply in Person

SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARD

V & G PRINTERS, Inc.
Mount Prospect

MULTILITH and LARGER

$64
DEL

MISS.

$122

That's the day, says the library, when the sun appears
to

1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-3700
Arlington Hgts.

if necessary.

OFFSET PRESSMAN

NJ.

EIB

astronomical
observatory, with the great stones
arranged so that sunrise on

play "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" on the folklore con-

rting to inspire dreams of love.
In England, if an unmarried
girl fasts on Midsummer Eve,
and sets a midnight table with

690

tive

FACT. AND Fancy can be a
bit
confusing,
sometimes.
What really happens about

summer has
folk customs.
In Norway,
girls put bunches of flowers
under their pillows that eve-

ar.kiL

1,630

ORB

summer

lovers, Midinspired many

$42

$112

OKLA

N.M.

404

2 396,

$89

MO.

S85

the driving of cattle through fires built at community cross-

may well have been a primi-

inclined.

4:30, 5 day week.We will train

person M:. Rose

ILL

IMO

KAN.
1/11:1

goS.

PA 313
Oil

S94

79

580

73

SE3

IOWA
$91

UTAH

wheels plaited of grasses 'and hurled blazing down steep mountainsides, of carrying burning brands through the fields, and

tar.

MICH

$90

Yale University scientists,

011

wts.
$96

3/39RH

In England today, many old- the sun, and summer, to stay
er folk believe that the apple around longer -- so they celcrop will fail if the Midsum- ebrated!
mer fires are not lighted. In
Even Stonehenge, according

NY

Wro.
3140

roads.

GOOD OPPORTUNITY

To operate dishwasher in local

5 82

S.D.

,C.;

8155

MINN.

372

ammo

SIV

eft/
130

$711

N.D.

1211

3113

June 21, says the Mount Prospect Public Library, was the
magical Midsummer Eve before the summer solstice, wellknown for fire, grass, and water traditions. Funk & Wagnalls
Standard Dictionary of Folklore tells of the great Catherine -

al beings arc visible on Mid-

392-2240

2 color and 1/2 tone stripping.

BY JAN BONE

to

905 E. Rand Rd.

Folk or Rock Roll. $2.00 an
hour. Music furnished.

Part time - experienced with

Midsummer Eve
Of Supersitions

Devonshire, people used to
crawl under the communion
table in the church three
times at midnight on Midsummer Eve to cure fits.
Fairies, witches, spirits of
the dead, and all supernatur-

SCOT'S RESTAURANT

duties with hours from 8 to

for the two-day work-

shop is $20.
Reservations
and further information are
available from the univer-

employment. This work includes assembling, testing,
ucts.

KITCHEN HELP

life - time career. Good
starting salary and opportunity for advancement. Varied

Series.

Eve, says tradition.
In fact, Shakespeare based his

work for high school boys

Palatine

yr. old boy wants lawn
mowing jobs S. W. side of

1500 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
272-5880
Man wanted for cleaning, car-

FULL TIME

Uncle, Andy's Cow Palace
Rte. 14 and Quentin Rd.

a

piano sonatas and content and
contrasts of styles and idioms.

SUMMER WORK

and inspecting company prod-

15

MERCEDES -BENZ
of NORTH A MERICA ,INC.

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
259-4100

looking for full time summer

UTILITY MAN

Young couples decorating their first home or apartment face a multitude of decisions.
Hit-and-miss or impulse buying of furniture and accessories can wreck any budget
and lead to a mish-mash decor. Before shopping, determine an over-all decorating
plan and select furnishings to fit the scheme. Couple here finds a store vignette with
Heywood -Wakefield contemporary furniture in solid cherry aids their decorating
thoughts. She checks swatches while he checks an obelisk wall cabinet by Syroco
against a floral striped wallpaper. At home the couple 'continues 0' decorate around
pieces bought. Decision is. between a decorative stripe Wallpaper in putty, tan and

at

EXPERIENCED

apply at

24-Help Wanted Men

elementary and intermediate'
level.
Dr. Steinbauer's topics will
include a survey of Mozart

Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car dealer, due to expansion has an
opening fora capable service
advisor. For a job with a
future, contact Leroy Leister

Light varied general assembly

BARTENDER

Teacher will do yard work or
general cleaning. CL 9-4609
Mowing, clipping, digging;
your mower. Mark Gustafson.

We have a permanent position open in our parts warehouse. This is an opportunity
to make the automotive field

Des Plaines

W. Davis St. 253-0042

21-lobs Wanted-Men

255-5783

m. July 20 in

ager of food service and diet-' sity's music department.
ary, who has been named exFrager is the first instruecutive dietician for the hos- mentalist to win both the Edpital.
gar M. Leventritt Award and
Before coming to Lutheran the Queen Elisabeth of BelGeneral, Bouchcz was a su- gium
International
Music
pervisor and food service con- Competition. Admission to his
sultant for Automatic Retail- concert is open to
the public
ers of America, Chicago. He without charge as part of
is married and has three chil- Northern's
Summer
Artist

clean

a future, have confidence in
your abilities and are willing
to learn, we will invest our

Experienced guitar teacher.

Wichita (Kan.) State Uni-

versity,

manager at Lutheran General

a

for young progressive restaurant chain. Experience not
necessary. If you are seeking

23-Instruction

professor

music

a

literature and materials of the

for

MANAGERS NEEDED -

'Responsible for bills made by
myself only. As of this date,
6/19/66. Orville W. Haywood
Arl. Mts. Woman wants ride to
Golf View Plaza. Must arrive
between 9 and 9:30.255-9892

Wanted

St.

A TIME

14-Personals

827-1186

72; Center St. Des Plaines

yrs. exp. in school lab. and
library. Arl. fits. vicinity.

Dr. Robert Steinhauer, head
of the keyboard department at
Wichita State, will be guest

former

AAA -CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

255-3792

James, Rolling Meadows, has

Graham,

Market on Mon. 6/20.
CL 5-5609

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

lecturer for the workshop.
The sessions will stress piano

dith

SERVICE ADVISOR -WRITER

sive man. Call or see Mr.

ray bike, vie. of Arlington

of Meadows Park.

concert

the Fine Arts Auditorium.

food

Cavanagh.

259-0542

Part time work wanted. 2

at

appointed

Found: Boy's Schell:1n Sting-

Young man to learn glass
trade. Reliable, mechanically

Fragcr,

been

298-5586
Mr. Ebert
STANLEY KNIGHT CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood

Slate gray with white feet.

Day School for 4 and 5 year
olds. 4 days a week. 10 to 12.
$2.00 Call 259-3183 Vicinity
a

near Mannheim and Touhy.

sales and management potential for agresExceptional

sitting, typing. CL 3-3583.

19 and 20.

Bouchez,

Prefer experience on stain-

296.1142

At N.I.U.
sity's

Manager

less steel finishing. Vacation
and hospitalleatiog. Located

Exp, Junior will tutor english,
french, reading. Also do baby-

difficult international
competitions, will be featured
at Northern Illinois Univer-

New Food
Service

Des Plaines

22-lobs Wanted-Women

most

EMILE BOUCHEZ

.7997.
POLISHER & GRINDER

Piano
Workshop
Malcom Frager,

ciearbrook. Decorators. 439-

SEMI - SENIOR
General ledger - financial

WANTED: ASS'T MGR.

A .H. 392-4230.A sk for Wayne.

pianist who won two of the

Emile

Found - 1/2 grown kitten at
Golf and 1 -Oka, Mt. Pros.

Experienced only. Open shop.
-

statements..

Female. CL 9-1194.

NEW YORK - fNEA) - an over-all plan works best. cleaned and polished, save

Painter and Paper Ranger.

ACCOUNTANTS

on Schoenbeck Rd. Call Kip

:.CI,.
Hann 5440

24-Nelt Muted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

13-Lost And Feud

LABORATORY
RESEARCH
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110
8

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.'
437-4877
Evenings and Weekends

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY
Dependable

man needed to

manage shipping department

of small, growing company
located in Arl. His. $120 per
week to start. Free hospitalization and retirement plan.
Full time.

255-1100

OFFICE HOURS:
-.Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:3d a.m, to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
'at the State of Illinois.

Thursday, June 23, 1966

THE 'DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200
24411p Wanted Men

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help--Wanted-Women

TYPISTS

DRAFTSMAN
Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

draftsman to work in elec-

trical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
promises.
Call or apply in person

Part Time
pleasant office
work. Good salary. Students
and Teachers may apply for
summer work. For details call
Needed

for

Reliable girl needed. Must be

able for alert young women

Preferred Business. Service

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

COMPTOMETER

SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 Busse Rd.

DICTAPHONE

ASSEMBLY
Interesting positions avail-

VA 7-5557

OPERATORS

(Rte. 83)

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
etc.
Please come in

Departments need

Eddie's Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy. Arl. Hts.263-1320.

qualified comptometer

MUST LOVE DOGSI

operators. If you have
experience on all four

AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE

New office, full or part time

operations you may

ELECTROLUX CORP.

Div. General T line Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.

qualify. Benefits

ROLLING MEADOWS

Dog salon in Park Ridge needs
full time wash boy.
825-0270

1310 West Northwest Hwy.'
255-7130 -- Arlington Heights
Full Time driver 11PM to 6AM

Cook County School Bus Co.
439-0923
28-Employment Agencies-Women

run over - schedule. You'll

CL 9-0740

include a fine insurance An equal opportunity employer
program tuition refund
SURGICAL
plan and many other

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Main req's. for this young
doctor is a friendly personality and the ability to put
patients at ease should he

or call for appt.

HOUSEKEEP ING
(7 AM to 3:30 PM)

benefits.

with important housekeeping
duties including cleaning of
equipment. Permanent posi-.
Hon for mature person wishing to work in interesting environment.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

No

medical experience needed.
$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393

OFFICE

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

An Equal Opportunity Employer
M&F

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

"We Handle Everything"
Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $850 mo.)

fiWe

(24 HOUR PHONE)

.
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.PERSONNEL
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Outstanding career for young

'

bp

tions, then direct them to
proper depts., light typingand
neat appearance quality to $85

wk. Free.

Miss Paige

Salary Commensurate with Experience

7205 N.' Meade

774-9393
BEGINNER'S
GENERAL OFFICE

Lots of variety with some
light typing, filing and relit
recpt., at this N. suburban
firm. Will see grad, now.
Salary to $85 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

250 N. 12th ST.

537-2180

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.
306 E. Hellen,f Palatine
24-Help Wanted Men

benefits including 2 weeks paid

HARPER COLLEGE

vacation, free life insurance
and hospitalization, 8 paid

ment

full time permanent position with complete employment benefit program. Apply
A

in person or phone for appointment.

air - conditioned

facility. Salary commensurate
with ability. Please come in or
call for appointment.

IN OUR BENSENVILLE
OFFICE

preforms clerical function,
type reports, letters, and answers phone.

in

AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE

DIV. GENERAL TIME CORP.

1200 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows
CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employer
WAITRESSES

Experienced for DiningRoom.

Full or part time. Apply in

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine. Illinois
SECRETARY
STENOGRAPHER
Sales Dept. of company

Higgins

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

Mrs. Pecoraro

GENERAL OFFICE

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

296-6661
KEYPUNCH

Part Time
Positions available now for
experienced keypunch opera-

tors. Day or evening work.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

VA 7-5557

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.

superintendent with thorough knowledge in one of the following types of molding.
EXTRUSION -VACUUM FORMING -INJECTION -COMPRESSION

Position will report to company executive.Excellent potential

for individual able to handle greater responsibility. Salary
in the 5 figures plus bonus. For immediate interview call

Preferred Business Service

Arlington Concrete

Howard Kosa 299-7768 days or 259-3050 evenings.

Cement Work

Winkelman's

RADIATOR SHOP
SINCE 1930
Hour Drive In Exchange
115 E. Davis St;
Arlington Heights
CLEARBROOK 3-0349
Over . 500
Radiators ,In
1

Stock

Complete

Radiator

Service on Cars - Trucks Tractors - Caterpillars

Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

New and Rebuilt Radiators
and Heaters

One Year Guarantee
Blacktop Work

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop SerrIce

parking lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap-

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paling
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
areas,

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
5.37-8228

ARE NEEDED AT

free
estimate.
Open
hours, 7 days a week.

AS

24

TOOL & D IE MAKERS

(Days & Nites)

Two men for repairs, combination blanking, plercingprocessing and forming dies for high production equipment used in
the manufacturing of small electro-mechanical devices.

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

(Days)

Experienced men in the building of new tools, jigs, fixtures,
and in general repairs and building of high volume production
automatic machines.

MAINTENANCE MACH IN I STS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Experienced men In the general maintenance repairs. and
trouble shooting of high production automatic machines.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

DIE SETTERS

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MARTIN METAILISi

PRECIS ION INSPECTORS
Individuals who have some experience in the use of inspection

tools and a workable knowledge of blue print reading.
All the above jobs are accompanied by new plant working
conditions and new air-conditioned pint with up-to-date

Feel, freiin stopping by or calling.

LITTELFUSE

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180

& all work

Free Estimates

Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and
polished, rugs vacuumed; floors ' cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
All
cleaned.
Suburbs.

CLEANING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY

Landscaping

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581
laundry -Cleaners

IRONING -- your ironing
'expertly

done, shirts in2 day service.

.,cluded.

358-0845

Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM
Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring
exSpecial help with
Language. Science

724.7120

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

Each -Plain 20c -Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5.1015

358-2934

Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free cst. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. S3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporation

Painting -Decorating

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free

,

Used Cars - 'frocks
100 To Choose From
1.8iS Nlotor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Mich MOtor Sales
35

E. Irving Park, Roselle.

Chrysler

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865

Free pickup & delivery

and College Board Exams.

Ludwig A. Hirz,
Contractor
CL 3.0446

Public address
sound systems

rentals for autos, picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing

RUBBISH REMOVAL

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD

Math,
bathavail.

Rentals

Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Hgts.

CL 5-5692

259-0487
Homes Built To Order

subject.

-

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Eiergreen Arl.

Call 373.6880

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR

perts, for any level in any

ADDITIONS
Porches - Kitchens
rooms, etc. Terms
Est. 15 yrs.

RAP'S
Radio and TA. Repair

timates. 529-6587.

Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.

Carpentry-Remodeing

Experienced men in the set up of dies on automatic punch
press up to 90 tons.

employee time:tilts.

prices. Insured
guaranteed.

Arlington Heights Area.

work gUaranteed. Free es-

low

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

PORTABLE T.V.'S
FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN

entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

RUG & CARPET CLEANING.

JUNE SPECIAL

the

lawnmowers

562-2991

TOOL MAKERS

Serving

Pick-up and Delivery
Call 373-6880

PHONE 439-1794

537-2180

Radio -TV Repair

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan VorgiasCo.

resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

SKILLED MEN

529-6587

Call 255-1200

Auto Parts And Accessories

Growth Conscious
Engineer ;

TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

Personnel Service

'

BARON

For

Products Co.

HOOVER & ASSOCIATES

WHEELING

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

HOSPITAL

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Prominent custom molder expanding their present facilities
has an ideal position for a capable production manager or

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

APPLY PERSONNEL

Let us help make your...DAY!

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

SALAD GIRL
(6:30 AM to 3 PM)
Mature lady to work in the
preparation of light food for
patients and staff. No experience, we will train.

BUSINESS
Service EOirectory

Elk Grove Village

MARTI /V METALS
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

CL 9-4315

positions available. No experience required. If you car,

An equal opportunity employer

ASSISTANT PLANT MANAGER

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

EXPEDITORS

24. N. Main, Mt. Prospect

men. Fast accurate tnIng required. Shorthand helpful but

not necessary. Copy work and
some filing involved. Conveniently located in Centex.Just
off ILL. Tollway west of
O'Hare field. Good Place to
work. Phone or write Mr.Lee
Johnson, Anocut Engineering
Co. 2375 Estes Ave. Elk Grove
Village Ill. 437-5400 (Chi.
phone, 625-0740)

, WOMAN

8600 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

handle correspondence for two

business

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

INSPECTORS

ORCHID CLEANERS

additional secretary help to

Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.

Hoffman Estates, III.

MENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND SUPERVISE

FOUNDRY HELPERS

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,

Days or evenings for counter
work in a ham urger and ice
cream store. We furnish
uniforms. Call or see

active, phone

RESTAURANT

Bensenville, Illinois
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

RESPONSIBLE

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days In-

employing 125 people needs

MAITRE D'

4N535 County Line Rd.

Will train personable married

type 30 wpm, energetic and

person.

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITH 6
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCURE-

Hours 8:30 - 4:30

Dean of Business Affairs.

is having Spring special on

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Reliable girl needed. Must be

thereafter. Please apply to

driveways,

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.

We offer many progressive

MARTIN METALS

30-Help Wanted-Women

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

ability to work well with people

",

man with B.S. degree in Chemistry.
Work involves wet analysis of high
temperature alloys. Experience preferred but not necessary.

pany will train you to receive
applicants applying for posi-

and shorthand skills and the

30-Help Wanted-Women

COUNTER CLERK

DAY

I

Eitellent N. suburban com-

oratory. Must have good typing

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

C 1.

,

I

.-,

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience. Employment effective July 1st or shortly

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted. Men

"SHEETS" 392-6100

AV

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTI-ILAKE, ILL

WOMEN 100% FREE

Interesting position available
for experienced secretary who
likes the responsibility and
variety involved in an Aerospace oriented Research Lab-

Assist operating room staff

also do some light typing, ans.

phones, set appts., etc.

CLERK TYPIST

111-Help Wanted-Women

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

Pleasant engineering environ-

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

30-Help Wanted-Women

SECRETARY

holidays, etc.

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

benefits

Our Payroll and Order

Dishwasher Part Time hrs.

207 N. Evergreen

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

We offer many progressive

HE 9-2800

7205 N. Meade

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities,
Good starting salary, excel-

vided for qualified applicants.

Elk Grove Village

30-Help Wanted-Women

PREC IS ION

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory

Ethel Doebber.

30-Help Wanted-Women

ONLY

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

TS

estimates.

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial
Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE

Free Estimates
529-6587

Wall Washing

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine.
456-5404

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

I. 13. M.
KEY PUNCH OPERATORS.

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch
For_ an appointment

THE
SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Stenos
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

693-3021

PART TIME or FULL TIME
We need n personable woman
over 30 to be trained to inter-

housewives, teachers,

view

and students. This is not a

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

days per week. Salary and
expenses. For more information call Mr.Carrell 848-9500

10 BONUS

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary Service

PHONE 827-1108

as to sex in

Agency columns

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec.

essary to the normal opefation

of

SECRETARY -TYPIST

Girl wanted for 3 man real
estate apraisal office from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call CL 38566.

let them know which
positions the advertiser

N
E

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate
that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,
specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

Your choice of shifts.

PAYROLL CLERK
Compute salary, handle alt

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel
775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

Choice of Days
We can give you as manyor as
few days as you wish working

tive facilities servingcustomers in electronics, aerospace.
TV and automotive industry,
Call Ray Spietzer.
824-1188 for Appt.
800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

24-Help Wanted Men

SECRETARIES

Choose

Suggested

working

Full or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant wolDiting conditions

High salary

Paid Vacation
Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

Margie Bridal Salon

Hours

6:30 am to 8:30 am

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

THE BANK OF

ARLINGTON

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

HEIGHTS

255-7000

Niles, Ill.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

'26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PURE OIL * PURE OIL * PURE OIL
R

HOUSEWIVES

E

For information phone
Mr. Howard

Good typist with aptitude for
figures. Variety of duties including checking orders. Excellent opportunity, employee
benefits. Located in Rolling

Call Mr. Frieburg at

CL 0-1000

VA 7-5557

Work at home during your
free time telephoning for us

own

O

RATE CLERK
Individual with accredited traffic schooling, plus practical experience, desired
for our corporate traffic department. Age to 35.

Meadows..ledustrial Paric.Call

302-1476 for further details
and interview.

MOTHERS HELPER
LAKE GENEVA, WI S.
Family with 3 children 6, 11,
& 14, want responsible summer girl, high school graduate
or college girl. Lake front
home. *25 per week with one
day off. Call collect 414-246-

OCOMPUTERS AND TAB OPERATORS

wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Openings on let & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

SALES
Day Publications needs one

ing internationally.

21-33. Ambitious attractive
girl has unusual opportunity
to grow with company. Some
travel and other benefits.Send
qualifications with phone
number and snapshop (If
avail.)

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

Company in the challenging field of packaging.
Personnel Dept. for further information.

APPLY

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Randhurst Center
Mt. Prospect

217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

26-Help Wanted lien Or Women

26-Help Wanted lien Or. Women

Join A Profit Sharing Company

t
2

leoat,.''.

C=1

Person with Janitorial experience needed to supervise crew of Janitors. Must
be able to assume responsibility and guide others.

0.1ble.

SA.

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our building.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS

PURE

PURE IL COMPANY

Contact

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
.I.VIIEELING,'ILL.
LEHIGH 7- 100
AN EQUAL OPPORT
Y' EMPLOYER
24-Help Wanted Men

Excellent earnings plus full

company benefits.

Join

experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

additional experienced Classified advertisingtelephone representative.

various clerical duties involved.

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer I to 3 years
Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

Elks Club
Arlington Hgts.
CL 3-2048

mic growing company expand-

Chauffers license needed to drive our company's paneled mailtruck plus

°JANITORS

L

ACCOUNTANT

FULLTIME
Experienced

PART TIME

Male & Female

0

machine service engineer.

WAITRESSES

To young president of dyna-

R. °SANITATION CREW LEADER

Young man with military service complete, train to be a

OFFICE HELP
Young woman full time. Excellent opportunity in established GM dealership. Call
Mr. Juskie
CL. 3-2100

ADVERTISING

U
E

Challenging position for recent college graduates:

salary. 437-4300.

EXECUTIVE -SECRETARY

0 DRIVER -MA IL TRUCK

P

Village Contractor. Modern
office. 5 day week. Good

6808.

INTERNATIONAL FRENCH
CAFES INC.

trained by us in operation of Computer and Tabulating machines.

Else° Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of alu;
minum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a

Light steno for Elk Grove

Top skills, top salary, age

Recent graduates of data processing school or interested, applicants will be

OPPORTUNITIES

GENERAL OFFICE

Children grown?
Return to Business World

Woman to do light dusting
5 days weekly'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Doebbor

Preferred Business Service,

your

hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.
,Students and Teachers may

30-Help Wanted-Women

0-Help Wanted-Women

BILLER

- VA 7-5557

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

U

tions. For details call Ethel

Choice of Days

Thursday, June 23, 1966

THE DAY

Alterations-Fitters

Preferred Business Service

HOSPITAL

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

TOOL ROOM HELPER

Opportunity to learn advanced
manufacturing
systems on
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters in Des
Plaines with multiple produc-

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

Saleswomen

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

$9,000

WAITRESS WANTED
Evenings,
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

apply for summer work. For
deatils call Ethel Docbber.

APPLY PERSONNEL

types of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar with tax
deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometer

24-Help Wanted lien

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

Whip Wanted-Women

L

to

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

We will train interested High

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

convenience to our readers

U

CL 9-2660

business

his

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

774-5353

or enterprise, or (2) as a

J

229 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

STENOGRAPHERS

Paid Vacations

30-Help Wanted-Women

school grads desiring full

MILES & MILES INC.

Top Rates

NOTICE
ployment

experience preferred.

Full time, 5 day week.

An equal opportunity employer

Call Jane Nelson

are made only (1) to in-

ance

$75 BONUS

Des Plaines

our Help Wanted and Em-

TYPIST

PLUS

Preferred Business Service

Designations

First 5 Days Pay

With

30-Help Wanted-Women

With. fire and casualty'insur-

Typists

8501 W, Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunity employer
CHICAGO

30-Help Wanted-Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

200 E GQLF RD

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

FIALA-111\1E, ILL. 1, 1MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical Inspection operation.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
If you like to talk to people and can express your ideas
clearly then this position would interest you.

We are in need of a personnel interviewer and prefer
someone that is a college grad or has some good solid
experience in interviewing technics or related activities.
Applicant should be neat in appearance and able to type.

WESTERN ELECT IC

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Charles Bruning Company
DIVISIOR of

Adiressagraph Mulligraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

PRODUCT

CAST ACCOUNTANT
If you \like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

-,,this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.

Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathlmatical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpful. Should also have forfilled his military obligation.
If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

OPENS

EMPLOYMENT

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience to use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

TRAINING CENTER
AT

of Addrmogroph Multigraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An .equal opportunity employer

ELECTRICIAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

Maintaining building machines.

4 HOUR

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists
Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

SHORT SHIFT
We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

**aaa**a**

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office
* * ** * * * a *

...

*

You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.

*aaaaaaaaa
Positions also available for' engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030'
Merchandise Mart.
To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

Charles Bruning Company

a..

To work on small mechanisms. Experience in sheetmetal

!work or woodworking would be of great help.

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

MODEL MAKERS

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

A

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

A Equal Opportunity Employer

2201 Landmeir Road

Elk 'Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
'Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ME DAY

Thursday, June 23, 1966

.30-111Ip Maotad-Wsmes

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30-Help..Wanted-Wan

Responsible girl or woman to

CAN YOU SEW?

baby sit with 3 girls 8, 11

& 14. Call 392-7490 after 5.

You bring your sewing skill.

t0 -Help Wanted -Women

adapt it to Industrial machines. You will sew medium

INTERV (EWER

For your complete hoZse of

tmliture. Antiques, Dun or,
Coin Collecdon.

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

SHADE TREES
Fully branched, 8 to 10 Ft.

manager for,
women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks
Employment

F . H . BONN

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must

be thoroly versed in re-

cruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

of 3 years experience in
rciVrulting and interviewing.

Send complete resume including salary requirements
to:,

Write Box 1027,

Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois

COMPANY

Cleaning woman for Fridays.
4 Room Apt. in Mt. Prospect.

Call Eves.

430-0576.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

For Sale. 3/4 ton York Air

Conditioner. Exc. Condition.
$75.

392-6739

'Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 vol-.
umes, cost $200, sacr. $35,
Webster's unabridged dictionary $14.
251-Z385,
AirKing window fan 24x28"
Adjustable. 3 sp. 2 way. Exc.
cond. $18. 439-5461
TENT
side room
dbl.
umbrella, 10' x 18' alum.
frame, cases. Used I sea-

son. $95.
296-2876.
For Sale. 2 Fedders window
air Conditioners used 1 season. 6000 and 4000 BTU's.
2 20" portable fans. AMC and
Emerson. Exc. Cond. Call

An equal

opportunity employer

392-9546
30 -Help Wanted -Women

31 -Beats And Marine Supplies

17 ft. 1956 Chris Craft Runabout. 135 H. P. In board.
$1450. Stetson Marine.

All Kind. Less than1/2 price.
-

.,

815-459-4161

Twin 35 HP outboard Cruis-

WILLOW NURSERY

CL 5-4755
For Sale. 3 pair dacron priscities, 58" wide. 9 x 12 rug.
255-4566

For Sale or Trade

32

8 gt. Bamboo Fly Casting

Rods, 2 Glass Shower Doors,
Antique 1858 Sausage Maker..

Will trade for 2 Girls 26"

bikes in Exc. Condition.
HO 5-8371.
DAR Rummage Sale Saturday
June 25th, 9 to 11:30 AM

North School. Fremont and
Arl Hts. Rd. Exc. Bargains.
WINDOW FAN - reversible

17" x 26" opens to 36" in

excellent cond.$12.CL 5-0704
Air

cond.

Amana

5,000

B.T.U.,s quick mt. in carton

$128.88 SHELKOP T.V. CL 3-

2187 Terms.
$50.
STAUFFER MACHINE
392-3875

For Sale. 6 ft. marble table,

desk and chair, 3 wall decorations.
253-2572.

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

PUPPIES
AKC
CH. SIRED.
FI 8-2699
1st time adv. McKay's min.
Schnauzer. 5 pups; 2 female
CL 9-3188
1
male left.
Bellochanty Collie Pups. AKC
Champion stock. Good for
show or pets. 253-8108

3 Silver male poodles 2 small
miniatures and 1 toy. A.K.C.

437-4294
German Shepards AKC 3 pups

table, love seat, Thomasville
chest, antique walnut sideboard, decorator drapes, antique dishes, oll painting, fireplac e equipment - misc.

Nothing over 101 during the
month of June. 37 N. Plum
Grove Rd. Palatine.

LA wrence 9-6470

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

STENO TYPIST

Fast accurate typist needed, initiative required.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

One year experience required acquainted with axillary
machines helpful.

COIL WINDERS

ACCOUNTING & CALCULATING CLERKS
Good figure aptitude essential posting machines are not
involved, light typing.
For Details & Appointment

Call Mrs. Drewes 529-4100

RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE CO.

All Shifts
1.

I

..);:i

1300 Meachain Rd.

Schaumburg

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability
To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.
Experienced Coil Winders For All Three Shifts
Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

Recent Factory Experience Will Be
Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

etc., accuracy essential.

accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

daily bonus.

country.
226,750.

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

CON TACT MISS BY R NE

H. M. HARPER CO.
Morton Grove
463-4100
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I ivTERV IEW 1NG

REAL ESTATE

126 W. Main St.
Barrington, Ill.
381-3434

Rt. 176
(2 blocks east of U.S. 45)

MT. PROSPECT

LO 6-5081

"LITTLE JEWEL TUCKED

Moving Sale. 4 walnut and ra-

Purse appeal - it's an attractive two bedroom home': and

Mundelein, 111.

taan bar stools, black bench,

spreads, curtains, tv stand,

Relaxicisor, Poloroid, lamps,
etc. Phone 255-4374.

Display furniture in 7 model
homes. We deliver.

Practically brand new 8
gold

55 -Musical Instruments

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car
brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 clo-

-

8 A.M. To 9 P.M.

1:00 A.M.

JUST LISTED
An immaculate 3 bedroom
Split Level home with attached garage in a choice

neighborhood.

living -dining comb. Paneled
rec room. 2 full baths.Trans-

Includes

SWIMMING POOL

1

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

Multiple Listing Service
HAFtRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

Excellent investment oppor! tunityl 2 'Minutes to Toll Rd.
23 Acre Farm, remodeled
farm house, 5bedrooms,1 1/2

baths. 2 barns. All neat as a
pin. $64,000. Additional
Acreage Avail.
Member Barrington

R. E. Board
Co-operative Listing Service

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

BARRINGTON REALTY CO.

Realtors

131 W. Main

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11

Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

5x9

PROFESSIONAL MEN
ATTENTION!
ON NORTHWEST HWY.
$36,900 ... Rambling brick

ranch home on Palatine's
north side that features 4

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CKLDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

N,W. station, bus & shopping.
Available July 1

For appt. call 259-4901

16 -To Redt Houses

car port, Ige. corner lot in
northwest Arl Hts. 1 or 2

as

Saturday

year lease only.$200.a month.
AVallable
July 1 Phone

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

premium.
1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.
1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

woman who

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling;

824-1188
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M &

Flanders 8-0110
OPEN UNTIL 8 P. M.
WEEKDAYS

Member of MAP
Multiple Listing Service
(TS 6/12)

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Graduations, etc.

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

82 -Wanted To Rent

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

Arl. Hts.43rk. ranch. 3 bed-.
rm, lge lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schlt,

shops. $22,650. By, awl.
CL 3-7F7

56 Ford. 6 cyl. stick. 49000
miles. Real nice cond. $200.

rm., 4 bdrm. ,Cape Cod

259-0464

Frame Full basement $21,500

1965 FORD

PALATINE

4 bdrm. house in Prospect

GALAXIE "500" 2 dr. h.t.
Full power w/w tires

v-8

3 bdrm. house in Prospect

Radio heater

6 rm. Cape Cod, landscaped,
'basement, many extras. Prospect Heights. $23,500.

Northwest Hwy Park Ridge,111

6 rm., 3 bdrm., brick ranch,

1964 CHEVROLET

White & Cronen
is

basement, patio,
Hills. $25,500.

Ford in Park Ridge

Pleasant

9 Pass Station wagon automatic trans. Power steer.
radio heater
$1495.00

7 rm., 2 full baths, brick bilevel, rec. room Cinderella

Park.

.$1995

,.:..
)
8 rm., 4 bdrm., Colonial ht.!
level, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car gar.,
nice house for the large family
i!,!)R0

-

Whine. & Cron,en

I

%.,fir.tie parKitidge 2

'Ncirth-weSt Hwy Park Ridge
ROSELLE DODGE

25 Sp. Park,

Roselle, LA 9-9871

$31,500

7 rm., 1 1/2 bath,brick frame,
tri-level, full basement.$24,-

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars.

275.

dr. Motor and body good $65.

4 rm. 2 bdrm., all brick,

392-3787

full basement,low taxes.$17,-

'58 English Ford compact. 2
101 -Automobiles Wanted

500

rm., 4 bdrm., 2 baths,
ranch, full basement, now 2
car gar., landscaped, Owner

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
NoJunkers

7

moving, $28,500.

5 rm.; 3 bdrm., ranch frame,
all rooms wood paneled.$18,000.

PLUM GROVE Area -

Forest Estates

lot. New. $52,000

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
WANTED USED CARS

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707
110 -Bicycles

Boys' 26" English racer 3

sp. gears, full racing equip.
$55. Exc. cond. Also Girls'
28" $15. 437-2285.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

HOME REALTY

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

824-4261

Palatine, Ill.
358-4555

99 -Automobiles For Sale

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BARRINGTON HILLS.

A rare find - Breathtaking

with huge stone fireplace.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL
LCL. 3-2978
Don Wheeler,;

86 -Real Estate -Houses

LAKE ZURICH

6

PALATINE

110 S. Northwest Hwy.

HALL RENTALS

nished. Call Chas. J. Running,
259-0912 after 6 P.M.

Good Cond. $250. or best offer.
259-0616

Avant i Motor Corp.

downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek
In

for details.

completed. Exc. refs. fur-

Nor)thlake, Ill.

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

3 full baths .24 x 24 cathedral

Executive 3 bedroom, fireplace' stove, refrig., carpet,
drapes, paneled family rm.,

Responsible bonded sales executive in Arlington Heights
needs 1 or 2 bdrm. furnished
apt. or home. Will rent or sublet July 1st until new home is

immediate showing.

builder. 3 spacious bedrms.,

Low summer rates for

If you are a summer girl, a

ary ranch extra clean, immediate occupancy, many,
many extras. Call now for

REAL ESTATE

bdrms,, screen porch, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

Parties

Arlington Hts.
CL 3-2100
'56 Ford V8. New points and
plugs. Son drafted. Call after
5:30 PM.
392-4086
'59 Rambler station wagon.

Owner desperate, no offer refused 3 bedroom contempor-

FALKANGER-KOHL

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 1/2 rms., 2

Weddings

BUICK

Euclid & N.W. Hwy

SALES & SERVICE
Built by

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift

BILL COOK

month asking $14,900.

home with plenty of elbow
room. Ideal situation for
professional man.

ment,

near everything. 392-5187.

A Member of the GT&E Family of gomponies

with room to expand. Range,
refrigerator assume $12,200
loan payment, $121.00 per

setting on 5 gorgeous acres.

eves.

FLOOR INSPECTORS

ROLLING MEADOWS

"Give us your rentals, we are
in need of them.
Open evenings until 9 P.M.

$33,500 ... Colonial bi-level
home on one acre site that
features 3 spacious bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, large
family room with sliding
glass doors that open onto
a patio, 2 roofed porches.
2 1/2 car attached garage,
built-ins in family kitchen.
Vacant -- low down pay-

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6999

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

after 6. 255-6043.
'65 Volkswagen Microbus in
showroom condition
.$1695
'64 Volkswagen Sunroof unusually clean very low mileage
41695

room ranch on specious lot

10 rm. Cape Cod on 1/2 acre

BARRINGTON'S
COUNTRYSIDE

255-2510

8 A. M. To Noon

FOLZ REALTY
Real Estate & Insurance

bedrooms, family room,20'
kitchen, full basement, 2
car garage on approximately 1 acre lendscp. lot.
Near parochial and public

schools ... A custom built

439-1127
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

381-1641

FALKANGER-KOHL
Selected Exclusives

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

3 berm. brick ranch 2 baths
ige. family rm. dish washer

8 A. M. To 4 P.M.

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.

rec. lounge, putting green,

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

392-3207

'52 Chevy, 4 Dr. Pwr. glide
6 cyc., Radio, Heater. Call

Heights, $23,000

for sale or lease in' Barrington. Breasted Chicken, Pizza,
Donuts. Good inside or carry

Low

Less than wholesale. $550.

Heights, $23,500

ville. Low down payment, finance available. 437-9851.
EXCELLENT Going business

Sensible rentals.

bdrm., 2 baths, carpt'g.

ferred owner has priced to

ice cream store in Liberty-

running.

255-9432

pan'Id. fam. rm. with fireplace
2 1/2 car garage. $34,900.CL

Ideal kitchen

with brkfst. area. Carpeted

,734 N. Northwest Highway.
358-7788.
eniatine
Baskin -Robbins, 31 flavors

3 short blocks from

Jobs are open at this time for summer

schools.

Near

sell immediately at $26,000.

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.

3

excellent

'61 Buck Lasabre Cony. Runs
good, needs minor body work.

A rl. Hgts. 3 yr. old split ranch

This week's best value.3 bed-

See This Today.

Mt. Prospect

age, fireplace, carpeting,
attic, glass -enclosed porch.
259-6320
asking $38,500.

Arlington Hts-By owner, 8
MOM home, centrally located.

heat.

'52 Fordomatic, 6 new tires

First $100 takes it. 255-8291
'62 Buick Special 4 dr.wagon.

5-1768

: meat, CL 3-8090.

Dept, A - 1

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'61 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable. First $600. takes it.

,$33,000. Shown by appoint-

PARTAKE

Our area covers Cook County.
Many multiple listings
Good Contacts
Mr. Cavelli
334-7252

way` to sunshine and happiness.

1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3536

:this area.

INCOME PROPERTY

Purchased or sold for you.

picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
,cer. tile bath, formica custom
`kitchen. Total price while It
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350

Excellent
condition.
mileage. 255-5564.

gas

is new business
frontier. Write for Free Ilse,
orezclusfve onboutuniiies rttl

96 -Real Estate Wanted

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

3 baths, 2 car attached gar-

sets & lots of storage space,

Ahising

proved community. Excel!.
shops,
schools, hospital,
churches. Home is Complete

Open9 to 9
CL 5-6320
Ar. Hts.

In working condition 435.
CL. 5-2054

THE,
-FRANCHISE BOOM*.
looking for a challenge that:
will get you into your own!
'profitable business? Fran-

scpd. corner lot in an Im-

1714 E.N.W. Hwy

17" Admiral TV with stand.

99' x 200' with sewer. Palatine countryside. Give away
at $4,200 each. Call 3591232 or 359-1450 after six.

nituated on a beautifully land-

10
rm.
home, ideal for large family,

BRUNS

58 -Radio -Television

LARGE LOTS

PROSPECT HTS.

ful condition at only $20,900.

Gulbransen Spinet Piano. Walnut. Excellent condition.$350.
392-8256.

66 -Business Opportunities

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

car garage, large yard and

Frigidare Refrigerator 12 cu255-4010

FL 4-2188

cagoland rent you can ownone

Radio,

level, lovely large kitchen with
walnut cabinets, 1 1/2 baths,
4 blks to grade school. Beauti-

set with matching foot rest.
439-2455
Total $225.

5 acres of unusually good

high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

Disneyland project. Now for
less than your' present. Chl-

Many Job opportunities are available to you. FI 6-8252.
,Color pictures available.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ft

NORTHWEST

here's the clincher - "com-

3 bedroom brick/frame bi-

sofa. Mr. Mrs. chair

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largeat builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000

dn.; $42 mo.starts you on your

only asking $20,100.

296-7771

824-8164

X e -Real Estate -Vacant

AWAY"

pletely air conditioned -Carpeting in liv & Din. rooms, 2

SAVE $$$$

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. We of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd,.

5:00 P.M.

Full basement.

DAYTON NANCE

Mt. Prospect

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

8200 Lehigh
YO 6-6000

Friday

LIBERTY FURNITURE

tennis court, range, refrig-

FIGURE CLERK
to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and

Program. Please Apply In Person.

Monday Thru Thursday

of one.

Timber -Lake Village

CLERK TYPIST.
Combination of order typing and record keeping. Should be

Bedroom Brick Ranch in

$199.88

14 -Jo Rentlpartments

For billing dept. type special orders, Inspection papers

We Need Gals Who Have Experience

Reg. $300

3

out business.Phone DU 1-2422
CL 3-5637

ST

---; ,-v"

Bedrooms, Fireplace in
Master Bedroom, 3 Baths, 3 car Garage, 4 BoxStalls,Pond,
Many trees. $59,500.
5

$89.88

Living room sets

bic feet. Top freezer $75.

after 12 noon.
Quick Moving Sale of Quality
furniture. Mahogany lamp

Kitchen. 20 x 20 Family Room;

$29.88

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

delivery arranged. 773-0252

fenced 7.6 acres. Solidly renovated with all of the cheat,
and warmth of the past.Large
library, fireplace. Modern

Mismatched mattresses and
box springs values to $50
each
Walnut bedroom sets
Reg. $150

1116 -Real Estate -Houses

Large Colonial Farm houseon

LOOKING

48 -Household Appliances

piece or room. Terms and

Plaines, East of 83, So. of

BEEN

left. 8 wits. Champ sire. Exc.
disposition. 392-7612.

4070-7070 Savings

Dempster.
Zonta Thrift Shop closed on
Wednesday during the month
of July. Fridays will be open

YOU'VE
FOR.

300 Lamps - 2 for the price

23 *rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

GARAGE SALE, June 25, 9-5
p.m. 876 Marshall, Des

KEEP THIS AD
IT GIVES THE ADDRESS OF
THE FURNITURE BARGAINS

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Bassett Hound puppies. AKC
Champ. sired. Lge., Healthy,
m and f tri colors. 642-7599

86 -Real Estate -Houses

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

Reg. $200
$139.88
Naugahyde recliners
$59.88
Reg. $80
4 pc. nylon sectional

4908.

GARAGE SALE, SAT. 9 TO ?
Antique - Household Items
216 W. Orchard, A.H.

61 -Rime Furnishings -Furniture

er. Top shape. Sleeps 3; 38
gal. tanks, many extras.
392-3342
Trailer $1395.

T.V. Stromberg Carlson 23"
Console blonde $75. HE 7-

as usual from 12:30 to 4.

ASSEMBLERS

rent or buy
255-3678

Call 438-6095:

8 to 4:39.

PERSONNEL

For Sale. Westinghouse it dr:
Rettig. freezer comb. Swivel
shelves. $50. 299-8463.
WANTED 1 wheeled trailer

$ CASH $

Our people will help you

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come
see us.

32-Miscollations Merchandise

FRANCEK

Only one home like this built of 14" red cedar logs
from Oregon by excellent
beamed ceiling living room

Enclosed porch, completely
air - conditioned, 2 car
attached garage. Short dis-

tance to riding club headquarters. Much of acreage
Is in natural wooded hillside

USED CARS
PRICED TO SELL

64 AVANT! R1

With. Air Conditioning like
new

setting which requires little
formal maintenance...:,
$72,500.00
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

We are proud to offer for

sale this 8 year old modern
brick and stone ranch on 2
acres in a lovely country
setting. 3 bedrooms, 2 C.T.
baths. Paneled family room
and living room with 3, -way

fireplace. Modern kitchen
with built-ins and 2 car
attached garage. For further
information, please call
$39,900.00

4 1/2% G.I. mortgage may
be assumed. Immaculate 3
bedroom ranch home. 2 car
garage. Air conditioner.
Lake Zurich area. $17,500.

-.A.-

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

Tr

DIAL CL 5-2020

WHITNEY

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

&08 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

Real Estate

$3795
64 DAYTONA

Convertible very very low
mileage

$1475
63 REGAL
Wagonaire V -B Automatic
Tran

$995
62 T -BIRD

Trans. Radio,
Heater, w/W
Automatic

$1575

ARLINGTON
MOTORS
1020 N.W. HWY

Arlington Heights
CL 3-2707

The

r-
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Prospects
Jt
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Oap AT HOME

And Still the Honors Come

Thursday, June 23, 1966

Although the strains of final exams have been forgotten, honors are still being awarded to outstanding
students.
Linda Lenz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lenz of

Mount Prospect. She graduated

ner. She graduated from Ar-

from Bradley with honors receiving her BA degree in ele-

lington

mentary education.

sity, Fayette, Iowa in 1964.

Kathy was a member of the

Mount Prospect, will attend the national convention of the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority on June 26. The one -week convention

Independent Student

Associa-

will be held on Victoria Island in Canada.
Linda. was one of 50 Univer-

tion, Gamma Delta sorority,

sity of Illinois students named

honorary sorority in education.

GRACE Lutheran Church of
to membership in the Torch, Prospect
Heights
honored
the junior women's activity graduating high school and
honor society, for outstanding college students at their II

She worked on the Bradley

leadership in campus activities
and service to the university.

A Junior M the College of
Journalism

and

Communica-

tions, she holds the rank of 1st

and

June 19th.
One of them,Karen Petersen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a.m.

service

Thorvald

on

Petersen,

and

a

graduate of Prospect High, reone of the highest
service organization which is ceived
the auxiliary to the Arnold Air honors in Girl Scouting, the
Society of the Air Force God - Home - Country award.
ROTC. She is also commander To earn the award a girl
of the Angel Flight Drill must give over 100 hours of

Lt. in Angel Flight, a national

active voluntary service to
her church. To achieve it,
Karen taught Sunday church

Team.

IRIS GARDNER, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Gardner, school and was president of the
League
of Grace
is a recent graduate of Elm- Luther
hurst College with a degree in Lutheran Church. Karen will
attend
Gustavus
Adolphus
speech.
She is helping in the Head College in St. Peter, Minn.
Start program for the sumANOTHER graduate honored
mer and in fall will become at the service was Kathleen
.

member of
school system.
a

the

Palatine

Eckman daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Donald
Eckman
of

the

Tutoring

Pi

Lambda

project

Theta

with

under-

privileged children and on the
Student

Service

Committee
working at the Pioui State hospital with retarded children.
She also worked with a

sociology instructor as a student assistant affiliated with
a -federal government in areas

of

education. She
teaching at Little
Palatine.

is

City

now
in

Heights

High

School

and from Upper Iowa UniverIn high school
she
was
active in choir and musical

productions. She had the starring role in the production of
"Brigadoon" in college.
She was secretary of the student council in her junior
an
senior years and was an
'ass stant in the Art Depart me t in her sophomore and
jun i years.
Ga was nominated for the
Who's Who in American Colleges

Universities

and

graduation.
She will

have

charge

on

of

the Arts and Crafts program
at Camp Gram -Green Lake,
Wisconsin. In the fall, she will

The other college graduates
honored included Susan Benedict, Edward Maclannan Jr.
High school graduates honored

at Northern and continue her

included

degree.

George

Reise,

Jr.

Lynne Struebing, Robert Kidd,
Winfrey and Karen

Charlie
Aschin.
Each

graduate

devotinal book as

received
is

a

the cus-

tom at Grace.

ANOTHER outstanding student, is Gay Gardner, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gard-

return as
education

a

graduate advisor

towards

DONNA LYNN

a

masters

Bedworth

Donna graduated this yea':
from Prospect High where she
was on the honor roll for

four years. Her 500 word essay was entitled "The Challenge of the Future".

Donna was winner of the
Civitan Art Award in Fort
Worth, Tex., at the age of

5 and received an art scholarship at

7.47.1i17

Foreign Exchange Students
To Visit Here July 2

Fort Worth Art

the

Department, when she was 10.

Page 14
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A busload of American Field
Service

students

representing

She plans to major in arts, 27 countries will arrive at
textiles and fashion design at Prospect High School on July
Stout State University, Wis. and 2nd for a three day visit.
obtained a degree in education.
MARY ANN Thurow, daughThe teen-agers will

will be guest in the homes of sponsored 3,080 students from
countries

59

area residents.

The students are

en

route

home after a year in the United States as exchange students at local high schools.

in

more

After their visit here, they go Americans were sent abroad.
THE END of stay bus trips
to Washington D. C., where
President Johnson will receive are designed to introduce the
another working graduate. Miss present a talent show and parthem. Then they will attend a students to communities and
Thurow graduated from the ticipate in a dance at the Mount
final meeting of all the cur- regions of the United States
visit

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond the Museum of Science and InThurow of Mount Prospect, is dustry, tour Chicago by bus,
University of Wisconsin with
a Bachelor Degree in Psychol-

Prospect Community Center.

rent

American

Field

Service

other

than

those

they

Junior Fas hion Safari

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ior "Swing -Out". She also was
average of six communities
Bedworth
liam
of Mount 'active in the Model United NaTo the sound of beating ner of Wheeling;
Barbara each.
Prospect, is the recipient of tions.
drums and a popular combo, Micheals and Joyce Zemba of
The American Field Service
a $500 scholarship won in an
Like all June graduates these several area girls participated Forest View; Karen Saikami is a non-profit organization
essay contest sponsored
by are women with an exciting
in "A Fashion Safari" presen- and Stephanie Muller of Maine without political or secular
the Chicago Flagship Manage- future, working toward the ted by members of the Wie- West, and Marianne Mutert, affiliations. It is supported by
ment Club of American Air- goals of professional achieve- boldts Junior Fashion Board.
Mary Bean, Merri Heurlin, private contributions.
lines.
ment.
Pam Peterson and Jill Olsen
The VFW Post 1337 will preThe girls were Gaby Schiller from Prospect.
sent the visitors with silk.
of Regina high; Jaci Bless and
Narrator was Miss Nancy desk size American Flags as
Paula Schomberg of Arlington Tucker, fashion counselor for mementos of their stay in
High; Kathy and Marily Haeff- Wieboldt's.
Mount Prospect.

q111111V
Kati

MIN

FRIDAY,
SATURDAY ONLY

Two trouser dacron and wool tropical sults. Complete range of sties

REGULARS, LONGS. SHORTS. PORTLYS & EXTRA LONGS.

June 23rd, 24th, 25th

During the recent storm our store was damaged and we have received a
generous settlement from our insurance company. Everything on sale is top
quality, nationally advertised merchandise in perfect condition. The way
we've cut prices ... we expect to be sold out fain So come early ...

95

while they last.

PANTS
Securoslak pans

MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
The Largest Exclusive Suburban Mon's Store

dally
lly
t o Is
your shirt in all day.

Young Men's
Koratron parma press pants

p

in a v a rify of tapered
models.

$11.00 valor

$89

all your favorite

styles and colors.

2 for $14.00

Large selection of solid or

plaid Bermuda Shorts
washable cotton.

.

. .

BERMUDA

Dacron and wool ... t
2 for $22.00

SHORTS

$4.00 vole,

PANTS
lit

9

SHIRTS

100X decron Markolene
Perms Press shirts. Whites,
Blues, Maize & Stripes.
2 for $12.00

$695

Short Sleeve Dress

BERMUDA

Parma Press Wash 'n Wear

An unbeatable pants value.

$500

$11.00 volute

PANTS
pants in

Short Sleeve Dress

PANTS

spa

choose from many styles.

Rand Road & Central Road

have

They will observe the 4th of students to evaluate their year lived in. The trips also give
an estimated 100,00 Americans
July festivities in Mount Pros- in the United States.
While at the university she pect and Arlington Heights and
The American Field Service a chance to meet boys and
was chairman of the domitory
girls from all over the world.
judicial council and the proThere are 80 buses making
gram committee for the sentwo or three day stops in an
ogy.

IMP

ac

than

2,500 communities throughout
the United States during the
1965-1966 school year, and in
return more than 1,100 young

SHORTS

Dacron/cotton blends . .
some f
press fabrics.
Plaids and solids.
$4.00 value

$320

SHIRTS

Dacron and Cotton

.

.

.

Parma Press shirts. White.
French Blue or Maize.

2 fr $2.50

$4"

THREE CONVENIENT
CHARGE PLANS
TO SUIT YOUR BUDGET

30 DAY 90 DAY
REVOLVING CHARGE

WEATHER
Tonight;

Fair

and

Telephone

Pro5pert ;Dap

warm;

-Low in the lower 70s. Saturday; Partly sunny; Hot; Chance
of thundershowers at night;
High in the lower 90s.

25-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, III.

FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 1966,

325 W. Prospect Av.

Vo'ume I, Numb& 49

Village Pays

Everything Rosy Again;
Republicans Say It's So
A
unified
Republican
Party in Wheeling Town-

ship\
will
bined fun
dance
at

sponsor

a com-

raising dinner Chevy

Chase

Country Club on Saturday,
Oct. 8.
Announcement of the func-

tion, which will benefit all of

the Republican organizations of
Wheeling ToWnship, was made
at a "get well" party last
night sponsored by the Regular Republican Club.

$20,323 for
Storm Repairs

and Thomas
Novotny, who lost to Eugene
Representatives,

Schlickman in a hotly conrace
tested committeeman's
for the township's top GOP
post.

Speakers at the meeting inSchlickman was the guest of
cluded William Moore and Will- honor and made the principal
iam

Means,

defeated

candi-

address to some 70 Republican

dates for the Illinois House of club members and

Newsstand Price'10 Cents

60056

guests

at

the Arlington Heights VFW.

Roundup
For The Day

SCHLICKMAN

It cost
Mount Prospect
$20,323
for cleanup opera-

that
the primary campaign, which he
said

Included in the cost of the
damage is $2,730 to
replace 91 trees uprooted or
damaged beyond repair by
the storm.

the

affair to benefit all Republican
organizations in the township,
Schlickman said, "The Repub-

Ruby to Ask For New Trial
AUSTIN, Texas -- Jack Ruby's lawyers go before
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals today to ask for a
new trial. Ruby was sentenced to death in 1964 for
killing presidential assassin Lee Oswald. His attorneys
arc appealing on grounds of alleged inflammatory news
coverage and reputed legal errors made by the original

lican party needs money to op crate. We need money to fight
the battle against the Democrats in November and we need
money to organize our forces."
Schlickman said that the rea-

son for the move of Township

trial judge.

Republican

to
headquarters
Heights
Mount Prospect Plaza

downtown -Arlington

Faisal Gets 'Cold Shoulder' in N.Y.
NEW YORK CITY -- King Faisal of Saudi Arabia
hoped for a warm reception at the United Nations today
after getting the cold shoulder from New York City
officials. Mayor John Lindsay cancelled a red carpet greeting at the airport last night after Faisal made antiJewish remarks in Washington. The king plans to meet
Secretary General Thant at the UN.

Chou En Lai Ends Romanian Visit
BUCHAREST, Romania -- Red Chinese Premier
Chou En -Lai ended his 8 -day visit to Romania. today.
Political observers say Chou apparently failed in his
bid to get independent -minded Romania into a firm
anti-Soviet line. Chou flew on to his strongest ally in
Europe -- Albania.

from
was designed to help reduce
party expenses. He said the
move gave the party a substantial financial advantage.elected
NEWLY
committeeman made it clear,
however, that the party would
open to large headquarters, one
in Prospect Plaza, the other in

TH E

LOS ANGELES -- A bongo player's wife won a
divorce in Los Angeles yesterday after testifying that

he wouldn't kiss her. The bongo player works at a place
called the "Kiss -Kiss Club."

Republican Club called last night's meeting a "get well"
party to re -unite the party for an onslaught against the
Democrats In November.

-

The doll your little girl no
longer

plays

with

can

be-

come a teaching tool this summer.
Head Start Director Dave
Fankhauser has asked Day
readers to give him dolls,

He

suggested

mornings
or
week,
rather
time.

school

programs

Unity was the keynote at last
night's meeting, orgy sized by
Novotny who has seven months
left to serve as chairman of the

sponsored by Norwesco (community action organization).

to the newly
leadership and

education

program,

Volunteers to
help with
Head Start classes are also
needed.
Fankhauser said they
need no special training in

education, but should be
"warm and friendly, and like

called for the gathering to do

children."

the same.

Because the school atmosphere is strange to the children, Fankhauser hopes volunteers will be able to give

On hand

in

the

audience

was Henry Busse, committeeman emeritus of thc township
who lent his support for a unified party.

time consistently, so the children will come to know them.

don't like it. The pillars
add character to the area
and I am very unhappy about
their taking them away from
us." - - Mrs. John Klemenz of
600 S. Elmhurst shown with
her son John Michael.

i n
s at
Bethel Lutheran
Church, in Palatine, and at
Hillcrest School in Hoffman

overtime labor, $4,154.

Other costs included: Charges for disposal of trees at
dumping site, $250; stump removal cost, based on 25 cents
for each diameter inch, $470;
cleanup and landscaping of

mains to be accomplished,
according to Creamer.

Most of the storm damage
on the north side of the tracks
has been completed and work-

man arc now finishing up in
the Country Club area.

If you can help, call the Head Start center nearest

ARLINGTON Heights claswill open Wednesday in
the First Presbyterian Church

Council, Manawa and Hiawatha

you:
4895;

Community Presbyterian Church, Wheeling 537Bethel

Lutheran

Church,

Palatine

359.2824;

Mark Twain School, Wheeling 537-8153; Church of the
'Holy Spirit, Elk Grove Village 439-8479; Norwesco

on Dunton St.
and
medical
Field trips
examinations will be included
in the program, which will
run till Aug. 31.

(Head Start director) 439 -

Residents Are Fond
Of Doomed Pillars
lice and safety committee. The
proposal for removing the pillars came from a volunteer
citizens Safety Committee in

March.

Tuesday.

The board's committee held
little -publicized public meeting June 10 jointly with the
Safety Committeo; which has
a

proposed cutting
some trees on Elmhurst.
also

no more will be touched until

down

The position of this committee is that the pillars create a

the Shabonee site is landscaped

The village board voted to
Shabonee,

sizes 3-7, (to be used for emergency changes)

Estates.

WEDNESDAY public works
workmen took down the pillars
at Shabonee but, according to
village manager John Mongan,

at

$2,000;
removal
of
limbs still in trees,
$630; rental of boom truck
for trimming broken limbs,
$750; labor of public works
department employes, $4,736;

Head Start needs:
----Volunteers to work with preschool children
----Trucks, dolls, doll equipment, toys in good condition
--Boys' and girls' used clothing, good condition,

On Monday, Head Start be-

has been _raised.
In a series

of interviews
living west of
Elmhurst in the Country Club
subdivision, The Day learned
how much residents like their

location

each

g

Trails arc to come down, following a village board vote on

famtlies

at

maximum of 15 children.

BY BRUCE CUTLER
The pillars at Shabonce Tr.
and Illinois 83 have been cut
down but the ire' of residents

stone pillars
The pillars

limbs,
broken

What Can You Do to Help?

ses

"I did not know they were
taking them down but I

with

days.

ately.
Cost of replacement trees
is estimated at $30 for each

keep Head Start classes to a

safety

have the pillars taken down on
the recommendation of thc po-

hazard

for

motorists

entering Illinois 83 from these
four streets.

The committee's main concern is
dren.

for the safety of chil-

RESIDENTS of the Country
Club area, interviews showed,
also concerned with the
safety of children.
But they question why the
are

village board voted to remove
the

pillars completely instead

of removing the safety hazard
they constituted.

Using terms like "landmark"
"distinctive" and "beautiful" to describe the pillars,
and

the

residents

interviewed

felt

the village should cut the size
of the pillars in half or plant
something which would keep the
character of the area.

When a Day reporter -photographer

interviewed residents,

most women declined to

be

photographed because they believed (erroneously, in the opin-

ion of the photographer) that
they did not look "good" enough. These women ranged in
age, apparently, from the early
30s to the mid 60s.

4e;

4.

...:. A

Robert Moren, 401 W.
Manawa "It's fine that
they're taking them down
Aesthetically it might not

be as pleasing but on Manawa the pillars do create a

bit of a problem for drivers

Rd"

going into Elmhurst

Mrs.

Edwin

Anderson,

306 W Hiawatha "I'm a

newcomer here and I object
to

the pillars being taken

down. I don't know why they
want them down and I

don't ,tee the point in de-

stroying the pillars and
making the streets look
empty and plain."

--

Robert J Mullins, 308 W.

Hiawatha: "It would be a
shame to take the pillars
down because they add a
little distinction to the area. When friends from out
of town come here they believe they're going into a
private subdivision,"

.3"..7ase

Robert F Milligan, 515
"I'm quite unhappy and more than a litS. I -Oka.

tle disappointed. The pill-

Mrs. Paul Lauschke, 516
S.

Hi -Lust:

"I just don't

like to see them come down
mainly because of the beau-

of them. I go across
Elmhurst to the train twice

ars are a sort of a land-

ty

ers did too so they've stop-

every day, and to my daughter's house, and I've never seen an accident there."

mark But I called village
hall and I understand othped taking them down."

per

ing of the storm and worked
SOME WORK in clearing
on removal of trees for nine rubble and broken limbs re-

will get under way immedi-

CLASSES began Wednesday

general election.

support
elected party

village

J.

large limbs.
Davis Tree Co. was called to the village the morn-

completely replaced through
a reforestation program that

in Mark Twain School, Wheel-

Wheeling, prior to the Nov. 4

Moore and Means pledged

with A.

giving several
afternoons
a
than
isolated

ing, and at the Church of the
Holy Spirit in Elk Grove Village.
Morning and afternoon

Republican Club.

expense

the

moval of damaged trees and

Public Works Director David Creamer reported to Village Manager John Mongan
that the tree loss would be

(80

Head Start Volunteers Neede
trucks and toys in good condition. They'll be used by children taking part in. the pre-

their

Who Gets Custody of the Bongos?

Friends again are Eugene Schlickman (seated) and Tom
Novotny. Schlickman defeated Novotny in a tight race for
Wheeling Township committeeman. Novotny's Regular

,

storm

$3,553.50

Davis Tree
Co. for rental of equipment
and labor for emergency re-

storm

$910,

of which is for labor);
Repair of scars from broken
cent

ANOTHER
was
spent

suburbs.

Commenting on the proposal
for a combined fund raising

By United Press International

ways.

tions following the Junc 9 tornado that raked the Northwest

labeled as hard fought, should
be an example that a party can
fight a primary within its ranks
and still present a unified front
against the opposition in
'general election.

new tree to be planted in park- stump holes,

Mrs. Maurice Van Eeck-

A. J. Caliento, 504 S. I Oka: "They've taken something we're paying for when
they destroy those pillars.

W. Shabonee: "I
think safety is more im-

higher assess-

morning as I drove by where

We pay a

ment here. Let them cut
them down to size or move
them back a little if they
want. How come they moved so fast?"

bout, 403

portant than looks. But this

they used to be I missed

them and I thought maybe
they could put in evergreens
and make the area look
more attractive."

Need For
Scout Aides

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Wheeling Band
cease To Defend Crown

Dist. 57 Fund

I

Cash

Ted Palen, new president of the Wheeling Instrumental League (Parent Band Boosters Club), said the band

making the trip north
The trip's schedule will al-

diate payment, especially for
recruitment costs, of items

budgeted and approved by the
board
secretary

and

trict business manager J

disC

and a

ones

registered

nurse

low the troup to leave Wheel-

ing High School at 7 a m on
the 15th and arrive in Minneapolis at 4 30 p m that afternoon

A band jamboree will be

held that night

On Saturday, July 16, the
band will participate in a TV
show

the parade stadium

at

Busenhart told the board the

and in the parade that after-

increase

noon

necessary

bebills in

payments o f
December, January, February
cause

March

and

this

school year

were held back due to lack of

---

fund

Variable Star
The star Mira is famous for

It

its light changes.

expands

and contracts every 330 days.
This expansion and contraction
causes the star's light to grow
brighter, then dimmer.

The adult Bible class, head-

"When the judging is over,"
DePoy said, "we hope to have
another first place flag to bring
back to Wheeling High School "
Accompanying the troup will
be Doug Peterson, who will be
assistant band master at Wheeling High School next year. Pc-

enriching -experience
youngsters," he said

for

the

A TRADITIONAL picnic at

Dr William A

Lewis, 904

S Elmhurst Rd , Mount Prospect, was appointed a com-

the

Instrumental

president

mittee chairman of the Pan
of Education at a recent meeting of the
American

Board

Library Group

group on the Chicago Campus
of Northwestern University
Dr Lewis is a member of
the
the

Seeks Books
For Sale

Education Department of
Illinois Institute of Tech-

nology

Wheeling Plant

tion near Chicago's loop.

in

Marion Knollmueller's home
was the last Women's Guild
meeting until next September
Billie Cochran, who will be
leaving the community this
summer, was presented with
a milk glass epergne in appreciation of her work as guild

Receives
Appointment

parents

a graduate of Iowa

a beef stroganoff dinner.

"We're sure it will be an

DePoy commented that "we
should both like to thank all the

State University, Ames, Iowa.

Kacena, prepared and served

trip possible

The E H Wachs Co , manufacturers of precision equipment, has moved its production and office facilities to a
new building in Wheeling after
more than 80 years of opera-

tcrson is

ed by Nancy Jouse and Kay

ADLAI E. STEVENSON

brary, a service organization dedicated to aiding
the library.
Used books, both hard and paper back, are being collected for the organization's annual book
BOOKS, not magazines, may be deposited at
the following locations for donation to the sale:

to

Mount Prospect Library, 14 E. Busse, or the
homes of G.I. Liebenow, 131 S. Kenilworth;
Thomas Clauter, 304 N. Dale; T.F. Grady, 401
Na-Ta-Wa, or J.S. French, 623 S. George.
Proceeds from the annual book sale arc used

to promote programs of interest to the entire
community through the Mount Prospect public
library.

Bateman's Host
Bride and Groom
By Grace Mott
On June 19, Mr. and Mrs. P. Randolph Bateman gave a re caption for his daughter Sandra and her bridegroom of a week,
Marion Houston II. They were married June 11 in the Central
Christian Church of Decatur, II I. He is the son of Mrs. Cloyd
M. Smith of Sarasota, Fla.
Following a week at The an advanced degree.
Wagon Wheel in Rockton, the
A graduate of Carleton Colcouple came here to be feted lege, Sylvia who became Mrs.
by 75 of the Bateman's friends. Norman Kerr last year, reThe party carried a true ceived her master's degree in
feeling of the wedding with the science of zoology from the
Sandi

Ellen in

the suit

and a wedding cake served with

School Dist. 59 Hires
Teachers for New Term
Christmas
was
approved
Monday by the board of School
Dist. 59.
Seven new elementary teach-

towners also included Sandi's

physical education.

science

for

Voting of Peoria and Marjorie

of

Decatur.

at 120 P.M.

for high level. At the same W. Rand Rd.
salary, E. Prisca Stiarwalt wil

World's finest Prime Rib

11 `I!'
tremcrej..

X1

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
Private Rooms

a company originally, operated
the largest buggy manufacturing firm in the world before he
began making motor cars.

PHONE CL 9-3400

o
&ORA"
S

Ottial

DONNAS

graduates

the General Motors Corp. .as

FOR RESERVATIONS
V

Daniel Gallagher, 6, of 1708
W. Lincoln was reported in satisfactory condition in Northwest Community Hospital, Arlington Heights, following an
accident Monday involving a
William Durant, who foundcd

Tommy & Mary Kay

ater.'

Hurt on Bike

FOR YOUR
PARTY
'..I 11/1444,
,<10, NEEDS

Sandi and her husband, both
of Eastern Illinois

University, are now in Streator, Ill., where Sandra teaches
speech correction in the elementary schools.

MANY ARE the illustrious
young people within sight of
The Day. Among them is
Darryl Alan Bouffard, son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bouffard,
who graduated from the University of Illinois with a B. S.
degree

in

zoology

June

18,

and whose aunt and uncle, the
Charles

Franceks

of Mount

Prospect joined his family for
the commencement.

Former residents of Mount
where Darryl grew

Prospect,

up and attended Prospect High
School, the Bouffards now live
in Rolling Meadows. Said his

Also, and in Addition for Your Entertainment

... borrow

THE GREATEST FUN FOR ALL!

ANYTHING

am really proud of him!"
All through his four years
of college Darryl has main-

your heart

tained a straight 5 point average. He is a member of Phi

***** SOUSA BAND *****
KELLY'S STEAM CALLIOPE
...

tin

THE BIG 'BEAT

I

S9 A

L

CHILDREN ADMITTED FREE

Balloonnus= Pony Rides
pop(X)RN HOT DOGS

Y2MILE

'

i

CHICAGO

25 MILES

Games

C°11°

CHUCK WAGON

WEDDINGS

atm Is

04.

GRADUATIONS

sota are Mr. and Mrs. Frederick D. Pfeffer who want there
to see their daughter receive

fellowship Northern

neither

Mrs.

Peterson,

were

Flynn who came from Rochester, N. V. Also invited were
Walter's sisters, Miss Edith
and

Miss

Ethel

Peterson

GUNNELL'S

Call Jack Caffrevl

210 L Lsd ltd.
;.

I

'RESTAURANT St
KOCKTAlt LOUNGE

for a visit with relatives.

Walter's department employees
also marked the retirement.

Only days before the event,
the

Peterson's

and

son

his

family were here, but had to
return to their home before the
retirement

celebration.

They

Prospect.

ANOTHER of Mount Pros-

Immediately after his repect's young women has gone tirement, Mr. and Mrs. Peterabroad as a student ambassa- son were the guests for a week
dor to Europe. She is Betty of Mr.
and
Mrs. Jesse

Janssen, daughter of Mrs. E. Dowen of La Grange at the
H. Janssen.

Dowens' Birch Lake, Wis.,
Under the People - to - People summer home.
programs she is one of 190
A FOURSOME of visitors
students from colleges and from Washington D. C., were
universities
throughout
the the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
nation who go primarily to Harold Busse at a patio party
meet
their
contemporaries last Monday night. The traveland their families and get ers are Lt. and Mrs. Arnold
better acquainted with the and Mrs. Busse and sons,
countries in which these people Mark and Tim, who have been
live.
the Harold Busses' houseguests
but who have shared their
a senior at
Betty will be
Northwestern
University in time with Arnold's mother and

September. Her college major
French, and to further her
knowledge in this field is the
aim of Betty who is paying all
her own expenses, and who
will remain in France until
the middle of July, then travel
is

until the end of August.
Before departing for

the

father, next door neighbors to

Harold, Mr. and Mrs.

Fred

Busse and their Sylvia.

Also on hand for the party
were

Mrs.

Elsie

Peter,

and

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mackaben and their children who
were in from Tucson, Ariz.

Mrs. Arnold Busse

is

the

continent, Betty went to How- former Alice Olson who lived
ard University,
Washington, in Mount Prospect until her
D. C., where she took part in family moved from to Tucson
a

three-day

orientation

pro- a number of years ago. Mr. and

gram. There additional brief- Mrs. Mackaben are her aunt
ings were held on cultures and and uncle.

Baked Swiss Steak With Vegetable Sauce
Chicken Fricassee With Wild Ilia. -

$2:78

Chefs Special Cut T Bone Steak, Mushroom Caps

93.00
$2.60
92.76
$5.25

Veal Parmigiana En Casserole
Italian Spaghetti With Meat Balls
Deep Fried Sea Scallops, Tartar Sauce
Choice of Mashed,

Mt.

,RT. 12 ti RY. 83

f

Chicago. A luncheon given by

Soup of the Day, Tomato or Orange ..juiee relish Tray
Chef' Salad
Cole Slaw
Pear and Cottage Cheese
Shrimp Cocktail .... 75t
Large
$1.50
Herring in Wine Sauce or Sour Cream
75t
Roast Leg of Lamb, Mint Jelly
$9.25
Baked Ham With Sweet Potato
$3.00
Roast Young Chicken and Dressing
$2.75

Keep Slim! Keep Trim/ Keep Healthy! Authorised

the

couple's daughter, Mrs. Brian

GUNNELL'S COMPLETE DINNERS

Aztec Sleeper Campers

't,r** VOTE DEMOCRATIC ***

A dinner at Plentywood Farm

the

SUNDAY DINNER SPECIALS

*Walton Exercise Equipment

Co.,

Gas.

GUNNELL'S

urns, linens ... (you name it

GATES OPEN AT 1:00 P.M. BILE 26.

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE FOR STATE TREASURER

Illinois

Chinese restaurant in Minnea- Peterson of Billings, Mont.,
polis. Enroute home, the Pfef- and their five children who
fers stopped in Hampton Iowa vacationed a week in Mount

Party Problem?'

Sleep 4 to 8. Openings available. Only $45 a week.

-

would promote international
understanding between individuals in the home, classroom,
community and on campus.

For The Finest In Food

We can help you! Chairs, tables, folding tables
(6 & 8 ft.), punch bowls, china, silverware, coffee

rental and sales walton exercise equipment.

Mu E. STEVENSON

President Dwight D. Eisenhower with the idea that it

with a dinner at Mr. John's are Mr. and Mrs. J am es

.Do You Have A

Autographing baseballs

4.

S

desires

Beta Kappa, and in September
will enter the University of
Illinois School of Medicine.
JUST BACK from Minne-

0,1,0,1(

Bake Sale
O

-7/->

eels

cur- BARRELS OF FREE BEER -Via
I

lit.

aunt "he's my nephew, and I

pro-

gram was founded by former

Pfeffers, nor Norman's moth- June 9 to honor the occasion
er and father, Dr. and Mrs. was given by the company.
Kathel B. Kerr, who went from Among the guests, besides

grandmother,
Mrs.
Horace
Bateman from Marion, Ill.,
as
well as relatives from

and relatives.

youth on a motorbike.

NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'

a_ p.c..

"THE VIDELS"

foundation

Unfortunately

Out-of-

members of their bridge club

ineraries of the emissaries.
The People -to -People

for 10 weeks at the university Peterson
retired June
10.
during which she will study the At that time he was manager
electron microscope.
of statistics for the firm.

the

couple were Mr. and Mrs. John
Grady

customs of countries on the in-

FREE FROM the pressures
University of Minnesota. She of business and enjoying every
is working toward her doctor- minute of it is Walter Peterate and has received a national son. After 42 years with

she

champagne.
Bridal attendants

CHILDREN FREE

11.1

Grace's Daze

had worn for the ceremony,

be assigned to a kindergarten
and Karen Williams will teach

On Sunday, July 19th, the
Reverend Donald Hobbs will
begin his duties as the new
pastor He was guest speaker
at the banquet

Putter Taken

LIBERTYVILLE FARM JUNE 26, 1966

X

trict commissioner for the North Star District.

Charles City,
Iowa, could
BONNIE Benda, who will be
ers had their $5,400 contracts assigned to a K-5 school, re- Downers Grove and St. Charl- witness the June II commencement. Rain drove 300 graduapproved by the board. in - ceived approval of her $5,600 es.
ne
3
marked another ates into Northrup Hall, leav-,
.eluded were Paul Christmas, contract. James A MicIalrlan.....
S'asifdrit--Willn'N7r1"niTiffartirro7ffieiriViTtliCs.
Nicole Bouxsein,Donald Eg- will receive the same ,salary. part
Jack Broutvier 'of Arlington
`The' Pfefferi had left `Mount
gleston,
Constance
Haring, as a music teacher.
Heights, Mrs. Richard Airey Prospect on the heels of the
Sylvia
Kingsley, Susan ' L.
of Barrington Hills, and Mrs. local June 9 tornados. Among
Parker, and Terence Tobias
Elmer Walters, Mount Pros- the illustrious speakers inwill receive specific assignCharles Hartman told police pect gave a miscellaneous vited to participate at graduments later to K-5 schools.
Monday two youths, aged 10 evening shower in the Walter's ation were vice president
Carol Brown and Pamela and 12, walked off with a golf home. All
of the women are Hubert Humphrey.
Fisk were hired for $5,400 putter from the Twin Links long-time friends of Mrs.
Nevertheless,
the
Kerrs
and will be teaching at the jun Miniature Golf Course, 199 Bateman and guests
included and Pfeffers celebrated later

'

CONTRIBUTION, ADULTS $5.00

Jack Copeland (right), district executive of the Boy
Scouts, discusses the need for new commissioners
with W. Roy Martin (left), assistant district commissioner for administration, and Douglas Gomm, dis-

A book drive is underway under the sponsorship of the Mount Prospect Friends of the Li-

sale, on Aug. 27.

cnivEms aa

church who have helped

the

with the church school pro-

The board of education vot-

THE FUND allows imme-

re-

gram

explained to parents in the club
that there will be 125 students
and color guards, 14 chaper-

to increase the "impress
fund," as it is called in accounting
terms,
Monday

held

Community Church, was a
thank you to the members of

will defend the first place flag won last year.
Dean DePoy, band director, League who helped make this

ed

banquet,

cently at the Prospect Heights

disclosed today.

The petty cash fund for Dist
57 schools has been increased
from $1,200 to 52,000 a month

was

The annual Church school
teachers'

The Wheeling High School Marching Band will attend
the Aquatennial in Minneapolis July 15 to 17, it was

Petty

Board

Noted

Coffee

$3.00

Baked or French Fried Potatoes
Rolls & Butter
Pea

Milk

MT. PROSPECT, ILL

BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHEONS

PHONE 43...3-8179

DAILY FROM $1.40

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, June 24, 1966

f iet Nam

a rille sSto
BY. JACK A. 'YANDERMYN

tending wounded marines whin

-What he thought about the' High School in Niles. Prior to

demonstrators' back'

Marini Cpl. Rick:Harbour .he himself was hit.

in

the

was riding in a "casualty cart", YESTERDAY, 'Rick told United States?
"I was in, Vitt Nam helping
in,Quang Nat Province; South his experiences id Viet Nam to
Viet Nam, when he was wound- a group of Arlington Heights protect your way of life," Rick
ed by sniper fire from black businessmen known as. the told the Young. Turks. 'Our
troops are fighting so that you
pajamaed Viet Cong gueril- "Young Turks."
las.
And experiences he had to can enjoy your happiness and
TIME: 10:30 a.m. Rick's relate. Rick told of doubting freedom."
Rick said that troop morale
unit was pinned down by enemy the allegiance of South Vietfire for nearly three hours. namese troops - of not know- in Viet Nam was excellent. He
TIME: 1:30 p.m., March 5, ing who the enemy was, of be- said, "It's not all sitting on a
1965. A helicopter reached the ing spat at and hooted by vil- sunny beach in Viet Nam . . .
1.1

combat team and snatched Rick

lagers, of being held in contempt

and several other casualties to

by the very Vietnamese people American troops are dy-

safety.

Former Arlington Heights Boy Scout Rick Harbour,
-:.left, tells of his experiences in Viet Nam at a luncheon
n:Inteeting of the "Young Turks" yesterday. Pictured with
71tick is Jerald W. Milligan, assisted vice president of
'''The Bank of Arlington Heights, one of the founders of
the luncheon club.

Just six days later, Rick, a
former Arlington Heights Boy
was in Great Lakes
Naval Hospital recovering from

Scout,

serious shoulder wounds.
Cpl. Harbour, attached

to

L Co.. 3d Batallion, First Marine Division, was in the field

Judiciary Committee
In for Busy Session
Robert

Trustee

A. Dahlstrom, 1410 W. Lin-

Teichert's

judiciary committee ;is going
to have a busy night on Friday,

coln.
--Request
Realty Co.

--Report of the board of a P-

which includes Trustee Bergen
and Coffer, were several items

property, which is in the vil-

ments from 20 feet to 10 f

of agenda from the Tuesday

Heights but most convenient
to the village water mains.
-Report of the board of

lage limits of Arlington

-rsession of the Mount Prospect
Village Board.

Among items referred were: appeals on a request to make
--Request for annexation of three stores out of the current
.one: lot to the city by Russell large area formerly occupied

on property zoned for business
at 1024-32 Northwest Hwy.

to

Okinawa

of WaPella and Central.

ton Heights marine did until

in Viet Nam?

Concerning the enemy, Rick

'

"We called one type "black

Boy, 3,
In Serious
Condition

North Vietnamese regular soldiers.
"These

soldiers were

disciplined," Rick said. "They
Michael Hauerrberg, 3 was fought you man to, man and

reported

in serious

condition

an auto Thursday.

gave as good as they took. We
respected them as soldiers."

Rick believes that the war in
Viet Nam is going to be a long

N. Forest. No citations were
issued by police:
An eye -witness who signed a
police station

said

dispersed sevaround a

-large sewer, 5 feet high, which

mat. his home at 307 N. Derby-

One report says there are
23,000
Well -trained
"hard

shire. The family now lives in
Hinsdale.

cores" just in the Du. Nang

The young marine corporal

area."'

is

of Rick's bitterest
memories about Viet Nam is
the attitude of the Vietnamese

wounded Viet Nam veterans at

people toward Americans.
"They resented us," Rick,

from
eight

said.. "When our troops march

duty ended today," Rick told

through villages,
they
jeered and even spat at."

his audience. "I am being held

One

are

the

nearly

the

Marines in

-

over for medical reasons."

this resentment stems from the
French domination of the counthe

When his

release

is

French, and they were hated la salesman.
people," Rick said.

The Arlington Heights marine

said that Korean troops serving in Viet Nam were greatly
respected by the Americans for
their fighting ability.
"The Koreans are among
the

Mower

Sold for
Charity

finest combat soldiers in

the world," Rick said.

J.

L. Trimble reported his

new power -mower stolen from
his driveway at 350 We -Go Tr.

BECAUSE of the vast re- on May 28.
sources of Viet Nam to proMount Prospect police

duce rice, Rick believes that learned the mower was picked
it is imperative that America up by mistake by a crew from

keep the country from falling the Disabled American Veterans organization and sold for

into Communist hands.

"Viet Nam could supply most

of Southeast Asia with rice,"

S50.

Trimble

is

asking S138 re-

placement costs. The organiRick Harbour lived in Ar- zation is offering S70, police
lington Heights until 1961. He said.

Rick said.

Ronald Emil Di Cianni, 31
:11%7'4

and Ronald Joseph Frazzetto,

26, both of Des Plaines, had
been charged with the theft of
?I, 2 by 1$ .fl'or9..A. new., borne*,
'at 500S. Dehora Dr,
The -charge was dropper( at,".:

i/

1.014.,

the request of the owner of the
home. Neither of the accused
had a previous criminal re-

rt!r

cord, according to police.

ville.
The fair, to be held from
noon to 6 p.m., will feature
box
lunches,
games
rides,

Roving Carts
Latest Threat

-booths, and a bake sale. Proceeds will help the Lambs'

Mount Prospect police will

north-

be on lookout for roving golf
carts both night and day this

Fined $80

since all keys for
gas -powered golf carts in the
Mount Prospect Country Club

weekend

Teaching her child to ride a bike, Mrs. George Wintersteln, 106 N. Fairview,
Judge Simon. S. Porter fin-. ed Argelio Martell, 43, of Ar- gives some confidence -building words to her daughter Terry Lynn, 5. Her two
lington Heights, S80 on two older children, David, 9, and Karen, 7, have already learned to balance the velodcharges in Mount Prospect pede, she says. Her 2 -year -old daughter Susanne has a few years before she can

reported missing,
stolen Thursday night.
were

or

'

court Thursday. Martell was
arrested ' for

public

tion and for not having a va-

' lid

operators

license

after

police found him asleep in his
'" auto at. Cathy Ln. and Busse
Av.

Chief Newell Esmond reported Tuesday an incident of child molesting on
Police

N-. Pine St. June 17.

Decorations
youths

threw

Off to Early Start
start on their usual weekend
activities.

Two boys stuffed paper

in

a toilet causing flooding on the
second floor of an office building on U.S. 14 Thursday, police
said.

A hub cap and three tire
toilet

bands

were

from

stolen

a

paper onto the trees in the 500 Volkswagon in Randhurst, acblock of N Maple St at 1I 30 cording to police records
p m Tuesday, it was reportThree windows on the south

side of a house on N Main

ed to police.

Best -Off Broadway Players

PRESENTS:

Kids, Parents
Have Fire Dept.

Weekend Vandalism
Vandals have taken a head

Molested

Four

manipulate a two -wheeler.

intoxica-

Rodgers and Hammerstein's

Up A Tree House
with

were shot
from a BB gun.

street

holes

The back door of a home
under construction on W. Sunset was chipped by someone

"SOUTH PACIFIC"

Barrington High School

The fire department has de-

June 24-25, July 1-2

clined "to tear down for fear
of reprisals from parents" a
tree at We -Go and Central
reported by the police as "in

8:30 PM
Tickets $2.50

who tried to enter, police re- dangerous condition."

Call CL 5-8018

ported.
Someone

threw eggs "all
over the back door" of a house
on Eastwood St
A potted plant was taken
from the front porch of a
residence

on

S

I -Oka

thrown into the street

and

3 -Way Protection

Against Infection
for minor cuts, burns, scrapes

Time you began enjoying life ! Join the "liberated generation" in
Regent Park, the magnificent new residential setting built around its
own private lake. Make the move now and receive a wonderful new
gift of time!
Time for golf ... time for travel ... time for boating ... time for the
patio . . . time for the pool . . . time for enjoying a good book. You'll
have this time now while owning one of Regent Park's beautiful leisure time Town & Garden Homes. A complete maintenance program assures

Myelin&

you of this freedom. Your grass is cut, leaves are raked, shrubs are
trimmed . . the private pool, lake and tennis courts are cared for.
Even exterior painting is done. What does all this luxury and leisure
cost you? Far less than a comparable apartment-and instead of worthless rent receipts you enjoy growing equity, plus savings on your
.

aO

_5

1

Mycitracin
Triple Antibiotic Ointment
Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present
on the skin.

CHEVROLET

.II

"

0

'

Does not sting... won't stain.

income tax.
LEISURE -TIME TOWN & GARDEN HOMES feature 2 and 3 bedrooms, Individual air conditioning, basements, wood -burning fireplaces, General Electric
appliances, attached garages. Priced from $26,200. Complete monthly cost
for 2 -bedroom unit, after low, minimum down payment, is $210.00

c_.

Promotes healing.
To see Regent Park's model Town & Garden Homes and Condominiums, take Rand Road

0

a

I

$1.58

a

II

k

com-

pleted, Rick plans to go to work
for a paper company, traveling
in the Midwest and Canada as

want of prosecution.

-Lambs To Hold
'' Country Fair

about

months. "My tour of

to live!

the

1,000

Great Lakes Naval Hospital.
He hopes to be discharged

Rick believei that much of

try. "We look more like

among

Two men arrested for stealing lumber from a construction
site were released from Mount
Prospect court Thursday for

lacked a cover.

The lambs, a Chicago pet
Ship operated by mentally re"tarded young adults,- will sponLI& - its first annual country
fair Sunday, June 26 at the
Pet Lambs Park in Liberty-

pouring troops into the south.

Take time out

Drop Charges
Against Pair in
Lumber Theft

playing

He requested barricades be
placed around the area to keep
children away.

well -

trained, well -armed and highly

behind a parked car.

and Busse Rd.

program, which serve
west area young adults.

you when the going gets rough."

said, "I'm glad they are left pajamas." They were the Viet
behind in the states. We have to Cong - or nonregular troops.

pect

condition exists near the new
retention basin at Illinois 58
he

Rick said. "They will turn on

child ran into the street from

Sgt. Gerald Glascock reported Wednesday a hazardous

boys

tors in the United States Rick

statement in the Mount Pros-

:Called Hazard

He said

"You can't depend on them,"

Michael, of 518 N. Wille, one.
Communist bullets put him out
"The North Vietnamese are
of action in Operation Utah. was reported to have suffered
a skull fracture- and multiple
THREE
questions bruises. He was struck in front
THE
most frequently asked Rick are:
of 519 N. Wille by a car driven
--How he personally felt by Gary P. Sullivan, 19 of 509

Open Sewer

eral

troops used in combat with
Americans in the war.

it's a tough country."
said there were two types of
Concerning the demonstra- adversaries.

Nam."
in Holy Family Hospital, Des
And fight, the young Arling- Plaines, after being hit by

--Report from the plan commission on a request in zoning
from residential to business of about the undeclared war?
six lots at the southwest cor-What was troop morale like
ner

the

depend on the man next to us in They were disorganized, poorly
combat and we couldn't depend, armed and supplied. They
in his experiences in Viet Nam. on those type of people."
ranged the countryside in small
He was stationed overseas
groups and were more of a pest
RICK
attended
St.
James
twice, but saw no combat duras snipers than a definite haSchool
in
Arlington
Heights
and
ing his first tour.
zard."
graduated
from
Notre
Dame
THE OTHER type of
"You learn a quick_ lesson
about war when bullets are
troops in Viet Nam, according
popping over your head," Rick
to Rick, were "hard cores,'

for more
jungle training. We were ready
IV Doris Kirkeby Shop at 2 W. to fight when we landed in Viet

peals for a variation for re
duction in rear yard rec

from

Marine Corps
three years ago, he was a student at BeUarmaine College in
Louisville, Ky.
Tile 24 -year -old marine was
critical of the South Vietnamese
entering

people who have been interested

ping

Busse.

to

Rick has answered literally
hundreds of questions from

said. "Our training was expellent. We were isolated in a
California base for six weeks
in August, 1965, before ship-

Affiliated
have Mount
Prospect provide water for its

July 1.
Refeired to the committee,

ing to protect.

age 3

(Rt. 12) or Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83) to Kensington (Foundry Rd.) at Randhurst Shopping
center, then west Vrmile on Kensington. Model homes are open from 10 A.M. 'til dark.

UNITED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Phone 259-4949

Some Day
'Ronald "'F.'Wiftmeyer of
1522 W. Kennicott, Arlington

He has the advant-

Heights, stands alone.

He said other people would
express the same concern he

has over the fate of the Cellar,
ter
the

the teen

recreation cen-

that will be discussed by
Youth Council

Monday

night.
Nobody has shown concern.
Just Wittmeyer, unless you
count the comment from a
few Mount Prospect police-

Frank E. Von Ara;
without rurtitiag the- risk- of
-street brawls that befell 'the

men who said the Cellar or
some such operation is a val-

rice English of the police deYouth Council and Jack Mar-

accepts pay from Day Publi-

Tom Walsh, one of The Day's

for dubious ,services

such as taking Little League
scores and heckling the news

with . some

names

of

what an adult can do to help

people who might have part. of
People such as
the answer.

enjoy

Maurice English of the police

their

fun

Not only would it give them

years, but it would also solve
the problem of what to do with
that great big empty lot in
back of our police station.

As of the moment, however,
we are willing to bet Wittmey-

The building still stands, a
monument to the initiative and
enterprise of teens who worked five or six years to build

er will be 'pretty lonely Monday night if he thinks adults
ought to hear the Cellar story

It

a building of their own.

as it unfolds before the Youth

operates today trouble free.

Council.

Vantage Point

. . .

by Jack Vandermyn

Those of us in the news hacks, but they are excepSOME lawyers make a lot
Attorney General William
gathering business spent a lot tions.
Most professionals - of money, others do not. Some Clark, the state's top lawyer
of time in courts of law. Our be they politicans, cops or lawyers are highly practical, and considered by many gubnews beats take us to court as newspaper men - are doing orthers
are.
theoriticians. ernatorial timber in
1968,

often as many lawyers.
From our experiences

the best job they can.

in

covering court cases, we gain
great respect for the lawyers -- both prosecution and
a
.

defense -- who make their living before the bar of justice.

Too often, the image of the
that of ambulance
chaser. While this label might
lawyer is
be

deserved

in

some

cases,

it is no more justified than
labeling all politicians grafters; all cops crooks and all
newspaper writers hacks.
There arc political grafters,

crooked cops and newspaper

Some lawyers are glib in the

THE LEGAL profession is courtroom, others shine in
one of the most exacting sci- research libraries.
ences known to man. A lawAll lawyers have one thing
yer, to be worth his fee, must in common - a dedication to
be intelligent,

personality
willing to
hours.

well educated,
conscious
and
work hard, long

recently

addressed

the

A-

SOME lawyers fight draIt takes a good liberal arts matic criminal cases, others
education to gain the back- file personal property liens.

ground needed to study for a
law degree.
A lawyer must
have the mental power to retain facts and the mental agility to present those facts in a

Some lawyers work for huge
corporations,
filing
multi-

pleasing, convincing manner
to client, judge and jury.

ofelantdthe

million dollar law suits that
eventually are adjudicated by
the supreme court, others deors

rights of traffic vi-

lawyers, just as it makes good
cops, politicans and newspaper
men.

Attorney

Clark

General

pointed out to the B o y

s'

merican Legion Premier Boys

staters

State convention in Spring field on the importance of

best be gained by the lawyer
by working in a governmental

that

experience

can

lawyers and the significance of agency -- by serving an ap-

the law and to the fine bal- the legal profession to our soance of the scales of justice.

for later

valuable experience

sports experts. Young Walsh
was one 8 years old, about the
ter were active in raising
funds for a youth center in
Riverside.

leave

own recreation problem.

apple -checked

time his older brother and sis-

one letter to the editor.

youngsters

Wittmeyer had a talk with

What can an adult do? That
was
Wittmeyer's
basically
Who knows? That was the
Wittmeyer did
only answer.

Some day there may be enough enterprising youngsters
around here to solve their

tin of High School Dist. 214.

freckled -faced,

said,

the police station."

partment, John Edwards of the

editor.
question.

"Of course," Walsh

"it is only a little way from

People such as Mau-

week, a point he demonstrated
quickly during conversations
with the high school group that

uable community function. And

Wittmeyer wants to know

answer.

Cellar:
age of experience in youth

cations
,

who might have part o

ciety.

Clark urged young men en tering the legal profession to
consider

a

career in

prenticeship in a profession
that does not treat inexperience or ineptitude gently.

govern -

ment law as either practicing
CLARK SAYS there is a
attorneys in his or some other shortage of lawyers today;
government agency.
although the two political partys might not think so as they
THE COOK County State's screen candidate lists or call
Attorneys office has long been the roll in the Illinois General
Assembly.
a training ground for criminal practitioners.
Most of
Unfortunately, Clark points
the good criminal lawyers in out, the
consequence of the
Chicago
their

received

first

attorney

present

shortage

"Pre-shave-after shave-after shower-deodoranttalc-cologne-WHEW!!"

Tbe Pro5pect Dap

is

trial experience on the side of that many clients find themthe people.
selves involved in perhaps the
They branched off into de- only law suits of their lives
fense work either because of with an inexperienced,
alfinancial need or the desire to though well educated, lawyer
serve as defenders.

THERE ARE other areas
of governmental law equally
interesting

as

as

criminal

work for the fledgling lawyer
law,

however,

can only be a training ground
because a lawyer working for
a government agency will never achieve the income bracket
of the private practitioner.

Too often, we feel that law
-- perhaps like jourJialisrn school - teaches only
theory and does not give the
school

student enough
tical experience.

actual

prac-

IT IS in the field of governmental law that the young
wings

can

first

spread

his

court, judge

before a

and jury and find out if the
theory he learned in school is
practical.
Experience

A 25th Anniversary Salute

worth of Savings Bonds every year.
Yet no one ever tries to sell you Bonds on the phone.

4.15%
WHEN HELD TO

MATURITY

makes

good

be one more step in the wrong direction,
If he chooses law, he will as many argue - including four bitterly
be well rewarded for his ed- dissenting members of the nine -judge
ucational efforts - and we court itself.
hope he takes advantage of Attorney General Clark's ad-

vice to

test

his wings on the

side of the state.

entry into the United States.
If you travel in countries
where cholera, yellow fever,

people he works with.

typhus or plague are prevalent
you should also be vaccinated

All of these volunteers work for the Bopd program without pay.
You can do your part, too. Buy U. S. Savings Bonds.

against these diseases

Find out before you start
your trip what kind of weather

restrictions

new

on

job of the police more difficult than it already is. One justice, John Harlan, de-

crime rate that
But

as

"dangerous ex"high

time of a

a matter of growing

is

is. society's

problem

with

crime

solely that of apprehending and convincing

lawbreakers?

There

is

hardly

a

shortage of tenants for the nation's over-

FUN FILLED RANCH
Bedroom, ceramic bath,
relaxing recreation room with
wet bar. Carpeting Living
Room and Dining "L". Bothnia oven and range. Patio and
carport
$24,900
3

preferred

fabrics.

For

the

of your destination.

The shoes you take with you
should be well broken in and,
if you wear glasses, carry an
extra pair.

MANY PLACES you may
visit have a water supply that
does

not

meet

the

sanitary

standards you are used to.

If

you have any doubts stick to
commercially

bottled

water,

if the water is not safe
to drink you shouldn't use it
to rinse your toothbrush. You

and

must also avoid drinks
which ice has been added.

to

If you are taking any drugs,
regularly, have a supply with
you but don't try to stock your
luggage with all the medicines

he Dowestimitti

Iffloosit Prospect
10$ E. Northwest Hwy.

' 'CL 5.9111

It

true that some who belong in
prison may go free because this new ruling curtails the power of, the police to
is

obtain
sions.
leased

of confesBut thousands of others are reevidence

you might possibly need. If the
need arises you often can buy
' them where you are. An identi-

fication card that gives pertinent medical information, such

as the use of insulin, thyroid
or other drugs and possible
heart
attacks or epileptic
seizures,should be carried on'
your
person-especially,
if
you are traveling alone.

by

A good many of them come out to lead
if given a chance by
society.
Yet far too great a percentage
of these supposedly rehabilitated men
and women leave prison only to renew
law-abiding lives,

their careers in crime until
caught and imprisoned again.

they

are

There are quite a few who, in serving
time in prison, are converted from firsttime
acters

lawbreakers into hardened
through association with

charother

criminals.

If

we

are

really

concerned

about

crime and the criminal, we should do
something about making penitentiaries
and reformatories the cure for antisocial behavior, rather than, as they
sometimes are, postgraduate courses in
crime.

We should also put more emphasis
on the traditional tenets of our professions as men on Earth -- the basic
moralities so often forgotten
ciety.

in our so-

means

from prison each year
they have qualified for parole.

to expect.
If you visit hot
humid areas take a tip from
the natives and wear light
weight clothes that are of a
light shade and are loose fitting Linen and cotton are the

gardless

v

I

the

concern."

mountains you must be prepared for hot- days and cold
nights It is wise to take along
a raincoat and a sweater re-

Member M.A.P.
Maniple Listing Service

Undoubtedly

the questioning of suspects will make the
nounced the decision
perimentation" at a

given not more than three years prior to the date of your re-

man, and the radio, TV, poster, magazine and newspaper

Coil CL 3-1800

The Roots of Crime

even the newspaper business.

smallpox vaccination with you. This vaccination must have been

set up the Payroll Savings Plan are also on the team. So are
the officials of your union who have endorsed Bonds.
There are many others. Like your neighbor, the advertising

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

News Editor

The latest"Stipreme Court ruling' drawof him - just as we will be
proud of him if he chooses ing a wider circle of protection around
politics, law enforcement or the rights of criminal suspects may well

physical check-up with a dental examation before you start.
This may lead to the discovery of some correctable defect
which might flare up and spoil your trip. If your trip will take
you out of the country be sure to take a validated proof of

tered, cash them when the time comes.
Your employer and thousands of other employers wbo have

hi Downtown
hts

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

If our, son choosca-thcJaw
for a career we will ,be proud

If you are planning to take a trip you should have a complete

facts, issue your Bonds, make certain they're properly regis-

Arlington

William J. Ktedalsch

BY DR. SAMUEL ANDELMAN

Your banker, for instance. He'll give you folders and

a

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

crowded prisons.

Though you rarely see them, there are about 1/2 million
patriotic Americans who will help you buy Bonds. Have been,
since the first Series E Savings Bond was issued 25 years ago.

Marshall Field III
Friday, June 24, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

that the place
for young attorneys to gain
this experience is in government. He says that every year
literally hundreds of vacancies
in governmental
legal
circles go begging for want
of candidates desiring this
type of experience.

Health Before
Traveling

The U. S. Treasury Department sells about S41/2 billion

--

Page 4

counselors.

Check Teeth,

to the 500,000 star-spangled Americans who work
for this country's security without pay

NOW
PAYING

court room experience
of
practicing under wiser, older

Clark feels

to consider.
Government

lawyer

who has not had the practical,

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the' paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

because

We should worry about these things at

least

as much as we do about captur-

ing criminals in the first place.

Time Machines
Time machines have been a favorite
of writers from H.G. Wells to
V.T. Hamlin, creator of "Alley Oop."
device

Now

a

mechanical

engineer

comes

along to say the idea isn't so fictional
after all, that engineers already have a
time machine of sorts at their disposal.

It

is

not,

alas,

something you can
climb into and zip back and forth through

history, using a calendar for a speedometer. It is simply an ordinary analogue computer.
Computer

"travel"
through time quite routinely, says Prof.
Joseph

operators

looked the fact that an analogue computer can also make time run back-.
wards, says the professor.

Eureka! he cries. All an operator has
to do is set up his program in the usual

way as though he were going to operate

with normal time flow -- that is, from
present to future. Then he just places
an inverter - a simple electronic gismo
that

converts

signals

from

positive

to

negative - at the output of every integrator in -the computer circuit. His time
events will then run in reverse.

already

E. Shigley of the University of

Michigan. They begin a problem with
time equal to zero (the present) but
speed up the computations of the events
they are investigating so that they take
place faster than mormally. Thus they
are, in effect, looking into the future.
But apparently everyone has

over-

All kinds of interesting situations can
be analyzed, notes Shigley. "An

then

automotive or aircraft collision is a
typical investigative problem. One begins with the accident and solves the
problem backwards in time to learn
why it happened."
Backward, turn backward, 0 Computer, in your flight!

What Next?
"Travel Talk," published by the In- authorities in Cristobal, C.Z., have binned
formation and Tourism Division of the night water skiing in the Panama Canal.

Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks

Commission - whew - reports

We didn't even know it was permitted
that in the daytime.

The Day's Prospects

1,:1$1ridesmac,

A Call For
Help From

Youthful Freshness, Simple Hairdo
Summer days have become
popuLar ones for wadi:II:4p in

maid may be delighted with

recent years, and advice to
brides flows as freely as the
balmy season's breezes.

not have been her individual
choice for a major public ap-

pleased with the current out-

Often neglected in the flurry
of concern for the wife -to -be
is the sister or friend who will

pearance.

Generally, though, she'll be
pleased when she sees herself

Among these, he classifies the
architectural
haircut,
which
features hair chopped sharply

and the other attendants gather-

in layers.

dress, it sorna:nuis,,would

act as her maid or matron of
The attendant has a special
role at a wedding, that of helping establish a mood of serene

WHETHER or not she looks
lovely in the dress depends a
good deal on her hairdo. John

beauty, but her role must re-

Bernard, a New York hairstylist, suggests that a girl

main a secondary one.

frequently

is

one

dress

with wedding duty in sight first

to

take a searching look in her

chosen

hairstyles.

FOR THE bridesmaid,

ding costumes.

BRIDESMAID'S

of "kooky"

break

far'- from

maid to begin well before the_
Wedding'
03611)er' her coinplexion, gain or lose a few
pounds if she looks a bit gaunt
of plump and generally work
mony,

carry out a color scheme, a

mirror.

style selected because it flatters the majority of female
attendants. Although the brides -

suggests a style that frames
the fact to advantage -- but

doesn't cover it like a sheepdog.

freshness -- not a face hardened

specialist

for Pacquin,
suggests use of hand and body
lotions on upper arms, elbows
and the neck every night for at

arc
the

woman under 25, and he thinks
a postiche for the youthful wo-

man is an attractive addition

The looking glass, he asserts, should reflect youthful

care

least a week before the wedding.

,

Long romantic styles
Bernard's favorites
for

BY DOLORES HAUGH

JAMES W. Jenkins, a hand
he

in a wedding.

Bernard, who says he's a
romanticist, urges the brides-

'Good ScoutW

to look her best at the cere-

ed in their softly colorful wed-

honor or bridesmaid.

A

by lots of make-up.
Beinard also is

Remember, bridesmaids, all

eyes arc on the bride during

ceremony. But you're a
co-star at the reception, and
the

it's your pleasant duty to make
the bride feel that her attendants

are the most beautiful a bride
ever had.

Women's Editor

Many mothers give many hours to Scouting. As Den
Mothers they help to build the characters of boys on

whom the future depends.
One such mother is Mrs. R. Lundin of Mount Prospect.
She and her den of Cub Scouts recently rented tandem bikes for
a bike -hike. The highlight of the trip was a stop off at the Ice
Cream Cart in Mount Prospect.

Among those in the den are
David Barnes, Patrick Hooten,
Billy Iverson, Jamie
Lill,

Dan Lundin, Mark McNabb,
David Yates, Daniel Young and
Alan Waishwell who is den
chief.

Scott, Robbie Catledge, John
Nine, Dan Weissert, Jeffry
Stanley. Jeffry Schults and

Kirk Sneede, wolf badge; Alen
Armburst, Ricky Dickerson
and Jack Liston, bear badge;
John Nine, Jeffry Stanley and
Alan Armburst, gold arrow
point; Billy Gofinski, Mark

AK attractive hairdo for
the young bridesmaid features long hair, says stylist

of South Baptist Church of Field

John Bernard.

30

CUB SCOUT

Pack

223

Mount Prospect, founded over

years ago, recently awarded
achievement
badges
to Bryan King, bobcat; Jon

:4

-
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Warming Up
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MANY SCOUT
have sons in
enjoy working
young boys. They'

If you have a headache right now, you have lots of
company.
Plenty of women suffer from headaches -- more women than
men. And homemakers get more headaches than other women.
The reasons may be their triggered
more
easily;
her

three times as many muscle contraction, or nervous tension, headaches.

WHAT IS

a

nervous

ten-

sion headache? Are those experienced by women different
than those suffered by men?
Why are homemakers seeming.
ly more vulnerable to headache
than other women?
In reviewing the history of

1,000 patients treated for seven
years at the Headache Clinic

in New York's Montefiore Hos-

pital, Dr. Arnold P. Friedman
and his associates noted that
almost two out of three were
females. All suffered from a
muscle -contraction or nervous
tension headache.
This type, said to be the

.

most common of chronic headaches, accounts for an estimated seven of 10 headaches. It
results from sustained con-

system responds more severely; this severity causes her

to tense up and ciperience even
more pain; and her headaches
come back more frequently."
Awoman suffers more because she generally is more

sensitive to all forms, of .

uli, the doctor said. Her ' five
senses are more acute,' her
sight is. sharp and she is apt
to have fewer eye defects than
men.
These heightened senses may
help a woman better protect
her children and home, but

she also is more sensitive to
pain' on the physical level and

to

criticism on the

psy-

chological level.

THINK about it, and you'll
realize that women arc sensitive to others' opinions of them
and usually thin-skinned about
criticism.
Being
taken
for
granted by husbands and children probably is enough to
generate hidden hostilities that

ultimately trigger nervous tension headaches.

Ready to start on
their bicycles built for
two are members of
Mrs. Lundin's den with

Jamie Lill and Daniel
Lundin in
ground.

Doctors theorize that the
term "housewife," especially
on middle-class levels, lacks
prestige and glamor. In her

scouting ways

The skull feels as though in
a vise, the pain often is dull
and steady, and muscles tightin

en

the

shoulder

and

the

head and neck. Pain may be
short or go on for days and
weeks,

returning

repeatedly.

UNLIKE
migraine,
this
kind of, headache occurs dur-

the immediate period of

ing

anxiety or tension, rather than
afterwards.
Doctors say that although the
nervous tension headache that
strikes both women and men

the same, each reacts differently. Dr. Joseph C. White,
assistant director of the neuis

rology department

at Jeffer-

Medical College in Philadelphia, described the difson

ference:

"The mechanics of the

fe-

male headache are the same
as

the male," he said, "but

male.

"THESE differences are a
wider variety of causes can

bring on

a

headache;

it

mother,

as

keeper,

Fry Is
Friday

teacher and nurse -- each with
its own problems, frustrations,

Takes Top
Prize Al

anxieties - and headaches.

In the light of evidence of
female vulnerability to nervous
tension headaches, it isn't sur- "prising that ...they . are the largest purchasers -- and consumers -- of pain relicver.
Besides taking such medication, a woman often can improve the situation that caused
her tension. Shc may find that

ing a log for several days on
how much time you allot to
various duties. If you come out

with no time left for yourself,
even if you have a large fam-

natural ingenuity, a woman can
learn to cope with almost any-

sprayed it- with water but that did not disturb it.
She called her husband and he told David to get
a stick.

David said, "We didn't have a stick so I took
the broom.
"Dad poked, and there was a mother rabbit and
her five little bunnies".

Fifth Wheelers Fete
The Fifth Wheelers, an organization for widowed and divorced members will hold a boat trip to Fox River Grove
tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. Anyone interested in joining the group
may call Ralph Gottschalk at 823-1613.

classes. The minimum grade had to be over 95

Presents

The VFW Auxiliary of. Mount
Prospect Post 1337 will hold

"The Emperors

its monthly family fish fry at
the VFW Hall tonight from

New Clothes"

Community is invited to atral fund used for community

betterment, and philanthrophic
endeavors of the auxiliary.

in the scale by which the classes have been
scored.

Country Club
Samar

11.1 T. OLD ORCHARD COUNT. C.

nand t I.. (1.s.0

Saturday II a.m.
Aid 3 more
and 2 p.m.
catching productions.
Sunday 2 p.m.
Discounted season subscription available now..
Visit the Box Office, or call CL 9-5400

but

more

are

co-ordinator of this unit.

If

in serving,

call her at 392-7443.

Howard Gibson is in charge

of the operations of the units

once a week for an hour or
two? You will know the satisfaction of helping a worthy
cause and have the thanks of
many mothers, leaders
boys active in the program.

and

Graham Film
Evangelist Billy Graham's
film,
feature-length
"Sha-

dow of the Boomerang," will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. Monday, June 27 in the Church of
the Nazarene, Mount Prospect.
Filmed in Australia, the

film seeks to

stress

reaction to
and conflicts..
ly

the God-

human

crisis

THE SECOND PLACE winner in the same
classification was

Mrs. Wiley Carr, Illinois
chairman for the display of this particular show
which featured only accredited state flower show
judges as entrants.

Leslie Anne Herr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. _Thomas
E. Herr of Barrington, admires Mrs. Donald Gardner's
Tri-color winning arrangement at the show "Judging
the Judges".

Parents

Third place winner in the Naturalistic group
was Mrs. Max L. Reisner, also an accredited
judge of the Mount Prospect Garden Club.

--kCioirese fig
TO TAKE OUT

MT. PROSPECT'

CHOP SUEY
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

Benefit Candy Party

' Assn. Picks
New Officers

259-3902

The Riverhurst Home and

Riverhurst Home & Garden
Garden Club will hold a candy Club is the only women's orsampling party for members ganization in the Mount Prosand friends on Monday, June pect area whose philanthropic

New officers of the St. Patrick Academy Parents Assn.,
for the scholastic year of 27 at 717 Eastman Drive.
ef f o r Is are directed to
This is a fund raising event "Lambs, Inc.".
1966 to 1967 are Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Fitzpatric, Des Plaines, the proceeds of which will aid
presidents;
Mr. and Mrs. "Lambs, Inc.," a pet park loFor further information call
James W. Durkin, Park Ridge, cated east of Libertyville on Mrs. S. Froehlicher, CI 9first vice presidents; Mr. and Route 176 operated for the 5060.
Mrs. Arthur R. Serbin, Des sole purpose of employing
Plaines, second
dents; Mr. and

vice

presi-

Mrs. James

W. Ladd, Morton Grove, recording secretaries; Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Valentino, Morton
Grove,

corresponding

secre-

taries, and Mr. and Mrs. William O'Keefe of Mount Prospect, treasurers.

Children' Theatre

helping,

needed to keep the operation

serving the Mount Prospect
and Prospect Heights areas.
Headquarters are located in
Des Plaines.

winner selected from a designated group of

Unexpected

she saw what she thought to be a spider web: She

are

....loll are interested

Mrs. Gardner, a student of the art of Japanese
flower arrangement as well as an instructor and
accredited judge, won the coveted Tri-color award. The Tricolor is awarded to the blue ribbon

By the application of personal insight and some of her

MRS. TOLLE was sprinkling the lawn when

More than 14,000 boys are
active in the scouting program
in this area. Over 5,000 adults

Mrs. Dorothy Middaugh is

nois, Inc.

ily, something needs adjusting.

evening.

of America.

records, etc.

Mrs. Donald Gardner of Mount Prospect won a top award at the flower show
held June 22 and 23 at the International
Minerals & Chemical Corp., Skokie. The
show was sponsored by the Nationally
Accredited Flower Show Judges of Illi-

IF YOU'RE shaking your
aching head by now, try keep-

Lawrence Tolle of Mount Prospect called to tell

west area of the Boy Scouts

Won't you be a good scout

self in her multiple roles.

us of a family of rabbits the Tolles found the other

for more

need

a

They help with the office filing,
sending of mail, keeping of the

Show

she expects too much of her-

Five new members have been added to
the Tolle family.
David the 8 -year -old son of Mr. and Mrs.

is

AT PRESENT,
a
newly
formed volunteer group in,
existence for only 18 months
includes some
20
women.

shopper, houser
chauffeur,

Family Pops Up
At Tolles

There

women volunteers in the North-

and the offices running smooth-

points and distinction must be one of the qualities

The Tale Tellers In

tend. Proceeds go to the gene-

teach

of the N. W. Council,.

thing -- even headaches.

-

5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

fore-

hostess,

is

VFW Fish

the

multiple job a woman serves

it' is the endocrine glandular
process of the female that intensifies her emotional reaction
and gives her headache some
subjective differences from the

and

ly, according to Ron Phillippo

traction of the muscles in the
neck.

open their

them the meaning of the scout
motto, for God and Country.

Are You Expecting
Too Much of Yourself?

that women suffer more migraine than men and almost

leaders do
their dens
with the

homes to the boys, train them

Vulnerable to Headaches

or a combination of the three.
Medical science
confirms

Master Cub Walter

not
but

in

husbands, homes and heirs --

Wines,

Russel

The mother leading this den
Mrs. James Carollo, assist-

is

by
Weissert.

For A
Tandem
Trip

... , ..

and

silver
arrow point;
Ricky
Dickerson,
Jeffry
Schultz,
Dan
Weissert
and
David
Anderson, gold and silver
arrows.

mentally retarded young adults.

Teen Dance
A Teen Square Dance Jamboree will be held Sunday, June
26 at the Mount Prospect

Selling your home?

Call our

Man of the alaP

Community Center from 2 to
5 p.n. All teens are invited to
attend.

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
'chapel aids to making the funeral service a time to
be remembered and cherished ... lasting memorial

Candid
Wedding
Photos

to loved ones.

FRIDRICHS

Call CL 5-7456

Arlington Portrait
Studio
PORTRAIT SPEP 'ALUM

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

Funeral Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

John Gerling

Backed by 40 Years Experience

BRUNS

320 W. Central Road . . . at Northwest Hiway
Mt. Prospect, 111
Ph. 255-7800
111111111111111111111MIIIIMINIMMIMINIMI

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-0320

clean

U.S. Tankers
Eye Records
At Moscow

Mt. Plaines
By 5 0 Count

Five world -record holders
including
Yale
University's

Don Schollander - arc on a
United States Swimming team

that will compete in an titternational mea. in

,

16-17.

Schollander missed the 1965
A. U. National Outdoot

A.

Championthips due to illness,

Mount Prospect Cubs cruised to a 5-0 triumph last night
against Mount Plaines #2 in the Mid -Teen Baseball League,

but he recently retained his
200 -yard free style title in

with Pat Schwin posting the victory.

the indoor championships. His
world records are for the 200 -

Schwin allowed only two hits and fanned II en route to the
win, but walked four.

only

Gary Lemke. McDole failed to

ble.

fan anyone, and walked six and

THE WINNERS scored twice
in the first frame to seal the
win. The bases were loaded on
a single by Joe Heinz and two
hit batters, and then Gary

beaned two.
Lemke had

better

luck,

walking only one and whiffing
four.

College Stars
Hail from West

extra -base

hit ----a

dou-

Bach singled home two runs.
The winners added solo runs

in -the third, fourth, and sixth
innings.

THE CUBS are now 3-3 for

The 1966 College Baseball
Coaches' All - American team

the

chosen this week has a decidedly western flavor.

route for the wins in the sev-

arc

season, while
2-4. Schwin

the losers
went the

en -inning battle.

SIX OF THE ten

players

named to the elite squad hail'
from schools west of the Mississippi.

No limps For
2nd Try at
Legion Came

Leading that list is
pitcher Bill Frost.
is the San Francisco

California
Frost

Giants number - one pick in
the 1966 major league draft.
The Berkley senior is reported to have signed with the Giants for a 550,000 bonus. He
had been drafted by the Cin-

The umpires failed to
appear last night at Prospect High School, so the
now

STEVE ARLIN

of

coaches'

the

is

Ohio
other

State

league,

Galante of St. John's at second, Bob Willet of Ohio University at third, and Ed Leon

Richard Anderson, a familiar
name to Arlington High School

of Florida

State, and Dale Ford of Wash-

which

Arlington

club,
leads the league
5-0 record.

ington State. Stanford's Jim
Hibbs is the catcher.

with

years. He earned his Arts Degree from the UniverBachelor of Arts degree from sity of Illinois this year. He
Eastern New Mexico Univer- played varsity tennis and footsity in 1951 and his Master of ball for Oberlin for four years.
Science Degree from the University of Illinois in 1952.
Also helping to fill out the
fo1

14

Strom also coached football
and track at Tatum High School
in New Mexico.
The new mentor will also
serve as an assistant football

coach as will Jim Wright, new
head varsity tennis coach.
Wright has been assistant
freshman tennis coach at the

University of Illinois since 1964.

lance.

For .Fetter Drives
Says. Golf Pro
BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Golf Pro, Mid/one Farms C.C.

The ability to get off long and accurate tee shots regularly
often separates the men and the boys on a golf course.

TOP PROFESSIONALS agree that the big booming drive
gives them a considerable advantage over the average hitter.

While there is a wide variation in the lenght of tee shots in
the pro ranks, almost all of the touring pros average at least
240 yards per drive..

The big hitters like George Bayer and Jack Nicklaus rap

will join

fans,

the

Prospect staff this year as an

1962.

assistant gymnastics coach.

Bachelor of Arts degree from

assistant grid and wrestling
coach. Tschundi earned his
Bachelor of Science, Degree

Ryan to Compete
At A.A.U. Meet

Prospect after eight

U.

over the head trainer's job at

S.

versity

another

Ohio State collected the Big
Ten's 110 national baseball
title and its third in the last

five years last week in the National Collegiate Athletic Assoication's World Series in
Omaha, Neb,

Jay -

hawk first-yearman will compete in the pole vault, while
Kansas co -captain John Law-

1966

When

infielder Woody Woodward
signed with the Braves he was

a junior at Florida State University.

Three games were reported

Appreciative of the opportunities he had at Florida State
he donated 53,000 of his bonus to the university for the
installation of lights on its

THE

DODGERS

crushed

the Giants 14-4 in the Bronco
A Division, pinning the Giants

of the Braves...Last night in ths

homered

and

Chuck

THE ORIOLES now

wins. The Dodgers arc now
5-2.
Jack Brink got credit for

a 3-2-I season record.

the win on a three -hitter, fan-

clash last night.

six en

Drake

tripled.

with their first loss after six

ning 13 and walking
route to the victory.

baseball field

have

The Cardinals romped past
the Sox 13-6 in their Pony B

' ne Woody of

defeat at the hands of AriMICHIGAN LAUNCHED the

Western Conference's recent
tournament success habit in
,1962
when the Wolverines

gained a berth in the playoffs
as an at -large entry. They followed

fi?st' toes :

h

their

national triumph

with a world collegiate championship,

defeating

Japan's

Hosci University three games
to two.

;Actress !Joan--

tS

State

runner-up

the

extra -base hit.

THE ORIOLES drew ahead
of .500 with a 13-7 conquest

the Cardinals posted their you're just bound to run into someone you know this weekend.
fifth win against one defeat. And the best place to look for a familiar face is the
as

club's

spacious caddie shack.

THIS IS THE BEST Western Open ever for seven Ar-

their

lington Heights youngsters who

club's top
tournament

clubs. Medinah Caddy
Master Paul Smith chose the

caddies for the
and then
asked

shot.

arc closer to the action than
the

THE MOST COMMON fault among short drivers can be
found in an improper hip turn through the hitting zone. This

most avid golf nut will
get. They are the boys
who are carrying the sticks

other clubs for the cream of

ever

their crop to fill in

pros this week.

bill.

can be corrected with a couple basic adjustments.

The thrill still hasn't faded

roughly on a 30 to 45 degree angle.

19

year

-

Winters though

and you will get good body leverage at impact.

--

a

red

-

-

old

he

has

Jerry

cad-

hot Champagne

Tony Lema.

BILL KELLY SAYS:

FOR

ONLY

KEN BELYNSKY was trav-

t

eling -in the same threesome
with_ Winters on opening day..
It's his first big tournament,

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

LUXURIOUS

U

beat

the

Sports on T.V.

va-

those

who

filled

the

PLAYER

ASSIGNMENTS

were drawn from a hat

last

ed to pick a winner. "I think
if I had a chance to pick my

5:55

Jim

Dick Siebert is one of only from O'Hare Stadium, ch. 32.
two coaches ever to win the
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.
national

crown

three

times.

His other titles came in 1956

Jerry Winters of Arlington Hdghti confers with
Tony Lema before tee - off time yesterday. Winters was one of seven local caddies working in the

1:10 p.m. Baseball, Cubs vs.

Ohio State's Arlin has also Mets, ch. 9.
brought his fair share of glory
4 p.m. National AA)..1 Track
to the Big Ten. He was the only and Field and Le Mans
league player to be named to Grand Prix :of Endurance, ch.
the
Coaches
All-American 7.
team this year, and the only
6 p.m. Noise Racing ch. 9.
conference competitor to gain
p.m. Bullfighting, ch. 26.
that honor twice.

10:15

Trunk Lid Release 2 -Speed Wiper & Washers.

amotfe,

MARTIN J. KELLY

atOLDSMOBILE, INC.,

tio

1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
4

p.m.

ARLIN'S

Horse

Racing,

TOURNAMENT from Sportsman's Park, ch. 7.
performance this year earned
him the outstanding player award in the series. Three First and Third

Big Ten players

other

have

been so named, including Tom
Ycwcic of Michigan State, Jer-

ry Thomas of Minnesota, and
John Erickson of Minnesota.
baseball

KANSAS CITY (NEA) --

The

Big Eight Conference
the nation's winningest
active football coach in Nehas

braska's Bob Devaney,

All -A-

Devaney has a nine

teams4ate
'3

n

'

- year

- 73-16-5. M issprDan Devine ranks t

'?:;:qrsti te \.,13jetri

55Claimed ; 24 positions

think Casper was tired
by the U.S. Open."
The

With

art
I ()rears.

84-247

record iin

out

said.

him

"This
twice

year
-- in

I

the

watched

Buick

Ar- Open and the U. S. Open."
lington High School junior basWhile most of the local
ed his opinion on long exper- caddies have high hopes aience

15

-

year

old

-

as a golf fan although bout

somewhat

shorter

tenure

as

a golfer. He just took up the

their golfers' chances,
Winters is- the most convinc-

ing when he explains why Le game last year, and he's still ma is the man to beat. "He's
flirting with 100.
playing as well as he has at
All of the Arlington cad- any time in his career," the
dies are golfers and most of Northern Illinois University
them compete in other sports freshman said. "And he hasn't
during the school year. Whit- finished lower than third in
nell was a varsity wrestler any of his last four
tournafor the Cards last year, while ments."
Belynsky played baseball and

basketball for St. Viator, and
IF LEMA DOES .TAKE top
Wallworth wrestled and golf- money it will probably mean

ed for Arlington.

a

THE ONE EXCEPTION to

ters has been -one of Lema's

staunchest
supporters
since
he caddied for -him in the
Western Open in 1962.

Whitnell

JIM'S

Ark

SERVICE
STATION

BULKO gives you more gallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim °Rymer;

During the four -day Western

s

caddied for
last year in

ing Greens, but this is his
first year in the big show.
He's pulling for George Archer. It's the first year too

Mt PROSPECT, ILL

Open Golf Championship at
Medinah Country Club, members of the club have been invited to ' use several other
courses in the Chicago area
for their own personal golfing.
Arrangements for using the
courses should be made through
the Medinah Pro Shop.
Course cooperating during
the tournament are:
Briarwood C. C., Bob -o -

for Scott Wallworth, who is
working for Bill Martindale.

Link C.C., Elgin C. C., Evanston C.C.,

Glen Oaks

C.C.,

JOHN MCNAMARA may not

Green Acres C. C., Glen View

be linked with one of the favorites, but he still had plenty of company on the course.

C. C., Indian Hill C. C., Inverness C. C., Kriollwood C.C.,

McNamara is toting for Bob

C. C., Oak Park C.C., Olympia
Fields C. C., Park Ridge C.C.,
Ravisloe C. C., Sunset Ridge
C. C., and Westmoreland C.C.

Rosburg,

and

Rosburg

La Grange C.C., Northmoot

yes-

terday played with Billy Casper, the U. S. Open and defending Western Open Cham-

komione

pion.

The pros who are going afthe Open's top prize of
$20,000 are among the best
in their business, and so are
ter

010 E. RAND RD.

But it is a pretty safe bet
lot more than
money on the minds of Arthat there is

Courses Open
During Tourney

Western Open tournament at Medinah Country Club.

Hydromattc Drive Back Up Lights Power Steering

'Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 60 Light Group

SATURDAY

and 1960.

Jack McGowan
the qualifying round at Roll-

Day/Night Tilt Mirror 'Power Brakes Tinted Wind-

6:55 p.m. Baseball, White
Sox vs. Yankees, ch. 9.
8
p.m. Stock car racing

1965 and 1966. Gopher Coach

The

PRICE

shield . White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. & Bk.
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam

p.m. Filmed highlights

of NFL action, ch. 32.

man 1 would have taken Doug
lington's
seven
privileged
Sanders,"
Whitnell
said.
"I follow him on the tour spectators at the Western
"He's been hot lately, and I as much
as I can," Winters Open this week.

Western is a family
affair for the Leighton brother's. Bill drew Jack Rule
Jr., while Nat has one of.
golfs biggest names - Tommie Aaron.

the

boys

who

are

carrying

Ken Belynsky marches off the first tee carrying Bob Goalby's clubs. The Arlington High School

junior is a dedicated golfer himself. He shoots in
the middle 80s.

I

FRIDAY

Belleville's Bob Goalby.

$349202 FULL

LUXURIOUS SEDAN

Sox

cd after three innings.

and his hopes are pinned on

SEDAN

1966 "98"

holds the women's
400 -meter free style in 4:38;

payoff somewhere in the
hundreds for Jerry Winters.
Even
the tail - enders' carSaturday, and if anyone was
died in five other tour tourthe
random caddie assign- riers can figure on somedisappointed
by
the
draw
he
naments. He thinks he is walkment system was Winters. thing like lifteqn dollars per
ing with a winner this year wasn't letting on. Only one of Lema asked for him. Win- round.
the local bag - toters venturfor

Then move your right foot back just a little to give you more
of an open stance. From this position you will be able to achieve a much greater turn with your hips on the downswing,

Mir

the

cancies. The local seven were

for some of the nation's top among

First, try turning your left foot slightly toward the hole,

400 -meter

Randall

It's
=gig Year for Caddies At
Western Open Golf Tourney

BY DALE HOFMANN
In a way, it has been a bad Western Open year for local
fered the loss.
golf fans. Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player aren't in the field,
and while 24 of the meet's 134 starters are Illinois pros, not
THE CARDS' John Sullens one hails from an area club.
tripled and Bill Izzo homered
Still, Medinah Country Club is one of those places where

them out 270 yards and more, enabling them to be within the
immediate area of the green even if they miss their second

Tigers

spot and the championship in :'thein.

Casey Rush was the winning

7:21P.

the

in the contest, which was call-

190:be_tbre Ohio \ nee -I
c aimed

holds

medley mark of 4:45.5. Miss

Miss Pitt is the 220 -yard butterfly champ with a time of 2:31.9;
and Miss Finneran holds the
14-2 Wednesday in the Bronco
B League. The score was given 800 -meter free -style record of
9:36.9.
incorrectly as 10-0 in yesterThe U.S. team is sponsored
day's Prospect Day. Pete Don- jointly
by the state department
ahue was the winning pitcher
The

Eighteen

picher and John Cropper suf-

Norm Smith of the Dodgers
"doubled for the game's only

Cal.
Roth

Oops Correction

ktiumnesoto captured-airN.Cikt-vierr

Woodward comes

pony A Oivisioth. with TO talented family..
btibay getting the win. Heilan:

ned nine and walked a pair.
Steve Carley of the Orioles

I

zona State in last year's final
game.

En -Lightened

Dodgers Rout Giants
In Mount Prospect

lin, the Buckeyes avenged a 2*1

ATLANTA (NEA)

Iasi` 'light in the ' Mount Prospect Boys' Biisehall AssoCiatiOn program.'

Behind the pitching of twotime All-American Steve Ar-

son is slated for the three- or
six -mile run.

in

Roth of

Dick

Finneran of Santa Clara,

on

Title is;.rig 10's Fifth

teammates travel to
the National

Ncw York for

Steinhoff,

years

including

Atherton, Cal.; Martha Randall
of Wayne, Pa.; Sue Pitt of
Highland Park, N.J.; and Shar-

Bucks' NCAA Baseball

when he and two Kansas Uni-

Bob

Page 6

his

and lifesaving at Pioneer Park

The local

at the University of Iowa, and Amateur Athletic Union Track
and Field Meet.
a student coach at
The Kansas freshman, holdDubuque High School in Iowa.
He was a state high school er of the national record in the
wrestling championship runner - mile, will enter only one event.

Friday,

received

pool in Arlington Heights for
the past five summers.
'Richard W. Kirstein takes

unit.

served as

June 24,

Anderson

N.I.U. in 1965.
He has also taught swimming

mile champion Jim
Knights' football staff will be Ryun will take another crack
Dick Tschudi, who will be an at the world record Saturday

a

Pedersen's Pointers

'

gymnastics

ers,

gymnast was also high point that capacity at Glenbrook
man on the Northern Illinois North High School. Kirstein reUniversity team and was named ceived his Bachelor of Science
most valuable man on the Degree in education this year
Huskies' roster in 1961 am) from Illinois State University.

lineman for the Hawkey es.

Anderson competed for four
He received his Bachelor of years
on the Cardinal gym
Arts Degree from Oberlin Colsquad, placing on the 1960 state
lege in 1964 and his Master of championship

6 p.m. today.

were

Change

for next year.

Grove High School.
Strom comes to Prospect
from Mattoon, Illinois where
he was football and track coach

At Moscow he'll be joined by
four other world -record hold-

Athletic Posts

up, and a varsity wrestler and

Two of the new men will function as head coaches for the
Knights. Walt Strom will lead the Prospect trackmcn in 1967,
taking over for Dick Calisch who is transferring to the Elk

DICK TSCHUDI

RICHARD KERSTEIN

Four new coaches and a head trainer hcve been named to
fill vacancies in the Prospect High School athletic department

Prospect High School at

of Arizona

Reggie Jackson
State, Jim Lytle

Prospee H.S. Fills

faces

Thome's brother, J. D.,
will start for the home
team, and Jerry Donahue
is expected to go for the

of Arizona at short.
Outfielders
named

JIM WRIGHT

WALT STROM

RICHARD ANDERSON

Arlington
Heights' unbeaten defending state champions at

first, Matt

at

postponed
- Mor-

Mark Thorne's
nine, which is 3 - 0 in the

of Ed Maras of South

Dakota

-

ed again.
Coach

mound pick. The infield consists

twice

Mount Prospect
ton Grove American Legion Junior baseball clash
will bare to be reschedul-

cinnati Redlcgs in 1965, but
turned down the Reds' offer.

State

and 400 -meter free - style
events, with times of 1:57.6
and 4:12,2.

Bob Artemcn got the game's

PITCHER Rory
McDole shared the hill with
EASING

Michigan State football fans
figure the 1966 home schedule
of North Carolina State, Penn
'State, Michigan, Purdue, Iowa
and Notre Dame is the choicest in history,

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

be

OT.115ffifil.

sue's

Friday, June 24, 1966

YOU COULD
EASY MAKE
A MISTAKE

- A HOLE WITH A

WELL, WITH ME

HA-HA--

FRONT OF IT,

STUPID!

TI4ADS A

GOOD ONE
ON ME!

'I may need some help here. They insist on separate,
but exactly equal, vacations!"

STANDIN' IN

IP THAT ANT SALVIN'TH'
BOSS IN' BOSS SAID,'HEY,

CA -1,1-10W

MNJ ANT GOT TH'C.ENTER.

IN THAT JOB
TH'
GUY IS REALLY BORIN'

LIKE THAT!

BORN' FAR!

'I TOLD you not to talk politics to him in the clinches:"

BEN CASEY

,TR w/t ,Am5
IF IT DOESN'T WORK HE 1"

'0 NIA. I...

U t I.,

01I.

THE FOOLER.

6-24'66

HAS ONLY DEATH 10 LOOK
FORWARD TO.

HAR-RUMP1-1! YOUR DULL. MINDS
CAN'T GRASP THE SIGNIFICANCE

OF FIGURES! RELIEF PITCHING
IS A CLASSIC CASE OF UNSAFE

WORKING CONDITIONS! IN ITS
WAY IT'S AS DANGEROUS AS
ENT...WHAT HAPPENS (FINE
MOM DOESN'T WORK -IF STUART
IS AS F6}OHOLOWALLY EXHAusrEP
AS HE WAS LAST NIGHT? viff.1.1... boa..

SLEEP, STUART...
THAT'S WHAT MC NEED...
PLUS METH AND HOPE...

Just FORA PEW PAW-.

THE RICKETY MINE SHAFTS
NOW OUTLAWED!

THE WAY WHAT'LL YOU
YOU
'THEY
DO ABOUT IT,
COULD
MASOR ? TRY WIDE BOMBED
FIREMAN
LOBBY FOR
NANG THE

EARLY THIS A SMALLER
PL ATE SEASON
BALL OR OUT-- AND DIM IT WAS EVEN LAW THE
MING THE
WORSE!
8A -TS
LIGHTS!

-OP

BUGS BUNNY
I'D APPRECIATE YOU
INCLUDING A LITTLE

MEAT IN THE NEXT
TIDBIT,
GLN NOR:

CAMOUFLAGED
SASE BALLS SHOULD

HELP

DOCTOR SAYS

This is an MG midget. It rolls forward...fast.

MORTY MEEKLE

Plenty of pow in this baby scats from 0-60 In less than 16

Asthma

LA6T NIGHT I DREAMED1HATAN

W. G. BRANDsTADT, M.D.

seconds, turns in 33 feet and

714E CA67Le1.106MADE OLYT-CDF

EVIL. WITCH HAD LOC4,650M5 IN A
CASTLE WITH WALL6704 FE:ET THICKAND I HAD70 PAT MY WAY OUT:

you 35
miles to
the gallon.
In addition to roll -up windows,
gives

CfreCOLA7E CgaNCH IC6C.F.56M .

doors, center - horn steering
wheel, improved rear suspension and new manifolding and
exhaust systems.
C'mon In and see the MG
midget today.

V

disease, other factors appear
to play a part in its cause.

Their exact role

is not altoclear. For example,
emotional
stress,
although
rarely if ever the sole cause,

gether

Hop

may trigger an attack and long
continued emotional stress may
aggravate what would otherwise
be a mild case.

Some asthmatic persons tip,
-

PM cOlha GNIER TO bET IT!

r

regulating mechanism,

1;',N

of
their palms is lower than that
of normal persons and after
immersion in cold water the
surface

temperature

temperature returns to the pre immersion level more slowly.
This may account for the fact

that a sudden cold spell often
precipitates asthmatic

IlAvE

READYI

AUGUST AVID lleVER

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RETURNS IT!

ABC

i.

ACROSS

1 Arab g

units are turned on and the dust

Besides soot and lint, house
dust often contains a variety
of molds. One of these, Candida

albicans, the mold that causes

thrush, has been found to be
especially bad for asthmatics.
Treatment with the antifungal

CAPTAIN EASY
MCKEE SAID
ROPICK WAS A
BIG FINANCIER
WHO

Mtn PAM'

NO WOINDER1 HE WAS A FARO:
THE RERL KOOICK, WHOM McKEE
HADN'T MET. WAS W eunopst

HIS INTEREST IN

TR TRACT KNOWN

TILL TH' DEAL

some

persons

who

had no previous allergies developed them after 10 to 30
years with a marital, partner
who was asthmatic.
Furthermore, asthma was
found to develop more frequently in children when the

mother, with whom contact is
closer,

was

asthmatic

than

when the .father was afflicted.

It was also more common in
siblings who occupied the same
bcd than in those, who slept
in separate beds.

HIS VOICE: WOULD
YOU RECO&HZ13 HUAI

NkTrR NNW NOW:

STUDIED AU. LOCAL,

UFO REPORTS. THE EARLIER ONES
SEEMED TYPICAL..THEN FOUR AROUSED
MY SUSPICION. ONE

SUCH witless IS

SEINE QUESTIONED AGAIN. LETS SEE
IF HS LOOKS EAMILIAR:

'

MAI)

*el

this cause.

example,

PROBABLY: YOU SAW
'ROTA CK,WASH..HEARD

cLOSeut

agents used against thrush are,
however, of no use in the treatment of asthmatic attacks from

A recent study conducted in
Iowa has suggested that some
germ or virus presenj in asthmatics may b4 transmitted from
person to person as a result
of prolonged close contact. For

Answer to Previous Puzzle.

F

T

aT

HOAR
O

R a

,.

have a thorough fall cleaning
the customary spring cleaning.

13 Aged
20 Chinese

-1 ALA
RED

a
(var.)pagoda
4 Sheep'arment
s bleat
M a N
7 Manila hemp. 21 Ban by tradition
VOT
12 Ape (p1.)
S R
22 Persian coin
14 Lowest point
0
L.IN A
15 Carload units
kfiedcatch
R
2523 Gunlock
18 Abolish
co a R A
17 Small boy (Scot.) 28 Arthurian lady 0
R a
N S
18 Small coins
27 Dar of
19 More recent
SacredTheology R A R E

sibility is that, with the onset
of cold weather, indoor heating

instead of, or in addition to,

sports car.

BORROWS MY HOSE LA.sr

attacks

factor it would be helpful .to

ALLEY OOP

the

spin. She's all

460 N. HICKS RD., PALATINE
358-6750
(Amos. From Palatine Shopping Plaza)

in these persons. Another pos-

level of the indoor air in increased. If this is in truth a

in

cockpit. rev up,
go out for a

KOSKE IMPORT MOTORS

THE BORN LOSER

pear to have a defect of their
heat
The

new Midget has locking

the

Although asthma has long
been recognized as an allergic

E

P I NK
R A

a A
aN
A6

a
a

S
0,
E
E
E
S aRO
T
RA N
Sa
A -r
NO S
a
AT
O
A
0 N

p

A L E s ME96
SET
in time
(ab.
21 He who tries 28
1
38,Dangerous
43 Stephen (ab.)
24 Entertains
91 Disquiets
38 Austere
44 Ireland
28 Eve's son (Bib.) 32 Salt -water body 39 Instance
45 Cut
29 Agree
35 Goalkeeper
40 Weapons
48 Jellylike
Type
of
light
material
30 calculator

3341
33 Spokens

university 35 Protect

-

R

37 Motive
39 Flower

8

12

14

15

18

42 Armor splint

28

50 50 Umpire

51 Anglo-Saxon
slaves
52 Born

53 Teleost fish
DOWN

1 Rudiment
2 Phoenician god

rrow defile
4 Graft
5 Upas tree poison
(Mem of value
7 Chaplets (poet.)
8 East Indian wild 40
3

.:It(tvar,

'10

to

48 Scopes
47 Exalting
49 Struck.

9
mar)t
10 Quote

9

47

51

11 Greek war god
H

11

THE. PROSPECr DAY

.

8

4AP,142:-

047.121..t..7:11:F41:111:r.FrAf27.17'

WANTED

13 -List And rola
Found - 1/2 grown kitten at
Golf and 1 -Oka, Mt. Pros.

24-Iklp 1MatN Iletl

-

QUAL ITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR

Slate gray with white feet.

259-0542
Fotinth Boy's Schwitan Sting-

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

ray bike, vie. of Arlington
Market on Mon. 6/20.
CL 5-5609

chance for advancement in fait

growing electronic company.

14 -Personals

HAVE YOU
Ii

inspection procedures during
our' second shift. Excellent

'

ANY OF THESE
,THINGS TO SELL?
They'll Bring You Extra Cash

Will train man with related

'Responsible for bille node by
myself _only. As of this date,
6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood,
An. Ms. Worhan wants ride to
Golf View Plaza. MuSt arrive
between 9 and 9:30. 255-3892
after 6.

background
work.

METHODE

1700 Hicks Rd.

15 -Business Personals

Roiling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer.

Permanent Waves $5
Licensed beauty operator your home. Call CL 3-2236
or CL 3-3384.

MANAGERS NEEDED -

for young progressive restaurant chain. Experience not
necessary. If you are seeking

2i -lobs Wanted -Men

a future, have confidence in
your abilities and are willing
to learn, we will invest our

clipping, digging;
your mower. Mark Gustafson.

time and money in you.

253-1822

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

15 yr. old

boy wants lawn

Please call 255-5286.
A.H. 392-4230. Ask for Wayne. Driver Wanted - Full or part

mowing lobs S. W. side of

time. Arlington Produce, 13.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

The Chosen Few, a group of young musicians the group are, from the left, Bill Manglaris, Paul
from Forest View High School, has been playing Meharas, Bob Klopp, John Carpenter, Bill Teich several youth dances in the area. Members of ell and Mike Neville.

Band Sets Concert Dates
Under the direction of Fred

of the trumpet trio, will play

§chmoyer, the Arlington
High School Summer Band w;11

Carnival

begin its 21st season of "Con-

ed solo baton twirler w i

C.

coby.

certs on the Lawn," at 8 p.m.
Thursday, June 30 in Recrea-

the

by JaJames Hallett, feats's.,

Northwestern

University

Marching Band, will also per-

tion Park.
The 70 -piece concert band
will present a program of

form.

"CONCERTS on the Lawn"
arc presented through the cooperation of Township High
School District 214 and the
Arlington Heights Park District.
William Appleby, su-

light classics and old and new
favorites.

Jay Milne, Tom Huegerich
and Dennis Conrad, members'

The Arlington High School
Summer Band will give two
other

performances

as

part

Left -"Waiting

for

the

Man wanted for cleaning carpeting and furniture. After 4

We have sale distributorship
of new product In Greater

Part time - experienced with

2 color and 1/2 tone stripping.

V & G PRINTERS, Inc.

334-7252

Mount Prospect
259-3553

Man to work 3 AM to 6 AM

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local
restaurant, nights, apply in
person M:. Rose
MAITRE D'
'

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
609 N. MAIN ST.
OFFSET PRESSMAN

RESTA URANT

Htggins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

MULTILITH and LARGER
Experienced, days, full time

'.5 -Business Personals

V & G PRINTERS, Inc.
Mount Prospect
259-3553
EXPERIENCED
;4

,n.1

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment

%

Call 255-1154
CAMERAMAN & STRIPPER

as relay driver Monday thru
Friday. Call 392-1830.

Used Trucks

urban Chicago.

MERCEDES -BENZ
of NORTH AMERICA,INC.
1500 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
212-5880

WANTED

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
pewriters

Below - Betty Myers, of Prospect
Heights, performs solo number with
Suburban Veterans Chorale at the
concert held at Randhurst Shopping
Center. The chorale is composed of
veterans from the suburban area and
performs regularly throughout Sub-

if necessary.

SALESMAN

Call Mr. Covell(

Aquariums
Row Boats

ale at their performance at Randhurst
Shopping Center.

4:30, 5 day week. We will train

Chicago area. Car necessary.

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

Train" was one of the feature selections of the suburban Veterans Chor-

duties with hours from 8 to

24 -Help Wanted Men

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

Evening

ity for advancement. Varied

255-5763

Cameras

Auto Tiresi:

BARTENDER
apply' at
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
'

Rte. 14 and Quentin Rd.
Palatine

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young mats to learn glass

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

DO YOU

1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-3700
ArlingtonHgts.
Wanted

NEED

SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARD

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director
VILLAGE OF ARL. HTS.

$2000
$3000
$4000

253-2340

33 S. Arlington Ms. Rd.

KITCHEN HELP
Full Time
Experience not necessary.

SCOT'S RESTAURANT

OR MORE

905 E. Rand Rd.

FOR ANY

392-2240

REASON?

Take an Months
Up To uv To Pay
WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Musical Instruments -

Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Lowest Since 1960

.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MAY I

FAMILY

Mortgage loan delinquencies at the nation's savings and loan
associations during May declined to 1.02 per cent, lowest May

figure since 1960, C. A. Duncan, Jr.,' president of the United
States Savings and Loan League, reported today.
The League executive ex.
plained that the continuing

monthly study of loan delin-

sociations

court-

1965

try. These savings and loans
the
rcpbrt
percentage
of

were:

by

the

I

across

the

delinquency
figures
Januaiy,
1.25;
Feb-

mortgage loans in arrears 60

ruary,
1.28;
1,17;
March,
April, 1.18; and May, 1.20.

days or more to the total loans

"In 1966, the figures were:

in the portfolio at the end of

January,

each month.

IS; March, 1.06; April,
'And May, 1.02."

"During the first f

i

v

c

1.05;

current

figures reflect

downturn that began in

a survey of 900 reporting as-

conducted

DUNCAN, who is also president of Farm and Home Savings, Nevada, Mo., said that
the

months of 1966. delinquencies
were considerably lower than
the corresponding period last
year," Duncan said.
"The

quencies

'trade association is based on

MONTHLY PAYMENT

HELP YOU
PLACE

CALL TODAY

YOUR

Delinquent Loans Decline

February,

1. -

1.04;

While

a

1964.

delinquency
figures
vary from month to

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

tivity being exercised in the
gtanting of mortgage loans."
Although, the delinquency

rate has been declining steadily, Duncan pointed out that it
has

been

accelerated by

-between .1964 and 1965.

The steadily declining numof mortgage loan delin!";4' r

ings

funds drastically

reduc-

-ed as a result of competition

ings and loan managers have

from commercial bank consumer certificates of deposit,

indicates

that

tightened up their collection
procedures," Duncan stated.

"In addition, it indicates that
there is a

far greater Wee-

WANT ADS

WANT AD?

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

lenders have become more and
more selective in lending policy," he said.
11

CALL

255-7200

.

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

items around
your home'

NENRIkStN
LOAN CO

that you no
longer use.

"With the inflow of sav-

sav-

quencies

31Dar

the

will
tight mortgage money market
month, they began to decline which began shortly after the
in a fairly dramatic fashion first of the year.

Good

starting salary and opportun-

Experienced guitar teacher.
Folk or. Rock Roll. $2.00 an
hour. Music furnished.

TV Sets
Clothing

Songfest
At The
Shopping
Center

a life - time career.

23 -instruction

Bicycles

Hasbrook Park on July 28.

to make the automotive field

of Meadows Park.

Jewelry

of the concert season, at Pioneer Park on July 14, and at

We have a permanent position open in our parts warehouse. This is an opportunity

Day School for 4 and 5 year
olds. 4 days a week. 10 to 12.
$2.00 Call 259-3183 Vicinity

Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

or blankets, and prepare fot
an evening of line entertainment. There is no charge for
the concert.

t h

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books

perintendent of recreation for
the park district, invites concertgoers to bring lawn chairs

Variations,

W. Davis St. 253-0042
UTILITY MAN

Exp, Junior will tutor english,
french, reading. A lso do babysitting, typing. CL 3-3583.

Rugs

inspection

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Mowing,

And

in

Why not call
me today?

Dial 255-7200

I OFFICE HOURS:
'.Hours:

Weekdays -9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

THE DAY

Friday, June 24,1966

$

CALL TODAY

NT
24-Help Wanted Men

Painter and Paper Hanger.

Experienced only. Open shop.
Clearbrook Decorators. 9397997.

Exceptional

Cavanagh.

827-118G
AAA -CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

722 Center St. Des Plaines

EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY

To manage and maintain 35

Des Plaines

in exchange for rent. Annual
rental $2,180. Womantoahow
property, must be able to type
and handle deposits. Man must,

GENERAL
MAINTENANCE MAN

Bill Cook Buick needs retired
man for general janitorial
work. Hourly pay with good

fringe benefits. Contact Dick
Taege
CL 3-2100

man needed to

manage shipping department

of small, growing company
located in Arl. His. $120 per
week to start. Free hospitalization and retirement plan.
Full time.

PartTime-$35 Week

CALL 537-5968

Must be 21 years or older
Part time help wanted
Eve. 6 PM to 10 PM
Sat. 1 PM to 10 PM

Sun. 12 N to 9 PM

MT. PROSPECT LIQUORS
CL 9-3637
MEN WANTED FOR

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings In Elk
Grove. and surrounding area.
Call 827-7880
FITTERS, WELDERS,
BURNERS &

MACHINE OPERATORS.

HELPERS - Experienced in
handling steel
53 hour week
Fringe benefits,paid holidays,
vacation, pension, etc.
INTERNATIONAL

IRON WORKS, INC.

'531 Wheeling Rd. Wheeling

or

SP.5-3311

Part time help for
maintenance service.

be

Call CL 3-6342
PART TIME
Evenings and Weekends in
liquor store. 23 years or
392-6565

' Gas station attendant, for;
weekends. Carl'a Conoco, Mt.
Prospect, CL 3-4770
Retired gentlemen for delivering of custom cars. 1/2 days
and 3/4 days work. Contact
LeeRoy Leister at

Lien Building Service Corp.
has openings In NW suburbs
for men 18 or over to work
evenings during the summer.
Full or part time. Apply in
person between 8:30 A.M. and
4:30 P.M.

Mr. Stanley

thereafter. Please apply to

tenance jobs, few hours per

day. Write giving age, family
and qualifications. Box 1028
Arlington Day
217 Arlington Hgts.Rd.

825-0270

9229 W. Grand Ave.
Franklin Park
455-5000

TOOL & DIE
Rapidly growing, light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wage reviews.

255-7130 -- A rlington Heights

Apply in person
392-3500

or call:

METHODE

MANUFACTUR ING

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal Opportunity, Em-'
ployer.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

DEPARTMENT

259-4100

MANAGERS

WANTED

"We Handle Everything"
Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $650 mo.)

MODEL MAKER

ZAYRE

Experienced model maker in

small research lab of lge.

Chicago based company. Good

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

727 W. Golf Rd. Des Plaines

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.
437-4677
Evenings and Weekends

SERVICE ADVISOR -WRITER

Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car dealer, due to expansion has an
opening for a capable service
advisor. For a job with a
future, contact Leroy Leister
at

SUMMER WORK

FULL TIME
Light varied general assembly
work for high school boys looking for full time summer

employment. This work in-

cludes assembling, testing,,
and inspeCting company prod-'

ucte -

Growth Conscious
Engineer

neighborhood

Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

appointments and keep simple

records. No Sets: or eves.
$90 wk. Free.
774-9393

30-Help Wanted-Women
-

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Hoffman Estates,

ing types of molding.

EXTRUSION -VACUUM FORMING -INJECTION -COMPRESSION

Position will report to company executive.Excellent potential

for individual able to handle greater responsibility. Salary'
in the 5 figures plus bonus. For immediate interview call
Howard Koss 299-7766 days or 259-3050 evenings.

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO,

SKILLED MEN

4N535 County Line Rd.
Bensenville, Illinois

1103-5000

967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

ARE NEEDED AT

LITTELFUSE

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WAITRESSES

Full or part time. Apply in

person.

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

Higgins

Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.

Elk Grove Village

POUL'S

(Days & Nites)
Two men for repairs, combination blanking, piercing proces-

sing and forming dies for high production equipment used in

the manufacturing of small electro-mechanical devices.

TOOL MAKERS

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

24

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

562-2991

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Cement Work

(Days)

Experienced men in the building of new tools, jigs, fixtures,
and In general repairs and building of high volume production
automatic machines.

PATIO BLOCKS

2x8x
Each -Plain

16

20c -Colors 25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
.

Sec and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

*tie and a workable knowledge of blue print reading.
7 v.4134 the above Jobs are accompanied by new plant working
diitKHOns and new air-conditioned plant with up-to-date
Anatproyet lienefits. Feel free in stopping .hy or calling.

Serving the entire N.W.
Driveways,
area.
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
General Cleans

LITTELFUSE
824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

LANDSCAPING

259-0141
Rentals

Alton's Quality

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

lid It r htais who have some experience in the use of inspection

8.137-2180.

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO.

General Cleaning

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

PRECISION INSPECTORS

WHEELING

Blacktop Work

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

prima op to 90 tons.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th sr.

Rolling Meadows
CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employer

ADVERTISING

Carpetslug Cleaners

Experienced men in the set up of dies on automatic punch

MART'/M NI TA LS

1200 Hicks Rd.

Call 255-1200

estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

DIE SETTERS

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY FOR CANDIDATE WITS
TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PROCUREMENT AND ABILITY TO ORGANIZE AND StTPERV1611'
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT. B. A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT.

AEROSPACE

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

free

EXPeriencad men In the general maintenance repairs, and
trouble shooting of high production automatic machines.

PURCHASING
SUPERVISOR -

AC RONET ICS

Let us help make your...DAY!

decide until you call us for

.MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

HOOVER & ASSOCIATES

in air - conditioned
facility. Salarycommensurate
with ability. Please come in or
call for appointment.

ment

BUSINESS
Service Directory

DON'S BI.ACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Prominent custom molder expanding their present facilities
has an ideal position for a capable production manager or
superintendent with thorough knowledge in one of the follow-

Pleasant engineering environ-

Experienced for Dining Room.

RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

37.8228

24-Help Wanted Men

ASSISTANT PLANT MANAGER

holidays, etc.

DIV. GENERAL TIME CORP.

Bensenville, Illinois

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Call us and compare prices

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

vacation, free life insurance
and hospitalization, 8 paid

4N535 County Line Rd.

lots.
parking
Will do any job 20% cheap-

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease. schedule

with important housekeeping
duties including cleaning of
equipment. Permanent posi-.
tion for mature person wishing to work in interesting environment.

benefits including 2 weeks paid

clerical function,
type reports, letters, and an-

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

Call 373.6880

Public address
sound systems
rentals -for autos. picnics
& other gatherings.
('. B. Radio Sersicing

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

driveways,

SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH EXPERIENCE.

Apply in Person

CL 9-0740

We offer many progressive

preforms

pointment.

An equal opportunityemployer

ability to work well with people

IN OUR BENSENVILLE
OFFICE

in person or phone for ap-

ROLLING MEADOWS

,is having Spring special on

light typing and pleasing per-

Assist operating room staff

CLERK TYPIST

and shorthand skills and the

24-Help Wanted Men

doctor will train a girl vial:

Miss Paige

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

A full time permanent position with complete employment benefit program. Apply

Div..General T ime Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.

Responsible girl or woman to
baby sit with 3 girls 8, 11
& 14. Call 392-7490 after 5.

No medical experience reg'd..

Personnel Service

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
259-9100

AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE

HE 7-4556

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

7205 N. Meade

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

oratory. Must have good typing

For

774-9393

young

holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

Interesting position available
for experienced secretarywho
likes the responsibility and
variety involved in an Aerospace oriented Research Lab-

WALL WASHING

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

This

good typist and have ability
assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid

to

swers phone.

work with AVON.
824-0156

24-Help Waited Men

N. W. Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

Union Special Machine Co.
RESEARCH
LABORATORY
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

or call for spilt.

you want through part time

AS
24-Help Wanted Men

including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
etc.
Please come in

LADIES

GET RESULTS

TRAINEE

CASHIERS

Apply in Person

We offer many progressive

benefits

don't let your budget fence
you in. Have the extra money

WANT ADS

SWITCHBOARD

Good Pay.
Apply in person.
Buckeridge Door Co.

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights
259-4100

vided for qualified applicants.

Call CL 5-1010 for app't.

DAY

experience

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchYou'll also be the
board.
receptionist for this modern

AND

LeRoy Leister at

on our APOLLO SPACE PRO-

Arlington Hgts.

M&F

774-9393

SURGICAL

ployee benefit program, major medical, and hospitalization, retirement program,
paid vacations, holidays and
sick leave. Advancement opportunities.

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory

Memory Gardens Cemetery
2501 E. Euclid

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Miss Paige

HOUSEKEEP ING
(7 AM to 3:30 PM)

er has opening for an experienced auto painter. For
a job with a future contact

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

sit at front desk and be the

CLERKS

in the retail field. Full em-

For typing and general office
work. Pleasant working conditions.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Req's.
are light typing, neat appearance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.

mechanically minded man

Permanent positions for men
and women seeking a future

WOMAN

A Member el a. Gbr /away el Comp,. s

N. W. Suburban office, you'll

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

"SHEETS" 392-6100

Garage Door Installer.
Experienced or will train
a qualified,

110 S. Dryden Pl.
Arlington Heights.
'Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new car deal-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

benefits.

"We

7205 N. Meade

CORP.

LATTOF MOTORS SALES

--- Steady ---

plan and many other,

SECRETARY

D I CTAPHONE

able for alert young women

Some

30-Help Wanted-Women

Reliable girl needed. Must be

Interesting positions avail-

holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30 - 4:30

program tuition refund

WOMEN 100% FREE

7205 N. Meade

lent opportunity for advance-

1-Help Wanted-Women

PRECISION
ASSEMBLY

GRAMS.

ONLY

DAYS

30-Help Wanted-Women

Usual company beneinclude a fine insurance ment.
fits incld. profit sharing, paid

OFFICE

ree.

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

qualify. Benefits

.1310 West Northwest Hwy.

RECEPTIONISTS

Reliable girl needed. Must be

operations you may

ELECTROLUX CORP.

34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine, Illinois

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

operators. If you have
experience on all four

New office, full or part time

SERVICE CORP.

'

qualified comptometer

Dog salon in Parklaidge needs
full time wash boy.

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

HARPER COLLEGE

Departments need

MUST LOVE DOGSI

LIEN BUILDING

Dean of Business Affairs.

Our Payroll and Order

able to do small main-

(24 HOUR PHONE)

FULL TIME HELP

8

OPERATORS

SUMMER HELP

Must have own car.

older.

toWnhouses in Arlington Hgts.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

255-1100

537-4500

Washer & Brusher

Two professional full time
secretaries for executive officers of Wm. Rainey Harper
College. Must have excellent
references and executive experience.
Employment effective July 1st or shortly

COMP TOMETE R

SEMI - SENIOR
General ledger - financial

DOGGIE PARLOR NEEDS

Dependable

COUPLE

SENIOR

296-1142

30-Help Wanted-Women

36-Ilelp Wanted-Women

EXECUTIVE -SECRETARIES

ACCOUNTANTS

sales and man-

sive man. Call or see Mr.

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Waited Mere

WANTED: ASST MGR... statements.
agement potential for aggres-

255-7200

15

Homes Built To Order

3fitt-")34

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finahce
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. $3.

24 hr. phone serv.

Landscaping

894-3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

Transporation

Used Cars - Frocks
100 To Choose Front
1.&S \lotor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

No Job Too Small
Power Raking(U or I)
358-2581

Pelvic+ Motor Sales

Poul's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.
259-0141

&

35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

git

lawnmowers

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845
Miscellaneous Service

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling,

LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling.

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-286t
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

Pamtinglecorating

119 Brookfield

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
'

Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters. Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753
RarioTV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL

PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

-Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen .Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556
MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine also

new

method

cleaning.
456-5404

use the

WANT
ADS

carpet

30 -Help Wanted-40mo

I. B.

30 -Help 'Wanted-Wemen

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 9rd.
'

Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.

Call Mrs. Burtch
For, an appointment

THE

pleasant office
work:" Geed.salary. Students
and Teachers niay apply for
summer wOrk. For details call

693-3021

CHICAGO

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-

Agency columns

are made only (1) to In-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

essary to the normal opefanon

of

his

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the
advertiser

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,
specification or discrimination in employment prac-

IMMEDIATE WORK

GENERAL OFFICE

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

$10 BONUS

Typists

Local -cleaning-lady wanted.

half ,,days a week. Own

transportation. 253-4730.

positions available. No experience required. If you can

With

296-6661

$75 BONUS

An equal opportunity employer
KEYPUNCH

.

Top Rates

Part Time
Positions available now for

tors. Day or evening work.
Choose your own hours and
days. Attractive rates and
working conditions. For details call Ethel Doebber.

Temporary Service

RESPONSIBLE

OPERATORS

Mrs. Pecoraro

Our fast growing company has
in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.

(6:30 AM to 3 PM)
Mature lady to work in the
preparation of light food for

DES PLAINES, ILL.

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

patients and staff. No experience, we will train.
APPLY PERSONNEL

GENERAL OFFICE
Village Contractor. Modern
office. 5 day. week. Good

(One -block east of

Recreation Park)

Ill N. Hickory,

Arlington Heights
IPART TIME or FULL TIME

Full time, 5 day week.

MILES & MILES INC.

-We need a personable woman.

229 S. Arlington Hgts: Rd.

over 30 to be trained to interview housewives, teachers,

CL 9-2660

and students. This is not a

NURS ING

sales position. You need a car
and should be available 2 or 3

ASS 1 STANTS

week. Salary and
expenses. For more informa
lion call,I'Mr.Carrell 848-9500
Preferred Business Service'
? Des Plaines
days

HOSPITAL

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

TYPIST. Good starting salary, regular increases,excel-

lent company benefits, excel-

24 -Help Wanted Men

lent working conditions.
hour week.

SHAKEY'S

36

Students and Teachers may
apply for summer work. For
deaths call Ethel Doebber.

439-0576.

824-8144

IS COMING TO DES PLAINES!

PAYROLL CLERK
Compute salary, handle all
types of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar with tax

SHAKEY'S PIZZA 'PARLOR
-

865 S. Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83 just south of Dempster.)

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and D:eamer Pickup
Coaches. Also the -finest in
Tent Trailers. Open Sundays

12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS
1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi. E.

left. 8 wks. Champ sire. Exc.
disposition.'392-7612.
47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

KEEP THIS AD

-

IT GIVES THE ADDRESS OF
THE FURNITURE BARGAINS
YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING

17 ft. 1956 Chris Craft Runabout. 135 H. P. In board.

FOR. -

Mismatched mattresses and
box springs values to $50
each

$29.88

Walnut bedroom sets
Reg. $150

$89.88

Living room sets
Reg. $200

$139.88

Naugahyde recliners
Reg. $80
4 pc. nylon sectional

392-3721

12 ft. alum. runabout. 25 HP

Evinrude electric. with trailer and skis incl. $275. 255-

Reg. $300

$59.88

$199.88

300 Lamps - 2 for the price

3753

of one.
LIBERTY FURNITURE
Rt. 176
(2 blocks east of U.S. 45)
LO 6-5081
Mundelein, Ill.

Day Cruiser - 23 ft., 188 H.P.

Grey. Low hours, excellent
condition. May take inboard
in trade. Call 259-5136 after
6:00 PM.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female

of McHenry. Phone 815-3856333

OFFICE HELP

CL 5-8713

Young woman full time. Excellent opportunity in established GM dealership. Call
Mr. Juskie

DAR Rummage Sale Saturday
June 25th, 9 to 11:30 AM
North School. Fremont and

FULL TIME
PART TIME
Experienced

SQUARE D COMPANY
Executive Plaza

Elks Club
CL 3-2048

Arlington Hgts.

Park Ridge
An equal opportunityemployer
STENOGRAPHERS

Choice of Days
We can give you as manyor as
few days as you wish working

Join A Profit Sharing Company

APPLY

Work- at home during your

DAY PUBLICATIONS

I

SHADE TREES
Fully branched, 8 to 10 Ft.
All Kind. Less than 1/2 pr.'

774'-5352

Arlington Heights

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

INTERV KEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

WILLOW NURSERY
GARAGE SALE, SAT. 9 TO ?
Antique
Household Items
216 W. Orchard, A.H.

company benefits.

For information,phone t:
Mr. How rd

excellent cond.$12.CL 5-0704

CL 5-4755

Day Publications needs one

AMPEX

17" x 26" opens to 36" in

SALES
additional experienced Classified advertisingtelephone representative.

Join

Arl Hts. Rd. Exc. Bargains.
WINDOW FAN - reversible

ADVERTISING

Excellent earnings plds full

free, time telephoning for'. us

$15.

air -conditioners. 6,000 BTU

HOUSEWIVES

Girl wanted for 3 Man real
estate, aPialsal office froin
10 a.m..to p.m.Call'CL 3-

392-6087

2 Emerson quiet, cool, window

WAITRESSES

VA 7-5557

APPLY RIGHT NOW

Kay Bass Amp. 15" Speaker.
$200. new. Want $130. Call

Twin 35 HP outboard Cruiser. Top shape. Sleeps 3; 36
gal. tanks, many extras.
392-3342
Trailer $1395.
16 ft. Comet Class Sailboat,
complete with sail. $190.

frame, cases. Used 1 season. $95.
296-2876.

VA 7-5557

CL. 3-2100

Preferred Business Service,
SECRETARY -TYPIST

$1450. Stetson Marine.
815-459-4161

Preferred Business Service

deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometer

Doebber

We Need Help! No Experience Necessary. Full or Part
Time. We are Interviewing Neat, Alert Young Men.

TENT
dbl.
room
side
umbrella, 10' x 18' alum.

Grown Tweed Couch
Phone 255-7560.

437-4294
German Shepards AKC 3 pups

desk and chair, 3 wall decorations.
253-2572..
37 -Boats And Marine Supplies

John Westwood.
12:00 to 5:00.

3 Silver male poodles 2 small
miniatures and 1 toy. A.K.C.

$75. 8,000 BTU $100.11ke new.

tions. For details call Ethel

for interview

438-6093

'Encyclopaedia 1964, 20 volumes, cost $200, sacr. $35.
Webster's unabridged dictionary $14.
251-7385,

SALES & RENTALS

your own working
hours and days doing pleasant
office work. Good salary.

Cleaning woman for Fridays.
4 Room Apt. in Mt. Prospect.

-

Evenings.
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

Choose

CL 9-1000

.

-

Call

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER
PUPPIES
AKC
CH. SIRED
Fl 8-2699

For Sale. 6 ft. marble table,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

'W.AITRESS WANTED

Choice of Days

near your home. Good salary
and pleasant working condi-

Contact 'MR. DI NUNZIO

Mt. Prospect
-

5645.

$128.88 SITELKOP T.V. CL 32187 Terms.
$50.
STAUFFER MACHINE
392-9875

$50,
Frigidaire
Refrig.,
Blonde corner, 2 end tables
$10, 2 Turquoise Chairs $8,
Norge Electric Drier $35,

SECRETARIES

800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Call Eves.

peij

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

775-2300

UNIVAC

Air 'cond. A mana 5,00(1
B.T.U.,s quick mt. in carton

-

TYPIST

FREE KITTENS. CALI,CLIV

Coln Collection.

INTERNATIONAL FRENCH
CAFES INC.
Randhurst Center

F.H.BONN COMPANY

salary. 497-4300.

$ CASH $
For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

girl has unusual opportunity

would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
us.
see

Light steno for Elk Grove

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

to grow with company. Some.
travel end other benefits.Send
with phone
qualifier.tions
number
and
anapshon (if

avail.)

Friendly group of people

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

8 to 4:30.

255 - 7900

women

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Paid Holidays and

vacation. Five day week -

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

SALAD GIRL

LITTELFUSE

gram.

HOSPITAL

920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

TV and automotive industry,
Call Ray Spletzer.
824-1188 for Appt.

THE BANK OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

APPLY PERSONNEL

MACHINE

Top skills, top salary, age
2143. Ambitious attractive

rate. Fine insurance pro-

Your choice of shifts.

Days or evenings for counter
work in a hamburger and ice
cream store. We furnish
uniforms. Call or see

ing internationally.

Friday, .1unx-24, 1966

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

mic growing company expand-

chines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

at

time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

WOMAN

To young president of dyna-

adapt it to Industrial ma-

Call Mr. Frieburg

school grads desiring full

PHONE 82 7-110 8

Preferred Business Service

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

weekly. Suggested hours 6:30
a.m. to 8:30 a.m.

THE DAY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CAN YOU SEW?

Woman

To do light dusting a days

We will train interested High

Cali Jane Nelson

VA 7-5557

COCK ROBIN

Opportunity to learn advanced
manufacturing
systems on
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters in Des
Plaines with multiple productive facilities serving customers in electronics, aerospace.

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL

experienced keypunch opera-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

With:fire and casualty insur
ance experience preferred.

PLUS

active, phone

24-Help Wanted Men

$9,000

First 5 Days Pay

type 90 wpm, energetic and

CL 9-4315

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

,/,

PART TIME

Preferred Business Service

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

AND

Ethel'Doebber.
YA 7-5557

CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunity employer

for

Needed

2

SERVICE BUREAU

ployment

TEMPORARY

"art Time

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30-Hel9 Wanted -Women

TYPISTS

tdr.

GARAGE SALE, June 25, 9-5
p.m. 876 Marshall, Des

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to 4ilie.ctronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you;

'Plaines, East of 83, So. of
Dempster.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS

Zonta Thrift Shop closed on
Wednesday during the month

of July. Fridays will be open

as usual from 12:30 to

Aothing over 10C during the

,Month'
Grove Rd. Palatine.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
I

Some experience In performing mechanical inspection opera.;
Hon.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
If you like to talk to people and can express your ideas
clearly then this position would interest you.

We are in need of a personnel interviewer and prefer
someone that is a college grad or has some good solid
experience in interviewing technics or related activities.
Applicant should be neat in appearance and able to type.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
OPENS

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Charles Bruning Company
Division of Adrossograph Multigropli Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

To work on small mechanisms. Experience in sheetmetal
work or woodworking would be of great help.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

EMPLOYMENT

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

MODEL MAKERS

No experience necessary as we will train.

TRAINING CENTER
AT

ELECTRICIAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

Maintaining building machines.

4 HOUR

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

PRODUCT

Key-Punch- OperatorsKey-Punch Trainees

SHORT SHIFT

COST ACCOUNTANT

Clerk -Typists

We are presently accepting applications for female

If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut
this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.
Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathimatical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most

helpful. Should also have forftlled his military obligation.
If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

Bruning offers excellent lib security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up' into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
assemblers to

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

who are otherwise qualified.

0 0 0 * * * * * * * *

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office

...

* ** * 0 0 ** * * *
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
across the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.
******

**

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as,

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

MT:PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

tunities galore.

C. M. Smith

Charles Bruning Company
1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional oppor-

Write, Call or Visit

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.
Division.or Addrossogroph Mukgrepb Corp

*Early ,seniority in

ea

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

An equal opportunity employer

A Equal Opportunity Employer

201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route #89

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE DAY

Friday, June 24, 1966

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

66 -Business Apportunities

T.V. Stromberg Cariscin 23"
Console blonde $75. HE 7

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

4900.

4070-70%

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

Savings'

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by'
piece or room. Terms and

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.
SAVE $$$$

PARTAKE

Display furniture in 7 model
homes. We deliver.

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest Highway .
358-7788.

290-7771

824-8104

?alatinc

40 -Household Appliances

Frigidare Refrigerator 12 cu-

74 -To Rent Apartments

bic

Mt. Prospect

feet. Top freezer $75.
255-4010

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26s14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bcdrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

Baskin -Robbins,

31

flavors

Ice cream store in Liberty-

ville. Low down payment, finance available. 437-9051.
EXCELLENT Going business

Private balconies

for sale or lease in' Barrington. Breasted Chicken, Pizza,
Donuts. Good inside or carry

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL.
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

out business.PhoneDU 1-2422
CL 3-5637

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. Wo of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.,
439-1127

30 -Help lianted-WoMen

STENO TYPIST

Fast accurate typist needed, initiative required.

machines helpful.

'F$ALL RENTALS
Low soother rates foe .

Timber -Lake Village

Parties

Graduations, etc.

SWIMMING POOL

AMERICAN LEGION.HALL

rec, lounge, putting green,

CL. 3-2978

tennis court, range, refrig-

115 -Real Estate -Houses

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

with axiliary

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

country.
$26,750.

scpd. corner lot in an im-

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with Igo. plate glass
Expensive

picture window.

502 W. Miner, Apt. i-B. 259-3209 or call Mr. Carlson 392-

Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.
Arl. Hgts. 3 yr. old split ranch

76 -To Rent Houses

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 1/2 rms., 2
bdrms., screen porch, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

3

pan'ld. fam.rm. with fireplace
2 1/2 car garage. $34,900.CL

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6909
eves.

Less than wholesale. $550.
392-3207

'56 Ford V13. New points and
plugs. Son drafted. Call after
392-4086
5:30 PM.

'59 Rambler station wagon.

best offer.
Good Cond.$250.or.
259-0616

'56 Ford. 6 cyl. stick. 49000
miles. Real nice cond. $200.

RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE CO.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GA LAXIE "500" 2 dr. h.t.
v-8

ferred owner has priced to

Ford in Park Ridge

sell immediately at $26,000.

Northwest Hwy Park Ridge,111

1964 CHEVROLET

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

COIL WINDERS

/WIZ

250 N. 12th ST.

For billing dept. typo special orders, inspection papers

We Need Gals Who Have Experience'

On Small Parts Assembly, Ability
To Handle Small Tools Is Necessary.
Experienced Coi I Winders For All Three Shifts

Are Presently Needed. Women Who Have

etc., accuracy essential.

Benefits Including A Fine Insurance

FIGURE CLERK

to work primarily with time cards, preparing weekly and

daily bonus.

381-1641

tendance, plus other excellent benefits including insurances
and profit sharing.

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

DIAL CL 5-2020

to anyone.' Come in and talk
it over With us.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
F LB -1800
_Open 9 to p

463-4100

DRIVING FUN

with room to expand. Range,
refrigerator assume $12,200
loan payment, $121.00 per
Owner desperate, no offer refused 3 bedroom contempor-

ary ranch extra clean, immediate occupancy, many.
many extras. Call now for

.88 -Real Estate -Vacant

NORTHWEST

Monday Thru Thursday

acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

-

1:00 A.M.

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

62 Cadillac 4Dr Ht
Conditioning

INTERVIEWER

Full Price $1795.

Enclosed porch, completely
air - conditioned, 2 car
attached garage. Short dis-

New Yorkers
Newports

is in natural wooded hillside
setting which requires little
formal maintenance.

0 300's
All cars carry Chrysler's
5 year or 50,000 mile
. pro -rated warranty

c00

and living room with 3 -way
fireplace. Modern kitchen
with built-ins and 2 car
attached garage. For further
information, please call

Down

$39,900.00

4 1/2% G.I. mortgage may
be assumed. Immaculate 3
bedroom ranch home. 2 car

with bank financing

Perk Ridge
1111111111111111hic"%gr
825-8181
Open Sundays

Park Ridge

....,...:-

---\-

___
.

,

!,

t.,

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x
14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers: Undercoat,

65 OLDS

Full Price $2495.

Employment

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

63 PONTIAC
LeMans Convert. 8 Auto-

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS
FLOOR INSPECTORS

1.411)

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift
premium.
1/2 Mile North Of North Avenue On Wolf Rd.

If you are a summer. girl, a woman who

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

manager for

".

matic, 3 Speed, Power Steering

women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

$100.00 Down

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must

$276300

TOTAL
PRICE

INCL FREIGHT

be thoroly versed In recruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufactur-

ing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

LITTELFUSE
824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

1966

MONACO2
Dr. H.T. Beautiful Green,
Black Vinyl Top

1966 CORNONET, 440

Tudor, 6, Automatic. Radio
Heater

2 Dr. Dark Green, Black
Vinyl Top

1964 VOLKWAGON CONVERT.

Extra Gas Heater. Radio, W/W Tires,

57 CHEV

Low Mileage. (One Owner)

Convert. Stick Shift,Clean..

2

Best Offer ??!

Dr. H.T., 3 Speed on Floor. V-8,

Radio, Heater, W/W Tires. Like New.

One Owner

cluding salary requirements
to:

MOTOR
SALES
Des Plaines. III.

299-3395

4

$1492.60

A Satisfied Customer
Mrs. Delores Haugh, Mount Prospect, Ill.

A

ROSELLE

mut

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

AX

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown
,299-4235

$1392.60

1963 PONTIAC CATALINA

Send complete resume in-

An equal
opportunity employer

Yellow, Black Vinyl Top

Top

Dark Green

recruiting and interviewing.

Arlington Heights, Illinois

1966 MONACO

Dark Green 4Dr.H.T.,Vinyl

61 FALCON

of 3 years experience in

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

AIR-CONDITIONED
1966 POLORA
1966 CHARGER

ELLI NWOOD

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M &

'63,164,165,166

with huge stone fireplace.

Padded Dash
Side View Mirror
Backup lights
4 seat belts retract
Variable washers
Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

Like New. Service Policy

PERSONNEL

as

8 A. M. To Noon

Northlake, III.

ALL MODELS

3 full ba ths . 24 x 24 cathedral

WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH

Saturday

1 Mile West Of Mannheim Road

builder. 3 spacious bcdrms.,

'66 POLARA
Vs
DODGE FULL S IZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
BIM This is not a stripped down model.

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

Star Fire Coupe. Full Power

Jobs are open at this time for summer

8 A. M. To 4 P. M.

A Member of the CUE Family of Companies

FL 4-2186

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Friday

Only one homo like this built of 14" red cedar logs
from Oregon by excellent

BRAND NEW

5

5:00 P.M.

Chryslers

setting on 5 gorgeous acres.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Full Power, Factory Air

INTERVIEWING

8 A. M. To 9 P.M.

Used

BARRINGTON HILLS.

A rare find - Breathtaking

740 Busse. Hwy.

room ranch on spacious lot

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Guaranteed

Phone 381-0760

99 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

Morton Grove

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

,

3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

H. M. HARPER CO.
8200 Lehigh
YO 0-6000

WANTED USED CARS

Bring your title -cash

WHITNEY 117 Real Estate
108 So. Hough S. Barrington

Member M.A.P..
Multiple Listing ,$ervice

ROLLING MEADOWS

This week's best value.3 bed-

immediate showing.

CONTACT MISS BYRNE

irk Nage

Northwest Rambler - Palatine

garage. Air conditioner.
Lake Zurich area. $17,500.

FRANCEK

possessed- by VA, and offered

month asking $14,900.

Pleasant air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on premises,
paid vacation and holidays, bonus half days for good at-

Program. Please Apply In Person.

downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek
for details.
In

rating
VA homes are available to you for as little

accurate typist with some figure aptitude.

Recent Factory Experience -Will Be

Considered. We Offer Many Fringe

BUILDING

If you, have a good credit

CLERK TYPIST
Combination of order typing and record keeping. Should be

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII°r ^"

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers

sale this 8 year old modern
brick and stone ranch on 2
acres in a lovely country
setting. 3 bedrooms, 2 C.T.
baths. Paneled family room

COMMERC IAL

as $100 down. These are re-

TYPIST

l

101 -Automobiles Wanted

We are proud to offer for

Realtors

537-2180

392-3787

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

pin. $64,000. Additional
Acreage Avail.
Member Barrington
R. E. Board

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

All Shifts

Excellent investment opportunity' 2 minutes to 'Toll Rd.
23 Acre Farm, remodeled
farm house, 5 bedrooms,11/2
baths. 2 barns. All neat as a

131 W. Main

99 -Automobiles for Sale

'58 English Ford compact. 2

$72,500.00

Roselle, LA 9-9171

BARRINGTON REALTY CO.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

'65 Honda 150. Blk. with
extras. Ovmer overseas. Exc.
cond. $400. CL 3-7532

dr. Motor and body good $65.

ROSELIZ DODGE

Co-operative Listing Service

77/Se /26 E 7141

824-4261

Arlington Hts.
CL 3-2100

Northwest Hwy Park Ridge

25 Sp. Park,

.

Sales - KAWASAKI service

Euclid & N.W. Hwy

tance to riding club headquarters. Much of acreage

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

_

.

Financing & Insurance

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

BUICK

9 Pass Station wagon automatic trans. Power steer.
radio heater
.$1495.00
White & Cronen
Ford in Park Ridge

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

BILL COOK

beamed ceiling living room

30 -Help Wanted -Women

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

.$1995

White & Cronen
is

Schaumburg..

ASSEMBLERS

Full power w/w tires

Radio heater

See This Today.

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

26" $15. 437-2285.
Girl's 24" Bike 2"saddie baskets light and lock. Good
$)5. CL. 9-3524

1965 FORD

Ideal kitchen
with brkfat. area. Carpeted
living -dining comb. Paneled
rec room. 2 full baths.Trans-

ASSEMBLERS

after 0. 255-6043.
'65 Volkswagen Microbus in
showroom condition
.$1095
'04 Volkswagen Sunroof unusually clean very low mile
age
$1695

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Real Estate & Insurance
1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535

Call Mrs. Drewes 529-4100

sp. gears, full racing equip.
$55. Exc. cond. Also Girls'

'52 Chevy, 4 Dr. Pwr. glide
6 eye., Radio, Heater. Call

259-0464

3 bedroom

FOLZ REALTY

involved, light typing.
For Details & Appointment

Boys' 28" English racer 3

253-3552

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

'61 Buck Lasabro Cony. Runs
good, needs minor body work.

neighborhood.

10
rm.
home, ideal for large family,
3 baths, 2 car attached garage, fireplace, carpeting,
attic, glass -enclosed porch.
asking $36,500.
259-5320

Good figure aptitude essential posting machines are not

255-9432

110 -Bicycles

Full Power.' $120.

'61 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable. First $600. takes it

Level home with attached garage in a choice
Split

5-17611

use -the

immaculate

259-4270
'56 Pontiac Starchlef cony.

7532

JUST LISTED
An

1946 Int% pickup truck. Rfil
exc. cond. oversize tires,neW
interior. $150. CL 3-8259

1958 Chevy Impala cony. New

: meat, CL 3-8090.

bdrm., 2 baths, carpt'g.

102 -Trucks, Trailers

'65 VW - 11 months old. Ex:
Mien! condition $1395.

shocks and carburetor. Rebuilt Trans. Runs well, 253-

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,
gas heat. Near schools.
.$33,000. Shown by appoint-

wajf` to sunshine and happiness.

7800.

9 -Automobiles For Sale

5 bcdrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

acer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while tt
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $6,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your

To inspect- 'see Peter Byer,

basement.

room home, centrally located.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

windows. Union custodian on
property... Available 8/1/66.

Full

126 W. Main St.
Barrington, Ill.
301-3434
Art. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, lge lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schis,
,shops. $22,650. By. app't.
CL 3-7237
Arlington fits -By owner, B

situated on a beautifully land-

shopping. L.R. & D.R. carpeted; also draw drapes all

Our area covers Cook County.
Many multiple listings
Good Contacts
Mr. Covelli
334-7252

REAL ESTATE

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Purchased or sold for you.

DAYTON NANCE

cagoland rent you can own one

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N. Ridge
Choice 2 bdrms. 1st fir. 11/2
baths. 2 blks from R.R. and

INCOME PROPERTY

Bedroom Brick Ranch in

3

99 -Automobiles for Sale

-

96 -Real Estate Wanted

5
Bedrooms, Fireplace in
Master Bedroom, 3 Baths, 3 car Garage, 4 BoxStalls,Pond,
Many trees. $59,500.

less than your present Chl-

3 short blocks from

N.W. station, bus & shopping.
Available July 1

99' x 200' with sower. Palatine countryside. Give away
at $4,200 each. Call 3591232 or 359-1450 after six.

Kitchen. 20 x 20 Fa ugly Room;

Disneyland project. Now for

ACCOUNTING & CALCULATING CLERKS

1300 Meacham Rd.

Don Wheeler;

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000

SEE MANAGER, APT. IG
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

LARGE LOTS

Large Colonial Farm houseon
fenced 7.6 acres. Solidly renovated with an of the charm
and warmth of the past.Large
library, fireplace. Modern

Weddings

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals., Includes

.88 -Real Estate -Vacant

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

PROSPECT HTS.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

One year experience required acquainted

86 -Real Estate -Houses

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Mt. Prospect

For appt. call 259-4901

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

66 -Business Opportunities

14 -To Rent Apartments

DODGE

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

tmlogrtnuw01111111111.1411111111111111#0W-
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At St. Raymond's

omen Host Pries
At Clu Luncheon
The recent Women's Club Luncheon had in attendance
all

members of the clergy of Se. Raymond Catholic

Church of Mount Prospect.

students.

University,

The Rev. Leo P. Coggins, pastor of St. Raymonds, acted as

master of ceremonies and introduced each of his assistants.
They included the new assistant the Rev. Ronald Kalas, who will
- replace Rev. John Rochford when he becomes chaplain at the
recently dedicated St. Alexius Hospital.

THE REV. ICALAS, born in
Chicago, spent his early child-

Paul,

dc

Club,

Tcn

Young

Adults Club and Young Chris-

of the

hood in Our Lady
Angels Parish and

tion for the spiritual and intellectual welfare of Catholic

Workers.

tian
first mass at
on July 1 I, 1965.

attended

the Immaculate Heart of Mary
grammar school, And DePaul
Academy High School. He was

He said his
St. Raymonds

Since

he

been living and working
here in the Cathedral I have

has

had ,suasion to witness his
skill and alibities
of leadership and service."
Escorting the Priests and
acquainting them with their
was
luncheon
guests
Mrs.
Robert Hanson, a past president of the women's club.
oratorical

IN THE dedication of St.
member of the first class Alexius Hospital he assisted
from Quigley ordained by the Archbishop John P. Cody and
late Albert Cardinal Meyer. the Rev. J. Ward Morrison,
He said his first solemn high pastor of Queen of the Rosary
mass at St. Mary of the Woods parish, Elk Grove Village. The

LEFT TO RIGHT -- The Rev. Augusten Pallakuennan, the Rev. Ronald Kalas and the Rev. Donald Kenske, all of St.
Rev. John Rochford, the Rev. Leo P. Coggins, Pastor, the Raymond's Catholic Church.

At Church of Cross

a

Church and
ment prior

his

first

to coming

assignto St.

Raymond's was at St. Simeon

Provincial and Brother Gregory, superior and administrator.

Church, Bellwood, Ill.
During his seven years in
Bellwood, his duties included

CYO director, CFM chaplain,
assn.

likunnen came to St. Raymonds
in August, 1965, from the

Cathedral of Kothamangalam,
Kcrla State, India. While here
he

continuing

is

his

studies

Page 12

THE REV. John Rochford at De Paul University. He concame to St. Raymonds in 1965, ducts daily mass in thc conreplacing Father Coughlin. He vent as well as helping at the
attended St. Joachim grammar Sunday masses.
school in Chicago and Quigley
In his
introductory letter
Preparatory Seminary for five from Rev. Mathew Pothanamuy ea r s and completed his zki, Father Augustine was desstudies in seven years at St. cribed as "a priest of my
Mary of the Lake Seminary in Diocese who has been doing
Mundelein. He was ordained in brilliant work for the past two
1947 and said his first mass years
since his
ordination.
at St. Columbanus.
His first assignment was at

All through his courses in the
Seminary,

he

himself

proved

St. Mark in Chicago, for a 9 to be an earnest and brilliant

year period, and then to St.
Bartholomew for another 9
years.

student...I

decided
to
young priest for
further studies. in the United
States.
have

this

select

His duties included working
with the Holy Name Society,
During the past two years
Catholic Women Club,Legion he was in charge of the local
of Mary, Confraternity of unit of the Catholic University
Christian Doctrin, St. Vincent Federation, a student assoeia-

Thank church Workers
A Cub and Boy Scout

tween

cout

the

service cen-

ter and individual units.

Star District of the North-

missioner usually handles one
scout troop, a cut pack and an

At present there are about
40
ers

neighborhood commissionin the North Star Dis-

trict,

which

units.
Officers

19.

serves

some

70

concluded

at

the

New Minister

Su

Groundbreaking
ceremonfor its new building will
held by Grace Lutheran

a nave to seat

256,

ar

balcony, an efficient multiple

Church at the corner of Wolf
Rd. and Euclid at 10:30 a.m.,

a parlor, a narthex, fellowship

use

er, 119 N. Emerson St.. Mount Prospect. (CL 37469). The deadline for the listing is noon
Wednesday.)

SUNDAY, JUNE 26
Teen
Square

Dance

Jamboree,

Mount Prospect Community Center.
From 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

MONDAY, JUNE 27

Rotary Club, at Old Orchard Country Club. 12:15 p.m.

MT TOPS, at Mount Prospect ComBoard

meeting,

Township

High

School District No. 214, Administration Building, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, JUNE 28

Prospective Waist Aways, at Fredrich's Funeral Home (Ridge Av. entrance), 7:30 p.m.

Country Chords Chapter of Sweet
Adelines International, at Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8:30
p.m.

THURSDAY, JUNE 30
Twirling Teens Square

Dance, at

Mount Prospect Community Center,
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Sunday.

The new building will make
additional faincluding a chancel,
many

possible

Adequate

parking

facilities

also arc included in the new

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8:00 p.m.
Ladies Auxiliary, VFW Post 1337,
business meeting, at The Veterans
of Foreign Wars Hall, 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JULY 2

Lions Carnival. Also July. 3 and 4,
Lyons Park.

SUNDAY, JULY 3

Fifth Wheelers (for widowed and divorced men and women), Social
night at Trinity Lutheran Church,
7:30 p.m.

Adult workers on the Youth
Council arc John Conway and
Lee Gruber, both of Arlington Heights, and Mr. and Mrs.
Angelo
Campagna of Elk
Grove.

r

At Christian
Mo. will be guest preacher. at 10 a.m. services July 3
in the Christian Church, Arlington Heights.
Dr. Helsabeck received his bachelor's degree in 1929 from
Lynchburg (Va.) College. He received a master's degree from
George Peabody College for Teachers in 1932 and ,was a-

leadership in Christian education.
After holding several positions in public
ol work and
teacher education in Virginia, Dr. Helsabeck returned to

Lynchburg College as dean and chairman of the education and
psychology division. Before coming to Culver -Stockton College, he was assistant to the president and director of promotion at Lynchburg College.

THE SPEAKER has served as president of the Virginia
State Convention of the Disciples of Christ and first president
of the Virginia Christian Laymen's Fellowship. A member
of the Council on Christian Unity and of the Disciples of Christ
Historical Society, he also is an elder in the Canton Christian
Church.

Dr. Helsabeck, a Mason and a Shriner, is an honorary member of Phi Delta Kappa and Tau Kappa Alpha fraternities and is
listed in "Who's Who in America."
He is president of the
Missouri College Joint Fund Committee and a member of the
Canton Kiwanis Club, the Canton Chamber of Commerce and

Dr. and Mrs. Helsabeck have a daughter, three sons and
three grandchildren.

Attend Convention
Of Lutheran Church
The Northern Illinois Dis
trict Convention, of the Luther' an Church, Missouri Synod was
held this week at the Northern
Illinois University campus at
De Kalb, Illinois.
Our
Redeemer
Lutheran

Full Power

The Marshalls and their three children will
make their home in the church parsonage at

ayin
Bowlers Elect
St. Raymond's Mixed Couple
recently
League
Bowling
elected new officers at their
annual banquet.
Roger DiDomenico, Connie Carcerano and Bernice
and Hank Swanson, relinquishpositions to Ken
ed their

South Church
Vacation
School Plan
Vacation
Church School plan which continues through July I.
three

a

stage

Ronald C. Gabbard, director

of Christian Education

THE HOLY Namc
League

rained

was

is

as-

sisted by Mrs'. James French
and Thomas Leach. The theme
of the third phase, "South

Church Day Camp," will be
"The Church and the World".
Dates are August 8 through
19.

July

27th.

New

golfers

$1495

1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

$2295

1964 CHEVROLET V-8

1964 CHEVROLET VAN

$1295

alternates. For incall Mr. Robert
Robertson at Cl. 5-9033.

formation

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON

$1295

Takes Part
In Language
Institute.

1964 TEMPEST COUPE

$1095

Sister M. Fredina, S.C.C.,
language teacher at St. Alphon-

1963 V W SEDAN

$945
$795

participating in an NDEA
Institute this summer.

1963 FORD SEDAN

Sister Frcdina and 47 teachers from 15 states are studying new techniques in language
instruction at Oakland University, Rochester, Mich.
The institute is supported by
a grant from the United States

1963 CHEVROLET WAGON

program which includes worship, work, play and exploring
under the guidance of church
teachers and staff.
For
further
call 253-0501.

information

is

office of education.

1 295

Sedan

Boundry

where they will take part in a

???

1964 FALCON WAGON

are

league as

$1295

1963 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE.S. 1395

of Prospect Heights
was represented by the Rev.
Church

Herman Noll, George Kusch,
delegate, and Miss Mary Sternberg, youth representative.

The theme of the convention
was "Church in Tension."

rent a new '66

1961 CORVAIR SEDAN

5.00

FAIR,LANE

7.00

E
R

The summer bowling league
of Grace Lutheran Church held
its first session Monday evening. Bowlers who are inter-

MUSTANG

A
Y

last

GALA XIE

7.00
7.00

Sunday.

STATION WAGON

9.00

bers was held at the parsonage

Thursday. They will be
received into the congregation

ested may meet at the ThunMembers of the senior choir
will hold their annual dinner

Saturday, June 25th at Nielsen's Restaurant, Des Plaines
at 7 p.m.

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

The New
Comedy Hit

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN

sus School, Prospect Heights,

Preserve

$21195

$1795

The children, ranging from
grades one through five, will
be taken by bus to the Indian
Forest

$1995

1965 CHEVROLET SEDAN

still being welcomed into the

Looking for Bowlers

A reception for new mem-

last

be scheduled in the near future. The June 12th cancellation
is
re -scheduled
for
August 18th.
The
Parish
Golf Outing

4.00

there are openings on the
teams. Call Mrs. H. Trader
at 827-2095.

Golf

Sunday with 25 couples waiting to tee off. A new date will

FALCON

as

out

will be held at the Long Grove
Country Club on Wednesday,

South Church is taking part
in

Cherwin,
president;
{Idea
Cherwin, secretary and Eunice
Gripentrog,
treasurer.

CORTINA

Alley,

1965 FORD CTRY. SEDAN

302 E. Euclid Ave., Prospect Heights.

lelsaDecK

Bowling

Hardtop

and the University of Arkansas.

plans.

Guest Preacher

derbird

FRIDAY, JULY 1

a

an annual banquet.

1965 MUSTANG V-0

The Revcrand Marshall, a native 'of Wichita,
Kan., has served Christian Churches Missouri
and Indiana. He holds an AB degree from Manhattan Bible College, Manhattan,, Kan., in addition to training at Lincoln Christian College,
Kansas State University, Ozark Bible College

hall and kitchen.

the National Education Assn. of the United States.

munity Center, 1:00 p.m.

from

Long Lake Lutheran Camp and

PMMIU

A welcome reception was held in honor
of the new minister of the Prospect
Christian Church, the Reverand Donald
B. Marshall.

Christian education area,

In June, 1964, Dr. Helsabeck received an tonorary doctor
of divinity degree from Drake University in r ogtion of his

(This calendar is presented as a public service by the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce. Any organization wishing to have its
program listed should contact Mrs. Helen Beck-

meetings

on
Chicago's
retreat at the

Rir

Church

a choir

ies
be

warded a doctorate at Ohio State University in 194i. -

Cale

THIS YEAR'S program will

Negro parish
south side, a

ET A HEAD

At rospect

k Ground
y orning

The president of Culver -Stockton College in Canton,

meeting that at least 10 new
The
commissioners meet- commissiners will be needing represents a liason be- ed by September.

exchange
include
with representatives

Werner, Lynette Wall, Jim
Olmon, and Tom Browne.
The Youth Council, which

8th graders.

Friday, June 24, 1966

11

explorer post.

At a commissioners staff
meeting
Tuesday,
district
officers set up a July schedule which
includes training
July 14 and a meeting July

and Barbara Teske.
Four of the new council
from Mount
members are
They
are
Bill
Prospect.

Heights.

Gr ce Lutheran

A NEIGHBORHOOD com-

west Suburban Council.

Arlington Heights council members are Tim Trummer, Camille Curry, Arlo Vande Vegtc. Susan Waldron, Joel Ellefson

plans and directs the church's
youth program, is divded into
two groups, the Hi League for
9th through 12th graders, and
the Junior League for 7th and

of the Lutheran Church of the Cross in Arlington

cil

77!

cilities

Roundtable has been scheduled for July 5 by the North

Ten area youths have been elected to the Youth Coun-

CHURCH
NEWS

THE REV. Augustine Pal-

moderator,
Young Ladies Sodality chaplain, parish library moderator and ushers' moderator.

home -school

Ten Elected To Youth Council

Xbe riap

priests were accompanied by
the
Rev.
Brother Flavian,

Country
Club
/kW/MAN

ISALLTrarEa
(Nightly Except Monday
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dining available ... Reservations: CL 9-5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for Information

at low rates from

TODAY'S SPECIAL
'64 YOLKS SEDAN
Stk. 1,1673A

32 M.P.G. Real Good Economy Car

FULL PRICE

$1195.00
Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee' We're
the good guys with NO hats',

GEORGE POOLE 6%;,7ve)

---9-3141

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. aWitar
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

Rifis AND SUNDAY

Cit. 5-9889

$595

CL 3-tiotao

About That Revenue Article You'll

First In A Series
This is

the first of a five -part series explaining the pro-

posed amendments to the Illinois revenue article. Voters will

go to the polls Nov. 4 to vote on these proposals. The first
four parts will deal with the article and its provisions. In
the fifth part, the pros and cons of the article will be discussed.

The prOponents of the article say the gap between revenues
collected and state expenditures might well exceed $500 million
by 1970.

OPPONENTS agree

that- some revisions

in

the

state's

fiscal operation are necessary, however they prefer to work
out the changes within the framework already provided.

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

They say that pushing the panic button

Article IX of the Illinois Constitution -- the state's

revenue article -- was adopted in 1848 and incorporated almost verbatim in the state's 1870 Constitution.

with the times have failed at the polls.
On Nov. 4, 1966, voters will again be asked to approve
radical changes in the article. The proposed provisions will

be presented in the form of a blue ballot. It will require a two-

thirds majority of the voters participating in the referendum
to pass the amendments.

If the revenue article fails in November, it will not be
resubmitted until 1970. The shim Constitution does not permit submission of constitutional amendments at two consec-

no excuse for

revising the constitution.
Involved in the comprehensive revenue article are changes
in Sections I, 2, 3, 9, 10, 12 and 13 of Article IX.

Illinois finance.

all practical purposes.
Collection of personal property taxes in Cook County is
listed at about 50 per cent. In some counties, however, such

as DuPage, 95 per cent of all personal property tax bills are
collected by conscientious county treasurers working with
the judiciary.
Classification of intangible peisonal property would make

1 and 2 in separate articles, combine Sections 9, 10, 11 and
12, which are far less sweeping, in a third article, discuss
Section 3 in the fourth article with pros and cons in the fifih

taxation on stocks, bonds and bank accounts possible based

and final article of Otis series.

Passage of the article does not

itself impose any new
taxes. Such enactment and implementation of the article is up
to the General Assembly, elected by the same 'voters who will
in

upon their income producing ability.

The present system of taxing all personal property at the
whim of an assessor, without any classifications to serve as
guides, amounts to a confiscatory system, resulting in wholesale evasion of personal property taxes where the law is not
rigidly enforced.

approve or disapprove the revenue article.

One serious point of controversy in Article I exists in a
provision to exempt personal property held in trust or used
by Illinois -based business for trade outside the state.

Proponents claim that such taxes of intangible property are
difficult to collect and actually harm the business climate of
the state,

Opponents of the article claim this item is catering to
private interest groups in Chicago and has no place in the
Constitution.
Other states -- California is a leader -- have levied against
on intangible items distributed outside the state and
have met wth varying degrees of success.

It is in the area of taxation on autos, ships, boats and aircraft that the proposed Article I differs most from the present
system.

SECTION I would authorize the General Assembly to levy
a use, privelege or franchise tax on such items in the event
other personal property taxes on them are abolished.

The proceeds from this fee or tax would be returned to
local taxing districts. This provision, according to advocates

of the ammendment, would insure uniform taxation throughout
the state on vehicles now taxed at widely different rates by
local personal property tax assessors.

ONE OF the biggest inequities in the tax structure of Illinois is the personal property tax. Article I of the proposed
amendment deals with the classifications of personal prop-

erty and authorizes the legislature to abolish taxes on any

'

properry. CurreM, archaic methods of lumping all
property together make the law un-enforcable for

IF ADOPTED BY the voters, the Illinois House of Rep-

utive elections.

Those who favor the current article -- and there is such
divided opinion in both major political parties -- claim that
to delay its passage for four years would be catastrophic to

personal
personal

resentatives, with senate concurrence and gubernatorial approval, would have to adopt the changes.
For the purpose of this series, we will discuss Sections

Since those horse -and -buggy days, only slight changes have

been written into the revenue article in the form of amendments. Five attempts to modify it to become more in tune

is

or all of the classes created. Tangible personal property,
under the article, would be classified in four areas:
1. Household goods and personal effects
2. Business and farm imventories
3. Motor vehicles, ships, boats and aircraft
4. All other vehicles and tangible personal property.
There is little opposition to the validity of classifying

ate On.

PROPONENTS of Article I believe that fair taxation of personal property could raise as much as $100 million a year.
Opponents of the article argue that it is difficult to enforce
and would compound collection and administration problems

Section 2 of ilte proposed revenue article deals with the levy
of occupation, sales, use. inheritance and franchise taxes.
Tomorrow's article in this four part series will discuss

while producing little actual revenue.

Section 2 thoroughly.

Proota ;Dar

WEATHER
Tonight; Chance of thundershowers; Low in the upper 60s.
Tuesday; Partly cloudy;. Chance
of thundershowers; Warm and
humid; High in the upper 80s.

Telephone
2554400
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325 W. Prospect Av.

Mount Prospect, Ill.
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Boy, Do
We Have

Village Changes Plans,
Pillars to Stay

-

Response
Immediate,
Heavy

BY BRUCE CUTLER
with

What's eating us? What
are the things that irritate
the people in our commu-

Country Club subdivision published in The Day, Mount

nity?

the removal of stone pillars on the west side of Illinois

On the basis of interviews

83.
John Mongan commented Friday, "I read the article and got

a lot of different ones.

a tip from one of the persons quoted."

The next highest IQ (Irritation Quotient) is reached around
stores and shopping centers. A
particularly aggravating situa-

He said he had directed public works director David Cream-

tion is the difficulty in parking

to contact two landscaping
firms with a view toward providing some sort of greenery

caused by shopping carts aban-

for the pillar sites.

er

"I saw a gas station up north

doned by lazy customers.

of children,

Out of the Past .

dogs and dog owners rate high
on the beef list.

which landscaped the front of
its property with low evergreens

. .

and I think there's a possibility

that idea can be used here,"

You don't see many like this, now -a -days. Pat Scarpetti has been sharpening
Making people sore?
knives in the Mount Prospect community, going door-to-door with his old-fashRecently The Day invited its ioned cart, for some 13 years. Photographer Dan Baas captured
this photo of
readers to set forth their pet
Scarpetti's wagon in the 300 block of N. Maple. Looking on with keen Interest as
gripes in 25 words or less, with
HOW DO we know what's

Scarpetti works are a group of neighborhood children.

$2 to be paid for each one pub-

Mongan said.

Earlier Friday Creamer told
The Day the pillar sites would
be landscaped with grass sod,
since planting greenery on parkways was not a village policy.
Mongan also disclosed he

lished. The response was immediate, heavy and vociferous.

And it's surprising how many
people boil over the same things.

SINCE there arc duplicate
gripes, The Day

will publish
one on each specific subject on
a basis of first -come, best ex-

The most duplicates
were on abandoned shopping
carts. The winner in this catepressed.

gory we are publishing today in
the accompanying column. It is

from a lady who wishes only
her initials to be used (readers
were given this option).

We have so many "good
gripes" and on such a variety
of subjects that we're going to
make them a daily feature on
Page 1 until the supply runs out.

You are invited to keep them
coming.

Some readers, not satisfied

with the 25 -word limit, wrote
letters. This does not conform
with the rules. We will publish
these complaints in our "Letters to the Editor." But, sorry,
no two bucks.

residents in the

Prospect's village manager has changed the plans for

Well, most of all, they are
teed off by traffic problems --

behavior

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Landscaping the Answer

Gripes

Bad

60056

One Day
Only For
Chest Check
Prospect

Heights

residents

have only one day to receive
free

chest

X-rays this

Lawyers Deny Offer
To Sell Old Orchard

sum-

owners of the
mer. The Cook County mobile Country Club site have denied that 200 -acre Old Orchard
offered to sell the
X-ray unit will be in the area controversial property to the village they
-- or that thS1.:,.F
on Tuesday, July 5.
Attorneys for the

ready to make a deal to modify their planned development of

The unit will be stationed at the property with 25 -story apartment buildings.
the Jewel Food Store, Route
83 and Camp McDonald Rd.
In a letter to Mayor Daniel
from I p.m. to 8 p.m.
Volunteer X-ray

chairman

Congreve dated June 24, Marshall M. Holleb, attorney for the

Mrs. Raymond J. Smith, 403 property owners, listed as
Frank Aldridge and Albert H.
Newman, through a trust with
years -of -age that they can get Chicago Title and Trust Co.,
W. Olive, reminds Prospect
Heights residents over
18 -

a free X-ray.
In her capacity

X-ray

self and Acting Village Attorney

between the attorneys."

project

chairman, Mrs. Smith is rep- Jack Siegel were "exploratory
resenting St. Alphonsus Women's Guild.

Holleb said that there was no

The summer X-ray program intention on his part to comis a cooperative project of the municate to the village that the
Suburban Cook County Tuber- property was for sale, "either
culosis Sanitarium and the Tu- to the village or to any other
berculosis Institute of Chicago purchasing group."
and Cook County.
Holleb said, "while our
clients have had many offers

Police Issue Warning
On Use of Firecrackers

A group of youths about 16 -years -old were reported
throwing firecrackers into the mail
nesses on Prospect Ave. Saturday night.

boxes of busi-

The youths were not caught.
Lt. John Savage released this statement of warning:

"Fircrackers are a hazard and they are illegal by state law to
begin with.
"In the hands of these kids they can be deadly.

"Putting them into mail boxes, much less exploding them
there, is a federal offense.

"Anyone caught with firecrackers or using them in any manner
will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

"We will have a fireworks display in Lions Park which they
can enjoy and which will be controlled by experienced people so
we can all have a safer July 4 celebration,

"We would appreciate the parents' co-operation in seeing
that children do not have fireworks."

economic development of the
and
green space.

still retain

ACTION on a suit
the

village by

open

against

the

of the area who had

called
village hall regarding the removal of the pillars. Almost
all persons contacted by The
Day opposed removing the
pillars.

pillars.

IN HIS letter, Mongan reCitizens

Safety

Committee

al two proposals - sale of the

or by the attorney working in
their behalf,"

"On June 22 work started
on removing the pillars.

"The third recommendation

of the citizens committee, to

dations.

for specific action, having been
approved by the village board.
"The proposed traffic light
at Lincoln and Illinois 83 is

"AT THE April 5 meeting

of the village board a letter

from the committee containing
the five recommendations was

counted the chronology of the

committee recommendation.

"On March 30 the committee met with elected and appointed officials of the village
and set forth their recommen-

install a traffic light at the
intersection of Lonnquist and

Illinois 83, lies with the state

under study by the state.

read as part of the

"ON. THE same day the
"On April 19 this letter was pillars were being removed on
referred to the fire and police Shabonee Tr. 521 children

which has worked for the de- committee of the village board.
crossed Illinois 83 at that in"On June 15 this committee tersection under the protection
struction of the pillars.
met
with
the Citizens Safety of the uniformed police officer.
Mongan appeared in the letter to be countering the charge

Committee

to

listen

to

its

that the removal of the pillars recommendations.
"On June l6 the village manwas not publicized to the residents, many of whom told The ager hired the Fox River Val-

Day they did not know what
the village was doing or why.

ley
Reserve
to
crossing guards

13

as
serve
hours a

day, 7 days a week, throughout

EXCEPT for the heading the summer.
and other minor omissions the
text of Mongan's letter follows:
"THE FIRST date they could
"On March 18 a citizens cover was June 20. This was
meeting was held to discuss the fifth point of the citizens
the need for a traffic light on committee request, put into efboard in 1964 or (b) that Mount Illinois 83 between U.S. 14 and fect immediately.
"On June 21 the fire and poProspect join in proceedings Golf Rd.
"The outcome of this meet- lice committee, having voted
for voluntary de -annexation of
the Old Orchard properties ing was the formation of the 3-0, recommended to the vilCitizens of Mount Prospect lage board that the pillars at
from the village.
the entrance
of Shabonee,
Holleb said that the addition- Safety Committee.

land to the village or modifications of the planned development -- were, "clearly unintend any specific revision of
authorized either by the owners
the proposed planned developof Old Orchard Country Club
ment of the site. He said that
his clients have undertaken
studies to achieve the proper

that talks between him-

said
as

course was not financially practical for the owners.
Holleb denied that his clients

had sent letters to 21 residents

"On March 23 this commit- Council, Manawa and Hiawatha
Trails be removed. The board
voted 5-1 to concur with the

tee drew up five recommendations for safety factors affecting (that part of) Illinois 83.
Included in these recommendations was the removal of the

One Shoplifter Fined,
2d Gets Trial Delay
Frank Prosser, 26, of Glenview, was fined $120 for shoplifting $60.54 worth of merchandise from Weiboldt's in Randhurst. He appeared in Mount Prospect court Thursday.

CONGREVE has made it
THE TRIAL of
perfectly clear that the village
Carol
has no intentions of allowing Heuss, 18, of Itasca, charged
Old Orchard Country Club to with shoplifting, was continued
withdraw from its annexation.
Thursday in Mount Prospect

"The village government and
the parents of these children
are indebted to the citizens
committee for bringing this

dangerous situation to our attention.

"The fact that the traffic
lights and a full time crossing
guard, the only one in the village, are required in this area
is a good indication that this
area has gone through a drastic
change

traffic -wise

since

the

days when the pillars were constructed.

"AT A cost of $25,000 for
each set of traffic lights and
$2,500 for crossing guards
for the summer, the village

government is meeting its ob-

ligation, one that cen be neither shirked nor delegated, to
protect its citizens. In this regard the village needs your
understanding.
Mongan concluded the letter

by writing, "If I can be of any
complice were arrested for tak- further

service

please

call.

ing a pair of slacks valued at Thank you again for voicing
$5.95 from Carson Pirie Scott your feelings in this matter;
it is vital to any good govern& Co.'
ment that its citizens particiOFFICER Edwin Hachmei- pate."

property
court until July 21.
owners to abide by the village
Congreve pointed out that the
She and a 16 -year -old ac board's Dec. 8, 1964 approval pre - annexation agreement
Mongan earlier indicated no
ster detained two juvenile shopof the planned development con- which was entered into by the
lifters at Carson Pine Scott other pillars will be removed
cept -- incorporating the 25 - village and the owners was not,
& Co. in Randhurst Friday, until the Shabonee Tr. site is
to purchase the property at story high rise apartments - in his opinion, legally binding
The girls were reportedly from landscaped.
was postponed by mutual con- because it was contingent upon
prices far in excess of the
sittagt:=0121111.
sent
of
Siegel
and
Holleb
until
granting various liquor liFour requests to the Board Morton Grove.
price ($4,000,000 to $5,000,000)
December.
censes.
of Appeals Friday were denied.
reported in Siegel's memoranA GUITAR, reported stolen
Postponement of the court
John T. Jursich, Deerfield,
dum, such offers have been
Congreve said that Old Or- owner of property on the north- from Randhurst Music Center
repeatedly rejected and our action was sought by both atSaturday, has been returned
chard was a campaign issue in'
clients have time and again re- torneys to allow the property 1965 and that he was vitally east corner of Busse and Al- to Jack Schaps, the store owngonquin, asked to build a gas
affirmed their unalterable op- owners more time to negotiate
er with minor damage. Parents
a solution outside litigation with interested ip the village retain- station there.
position to any sale."
of a youth held in the theft
ing control' of the future use
the village.
Mrs. June Junokas, 613 N.
ALDRIDGE, however, told
Holleb said that only two of the property.
Wills, sought to lengthen a IS agreed to pay the repair bill.
the Day last week before pub- proposals were agreed to beft. Swimming pool to 18 ft.
Juvenile, officers
have not
lication of Holleb's proposals, tween himself and Siegel and
Louis E. Caron wanted to completed their disposition of
My gdpe Is lazy shopthat he would be interested in authorized for communication
place
six-foot basketweave the case.
pers who lease their groexploring sale of the property to the board of trustees.
Mount Prospect police Lt. fence Lev the rear of 306 S. We cery carts in the parking
to the village and operating
Fred Hedlund stopped two Go.
lot, and always leaning
the country club on a lease
THOSE stipulations were Mount Prospect teenage boys
Raymond Calabrese, 911 S.
against my car. It happened
agreement with the municipal- (a) an extension of the date for and turned them over to Arling- Louis, appealed a building deagain today and I am
An empty beer bottle was
ity.
the commencement of the de- ton Heights police who wanted partment order
burned.
re- thrown through the picture winAldridge said the continued velopment of the project under them for shooting a blank 22 cal. moval of "keep offrequiring
A.M.O.
the grass," dow at 20 W. Shabonee Friday
operation of the property simply the planned development zoning pistol from a car window, it
"beware of dog," and "care- night, Fred. J. Jelik told po-

Appeals Board
Rejects 4 Pleas

Gripe
Of The
Day

Boys Arrested

Bottle 'Thrown

as

a

country club and golf

ordinance passed by the village

was reported Friday afternoon,

ful, high step" signs.

lice.

oT

E J. Campbell
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Gets New Post

Obituaries
Mrs. Clara Louisa Fischer

Edward

atine.
Visitors

call

may

at

the

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
in Arlington Heights
from 3 to 10 p m. today. Burial
Home

will be Wednesday in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Fischer was preceded

Memory Gard

cago Daily News.
Campbell's promotion was
among five appointments in
the
circulation departments

s Cemetery.

Mr. Over

long time

a

resident of ,
village, retired from,
real estate
business sevnlat years ago.
.

of The Daily News and The
Chicago Sun - Times announc-

He is suririfed by his wife

ed by L. T. Knott, vice - pre-

in death by her husband Otto. ,Qladys, four sons, Harry of
vanston, Davis of AlgonShe is survived by a daughter
Mrs, Betty Ainslie of Arlington quin, Duane of Arlington
Heights, four grandchildren,
great grandchild and a

Heights and William who is
with the United States Air

sister Mrs. May Hitchcock of
Cleveland

Force in England,
grandchildren.

William Lane

Carl J. Hughes

one

and

sident and general sales manager of Field Enterprises, Inc.
Newspaper division
Albert E von Trees also
was named an assistant circulation manager of the Daily

10

News.

Sidney J

Rd ,

died

June

25

Palatine,
Northwest

in

Community Hospital

Carl J Hughes, 38, of 72 N.

yesterday in Holy Family Hos-

Times is promoted to assistant circulation manager for
the newspaper His successor

pitalHe

is survived by his wife
He is survived by his wife
Myrna and a son and daughter
Stephanie; three sons, Willwill be Tuesday at
iam R and Thomas A of 10Services
a m at the Friedrichs FuPalatine and Richard J of
neral Home, 320 Central Rd ,
Rolling Meadows; two daughProspect
Burial will
ters Mrs Kathleen Ekberg of Mount
be in Evansville, Ind.

Arlington Heights and Carol of
Palatine, six grandchildren and
three brothers Albert A of
Birmingham, Mich , Robert of
Meadow Vista, Calif. and James
of Lake Forest

Visitors may call at the Lauterburg & Oehler
Home in Arlington

Funeral
Heights

A funeral mass will be offered at 10 a m Wednesday in
St.
Thomas
of Villanova
Church an Palatine. Burial will
be in St Michael and Archangel Cemetery in Palatine

George H. Knott
George H Knott, 60, of Sko-

A former Arlington Heights
resident, William Henry Overton, 78, of Eustis, Fla.,

died

grandchildren

Services will be Tuesday at
10 30 a m. in the Haire Funeral Home chapel with the Rev
Paul Stumpf officiating Burial will be in Memorial Park

Funeral

services

for Louis

eral

dent of Arlington Heights, were
held this afternoon at the Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home. Burial was in Rose
Hill Cemetery in Chicago. Mr.

held

this

morning at the Lauterburg &
Oehler
the

Funeral

Rev.

officiating.

C.

Home

Victor

Burial

with
Brown

was

in

services

for

delivery

afternoon

in

as

boy

Jean A married son, Edward
.1
Jr , lives in Harbert, Mich

a

for

the Daily News when he was
10

years old

In

1936

Kenneth S Johnston continues as circulation manager of
the Daily News, and Joseph

alter

college and a year in the circulation department of the
Omaha (Nab) Bee News, he

M
Lorngan as circulation
manager of
Sun -Timm

Mrs.

Eva LaVerne Hines, 69, were
this

By Grace Mott

the

The marriage of a young man who grew up in Mount Prospect took his family, the --Rolland E. Gerrards to Corpus

Rev. William H. Herman officiating. Burial was in Mem-

Christie, Tex., for the weekend.

ory Gardens.

There, in the First Methodist Church, Edward and Donna
Lee Gathings were wed June 25, and more than ordinarily
excited over the event before they left were the effervescent
Madeleine and her husband, for not until their arrival in the

Mrs. Hines died June 24 in
her home at 311 E. Lynnwood
Arlington Heights.
She is survived by a son
William and five grandchild-

south, had the Mount Prospect Gerrards met their son's fiancee.
Arrangements for the rehear-

ren ofArlington Heights.

sal dinner Mr. and Mrs. Ger-

number of young women from

rard hosted Friday night in
Corpus Christie were made
by Edward and Donna who met

Mount Prospect in a whirl for,
several weeks before the cere-

in the south. A reception in the

Attendants to Barbara were
her Mount Prospect girlhood

church parlors
ceremony.

followed

mony.

the

friends,

is a graduate of North Texas
State University and Hermon

POURTII. GRADERS In

Park SchOOI 'taught
their class Mites a lesson about peoples around the
world by dressing in various native costumes. Pictured here in the front row are (left to right) Kurt

Sidewalks
On Agenda

istration building, 2123 S. Ar-

World's finest Prime Rib

Youth Accused

...time for a new oar?

Judge Simon S. Porter signed an arrest warrant in Mount
Prospect court Thursday for

Northwest;

SAVE

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
*Dinner
*Private Rooms

with a low cost

FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

opeNg,,,

rards

their other

were

man,

best

and

Tony,

rard for several years.

lington Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts.

In Indianapolis the travelers
were joined for the southern

All parts of tonight's meeting
are open to the public. Here's

trip by Rolland's father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

the timetable:

Gerrard.

7:30 p.m. - Flooding problems in the Colonial Heights

turned

ANOTHER young bachelor
benedict Aloe

25

family when

Barbara

visited

there.

Following
the
afternoon
ceremony the bride and groom
their

and

families

received

wedding guests in the Fellowship Halls of St. Mark Church.
Champaign will be the couple's
home where Alan has an assistanceship and will be working toward an advanced degree

Restaurant in Randhurst, and
Allgauers' Restaurant in the

of Illinois, she was one of two
young women selected by that

in Randhurst last Friday.

Mount Prospect.

FOR YOUR
111144,7 PARTY
NEEDS

heart
desires

ff 1>

8:15 p.m. - Sidewalk commit-

tee of school board meets to
discuss Dempster Junior High
School and adjacent areas.

Paul's

Concord Inn served a rehearsal dinner the Masts gave Friday night.

FIVE SHOWERS preceded
Regular board the Saturday marriage of Barbara Liston and Alan McIntosh
meeting begins.
of Peotone, Ill., and kept a
9:00 p.m.

-

3 -Way Protection
A.

WEDDINGS

Against Infection
for minor cuts, burns, scrapes

SUNDAY Linda Lenz joined
ever-increasing group of

Illini group to be the national
representative at its international convention in Victoria,

Canada, from June 26 until
July 2.

In addition to meetings, the
trip will include activities in
one of the world's most scenic
spots, northwest U.S.A.

ALTHOUGH she now lives
in Arlington Heights, Barbara
Thumm who has many friends
here returned to Mount Prospect for her June 25 marriage
to Ralph Edward Dunn. The
ceremony
took
place
in
the Community Presbyterian
Church with his family, the

Ralph L. Dunns of Neptune,
N. J., among the wedding guests.

Only a few hours after their

Do You Have A

arrival here by car from the
east, Mr. and Mrs. Dunn gave
bridal dinner Friday night
gt the Red Balloon Restaurant.
a

Party Problem?

Aztec Sleeper Campers
Sleep

FnWay ereelips IWO to UV. use oust mum PARKIN" LOTal

club, one by her neighborhood
friends, and another by Alan's

young delegates to conventions
of their interest.
A member of Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority at the University

school

Selling your home?

Call our

Mycitracin

4 to 8. Openings available. Only $45 a week.

Man of the

Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present
on the skin.

$1.58

Does not sting ... won't stain.
. Promotes healing.

'

Can Jack Caffrey!'

rte L nue as

259-5880
STOWS MOSS;

I leto
4 e our

Nr.

Dap

Triple Antibiotic Ointment

Keep Slim! Keep Trim! Keep Healthy! Authorizer!
rental and sales walion exercise equipment.

mauler* PIESERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

were given' by friends of the
Liston family, including members of Mrs. Liston's bridge

posed for southeast corner of
site. On hand besides which made Adrienne Elle of
payment on $1,500 worth of board members: builder 'Neal Palatine his bride. A recepjewelry at Frank's Jewelers Hunter and representatives of tion followed in the Tree Top
ing a bogus check as a down -

*Walton Exercise Equipment

PIOUNas COO a.m. to MO p.m. Oaf& (except Wednesday).

ston apartment and three others

the

We can help you! Chairs, fables, folding tables
(6 8 8 fl.), punch bowls, china, silverware; coffee
urns, linens ... (you name it!)

aniensen Unrest/CLeellweek 111-4000

personal

Lutheran Church
was the scene of the ceremony

youra

You can have up to 36 MONTHS TO PAYI

guess Avenue

is

a

St.

GRADUATIONS

MOUNT PROSPECT
KISTALISMED 1811

the

family's "adopted" though not
really, son, who has made his
home with Mr. and Mrs. Ger-

you time and of course, money.
Shop around . . . get the car you want at the
best price . . . then call or stop in and see us
fci your Auto Loan . . it's that simple.

son

Robert who was his brother's

hosted

shower in her family's Evan-

tention basin, tentatively pro-

ANYTHING

'Car Loans are one of our specialties ... we save

Flying south with the Ger-

Prospect

in zoology.

borrow

If your present car is starling to cause you worry
and expense you're wise to stave with a new car.
You're even wiser when you get a Low Rate Car
Loan from the friendly people at the Mount Prospect State Bank.

who recently moved from Mount

area, and location of new re-

tine charged by police with
deceptive practice of cash-

THE CONLEY8'
Tommy & Mary Kay

Edward graduated from Ar-

David Mast, son of the Loren
C. Masts of Mount Prospect.

an 18 - year - old from Pala-

NOW APPEARING

Linda

the bride.
June 16 Karen Warkentien

College of Medicine.

Scherkenbach and Sae Wolf in Mexican attire; Sandy
Schwedler in an Indian sari; Elizabeth Altobelli wearing a Japanese gown; Arab -dressed Robin Heileman;
Flooding problems and sideand Gail Anderson in an Indian shawl. Standing are
Jerry Ottens (left) end Jeff Halvorsen, with clothing walks are on tonight's agenda
Dist. 59 school board memfrom Japan. The program was held prior to school for
bers, who'll meet at the adminclosing.

Lenz,

Hospital School of Technology.

lington High School and North' western University, and is a
senior at Baylor University

Floodingi,.- h.,

Linda

Mueller, and Peggy Rokop of
Aurora, all of whom attend
the University of Illinois with

Donna Lee, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Gathings,

CAR LOAN

asso-

Trip to Texas

Heine Funeral Home with the

Louis F. Ristow

CAMPBELL started

newspaper

Mrs. Hines
held

permanently

is Anthony R. Filipek
ciated with the News
Maurice Twomey succeeds
Campbell and his wife June
Campbell as Daily News home live at 321 S Emerson oath a
delivery manager.
son Jeremy and a daughter

by his wife Charlotte
Funeral

EDWARD J. CAMPBELL
became

Grace's Daze

He is survived by his wife Ristow died June 25 in the MaMarguerite, two sons Paul H ple Hill Nursing Home and livan Arlington Heights attorney ed at 923 Chestnut
and Duncan of Chicago and two
He was preceeded in death

F. Ristow, 88, tong time resi-

were

man; Mrs. Eleanor Moeller, charter member of the the new facility got off to a good start as all members
congregation; Lavern Eros and his son, Christ, rice of the congregation present turned a mod full of dirt.

in

died June 23 in Eustis. Funservices

GROUND WAS BROKEN Sunday for new church fac- chairman of the church council; Dr. Henry J. Hokenilities at Grace Lutheran Church, Prospect Heights. son, visiting clergy; Rev. Albert Weldlich, pastor of
Turning shovels fall of dirt hi the ceremonies were the church; Edward Maclennan, chairman of the build(from the left) Donald Eckman, Sunday school chair- ing committee, and Mrs. Don Eckman. Construction on

Skokie Valley
Community Hospital June 25
kie,

in Skokie

W. H. Overton

Mench, currently

manager of country and suburban circulation of the Sun -

William W. Lane, 65, of 27 Albert, Mount Prospect, died
Leonard

S

of

Campbell

J

Mount Prospect has been appointed an assistant circulation manager of The Chi-

Mrs. Clara Louisa Fischer, 76, of 539 W. Euclid, Arlington
Heights, died June 25 in the Maple Hall Nursing Home in Pal-

err

KEEFER'S PHARMACY
1 0 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MOUNT PROSPECT - PH CL 3-1031

Hibward Kam
-

SHUNS

IMIKAL

UTATs

CI. 6.0320

The Day's Prospects

reat Yourself to a Beauty Break
Beauty is a woman's business.

in unexpectedly and members

ing the winter months. Sun and

It may be beautification of the

of your family do notice you.
Every woman needs about a

water dry the hair and so an

home or garden. It is always the
beautification of one's self.

BY DOLORES HAUGH

half hour beauty care for her-

self every' day besides the time
Many mothers, especially spent on a daily shower, exerthose with large families, some- cise, dental care 'or clothes

Women's Editor

times

become

careless

about

yourself in the mirror. Perhaps

you owe it to your family to
take that half hour a day, You

tending.

grooming. Yet, a woman is alThe care of the hair is esways in the public eye. Even pecially important during the
in the confines

do owe it to yourself.

be divided into three ten minute

unprotected and exposed to the
elements much more than dur-

periods or two fifteen minute

ESERTIMEEVEtW...1...
.441Air.ra.

...

teen-agers. For
wear with the flounced hemline, rubber -soled casuals

Page 3

suburban

en Extra Pounds
Sneak Up on You

In bright red textured fabric
look chic. Other examples
of colorful summer shoes
are the two -eyelet tie (up-

per right) and the striped
shell

pump

(lower

right).

(NEA photos)

BY JERILYN WATSON
The voice at the other

end of the line sounded em-

barrassed, but the distress
came through, too.
the

Shoes

"I

caller.

haven't

been

eating any more than I ever do.
"But this morning, my
said

weighed
there," she said.
and

myself

"The total said a little less
than mine, but it still showed
five pounds more than I used
to weigh." Then she stopped
talking, waiting for us to come
up with a quick solution.

"HOW OLD are you?" we
Surprised,

in,

the northwest areal,. may be wearing, their

Skirts well aboventhe kneecap this summer, but they're also
wearing long dresses in the form of granny gowns.
The gowns, available in al-

most every area dress shop, are

TOPS Leader
Attends
Meeting

with a skimmer pump that's
right with everything from
to ruffles. A versatile
tie with a cutout vamp can be
worn for sportswear and then

shorts

dressed up by substituting ribbon

Mrs. Lori Rix, leader of the
Prospective Waist Away TOPS
. club

of Mount Prospect,

re-

for laces. Another softie takes

the shape of a pump with a
buckle made from the fabric.

cently attended a leaders meet-

ing held at the Sheraton Chi-

BRIGHT

yellow,

orange,

turquoise and red are the gay

cago Hotel.

On the agenda were work-

colors for a variety of casual

shops dealing with the subject
of corrective clothing, grooming, exercise, four food groups

shoes. White and neutral shades

and

how 'to

reach

potential

'weight and keep it.

Dr. Angelo Creticos, of the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine;

Sheldon

Steinberg,

director of health education of
the National Dairy Council, and
Wallace Ann Wesley, assistant

director of the department of
health and education of the
.AMA, were guest speakers.

she

hesitated

a

second before) replylaw.
"Do you have any children?"
we asked.

Yes, she said, she had two
youngsters, aged 5 and 3.

favorites of the young girl. And textured hosiery arc part of the
their flounced himlines put the soft, pretty look a Granny gown spotlight squarely on feet and wearer ought to have. (Take
ankles that peek out.
note, girls who would rather go
Colorful, casual shoes and barefooted.)
Shoe designers have obliged

lend

addi-

tional fasion and color interest

Mrs. James B. Roberts, Elk
Grove piano and voice teacher,

will present her private pupils
in a formal recital at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in the Randhurst Town
- Hall.
Students will perform in
grade -level groups. They arc
Pamela Anne Roberts, pre-

schooler; Carol Ann Sohn and
Debra Deane Roberts, second
,graders; David Michael Dytko,
Howard S. Fox and Betsy Fox,

third graders, and Joni Ginsberg, Bruce Gladstone, Susan
Lynn Soltn, Elmer Roy Tucker
III, Kathleen Kiehl, Roger F.

carefully to

the

pounds

she has gained, and after that,

site can be careful not to put
The physican finished on a
"The

of good figure
for many women is eternal
price

vigilance," he said.

All this still sounded pretty

the

doctor's

con-

I

it's just

suppose

another indication

that

good

"At

a

certain

age,

which

Alsop,

Cheryl Gareri, Nancy Gould,
Cathy Gronczewski,
Debbie

Satterlee, Peggy Ross, Patricia Strohmeyer, Anita Linstrom

and
Barbara
Dudley
enough to put on Prospect Heights.
weight," the
doctor
said.

from

"Many women, without realiz-

What does a woman do when

Scheffers,
Barbara

Cynthia Moran, Scott Martin,
The students live in Arlington
Shelly
Zirlin and Sharon Heights, Mount Prospect, Pala- Smith,
Meier, eighth graders.
tine, Elk Grove Villlage and
HIGH SCHOOL performers Rolling Meadows.
The program, free and public,
Cecilia Carroll and Pat
Braeckman, freshmen; Cheryl will include piano and vocal
Gayer and Jean Schroeder, solos and piano ensembles insophomores, and Kathleen Koh - t:I:Kling duets, trios, quartets,
are

ring, senior.

problems away.

the

pores

and

the

extremely hard surfaces, wear
heavier shoes and stand on a
sponge rubber pad. You will find
this cases some of the tensions

Sonderberg,

and throw them and your skin

at

EVE MAKE-UP is beautiful
night but during the day a

ing long periods of time on your

light hand should be used. Eye
liner or mascara should be used
sparingly for daytime wear.
False
cy clashes
should
be

feet.

trimmed and fitted by a pro-

of ironing or other jobs involv-

PROPER shoes arc important. Soft soled, non -supporting
shoes, though comfortable may
do more harm to your leg
muscles

and

feet.

A sturdy

shoe with sides does not have
to be unsightly. The new styles

fessional. There are none that
fit perfectly. Although you may

be able to shape them yourself, it is a difficult job.

You can take this half hour
day. Set up a schedule for
yourself and set a time during
a

the week for each procedure.

an extended period,

I

Club's Back
Bell Ringing
Three
clubs

wouldn't

dependence Day.
,They
are
the

"I didn't mind the diet, eiz

Arlington Heights Junior Wom,

give up
completely. I never
how much
I
was
and

"I haven't felt this energetic
years," the woman said, a
big smile on her now slender

minutes
July 4.

in

face.
on

beginning at

I

the

Members of the Clergy and
other civic leaders have been

contacted by the police department's

BONNIE MUNDING

Cynthia Sonne, Linda Timmins,
Miss Bonnie Munding will be
Candy Wadle, Kathy Washburn in
Mount Prospect June 27
'and Dawn Wegner.
through July I at the Randhurst
The aids help in the followShopping Center, Carson Pirie
ing departments linens, dieScott & Co. store.
tary, medical records, laboratory, Xray, pharmacy, patholShe will demonstrate a new
ogy,
emergency,
reception line of Helena Rubinstein prodesk, gift shop and with pa- ducts
exemplifying
"illumitients when qualified.
nations".

Accident

Prevention

Bureau to assist in evaluating
a
"safety
for the citizen"
drive.

Beauty Expert At Randhurst

Chief Newell Esmond is
emphasizing in these confer-

She is offering a gift to any ences that vacations should be

customer who makes a $5 pur-

pleasure

chase of her new product.

marred by tragedy.

missions

and

pr.."

The New
Comedy Nit

4-

PRESTIGE HOME ON GOLF COURSE
04111A411 COON I'

'"'

"

Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18
Call for information
'

To Serve The Mt. Prospect
Community, Better. We Now
Have 2 Pharmacies Conveniently
Located -North & South.

Shaw

Professional Interior Designers

DORETTI PHARMACY

Lynn
Heiberger,
Kathryn
Probst, Allison Petrina Spitz
and Cheryl Esche, fifth graders;

We are proud to announce that
Floma Egan, is now associated with our firm

Lori
Zirlin, sixth grader;
Valerie Irene Thompson, Jean
Braeckman, Rita Pritchard,
Debbie Hicks and Lorraine
Tucker, seventh graders, and

as head designer.

2 NO. MAIN ST.1

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
CL 5-6347

PHONE 259-3880

'

NORTH
MT. PROSPECT

EMERGENCY PHONE

358-9242

p.m.

Emphasis
On Safety

Then she excused herself to
dresses

an's Club and the Atise (All
Together in Service and Education) Junior Woman's Club.
The program consists of
ringing church bells for four

realized
snitching," she said.

examine the
size 10 rack.

Arlington

,'Ffeights Woman's Club, The

ther," she continued,
meals

woman's

Arlington Heights
have urged village churches to
observe the nationwide "Let
Freedom Ring" program on In-

weekend's eating binge."

between
desserts

federated

in

Inspect and then purchase this Charming three bedroom
Roman Brick Ranch with Its 2 -Way Crab Orchard Stone
Fireplace located between Living Room and Dining Room.
Spend the summer on the Jalousied Porch and Patio. A
woman's kitchen with loads of cabinets and large breakfast
area. Panelled Recreation Room w/fireplace for the teenagers.

Carpeting and drapes included. Two Car garage. IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Asking
$38,900

NOT ONE BUT 2

nil DOORWAY TO HOME SEAUTY

11 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

tation by constant rubbing
against shoes. When standing on

closes

-,--141. -,,, __,.
,
Sandra

duos and duo duets.

Zoito

water

IN /1.0.

Pamela Schumann,
Smith,. Mary Ann

powder

a

as high button shoes. They may
be germ' laden. Use them once

(Nightly Except Monday
".'
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dining available
Reservations: CL 9-5400

Nydan, Patricia Olsta, Karen

use

cotton pad. Powder puffs that
remain in the case are as old

and may' become infected.

turns out," she said.
That was five weeks ago.
Yesterday, I met the caller
at a local dress shop. She
looked smashing.

Heinz,' Terrie Hysell, Kathy
Mainzer,
Lynn
Malmberg,
Marilyn
Marchetta, Lorene
Mokate, Susan Mommsen, Gay

Mundt, Cathy Murtha, Carol

effect

with a pink shade or base. This
gives the illusion of a light
blush rather than a rouged look.
Apply the powder with a clean

Pamper your feet by always
wearing socks or stockings inside your shoes to avoid irri-

cures will help. Trim the nails

s.

Mary

habits.

rouged

A pedicure and application

"I'll let you know how this

said many
women who never have had a
weight problem seem to gain
Many area girls arc listed among those serving as Cheeriafter age 25 if they continue aids
at Holy Family Hospital.
to follow their previous eating
The include
advice

skin.

water opens the pores allowing
thorough cleansing by the soap
or medicated cream. Cold

hands is
important, too. Use gloves
when washing dishes and garden -

able for her.

Use a lighter shade of lipstick and powder. For a light

calloused

soften

grown nails which arc painful

CARE OF

could make about a diet suit-

Make up should be light.
Have a consultation with a
beauty specialist.

straight across to prevent in-

supplied herself
sensible answer. She

he

to

extra protection needed in the

Usc tepid water, never extremely hot or cold. The warm

she

and sec what suggestions

cream

cellent as they absorb body
moisture. Special deodorants,
on the market, also will give

hot weather.

their feet. Proper bathing in ice
water at night before retiring
will stimulate circulation. Use
a

FOR AN extra feeling of
luxury, buy light cologne which
map be used freely after the
bath. Dusting powders are ex-

lift sagging, fatigued tissue.

List Area Mem rs
Of Hospital Ch ri-Aids

MOUNT Prospect aids into these casuals. There are ing it, decrease their activity
rayon and silk stubbed surfaces, once their children are out of clude Paulette Behrendt, Jennifer Bolitho, Florence Boylan,
a linen weave in a blend of the full -time -care stage."
Barbara
Bouder,
Patricia
dacron and cotton and a smooth
Buck, Geri Clark, Debbie Colopoplin.
THE DOCTOR'S opinion simo, Barbara Enright,
Linda
Granny never had it so good. sounded grim, we thought.
Golab, Jean Gorski, Mary Lee
These styles are washable,

a

,

1100 MANY women forget

"All I did was to stop eating

"Well,

Start on grapefruit and cottage
IT SEEMED to us that the cheese and eggs?" she asked.

A doctor whom we

for

exposed to direct sunlight as
it may change the color.

of cuticle cream used for mani-

with lotion. You may cause permanent damage to the pigmen-

she hadn't done for a while,

we did.

she was a year or so ago.

sulted for

waiting

commercially which allow you
to condition your hair at home.
Bleached hair should never be

structure, especially below the
eye. Upward motion tends to

tation by overly large doses of
the sun rays. This is especially
a
thought maybe she's go to her true of women who have light
doctor for a checkup, which complexions.
reply,
with

wisdom.

Shc took it much better than.

ing of the hands in water.

Be careful of over exposure
to the sun. Prepare your skin

be likely to gain it back on one

parted

to any jobs involving the soak-

look. This is accomplished by

blemishes.

BACK ON the phone with
the distressed mother, we im-

today is toward the scrubbed

enlarge or develop into unsightly

"IT TOOK me all this time
to lose the weight," she said.
"My doctor said if I lost over

"Do they keep you as busy of women," site said. "I look
they did when they were terrible if I don't take care of
smaller?"
my hair, too. It's a good deal
She thought about it for a of bother, but necessary.
moment, then replied that she
"Well," she , said, with rewasn't on the run as much as signation. "What do I do now?
was
experiencing
a
caller
common occurence, but she
obviously felt alone in dumpy
misery.

WITHOUT'

to the skin of the hands prior

keeps dirt and make up from
entering causing the pores to

grim to us. Imagine, never
eating a hot fudge sundae without feeling guilty...

Pritchard Jr. and Glen Raymond
Esche, fourth graders.

Also, Janet Hamilton, Vickie

lose

as

Piano and Voice Recital
-

a

trifle impatient. "She can diet

become

textures

doctor,

the

looks don't come easy to a lot

arc perfect with the provincial varies from person to person,
prints, polka dots, stripes and the caloric intake which prechecks found in casual summer viously maintained weight can
clothes.
Fabric

replied

whimsical note.

inquired.

Teen-age girls

"No, she doesn't diet for-

so I went next door to Mary's
house

active

life?

them back on."

I

less

stage? Diet for the rest of her

gained
five
couldn't believe it,

pounds.

Grannies

the

I

scales

To Go
With

reaches

ever,"

"I can't figure it out," said

1

she

and wear the gloves to bed.
You will be surprised at the
difference in the morning after

THE TREND in make up

tion to prevent wrinkles.
In caring for. the face, be
gentle.
Brisk rubbing may
break down the delicate muscle

Monday, June 27, 1966

The white gloves also make
excellent beauty aids at night.
Lubricate the hands with petroleum jelly or penetrating

just one such treatment.
Silicone lotion may be applied

periods.

washing the face frequently.
Oily
skin
demands
more
cleansing than normal. Dry
skin demands added lubrica-

Oar' AT HOME

strong detergents.

hand lotion or medicated cream

This 30 minute period may

of your own summer months as it is usually

home, the neighbors, delivery
men, close friends who drop

The granny gown above
is a favorite of Northwest

occasional
professional
oil
treatment should be had.
Take the time to look at

ing. Use old white dress gloves are cut deep, scooped at the
as liners in rubber gloves when sides and flattering.
Preparations
are available
doing heavy cleaning jobs using

VACANT - PII0VE RIGHT IN
Deluxe 2 bedroom Roman Brick Ranch w/Crab Orchard
Stone Fireplace in Living Room, lovely separate Dining Room
with picture window overlooking rear yard. Excellent Kitchen

work area w/planning desk and dishwasher plus breakfast
room. Basement attached garage. Prestige location. Asking
$29,900

SOUTH
FORMERLY KARLSEN'S

143 W. PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT
FREErm
PHONE 392-3131
DELIVEni
OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

FRANCEK.
MT. PROSPECt
- CL 5-2020

8 E. NW HWY.

DIAL'
,Afember

Multiple Listing Ssrvicg
'5

not

Vanta e .Point
The 89th Congress has recognized the public's right to know.
On June 20, Congress passed
Senate Bill 1160, the so-called

Congressman Donald Rums who serves the 13th Con7

merit, to, make

giesiiorial Dist., labels the action as one of the most significant ever taken by the U.S.

provision certain categories of
sensitive government information.

means it only awaits President
Lyndon B. Johnson's signature

Safeguards are written into
the bill to protect national security. There are also provi-

to become law.
Rumsfcld, who represents
the Arlington Heights -Mount

sions defining what type of doc-

uments do in ' fact deal with

Prospect area as a part of the
13th
Congressional
District,

security problems.

It took Congress three ses.
sions to adopt the freedom of
information bill. It was stalled
in 1964 and 1965 after it had

member of the

sub -committee on foreign operations and government infor-'
mation, authors- of the legisla-

cleared the Senate.

tion that opens government rec-

'

The logjam was broken in

ords to the press and people.

March and the bill moved to the

The Congressman said concerning the bill, "This is a
history making step, closer to

House floor after clearing the
government operations
committee in April.

the goals of a fully informed

sub-

removed.

discuss the public business.

nt,gar-!`!"'vat
it is difficult for a citizen to

jtf its Ist*TO

court action in eases of secrecy,
and except from disclosure

Senate Bill
1160
cleared the U.S. Senate and
its final passage by the house

information on government be

dom of information bill on its
statutes. In Illinois, it is Illegal - punishable by fine or
jail sentence -- for a governing body to meet in secret to

ingly necessary that impediments to the public's access to

promptly available to any person upon request, provide for

'House.
Earlier,

a

tions are becoming more difficult. Therefore, it is increas:

Frank Von Arx is on
vacation.
His Someday
column will be resumed
on his return.

"Freedom of Information" bill.

serves as

by Jack Vanderiayn

.

keep Informed on the great na-

ever, yniess thi intent to Obey
it exists among the governing

tional and international problems facing our country. With
government secrecy it is impossible for a citizen to ex-

thing

officials.

RUMSFELD,
again
discussing the importance of the
bill, said, "Government is becoming more involved in every
Citizen's life and communica-

THE
FEDERAL
Public
Records Law will require every
agency of the federal govern -

ercise his citizenship -responsibilities thoughtfully.

to meet

in someone's

home and "informally" decide
what board action to take. Any
reporter worth his salt will soon

"We in

this country have
placed all our faith, all our

find out about these meetings
and regardless of how innocent
their intent, the officials find
themselves embroiled in con-

the intelligence and
interest of the people. We have
said that ours is a government

hope, in

troversy.

guided by citizens. From this
point, it follows that government will. serve us well only

Thus far, we have found gov-

ernment officials in this area
most cooperative and eager to
obey the intent ot' the public

if the citizens are well informed.

meetings law. There have been
exceptions, but, they have only
been in limited cases and we
have not been hindered in our

"The freedom of information
bill is a valuable tool in guaranteeing an informed citizenry," Rumsfled concluded.

.1.111=

efforts to provide our readers
with complete reports on acti-

with the congressman. We hope

vities of their government.

that the intent of open acess

It is encouraging to us that
the federal government has at
last acknowledged the public's
"right to know."

will be followed by the governmental bodies involved.
.

q

FOR example, it is a simple

WE AGREE wholeheartedly

citizenry."

rfP-"lft.fforr>.,.e000.i.

Illinois has long had a free-

"Whatever happened to the good old-fashioned riotsones without political or racial overtones!?"

Tbt Proota map

St. Edna's Church

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping

Waiting Permission to Build

the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III
Page 4

BY BETTY AINSLIE

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

construction of a real church on this farmland.

This Parish started in

"We're depending a lot on our
neighbor pastor's generosity as
we've over a hundred children
at St. Mary's in Buffalo Grove,

Today on Page
The Day begins pub- to be indulgent with their customers and
lishing the first of the "pet gripes" of they avoid being nasty about shopping
our readers who accepted the invitation carts. But the store manager must be
to set forth in 25 words or less 'the pretty burned, too, when he has to send
sources of greatest irritation to them. out a crew to round up the carts over
1

around 40 at St. Thomas of
Villanova in Palatine and 40 at
Alphonsus

in

Prospect

Heights," Father Doherty said.

The "beefs" sent in cover a wide an acre or two of parking lot.
rattgo,, of, s,ubjcctsntr,a ffic,
children,
What's the answer?
The Day,2 little brothers and sisters,

ST.

EDNA'S Parish extends to Dundee Rd., Schoen-

beck Rd., Rand and Palatine
Rds.

--

litterbugs.

One reader suggests-telling off guilty
fellow shoppers. We hesitate to endorse
abandoned in the parking lot by thought- this drastic step. It could well lead to a
less customers, making parking difficult. purse -swinging melee.
You must have run into this situation
A better remedy would be some conyourself. And you know how irritating sideration for the other fellow. But would
it is. Or are you the guy or gal (pardon urging this do any good?
our pointing) who doesn't believe in pushThink about it the next time you're
ing the cart back where it belongs?
ready to drive off and leave that shopping

constantly
bristling with newly built homes.
"We have four Sunday masses
McArthur Junior High
in
'School and daily mass right
an

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Abandoned Carts

1965

has over 330 families.

:St.

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

The Rectory is a reconverted farmhouse at 2525 North Arlington Heights Rd. in Arlington Heights. The living room has
been made into a small, homey chapel for St. Edna's Parish,
and the friendly, good-natured Father James J. Doherty is patiently waiting for the go ahead from Archbishop Cody to begin

.
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area

But

the

one

specific

gripe

that led all the rest is the shopping cart

this room," he waved
a hand toward the altar cover-

there in

with spotless, white linen
and the folding chairs arranged
ed

about the room.

The people who run the markets like cart blocking a parking space.

"It's small," the Pastor continued, "but someday we'll have

our much needed church built
right here."

Father Doherty moved into

FATHER DOHERTY

O.K. To Step on Gas

A chapel is set up in one of the farmhouse porches for daily mass.

this house, known as the Stade

farm, on July 8, 1965. The 80 the house is comfortable and
to 100 year old house has been convenient and just listen to
redone, repainted and renovated the bird choir we have all
into a Rectory and Chapel.
summer."

"I've really had it so much

"We're really just beginning;
nicer than some other beginning but our St. Edna's Womens
pastors," he declared. "Here Club is really a group of go -

getters. They're all wonderful
women and work hard to help
raise money. They just had a
big spring luncheon and fashion

show at Long Grove Country
Club and that was a real success," he said.

MRS. SAMUEL Hutcheson
is

president of the club and

they have a stamp and coupon
drive going on constantly to obtain funds to buy needed kitchen
equipment.

The stately, old farm house
sits quietly far back from the
road and has several barns or
sheds near by.

"Maybe in the summer we
can use one of these places,"
he pointed out the window at the

several, small buildings, "as a
meeting place for our young
people. They desperately need
someplace to hold their gather-

far it's been successful. 1
should say it has worked out
splendidly and so necessary for
so

congregation right now and we'

everyone suddenly to begin believing that

of national safety standards.
The industry wants a primary role
in the writing of these standards, which

re only beginning. Look at all
the new homes being built all
around us here. They're all
big -- so that means large

families - but with neighborhood parents helping we can
instruct the children."

CORDIAL,

soft

speaking

Father Doherty was born and
raised in Chicago, had his ed-

ings. Maybe before too long
we'll be building our church -

ucation at the Seminary in
Mundelein and has been at several parishes including: St.
Catherine in Oak Park, St.

we sure need it."

Ambrose in Chicago, St. Leon-

The Women's Club co-operates with the St. Edna's Men's

Berwyn, St. Margaret
Mary in Chicago and was assigned to St. James in Arling-

Club for a picnic and a dance.

ard in

ton Heights for a year and a

AN ERA OF SPLENDOR
No civilization in the memory of man has had more of an impact than that of
ancient Egypt. The Pyramid of Meydoom, pictured above, is considered-and,
no doubt with reason-as the oldest of all the mausoleums of the Pharaohs. It
is difficult today to realize that this ancient civilization reigned in such magnificence more than 5000 years ago.
Today's civilization offers sharp contrast to that wonderful era of splendor.
Des Plaines Funeral Home brings you the newest, most modem funeral
facilities in the N.W. Suburbs Ambulance service available at all times. Service,,
itself, our hallmark. Phone 824-0166.

THE

PICNIC

this

year

will be held on July 16. "Last
year we all had a wonderful
time," Father Doherty declared. "The picnic was held
right

here - you

we've
he said.

see

of room,"
"We're still in the country plenty

at least for a while - so we

half as an assistant before being handed the task, by the late
Albert Cardinal Meyer, of
building St. Edna.

dollars if the first new parish

our parishioners to
gether."

after his wife Edna.

to-

to be formed would be named

"Well, you don't get offers
The Men's Club with Ray ' like that everyday so they

Kulia as president has several
golfing days in the summer,
and a father and 'son banquet

scurried around and discovered

during the year.
"A number of the men painted
this farmhouse," added the Pas-

named," he laughed heartily.

tor. "Most of our parishioners
take a lively interest in this
church and are eager to help."

(

1717 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILL

824-0166

Community Room Available ror Civic Groups

.".

4111E Conformity of Christian Doctrine, the religious instruction for the children, is
carried on by thirty teachers.
The boys and girls are aisigned,

according to grade and area
where they live and instruction
is carried. on in private homes.
"Parents help in this teaching program we have here, and

everything is wrong with everything
about Detroit's leading product.
Recent attacks on the industry have

be

to

police

themselves

and to come out with positive support

seems reasonable enough. It wants the

to have a voice, which does
so reasonable. It also

had a telling effect on the public, how-

50 states

ever. Doubtless anyone who has ever
owned a car has been reminded of

not seem quite

instances when he paid good money for

administration's bill would give to the
secretary of commerce to set safety
standards,
which
seems
unreasonable

vehicle

which

exhibited

something
less than care and craftsmanship in its
design and construction.
One company's reaction to vociferous
a

wants to water down the power that the

Ralph Nader - investigation of

pending further clarification.
But at least recognition has been
given to the fact that American auto-

his

private life and even attempted
entrapment of him in situations of
doubtful morality -- left more taste

mobiles are not as safe as they could be..
With continued candor and co-operation
between Detroit and Washington, there

of lemon in mouths than anything that

is

was ever allowed to roll off an assembly

lawmakers cannot conjointly arrive with
all due speed at a safety formula which
will eliminate some of the tragedy which

critic

line.
Thus it is gratifying to see. the four

no

reason

why

the

engineers

and

major manufacturers abandoning a pose too long has been associated with the,
of outraged innocence and the plea that great American love affair.

"You know," he said, "St.
Edna is an Irish Saint, and this
church was named St. Edna because a Chicago man offered
the Archdioces fifty thousand

can hold it nicely here. This
picnic is a grand opportunity to
get

allowed

America's romance with the automobile is of too long a duration for

they

us. We've a pretty good sized

t here actually was such a

Letters to the Editor
Constructive

Plan for Youth

Saint - so that's how we were
Editor:
"With all the extensive buildThere has been much written
ing going on all around us we'll in The Day, editorially as well
probably 'grow too big - it ,as in other articles, concern-

would be nice to stay a man- ing youth in our community.
ageable size," he added. "Right Yet, I find none of the writings
now the harmony, enthusiasm offering any constructive youth
and enjoyment the people seem plan. The youth are a dynamic

perty. church, social clubs and

will be surprised at what would

This is our place.
But what place is there for

happen,

business.

youth? They need a place of
their .own just as adults need
their's.

This

means

that

a

"youth place" should receive
some definite and positive attention. However, such a place'
should be the outgrowth of
youth imagination so far as its
inception, program and policy
are concerned, with no one out

to find in this building of their force in our world, a dyna- to make a profit on the kids.
church' is wonderful. Startihg mism which our community
With understanding guidance,
and running organizations should utilize. I would like to
helping anyway they can - this offer a suggestion so far as
waiting for an actual church community youth programming
building - well, it will make us is concerned.
appreciate it all the more when
All of us need a place. That
we are told to go ahead with
the building plans."

youth could begin a campaign
for their own place. They could
seek property and funds, they
could plan the building find
program. Give the youth this
is why we identify with pro- positive responsibility and you

Then when the youth have
their own place, with billiards,
bowling alley, dance hall and
lounge, they could set the policy and program. A youth board
of directors would run the
place. They would set up their
own youth court and police
force to correct the wrong -do-

er and the roudy. Then they
would be responsible and the
place would be well -run.

Granted this is a vision 01
much work and long planning,
but it is worth the effort..
Others have done it, churches
arc a witness to that. You can:
do it. Let's invest in them.

Rev. Larry D. Cartford Lutheran Church of the Cro'ss

SNORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

PiPRES'SED LAIEL>/.
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OUT OUR WAY
tk;e'RE PLAYIN' 'COWBOY AMP INDIAN --I
STARTED 70 CHASE HIM AROUND THE
1/)NCITi,SaZ SIDE OF THE HOUS6.. , \BUT I
DOUBLED SACK AROUNIDITHIS SIDE!
WHEN HE CHARGES AROUND THE FAR
-,CORNER.' I'LL HAVE HIM! IF YOU
EXPECT TO OUTWIT THE ENEMY
YOU COTTA USE SURPRISE
TACT/CS:

7. ati5T CANT SEEM

(....
10 GET 1M Cr- 'THIS

FF.2.11\15 OF IA4MINE:73.

TRUER

WORDS
Wax -4E

NEVER
SPOKEN!

y1til/

1VEIRIED -10 -lihNK POSITIVEI-s/
TVc 'TRIED PL'ICI-IIATR`f
NAVE a AND T. GUESS .1:va

I 0//

IT.

/111

"Mom and Dad, this is Lucy. We're not making a formal

announcement yet, but just wait till one of us gets

T.,

6-27

tr, VI P.. 00

s

'Whaddya know! My old man became a father again!"

a job!"

1-0

BEN CASEY

U,

WHAM THE NAME.CIF THAT MIRACLE

1rr11, THE REALIARACLE

MEDICINE-08E0W? WHAT'S IN IT?

IS INSIDE YOU,STUART.-'

1. YOUR SPIRIT...YOUR CHARACTER...YOUR.
FAITH IN YOURSELF. NOTHING COULD HAVE
HELPED WITHOUT 77IOSS.

THE WORRY WART

C. 1%0 I,

11.. Us Ise. Olf.

OUR BOAR DING HOUSE
1-lE14-1-kEl-1! NOTHING 50 MUNDANE,JUD6E
it

6-27 g

0:m1111101RM

IT 1 HURRYuPI
DOE IN COURT IN A FEW
MINUTES! AND IF IT'S
ABOUT A TRAFFIC
-(104E-c L WARN YOU

SUGAR AND WATER -MIXED

AIRS FRESHER...510'G BLUER

...I EVEN FEEL HAPPY
ABOUT BEING ALIVE!

WITH EQUAL. PORTIONS OF
FAITH, HOPE AND CHARITY.

r.7

US. I,r. OIC

19)4 s1 HI&

BUGS BUNNY
1).

11

DOCTOR SAYS

RENCNY! I'M LODGING A CITIZE.W5

WELL, NOODLE, WHAT IS

THE SUNS BRIGHTER...DIE

COMPLAINT AGAINST THE EXPLOITATION OF

RELIEF PITCHERS BY ORGANIZED BASE -BALL!
"THIS IS .LUST A CRUDE'QUILL OF
PARTICULARS, BUT WITH YOUR KEEN SENSE

OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS THAT'S NO
PROBLEM! YOU'LL BE THE NEW

DOWT TRY TO
'TAMPER WITH

1964 b, We....

Cf,ADOZA, E6A0!

JUSTICE !

1000.0 1.0
TM 11, US Ivr On

C

RIORTY MEEKLE

HO' D

NE PITCH

FOR?

Travel Safety
EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT,MD.

/

When you register at your
hotel you should inquire about
the safety of the tap water unless

you

are in the
where you had best

-

tropics,

,..-

WHAT WAS

1 4.) 4) L T,
.

THAT 9

THAT WAS AAN
UMACCOMPAA)IED
CELLO SUITE!

WHO YOtJ
CALL/Ala 'SWEET"!

5: 41P431:/60,;1
1.41

assume

'

that it is unsafe for drinking.
Under such circumstances

tl

you should stick to commer-

,AA

cially bottled and capped water
(not bottled by your hotel or
restaurant) or you can treat
the tap water with Halazone

tablets before drinking it. The
same applies to water used to

THE BORN LOSER

MAKE ME SOUND
THE SILLY,

BUT-

chest or drugs you might need.
You can get them in the coun-

CAPTAIN EASY
YOU SURE KRAGO/ WHOSE WILD UFO
YEAH. EA5Y1
STORY SHOOK U5 ALL, 15 AL50 THE CHAP
BUT HE WAS
WHO TOLD YOU AND McKEE THAT A UFO
DISGUISED AS
RAN HIS CAR IN THE DITCH V
A BRITISHER..
CAP,COCKNEY

You can find a good doctor

-

who speaks passable English
in almost any part of the world
but, if you should need a doctor, it 'is sometimes good ccoomy to place a long-distance

ACCENT!

AND DIDN'T "gopickcum
ILVD SEEN A VERY LOW LIFO
NEAR McKEES TRACT ON
THE WAY TO MEET YOU?

YEAH-.

ONE MOTORIST REPORTED AN
YES. WHEN
ODD RED GLOW IN SOME TREES
THE STAGE .50 COPS CHECKED AN' FOUND WAS SET FOR
KRAGO. TERRIFIED AN' SMOLDHIM TO BE

ERING FROM HIS ORDEAL:

SEEN

FOUND. A
TOURIST"
PHONED

POLICE..

°B13PE::NMTLOri
AREA!HAAE

37 Old. French
coins
38 Start (2 words)
39 551 (Roman)
41 Set of 'tools
42 Colored
23
44 Anger
46 Serene
31
48 Flippant
answer
35
53 Natural

reassurance you need and he,
a

foreign

doctor you arc consulting valumay

If

your medical insurance
policy covers the medical care
you receive anywhere in the

world, you should carry some
application blanks for
foreign physician to sign.

Don't

overdo.

This

ALLEY OOP
-FACT IS, I'M PRETTY

*SURE IT was HEE FiGGER
THAT GOT OUR GIRLS

resource
54 Series of pillars
55 Footlike part

SO UPSET/

your
is

56 Dismounted
57 And others (ab.)
58 Worm
59 Lesage's Gil
60 Masculine
nickname (pi )

a

great danger if you, arc on a
planned tour. Unless you are
very rugged or very young you
should select a tour that allows an ample amount of free
time

because

overfatiguc

29 Toi etry case
30 Remainder
32 Hatred
34 East Indian

palm trees

45 Sea eagles

46 Be a match for
47 Greek war god
49 Essayist Lamb
50 Bit of baby talk

36 Compass point 51 Imported cheese
40 Land of shahs 52 Congers
54 Taxi
43 Funny

earlier
35 Lear's daughter
(Shakespeare)

may be able to give you the
certainly give

3 Hardens, as
cement
4 Lock of hair
5 Substance
6 Palm leaves
7 Australian
perceive the
marsupials
incongruous
8
Transgression
12 European river
9
Witty remark
13 Soviet mountain
10 Mental image
range
11 Amphibian
14 Artificial
16 Monetary unit
language
of Iran
15 Amuse
17 Body of water 19 A Certain
vacuum tube
18 Sauciest (coll.)
22 Presidential
19 Defunct
20 Sardinia (ab.) 23 nickname
21 Levantine ketch Doctors (coll.)
Medicinal plant
23 Water barrier 24
25 Sad
26 Untruth
28 Tool for drilling 27 Feminine name
31 Medley
33 Make happen

call to your family doctor. He

able information which
speed your recovery.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Good-natured
joke
5 Witticisms
9 Ability to

SUPERSTITIOUS
FOOL, BERNICE--

If you arc taking medicine
regularly, you should carry a
supply with you but there is
no need to carry a medicine

can

I

.

`-::....4--.....24U-...

Keep Smiling

THIS WILL

ice is added.

your person.

ix,

-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Beer, wine and hot drinks
can be drunk with safety but
don't count on the alcohol in
your highball to purify the ice
cubes. It is best to avoid all
drinks, hard or soft, to which

ation card containing pertinent
medical
information
about
yourself should be carried on

v a,

s_

rinse your tooth brush.

try you are visiting if you find
you need them. An identific-

I

WI

DOWN

1 Good pals (coll.)
2 Feminine
appellation

is

one of the chief' causes of illness on a vacation trip.

'.1",','..;.!flsZlit".',

Fit! V

26

25
32

aci

28

ill

ma

uaa
gam
ammo
an
aum immunium
C

J..AIME
HIM MUM IMP

1..27

3 Risk Illness
In Hospital Prank

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, June 27, 1966

-/ Steve Makes Tinkering Pay Off

Police are searching for
three Chicago youths who en-

Steeled by the taste of tered a laboratory at Northvictory, Steve Merril Hogy, west Community Hospital last
a freshman at Forest /iew night and opened several
High School this. fall, is
looking for new fields to
conquor.
Steve was named the
nois winner in the first scholarship award competition conducted by The Toy Tinkers, a
division of A. G. Spaulding &
Co., Evanston.
earned

He
letters

certificate,

a

of congr-atulations and

an opportunity to compete in
the company's national finals,

which was won by

a

fellow

Midwesterner.

younger brother Scott, 5. Steve was the Illinois winner

Bread and milk will be some

and

a

recommended

tion agendas will be discussed.
A decision on the responof
Education meets at 7:30 p.m. sibility for purchase of fixed
in the Slichenmyer Adminis- equipment for the sixth high
school has been requested by
tration Center.
The
board will consider engineers Berg..., Kelly, UnSchool

bids

Dist.

214

Board

for milk and dairy pro-

teed & Assoc.

At the June 13 board meet-

ducts and bread supplies for
the district and bids for fuel
oil.
Other

board business will
include action on a recommendation to authorize the
administration to make purchases up to $1,500 or less

ing the board placed the responsibility for the purchase
of cafeteria equipment for

the school with the architects
and the board voted to assume

responsibility for the purchases of the fixed equipment
the

without approval of the board for the librai-y, art and music
of education. Present policy areas and site .development.
provides that purchases up
to $200 considered "basic"

and "necessary" can be made
without board approval.
The student accident insurance for the school year

munity, our youth," he said.

There were eight transfers in
Mt. Prospect. They were: 703

dividual congratulatiOns."

For taking top place among

Anna M. Almdale to William
M. Shutter, Jr., $22.55.
Sidney R. Olsen, Recorder

Jack S. Dawson, $11.00; 520

of Deeds for Cook County, re-

Wille,

Kijak to

Leonard

ported

36

real

estate

trans-

John V. Dunahugh, $24.75; 3

actions in Wheeling Township

Oxford Pl., David P. Chuboff

last week.

to David R. Nogle, 522.00; 115
Stevenson La., Laura Calvert
to Franz Reiser, $30.25; 1513
Mitchell Dr., Central Land

Prices indicate $1.10 in federal revenue stamps for each

Corp. to William C. Traxler,
$61.90; 1511 Mitchell Dr., Central Land Corp. to John P.
Gross, $35.20; 708 Main, Will-

iam G. Plattos to Noyle H.
Ginke, $18.75; 204 N. Wille,

$1,000 in market value.

There were 24 transfers in
Arlington Heights. They were:
1607
N. Vail, Edward A.
Chapp to Fred Bestman, $31.90;

H. Renno, $35.20; 2614 Garden

which

used

from

in

warehouses.

Steve's father has his own
trailer repair service company in Chicago where Steve
would like to work, if he
doesn't become a truck driver

$37.95; 306 S. Gibbons,
Thurlow N. Hackney to James

be.

Kahl, $34.65; 802 S. Evergreen,

is

as he thinks he might like to
STEVE'S mother

says

he

handy with everything around the house, repairing
electrical as well as mechanical items.

He says he

is

looking for-

615 N. Haddow, Frances Schne-

ward

berger to E. Marvin Buehler,
$33.00; 407 E. Rockwell, John
P. Gilbert to Paul E. Ware,
557.20; 1918 N. Kennicott Dr.,
Miller Bldrs., Inc. to Gail H.
Bloom, 530,80; 1722 N. Wilshire, D.S.P. Bldg. Corp. to
Edward M. Zankl, $26.95;

course of work orientation in

$26.95.

And 1527 N. Ridge, Herbert
C. Abrahamson, Jr. to William
J.

Burger,

$26.95;

1714

E.

top in a vacant lot nearby.

Door Damaged

It was on S. Waverly Friday.
;Tinker

used in cross country hauling,
which has a removeable load-

ski,

1720 Wilshire, D.S.P. Bldg.
Corp. to Edward M. Zankl,

taken

"creative
Police are investigating an
ingenuity
and incident
involving
property

entirely from
Toy materials --and it works.
He also has constructed a
truck trailer, like the kind

were:

Arthur W. Komarek to M. Alan
Cordill, $35.20; 12 N. Regency
Dr., Chicago Title & Trust
Co. to Glen J. Thoma, $40.70;

from the
backyard at 705 Prospect Manor, Mrs. Leo Floros told powere

his

built

which need plumbing, electriventilating

The tops of two girls' swim
suits

skill."
damage resulting from an exSTEVE'S entry was a lift plosion of firecrackers inmachine,
similar to those side a storm door of a home

Walk, Chicago Title & Trust

and

praises

imagination,

Co.

cal, heating
connections.

bottles

Swimsuit Thief

in contact."

By Upited Press International

Trial of 3 Klansmen Begins Today
ATHENS, Georgia -- Three Ku Klux Klansmen go on
trail in Federal court today in Athens, accused of the
nightrider murder of a Negro educator. Three other
Klansmen are io be tried later.

British Pledge Support of U.S.
CANBERRA, Australia -- British Foreign Secretary
Michael Stewart has pledged his country's continued
support for U.S. policy in Viet Nam., At the same time,
Stewart said that Britain believes that an ultimate solution to the war "will have to be reached at the negotiating table." Stewart spoke at the opening session of
the

Southeast Asia Treaty Organization's
concil meeting in Canberra, Australia.

ministerial

Outside the meeting a group of students staged an
anti -Viet Nam war demonstration. Some students carried signs denouncing the roles of the U.S. and Australia in the war and urging that all troops be with-

Rocks, Bottles Fly in Georgia

plaque

He also picked up a junior
engineer certificate of award,

L. Adamson, $26.25.
There were two transfers
in
Prospect
Heights. They

106 N. Parkway, Paul
H. Pollen to George C. Hinton, Jr., 527.50; 300 E. Olive,

Carl Jorgensen, a lab technician at the hospital, said the

2 Divers Hurt
In Pools Here

pretty sick

be

sonally-engraved
the company.

Raymond C. Young to Richard

to
Thorvald Petersen,
$30.80; 808 E. Marion, Ronald
C. Coe to Donald E. Wroblew-

walls.

the

"They will

boys," he said, "and so will
anyone with whom they come

drawn from Viet Nam.

1032 N. Drury Ln., Stoltzner ing device on the side.
Construction Co., Inc, to Sam

opened bottles and wrote on

from

germs.

Roundup
For The Day

in an auto accident in

Lake County. While they were
waiting they entered the lab,

bacteria

should return to the
hospital to be freed of the
boys

competition, Steve won a per-. lice Friday. Police found one

mechanical
engineers
need specific information regarding items of equipment
The

Illinois participants in the

all

N. Pine, William H. Baas to
N.

send by personal and in-

"1

list for

recipients of Board of Educa-

of the items up for approval
Monday night when *he High

in the toy maker's first scholarship award contest and
competed in the national finals.

List 36 Transfers
In Wheeling Twp.

Dist. 214 Board
Considers Bids

ceived

The grand award was a $1,000 savings bond and a trip to
New York. Steve is staying at
Two swimmers were injur1007 Robert Dr. with his par- ed diving into Mount Prospect
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Park Dist. pools this weekHogy, designing new models end.
for other competitions.
William Buchholz, 12, of
GOVERNOR Otto Kerner, Des Plaines, scraped his nose
and U. S. Senators Dirksen on the bottom- of the Marjorie
and Douglas, sent warm con- Payne Kopp pool. Clem Iregratulatory letters to Steve land, 16, of 401 We -Go Tr.
for his accomplishment.
dislocated his shoulder when
Village
President
Daniel he hit the water, according
Congreve commented that he to the pool manager George
is
"pleased Mount Prospect Gattas.
has youth of this caliber. This
is representative of the most
important part of our com-

ttvi

Steve Merril Hogy (left) operates his prize-winning
Tinker Toy contraption to lift a model box car of his

bottles
containing
bacteria.
Police said" the three were
waiting for friends who were
being treated for injuries respecimen

were highly contagious and
caused dehydration and diarrhea.
Police said the friends of
the trio would not disclose
their identities to them. Lt.
Irvin MacDougall. said the

to

taking

a

special

mechanics and industrial arts
in high school this fall.
At present, he's still working around the house and in his
basement workshop, where he
designing

is

more

elaborate

Tinker Toy machine models.

Three Mount Prospect boys
were turned over to juvenile
officers after police found them
Saturday rifling cars parked in
the rear of the Mount Prospect
Auto Body Shop, 113 W. Prospect. The boys were 10, 12,
and 15 years old.

No License James John Popek,

tion.

Mississippi Voter March is Over

Nab 3 Boys

Chicago, arrested

CORDELE, Georgia -- Negroes and whites threw
rocks and bottles at each other last night in Cordele.
The incident followed an earlier one at an integrated
swimming pool where whites attacked a group of Negro
adults and children. The FBI is looking into the situa-

19,

of

JACKSON, Mississippi -- James Meredith's voter
registration march in Mississippi now is history. What
began June 5th as one man's effort was transformed by

a shotgin blast into the biggest civil rights demonstration in MissisSippi history. The climax came yesterday
afternoon on the lawn of the State House in Jackson

Javits Rules Out Nixon in 1968
WASHINGTON -- New York Senator Jacob Javits -a leading contender for the ,GOP 'Vice President nomination in 1968 -- has all but written off Richard Nixon
for the top spot two years &Om now. Javits yesterday
described Nixon as "a distinguished Republican who'
had his chance." The New York Senator listed Ronald
Reagan as a possible choice for the nomination in 1968.

for driving
a motorcycle without a license,
is due in Mount Prospect court
July 21. His case was continued
Thursday.
Reagan is now running for governor of California.

Iles takes around. the country

/

tcvtNil

II
Vircolfq.

v/F/toWA

Delegate

.4 NJ.

3.5

DEL;

To A IA

Mayfair, Harold R. Haugen to
Frank M. Maicr, $36.30; 1020
N. Fernandez, William F. Hannum to Thomas S. Schroeder,
Fred A. Thulin Jr., Mt.
$22.55; 525 S. Bristol La., Wil- Prospect architect, is a dellis M. Hubbard to William F. egate from
the Chicago

Meeting

Hannum, $30.80; 1819 Waterman, Sextans Bldrs., Co., Inc.,
to Major F. Davis, $24.10;
1106 W. Clarendon, James E.

chapter again this year to

the national convention of
the American Institute of

Wood to Robert A. Monroe, Architects in Denver, Colo.
1d27 N. Drury La.,
Last year Thulin, a senior

$36.30;

Stoltzner Construction Co.,
Inc., to Herbert H. Theiss,

$43.45; 214 S. Gibbons, Raymond J. Krekel to Robert J.
Hopkins, Sr., $36.30; 1417 E.
Wing, Jay C. Bell to. Richard
R. Baldwin, $45.10; 1815 N.
Clarence, Marty L. De Decker
to Michael C. Strauss, $13.20;
N.

team on special memberships

In

the recent

drive by

the Northwest

Suburban Council, Boy Scouts of America. Presenting the award is W. C. Carlson, general sales manager of Illinois Bell.

A Good Scout Honored
A M.ount Prospect man has

set the pace for the completed membership drive of the
Northwest Suburban Council,
Boy Scouts of America.
Len Lorenson, 903 S. School

Lorenson's team worked in
Park Ridge and Niles..

Enrollment Chairman
Charles K. Esler, Barrington,
presided at an appreciation

St., obtained the largest num-. dinner last week hosted by the
ber of special memberships
in the entire Northwest sub- ,
urban area.
Lorenson was among 300
adult scouters active in the
1966 Sustaining Membership
Enrollment Program of th..,
t.
(council.

Teletype Corp. of Skokie.
Ester said

that the efforts

of the volunteers would

pay
14,000
boys who ate currently registered in Boy Scout pro -

off in service

to

the

rams in the Northwest coun-.
41.

ed AIA national convention and
Pan-American
Congress
of
Architects in Washington, D.
J.

Kenneth

Galbraith,

ed to deliver the keynote address

at

the

convention

in

THE SECOND Purves Mem-

orial Lecture will be given by

865 Madelyn Dr., Thomas J.

Froce Academy after lunch
in the officers' club.
The theme of this year's
convention is "technology -envi)onment -- man." The

Etiz to Edwin G. Curtis, 539115.

Four Prospect area high
school girls are taking part
,

Harvard

University

Atcher,

first seminar will be addressIsidor Isaac Rabi, winner of the Nobel Prize in

ed by

Physics in 1944.

THE SECOND seminar, oriented toward environment, will
be addressed by Robert C.

Maybr

'

$70,000 necessary to meet the
demands and commitments of
one of the fastest growing

pect; Gail Knoblock, 204 N. the workshops and technical
Elmhurst, Mt. Prospect; Na- seminars as well as voting on

Boy Scout councils in the na-

quist; and Cathie Furch,

tion.

dine

Zarat,

Brook Road. if

604

W.

Lonn109

TRADE
USE THE

President

Nathan M. Pusey at the Air'

in the 10th annual Mtisic for
of Youth Camp at Northern Illi- Wood, under secretary of the
Department of Housing and
Schaumburg and TV person- nois University.
ality, was on the program,
There are 128 high school Urban Development. He is the
providing entertainment. Ac- musicians from Illinois, In- author of "Suburbia, Its Peotor Christopher
Cross,
of diana, Missouri and Texis ple and Their Problems."
New York City, served as attending the two - week sumThe third seminar on "Man"
master.of ceremonies.
mer
workshop, which ends will be introduced by a guest
Ester announced that the July I.
speaker.
sustaining membership drive
Thulin's duties at the conThe girls are: Nancy Bornhas produced $40,000 of the, hoeft, 503 S. Hilusi, Mt. Pros- vention will include attending

Bob

ble trend toward the sales tax to meet skyrocketing government expenditures. Latest to
adopt levies were Massachusetts, effective April 1, and Virginia, effective Sept. 1. New
Jersey, still among the holdouts, has a tax under serious consideration. Last year, sales
taxes brought in on estimated $7 billion, approximately 25 per cent of all state revenues.
Figure gives percentage of tax for each state.

Denver today.

$14.30.
There were two transfers
in Des Plaines. They were:

Four Girls,
At Music
For Yonth Camp

Only a handful of states, nine at present, still holds out against the apparently irresisti-

ec-

onomist and former U.S. ambassador to India, is schedul-

Kleeman to Francis J. LaNano,
$29.70; 948 Timothy Las., Fahir

SALES TAX

EZZa NO SALES TAX

C.

Republic

Clarence,

Van Gorp to S. Fredric Marks,

Les Lorenson (left) of Mount Prospect receives an award for leading ,the most

Research
Laboratory,
Des
Plaines attended the combin-

Savings and Loan Assn., to
Marty L. De Decker, $13.20;
538 Newberry PL, Donald S.

1815

successful

staff member of U.S. Gypsum

the
national
officers and
amendments introduced by the
national organization.

as

some 15,000 persons rallied for Negro rights.

WANT ADS

Monday, June 27, 1966.

13 -Lost And feud

ray bike,, vie. of Arlington
Market to Men.45/110.
CL 5-5609

My "Sting -Ray Bike was taken from the Lyons Park Pool
1992.
14 -Personals

Responsible for bills made by"

myself only. As of this dater
6/1(1/66. Orville W. Haywood

ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL?

YOUR

They'll Bring You Extra Cash

WANT AD?

A.H.

Rugs
Guns

Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

working boy, age
mowing and other
odd jobs. Call 259-5373. Ask
for Steve.
11 -lobs Wanted -Women

Day School for 4 and 5. year
olds. 4 days a week. 10 to 12..
$2.00 CaU 259-3183 Vicinity

Why not call
me today?

Dial 255-7200

We have

or CL 3-3384.

Folk or Rock Roll. $2.00 an

Call Mr. Covent

to work 3 AM to 6 AM
as relay driver Monday thru
Man

SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARD

We are in need of a personnel interviewer and prefer
someone that is a college grad or has some good solid

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

$9,000
Opportunity to learn advanced
manufacturing
systems on
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters In Des
Plaines with multiple productive facilities serving custom-

experience in interviewing technics or related activities.
Applicant should be neat in appearance and able to type.

ers in electronics, aerospace.
TV and automotive industry,
Call Ray Spletzer.
824-1188 for Appt.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

ECUS INESS

Service Directory

Charles Bruning Company

Jewelry

&vision of Addressograph Multtgroph Corp

Bicycles

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

TV Sets
Clothing

Let us help make your...DAY!

MT. PROSPECT

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

PHONE CL 5.1900
An equal opportunity employer

Cameras

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds

#1

0

this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.
Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathimatical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpful. Should also haVe forrilled his military obligation.

If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard. Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

Orronon or Addresoogroph Multsgroph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

An equal opportunity employer

SKILLED MEN

Take cr Months

ARE NEEDED AT

WE

LITTELFUSE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen
Mt. Prospect

AS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

(Days & Rites)
Two men for repairs, combination blanking, piercing processing and forming dies for high production equipment used in
the manufacturing of small electro-mechanical devices.

TOOL MAKERS

255-7200'

Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all black topping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

Exp. Quul. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
37.8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
free
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

24

Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

Experienced men in the building of new tools, jigs. fixtures,
and in general repairs and building of high volume production
automatic machines.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

& all work

Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

'

People
259-5066

20c -Colors

Experienced men in the general maintenance repairs, and
trouble shooting Cf high production automatic machines.

DIE SETTERS

1

Experienced men in the set up of dies on automatic punch
press up to 90 tons.

PRECISION INSPECTORS
Indlviduala who have some experience in the use of inspection

tools and

a

workable knowledge of blue print reading.

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

25c

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

24 hr. phone scrv.

Landscaping

894-3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.

Transporation

Planting & Design

Used Curs - Trucks
100 To Choose From
1.&S Nlotor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Free Estimates

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581

Poul's Landscaping
Complete
landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

&

529-5601

Trash Hauling

358-0845

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches

Miscellaneous Service

furniture - anything

SYSTEM
Offers experienced and understanding
tutoring
experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science
and College Board Exams.
724-7120

the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

Kitchen & bath
cleaned.

Call 373-6880

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

All

Painters,

824-2865.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

529-7774

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE

CL 3-7384

Serving

Suburbs.

824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

824-9530

Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial
Fully Insured & Guaranteed

polished.

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Til-

Professional

Rambler

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD

Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.

-

TRIUMPH & FIAT

lawnmowers

ing. Free estimate.

thoroughly

Mich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle,
Chrysler - Ply

259-0141

Arlirigkon Concrete

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and

Des Plaine

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

Free estimates.

CLEANING HOMES by

824-1188
BOQE Northwest Hwy.

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Screens & storms painted.

General Cleaning

ours: Weekdays 9 'a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open attar 5:30 p.m. by

Sewing Machine Repairs

Guar. scrv. on all brands.

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE

Now available in red, green,

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

Will Finance
Free Estimates
Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

PaMting-Decurating

PATIO BLOCKS
2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain

358.2934

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY

OUR TUTORING

562-2991

prices. Insured
guaranteed.

Homes Built To Order

Free pickup & delivery

RUG & CARPET CLEANING.

rentals for autos. picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing

259-0487

'

Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.

PHONE 439-1794

Cement Work

(Days)

OFFICE HOURS:

CALL -

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's

Quality work at reasonable

All the above jobs are accompanied by new plant working
conditions and new air-conditioned plant with up-to-date
employee
Feel frerVin stopping .by or ceiling,/

WANT ADS

driveways,
parking lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap-

Public address
sound syStems

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

having Spring special on

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Up To vy To Pay

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

Alien's Quality

decide until you call us for

REASON?

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

is

Rentals

General Cleaning

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5-1900

FOR ANY

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Blacktop Work

old blacktop, repair & seal

Charles Braining Company

259-0141

Call 255-1200

coating.

OR MORE

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

3Dar

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

POUL'S
LANDSCAPING

ADVERTISING

HE 7-4556

If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

Golf Clubs
Used Trucks

For

WALL WASHING

COST ACCOUNTANT

Used Cars
Auto Tires.
Aquariums
Row Boats

Typewriters
Motorcycles

PRODUCT

I5 -Business Personals

Fish Poles

Hoffman Estates, III.

DES PLAINES, ILL.

good pension program and insurance plans.

runks

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

LITTELFUSE

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
sr phone today for a confidential interview.

Radios
Skates

Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

14 -Help Wanted Men

PERSONNEL

clearly then this position would interest you.

24 -Help Wanted Men

p

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

If you like to talk to people and can express your ideas

24 -Help Wanted Men

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

3281

INTERVIEWER

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

Growth Conscious
Engineer

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director
VILLAGE OF ARL. HTS.
253-2340

Please call Bill Barnes CL 9-

14 -Help Wanted Men

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AQI,IntY
609 N. MAIN ST.
Wanted

255-5763

14 -Help Wanted Men

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

restaurant, nights. apply in
person Mr. Rose

Friday. Call 392-1830.

Guitar lessons $1.50 1/2 hr.

CONCRETE COMPANY

To operate d1shwaeher in Weal

1616 Iv. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-9700
Arlington

WANTED

Experienced guitar teacher.

CUSTOM Concrete worjc
892-2113
Park Ridge

934-7252

BOYS le OR OVER

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young 'man to -learn glass

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.

Chicago area. Car necessary.

hour. Music furnished.

11 -Business Services

sole distributorship

of new product in Greater

-

23 -Instruction

your home. Call CL 3-2238

items around
your home

that you no
longer use.

0.A sk for Wayne.

15.

And

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

S. W. side of

392-

Permanent Waves $5
Licensed beauty operator -

MIDWEST

FAMILY

mo

old boy wants lawn

Yr

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-11elp Wasted Men

SALESMEN

your mower. Mark Gustafson.

of Meadows Park.

15 -Business Personals

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

dinning, digging;

Mowing,

118,9411$11

Thurs. Eve. Please return It
to me. Signed. Janice. CL 5-

HAVE YOU

24 -help Wanted Men

21 -lobs Wanted -Mee

round: Boy's Schwinn Sting-

Inc.

Free Estimates
529.6587

Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no

3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

streaking.
Free
estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7.4556

MODERNE WALL

katio-Tif Repair

CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine al-.

JUNE SPECIAL

sd

PORTABLE T.V.'S

new

method

cleaning.

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN

456-5404

Arlington Heights Area

use the

RAY'S
Radio and T.Y. Repair

WANT
ADS

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen .Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

4'

carpet

14-Help Wanted Men

4

24-Help Wanted Men

UTILITY MAN

We have a permlinent position open in our parts warehouse. This is en opportunity
to make the autombtive field

a life - time career. Good

24-1111p Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

QUALITY CONTROL.
INSPECTOR

Gas

station attendant, for
weekends. Carl's Conoco, Mt.
Prospect, CL 3.4770

Northwest area's largest and

ACCOUNTANTS

er has pe ing for an ex-

SENIOR

Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

SERVICE ADVISOR -WRITER

perience

starting salary and opportunity for advancement. Varied

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

4:30, 5 day week. We will train

growing electronic company.

duties with hours from 8 to

chance for advancement in fast

if necessary.

Will train man with related

MERCEDES -BENZ
of NORTH AMERJE. A,INC.

background
work..

in

1500 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
272-5880

METHODE

NOTICE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Designations

as to sex In

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

are made only (1) to

In-

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nec.

essary to the normal opeation

business

his

of

convenience to our readers

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimination in empipyment prac-

LATT

Part time help for
maintenance service.
Must have own car.

Experienced only. Open shop.Clearbrook Decorators. 4397997.

EXPERIENCED

WANTED: ASS'T MGR,

BARTENDER

agement potential for aggres-

722 Center St. Des Plaines

$20 per week.

frtrip benefits. Contact Dick
Taege

MA I NTENANCE

Immediate openings in Elk
Grove_ and surrounding area.

MAN

CALL 537-5968

an immediate need for an in-

TOOL & DIE

charge of maintenance in a
modern light manufacturing

Rapidly growing, light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
. advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along vilth
frequent wage reviews.

complete

to take

Apply in person
392-3500

1

Apply in person or call:
392-3500

METHODE

and 3/4 days work. Contact
LeeRoy Leister at

METHODE

MANUFACTURING

MANUFACTURING

CORP.

Call 673-6760

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

LATTOF MOTORS SALES

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CORP.

259-4100

MODEL MAKER

Experienced model maker in

small research lab of lge.
working conditions.

`Join

Union Special Machine Co.

RESEARCH
LABORATORY
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL.
392-7110

A

8

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.
437-4077
Evenings and Weekends

An equal opportunityemployer

INTERVIEW ING:

NEW PRINTING INK

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m, to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PLANT
HAS OPENINGS FOR:

MANUFACTURING

*Experienced Mill Hands
*Experienced Batch Weighers
*Delivery and General Helper
*Graduates of P tinting Trades
Courses
Excellent working conditions,
fringe benefits.
to

General Mgr.

Mr.

Benedict,

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR
.Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

'1001 Morse Ave.,

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

To work on small mechanisms. Experience in sheetmetal

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

equipment.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

FFICE

CASHIERS

Our SUBURBAN EXPANSION

in 1966 creates a need for

three married men.23-30 who
aro looking for the opportunity
to run their own business,
with the PROTECTION and
BENEFITS offered by JEWEL

TiA.

These men will be fully train-

year Home Service operation.
. .

Permanent positions for men
and women seeking a future

in the retail field. Full em-

ployee benefit program. major medical and hospitalization, retirement program,
paid vacations, holidays and
sick leave. Advancement opportunities.
Apply in Person

. WE PRO-

426-3456

$10 BONUS

..)1111.-

727 W:Golf Rd. Des Plaines

Maintaining building machines.

4 HOUR
SHORT SHIFT
We are presently accepting applications for female

assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

As an employee, of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new. plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid '2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Leeated between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Paid Vacations

RECEPTIONISTS

Call Jane Nelson

N. W. Suburban office, you'll
sit at front desk and be the
official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Req's.
are light.typing, neat appearance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.

PHONE 827-1108

Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393
SWITCHBOARD

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also be the
receptionist for this modern

ACCOUNTING
CLERK
Excellent opportunity for the
person who likes varieddut-

les, position involves hand
posting to journals and ledgers, vouchering of accounts
payable and some statistical
typing. Some office experienced required in addition
to accurate typing.

N. W.Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors
information and

7205 N. Meade

BETWEEN

8:15 a.m. & 5 p.m.
763-6700

VARO OPTICAL

774-9393

5577 Northwest Hwy.

This

young

doctor will train a girl with

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease, schedule

VARO

records. No Sets. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

An equal opporluellY emPlaeee

appointments and keep simple

WAITRESSES

'

774-9393

30-Help Wanted-Women

WAITRESS WANTED
Evenings.
GUNNELL'S RESTAURANT
Rtes. 12 & 83

Experienced for DiningRoom.

Full or part time. Apply in
person.

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

Higgins

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Rd.

&

Arlington

Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Villa

with important housekeeping
duties including cleaning of
equipment. Permanent position for mature person wishing to work in interesting environment.

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

* * 0 a * * ** *a
You will work at Tollview Drive until the Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (right
and 58.:

a *0* ** * * **

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college level work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart.
To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east to Tollview'
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.

Palatine

WOMAN

...

4N535 County Line Rd.
Bensenville, Illinois
'RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

NURS ING
ASS I STANTS
We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment

Work in ideal conditions assisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

HOSPITAL
800 W. CENTRAL RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

I. B. M.

APPLY PERSONNEL

306 E. HellenHd.

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low -Cost
hospitalization, liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.
0 a ** ** * ***

tion

NORTI-IWEST
COMIIAUNITY

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

Key -Punch Operators
Key -Punch Trainees
Clerk -Typists

full time permanent posiwith complete employment benefit program. Apply
A

APPLY. yERSONNEL

Hours 8:30 - 4:30

Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:

preforms clerical function,
type reports, letters, and answers phone.

AM to 3:30 PM)
Assist operating room staff

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

CLERK TYPIST
IN OUR BENSENVILLE
OFFICE

,HOUSEKEEPING

HOSPITAL

AT

Palatine

Your choice of shifts.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

TRAINING CENTER

306 E. Hellen Rd.

SURGICAL

SECRETARY -TYPIST

Girl waded fgr,, Prm.nn real
estate apraisal office from'
.10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call.CL 3-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO'.

light typing and pleasing per-

7205 N. Meade

D ICTAPHONE
Reliable girl needed. Must be
good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting.salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

pointment.

neighborhood

Miss Paige

you want through part time

in person or phone for ap-

No medical experience req'd.

Reliable girl needed. Must be

A Equal Opportunity Employer

LADIES

,CALL JIM CARO

EMPLOYMENT

53

For information phone
Mr. Howard
774-5353

Temporary Service'

OPENS

across the road) will open at Routes

HOUSEWIVES

Work at home during your
free time telephoning for us

RIGHTGIRL

(24 HO.UR PHONE)
207 N. Evergreen Arl. His,

WESTERN ELECTRIC

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN

Center.

Mt. Prospect

"SHEETS" 392-6100

No experience necessary as we will train.

ELECTRICIAN

Randhurst

US

ASSEMBLERS'

Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

TNT ERNATIONA L FRENCH
CAFES INC-.

work with AVON.
824-0156

8566.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women. 126-Help Wanted Men Or Women

First 5 Days Pay

21-33. Ambitious attractive
girl has unusual opportunity
to grow with company. Some.
travel and other benefits.Send
with 'phone
qualifications
number and snapshop (If
avail.)

Top Rates

ZAYRE

For confidential interview call
Mr. King

mic' growing companyoxpand-

Top skills, top salary, age

don't lot your budget fence
you in. Have the extra money

CLERKS
AND

To young president of dyna-

$75 BONUS

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

become one of the nation's
top retailers.

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

,

EXECUTIVE 13F,CRET'ARY

"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All. Suburbs"
(Ago 17-55)
($300 to $650 mo.)

JEWEL TEA CO. INC.

This is All we have to offer!
And we are proud of it, because it has enabled us to

IMMEDIATE WORK

WOMEN I007. FREE

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

work or woodworking would be of great help.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

Stenos

MANAGERS

DEPARTMENT

Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

MODEL MAKERS

day. Write giving age, family
and qualifications. Box 1020
Arlington Day
217 Arlington Hgts.Rd.

tenance jobs, few hours per

TRAINEE

WO 8-5220

Elk Grove Village

Typists

ployer.
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

MOTE FROM WITHIN.

Roberts and Porter,
Inc.

be able to do small main-

FULL TIME HELP

By the way

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

PART TIME

SECURITY
INDEPENDENCE.
ADVANCEMENT

ed to operate a $60,000 per

Apply

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Chicago based company. Good

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal

in exchange for rent. Annual

rental $2,160. Woman to show
property, must be able to type
and handle deposits. Man must

30-Help Wanted-Women

ing internationally.

AND

townhouses in Arlington Hgts.

Free.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal Opportunity Em-

Monday. June 27, 1966

TEMPORARY

or call.

Retired gentlemen for delivering of custom cars. 1/2 days

To manage and maintain 35

PartTime-$35 Week

of electricity, carpentry, general equipment repair and o-,
verall Mit ability. Good
starting rate and frequent
wage reviews.

Full or Part Time
Office Maintenance

CL 9-2100

Washer & Brusher

plant. Should have knowledge.

R

'' Call 827-7800

Bill Cook Buick needs retired
man for general janitorial
work. Hourly pay with good

DOGGIE PARLOR NEEDS.

dividual

827-1186
AA A -CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

BOYS WAN TED
12 to 17. Part time, To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salarypius
commission. Can earn over

296-1142
GENERAL
MAINTENANCE MAN

Our growing company now has

Cavanagh.

MEN WANTED

Des Plaines

THE DAY
30-Help Wanted-Women

COUPLE

CaniCL 3-6342

sales and man-

sive man. Call or see Mr.

26-Help Wanted Men Or WORIIII

SEMI - SENIOR
General ledger - financial
statements.

259-4100

Painter an -Paper Hanger.A

Exceptional

MOTOR SALES

800 E. Northwest Hwy
Arlington Heights

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights
259-4100

392-9820

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

to painter. For
a future contact
LeRoy Le ter at

a job wi

at

apply at
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace
Rte. 14 and Quentin Rd.
Palatine
Early morning,
part time. Mon.
thru Sat. Car necessary. Call

or enterprise, or (2) as a

fastest growing new car deal-

Northwest area's largest and
fastest growing new= dealer, due to expansion has an
opening for a capable service
advisor. For a job with a
future, contact Leroy Leister

inspection

24-Help Wanted Men

For typing and general office
work. Pleasant working conditions.

Memory Gardens Cemetery
2501 E. Euclid
Arlington Hgts.

Call CL 5-1010 for app't.

PRECISION
ASSEMBLY
Interesting positions avail-

able for alert young women

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory
on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro.:
vided for qualified applicants.

We offer many progressive

benefits

including excellent

starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
etc.

Please come in

or call for appt.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS.

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

For an appointment
THE

SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM
8501 W. Higgins Rd.
An equal opportunityemployer
CHICA GO

693-3021

CAN YOU SEW?
You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you
adapt it to industrial machines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

rate. Fine insurance pro-

gram. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week 8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come
see us.

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory.
Arlington Heights

CLERK
TYPIST
Excell. opportunity for a
person who likes variety on
the job & wants to work for
a rapidly growing company.
Good pay &benefits,congenial surroundings in a N.W.
location.

CALL JIM CARO
BETWEEN

8:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.
783-6700

YARO OPTICAL
5577 Northwest Hwy.

ACRONET ICS
AEROSPACE
Div. General Time Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

VARO

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunityemployer.

An equal opporiunIty employer

Monday, June 27, 1966

THE DAY

Cleaning woman for Fridays.
4 Room Apt. in Mt. Prospect.

weekly. Suggested hours 6:30
a.m. to 8:30 a.m.

Call Eves.

Call Mr. Frieburg

Office - tel. exp. helpful light
typing, 37 1/2 hr. wk. Will
train. FL 8-2355

THE BANK OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

255 - 7900

WAITRESSES ''-

half days a week. Own

transportation. 253-4730.

,

INTERVIEWER

ADVERTISING

(6:30 AM to 3 PM)
Mature lady to work in the
preparation of light food for

PERSONNEL

Day, Publications needs ono
additional experienced Class-.
ified advertising telephone representative.

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

Excellent earnings pill's full
company benefits.

HOSPITAt.

APPLY

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

ANYONE!

MACH I NE
OPERATORS

Sponsor Typists,Stenos,Swtbd.
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

Ciks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

Our fast growing companyhas

for,
women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks
an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
Employment

in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & ex-

women

EARN $40

cellent fringe benefits.
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-9500

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

METHODE MFG. CO,

above, who have not worked for
us for two years, and are hired

anyone referring those listed
and

qualify, an individual must
be thoroly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some college desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum
of 3 years experience in
recruiting and interviewing.

work 40 hrs. prior to

eluding salary requirements

Address

City

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights, Illinois

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

She

is

ary, regular increases, excellent company benefits, excel-

$ CASH $
D.P.

Address

36

City

Ph.
Mail to address below. You are

hour week.

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

Contact MR. DI NUNZIO
824-8144

for interview

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,
post card, phone or attached
coupon - name,address,phone

of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

PAYROLL CLERK

bring your letter, card or
coupon in hand.

Compute salary, handle all
types of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar 'with tax

For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or
Coin Collection.

Call 438-6093
Kay Bass Amp. 15" Speaker.
$200. new. Want $130. Call
Westwood.
12:00 to 5:00.

John

392-0087

Frigidaire
Refrig., $50,
Blonde corner, 2 end tables
$10, 2 Turquoise Chairs $8,
Norge Electric Drier $35,
Brown Tweed Couch $15.
Phone 255-7560.

SALES & RENTALS

Avalon Travel Trailers and

Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

deductions (Federal and local)'
Experience with comptometer

Coaches. Also the finest in
Tent Trailers. Open Stindays

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For appq. call Personnel

Life'Savers, Inc.

775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY
Executive Plaza

TEMPORARY WORK
392-1920
Randhurst Center

Prof. Level

Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer,

Old Orchard

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Evanston
1609 Sherman

Room 63
677-5130
Room 512
475-3500
Room 308,

Prof. Bldg.

STENOTYPIST

Fast accurate typist needed, initiative required.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi.E.
of McHenry. Phone 815-3856333

2 Emerson quiet, cool, window

air -conditioners. 6,000 BTU
$75. 8,000 BTU $100. like new.
CL 5-8713

$50.

MOVING

Schaumburg

FI, davenport and chairs, upright deep freeze. ele. stove,
381-5577
and misc.
Garden Tiller used 3 1/2 H.P.

Clinton eng. $40.

UNITED
RENT -ALL% 259-3350.

5:00 P.M.

-

1:00 A.M.

Jobs are open at this time for summer

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

Flower arrangements made
to your order. Traditional or
Japanese. 259-5869.

Teacher will tutor. Math, English & Reading. Grades 5 thru
12. 259-5869.

AIR COND. Emerson 5,000
B.T.U's quick mount in carton $99.95 Skelkop T.V. CL 32187 Terms.

as

FLOOR INSPECTORS

437-4294
German Shepards AKC 3 pups

left. 8 wks. Champ sire. Exc.
disposition. 392-7612.

IT GIVES THE ADDRESS OF
THE FURNITURE BARGAINS
YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING
FOR.

Mismatched mattresses and
box springs values to $50
Reg. $150

$89.88

Reg. $200

$139.88

Living room sets
Naugahyde recliners
Reg. $80
4 pc. nylon sectional

$59.88

Reg. $300

$199.88

300 Lamps - 2 for the price
of one.
LIBERTY FURNITURE

Rt. 176
(2 blocks east of U.S. 45)
Mundelein, Ill.
LO 6-5081

T.V. Stromberg Carlson 23"
Console blonde $75. HE 74906.

40%-70% Savings
23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franis

business

new

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
PARTAKE

taskin-Robbins.

31

flavors

ice cream store in Liberty-

ville. Low down payment, finance available. 437-9851.
EXCELLENT Going business

for sale or lease in Barring-

Mt. Prospect
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rm.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10
Private balconies

439-1127
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

3 short blocks from

N.W. station, bus & shopping.

Available July 1
For appt. call 259-4901
4 room apartment, 2 bdrm,
Air - Conditioned, Drapery

434 E..Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open .9 top
IFL8-11300 '
ROLLING MEADOWS
This week's best value.3 bed-

$1995. 259-1607.

'61 Comet supersports.Bucket seats, low mileage, like

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
99 -Automobiles For Sale

new. 255-3334.

1966 Olds. D-88, 4 dr. ti/r,

Factory Air-Condt.Hydroma-

tic, P/S. P/B, tinted glass,
many extras, priced to sell,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDhI

Park Ridge
Guaranteed

nette with lge. plate glass
picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

many extras. Call now for

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., di-

cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $92 mo.starts you on your

ary ranch extra clean, im-

'88 -Real Estate -Vacant

$4,950.00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186

Listings Wanted

HOME REALTY
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555

Palatine

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 VW - 11 months old. Excellent condition $1395.

126 W. Main St.
381-3434
Barrington, Ill.
CRYSTAL LAKE - all electric
home. Brick diagonal frame,

5 bedroom split level 2 car

garage. 6 mos. old. Owner
transferred. Priced to sell

$25,900. Call 5-8391.

COMMERC IAL
In downtown Mt. Prospect
3200 se. ft.See M rs. Francek

for details.

Buick convertible, automatic drive, power steering,

1965 FORD
GALAXIE "500" 2 dr. h.t.
v-8 Full power w/w tires
.$1995

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.
,

FOR SALE BY OWNER
392-1553
1531 N. ICASPAR

10
rm.
home, ideal for large family,
3 baths, 2 car attached garage, fireplace, carpeting,
attic, glass -enclosed porch.

PROSPECT HTS.

259-5320

FOLZ REALTY

JUST LISTED

99 -Automobiles For Sale

5 year or 50,000 mile
pro -rated warranty

with bank financing

taIRANCEK

II IIIIIIIIIIII III II"

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

Perk Ridge

DIAL CL 5-2020
11111111111111111iiiiiiiil

Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

740 Busse. Hwy. 825-8181
Park Ridge Open Sundays

99 -Automobiles For Sale

BRAND NEW

SUMMERTIME
DRIVING FUN

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS
FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

62 Cadillac 4Dr Ht

'66 POLARA
DODGE

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

BOYS 'This is not a stripped down model.

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x

Full Power, Factory Air

14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers: Undercoat,

Conditioning

Padded Dash
Side View Mirror
Backup lights
4 seat belts retract
Variable washers Choice of 21 colors
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

Full Price $1795.

living -dining comb. Paneled
rec room. 2 fullbaths.Trans-

ferred owner has priced to

65 OLDS

See This Today.

Star Fire Coupe. Full Power

sell immediately at $26,000.

All cars carry Chrysler's

$9500
92.

BUILDING

59

White & Cronen
is
Ford in Park Ridge
Northwest Hwy Park Ridge,111

twin - size bedrooms, large
family room and patio, 2 full

300's

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

power brakes, good condition,
$475. Call CL 9-0906.

Radio heater

ARLINGTON HTS.

Newports

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

259-4270

DAYTON NANCE

New Yorkers

101 -Automobiles Wanted

WANTED USED CARS

$26,750.

REAL ESTATE

ALL MODELS

Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

country.

asking $36,500.

Arlington Hts.
CL 3-2100

Clean Used Cars Wanted

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Master Bedroom, 3 Baths, 3 -

Bedroom Brick Ranch in
Full basement.

BUICK

392-3787

Kitchen. 20 x 20 Fa mily Room;
5
Bedrooms, Fireplace in
car Garage, 4 Box Stalls , Pond,
Many trees. $59,500.

Chryslers

BILL COOK
Euclid & N.W. Hwy

dr. Motor and body good $65.

high land, on black top road.

fenced 7.6 acres. Solidly renovated with all of the charm
and warmth of the past.Large
library, fireplace. Modern

Used

.$1695

age

'58 English Ford compact. 2

acres of unusually good

5

Large Colonial Farm house on

'64 Volkswagon Sunroof unusually clean very low mile-

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

NORTHWEST

vailable to you. Fl 6-8252.
BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

after 6:255-6043.

3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200

Many job opportunities are a-

3

many,

immediate showing.
ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

wat to sunshine and happiness.

Color pictures available.

occupancy,

mediate

Like New. Service Policy

Full Price $2495.

TOTAL
PRICE

$276300
INCL FREIGHT

WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH
63 PONTIAC
1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service
Horses & children, plenty of

LeMans Convert. 8 Auto-

matic, 3 Speed, Power Steering

$100.00 Down

room for both on this partly
wooded 5 acres haven loafed in close in section of Barrington Hills. 9 rooms, 3 1/2

1966 POLORA

1966 MONACO

Dark Green 4Dr.H.T., Vinyl

Yellow, Black Vinyl Top

Top

Wauconda countryside ... 7
year old 1 1/2 story, 3 bed-

in an area of well cared for
homes on dead-end street.
Rove, washer, living room
and stairs carpeting includ-

2 Dr. Dark Green, Black
Vinyl Top

1964 VOLKWAGON CONVERT.

Extra Gas Heater. Radio, W/W Tires,
Low Mileage. (One Cwner)

57 CHEV
Convert. Stick Shift,Clean..

Best Offer ??!

ed. Walk to shopping - bus to
Wauconda High. Owner transferred. $15,000.00

ELLI NWOOD

sion. Certainly you want a
home, see this one and make

MOTOR
SALES

an offer. $13,500.00

WHITNEY

Real Estate

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

Ellinwood Aye.
In Downtown
Des Plaines, Ill.

1585

.299-4235

299-3395

$1392.60

1963 PONTIAC CATALINA
2

Dr. H.T., 3 Speed on Floor. V-8,

Radio, Heater, W/W Tires. Like New.

One Owner

Fox River privilege. Frame
cape cod, 5 rms., full basement, porch, stairway to
floored upstairs for expan-

2 Dr. H.T. Beautiful Green,
Black Vinyl Top

1966 CORNONET, 440

Heater

room, 1 1/2 baths, frame
hothe on 1/2 acre located

1966 MONACO

Dark Green

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Also stable & garage.

AIR-CONDITIONED
1966 CHARGER

30 -Help Wanted -Women

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

6 cyl. standard trans. R w/w
back up Its. signal flashers.
Used little. Private party.

'65 Volkswagon Microbus in
.$1695
showro6m condition

Tudor, 6, Automatic. Radio

WHEELING
537-2184

Roselle, LA 9-98'71
'66 Mustang Candy apple red.

'65 Honda 150. Blk. with
extras. Owner overseas. Exc.
cond. $400. CL 3-7532

Owner desperate, no offer refused 3 bedroom contempor-

3753

250 N. 12th ST.

25 Sp. Park,

Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete
proved community.

61 FALCON

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

824-4261

ROSELLE DODGE

month asking $14,900.

scpd. corner lot in an im-

$79,500.00

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
'2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

.situated on a beautifully land-

baths, 30' x 30' living room,

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Des Plaines

PHILIPPE BROS.

Rods. Appliances Furn. $139
mo. HE 7-0761.

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

Northwest Hwy Park Ridge

Financing & Insurance

Sales - KAWASAKI service

111111111111111110gYRai

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA .
$155-$170
1 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up
'2 Bdrm Apt.

Mi. Ws of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.

Ford in Park Ridge

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

'52 Chevy, 4 Dr. Pwr. glide
6 cyc., Radio, Heater. Call

less than your present Chi-

AIIMMIMMIIIMM=MIMW (1)

824-1188

to anyone. Como in and talk
at over with us.

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL

17 ft. 1956 Chris Craft Runabout. 135 H. P. In board.

cond. $15. CL. 9-3524

will consider trade. 537-1959.

An immaculate 3 bedroom
Split Level home with attached garage in a choice
neighborhood. Ideal kitchen
.with brkfst. area. Carpeted

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

Girl's 24" Bike 2 saddle baskets, light and lock. Good

room ranch on spacious lot
with room to expand. Range,
refrigerator assume $12,200
loan payment, $121.00 per

14 -To Rent Apartments

/MORT/ AI METALS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

ers offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

Real Estate & Insurance
1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535,

ASSEMBLERS

LITTELFUSE

'

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest build-

ton. Broasted Chicken, Pizza,
Donuts. Good inside or carry
out business.PhoneDU 1-2422
CL 3-5637

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

as $100 down. These are re'posseesed by VA, and offered

REALTY -

$23,500

722 'West Dempster Street

Twin 35 HP outboard Cruiser. Top shape. Sleeps 3; 36
gal. tanks, many extras.
Trailer $1395.
392-3342
12 ft. alum. runabout. 25 HP
Evinrude electric. with trailer and Skis incl. $275. 255:

Weddings

66 -Business Opportunities

premium.

If you are a summer girl, a woman who

Low summer rates for

$29.88

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

$1450. Stetson Marine.
815-459-4161

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

3 Silver male poodles 2 small
miniatures and 1 toy. A.K.C.

excellent cond.$12.CL 5-0704

4 piece bdrm. set, T.V., HI-

RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Fl 8-2699

Dept. A - 1

ACCOUNTING & CALCULATING CLERKS

1300 Meacham Rd.

'HALL RENTALS

cagoland rent you can own one

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER
PUPPIES
AKC
CH. SIRED

234 N. Northwest Highway .
Palatine
358-7788

17" x 26" opens to 36" in

Weights for sale, 175# .254
barbell, dumbells, shoes,
other equip. $40. 392-4590

involved, light typing.
For Details & Appointment
Call Mrs. Drewes 529-4100

5645.

WINDOW FAN - reversible

STAUFFER MACHINE
392-3875

Good figure aptitude essential posting machines are not

FREE KITTENS. CALLCLP:

chising

One year experience required acquainted with axiliary
machines helpful.

44-Dogs,_Pets And Equipment

Wpinut bedroom sets

An equal

opportunity employer

a

My name

TYPIST. Good starting sal-

6:00 PM.

110 -Bicycles

ment, CL 3-0090.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

in trade. Call 259-5136 after

schools.

Near

heat.

iff you, have a good credit,
rating
VA homes are avellable to you for ,as little

Day Cruiser - 23 ft., 188 H.P.

Grey. Low hours, excellent
condition. May take inboard

7532

doors, plum. storms &
Screens, tile basement, ()clogas

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

OPEN SUNDAYS

1946 Int'l. pickup truck. Rill
exc. cond. oversize tires,new
interior. $150. CL 3-8259

shocks and carburetor. Reibuilt Trans. Runs well. 253-

9 Pass Station wagon automatic trans. Power steer
radio heater
41495.00
White & Cronen

i$33,000. Shown by appoint-

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1958 Chevy Impala cony. New

1964 CHEVROLET

sets & lots of storage spacer

1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100

Parties
Graduations, etc.
AMERICANLEGIONHALL
tCL.,3-2978
Don Wheeler,

each

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Ph.

Mercruiser
PI 9-2260
7108 W. Cermak

KEEP THIS AD

sponsor

I

estates setting.
SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G

Donzi

Sea Ray
Duothy

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

CLIP COUPON TODAY

UN IVAC

\,

to:

9/30/66. Offer does not apply
student, teacher
to nite,
temporaries.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

lent working conditions.

manager

Send complete resume in,

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"

erator, cooking gas. Country

99 -Automobiles For Sale

room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms' 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car
brick garage with autom.

tennis court, range, refrig-

Mercury

SALES

patients and staff. No experience, we will train.

SWIMMING POOL

ON DISPLAY

117 E. Palatine Rd. Rm. 102

SALAD GIRL

CL 3-7237
Arlington Hts-By owner,. 8

rec. lounge, putting green,

NEW AND USED

Call 392-9344

Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bed vat, Ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,
,shops. $22,050. By, app't.

Timber -Lake Vinage

100 BOATS

COUNTRY SIDE INN

86 -Real Estate -Houses

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals.
Includes

OVER

WANTED

74 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Prospect

SMITH
MARINE

extra $$$ without leavingyour
home. Call Maxine Polley for
appointment. 259-1195.

CREDIT BUREAU
OF PALATINE

Local cleaning lady wanted:
2

439-0576.

CREDIT CLERK

at

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

For a pleasant way to earn

To do light dusting 5 days

Woman

b -Help Wanted -Women

ARE YOU LOOKING

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Woken

$1492.60

A Satitified Customer
Mrs. Delores Haugh, Mount Prospect, Ill.

ROSELLE
DODGE

Only 10 Minutes Southwest of Arlington
25 So. Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

Boys' Baseball Roundup

Mt. Prospect
Legion ows
To Arlington

Cardinals Move to Second
In Pony A League Action
The Cardinals moved into, second place in the Mt. ProsBaseball Pony A League ycstcrday, tripping the

pect Boys'

third -place Orioles 3-I.

The win left the Cards with a 4-2 slate, 2 1/2 games behind
the league -leading Yankees. The Yanks picked up their seventh
win without a loss Friday by clobbering the Cubs 13-2. Jay

BY DALE HOFMANN

Lesniak got the win, as he allowed only four hits.

Arlington Heights' undefeated American Legion base-

The Braves split in two A
loop games, edging the Sox 7-6
yesterday and bowing to the

ball heroes tightened their grip on the league's top
.,spot Friday in an error -strewn showdown with Mt.
Prospect.
The yisiting Blue Sox hung a 4-1 decision On the
Prospectors, picking up all four of their riins on
five Mt. Prospect errors. The victory coupled with

PONY A STANDINGS

an 11-0 conquest of Evanston yesterday moved the lo-

cal squad's record to 7-0 in league play.
MT. PROSPECT still man-

aged to hold onto a piece of putting Blue Sox on second and

second place by tripping Park third. Both scored when Pet Ridge Red yesterday 2-1. erson booted a Mark Frase
Manager

Mark

Thorne's

crew is now 5-1 against conference competition.
Neither team really seemed interested in the league
lead Friday, as all five runs
were unearned, and the two
arch - rivals compiled a staggering nine miscues.
Mt.
Prospect's J. D. Thorne and
Arlington's
Jerry
Donahue
.

The Prospectors g a v e
Thorne all the support he
would get in the first inning
when they jumped out to a
short-lived I - 0 lead. Jim

insurance tally in the sixth
when Brad Somers reached

on an error and was knocked home on singles by Dona-

Gumz lcd off the frame with

out a defeat, going all eight
innings in the overtime contest.
The towering righthander
surrendered only one hit, the
fifth he has given up In four

Arlington came back with
three of its runs in the third,
when Thorne was victimized
by three errors, two of them
on second baseman Peterson.
John Loughman reached on
a boot and advanced to third
on

a

Tom

Jim Jorgenson single.
LeStarge then singled

and Loughman scored on an
error.

LeStarge stole second

Mandcrscheid

followed

with

a walk, and the Park Ridge
shortstop failed on

a

King-

man grounder. Robby Robin son's single did the rest of
the damage.

ARLINGTON LOOKED far

m or e

impressive

rolling

over Evanston yesterday than
did

it

contest.

the Mt.
Jim Fried'

in

Prospect
got

the

Elmhurst Squad Tops
Arlington Tennis Club
The weather was hot Saturday and so was the Elmhurst

for the Big Blue in what
Manager Lloyd Meyer called
win

his

best performance

season.
Friedl

of the

Tennis Club. The combination
pinned losses on the Arlington
Heights Tennis Club in three
of

four divisions in
league encounter with
hurst.

their
Elm-

three and
gave up one hit in four innings before giving way to

THE ONLY bright spot
the Arlington scoring was

in
in

the A division, where Arlington

won a 6-I decision. The Arlington B team lost 5-2, the
Arlington women's team bowed

3-2, and the Arlington junior
team lost 4-1.

The A team won all but the
number -one

doubles

match

against Elmhurst. Don Johonson won
the
number -one
singles 6-2, 6-3, and Dave
Johnson won at number -two,
7-5 6-2.

BOB FINK won the number three singles match 6-3, 7-5,

and Larry Brown won at num-

Jim Jaku-

ber -four 6-2, 6-I.

biec won at number -five, 6-I,
6-I.

Fink and Jakubiec teamed
to take
doubles

the number - two
6-3, 6-2, but the
Johnsons lost at number -one,
6-3, 2-6, 7-5.

Dave Milligan started things
properly

in

the

division,

B

Fred Ruprecht lost at num-

June 27,

PARTS

Mark Newman. Meyer's charscored once in the first
and once in the second before
ges

exploding for a seven - run
third. Seven Blue Sox batters managed hits in the
frame.

the winners, allowing four
hits. Three of them came in
a three - run Morton fourth

inning. Allen struck out eight.
AGAIN ARLINGTON

used
inning to extend its
This time it was a
run fifth highlighted

the big

streak.

five by a double

by Frase and a

triple by Woodard.
Both local teams will be
back in action tonight. Tom
Lundstedt will start for Mt.
Prospect
against
Evanston
at the Prospect High School
field at 6 p.m. Arlington will

Recreation Park at 6 p.m.

6-1.

Pete's Gets

First Wins
Pete's Standard picked itself up off the floor in the

match.

Friday and nailing
The Arlington women's team Bravos Oldsmobile 6-3 Satwas paced by Donna Cunning - urday. Bob Cook got the win
ham's win at number - two Friday, while Duke Brenan
singles, but the only other claimed the victory Saturday.
victory was at number -two Brenan got help from Ernie
doubles ----by default.
Wollard in a three -hitter against Bravos.
12-10

MARGE FINK lost at num-

Kelly Oldsmobile took sole
ber -one
singles and Terry possession of first , place by
Miller lost at number -three. dumping Gil's Bulko 9-5 SatArlington's team of Audrey urday. Pat Augustine pitched
Cox and Yvonne Foley lost at a trim five -hitter for Kelly.

number -one doubles.

the number -one singles match

6-I, 7-5.

MATT WEEG lost at num-

ber - two 6-3, 6-0, and Jim
Coleman bowed at number three 6-2, 6-2.

Rick Tindall and Ken Jorgenson lost their number -one
doubles match 6-4, 6-2, and

Greg Harris and Chuck Gib-

the number -two doubles.

6-t.

bel lost

at number -two 6-2,

Keith Bauer applied a guaranteed

remedy

to

the

Mt.

Prospect Mid - Teen Sox losing streak yesterday.

The -talented
twirled a seven

righthander

inning nohitter to snap the skein at six,
as the local squad nipped Rolling Meadows number - one 20. Bauer whiffed 13 Rolling
'Meadows batters while walking only three. And just to
show he was taking no chances with his light hitting mates,
he scored
himself.

the

-

winning

run

Bob Freck claimed a share
of the hitting heroics with a
double in the third inning.
Bauer led off the frame by
trotting to first after being

hit by a pitched ball. He stole
second

moments

later

and

romped home on Freck's two bagger.

The Sox added an insurance

tally in the fourth on a hit by
Vince Marinelli and an error
on Jim Weidespound ball.
1'
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Sox

3

5

Orioles

0

7

4

4

3

4

3

4

Cardinals

2

5

The $30,000 added Misty Isle Handicap highlights a big week
for three -year -olds Saturday, in the Arlington Park Jockey
Club's phase of the I03 -day co-ordinated Arlington -Washington.
Park meeting.
Clifford Lusky's Justakiss this year and is fresh from a

Sox

six -length

patra.

fillies

entered

in

win

the Cleo-

in

the Misty Isle event to be run
Justakiss will be ridden by
at a mile and one -sixteenth on Johnny Sellers, the leading
the infield grass.

jockey

AN OLD ARLINGTON favorite, Justakiss posted wins in

Majorette and Mademoiselle Stakes at the local track
last year and added a victory
in the Bewitch at Keenland. A
the

five -time winner as a two-year
old, the sophomore daughter of

Vikings Topple
Charges by 13

The
league -leading
Vikings picked up their seventh
win in nine outings in the
Prospect Heights Boys' Baseball Senior
League yester-

in the
recently -completed Balmoral Jockey Club
Phase of the spring -summer
meeting.

Other probable starters in
Misty Isle are Cologne,
Swinging Mood, Maidni Diam,
Neat N' Sweet, and False
Fashion.
the

Duranza Stakes.
Swinging Mood was second to
Justakiss in her first stakes

race this year. An injury sidelined

the

BRONCO A AMERICAN

Orioles
Yankees
Tigers
Indians

form.

21-8.
NAIDNI DIAM has four
Steve Roth twirled a seven -hitter
for the winners, straight third place finished
while Scott
Feige contrib- to her credit, while Falso
uted two home runs to the Fashion has claimed two al-

lowance wins this spring.

Also on tap for three -year Romshut, olds and over is the $25,000
out at the Falcons Friday, added Meadowland Handicap,
cut down Ellinwood Motors while his mates came up a sprint test at 5 1/2 furlongs.
9-I. Steve Raymond was the with II runs. Rompala whif- An early favorite for t h c
winning pitcher. Bob Martin fed seven
Falcons,
taking Meadowland is leight-year-old
rapped out a home run for the the mound decision from Al Uncle Percy, winner of the
losers.
Marchetti. The Colts also opening day. Clang Handicap.
turned in the season's first
Early Starter
A skeleton nine -man squad triple play.
NEW YORK (UPI) '-- Jerscored 49 1/2 points to win
The Vikings are followed ry
Lucas, basketball star of
the 1966 outdoor Central Col- in the standings by the
legiate Conference champion- Chargers with a 4-3 re- the Cincinnati Royals, scorSteve

5

3

4
3

3
4

I

6

1

6

1

7

Senators

BRONCO A NATIONAL
Giants
6
Lions

Cardinals

6
6

Braves

5

Dodgers
Cubs

5

with 2-5 slates

ed more points in high school
than

Cubs 6-5 Saturday.

THE

In Pony B action the Card-

inals stayed on top with a 12-0 their

2
2
7

1

Tigers

6

2

Senators
Orioles

5
4

4

which

the Yankees Friday.

was

Yankees

3

5

I

7

Sox

and the Orioles. Chris Hayes ners.
The Giants' Tom flermanson
buries a three -hitter for a 6-3
triumph over the Braves. The shut out the Dodgers on two
hits Saturday, while his mates
Sox walloped the Orioles 21-9.
came up with 15 runs. The
IN BRONCO MAJOR League Giants are now 6-2.
action, the league - leading

Giants dropped a 10-9 heartbreaker to the Cardinals yes- Success Story
terday, while the Braves moved
HOUSTON (NEA)
Outup in the National Division by fielder Jimmy Wynn of the
ni pping. the Dodgers 3-I Friday. Houston Astros had the best
Mac Askill threw a five -hitter stolen base percentage in the
to get the victory for the Braves.

The American League Sox

National League in 1965.

In 47 attempts, Wynn was
improved their league
status Friday by ripping the successful 43 times. That s
-a percentage of 91.5.
Indians 18-7.
also

Wilt Chamberlain.

Lu-

cas tallied 2,460 to Chamberlain's 2,252

P S OUT
1962 CORVAIR 100

$593

1959 01.0S S-88

$593

1959 EDSEL SEDAN

$593

Holiday Coupe - Hurry!!

1962 FOFRD

$693

1962 CHEVROLET SEDAN

$893

PowerglIdell

7

1

Giants
Cardinals

6

2

5

3

Lions
Dodgers
Cubs

4

4

I

7

O

SEDAN

u

BRONCO B NATIONAL
Braves

1963 FORD V-8 SEDAN

193

Can't Miss!!

WAGON $893

1963

8

oof

-

Sports on T.V. I
TODAY

FALCONRaJELUXE

1963

V-s81NVERTIBLE$1 293
FpRoer

5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
highlights of NFL action, ch 32
8 p.m. Baseball, Cubs vs.
Atlanta Braves, ch. 9

1963

0 COU!!NTRY SEDAN $1 193
Earp
F1.1,ra

8 p.m. Polo, from Oakbrook,
ch. 32
9

VAN$893

1963

'

p.m.

Wrestling,

ch.

26

ECMOLINEess

orrl WINDOWeasur

9:30 p.m. Hunting and fishing, ch. 32

1964 CIsIEVrtlicOLETIsfilLA V-851493

1964 CIEVcROIETI-8 WAGON$1693

V-8 SEDAN$1 293

1964
C1,14EIIROoNli.Ej

1620 West,

Northwest Hwy;
Arlington
Phone 269-3206

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

1965 FARIllillsiNEyilSEDAN

$1493

1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE $1893

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON
FAIRLA NE

MUSTANG,

TODAY'S SPECIAL

P

WI/

R

D

1964 Volkswagon
Station BusStock t 1352A

A

This Is for the camper or the family man with wallto-wall kids!! 3 large seats and windows all around!!
Hurry In and be let In Duel!

PLUS MILEAGE

$1193.00

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

'PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee! We're

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE Co)rwii
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

IllEstar

--

NM@

woe

CHEVROLET

A

the good guys with NO hats!!

GEORGE POOLE

a

CIL, 9=3141,
NLT$13 AND SUNDAY

CL 5-98E09

,

the

The Sox moved into a tic for' Braves' seventh in eight outfourth in the B league with a ings. Don Grasse and Stew Larpair of wins over the Braves son hit home runs for the win-

Real Nice

3

he

B National Division with
shutout over the Orioles yes- Bronco
a 5-4 conquest of the Lions
terday. The Birds arc now 6-I.
It was a bad weekend for the Saturday. Gary Ferguson struck
Cubs who also bowed 13-I to out 12 and walked five en route
to the win,

4 -Dr. Sedan - PowergIldel!

2

;he

BRAVES continued
winning ways in the

rent a new '66
CORTINA

as

I

four -hit

ship for Michigan State to go cord, and the Colts and the
with its Big Ten indoor and Falcons are tied for third

Cardinals' big stick,
blasted a home run.

I

BRONCO B AMERICAN
Indians
6
2

rapidly -improving

filly earlier in the season, but
day by clubbing the Chargers she seems to have regained top

Viking attack.
The Colts'

trimming

I

Misty Isle 'Cap
Set Saturday for
Sophomore Fillies
sophomore

Cardinals

Cubs 8-6. Rob Krause was the

BRONCO

2

heads a list of the nation's top

the

Page 10

6

9-6, and Des Plaines Plymouth

outdoor crowns.

I

4

Braves
Dodgers
Cubs
Lions

JIM ROMAN of Arlington

On Shutout

3

MAJOR NATIONAL
Giants
6

In other games, Art's Shell
John Jarecki was the only bowed to Golf Prospect Mobil pala hurled a
junior - team winner, taking

beating his number -one singles
foe 7-5, 6-2. But Elmhurst
won the rest of the singles and

Sox Win

1966

COLOGNE, who has shown
Irish Lancer and Log House a fondness for grass, was runchalked
up
Waycinden Area Boys' Basevictories in the ner-up to Neat 'N Sweet in the
6-0,6-I.
ball Senior League this week- Ashland and Oaks Prep Stakes Cinderella Handicap. A four Milligan joined Bob van Ee end.
time winner last year, she will
to win the number -one doubles
Pete's collected
its first
be ridden by Mickey Solomone.
match 6-I, 6-2, but a default victories of the season, topNeat 'N Sweet posted one viccost Arlington the number -two ping Dodge in Dcs Plaines
tory last year, winning the
ber -four 6-2, 6-I, and Dave
Bone bowed at number -five

3

BRONCO
MAJOR AMERICAN
Tigers
6
Yankees
5
Senators
3
Indians
3

Monday,

fanned

play host to Morton Grove at

Heights bowed at number -two
singles 6-4, 6-3, and Jim Tindall lost at number -three 8-6,

Cubs
Yankees
Braves
Sox
Orioles

the district, and a new resident of Mt. Prospect.

a walk and was promptly eras- starts. He wasn't as sharp as
ed when Maury Gallagher rap- he might have been though,
The local nine made it a
ped into a force play.
as he yielded nine walks and
perfect weekend Sunday by
PAUL PETERSON follow- whiffed the same number.
mowing down Morton West in
ed with a single, and a throwMt. Prospect's two runs
ing error on Thad Woodard came when Thorne led off the a non - league affair 7-4. Steve
on the same play allowed Gal- eighth with a single; Tom Allen went all the way for
lagher to score.

0
2

PONY B STANDINGS
Cardinals
6

Mt. Prospect's Leonard McDaniel demonstrates softball batting prowess that
led the Morton Grove School District 67 faculty to a 26-5 victory over the student team last week. McDaniel rapped out four doubles in the contest, but he
also sustained a broken finger for his troubles. He is a school psychologist for

THE VISITORS collected an

matched six - hit route jobs, umph over tough Park Ridge
with Thorne striking out four, Red. Kingman picked up his
and Donahue three.
fourth league victory with-

4

7

Sox

ground ball.

hue and Woodard.
Mt. Prospect, paced again
by indomitable Dave Kingman, redeemed itself somewhat yesterday with its tri-

WL

Team
Yankees
Cardinals
Orioles
Cubs
Braves

Two Bronco A games were
reported, with the Orioles out slugging the Senators 15-10, and

CL 3-5000

Elephant to Lead juily 4 Parade
This is

the first of a four - part series on the festivities

planned in Mount Prospect for the Fourth ofJuly.

Elementary School Band,

Other bands include the Mount Prospect Drum and Bugle
Band, St. Raymond's Band and the Rolling Meadows Com-

BY BRUCE CUTLI*
The leader in Mount Prospect's JulY','4 parade is going to
be an elephant -- a bottle:fed baby elephant six months old,
30 inches high, and weighing 200 pounds.

Representing the Mount Prospect Combined Appeal, Sybil,
the elephant, as "The Symbol of Safety" is one of about 20
entrants in the parade.

Directed by the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce, the
parade will step off into its Ilth year ,of operation.

Seven bands, a troop of marchers, at least three antique
autos, two, clowns and a host of floats will parade down Emerson from Gregory at 2 p.m. Monday to Lions Park.

According to Earl L. Meeske, Chamber of Commerce parade chairman, one of the biggest headaches he has found is
getting bands for the parade, since school bands usually do
not perform in the summertime.

Yet for the first time, the Prospect High School Band will
be in Mount Prospect's parade. So will the Mount Prospect

WEATHER

will dress up four young 'girls on a float bearing the slogan "Liberty For All."

The Mount Prospect Lions Club will also have a patritthe
as will the Randhurst Merchants Assn., which has
From Chicago the chamber has arranged for the Shamo scheduled Moat on the theme of the "Green Berets," adornRovers Irish Pipes and the Wah Mei Chinese Band to join ed with girls.
Keefers and Van Driel drugstores will combine their efthe parade.
Meeske said the chamber will spend about $2,000 for the forts to provide Mount Prospect parade watchers with a
bands as its donation to the holiday celebration in Mount model of the Santa Maria and Pilgrims and Indians - jointmunity Band.

float,

Prospect.

ly

representing

Christopher

Columbus

and

the

celebrated

Among the cash contributors to assist in financing the par-, Mayflower.
Jack's Men's Shop will have a float depicting the Liberty
ade, ,Meeske listed the Ice Cream Cart, Alpha Engineering,
Illinois Range, Weber Marketing; Martinizing Cleaners, North- Bell. Great Lakes Naval Station is' providing a marching unit
west Stationers, Golfhurst Civic Assn., the Mount Prospect of 80 men.
Woman's Club, Northwest Meadows Assn., Witte Liquors and
Prospect Post 1337 of the V.F.W. will be represented by
a marching color guard.

17 Specialities.

for top prizes among the

floats.

George E. Whittenberg, William Mott and Mrs. Victor Bitt-

The three antique cars will carry the banners of the Mount
Prospect Center of Infant Welfare, the Mount Prospect State

ncr will be the judges.

Bank and Gcifirge L. Busse & Co.

Entrants will compete

Busse Florists and the Mount Prospect Girl Scouts will
Among those signed up thus far for floats is the Mount
Prospect -Prospect Heights Human Relations Council, which also have floats.

Bennett Trapani (left) In charge of the July 4 parade discusses

the plans with Chamber of Commerce Parade Chairman Earl
L. Meeske.

,,

Telephone

Zrbe Pro5inct map

Tonight; Chance of thundershowers; Low in the lower 70s.
Wednesday; Mostly sunny; Hot
High in the lower 90s.

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 51

325 W. Prospect Av.

Target of Vandals

4

Judge Defers Decision
Until Wednesday

Price Tag
On Willow
Going Up

New Buildin g
Ordinance For
Homes Mapped

included
maintain

for

the

A decision in the suit by DiMucci Builders against
the village of Mount Prospect has been deferred until

to
Central

school

the North
rating. The fieldhouse and service building he said, could be

eliminated for a while.

BY_ JACK A. VANDERMYN
_
Mount Prospect has taken the first step toward
adopting a comprehensive building ordinance covering
the construction of single family residences.

At a meeting of the village building committee last night,
authorization was given to Manager John Mongan to prepare
a completely revised building ordinance dealing with single
family homes,

Clark Campbell, 13, (left) points to the boards he says vandals removed from a tree house
at the corner of S. We -Go and Central. With him is Dan Ruble, 13, and Chuck Volk, 11 hidden
by the leaves at right. The tree house is In a dangerous condition, the boys say, because older
boys wreck it.

David Creamer, director of well as comply with the prorequested

posals of a Citizens Safety Com-

landscaping plans for the sites

mittee which requested the pil-

of pillars scheduled to be re-

lars be removed.

moved.

The committee requested the
pillars be removed as a safety
precaution. The committee said

works,

has

The village board has voted
to remove stone pillars on the

west side of Illinois 83 at the
intersections of Council, Manawa, Hiawatha and Shabonee
Trs.

The pillars at Shabonee Tr.
have been removed and the site
there will be landscaped before
the pillars at the other three
sites are taken down.

Village Manager John Mongan directed Creamer to look
into providing landscaping for
the sites of the removed pillars after he learned residents
in the Country Club subdivision

arca opposed the removal of
the pillars.

MONGAN said Monday the
village board's vote to have
the pillars removed has not

the pillars blocked the view of
motorists entering Ill. 83 from
the four trails.
Since March, the committee
and the village have been considering the committee recommendations.
Friday Mongan

THE

LETTER recounted
the chronology of the joint
village -committee
efforts
to
eliminate safety hazards created by the traffic on III. 83.
Other committee recommen-

vision for landscaping.
The residents opposed

the summer, has been adopted

the

removal of the pillars, largely
'because of the "distinctive"
:character they lent to the area.
Mongan said he hoped some

:form of landscaping at the pil:Aar sites would retain the char-

calling for the control of all

other types of building, would
in

Arlington

basic requirements.

CREAMER said the landscaping must be low and must
require little maintenance.
Mongan indicated earlier that

Village president Daniel Congreve said the matter of the
removal of the pillars has been

placed on the agenda of the
village board's July 5 meeting.

be submitted in the near future.

Colfer called on the building
committee, composed of Trus-

tees Parker Ekren and Frank
Bergen, to consider 'the single
family home ordinance first
so that the machinery of passing what he labeled vitally need-

sidewalks

In asking for landscaping for
the pillar sites, Creamer said

He hopes to meet his Sept.

one bus." At $39 a day, this

he had contacted Lee Lundstrom

I
target date for installing
the needed sidewalks.
Little promised the board
continuing reports on proposed sidewalks in the following areas:
----North side of Dempster St. between Route 83
and Beau.
----East side of Route 83

could mean a saving of nearly

of Hooks Nursery in Lake Zur-

A Change
In State Taxes?
How will the proposed revenue article affect state
sales taxes? And what about a state income tax? Read

the second in a series of articles on the important
piece of legislation you will be asked to vote on. It's

'between Miller and Dempster.
----South side of Dempster
Beau and existing
sidewalks.
Leonard G. Garasha, director of transportation for
Dist. 59, told the board that
between

set of regulations arc:
--Insulation is required.
--All interior and exterior

studding must be with 2 by 4
lumber.
--Temperature
pouring concrete

limits
are

on
spelled

out and a five-day curing period
for foundations is mandatory.
--Larger
floor areas for
rooms arc mandatory.

-Only three -bedroom single
family residences are permitted.

--Vapor barriers are required on all construction.
fabricatedcrmed chimneys
---Pre

Two witnesses for DiMucci, serviced by Utility Sewer &
Salvatore DiMucci Jr. and E. Water Co., owned by Sal Di -

M.
Fletcher,
an
engineer, Mucci Sr. Inadequate sewers
testified
briefly in Circuit in Elk Ridge Villa have caused
Court Tuesday, before the flooding in many homes during
maximum of 1.38 for two years judge ordered
the stipulation the last year and the village
and then drop to a lower rate. of facts.
will not allow Utility to expand
Unteed said his firm of BerNo court reporter was in the until it agrees to build a lift
ger, Kelley, Unteed & Associ- Courtroom.
station to handle sewer probates first encountered the pro"One side might object to lems.

and it may be possible to in-

crease

'the

tax

rate

to

the

blem of rising costs with two
of their contract schools in

Indiana. Unteed said he wanted

the board to be aware of the
problem so it could be considered in future action.
At the meeting last night
the board of education voted to
give the architects the re-

sponsibility for purchase of the
fixed equipment in the areas of
science,

visual,

homemaking,
and

audio-

miscelleneous

counters and cabinets in the
classrooms.
Board of Education

mem-

bers were dealt a costly blow
last night when architect Kenneth Unteed told them the sixth
Dist. 214 high school, now Wil-

low High School, may exceed
5400,000 to S800,000 over the

my decision," the judge said,
DiMucci builders contends
"and there would be no record that they have complied with all
of the testimony here oh :which village requirements and that
to base an appeal, so you must withholding permits constitutes
prepare a stipulation of facts."
a harrassment of their operaThe judge also made the fol- tion.
lowing comments
hearing:

during

the

The Day learned that in ad-

"It would be ridiculous for dition to the three homes men-

village to issue building
permits and have a builder
spend much money to complete
buildings and then refuse to
issue certificates of occupation. This would be senseless
and the law must make sense.

tioned in the suit, two and perhaps three other homes have
been occupied in Mount Shire

"The village should have anticipated that, because of the
vacant land, there would be
water problems in the area."

pany providing water service to
Mount Shire, they learned that
electric and telephone service
arc provided,to the three homes
mentioned in DiMucci's suit

the

when

these

in

the

Dempster Junior High School
area

are

completed,

"there's

a possibility of saving at least
$7,200 a year.

Buildings and Grounds Director

J.

C.

original estimate.

Prior to that time, Mongan shop area were some of his
was asked to copy the rough suggestions for alternate bids.

Wayne Little, chairman of
School
Dist. 59's sidewalk
committee, -;"had several concrete propostd Tuesday.

by the village.

Mongan said that the main

Slichenmyer said the equipment cost for the school would
come from the educational fund

Wednesday.
Judge Charles S. Dougherty Builders are constructing in
ordered village attorney Ro- Elk Ridge Villa ,Unit No. 6
bert Moore and DiMucci's at- (Mount Shire).
torney, Alan Bloch, to prepare
The village took this stand
a stipulation of facts.
because the homes will be

Attorney Robert Moore said
that the village has learned that
In Feburary the voters pas- the three homes have been ocare onlyp
oneed' controls could be put into story homes and then only with sed a $6,800,000 referendum cupied without occupancy permotion.
the inspection and approval of for the new school and the pur- mits and final inspections in
Mongan said that the building the building commissioner.
direct violation of village orchase of an additional site.
code recommended by himself
At .that time it was estimated dinances.
and Retten was based on suburMoore said that DiMucci
RETTEN said that there that the school would cost $6,ban standard building codes in were many other areas that 500,000. An additional site has Home Builders allowed homes
effect in 75 surrounding muni- were covered in the proposed been purchased in Prospect at 1713, 1717 and 1744 Pheascipalities, including Arlington ordinances
ant Dr. to be occupied 'by the
for
step-by-step Heights for $300,000.
Heights.
"Use a wider brush on this purchasers within the last week.
insurance of top quality conpaint job instead of a fine These arc the same three adRETTEN said that the pro- struction.
dresses listed in the DiMucci
one," Unteed said.
posed code was workable and
He suggested that the boari law suit.
Trustees on hand at last
performance, not
based on
Occupants of the homes were
ideals. He said that the new night's meeting read through the consider alternate bids
listed as George Kirsten, 1713
code, if adopted by the village code and approved 3-0 its draw- some areas of the proposed
ing in ordinance form for sub- building. The fieldhouse which Pheasant; Akira Tonowye, 1744,
mission for first reading to the will cost an estimated $250,- and Leroy Holm, 1717.
Acting Building Commissionvillage board at its July 5 000, the track and football
field and bleachers and the er Peter Retten, himself named
meeting.

Way Paved For
New Sidewalks

ing guards on Ill. 83 during

acter residents were fond of, as ich and Charles Klehm Jr. of

on Page 4.

changes in the proposed codes
over the present, rather skimpy

village books.

said that a second ordinance,

They were shown the Shabonce Tr. site where the pillars
have been removed and asked
to recommend the types of
planting which would meet two

include cutting down
some trees along 83 and in-

stalling traffic control lights
on the highway.
One proposal, to place cross-

a -third page code now on the

Trustee Robert Colfer, chairman of the building committee,

Klehm Nursery
Heights.

dations

been changed. He added that
the change in plans is the pro-

board, would enable the building
department to insure top quality
residential building to future
Mount Prospect residents.

sent building code.

the pillars at Council, Manawa
sent a letter to 21 residents of and Hiawatha Trs. will nut be
the area who had called village removed until the pillar site at
hall regarding the removal of Shabonee Tr. is landscapped.
the pillars.

Mongan, along with acting
building commissioner Peter
Retten, presented an outline
of a 40 -page building ordinance
to replace the current two -and Mongan and Rcttcn said that
the ordinance they recommend
will eliminate ambiguous statements and conflicts in the pre-

Plan Landscaping
To Replace Pillars
public

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Village and DiMucci
Square Off In Court

4#

'I

Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Tuesday, June 28,1966

Clemens

said

that a sidewalk from Dempster
Junior High's parking lot to
Linneman Rd. had already
been excavated in a co-oper-

ative veptotaihjt4kMoulniftos-

Net Park Ytstnct. Stone will
be put there later this week.
'Board member Dick Hess
given responsibility for
checking progress on negotiwas

ations to put in 200' of side-.
walk along the south side of
Cordial Lane in Des, Plaines

as a defendant in the June 9
court action filed by Salvatore

DiMucci, discovered the ocdraft of the code and make
"IF WE can possibly cut cupancies during a routine
those copies available to the
village trustees for their pre - back in any areas we will. But check of the area last week.
Subpoenas were issued Sunwe don't suggest using inferior
meeting inspection.
material that will have to be day night to the three persons
replaced in a few years either. the village contends arc ilcut the cost." Unteed said.
Supt. Harold Slichenmyer

legally occupying homes in
Mount Shire.
They are expected to be asked
in court today whether they

said the work shops had to be

understood that they would be

Unteed stressed the need for

occupying the homes while court
action was pending.

If we can arrive at a group of
alternates we may be able to

Gripe
Of The
Day

co-ordination and economy in
planning the building. He said

Lawn
mowers
noon and night.

morning

his

Representing DiMucci build-

firm would agree to any ers in the case are Bloch,
the board made but Birndoff & Silverman, Chicago

decision

my

Warned- them 'That the entire

attorneys.

nerves a fright.
0, for some qtdet.

The case was to be heard in
project would have to be coordinated almost inch for inch the law division of circuit court

A goat, I wish they'd try

if the board wanted to save any

this morning,

Lawn owes

money.

It.

He said the architects have

Mrs. Dolores White
to

have . certain specifications

(Continued on Page 2)

Originally the DiMucci action
was filed against the village be-

cause of its refusal to
occupancy

permits

issue

for some

without permits.

While the village maintains
no records on the utility com-

last week.

Water is provided through
Utility Sewer & Water Co.
It will be determined what

action should be taken by the
village against homes they contend are illegally occupied after
today's hearing.

The village could seek immediate eviction proceedings
against the owners on 'the

grounds that they are occupying
the homes without any final in-

spection by the village or occupancy permit.

Coronets
Champs
Again
The
Coronets girls drill
team, sponsored by the Arlington Post #981, won the
state championship for the
second year in a row at the

Illinois convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Peoria.
The
teen-age
girls
will
compete in the Illinois State
Fair championship Aug. 14.

They won it last year.

DURING the three day conAlex Angeloff, post
quartermaster, of 121 S._ Vail,
was awarded a pin for his outstanding job as quartermaster.
vention

Edward R. Doyle, of 1221 S.
Pine,

received

a

citation in

the community service scrap-

142 homes that DiMucci Home, book contest.

A

/
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Regulate Outdoor Pools
superinbuilding
has
Retten
Peter

Acting
tendent

warned Mount Prospect residents that all swimming pools
must comply with a municipal
ordinance.

He said many people durthe hot summer months

ing

portable

purchase

swimming,

World's finest Prime Rib'

rtabers
Northwest;
&

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinner
'Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

THE CONLEYS'
Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

or wading, pools without checking the village's requirements
on them.

1941 Schutz
Class S eks
Grad es

Denial of a' request from an

The Metropolitan Sanitary
Dist. of Chicago will be asked

Arlington Heights firm to use
Mount Prospect water was recommended last night by the

to share a 512,000 storm water
sewer

public works committee of the

The committee voted 2-0 to
recommend

that

the

High School was held Sunday.
Any graduates living in this

village

Consoer and Townsend, the
village's consulting engineering

firm, estimated that the cot of

Av. and Busse Rd.

surveying

The company, which plans
de-

determine how to eliminate
flooding, would cost 512,000.

tact any of the following chair-

velopment in the area, stated
that the closest Arlington Hts.

chairman of the public works

men: Donald Munn, Park Ridge
Edwin

825-6189;

Bruchman

of 113 Rosetrec Lane, Prospect Heights, 824-5982 or June
Hergkenber Craig, Chicago,
CO 7-0552.

small

STATION

center

water connection was 1,500 feet
from their property.

Trustee Parker E k r e n,

ks

I,

Voting to deny the request
were

SERVICE

shopping

Trustees

Parker Ekren

and Robert Colfer. The third
member of the public works
committee,

Trustee

Robert

Teichert, was absent from last
night's committee meeting.

Ekren, chairman of the com-

MT. PROSPECT, ILL

cause of what he called a bet-

Retiring Lion President Gary Seyring (left) turns over the
club gavel to incoming president Ray Wingfeid at Installation
ceremonies held Saturday night. Looking on are, from left

ter zoning arrangement.

Constantine Stamis, first vice president; Clay Meyer, second
vice president; Charles Nitz, secretary and Don Roth, treasurer.

Clearbrook, Mental Clinic Get Grants
nounced state grants totaling
$4,056,588 for menial health
clinics, day centers for the
mentally retarded and other

community mental health pro-

Mental Health, for the fiscal
year starting July I, total a-

bout $500,000 more than last
year.
The

Northwest

Co-opera-

jects.

tive Mental Health Clinic, Arlington Heights was awarded

The grants, awarded through
the Illinois
Department of

a grant of $50,000.
Clearbrook Center for

the

Retarded, Rolling
received $60,000.

Meadows,

Most of the money comes
from the state's Mental Health
Fund, an appropriation by the
General Assembly from payments by patients and their
relatives for care in state
mental institutions.

We Are Doing Our
Spring Cleaning
A Little Late This Year
SALE ENDS JULY 1

has one of each will be quick
to tell you.

Girls are sugar 'n' spice
and everything nice, while boys
under the bed.
Teachers
and

before continuing with plans.

Chair -Ottoman Set
In avocado boucle fabric.

Was $269.00

though, have known for years
that in school skills, boys tend
to

mature

Now
Good wearing materials
Also choice of colors and

than

attention

span,

and

general

to learn, the girls
generally outrank the boys.
readiness

This summer, Forest View
Elementary

School

trying

is

out a pilot program in its first
grade readiness classes.

Children have been grouped
into three sections. Mrs. Jane
Stavoe, a former Arlington
Heights teacher, is giving one
class 'more traditional academic "readiness" work.
THE GIRLS group (no boys
allowed) is emphasizing more
They're

activities.

1 KROEHLER

Choice Selection

Green on green check.

3 Piece Sectional

Lane
Record Cabinets

$799$

$18995

Tub Chair

Perfect for the traditional
living room

2 Valentine Seaver
Chairs (matched)
Were 6239.00

12905

From KROEHLER'S
New York World Fair col-

lection. Was $249.00 ...

$179"

4 Piece Sectional
by KROEHLER

by Kroehler
3 cushion blue green basket weave. Was $239.00..

$74"

2 Avocado.

87" Sofa

1 95" Sofa

$1 18°°

In long wearing nylon

frieze fabric. Was $219.00

Walnut table, 36" by 72".
Was $149 .5 0.

$27900

Early American, Traditional & Modern. By
Lane

Was $79.50

Now

To

$86"

$6900

Lifetime guarantee. Modern stripe In natural beige

color. Was $389.00....

Now

$1 190°

1 Sofa by KROEHLER
Pecan wood trim In excellent taste. High style red
matelasse fabric. Was
$329.00

$8400

Occasional Chairs

wearing avocado nylon

In green print Reversible
foam

$59®

1 84" Early
American Sofa

In beautiful gold cotton

print. Was$189.°

$3995

$10

lwutitme So ,early 70 .took At
So eady

.

OW&

Table
Was $169.95

7 4 -Drawer Chests
3 maple, 4 walnut. While
they last

cushions.

Were

Ea.

$24/4

$6400

$4995

Ea.

1 Naugahyde
Swivel Rocker
$

Twin size, button tufted

84" Traditional
Ea.

Sofa by KROEHLER
In gold matelasse fabric.

1 KROEHLER

$

Self Standing
Study Unit

13900

84" KROEHLER Sofa

Was $159.00.

connections. Brooks will
sume his duties July I I.

In previous high schools the
firm acted as a
purchasing agent for several

architectural
items

and

was

to

able

"When we get into mixed
responsibilities we get into a
gray area 'and we sometimes
have trouble," Unteed said.

He also said that new building

requirements

code

139®

more planning.

WITH THE planning of the
new high school Supt. Slichenmyer said he felt the board
could handle the fencing, track,

bout acting in front of a group,

were to prepare the site plans

they are drawing to music as
part of their creative rhythm
experiences.

"Peter and

the

tennis and parking areas.
"I'm opposed to it," said
Unteed. He said if his firm

would not want another
party to interpret them.
he

Wolf' currently is their favor-

Obituaries

ite record.

Mrs. Alan M. Lawson leads
the girls' group, and Miss Judy
Bengston is
boys.

in charge of the

26

She

of Ronald Wier,
24, of 912 N. Dunton on a
charge of aggravated battery,
has been continued until July
13 in 3d District Court, Niles.
with

Northwest Community

airline stewardess Myrna

is

daughters,
Weber of

survived

by

Thomas of Orange, Calif., and
12 grandchildren.
at

Services will be Thursday
1:30 p.m. at the Lauter-

burg & Oehler Funeral Home
in

The stabbing allegedly occurred near 702 W. Willow,

Rev. Dr. Paul Stumpf will of-

just outside Arlington Heights.

Arlington

Heights.

ficiate.
Burial will
Memory Gardens.

$114®
1 Black Naugahyde

3 -Way Protection

Chair by Kroehler

Against Infection

$89.95.

for minor cuts, burns, scrapes
11i11111

Now

$58°°

25% Off

Mycitracin

on all Pictures,

sad wrote

now old

cOw bone

Tablelamps.

FURNITURE

Mycitracin
Triple Antibiotic Ointment
Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present
on the skin.

. Does not sting... won't stain.

TERMS:

90 Days Cash
Up to 2 Years to Pay
No Money Down

Promotes healing.
a

0I

t

LEhigh 7-2266
Ns. mu' v.

two

Mrs.
Barbara
Arlington Heights

and Mrs. Dorothy Hull of Palatine; two sons, John H. and

the

May 13 stabbing of 24 year
old

at

Hospital.

The trial

charged

Mrs. Leona H. Cooper, 70,
of Orange, Calif., died June

Stabbing Case
Continued

is

Leona Cooper

43" round marble topped
table

HOURS: Every Day 9-9, Saturday 9-6

WHEELING

are

more strict and require much

Clocks,

$ 1 29°°

co-

ordinate the building program.

role,"
as

as-

Maloney of Mount Prospect.

Discontinued style. Was

white satin. $19.00 Value.

of time supervising the
construction and planning the
equipment materials to fit fixed
lot

5 -piece Dinette

Suitable for den

1995

THE
BOARD
expressed
hope that the new purchasing
agent, John Brooks, would be
able to buy much of the equipment. Unteed said that Brooks,
or another man assigned to
the job, would have to spend a

features
trucks,
trains, and planes. In art,
they're making animal pictures
(while the girls are doing
flowers). Because they tend
to be more self-conscious a-

Wier

1 Howell

Was $79.50

$189®

60" Bar -Cocktail

$89.60. While they Last.

2 Early American
Lounge Chairs

$400

25% Off

by KROEHLER

1 82" Flexsteel Sofa 6 Plastic Headboards
Picture frameback. Long.

$19T°

Now

Was $79.50

1 Sofa by Flexsteel

NOW$1 19®

by Kroehler. Not perfect.

Solid maple

American Chair

fabric. Was $359.00

1 Beige Naugahyde
Swivel Rocker

1 Platform Rocker
by Provincetown

Platform Rocker

3 Different Styles
Hope Chests

$5300

1 KROEHLER Early

$15995

1 Howell Dinette

$11995

$199®

Now

1 KROEHLER.

Ea.

1 95" KROEHLER
Sofa

Now

Now

Blue. Was $349.00

by Provincetown Discon-

tinued. Solid maple. Was
$66.50

mother

classroom

Hexagon Table

Was $139.00

the

dancing out such records

1 Early American

Luxurious lounge chair.

1 KROEHLER

sizes

$5800

later

much

girls. In reading, coordination,

"playing

1 Flexsteel Chair

72" KROEHLER Sofa

Now

educators,

A few dollars in our, bank account work ng or us, buying new merchandise.is far better than many
dollars tied up in precious merchandise unsold. So look at_these Values!
3 Piece Mr. & Mrs.

(Continued Prom Page 1)
for plumbing, electrical, heating and ventilating connections

';61Icein.WopciFriengi,::
Boys, instead, are, working
with wood and tools. Their

Foam cushions. Excellent
fabric

Price Tag
Going Up

are crew cuts and Band-Aids
and crumpled T-shirts parked

working with embroidery,

77" KROEHLER Sofa

Ea.

Ekren called for sanitary district approval of the survey and
participation in its cost. He was
backed in this request by Trustee Robert Colfer, a member
said,
of the public works committee.

As the Frenchman
"Vivo le difference!"
Yes, boys ARE different
from girls. Any mother who

feminine

-

committee, questioned the legality of the $12,000 expenditure since much of the sanitary
sewer system in the area to be
surveyed belongs to the sanitary district.
Village
Attorney
Robert
Moore informed Ekren that the
expenditure was legal.

Boys Are
Different

Every inch of our warehouse and stock was searched - - every corner scrutinized - - for odds and ends - merchandise in our stocks a little too long. Our aim - - to make room for beautiful new things on the way.

In popular burlap weave.

storm

a

mittee, pointed out that the
property in question at one
time could have annexed to
Mount
Prospect,
however,
chose Arlington Heights be-

78" Sofas

village's

classes

gives you more gallons for your dollar.

KROEHLER

the

and sanitary sewer systems to

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim O'Byrnth

$139"

Consoer,

the village board.

Gov. Otto Kerner today an-

810 E. RAND RD.

by

the public works committee of

area or persons having information about graduates of these
are requested to con-

survey

Townsend and Associates with
the village of Mount Prospect.
Recommendation that the
sanitary district be asked to
participate financially in the
survey was, made last night by

village board.

board deny the request of Afthird
organizational
filiated Realty Services Inc.
meeting for the reunion of the for Mount Prospect water ser1941 January and June gradu- vice at property located at the
ating classes of Carl Schurz southwest
corner of Central 5

JIM'S
BULKO

Seek $'s
For Survey

Deny Water
To AH Firm

.t of Milwaolcoo Ave.

111

VAN DRIEL'S
DRUGSTORE

100 8 Northwest Highway
Mt Prosped
Phone CL 3-6494

The
be

in

'

1111t

Get Head
Start

Drug Store
to I p.m. to serve the prescription needs of the growing

.
.

wesco,

Wednesday

community
Doretu's

In

Arlington Heights. Area teachers recently attended a week.: long workshop at the University of Wyoming. Taking part
,

(top row) Jack Relating; John

A

social worker; Dave
, Fankhauser, area Head Start
Wilson,

in

Dr.

Vence;

Main St
RICHARD

.e

owner

store's desire to
serve Mount Prospect
The southside store will
remain open until
pm
and there will be a special
telephone number, 358-9242,
his

1

Bernard;

Merle Ameethoren; Dr. C. Peters; (bottom row) Connie
, Lewis; Deborah Van Norman;
Ricky Robbins; Judy Kreitzman; Dolores Horcher; Geor-

to handle emergency calls for
prescription service

Doretu, a 1956 graduate of
the
University
of Illinois
School of Pharmacy, is the

gia Brooks.

father of six children

it
'

,

.

Thursday

,

tr.---.1VW

A Surprise

",

-..14.- r

Does your wife complain
she's nothing but a chauffeur for the kids? 'Must she
constantly plan her day
.. around pickups at pools,
library, movies, and meet-

At the recommendation of

removed and

Elm changed to a stop street

now four-way stop signs.
The recently formed

dent prevention bureau is head-

Elm has

accithree

police department's

been

dent prevention bureau,
intersections arc now provided

there.

If so, then she should meet

Leonard G. Garasha, 819 N.
- Harvard, principal of Mount
Prospect's R o b e r t Frost

with new stop signs.

The intersection of School
and Busse has been changed

dow and Wedgewood there are

ings?

acci-

At the intersection of Mea- ed by Lt. Fred Hedlund and

for driving without a license,
until July 7. She appeared in
Mount Prospect court Thursday.

Officer Kenneth Zschach.

Selling your home?

Coll our

Man of the

The stop sign on Busse at

His job --to plan bus trans-

- portation for more than 1,200

New President

summer school students.
Enrollment in School Dist.
59's classes didn't reach its
unprecedented high until June

Elk Grove.
Cooney, 41, resigned as
vice-president of the Central

walkers, bus schedules had to

Home

det that figure.
his planning:

sevqral junior.
classes,
originally

Mae

sentativcs and kiwis

Mrs

Grove Village All are former
American Airline stewardesses The company sponsors the
Kiwi clubs
the

Chicago

Kiwis Club, to which the suburban kiwis belong, greeted
five outstanding seniors of the
United Nations International
School

less

call He- 7.1082 for details

. . . And $300
Is Left Over

THERE ARE 108 members
in the Chicago Chapter -one of
A job budgeted for $6,000
52 in the United States, France but never filled has allowed
and Germany. In May many Dist 57 to pick up deficits in
members attended the biannual three other accounts
Kiwi Convention in Boston,
J. C. Humbert, board of
The Chicago chapter won first education secretary and disprize for its scrapbook, pre- trict business manager,
recpared by Mrs. MacLeod, and ommended to the board Monfor their original nametegs. day that $5,700 be taken from
The group also won second the district's $6,000 audioplace for their skit entitled visual account
"Swinging Red Coats "
The board allocated $2,-

600 to go for legal fees, S1,600 for recruitment and $1,for the district's gifted
program.
The $6,000 was budgeted for500

a

part time audio-visual ma-'

terials director who was never hired.

ICE

FANCY

CREAM

California

;VALENCIA

SHERBET

Oranges

Thrifty -Pak Braid

CHOICE

39c

The Chandelier
SIGWALT AND VAIL

SPECIAL!

I

Modernization

Credit Group and has served
on the Credit Bureau Reform
Committee
of the Illinois
Bankers Assn. With his wife
LaVon and son Jimmy, 12, he
has lived' in' Elk Grave Village,

' Garasha was given a S 5,000
' budget --and stayed slightly un-

Edward McNellis,
Mt. Prospect; Mrs William
McGoppin, Prospect Heights;
Mrs. James MacLeod, and
Mrs. William Finnegan, Elk
and

with American Airlines repre-

in joining the flightranks of the Kiwis can

terested

SPECIALS THRU SAT. JULY 2nd

former chairman of the Chicago

Howard Kutz,
Palatine, Mrs Walter Dorn,
Heights; Mrs

Park
Airlines
Any
American
stewardesses who might be in-

C

GREAT SALE

take the post June I. He is a

.

who --like her namesake is America" award from the irgrounded There are quite a 'line, and Chicago was one of
few of these in our area
'their cross-country stopovers.
The kiwis here are' Mrs. The students were also taken
William L. Weinacht, andsL on a boat tour along Lake
Mrs. Carl Pahl, Arlington Michigan followed a luncheon

$15,000 for the Park Lawn
School for the Mentally Retarded Children in Evergreen

1/2-11t.CIN.11c

National Bank of Chicago to

be planned to arrange economical pickup routes.
Although Dist. 59 receives
state aid for its classes this
transportation
summer,
no
is
possible.
reinbursement

r

Poplar Flavors

OUR

new president of the Bank of

18, the weekend before school

began. Though a majority of
the 2,572 students would be

ad

fe

IT'S HERE!

Neil Cooney, of 52 Keswick
St., Elk Grove Village, is the

stude

OR

to a four-way stop.

School.

of the

Delay Hearing

-

the

Each

receiv oda' sco

Kiwi meetings are held on
Richard Muller dispersed toythe second Wednesday of the
ers in a Volkswagon from Hiawatha Tr where they had
The students Richard Khali - month in the homes of membeen parking reportedly four di, Saudi
Arabia; Phillip bers. They are now making
'times a week.
Davies, United Kingdom; Joji preparations for the July 23
Lini Summer Luau Party. This will
Japan;
Shimanouchi,
Fuhrman, United States; and be followed by the November
Judge Simo'n S. Porter con- Christine Jankowski, Switzer - 3 Casino Party.
tinued the charge against Carol T. Schmidt, 27, of Chicago,
PINT CARTON

-.z

New Stop Signs Up
At 3 Intersections

by JAN BONE

Officer

night

land; were guests of honor at
Kiwis have their serious
a barbeque held at the North- side too. In the past five years
brook home of Mr. and Mrs. the Chicago club has raised
Peter Eastman.

The Kiwi is also an attrac-

RECENTLY

Love Banished

Solved, Then

:; high ....lab

Doretu,

of the two stores, said the
expansion move is in keeping
with

Problem

strange

tive former airline stewardess

Lawrence

Glenn

a

erly occupied by Kerlsen's
Pharmacy on the south side of
Doretti's North
the tracks

Walker; Elizabeth Black; Karen

kiwi is

that cannot fly.

director; Robert Watson; John
Rackauskas, Cook County Office of Economic Opportunity;
row)

The

looking New Zealand bird

macy, 143 W. Prospect Ave.,
is located in the building form-

side location remains at 2 N.

training session were:

(Middle

Phar-

Prospect

Page 3

Kiwis Host Students

has

pect store with hours expanded

for preHead Start c
echoolers, sponsoked by Nor-

in the

Pharmacies

Doretti

opened a second Mount Pros-

-Classe
begin

THE PROSPECT DAY ,
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Open New.

COTTAGE

Ralph Bruits

RUNS

1/111ILL ESTATE

three years.

CL 5.45320

CHEESE

, planned for Dempster, had to
for Grove.
shuttle bus,

rescheduled
be
necessitating a

and the distances between district areas from which children would be coming.
some
of
For
example,

. Forest Vie w Elementary
School's summer students live
east of the United Airlines
complex on Algonquin Rd.

of their

Several

To Every Home Owner:

classmates,

however, live west of Arling-

'

A drastic Federal forced housing law now being considered
by the Congress would destroy your basic rightsunless you act now!

ton Heights beyond the Nike
site near the Illinois Tollway.
Still others come from the

Surrey Ridge and Airy Trace
sections of Arlington Heights.
GARASHA'S solution? To
use the schools as pickup cenwherever

ters

possible.

A

yr

Here's what it is:

9
.

"Title IV" of the so-called Civil Rights Bill-H.R. 14765 and S. 3296-is the forced, not fair, housing

Stu-

proposal that threatens to deprive you, as a home owner, of basic freedoms.

dents would walk to their usual

:: school, and be bussed when
necessary
classes.

to ' their

summer

Here's what iewould do:

Along Arlington Heights and

1 Deny you freedom to contract with a person

Algonquin Rds. central loca-

'

of your choice in the sale or rental of your home,

to gather, awaiting bus pickup.
All buses carried large
.

4 Delay indefinitely a rental or sale, pending final
court disposition of allegations against you.

or a room in your own home.

tions were chosen for children

2 Deny you the right even to mention a preference for a person of your own religion in adver-

tising for a roomer or tenant.

colored squares in their front
windows.
Matching colored

3 Subject you to suit by the U.S. Attorney General to force you to sell or rent to a person other
than the person of your choice.

tags were mailed to children,
who've been wearing them for

5 Subject you to payment of unlimited damages
if you insist on exercising preference in a sale
or rental.

6 Discourage sale of your home because the
prospective buyer could not be assured of taking title until the deed is actually recorded.

identification.

THOUGH the first day was
hectic,
pretty

problems

had

Because. we are concerned about the human
rights of all Americans . . .

been

well smoothed out by

Garasha and Davidsmeyer Bus

We protest IL law that gives one person the right
to force another to enter into a contract against
his will.

Service before the end of the
week.
One situation they hadn't .
planned came up, though.

We protest this attack on the human right of
freedom of choice in disposing of private

Three extra children turned
up Tuesday at Forest View
Elementary School.

"End of

YMCA day camp, but followed
the other kids onto the school
bus. Were they turprised!

ONE DAX
PROCESSING
On Kodach rome

Kodacolor

Black & White Film

retarded, not advanced, by this bill. Equal opportunity in housing is making progress under
the influence of voluntary efforts of church,
school and people of good will.

property.

How can you make your protest heard ?

the Line, said Garasha, who.
called their parents to retrieve the boys.
They
were en
route to

We believe progress in race relations will be

-

The Congress will reject the forced housing
features of this bill if you and other home and
property owners write your Members of Congress and make it clear that you oppose this

legislation because it would destroy rights of
all Americans.

Write or wire today-and tell your Members
of the Congress what you think.

Your Representative's address:

Your U.S. Senators' address:

House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

NORTHWEST SUBURBAN
BOARD OF REALTORS
1032 Lee Street

Dee Plaines, Minot'

Phone: 027-5196

Write to your Members of Congress today !
7 3. Dunton
Downtown Arlington Heights,
Just south
Dank

a

Mem. of Art. Hgts. C. of C.

`kiVs.`4$1*SrVektl,51$4Weei..,

CENTER CUT

SMOKED

BOWMAN

HAM

GALLON

SLICES

MILK

7:5r%
The (Provo 'Shopping Cantor
tarfiald

Ad., Hrs. Rd. and I1

Elk Grove Village

;

Vantage Point
Republican

Best

we

news

have heard in Wheeling Township in some time was the announcement last week by Gene
Schlickman

that

concerted

a

effort will be made to hold one
fund raiser to benefit all Re-

for

Schlickman

to

read

the

Frank Von Arx Is on

club into a background position

vacation.
Hh Someday
column will be resumed
on his return.

in

the township, however, he recognizes that all
Republicans arc going to be
needed
to rally
the party

through in November.
The apathetic voter .turnout in the Junc 14 primary

That is 'Acre the simplicity of the situation ends. It's

It takes money to operate a
political organization. With a
concerted effort on the part of

indicates that there is a lot of

easy to appropriate, but where

all
Wheeling
Republicans,
that money can be raised
through the planned Oct. 8

and Nov. 8.

publican organizations in
township.

the

dinner dance.
Schlickman announced the
fund raiser to the Regular
Republican Club at a so-called "get well" party in Arlington Heights last week.

The newly elected committeeman scored points with the
club

by

assuring

them

they

would participate in the proceeds of the fund raiser.

Tom Novotny, president of
the Republican Club, still has
seven months to serve in that
post.

It would, have been easy

work at the precinct

This is the second article in
posed revenue article that will

be submitted to Illinois voters
in "Blue Ballot" form on Nov.
8.

While mAny area residents
who

Village Manager L. A. Hanson
has a problem. With a tight
budget already drawn, he has
ARLINGTON

Section 2 of the proposed
the

rev -

enue article of the Illinois
Constitution

has

been

la-

beled all things to all people by its opponents.
This is the section of the
proposed change in Illinois'

1870 Constitution that enables
the legislature to levy a flat
rate income tax of 3 per cent.
It is also the section that

would bring to Illinois a sales
tax in the true sense of the
term.

will come as a
those who have

Perhaps it
surprise to

had 4 per cent taken off the top

of all of their purchases in the
past. Illinois does not in fact
have sales tax.
Levy of a sales

tax

was
specifically forbidden in the
state Constitution.
What is

now being collected is known
readers' occupational
stated, the retailer pays the state 4 per
as

a

tax.

were

storm will

Heights

Now it is up to Hanson to and that they are deadly serup $150,000.
Some
needed
development

scrape

hard hit by the
vitally
argue, the feder-

Simply

We wonder where Congressarc
alternatives
man Donald Rumsfeld was af- for the
present

find revenue sources to
provide more than $150,000

to pay for storm damage and
clean up activities from the
June 9 tornado.
Hanson has just one out.
The village has not passed
appropriation ordinance and

tcr the storm hit.

unpleasant

Brekke, who hopes to be a

It Would template.

reporter

combat

-

photogra-

pher, said the theme of basic
training, is, "You are going

to fight a war ... this is not a
peace time army."

Arlington
Heights administration to con-

Harbour,

former Arling-

a

ton Heights resident who was
a Boy Scout' under the lead-

seem to us that, as the con-

This is one area where few ership of Gene Schlickman,
conservatics would argue the confirms that there is inmerit of federal aid. It would deed a shooting war in Viet
nough to make a tour and re- appear to be one of the major Nam.
port from the scene to Wash- roles of the federal governWe wonder when the Washington on the severity of the ment to provide communities ington administration is gogressman
representing
the
area, Rumsfeld would have
felt the storm important e-

it will be a relatively simple
thing to tag an appropriation
for the $150,000 into that or-

'

dinance.

situation.

with disaster relief.

for the
business

cent

ing

the hike along
mer.
Section

of do-

privilege
--. and

passes

to the consu-

by

2

authorizes "..the
use,

inheritance,
privilege
and
franchise taxes, uniform as

to objects and subjects taxed
within the jurisdiction of the
authority levying the tax and
uniform

as

to

exemptions

granted from any such tax on
or measured by gross receipts
shall
shall

non -graduated and
imposed uniformly
persons
and corpora-

be
be

upon

tions."

SOUND complicated,
after

the

dividuals and corporations.
Taking
these
provisions
point by point, it is agreed

legal

well,
verbiage is

most observers
of the
house of representatives that
there is no intention among
the
membeiship to change
what experts describe as an

equiable,
graduated
inheritance tax system.
Staunch opponents of the
article, however, contend that
courts would be forced to
change
the inheritance tax
structure to a non -graduated
basis to conform with the
language of section two.
Proponents of the article,
in pushing for its passage,

believe that the state supreme
court

would never overrule
levy so well established as

stripped away it boils down to

a

this.
--The legislature has the
right to recompute and refigure current inheritance tax
procedures.

the state inheritance tax.
There are much the same
arguments presented on the
adoption of a true sales tax.
Those in favor of the amendent feel that exemptions

--The legislature can levy a
true sales tax, exempting such
necessary items as food and
drugs.
--The legislature can levy
a flat rate 3 per cent income

tax.

could be made in the area of
necessities (food and drugs)
while those opposed believe

that the uniform language of
the section precludes such exemptions.

--All taxes levied by the
IT IS the provisions for a
legislature would be on a flat state income tax that brings
-rate basis, non -graduated and the most discussion
be imposed uniformly upon in- dissent -- to Section 2.

--

and

100th Birthday

ing to acknowledge this fact?

The revenue article does Perhaps the biggest selling
not impose a state income point in favor of section two
It does give the legis- is that should 'the income tax
tax.

lature authority to levy a flat - be levied,' personal property
rate three per cent tax on all tax must be abolished within

personal income.
Exemp- four years of the levy.
tions and credits could not
The current tax on perexceed those permitted under sonal property is universally
the U. S. Internal Revenue recognized
as
archaic and
Code.
unenforceable, although there

This would prevent the leg- arc countys where collections

islature

from exempting the range between 90 and 100 per
first $5,000 or $10,000 of per- cent.
sonal income, as many econThe present system of taxomists have recommended to ing personal property was ap-

stimulate
the

among plicable when

spending

A two day Centennial Day -

classes.

Day
Independence
celebration will blend the fun of a
with
the
birthday
excitement

of an old fashioned Fourth of
July in the Village of Palatine.
The village
Jaycees
arc
3-4
sponsoring
the
July
festivities.
There will be
dances,
parades, band concerts, fireworks and political
speeches, not to mention an
art fair, a special perform-

ance by the local theatre group
and the Miss Palatine Pageant,

village president; and Howard

liminaries.
The
village

Olsen, township supervisor.
has'

received

I etters of congratulations
from

President

Lyndon

B.

Johnson, Governor Otto Kerner,

Senators

Paul

Douglas

and Everett Dirksen and Congressman Donald Rumsfeld.
Sheriff Richard B. Ogilvie

THE PALATINE Northwest
Hwy. Merchants' Assn., in
conjunction with Day Publi-

day,however,

taxes,

The

ic

legislature

who will select his prize from

will include Tom Kearns, Jay-

several

cee

president;

David

Yeats,

in the U.S. with all expenses
paid for two.
The winner,
dozen

trips,

will be

picked July 4th,

than a three per cent income
tax was necessary, it would
have to go the voters for permission to increase the levy.
In no event could a state

merchants on Northwest Hwy.
are installing indoor -outdoor
entrances

to

as a little town along the railroad tracks. When the Northwestern line reached the area
in 1853 about four homes were
erected. By 1855, the railroad
had erected the first depot,
and there the first public

F

COUNTINGCat

"PAVESTAMPS As YOU SAVE MONEY"

WHEELING TRUST and SAYINGS BANK
LEhigh 7'0020
ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000
MEMBER FDIC

five

trustees

population was 2,222.
But
since it has been part of the
rapid
Northwest
suburban
growth. Today more than 20,000 live in Palatine.

1 S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar
Deposited in Your Savings Account

DUNDEE ROAD & MILWAUKEE AVE.

when

and a police magistrate were
elected.
By 1940 the village

Collect S&H Green Stamps
for Saving Money

BONUS: r NEW NO NGS

1866,

-

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

THE CENTENNIAL activities will get under way Sun-

the

clause

tax-

ing corporations and individuals on the same basis is unfair. They point to competitive

advantages and limited
liabilities of corporations and
believe it is reasonable to expect corporations to carry a

larger share of the tax load.

Secondary opposition is leveled against the non -graduated

nature of the income tax provision.

Opponents

maintain
that a flat -rate tax. is regretsible and that only a graduated

tax is fair to the majority of
the citizenry.
However,

proponents

of

section two point out that if a
non -graduated tax is viewed
in terms of actual dollars
paid, it is apparent that the
wealthier citizens will still
make greater financial conare

News Editor

Cities Yell:
are going through

provisions

in

section two for a one percent
rebate to communities from
the income tax.
Projected.
this indicates local municipal-

time of troubles,

istered a 5 per cent population loss between 1950 and 1960 but a 25 per cent

the last mentioned
the most serious

increase in school population.
"Local taxpaying ability is the most
important determinant of social policy
in American cities," says the report.
"Until we find the means to reverse

a

and the troubles come under a variety of
headings
'Pollution, Traffic, Crime,
Housing, Schools.

Of all of them,
to

seems

constitute

problem for the most number of cities.
A just -published, three-year survey by

the Stanford School of Education of the
nation's

14

cities

largest

finds the

o-

verwhelming majority of them caught in
a
situation
of
double
jeopardy.
Their

school

populations

are

climb-

that equation, and let special policy determine the resources to be
to education, we face a sea
troubles in our cities."

allocated

of rising

If the nation's /mayors hadn't read the
Stanford report,

they acted as

if

they

ing at the same time as their ability to had at the recent meeting of the U. S.
finance education
is declining.

(and

everything else)

Council of Mayors in Dallas, Tex.

One resolution, presented to the city

Of the 14, only two - Los Angeles and heads by Mayor Henry W. Maier of
Houston - showed population gains in the Milwaukee and approved by them by a

last census. All the others lost.
Most significantly, the losses were
typically caused by the migration of
middle -income small families to the
suburbs.
This left the cities with a

smaller over-all population but a higher

sizable

margin, called on the federal
government for assistance in forcing the

suburbs to share with cities the cost of
housing and schools for people who live
in the cities.

Just how the government is supposed
to do this wasn't spelled out. As of now,
both white and Negro, which character- the mayors' resolution is just a resoluistically have a larger number of chil- tion -- a cry for help.
dren to send to school.
But it is a cry which will inevitably

concentration

of low-income

families,

As one example, San Francisco reg- increase in volume and range.

Letters to the Editor

tributions.
There

Jack A. Vandcrmyn

It's no news that the nation's cities

to

that

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

article, and these include some
of the finest legal minds in the

believe

Tuesday, June 28, 1966

revenue

section comes from those who

carpeting from
sidewalks.

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4

case

only three per cent
without voter approval, are
vitally needed to protect the
Illinois taxpayer from excessive taxation.
Primary opposition to the

Northwest Hwy. Assn. is
also featuring "Red Carpet
Days" in which participating

19,

For A Limited Time

Nelson

vs.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
Me paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

is

state, contend that the court
would reverse itself today and
allow the legislature to levy an
income tax without restriction
income tax exceed six per
7,,
as to amount.
cent, under the provisions of
Porponents of the article
section two.
counter that the controls of
section two, limiting such a

The Village was not officially incorporated until March

"Save Double"

Bacrach

levy was unconstitutional.
any amount of tax up to three
Opponents of the
percent.
If it decided more

meetings were held.

Discover

the economy

that a graduated income tax

could

cations, is sponsoring, a treasure hunt prior and during
Centennial Days.
Grand
PALATINE, like many
prize is a two weeks vacation northwest suburbs, began first

will be the main speaker of
the July
Fourth afternoon
program.
Other speakers

aCrye rro5pert 4ailp

e-

Any income tax levied un- industrial and proponents of
der section two would have to the article contend that rural
be imposed uniformly on per- areas arc being unfairly taxed.
sons and corporations.
The
There was an attempt in
clause specifically ' eliminates 1932 to levy a state income
any chance for the state to le- tax. At that time, the supreme
vy separate corporate income court ruled in the now histor-

tax

part of the Miss America pre-

the state's

middle 'and lower salary conomy was agricultural. To-

Palatine Set to Celebrate

lI

ious about the situation.

programs in Arlington Heights
al government says the dam- will have to be pushed back a
age was not severe enough to
year or two -- or the tax rate
bring federal aid into the area. will climb next year.
Both

to

levy of occupation, sales,

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

to

money going to come

In Du Page County, we reLISTENING to Cpl. Rick
call a storm much less severe Harbour discuss the situation
than the one that raked Wheel- in Viet Nam last week brought
ing Township and Congress- the war much closer to us.
man John Erlenborn made a
Brad Brckke, former newsflying trip back to the dis- man with the Arlington Day
trict to inspect the damage, back in the "old days" is now
meet with newsmen and make in training at Fort 'Polk, La.
a pledge of federal assistance He said that the cadre at the
to those damaged by the basic training center is comstorm.
posed of Viet Nam veterans

Sales And Income Taxes,

a five part series on the pro-

amendments

is the
from?

level to

be accomplished between now

Secti.

r

. . . by Jack Vandermyn

Builders Arrive,
The Juice Goes
Editor.
I feel this letter should have
been written many moons ago,

the neighbor across the street.

restored.

All three reported no power,
and they, too were just begin-

happen?

But when will that

This is not the first time
ning to do some of their house- this has happened. I don't mind
work.
the inconvenience once in a

ities throughout the state will
while, but it seems to me that
The clock in the kitchen,
receive about $40,000,000 less
day, July 3, with the art fair than they now receive from and then maybe this problem which operates on batteries, every time a school is built
from Noon to 5:00 P.M. Art- their share of personal prop- would not have come up again. reports the time as being 10:15 or remodeled, a road is being
Today I was just beginning a.m. Our electric clock in constructed, or a street is
ists from the Chicagoland area erty tax collections.
to
do the housework while the other room reports the being repaired we become the
will compete for casa prizes.
It would be necessary to
victims of thievery.
At 4:45 P.M. a popular teen rebate one - and - one quarter listening to the radio. I am time as being 9:53 a.m.
Can't someone do something
combo will begin playing for percent which would yield the used to all these various noises
As soon as the washing ma- so that a whole block of elecan' outdoor dance which will municipalities about $300,- so it seemed awfully strange
tric power does not have to be
last until 6:30 P.M.
000,000 or as an alternative, when the whole house became chine returns to its task of
At 7:00 P.M. the Stage, Inc., rebate to the municipalities silent. The washing machine washing clothes, I will know stolen for a construction job
to be completed?
Players
(formerly
Winston the vehicle taxes .provided stopped, our clocks stopped and that we have had our power
Lyn Bastin
the radio was no longer playing
Little Theatre) will feature a for in section one.
The Down Comes Up Like Thunderspecial
centennial
performIt is in the area of munici- Herb Alpert's new song. Look
ance highlighting acting styles pal rebates of income tax down the street and you can
-- past, present and future.
collections that opponents of see many trucks coming and

ON THE Fourth activities
will begin at 11:30 P.M. with

the article feel trouble lies
ahead
for the legislature.
They contend that the legis-

going from various construction jobs. Right now, a job is
being

done

to

complete

the

a parade through town. There lators would never be able to
will be floats and many march- work out a formula acceptable
ing bands. The theme of the to all concerned.

new expressway off of Pala-

ProProponents of the bill feel
Ogilvie's that a rebate formula is pos-

fact that these jobs are robbing

Parade will be "Past
logue."
Sheriff
speech will follow.

is

tine Road.

I am suddenly aware of the

us of our electrical power. I

sible and that the legislature

guess the housework will have

the state.
Sections

then

During the afternoon there needs only the incentive to to wait.
will be childrens games and a work, things out equitably for
At first I thought that I
water fight between members both urban and rural areas of might have blown a fuse; but

of the Palatine Fire Department. At 6:00 P.M. the Vil-

three,

nine,

10

lage Band will present a spe- and 12 of the proposed revenue
cial 'one hour concert.
The article contain provisions for
Miss Palatine Pageant will schools and conforming regubegin at 7:15 P.M.
The celebration

will

lations to sections one and
con- two.
They will be discussed

clude with the traditional fire- in the third article of this five
works display.

part series.

not

everything

in

the

house that runs on electricity,
would be off.

If my mother were writing
this letter, she would not be
so kind as to state bluntly
What I am discontent about.

I checked with the neighbors

on either side of us and with

egion Nine
Tips Evanston

His Wife Thinks So Too

On Ho eRun

A little black book, to most men, is a possession
they surrender -- or at least, hide very carefully -upon marriage.
But in Lloyd Meyer's.house, it's an item that gets
attention, and
if it's ever misplaced, Mrs.
careful
Meyer helps Lloyd look for it.
number -one baseMeyer, who is Arrington Heights'
ball figure, is not only head coach of the village's
American Legion junior baseball team, 'but is also a
talent scout for the New York Mets.
He is one of only two men the the top prospects need a lot of
Mats have in this area, and work, and I find it hard to recthough he just began working for ommend many players for much

Black Book Valuable to Lloyd Meyer
BY BOB CASTERLINE

Tom Lundstedt dispelled all doubts yesterday that ML
Prospect's American Legion baseball hopefuls can win a
league game without the pitching services of Dave Kingman.

Lundstedt collected his first mound victory of the season and Prospect's fifth win in six conference outings
7-4 over Evanston. And all he needed was a three -run
hone run by Kingman to do it.
KINGMAN, who started in walked to lead off the inning
right field for the Prospectors, and Manderscheid knocked his
tied into a Miles Zeremsky
home with a line drive triple.
pitch with Lundstcdt and Tom
fire burning and Mander-

the

later
grounder.
ents

While Lundstcdt got credit for
the win, it was not one of the big
righthander's better days. He
surrendered eicht hits in seven
innings and set Evanston down

walked two and whiffed two.
Still the talented Prospect solid

High School senior was never
real trouble after

a

three -

run Evanston third, and he was

a

on

an

Travcrsono

best high school pitcher
ever seen." Von
Hoff

triple-A farm clubs.

A salaried scout, Meyer is
to birddog the Chicago
area, and lie sends in reports
whenever he comes across a
prospect. Ordinary ball players
arc written up on a white form paid

Lundstedt
infield error.

MT. PROSPECT will try to

Lloyd
Meyer
of the Arlington
Heights
American
Legion
team
shouts
instructions, to
his charges, and keeps his eyes
open for
major league baseball prospects at
the same time as a scout for the New York
Mets.
Coach

runs.

Dave

Muszynski

its

Kee

the bottom of the second when
Prospect picked up its first two
and

pair of singles, and Tray-

in

the top of the frame on a

and

Braves

walk and two singles.

Norm Larker was batting for stand some improvement?"

THE VISITORS gained their
only lead of the night when they
got to Lundstedt for three runs

and referees.

the Dodgers. Larker was con-

about the time a Washington
Senator batter sent a hard line
drive over into the left field

and three hits in the top of the

frame. An error and a walk

stands.

were followed by a triple by
Evanston's Mike Rogodzinski
who was out at the plate trying to stretch it into a home

The third -base umpire raced
over to judge the ball, and at the
same time, he saw a woman being carried out of the bleachers

run.
Lundstedt fanned the next
Evanston batter, but back-to-

THE PROSPECTORS

tied

it up again in the bottom of
the third. Robby
Robinson

Score Board

I

make the grade if he can do
other things quite well -- like
hit or field. He should have

"In the suburbs, many of the
good baseball players arc also
fine football or basketball play-

quirements for such a job that
I doubt if any would ever come
along that would suit me," he

'speed, too, if he hopes to play
anything but first, third, or
catcher," says Meyer.

ers, and they want to go

says.

college on a ride. So they go to

Another thing he looks for is
size.

"It's

a

lot more import-

ant than I thought," says Meyer.

Newsom, one-time hurler for
the Brownies, that goes like
this: He was trailing some
team 15-0 as the Browns came
to bat in their half of the

all through their football lives.

seventh.

just ran out
times."

Doak Walker and Bobby
Layne have been close friends

There's a story about Bobo

from

Don Blasingame, now with
the Senators, was at bat one

They have tremendous respect

sitting next

to him
bench,
sympathized,
Bobo, they're really

on

on'?"

you today."

the occasion demanded.

Newsom
reddened
and
screamed, "Nuts! How d'ya

Once, when his Bruins had
scored

THE DEAN, THOUGH, of
comic coaches is -Adolph Rupp,
the
University of Kentucky
basketball coach.

Still, there once
posted in the New York Titans
the

Jets)

locker

Once he was driving to At-

room

lanta where the Wildcats were

over an equipment hamper that

He stopped at a gas station

"Throw T-shirts, socks,

and, while waiting for the attendant to finish his work, he

and shorts in this basket
remove them
body before

from your
throwing."
At the opposite end of the pole
are those coaches who do what

Model 6F7ZN

extras

spied a strange figure shooting
an imaginary ball at an imaginary basket.

"What's that guy doing," he

they can to offset the doltish

asked the attendant.

image set by an occasional
player. After being hung in
effigy, Kansas. State coach

used

Doug Weaver blandly remark-

Installs Instantly without tools, klta or

ed:

"I'm glad it happened in front

of the library. I've always em-

"Oh," came the reply, "he

money

as

there

-.Economical 115 -volt operation

kees

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

I

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed

highlights of NFL action, ch.

reer, he was greeted by Whitey
Ford.
"Hey, Jake," Whitey

32.

8 p.m. Golf, Monti vs. Mayer, ch. 32.

9 p.m. Motorcycle races, ch.

said. "I just took a phone
call for you. Your coach
at Ole Miss says you forgot to pay income tax for

32.

I get to
with the

for $50,000 a couple of years
ago, but he's committed him-

American Legion team and I
have a side -interest in major
league ball through the Mets.
As far as I'm concerned, this
is

"One pitcher at Ripon College
in Wisconsin could have signed

So

he'll

just

right set-up,"

the

said.

In order for

a

little guy to make it, he really
to be outstanding," says
Meyer.
One of the big problems Mey-

has

er encounters as a scout in the
Chicago and suburban area is
the number of multi -sport ath-

1965 Ford 2 Door Hardtop

$20 5

1965 Ford Country Sedan

$2195

1965 Tempest Leman's

????

Sport Coupe

.

big grin on his face. "Look,

Free Parking-Convenient Terms

Dad," he exclaimed, -holding
out his report ca,. d. The Ohio

700 R. Northwest Hwy., Arlington Holghto

State football coach looked and saw three As and two Bs.
"It's fine, Steve," he said.

But, ever the perfectionist, he

Orioles Topple Cubs
9=7 in ony A Clash
Chuck Drake's home run pro-

vided the winning margin for
the Orioles yesterday, as they
outslugged the Cubs 9-7 in the
Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball
Pony A League.
ed

Drake's circuit clout climaxa
nine -hit Oriole attack

which

Birds

their
fourth win against three losses.
gave

the

George Bauer whiffed five and
walked four en route to the victory, while Mike Wells was
tagged with the loss. Wells fanned 10 Oriol s

sialkeel four.

MARK KEANE blasted

1964 Chevrolet 2 Door
Hardtop Impala

$1395

the

I

Coming Up

I

TUESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Waydnden Traveling League
Rolling Meadows #1 at Sub-.
urban Heating, 6 p.m.

Ladendorf at Rolling Meadows #2, 6 p.m.

SENIOR LEAGUE
Mustangs vs. Warriors
Pioneer #1, 6:15 p.m.

IN A BRONCO A game

1964 Tempest Coupe

$1095

played Sunday the Sox tripped

the Tigers 10-9 with Bob Fox
waving the big stick for the
winners. Fox went three for
three at the plate including two
home runs. He scored the Sox'

winning run in the bottom of
the sixth after drawing an intentional walk.

Bronco B Orioles to 9-6

way to claim credit for the win.

Mary

and

Larry

Doug Taber went 3 2/3 in-

was the losing pitcher.

The Springers needed 55
strokes to complete the front

nine of the Mt. Prospect Coun-

1963 Lincoln Convertible

Hardtop

iriririri

$1595
$1095

1963 Fairlane Wagon

1962 Buick 4 Door
Full Power

try Club course playing alternate shots. But their handicap

$1095

dropped them to a 16 net.
TwO

teams

tied

for

low

1962 Rambler 4 Door Wagon..

$595

1962 Ford 2 Door Hardtop

$995

1961 T -Bird Hardtop

????

gross honors at 44. They were
Evelyn and Gene Goodman,
and Ina and Bob Lee.

rent a new '66
CORTINA

4.00

FALCON

5.00

FAIRLANE
MO STA NO,'
GALA XIE

7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

E

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!!
Stock f1641A

A

PLUS MILEAGE

-PLAN YOUR VACATION
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE C'erpc

---Ct. 9-3141,

400 W. NORTHWEST, HWY. azwr A4411"
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

CL 5-9E189

II

1962 CORVAIR 4 DOOR

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

) NITINI AND SUNDAY

at

$1245

Full Power

captured low net honors Sun-

nings for the Orioles to take
the win. Taber walked nine and
struck out nine. Kelly Dempsey

198 -Ford Convertible

1963 Pontiac Bonneville

Springer

day in the Mt. Prospect Twiof the
Yankees.
Keane's big blow in the top of light Golf League Mixed. Doubles event.
the fifth highlighted a come -

runs in the fourth.

Fordor$1295

Full Power & Air

Springers Win
Low Net Prize

conquest

the Orioles from a 6-3 deficit.
The Yanks had a big inning of
their own, coming up with five

1964 Ciievrolet Bel -Air

Tom Schweikert went all the

a

grand slam home run to pace

_

Woody Hayes, one of the

came home from school with a

$1195

1964 Pontiac Grand Prix

RENT A STATION WAGON

9:30 p.m. Auto races, ch. 32.

your last two years there!"

ONE DAY HIS son, Steve,

CL 3.2187,2188,

coaching

season, plus the spring exhibi-

pay

fSports on T.V.

baseball ca-

better story -tellers in football,
tells this one on himself.

Hours Pally" II:30 1 P.M.
Saturday 1 A. M. -,h P.M.

school

Don't

to guard him."

is

Jake Gibbs of Mississippi reported to the New York Yan-

Serving the Conununity for 21 Years

high

Tech, I may be back here

when all-American quarterback

a

our

coach.

"If we lose this game to

about their IQs. For instance,

to begin

be

him any attention. He's slightly
offhis rocker."
"Tell him to keep on
shooting," replied Rupp.

THERE IS ALMOST as
much kidding about football
players'

to

basketball

phasized scholarship."

Single switch cooling
Whisper quiet comfort
Easy access permanent filter

Quiet Kool Air Conditioners From 5,000 to 24,000 BTU's

some

Wagon

from -behind effort which pulled

to play Georgia Tech.

read:

please

been

told that somebody had finally
discovered the secret of eternal life."

and
the
accurate.
was a sign

and

Sanders

of undertakers had just

are college -trained
teasing isn't very

(now

Stanford,

on

looked at the Stanford stands
and said, "They were so quiet
it was as if a world convention

dumb football players are supposed to be, even though most

.,Xmerson Radio

Doak. "Time
on him a few

beating

They kid a lot about how

uietKo of

says

came up with a quick quip when

runs?!"

THEN THERE was the time
Lew Burdette was pitching for

life."

AND RED SANDERS, an
old UCLA grid coach, always

the

Arlington 4, Morton Grove 0.

To 15' x 15' or 2,000 Cu. R.

in the family dairy, and
do

tion schedule.

"Bobby never loSt a game in
his

"Gosh,

Don turned to Dascoli and barked, "Listen, Frank, how can
expect a pitcher to win games
you sleep with all these lights, if his club don't get him any

Certified 54000 BTU's of
Cooling-Cools Rooms Up

a sense, they
vaste
baseball careers away.

for each other -- and loyalty:

ONE OF HIS teammates,

After Blasingame had been

INSTANT INSTALLING
AIR CONDITIONER

their

in

"Right now I'm happy with
what I've got. I'm in business

made straight As."

swered Altrock. "You just
called that one right and
out

college to play basketball and

"The little guy can make it

was visiting with Bud

too.

passed

to

once in awhile, as Bobby Shantz
and Albic Pearson have proved.
Still, durability is important,
because a player is supposed
to be ready for 162 games each

told me that his son, Jay, had

were always good for a laugh,

called out on a third strike,

Bengals 6, Browns 3.

I

late Nick Altrock, then a

shock."

Legion Baseball

Senior League
Indians 5, Hawks I.

interested in college coaching,
but I have so many specific re-

Wilkinson last week, and he

"One of those
Steve Hayes smiled and
just splashed me
replied, "Sure, dad, but Jay
in the eye!"
' Wilkinson's dad won 45 straight
The old St. Louis Browns games, too."

Mount Prospect 7, Evanston
4.

left for him to make up the
experience he lost by waiting.

sinkers,

days, and was annoyed with the
ball and strike calls being made
by Frank Dascoli, the plate
umpire.

MONDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

"but

Senator coach, if the woman
had been hit. "No," an-

she

run and staying in motels. That's
not for me," he says.

"If ever the exactly perfect
to sign, there isn't much time thing came along, I might be

D up to the majors. Additional

of good

time scout, like Millis, because
it's such a rat -race. One guy I
was talking to said he had been
home only two nights between
February and June. You're
running all over the country and

gets in maybe 30-40 games at

graduate at 22, and after three

lot

"I wouldn't want to be a full-

"A college player, though,

self to college ball.

a

with the situation he has now.

Larker.

Later the ump asked the

home.

eating restaurant food on the

As far as Mcycr's personal
future in scouting is concerned,
he says he's perfectly happy

he said, trying to make amends,

"Sinkers," sna ppe d

on a stretcher.

back doubles brought one more

parent team.

lots of action in the summer,"

third base," he says.
"An average thrower can only

The boy's face fell and Woody
realized that he had made a
mistake. "I'm sorry, Steve,"

vinced that Burdette was throwing spitters, and complained
to plate umpire Frank Secory.
"Those
spitters,"
aren't
said Secory. "They're sinkers."

There's a story, for instance,

says Meyer.

is

most, and by the time he's ready

added, "Don't you think it could

sports revolves around umpires

school, than he will be at 22 or
23 after, -college," he explains.
"A younger player commands
more money than an older one
at sign-up time because at 18
or 19, he has a couple of years
in which his learning ability
is at its peak. If he signs then,
he'll play a lot of summer and
spring baseball on a farm team,
and after a couple of years
he'll be ready for a shot at the

boy

or 185 pounds'?' lie asked me.

prospects in this area," says
the legion -team coach, "but

Milwaukee

the

lucky and gets into some kind of
good league that allows him

a

unless he's such a powerful bat-

very few really good ones. Even

MUCH OF THE humor in

to do much with, unless he is

worth
more to the major league teams
at 18 or 19, fresh out of high

"Actually,

do you see who arc under 6-0

"There are

WITH BOB CASTERLINE

ersone drove them in with a high
fly ball that the Evanston left
fielder misjudged by ten feet.
Evanston got a run of its own

a

years of service, he'll be too old

lege.

rating the prospect's fielding,
throwing, speed, and batting,
including separate places for
batting power and batting ability. In addition, the scouts send
along information
on
size,
weight, age, and what level the
scout thinks the prospect is
capable of making, from Class

information is supplied on
pitchers, rating the player's
curve, fastball, change -up, and
control.

Lundstedt got things going with
a

is

"My boss, Walt Millics, put it
to me this way: 'How many
The forms include boxes for guys on major league rosters

a

in

One of the first things Meyer

sheet, while the red-hot ones get
a pink sheet.

grip on second
MANAGER MARK Thorne's
crew nicked Zeremsky
for place tonight when Des. Plaines
seven hits, with four of them invades at 6 p.m. Southpaw
going for extra bases. In add- J.D. Thorne is scheduled to
ition to Kingman's home run, start on the hill.
Tom Manderscheid contributed
a double and a triple, and Ken
Travcrsone got credit for
dubious three -bagger.
Traversone's blow came

was

and sent to one of the Mets'

the rest.

tighten

I've

signed to a five -figure contract

It was the visitors' fourth miscue of the game. Kingman did

per-

looks for in a prospect

baseball."

Meyer described him as "the ter that he can ,play first or

and

double

reached

the beneficiary of one of Prospect's lustiest offensive
formances of the spring.

on

blael. book.

Mats' second draft choice after

The local nine put runners
on in the next three frames but
was unable to do any damage
until the seventh. Manderscheid
launched the uprising with a

in order only twice. Lundstedt

in

id

scheid scampered home morn-

tom of the seventh.

more than double or triple A

Byron Von Hoff, a Batavia strong throwing arm. "Without
High School pitcher, was the a good arm, a kid is dead --

Lundstedt then walked to keep

Manderscheid aboard, to break
the game wide open in the bot-

the Mcts this spring, the team
has already signed one of the
pi insects he scouted with his

fetes that want to go on to col-

White "700" series nice 2nd car.
Priced right

Full Price

$595.00

s

Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee! We're
the good guys with NO hats!!

GEORGE POOLE

he

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

Dap

e

IM akICUCIING
A SURVEY. WOULD "IOU MIND
ANSWERING A FEW QUESTIONS?

Tuesday, June 28, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
( HEY WHAT'S
THE. IDEA?

DON'T HAND ME THAT! YOU HAVEN'T
TOUCHED, THESE SINGE YOU USED
THE PAINT ROLLEPZ LAST WEEK -THEY'RE PAINT -SPATTERED, FINGERPRINITE1 AND TOPPED WITH A LAYER
OF DUST! GET BUSY RIGHT NOW;
SPOTS BEFORE YOUR EYES MAY
NOT BOTHER YOU, BUT
YOUR LAZINESS

THEY'RE CLEAN\

ENOUGH! MY
GOSH, EXPECTIN'
A GUY TO BE

CONSTANTLY PUT -

TIN' EM ON AN'
TAKIN"EM

BOTHERS ME!

OFF,

Flgcl WHAT IS
YOUR

occuPAlloN?

V A' 6
r

"Where's the bass section?"

1,

T

11.,

US to dr

'Oh! I'm SO sorry, Mr. Blakely, but you know how it is
after being in obedience school all week!"

BEN CASEY
1

I'LL MAKE R Now,BEN.I

THAT MUSIC...

ANTENIDANDXXIV BE

SOUNDS LIKE A HYMN

HERE FORME PREMIERE.
YOU'VE BEEN
A REAL.
FRIEND...

TO LIFEINATURE. LIFE
...IS UNFAIR A YOUNG

GENIUS CUT DOWN
IN HIS PRIME..

6-zo

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

sE.i'rt=

r Isec s, NO, I.< l,.r I.. US. le.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
PITCHERS ?,
CLAMDIGGERS ?
J'RODPLE,THE

UM,YAS, 3UDGE RENCI-1,1

BY SAVING YOUNG
PITCHERS FROM WRECKING TI-kEIK
ARMS THROUGH OVERWORK YOU'LL Be

ONLY HEARING
ENRICHING A NOBLE TRADifloN!---HAK-KAFP!--- I'D -1.<E TO GIVE
YOU'LL REMEMBER THAT IN The FAMOUS CLAM - you SA SANITY

MY PRIVILEGE,MAF_ST

1., US. rat OM

12b6-28

WOJLD `VA M.ND
ELSE:, S),LVES7ER ?

VITALS - IT IS TiME FOR I
MY NOON
REPAST:

j

NiER LUNCI- SONNEWHERE S

HUNGER GNAWS AT MNi

teasing

SI NM

,

itf

teased becomes upset because
he senses that you are disturbed

over the situation. Your first
step then must be to make sure
that you view his problem casually. You must avoid rushing
to his defense or scolding his
tormentors but rather instruct

THE CULTURAL
WITH THE SOVIET

UNION ?

A PROGRAM!

THE BORN LOSER

Shoud a child be allowed to
run a low-grade fever (101 or
102) without the aid of aspirin

,f0

1 Feminine
appellation
8 Sightless
11 Idolized
13 Mortgagee
14 Far removed
15 Levy a tax
16 Ages

CAPTAIN EASY
THINK TH'

YES, BY A "TOUR T PASSING THR14.50 HE
WASN'T IDENTIFIED, NOR AVAILABLE FOR'

EVIDENCE

QUESTIONING! MAYBE Tito CHAP WHO LATE'S

SO YOU

OF KRAGO,

ORDEAL WAS
PLANTEP..TIIEH

REPORTED A WO OVER lAcKEEE TRACT ME
NIGHT up VANISHED!

HEY.

"RODIC.X.
COULD'VE

RIGHT!. THEY TOOK
ADVANTAGE OF THE
FUROR RAISED BY
RASH OP LOCAL OF
REPORTS, FANNING sr

WITH INCREASINGLY SENSATIONAL STORMS
OF SOLDER FLYING SAUCERS! PREPARING
THE PUBLIC TO BELIEVE THAT IT WAS VrEY
WHO KIDNAPED Me,KEEL
ITS A GOOD

THEORY...1er

MADE THOSE 10 NEAR NYSTERIA

cALL5-4NPp-r

COPS WERE

WOT WAS EN'

OTHERS!

ALERTED BY

MOTNH IF

PHONE T

4

unfavorable
38 Tears asunder

46 Narrow inlet
47 To this extent

U INA

8

U

ALLEY OOP
'6 NO TWO WAS ABOUT YEN...A.N. I OIDNT
IT ,00P, CLEOPATRA
CARE MUCH FOR
WAS A POOR CHOICE THAT LUNCH YOUR
FOR A SPEAKER I
HOUSE COMMITTEE

THRONED AT US;

WHATCHA

MEAN BY
THAT?

WELL, I'M NOT IN TH'
CATEFUN' BUSINESS..
I GOT A COUNTRY

TIEJN, I'M A KING,
`CU KNOW:

YEAH...AN'WHO
EVER HEARD

OP a. KING
WHO C.OU LD

COOK?

The best way to combat a
high

fever is

to sponge

Answer to Previous Puzzle

00E

L°SNT
A_5

WIT
T
MOT
R
A L Ak.
00
E
A
N
5 a Ask
5 a 6' T" 1111:TE 0
1

12 Half (prefix)
13 Rich fabric
18 Preposition
AM
20 Tradesman
0 L. I
21 Renovates
C 0 /a Cs
22 Spruce
5a
23 Counsel (dial.)
U
24 Baking chamber C A H
LM
25 Fruit
0 la E

0

L
B

N

OPPIN.

114A

-2a

4.1006-a-,

UC,00,4:0Icc

8 Arrow poison
9 Arboreal home

L.

0
CO

PES

1

/

3

A

A

C

0eEe

BO

U

KIT

O L
Fts

1;2

A TEE

LA'

16

7

8

9

10

11

4
16

9
1

21

DOWN
1 Rodent

10 Layer, as of
Stones (Scot.)

A N

B

53 Cherrylike
color
22 23 24 25
55 Book of the
New Testament 31
56 Eluder
57 Malt brews
34
58 Mimickers

3 Membranous
fringe (zool.)
4 God of love
5 Seine
6 Replica
7 Not as much

tit

A

0 NN
E
27 Tree of New
A L I T E_T A L
Zealand
5
A
M
6
28 Roman Cupid
29 Writing
40 Symbol for
47 Snare
implements
nickel
48 Conceal
30 Essential being 41 Cyprinoid fish 49 Employer
32 Lone Scout
42 Masculine
50 Weights of
(ab.)
nickname
India
33 Grazing
43 Tropical plant 52 Abstract being
homestead (ab. 44 Hunter's quarry 54 Femin ne
39 Makes mistakes 45 Heavenly body
appellation

27

28

29 30

II47

48

49

37

2 European river

the

readily eliminated and
poisonous concentrations build
Tin the child's bkood.
not

440

51 Click -beetle

PoN

may shoot up very quickly.

child with lukewarm water or
rubbing alcohol. Most doctors
advise against the use of aspirin to reduce the fever in a
child because sometimes it is

34 Standards of
perfection
35 Wading birds

42 Witches

and reduce inflammation.

sions. If the temperature is not
over 102 there is no need to
worry about it but a close check
on it should be kept because it

17 Mother (coll.)
19 Coteries
20 Quick lunch
spot
22 Topical
heading
28 Storehouse
31 Divulge
33 Diminutive
beings

36 Species
37 More

It 'takes time to replace these

prevent convul

.

ACROSS

millions of body cells that have
been damaged by the infection.

and

,,.

Olio

A -- When the fever leaves
the body there may still be

vent dehydration, conserve his

'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

or alcohol rubs?

Efforts are made to reduce
a high fever to make the sick
child more comfortable, pre-

RUSSIAN BALLERINA!

i. sis

out his life.

disappear when the fever leaves?

FOR A rriasFous

at.
'it%s,...4,,,,,,,12,__.
-

must be done with wisdom.
The quickest way to resolve
the problem is to find a nursery
school where your child can be

is the

SWAPPED 'LOU

YOU FEEL
THAT WAY!

.

6-28

siblings you may want to deal
with them later in private but
even this often backfires and

body's way. of fighting an infection, why doesn't the disease

I JUST

I'M GLAD

GOOD GIN

GWAS-1-4

C INA Sy HU. I.

by himself.
If he being teased by his own

take that he will need through-

OF

BE ACHIEVED
IHROLCH SUCH

him how to deal with bullies

with others his own age and
learn the lessons of give and

WHY, YES! -\\

I THINK A

YOU IN FAVOR OF

41'r` )

OKX

done.

strength

(

i HEY, MEEKI ARE
EXCHANGE FEOGRAM

bin with patience much ..an be

Often a child who has been

BENC HED=

T

EEK & MEEK

than

inclined than others to be
bullies. If your child is unduly
upset by teasing this would sugcan't be accomplished overnight

a fever

l

Al;04,t.

CANT AY
THAT
I RAVE-.

others just as some arc more

Since

LIT,/

)

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
Some children are more

Q

1

OUT--

MORTY MEEKLE.

SelfConfidence
to

NO

@UM%
BOUGHT 4 SOLD

DOCTOR SAYS

susceptible

HEARING!'

DIGGER'S CAGE 7HE HIGH COURT HELD THE COMPANY LIABLE FOR THE EXPENSE OF CORN
REMOVAL BECAUSE IT FAILED TO PROVIDE
15AFETY SHOES!

BUGS BUNNY

39

43 44 46
51

53

66

66

67

50

54

58
ZS

--1.',...

THE DAY

Tuesday, June 28, 1966

24-Help Wanted Men

13-Lost And Found

Lost - sm. black f. terrier

SALESMEN

Tex. tags. Please call 255-

We have sole distributorship
of new product in Greater
Chicago area. Car necessary.

with white. Vie. or Went/gate.
Has white collar with Dallas,
0849
LOST:

Boy's blue Schwinn

stingray 20" in Arl. llgts.

CL 5-3008
My "Sting -Ray Bike was taken from the Lyons Park Peel

Thurs. Eve, Please return it
to me. Signed, Janice. Cie 5'-

Call Mr. Covent
334-7252
Men wanted for relay driver

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

MODEL MAKER

thru Sat. Car necessary. Call

Experienced model maker in

small research lab of lee.

392-9820

myself only. As of this date,

6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood
LOSE WEIGHT safely with
Dex-A-Diet , Tablets.
Only
980 at your drug stare.
15-Business Personals

Permanent Waves $5
Licensed beauty operator -

your home. Call CL 3-2236
or CL 3-3384.

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

MEN WANTED

for Sunday morning e,erle4:30

to 8:30. Cell

392-1030

Responsible for bills made by

WANT AD?

1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-3700
A rlingtonligts.

Early morning,
part time. Mon.

14-Personals

FAMILY

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

NEWS AGENeeet.

Tame & Talks, CL 3-6610.

YOUR

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.

Monday thru Satuday
MT.PROSPECT

Blue Parakeet lost in 200 Bl.
of George St. Named Ricky.

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young man to learn gems

3 a.m. to 6 n.m.

1992.

11 -Business Services

pay. Excellent benefits. Ideal
working conditions.

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus.

Union Special Machine Co.

commission. Can earn over
$20 per week.

Call 673-6760

Park Ridge
.692-2113
Expert Tater and Painter
30 years experience

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

21-lobs Wanted-Men

Why not call

Good hard working boy, age
15. Lawn mowing and other
odd Jobs. Call 259-5373. Ask
for Steve.

829-8892

me today?

Part.time help for

service.

Dial 255-7200

Day School for 4 and 5 year
olds. 4 days a week. 10 to 12.
$2.00 Call 259-3183 Vicinity

DS
.9.60321121

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
15 -Business Personals

SECURITY
INDEPENDENCE.
ADVANCEMENT

Please call Bill Barnes CL 9-

This is All we have to offer!
And we are proud of it, be-

Apply

Mr.

Benedict,

cause it has enabled us to
Our SUBURBAN EXPANSION

Roberts and Porter,
Inc.

become one of the nation's
top retailers.

in 1966 creates a need for

three married men.23-30 who
are looking for the opportunity

year Home Service operation.

tween 23 & 40 and have at

827-1186

722 Center St. Des Plaines

255-7200
BEFORE

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

4 P.M.

TO DAYS

BEST
BUY

OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take cn Months

3 LINES

Up To uu To Pay
WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

3

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street
439-0286

an immediate need for an into take

complete

charge of maintenance In a
modern light manufacturing

ONLY

$315.
Plus One Day

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Call Ray Spletzer.
824-1188 for Appt.

In "Market Day"

-)Growth Conscious
Engineer
Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.
Hoffman Estates, Ill.

SKILLED MEN
ARE NEEDED AT

The Regular
Tuesday Paper.

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to I
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
the State of Illinois.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
Your community. Call one NOW!

Blacktop Work

AS

ADVERTISING

259-0141

parking

or: Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paling
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coaling.

Exp. Qual. WorkManship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
37.8228

hours, 7 days a week.

PHONE 439-1794
Carpets -Rug Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANlow

Experienced men in the general maintenance repairs, and
trouble shooting of high production automatic machines.

DIE SETTERS

Experienced men in the set up of dies on automatic punch
press up to 90 tons.

PRECISION INSPECTORS
Individuals who have some experience in the uso of inspection

tools and

a

workable knowledge of blue print reading.

All the above Jobs are accompanied by new plant working
conditions and new air-conditioned plant with up-to-date
employee .6-enOncs. Feel free in stopping .by or calling.

259-5066

824-1188
80Q E. Northwest Hwy.

Des PlaineS

PATIO BLOCKS

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Sewing Machine Repairs

Scw. Mach: Repairs

25c

Now available in red, green.
black, brown, yellow, bull.

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015
OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished; rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

894-3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

Transporation

Used Cars - 'Frocks
100 To Choose Front
I.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)
358-2581

Poul's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free cst.

&

Pablch Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

Chrysler

259-0141

TR1UMP

lawnmowers

LAWN MOWER,
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery
358-0845

& FIAT

ForeigriCar, ales - Se
Carston
Wheeling, AIL

LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling.

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches

Miscellaneous Service

furniture

Offers experienced and untutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language. Science

-

anything

You name it - We haul it
ResidiMtial & Commercial
824-2865

derstanding

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Toppine

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

Painting-Oecorating

119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Til-

Interior. Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Professional

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate. !.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556.:,

MODERNE WALL

Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL

PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

529-7774

CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine also

new

method

cleaning.
456-5404

the

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

1

24 hr. phone scrv.

Landscaping

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g,
ing. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

I

Guar. sere. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.

Screens & storms painted.

16

Call 373-6880

358-2934

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

General Cleaning

LIT ELFUSE

Homes Built To Order

SYSTEM

Insured & all work

20c -Colors

rentals for autos. picnics
& other gatherings.
C. B. Radio Servicing

259-0487

OUR TUTORING

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People

2x8x

Public address
sound systems

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

lots.

er than any other contract-

Each -Plain

Rentals

Alton's Quality

Cement Work

(Days)

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

until 5:00 P.M.

POUL'S
LANDSCAPING

General Cleaning

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

Experienced men in the building of new tools, Jigs, fixtures,
and to general repairs and building of high volume production
automatic machines.

8:30 A. M.

PHONE CL 5.1900
An equal opportunity employer

Let us help matte your...0011!

562-2991

TOOL MAKERS

OFFICE HOURS:

MT. PROSPECT

,-100
gazwAse Milltosewv?

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

sing and forming dies for high production equipment used in
the manufacturing of small electro-mechanical devices.

for business.

Orvisron or Addressogr3ph Multi:graph Corp

EOM

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate.
Open 24

(Days & Rites)
Two men for repairs, combination blanking, piercing proces-

Ad Appears In

Charles Bruning Company

DES PLAINES, ILL.

prices.

is now open

If you think you have were it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential:interview.

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Edition If Your

Position requires a person with experience hi layout dale")
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

is having Spring special on

1700 Hicks Rd.

department

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

6 g_,),..01
_ CS I r

driveways,

CORP.

The DAY classified

It'

,11,.11

ENGINE

Call 255-1200

MANUFACTURING

NOTICE

°ROJEC

ers In electronies,aerospace.
TV and automotive industry,

HE 7-4556

METHODE

255-5060
Henriksen

774-5353

For

392-3500

CALL TODAY

ment. For information phone
Mr. Howard

WALL WASHING

Apply in person or call:

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

taking

and

orders In local area. Car
necessary. No ago require-

good pension program and insurance plans.

Opportunity to learn advanced
manufacturing
systems on
1401, 1440, and 360 computers. Headquarters in Des
Plaines with multiple productive facilities serving. custom-

Ave. - Chicago.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

DAYS

Earn $3-$5 hourly answering
appointments

24-Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

plant. Should have knowledge
of electricity, carpentry, general equipment repair and overall flitit ability. Good
starting rate and frequent
wage reviews.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.

SUMMER WORK
ntrt Time

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

$9,000

4:00 P.M. weekdays room 235, 401 N. Wabash

MAN
Our growing company now has

12:30 PM to 3:30 PM
Monday thru Friday
Sat. 7:30 AM to 1:30 PM

290-1142

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

and

426-3456
Or
WO 8-5220

MA I NTENANCE

dividual

Des Plaines

ear paint and chemical manufacturers.

24-Help Wanted Men

least 3 years college accounting, and looking for a bright
future in the business end of a
newspaper, visit the personnel
department between 9:00 A.M.

. WE PRO-

MOTE FROM WITHIN.

MAN OR BOY
With car to deliver news-

papers to homes Sunday A.M.
only. Good pay for few hours'
work.

statements.

PART TIME
m.!
Bee., .

sive man. Call or see Mr.

GENERAL
MAINTENANCE MAN

CALL
TODAY

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Cavanagh.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Bill Cook Buick needs retired
man for general Janitorial
work. Hourly pay with good
fringe benefits. Coatadt Dick
Taege
CL 3-2100

sales and man-

Exceptional

can grow into a more responsible position. If you are be-

ed to operate a $60,000 per

Wanted
SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARD

SENIOR
a
SEMI - SENIOR
General ledger - financial.,

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

24-Help Wanted Men

WANTED: ASST MGR,

ACCOUNTANT

These men will be fully train-

. .

parson Me. Rose

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 ICing St.
439-0286

,

ACCOUNTANTS

restaurant, nights, apply in

Personnel Service

Elk Grove Village

Here is a place where you

IIy tho way

E. A. Hoover

24-Help Wanted Men

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To .opera to dee:washer:0 local

'1001 Morse Ave.,

For confidential interview call
Mr. King

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director
VILLAGE OF ARL. HTS.
253-2340

to

General Mgr.

3281
24-Help Wanted Men

PLANT

'Experienced Batch Weighers
'Delivery and General Helper
'Graduates of PrintingTrades
Courses
Excellent working conditions,
fringe benefits.

TEA.

255-5763

in de-

partment will qualify you for
this rewarding position. With
a well established expanding
electronics
manufacturer.
Above average Saltily and
benefits program. Call now
and ask for Don Mimi:, daily
or evenings till 8:30
CL 9-3050
or
299-7766

*Experienced Mill Hands

23-Instruction

Guitar lessons $1.50 1/2 hr.

8

AAA -CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB

HAS OPENINGS FOR:

of Meadows Park.

Folk or Rock Roll. $2.00 an
hour. Music furnished.

to

437-4677
Evenings and Weekends
An equal opportunity employer
MANUFACTURING

to run their own business,
with the PROTECTION and
BENEFITS offered by JEWEL

Experienced guitar teacher.

to supervise 6

NEW PRINTING INK

Must -lave own cal.

JEWEL TEA CO. INC.

22-Jobs Wanted-Women

Mature Judgment and ability

agement potential for aggres-

Call CL 3-6342

CUSTOM Concrete work

still valuable

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

LABORATORY
RESEARCH
ROLLING MEADOWS,ILL.
392-7110

to 4 PM Mon. thru Fri.

MIDWEST

CONCRETE COMPANY

24-Help Wanted Men

Wanted Men

Chicago based company. Good

BOYS WANTED

maintenance

24-flel

2.4 -Help Wanted Men

WAuse

NT

ADS

carpet

''

'L''.1it,*iVn

24-1Ialp Wald fin

Wonted Men

UTILITY MAN

26 -Help Planted Men Or Women:

OUALITY CONTROL
INS-pEcroR

1,7m7,Trzit

open in our parts warehouse. This is an opportunity
to make the automotive field
Good

Have immediate opening for a
Man to take complete charge of

duties with hours from 8 to

chance for advancement in fast

life

n

- time career.

4:30, 5 day week.Wo will train

growing electronic company.

Lirmen-nnIg.nra.r7.
of NORTH A MERICA,RIC,
1300 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
272-5000

background

'

ANIMAL CARE TECHNICIAN

pharmaceutical mfr. needs

care and

for animal

varied duties In Scientific
Dept. Interest in animals,
mcchinical
handiwork or
farming background helpful

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

Permanent positions for men
and women seeking a future

Surburban manufacturer

ployee benefit program, major medical and hospitalization, retirement
program,
paid vacations, holidays and
sick leave. Advancement opportunities.

in the test and evaluation of

Apply in Person

equipment.

Call John Allen at 299-7766

Daily or CL. 9-0060 Evenings.

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

E,A.HOOVER

PART TI ME
Man or Boy

e, ASSOCIATES
Personnel Service

2:30 AM - 5:30 AM
Monday thru Saturday

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Delivering country route

TOOL & DIE

Age 25 to

55

Phone for appointment

MANUFACTURING

255-7130

ACCOUNTING CLERK
High school graduate -experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent
opportunity to learn and advance to more responsible
assignment.

NOTICE
in

our Help Wanted and EmAgency columns

SENIOR FILE CLERK

dicate bona tide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

Experienced file clerk needed.

are made ;only (1) to in-

RECEPTIONISTS
N. W. Suburban office, you'll
sit at front desk and bo the
official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Req'o.
are light typing, neat appearance
and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

Niles, Ill.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also bo the
receptionist for this modern
N. W.Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

This

DESIGNERS

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
thorn feel at ease, schedule

Hoteliers and Designers with
medium
machinery background in printing, paper converting or packaging field
preferred.

convenience to our readers

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

Excellent pay, working conditions and benefits.

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

UARCO Incorporated

specification or discrimination in emplpyment prac-

W. County Line Rd. Barrington

DUnIcirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

:Aces.
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -help Planted Men

young

neighborhood

doeterr.will train a girl with

light typing' and 'phiaSing 'per-

appointments and keep simple

records. No Satsy'or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

/
Miss Paige

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

30 -help Planted -Women

D ICTAPHONE
Reliable girl needed. Must be

IND S
ENG

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

E

306 E. Hellen Rd.

Outstanding career opportun ty for candidate with minimum

3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis

and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

Palatine

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
24 -Help Wanted Men

weight nylon goods. Good

rate. Fine insurance pro-

gram. Paid Holidays and

vacation. Five day week -

8 to 4:30.

...

-

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see us.

F.H. BONN COMPANY
(Ono block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

Our fast growing companyhas

above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.
women

In

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 flicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

I30 -Help Wanted -Women

PRECISION:
ASSEMBLY
Interesting positions avail-

UNIVAC
TYPIST. Good starting salary, regular inereases,excel-

lent company benefits, excellent working conditions. 36
hour week.

B. M.

JVIPORARY
AND

PART TINT E

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Solna experience

Typists

ditioned research laboratory

preferable but not essential.
Special training course provided for qualified applicants.

offer many progressive
including excellent
starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical
insurance. D paid holidays,
etc.
Please come in
Vie

benefits

.

or call for apt.

WAITRESSES

Full or part time. Apply in

AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE

person.

Div. General T imo Corp.
1200 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

Elk Grove Village

CL 9-0740

IMMEDIATE WORK

for interview

For an appointment
THE
SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM

T- 0 '0 \IHS

,An equal opportunity employer

Compute salary, handle all

types

Must

of payroll deduction.
be familiar with tax

deductions (Federal andlocal)
Experience with comptometer
helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel
775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

Top Rates

Excel]. opportunity for a
person who likes variety on
the job & wants to work for
a rapidly growing company.

Paid Vacations

RIGH

GIRL

Good pay & benefits,congen-

!al surroundings in a N.W.

Temporary Service

location.

Cal !Jane Nelson

CALL JIM CARO

ADVERTISING

PHONE 827-1108

6:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.

SALES

with important housekeeping
duties including cleaning of
equipment. permanent pos1-,
non for mature person wishing to work in interesting environment.

Day Publications needs one

SALAD GIRL

Assist operating room staff

APPLY PERSONNEL

additional experienced Classified advertisingtelephono representative.

Excellent earnings pluls full
company benefits.

HOSPITAL

DAY PUBLICATION'S
217 So. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

306 E. Hellen Rd.

Palatine

WOMAN

For typing and general office
work. Pleasant working conditions.

Call CL 5-1010 for app't.

2501 .E..,Euclid

5577 Northwest Hwy.

ience, we will train.

APPLY PERSONNEL

HOSPITAL
000 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

An equal opportunity employer

26 -help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company
work

Join

PART TI ME
and earn

PAID VACATION
for a

1.4

PROFIT SHARING
company. We need skilled office workers to serve the

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings III 7:30 pm

TOP HOURLY RATES. Cell

The following positions are now available for men and
women ifrour new plants

and days of your choice at
Ethel.Denbber at,,;,

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

ANALYZERS'

1827-5557

and let her show you how you

can turn your spare time into

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

MONEY.

ASSISTANTS

PREFERRED

We will train interested High
school grads desiring full
time permanent employment
Work in ideal conditions as-

Business Service

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR

sisting our trained staff performing valuable duties.

Your choice of shifts.

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

APPLY PERSONNEL

Excellent opportunity for the
person who likes varieddut-

Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

ies, position involves hand
posting to journals and led-

PURCHASING EXPED ITOR

GENERAL OFFICE

HOSPITAL

with assorted duties, steno,

800 W. CENTRAL RD.

typing. Some office experienced required in addition
to accurate typing.

PREC IS ION ASSEMBLERS

light

bookkeeping,

recep-

tionist Phone: very pleasant
2 girl office 8:30 to 5. $100
weekly

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 9-1000

gers, vouchering of accounts
payable and some statistical

CALL JIM CARO

LADIES

BETWEEN

don't let your budget fence

894-5100

Schaumburg

you want through part time
work with AVON.
824-0156

763-6700

VARO OPTICAL
5577 Northwest Hwy.

PART TIME

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

equipment.

ASSEMBLERS'

General °filed, Work

24 -Help Wanted Men

Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

_

8:15 a.m. & 5 p.m.

you in. Have the extra money

J.C.HARRIS & SON
INC.

'We .r."

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

Arlington Hgts.

NURS ING

VARO OPTICAL

(6:30 AM to 3 PM)
Mature lady to work. in the
preparation of light food for
patients and staff. No exper-

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

763-0700

26 -Help Planted Men Or Women

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE

Hours 8:30 - 4:30

BETWEEN

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

APPLY

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

TYPIST -BILLER

salary growth. Call 3921476' -for further details and

CLERK
TYPIST

i75 B ONUS
NUS

HOUSEKEEP ING
(7 AM to 3:30 PM)

Memery ,.Gardens Cemetery

position in small graphic arts
plant located in Rolling
Meadows Industrial Park.
Modern office and equipment.
We will train capable person
in all details. Wonderful opportunity for steady work and

G03-3021'

CHICAGO

First 5 Days Pay

With

An equal opportunity employer.

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge
An equal opportunity employer

Mature dependable woman
needed for important invoicing

8501 Vi. Higgins Rd.

SURGICAL

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits !field. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.

PAYROLL CLERK

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, & 3rd,
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work .Close To Home
Stenos

Reliable girl needed. Must be
Contact MR. DI NUNZIO
624-8144

0 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help .1'lanted-Plomen

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air con-

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

Tuesday, June 28, 1966

THE DAY

able for alert young women

Experienced for Dining Room.

Heights Rd.

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
interview,
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement. Usual company bene- PERMANENT TYPING
fits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

chines. You will sew medium

MAITRE IV
RESTAURANT
Higgins Rd. & Arlington

SWITCHBOARD

DETAILERS-

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

of

Liboral benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

(24 HOUR PHONE)

No medical experience req'd.

gards as *reasonably necessaryto the normal opal-:
his

Paid Vacation

TRAINEE

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal Opportunity Employer.

of

Choose your own hours
Pleasant
conditions
...nag
1)$.
rt IVY y

APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL
392-3500

WOMEN 10070 FREE

OPENINGS AT UARCO

CORP.

anon

0
207 N. Evergreen Arl.

day. Write giving age, family
and qualifications. Box 1028
Arlington Day
217 Arlington Hgts.Rd.
FULL OR PART TIME

METHODE

20 -Employment Agencies -Woven

in exchange for rent. Annual
rental $2,160. Womanto show
property, must be able totypo

tenance jobs, few hours per

or part time

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

"SHEETS" 392-610G

be able to do small main-

392-3500

727 W. Golf Rd. Des Plaines

To manage and maintain 35

and handle deposits. Man must

person or call:

Children grown?
Return to Business World

OPERATORS

COUPLE
townhouses in Arlington Hgts.

Rapidly growing, light manufacturing company has a need
for the right individual to
advance along with it.
Over time and excellent fringe
benefits available along with
frequent wagd reviews.

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

MACHINE

"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $050 mo.)

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King St.
43970206

Alterations -Fitters

ZAYRE

Ho will be 01

man in small department. Attractive five figure salary and
outstanding fringe benefits.

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PRORPECT

CAN YOU SEW?

and electrome-

eleCtionic

chanical components. Will
also devise production test

An equal opportunity employer

ployment

in the retail field. Full em-

needs an individual proficient

Mount Prospect
(1 bib. east of Randhurst)

as to sex

le

CASHIERS

TEST ENGINEER

pointment.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601. E. Kennsington Road

Designations

CLERKS

METHODE

An equal opportuni IT employer

Saleswomen

Full

InspectiOn

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

but not necessary. 37 1/2
hr. week. Comprehensive
benefit program. Call Mr.
Browne at 255-0300 for ap-

Apply in

in

30 -Help Wanted -Women

adapt it to industrial ma-

DEPARTMENT
MANAGERS

Will train man with related

if necessary,

man

FULL TiME HEL

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

starting salary and opportunity for advancement. Varied

30 -Help Planted -Women

No experience necessary as we will train.

Must be able to talk to people

AIMS IN 77i AY

on phone and in showroom.

VIC EL 40

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST .
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING
537-2180

Light duties.

COST ACCOUNTANT
We have need for a college graduate who is ready for a
responsible position in cost accounting. This young man
must have several years of experience in industrial accounting. He mUst also be prepared to grow with a rapidly

VARO

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1616 W. Northwest Hwy

CL 9-3700

Arl. Hgts.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

growing company.

DESIGN ENGINEER
(ELECTR I CAL)
The person ..ve need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wiring would bo very helpful.

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 years
minimum electrical engineering education.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

For appointment call Mr. Burgett

678-0400

THOMPSON WIRE COMPANY '
9470 King Street

Franklin Park

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer

tt;:,

0.3ilt,eliit4O.

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year
pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

$9, 000 to $11, 000

airman of Addressograph Mulisgraph Corp
MT. PROSPECT

MACHINE DESIGNER

Work On Our Equipment

Charles Bruning Company

TOP HAT CAR WASH, I NC.
1319 Ashland Ave.

Des Plaines, Ill.

This position entails the construction of fixtures, drill
gigs and gages.

As an employee. of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

mechanisms.

Small Organization

TOOL MAKERS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

EXPERIENCED IN
ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS, APPLIANCES, LAUNDRY MACHINES, AIRCONDITIONERS, ETC.

Salary Will Total

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of alu:
minum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, linkages and

F

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

SERVICE MAN

ELECTRIC IAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding;

'KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
with alfa numerical keypunch.

ACCOUNTANT,

To assume position in cost accounting. 'Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent start ing sa la ries, periodie increases,

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

liberal fringe benefits; including a line cafeteria 8: large

convenient parkinglot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
Company in the challenging field
Contebt
Personnel Dept. for further information.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
, WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-11W

WHEELING, ILL.'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, i11.

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route 4183
An Equal. Opportunity Employer

Tuesday, June 28, 1966
30 -He

.

.

ARE YOU LOOKING

COUNTER CLERK

For a pleasant way to earn

Will train personable married

extra $$$ without leaving your
home. Call Maxine Polley for
appointment. 259-1195.

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,
ORCHID CLEANERS

.

.

CREDIT CLERK

OF PALATINE

Call 992-9944

117 E. Palatine Rd. Rm. 102

MATURE WOMAN

RELIEF OPERATOR

Days and Nights

Nights, Days, Sundays

Interested in listing and selling homes in the Northwest
Suburban area. We will train

BELLA PIZZA

Must be Experienced.

sonality and ability to meet

an applicant with pleasing per-

people. Sales experience help-

ful but not required, car necessary.

ARLINGTON PARK
JOCKEY CLUB

259-0222

BOEHMER and

. Delicatessen - evenings and
week ends. Over 21. Experience helpful. 255-7078.
Local cleaning lady for Fri: days.
Own transportation.
Top pay. Write Day Publ.

255-4300

392-8200

ANYONE!

HOUSEWIVES

8388

free time telephoning for us.

Tent -Side rms. outside alum.
supports. Sleeps 8.LIKE NEW

EARN $40

For information phone

Mr. Howard

$60.

774-5353

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

392-0646

Water $5.00 .a month
Johnson Water Softener
Soft

CL 5-1108

anyone referring those listed

INTERV IEWER

above, who have not worked for

us for two yea rs,and are hired
and

work 40 hrs. prior to

9/30/06. Offer does not apply
to nite, student, teacher
temporaries.

PERSONNEL

CLIP COUPON TODAY
Employment

CL 9-1400

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

60 sq. yds. black and gray
Sponsor Typists,Stenos,Swtbd. tweed carpet. $50. Drapes.
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec. valances, modern print, 16
Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs., yds. wide by 80". $35. 253-

Work at home during your

manager for,

I

women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

sponsor

Address

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must

City
She

is a

cruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

D.P.

Address

City
Ph.
Mail to address below. You are

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. ConsideratiOn will be given to applicants who have a minimum

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,
post card; phone or

of 3 years experience in

attached.

Send complete resume in-

coupon - name,address, phone
of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

to:

coupon in hand.

recruiting and interviewing.
cluding salary requirements

409 S.

bring your letter, card or

crib, children's clothes,
games, books. Priced ridi-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

after 12 noon.

Flower arrangements made
to your order. Traditional or

48 -Household Appliances

7843 after 5:30 PM.

Marx train & layout, barbequo, oscilloscope, hi -chair,
toys, copper coffeepot, clothing, maternity sz. 14, men's
med., boy's to sz. 8. Misc.
CL. 3-4909.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

SMITH
MARINE

antique 4 draiver rbhest; King

winter car coat sz. 14.
381-2875

;Coins and Supplies Bought
and Sold

OVER

BID BOARD
Come
In
And
Browse
Coin Corner In Rear of Barber
Shop

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Mercruiser
Mercury
7108 W. Cermak PI 9-8260

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier, Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

OPEN SUNDAYS
Grey. Low hours, excellent
condition. May take inboard
in trade. Call 259-5136 after

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

Fl 8-2699
3 Silver male poodles 2 small
miniatures and 1 toy. A.K.C.
437-4294
German Shepards AKC 3 pups

Phone 255-7560.

male $85. Call after 6 PM

Tent Trailers. Open SUndays
12 to 5.
FREUND'S CAMPERS
1701 W. Rte. 120, 1 1/2 mi.E.

of McHenry. Phone 815-3856333
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Timber -Lake Village
A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals. Includes

358-6182

Silver male poodle, 8 wks.
old, very tiny, shots, AKC.

SWIMMING POOL

rec. lounge, putting green,

439-0680 or 439-9595.

tennis court, range, refrig-

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

T.V. Stromberg Carlson 29"
Console blonde $75. HE 7-

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE. 439-4100

.4906.

We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.Rin.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

One year experience required acquainted with axiliary

Private balconies

machines helpful.

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHILDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
'2 Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

ACCOUNT ING. & CALCULATING CLERKS
Good figure aptitude essential posting machines are not

5:00 P.M.

-

involved, light typing.
For Details & Appointment

1:00 A.M.

Call Mrs. Drewes 529-4100

RE4:IANCE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
1900 Meacham Rd.

Jobs are open at this time for summer

Schaumburg

ASSEMBLERS

as

mo. HE '7-0761.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MAIRTI METALS
AIIMIMMINIMMIMmr

FLOOR INSPECTORS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

250 N. 12th ST.

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift

WHEELING
537-218(1

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

premium.

TELETYPE OPERATOR

If you. are a summer girl, a woman who

LITTELFUSE

499-1127

Air - Conditioned, Drapery
Rods. Appliancps Furn. $139

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or ,are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

722West Dempster Street
,Mi. W. of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rdi;
;

4 room apartment, 2 bdrm,

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

Spacious, half -brick ranch.

less than your present Chi-

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

cagoland rent you can own one

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

scpd. corner lot ili an im-

proved community. Excel!.
schools, hospital,
shops,
churches. Home is complete

with 2 bdrms., liv.-rm., dinette with Ige. plate glass

picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
car. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $42 mo.starts you on your
wat to sunshine and happiness.
Many JO opportunities are a-

vallaba to you. FI 6-8252.
.Color pictures available.

804E Northwest Hwy.

neighborhood.
with

16 -To RA Houses

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6999
eves.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

ar

sell immediately at $26,000.

Bedrooms, Fireplace in
Master Bedroom, 3 Baths, 3 car Garage, 4 Box Stalls, Pond,
Many trees. $59,500.

See This Today.

5

Full basement.

AND

NC E

6

ATE

126 W. Main St.
Barrington, Ill.
381-3434
Arlington Heights. 3 bdrm.,
ily room. Convenient. 3923788

Arlington Hts-By owner, 8

room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

INVERNESS
Magnificent hilltop setting, 2
acres studded withhuge trees.
Elegant 5 rm. Brick and stone
ranch, breathtaking views
from every window. 2 master
bedrooms, luxury kitchen,
carpeted, draped throughout.
3 baths, 2 fireplaces, enclos-

ed patio, 2 1/2 car attached
garage. Leaving state, sacrifice below cost, $58,000.

BOEHMER and
HEDLUND
Arl. Hgts.

392-8200

DAY
WANT ADS

GET RESULTS.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

1/2 baths, frame
home on 1/2 acre located
in an area of well cared for
homes on dead-end street.
Stove, washer, living room
room,

1

and stairs carpeting includ-

ed. Walk to shopping - bus to
Wauconda High. Owner transferred. $15,000.00

13.338.88

sion. Certainly you want
I

1011 EAST McDONALD ROAD
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1946 Int% pickup truck. RAI
exc. cond. oversize tires,new
interior. $150. CL 3-8259

CL 5-0718

SOUTH SIDE CYCLE
824-4261

'65 Honda 150. Blk. with
extras. Owner overseas. Exc.
cond. $400. CL 3-7532

.as $100 down. These are re-

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

possessed. by VA, and offered

to anyone. Come in and talk

At over with us.

PHILIPPE BRO.S
REALTY

99 -Automobiles For Sale

434 E.. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

i

IFL8-1800
_Open 9 to 9
ROLLING MEADOWS
'

This week's best value.3 bed-

room ranch on spacious 'lot
with room to expand. Range,
refrigerator assume $12,200
loan payment, $121.00 per
month asking $14,900.

Owner desperate, no offer refused 3 bedroom contempor-

ary ranch extra clean, immediate occupancy, many,
many extras. Call now for
immediate showing.

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

Park Ridge
111111110111111111111iicial

Guaranteed
Used
Chryslers

9429 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

ALL MODELS

'63,'64,'65,'66

NORTHWEST
5

acres of unusually good

high land, on black top road.
$4,950,00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186

0 New Yorkers

Newports

300's

Listings Wanted

HOME REALTY

All cars carry Chrysler's
5 year or 50,000 mile
pro -rated warranty

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

$95 00
92.

COMMERC IAL

DICK ELRICH OWNER

An Equal OPPortnnity Employer

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines

P. you have a good credit
'rating - VA homes are available to you for as little

Good startirt Oklikilks IWO 416164 emboss benefits in-

emakabildliikbas

392-9787

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service

ley Real Estate

WHITNEY

In downtown Mt. Prospect

SERVICE CENTER

'58 English Ford compact. 2
dr. Motor and body good $65.

$10.

Via.

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
DIAL 824-9239 or 299-1259

Des Plaines

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Will train to operate microfilm camera.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

will consider trade. 537-1959.

Girl's 26" J.C. Higgins bike.

an offer. $13,500.00

BUILDING

cluding profit sharing.

25 Sp. Park,

Roselle, LA 9-2211
'66 Mustang Candy apple red.
6 cyl. standard trans. R w/w

cond. $15. CL. 9-3524

a

home, see this one and make

HOOVER BAGS 5 PKGS. $4.00

CLERK

253-7589.
. ROS.ELLE DODGE

Girl's 24" Bike 2 saddle baskets, light and lock. Good

ment, - porch, stairway to
floored upstairs for expan-

Main Office
132 8. Northwest Hwy.
,Palatine
958-4555
3

Military going over - seas.

110 -Bicycles

Fox River privilege. Frame
cape cod, 5 rms., full base-

HOOVER SALE
Steam Iron $ 9.99 Hand Pixie
$1i.44 Spray Iron
Fry Pan
Blender
Mod. 454
Cleaner $26.66

rear opening windows. $1550.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Wauconda countryside ... 7
year old 1 1/2 story, 3 bed-

96 -Real Estate Wanted

THUR.FRI-SAT

'66 Volkswagen w/w, radio,

1966 Olds. D-88, 4 dr. H/T.

$79,500.00

tance to trains and school.

CL 5-6320

Good

many extras, priced to sell,

Phone 381-0760

Arl. Hts.

w/w. Many extras.
Condition. 253-8926.

tic, P/S. P/B, tinted glass,

CONDITIONING

BRUNS
1714 E. N.W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9

7 PM

Horses & children, plenty of
room for both on this partly
wooded 5 acres haven located in close in section of Barrington Hills. 9 rooms, 3 1/2
baths, 30' x 30' living room,
Also stable & garage.

108 So. Hough St. Barrington

Just listed and asking only

ent cond. 2875. 439-1504 after

Factory A ir-Condt.Hydroma-

CENTRAL AIR

screened porch. Walkingdis-

'61 Ford Galaxie,P/S.Excell-

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

MT. PROSPECT

extra large bedrooms. Carpeted living and dining rooms.
Lovely ash panelled family
room
with
bar. Large

259-0286

$200

$1995.259-1607.
'61 Comet supersports.Bucket seats, low mileage, like
now. 255-3334.

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111

2 1/2 baths, fenced yard, fam-

Lovely face brick ranch with 3

power brakes, good condition,
$475. Call CL 9-0906.
'56 Mercury Montclair. Hard
top. Runs good. Very clean.

back up Its. signal flashers.
Used little. Private party.

11'V WI/VW V

Bedroom Brick Ranch in
REAL

deal kitchen
. Carpeted

Jarred owner has priced to

Kitchen. 20 x 20 Family Room;

1612 W. Northwest Hwy.

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 in rms., 2
bdrms,, screen poich, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

brkfat.

living -dining co b. Paneled
rec room. 2 full bathe:Trans

Experienced

.

90 Algonquin 44

Des Plaines

Level home with attached garage in a choice.

fenced 7.6 acres. Solidly renovated with all of the charm
arid warmth of the past.Large
library, fireplace. Modern

$26,7

259-4270

Buick convertible, automatic drive, power steering,
59

pwr steering radio, heater,

3 bedroom

immaculate

Split

Large Colonial Farmhouse on

AUTHORIZED HOOVER
824-1188

JUST LISTEC(,,

An

BARRINGTON
COUNTRYSIDE

country.

'85 VW - 11 months old. Excellent condition $1395.

'60 Rambler American. 4 Dr.
FOR SALE BY OWNER std. shift. Good cond.
CL 3-0418
392-1553 1964 Falcon. 4 door sedan.
$23,500
1531 N. KASPAR
w/w, excellent condition.
PROSPECT HTS. 10 rm. Very low mileage. 253-8926.
home, ideal for large family, '64 Chevy 2 Or. Impala 8 cyl.
3 baths, 2 car attached gar- auto/trans. R/11, P/S, W/W.
age, fireplace, carpeting, private party $1395. 392-4888
attic, glass -enclosed porch
'58 VW. Excellent body and
asking $36,500.
259-6320
running condition. R/B $400
FOLZ REALTY
CL 3-7312
Real Estate & Insurance
.1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535. 1965 Ford Galaxle 500. 4
door sedan. 8 cyl. cruise__.
o-matic. Air conditioning,

.situated on a beautifully land-

3

3

twin - size bedrooms, large

Disneyland project. Now for

$28,500.

Mt. Prospect

SO -Help Wanted -Women

STENO TYPIST

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000

3 twin sz. bdrms., family rm.
brick & frame tri-level. fireplace, 2 car gar. Lot 132x298
$26,500. Low dwn. pymt. or
will rent to responsible party.
959-1450, Eves. CL 3-0297

Fast accurate typist needed, initiative required.

APPLY IN PERSON
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

ARLINGTON HTS.

PALATINE, by Owner

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT

baths, part% basement. 2 1/2
car garage. $23,500.437-1559

FLORIDA

out business. Phone DU 1-2422
CL 3-6637

Mt. Prospect

7532

16 -Real Estate -Houses

ton. Breasted Chicken, Pizza,
'Donuts. Good inside or carry
14 -To Rent Apartments

shocks and carburetor. Rebuilt Trans. Runs well. 253-

Arlington Hgts. 3 bdrm., 1 1/2

for sale or lease in Barring-

left. 8 wks. Champ sire. Exc.
disposition. 392-7612.
Boxer pups AKC. Male Fe-

SALES & RENTALS

Graduations, etc.
' AMERICANLEGIONHALL
3-2978
Don Wheeleft;

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space,.
gas heat. Near schools.
PARTAKE
.233,000.
Shown by appointDept. A - 1
ment, CL 3-8090.
234 N. Northwest Highway.
358-7788, CRYSTAL LAKE -all electric
Palatine
split level home. Brick/
Baskin -Robbins, 31 flavors
frame, 5 bdrms., 2 baths, 2
ice cream store in Liberty. car garage - 6 mos. old.
ville. Low down payment, finOwner transferred. Priced
ance available. 497-9851.
to sell $25,900.
CL 5-8391
EXCELLENT Going business

Weekdays 9-9; Sat. & Sun.9-5
Day Cruiser - 23 ft., 188 H.P.

AKC.

Parties

38 S. Dunton
CL 5-3199

Dunthy

Frigidaire Refrig.,
$50,
Blonde corner, 2 end tables
$10, 2 Turquoise Chairs $8,
Norge Electric Drier $95,
Brown Tweed Couch $15.

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup
Coaches. Also the -finest in

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

COLLIN'S
COIN CORNER

5645.

sz. head board; near new

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TI ME

61 -Hobbies -Model Building

FREE KITTENS. CALLCIJ9;

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 63
677-5130
Old Orchard
Prof. Bldg.
Room 512
Evanston
475-3500
1609 Sherman
Room 308.

WE NEED HELP

$100. 992-2034

6:00 PM.

stove refrtg, oven & sink;

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

Guitar 3 pickups. Amplifier
with 10" spkr. Good cond.

2187 Terms.

1958 Chevy Impala cony. New

Weddings

55 -Musical Instruments

ton $99.95 Skelkop T.V. CL 3-

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Dumf.
Sea Ray

392-

Westinghouse washer, wkg.,
cond't. $25, 358-1872.

B.T.U'a quick mount in car-

high chair, lamps,window fan,
and miscellaneous. 207 N.
Douglas, Art. IIts.

comb. Like new. $125. Room

G. E. Portable Dishwasher,
2 yrs. old, exc. cond't. $100.

Japanese. 259-5869.
Teacher will tutor.Math,English & Reading. Grades 5 thru
12. 259-5869.
AIR COND. Emerson 5,000

ON DISPLAY

Lifesavers, Inc.

CL 5-2900

RENT-ALLS. 259-3350.

Moving. Hide -a -bed, RCA TV,

For Sale - Washer, dryer

or room. Terms and

delivery arranged. 773-0252

NEW AND USED

220 volts GE - 3/4 ton air -

30 -Help Wanted -Women

piece

Clinton eng. $40. UNITED

15 S. Evanston, Arl.

MOVING SALE

opportunity employe:

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

Garage Sale. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
aquarium, buggy, baby items.

Piano - Sohmer, mahog. console spinet $495; combination

An equal

4070-70% Savings

right deep freeze. ele. stove,
and misc.
381-5577

100 BOATS

conditioner. $60
CL 3-0767
Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Illinois

(2 blocks east of U.S. 45)
Mundelein, Ill.
LO 6-5081

FI., davenport and chairs, up-

Forrest. Arl.

$25.

LIBERTY FURNITURE
Rt. 176

4 piece bdrm. set, T.V., HI-

Garage Sale -Household items,
chairs, hand mower, complete

air conditioner.

of one.

MOVING

sporting equipment, etc. must

sell.

300 Lamps - 2 for the price

Weights for sale, 1754 .254
barbell, dumbells, shoes,
other equip. $40. 392-4590

Misc. 1109 E. Kennsington.

My name

be thoroly versed in re-

$75. 8,000 BTU $100.1ike new.
CL 5-8713
$50.
STAUFFER MACHINE
392-3875

Garage Sale - Used clothes.

culously low.

Ph.

air -conditioners. 6,000 BTU

each
$29.88
Walnut bedroom sets
Reg. $150
$89.88
Living room sets
Reg. $800
$139.88
/Naugahyde recliners
Reg. $80
$59.88
4 pc. nylon sectional
Reg. $300
$199.88

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Arl. fits. -Brit. ranch, abed-.
.rm, Ice lot, central vacuum
system. Close to settle,
shops. $22,650. By,. (mpg.
CL 9-7297

Low summer rates

LOOKING

Mismatched mattresses and
box springs values to $50

Garden Tiller used 3 1/2 H.P.

HED LUND

'

Box 1029.

Call 43 8-;60 93
John Westwood. 392-6087
12:00 to 5:00.
2 Emerson quiet, cool. window

BEEN

YOU'VE
FOR.

Coin Collection.

86 -Real Estate -Rouses

BALL RENTALS'

IT GIVES THE ADDRESS OF
THE FURNITURE BARGAINS

For your complete house of!
.TUVnIture. Antiques, Gun or;

$200. new. Want $130. Call

61 -To Rent Miscellaneous

KEEP THIS AD

CASH .$

Office - tel. exp. helpful light

CREDC.7.-MRIMU

PBX

15 E. Campb611

.

499-0sp57 6.

COUNTRY SIDE INN

WA !TRESS.
WANTED

Callo Ev

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise.

train. FL 8-2355

WANTED

8606 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

Wardei-Neared

typing, 37 1/2 hr. wk. Will. Kay Bass Amp. 15" Speaker.

WA !TRESSES

24.N. Main, Mt. Prospect

au -Ifelp

Avoman./or,Firidiys.
Rom Apes.t. in Mt. Proect.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Wanted-Wetea

'ilk

with bank finanf ing

3200 Sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek

for details.
,,

.

...:

111111111111111111111111."1"
,.1-

Park Ridge

MANCEK
8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

1111111111111111111111lai

DLA4010; 5-2020

111:A.P.

Muittpliartisting Service

,

740 Busse. Hwy. 825-8181
Park Ridge open Sundays.

THE ARLINGTON DAY

The Ekzy's Prospects

'

Tuesday, June 28, 1966

Tri-Sigma
Installs
Officers

A Resume of the Big Flower Show
BY DOLORES HAUGH

Miss Judy Washington of
Mount Prospect is the new cor-

If you did not visit the flower show sponsored by the Nationally Accredited . Flower Show Judges of Illinois Inc. you

responding secretary of the
Northwest Suburban Chapter
of Sigma Sigma Sigma.

missed many wonderful exhibits.

On display were. more than
200
entries
judges only.

Mrs. Russel Sack is the new
president; Mrs. Charles Beck,
recording secretary, and Mrs.
Richard. Koopman, treasurer.
All are from Arlington Heights.
summer

annual

night which features

a

by

accredited

ternational Mineral and Chemical Corp. in Skokie.
Many past presidents of the
organization entered exhibits.
Mrs. Emil C. Walker, the
club's current president, re-

men's
steak

fry.

Golf Outing

ceived

the
highest
awards
including the Mary Dynes award given for scoring the

The Lutheran Athletic Association of Greater Chicago

will hold its 4th annual Golf

rangement,

at Nordic Hills Country Club,
Itasca. Anyone interested may

contact Harry Kidd of Grace

Mrs. Charles Moser with the table setting which won
Lutheran Church of Prospect'
Heights for further informa- her a blue ribbon in the Nationally Accredited Flower
tion. Call him at CI 5-0159.
Show. More than 200 entries were exhibited.

Grace's Daze

Gladys Coursen award for
distinction in flower arrangement and the Mary Roulet
Founder's Cup as sweepstakes
winner.

THE PAST

presidents

ex-

hibited in the "Beauty -A Touch

studied

under

Madame Arakawa. She also instructs classes in flower arrangement at the evening sessions of Prospect High' School.
One of the visitors to the

dgughter

the

is

the show, who won the second
highest award in the Naturalistic classification,

MRS. DONALD GARDNER

in the same classification.

mum grade of 95 points.
The
Tri-color award

from

a

designated

of
Arlington Heights won a blue
ribbon on her table setting in
MRS.

fresh

plant

Moser

classification
"Sophisticate -Late Supper for Two."
the

is

given to an exhibit consisting
of all

Charles

material.

lington Heights area

present

for a few days with his family,
Mrs, Karl Numsen who hosted the senior Eatons of We -Go
a
reception dinner at the Trail.
Waukegan Inn. A bridal buffet
THE PORCH of the Clarke
party for the couple and their Robinson home became a hosattendants tools place Friday pital ward last week when with
night at the Numsen home, one of their four children just
and Terry was the guest of over the measles, three others
honor

at

bachelor

a

became ill all at once.

party

Although Mrs. Robinson had

headed by Tom and another
close . friend,

Rick

plenty to do, the television
replaced
"intensive
care."

Burman

of Mount Prospect, Thursday.
Among the wedding guests All are on the road to good
from Mount Prospect were health again.

Mr. and Mrs. H rold Burman T.N.T. (This 'n'iliat)
and 'their daugh Er, Jeannine,
Prospect

a

h

School

A

large

unbanded

ARE COMING TO

pigeon

Rhythmette who r cently par- made news in the vicinity of
ticipated in the
ony parade Lonnquist and We -Go Trail in
in El Grove Vi age, and their Mount Prospect last week,
p ew,

Dea
rs.
t.

Mueller,

and

when it was seen strutting near
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Stara].
Sunday the Burman family
Invited into their house, it
went to the Mueller home in accepted and remained all
Wooddale where they,,attended night. The family's hospitality

Mr. a

and Ro

William Mott

a party for Dean, graduate of included supper, a makethe University of Illinois with shift cage, and breakfast, and
a commission in the navy, now by morning the tame bird was
stationed aboard the "Ticon- calmly sitting on Mr. Staral's
deroga" and home on the first fingers.
leave in a year.
Placed outside Friday morFROM Los Angeles comes ning, it promptly made its
word of the June 25 marriage way to the sun -baked roof of
of Eddie Sue Portillo to Rob- a nearby house in the neighand Was still there
ert Edward McDowell, Lt. J. borhood
late Sunday afternoon.
G., U.S. Naval Reserve. He
of the Edward
McDowells who lived in Mount
Prospect until their move to
San
Carlos, Calif., several
years ago. The Saturday cerethe

is

son

mony took place in the Reb-

Randhurst.

Gets Award
For Achievement

This amazing display of life-size dinosaurs recreations include accurate detailed replicas of an Ira that dates back
as far as 21/2 billion years ago, about half the reputed age
of earth.

Ford,

at

333

E.

Irving Park Rd., Roselle, has
been selected to receive Ford

Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Portitle.

Motor Company's distinguish-

THE SUMMER job Richard
Eaton has this year will be no
trouble at all The young man
who dunng and after gradua-

ed achievement award.
The
award is presented
"in recognition of progressive management
modern
sales
and
service
facilities

Iron from Prospect High School
spent much time in the west,
including college, has been

tices
ards

given the pleasant task of a

est

tour

director

for

Cartan

sound merchandising prachigh

quality

stand -

and continuing inter -

in
rendering
superior
service to Ford owners "

't'qierri

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details
Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the
funeral service, anticipating every need Transpor-

tation for family and friends is taken care of by
thoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, driving only late model limousines.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

Backed by 40 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road
Mt. Pros t ct, III.

ing Company brings its famous World's Fair Exhibit to

Ford Dealer
Roselle

wold Chapel in Santa Monica.
The bride is the daughter of

The age of the dinosaur will return when the Sinclair Refin-

. .

. at Northwest Hiwa

Ph. 255-7800

See dinosaur creations that measured 100 feet in length
... and weighing 50 tons. Sinclair's insistence on accuracy required that each
detail be fashioned by expert historians
and sculptors.

See this breathtaking display .
thru July 4th at Randhurst.

. June 29th

Knowledge of dinosaurs tins

first unearthed in the 19th

century. Sinclair's interest
dates So about 30 years ago.
when it sponsored expedi
Sores to Wyoming. Texas and
other states in search of dino-

saur world evidence. Thirty

year. later. the total of all

this research is evident in the
La No o u recreated Sinclair
inosaur Exhibit.

mette. Mrs. Bramer of WheaJudging the show were Mrs.

Robert Yordy, Morton; Mrs.
Pippenger and Mrs.
Joseph Berarde both of Pekin;
Mrs. Charles Nicols, Champaign; Mrs. Glenn Hansen,

Claude

Rantoul; Mrs. C. M. TilkemOther residents of the Ar- eier, Freeport, and Mrs. L.

will be home

he

Mrs. Herbert Donald of Wil-

Arthur Fritz, Park Ridge; Mrs.

group of classes in the schedule who has received a mini-

as

the table scoring the highest
in functionalism was won by

only to a blue ribbon winner
selected

classification

among

ton presented the award.

belong to the Mount Prospect
Garden Club, won third place

Naturalistic

attended,

. . .

tween each

best blue ribbon winning peren-

Garden Club; Mrs. J. Thelander, Mrs. Harold McGee and
well as the coveted Tri-color Mrs. L.K. Laird.
award. This award is given

M R S. MAX L. Reisner another of the 5 judges who

Mrs. Donald Gardner won
the blue ribbon award in the

clubs

Travel Agency, and as such
will be conducting three tours
to the Pacific Northwest. Be-

of Mr. and

Mrs. Emil Vicha won the
Berenice Martin Award for the

them, Mrs. Emil Fick, president of the Mount Prospect

den

By Grace Mott

School ofi;Nursing in August

Itasca,
Forest

ing was Mrs. Wiley Carr, act ing properties chairman for

Wedding bells broke up a tri4f young men. June 25 when
Terry Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Warren ,Miller took Joanne
Numsen of Libertyville for his bride in the Libertyville Presbyterian Church. Best man at the ceremony was Tom Mott.
Unable to be there becaues of summer graduate university
classes was Eugene Martin. The three "M's" have been together since early school days.
Joanne who will graduate
from
Augustana
Hospital

ton,
Des
Plaines,
Glenview and Lake
were represented.

show was Mrs. Hoyt Mathews nial in the Horticulture Diof Mount Prospect, a former vision which was an Elsa Paulstudent of Mrs. Gardner. Many sen rose.
other members of area garThe Faye Bramer Award for

'That 'Old
Gang

Brown

Mrs. Max
Bramer, Mrs. Raymond Whit comb and Mrs. Irwin C.
Winter.
Among local women exhibit Nellis,

highest number of points; the

Tournament Sunday, July 17th

Mrs. Lawrence
and Mrs: John Miller.

GARDEN clubs from KenilMrs. Gardner, a student of worth, Wilmette, Glen Ellyn,
the art of Japanese flower ar- Skokie, Lincolnwood, 'Evans-

of Inspiration" classificatiOn
which was not judged but each
received a lavender rosette of

ed two day show at the In- Edward

were

and Syberian Iris.

Mrs. R.W. Christiansen, a appreciation.
blue ribbon winner and chairPast
presidents
include
man for the show, announced Mrs. Alfred L. Roulet, Mrs.
that over 15,000 persons visit- C. Blair Coutsen, Mrs. J.

On August 20, the chapter
will initiate the new year with
their

Mrs. Gardners arrangement
was done in Japanese classical styk using marsh grass

Women's Editor

F. Murphy, Mt. Vernon.

WEATHER

TelePhone,

Pro5pect ;Dap

Tonight; Fair; Low in the up-

per 60s. Thursday; Sunny and
hot; High in the lower 90s.

2554400

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 52

325 W. ProspectAv.
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Parade Starts Here'

'

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

Summer's
mosquitoes

On Pillars
Goes On

spray carts are keeping the
situation under control in

first influx of catch basins and small ponds.
buzzed into the
There is not much individual

July 4 parade and later celebrations.

Police Making Sure
Of July 4 Success
BY BRUCE CUTLER
sure a safe and convenient July 4 celebration Tuesday.
Lt. John Savage, in charge of the department's planning, has
one-way

streets to case the traffic situation

Tuesday night at Lions Park where thousands of residents
will gather to see the annual fireworks -display.

The explosives will be shot
from the top of the tobaggon
hill by experts and the area
will be roped off to protect

"The danger areas are clearly marked and no one will be
allowed to mar the celebration
by going where he should not,
out of curiosity or a sense of

the audience.

From

there the parade

will proceed south in Emerson
to Shabonce Tr. and then east

The police department has devised new plans to inarranged for

ory.

to Lions Park.
Illinois 83 is not used, he
said, because it will be heavy
with holiday traffic. Emerson,

is a more direct route.

At the intersection of Main
and U.S. 14 a policeman will
man the traffic control box
to let autos cross the parade
route.

No trains, Lt. Savage said,

would break up the parade,

"When the aerial bombs go misadventure."
which begins at 2 p.m.
off about 9 p.m.," Lt. Savage
Lt. Savage said three streets
Although special policemen
said, "I hope everyone can around Lions Park will be made will be on duty at 7:30 p.m. in
get into a

comfortable position to watch the display.'

Youth Gets

360 Hours
In Jail

one-way.

--Maple will be one-way go-

ing north from Shabonce Tr.
to Lincoln Ave.

Maple.
--Lincoln

cast from a

contact between parade units.

be

one-way
barricade at the

will

in jail and placed on a year's Maple St.
Twenty policemen, he said,
John A. Reder, 17, of 308 from the Fox Valley Reserve
S. Waverly, was found guilty will be stationed at intersecof stealing electronic equip- tions along the parade route.

six months and ordered that he

The staging area for the parade will be at Maple and Greg -

Circle of Fire
Puzzles
Police
Police are

8 p.m. Sundays 'on each of
five weekends in July.

Reder, who pleaded guilty
to theft charge, had been arrested for theft of four microphones. Burglary charges
were dropped.
Reder's
15 -year -old
accomplice is due in Family

Court tomorrow on the burglary charge.
Reder was charged in a
complaint signed by Lincoln

Junior High School principal

Stephen L. Caruso, who identified

ered

the microphones recovfrom Reder as those

missing the junior high school.

The weekend jail terms for
Reder begin Saturday, July 2.
Detective Richard Yost handled
the case.

Earl

L.

MeeskeChamber

of Commerce parade chairman,
disclosed Tuesday several new

Try more, cry less.

Mrs. H. W.

principals

hired

planning for the fall school

rezoning case.
Notification of the appellate court's decision was received late yesterday by Attorney Robert Moore.
The
Reese Property,
a

2 1/4 acre tract on Rand Rd.
at Thayer, was rezoned by a
circuit court order for commercial use and the develop-

by

man costumes.

control to be built on its newest junior high school site.

Builder Neal Hunter, developer of Colonial Heights, nd the
school district will go 50-50 on construction costs. In a dition,
it

when most of us are sitting on top of the world.

Three

day.

School Dist. 59 will allow a retention basin for storm water

will

be dedicated

to

development the village appealed the decision.

At the meeting devoted to

Representing the village in
the appellate court action

the new district
assistant
superintendent for instruction.

revert to Dist. 59.
Hunter
appeared
before
school board members °Monday

curriculum
the district;

development

for

,

operative proposal.

'

teacher.

- I (single family)
informed the village
that he desired to sell the
property to a developer and

asked that the zoning be changed to B-3 (commercial).

Both the zoning board and
the village denied the rezoning

Reese took his case to
evaluating a continuous in-ser- a superintendent the last seven and
court.
vice training program for dis- years.
On July 23, 1965 Circuit
trict personnel;
Bath moves into the position Judge Charles S. Dougherty
-And supervising the direc-

will be no more building unless Ridenour as principal at Busse
there is a way to take care of School to replace Bruce Anderberg who resigned to enter
to discuss the proposal. So did the storm water.
Mount Prospect trustee RobSchool board member Joe the educational materials busicrt Teichert, who told The Day Schefter questioned the reten- ness.
he was there as an individual, tion basin location, asking, "At
Ridenour, a Ph.D. candidate
and not in an official capacity. what point do you stop giving at the University of Chicago,
Describing the recent storms, school land away?"
has taught for five years. Last
Hunter said. "We have had no
He later joined the board in year he was the principal of
flooding in Colonial Heights. unanimously approving the co - the private Bateman School

We sent a man over to clean

R
the board of education as a zoned
Reese

-Supervising personnel assigned to curriculum projects: ,,-- AT SUNSET Park School,
--Co - ordinating distrid- -Sahlberg has assigned W.
wide
curriculum
programs Donald Bath as principal. He
and studies;
has 17 years experience in
-Planning, implementing and education and has served as

tor of pupil services.
ANDERSON will be handling
drained 'the are in 20 min - district business during
Sahlutes."
berg's July vacation and he
Teichert countered, "I was will participate in
the board
standing in two feet of water."
The Sanitary District, said of education's meeting July 18.
Sahlberg named Austin E.
Teichert, has decided there

in Chicago.

sent level of $136,500.
The library's share

!lie law stinks."

of the

over-all village tax levy, if the

CONGREVE went into the
proposed budget is approved background of mutual co-operas submittedk.will be about 11.5 ation between the two bodies,.
cents per $100 of assessed telling how the board has ap-

valuation. Last ym, the village proved the levy hikes for the
tax levy, including the library library in the past. Congreve
sum, was 55.4 cents per $100 pointed out that the tax levying
of assessed valuation.
limit has been raised to 12.5
ers planned a drive-in.
Representing
the
library cents for $100 of assessed valClaiming that the nature of board were Gilbert Liebenow, uation by the present board:
the area was more suitable Franklin Friday, Dorothy Kes- Last year, Congreve said, the
to single family, residential ter, Mary Clark and Jerry Sul- library levied 9.2 cents for

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg
announced the assignments after a principals meeting Fri-

out the catch b ins, and we

the

night.

age

were Jack Siegel and R. MarAnderson, who received his
lin Smith. Arthur Reese, ownyard of a home provides the Ph.D. from the University of
er of the property, was rethe street in front of 8 S. Ed- setting for the leisure activ- Michigan, has been a principal
presented by Harry G. Finns.
ward.
ities of mom, dad and the kids.
of elementary schools in Oak
Mayor Daniel Cohgreve exThe circle was 44 feet in
The Campfire Girls will par- Lawn for the last three years.
pressed satisfaction with the
ROBERT
E.
ANDERSON
circumference. Police discov- ade a tepee and log fire. The
During his graduate training,
decision. He said that the
ered a gallon bottle which had Regular Republican Organiza- Anderson taught sixth
Starling New Job
proposed drive - in and neighgrade
contained gasoline and bits of tion of Elk Grove township's
junior high school classes,
Appointed to be principal borhood shopping center inanother bottle at the scene.
float depicts a "November bar- and
at Gregory School was Lester tended for the parcel, which
Police said bicycle tracks beque" showing an elephant seven years.
His duties were laid out in E. Brown, a Ph.D. candidate had about 450 feet of frontage
near the scene possibly in- sitting at a table on which a
Rand Rd., would change
dicated a youngster had started donkey lies served up with an a memorandum written by at the University of Minnesota. along
Sahlberg in March. Those
Brown, whose major is cur- the single family residential
the fire at 1:30 a.m. Monday. apple in its mouth.
responsibilities include:
riculum, will take the place of character of the area.
Originally, the property was
--Designing and planning F. Foy Haney, re -assigned by

village of Mount Prospect to
fence and maintain. If, at any
future time, the basin is not
needed as part of the drainage
system, title to the land will

What ever happened to

Dist. 57 Assigns
3 New Principals

ulated butcher shop. Store employees will be dressed in Ger-

Flood Basin OKd
On jr. High Site

Increased costs of operations of the Mount Prospect'
Public Library triggered a dispute between the library board and the village board finance committee last

.

The First National Bank of term was Robert E. Anderson,

After the basin is completed,

manners and
graciousness? Everyone seems so
harassed and
unhappy,

meeting of

ins Plea
On Zoning

schools.

Hunter will give the district $1,000.

Gripe
Of The
Day

5,

Council, Manawa, Hiwatha and
Shabonnee Trails in their

the W

Meeske's Supermarket will
have a float based on a German
theme, with the hind quarter

of a pig hung up in a sim-

Tuesday, July

Trustee Joseph Grittani, chairman of the finance commit.
tee, called the meeting to discuss the library budget in what
Pillars at Shabonnee have he labeled a part of an over-all budget study to keep from
already been removed follow- increasing the village tax rate.
The meeting, however, turn- July 5 meeting of the village
ing board authorization last
in the news until the flying are breeding places for mos- Tuesday.
ed into a sounding board for board.
pests make life miserable in quitoes.
Village Manager John Mon- the library's attorney, Peter
the residential neighborhoods.
"NOW, we arc ready to disWhen the abatement district, gan said that the other three V. Pappas, who declared that
Then, everyone calls all at which is supported by a tax pillars would not be removed the village has absolutely no cuss the library board's budonce and wonders, "what's levy of .024 for each $100 of pending landscaping of
the authority to question the li- get and we appreciate the fact
being done to curb the mos- equalized assessed valuation, Shabonee site.
brary budget or proposed ex- that the elected trustees of the
quitoes."
library district are on hand for
discovers an invasion of mosMongan has indicated that penditures.
Wilber Mitchell, director quitoes, such as the wave that if the other pillars are reUnder Illinois Statutes, the this meeting," Grittani said.
of the district, maintains of- recently hit, it begins a sys- moved in accordance with the village is the administrative
Pappas said, "The library
fices at 142 Hintz Rd. in tematic spraying plan intended board's order, the
areas will body for the disbursement of is not a department of the city
Wheeling. He said the entire to blanket the entire district be attractively landscaped, library funds and is responsi- government. Library directors
staff is now working around the in the shortest time possible. perhaps with low evergreens. ble for adopting the library are elected by the people and
clock to bring the first wave
This spraying minimizes the
A group of residents in the budget and incorporating that are responsible only to the
of mosquitoes under control. problem.
Mosquitoes
are Country Club area are circu- budget into its appropriation people. The statutes arc clear -Twelve of the district's 14 hardy insects, though, and they lating "Save Our Pillars" ordinance:
the library has the sole authorspray units are pouring the must be combatted on a -day- petitions.
The library board budget, ity to prepare its budget and it
along
with
is up to the village board to
mosquito killing DDT into the to-day basis.
the
entire
village
The Mount Prospect Safety
Arlington Heights - Mount
Officials in both Mount Council labeled the pillars, budget, must be approved and adopt that budget without any
Prospect area this week. By Prospect and Arlington Heights which face Route 83, as traf- incorporated into appropriation question."
the weekend, the first barrage emphasize that the villages fic hazards.
ordinance form prior to July
Mayor Daniel Congreve,in
of spraying in Wheeling and themselves are not in the mosattendance at the meeting, said,
Residents of the area cir- 31.
Elk Grove Townships, is ex- quito control business.
"We will stipulate that the liculating the petitions, however,
pected to be completed.
,PRIOR to the
meeting, brary board has full authority
One official in Mount Pros- claim there has never been an
to run the library. But they
Pappas
submitted
a
letter
to
In
addition to constapt pect said that when the mos- accident at the locations.
the trustees stating that the can't dictate a tax levy to this
spraying_ in_ the district, which quito problem is serious, -..---village was merely tha, "min-' board. They have no power to
covers the entire Northwest residents tend to call the vil- V 11
isterial agency handling library force this board to approve their
suburban area, day crew are loge hall to complain.
board budget and appropriations levy."
constantly spraying ponds and
All of the spraying in
and had no authority, legal or
"Yes they do," Pappas reretention
basins,
favorite area and all of the mosquito
otherwise, to question the board plied. "They can do it through
breeding spots for mosquitoes. control programs, both inside
as a dully elected governing a court order if necessary."
Mitchell said there are nine and outside corporate limits
Grittani said, "It is ridicubody on its proposed expenditrucks out daily inspecting for of district municipalities, is
tures."
lous for this board to have the
mosquito larvae throughout the controlled and scheduled by the
The
Illinois
Appellate
Court
The library board's proposed responsibility for levying the
district. In addition, three mosquito abatement district.
has ruled in favor of the Vil- budget for 1966-67 has in- library tax without the
authority
lage of Mount Prospect in the creased by more than 20 per to approve their budget. That
controversial Reese property cent, from $103,081 to its pre- might be the law, but if it
is,

Dist. 57 for the 1966-67 year
groups had signed up to join have
been
assigned their
in the parade.

Mount Prospect has constructed
a 14 -foot float with the theme:
service to the family. The back

investigating a
stay in the Mount Prospect circle of fire that burned on

jail from 8 a.m. Saturdays to

the village, Lt. Savage said.

During the parade the North-

probation for theft yesterday.

School by Judge George J.
Zimmerman in Niles court.
Judge Zimmerman suspended
Reder's driving privileges for

maintain a full shift patrolling

--Shabonce Tr. will be one- west Five-Watters Communicaway east from Emerson to tions Club will provide radio

entrance of the municipal parkA prospect High School sen- ing lot to William St. and oneior was sentenced to 360 hours way west from the barricade to

ment from Lincoln Junior High

Lions Park, the department will

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

A group of Country Club

residents plan to attend the
the village board to protest
removal of the pillars from

the Northwest Mosquito Abate- advise that water in bird baths,
ment Dist.
portable swimming pools be
The mosquito abatement dis- changed regularly.
trict is a taxing body seldom
Even small pools of water

Lt. John Savage explains to village president Daniel Congreve a new arrangement for
making streets surrounding Lions Park one-way during the July 4 festivities. The police
department is co-operating with the Chamber of Commerce In working for a safe and sane

Must OK Budget,
Trustees Told

Hassle

area late last week and were residents can do to avoid mosgreeted by the spray guns of quitoes, Mitchell said. He did

(Editor's Note: This is the second of four articlei on plans

Newutand Price 10 Cents

Village Board, Library
Battle on Rising Costs
Spray Guns Fired
In Mosquito War

for the July 4 parade and celebrations in Lions Park.)

Mount Prospect,A11. 69056

livan,
Board

all
library trustees. $100.
Pappas said that the village's
President Mrs. Mary

Gardner, was out of town on efforts on behalf of the library
vacation and submitted a letter were well and good but in the
calling for mutual co-opera- final, legal analysis of the sitution between the two bodies in ation, "the library board sets
its budget. It tells the village
approving the budget.
Finance Committee chair- how much it needs to operate
man Grittani, flanked by com- and if that sum is within its
mittee members Harry Bruhl levy limits, the village has no
and Frank Bergen, opened the choice in the matter."
meeting by explaining the backTrustee Bergen said, "it
ground of the committee's
appears we are not going to
function.

practicalities,
but
Grittani said that the com- discuss
rather legalities. Let the finance
mittee has been working for committee
go home, if this is the
some 10 weeks to trim the

case. Are we just glorified tax
budget and bring it down to a collectors
for the library?"
point where an increase in
Pappas said that the city of
municipal ta.T.
will not be
Decatur submitted a budget to
required. He said that- they the
administration
have interviewed every depart- tained only a total that concost. At
ment head' and have finally gotten the budget rounded into least, he said, the library suba broken down budget
shape for presentation at 'the mitted
to the village board.

Report Two
Indicted For
Armed Robbery

favor of the Reese'
Jiries K. Sweis, 22, and An and ordered the property zon- thony J. Bruno, 17, bath of

formerly held by Richard M.

ruled in

Van Dyke, also re -assigned by
the board as a teacher.
Van Dyke has challenged the

ed to allow the drive-in and /Chicago, are due in criminal
commercial development.
court July 8 on three armed

board's action in a case scheduled to be argued' in circuit
court Sept. 27.

Boys Held,
Auto Returned
An auto belonging to Murry
Hepple, 503 W. Sunset, was
returned to him Monday after
it had been missing since Sun P,

In their petition to the ap- .

robbery charges.
They reportedly were

in-

MAJOR items in the pro.
posed library budget are $73,000
for adtninistrative salaries for
the library's

10 (anti= and

nine part time personnel and
$30,000 for purchase of new
books.

Grittani said, "I appreciate
the fact that you are within -

your legal rate. Your budget
has been steadily climbing. In

pellate court, Siegel and Smith dieted by a grand jury for al - 1965, it was $67,639. Last year;
that development legedly robbing three gas sta- it climbed to $103,081. Now,.
of the property as a drive-in tions April 17 in Palatine, Des you are asking for S136,500.,
These are unreasonable in-,
restaurant would cause from Plaines and Park Ridge.
700 to 1,700 cars a day to Des Plaines and Mount Pros- creases. If you want to operate
enter and leave the property. pect police made the arrest in this manner, you should levy
They pointed to the 50 -mile - at an all-night gas station at your own taxes like the school,
an -hour speed
limit along the corner of Elmhurst and board and park district."
contended

Rand Rd. 'and the solid cen- Golf Rds.
strip as making the
Judge Herbert Paschen will
Officer Edwin Nastek turned ingress and egress of such a hear the case and review the
large
number of vehicles a results of a behavior clinical
over to juvenile officers three
day night.

ter line

boys involved in the case.

hazard.

examination they have taken.

Grittani asked Pappas what

would happen. if the board rev
fused to vote its approval of
the over-all budget and appro;
(Continued Rn Page 3)

PLAY KROGER 'S EXCITING,11IEW

eldMON.

NAVA A

'

GAME!

OVER 208,000 BIG WINNERS!!!
1
NOTHING TO BUY - NOTHING TO WRITE - JUST MATCH HALVES AND BE A WINNER!

:.

PICK UP YOUR WIN -A -CHECK ENVELOPE AT KROGER TODAY-YOU MAY WIN $1, IS, $10, $20, $100 OR $1,000 OR TOP VALUE STAMPS

4******
'OetA

U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderay

July 4th Special!

CENTER CUT

CHUCK

*Ir
A

ITElippAYI

STEAK

49

Lb

4**
Swift Premium

kinless

FRANKS

11:

Redeem Swift's Valuable
Coupon At Your
Kroger Store

L b.

Pkg.

ClriCEN
SALE

59c

dmr*********
Af /79
-4-11

4.4.--tetro*
400#04-4-.04*
Hygrade West Virginia
Semi -Boneless Whole or Half

KROGER HAS THE LARGEST VARIETY OF FRYERS ANYWHERE

COOKED

3 LEGGED____-__

HAM

CHICKEN & A HALE __LI,340
BROILERS.For

Oscar Mayer All Meat

-tc*

SKINLESS
WIENERS

\

_0,35°

Country Style

BREASTS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Lb.490

CUT-UP FRYERS__

LEGS

_

_

__________

4 LEGGED

__

THIGHS _ _

____

__

Lb

34°

_45*

LEGS _ _ _

59°

BONELESS BREASTS__49°

48''

SPLIT BROILERS _ _

_

Lb. 59°

FAMILY PAC PARTS __

55°

*04***

COUNTRY

ROASTERS

__!!.35°

___

39°

SPLIT BREASTS__ __ _u159°

SAVE $2
SWIFT PREMIUM

SlY
440%06040***it*
40.***114444634.

A39°

DOUBLE BREASTED_ __Ib_48°

88c

Lb.

_

CANNED
-

Morrell Pride
Old Fashion-Chunk Style

CANADIAN
BACON
Lb.

89c

RATH BLACKHAWK

COUPON
NEEDED

LB.

CAN

We reserve the right to
limit quantitate. Items and
prices, unless otherwise spe-

cified. effective through
Saturday. July Z 1966.
Copyright 1966
The Kroger Company

SLICED BACON
Lb.

Pkg.
100 AVOCADO COUPON ON PACKAGE

KROGER HAS THE LOWEST PRICED- BEST QUALITY MEATS IN TOWN

Park Program

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, June 29, 1966

Budget Sparks Battle

Going Over Big
River Trails Park District is enjoying tine community ac ceptance in its first year of active programing.

Four. new programs got underway last week in the park district, serving residents of the Ranclhurst area.
Thus far, a total of 260

boys and girls have registered

Gr

v e Schools for first
through sixth grade students,
program. There are 160 reg- and at River Trails Junior
istrations in the arts and High School for seventh and
crafts program and 70 young- eighth graders.

sports and

_the

recreation

have signed up for the

sters

Persons

informa-

seeking

nature program.

tion about any of the newly

Adult acceptance of the
park district program is re-

enacted
park district
programs may call the superintendent at 296-4486.
In-

flected in the 140 registrations in the newly formed
men's softball league.

formation may be had from
the park district office, 1400
E. Kensington, in the old section of Feehanville School.

Three -past presidents and a new president were on hand at the Monday meeting of the
Mount Prospect Rotary Club at Old Orchard Country Club. Wishing their new leader well
are, from the left, Charles Shane, the club's first president; Stan Amren, second president of the group, and Walter Griffith, the current president who is surrendering the reins
of the club to Al Kulieke.

Warning on Distance Driving
Police chief Newell Esmond
today warned motorists that
their pride in driving abilities

a long trip

can lead to tragedies.
"Drivers often pride

"They are too often involved
in accidents caused by driving

them-

selves on their ability to make

a short time,"

in

important thing to
remember," he added, "is
that uncontrolled speed in the
wrong places and at the wrong
times is the real killer in
modern traffic."

too fast for conditions.

No Permit

Curtin James Wilder of Chicago is due in Mount Prospect
Sports and recreation pro- court July 20 on the charge of
soliciting business without a
grams are held at
River
,village permit. He was re
Trails Junior High School five
leased on S25 bond.
mornings each week and at

Arts

and

crafts

(Continued From Page I)
should be changed, divorcing
priation ordinance because of the village from any connection
its dissent with the library?
with the library board and en"You have to pass the ordi- abling the library to levy a tax
nance," Pappas said.
rate separate from that of the
Congreve said,

"We have

that the entire village is going
to have a tax increase because

of the hike in the library board
budget."

"You sound like a shepherd
leading a herd of sheep," Liebenow said. "We don't agree with

the law. But it is the law and
you will abide by it just as we
will."
It was the consensus of the
library trustees that the law

programs

that there
contemplating
this in Springfield. He admitted,
however, it is difficult to form
legislation

park district trained professionals at Feehanville, Euclid, Robert Frost and Indian

theft to police Monday.

SAT.,

minister the library's budget
and htindle disbursement of its

Congreve wondered whether

were also the closest air strike yet to the Communist
capital and the key port city. Navy jets first pounded oil
storage depots just two miles from the center of Haiphong. Twenty-five minutes later Air Force Thunder chiefs hit petroleum facilities three miles from the heart
of Hanoi.
The bombing attacks sent smoke spiraling almost seven

--

All the members of the

Southeast Asian Treaty Organization -- except France -have given the United States a vote of confidence in its

0

hood.

Lsarnt e

determination to win the Viet Nam war. The SEATO

operated

grid. Chrome

group ended three days of talks in Canberra today.

plated spit grid..

hr=i-Sais, Vs Ev. log

60

Charcoal Racket .

96T

House Deadlocked Over Housi

3 Days!
Reg.

8.99
Neweg.A*

24' OE LUXE GNU with

CMircelilaskel9
'Inifikiftic
.

Combination special! !t
Fin Starter, Tumble Balite

97

BEACH TOWELS
scrim .print pat.
terns. Ends are

with boy leg; bikini bra,

neatly frin:

pleated skirt; braid -tern bra,
tank pants. 30-38.

****

***Jilt.***
-

411thrlein Pat.: Coq. err/cowl

3 Days -Our Reg. 12.77

"W. I

8 -FOOT POOL

Family

u88

Steelwsiar
with vertical
m.

Su

8 -Ft. Vinyl Feel C.nr
3

4

'4314st62 e Multbcolor

Helene** stretch 41,on:,
side drape; Henley top

Fire Shift

Days -Our Reg. 1.99

3

1J7
4

\c;
Girls' Rep. 3.99

7-14 Swim Silts -

vinyl split swim
rings with duck,

Heys' Rog 2.99
Latex Tnielts,S-M-1.

swan,horse head*

ri'lrIrTICTT7CTIrETIr

7171r772177rrir1171717T,

88

Days -Our Reg. 99i

C

177

C

cottons. Prints,

99#

Res. 1.57, LARGE
FOAM K1 CHEST

stripes, solids.
solids.

112A"rigrerT TIM"

TZT2177177,77

6-Pedi ham la amt... 63T

3 Days -Our Rog. 2.97

3 Days -Our Rig. 10.99
3 -PC. MATCHID
WGGAGE SET
Stand Up
G
T RAGS

R FLAG

96

ft. metal pp --,le and

tot

wall brackets.

88

3 Days -Our Reg. 29$ Pr.

3 Days -Our Rog. 2.

KNI PANTIES

JAMAICA SET
cotton ahem and
Womensh't
girls.
top.
Sizes 10-18,

5-6--8 lrin1S.

7-14.

244

Thurs.- Fri. - Sat. Clip -and -Save Coupon Specials! While Quantities Last!
KRESGE COUPON .. ...
SNEAKER
SOCKS

THONGS

Rig 490
With

Men's

'141

White
Limit 4

ociation's policy on Medicare appears headed for
r fight today at the group's
Chicago convention. This shaped up despite soothing
predictions from the AMA's new president -- Dr. Charles Hudson. He forecast no major problems when Medi-

ey says there isn't enough money on hand. Miss
nan was convicted yesterday for refusing to name
anjuana smokers she interviewed for a story..

3 -Way Protection

Against Infection

Ur TABLE
TOP GRILL
R

cap. 87#

While quantity lasts.

/

1 97

Reg ale
With

Reg.

4

111

While quantity lasts.
limit 1 June 30, July 1-2.

While uant
Wit 1

.June 30,

mit 4

. June 30, Ju

us,CE.

Rand & Elnihurst_ Rds.

Mycitracin

lasts.

1.7

Triple Antibiotic Ointment

$1.58

Rt. 58 (Golf Rd.) & Rt. 83

Does not sting ... won't stain.

DES PLAINES

VAN DRIEL'S

OPEN DAILY 9:90 TO 9
SAT. 9:30 TO 6, SUN. 11 TO 5:30.

100E Northwest Highway

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN DAILY 9 TO 9
SAT. 9 TO 8:30, SUN. 11 TO 5

PROSPECT

OTrz NeDAILY 9:30 TO 9 30
SAT. 9:30 TO 6, SUN. 12 TO t

The edito

entitled "Flag
was written by
Sfe. Dudley C. Gould, a soldier qatiimed at the 45th ArtilDay

.

I,

-- 1966'

lery Brigade Headquarters here.

Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R.,
Ill.) submitted the editorial,
saying it was a "fitting tribute
to our flag."

Gould said he wrote as he
did "in an attempt to clarify'
come of the muddled thoughts
1 am sure must remain in the
minds of some readers following the recent flag -stomp-

ing experiment in symbolism --

not to revive the argument,

DRUG STORE
Mt Prospect
Phone CL 3-6494

S. S. KRESGE COMPANY
1.

I

Woman Tells
Of Seeing UFO
Unidentified

flying objects
reported sighted in the

were

southeastern sky last night by
a village resident.

Reuter, said that between

S.

II p.m. and

I
a.m. she made
three separate sightings of the

objects.

In each case the ob-

jects were white -yellow lights

that moved in erratic fashion,
seeming to dart skyward and out

of sight as planes going into
O'Hare passed overhead.

unknown blips on their radar
screasT -4pparently no other
residents saw the lighl..be'Cause

Mrs. Ward's was ,the only report received by police.
,..._

The fund will be deposited in

. Promotes healing.

12 N. Dryden Ave.

gressional K t.t
ord.

ularly slated board meetings..

Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present
on the skin.

MARKET

\

in

the June 23 edition of the Con-

be used for current expenditures in the four cafeterias and
the athletic departments and
to_ pay bills in advance of reg-

320

coupon
While uanti

lasts.

1-2

37e

With

coupon

has been reprinted in full

of education. The money will

NAPKINS

t
a

A guest editorial printed in
The Arlington Day un June 14

has been approved by the board

lasts.

200 -Decorated

100 -COUNT

Congressional
Record Prints
Day Editorial

The transfer of $20,000 to
the imprest fund of Dist. 214

Limit 2 lbs., Jun* 30, Jul 1-2

PER PLATES

With

limit 2 June 30. July 1.2

b.

\

Moore's investigation.
The board hopes to have the
completed budget on the agenda
for its July 5 meeting.

ouin i-618111.

for minor cuts, burns, scrapes

KRESGE COUPON . .... "'I
6 -FT. BEACH
MATTRESS

Grit
;aid no further acwould be taken on the
budget pending the outcome of
tion

The tower at O'Hare said

,
While quanti

1.2

experlditures.

they observed no UFO or other

4c.

while quontl lasts.
limit 4 June 30, J

even

submitting the budget to the
finance committee. "You should
submit it directly to the mayor
and let him take it to the board
for approval," he said.
Gritanni instructed Village
Attorney Robert Moore to study
Pappas' legal opinion and hand
down an opinion of his own concerning the board's responsibility in determining the library

Mrs. Barbara Ward of 311

With
coupon

\ad While

While quantity lasts.

, June 30, July 1-2.1

R

Liebenow repeated.
Gritanni
questioned

CHOCOLATE

Candy -Coated

Reg 29e

"As trustees, you are obligated to vote for a budget,"

Transfer- '
$20,000

SQUARES

Reg 19e 59e'
With
te.,

111F.41t \ coup! 4/
women'.,
uantity lasts.
Children's
I
Limit 4
, June 30,1
1.2

coupon

9-11

30' NYLON

I

CROSS -STRAP

Over Medicare

EUGENE, Oregon
The managing editor of the University of Oregon newspaper -- Annette Buchanan -wants to appeal a contempt of court conviction, but her

Size7s

against budgets in the past."

hope."

Can't Afford Contempt Appeal

Acetate
Knit in

Men's 10.1111; Woollen's MIS

cally qualified males be assigned a number when they
become 19. A national drawing would be held each year
and those whose numbers fall at the top could count on,

care becomes law Friday.

WhintInte-Skse

cotton flag with 6 -

nedy says a lottery would be a workable substitute for
the current method of drafting young men for military

The American Med

C

Approx. 5 x 3 ft.

WASHINGTON - Massachusetts Senator Edward Ken-

24X1UNSUIT S
AMA Fight
Igteti h tot r codf 7?

C

C

OUT

Kennedy: Draw, Don't Dratt

being drafted.

C

99A

neithemipprove nor kill the controversial measure.

Service Director Lewis Hershey on the feasibility of a

SWIM RINGS

PKNK JUG, Reg. 1.37
ii -GILL, FOAM MO, kg. sm....Tn

mantilla* meeting this morning, the committee c uld

lottery. Kennedy suggests that all mentally and physi-

20"' screen -print

11/2 -GAL. FOAM

WASHINGTON -- The House Judiciary Comm tree is
deadlocked over President Johnson's request for a Federal fair housing law. As things stood going into a c osed

service. In a prepared statement, Kennedy told the Hoitsp
Armed Services Committee he disagreed with SeleciKe

2.88

Days -Our Rog. 494

Certainly, the library
needs upgrading but they can't
do it all at once."
Trustee Bergen said, "What
confuses me is that we argue
for hours over items in the
$2,000- and $3,000 -range with
department heads, then the library comes in and shoves
$136,500 down my throat and 1
have to eat it.
have voted
1

CANBERRA, Australia

0

GRI1TANI denied this say-

high.

By United Press International

SEATO Backs U.S. in Viet War
Wome n 's

GRILL with HOOD

integrity of the library board.

funds.

made no mention of losses.

I

3 Days -Our Reg 8 97

Pappas said, "If you do that,
you are subject to court action."
Pappas accused the finance
committee of questioning the

village had the facilities to ad-

a blanket. Radio Hanoi claims t
seven U.S. planes were
shot down but American military officials in Saigon

ter

on the dispute.

in Cook County," Pappas said.
Trustee Bruhl agreed that the

miles high in mushroom clouds that spread out for 50
square miles. More than four hours after the attacks
both storage areas still were reported in flames. During
the missions the pilots were up a ainst heavy anti-aircraft fire. One Air Force pilo sai flak was as thick as

I

down the entire budget based

taken

MORS.

IIIIIp

said that there is a good chance
the village trustees will vote

any new taxing bodies. "There
are over 450 taxing bodies now

SAIGON - U.S. warplanes struck at the edge of Hanoi
in the lot at Illinois Range, 800
W. Central. Joseph Skrysak of and Haiphong this morning, destroying an estimated 40
617 S. William reported the per cent of North Viet Nam's vital oil supply. The raids

are held under supervision of

length with neither side giving
any ground. Trustee Grittani

PAPPAS' said

was

Planes Strike Near Hanoi, Haiphong
from a 1965 Plymouth parked
were

hubcaps

Pappas said he thought, "a
nominal fee could be charged."
The debate continued at

village.

Roundup
For The Day

Hubcaps Stolen
Four

library for
functions.

been supporters of the library
levy in the past. Now, it appears

village could charge the
its administrative

the

ing, "We think their budget is

school children.

Robert Frost School five afternoons.

"The

he said.

There are still openings in
the sports program and arts'
and crafts classes for grade

Page 3

the Bank of Arlington Heights
July

I

Depression
of Tracks Up
For Discussion
The proposed 'depression of
railroad tracks in downtown Arlington Heights will be
the main topic of discussion
at tonight's Plan Commission
the

meeting.

The hearing will be part of
a continued public hearing on
the Master Thoroughfare Plan
for the Village prepared by
Tee -Search and Associates, a
planning firm.
The meeting will be at 8 p.m.
in the Municipal 4uilding.

Third in a Series
On the Revenue Article

Proposed Relief for School Districts
,

(EPITOR'S NOTE
This is ing upport for amendments to
the third article in a five part the present .revenue article,

Section nine

authorizes lo-

cal taxing bodies to make im-

municipalities to meet their
bonded debt committments and
prohibits
these
authorities
from selling private property

written in 1848 and adopted in

provements

the constitution in 1870.
In sections three, nine and

sessment and to contipue to
levy real estate taxes.

for the payment of municipal

In lictordance with the provisions of section one, discus-

corporate debts.

ed to the voters In "blue bal-

10 of the proposals, there is
little if any controversy and

lot" on Nov. 8, 1966.)

both opponents

series

discussing
the proposed amendments .to the Illinois Revenue Article. These
amendments will- .be present-

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
In case you're interested,
section 13 of the current Ift
linois revenue article authorizes the state of Illinois to

sell bonds to help finance the
World Columbian Exposition
-of 1893.
Language
one

such

reason

as

many

this

is

political

leaders of the state are rally-

by

special

as-

propon-

sed in the first article of this

ents of the revenue article agree that if sections one and
two are going to be imple,mented, updating of the lang-

series, real estate in the local districts shall constitute
one class, except in Cpok

and

in sections three,
and 10 is mandatory.
uage

nine

Section three provides that
income and property tax exemptions may be ,gtanted by
the legislature under the general law to schools, and to religious and charitable
izations. '

organ-

County.

Reasons for the exemption
of Cook County from the uniform requirement of one thus
property

classification
will be explained in detail in
real

the next article in this ser-

13 of

discussing section
the revenue amendment.
10 requires
Section
ies,

local

Frank Von Arx's heart will
vacation

He goes away on

and

what

happens.

even

dents into one high school disThis
proposed amendments.
section, which is aimed to-

ward providing relief to school
districts operating grades one
through 12, is often overlooked in discussions of the
revenue article.

the good old

accepted

The board of education ofWHAT RED blooded Amerficially changes the name of ican boy wants to say that he
Slichenmyer High School to' graduated from a high school
Willow High School.
named after a street that was
It makes sense, though. named after a tree - and a
If the football team has a bad weeping tree at that.
year, they can name them the
What red' blooded American
girl wants to say she gradWeeping Willows.
Or how about the wrestling' uated from an institution namteam's slogan
tle with me,
Willow tree.

come wres- ed Willow High School?
I'm from old
The damage is done.
low it will be.
At

...

Willeast,

Frank Von Arx

en through eight.

educationally

--

erate both high school and
grade school districts within

a community or set of communities.

under

the

revenue

present

How about Pine High School

What are they going to
cheer leaders, Willowy Chicks? Doesn't Slich's'
the

Chicks have that ring to it?

THE MORAL to this story,
Mr. Some Day, is don't be a
loud mouth about a cause, then
run off on vacation.
Even
Frank . Smith chuckled as he,

Zbe Pro5pect 3Dap

We hold retiring superin-

ing, precedent setting move
by the board of education.

Those who fought the good
battle for Slichenmyer High
School will live to fight an-

Marshall Field III
Page 4

him.
Such was not to be and mainly because the man himself

give the one little
nudge that could have put the
refused to

other day. In the meantime, campaign over.
a whole generation of children
Slichenmyer is not the type
are
condemned
to Willow to look for self -exploitation.
High.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the. paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

tendent Slichenmyer in high
regard and we Would have
liked to see his years of ef-

or Peach Tree High or Apple
Knocker High? All doors are fort rewarded by having one
open in the face of this shock- of the high schools named for

deed.

article bonded indebtedness is' '-Where growth problems arc serving 12 grades.
limited to five per cent of a consideration, the five per
Opponents feel that this will
assessed val,tation for each cent bonding power just does stimulate consolidation of elschool district.
not give a' broad enough fi- ementary and high school disThus, when one school dis- nancial base to the schools to tricts.
While the financial
trict serves only elementary cope with the building booms savings to the consolidated
students, it is limited to five now being experienced in most districts may not be overly
per cent of bonding power. urban areas of the state.
significant, the advantage of
When a high school district
having uniform curriculum for
serve the same overlapping
SECTION 12 is intended to all students entering
high
area, it is given an additional
give relief to the bonded debt schools from feeder elemenbonding power of five per cent limit of school districts main- tary schools is expected to be
and for all practical purposes, taining grades one through 12 gr'cat.
the bonding power. on assesschools.
Many areas in fast growth
sed real property i n an area
The proposed amendment situations arc already operserved by two districts is
would keep the bonded indebt- ating unit school districts. It
raised to 10 per cent.
edness limit at five per cent is the intent of the provisions
A school district operating in areas where two districts in section 12 to provide them
elementary and high schools are maintained and would with relief and bring their
is limited to the same (Ks
mist the limit to 10 per cent bonding power in line with that
per cent.
where there is one district now enjoyed by dual districts.

by Jack Vandermyn

little saps in the district?

on

is

better

and more economical -- for
one board of education to op-

Sapling High School for all the

Someday
vacation.
His
column will be resumed
on his return.

call

it is

Most school districts in the
One of the main reasons
state of Illinois are commu- this is not practical at this
districts, time, at least not in fast growconsolidated
nity
operating grades kindergart- ing suburbia, is the fact that

. . .

influence
Willow, indeed.

separ-

completely

SECTION 12 -is another of trict.
the important sections of the
Many educators believe that

Vantage Point
be broken.

Another

ate school district and school
board of education operates
the high school districts. Usually, three or 'four elementary school districts feed stu-

His satisfaction in

Wednesday, June 29, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, Central Manager

William J. Kledatsch

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Managing Editor

retirement

IN ALL seriousness, we rests in the sound knowledge
Willow it will be to the board cast his vote, "Von Arx will
have enjoyed poking a little that he leaves behind a job
there on the far north out- of education.
We think that never know."
So we are going to have a. fun at the Board of Educa- well done.
skirts of Arlington Heights, popular sentiment will carry
Kennedy High School in Rol- tion and we hope that the
There are a lot of statistics
a high school or an arbore- the cause of Slichenmyer evfor
Slichenmyer that could be quoted to tell the
er forward.
ling Meadows, some day and campaign
tum?
High School was accepted in job of Slichenmyer in Dist.
After all, they don't go a- that's fine.
Woe on the board when Von
214.
But what about the other
the manner it was intended.
They are unimportant
Arx hears what happened to round naming trees after edIt is a credit to an organ- at this point.
ucators.
his one big cause.
Why name high three schools that Dist. 214
projects in the future?
What is important is the
ization like school district 214
Has
The Dist. 214 board of ed- schools after trees?
ucation has brought the wrath
Can you imagine ... a whole the trend been set? Will we that it can solve the multi- warm feelings in the hearts of
of Some Day to bear ... not grove of Slichenmyer trees have an Oak High School for faceted problems confronting those who will carry on in the
to mention the wrath of the surrounded by Gilbert bush- our little acorns (ouch) one it and still enjoy an occasion- Slichenmyer tradition -- even
al laugh, even at its own ex- those who are eventually asChicago Tribune, Des Plaines es in a field of Martin grass? day?
Or will the board choose
pense.
signed to Willow. High School.
Suburban Times and perhaps
Willow High School, inWhat are they building out

1Letters To the Editor

(

I

Cooperation is Needed
Editor.

more annually which provides
News stories this week told free garbage collection and
how,the city. fathers -of subur- expanded. police'''and' .111re dbl'
ban Lombard have proposed partments.
by a revenue bond issue to exThe same cooperation was
tend village sewer and water used in planning for an Old
lines to build and annex a Orchard Country Club project
Randhurst-type Yorktown shop- which would give financial as
ping

center on a 190 -acre well as open -space golf course
tract. A second part of the pro- preservation
advantages
to
posal would provide facilities Mount Prospect. My board,

on a 270 - acre plot to bring with the exception of Trustee
in a cluster -type planned de- Frank Bergen, was willing to
velopment which would house extend this cooperation. Now,
5,000

residents,

eschew

con-

the

present

board,

with

the

vention grid road patterns and exception of Trustees Parker
set aside 54 acres as common Ekren and Harry Bruhl, is
open space. Top planners of the

nation say that this is the proper planning for the commurl

nities of the future.

This brings to mind certain
developments and non -developments in Mount Prospect.

doing its best, or worst, to
kill the project.

And what did

the

present

board do to provide new sites
for the Weber Marking Products and the Buhrke Tool and
Engineering

plants,

now

la

If the village board headed toted in Arlington Heights?
by Tom Lams and of which I Was cooperation extended to
was a part had not cooperated locate them in the Northern
in the many meetings held in Illinois Gas property site as
the planning of Randhurst, my board did for Amer Stone
there would never have been Laboratories? What is being
built that center as a part of .done now to get the NIG acreMount Ppospect. (Yes, we age in Mount Prospect as a
granted a liquor license in ad- prime research and developvance to the proposed Carson

Pirie Scott restaurant as was
done by my board for Old Orchard and what is so wrong
in that needed guarantee for
the success of a modern restaurant?)

r

William H. Watson, Prospect Heights postmaster, examines a rural man box
'demolished by firecrackers which is on display in the Prospect Heights Post Office. Watson sent letters to residents warning them of the dangers and punishment
of tampering with the mail.

Is the present board sitting
idly

by
housing
Plaines

its single-family
policies while Des
prepares
to
cross
on

Route 83 and seal off the possibility of annexing the United

It was necessary to expand Air Lines offices, the oil tank
service and Randhurst sites and industrial plans to
provided the land for a new our village? There is a readywell and built a reservoir. made tax base here.
Zoning was tailored to fit the
Is the Congreve administraproject. Without such cooper- tion too busy with the little
ation Randhurst would certain- housekeeping chores that it
ly have been built anyway in can't cooperate in catching the
the county or as part of a new- bigger fish that will
provide
ly -incorporated Prospect

Heights and Mount Prospect

Prospect Pastor star
Acts to Halt Van alism
Prospect

Heights

Post-

master William H. Watson has
acted swiftly to counter any
vandalism to rural mail boxes
Within his jurisdiction.

He has sent a memorandum

to residents and set up as a
display in the Post Office window a mail box demolished by

seen _them place something in

letter to residents, "do you
know whether your boy is playing with explosives?

"What right has any youngstar

The mail box was blown apart June 10 by vandals who

of other people in this vicious,

put an explosive in it and drove

"These vandals had no confor the safety of

sideration

anyone who might be driving
by in a car with the windows
open or anyone who might be
walking by or who might have
1

to destroy the property

wanton and thoughtless manner,
endangering the safety of inniicent people either in the
actual explosion
or while
'high -tailing' down the street
in a car after
has occurred?"

the explosion

Watson said that any vandalism is definitely serious and

the tax base
to come?

for many years
C. 0. Schlaver

"Let's You an' Them FightI'll Hold Your Coats! '

"There

have

been

other

asovEgel''.

z

rying a small black bag.

character

car-

He heads for

the police sergeant's desk.

It ain't hurtin' my
CHARACTER:
chest, Mac. An' if you don' butt out,

I'll put the finger on you cops for infringin' on my rights an' for police

SERGEANT: Good morning, Sir. May brutality. Then see what happens.

SERGEANT: As you wish, sir. But
So who needs help? if you change your mind, please feel free
I'm helpin' YOU, pal. Fact is, .1 just to come see us - accompanied by an atheisted a bank for the six grand in the torney, of course. Come at your conbag here, and I wanted you to be the venience.
We're open here night and

CHARACTER:

CHARACTER: So who needs one?

firecrackers."

street.

chest.
shifty -eyed

you have an attorney?

mail box been demolished by

was attached and across the

a

I Merely felt it might

make you feel better to get it off your

Town, U.S.A.
Enters

It's entiely up to you,

day. Ha!

SERGEANT: Well, now, this IS news.
CHARACTER: Well, don't wait up for
Thank you for reporting it, sir.
Do me, chum.
S'long, sucker.
Be seem'

cases of similar types of van-

off from the post to which it

SERGEANT:
We go now to the police station. Any sir, of course.

first to know.

dalism," Watson continued,
"but in .none before has a

The display Watson has arranged in the Post Office window shows the bits into which
the mail box was blown from
the force of the explosives,
which -knocked the letter box

The U. S. Supreme Court has ruled
CHARACTER: So who digs that jazz?
that if any suspect "is alone and indi- All I know is I don' want no mout'piece.
cates in any manner that he does not 'Cause I ain't gonna blab to him or nowish to be interrogated, the police may body else. Savvy, copper?
not question him."

I help you?

"postal regulations pro -

the box and decided to come vide a heavy fine or imprison out and see what it Was (pos-t ment or both in the case of
sibly a child)," Watson wrote.
anyone caught tampering with
"Parents," he asked in his the mail or mail receptacles.

fireczakers.

away in an auto.

that

would have lost $300,000 or

Equal Rights?

ment site?

water

,

"All right, Sally-did you come here to play bridge or
talk about 'Peyton Place?!' "

Oftr,40,1

ya in court some o' these days.

So the character leaves with his right
of silence, his freedom of action

-

SERGEANT:
Unless you have one and his little black bag full of loot.
with you, sir, it would be illegal as well
as unethical for us to discuss the bank
Each and every American is enholdup with you. Such incommunicado titled to his rights, of course, as the

custodial interrogation
it1'
could be
terpreted as an effort on our part to
induce you to incriminate
yourself.

This, of
image.

course, would mar our public

Supreme Court says.

Presumably, this includes the public, la4f enforcers, and even the victims of crime and violence.

Of Bethel 103

Pella, Lihapyoiykat and lledelmakussdi

DeborahDeehring
Honored Queen

Dinner Menu From Finland

Miss Deborah Deehring of Arlington Heights recently wts
installed as honored queen of Arlington Heights Bethel 103 a
Miss Deehring is the daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Russel(

with the butter and cardimon.
Knead the mixture into

I teaspoon salt
1/2 cup melted butter
5 cups flour
3/4 cup sugar
2 tablespoons ground cardi-

Diane Truelove, both of Arcesses respectively.

sugar. Add
lukewarm milk with yeast dissolved in it. Add salt and sufficient flour to make a stiff
dough. This should be worked
Beat

OTHER Arlington Heights
officers are Miss Gayle Ness,
*guide, Miss Judy Travis, marshal!, Miss Eileen Stevens,
chaplain, Miss Carol Malm-

Iw

and

egg

ed hot with a dinner or Cold

added.

as a smorgasbord dish.

Shape the mixture into small
balls on a dampened chopping
board. Fry in butter, shaking
the pan until each ball is
browned evenly. The pan must

has risen knead and shape into
round rolls or long braids

1 or 2 teaspoons salt

balls should be cooked through-

made of ropes of dough of
even thickness. Place the cof-

I egg
pepper to taste

ly and slowly by the time they
arc brown. After each pan of
meat balls are done pour a
little boiling water into the

a

in

A portion of the meat may

of pork

with almonds or sugar.

consist

Bake in a 350 degree oven.
Bake the coffee cake about 20
minutes and the rolls about

well as beef. Mix into the meat

15 minutes. When done remove
from oven and cool before

beaten egg and seasoning until the meat is smooth and
holds its shape. The onion can

the

finely

or veal

onion,

chopped

breadcrumbs and liqui d,

serving.

FRUITPUDDING
2 cups berries or fruit
sugar to sweeten

4 cups water
1/2 tablespoons
2
starch

potato

Boil fruit or berries in water. (If using canned fruit use

pan to make a stock.
When the meat

the juice in place of water and
leave out the sugar.) Add sugar when fruit is tender or

spoons flour in I or 2 tablespoons sugar. Add the stock
and cream to make a thick
gravy and strain into a gravy

berries

dish.

with milk. Sugar may
sprinkled on top the berries.

cooked, blend 2

as

'

"HEDELMAKUSSDI"

not be too hot as the meat

Soak the breadcrumbs
the cream and water.

Brush with egg and sprinkle

2 cakes yeast
2 cups lukewarm milk

be lightly browned before being

1 lb Hamburger
2 tablespoon butter
1 onion
1/2 asp bread crumbs
1/2 cup cream
1/2 cup water

fee bread on a greased baking
sheet and allow to rise again.

mon

instal-

led as senior and junior prin-

FINNISH MEATBALLS
vLIHAPTOITKAT"

pliable dough. Cover and let
rise until double in bulk in a
warm place. When the dough

COFFEE BREAD "PULLA"
I egg

Miss Vicky Slater and Miss
were

land is called Pulla. The folor 2 dozen rolls.

honored queen, in ceremonies
in the Masonic Temple.
Eighteen other area girls
were
as
installed
officers.
Heights,

until theilough is smooth and
elastic. Only then is the rest
of the flour added together

lowing recipe makes 2 braids

Deehring, 502 S. Patton. She
was installed by Miss Gayle
Johnson of Des Plaines, past

lington

BY BETTY BIEG
most common recipe
for coffee bread used- in' FinThe

the International Order of Job's Daughters.

balls are
or 3 table-

burst,

and

thicken

with potato starch mixed with
a little cold water.

Serve either warm or cold

The meatballs may be serv-

be

quist, treasurer and Miss Sue
Mitchell, musician.

4 -at

Miss Christine
installed

as

Nolan
recorder,

was
and

Miss Janet Olson is the new
librarian. Both are f r o m
Mount Prospect.
The girls installed as messengers are the Misses Lin-

da Mitchell, Maggie McClure
and Kathie Thuerk, all of Ar-

MISS DEEHRING

The Day's Prospects

More on the Teens Who Make Us Proud

lington Heights, Kathy Savine
of Des Plaines and Carol.

The opportunities opfn to talented
teenagers are as fabulous as the teenMiss Patricia Johnson of agers themselves.
The "bad apples" make the headlines, but the
Palatine was installed as junior custodian, Miss Beverly rest of the barrel is full of good ones --youngsters

country. In order for them to become acquainted
with areas other than those in which they lived,
they are touring the United States. They will be
our Ambassadors of good will. They will be the
voice of freedom which will speak for us.

Hauerberg of Mount Prospect.

One of the students who attended Prospect
High School is Ilma Johanna Kaarina Dacklin,

Douglas of Rolling Meadows who are tops in so many ways. They excel! in
as senior custodian.

Inner and outer guards are
Miss Sandy Naeher of Arlington Heights and Miss Marla
Byl of Mount Prospect, respectively.
guardian

Bethel

Ray Stevens of A r
Heights.

Mrs.
ngton

is
I

Joseph

i

of

Meisl

Rolling Meadows is associate
guardian.

Members of

the

scholastic achievements and athletic activities,
You have met quite a few on this page. Today
you will meet more. Our youth today is represent-

known to her friends as Kaarina.

Kaarina has been living with Mr. and Mrs.
Harold W. Hansen of 1709 Campbell Ave., Arlington Heights. She has written us about the
preconcieved ideas she had prior to coming to

ing all of us as Americans abroad. As examples
of mannerly, upstanding patriotic citizens these
young men and women carry well their responsibilities.
In the exchange and other programs available
to the teen-agers, if they take the time to apply
and fulfill their scholastic obligations, accompanied, can now travel abroad. This was totally

the United States and how she feels now and has
shared some of her native Finish recipes with us.

Over

50

will meet at Westgate
School in Arlington Heights
Club

on Thursday, June 30 at 10
a.m. A trip to Lincoln Park
will be preceded by luncheon
at the Encore' Restaurant in
Edison Park. New members

and friends are invited.
For
further
information

call Mrs. W. Meyer at CI 53189.

We in Finland get most of our impressions about the United
States from American movies which are also shown on our
televisions, with Finish subtitles. We have, for example,
"Bonanza", "Peyton Place", Al Capone movies, etc.
When I heard that I had
gotten an American
Field that I liked what I saw and that

my mind at first, but then

that our youth meets the high standards that
J5pkes participation in these programs possible.

cultural and economic facilities of the rest of the
world.

BY KAARINA HACKLIN
Exchange Student from Finland

Service Scholarship to America, to Chicago, I must admit
that gangsters flashed through

THE AMERICAN Field Service and the International Fellowship programs are extremely active in this area. Our community should be proud

unbelieveable a generation ago when only the elite
were allowed to take advantage of the educational,

Over 50 Club
Trip Thursday

Student's Year in U.S.
Full of Surprises

realized that this was NOT the
case where I was going to
live.

is

a small part of the United

States.

It

Not only do we have many students and graduates (lulu the- Mount Prospect area representing
us abroad, but we are hosting students and youths

of -other-countries. On July 2, the first group
of American Field Service students from 27
countries will arrive at Prospect High School.

-. who will be in South America for the summer.
They will bi guests of our community,
So it is that our teens arc not all the reckless,
neighbors and friends who. are eager to extend
lazy, turbulant, bearded, sign -carriers who are
the hand of friendship to these teen-agers.
constantly in the public eye. There are good young
citizens as is proved by these representatives of
THE YOUTHS who will be visiting have spent
OUT local youth prove it.
the past 9 months in high schools throughout the
7.

and

real

the

American ' life.

only a very small part of the

have

different laws

Christmas

Denise

Murray, daughter
and
Mrs. Charles

of Dr.
Murray of Mount Prospect,
is the second pupil ever to be

from Prospect High
School to represent America
under the American
Field
Service Program.
Denise left O'Hare airport
chosen

on June 19th for New York.
From there she sailed on the
ship, "Seven Seas" on a ten

graduated

language.
Denise
speaks
French but, since her new
home will be in Flensburg,

with

cation.

Lambda Theta.

She was a member of the
Independent Student Association, Gamma Delta Sorority
and w or k d with underprivileged children

AS YOU travel in your coun-

the same except that we meet

not

various

big

so

The mobility and high speed
this country is perhaps the
greatest difference when comin

WHEN MY friends ask me
how I liked America I'll say

It

finally

happened
invented

the male palate.

daughter,

Sabine, and two sons, Klaus

the

are set for August 6th.

Walter graduated in January

has

King Chinese Vegetables,

a

salad to please and tempt
Polynesian beef
salad contains seasoned, saubeef
ted
strips and Chinese
vegetables, a delightful comThe

cold

bination sure to win female as

well drained
1 can (5 oz.) Chun King
Water Chestnuts, drained and sliced

Trim fat from steak; cut
into 1/8 to 1/4 inch strips.
Pour 2 tbsps. salad oil into

wide fry pan, tilt to coat bottom completely.
Add
cherry
tomatoes
for
a
FLENSBURG is a city of touch of color, serve with hot'
about 100,000 on the edge of. muffins and you've made a
World's finest Prime Rib"
the Baltic Sea near the Danish sure hit for a cool and quick
and Christian.

border.

While with the family, Denise
will not only learn the customs, language, educational
and cultural opportunities of

the area but will travel with

the family this summer. They
will spend three weeks on the

Island of Sylt on the North
Sea.

Denise will return to Prospect High as a senior in September.

presently employed in

La Crosse, Wis. He is a member of Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity.
Margaret is teaching kindergarten in Trempenleau, Wis.

Her appointment to the deans
list during her first semester
at Bradley was announced by
Dr. E.'Russel Kuchel.

the combination of backgrounds
is 'unbelievable.
In Finland

when the teacher comes into
EVEN THE various mixes
the class or when they ask a and frozen foods are a sign of
most of the people have Fin- question.
speed here. We bake more ournish
origins.
They
speak
The subjects arc set by the
and use fresh food,
Finnish and are mostly school and we have very little selves
partly because the mixes are
Lutherans.

It seems to me that many

centered

well as male fans.

summertime meal.

POLYNESIAN BEEF
SALAD
2-1/2 pounds beef sirloin
steak
2 tbsps. salad oil

1/2 cup Chun King Soya
Sauce

3 tbsps. salad oil
1/4 cup Sherry
1/3 cup water
2 cans (16 -oz. each) Chun

I

I

.." Northwest;
Rani Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid. Arlington Heights
Luncheon
*Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING
TME COMMITS'
Tammy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE CL 9-3400

heat

vidual churches. In my country

medium -high

color -- about I minute.
Combine soya sauce, salad oil, and Sherry in large
bowl.
Add browned meat
strips. Add the water to pan
loose

particles.

all

is

a

state -

choice. Three foreign languages are required
in high
schools with world history

meat-sauce mixture.
meat and sauce well,

Drain

Chinese

the

Add to

and religion. The thing which anyway.
almost

shocked

at

me

was your "cheering"

first

in

the

ience continues when I go back

because my family is
getting a boy from North Car-.
home

school
$100.

and paj, for
Besides our

gram.

DENISE Murray will

Mix
cover

ed water chestnuts.
Serves 8.

Candid
Wedding
Photos

have

wonderful experience when
going to Germany this summer
under the AFS program: I am
sure that she will learn a lot
a

like

1

did.

I

learned something

about the real Americans who
did not appear in the Hollywood
luxury movies or gangster
films. I will tell about the
"True Americans" in Finland

it, over and that they arc the same as

than

here.

gasoline we are.

Also people

only seem to
lot,

but

you

use

not

the car

a

seem

to

also

change your residences much
more often than we do.

I enjoyed this year very much.
thank everybody who helped
me during this year.
Goodbye is Vakemein in
Finnish.
I

or....111...-11.

Vegetables;

NOT ONE BUT 2
To Serve The. Mt. Prospect
Community, Better. We Now
Have 2 Pharmacies Conveniently
Located -North & South.

DORETTI PHARMACIES
SOUTH

Call CL 5-7436

2 NO. MAIN ST.1

Arlington Portrait:

PHONE 259-3880

PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

I am really glad that I had
the opportunity to come here
for this year, under the AFS
program. In A way this exper-

and cars are more expensive

nine years to school, going on
to vocational schools or work.
The teaching itself is less
formal here than in Finland
where the students stand up

chill.

Studio

little expensive. But the
people have still remained the
same as in Finland. I think so,
a

School where I spent my senior olina for the AFS summer pro-

The other two thirds go only

When meat and vegetables are chilled, drain meat
(reserving liquid) and arrange
on top of vegetables.
Pour
in which meat was sauted and sauce over, garnish with slicbrowned

which

they are comparable to
your fast and advanced classes.

until meat loses its red and chill.

boil, scraping

social activities are
around your indi-

and

MARGARET HARMON

Saute meat strips (do not
over

models a dress from her country.

Also every morning there is year, struck me the first day,
a prayer in the schools. There I could see hardly and scooters
are also "Bible" clubs con- or bicycles which we mostly
nected with schools. The im- use, besides walking.
portant task of teaching the
EVERYONE here seems to
children about the religion
want to move fast. No wonder
lays not on the church but on hardly any student over sixthe public schools.
teen walks much which is not
OUR WHOLE
educational the case in my country. We
system differs from yours. In- get our driver's licenses when
stead of everyone going 12 we arc eighteen. Driver's eduyears to school, only one third cation is not provided in
of the students go that 12 years schools so we ,get it outside

gree in Industrial Engineering.

overlap)

Kudos Hacklln, AFS Exchange Student from Finland,

com-

subject in high schools.

Win Male
And Female Fans
-

master German in a short
period of time.
Denise will arrive in Rot-

terdam June 30th and proceed
by rail to Flensburg. The.

under

In September of 1965 Margaret became engaged to Walter G. Bliese. Wedding plans

and

church, is mostly for worship- various games of sport.
ping. People listen to religious
We have the same school
programs in their homes on activities as you do except
radios as well as watch them sports which take place as a
on television. And then, of community activity. Also the
course, religion is taught as a parking lot at Prospect High

from Bradley with a BS deHe is

languages

pletely different cultures. But,
from a point of view of a Finn,

of your

Cool, Quick Meal

someone

one

Peoria

honors

Germany, with Dr. and Mrs.
Hans Forst, she will have to

have

the

from Service Committee and is a
Bradley College, receiving her recent initiate in the honorary
BA degree in elementary edu- sorority in education,
Pi

day voyage which will include
intensive study of the German

Forsts

at

Harmon of Mount Prospect, State Hospital on the Student

I

in Finland the differences are

Margaret Harmon, Honor
Student and Teacher.
Margaret Harmon, daughter Bradley Tutoring Project. She

- If

vacation.

try, we travel in Europe. It is

church,

worked

whereas

was surprising because

living

surprised.
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also

start

Life in my own country differs covered the same distance. in
from the life here, too. The Finland, I would end up somerealization that I got to know where in Spain.

pared to my country.

of Mr. and Mrs. Robert N.

to

So, I was not surprised when

between various
areas. Also, the church and
school
systems here differ
from ours and even after I
was told about them, I was

Oat) AT HOME

Picked
For AFS
Program

hard

Finland would be like a state
Denise Murray, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles I found the beautiful home of here with its four to five milMurray will be in Germany for the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hansen lion people.
I
really never understood
Kaarina after her tour of the United States will in Arlington Heights where I
return to Finland.
stayed during my American how big a country the United
Also sponsored by the AFS are Polly Brothers, year. I, of course, found dif- States was until I drove with
Christine Thorpe, Janet McNeil and Larry Kutt ferences between the films the Hansens to California on
Under the American Field Service exchange

'

DENISE MURRAY

very

is

generalizing because many of
your states differ even culturally from each other and

MT. PROSPECT

EMERGENCY PHONE

358-9242

FORMERLY HARLSEN'S

143 W. PROSPECT AVE.
MT. PROSPECT
FREE..
PHONE 392-3131
DELIVERY
OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

Open New Model a Sunset Heights

dd To Decor
There's nothing so flat as
a flat wall. But take texture,
add it to a all, and you've
literally add a new dimen-

daybreak

A new model home has been

opened in the Sunset Heights
development of Schavilje and
Knuth, two fathers and two
sons building team.
The Glenn, in the

Textured Walk

a Map Pubticationo special section

sion.

Color is one way to give a

...on real estate and
building.

Sunset

Heights West section in Mount
features an elegant

;IA charac

modern - and permanent way to invest a wall with

Prospect,

dramatic interest is by giving

foyer that leads to a step-up

it depth.

living room. Decorative

the living RI= from an ele-

Fluorescent Lamps

vated dining room. Both are
covered by a high vaulted,
cathedral -type ceiling to pro-

It
Among the newest trends in
dries and cures the fluorescent this direction are walls with
burlap,
wicker, basket weave
coating inside the 'glass tubes,
it anneals the glass to make it and louver patterns.
tough, and it straightens any
ation of America explain.

Fluorescent lamps that last

vide an atmosphere of airiness

longer and give better light owe

and dignity.

their improved performance in
large part to a space-age ver-

The U-shaped kitchen with
built-in oven and range, forcustom

It is a simple matter to add
texture to a wall. V -grooved and striated hardboard paneling, both vertical and horizontal, are two popular ways
of doing this.

Longer -Lasting

wrought iron railing separates

mica -topped

, The use of

accessories is another. But the

cabinets

and a spacious dinette offers
a full view of the fp-ally room
and backyard.
leads
room
family
The
through a sliding, glass wall

ample storage space. The model homes are In Sunset

with four large bedrooms and 2 1/2 baths. The two -

Heights, Mount Prospect, on Golf Rd. 1/2 mile west

car attached

of Elmhurst Rd.

"lehr" that

heat

flourescent

tubing

Blue Exciting
In Furnishings

eight -foot lengths at speeds of

Glenn,

an

elegant

garage

and

Three more large bedrooms
a
large closet abd powder with wall-to-wall closets share
room so that the children can the second full vanity bath.
The Glenn is offered at $37,run in and out of the house
without tracking mud on the 500. Other Bilevel, ranch and
to the patio and garden. It has

raised ranch models
fered from 531,900.

carpets.

A basement and crawl space

sion of Grandma's gas broiler.
Recently adopted by the elec-

home

The

are

of-

split

level,

basement

8 -room

more than

give

Short Money
May Change
Home Plans

storage area are a few steps

The model homes, on Golf whether on the buying or sellThe new color in upholstered
The quiet area, a few steps Rd. (Rte. 58), 1/2 mile west ing side of the market, arc go- furniture fabric is blue.
Manfred Steinfeld, chief exup, consists of a large master of Elmhurst Rd. (Rte. 83), arc ing to have to change some of
bedroom with three walk-in open weekdays from 8 a.m. to their plans this summer due ecutive officer of Duo -Bed
closets and a private compart- 4:30 p.m., and weekends from to the growing scarcity of Corporation, says that "blue
mented ceramic tile vanity I p.m. to 5 p.m., or any time mortgage money, the United in every shade and hue" will
by appointment.
Loan be seen on uphdlstered furniStates
Savings
and
bath.

radiant -cup burners in the roof

of the lehr "broil"

r- MOLT:

Reduce 7?Vt9fIL
ein,poltme With,

furniture

to fade from the scene.
The executive, who also heads

two other furniture firms, said
that the home furnishings indus-

that while home builders have
already felt the impact of tight
mortgage money, mid -summer
will see its first effect on the

pointed

public.

He noted that light blue fits
He also paid tribute to the
into the pastel popularity trend homemaker for her willingness
while royal, cobalt and mid- "to be bold, and to experiment,
night blues "arc marking the in decorating her home."
trend back to the solid, strong

try has done more for the ac-

one color
80 per

is

nearly

that
cent

Americans," Steinfcld
out. "Furniture and
bedding makers have discovered that there isn't any psychological adjustment problems in
home -buying and home -selling introducing blue fabrics."

CARSTENS AWNINGS

pastels

ture and dual -sleep
pieces next season.

"Blue

"The home owner will learn
that the sale of the home from
which he is moving has been
slower
cause

than anticipated bethe prospective buyer

of all

ceptance of color than any other
industry.

"There are not two colors
in the spectrum that cannot be

made to go together and it

payment,"
stated.

publication
family on the

the

"The

move will also find that at the
other end of the line, the carand furniture replacements for their new home may
have to be delayed. The money

peting

for these purchases
will be used for a bigger down payment on the home into
which they arc moving."
THE PUBLICATION reintended

or Stop In

256-4595
259-3264

MEL DAHL

precisely patterned in such
a way that it automatically compensates for these hot and cold
spots, and each tube is heated
uniformly.

Hardboard
Resists
Weather

Central Rd. & N.W. Hwy.
ML Prospect

STATE
FAR
now Camas ewe,

MP MAI

RIM MOM

Exterior hardboard panels
framed with 2 by 4 wood posts
or beams make a tough, weaprivacy
for the patio or backyard.

ther -resistant

fence

SOLD

added attractiveness, paint the
in contrasting colors
and set potted plants along the

panels

PRESTIGE HOME ON GOLF COURSE

wood frame.

Inspect and then purchase this Charming three bedroom
Roman Brick Ranch with its 2 -Way Crab Orchard Stone
Fireplace located between Living Room and Dining Room.

Spend the summer on the Jalousied Porch and Patio. A
woman's kitchen with loads of cabinets and large breakfast

along

area. Panelled Recreation Room w/fireplace for the teenagers.

It Could Be Clovermites!

Carpeting and drapes included. Two Car garage. IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Asking
$38,900

Ants In The House?

and even Early American lines.

They are probably carpenter ants.
For these and other pests call
International - complete, depend-

He expects olive to continue
in popularity, followed by gold
and then beige. But the new

quality work since 1900

exciting color to look for, he

able,

predicted, is blue.

guaranteed control.

kind of schedule that the A-

also were popular a decade ago.

merican family had become
accustomed to over the past
several years.

Early in the 1960s, Steinfeld
said, there was a new interest.

Deluxe 2 bedroom Roman Brick Ranch w/Crab Orchard

of the planning of the highly
mobile

American,"

it

said.

"This
summer
mortage
terms will be tougher as lenders, short of loanable funds,

Des Plaines

Phone

is

will not crack or splinter. For

with gold, completely dominate
the home furnishings scene today. Olive is found in fabrics
on contemporary, traditional

Me Today!

catch

VACANT - MOVEAIGHT IN

aver-

financial institutions specializing in home mortgage lending
made such downpayments part

Showroom & Factory
1440 Rand Road

ment does three jobs at once,
engineers of the Selas Corpor-

inside

very few consumers wanted
pastels
in
their upholstery
fabrics. Beige and off-whites

1965

"An ample flow of funds into

Phone Today
VA 4-6106

Homeowners
Policy, Call

aged about 28 per cent of sales
price. It said that this is the

downpayments

ALSO ALL TYPES OF ALUMINUM

the curing zone on rollers.
The radiant -warmth treat-

this acceptance.

Ten years ago bold vibrant
ported that on existing homes, colors were in demand -- and

Custom Tailored Canvas

A State Farm

Normally each tube would
tend to cool at the end, where
the air comes in, and overheat
along the rest of its length as

Specks On Your Windows?
tones,

Insurance

fire.
the
In the Selas process, heart from
the radiant burners overhead

The panels arc engineered
to withstand hard abuse, and

colors of the past."

THE OLIVE

is

Good Deal
, As Our Car

escent lining.

fumes

the home furnishings industry,"
he pointed out, "which created

has to muster a bigger down -

,.,,

slim

tubes evenly as the long glass
cylinders are conveyed through

League forecast today.
In its May issue of the
monthly Trends Report, the
nationwide savings and loan
trade
organization
reported

pleases

the

SAME

AIR IS forced through the
tubes as they roll through the
"broiler." This speeds the
burning and removal of fumes
given off by the still -wet fluor-

processes
in two -to

Scientifically controlled

and emphasis was
based on new color combinations -- such as olive and gold
-- as the "basic beiges" began
in

-

more than 4,000 tubes an hour.

Many American homeowners,

lower.

tubes that need it.

tric lamp manufacturing industry is a high-speed automated

ration their resources."

countertop

Stone Fireplace in Living Room, lovely separate Dining Room
with picture windolk, overlooking rear yard. Excellent Kitchen

space

by

homeowners,

room.
ing

Basement attached garage.

Prestige location. Ask$29,900

is

the kitchen improvement most
sought

work area w/planning desk and dishwasher plus breakfast

EXTERMINATOR COMPANY, INC.

Countertops Desired
More

,

259-0105
9 AM to 9PM,
6 Da. a week
381-2841
9 AM to 6 PM.
286-7900
9 AM to 5 PM.

says

the Tile Council of America.
The trade association of the
nation's ceramic tile manufacturers says that even an
extra foot of countertop goes

a long way toward alleviating
the problem of too - little
working space.

Also Pioneers In Community Mosquito Control

FRANCEK.
8 E. NW HWY.

Mt PROSPECT

DIAL - CL 5-2020

-

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service'

BUY YOUR HOME TODAY FROM FRIENDLY F -B -K

ZONED HIGHWAY COMMERCIAL
Most of this nicely remodeled 5 bedroom farm house is hidden by beautiful hardwood trees 5 1/2 acreswith 400 ft. frontage on heavily travelled Rand Rd. and 800
ft on Plum Grove Rd makes this property a natural for any type of highway bust..
.
$59,500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS HOME
WITH MANY QUALITY FEATURES

DES PLAINER
BUY OF THE WEEK
Lovely spacious Colonial has separate dining room,
huge 21' kitchen with built-ins -4 spacious bedrooms large pine paneled rec. room- 80' lot. Asking $34,500

This 3 -bedroom contemporary has a 15222' fam-

ily room - spacious living room with dining "L"
-outside basement entrance - very good neighborhood. Only
$23,900

IMMACULATE!
MOVE RIGHT INI
Attractive brick bi-level - 2 full baths - large family
kitchen with built-ins - carpeted living room - family
room with bar - patio - garage - nicely landscaped.
OWNER WANTS ACTION. Asking
$27,750

reaseessaerrif"7-1.41;..is-.

L'.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE BEAUTY
FOUR BEDROOMS
Excellent location and condition is the word for this
4 -bedroom home - 2 baths - family room - 2 -ear
garage - with all the extras included - all you have to
do is move right in! Asking
$26,900,

CLASSIC BEAUTY
Fr...it trees

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

maculate home - 3 large bedrooms - 22:s16' family
room with fireplace - 2 full baths - 2 -car garage sculptured wall-to-wall carpeting like new -Chambers
built -Ins - one
ket! Only

On 2 Rare Lots, bordering Mt. Prospect Country Club Deluxe Interior. Plaster
Walls Marble fireplace in Living Room, Formal dining room, both facing Golf
Course
Charming Kitchen Carpeting. 2 baths. Jalousie breezeway. Outdoor
'Bar -b -q.

MT. PROSPECT HOME IN
MINT CONDITION AND TOP LOCATION

It will be a genuine pleasure to show you this imof our best buys on today's mar$30,900

BOATING! SWIMMING! FISHING!
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ITT
Your family will love this - 3 bedrooms - 2 baths carpeted living - dining room "L" - huge paneled
family room with fireplace and sliding glass doors to

patio - large convenient kitchen with built-ins - attached garage - nice quiet street lake rights. Asking
$40,900

....... $44,500

OPEN
WEEK DAY
EVENINGS
UNTIL 8

NeeefriteB

0

s

ti)

358-1800,
9 to 9

434 E. Northwest Hwy" Palatine, Ill. 60067

"FLORENCE"

"KELLER"

"BLUM"
11

123 Sit ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-8000

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150

Beats Des Plaines 6-1

Little League Report:

Legion Nine Eyes 1st
After Easy Victory
BY GARY YEAST
Mount Prospect's American Legion baseball team kept

a hopeful eyc on first place last night as they beat Des
Plaines easily 6-1. While Prospect was winning, Ar-

in

Big 10 Grid
Race Looks
Wide Open

BASED ON the league's 19Spartans

record and a 6-3-1
overall slate.
And
Illinois
should
take :home all the
marbles with a 6-1 Big Ten
mark and 8-1-1 overall season.

An analysis of the Western
Conference and season records
of the league's Rose Bowl representatives shows that the

Big Ten champion and Rose
visitor has averaged

Bowl

a

defending

champs have won 59 per cent
of their conference games,
averaging roughly a 4-3 season.

SINCE 1946, only Michigan
and Ohio State have repeated
as champions. Michigan did it
in 1947 and 1948, and the Buck-

eyes turned the trick in

1954

and 1955. Only Minnesota has
made back-to-back ,appearances in the Rose Bowl. The
Gophers made successive trips
in 1954 and 1955 in a non -

season.

Big

champions

Ten

have

averaged a 54 percent winning
mark in their pre -title year;

or, a 4-3 league record. They
average a 6-4 overall season
in the year directly preceding

their title campaign.
The Illini fit the bill perfectly. Their 4-3 conference

slate was good for fifth place,
and they had a 2-I exhibition
record in 1965.

past the third baseman:

always been

has

a

over -organized.

They

insist

that the nation's youth is
ing

pushed

be-

into competition,

and that you can't find a game
in a vacant lot anymore where
someone hasn't come along to

slap uniforms on the kids, erect stands around the field,
and invite parents to cheer
their siblings into a nervous
breakdown.

Try to tell that to the

baseball p l

a y e r s at

Wheeling High School.

With a couple of exceptions, the Wheeling High kids
have no where to play ball
this summer. Only two members of last spring's Wildcat
varsity have qualified for organized area teams.

THE PROBLEM started
for many of the Cats' ball
players

this

year

because

their school got too big. Until this summer Arlington
Heights and Mt.
Prospect
residents who attended Wheel-

ing could play on their home
town American Legion teams.
But that came to a shud-

dering halt because of a rule

on the American Legion books
which limits the number of
schools

a

Legion

team

can

draw from. Under that rule,
no team can take players from
two or more schools whose
combined sophomore, junior,

and senior classes total more
than 3,000 students.
The local players were in
the clear up until now, be

MSC Wheeling had no senior.
class.
Now . it does, and
Wheeling plus Prospect High

School or Wheeling plus Ar-

THE TIGERS' Gerry Smith

MEIER SCORED the ganie-

was the big gun in the winners'

winning run moments later when
Trey Shaffer doubled him home.

attack, getting three hits in as
many trips plateward, including
a triple.

The Yanks' only extra -base

6-1 record.

Peter Donahue tossed a four Wednesday,

June 29,

inning no-hitter for the Tigers
in the B Division, beating the
Senators 2-I.

HE WHIFFED 15 and walked

1966

J

Mandersheid drew a walk and

one while pinning the loss on
Greg Adams. Mike Lopata's
double was the game's only

Page 7

extra -base hit.

scored the tying run at home on

last

six

Other scores last night in the

-1111r-7

40.

--"

innings. Rigltthander

5,

Thorne controlled the ball like
an apple on a string. His curve
was his best pitch, but he also
had a good change -up and fast
ball.
The game
broke toward
Mount Prospect in the second

ision.

Lister

inning when Des Plaines gave
up two runs. Thorne scored
what turned out to be the winning run. With one out, Thorne
hit a single, stole second on

Heights Lions Swim team.
Swimmers will be divided
into five age groups for lacith

boys and girls including eight year -olds and under, 9 - and 10 -year -olds,

II

Jack Manderscheid (right) of Mount Prospect's American Legion squad waves
at a pitch in last night's battle against Des Plaines. The same two teams meet
at 6 p.m. tonight at Prospect High School. Prospect won last night, 6-1.
(Bob Richardson photos)

In team action, Thunderbird Bowl beat Kruse's Tay -

field Monday in the first
annual Old - Timers' Softball
the

Tryouts are being held every
night this week at 5 p.m. at
Lions Pool for the Prospect

and - 12
year -olds,
13 -and -I4 -year -olds
and 15 - year olds and up.
-

The Prospect Heights tankers will be coached by Al Geisler.

Geisler's assistants are
Lou Hibbs and Earl Takata.

Coloramic Tile continued
The game is slated for 1 p.m. to dominate the
Northwest
at Fastex Field, a half -mile
Suburban Y.M.C.A. Twilight
southeast of the Algonquin - Golf
League last week, exMt. Prospect Road 'intersect -- 'andit-le 'itilead to
12 points
ion The basebh11-'15sociation - Ov
6
.an `otherwise
i h ty
tg
I
will supply cold drinks, and bunched field.
families are invited to brin g
their own picnic lunches.
Only three points separate
'
Paul Augustine will h at the second through seventh
the helm of the American
place, teams, with Novak and
League team;
Laurie Wol- Parker claiming the runnerlard will lead the National up spot with 22 1/2 points.

years old.

View's

American Legion post of
its own, the Wildcat ath-

It

is

the

18

haven,

varsity

ball

players

who arc also pretty much unincorporated.

BUT THE LEAGUE

filled

The two exceptions to the up without Wheeling, which
rule
are Arlington's
Mark was having its problems findNewmann, and Prospect's Tom ing a coach anyway. WheelManderscheid. They get priv- ing High School Coach Steve
ileged status
because
they Chernicky didn't want the
respective

NOT SO PRIVILEGED arc
Skip Grant, Jon Hittman, and
Dan DeVito to name a few. The
Prospectors
were
counting

on Grant to plug some of the
holes

while

in their pitching staff,
DeVito, an all -confer-

ence pick, and Hittman could
have added punch to the Arlington attack.
American

Legion

president Bob Engberg

job, understandably enough,
because summer is about the

only time he gets time to sec
his family with anything approaching regularity.

squad

in the Mid -Teen Base-

Team

Points

34
Coloramic Tile
Novak and Parker 22 1/2

Allen's Store
22

Louie's Barber
Shop

Eidamiller Realtors
Mt. Prospect
State Bank

21 1/2
21

20

River Rand

Barber Shop
Team number 10
Kunkel Realtors
Conn Shell

19 1/2
17
17

16 1/2

ern

6-4:

Busse

-

Tigers 17. Sox 0.

Paint beat
Bicrmann Hardware

1/2-I

1/2; Mount Prospect
Littel Fuse claimed the early
Electric Construction trimmed lead in the River Trails Park
Keefer's Pharmacy 7-3; Wilk District Mcns' Softball League
Lumber and Fuel white -wash- last week by topping Woodview
Home Owners and the Rainbow
ed Moler Barber Shop 10-0:
Kersting's Garden Center beat Ridge Sox in its first two enIllinois Range 5 1/2-4 1/2; and counters.
The frontrunners clobbered
Kirchhoff Insurance tied CarWoodview 21-2 and then eked
ter Music 5-5.
out a 10-9 triumph over the
Team standings follow.
Sox. The Sox and Woodview
8

Team

hits while striking
three and walking two.

Littelfuse Is
Softball Leader

Licht's

Points

plunged to the bottom of the
pile when they also bowed to

Thunderbird Bowl 56 1/2
Licht's Paint
55
Kruse's Tavern
54 1/6
Mt. Prospect Elec. 52
Keefer's Phar.mber4486 11 / 22
Wills
Molcr's Barbers
42
Kirchhoff Ins.
41 1/4

out

Land Zaratti of Rolling Meadows got the game's only extra -

ball League.

base hit -- a double.

Bussee-Biermann

Jim Divito was the winning
pitcher, limiting the losers ,to

The winners
hits -- all singles.

Carter Music
Illinois Range

and the Rainbow Ridge Cubs
respectively
counts.

stick

Littel Fuse
Grove Dodge

5. Know how to swim.
6. Don't
overload

hook, extra line, fire extinguisher, tool kit, and first

aid kit.

Running lights are a

your

er Squadron boating course.
9. Don't smoke while

re-

fueling'.

must for night boating.

2. Check the U.S. Weather
Bureau

forecasts

before

tak-

ing your boat on open water.
Stay in port when squalls are
predicted.

3. Don't overpower your
boat. The dealer can tell you
the safe size of motor for
your craft.

4. BEFORE
tell

someone

leaving
where

10.
sizes

IF YOUR BOAT capor

becomes

Euclid -Lake
Home Owners
Rainbow Ridge
Cubs

nearby to help you, stay with
your craft until help arrives.
1t will make you easier to

arc

other

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball
Arlington at Glenview, 6 p.m.
Dcs Plaines vs. Mt. Pros-

shore,

pect at Prospect High School,

you're

6 p.m.

WL
2

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

Cherry Hill
Hilltoppers
Woodview Civic

0

I

Association

0

2

Rainbow Ridge Sox 0

2

boats

cold of because you're
dangerous

area,

use

in a
live -sav-

ing gear, such as life jackets
or boat cushions to help you.
Michigan State copped the
1965-66
unofficial Big Ten
all -sports crown by winning

four team titles and finishing
second five times, third twice,
fourth once and in a tie for

*

fourth once in 13 sports.

Juday

Steve

climaxed

his

Roland E. So

brilliant All - American career
I

Michigan State football
quarterback by winning the
1966 Big Ten Conference Medas

BR 115i

REAL. E TATE

CL 5-6320

al of Honor for academic and
athletic brilliance.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
te901, LUXURIOUS

U
FOR

SEDAN
$/10102 FULL

,

ONLY J44 Ar--- -PRICE

summer school tuition.
league
is

as

High
School
leagues
operating with some

isn't much he can do about it.
Rules are rules even if they
arc rather outdated ones, and
in the words of Engberg, the
Wheeling players "are just

schools like Evanston and
New Trier. But there are

kind of stuck."

vaarr..p..a

success in suburban

of problems connected with this arrangement, not the least of
plenty

1966 "98"

which is financial.

They have been "kind
of stuck" everywhere they
have tried to go this year.
At one time Wheeling was
a power to be reckoned

w I t h in the local Cott
League which took in boys
up to 16. But that league
folded.

' Erected in its place was the
Base-

LUXURIOUS SEDAN

Forest View tried it last
year, but had to drop it because the team was not sup-

porting itself and the school
district was not inclined to

CHEVROLET

pick up the tab.

Hydromatle Drive Back Up Lights Power Steering
Day/Night Tilt Mirror "Power Brakes 'Tinted Windshield . White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. & Bk.
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam
'Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 60 Light Group
Trunk Lid Release 12 -Speed Wiper & Washers.

IN ANY EVENT,

it's. far

too late to start a summer
high school team this year.
The Wheeling High School

players are just' going to have
ball Conference which might to do without organized basehave solved the problem. The ball this summer, and they are
conference is labeled a mid- a little too old and a
little
teen league which provides a too proficient for vacant lots.

a

MARTIN J. KELLY

41AOLDSMOBILE,
*toy
a

11

27-11

find, and most boats will
float, even when filled with
water. if you must swim to
Safety
because
of extreme

swamped

Coming Up

there

a

TEAM STANDINGS
Team

25 1/2

and

12-10

conquest of Cherry Hill.

39

with

and

Grove Dodge earned a piece

Here Are Boating Tips
For July Fourth Sailors
going, and then
your cruise plan.

19-12

of second place with

40 1/2
39 1/2

Kersting Garden
rapped., eight

the Euclid -Lake Home Owners

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

are

Suburban

for low

five

The Wheeling fans are now
kind of half -hoping that they
can get a summer high school
team going.
Under this arrangement the team members
can play together, using high
school equipment and paying

unhappy as anyone about these
youngsters' exile, but there

Northwest

36

Low net laurels went to Bob July.
boat.
Rowboats and small
Many of the persons will outboard motor boats aren't
Rohrback with a 30.
John
Bowder, Wes Stock, and Bob build their holidays around designed for more than four
the water and boats of all
Frink all netted 3I's.
passengers.
shapes and sizes. To insure
7. Insist
that children and
Only five birdies were re- a safe holiday, the Red Cross non -swimmers wear lifejack10
ceived in last week's action. offers these
safety re- ets.
Pemoller,
Bowder,
Wally minders:
McCoy, Mike Swartz, and
8. OPERATE your boat acI. EQUIP. your boat with cording to the nautical rules of
Dick Tank got those.
life jackets for every pasthe road.
Enroll in a Cciist
senger,
anchor,
oars, boat
Guard Auxiliary or U. S. PowTEAM STANDINGS

for Men

letes have nowhere to go.

played with their
teams last year.

over the Rolling Meadows #2

Rohrback, Max Pemoller and day weekend next week as the
Dick Dixon who fired 39's. nation celebrates the 4th of

for instance, for F orest

Since Wheeling has no

Mount Plaines #2 scored
three runs in the third inning
last night to wrap up a 3-0 win

Ed Nixon carded a 38 in
Millions at Americans are
last week's matches, to take
low gross honors from Bob looking forward to a three-

Leaguers.

a

Mount Plaines Nine
Tops Rolling Meadows

Tile Team
Still Atop
Golf Loop

Game.

lington High School easily to- home for players up to
tals over 3,00 enrollment.

43-14-29

a

Scherer posted
gross laurels.

The managers and coaches
in the Waycinden Arca Boys'
Baseball Association will take

Swim Tryouts
Set This Week

carded

score for low net honors, while

Softball Game
Slated Sunday

Division were Cardinals 6,
Cubs 3; Giants 8, Cubs I; and
13

Lister, Scherer Share
Honors In Golf League
- Jim Lister and Ron Scherer
took the individual honors last
night in the Twilight Golf
League's Tuesday Night Div-

WITH DALE HOFMANN

There

Tom Lundstedt stomps on home plate in the fifth inning of last night's 6-1
win over Des Plaines after tripling and being singled home by Jack Menderscheid. The win kept the Mount Prospect Legion nine in second place with a

TRAY ER SO N E
SCORED
Prospect's last run when Jim

Prospecting
sizeable group of boys' baseball critics who have maintained that our kids are being

The Tigers trimmed the Indians 2-1 in their A Division
match, with Tom Schreiber,
getting the win. He allowed
three hits while fanning nine,,
and walking a pair.

home to knot the score.

together as no one reached
third against pitcher J. D.
Thorne the rest of the night.
The locals pulled even in
their half of the first. Tom

through the box.

records that show the fifth place finisher is most likely
to take the title in the next

ing pitcher.

He went to third on a single by
catcher Wayne Meier, and stole

was .the last time it put a threat

appearances
seasons.

ILLINOIS' NOMINATION as
this year's statistically likely
champion is based on league

the

DES PLAINES scored its
the first on an
error and a single. But that

the next pitch and slid home
on Clyde Whitcomb's grounder

consecutive

hit was a double by Abrahamson. Jay. Lesniac was the los-

the

only run in

contractual arrangement. Conference rules prohibit return
in

open

VOSS WENT

KEN

lowing only four hits.
Voss scored the game -tying
run in the sixth inning after
singling and stealing second.

Gumz hit a bouncing grounder

THORNE PUT down Des
Plaines in order in five of the

the

to

the Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball Asso-

route for the winners, fanning
six and walking three while al-

and
seconds later he also
scored on Ken Traversone's
single.

and

Tom Ludstedt's solid double.

years,

40404
,r4

a triple to score Manderscheid

second and came back in the

following the trip to Pasadena.
19

"

rally. Tom Lundstcdt slapped

for

fourth place ite in the season
In

tUltsitiglAil

fifth for three more.

should finish with a 4-3 conference

Plaines' starting hurler
three runs in the first

pitcher

Plaines

second place at 6-I:

than a tie for fourth place.
record o the

The. Braves pinned the season's first loss on the Yankees
last night, 5-4, in

ciation's Bronco A Division.

for the second time by the Des

tied them with Northbrook for

THE SAME TWO teams will
go at it again tonight at the
If the Big Ten football race Mount Prospect High School
Diamond starting at 6 p.m.
runs true to form this year,
Scoring in three innings,
defending champion Michigan
State can look for no better Thorne's crew blasted Des

year

WHITCOMB ALSO scored
the inning on Maury Gal-

lagher's single the third hit
fell, for the first in eight
of the inning.
The
winners,
playing at
The Prospect win and' the
Arlington loss moved Coach Maine West High School,
Mark Thorne's Prospectors to picked up three more in the
within one game of first, and fifth. Manderscheid was beaned

lington's league -leaders
'starts, to Northbrook 7-1.

Yanks Suffer 1st
Loss of Year in
Boys' Baseball

...

1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Police Dept. Hires Psychologis

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wcdnesday, June 29, 1966

Cut Hedges
For Safety,
Police

Mount Prospect has added

a part-time psychologist to
its juvenile bureau.
Police Chief Newell Esmond
said the addition of Dr. Ronald
J

The Mount Prospect police'

partment on a consulting basis
is the first step toward providing the village with a full
time youth officer as recommended by the recently enacted

tion bureau is continuing to
conduct a survey of blind

corners, Chief Newell Esmond
said today.

youth commission ordinance.

He said the bureau is asking
residents

to

co-operate

Dr. Duckers, 31, of Des
Plaines, will work with the
village police Saturdays on
a routine basis. He will also

in

cutting hedges to a minimum
height of 42 inches at all street

corners where the view of intersecting
blocked.

may

streets

Duckers to the police de-

L.

department's accident preven-

be available on call to handle

be

any

immediate

problems

in

of juvenile' delin-

the field

quency:

At the same. time, Lt. Fred
Hedlund, who with Officer
Kenneth Zschach, heads the
bureau, warned motorists to

Chief Esmond said that he
not believe the juvenile
problem in the village is of
does

observe the new stop signs on

large

such

Emerson St. at Gregory St.

scope

time that a full time psychologist -youth officer

Life Saving
Course Dates

financially

is

feasible.

DR. DUCKERS said his goal

in Mount Prospect is to foster

In Park Pools

better understanding among
the public regarding juvenile
offenders and their motivation.

The Mount Prospect Park
is offering junior and

District

Dockers would work closely
with Sgt. Joseph Bobb, the
village's juvenile officer, in

and Saturdays from 9:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. beginning June

keeping track of cases involving juvenile offenders.

29 and ending July 23.

Files on all juvenile offenders --males
under
17,
females under 18 --will be in

Classes will be held on the
same days at the same times
in Marjorie Payne Kopp pool
from July 27 to August 20.

During the week of August
22-26 the classes will be con-

"SCIENCE IS KING," according to a modern adaption of a medieval mystery
drama performed before school closing by Fairview School fifth graders. Garry
Tonnesen, a shepherd (kneeling), wins the hand of the princess, Donna Campbell
(right), by solving a riddle In the play. He tells the king (seated) "He who by

Monday through Friday in the

science would be led must learn to look inside his head." The dramatically rebuffed
suitors are a prince, David Hinebaugh (kneeling), a wizzard, Raymond Frontzak,
and another prince, Robert Wojtalewicz (standing behind the king). Not pictured

Lions Park pool.

Is Susan Fisk, a lady-in-waiting.

ducted from 9 to 11:30 a.m.

George Theodore is constantly trying. to put himself
out of business.

That's what he told members of a steering committee
to study a possible school -community co-operative work
program for Dist. 214 students Monday afternoon.
Theodore is director of the
district's Neighborhood Youth vocational training program. It
Corps Program and gave a is primarily set up to serve
report
to the
businessmen an economic need so the stu,

identified as eligible for NYC
participation. The federally subsidized program is for students from 16 through 21
from low income families.

Currently there are approximately 50 students participating in the summer program at
the five high schools and the
administration center.
that
these students complete their
see

school education," The-

high

odore said. "We know that we
have some potential dropouts.
It is necessary also that they
compete with their peer group.

We are trying to
out

put

ourself

of business. Our goal

is

to go down to zero. Every NYC
director in the U.S. is attempting to get students out of NYC
and into jobs."
Jack Martin, assistant to the
superintendent of Dist. 214 said,

"The NYC program is not a

Barbitures - the synthetic
lullabies - were first made in
1903 by Dr. Josef Von Hering, physiologist at the Uni-

versity of Halle. Perhaps
2,000 or more different
varieties have been madi at

one time or another, although the number in use to-

day is about 40 of the" -AL"
ending sleep inducers such as

luminal, barbital, amytal,
nembutaL

Although bartiturates pro-

duce a dreamless,

restful
sleep, some people are aller-

gic to the "-AL" preparations; and, further, because

they tend to interfere with the

normal chemistry of nerve
cells,
it is understandable

legally

why they
only

are
when

sold
pre-

scribed.

Which reminds us...you
can expect courteous, wideawake service always at

ENDLEE'S PHARMACY

1770 W. Algonquin Rd,
Rhone 439-5255'

Free Radio Dispatched.
Delivery

This Weeks Helpful Hint:

Try winding your tape

measure on an empty adhesive tape conhtiner to keep
it clean and neat.

review all files involving juveniles and where warranted will
meet with the offender and his
family.
CHIEF Esmond said that acto

Dr.

DuciCer's

office

will be through the village hall
rather than through the police
station so that young offenders
will not

feel

are being

they

taken into custody when they
are called to visit the psychol-

the working needs of the school
students.
Members

of industry present questiontd Theodore and
the counselors about the ability
of the students to assume jobs

The Whirl Continues
By Grace Mott
Sandra Lee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Drake,
Prospect Heights, and Roger
Cooper of Mankato, Minn.,
were married June 25 in the
Prospect Heights Community

Church. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Cooper who
hosted a rehearsal dinner at
the Arlington Sweden House

Friday night.

Two parties for Sandra preceded

ogist.

orientation program, Dist. 214;
Dr. Duckers is married and
Dr. Ronald Duckers, psycholothe father of two children. He
gist, Dist. 214; Robert Lucdtke holds a
bachelors of arts deIllinois Bell Telephone Co.
gree from Lake Forest College
Jack. Pahl, Village Presiearned his masters degree
dent, Elk Grove Village; Wil- and
and Ph.D. from Northwestern

the

ceremony.

Hostess

for the first was Mrs. William

Rush, Sandra's matron of
honor who gave
miscellaneous

an

shower

evening
in the

"Most of our students could
handle jobs now but not all of

,

,

.

,

an important part of the program also."
Martin continued concerning
the development and progress
of the program:
is

"We aren't saying that NYC
the only way to do this job

but it has been

successful

a

way. We see problems if industry were to take these students too. When the program
was first introduced there was
the argument that there was no
need for it in the district.
"Now the attitude has changed and we are trying to find
out how we can help these
students. In this project the
school district deals directly
with the federal government.

The funds come from the same
source as funds, for programs
that have been going on in the
district for several years,"
said Martin.

school

representatives
explained other work programs

A SPECIAL party near the
middle of July will mark the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stolzman.
The couple did not let their
June 21 anniversary date go
25th

anniversary

wedding

unnoticed however. They drove
to Honey Bear FarM at Genoa,
Wis., for dinner. Homeward
bound they visited
Grays Lake.

A FAMILY

friends in

dinner

at

the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel

The group will meet July 25
to make recommendations that
S

went back to Bellville for a;
visit there with her son and]
family.
Also sharing the occasion

Mr. Dix's mother/ and
father, the John Dixes who live
were

in Mount Prospect.
FROM

Although she will retrun to
Mount Prospect later, Shirley

ternal grandparents.
FORTY friends, most of
them members of The Cabinet,

overning body of the Mount
Prospect

k

The
in

Township,

Cook

County

Assessor

P.

J.

Culierton,

James

Starros of Wheeling Township and Arthur J.

Haggenjos of Barrington Township.

years old, $16; one for a child

PLAN YOUR VACATION

fice between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

CHARMING INTERIOR
Inspect and then purchase this lovely 2 bedroom ranch with
Gulistan beige wool carpeting in living room, ball & master
bedroom - lovely kitchen sq.:lining area - 14 ft, utility room mature landscaping. Attached garage. Immediate occupancy.
ASKING
819,900

c(5gri

NITES AND SUNDAY

The New
Comedy Nit

required to
show proof of, residence, Coopare

er said. Nod -residents will be
required to show where
live.

Country Club
I HI /4 T

/ fit STAL/RAN

'JP

,FRANCEK
8 E. NW HWY.

DIAL

to

Conference ;

for a weekend picnic. Also a
family event, it included 18

they

George A. Murrays, S. loka.
Only a few days elapsed between

his

graduation

from '1

Dartmouth College last week ;

and his return there for sum:,
mer courses to precede graduate work in September at
Brown Universi;y in Providencc.

On a national science foundation

trainee

scholarship;

Dan will teach in the geologi-''l
cal sciences department.
George Murray, kept at "
home by illness, missed his
son's college graduation. On'''
hand, however,
were
Mrs."I

Murray, Douglas, who gradu-''I

400 W. NORTHWEST HWy. arygsli"

CL 5-9089

at 600 S. See-Gwun Monday

7 to 13 -years old, $13.
Residents

went

Point Lodge at Lake Geneva "L

SCHOOL IS practically the

through Friday.
A family pass costs $30;
for swimming pool passes for one for an adult more than 14 non-residents.

Church

story of his life so far for
Daniel Murray, son of the

The Mount Prospect Park

PLUS MILEAGE

CR, 9-314*

,

boating.

Dist. has established its rates

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

several

who cooled off Saturday's and
Sunday's heat swimming and

Park District Sets
Rates for Swim Passes

INCLUDES GAS & INSURAN_CE

GEORGE POOLE

The meeting was

held at the Bismarck Hotel in Chicago.

district
Thomas
Cooper,
superintendent, disclosed that
may
purchase
rion-residents
the 'Passes at the district of-

at= low rates from...:

weekend

Community Presbyterian,/

E
R

: SPECIAL RATES

past

the same crowd .who are.,

members of the choir at the ,,

Ls -

DISCUSSING plans for the forthcoming general election campaign at a meeting held for suburban Democratic committeemen are Oliver C. Dilks of Palatine

.RENT A STATION WAGON

,

extra

but not sickening. Most stopped
for supper afterward.

they were not being asked to has been recovered.
find an answer about the NYC
Mount Prospect police are
program but to make recom- co-operating with Hinkley in
mendations on how industry the investigation of three other

9.00

the

of varying ages.
Boarding a cruiser at the .,
Wrigley Building, the group
found Lake
Michigan just,.
rough enough to be exciting,

break-in, he said.

STATION WAGON

grandparents

,

D.

A collection of stamps taken

FAIRLANE
MUSTANG,
GALA XIE

their

nudge they need for unusual,
recreational interests went on
a boat trip around the Chicago
harbor June 19. With the adults
on this trip went their children

pect.

FALCON

with

contemporaries

of a mail box at 603 E. Pros-

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

from Ft. Wayne, Ind..!

CluHlere

they find fellowship with their

reported that a juvenile
been apprehended in the
investigation of the break-in

CORTINA

were

things together for fun because..

has

rent a new '66

Club,

A GROUP of men and worn-,,

fice

and schools can better , serve mail box lootings.

Lions

en in Mount Prospect who do

Hinckley of the Oak Park of-

the

the

in Wisconsin.

Juveniles Held
Eldon

is

while they vacation for a week.

Warren Collier, director, work

inspector

Eagen

former Nancy Liebenow, and
the
Gilbert
Liebenows
of
Mount Prospect are the ma-

to

vocational counselor at Wheeling High School, chairman;

Postal

Mrs.

Eagen.

were their son and his family,
the Wheeler Wingfields. Monday Wheeler and Doric Wingfield left their twins Lisa and.,
Cheryl and one year old Juliet-,

Erickson,

Val

J.,

to share the important occasion
with his mother and father;

MEMBERS of the commitinclude:

N.

to Mr. and Mrs. Richard F.

from the group.
tee

Bloomfield,

comes word of the birth June
24 of a daughter Debbra Jean

guests of Mr. and Mrsr W. R.
Godparents to the baby are Wingfield for
cocktails last
My: 'and. Mrs; Gordon. Enkel----Friday evening.
hardt who eamc:.!frarn
- The parfy pfeceded"
ville, Mich., while from Glc;i stallation and dinner dance at
dale, Calif., came Jennifer's
the Carousel
Restaurant at;
grandmother,
Mrs.
Shirley which Ray Wingfield became!
Engelhardt.
president of the local Lions t

H

in the district.

will be presented to the board
of education. A possible suggestion on the continuance of
the NYC program may come

dents at the University of Iowa,
will report for active duty at
Ft:Gordon, Ga.

Prospect Heights home of her Dix followed last Sunday's
family, the Robert Chyrchels service of dedication and name
May 28. Mrs. Anthony Donu- recognition for their seven
shi of Mount Prospect and week old daughter lemur&
Mrs. Edward Stone gave a Lynn at The South Church.

liam Sanders, Western ElecUniversity.
tric, Robert Schopps, Ecko
Containers; Dr. Frank Smith
He is currently chief psy- miscellaneous shower in. the
Sears,, R oehiuc
Rick,tsd
.., them," said Theodyreri ;, ;1
llents cart' earn -sOillerrione,rto,-Ti
chologist_ for High' School Dist. StoneS' pfosNct
guidance's
,,T,ransportatiOn ,Wfig.a,itiig is-,
stay in school, On
'
, - thisItrAtirt"sue 'Ile 500, in the NYC pro - Forest View High Schutt' .2I4 and lectures in.,psychnIngy home.
we} are not teaching them.
at the University of Illinois ex,
atam. His current summer bud - Burno Waara, principal, Ar- tension division.
trade."
A
reception
after the wedding
High School;
Lou
NYC counselor Don Schroc- get allows $600 for trans - lington
He has lectured in education- took place in the American LeWinsauer,
Anar
Stone
Labder added, "This is not a make- portation and the teachers and
oratories; Wilfred Wolf, Bank al psychology at Bradley Uni- gion Post Hall in Skokie. On
work situation either. These counselors have to provide
versity and was in private July I, Lt. Coopet, who met
transportation for some of of Arlington Heights; and Joe practice for four years.
students arc performing jobs
his bride while both were stuSchiffauer,
United
Air
Lines.
that have to be done. We try the students now.
During
previous
meetings
to form work habits which is
in industry and local business.

HE TOLD the group that during
By Man Maslov, FLPh.

Grace's Daze

Dr. Dockers' custody. He will

cess

Likes Job, Wants to Lose It
aarIs,achool personnel on the
committee. . Thcodore said Jhat as oT
June 10, 151 students had been

Dr. Ronald L Deckers, of Des Plaines, has been hired by the Mount Prospect
police as consulting psychologist to work with the juvenile bureau. Pictured discussing records policies with Dr. Dockers is Police Woman Joan Hujanen.

Chief Esmond said that Dr.

senior life saving courses in
its three swimming pools. At
Meadows Pool, classes are
for
Wednesdays
scheduled

"WE WANT to

L

this

at

MT. PROSPECT

- Ct 5-2020

Member M.A.P. Multiple' Listing Service

PANALL*1--ria=
'

14401.1) OPCIIM11 COUN1x, CI ON

(Nightly Except Monday
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)
Dining available
Reservations: CL 9-5400
Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18

Call for information

ated in June from Forest View, "I

and Donna, a junior at Mar- '"
queue University.
The trio flew

to

Boston'

where they rented a car, and 'II
after commencement the four "I
drove through New York state
on a few day's vacation before 'i'
returning to Mount Prospect.

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL

one map

DON'T ASK, 31.157

BARON IN AND 1,11.1. %VIZ WIFE
YOU'RE PlAYIN6 PolV 1ONI6H1

Wednesday, June -29, 1966.

OUT OUR WAY
YOU SEE? 6OLDIES YOUR
STAR SHORTSTOPAND HE
NEVER CHEWANYTHING
WHILE PLAYING BALL!
DOESN'T HAVE TO HAVE A
fIT ISN'T NECESSA...--'1
FACE FULL OF BUBBLE
MEAN --ER-- WELL, SOME GUM! NOW TAKE THAT
OF THE BIG -LEAGUE
WAD OLJTOF YOUR
PLAYERS DO, AND
MOUTH BEFORE YOU
LEAVE THE
SOME DON'T,
HOUSE!
AND-UH-WHY--UH-NO,MA'AAA --X

C, IS. I, NIA.

'Ho talked me into seing the U.S.A. first, but all we've
checked off so far is the other end of Sunny Creek!"

US. P

6-30

Oil,

"Oh, absolutely A woman's place is in the home!
Prentice would got nothing done with mo gone!"

,

BEN CASEY
THE AUDIENCE IS
ENCHANTED...ENRAPTURED.

'IHE CLOSING

OH, DEAR STUART...HOW
PROUD YOU MUST BE...

CHORDS OF THE

0

FINAL MOVE-

6.-30

THE CHEWING OUT

Co G RA1.1

MENT ARE

4
ISM I, MA, 1.4 TM. I.. US P.' Oil.

GREETED WITH

A STORM OF

MINUS

I

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
GREAT IDEA,MA3OR!)
ACE, IT'S UP TO THE FOURTH ESTATE TO AID RELIEF
PITCHERS NOW 'THAT EVEN DAME ZUSTICE HAS
HIDDEN HER FACE! BUT YOU WON'T BE ALONE IN

THE BATTLE! L'VE FORKED A NEW ORGANIZATION CALLED SHUTOUT! ITSTANP5 FOR

BUGS BUNNY

A WEEK!

SPECIAL HOOPLE UNION TO ORGANIZE UNDERPAID

,

THROWERS! PITCHERS WILL FLOCK TO ZOIN
AFTER YOU

GIMME A HAND,

1

ANNOUNCE

BUGS: CAESAR GOT

;

IT!

OUT OP MY POCKET:

f1<,
..-:-...__

I

YOU'RE THE ONLY
MAN WHO'D "TANK
OF ORGANIZING
GUYS WHO. ONLY
WORK 30 MINUTES

.

I
ii

II

'

I

.

O

191.4
I

4-30

Let.

yW

PK

-rm. Rog US. fat

011. 6-30

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Snow

blindness

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.

Is there such a thing

Q

as snowblindncss?
ous?

THE TROUBLE WITH --N

it seri-

Is

ME, EEK IS THAT

A -- Exposure of the retina
to

the

cause

a

the direct rays of the sun

in watching
exposure to the
as

electric arc
sure

to

an

eclipse,

ultraviolet

THE BORN LOSER

tt

BALL,

,

junctivitis (pink eye) is usually associated with this condition. The severity of the
injury depends en the dura-

6E-Irr!
YOU

more severe if you

are at a high altitude or when
directly overhead.

Thus the blind spot may clear
up in a few minutes or it may
be permanent.

Q -- Do bleeding piles ever
turn into cancer? Why would
they suddenly stop bleeding

after bleeding off and on for

CAPTAIN EASY
STRANGE-AS

NEVER MIND ANSWERING.,

I CAN'T UNDERSTAND YOUR
THIS INTERPLANETARP CRAFT HUMS
SHRILL. JABBERING ANYWAY:
THRU SPACE,I STILL

SEEM TO HEAR
CRICKETS I

eight years?

Me.KEE DOZED OFF AFTER I
WERE
FED HIM, DOC. 50 LET THAT THRU WITH

WHEN WE
BUT WE MAY NEED THE'
SLOWTORCH AND LEAD BOX OF GET WHAT

RACING MOTOR COOL A BIT:

RADICMCWVE WASTE TOMORROW. WERE AFTER

THE BALLOON

AL.-...dir -AND LEAVE

MD BRILLIANT

NOTHING TO

SPOTLIGHT,.rLL
DISPOSEm OP

THROW
SUSPICION
ON US:

me

A -- Both cancer near the
outlet of the bowel and piles
may be associated with blood
in -the stools, but piles do not
predispose to cancer or vice
versa. If piles that have been

bleeding for a long time stop
bleeding it may be because
clots inside

the

-30

hemorrhoids

have turned to scar tissue or
because you are having softer stools than formerly.
Q
An X-ray of my upper

bowel shows polyps. Is there
any way to get rid of them
without an operation?

A -- If your polyps are believed to be cancerous,
precancerous, they should

or
be

removed without delay. Most
polyps in the digestive tract
arc benign and require no
treatment unless
they
be-

come so large as to obstruct
passage of the digesting
food. There is no other way to
get rid of them, however,

the

than by surgical removal.

-

Al

I

',.......

,.

1

'

iw,......

.

C.,

'ii
.

.1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DEAL
AQ
5 20
a D
O6C

E A

A c a
4 Restrains
0R0
5
Soviet
stream
1 -fish cakes 6 Centaur
T R 6
A R W1G
4 Hamburger
7 Drunkard
T. 0 1- L
MAR
EGO
8 Ringworm
0
T EAN
a
AME
8 Small pastry
9 Once (Scot.)
E
0
12 Fruit drink
10 Pause
a
MAT
13 Martian (comb. 11 Hardy heroine
IMPLY
HM 1E4
form)
17 Natural
I6
R A
I
14 Arrow poison 19 Liquid measure a A
(el)
15 Gypsy husband
CORGI' ON TORa
16 Essential for
1:;1=151
GILA MI
23 Prevaricators
foodstuff
24 Behold (Latin)
18 Gives motive
43 Blood
33 Claw
25 Hinds
power to
44 Afresh
38 African fly
26 Eagle's nest
20 Arboreal homes 27 Wretched
40 Submerges, as a 46 Dissolve
21 Poetic
47
County in New
submarine
28 Metal
contraction
Mexico
41 Withers, as a
29 Cleave
22 Arm bone
48 Book margin
plant
31 Artificial
24 Ireland
50 Chest bone
42 Deeds
perfume
26 Continent
1
27 Russian
community
14
30 Soldier's body
13
louse (slang)
32 Dress
16
34 Overseer of
morals
18
35 Rational motive
36 Worm
37 Lice eggs
28 29
39 Furnish, as
assistance
40 Accomplishes
41 Preposition
42 Once more
45 Issue forth
49 Transformed
37
51 PervOrled
52 Large plant
53 Small island
54 Ship's record 42 43 44
55 Stitches
58 Wagers
57 Compass point 49

- (pl.)

on the amount of atmosphere
through which the sun's rays
is

YOU KNOW/

ACROSS

tion of the exposure and its
intensity. The latter depends

sun

ADVICE

ITT A FREE COUNTRY,

Let's Eat

CHARLIE>

A certain amount of con-

the

25 DOLLARS,
PLEASE!

FOR. THE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

expolamp

of the ozone -emitting type.

travel --

THATtt BE

RIGHT, EEK! I'LL DO
THAT I THANKS A

BE VYJR. OWN MN)!

.

light of an

welder or

an

YEA.YRE ABSOLUTELY

ASSERT ',OURSELF/

SOMETHING TERRIBLE(

sunspot (blind spot) due to exhaustion of certain chemicals in the retina. The same
effect is produced by exposure
to

WHAT YOU HAVE

TO DO IS LEARN TD

THEY 6.Anrr WITH ME!
I GET CHEATED

of thc' sun re-

rays

flected by snow will

IM

TOO EASILY INTIMIDATED:
PEOPLE DO WHATEVER

ALLEY OOP

wrAffig
sAuxo

pa

DOWN
1 Soft -finned fish
of cooking
2

3 Reductions in
rank

at

6-3o
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A Busy. Weekend For Forest View Hams
BY MAXINE TYMA

"I've got Florida!" shouted the boy at the tent.
WA9SKH had scored another point.
Ontario, Canada, Kansas, Minnesota, "Texas, New York and
North Dakota scored points for the students.
The Forest View High School
Amateur Radio Club mem- high school say they plan to

bers were on a field day and continue in the field.
the states they reached rep"Most of the "hams" that
resented points for the club.
we contact are really friendThe group was participating

They would give you the

ly.

shirt off
Barfuss.

various parts of the country

ED ELLESSON of
1204
Dr., Mount Prospect
is president
of the Forest
'View Radio Club.

They contacted "hams" from

who were doing the same project.

their

back,"

in an international field day
for "ham" radio operators.

said

a

Birch

The week end was hot and
some ways we are dosticky but the teens were, too ing"In
a public service by being
busy to notice.
They were prepared and by helping ?cocamped in a field on Algon- .ple contact each other," said
quin Rd. five miles west of Ellesson.
Route 53. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday they lived in tents,
did their own cooking and op crated the "rigs" all night.

"THE PURPOSE of the
field day is to prove that in

Club officers (from left) Richard Kariquist of Des
Plaines, secretary; Ed Ellesson of 1204 Birch Dr.,

More than 15 boys were
camped in the field.

"We arc enthusiastic about
this project.
If we weren't
Their power came from a really serious we wouldn't be
gas generator. Saturday night here," was the general comsome of the boys used the
power for a portable television set and tape recorder in
their tent.

iF

ment.
The

spirit

of cooperation

Mount Prospect, president and Dan Semple of Rolling
Meadows, treasurer, have a tent conference to check

I

Mike Kondrat of 1206 Robert Dr., Mount Prospect
and Scott Jele of Des Plaines, operate their rig from
one of the tents. Mike will be a senior at Forest View
and Scott will be a senior at Maine Township West High

School sponsor Peter J. Titre of 312 S. Patton, Arthe gas generator system to a visiting parent Eric Ellesson of, 1204 Birch

their progress.

limiter! Heights (left) explains

Dr., Mount Prospect.

School.

and the maturity of the teens
was obvious to any visitor.
Several parents came to the

camp to visit and check the
case of a national thergency progress.
this may be an effective way

Titre brought the family
:of communication," said Peter
Titre of 312 S. Patton. Titre, camp trailer and a' kitchen and
'a teacher at. Forest View cool resting place was availHigh School, is the club spon- able.

r

sor.

"Some of the boys don't
have clubs at their school so
our club has participated in a we let them join us," Titre
field day and I'm really proud said.
"This

is

the second year

of the boys," Titre said.

"CQ,CQ" (calling any staFor some of the students tion) and the blip, blip of the
the "ham" hobby is a prep- radio waves were constant
aration
Denny

for career training.
Barfuss of Rolling

sounds for the three days.

Meadows was graduated from
The group was most sucForest View this month and cessful in contacting the eastplans to attend South State U- ern states but California, Kenniversity in Menominee Falls, tucky and Nebraska came in

Wisc. and major in electrical

also.

Mike Langston
engineering.
of Elk Grove Village, another Forest View graduate,
will be attending Rose Poly
Technical Institute in Terre

The hams and their spon-

sor arc serious about the project. The days were still hot.
The boys were still teens. But
Denny Barfuss of Rolling Meadows (left) celebrated
Haute, Ind., and will major in the group on the hill didn't his 19th birthday Saturday during the ham field day.
seem to notice.
electrical engineering.
Arizona was too important. His parents bought a special cake to camp but the boys
The students who are in
cooked their own meals.
Mike Walberg of 736 W.
Dempster, Mount Prospect (right) decided the cake
looked snore inviting than the morning frying pan.

Club at the Mount Prospect
Public L b r a r y. Mrs.

4-8, must report on 12 books the village. In

1955, Mount
by the deadline.
Prospect readers had lust
Free theater parties in t_be-- 10,208 books to choose from.

will be the Library's /Way By 1960, the total number of
i
children's of thanking those who qualify. volumes had risen to 21,592,
Ackley,
Gladys
librarian, has designed special
Summer Reading Club en- and at the close of fiscal 1965,
reading record folders, which

fall

rollment is the highest in library history. In 1961, there

the total stood at 39,292.
As the village adds new
families, they benOme library
patrons. Just 10 years ago,
the library had 3,344 card
holders. In 1960, 9,078 indi-

are given out to each child who
returns his first book report.
were 1,824 children in the summer program. 1955 figures
White Rabbits, who've finishshowed 1,140 children. In 1950
ed grades 1-3 in school, must just 415 registered.
read and report on 10 books
Growth of the library, and of vidual and family cards were
byAug. 31. Mad Hatters, those its
who

have

completed

grades

services, has kept pace current. Last year, the library
with the population increase of had 17,754 borrowers.

Ten years ago, -66,390 books
were borrowed. In 1960, the
In

risen

to

162.082

1965,

books

however, 279,955
were
circulated --an

average of over 16 books for
every cardholder, and one of

1st Hurdle
The Arlington Heights Youth
Council has recommended that
the Cellar be re -licensed; but
the fate of the teen-age nightclub will remain unsettled for

Start
Building
Friday

School Aide
Martin Gets
A $600 Raise
Jack Martin, assistant to
superintendent of Township High School Dist. 214 has

Jon Weasterberg of Elk Grove Village (left) and Tyler
Giles of Des Plaines are two participants in the Forest
View Club who are not regular members but share the
activities. Jon was graduated from Forest View, attends Wright Junior College and is an honorary member
of the club. Tyler attends Maine Township High School
West and joined the group for field day.

It

Construction will begin Friday in Northbrook for the fu-

at least a week.

home of the Daniel Wood A report presented to Vil- ture
head Co., Chicago -based manulage Manager L. A. Hanson facturer
of the Safety Yellow
Tuesday morning stated:
line of electrical specialties.

"Accepting the fact that at

The new plant

present the village offers no

Paul Sampson recommends
that the Cellar be granted a
permit to re -open."

will be lo-

cated in Northbrook -Edens Industrial Park at Huehl and
Frontage Rds. Completion is
set for spring, timed for open-

type of gathering place for this
type of activity and in view of
Paul Sampson's committments
regulating activities, the Youth
Council after its meeting with

the highest rates in Illinois.

the

NEW
SAIIS/SERVICE

Clears

Perhaps circulation figures
tell the story best.
Fifteen years ago, the library circulated 24,641 books.
figure had
books.

be a senior at Forest View in the fall.

The Cellar

Library Setting Summer Record
More than 2,900 children are
enrolled in Summer Reading

Several parents who share the enthusiasm for the
ham radio field day visited the camp. Mi. and Mrs.
William Werner of 510 S. Crestwood; Moat -Prospect.
listen while their son Bill makes a contact. Bill will

ing to coincide with the company's 45th anniversary.
'I

GROUND will be broken by
Daniel Woodhead Jr., chair-

IT IS up to Hanson, however man of the board.
been voted a $600 salary increase by the board of edu- to make the final decision. He
said Tuesday that before he
The company now has ofcation
fices at 15 N Jefferson, ChiMartin's full time duties makes that judgment he walla,'
include personnel and public to confer with Village Attor- cago, with its factory at 5539
relations for the district at a ney Jack Siegel Siegel is va- Ravenswood, Chicago
cationing and will not return
current salary of 512,300

frayMOUtll
-

LOCATION

The board changed the index

for the job from I 25 through
1 50 to 1 35 through 1 60 The
index scales are based on
teaching experience and educational backgrounds

Martin, who has a master's

James A Edmonds, company

until next Tuesday

"The council made a number
of suggestions with their recommendation," Hanson said,

president, said the new plant
will make it possible for Wood -

head to house its manufacturing, sales and executive facil-

"and I want to consider all of ities under one roof
them before I decide what to
do " Some of those decisions

Waiting and watching for a call are Dick Tosby of
805 S. Elm St. (left) and Dennis Keppe of 1213 Robert
Dr. The Mount Prospect students will' be juniors at
Forest View High School in the fall.

degree, is earning 1 35 times would require legal advice

the amount he would rhake as
a teacher for the administra-

Pickpocket
Gets 60 Days
ets

at

Arlington

Park

race

track Saturday will be deport-

ed from the country after he

serves his jail sentence, according to police
Police said Jaime Quiroz,

34, gave his address as New
York, N. Y , when arrested
by track security police

suggestions pre-

located at Salem and Davis.

A man caught picking pockit f

The basic

sented by the council concerned solutions to physical problems at the Cellar, which is

tive position

It

IMPROVEMENT of parking
facilities, upgrading of exterior lighting and improved access to streets wer,c prob-

lems which the council asked
to be solved

Hanson said he also wished
to

consider

<

Sampson's

re-

quest for a yearly, rather than

was later determined that he a weekly, license
was

GENE CZARNIK, president of Des Plaines Plymouth, breaks the rain dampened ground at the site of new showroom and service area at Northwest Hwy. and
Seegers rd. Others are: (left to right) Tony Kaltschuck, executive secretary of
the Des Plaines Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Mayor Herbert H. Behrel,
Verne Hullo, firm business manager and secretary treasurer; and Kenneth E.
Holmes, Chambeipresideut.

in the country illegally
and immigration authorities
were notified.

Quiroz was sentenced to 60

Just in Time
Two youths were turned ov-

er to juvenile officers after
Monday by Judge James Ma- ,they were discovered wiring
her, Arlington Heights branch M -I torpedo firecrackers to
of the Circuit Court, on the the Randhurst intercom sysContraction will begin Friday in the NorthirOok-Edens
tem.
pickpocket charge,
new home of the Daniel Woodhull Co. of Chicago.
days

in

Cook

County

Jail

Industrial Park for the

11 -Business Services

13 -lost And Found

Petroleum Jelly Will.
Ease Sunburn Pain

blue Schwinn

Boy's

LOST:

stingray 20" in Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-3068
Blue Parakeet lost in 200 131.

of George St. Named Ricky.
Tame & Talks, CL 3-8610.,
14 -Personals

"itesponslble for bills made by

myself only. As of this dates

Guitar lessons $1.50 1/2 hr.
Please call 13111 Barnes CL 0-

824-8892
MIDWEST

CUSTOM Concrete work
Park Ridge
692-211,3

Wanted
SCHOOL
CROSSING GUARD

Salary $1200 year
Apply Finance Director
VILLAGE OF ARL. TITS.
253-2340

ANTENNA'S
Repaired or

33 S.'Arlington Hts. Rd.
Early morning,
part time. Mon.

Replaced
Call

DAY

essary. Call

Radio & T.V. Repair
17 So. Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.

IS

24 -Help Wanted Men

392-9820

partment will qualify you /or.
this rewarding position With

Earn $3-$5 hourly answering

average salary and
benefits program. Call now

necessary.orderstn

tp supervise 6 to 8 in de-

TUESDAY

®WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

0 FRIDAY

Children, reluctant to come out of the pool or cover up,
often suffer uncomfortable sunburns. Ease their pain and
promote healing by using a petroleum jelly. Apply to
their lips to prevent splitting and peeling from overexposure during their playtime in the sun. (Johnson is Johnson)

E. A. Hoover

,
era ,VJxrrirte.,

MAINTENANCE
MAN

Ceramic Tiles Are Durable
But Eventually Need Repair
about as long as the house in
which they are installed,
nevertheless there will be
times when minor repairs will
be necessary.

an immediate need for an in-

Occasionally one or more
tiles may become loose. Often

a wall to get at plumbing or
wiring, or to remove tiles to

are damaged or IraVing to
open the wall is wbbt fright-

install fixtures.
Tiles may become loose due
to poor installation. The
foundation settling may cause
them to get loose, or a bump,
or moisture in the wall.

Replacing the tiles is not
the chore It might seem.
There

was

a

time

when

ceramic tiles were installed
with mortar made of Portland
cement. Replacement called
for the same process.
.

Ceramic tiles are
easy to install.

255-7200
5 -Business Personals

Use a pu tty knife.

using.

Next you will have to break
the tile. A hammer and cold
chisel will be needed. Start
tapping at the corners since
there is,generally Jells, mortar
'or adhesive'
the corners
and the tile will break easily.
After the cornershre taken
care of you can tap bilt the
rest with chisel and hamer,
using the chisel to pry off the

rounding tiles can be pried

Spares Needed
Replacement tiles are available at most large dealers. Get
a few more than you need. If
yatIshave to cut a tile you will
hav6 replacements on piand In

In recent years there have

developed adhesives
strong e nough tc hold
ceramic tiles, making them as

will be broken. Place a
straight edge below this
point. A thick nail will do.
Then snap down both sides
of the tile. Some people step
on both sides with their feet
to break the tile. If you
it

easy to install as tiles made
of plastic or metal.
If you are simply r" lacing
loose tiles, make certain that
all

of the old cement has

scored the tile
straight, it will
break.

been scraped from the back
of tile and that the edges are
clean.

Smear a generous

amount of adhesive on the
back 'of the tile and press
firmli into place. If the tile
tendency to slip and
has
not line up with adjoining

deep

Wait until the adhesive is

1
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Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

,

SELL TOMORROW
with a WANT AD TODAY!

11....--------;;EEN

MOLDING

HE 7-4556

PLANE AND SAND'
ALL CORNERS OF
FRA/AE ROUND.
GIVE WOOD PARTS
3 COATS OF SPAR
VARNISH

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking

IILL=AIL

--7--.'

'.--

.

NaJial

Appalachian Trail
Busy at the Time
The Appalachian Trail was
The United States did not
completed in 1937 and extends enforce the Monroe Doctrine
2,050 miles along the crest of when Napoleon III gained conthe Appalachian Range from trol of Mexico since the nation
Mt. Katandin in Maine to Mt. was torn by the Civil War and
was not able to interfere.

I OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to

Arlington Day -Prospect Day

Market Day

5:30 p.m. Sat. 906 a.m. to I

p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

appointment only.
We are lierinsed and regulated
o'ry the State of Illinois.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Phone

255-1200

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and un-

824-2865

derstanding
tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

Tree serer --..La_
co
wns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
.Topping

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacutimed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All

Suburbs..
Call 373-6880

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Screens & storms painted.
529-7774

Interior. Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industry
Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.

3160 Dundee Rd.
CR 2-5753
Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL

timates. 529-6587.
General Cleaning

119 Brookfield

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

PORTABLE T.V.'S
,

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlington Heights Area
RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen ..Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

,

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

PaintingDecorating259-5066

I

'

Trash Hauling.

358-0845

16

529-5601
- Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales

'

Miscellaneous Service

low

work guaranteed. Free es -

E

LOAN CO
....
.. ..
CLIE AND SAVE -

3Itte.

Chrysler

lawnmowers

PHONE 439-1794

Sec and Buy them at

3Dap Publicationo,

Pablch Motor Sales

35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.

&

259-0141

PATIO BLOCKS

$3.15

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose Front
' 1.&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

358-2581

Cement Work

Days

8-3
94

Transpiration

Poul's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

24

255-5060
Henriksen

II(

Landscaping

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

3

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on- all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.
24 hr. pho1ne15 serv.

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.

N

.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

2x8x

Sewing Machine Repairs

Vinlen Builders
Call 392-3617

old blacktop, repair & seal

People

358-2934

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
-OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

coating.

CALL TODAY

elle14

259-0487

driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

free estimate.
Open
hours, 7 days a week.

Public address
sound systems
rentals 1Ior autos. picnics
& other gatherings.
c. B. Radio Seriicing

nomes Built To Order

er than any other contract-

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

Lines

Rentals
.

ii

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

3

259-0141

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

i

Will do any job 20% cheap-

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

4 44.1

426-3456
Or
WO 8-5220

ADVERTISING

lots.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

ATOM
XANDHU4ST

For confidential interview call
Mr. King

POUL'S

Alton's Quality

IN

-

. WE PRO-

LANDSCAPING

General Cleaning

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

562-2991

WM

. .

MOTE FROM WITHIN.

Call 255-1200

SPECIALIZE

OF SIZES AND SHAPES
CAN BE MADE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

By the way

For

WALL WASHING

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

Loan Ltd.

year Home Service operation.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

oppr....

.

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

ed to operate a $60,000 per

Let us help make your...DAY!

,...i.:
..-..

Each -Plain 20c -Colors 25c

FENCING

These men will be fullytrain-

Ave. - Chicago.

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

MONTHLY PAYMENT

WIRE

and 4:00 P.M. weekdays room 235, 901 N. Wabash

:37.8228

PAY ONLY ONE

--".

WELDED

Oglethorpe in Georgia.

Y...4 4.....r.".

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

3 F1 CHICKEN
WIRE OR

I.

I. 4.4

.....100,61. I
---.).,..,

WE

_,..,...-..1--,-7ri
o.'

least 3 years college accounting, and looking for a bright
future In the business end of a
newspaper, visit the personnel
department between 9:00 A.M.

Call us and compare prices

Up To uu To Pay

AMMAN-SIZE"OUTDOOR PLAY PEN
.

-

.74311 .!....

Take an Months

a file.

EASILY ASSEMBLED AND TAKEN APART
FOR STORAGE.
UNITS ARE FASTEt:SO TOGETHER
WITH .2 LOOSE.PIN 3 -BUTT
HINGES AT INSIDE OF EACH
UPRIGHT

ir,477C

bob

REASON?

pair of pliers, chew away the
waste. Smooth the edge with

Ready Mixes Available

."''''s,. ...
,"sri., L.T. ;Fr

FOR ANY

be a clean

example, score the outline
with the glass cutter. Then
score a number of lines in
the waste portion. With a

tiles, set small wood wedges
in the cracks around it.

bl Obedhomes R. Lb

OR MORE

and

If you must cut a curve to
place a tile around a pipe for

t.*

$2000
$3000
$4000

Use a glass cutter to cut

ceramic tile. Score the tile
with the cutter as you would
a piece of glass, running the
cutter along the line at which

been

tweon 23 & 40 and have at

-

our SUBURBAN EXPANSION

BENEFITS'offered by JEWEL
TEA.

a place where you
can grow Into a more responslble position. If you are be-

1700 Hicks Rd.

This is All we have to oitorl
,And we are proud Of iti be.
cause it has enabled ua to
become one of the nation's
top retailers.

with the PROTECTION and

Here is

MANUFACTURING

JEWEL TEA CO. INC.

to run their own business,

Elk Grove Village

ACCOUNTANT

or. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,

Hoffman Estates, III.

DO YOU
NEED

cast of error.

SECURITY
INDEPENDENCE
ADVANCEMENT

BUSBUSINESS

THOMAS
ENGINEERING INC.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

out easily.

199 King Street
439-0288

three married men.23-30 who
are looking for theopportunity

1001 Morse Ave.,

Blacktop Work

',I i:,

rest of the material. Sur-

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY

in 1966 creates a need for

,

METHODE

Young experienced BSME preferably with
design experience. Excellent opportunity as
assistant to` V.P. engineering in fast growing company. Good starting salary with fringe
benefits. Contact Mr. Loeffler at 358-5800.

ens most homeowners. They
have visions/ of whple walls
crumbling./
Start by scraping away the
grout around the tile you are

13enedict,

Inc.

Apply in person or' call:

Growth Conscious
Engineer

TODAY

a small brush, then wipe away
the excess.
Removing tiles because they

it becomes necessary to open

papers to homes Sunday A.M.
only. Good pay for fewhours'
work.

ser-vice Directory

REPRESENTATIVE

from the tile surface with a
damp sponge. If you have a
number of tiles to take care
of, spread the grouting with

Mr.

Roberts and Porter,I

of electricity, carpentry,gerieral equipment repair and overall fixit ability. Good
starting rate and frequent
wage reviews.

CORP.

to

General Mgr.

plant. Should have knowledge

CLASSIFIED

fingers and wipe off the excess

Apply

complete

charge of maintenance in a
modern light manufacturing

CALL YOUR

the open joints with your

A tile can be cracked or

to take

dividual

An equal opportunity employer

mixed grouting materials are
available. Rub the grout into

b r o k en accidentally when
,bumped with a hard object.

PHONE CL 5.1900

the best day to advertise.

dry before filling the open
joints with grouting. Again
it is not necessary to mix
mortar for this job. Ready -

While it is true that
ceramic tiles will last just

MT. PROSPECT

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

.

OR BOY
car to deliver news -

With

*Experienced Mill Hands
*Experienced Batch Weighers
*Delivery and General Helpe
*Graduates of PrintingTradesr
Courses
Excellent working conditions,
fringe benefits.

Our growing company now has

thr.on of Arldressograph Multigraph Warp

day to start and every day is

.

MANUFACTURING
'

392-3500

Charles Bruning Company

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best

NEW PRINTING INK
PLANT
HAS OPENINGS FOR:

-

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential Interview.

their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

774-5353

.

good pension program and insurance plans.

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

require-Car

ment. For information phone
Mr. Howard

and ask for Don Munk, daily
or evenings WI 8:30
or 299-7766
CL 9-3050

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

334 -7252 -

localNo

Above

24 -Help Wanted Men

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

We have sole distributorship
of new product in Greater.
Chicago area. Car necessary.

and
taking
appointments
Mr. Covent
aelectronics
well established
expanding,Call
manufacturer,MAN
agece.

Personnel Service

PROJECT ENGINEER

MONDAY

SALESMEN

Mature judgment and ability

CL 5-5692

BEST?

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

SUMMER WORK
Full and Part Time

Wan Sat. Car nec-

RAY'S

Wednesday, June 28, 1966

SUPERVISOR

24 -Help Wanted Men

STORM DAMAGED

WHICH

COST -ACCOUNTING

3281

CONCRETE COMPANY

6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood -

THE DAY

23 -Instruction

Expert Tater and Painter
30 years experience

'

..

824-2865.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free -Estimates
529-6587
Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no

streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556
MODERN E
CLEANINGWALL

I

ImMaculate work inexpensively done by machine al so
new
method carpet,
cleaning.
.

456-5404

'

use the

WANT
ADS

'

Wednesday, June 29, 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

III

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
Wanted Men

24 -He

24 -Help Wanted Men

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local

restaurant, nights, apply in

Me wanted for relay driver
3 ,a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

person Ma. Rose

MAITRE 13'
RESTAURANT

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

PART TIME

Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who'
is interested in and eager
to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in train-

Man or Boy

12:30 PM to 3:30 PM
Monday thru Friday
Sat. 7:30 AM to 1:30 PM
ELK GROVE. NEWS AGENCY
439-0286
199 King Bt.

ing.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn over
Call 673-6760

trade. Reliable, mechanically
inclined.
1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
CL. 9-3700
Arlingtonffirts.
MEN WANTED

for Sunday morning work,4:36

to 8:30. Call

MT. PROSPECT

Must have own car.

Call CL 3-6342
NOTICE

but not necessary. 37 1/2
hr. week. Comprehensive
benefit program. Call Mr.
Browne at 255-0300 for ap-

2:30 AM - 5:30 AM
Monday thru Saturday

Delivering country route
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0286
199 King St.

TEST ENGINEER
in the test and evaluation of

Learn the restaurant busi-

Daily or CL.9-3050 Evenings.

work learning a trade. We will

E.A.HOOVER
& ASSOCIATES

ation

of

his

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimination in employment practices.
24 -Help Wanted Men

OPPORTUNITY

smart lad can be night

Will

CALL 824-1933

rental $2,160. Woman to show

In exchange for rent. Annual

property, must be able totype
and handle deposits. Man must

be able to do small main-

tenance Jobs, few hours per

We have need for a college graduate who is ready for a
responsible position in coat accounting. This young man
must have several years of experience in industrial accounting. He must also be prepared to grow with a rapidly
growing company.
For appointment call Mr. Burgett
678-0400

THOMPSON WIRE COMPANY
9470 King Street

Franklin Park

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
SALES CLERK

day. Write giving age, family
and qualifications. Box 1028

Arlin on ry414.

'1Pq

ACCOUNTANTS
Previous experience desirable but not necessary. Some
college preferred with emphasis on accounting courses.

(24 HOUR PHONE)
207 N. Evergreen Ma. His,
RECEPTIONISTS
N. W. Suburban office, you'll
sit at front desk and be the
official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Req's.
are light typing, neat appearance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.
Misa Paige
7205 N. Meade , _774-9393
' '

'

TRAINEE

National Company moving to
Elk Grove in one week. Openings for general office, biller
typist, bookkeeping machine

operator, 'receptionist, general warehouse, orderfillers,

order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good start-

ing wage, merit and length
of service raises, profit sharing.

you want a

job

with a

N. W. Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

7205 N. Meade

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.

No medical experience req'd.
This young neighborhood
light typing and pleasing per-

439-7310

records. No Sets. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

appointments and keep simple

Miss Paige

774-9393*

Higgins

Rd.

Arlington

&

Heights Rd.
Elk Grove' Village

PART TIME
Must be able to talk to people

on phone and in showroom.
HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1816 W. Northwest Hwy

Arl. Hgts.

and earn

PAID VACATION
for a

Ethel Duattaer.iik.L...LL

,98M;d4-4°

PREFERRED

CLERK

ACCOUNTING
CLERK

TYPIST

CALL JIM CARO

Excellent opportunity for the
person who likes varied dut-

les, position involves hand
posting to journals and ledgers, vouchering of accounts
payable and some statistical

typing. Some office experienced required in addition
to accurate typing.

CALL JIM CARO
BETWEEN

8:15 A.M. & 5 P.M.

5577 Northwest Hwy.

200 E. Golf Rd.

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Palatine, Ill.

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

of 3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis
and work simplification. B. S.. degree in industrial engi-

The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wiring would be very helpful.

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 years
minimum electrical engineering education.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential inter-

view.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Join

AMPEX
INTERV IEW ING:
Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

W121114P !r_LO9r neY..1?!

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERV ICE TECHNICIANS
In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR
Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

No experience necessary as we will train.

VARO

VARO

An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer

ELECTR IC IAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Vionfen

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SERVICE MAN
EXPERIENCED IN ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS, APPLIANCES, LAUNDRY MACHINES, AIR CONDITIONERS, ETC.

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of alw:
minum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, linTcages and
mechanisms.

MA I NTENANCE MECHANIC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding;

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

Work On Our Equipment

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

with alfa numerical keypunch.

TOOL MAKERS.
This position entails the construction of fixtures, drill
gigs and gages.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates
new plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
* Employee discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

ACCOUNTANT

Small Organization
Salary Will Total

Charles Bruning Company
OlY111011 or

for, interview

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

ASSEMBLERS'

OPPORTUNITIES

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

(ELECTR ICAL)

Contact MR. DI NUNZIO
824-8144

775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

neering or equivalent.

MARTIN METALS
DESIGN ENGINEER

excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel

The following positions are now available for men and

5577 Northwest Hwy.

A Division of Union Oil Company of California

deductions (Federal and local) lent company benefits, excelExperience with comptometer lent working conditions. 36
helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with hour week.

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call

Business Service

location.

TYPIST. Good starting salary, regular increases, excel-

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30pm

opportunity employer

'al surroundings in a N.W.

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

Minimum of 2 years experience desired. Prefer background

PURE OIL COMPANY

Must

of payroll deduction.
be' familiar with tax

PART TIME

VARO OPTICAL

(00

types

Join A Profit Sharing Company

VARO OPTICAL

104..

Compute salary, handle all

work

MONEY.

Excell. opportunity for a
person who likes variety on
the job & wants to work for
a rapidly growing company.
Good pay & benefits, congen-

693-3021

Male & Female

and let her show you how you
can turn Your spare time into
An equal

8501 W, Higgins Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

UN IVAC
PAYROLL CLERK

and days of your choice at
Write Box 1027,
May Publications 817 9. Arlington HeightsRdc
Arlington Heights,- Illinois -

For an appointment
THE
SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM
CHICAGO

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

PROGRAMMER

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

F.H.BONN COMPANY

`Need experienced key punch
operators for 1st, 2nd, &
Shift work. On a full orlpart
time basis.
Call Mrs. Burtch '

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

8:15 a.m. & 5.p.m.
763-6700

in IBM 1401, SPS, IOCS, or Autocoder.

8 to 4:30.

person.

PROFIT SHARING

BETWEEN

24 -Help Wanted Men

chines. You will sew medium

Full or part time. Apply in

763-6700

24 -Help Wanted Men

Our people will help you
adept it, to industrial ma-

Experienced for DiningRoom.

company. We need skilled office workers to serve the

to:

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

You bring -your sewing skill.

WAITRESSES

cluding salary requirements

Send complete resume in-

774-9399

7205 N. Meade

Palatine

306 E. Hellen Rd.

recruiting and interviewing.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Thurs. & Fri.June 30,July 1st
between 8 and 5:30

between 8 and 12

of 3 years experience In

B. M.

CAN YOU SEW?

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

directions. To $80 wk. Free
Miss Paige

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease, schedule

Saturday July 2nd

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also be the
receptionist for this modern

doctor will train a girl with

future call Mr. Marquard.

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must
be thoroly versed in recruiting factory applicants
for electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Hours' 8:30-4:30

CL 9-3700

Free.

I

Office and Warehouse

If

Handle variety of functions in sales office. Would prefer
man interested in eventual transfer to sales position. Active military obligation should be satisfied.

WOMEN 100% FREE

ONLY

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

Light duties.

PERSONNEL

DAYS

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits
profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.

Employment manager for,
women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

OFFICE

'

good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excel-

General Office Work

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

'SWITCHBOARD

Reliable girl needed. Must be

259-6100, extension 27.

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

"SHEETS" 392-6100

townhouses in Arlington Hgts.

General office. Experienced.
Good typing required. Year
round employment. 36 hours
per week. Vacation and sick
Call the Arlington
leave.
Heights Public Schools, at

I NTERV I EWER

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

GOLF MILL

Margie Bridal Salon

UARCO Incorporated

Personnel Service

COUPLE
INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE OF PANCAKES To manage and maintain 35

COST ACCOUNTANT

Excellent pay, working conditions and benefits.

"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-65)
($300 to $650 mo.)

manager in three months.

24 -Help Wanted Men

preferred.

Call John Allen at 299-7766

train as a grill man 6 nights
per week. $85. to start --pay
A

and electrome-

also devise production test
He will be #1
equipment.

ness. We need an ambitious
young man who is willing to
goes up as you learn.

machinery background in printing, paper conor
verting
packaging field
medium

needs an individual proficient

business

gards as *reasonably nec.
essary to the norms'. opei-

(1 blk. east of Randhurst)

'

Paid Vacation
Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.

Detailers and Designers with

Surburban manufacturer

An equal opportunity employer

are made only (1) to in-

Experienced file clerk needed.

DESIGNERS

eleCtionic

Full or part time

SENIOR FILE CLERK

Man or Boy

dicate bona tide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

ployment Agency columns

Choose your own hours
Pleasant working conditions
High salary

PART TI ME

man in small department. Attractive five flg&re salary and
outstanding fringe benefits.

our Help Wanted and Em-

High school graduate -experienced In general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent
opportunity to learn and ad-

DE TAI LE RS -

chanical components.

as to sex in

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Children grown?
Return to Business World

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

pointment.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601. E. Kennsington Road
Mount Prospect

Designations

OPENINGS.AT UARCO

assignment.

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

392-2600Mr. w.yals
Pharmaceutical mfr. needs
man for animal care and
varied duties in Scientific
Dept. Interest in animals,
mechinical
handiwork or
farming background helpful

Alterations -Fitters

255-7130

vance to more responsible

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

DICTAPHONE

Saleswomen

55`

Phone for appointment

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

ANIMAL CARE'TECHNICIAN

Part time help for
maintenance service.

Age 25 to

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

FULL OR PART .TIME -

GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Young man to learn glass

Mt. Prospect, III.

$20 per week.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wilted Men

3

$9' 000 to $11, 000

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent starting sale ries, period's: increases,

liberal 'fringe tionetita; including a fine cafeteria 81 large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

company in the challenging Held .of packaging.
Personnel Dept. for further information.

Conlitt

A

Adilmsograpir Mulhgreph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

TOP HAT CAR WASH, INC.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINT RDS.

1319 Ashland Ave.

,

Des Plaines, Ill.
1

LEHIGH 7-1100

WHEELING, ILL.'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2201. Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
'Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity EmplOyer

,

S0 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME

h -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

1R -Help Wanted-Woden

COUNTER CLERK

ANYONE!

Will train personable married

Sponsor Typists,Stenos.Swtbd,
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.
Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-.
ORCHID CLEANERS

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

Secretaries

Stenos

Clerks

EARN $40

9608 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

No limit to persona sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

WA !TRESSES
WANTED

above, who have not worked for

CO UN TIRY SIDE INN

$10 BONUS

and

us for two years, and are hired

work 40 hrs. prior to

9/3Q/66. Offer does not apply
to Hite, student, teacher

temporaries.

CLIP CO SON TODAY
I

$751PiU6N US

My name

Call Jane Nelson

D.P.

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

827-1108

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

TYPIST -BILLER

post card, phone or attached
coupon - name, address, phone

Mature dependable woman
needed for important invoicing

of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

position in small graphic arts

bring your letter, card or

located in Rolling
Industrial Park.
Modern office and equipment.
plant

coupon in hand.

Meadows

We will train capable person
in all details. Wonderful opportunity for steady work and
salary growth. Call 3921476 for further details and
interview.

Lifesavers, Inc.
TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room 512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308;
1609 Sherman

PERMANENT TYPING
GENERAL OFFICE
with assorted duties, steno,

bookkeeping, receptionist Phone: very pleasant
2 girl office 8:30 to 5. $100

light

yds. wide by 80". $35. 2538386

Tent -Side rms. outside alum.

supports. Sleeps 8. LIKE NEW
392-0646
$80.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

CL 5-1108

Address
Ph.
City
Mail to address below. You are

Temporary Service

Nights, Days, Sundays

Ph.

She is a

RIGHT GIRL

PBX
RELIEF OPERATOR
Must be Experienced.

Address
City

Paid Vacations

PHONE

sponsor :1^

Call .392-9344

ARLINGTON PARK
JOCKEY CLUB
265-4300

CREDIT CLERK
Office - tel. exp. helpful light
typing, 37 1/2 hr. wk. Will
train. FL 8-2355

CREDIT BUREAU
OF PALATINE
117 E. Palatine Rd. Rm. 102

Garage Sale - Used clothes.
sporting equipment, etc. must

sell. 409 S. Forrest. Arl.
Garage Sale. Wed.Thurs.Fri.
aquarium, buggy, baby items.
Misc. 1109 E. Kennington.
Moving. Hide -a -bed, RCA TV,

high chair, lamps, window fan,
and miscellaneous. 20'7 N.
Douglas, Arl. Hts.

For Sale - Washer, dryer
comb. Like new. $125. Room
$25. 392-

air conditioner.

7843 after 5:30 PM.

Marx train & layout, barbe-

MATURE WOMAN

que, oscilloscope, hi -chair,

Interested in listing and selling homes in the Northwest
Suburban area. We will train

ing, maternity sz. 14, men's
med., boy's to sz. 6. Misc.

an applicant with pleasing per-

sonality and ability to meet

220 volts GE - 3/4 ton air -

people. Sales experience help-

conditioner. $60
CL 3-0767

ful but not required, car necessary.

BOEHMER and
HED LUND
392-8200

CL 9-1400

toys, copper coffeepot, clothCL. 3-4909.

MOVING SALE

sz. head board; near new
winter car coat sz. 19.
381-2875

weekly

Schaumburg

ACCTS.
RECEIVABLE
Reliable girl needed. Must be

good typist and have ability
assume responsibilities
Good starting salary, excel-

Days and Nights

If you are interested in an

Fedders Air Conditioner

BE LLA PIZZA

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
experience wopld be helpful,

15 E. Campbell

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

For Sale

extremely

interesting job,

259-0222

to

Delicatessen - evenings and
week ends. Over 21. Experience helpful. 255-7078.
Local cleaning lady for. Fridays. Own transportation.
Top pay. Write Day Publ.

lent opportunity for advancement. Usual company benefits incld. profit sharing, paid
holidays & vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30 - 4:30

Box 1029.
HOUSEWIVES

A. C. DAVENPORT
& SON CO.
306 E. Hellen Rd.

Excellent Condition. $65. CL
9-0289.

WANTED

INC.
894-5100

WE NEED YOU!

WA !TRESS

J.C.HARRIS & SON

Work at home during your

free time telephoning for us.
For information phone

Mr. Howard

Palatine

774-5353

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP
THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP'
FULL OR PART TIME
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

Apply

APPLY IN PERSON

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

392-5579

Electric clothes dryer,buggy,

jumper chair and rotisserie.
CL 9-2062

REFRIG. used Frigidaire in
good cond. suitable for 2nd
or cabin $30. CL 3-0933.
GARAGE SALE

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES
Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who
is interested in and eager to
have above average earnings.
Guaranteed salary while in
training.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect, III.
Mr. W. Wais
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Saturday and Sunday

Sofa, chairs, attic fan, car-

pet, drapes, tools,crib, stroller and misc. baby items.
Bargain prices.
615 St. Mary's Pkwy.
Buffalo Grove

537-8447

Weights for sale, 175ff .25#

barbell, dumbells, shoes,
other equip. $40. 392-4590
Garden Tiller used 3 1/2 H.P.
Clinton eng. $40. UNITED
RENT -A LLS. 259-3350.

Flower arrangements made
to your order. Traditional or

Japanese. 259-5889.
Teacher will tutor. .Math, English & Reading. Grades 5 thru
12. 259-5869.
AIR COND. Emerson 5,000

B.T.U's quick mount in car-

392-2600

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT

$40.

ton $99.95 Skelkop T.V. CL 3-

2187 Terms.

50 -Help Wanted -Women

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

One year experience required acquainted
machines helpful.

ACCOUNTING & CALCULATING CLERKS
Good figure aptitude essential posting machines are not

5:00 P.M.

-

1:00 A.M.

involved, light typing.
For Details & Appointment

Call Mrs. Drewes 529-4100

RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Jobs

are open at this time for summer

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

1300 Meacham Rd.

Schaumburg

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced

as

Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

DIVISION. OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.
WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

OPEN SUNDAYS
Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5
Day Cruiser - 23 ft., 188 H.P.

Grey. Low hours, excellent
condition. May take inboard
in trade. Call 259-5136 after

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N. Ridge
Choice 2 bdrms. 1st flr. 11/2

MT. PROSPECT

baths. 2 blks from R.R. and
shopping. Ljt. & D.R. carpeted; also draw drapes all

Lovely face brick ranch with 3

windows. Union custodian on
property. Available 8/1166.

peted living and dining rooms.

CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING

extra large bedrooms. Car-

Lovely ash panelled family
bar. Large
with
room

To inspect see Peter Byer,

502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 2593209 or call Mr. Carlson 3927800. Baird & Warner

screened porch'. Walking distance to trains and school.

Just listed and asking only

6.00 PM.

FREE KITTENS. CALLCL35645.
MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

.

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

A KC

$28,500.

16 -To Rem Houses

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Fl 8-2699

German Shepard male.
6 months
All Shots $75.
259-3903
German Shepards AKC 3 pups

left. 8 wits. Champ sire. Exc.
disposition. 392-7612.
Boxer pups AKC. Male - Fe-

male $85. Call after 6 PM

Silver male poodle, 8 wks.
old, very tiny, shots, AKC.

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst Rd. 5 1/2 rms., 2

piece or room. Terms and
after 12 noon.

48 -Household Appliances

G. E. Portable Dishwasher,
2 yrs. old, exc. cond't. $100.
Westinghouse washer, wkg.,
cond't. $25, 358-1672.
55 -Musical Instruments

Guitar 3 pickups. Amplifier
with 10" spkr. Good cond.
$100. 392-2034

For Sale
Country Western Guitar
Good Condition. $35.255-0175
60 -Sporting Goods

TRADE WIND CAMPERS

Excellent condition, sleeps 6
off ground. All equipment relquired for; immediate campers. Call CI, 5-2347 after
3:00.

66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franis new business
frontier, Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
chising

PARTAKE

Dept. A -

1

Magnificent hilltop setting, 2
acres studded with huge trees.
Elegant 5 rm. Brick and stone
ranch, breathtaking views
from every window. 2 master
bedrooms, luxury kitchen,
carpeted, draped throughout.'
3 baths, 2 fireplaces, enclos-

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

ed patio, 2 1/2 car attached
garage. Leaving state, sacri-

Parties

Graduations, etc.

fice below cost, $58,000.

AMERICANLEGIONHALL
Don Wheeler,:

.CL. 3-2978

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest builders offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
Disneyland project. Now for

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

INVERNESS

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Arl.

CL 5-6320

eves.
2 bdrm. house in Rolling
Meadows. Immediate occupancy. Call 392-8618.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

4070-70% Savings'

BRUNS

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6999

BOEHMER and
HEDLUND
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arl. Hgts.
392-8200
Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bed-

rm, Ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,

shops. $22,650. By, app't.
CL 3-7237

less than your present Cht-

cagoland rent you can own one

Arlington Hgts. 3 bdrm., 11/2
baths, part'l. basement. 2 1/2
car garage. $23,500.437-1559

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes
situated on a beautifully land-

5 acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186
96 -Real Estate Wanted

Lf1stings Wanted

HOME REALTY
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
.Palatine
99 -Automobiles For Sale

59 Buick convertible, automatte drive, power steering, ,
power brakes, good condition,
$475. Call CL 9-0906.
'56 Mercury Montclair. Hard
top. Runs good. Very clean.
.

$200

7 PM

'60 Rambler American. 4 Dr.
std. shift. Good cond.
CL 3-0418
1964 Falcon. 4 door sedan.
w/w, excellent condition.
Very low mileage. 253-8928.
'64 Chevy 2 Or. Impala 8 cyl.
auto/trans. R/H, P/S, W/W.
private party $1395. 392-4888
'58 VW. Excellent body and
running condition. R/H $400
CL 3-7312
1965 Ford Galaxle 500. 4
door sedan. 8 cyl. cruiseAir conditioning,
o-matic.

pwr steering radio, heater,

w/w. Many extras. Good
Condition. 253-8926.
'63 VW red sedan, R/H,W/W,

seat belts, good cond. $900.
392-4080

'53 Chevy 6 cyl. stick shift
Good second car. $75.
439-7244 after 5 PM
'61 Willy's Wagon. 4 cyl.
overdrive. $450
259-1246
ROSELLE DODGE

scpd. corner lot in an im-

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shopsn
churches. Home is complete

ARLINGTON HIS.

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., dinette with lge. plate glass
picture window.

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3)

twin - size bedrooms, large

Expensive

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
cer. tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350
dn.; $92 mo.starts you on your

ville. Low down payment, finance available. 437-9851.

sion. Certainly you want a

ment, porch, stairway to
floored upstairs for expan-

home, see this one and make
an offer. $13,500.00

seats, low mileage, like

new. 255-3334.

Factory Air-Condt.Hydroma-

tic, P/S. P/B, tinted glass,

10
rm.
home, ideal for large family,

will consider trade. 537-1959.

PROSPECT HTS.

3 baths, 2 car attached gar-

fireplace, carpeting,
attic, glass -enclosed porch.
asking $36,500.
259-5320
age,

FOLZ REALTY
Real Estate & Insurance
1810 E. N/W Hwy. CL 5-3535

$79,500.00

Fox River privilege. Frame
cape cod, 5 rms., full base-

$1995.259-1607.
'61 Comet supersports.Buck-

392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR

$23,500

Horses & children, plenty of
roam for both on this partly
wooded .5 'acteS.liaVen lacked in close in section of Barrington Hills. 9 rooms, 3 1/2
baths, 30' x 30' living room,
Also stable & garage.

234 N. Northwest Highway .
358-7788,
Palatine
Baskin -Robbins, 31 flavors

back up Its, signal flashers.
Used little. Private party.

1966 Olds. D-88, 4 dr. H/T,

Many job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
.Color pictures available.

ed. Walk to shopping - bus to
Wauconda High. Owner transferred. $15,000.00

25 Sp. Park,

Roselle, LA 0:9871
'66 Mustang Candy apple red.
6 cyl. standard trans. R w/w

et

FOR SALE BY OWNER

ways to sunshine and happiness.

Wauconda countryside ... 7
year old 1 1/2 story, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, frame
home on 1/2 acre located
in an area of well cared for
homes on dead-end street.
Rove, washer, living room
and stairs carpeting includ-

259-0286

'61 Ford Galaxte, P/S.Excellent cond. $675. 439-1504 after

1714 E. N.W. Hwy.
Open 9 ,to 9

bdrms., screen porch, 2 car
garage. Opposite Randhurst

939-0680 or 439-3535.

many extras, priced to sell,
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
NoJunkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Wanted; Good, clean, reason-

ably priced Volvo. 62 or 63.
253-2226

NO OBLIGATIOII

If you are thinking of selling
.your home come in and talk

it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

.

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800
PALATINE - Wooded 1/2 acre

3 bedrms. home, 1 1/2 baths
with open stair to 2nd floor.
1 bedrm. down, 2 car garage
(single door) $21,500 FOLZ
REALTY - CL 5-3535, eve.
299-5731.
1810 E. N/W Hwy

Arl. Hts.

110 -Bicycles

Girl's 26" J.C. Higgins bike.

$10.

CL 5-0718

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines
824-4261
77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

COMMERC IAL

ROLLING MEADOWS

BUILDING

room ranch on spacious lot

In downtown Mt. Prospect

This week's best value.3 bed-

Mt. Prospect

BIRCHWOOD TERRACE
We have the largest and finest
Apartments.
Liv.Rm. 26x14-Din.RM.13x11
Bedrms. 14x17 -Closets 5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

Private balconies

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CIII,LDREN'S PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
$179.50 Up
2 Bdrm Apt.

WHITNEY

Real Estate

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

CRYSTAL LAKE - all electric
split level home. Brick/

franie, 5 bdrms., 2 baths, 2
car garage - 6 mos. old.
Owner transferred. Priced
to sell $25,900.
CL 5-8391

PALATINE, by Owner

mo. HE 7-0761.

3 twin sit. bdrms., family rm.
brick P frame tri-level. fireplace, 2 car gar. Lot 132x298
$26,500. Low dwn. pymt. or
will rent to responsible party.
359-1450, Eves. CL 3-0297

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

HOOVER SALE
Fry Pan

/NARY/N METALS
-

Mercruiser
Mercury
7108 W. Cermak
-PI 9-2260

Steam Iron

ASSEMBLERS

824-1188

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 cit.sets & lots of storage spaces'
gas heat. Near schools.
:$33,000. Shown by appointment, CL 3-8090.

NORTHWEST

with room to expand. Range,
refrigerator assume $12,200
loan payment, $121.00 per
month asking $14,900.

3200 sq. ft.See Mrs. Francek

for details.
I/

Owner desperate, no offer refused 3 bedroom contempor-

ary ranch extra clean, immediate

occupancy, many,

many extras. Call now for
immediate showing.

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

3423 Kirchoff Rd. 255-4200
86 -Real Estate -Houses

d1RANCEK
8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

DIAL CL 5-2020
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

NAlsol

Estate -Houses

$24,900
.2.4macass

THUR-FRI-SAT

premium.

LITTELFUSE

Donzl

Dunthy

4 room apartment, 2 bdrm,

Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift

If you are a summer girl, a woman who

Sea Ray

Rods. Appliances Fern. $139

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
30 Algonquin Rd.
824-1155 Ext.236

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"

Air - Conditioned, Drapery

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

Hts-By ovnfer,, 8
room home, centrally located.

Arlington

estates setting,

ON DISPLAY

439-1127

CLERK

FLOOR INSPECTORS

SEE MANAGER, APT. 1G
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-4100
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

722 West Dempster Street
Mi. Woof Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.

Will train to operate microfilm camera.

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

NEW AND USED

14 -To Rent Apartments

with axiliary

3788

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
erator, cooking gas. Country" face brick, slate roof, 2 car

Ice cream store in Liberty-

STENO TYPIST

Fast accurate typist needed, initiative required.

Includes

SWIMMING POOL

delivery arranged. 773-0252

GO KART

ily room. Convenient. 392-

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

2 1/2 baths, fenced yard, fam-

rec. lounge, putting green,

358-6182

Piano - Sohmer, mahog. console spinet $495; combination
stove refrig, oven & sink;
antique 4 drawer chest; King

A few choke 2 bedroom apts.

100 BOATS

,Call 438-6093,
.60 sq. yds. black and gray
tweed carpet. $50. Drapes,
valances, modern print, 16

Arlington Heights. 3 bdrm.,

tennis court, range, refrig-

Coin Collection.

anyone referring those listed

First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

$ CASH $

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Timber -Lake Village
Sensible rentals.

OVER

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

For your complete house of
furniture. Antiques, Gun or

Mt. Prospect

SMITH
MARINE

extra $$$ without leavingyour
home. Call Maxine Polley for
appointment. 259-1195.

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

ARE. YOU LOOKING

For a pleasant way to earn

Wednesday, June 29, 1966

THE DAY

'14 -To Rent Apartments

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

537-218P

Mod. 454

Cleaner

$ 9.99 Hand Pixie
$14.44 Spray 'roil
Blender
$26.66

$27.77

13.33
38.88

HOOVER BAGS 5 PKGS. $4.00
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
DIAL 824-9239 or 299-1259
DICK ELRICH OWNER

3 Bedroom, Split - level home in choice
Mt. Prospect area. Paneled Rec. Room;
1 1/2 baths, transferred owner, can give
immed. possession.

1 East Campbell

AUTHORIZED HOOVER

CL 3-2111

SERVICE CENTER

Arlington Hts.

1011 EAST McDONALD ROAD
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

,

.

.

I
You don't have to pay higher regular prices Just 7o save on our specials. You save 71W

/
Nnir-

Al

I

was here You save with our special BONUS BUYS. And You save with our REGULAR
EVERYDAY SHELF PRICES. Listed directly below are 26 examples of ZAYRE regular
daily prices. What are you paying elsewhere???

4B -oz. cans

- Rot Lad

FRUIT,

154

9 Oz. Jar

MUSTARDFRENCH'S

RAVIOLI

PUNCH

31.c

48 Ga. Can

CAMPBELL'S

igiRL;

V-8 JUICE

48 OL Can

a

394

VAN CAMP

THRILL LIQUID ....Gt.
LUNCHEON MEAT

55417

SPAM or TREET..V.-

494

DOLE CRUSHED

PORK & BEANS z 1294

for

--tr

PAPER
PLATES

Can 294 "

FOB DISHES

DRINKS

4.,

Pkg. of 150 - St Regis

CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE

No. 2 1/2 Can

PINEAPPLE..

394

NCE

644

1.8EITOIL PINE

P7I

OPEN

HILLS WITH GRAVY

NI-B-Q SAUCE

18 GZ

394

454

HORSEMEAT
LIBBY

3-16. can
Lb.

MARGARINECHIFFON

OLGER'S
COFFEE

394

Heavy Duty

294

TOMATO JUIC

EYNOLDS

SPIREX

VELVEETA..

Lb. Loaf

$1.07

PAPER PLATES 100 Co.,

654

irkrAY

59t

WRAP

80$

NTEA

$199

0.

894

INSTANT BREAKFAST DRINK

TANG

STARCH..

22 Os.

SANDWICH BAGS

*8..

834

BAGGIES

i50 Count

45

'FOR COOKING AND SALADS

VV.*
Pint carton

iiilaTECOCKTAIL.. 8ang 164

PEANUT BUTTER

12oa.

394.

WELCH'S

-

WATER CONDITIONER

.0 0..

394

30. Can

19(

GAPE JELLY

fleadowmoot

HALF & HALF

394

MAZOLA OIL

FRKEICBEANi',..

CALGON

2. 1/2 Lb.

Quart Jar

65

-OPEN JULY 4th

AYONNAISE

10 AM to 6 PM

59C

111

AON***N1*
QUEEN OF SCOT

RIPE OLIVES

3

For.

$r

QUINLAN,
BUTTER -FLAVORED

SALERNO

BUTTER COOKIES

PRETZELS

4 Pkgs.

$100

kg.

44c

REG. 81.00 SCHICK
DOUBLE-EDGE

C

RAZOR
Hill414194%

THROWAWAY BOTTLES

BOOTH - FROZEN COOKED

ON-COR

FISH STICKS

BBQ or ROAST BEEF,
or SLICED TURKEY

HAMM'S BEER
PRAY

6

39c

Pak

'89c

8 Oz. Pkg.

33'

Lb..

149

Lean, meaty
171111.711111,

SPARE RIBS
Boneless

69c

BEEF STEW

lb.

Round none

R. GROUNDAAC

POT ROAST
Oscar Mayer Sliced
A

BACON.

Fresh, Lean

1-1h. package

89c

BEEF

In This Advertisement Effective Wednesday, Jun 29th Thru Saturday, July 2nd.

1300

Northwest Highway, Pal,

Henri 10-10 Daily 10:6 Siudff

7.1,

lb.

map

WEATHER
Tonight;

Fair And

warm;

Low about 70. Friday; Sunny
and continued hot; High in the
mid -90s.

Telephone
255-44.00

Your Home Newspaper
Mount Prospect, 411,

60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

July 4 Carnival
Starts Tomorrow
This is the third of four articles on plans for the July 4 parade and celebrations.

The Lions Club of Mount Prospect has planned an other bangup celebration in Lions Park this July 4
holiday weekend.

With all this activity in Lions

Park, the Lions have not forgotten good appetites.

The club will have a refresh-

ment tent selling hamburgers
Carnival festivities will run from tomorrow night through
hot dogs, and soft drinks.
Monday night.
Nearby will be an ice cream
For kids a little older, vendor.
The two heavy-duty soldiers
At one end of the refreshof the carnival -- a Merry Go there is a motorcycle ride

Round and a Ferris Wheel - on a track, complete with the ment booth, located on Lincoln
Ave., a bar will be set up,
simulated sounds of the road.
Bedises the rides, the car- curtained off from the rest of
And the club has provided a
raft of games of chance and nival the games too will be the tent.
will be centrally located.

The Jaycees will follow their
In a Hoopla booth, the chal- tradition of selling barbequed
end.
lenge will be to throw crochet - chicken in a separate tent.
The Lions Club will also proThere's a Tilt -A -Whirl with size hoops over dolls, which
vide a chance to win good old
bucket seats and a floor that double as prizes.
The same game in another fashioned food. There is a Ham
elevates as it spins.
For those who would like booth can win deft patrons the and Bacon booth where lucky
the thrill of standing on air, hallmark of any carnival - winners can walk away with a
one pound slab of bacon or a
the club has a Round Up where canes with decorative handles.
A Panda - Pitch tests the three pound can of ham, if
patrons are plastered along
the wall of a huge drum which skill of those who feel they they put their money on the
spins around as the floor drops can toss a nickle onto a place right color in a wheel of for-

The end of the march for the Mount Prospect Guardsmen Drum and Bugle Corps pictured here will be Lions Park, where the Lions Club is
planning a weekend of festivities for the July 4 holiday.

Prospect Day
Has New Home
On Main Street
The Prospect Day has a new home.
We have moved into larger quarters --bright,
new offices in downtown Mount Prospect.
Come and see us.

skill, and other rides of excitement and thrill, for the week-

for the whole family.

below.

on the head of a large, over- tune.

Small planes with two seats
in each will let potential flyers

stuffed Panda.

climb and dive.

Two rides with bucket seats

three balls to knock over stuffed cats, or with one throw a

have been devised especially
for very young children.

group of bottles. Prizes in these
booths are varied.

Franklin store.

According to John E. Stanton, editor and publisher of The Day, the new facilities will enable news-

men and the advertising staff to give better ser-

vice to the Mount Prospect -Prospect Heights communities.
In Arlington Heights, The Day's office is located at 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Telephone number of The Prospect Day remains

,the same, 255-4400. This number enables callers
to reach all departments.

On a third proposal, members parative information for them
of the board and the committee to study.

proposed ordinance
their businesses.

decided to take under advise-

covering

ment a request from the village
Their opposition to sections board to investigate further
on the cleaning of clippers and three parts of an ordinance for
the sale of ,food led a joint semi -private swimming pools.
meeting to reconsider the language of the ordinance.

able in

a new law

covering

beauty shops, according to four
beauticians attending the meet-

By United Press International

1st Infantry in Fight With 2,500
SAIGON - The U.S. and South Vietnamese are keeping up the pressure against the Communist in the south.

Elements of the U. S. First Infantry are reported engaged in heavy fighting with a Communist division estimated to number over 2,500 men. Reports are sketchy

from the battle zone some 60 miles north of Saigon.
However, at least one U.S. tank and an armored personnel carrier were knocked out after a recon squadron of the "Big Red One" made first contact with the
enemy. Near Htie, to the north, allied forces killed at
least 115 Viet Cong when a Communist ambush backfired.

Seaman Angry Over Settlement
LONDON - Radical members of the British Seamen's Union are up in arms over the union's settlement with shipowners. The seamen are to return to
work tonight, ending a six -and -one-half week walkout.

Expect French Atom Test Today
TAHITI - Informed sources in Tahiti say France

may conduct the first of her new series of atomic tests
sometime today if good weather in the Pacific area
continues.

Says Haircut Frice Increase illegal'
SPRINGFIELD - Illinois Atty. Gen. William G. Clark
declared himself against the proposed increase in haircut prices in Lake and Cook Counties. He told the Masprices

is illegal under the state's 1965 anti-trust law. The proposed increase is 25 cents.

AMA Recommends Boycott
CHICAGO - The American Medical Assn. recommended that doctors based at hospitals boycott any hospital that does not allow doctors to make separate bills
for their services. The recommendation was made by

the A. M. A.'s house of delegates, which' Is to set the
policies for the Association of Doctors. The A. M. A. is
made up of over 214,000 doctors.

Objections from barbers delayed action last night on a

is one of three proposed by the
Board of Health and the village
There was nothing objection-

For. The Day

ter Barbers Assn. of Chicago that any raise in

Barbers Win Delay on Ordinance

The barber shop ordinance

Roundup

players

can

try with

Ban On DiMucci Homes
Lifted In Court Fight

The Day's new editorial and advertising head-

quarters is now at 117 S. Main. The newly remodeled, ultra -modern building formerly housed the Ben

Ball

In a statement read before

efficient service

Judge Hits
'Ridiculous'
Reasoning
-

the public of

today demands."

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Specifically the members of
The village of Mount Pros the balber shop ordinance was the joint meeting decided to reconsidered
section -by -section consider a prohibition in bar- pect was ordered Wednesday
by barbers and health officials, ber shops of the sale of any- by the circuit court to issue
Louis Uelasco raised four ob- thing except tobacco, barbering certificates of occupancy to
jections to the new law.
incidentials, periodicals and DiMucci Home Builders for
three of its homes in Mount
He said the ordinance would newspapers.

The village board had objected to the requirement that duplicate state regulations,
apartments, hotels and motels, which were "outdated." Enwhich would be covered by the forcing the law would entail
pool ordinance, provide shower an unnecessary expense by the
stalls.
village, he added. "The modThe board also asked mem- ern barber shop as a vehicle
bers of the joint meeting to for the transmission of conspecify the qualifications of an tagious diseases is no longer
attendant at a pool which lacked a threat to the community," he,

Shire already occupied.

Barbers asked to be able
to have vending machines which
dispensed food and drink.

ruled

Another section of the ordinance stated that instruments
used in barbering "shall be

gainst the village of Mount
Prospect.

On Cellar
Delayed
A plea by Cellar owner Paul

Sampson to have his teenage
nightclub at Salem and Davis
opened while a ,decision on the
re -licensing of the establishment is being considered was
rejected Wednesday by Arlington Heights Village Manager

L. A. Hanson.

Four juveniles were turned
Mount Prospect police officers Tuesday and then :--Robert C. Smith has been
released to their parents. pronlyted from classified adOne was
brought
from vertising manager of Day
Montgomery Ward's in Rand- Publications to the newly hurst for throwing salt in the created position of general
sales manager.
restaurant.
In his ' new capacity Smith
Another was taken from
Meeske's
Supermarket
for will be in charge of all adover to

a e edly
He
The Village Youth Council was rned shoplifting.
over to his mother
t
scheduled to undergo
Cellar be re -opened, but Han- a psychological
Saturday
son said he wished to confer morning in thetestpolice
stawith Jack Siegel, attorney for tion.
the village, before he makes
The ease of two youths,
a final decision.
reportedly stealing caps from
One of the main judgments Wille Lumber,
1100 Northhe said he wished to make was west Highway, for their cap
the possibility of granting the guns is still under investispot an annual rather than the gation.
Tuesday -recommended that the and

present weekly license.

Sampson said he would glad-

ly .re -open under the old licensing arrangement 'until the
new request is considered, but
Hanson said no.

"I want to consider this and
several other problems all at
once," he said.
Sampson -said the delay is
hurting him financially.

"I am going into my third
of non -operation" he
"There are bills to be

week
said.

paid and this
matters.'

is

not helping

Lawyer Found
Not Guilty On
Driving Charge
An Arlington Heights attor-

ney was found not guilty of

vertising

The

in

in

favor

has

become

of them
occupying them. He was represented by his attorney, Alan

day.

Nat T.

Burfeind, 1130 N.

vertising service.
Prior to
that he was classified ad di-

Harvard, was fined for speed- rector of the Des Moines Reging on Central Rd. east of U.S. ister and Tribune. He serv14 last March.

case on its second continuance.

ed earlier

pacity with
News -Sun.

in

the same Cathe Waukegan

Smith, 36, is a native of La
Crosse, Wis., and, attended La

stuffed

animals, clocks,

household appliances and even
television sets.

For those too young for matthings, Richard Puetz
from the Prospect Day will be
standing by with helium filled

erial

-

Small frys can place their

name on a card, attach it to a
balloon and watch it float away.

A Polo Bicycle will be presented to the youngsters whose

card is returned from farthest
point, within two weeks.

Others can have their portrait painted by Robert Bowman in a special artists booth.
Finally

teen ager., will be

treated to a danco on the ten-

No License
Two teen age magazine subscription salesmen from Chicago were brought into the
Mount Prospect police station for soliciting for busi-

ness without a village permit.
They were released.

The two were employed by
the Educational Book Club of
{,

Purse Stolen

A passport from France and
Mount Prospect village attorney Robert Moore .agreed an unknown amount of money
were in a brown purse stolen
to and signed this document.
Judge Dogherty had asked from Sun Drugs in Randhurst,
for the document of facts on Henri Assalit of Des Plaines

Tuesday the judge said:

Auto Taken
A two -door

Chevrolet

1961

Drops Tank

"It would be ridiculous for
the

village

Police assisted in directing
building traffic as firemen washed the

to issue

permits, have a builder spend highway in front of the police
much money to complete the and fire stations after a semibuildings; and then refuse to trailer truck dropped a gas
ROBERT. C. SMITH

issue certificates
pancy.

of

occu-

"This would be senseless and

State Teachers Col"The village should have anHe enlisted in the Ar- ticipated that because of the
1947 and' served for vacant land (where DiMucci
18 months, most of that, time was building) there would be

Crosse

lege.
my in

on the staff of Gen. Douglas water, problems."
MacArthur in Tokyo as a
It was because of flooding
He is a member of the
Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn., the Mississippi Valley Classified Ad-

problems in

the

Elk

tions.

newspaper

Ridge

village board voted

to deny

certificates of occupancy for

organiza- division west of Busse Rd.

The village took this stand

Smith and his wife Marcilee because DiMucci Home Buildlive in Waukegan. They have ers have constructed homes on
two children, Robert, 14, and both sides of Busse Rd. All
Cindy, 8.

Gripe
Of The
Day

Villa subdivision east of Busse
Rd. earlier this year that the

vertising Managers Assn. and homes in the Mount Shire subother

tank there Tuesday.

the law must make sense.

technical sergein.

driving charges in
BEFORE coming to Day,
Mount Prospect court yester- Smith operated his own ad-

Bloch of Chicago..

by two of DiMucci's witnesses

a

been outstanding."

ios,

told police.
argumentive decision.
During the brief testimony

neces-

classified ad department have

to walk off with sports items,
bride dolls, toys, poodles, rad-

sentence long. It was not an M. Reiss of 1402 Barberry Ln.

sary."

time our publications have
been in existence his accomplishments as head of our

Three trailers of jar games
will offer good guessers a chanoe

His order that the village was stolen from the orange lot
issue the certificates was one in Randhurst Tuesday, George

Market

"Bob Smith," he said, "has
fine record of performance
and experience. In the short

auto raffle.

Chicago and were soliciting
Tuesday in the town houses
and are on E. Shabonee Tr.

base an appeal.

In announcing the appointment, K. S. Johnson, general
manager of Day Publications,
said, "Our papers have reached that point of afceptance
Where a co-ordinator for advertising

Every hour on the hour the
Lions Club will present nightly prizes, Friday to Monday,
consisting of transistor radios to ticket purchasers in the

DiMucci works display in Lions Park.

of

ord on which one party could

Arlington

shopper,

the weekly
Day.

bout 10 p.m. Monday night.
Second prize in the raffle
is a Honda motorbike.

which he could base an opinion. reported to police Tuesday.
He said during a hearing
Tuesday he wanted a court rec-

Day, The Prospect Day and

drunken

Hanson indicated it would
Judge Robert Chapman Buckbe next Wednesday or Thurs- ley, sitting in 'place of Judge
day before a decision would be Simon S. Porter, heard the
made.

Day Papers Name
Smith Ad Chief

will be given to the holder of
the winning raffle number a-

Home Builders in its case a-

possession

Salt, Caps
Shoplifting
Troubles

rolet Impala convertible, which

Judge Charles S. Doughtery nis courts following the fire-

Salvatore DiMucci Jr., preskept in a sanitary condition at
ing.
all times and shall ty,vlsjaatter ident of the building firm, had
Ronald Winters of Winter's
to an appr
'germicidal asked the court to order the
village to issue certificates of
Hairdressing Salon, Hildegard a diving board.
declared.
treatment befo e further use."
A
section
of
the
ordinance
Darimontz of the Carousel
"This ordinance would," he
The same language in the occupancy for three home&in
banning
food
and
drink
from
Beauty Salon, Victor Wavia of
added, "if carried out to the beauty shop rdinance brought the Mount Shire subdivision.
Swingin Set Salon and Frank pool areas needed to be clar- letter of the law, allow an forth no objec ions.
DiMucci Jr. acknowledged
J. Waule of Discotheque Salon ified, according to the board.
overzealous health inspector to
But the ba' rs asserted that in a stipulation of facts that
all agreed the proposed ordiMembers of the two health actually change the working sterilizing t eir instruments the Persons who had purchased
nance would not hamper their bodies directed the village routine of a barber, hampering was not necessary and was not the homes at 1713, 1717 and
businesses.
health inspector to gather com- him in the performance of fast,
1744 Pheasant Dr. had taken
(Continued on Page 2)

Decision

The biggest prize in the
carnival is a red 1966 Chev-

(Continued on Page 2)

My pet

peeve

Le

50 -

year old women who think
they look 30 years younger by wearing a two-piece
bathing suit.
Jim Auld ..

DiMucci
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Candy
Now, But

Wins Out
In Court

Later

5.

(Continued From Page I)
these homes are serviced by
Utility Sewer & Water Co.

President of the sewer and
water company is Salvatore Di -

Mucci Sr., who is also a stockholder in the construction firm

ects.

.

that bears his name.

Sponsored by the Riverhurst
Home and Garden Club at the

The village has attempted to
force DiMucci Sr. to construct

home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Meyer, 717 Eastman, the proj-

a lift station to handle sewer

ect
was
sampling
various
-brands of unlabeled candy.
The tasting bee drew 54 peo-;

problems in the subdivision east

1

0

of Busse Rd.

The DiMucci building firm
in its

contended that it had complied
with all village requirements
and that the withholding of contificates of occupancy constituted a harrassment of its busi-

Colfer.

ness operations.

clid School.

The
been

years.

agreed, the occupancy of the
three buildings west of Busse
Rd. would have an "infinitesimal effect" on flooding problems in the subdivision east of
Busse Rd.

Both parties also agreed that

was instrumental in his district's collecting $8,200 In general metnberships from
adults interested In scouting. Robert B. Krug of 1512 E. Miner, Arlington Heights, who

beaded the General Membership Program, presents the plaque.

Board
Boosts
Limit

village ordinance

Banker Graduates
At Rutgers School
Barbers

The village has persisted in

The previous policy provided that purchases up to

$200 could be made at the discretion of the administration
without board approval.
The Village of Arlington

Heights adopted an ordinance
to amend the Municipal Code
which deals with

the

powers

and duties of the village manager, allowing him to make
to

$1,500

or

less without preliminary authorization.
The
administration.. 4eels
that certain dents_ are/ con-

sidered "basic" and "normal"
to the operation and can be
made without specific attention
of the board.

A Chicago banker who makes

his home in Mount Prospect
has graduated from the Stonier Graduate School of Bank-

Four loans, totalling $297,construction of
four warehouse buildings in
Elk Grove, have been arranged
by the Heitman Mortgage Co.

for the

Delay New
Ordinance

ing, Rutgers, New Jersey.
The Stonier diploma was pre-

sented to Harvey C. Kolberg,

ilize
the
instruments
money," Uelasco said.

campus June 17.

Kolberg

is

assistant

vice

of 374 bankers from around
the country who were in the

Residents of the area interested in joining arc asked to
contact Mrs. William Borg-.

the

The Stonier Graduate School
of Banking was founded in 1935.
is

considered

one

-In order Trrilitalifylbt'gralnation, Kolberg attended three
two week resident summer ses-

sions at the school, completed
two years of intensive extension

original thesis on a banking or
financial subject.

During the past month, Kolpassed an oral examination by a panel of authorities
on the subject covered by his
berg

thesis.

-,

y,

G. Kolberg

Kolberg is a graduat's of Abe

American Institute of Ranking
at

Narth4iestern

University

received

chapter's

"Systems Man of the. Year" award
the

in 1964.

policemen
certificates
of

receiving
recognition,

this week for outstanding ser-

vice from Gov. Otto Kerner.
They will be honored at the
seventh

annual

awards

banquet sponsored by the State
Police benevolent group to-

night in Springfield.

116,1d,.On Hit

The product to be sampled
will be beer -ice cold.
rgs Nt,G1

Sc

'

R I g h t --Participants la
candy tasting project were,
(from the left) Frank Miller, Allen Starkey and Kenneth Bieschke. They have

Y,.

already made reservations
for the next Riverhurst
Home Owners Assn. project. To be sampled on
July 15, ice cold beer.

,1

80 Scouts Look For Good Turn
Would you help do a good Construction

These Scouts need used uniforms -- particularly scout
are either orphans
wards of the state.

cited

for

or

"We need anything we can
get in the way of scout paraphi)rnalia," Scoutmaster John
Miller said.
"But in exclusion of all
else,

pect court Aug. I I.
Lindquist was

we

need

scout

shirts

most," he said. "We would like
the shirts so the boys can be-

Joseph S.
Moag, 36, of a woman's club would do any
Evanston, said the car he was sewing needed.
"We would buy them ourdriving was damaged in the
accident. There were no in- selves," Miller said, "but we
cannot afford so many shirts."
juries reported.
Miller, four assistant scout-

masters and

Oratorios
Sacred musical compositions
came to be called oratorios

from the Oratory, or. mission
hall, in Rome, where such sacred'

musical
performances
were held from 1571 to 1594.

10

high school

juniors from St. Viator's started Troop 238 at Maryville in
March. They have all taken a
pledge to work with the troop
for at least two years.

"This way we can give the
scouts a feeling of continuity,"

explains Miller. "They've had
of seeing new faces

enough

Blacktop Driveway Sealer

/UK/ C gal. $A19

3 -Way Protection

Gives' new life
and affords protection
to all blacktop areas.

Against Infection

AUSTIN PAINT CO.

8 E. MacDonald - Pros

ct Hsi his

Co., Chicago. Cishek of 1820 Bonita, Mt. really enjoyed it. This way I
He hopes to expand the troop Prospect; Joe Crisanti of 580 could stay in."
during the next year to include Waikiki Dr., Des Plaines; and
Scoutmaster Miller explained:
the almost 150 boys at Mary- Don Werdell of 4839 W. Drum- "I get out of it a pretty good
ville who are in the Scout age mond Pl., Chicago.
sense of satisfaction helping
range, 11-14.
The 10 junior assistant scout- these kids who don't have anyv"To do this wesatted, more masters, many former Castel oner"',
leaders," he !aid. "W4cr-,be Scouts, are:
"All we want is to help make
willing to train anyone who is
From Arlington Heights - good citizens of the boys,"
willing to help. They needn't Torn Zeinz of 1564 N. High- Miller added..
have been Scouts."
land, Fred Schmidt of 737 N.
Anyone who has uniforms,
The troop has already re- Stratford Rd., and Mike Mad- scout equipment, or just wants

turn for some 80 needy Boy
Scouts?

and

And Run Charge

j can

for minor cute, burns, scrapes

Looking on wistfully are Jody Meyer (left) and Melody Germaine.

Kolberg and his wife, the ing the scent of an accident gin to look like scouts."
former Violet Nelson, have two on Golf Rd. near Owen St.
He said a cleaner has volunchildren, Sharon Joy Schmidtz Sunday.
teered to clean the shirts and

state

SIGWALT AND VAIL

At the next meeting of the.
association,
scheduled
for
July 15 for the same benefit(
much more interest is ex-.
pected
in
another
marked
sampling.

Sorry, kids! Only adults are allowed to participate In candy tasting market research project sponsored by Riverbarst Home Owners Assn. Sampling the candy
is Mrs. Raymond Germaine, one of 54 residents who took part in the project.

shirts. They all live at Maryville Academy in Des Plaines

failure to render aid and leav-

Palatine will be one of eight

The Chandelier

non-productive barber

School of Commerce. He is a
John Oliver Lindquist, 26,
member and past president of of Park Ridge, allegedly inthe Windy City Chapter, Sys- volved in a hit" and run accitems and Procedures Assn. and dent, is due in Mount Pros-

Cpl. Kenneth E. Rackow of

GREAT SALE

Finance

He said it was not fair to

tax a
chair.

Recognition

OUR

board's

commendation.

and James Harvey Kolberg.

IT'S HERE!

village

Committee for study and re-

of the

field.

strom, CL 9-2403.

costs

$10 be placed on each chair in
a barber shop was referred to

graduating class.

world's outstanding schools for
graduate study in the banking

Assn. has
existence for five
meets the second

tlf

On the urging of Uclasco, a
section of the ordinance stipulating that an annual fee of

president of the First National
Bank of Chicago. He was one

It

It

(Continued From Page 1)
practical. "Taking time to ster-

209 S. Owen St., in ceremonies
at the University's New Jersey

work at home and wrote an

Elk Grove Loans
500

a

its refusal to issue the certificates, both attorneys stipulated.

budget category.

up

is

precluding the occupancy of a
residence without certificates
of occupancy from the village,
and another village ordinance
requiring the builder of homes
to obtain certificates of occupancy before securing possession of the homes.

Dist. 214 board of education
has approved a recommendation that the administration
make purchases up to $1,500
or less without preliminary.
authorization other than the
provision of funds within a

purchases

there

Riverhurst
in

Monday of each month at Eu-

which attorneys of both parties

man,

including Mayor Daniel

ple,

Congreve and Trustee Robert

suit against the village

In the stipulation of facts to

Marc Geerts (left) of 511 S. William, Mt. Prospect, receives an award for his good turn
to the Northwest Suburban Boy Scout Council. Geerts, the North Star District finance chair-

. . .

A "tasty time" was enjoyed
by residents of the Riverhurst
area sponsors of a market
-research project to aid Lambs,
Inc., one of their charity proj-

every weeiC

ded of 1501 W. Euclid.

$300, but much more is needed.

registering

From Mt. Prospect -- Steve at 392-0315,, Cyrier at CL 9Boll of 508 S. Pine, Joe Stan- 2441, or Zeinz at CL 3-6321.
ley of 713 S. Louis, Phil Jeuck

said.

of 605 S. See-Gwun, Tom Mur-

"Much of the money went to
the boys," Miller

What has been the effect of
scouting on these boys?

"We can tell the change and
so can the nuns (the sisters of
Charity of Providence super-

Miller, who lives at 120 N.
Kenilworth, Mt. Prospect, is
an engineer for the Custodis

Tom Zeinz explained it this
way-. "When Father Eck (Father

this is unheard of."

John Eck, C.S.V., who taught

So far the troop has been
night. The Thursday evening
meetings during the summer

last an hour and a half. Miller
hopes to have the school year
meeting time of an hour also
lengthened to an hour and a

4.,

Pine 44

tog %milts

Gov. Otto Kerner's official traffic safety coordination committee has

Why do they give up their

up the dormitory - out there

urged Illinois motorists to
turn on the headlights of
their autos during daylight

all the youths Geometry) asked
for volunteers to help, I jumped
at the chance. I had been in
scouting for four years and

hours of the July 4 holiday
period which officially begins at 6 p.m. Friday.

"The display of headlights during the daylight
hours of the long holiday
weekend will serve as a
reminder to motorists to

Approve
Bids For
Milk, Bread

exercise extreme caution,"

Miller's assistant scoutmasters are Don Cyrier of 325 S.
Bids for milk and. dairy proGeorge, Mt. Prospect; Bob ducts, bread and fuel oil for
Dist. 214 were approved by
the Board of Education Mon-

Monday -Saturday - 8 A. M.-5:30 P. M.
Except Wednesday - 8 A. M. -Noon

Kerner said.

Flying
Machines'
In Show

day night.

The Borden Co. will supply
white and chocolate milk, half
and half, whipped cream and
cottage cheese. Other bidders Area
were

Northwest

residents
will
have
chance to recapture the
flavor of the youthful days
of flight -the era of the
barnstormers -July
9
and
a

Suburban

Dairy, Heldin Dairy and Sun-

Closed 4th Of July

flower Milk.
Silvercup Bakers, bidding
lower than Burny Bros. or Na-

Special 10% Off on ROSE BUSHES
lor 'Mk IN

from Lake Zurich -- Jim Ligtime to help these boys?

SUMMER STORE HOURS
Closed Sundays

Buchanan of 915 Prairie; and

"One of the nuns told me one
of our boys offered to clean

out on two hikes and one over-

Those
Lights

From Des. Plaines -- Mike
Albers of 1838 Pine and Ernie
man of 17 Golf View.

-

Turn On

ray of 919 S. See-Gwun.

vise the halls and teach classes
at Maryville)," Miller said.

half.

-

to help out should call Miller

ceived some scout gear and

10

at DuPage County Air-

tional Baking Co., will supply port.
The Antique Airplane Asthe bread products for tie

Vadae'd 7lactiet4
Elm & Evergreen
Mt. Prospect
269-2210

Oilbid dCers,o.,

est

amongyear.Suburbia2n

supply fuel oil.

lowwill

;

sociation,
in
co-operation
with William Donoghue, airport manager, is sponsoring the airshow. There will
be stunt and percision fly-

ing, spot landings
rs

LOBSTER TAIL

Mycitracin

WITH
DRAWN BUTTER

Triple Antibiotic Ointment

Protects against 28 infectious
bacteria that may be present
on the skin.

Does not sting won't stain:
,Promotes healing.

CHARMING INTERIOR

Inspect and then purchase this lovely 2 bedroom ranch with
Gulistan.beige wool carpeting in living room, hall & master
becitoom - lovely kitchen ',kilning area - 14 R. utility room -

at the

mature landscaping. Attached garage. Immediate occupancy.

ASKING

2 N. Main
Ph. CL 9-3880
Mt. Prospect

balloons will both fly and be
on

MT:PROSPECT

-.P. Multiple'
CL 5-2020
Member M.A.P.
Listing Service

is

the

ALSO COMPLETE DINNERS

Route 64, near St. Charles.
\Vorld's finest Prime Rib.

one-half

mile

West

o

302 W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
392-1670

OPEN 45 P.M.

- TED GRAYSON -

COCKTAILS
NEXT TO JAKE'S PIZZA

f

Highway 59 on North Av.,

f

Listening Pleasure

'DIAL

This

$3.95

Fri. & Sat. Night

.8.E. NW H1NY.

display.

Third Annual Airshow at the

For Your

919,900

DORETTI

PHARMACY

and com-

edy flying.
Antique airplanes, racers,
home builts, sailplanes, and

Northwest(
d;

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
Euclid,' Arlington Heights
'Luncheon
*Dinner
*Private Rooms
NOW APPEARING

TEE CONLETS'
Wmmy & Mary Kay
POR RESERVATIONS

PHONE CL 9-3400

Mt

STYLE -of -tire-MONTH

-fromHILDEGARD'S

4i

BEAUTY SALON

MISS KATHY
MR. HENRY
MR. PHIL

.t0

CALL CL 5-4313
Appointments available

'18 5 daily ...

Thursday 'til 7 ... Saturdays
(Closed Mondays)

4.

,

Mt. Prospect

137 W. Prospect Ave.
BRING THE FAMILY TO THE

LET 9S

tar ftt
Te/-kc FRE cup
/

usdmcz Lome SEPECIfia,6
vii Gip

SPECUALS
D8Ls

SPORIcir CMG". u
20 W. BUSSE AVE. - Ain. PROSPECT, ILL.
CL S-5551

FEEKEgigg'SKE1Sigiag:4S-MISiggLEME-48:4-7ZEKTMEKEKTMEECti

Visit T

e

clet

jr

s

COLLAR
IRIS

&

1,

SPECIAL
THIS WEE1C ONLY
31 e3 1.9

$

99

NOW

Nave The Children
Tike A Free Chance

noon

105 S. Main St; Mt. Prospect

AMPLE PARKING IN REAR

Raimusalsgs§m§s§msmouroarm EOM

.

,,,,,

1-15 Double Tulip

GIRDLE

Reg.

$995

1'1.30

#71-8 Every Body's

BRA

A -B -C cups

Beg. 4.00

CL 3-1031

A
uu

SuNPRoop

CHOP SUB
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

ni

$

259-3902

NOW

$125°

HOURS: Daily 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Sunday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

TO TAKE OUT

L" -fed Time Only
13.00

i n g PrescriptionsTIII is our business"
10 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt Prospect

MT. PROSPECT

on light -as -a -Feather

hog.

g4fettee PN RClt

keimse fog

g

.

Power Net Girdles and Bras
#11-13 Double Tulip

"REVLON" CHECK - MATES "LOVE - PAT"
MAKEUP & FROSTED LIPSTICK
$350
IN MATCHING CLUTCH
NEW CLAIROL "TINTED TOPCOATS"
(NAIL COLORINGS)
$200
ALL FOUR 3/8 OZ. BOTTLES

Booth

Stale"

LONG LEG
PANTIE

NOW- A COMPLETE LINE OF COTY!S "IMPREVU"
PERFUME - TOILET WATER & BATHIPOWDER

Prospect Day

Vanity Fair
""nee lII pieti2r

FUR STORAGE

innlinni

491

trrrrggrrfiemurrr

11.

R141°141114°
CLEANING

No need to prime previously painted surface
in good condition . . . blister-resiOant . .
.

'2"

with special SUN-PROOFER 4 -inch Nylon
Bristle Brush.

Large Selection of Mink Stoles,.
Mink Boes, Jackets and Cloth Coats
141 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect, 1

NOTE: We do have Vanity Fair Slips and
Mall Slips and Panties to match.

Phone11.

CL 3-4394
NE 1-8222

Bras

Girdles

FOR A REFRESHING HOLIDAY
TREAT
STOP IN AT
G.RAMZA'S

Vassarette.

Bras & Girdles
Maidenform
Bras
Sii-O-Ette
Girdles
Sacony
Girdles

#

kk%

immumenurnavotromentam. mamFazumunnotus' YOUR HOME

We are also distributors of
Gossard
Hollywood

Munn

colors stay bright. For best results apply

COLORS: Star White, Midnight
Black, Heaven Blue

Formfit

$200

SST,

At The

CL. 3.7911

wikl>

FRAC DS

On A Prize

BOY'S and MEN'S WEAK

)00

COTY
L'AIIMANT EIRE AUDE
1,90 IIGAN PARIIS

JUST ARRIVED -

a

You'll Welcome The Change
When You Slip Into These
Cool Leisure Shirts In The
New And Popular Henley Collar.

VEZ/An SaLM

CDG',]CE
11

Sm. Med. Lg.

$34"

PUTTERS/WEDGES/CHIPPERS 04.95 TO 013.05

..ikl%1111 Button, & Coffoo

Choose From a Large Selection of
Solids and Patterns. Worn In or Out.

82 $15

SPALDING CHAMPIONSHIP - 5 IRONS - 2 WOODS

WR..11 Fries, Rolls

LA

$559

VOLUM' ALLS
G

'LH

HENL

$795

STEEL SHAFTED RACKETS

VOLLEY BALL RIL.? ii'2 $7750, $

1/2 chicken with fries salad, & rolls.

p

$495

COMPLETE 4 PLAYER SETS

2 P.M.

cmocnE,E\

017'r--7,ncz

ONLY

amour= S[PECON-S

July 4th Parade

enthonn Med

F11 DAY

SPECIMILS

Take In The

10 N. MAIN ST. - RT. 83 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - PHONE 255-9870

8 oz. tender steak
w th salad fries, & rolls

LL

Salt "0104,
HOUSE PAINT
The ONLY House Paint
with Dune -resistant
pigments and

$

98 A

4r

$04111;

Igen 4.6
NO

et!

Vitalized 011/9

ICE CREAM CART

LADIES APPAREL
9 W. Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect
Open all day on Wednesdays

CL 3-7622

Friday to 9 p.m.

119 S. Emerson St.

Mt. Prospect

Where You'll Enjoy the Elegance of Ice Cream in 32
Flavors. Complete Fountain Service Also Carry Outs
Daily 11 A.M. to 11 P.M. 392-5234

Busse - Biermann Co.

8 Buss., Mt. Prospect

CL 3.0960

S:Whazak,,e.

Vantage Point
Let the politicians go their
way and we wilt be happy to
4

go WHS.

-

Just let the politicians leave
us alone and we will be happy-

Politics
and
professional
business do not mix.
These arc all too familiar
platitudes about politics and
business, parroted by businessmen who do not realize
just how critical political

participation is to their way of
life.

The Illinois State Chamber
and for that
matter many local chambers
of commerce - have long
recognized the need for businessmen to participate in pol-

on Tuesday during which several business and political

ernment that spent more time candidates for city council
fighting internal political bat- scats and was successful in e-

leaders discussed ways and
means to increase business
participation and interest in
government.
Speakers from throughout
the nation representing the
cream of the business and
political committee were on

tles

the program.

Heading the program were

Jesse M. Unruh, speaker of

After all, politics and government are among the biggest
of businesses in the nation.
Sound

practices

business

at

the government level mean in
the long run a sounder national economy and better lax
climate

for

businessmen

to

prosper.
The state chamber sponsored a seminar in Chicago

than directing

mu-

the

Scott told of the formation
of a groap called, "Richmond
Forward."
This group was
financed by the leading busiand industries of Richmond and attracted' a memness

bership of 6,000.
The group's
first project
was to elect city councilmen
who projected business and

sought office at the municipal
level without the support of
"Richmond Forward."
In Arlington Heights, the

lecting six.
This , success,
remember,
came in the organizatiOn's
first organized camptign, against a political effablish-

Caucus Party serves much the

power.

base of community support.

same purpose of "Richmond
Forward," encouraging candiment of the municipality that dates of thigh caliber to seek
had long been ,in absolute municipal office with a broad
It

is

interesting

to

note

CERTAINLY, we encourage
in politics at all levels. A concern-

that of the six candidates e- citizen participation
lected by the group, one was

a woman, one a Negro, one an
the assembly of the states -of
California and Illinois' speak- industry goals compatible with attorney and three business
the best overall interests of leaders in finance and maner of the house, John Touhy.

of Commerce

itics.

Jack Vandermyn

.

nicipality.

Keynoting

the

conference

from the business community
were Edwin Hyde, president,

the community.
This in itself

ufacturing.

difficult
task because what is best for
the citizens is not always best
is

a

Miller & Rhodes, Inc., Richmond, Va. and Dwight Scott, for business, especially in the
director of government re- arca of zoning and municipal
lations for the National Bis- planning.
And if "Richmond Forward"
cuit Co., New York, N. Y.
was going to
successful,
SCOWS address probably it had to appeal to a broad
held most interest for the base of the voters, not just to
businessman in small to me- those in the key roles of the
dium size communities.

He

business

and

industrial

com-

told about problems confront- munity.
ed by business and industry
IN 1964, "Richmond Forin Richmond because of an archaic form of municipal goy - ward" fielded a slate of nine

.

business

professional

and

community assures good municipal government.

We arc asked many times
find it boring
much time covnine "Richmond ering municipal affairs.
Our

IN THE last election,

enof the

ed

whether we
spending so

sev-

Forward"
candidates
were answer is always the same.
elected, assuring the group of At no point is government
continuity in office -- a vital closer or of more concern to
phase of good government op- the people than at the municieration.

pal level.
Our career,

Perhaps the most impressive thing "Richmond Forward" accomplished was attracting qualified candidates

mainly

cover-

ing small governing bodies in

municipalities has been very
satisfying.
Boring?
Never.
to serve in public office.
The one thing about this type
Hyde said it was doubtful of reporting is that you never
that many of the organiza- know what is going td happen
tion's candidates would have next.

98Size-Mouthwash

,A,

Bubble Bath

CEPACOL

J41G.Iir

moraraS.==_

0
You're not the only one wondering how come Bobby

PATTY L'alikq

Xennedy gets so much good publicity!"

quart

recrpect

Ep

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
't

Bottle of 100

-- Marshall Field III
Page 4
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Afanager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Jack A. Vanderinyn
News Editor
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IEDITOR'S NOTE: This is the fourth article in a five part
series discussing the proposed changes to the Illinois revenue
article which will be presented to the voters in "Blue Ballot"
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forni at the Nov. 8 general election.)
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machinery to accomplish those

While Cook County is a part of the state of Illinois,
it has historically operated under regulations different
than the other 101 counties of the state.
The arca of taxation, Cook County is one instance. Section
13 of the proposed amendment to Illinois' ancient revenue article seeks to make legal a practice of de facto (in reality)
classification of personal property that has long gone unquestioned.

If the revenue article is adopted by the voters at the
polls in November, it will give
Cook County the right to levy
taxes on real estate based on
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Nicest thing about a pick is having a National Store nearby.

I

Picnics seem to plan themselves. Just pick from the big stacks and
start to pack. Save all the way from Pickles to Potato Salad, from

Hamburger to Hot Dog, to Chicken, to Cold Cuts, to
Cola. And don't forget the Charcoal! The nicest picnics
packed are picked at National!! . . . by the nicest

I

people, like you.
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"NATIONAL-Famous For Fine Meat"
Guaranteed to Please or Your Money Back
National's Value -Way Cut & Trimmed Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

BLADE CUT

HUC STE

P.
4

CHU

-"C

National's Chuck Steak
is value -way trimmed to

give you leaner beef
and save you more. It's

the kind of flavor men
really go for.

lb.

Serve

some soon, and buy it
at National.,
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At National we ctmsider no sale of our 'Value Way'

Meats complete until the items purchased have
rendered complete satisfaction
Refund or replacement Nationals courtesy way, if

you are not fully satisfied ,nth your purchase
OW Meat Department.

Fr

U.S. Gov't. Inspected Grade

'"A"

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef
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BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

lb.

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

Round Bone
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CHUCK
STEAKS . .

lb.
. .

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

Boneless Round Bone

ENGLISH
BEEF ROAST
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Cut -Up Fryers ....
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Sau Sea

EEF

31:r: $1.00
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This is quality ground

beef, ready to make

SHRIMP COCKTAIL

really delicious

Ground

TiliaieRSITUSAGE

lb

or

5911

Beef

Patties

barbecue

beef

sandwiches.

Mickelberry Sliced

LUNCHEON MEATS .
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Oscar Mayer

12-oz.

SMOKIE LINKS . . .

IL

3 lb. pkg.

or more ....

Esau. Sausage, Miac.d R.g,F.vrde-ea Leaf

69?

Less than 3-lbs

lb. 53,1

-...
Santa Rosa

PLUMS or
NECTARINES

lb.

ida HOUSE
TOMATOES

lb.

2
3

Dew Fresh

Fats & Vegetables"

Low Calorie

TROPI-CAL-LO
ORANGE DRINK

LIMES
SoWk.ra crown

PEACHES

BIL.

$1.00
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5 29? Red Ripe
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At. National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS
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9 inch. Deep Dish White.
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200 Sheet Roll
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INSTANT COFFEE.

46 -oz. $1

Eviii5YRiCOT NECTAR..3

cans

2 $ 39

REGULAR OR DRIP COFFEE

Insulated Foam

TO TASTE, MANZANILLA

pkg.
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MAKE NATIONAL YOUR

Get everything you need

for that BIG 4th of July
Week -End at your neigh-

borhood National Food
Store . . . where prices
are always lower . .
values always greater.

You &web:NO10
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Chianti

PAPER CUPS . .
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Waisew Polish Style

DILLS

4 -oz.

6iiierz. 13, STUFFED OLIVES 'at
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RELISH

32.... 39

DILL SLICES

7:
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That Extra Tasty Ram
SIZE

49,

HEINZ
KETCHUP

Mario Stuffed Manzanillo

Dailey-Hamburger or Hot Dog

Dailey Hamburger

.

32;ox. 39,

Helium Queen

MUSTARD

" LIF

i

jar

. .

.

7rarL 55,

OLIVES
Heinz-Sweet, Hamburger, or
Hot Dog

RELISH

Woe.
29,
jar

Soren Seas Creamy Italian or Russian
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DRESSING. . i:

\WIN?
TOMATO

b

family
size
20 -oz.

bd.
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Extra Bright Refresher

COCA-COLA

_Birds Eye Frozen

RINGS .
It One

3'1z. 4

far Customer

16

Home Brand-Frozen
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6 -oz.
can

Two -14. 303 Cue .f GAROIN NUNN

MEDIUM PEAS
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NATCO COFFEE
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CHEESE
Sat., July 2nd
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TOP TREAT ICE CREAM
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PLAY MATCH the

15 -oz.
jar.

46-oz.

STAMP GAME

can
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of 50

A 1TH A $10 00 OR MORE PURCH ASE OF

\

GREEN STAMPS

MEATS, GROCERIES OR
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

,

EXCLUDING CIGARETTES. BUR, WINE A LIQUOR

V.;

:

pkg.

HOT
.40 CUPS

\ 100 EXTRA S&H STAMPS

,

WIN iTIPO 1,000,000

Contempo Paper

WITH THIS COUPON
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'

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
COUPON EXPIRES JULY 2ND
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Nicest thing about a picnic is hav-

1.

ing a National store nearby. Picnics
seem to plan themselves. Just pick

from the big stacks and start to
pack. Save all the way, too, from
pickles -to potato salad, from hamburgers to hot dogs to chicken to
cold cuts to cola. And don't forget
the charcoal! The nicest picnics

II

AT NATI

packed are picked at National!
.

.

EACH TIME YOU VISIT THE STORE YOU'LL RECEIVE A "MATCH

. by the nicest people. Like You.

COOK -OUT HEADQUARTERS.,

THE S&H STAMP" ENVELOPE CONTAINING ONE HALF OF A
GIANT S&H STAMP. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

2.

COLLECT THE TOP AND BOTTOM OF AN S&H STAMP WITH

3.

WATCH FOR THE "INSTANT WINNERS." THEY CAN BE RE-

4.

ALL WINNERS AGREE THAT THEIR NAMES, ADDRESSES AND
PHOTOGRAPHS MAY BE USED IN NATIONAL TEA'S ADVERTISING AT NATIONAL'S DISCRETION.

5.

PAPERS. NO MULTILATED, ALTERED OR ILLEGIBLE ENVELOPES

THE SAME AMOUNT PRINTED ON THEM AND WIN THAT
AMOUNT OF STAMPS.

DEEMED IMMEDIATELY
PRINTED ON THEM.

FOR THE AMOUNT OF STAMPS

ENDING OF THE GAME WILL BE ANNOUNCER IN NEWSWILL BE ACCEPTED. EMPLOYEES OF NATIONAL TEA, S&H,
VOLUME BUILDERS INC., AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES
.
. AND OTHER AFFILIATES ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO PLAY.
.
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Top Treat-

Plochinan

20.03.

SALAD MUSTARD
So Frosh-Rods, Twists, or Sticks

CANNED

PRETZELS . . . .
Pates

CHEESE POPS .

BEVERAGES

Top Taste Creamy or Crunchy

PEANUT

3

11...

Crunchy

.. .

.

Mlorlls Snacks-BUGLES,

6 Vs-oz.39
bog

bag

-a: 49F.

FRITOS

hex

r

Pates

POPCORN

HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF NATIONAL'S
WINNERS IN MATCH THE STAMP GAME

IIME IS SNACK TIME!

29

74:: 43?

WHISTLES
Flavor How* Dry Roasted

99:s -oz.

PEANUTS . . . .

Vanilla, Strawberry, Banana, Cocoa

1111,

49/
,

Weston Country

Winner of 100,000 Stamps

Winner of 100,000 Stamps

JOHN GOLOJUCH

MRS. E. AGNICH

Cremes?

L L #1

6660 W. Imlay

Plainfield, III.

Chicago, IR.

Oki

inner of 100,000 Stamps
MARY A. WALONER

atiadisPlAr

12 -oz.
can

5043 Jackson Blvd.
Chicago

L

Winner of 100,000 Stamps

LILLIAN BARTH
1711 W. 33rd Street
Chicago, Ill.

31,
Winner of 100,000 Stomps
MART BRATU
5007 N. Damen
Chicago, III.

Case of 24 $11.88

1,000,000

JUDITH H. SISLER
Ubby Grape Fruitor

alit:

Reads Mayonnaise or German Style

HALF & HALF

4,0

POTATO SALAD

Nssl

....

imindizlinING POTATOES

pint

MAUREEN ANDERSON
LIE GIRANATA

6 -oz.
cans

ORANGE JUICE

Hawthorn Mellody

16-oz.$1 Am

DOROTHY A. RESTUS

I

cans

STAMP WINNER

1,000,000
STAMP WINNER

1,000,000
STAMP WINNER

1,000,000
STAMP WINNER

v.35?

*Top Taste -Sliced

16-ct.

SANDWICH' or HOT DOG

pkg.
With the Purchase of Any Size

ADORN HAIR SPRAY

COOK -OUT BUNS
s..*

Limit One Comport Per Costornet
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At National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS
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OUT OUR WAY
...AND IN JUST 60

HERE IT IS,

SECONDS WE'LL REJOIN YOUR FAVORITE
FUNNY MAN AFTER
THESE WORDS FROM
OUR SPONSOR!

TRETFOLKS-THE

TASTE

..V.Ffirn1

WAITING

WITH THE RJCHEST
FILLINS,THE FLUFFIEST TOPPING,
AND THE FLAKIEST CRUST.-

//,
..IT'S pELEc.TABLE,

(OUST LOOK AT.1HE
P2oGRESS 14.4 vs MADE
IN SOENCE .IN SPACE!
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IN COMMUNICATIONS/IA-

"Sure it cost a lot, but be glad you aren't HER husband!

. AND NOW, SIT
BACK AND ENJOY

DELIGHTFuL
IT'S DEUC1OUS, IT'S
ALINTAGATHASCHOCOL4TE CREAM PIE!
TRY ONE NOW -

THE RESTOF THE
SHOW! HERESTHAT
CLOWN ,THAT SUF.
FOON,THAT MADMAN OF COMEDY,
JACK JOLLY!

'THEY'RE GREAT!

"Yah. that dual carburetor kit has got it purring like a
kitten all right . . . and it's got the old man
growling, too."

She'll start right in nagging him for a bigger one!"

BEN CASEY

YEAH , BUT 'TAKE
AWAY THEIR coMPuTtRS

MP WHAT HAVE INGOT?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
THE WAY THEY YAK WHAT WOULD BE
AT THE MOUND THE PENALTY-I THINK JUDGE RENCHY MUST BETWEEN
PITCHES WATCHIN' A -TV
HAVE SWUNG THE GAVEL UP
REPLAY OF A
THEY'D NAVE
INSTEAD OF DOWN! AT LEAST HE'S
TIME FOR A
DOUBLEHEADER
ACTIN' LIKE HE HAS A LUMPY
HEARING-' .- BUT WITH THE VOLUME
HEAD! CLAIMS SOME PRIVATE
TURNED LIP
WHAT ABOUT

4-29

CITIZEN TRIED TO GET AN
INJUNCTION TO PREVENT MAN-

BUGS BUNNY

APPEALS ?

AGERS FROM SWITCHIN. PITCHERS

I'VE BEEN
WAITIN'

AN HOUR

4.c) oFTEN!

AT LAST! HERE
SHE COMES

PER
PETUNIA!

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Dumping
Syndrome

WHAT KIND OF

BUGS HAVE

Those who suffer from the
dumping syndrome can learn
to control the attacks by using

HA-T-

(T4EY12E T=NV755.

DOW

THEY

LIKE

/00 GOT IN

ORLIM5TIC1C6,

'THING

"TO EAT

AS

EEK & MEEK

BEST?

11-lAT JAR,

WARREN7

mancoe! r

a judicious diet low in carbohydrates, avoiding cold fluids
taking methysergide or
eyproheptadine.
These measand

ures rarely fail but when they
do,

certain

,-,.,

operative proced-

ures may be rewired to correct the trouble.
ulcer for 20 years.

Recently he lost a lot of tarry

THE BORN LOSER

blood in his stool and became
very weak.
The doctor said
his ulcer was bleeding. How
could he tell without taking

CRgAAE CC CACMILATE 6R11. -LEE SUR

p65 Boucgs

D1HOcEl3old

Altai -1144 -AND WHAT KIIIDOP SALAD WOULD M'STEIJR PREFER WITH 'I
HIS CREAMED PEA)UT'

.F

A.
Although there arc
other causes of blood in the

PLUS?

is almost always from a bleeding

if

especially

ulcer,

the

blood has been exposed to the
digestive juices and is tarry

rather than bright red Your
husband's long history of ulcer

another

was

clue

X rays would have shown
nothing

unless

he

drank

a

mixture of barium sulfate and
water

In an acute emergency,

this would have added to his
ordeal
nished

and

would

fur-

have

little
information
When he has had time to re-

gain

his strength,

CAPTAIN EASY
Haus Lam AN ETERNITY

011/CE

WOKE UP...A PRiEONERL reftHAPe HALF
WAY TO JUPTTER tY NOW -FANTASTIC

-.sec AG THAT 00101PEI.

Ott, TO MAR A NWARN Voice Amu:
THE 5HRILI., IIKEINAKY CHATTERING 01.
THESE CREATURES, PR1VSS me-timing:
HIRE come, ONE TO FEE0 Ma AGAIN1

his doctor

may want to X ray his stomach

One of the most unpleasant
results of the removal

of a

large part of the stomach is a
condition called the dumping

dumped into the upper small
intestine
pidly

(jejunum)

too

Correct Answer To
Tuesday's Crossword Puzzle

ra-

C1V1141110 ON
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NOW, t'15451
51 MO
HAVE OHS TON PEEK AT
YOU CREATURES/
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ONCE SAID...

.

ALLEY OOP

NV.

-

i

4A1.6......

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ODD OOP:MUMMA-OD

6 Dens
7 Gaelic

Gil-MAUD-MU MUDUD

5 Parasitic. insect 8 Part of "to be"
9 Relative tab.)
9 Nectar eater
10 Piece out
12 Verbal
11 Worm
13 Identification
14 Zeal
signs
19 Shade tree
15 Vehement
21 And others (ab.
emotion
23
Garden flower
16 Roman god of
25 Honeylike
the lower
26 Tobacco roll
world
17 Agile deer (p1.) 27 Death struggle
18 Male honeybee 28 Shatter to
pieces
20 Bamboolike
29 City in Florida
grass
30
Eye socket
22 Unfortunately
24 Puccini opera 31 Run away to
marry
28 Tempests
34 Preposition
31 Centipede
37 Cold
32 Feminine
temperature
appellation
33 Bridge tax
4
3
2
1
35 Self-esteem
36 Ambassador
12

HOU MIMI=
UUOM
MOO MALI
21E.JsunD DialUOU

121LAMO&10 ODOOM
DUD MOOD TIUMLT)
IJCILJD U&LA
000MM
OMMMOUU
IDMIZILJUO100 WILIEg

HOOD BOMA 00r--1

UUMU MLAOU OUW
Belgium
40 Discourage
51 Extrasensory
42 Boundary
perception lab.)
(comb.
52 High card
44 Wading bird
46 Hermes' mother 53 Disseminate
seed
(myth.)
55 Social insect
48 Ship part
59 Parcel post (ab.)
49 Italian coins.
5

28

38

16

17

033

61 Gasp rapidly 4.145
10

DOWN

2 Sandarac tree
3 Palm starch
A

4 Absolute
5 Nourished

,

60

10
14

43

1 Phrase

a

13

60 Church seat
.92 Pitcher

7

20

29 130

56 Garden flower
57. Arachnid
59 Ripped

6

U9

9

18

50 Stream in

38 Whle ant

15

43 Despiser
44 Mister (Ger.)
45 Heavy volume
47 Suggest
51 Comfort
54 Constellation

4016.

.,

HEOD
UMMU ODOO
ODU OET-A0
OMOO

Insects

41 Lyric or epic
works

ZSA ZVI GABOR!

sc4...ea-_-2-1

(ab.)

1,61
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HEART GRa.0
FONDER!
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37 Greek
philosopher
38 Tone (Scot.)
39 Eight -legged
Insect

syndrome Some persons with
a surgically diminished stomach within an hour or less
after eating
feel
suddenly

weak, have a drenching sweat
and are dizzy and nauseated.
This is because the food in
their stomachs is precipitously

UGH -YOU
CAN'T ES TOO

SO

YO) A

1 Hornet

massive hemorrhage

a

/

BUTTER ON
TOASTED

X rays?

stool,

,

twbla4 hi.

Q-My husband has had a
duodenal

MA

I cmrrLOT.OeFER
OUT

Lam ME Xs"A LITTLE!

e-

M NOT A

RICH

RASH YOU CCUU)

53

pm
81

tor

11

ti

BOYS --GIRL

1776

Come, join us at the fair and win
a bike. We'll be sending aloft 1,000

balloons. The boy or girl whose balloon
travels the farthest wins the bike. Look
for THE. PROSPECT DAY entry at the
fair...between 1:00-4:00 p.m.

LIONS PARK
Mt. Prospect, III.
Join the fun at the Lions Village Fair, Mt. Prospect. Clowns, Ferris
wheel, refreshments, merry-go-round, games of chance, games of skill

... a rollicking good time for all. The fair opens Friday evening, July
1st. We'll be there onlyonJuly4th at 1:00 pm until our 1,000 balloons
are launched. It's free. Just,cpme to The Prospect Day booth on the

Come on and celebrate

fair grounds. If your postcard; attached to your balloon, is returned
from the furthest distance by July 18th, you'll win a spanking new polo

with us...

bicycle. See }ou at the fair!

Your. Home Newspaper
,A

117 SOUTH MAIN STREET - MOUNT PROSpECT, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE (312) 255.4400

0

Park Swimmers
Top Skokie Team
In Season Debut

Northbrook Shares Lead

Prospect Legion 9
Moves Into 1st Place
Mt.

BY DALE HOFMANN
American Legion

Prospect's

team

bageball

moved into a tie for the league leadership yesterday by
thumping DesPlaines for the second thilic in two nights
10-2.

THE VICTORY GAVE Man- out with a pickoff play engia neered by Lundstedt, Whit7-1 conference slate, good for comb, and J. D. Thorne.
The hosts came back with a
a first place tie with North-

ager Mark Thorne's outfit

Ludstedt tripled him in.

PROSPECT KNOTTED the

lost a cliffhanger to Glenview

affair in the third, as Maury

last night 4-3
cord to 8-2.

and

re-

victory over Skokie 292-216.

left

third with one down. Thorne

then drove them both 'across

The Skokians captured six of the meet's nine relay events,
but Mt. Prospect took firsts in 32 of 50 individual events. Connie Foster, Casey Wood, and Jeiza Allen all brought home three

with a single. Tom ' Mender-

blue ribbons apiece to lead the local tankers.

runners

second

on

and

scheid's double did the rest of
the damage.

CONNIE DOMINATED the the breaststroke, and John Epgirl's 13-14 competition with stein added a butterfly victory.

Mt. Prospect will be back
in action at home tonight when

Peterson

Bravos Olds
Gets Fourth Win

followed

Jim
Bravos

Camphouse" pitched
Oldsmobile to its
fourth win against five losses in the Waycinden Area
yesterday.

7'

ANOTHER DOUBLE winner
CAMPHOUSE and company was Steve Rieser',who swam ablasted Dodge in Des Plaines way from the boys' 13-14 field
with an tight - run first in- in the individual medley and

Whitcomb
brought him home with another
plate,

the

and

SALATA SETTLED down single.

ning and coasted to a 12 -

after a rocky first inning which

hits. The slim lefthander was
practically

single and a Lundstedt double -

after to set the stage for a wild
that, giving up only two singles sixth inning which saw Mt.
the rest of the way and finding Prospect pick up five more
himself in hot water only once runs.
more.
Des Plaines chipped in with
invincible

'

two errors in the frame and
Mt. Prospect added four hits
and a walk. Rob Robinson led
neat Peterson -to -Whitcomb -to off the inning with a walk and
Thorne double play. Salata moved to second when WhitDesPlaines got its first two
men aboard in the third inning,
but the threat was erased by a

wound up the evening

three strikeouts and four walks.

ings took the loss.

an

MCWAYNE WAS also very 9-10 category with Bill Moran
effective with the stick, go- taking it for the boys and Maring two -for -three, while Tom sha Burnell for the girls.
Parker was three - for The boys 8 - and - under
three. Steve Hixson contribut- group had no triple winners,
ed a triple to the winners' but Paul Sigfussen came close
offense, and Shawn Herbert with two blue ribbons. He earnchipped in with a home run. ed them in the 25 -yard freestyle
The decision left City Bar- and the 25 -yard backstroke.

Mint.

by Tom Lundstedt and Tom

A THROWING ERROR on

Manderscheid. Lundstedt collected a triple, double, and
two singles in his four trips
to the plate, driving in two
runs and scoring one.
Manderscheid went three -

Rick

Lott's ground

ball

al -

First baseman J. D. Thorne reaches for Mike Salata's throw in a pickoff attempt during last night's action. Thorne went one -for -three at the plate, driving

Increase Towel
Service Charge

in two runs.

ber Shop with a 5

one driven in.

Thursday,
June 30,

the board of education.

But it was a hitter's holiday
for just aboUt everyone in the

A fee of $3.50 per student
for

local lineup, as the Prospectors made Des Plaines'
Bill Gastorf look very little

in

towels will be
the fall. The

effective
previous'

RTS

charge of $3.25 would not be
enough to cover the cost to the'

like the man who pitched two

district.

no -hit games in the high school

To Spark.
Golf Team.

1966

Page 10

season.

Sports on'T.V.-1

THE VISITORS showed signs

of having a little fun of their
own in the first frame when

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed

the first two batters rocked
Salata for singles. The next

highlights of NFL action, ch.

man flied out, but a double by
Randy Zaleski drove both run-

32

ners home.

er, ch. 32

8 p.m. Golf, Player vs Palm-

Coming Up

Coast Guard Has
violators' Number
BY W. TAYLOR McKEOWN

con-

7-5

quest of New Emerald Cleaners.

LEN HAINES
league -leaders

record
with

BRAD BUSSE had chipped in

with a, five

point effort

-

in

EVENTS
Waycinden Traveling League

Rolling Meadows # Two at
Suburban Heating, 6 p.m.

Ladendorf at Rolling Meadows # One, 6 p.m.

Senior League

Browns vs. Hawks at Pioneer # One, 6 p.m.

11-1e DAY PuSuctgioms'

Heights Twilight Golf League
with a

1

THURSDAY'S SPORTS

MT PROSPECT'S TAMS
KINGMAN 14AS 27Em taamer,

National
Conveyor
and
Supply stretched its lead to
four points in the Arlington
last week

-

and the Chiropractors
a 4 - 2 slate.

Shoots Par

An increase in the charge
to Dist. 214 students for towel
service has been approved by

for -four at the dish, including
a double, two runs scored, and

THE LOCAL TANKERS won
breaststroke in the

only the

moments later on Salata's drag

HE GOT MORE than ample
support from an 11 -hit Mt.
Prospect attack drum majored

butterfly. Jim Campana also

and walked no one. Mark Gill-

error.
Both advan'ed on a double
steal, .and Robinson scored
comb reached on

with

3

400 -yard freestyle relay, the
boys' 15 - and - over medley
relay, the girls' 9-10 100 yard freestyle relay, and the
boys' 9-10 100 -yard freestyle
relay.

triumph.
Glen
Peterson's won the division's breaststroke In 'Name Only
triple was the only extra - derby.
NEW ORELEANS (UPI) -Joining Connie Foster in the
base hit recorded off losing
ia 1933 a horse named
girls' 13-14 triumph were Cathy Back
pitcher Mike Kaye.
Kelso 'raced
at the
Fair
Barale with a first in the
In Junior League action, backstroke and Alice Tobin Grounds but he was a $2,500
claimer,
not
a five - time
City Barber Shop got five - with a ribbon in the breast"Horse of the Year."
hit pitching from Duffy Mc - stroke.
Wayne and Rod Kiolbassa to
Nine light heavyweight
B. J. Luke won the 11-12
outlast Des Plaines Chiro- freestyle, and Claudia Gentz- champions have tried for the
practors 5-3. The two Bar- ler was the girls' freestyle heavyweight title but none
ber Shop hurlers fanned 12 champion.
has ever won it.

`11or'e-

saw Des Plaines get both of
ANOTHER RUN crossed
its runs and four of its six in the fifth on a Mandcrscheid

the winners circle for eight year -olds. She won the 25 yard butterfly.

Murray won tho breaststroke.
Skokie won the boys' 11-12
Jean Pollard was a double win- 50 -yard freestyle relay, the
ner in the girls' 15 and under boys' 13-14 200 -yard freestyle
class, taking the freestyle and relay, the boys' 15 -and -over

Boys' Baseball Senior League individual medley events.

for the first time like he might then rapped a solid single,
be able to strengthen Thome's taking second on the throw to

only girl to join Jema Allen in

MT. PROSPECT claimed
victories in the 13-14 girls'
stroke, and backstroke.
200 -yard freestyle relay, the
Mt. Prospect had two win- 11-12 girls' 200 -yard freeners in the boys' 15 -and -over style relay, and the 15 -and competition, as Ken Sophie over girls' 200 -yard freestyle
took diving honors, and Tom relay.

Plebes 10-2 and utoved Into the leagse lead.

It was one of the most en- with a picture -book bunt.
couraging nights of the cam- Thorne's sacrifice fly chased
paign for the Prospectors, as Gallagher home.
The local squad moved athey ran up their most impressive margin this year. head to stay with a two -run
Especially promising was the fourth. Lundstedt sparked that
pitching performance of south- rally with a single and stole
paw Mike Salata who looked second base. Dave Kingman
painfully thin mound staff.

dividual medley and butterfly.
Casey, captured the individual
medley, backstroke and butterfly in the 11-12 division, and
Jema was the big winner in the
8 -and -under ranking with triumphs in the freestyle, breast-

Mt. Prospect's Maury Gallaher streaks borne ea J. D. Thorne's sacrifice fly,
barely eluding the tag by the Des Plaines catcher. The Prospectors buried Des

recruitment drive, said he
wasn't sure who his starting
pitcher would be.

Gallagher and Salata walked,
Paul

John's sister Jody was the

victories in the freestyle, in-

it takes on Dundee in an ex-

a

the

to drop its

loWed Whitcomb to score and

run of their own in the bottom hibition contest at 6 p.m. Manof the first. With two outs ager Thorne, looking like a
and man who would like to launch
singled,
Manderscheid

brook. The Brookers, who are
also 7-1, tripped Park Ridge
Red yesterday 6-4, while Arlington Heights tumbled from
throne with its second
straight setback. Arlington

Mt. Prospect's Park District swimming team took advantage
of three triple winners yesterday to post a season -opening

paced
the
with an even -

An-II-STE OF THE WEEK FOR
1418 PER1=oi2MANcE Wral The
Mr. pRospect AMERICA.t4

LEegota eb6SISAu-TEAM.

ii-tE LANKY, RIGI-M4ANDED a"),
PITcHu2. TWIRLED A. PAIR
of ONE-1-1ITTER51.Asr WEEK
5ErfINGDMAIN PARK RiDGE

sws,4-1,wEDNEsmy AND

everything afloat from track
36, and teammate Harvey
The Coast Guard thinks it Arctic icebergs to patrol Asian par
Gicpplwe PARK RIDGE RED.
Bohstedt contributed a 39.
Des Plaines added' another
9 p.m. Pocket Billards, ch. has the sloppy boatman's num- jungle
shores,
there
aren't
too
2-1
miG14T IMMING5GLIt4
single, but Salata was bailed 32
ber. It's painted on the front many Guardsmen left to spotSprings Shell Service was
of his boat.
check pleasure craft in re
forced to share second place
"We simply look for im- creational waters. And hit - after bowing to City Welding KiNeN\A-N1 IS Now 4-0 tt.1
proper registration numbers proper
or
missing
safety Sales and Service 6 1/2 - LEAGUE cgDMPETiTiON. NE
on the hull," says Capt. D. W. equipment can result in a warn- 5 1/2.
Heights Cleaners I-1A.S GIVEN Up omL-4
Sinclair, chief of recreational ing or a stiff fine.
claimed a piece of the runboating safety on federal waterIN 1416 FOUR.
ner-up spot by drubbing Horways. "We feel a person inSO THE BOATMAN who cher Decorators 10-2.
ED ONLYAuspRUMS.
AND
A
different to the numbering re- doesn't display his regquirements is likely to be in- istration
number
correctly
HARRIS PHARMACY clipZ./
different to safety equipment makos a highly visible target ped Lauterburg and
Oehler
requirements, too. So we stop for 'inspection teams. If he 9-3, while Bruns Real Eshim and take a look."
hasn't bothered to mount his tate edged Arlington Struc-

numbers so the Guard can read
LAST YEAR, Coast Guard them, his number may be up.

.1

boarding teams found more
than half of the boats they
stopped had something wrong -maybe an empty fire extinguisher or not enough life
preservers, in addition
to
those improperly numbered.
First, for that registration

number that goes on each side
of the bow, come a couple of

letters that indicate the state.

ing and Air Conditioning 8-4

Peters Is
Leader In

Birdies

pitch a neat five -hitter for his first win of the year.

Golf Loop
Peters and Co. turned its
first -place showdown match

Orioles Topple Sox

In Pony A LoopTilt
The Orioles collected their
fifth victory in eight tries in

the Mt. Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony A League yesterday
by pasting the Sox 7-2.

three -hit victory. Losing
pitcher Peeler also yielded
three safeties, while whiffing
seven and walking seven.
a

Stew Larson was a one -man -

Tom Dubay bested the Sox' gang for the Bronco B Braves
Smith in the seven -inning mound as they rolled over the Dodgers
battle, striking out 10 and 23-1. Larson paced the 'winwalking only two. Dubay gave ners' 10 -hit attack with three
up two hits, while Smith sur- triples, all coming with the
rendered

seven,

including

doubles by Chuck Drake and

bases loaded.

George Bauer.

CARY FERGESON was the.
winning pitcher, and Rich
THE GIANTS hung-on for Baylia was the loser. The Dod-

a 5-4 conquest of the Cubs in gers managed only four hits,
the Bronco A division to im- and two of them were contriprove their season slate kJ buted by Don Schmidt in his
8-I. Bill Hartmann struck .out three trips to the plate. One of
10 and walked only six to post Schmidt's hits was a double.

a dash that too often is left out.
NeXt, a set of numbers, another
space\ of 3, a dash, aid then

race.
PACED BY Len
36, Peters bombed

istered

Allan Peters collecpoints.
ted Hairc's only win in the
match.

Arnold's
the sec-

some final letters. IL -2608-B ond -place squad 7-1 to open
would be right for a Wilt reg- its league lead to 3 1/2
in

Illinois.

1L2608B

would invite Coast Guard inspection.

All letter's and numbers have
to be at least

Bruno Waara sparked third

three inches

high, and of a type that' is easy
to read --no arty scripts or
gilded scrolls, no matter how
nautical they look --and all in
solid colors that contrast with

-place

the hull behind them.

postponed when Toth wad unable to play. Spinello came
home with a 36 and a victory

To be

legal, a motorboat
should also be carrying life

Arlington

Realty

to

a 5-3 win over Graft Builders
by

carding

an

even -par 35.

The showdown between

%like

Spinello and Andy Toth was

horn, a fire extinguisher,
SKOKIE VALLEY Drywall
navigation lights, plus venti- cooled down L -Nor Cleaners
lation for fuel tanks and a 6 1/2 - I 1/2 behind a nine flame' arrester for inboard hole 36 by substitute Dave
engines.
Borgardt.
Steve Quill, ana

THAT'S NOT asking a lot, ers' only win with a 36.
the Coast Guard claims, when
Joe Conley's 37 prevented
any one of the items may keep

Since the Guard has to do

whitewash for Baird and
Warner, which fell 6-1 to
a

Busse

Flowers.

by
Leslie,

11-1E PRoSPEcT 141G1-1 sc44001-

Ralph

Sem toR. wAsThle-Rx, R1G14T4-4ANPER om-rwe v.1.1114-rs'
BAIL TEAM
VARsIT1 25e
LAST SPRING WM-% A a- 3

Don McGowan, and Bob Hoffman.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Points
National Conveyor
51
Heights Cleaners
47
Spring Shell
47
Harris Pharm.
45
New Emerald
Cleaners
43
City Welding
42
Arlington Structural
Steel
41 1/2
Brans Real Estate
40
HorcberDecorators
40 1/2
Koops Mustard
38 1/2

Crest Heating
Lauterburg and

35 1/2

Oehler

39

Score Board

I

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball
Prospect 10, Des Plaines 2.
Glenview 4, Arlington 3.

other substitute, got the Clean-

swim home.

recorded

Panek, Gordon Otto, Bill Appleby, Vince Gecan, Stan Luczak, Len Dunteman, Haines,

by default.

preservers for each passenger,

the boatman from having to

were

John Andrup, Jack
Mickey
McGuire,

with Haire Funeral Home into a romp last week in the Old
THEN COMES a space or Orchard Scratch League golf

Cattiest Tom Lessetedt confers with Mike Salata

KINGMAN

in other matches last week.

In Illinois the letters are II.

in a tight spot last night. Salata settled down to

dot

tural Steel 7-5, and Koops
Mustard topped Crest Heat-

Senior League
Bengals 6, Hawks 1.

Park District Swimming
Northbrook 283, Arlington
226.

RECORD.

'Athlete of the Week

Dave Kingman Receives
Day Weekly Sports Honor
Mt. Prospect's Dave King- and allowed only three runs. The
man has been named the Day Prospect High School senior
Publications' Athlete ,of the was the top righthander on the
Week for his performance with Knight's varsity baseball team
the Mt. Prospect American Le- last spring with a 3-3 record.
He also played first base when
gion baseball team.
ho wasn't on the mound and
THE LANKY righthanded compiled the Blue's thirdhighpitcher twirled a pair of one - est batting average with a .285
hitters last week, setting down mark.
Park Ridge Blue 4-1 WednesAT 6-5, KINGMAN is also
day and stopping Park Ridge
IRed 2.1 in eight innings Sunday. regarded as one of Prospect's
Kingman is now 4-0 in league

competition. He has given up
fully five hits in his four starts

our Athlete of the Week honor,
and readers of the Day are invited

to

make

nominations.

Nominations must be in by 5
p.m. Monday, and they may be
made anonymously.

THEY MAY be made be
telephone, in person, or in writ-

ing to our Arlington office at
217 S. Arlington Heights Road.
number rests

The
telephone
255-7624.

The number of nominations
most promising varsity basket- for any candidate will not deball candidates.
termine. the selection which is

All athletes are eligible for made by the Day sports staff.

LOST: Bora blue Schwinn

,stingray 20" in Arl. Hgts.

WANTED

CL 5-3068

Blue Parakeet lost in 200 Bl.
of George St. Named Ricky.
Tame & Talks, CL 3-8610.
14 -Personals

Responsible for bills made by'

Expert Taper and Painter
30 years experience

ANY OF THESE
THINGS TO SELL?

MAITRE 1)*
RESTAURANT

Higgins Rd. & Arlington
Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PART TIME

STORM DAMAGED

BOYS WANTED

ANTENNA'S
ReAired or

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn over.

YOUR

They'll Bring You Extra Cash

FAMILY
WANT AD?

And

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

Rugs.

RAY'S
CL 5-5692

Must have own car.

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

still valuable

Greenbrier Area - 392-2728

Call CL 3-6342

Woman seeks baby sitting -

Day or night. Hasbrook -

SUMMER WORK
Full and Part Time

appointments

Why not call

and

orders in local area.

me today?

taking
Car

necessary. No age require-,

ment. For information phone
Mr. Howard

Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

Dial 255-7200

Bicycles

TV Sets
Clothing

FAMILY

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

WANT ADS

Mature Judgment and ability

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Cameras

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

PLANT
HAS OPENINGS FOR:

*Experienced Mill Hands
*Experienced Batch Weighers
*Delivery and General Helper
*Graduates of Printing Trades
Courses
Excellent working conditions,
fringe benefits.
Apply

to Mr.
General Mgr.

Benedict,

774-5353

Wanted: Handyman for odd
jobs. Arlington Theatre. Call
253-6200.

Jewelry

NEW PRINTING INK
MANUFACTURING

24 -Help Wanted Men

Earn $3-$5 hourly answering

Books

Part time help for
maintenance service.

to supervise 6 to

8

in de-

partment will qualify you're!'
this rewarding position with
a well established expanding
electronics
manufacturer.
Above average salary and
benefits program. Call now
and ask for Don Munk, daily
or evenings till 8:30
CL 9-3050
or 299-7766

15 -Business Personals

Roberts and Porter,
Inc.

MAN OR BOY
car to deliver news-

papers to homes Sunday A.M.
only. Good pay for few hours'
work.
,w
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King Street
439-0286

cr-ww44.4 t

,Z.,

...

1.1;

PART TIME

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material

Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

;par

Man or Boy

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

-DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?
Take

60

Up To-

Months
To Pay

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King St.
439-0286

MA I NTENANCE

MAN

ing.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect,
392 -2600 Mr. W. Wais

Our growing company now has

an immediate need foryahinto take

complete

charge of maintenance in a ,
modern light manufacturing
plant. Should have knowledge

of elettricity,carpentry,gerieral equipment repair and overall fixit ability. Good
starting ' rate and frequent
wage reviews.

Apply in person or call:
392-3500

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

Office and Warehouse
National Company moving to
Elk Grove in one week. Openings for general office, biller
typist, bookkeeping machine
operator, receptionist, general warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good start-

Ing wage, merit and length
of service raises, profit -

259-1500

Experienced file clerkneeded.

COUPLE

DETAILERS-

To manage and mainta' , 35

DESIGNERS

in exchange for rent.

townhouses in Arlington

Sts.

ft

oral

rental $2,160. Woman t< now

Detailers and Designers with'
medium machinery background in printing, paper converting or packaging field
preferred.

Excellent pay, working conditions and benefits.

property, must be able i ype
and handle deposits. Man must

day. Write giving age, family
and qualifications. Box 1028
Arlington Day
217 Arlington Hgts.Rd.
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

UARCO Incorporated

OFFICE

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-9030
An equal opportunity employer

WOMEN 1007. FREE
"We Handle Everything"
"We Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $650 ma.)

If you want a lob with a

future call Mr. Marquard.

439-7310

"SHEETS" 392-6100

Thurs. & Fri.June 30,July 1st
between 8 and 5:30
Saturday July 2nd

(24 HOUR PHONE)
207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.,

between 8 and 12

Let us help make your...DAY!

can groW into a more respon-

sible position. If you are between 23 & 40 and have at
least 3 years college accounting, and looking for a bright

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

future In the business end of a
newspaper, visit the personnel
department between 9:00 A.M.
and

4:00 P.M. weekdays room 235, 401 N. Wabash

For

POUL'S

on schedules that 'they 'Will '
help determine. In addition,
free bus service provided to
and from the job. Work involved is office housekeeping
for which you would be train-

ed with pay. Call me today
with the days and hours you
would like to work. If I am
not available, leave a message for me to call.

MR. STANLEY
827-4272
MEN WANTED

to 8:90. Call

Mt. Prospect

The DAY classified

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

TEST ENGINEER

Surburban manufacturer

needs an individual proficient

in the test and evaluation of
electronic and electro-mechanical components. Will
also devise production test
equipment.
He will be #1
man in small department. Attractive five figure salaryand
outstanding fringe benefits.

Call John Allen at 299-7766

Daily or CL.9-3050 Evenings.

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Patine
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

`37-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
free

24

PHONE 439-1794
Carpets -Rug Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full TiMe Professional
People
259-5066

25c

Now available in red, green,

(1 blk. east of Randhurst)

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5.1015
OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Learn the restaurant busi-

train as a grill man 8 nights
per week. $85. to start --pay

work learning a trade. We will

goes up as you learn.
A smart lad can tie night
manager in three months.

INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE OF PANCAKES
GOLF MILL

CALL 824-1933.
ni.

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All

Suburbs.'
Call 373-6880

N'inlen Builders
Call 392-3617

Sewing Machine Repairs

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. 53.

24 hr. phone serv.

Landscaping

894.3115

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

Transpiration

Used Cars - Trucks
100 To Choose 1- runt
L&S Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 12
Lake Zurich

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or 1)
358-2581

Pool's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maim. Call for free est.

&

259-0141
lawnmowers

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & ,delivery
35841845
Miscellaneous Service

Offers experienced and understanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Math, Language, Science

Pabich Motor Sales
35 E. Irving Park, Roselle.
529-5601

Chrysler - Ply - Rambler

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carsten Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Topping

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

-

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Screens & storms painted.

16

Each -Plain 20c -Colors

358-2934

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
OUR SPECIALTY
Will Finance
Free Estimates

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates:

PATIO BLOCKS

. sound systiimN.,,,

Sc other gathering's.
C. B. Radio Servicing

Homes Built To Order

Painting -Decorating

Cement Work

Public address 1st:
;

"rentals for auinv4ieriies!
259-0487

SYSTEM

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

2x8x

vv.

OUR TUTORING

562-2991

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

is now open

until 5:00 P.M.

Will do any job 20% cheap-

but not necessary. 37 1/2
hr. week. Comprehensive
benefit program. Call Mr.
Browne at 255-0300 for ap-

An equal opportunity employer

-

Alton's' Oa:ail).
WINDOW' & ' LOOR

lots.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

department

8:30 A. NI.

parking

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

ness. We need an ambitious
young, man who is willing to

OFFICE HOURS:

ip hiving' Spring special on
driveways,

coating.

OPPORTUNITY

for business.

,

Rentals

General Cleaning

Rolling, Meadows
filicktoi 5'#rviC41

MT. PROSPECT

pointment.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
801. E. Keinisington Road
Mount Prospect

NOTICE

Blacktop Work

known company is seeking men

to work at O'Hare airport

259-0141

Call 25571200

(Name your own hours)
Most jobs require you to meet
their schedule. Nationally

LANDSCAPING

ADVERTISING

HE 7-4556

PART & FULL TIME

Pharmaceutical mfr. needs
man for animal care and
varied duties in Scientific
Dept. Interest 'a animals,
meal:steal
handiwork or
farming background helpful

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

able to do small main-

be

tenance jobs, few hours per

ACCOUNTANT

Personnel Service

,255-5060
Henriksen

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

Arlington Heights

assignment.

Here is a place where you

ANIMAL CARE TECHNICIAN

CALL TODAY

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. V 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

101N.

Arlington Hts., Rd,

vance to more responsible

BUSINESS
Service Directory

& ASSOCIATES

MONTHLY PAYMENT

a OFFICE HOURS:

PETERS & CO.
REALTORS

High school graduate -experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent
opportunity to learn and ad-

sharing.

Elk Grove Village

E .A . HOOVE R

PAY ONLY ONE

\Hours:

making opportunity .during
this active market.

ACCOUNTING CLERK

SENIOR FILE CLERK

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

'1001 Morse Ave.,

for Sunday morning work,9:30

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

WANT ADS

255-7200

2:30 AM - 6:30 AM
Monday thru Saturday
Delivering country route.

dividual

tall time eats personnel:
Please call for a money

WALL WASHING

Personnel Service

eall&Ak

e3tate7 Modern, attractive
and reputable office need

OPENINGS AT LIARCO

Ave. - Chicago.

With

,Would' you like to sell rail*

255-7130

to have above average earnings. Car necessary. Guaranteed salary while in train-

E. A. Hoover

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

Age 25 to 55

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women,

Phone for appointment

EXP-allent opportunity for an
eXperienced saletperson who'
is interested in and eager

Call 673-6760

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

FULL OR PART TIME

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

$20 per week.

Radio & T.V. Repair
17 So. Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.

items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents

Man or BO

12:30 PM to 3:30 PM
Monday thru Friday
Sat. 7:30 AM to 1:30 PM
ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
199 King St.
439-0286

Replaced
Call

9 a.m. to 8 a.m.

Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

person Mr. Rose

824-8892

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Men wanted for relay driver

restaurant, nights, apply in

8/10/66. Orville W. Haywood.
IT -Business Services

CALL

.

myself only. As of this date,

HAVE YOU

Row Boats

BOYS 16 OR OVER
To operate dishwasher in local

Thursday, June 30,1966

THE DAY

h-Neip Waited Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lest And Fend

529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpapeeg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384
Interior, Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
.529-6587
Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

MODERNE WALL

Radio -TV Repair

JUNE SPECIAL

PORTABLE T.V.'S

FREE PICK UP AND
DELIVERY IN
Arlie ton Heights Area
RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Bldek & White)
17 S. Evergreen,Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine also

new

method

carpet

cleaning.
456-5404

use The

WANT
ADS

Thursday, June", 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

NT A
30-Help Wanted-Women

free time telephoning for us.

RECEPTIONIST - TYPIST

Mr. Howard
774-5353

UNIVAC
AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH

Designations

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-

Agency columns

ployment

a CLERK
TYPIST. Good starting salary, regular increases, excellooking for

is

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nec-

lent company benefits, excellent working conditions. 36
hour week.
Contact MR. DI NUNZIO
824-8144

for, interview

essary to the normal °pd..
hii business
anon
of

convenience to our readers

them know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

General office. Experienced.
Good typing required. Year
round employment. 30 hours
per week. Vacation and sick
leave.
Call the Arlington
Heights Public Schools, at

waul

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

COST ACCOUNTING TRAINEE
Unusually good opportunity for a draft exempt young man to
learn the rewarding Cost Accounting profession.

Good figure aptitude and desire to advance necessary.
Some College helpful.
CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

NUCLEAR -CHICAGO CORP.
333 E. Howard

Des Plaines, Illinois
827-4456

(Just East of Mt. Prospect Rd. Near N.W. Tollway)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

living In area acceptable. Permanent. Must excel in typing.

'Compute Salary, handle all

of payroll deduction.

types

Must be familiar with tax
deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometor
775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

An equal opportunity employer,

EARN $40

INTERVIEWER

and

Employment manager

tot

women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks
an aggressive experienced

woman as en assistant. To
qualify, an, individual must

be thoroly versed

in

re-

cruiting factory applicants
for electrical 'manufactur-

ing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

PART & FULL TIME
(Name your own hours)

recruiting and interviewing.

Most jobs require you to meet
their schedule. Nationally
known company Is seeking
ladies to work at O'Hare Air-

cluding salary requirements

will help determine. In addi-

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

of

years experience in

3

Send complete resume into:

Work involved is office housekeeping for which you wouldbe

An equal

opportunity employer

message for me to call.

24-Help Wanted Men

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

tive military obligation should be satisfied.

Outstanding career' opportunity for candidate with minimuni,

bf 8 'years, experience In Time study,: methods analysis'
and work simplification. B. S.) degree in industrial encl.,
neering or equivalent.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE FOLLOW INO

ENGINEERS

D.P.

Address

Ph.
City
Mail to address below. You are

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

post card, phone or attached
of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may
bring your letter, card or
coupon in hand.

work

PART TIME
and earn

PAID VACATION

SERVICE MAN
EXPERIENCED IN ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS, APPLIANCES, LAUNDRY MACHINES, AIR CONDITIONERS, ETC.

Small Organization

LITTELFUSE

TEMPORARY WORK
392-1520
Room 03
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room
512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308
1609 Sherman

Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a

machine tool designer. Such a man would work with
more qualified designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

Sundt.

person.

MAITRE D'
RESTAURANT

Higgins

Rd.

Arlington

&

Heights Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PART TIME
General Office Work
Must bo able to talk to people

DOCTOR'S ASSIST
Someone who likes people a
trainee with light typing who

on phone and in showroom.

FREE position.

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1616 W. Northwest Hwy

is willing to start for $80.

392-0100

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Light duties.

Arl. Hgts.

CL 9-3700

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

827-5557

Join

and let her show you how you
can turn your spare time into
MONEY.

A

PREFERRED

GUI

.4\

Business Service

INTERV IEW ING:

toady Tore "
WelllfaVe need for 'a College, graduate who
reeiienalble position in cost :accounting.> Tlifa-young. 'Man

must ,have several years of experience in industrial =-

He must also be prepared to grow with a rapidly

For appointment call Mr. Burgett

678-0400

THOMPSON WIRE COMPANY

The following, positions are now available (or men and

' women in our new plants

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS

Franklin Park

9470 King Street

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

In plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHANICAL INSPECTOR
(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)

Some experience in performing mechanical inspection operation.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

Some experience expicliting in the electronic field.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

good pension program and insurance plans.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

Charles Bruning Company

equipment.

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

Damon of Addressograph Multigraph Corp

MT. PROSPECT

ELECTRICIAN

PHONE CL 5.1900

Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

An equal opportunity employer
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

(ELECTR I CAL)
The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

OPPORTUNITIES

TOOL MAKERS

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Openings on let & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, linkages and

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 yeais
minimum electrical engineering education.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancemeht
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

All the above jobs ,offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fridge benefits in air condition surroundings.
Interested applicants please call Dan

Full or part time. Apply in

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Des Plaines, Ill.

ing would be very helpful.

*J R. TOOL DESIGNER

WAITRESSES

Experienced for Dining Room.

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call
Ethel Doebber at

COST ACCOUNTANT

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

*MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

with small component manufacturer as required.

693-3021.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings II l 7:30 pm

TOP HAT CAR WASH, INC.

DESIGN ENGINEER
Qualified man with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work

qucAqo

Male 4t Female

24-Help Wanted Men

24-H9 Wanted Men

Salary Will Total

1319 Ashland Ave.

8501 W. Higgins Rd.

An equal opporttmity employer

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineer -I
ing background and knowledge of circuit theory.. Job
would be project development work in small electra
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requested. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

(Ono block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

company. We need skilled office workers to serve the

Lifesavers, Inc.

$9, 000 to $11, 000

*PROJECT ENGINEER

vacation. Five day week -

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

PROFIT SHARING

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

Work On Our Equipment

ARE NEEDED AT

gram. Paid Holidays and

SHEETS

for a

PROJECT ENGINEER

PURE OIL COMPANY
Palatine, Ill.

My name

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

A Division of Union 011 Company of California

rate. Fine insurance pro-

Want to work in a big beautiful ladies store?? Don't answer this ad. Want to work full
time all year in a small colorful sportswear shop?? Come in
Tuesday, Thursday or SaturdLy afternoon for interview.
TEDD'S Tepee
Randhurst

growing company.

250 N. 12th ST.

200 E. Golf Rd.

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.

Ph.

is a

Counting.

M. A TI IV MAE' 7:41 A. St

in IBM 1401, SPS, IOCS, or Autocoder.

Margie Bridal Salon

F.H .BONN COMPANY

chines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

SALES

Randhurst Center

827-4272

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

SERVICE BUREAU.
CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF IBM

adapt it to industrial ma-

'

Address
City
She

You bring your sowing skill.
Our people will help you

and days of your choice at

I am not available leave a

24-Help Wanted Men

sponsor

Arlington Heights, Illinois

trained with pay. Call me today with the days and hours
you would like to work. If

MR. STANLEY

I

I. B. M.

CAN YOU SEW?

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with thorn in a pleasant
coo us.
place. Xome

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

CLIP COUPON TODAY

coupon - name, address, phone

port on schedules that they

tion, free bus service provided to and from the Job.

work 40 hrs. prior to

9/30/66. Offer does not apply
to nice, student, teacher
temporaries.

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

8 to 4:30.

above, who have not worked for

us for two years, and are hired

DAYS

Paid Vacation

or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant working conditions
High salary

anyone referring those listed

PERSONNEL

ONLY

Need experienced key punch
operators for let, 2nd, & 3rd.
Shift work. On a full or part
time basis.
Call Lire. Burtch
For an appointment
THE.

Children grown?
Return to Business World

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

lege desired, but a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

Handle variety of functions in sales office. Would prefer
man interested in eventual transfer to sales position. Ac-

PROGRAMMER

Sponsor Typists,Stenos,Swtbd.
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

Alterations-Fitters

Full

PAYROLL CLERK

SALES CLERK

Minimum of 2 years experience desired. Prefer background

ANYONE!
Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

392-9255

1825 S. Busse Road
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

ACCOUNTANTS
Previous experience desirable but not necessary. Some
college preferred with emphasis on accounting courses.

Saleswomen

Part Time
Arlington Heights area
College student or housewife

& ENGRAVING CO.

253-0100, extension 27.

MIL FIND IF IN NE

GENERAL OFFICE

IMPERIAL STAMP

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel

or enterprise, or (2) as a
to let

Full Time
)experienced and accurate
New modern air-conditioned
office in Mount Prospect.
Apply in person only

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted -Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

GENERAL OFFICE

For information phone

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

HOUSEWIVES

Work at home during your

NOTICE

255-7200

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

mechanisms.

MAINTENANCE MECHAN IC

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

with alfa numerical keypunch.

ACCOUNTANT
To assume position ill cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

This position entails the construction of fixtures, drill
gigs and gages.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

liberal fringe benefits*' including a fine cafeteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

LITTELFUSE

Charles Bruning Company

800.1. Northwest.

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

es Plaine.

Personnel Dept. for further information.

Contact

&VISION of Addrusegraph Multigroph Carp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

824-118S.

company in the challenging field of pcckaging.

An equal opportunity employer

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-11Ga

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2201 Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

'Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route #83
Ad Equal Opportunity Employer

'
.

'

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

COUNTER CLERK

TEMPORARY

Will train personable married

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

AND

cludes Sat. Wonderful onpor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,.

PART TIME

ORCHID CLEANERS

IMMEDIATE WORK

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

Typists

Secretaries
Stenos
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks.
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

8606Golf Rd. Des Plaines

$10 BONUS

Call 992-9944

With First

WA !TRESSES
WANTED
COUNTRY -SIDE INN

Top Rates

Nights, Days, Sundays
Must be Experienced.

Paid Vacations

ARLINGTON PARK
JOCKEY CLUB

RIGHT GIRL

WANTED
Days and Nights

Mature dependable woman
needed for important invoicing

BELLA PIZZA

position in small graphic arts
located

Rolling

Industrial Park.
Modern office and equipment.
We will train capable person
Meadows

15 E. Campbell
:259-0222

in all details. Wonderful opportunity for steady work and
salary growth. Call 3921476 for further details and

Local cleaning lady for Fridays. Own transportation.
Top pay. Write Day Publ.

interview.

Box 1029.

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

PERMANENT TYPING

If you would like a job that
is more than Just typing, we
offer an interesting and varied position for the girl who

GENERAL OFF ICE
with assorted duties, steno,

receptionist Phone: very pleasant
2 girl office 8:30 to 5. $100
light

bookkeeping,

possesses intelligenceandhaa
some construction exper-

ience. We are looking for
a gal who can move with a

weekly

fast - moving, young, large-

scale building operation to

J.C.HARRIS & SON
INC.
894-5100

SECRETARY
SHORTHAND NECESSARY

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

MATURE WOMAN
Interested in listing and selling homes in the Northwest
Suburban area. We will train

work in our 1 -girl construc-

tion office in Arlington Heights
Airy Trace, Arlington Heights

Schaumburg

Rd., (1/2 mile n. of Golf

Rd.). 14 W. Emerson St. Ar-

Delicatessen - evenings and
week ends. Over 21. Experience helpful. 255-7078.

lington Heights.
FOR INTERVIEW CALL
775-5233

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.
306 E. Hellen Rd.

8386

'Tent -Side rms. outside alum.
supports. Sleeps 8. LIKE NEW
' 992-0646
$60.
Soft ' Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1108

$25. 392-

CL 5-2900

ful but not required, car necessary.

220 volts GE - 3/9 ton air -

BOEHMER and
HEDLUND

conditioner. $80
CL 9-0767

CL 9-1400

WE NEED YOU!

If you are interested in an
extremely

stock

1:00 A.M.

Jobs are open at this time for summer

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

GO KART

Excellent Condition. $65. CL
9-0289.

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

$40.

FLOOR INSPECTORS
Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift
premium.

If you are a summer girl, a woman who

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.
)

LITTELFUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

5645.

392-5579.

Fl 8-2699
German Shepard male.
6 months
All Shots $75.

CL 9-2062

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES
Excellent opportunity for an
experienced salesperson who

is interested in and eager to

have above average earnings.
Guaranteed salary while in
training.

REFRIG. used Frigidaire in
good cond. suitable for .2nd.
or cabin $30. CL 3-0993.
GARAGE SALE

Saturday and Sunday

Sofa, chairs, attic fan, car-

439-0680 or 439-3535.

$ CASH $

Clinton eng. $40.

furniture: Antiques, Gun or
Coin Collection.

50 -Help Wanted -Women

48 -Household Appliance

G. E. Portable Dishwasher,
2 yrs. old, ex cond't. $100.
Westinghouse washer, wkg.,
cond't. $25, 3 8-1672.
2 window air conditioners /18,500 & 10,500
Pvt. party hssa

BTU!. 299-4,119, after 5 p.m.
Grey. Low, hours. excellent I GE4101". Elettric aRange like.
condition. May take inboard
ed 5 months. $90.00
new.

Day Cruiser - 29 ft., 188

30 -Help Wanted-Wome

259-438133.

55usical Instruments

ar 3 pickups. Amplifier
with 10" spkr. Good cond.
G

Experienced

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
30 Algonquin Rd.
824-1155 Ext.236

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MAI AP Irl IV METALS

business

PARTAKE

Dept. A - I
537-218a

dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
wat to sunshine and happiness.
Many Job opportunities are a-

Also stable & garage.

ment,

porch, stairway to

home, see this one-- and make
an offer. $13,500.00

234 N. Northwest Highway
Palatine
358-7788
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

WHITNEY* Real Estate
108 So..Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

CRYSTAL LAKE -all electric
split level home. Brick/

frame, 5 bdrms., 2 baths, 2
car garage - 6 mos. old.
Owner transferred. Priced
to sell $25,900.
CL 5-8991

Interesting, varied work checking credit applications and preparing orders for delivery.
Light typing. Convenient, air - conditioned
office between Route 83 & Elmhurst Road,
South of Landmeier Road. Congenial coworkers. Top salaries. Hospitalization. Paid

THUR-FRI-SAT

RAINSOFT CO.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Steam Iron $ 9.99 Hand Pixig
$14.44 Spray Iron
Mod. 454
Blender
Cleaner $26.66

Fry Pan

437-94db

BOEHMER and
HEDLUND
1612 1114 Northwest Hwy.

392-8200

Arl. Hgts.
Art. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, Ige lot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls,

shops. $22,650. By. epp't.
CL 3-7237

Arlington ligts. 3 bdrm.,11/2
baths, part'l. basement. 2 1/2
car garage. $29,500.437-1559
NO OBLIGATION

'it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

3 bedrms. home, 1 1/2 baths
with open stair to 2nd floor.
1 bedrm. down, 2 car garage
(single door) $21,500 FOLZ
REALTY - CL 5-3535, eve.

$1995. 259-1607.

1960 Mercury. Low mileage.

dr. Auto. Trans. Radio,

heater. Like new tires. $350.
CL 3-1006.
'66 Mustang, fast back. Black.
$2300.

392-4746

'63 VW Sedan, sun loot, one
owner. 49,000 miles, $750.
LE 7-2168
'56 Pontiac

Arl. Hts.
Mt. Prospect - Ideal location.
3 bdrm. ranch, bsmt., dining

L, carpet. 1 1/2 car garage.
2 1/2 bike. to shop train. St.

Raymond's Parish. Low 20's.
Mundelein - Attractive 3 bed
room ranch. Nice area, basement, fenced back yard. Owner must sell. $19,000.
COUNTY SIDE REALTY
259-4353
88 -Real Estate -Vacant

NORTHWEST
acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road..
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
5

FL 4-2186

317 Ca. 4 sp.

auto. 2 Mag. wheels. Needs
little work. $250 or best offer.
824-5875.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Wanted; Good, clean, reason-

ably priced Volvo. 62 or 63.
253-2226

WANTED USED CARS

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.,

1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707
110-119cles

Girl's 26" J.C. Higgins bike.
$10.

CL 5-0718

29II>5731.

1810 E. N/W Hwy

Only 4 months old.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

'2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines
824-4261

'65

Honda 305 Super Hawk,
exc. cond., low mileage,

extras. $850. 255-9583 after
5 PM..

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

For Rent
COMMERCIAL
Prime location - plenty of
parking - 3200 Sq. Ft. A tr
conditioned - will remodel
Available September 1st
Dial CL 5-2020

96 -Real Estate Wanted

HOME REALTY
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
,Palatine
86 -Real Estate -Houses

j:RANCEK
8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect
86 -Real Estate -Houses

$24,900

27.77
13.33
38.88

HOOVER BAGS 5 PKGS. $4.00
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
DIAL 824-9239 or 299-1259

3 Bedroom, Split - level home in choice
Mt. Prospect area. Paneled Rec. Room;
1 1/2 baths, transferred owner, can give
immed. possession.

DICK EIRICH.OWNER

AUTHORIZED HOOVER
SERVICE CENTER

Des Plaines

4

'66 Mustang Candy apple red.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

HOOVER SALE

Phone or See MRS. COLE

25 So. Park,

Roselle, LA 9-9871

Listings Wanted

ORDER CLERK
Holidays, Vacations, etc. Age no barrier.

259-1246
ROSELLE DODGE

ed patio, 2 1/2 car attached
garage. Leaving state, sacri-

255-8964

home on 1/2 acre located

4 cyl.

overdrive. $450

6 cyl. standard trans. R w/w
back up Its. signal flashers.
Used little. Private party.

car,. tilt both, fermica custom
kitchen.... Total price .while it
Jests., which includes decora-

tor furniture, $8,995, $350

439.7244 after 5 PM

'61 Willy's Wagon.

Magnificent hilltop setting3-2
acres studded with huge trees.
Elegant 5 rm. Brick and stone
ranch, breathtaking views
from every window. 2 master
bedrooms, luxury kitchen,

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800
PALATINE - Wooded 1/2 acre

with 2 bdrms., liv. rm., di-.
nette with lge. plate glass
picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

new

'53 Chevy 16 cyl. stick shift
Good second car. $75.

If you are thinking of selling,
,your home come in and talk

floored upstairs for expansion. Certainly you want a

is

3 twin sz. bdrms., family rm.
brick & frame tri-level. fireplace, 2 car gar. Lot 132x298
$26,500. Low dwn. pymt. or
will rent to responsible party.

proved community. Excel!.
shops, schools, hospital,
churches. Home is complete

9:00.

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Don Wheeler,

Fox River privilege. Frame
cape cod, 5 rms., full base-

chising

392-4080

fice below cost, $58,000.

86-Real.Estate-Houses

TRADE WIND CAMPER

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Fran-

WHEELING

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

Excellent condition, sleeps 6
off ground. All equipment required for immediate camp-

66 -Business Opportunities

PALATINE, by Owner

carpeted, draped throughout.
3 baths, 2 fireplaces, enclos-

Weddings

ed. Walk to shopping - bus to

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

250 N. 12th ST.

and Sundays.

scpd. corner lot in an im-

Good

'63 VW red sedan, R/H,W/W,

INVERNESS

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

'situated on a beautifully land-

w/w. Many extras.
Condition. 253-8926.

359-1450, Eves. CL -0297

1 1/2 baths, full finished base-

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

Air conditioning,

pwr steering radio, heater,

seat belts, good cond. $900.

ment, garage, ww carpeting.
$180 per month. 253-4137
days or 255-3100 evenings

h me near the $1,000,000,000
isneyland project. Now for

Arl.

CL 5-6320

Estates - 3 bdrm.

t.CL. 3-2978

'58 VW. Excellent body and

o- matte.

BRUNS
1714 E. N.W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9

$165. DE 2-6787 or 272-6999
eves.
2 bdrm. house in Rolling
Meadows. Immediate occupancy. Call 392-6618.

Wauconda High. Owner transferred. $15,000.00

ers. Call CL 5-2347 after

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

$28,500.

16 -To RerT1 Houses

in an area of well cared for
homes on dead-end street.
Stove, washer, living room
and stairs carpeting includ-

60 -Sporting Goods

'60 Rambler American. 4 Dr.
std. shift. Good cond.
CL 3-0418
1984 Falcon. 4 door sedan.
w/w, excellent condition.
Very low mileage. 253-8926.
'04 Chevy 2 Or. Impala 8 cyl.
auto/trans. R/II, P/S, W/W.
private party $1395.992-4888

1965 Ford Galaxie 500. 4
door sedan. 8 cyl. cruise-

tence to trains and school

SEE MANAGER, APT. IG
1444 So. Busse Rd.
PHONE 439-9100

BOWES INSERTER.

Des Plaines

ent cond. $675. 439-1504 attar
7 PM

Just listed and asking only

Wauconda countryside ... 7
year old 1 1/2 story, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, frame

392-4106

'81 FordGalaxie,P/s.Exceli.c'

erator, cooking gas. Country
estates setting.

BUNN AUTOMATIC TYING
MACHINE, PITNEY BOWES
POSTAGE METER, PITNEY

-

259-0286

$200

running condition. R/H $400
CL 3-7312

$79,500.00

Best Offer

'56 Mercury Montclair. Hard
top. Runs good, Very clean.

screened porch. Walkingdls-

SWIMMING POOL

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

For Sale
Country Western Guitar

59 Buick convertible, automatic drive, power steering:"

power brakes, good condition,
$475. Call CL 9-0900.

rec. lounge, putting green,

Amplifier. CL 3-9546.

$100. 392-2034

FOR SALE. Ampeg Guitar.

Will train to operate microfilm camera.

Lovely face brick ranch with 3

99 -Automobiles For Sale

extra large bedrooms. Carpeted living and dining rooms.
Lovely ash panelled family
room
with
bar. Large

vailable to you. FI 6-8252.
'Color pictures available.
Horses & children, plenty of
room for both on this partly
wooded 5 acres haven located In close in section of Barrington Hills. 9 rooms, 3 1/2
baths, 30' x 30' living room,

Good Condition. $35.255-0175

CLERK

CONDITIONING

A few choice 2 bedroom apts.
Sensible rentals.
Includes

less than your present Chi-

after 12 noon.

UNITED

6:00 PM:.

CENTRAL AIR

Timber -Lake Village

or room. Terms and/ cagoland rent you can own one

,

Call 438-6093,

,ment, CL 3-8090.
MT. PROSPECT

.

4010-7070 Savings'

delivery arranged. 773-0252

RENT-ALLS. 259-9350.

in trade. Call 259-5136 after

brick garage with autom,
doors, alum. storms &
'Screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space',
gas heat. Near schools.
433,000. Shown by appoint-

722 -West Dempster Street
iMi. We of Rt. 83 Elmhurst Rd.;
499-1127
Mt. Prospect

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by
piece

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

For Y99. -T. Cemplete houSe of

face brick, elate roof, 2 car

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
TENNIS COURTS
CHIWIREN'S-PLAY AREA
1 Bdrm Apt.
$155-$170
Bdrm Apt.
$179.50 Up

FLORIDA
One f Florida's largest build
er offers a new Florida model

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

2187 Terms.
Garden Tiller used 3 1/211.P.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Arlington fits -By owner,. 8
room home, centrally located.

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all

HALL RENTALS

old, very tiny, shots, AKC.

condition. $15. 358-1851.

ton $99.95 Skelkop T.V. CL 3-

3788

Low summer rates for

plete with box spring. Good

392-2600

Liv.Rm. 26:14-Din.Rrii.13x1I
.1)etkrms.' 14x17 -Closets .5x9
Breakfast area 14x10

ily room. Convenient. 392-

259-3903

Silver male poodle, B wks.

537-8447
Buffalo Grove
Simmons full sized bed, com-

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

2 1/2 baths, fenced yard, fam-

Wanted Good Home for 3 little kittens. Call 253-2921
Boxer puss AKC. Male - Female $85. Call after 6 PM
358-6182

pet, drapes, tools, crib, stroller and misc. baby items.
Bargain prices.
615 St. Mary's Pkwy.

3 pc. modern sectional, beige
$75. Playpen, vanity & misc.
items. Reasonable. 299-8388
AIR COND. Emerson 5,000
313,,T.U's quick mount in car-

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

AKC

Electric clothes dryer,buggy,
Jumper chair and rotisserie.

Apply

Apartments.

Hoffman

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

Fedders Air Conditioner

1950 E. ESTES

824-1188

FREE KITTENS. CALI:CLI3

For Sale

DIVISIQN OF MARTIN COMPANY

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

824-6115

381-2875

please come In for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,

We have the largest and finest

Arlington Heights. 3 bdrm.,

Mt. Prospect -1112 N. Elmhurst
5 1/2 rms., 2
MAJOR MILLWORK CO. bdrms,, Rd.
screen porch, 2 car
279 River Rd.
Des Plaines
garage. Opposite Randhurst

Piano - Sohmer, mahog. console spinet $495; combination
stove refrig, oven & sink;
antique 4 drawer chest; King
sz. head board; near new
winter car coat sz. 14.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtline.

as

Formica tops, frames, sash,
doors, trim, wood & aluminum screens & storm sash.

MOVING SALE

interesting Job,

- custom or special.

Thursday, June 30, 1966

86 -Real Estate -Houses

tennis court, range, refrig-

For the do it yourselfer. Free
estimates & layout help.
Kitchen,
vanity cabinets,

CL. 3-4909.

ASSEMBLERS
-

Mercury
Mercrulser
7108 W. Cermak
PI 9-2260

OPEN SUNDAYS

toys, copper coffeepot, cloth-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

5:00 P.M.

Dunthy

7843 after 5:30 PM.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

APPLY IN PERSON

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Sea Ray
Donzi

43 -Do It Yourself

WE NEED HELP

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

ON DISPLAY

ing, maternity sz. 14, men's
med., boy's to sz. 6. Misc.

OPENING 0012 -NEW BUILDING

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT

NEW AND USED

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

people. Sales experience help-

'
'.
1
BIRCHWOOD TERRACE

Private balconies

100 BOATS

sporting equipment, etc. must
sell. 409 S. Forrest. Arl.
Garage Sale. Wed.Thurs. Fri.
aquarium, buggy, baby items.
Misc. 1109 E. Kennsington.,
For Sale - Washer, dryer
comb. Like new. $125. Room

TELETYPE OPERATOR

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TIME

OVER

Garage Sale - Used clothes.

Palatine

358-7322

SMITH
MARINE

yds. wide by 80". $35. 253-

air conditioner.

THE DAY

14 -To Rent Apartments

Mt. Prospect

Marx train & layout, barbeque, oscilloscope, hi -chair,

Mr. W. Wais

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

31 -Boats And Marine.Supplles

sonality and ability to meet

an applicant with pleasing per-

WA !TRESS

TYPIST -BILLER

plant

extra $$$ without leavingyOur
home. Call Maxine Polley for
appointment. 259-1495.

392-8200

PHONE 827-1108

in

'

255-4300

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

For a pleasant way to earn

25372340

PLUS

$75 BONUS

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

60 sq. yds. black and gray
tweed carpet. $50. Drapes,
valances, modern print, 16

Arlington fits.

PBX
RELIEF OPERATOR

5 Days Pay

Wanted -Women

ARE YOU LOOKING

1011 EAST McDONALD ROAD
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

NWUd

1 East Campbell

CL 3-2111
Arlington Hts.

Member of M.A.P. rtiltiple Listing. Service

-

The Day's Prospects

June, The Month of Celebrations
BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's. Editor

June, being the month of brides, is ending with a

members to join, another activity was started. This was
the Saturday night social held

CELEBRATING their

50th

anniversary are Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Meier.
They once
lived in a farmhouse on the

flourish.

every third
park.

brides of decades past arc honored.
The golden ages have come for many of our residents whose
40th, 50th and 60th anniversaries have been celebrated recent-

The group takes many in- Mount Prospect Community
teresting tours. They will be Center.
going by private coach to NiThey bought some 65 acres
agara Falls on July 29. This on Route 58 and Meier Road
tour, including train fare, bus to replace this property and

Engagements foretelling future weddings are
announced. New brides are showered with attention and

ly.

compliments
itself
Time
these couples. They have seen
their community grow from

unpopulated farming area

an

Fortuto one of city size.
nately, there have been these
established families to keep

it strong. It is fortunate, too,
to have the newness of youth
to keep it continually growing.

other area residents got together to form an ensemble
featured Mrs. Thor
which
Peterson at an organ loaned

cently celebrated their 40th
They have been
anniversary.
for eleven active
residents
years.

was meeting every two weeks.

The need seemed to be so
great for fellowship and activity that a poll was taken

50 Clubs in the area.
She said that the program
for senior citizens was started in the Arlington Heights
Park District under the di-

In October of 1962 the first

the

now

trees

occupied

by

near

seen

the

Busse

Rd. arc the fruits of their labors.

.

.

The couple returned to the

scene of their marriage, St.
John's

Lutheran

Church

in

Mount Prospect.
Meier had
been the first baby christened
in
the
little
white -spired
church known to be the oldest

in Mount Prospect. This was

Herbert, former pastor of
the

Community

Five of the original wedding

Presbyterian

party

were

Edwin

present,

present.
He is now with the Deeke, a bridesmaid; Mrs.
First Presbyterian Church in Eleanore Gieseke, the flower
Waukegan.
-girl and Fred Busse, and Wal-

The number of persons be-

-

longing

the

to

varied

Walter ' Nerge who are from
Roselle all are Mount Prospect residents.

MRS. MEIER was born and
Schaumburg Township and attended St. Peter's
Lutheran School. Their sons
raised in

also attended St. Peter's.

Recollection of the wedding brought memories of the
wedding dance held in a new
barn in 1916. Thc hay had
not been harvested thus the
provided an excellent
barn

place for the 300 people who
attended their wedding.

The

guests came on gravel roads

by horse and buggy, the
of Mount Prospect
lighted by kerosene lights,
and danced until midnight.
streets

Mr.

and Mrs. Walter
who
celebrated

Meyer,

their 40th anniversary, are

In those times Mount Prospect consisted of 15 houses,
a grocery and hardware store
and a blacksmith shop. How
our town has grown in these

pictured

with

their son,
grandchildren

William

and

Melissa

and Allan Meyer.

past years.

map AT HOME

Last year the class poured,
fired and glazed 138 Santa
Mugs which they used for
their Christmas party coffee.

years

noon get-togethers".

sight

The
anniversary
celebra- in the year 1892. He was martion included 50 guests and ried and confirmed in the
relatives.
The Rev. Norman same church.

and meetings were held weekly. The next step was the initiation of a ceramic class.

rection of William Appleby, but
it did not seem to take hold as
the meetings were held in the
evening. She said, "You know,
they like to see where they arc
walking so I suggested aft.cr-

the

to them by Art Van Dam Stu- Church of Mount Prospect, Meier, best man and brother
dios. At this time the group and his wife were among those to the groom; Mrs. Selma

Mrs. Meyer was instrumental in the founding of the Over

after people get up in

at

afternoon meeting was held sightseeing, a trip
on
the
in Pioneer Park with about
"Maid of the Mist" and all
30 people attending.
meals, will cost $45.
Thc program grew, aided
Mrs. Meyer's ceramic acby
the
First
Presbyterian tivities have grown, too. She
Church of Arlington, Heights. now teaches children atta
The church women's guild, dulls in
the Arlington Park
under the leadership of Mrs. District Programs.
There
Tierney,
served
the
newly were over 75 children and aformed
group a
casserole dults in her summer classes
luncheon.
last year.

AT CHRISTMAS several

MR. AND MRS. Walter
Meyer of Mount Prospect re-

Saturday

ter Nerge, ushers. With the
exception 'of Mrs. Deeke and

activ-

Mr.

ities of this group now is 250.
In order to encourage Ione Page 14

IvP'

Thursday, June 30; 1966

Mrs. Louise
(left)
celebrated

and

Meters

their 50th Anniversary this
month.

f".A.-fr date,.

A New Bride And Plane Fashi

Grace's Daze

I

On The Move

The TWA Clipped Wing- International got together aboard a
TWA 880 Jetplane,' not to act as stewardesses but to see a

A Bride -To -Be

fashion show.

The show was presented by

Miss Cynthia Batts, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe W.
Batts of Mount Prospect became the bride of Timothy

By Grace 1114ett
Newly transplanted in the middle west from Arcadia, Calif.,
are the Norman Hollingsheads. The family includes Norman
and Jean and three sons.
Norman L., 23, is married

and living in Seattle: A gradu-

ate of the University of Red

the University
in Mexico

of The Americas
City.

Topolski

were

by

sung

Vincent

seed

Thc

pearls.

I.

full -skirted

new

of Mount Prospect at whose

the waist, elbow length sleeves

home
were

and

visiting when they were

forward

to

in boy scouting.

decorating for Jean; and golf
and gardening are Norman's
recreational

interests.

Both were active in affairs

of the Methodist church in
Arcadia, Jean has been secretary of the official board,
while Norman just finished
serving as chairman of the

Saturday evening Mr. and
Mrs.
Smeltzer
entertained
four couples who have long

The bride carried a cresentshaped bouquet of ivy and A-

their card club companions at dinner at the Kung sholm Restaurant in Chicago

mazon Lilies.

The maid of honor was Ellen

Hebert of Indianapolis, Ind.
Her gown was a floor length
design of Saki trimmed with
satin, was aqua in color. She

remained to see

the famed puppet show. Guests
at the affair, another official
anniversary celebration were

nance committee.

With Libby Products, he is
manager;

sales

mid -western

region Owens-Illinois.

THE 60 year old three
story landmark house at 101
S. Maple St., has new owners.

They are Mr. and Mrs. Richard Webb and daughters Jane

and Linda who, after a 'two
year

returning

arc

absence,

to Mount Prospect. The family
lived on S. Hi Lusi before
moving to Dushore Pa., where
they operated a resort lodge
in the mountains.

%;

It was when Mrs. Webb was

here for the graduation from
the University of Wisconsin
of their son Alan, that she saw
and fell in love with the house

which Mr.' end Mrs. Charles
Barnes

have

sold.

Webb

is

again working for the firm he
was with before moving away,
Marshall- and Buschart Machinery Co.
Bessie Fredric Barnes has
lived in the house on Maple

Howard Boll.

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bydal, who have more
h i g h - degreed professional
close relatives in the medical
C. B.

and

science

who hope to be moved by Aug-

in

their

family than most, has been a
crossroads for the coming and

MRS. TIMOTHY W. O'GORMAN

going of several this summer.

The Memorial Day weekend
found their son, Dr. Bruce
Bydal and his family here,

and only a few days later Dr.
and Mrs. John Gilmore arriv-

Lutheran General Gala
The Lutheran General Hos-

and

pital will hold its first annual

gue

for the benefit of, needy
ed from San Francisco, ostensibly to attend chemical meet- patients on Saturday, July 23
ings at the Sherman House in in the grand ballroom of the
Chicago, but also to visit in O'Hare Inn, Des Plaines.
Mount Prospect a week with
The affair is being sponsorhis aunt.
This week's guest at the ed by the Service League, the
home of the Bydals' is their medical staff and the Men's
Association of the hospital.
niece, Miss Nancy Dahl, from
Tickets are $25 per person
Seattle, on her way to Europe
to upend her college freshman
year living and studying in
Switzerland.

Selling your home?

most of her life. Now, however,
a newer house on N. Louis will

be home to her and Charles

fields

taa II our

Woman of the

ust 10.

pap

2210, ext. 1319.

Mrs. Edwin Hurt announced,
"We welcome all to attend
this

apartment.

Attendance

not limited to those receiving
invitation, although invitations
have

been

sent

by

mail

to

friends of the hospital in the
surrounding communities."

For The Finest In Food'

GUNNELL'S
BUSINESSMEN'S

LUNCHEONS

Former

owners of the house the Winklemanns have purchased were

GUNNELL'S

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Upchurch who have gone to live
in Detroit.

RESTAURANT It

THOROUGHLY surpris-

Join Us In SOIne-Fun
And Sing -Along
With Big Hal

:12-8; IET. 83
MT. -PROSPECY; III4

COCKTAIL LOUNGE ,PHONE t1:34179.

ed were Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn
qmeltzer when their daughters
4

Community

High

School

and is with the United Air
Lines

In Mount Prospect.

Fifth Wheelers
Dance on River

the team.

Robin was the state all

a-

Gail Alton daughter of Mr.

the month throughout the sum-

and Mrs. Edward Alton, who is

mer.

Freshman
placed second
a

Two New

at
in

Wheeling,
the state

trampoline and fourth in tum-

Teachers

bling.

Karen Brongiel, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Brongiel,
in the intermediate division,
placed seventh in the trampoline competition. She is a stu-

Nelson of Mount Prospect,
now a resident of Midland.

Mrs. Edward Richards, placed

September 17.

The reception was held at

attendants

were Denneth O'Gorman Jr.,
best man; Richard Batts of
Mount Prospect, Shane

Old Orchard Country Club and
included 200 guests.

The wedding trip will

Gor-

DC

to

man and Gary Erwin of Ar-

Eagle River, Wisc. after which

Fick of Omaha, Neb.

dence in Mount Prospect.

the couple will take up resi-

Normal.

Dinah Mobus, 409

N.

fourth or

will teach the
fifth grade in Ste-

ger.
uates

recent gradIllinois State Uni-

Forest,
Both

of

are

versity, Normal.

dent at Prospect.
Jan Richards

of Prospect

Heights, daughter of Mr. and

fourth in the 15.- 17 year old
division on the .trampoline and
seventh in the uneven parallel

bars. Jan is also a student at
Prospect High school.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

is

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

407 N. Elmhurst are Mr. and
Mrs. James Outzmer who
moved there from a . Mount
Prospect

benefit.

PRIVATE ROOMS,

The new
home at

Is a graduate of Oak Lawn

may be made by calling 629- lington Heights, and Bernard

gala

burn are Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Win kelmann.
owners of their

are available from leamembers.
Reservations

Nancy

Woodworth Is a graduate of
Two Mount Prospect girls
Arlington High School. He
attended Northern Illinois have signed contracts to teach
next fall.
University and is presently
with
Greyhound
Van
Lines
Donna Adams, 112 W. Sunpaign Donna Walker of Santa
Wedding set, will teach the second
Anna, Calif., and Mrs. Thom- In Northiake.
as Beck, the former Barbara plans have been set for grade in Fairview School in
THE GROOM'S

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

NOW MOVED to 810 W. Mil-

announced the engagement,

carried a crescent designed
bouquet of carnations, cornflowers, Static and ivy, as
did the four bridesmaids.
Bridesmaids were Kathleen
O'Gorman, the groom's sister; Bonnie Stout of Cham-

Dr. and Mrs. Albert Smedley,
board of trustees and was a the Biner Lovgrens, the Ed member of the church's ft- win Kellers, and Mr. and Mrs.

Morova of Prospect
Heights arc also members of

SH 1-9377.

Miss Cleo Garcia, daughThe club meets the first She was also the trampoline
ter of Gustavo Garcia of and third Sunday at 7:30 p.m. champion, and tumbling chamLos Angeles, will become at the Trinity Lutheran Church pion. Robin received a 66 1/2
the bride of J. Michael in Des Plaines.
There arc point count.
Nancy Morava was the best
Woodworth, son of Mr. and about 100 members.
The 5th Wheeler bowling in the midget group which inMrs. Kenneth Woodworth of
Mount Prospect.
Miss league meets at Thunderbird cluded girls under 10 years of
age.
Garcia whose parents have lanes on the 1st Saturday of

piece.

been

they

The

neckline.

mantilla
was purchased by the bride in
Brussels last summer. It was
worn over a tiny pill box head-

asked by phone to return home

where

scopped

delicately patterened

for a few minutes.

Norman and Jean enjoy
several hobbies; art and home
favorite

anniversary couple

the

team

round prep champion. She won
the championship for vaulting,
The 5th Wheelers, a group championship on the balanced
of men and women who were beam, tied for second in free
and
placed second
formerly
married,
held
a exercise
-dance on a Fox River boat. on the uneven parallel bars.

gown had a small flat bow at

friends here is Brian, II, who
has a healthy, active interest

gymnastic

championship , held at the JolMembership in the group is iet YMCA.
open. to all former TWA steMount Prospect girls on the
wardesses.
For further in- team are Robin Mells and Karformation call Jodi Hurt at en Brongiel. Gail Alton and

Pcau de soie embellished with

In on the ruse were Mr.
Mrs. William Gladfelter

girls

go to the hospital ship HOPE.

THE BRIDAL gown was of

and

Looking

.5.

Ahmquist.

of Mount

Prospect was -evident.

Thc

of the Northwest Suburban
Proceeds from the show will YMCA recently won the state

of South' Baptist Community
Church. "The Lord's Prayer"
and* "The Wedding Prayer"

first year at the Univer- sophomore, Ellen, 15, and
sity of San Diego, intends to Carol, 14, and JoAnne's friend,

Gymnasts
Do Well
In State

and Mrs. John Bener.

candlelight
wedding was conducted by the
Rev,, ,Edwin I. Stevens, pastor

honor of the Smeltzers'
25th wedding anniversary last
in

Edward

who modeled were Mrs. Karl
Schuart, Mrs. William Davis

June 3, 1966.
The
evening

hosted a party in their home

his

will be off to

who provided the international
fashions. Among the members

W. O'Gorman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth O'Gorman on

land, he is now working for an Friday.
advanced degree in history at
No trace of the preparations
the University of Washington.
TimothY, IS, has just finished made by JoAnne, 19, a college
study law, and in September

Mary Gordon, TWA advisor,

tql1WILUXURIOUS

rent a new '66

SEDAN

CORTINA

4.00

FALCON

5,00

FAIRLANE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

FOR
E
R

E

D,

A

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS &

PLAN YOUR VACATION

:RENT A STATION WAGON
L RA ES

$349202

"

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE

1966 "98"
LUXURIOUS SEDAN
Hydromatic Drive Back Up Lights Power Steering
Day/Night Tilt Mirror *Power Braked n'inted Windshield ,. White Wall Tires DeLuxe Seat Held! Fr. & Bk.
r Foam
Full Wheel Disc's . Outside Rear View M

Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 60 Light Group
Trunk Lid Release 2 -Speed Wiper &-Was rs.

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. agreturi
ARLINGTON HOTS, ILL

CL 9=3141
liTES 'AND SUNDAY

CL 5-988P

MARTIN J., KELLY
OLDSMOBILE, INC.,.
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

